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ANNUAL REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington City, December 5, 1887.
To the PRESIDENT :
I have the honor to submit the following report of the administration
of this Department :
EXPENDITURES, APPIWPRIATIONS, AND ESTIMATES.

The payments from appropriations under direction of the Secretary
of War by requisitions upon the Treasury Department from July 1,
188G, to June 30, 1887, were:
Salaries and contingent expenses .........•.......•-. . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . $1, 935, 813. 91
Military establishment : Support of the Army and Military Academy. 24, 184, 453. 48
Public works, including river and harbor improvements.... . . . . . . . . . • 9,863,551. 97
Miscellaneous objects . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,402,345. 77
Total ... ......................... ..................••.......... 4_1, 386,165.13

The sum of $917,728.29 pertaining to War Department appropria·
tions was carried to the surplus fund June 30, 1887.
The appropriations for the War Department for the fiscal year end.
ing June 30, 1888, are:
Sa.laries, contingent expenses, stationery, rent, and postage .......... $2,123,487.00
Military establishment-Army and Military Academy....... . . • • • • . . . . 24, 011, 485. 62
Public works, including river and harbor improvements............... 1,308,409.88
Miscellaneous objects ..........................••.........••........ 3,611,919.85
Total .••.... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . 31, 055, 302. 35

The estimates of the War Department for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1889, are as follows:
Salariei, and contingent expenses ........................... _.... . . . . $1,903,585. 00
Military establishment, Army and Military Academy· ................. 25,689,615.73
Public works, including river and harbor improvements ....•........ 22,339,151.20
Miscellaneous objects ..•....••.......•••.......•..........• _........ 3,406, 358. 31
Total ........•..••.• ~,., .:. •••••••.•••••..•.•• _. •...•..•.••.. r • • • • 53,338,710.24
3
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The estimates for salaries and contingent expenses for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1889, are considerably less than the appropriation for
the curre:ot year. They have received careful attention, ~rnd are fully
explained in the Book of Estimates. The entire amount is required and
necessary for the proper administration of the Department. The estimates for the military establishment are based upon the actual requirements of the service. During recent years, the appropriation for transportation of the Army has been inadequate to meet the cost of transporting the Army, and the failure to appropriate funds for that service
has caused much embarrassment, and greatly increased the labor in
settling such accounts. The estimates for fortifications and other public works, and for the usual miscellaneous objects under the War Department, are based upon the needs of the service. The estimates for
improving rivers and harbors represent the probable cost of such improvements if approved by Congress.
The statement of appropriations, expenditures, and the balances on
hand at the end of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, which is required to be submitted to Congress by section 228 of the Revised Statutes, is appended to this report.
THE ARMY.

The Lieutenant-General reports that at the date of the last consoli-·
dated returns there were 2,200 officers and 24,236 enlisted men in the
A.rmy, divide<l. as follows:

Generals ............ ... : ...•.•.. , •........••.•••.•••••.••..•...•...•.••. -~-.......
General

staff................................................... ~...................
ir:er:tirr:~~is<?it:1:t!lflii :: ::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::: ::: :::

10

576

~:~
fndf!~Y~~;1~t~~~~~~~~~-~:!~-~a~~? :::::: ::~: :: :::::: ::: : :::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: ..... -~~~-

Detachments, recruiting parties, etc ................................•....... ... ... . ... .......
Total . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 200

.. ···6,806
i: iiiio
2,482

10,950
226
2,386
24,236

In the Division of the .Atl~ntic few changes haYe occurred in the disposition of troops. The Twelfth Infantry, having finished its tour of
duty jn the East, has been replaced by the Eleventh Infantry, which
has. been in Montana and Dakota since 1876. Two companies of cavalry
t,hat have seen service in Arizona and Colorado have been stationed at ·
Fort Myer, Va. No other changes of importance have been made. Detachments from the several branches of the service took part in the
centennial celebration in Philadelphia and the military encampment at
Chicago.
Then w post at .Atlanta, Ga., is approaching completion, and a garri on will be plac d there next summer. The new buildings at Fort
orter, N. Y., are in progres~ and will probably be completed within a
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year. The buildings, fortifications, pnblic works and grounds in this
division are in the same condition as described in the report of 1886,
and are everywhere in need of repair or reconstruction. Their armaments, if such they can be called, for the protection of a sea-coast line
of 2,870 miles, and of a northern frontier line of 2,530 miles, are described in General Sclwfield's report as follows :
Of the 62 posts in this division which may be properly termed artillery stations, 8
are garrisoned by infantry and 39 have no garrisons at all. In the 5 :fortifications
guarding the entrance to the Mississippi aml the city of New Orleans there are
mounted but 4 rifled guns, which are of obsolete type; iu the harbor of Mobile but
26 are mounted, which are also obsolete; at Key ·west there are 17 obsoleterifledguns;
at Pensacola there are none whatever; in the harbor of Saint Augustine none; Cumberland Sonnd none; in the defenses of Savannah 2, obsolete ; in Charleston Harbor 2,
obsolete; in Wilmington none; ·New Berne 2, obsolete; Hampton Roads, including
Norfolk and Richmond, has but 12 rifled guns, of which 7 are obsolete; in the defenses of Washington no rifled guns are mounted; Baltimore has none; Philadelphia
none; of the 9 lake ports; 8 are without sea-coast guns of any descr-i ption whafever,
and none of them have rifled guns; in all the defenses o f New York Harbor there are
mounted but 57 muzzle-loading rifled guns, of which 44 are of obsolete pattern; tho
harbor of New London has none; Newport has 4, obsolete; Clark's Point, 4; Boston
harbor has 6 rifled guns mounted, of which 2 are obsolete; Portland only 6, of which
2 are obsolete; and the defenses of the KenneLec and Penobscot Rivers none.
Thus on the entire Atlantic and Gulf coast and northern frontier there are mounted
but 142 rifled guns, of which 116 are obsolete and of very low power. E,·en the few
serviceable rifled guns that are mounted are of but little value. ·s ome of them are
mounted ou old carriages, and all are without adequate protection. Yet it is intended
to pursue without remission every possible effort to improve the artillery instruction.
To this end it is respectfully recommended that each artillery post be furnished with
at least one 8-inch muzzle-loading rifled gun, ·with sqch other appliances as may be
needed for artillery target practice and other technical instruction, and with one or
more of the new breech-loading guns and mortars as soon as they become available.

The closing recommendation of General Schofield is· a very important
one, but the Department is unable to comply with the request, as we
have no guns suitable for such target practice and technical instruction.
This division is garrisoned mainly by artillery, four-fifths of the officers
and men of that arm being stationed within its limits. In no branch of
the service is technical instruction and daily experiments and practice
in the use of its weapons more demanded. than in the artillery. Infantry
can be rapidly organized and soon made serviceable; but the trained
and well-instructed artillery soldier, whether officer or enlisted man, is
only obtained by long and patient work. Ith; earnestly hoped that, if
guns cannot be had for fortifications, appropriations can be made for
the purchase or manufacture of enough guns to employ the artillery
and fit them for any emergency. The light batteries in this division
are said to be in good condition. It is probable that new 3.2-iuch steel
B. L. rifled guns, with proper carriages, mentioned under the head of
Ordnance Bureau, will be put in their hands during the coming season.
A concentration of these batteries may be made at Fort Niagara, N. Y.,
which affords better f~cilities for their work than any other place in the
division, when that post can be prepared for their reception.
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The Apache Indians have been removed from Fort Marion since my
last report. Tl.lis fort, which was intended only as a temporary resort,
proved on many accounts an unsuitable place. Tl.le fort is close to the
town of Saint Augustine, Fla., open to constant intrusion by civilians
and strangers; it possesses but limited accommodations, and afforded
no occupation to the Indians. Before the removal was made in April
last, Captain Pratt selected from the children and young men and women
those capable of instruction and took them to the Carlisle School.
The wives and children, about forty in number, of Geronimo and his
band, were sent to Fort Pickens, and the remainder, about three hundred and fifty in number, were conveyed to Mount Vernon Barracks,
Ala. This fort.is on b-igh ground in a 'wooded country about 40 miles
north of Mobile. It is a healthy station, the climate being well suited
to the Apaches. The. officer in command of the fort, Major Sinclair, of
the Second Artillery, has made every provision for their comfort. They
are said to be contooted, perform their work with alacrity, and thus far
their conduct has been excellent. The men have been employed in cutting logs and erecting huts, and the women in gathering wood and attending to camp and domestic duties. A soldier's full ration is given
to all, including the children. At this time it is a difficult matter to
find for them a permanent home; for many reasons it is impossible to
return them to Arizona; under existing laws they cannot be taken to
the Indian Territory; and in the northern reservations the climate is
too colcl for them. Pending a final decision ·they can remain where they
are in comfort and safety.
In the Di vision of the Missouri, the only change in the department
commanders has been the assignment to the command of the Department of the Missouri of Brig. Ge·n. Wesley Merritt, in place of Brig.
Gen. Orlando B. Willcox, retired. This command General Merritt assmned on being relieved as Superintendent at West Point on the 1st of
July last. The changes that have been made in the boundaries of the
division are the transfer from the Department of Arizona to the Department of Texas of the post of Fort Bliss and that portion of El Paso
County, Tex., which lies north of an east and west line pa8sing immediately south of the town of San Elizario, and the transfer from the Department of Arizona to the Department of the Missouri of the post of Fort
Lewis, Colo. No change has been made in the organization of the divisiou; it still consists of the Departments of the Platte, Texas, Dakota,
and th e Missouri.
During the past year, it has been necessary to patrol the Oklahoma
country in the Indian Territory to keep out intruders and to protect
the In<lian re ervations. A considerable body of troops have been
constantly engaged on this duty, and there have been no serious distmbance .
In olorado, near the Uucompahgre Reservation, a serious difficulty
occurred in August last between the civil authorities and the militia of
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the State on the one side, and a band of Ute Indians on tbe other, under Colorow, leading to no serious consequences, except causing loss of
life and property and an increased bitterness of feeling between the
whites and the Indians.
From the report of General Crook it appears that the Indians were
off their reservation, with their flocks and herds, in Garfield Oounty,
Colo., and the trouble arose from an attempt to arrest some of them,
charged with stealing horses and violating the game laws of the State.
The sheriff and game warden of the county each summone .:l a posse to
assist in making the arrests. The warden, with his posse, surprised the
Ute camp on the North Fork of White River, and without any notice of
his purpose seized several Indians. The lattP.r attemp.ted to get their
weapons, and while breaking away and running for cover were fired
on by the posse, and three were wounded. The warden then retired,
joined forces with the sheriff, who with his posse had started to make
arrests. A party was sent by the sheriff to an Indian camp on Coal
Ureek, occupied by squaws and children, who fled in baste, and the
posse burned the tepees or tents and a larg·e amount of buckskins.
The Indians then had an interview with certain promine0.t gentlemen
of Meeker, who went to Coal Creek to meet Colorow and his band, who
were much alarmed by the attacks made on them and wished to 1rnow
the cause. Colorow did not consent to give up the Indians complained
of, but promised to leave the country, requiring :fifteen days to collect
his herds of horses and shenp and drive them to his reservation, 100
miles distant. In the mean time the sheriff increased his posse to fifty
men, and was also joined by a force of Colorado militia, under command
of Brigadier-General Reardon, who had orders to assist the sheriff in
the execution of his civil process. On the 24th of August an interview
was held with Colorow's son, at which it was agreed by the whites that
matters should remain as they were until the Big White Chief arrived,
by which the Indians understood that they would be allowed to go unmolested to their reservation. They started on their way, and while in
camp, on the 25th of August, on White River, at a point, as they believed, on the U ncompahgre Indian Reservation, they were attacked by
the whites, who opened fire, completely surprising them, and the firing
on both sides continued three hours anq a half. Late in the afternoon
the Indians fell back, and the whites returned to Rangely. In this
affair a lieutenant of the militia and a deputy sheriff were killed; several others were wounded. After the fight a white man was killed in
attempting to run off some Indian ponies. The Indians lost one small
boy, who was killed, and one buck and one squaw were wounded.
The whites numbered mo men, 100 being militia. The Indians numbered not more than twenty-five :fighting men in the affair. The whites
justified their attack on the ground that the Indians broke faith in. removing their camp.
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Subsequently matters were arranged between Lieut. G. R. Burnett,
Ninth Cavalry, and Major Leslie, of the Colorado militia. No more hostilities occurred, and the Indians retired to their reservation. At this
time the Indians were mustering in force from the reservation and
were greatly excited. General Orook says it was extremely fortunate
that Lieutenant Burnett arrived upon the scene of action as he did.
There can be no doubt, and it was so stated by Brigadier-General Reardon, tbat his presence saved the lives of Sheriff Kendall's entire party,
and prevented a serious 0utbreak. At the beginning of the hostilities
the Indians had between 300 and 400 head of horses and about 2,500
head of sheep and goats. They lost all their sheep and goats, a\ld but
125 horses had been returned to them on September 15. Application
was made to the State officials concerning the indictments against the
two Indians, Cibilo and Big Frank, for stealing horses, but the infor.
mation requested bas not been furnished.
In his report General Orook says:
l<~rom the outset the Indians were, with but one slight interruption, pursued incessantly. In every case the whites ware the aggressors and fired :first. Colorow had no
desire whatever to fight, and inadP, use of his weapons in self-defense only, for the
protection of his women and children and his herds. During the whole time they
were, pursued, ancl including the losses in the fight of August 25, five Indians died
from effect of wounds received, viz, one "buck," one large boy, one small boy, and
two small girls. Seven others were wounded, one perhaps mortally.

In closing his report, General 'rerry remarks :
I do not think that any comment upon this report, or upon the painful facts that
it discloses, can be necessary. These facts speak for themselves. Moreover, it is not
within my province to criticise the actious of the civil authorities whose part in these
transactions iR set forth. I may, however, be permitted to say, that if General Crook
has not been deceived, the methods pursued by the civil authorities of Garfield
County were, to say the least, unusual. I do not 1;mders and that the burning of the
unoccupied habitations of persons, for the arrest of whom warrants have been issued,
and the burning of the habitations of their friends and neighbors, or the opening of
rifle fire wit]~out warning upon an unsuspecting body of men, women, and little
children, ·among whom persons for whose arrest wari'ants have been issued are suppused to be, are usual steps in the service of process.

Some effort should certainly .be made for the restitution to the Indians
of their property.
There has been trouble on the Crow Indian Reservation in Montana,
the result of a horse-stealing raid of the Crows against their neighbors
the Piegans. Having succeeded in their raid, the Crows returned to
their agency, and in celebrating their success became much excited, and
many of them intoxicated. They fired their guns, some of the bullets
striking the agent's house and the sutler's store. This led to a difficulty
with the officers of the Interior Department that threatened serious
consequences, and was followed by a demand for the use of troops. The
Lieutenant-General, being at that time in Saint Paul, sent General Ruger
at once to tbe spot. General Ruger wa.s authorized to arrest the leaders and to enlist some of the more restless young men, thirty in number,
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and send them to Fort Custer. He was successful in quieting the disturbance.
The extension of railroads through this division opens communication
with many posts formerly difficult and expensive to reach, and the retention of some of the smaller stations is no longer necessary. The
concentration of garrisons at larger posts is not only a measure of ec~nomy, but by having greater numbers assembled together in commodiom;
stations the discipline and drill can be better maintained, and the men
are more contented and interested in their work. The enlargement of
the posts at San Antonio, Fort Riley, and Fort Snelling, and the new
posts at Denver and Chicago, will enable several smaller stations to be
abandoned. The Lieutenant-General proposes to concentrate at Fort
Riley, when completed, light batteries and cavalry, as it possesses
great advantages for the practice and improvement of these arms of
the service.
During the last year the peaceable condition of the Indians has relieved the troops in this division from any active service in th.e field,
and bas enabled them to devote more time to practice marches and field
camps. Their condition in health and discipline is said to be excellent.
In tbe Division of the Pacific the headquarters were changed in November, 1886, from the Presidio to the city of San Francisco. By this
change the public business has been greatly facilitated, and comfortable
quarters have been secured at a moderate rental in the center of the
city. The change of the headquarters of the Department of .Arizona
from Whipple Barracks, Ariz., to Los .Angeles, Cal., has been of advantage to the service.
No Indian hostilities have occurred in this division, but the .Army
has been employed in many places in protecting the Indians' lands from
trespassers aB.d in quieting disturbances among them. For this purpose cavalry was sent to Amargo, N. Mex., to protect the reservation of
the Jicarilla Indians, and a similar work was performed at the Osage
Indian .Agency. At the Navajo Resen-ation, and also at other places,
he presence of troops has resulted in preventing action that might
have led to very serious complications. From the report of General
Howard it appears that nearly the whole of the Round Valley Indian
Reservation is in the hands of white stockmen, the majority of whom
have no title whatever. On the request of the Secretary of the Interior,
troops were promptly sent to remove the trespassers. Since then the
matter has been taken to the courts in California, and action thereon
bas been suspended. The garrison at Fort Gaston is still necessary to
protect the Hoopa Indians from the encroachments of the whites. The
troops have done considerable work in practice marches, target-firing,
and field camps. Since the removal to the east of the Chiricahua and
Warm Spring Apaches, there has been general tranquillity in Arizona.
Some of the troops concentrated in this department have been transferred to other posts.
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The First Regiment of Infantry marched to Santa Cruz, Cal., and
there encamped for two months during the summer. The State militia
were encamped in their neighborhood, and had the advantage of observing army methods. It would be of great service if regular troops
could be present at all encampments of militia. The Lieutenant-General makes the following recommendation, which is well worth the
attention of the State authorities as well as of the United States:
I am strong1y in favor of tbe General Government extending all possil.:lle aid to the
National Guard of the different States, as they constitute a body of troops that in any
great emergency would form an important part of our military force. They should
be armecl with the best weapons, amply provided with complete camp and garrison
equipage, and instructed in the various drills and exercises according to the tactics
and systems followed in the Regular Army. According to my observation and experience, most of the State troops now march well and handle the gun well, but they are
deficient in discipline and in all the duties that teach a soldier to take care of himself
while in camp or upon a march. This clefect can best be overcome by establishing
some system of encampments under the control and direction and at the entire.expense of the General Government; in the development of such a mea,sure, the entire
Army, as well as myself personally, will be glad to render such assistance as lies in our
power, and I recommend that tbe favorable considerati<:'n of t,b e subject may be com·
mended to Congress.

Simi1ar suggestions and recommendations are to be found in the reports of other gerieral officers.
The same report comes from the Pacific as from the Atlantic coast,
that our harbors are destitute of fortifications, guns, and armament of
every description. San Francisco is without a gun that can be fired
with safety. General Howard has sent to this Department a report by
a committee to the legislature of California, giving a full description of
the condition of the forts in the harbor of San Francisco, and urging
immediate action for coast defense.
The Lieutenant-Genera1 again recommends the increase of the Army.
He is (If the opinion that 5,000 men should be added to the present
force. This woukl render it possible to perfect the organization of the
infantry by adding two majors and two companies to each regiment.
This has been recommended so many times that the reasons given in
the three last annual reports need not be repeated here. In this connection I would also call attention to some remarks of General Schofield
in his report, wherein he suggests the importance, in the event of any
increase of the Army, that two additional regiments of artillery should
be provided for, in connection with certain changes in the present organization of artillery regiments. While addition to the present force
is de irable to make more perfect and efficient our small Army and
r nder it more easily and rapidly capable of development and expansion in time of emergency, it is very plain that in any increase the fact
should be k pt in mind that tho. e arms of the service which require
l ng trainin to pArfect the. oldier should not be overlooked. The artill ry j
of be, e rm , and should Congress decide to add to the
Ar y, the artillery b uld come in for it share of increase.
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The reports from tbe commanding officers of the schools of instruction in the three arms of the service, viz, cavalry, artillery, aud infantry justify the expectations of those who established these schools.
They ~fford admirable post-graduate courses of study, and it will be
necessary, as it is desirable, that every officer should take bis tour of
study, in order that he may be fully equipped for bis duty. If the
recommendation that officers should be examined for promotion, as proposed in the report of- 1886, is approved, every officer would have to
advance to the standard established by the schools of his special arm.
I trust that the bill introduced in the Senate at the last session may be
passed by Congress.
Of the 2,176 officers of the Army, 392, or 18 per cent., are on detached
service or absent on sick or ordinary leaves. Many of the absentees
are physically disabled, and. unable to perform any duty. The Lieutenant-General says, in his report, that 80 are in this condition, many of
whom have been so found by retiring boards. This throws increased
labor upon the officers who are serving with troops or with the staff
corps, and tends to reduce the efficiency of the Army. The permanently
disabled officers should be at once retired, and it is ho11ed that Congress
will authorize a sufficient increase of the retired list to accomplish the
purpose. If it js objected that the retired list is already large, it must
be borne in mind that it is made np largely of those who served in the
volunteer army during the late war, who were appointed under the act
of July 28, 1866, which expressly provided that a laqre proportion of
the original vacancies in tile Regular Army should be filled by officers
who had been wounded in the volunteer serYice.
THE MILITARY ACADEMY.

The Board of Visitors appointed to attend the annual examinations
at West Point reports that the number ofoadets present on September
1, 1887, was 304 (including one cadet from Guatemala receiving instruction under tbe provisions of joint resolution of Congress approved
February 2, 188,i). The classes are divided as follows:
First class ...... ____ . _ . ____ .... __ .. _... ____ .. ____ .. _... ____ . _____ . __ • __ .. _... _. 45
· Second class , ___ . _...• _.. ____ .. __ • _.. ____ ... __ ... ____ • __ . _ . __ .. ____ . __ ..• __ • _. 53
Thi rd class __ ••.. _•. __ • _.. __ . _.•• _. ____ . ____ .. ____ • __ .• _•••. ___ •. ~ __ • _____ . _. . 77
Fourth class._ ... _. _ . _. _... _. _ .. __ ...• _•••. _. __ . ______ .•.• __ •.. _... ___ •.. ____ ~ 129

The general conduct and manly bearing of the cadets, the good order
and cleanliness of their barracks, and the discipline prevailing at the
Academy are commended. In the methods of government and discipline no criticism is made, and the belief is expressed that in all particulars, whether as infantry, artillery, or cavalry, the corps of cadets
are not surpassed by an equal number of the best trained soldiers in
the world. The present system of instruction is admirably adapted to
prepare tbe cadets to become professional and successful soldiers. For
reasons which are fully explained in their report ,to the Secretary of
War, the Board recommends that the educational standard for admis-
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sion to t11e Academy be raised, and that a knowledge of elementary
algebra and geometry be added to the requirements for au.mission.
Thus much valuable time would be saved tbat might be devoted to
other studies after entering the Academy, anu the number of discharges
annually made for deficiency would be reduced.
The police administration is efficient, and the management of the fiscal affairs is judicious and economical. The Board la.ys stress upon the
necessity of furnishing the Academy with at least one modern gun, as
well as with samples of the most approved field artillery .and ammunition. There can be no doubt that our cadets should be familiar with
the guns and appliances used in modern warfare. The Board makes
numerous suggestions for the improvement of the grounds of the Academy, and advise appropriations for that and many other objects which
will be duly presented to Oongress.
ADJUTANT-GENER.A.L'S DEPARTMENT.

Iu compliance with requests from State authorities, the annual encampments of the militia in thirteen States ha;,e been inspected by officers of the Army. This system of inspection has great advantages,
by bringiu·g well trained and instructed soldiers in contact with the
militia, and givP.s an opportunity for improvement not to be obtained
in any other way. The reports of the several inspecting officers, appended to the A<ljutant-General's report, are full of encouragement,
friendly criticism, and suggestions to the militia. They will be sent to
the i,:;everal States, and should receive the careful consideration of their
officials. The Adjutant-General says:
The steadily increasing interest map.ifested by the militia of tbe States is evidenced
by tbe high percentage of attendance at the annual encampments and the generally
excellent military spirit of tb.e troops. With the liberal increase of the appropriation made by Congress at its last session for the benefit of the militia, it is earnestly
hoped that tbe State military aut-horities will, by an increased allowance of ammunition, foster and develop the efficiency of the n111k and file in target firing. 'l'he
care of hi s weapon is au important duty of a soldier, and therefore, while many
company organizations include an armorer, his duties should not be those of an
absolute care-taker, bnt rather as an instructor of the men of the company, except in
rare cases, where his services as an expert are a necessity. Much benefit would undoubtecUy result from the establishment, during each encampment, of an officers'
school for instruction in battalion drill an<l. the admini stratiou of a post. As the (!Orrect handling and management of a company depends measurably on the intelligence
and knowledge of its non-commissioned officers, I would also suggest the advantage
of holding weekly, during the winter months, a non-commissioned officers' school
(the captain as instructor), for instruction in company drill, duties of guards and sentinels, and the au.LDinist,ration of a company. Young officers of the Army could be
spar <l dm-ing tho winter, to report to the adjutants-general of States, on application
of the governors, to aid in the instruction of both officers and non-commissioned officers.
While it is evident that still many earnest workers in bringing up the milit-ia to its
highest efficiency seem to regar<l mechanical perfection in drill as the great desideratum in th art of war, evidences are not lackng to show the development of the
truer perception-that knowledge of ruilitary duties, tho cultivation of individual
power , endurance, int llig nt but cheerful obedience, are, in truth, the real characteristics of the citizen soldier of the Republic.
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The inspection of colleges having military details has proved of great
benefit and afforded much needed information. The number of students
attending tlle colleges inspected this year i~ 6,692; attending artillery
drills 660 · and infantry drills, 3,273. While the total number of student; tbi; year is 908 less than last, the number attending drills is
somewhat larger. The reports of the inspecting officers show that the
students at these colleges are interested in drill and discipline, and are
apt and ready pupils; but greater interest would be felt, and better
results obtained, if the authorities of the colleges evinced more sympathy with this military branch of erlucation, and gave to the officers a
seat in the faculty, and to military instruction a position equal to that
of other branr.hes of study.
The pay of non-commissioned officers of the Army is too low. It is
often less than that of a private on extra duty, and the position is
therefore frequently declined by reliable men. The remuneration should
be increased, to range from $25 to $55 per month, as an incentive for
good soldiers to seek, rather than to avoid, promotion.
The records show that the great majority of the men wbo desert or
seek discharge are those of less than three years' service. 'Ibis is a
great evil, and a constant drain on the Army. In order to get rid,
without injury to the Government, of recruits who are inefficient, worthless, discontented, and unfitted for the service, the Adjutant-General
recommends that discharges should be made purchasable at rates that
would reimburse the Government for expenses of recruiting and transportation.
The military prison at Fort Leavenworth bas been increased by the
construction of a building of three stories, 200 feet in length by 40 in
width, and is now equal to all probable demands while the Army remains at its present strength. It receives, without restriction, prisoners from all the mili~ary divisions of the country, except the division
of the Pacific. Prisoners from that division are sent to Alcatraz,
Cal. In the various shops a large· amount of manufacturing and
other work has been done, aggreg'ating for the year a net value of
$34,066.55. The total amount to the credit of the prison witll the
Quartermaster's Department on June 30, 1887, was $153,297.71. .As
the result of prison labor, a considerable .fund has also been accumulated from sales of farm produce, etc. At the same time supplies have
been raised, which have contributed to the health of the prisoners, and
reduced the expense of their maintenance. The number of inmates on
June 30, 1887, was 496, or 81 less than tbe previous year.
In the pension branch of the .Adjutant-General's Office there has
been efficient work on the part of the clerical force. The number of
unanswered calls from tho Pension Office on hand October 1, 1886, was
55,946; received during the year 169,015, making a total of 224,961;
finished during the year 193,408, leaving on band October 1, 1887,
31,553. During December, 1886, the number of calls increased, and by
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extra work, at first volunteered, and afterwards enforced by order of
tbe Secretary of War, the number of unanswered calls was reduced by
nearly 30,000 cases. The .Adjutant-General says, ' 4 The prompt and
cheerful response of the clerks and the energy, zeal, a!:!d :fidelity exhibited by them entitle them to high commendation."
A large amouut of work has also been done in the re-mustering of
volunteer officers; and it is probable that about 3,000 cases will hereafter be :finished annually with the present force at command. Also
work under the law of July 5, 1884, providing for the removal of the
charge of desertion, is making satisfactory progress. About 12,000
cases have been acted upon, or are under il.1vestigation, leaving about
2,500 for examination.
IN_SPECTOR-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

All duties devolving upon this Bureau have been performed, and all
accounts verified. The work of 40 officers detailed at colleges as military instructors has been inspecte<.1. for the first time. With this
additional labor the force of the Department is inadequate, aided even
by line officers detailed as acting inspector::;, and the request for increase
made last year is repeated. The Inspector-General recommends that
10 cents per mile, for distances actually traveled, be paid to officers on
inspecting duty, as the present allowance does not cover their actual
necessary expenses, and also that increased allowance be made for
transportation of luggage. He also urgently presses the claim of inspectors-general for permanent clerical assistance commensurate with
that of other staff departments.
As regards both officers and men, he reports the condition and spirit
of the Army to be excellent. This is· evinced bY. the perfection speedily
attained in any branch of military duty especially fostered, although
it may happen that this branch is encouraged to the detriment of others
equally important. Such, in his opinion, has been the case with target
practice. The quality of the clothing and of the food issued to the
men is good, but the Inspector-General repeats his recommendation
that uniforms should be fitted to the soldiers without charge, and that
the proceeds of unconsumed rations should be expended in providing
fresh provisions and greater variety of food, rather than used to create
special funds. He suggests, as a measure both of economy and of comfort to the soldier, that bread-baking and t,he messing of troops be
turned over to the Subsistence Department, and that all savings on rations revert to it, leaving regimental and similar funds to be provided
for by direct appropriations.
The inspection of the work of officers detailed as military instructors
at colleges, performed this year for the fir.:;t time, suggests to the Inspector-General the necessity of regulations defining the duties of the
officer , requiring returns from the colleges and granting to the students a diploma for proficiency, thus indicating in case of need their fit-
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ness for military employment. The advantage8 of military instrnction
are unquestionable, but he considers they are counterbalanced by the
fact that the officer jmparting it is withdrawn from his post, to the detriment of the service.
·
JUDGE-AnvocATE-GENEH,AL'S DEPAR'l'lVIENT.

The records of the Judge-Advocate-General's Office show a, decrease
of trials by general courts-martial during the past year of 343 and by
inferior courts-martial of 729 cases. This is a satisfactory result, but
the reduction would be much greater if provision could be made for punishment of minor offenses without summoning a court-martial, as indicated in the annual report ofl886. I would also renew the recommendations in regard to the enactment of laws for the punishment of civilian
wituesses who refuse to testify, for authority to secure the assistance
of civilians and police officers in arresting and holding deserters, and
for revision of the Articles of War, which have remained substantially
unaltered, while in England and elsewhere military codes have been
modified iu accordance with the requirements of modern times. I hope
to submit for the consideration of the proper committee of Congress
some drafts of enactments dealing with these amendments to the law.
I would also recommend legislation regulating the punishments that
may be inflicted by courts-martial. Similar offenses, tried by different
courts, now meet with widely different punishments. The evil is great
and the extent of punishment should be limited. In cases which upon
the record do not appear to differ materially in the gravity and character of the offenses, one court will sentence to imprisonment for five
and another for less than two years. I also concur with the Acting
Judge-Advocate-General that it should be determined by law to what
extent the statute of limitations applies to cases of desertion from
the Army, and how far minors are liable to military jurisdiction afte
enlistment.
He also recommends that Congress provide compensation for office
who serve as members of general courts-martial. As long ago as the
year 1802 Congress saw the propriety of " allowing such reasonable
compensation where any commissioned officer shall be obliged to inc r
any extra expense in traveling and sitting on general courts-marti '
thus providing by statute what bad been a matter of regulation und
President ·washington. Accordingly Congress provided that such officer, "for such extraexpeuse," should receive a commuted sum per diem,
which was equivalent to the average cost of board at that time in the
better class of taverns and hotels.
Congress also provided for a small additional per diem allowance to
the judge-advocate of the court for his extra labor during the time
he was employed in the duties of the court . . These per diem allowances
were continued by Uongress in annual appropriation acts, including
. the act of July 15, 1870, which made a new schedule of officers' pay.
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This ac.t, however, despite the specific appropriation, was held to pro-'
hi bit such allowances by implication. .A.s a consequence, great iujustice
h~s resulted, and the detail of an officer away from his proper post to
serve as a member of a court-martial, is practica1Iy a tax, the amount
of which depends on the length of the trial. This tax is often large,
when the militaty court is assembled in a city and sits for any length of
time. · I reco-inmen<l tllat for the extra expense thus necessarily incurred
each commissioned officer while traveling to or from the place of session of a general court-martial, court of inquiry, or retiring board, and
during its session, be allowed a reasonable compensation for such extra
expense actually incurred; and that the judge-advocate or recorder of
any such c1Jurt or board shall, in addition to his other pay, receive a
per diem allowance for every day he shall be necessarily employed in
the duties of such court or board. It would also be just that each of
the commissioned officers in the Judge-Advocate General's department,
below the grade of judge-advocate-general, be authorized to have one
civilian clerk, whose compei1sation and. traveling allowances shall be the
same as those of paymasters' clerks.
LOSSES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.

The act of March 3,-18815, provides for the settlement of the claims of
officers and enlisted men for loss of private property destroyed in the
military service. A conference with the acco~nting officers of the Treasury Department resulted in an understanding whereby those officers
agreed to first certify that the claim came within the provisions of the
act, and that the evidence filed in its support proved tbe loss. The case
is then to be sent to the Secretary of War, who decides what articles in
the claim were "rea8onable, useful, necessary, and proper." This arrangement removes many of the difficulties in settling these claims, but
the adjustment is still att.ended with much trouble and embarrassment. ·
Claims amounting to $2,038.45 have been paid, and tlte other claims
filed will be taken up as speedily as possible.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

The balances from former years, in the Treasury to the credit of this
D partment, on June 30, 1886, amounted to $711,883.21. The appropriation for the last fiscal year was $10,830,256.67, of which $1,469,239.56
was in the Treasury on June 30, 1887.
The erection of 71 new buildings at a cost of $150,638 was authorized
in eleven States and eight Territories. The cost of repairs to existiug
buildings amounts to $330,406.
Under acts of Congress approved August 4, 1886, and January 29,
1887, $15,000 have been paid for additional land n€>ar the military post
at Atlanta, Ga.~ and the expenditure of $5~,390 for buildings has been
directed. Plans and estimates for the completion of barracks and other
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buildings at Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., and a~ Fort Robinson, Nebr., have
been approved by the Secretary of War, and the sums of $50,000 and
$75,000 have been respectively apportioned by him for these purposes.
The plans and estimates for work at San Antonio, Fort Porter, and Fort
Riley, to the amounts of $50,000, $35,000, and $40,000, respectively,
have also been approved.
The purchase of grounds for a military post near the village of Sault
de Ste. Marie, Mich., under act approved July 8, 1886, has been delayed
by difficulties arising about the title to the land tendered to the United
States by Tbomas Ryan. The offer of Mr. Ryan was accepted, but
pending the examination of the title by the .Attorney-General, Mr. Ryan
sold a strip of land 80 feet wide through the center of the tract to the
village of Sault de Ste. Marie. .An adjustment of the difficultie~ ariHing
from this action has not yet been reached.
Under the act of Congress approved February 17, 1887, appropriating $100,000 for the purpose, a tract of 640 acres, about 7 miles from
. Denver, Color., has been purchased as a site for a new post, and is now
occupied by two companies of the Eighteenth Infantry. As the bar~ ·
racks at Newport, Ky., are frequently overflooded by the Ohio River,
Congress, by act of March 3, 1887, directed their sale, and the purchase
of a suitable site for a new post in that vicinity. A tract of 111 acres,
costing $43,100, has been . selected, and the title is under examination
and plans and estimates for the building are in prep·a ration.
By act of January 29, 1887, Congress appropriated $200,000 for the
establishment of a school of instruction for . cavalry a-nd artillery upon
the reservation of Fort Riley, Kans ; plans for this institution, cost,,
ing $183,600, have beeµ approved by the Secretary of War, and the work
is in progress.
Work on the building for Aymy purposes on the site of the old Prod.,
uce Exchange in New York is being rapidly pushed forward. Th(;;
building is eight stories high, fire-proof, .well lighted and ventilated~
and is provided with all modern conveniences. It is nearly finished ,
The current appropriations not being available for water supply, steau1
heating, in~ide finish, and furnishing of offices, and al~o in consequence
of its increased size, a further sum of $86,000 will be required for its
comp~etion. The remodeling of the old building was found to be impracticable on account of its weak foundation. It was therefore necessary to remove it, and build a new foundation which largely added to
the expense. The immediate appropriation of this amount is recommended.
Under authority of Congress, a tract of 310 acres near San .Antonio,
Tex., hitherto rented as a drill ground, has been purchased for $5,000.
A tract of 632½ acres near Chicago, presented by the Commercial Club
of Chicago to the United States for military purposes, has been accepted.
The title to this land, known as the Highwood Tract, was approved by
8925-w 87--2
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tbe Attorney-General, and the deeds have been returned to the Depat·t·
ment of Justice for record.
For construction and repairs of hospitals, sanitary irnprovemeuts at
posts, care of post cemeteries, etc., $138.119 has been expended. The
question of title to the site of Fort Brown, Tex., remains still unsettled.
By direction of the President, military reservations have been set
apart in the Crow Indian country near Fort Custer, 1\font., a-nd at Fort
Washakie, Wyo. The reservations at Fort Colville, Wash., Fort Ellis,
Mont., Forts Halleck and McDermit, Nev., and the old Dragoon Barracks lot, Saint Augustine, Fla., being no longer useful for military
purposes, have been transferred to tbe Department of the Interior.
During the fiscal year the cost of transportation has been as follows:
For 187,549 persons, including 154,699 carried by Government vessels,
the sum of $412,394.26; for 145,010 tons freight and 7,698 animals, the
sum of $1,005,698.27; other sums payable from appropriations for Army
transportation increase the total amount expended to $2,832,908.09, of
which $290,861.68 remain unpaid. As the appropriation was $2,800,000
for transportation there is an apparent deficiency of about $33,000 to be
provided for hereafter. The expense of military transportation, not covered by regular appropriations, includes that over bonded Pacific railroads, amountfag to $477,142.23. This sum is credited by the Treasury
Department against debts due by those roads to the United States; it
also includes $70,936.98 for transportation over land-grant railroads, to
which roads 50 per cent. of tariff rates are paid. The act of Congress of
June 30, 1886, directing this course, included a special appropriation or
$85,000 for the purpose. Accounts with the bonded Paeific railroads
have been adjusted during the past year in the same manner as heretofore, with an exception in the case of the Sioux Oity and Pacific Railroad.
By a decision of the Attorney-General, under date of November 12,
1886, this road is held not to be within the sinking-fund act of May 7,
1878, and is entitled to payment in cash of 50 per cent. of amounts
earned on the subsidized portions. Settlement of accounts have been
made accordingly.
The last annual report of the Quartermaster-General gives at length
the position of the Government in relation to the bonded railroads, and
the statement there made is repeated, that to carry into effect the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of The Central Pacific Railroad
vs. United States, would require a special appropriation of $906,314.42.
The same report specifies four railroads said to be in debt to the United
States. With one of them, the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, a final settlement, directed by joint resolution of Congress approved February
12, 1887, resulted in the payment to the road of $150,518.12. With the
otb r three roads legislation for final settlement is recommended. Tlie
sum of 7 ,O Oi a k d for in the estimates to cover the cost of transp rtation furni h d to officer while traveliug. The act ·making appro
priations for the Army for the year 1888 requires that actual transpor0
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tation shall be furnished by the Quartermaster's Department whenever
practicable, and the amount appropriated for mileage was reduced
$70,000.
The cost of transportation of officers and men in changing st.ation of
troops and removing Indian prisoners from Arizona to Florida and Alabama, has amounted to $254,971.05. Army telegraphing has cost
$4,558.39. The running expenses of vessels owned by the Department
amount to $100,271.67; three steamers have been sold, one burned, and
one has been built at a cost of $56,180. The average price paid for
cavalry and artillery horses has been $134.65; for draft-horses, $210.65;
and for mules, $156.37. On June 30, 1887, there were on hand 8,776
cavalry and artillery horses, -i35 team horses, 5,400 mules, and o oxen.
Of miscellaneous claims and accounts, 1,482, amounting to the sum of
$311,34:3.83, have been settled; leaving on band 11,079 unsettled claims,
amounting to $8,380,960.81. Under the act of July 4, 1864, the investigation of claims presented by loyal citizens is nearly completed. During
the past year 3,913 of such cases were decided, and few remain unadjusted.
Clothing was furnished to destitute Indian prisoners during the year
at a cost of $3,181.77. This imposed a tax upon an already'limited appropriation, and Congress is urged to make provision for future contingencies. Tents valued at $3,403.28 were sent to Charleston, S. C.,
to provide shelter for sufferers from the earthquake of September, 1886,
and have never been returned. The national cemeteries, 82 in number,
containing 324,536 interments, have been properly cared for. The roads
authorized by Congress to such cemeteries have been either completed
or are under construction.
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

The report of the Commissary-General of SubsistQnce gives the usual
statistical information concerning the transactions of the Subsistence
Department for the fiscal year. The total resources for all purposes
during the year were $3,396,080.34. The sum of $609,281.51 came from
unexpended balances of various appropriations brought forward from
previous fiscal years. The sum of $1,_745,000 was from the regularcur•·
rent appropriation for subsistence of the Army. The sttm of $819,560.54
was the proceeds of sales made to officers and enlisted men, and the
remainder was the result of collections and odd amounts from various
sources.
The disbursements amounted to $2,574,190.24; and at the end of the
fiscal year the sum of $57,002.88 from old appropriations was carried to
the surplus fund.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

The Surgeon-General reports that the cost of medical supplies issued
from July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887, was $159,366.95. This is less· than
the usual average, and his estimates for the Qurrent year call for $224,000~.
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This amount includes $4,000 for ~mpplies for the hospital at Hot Springs,
Ark., and $38,000 for pay of employes of the Medical Department. He
again urges as a measure of economy, as well as of convenience, that
Congress be requested to authorize the purchase, after advertisement,
of supplies costing less than $500 without the formality of written contracts. In this request I concur, and reference is had to the last annual report, wherein an amendment to section 3709, RevisedStatutes,
is recommended.
The statistics show constant and satisfactory improvement in the
health of the .Army, indicated by steadily decreasing ratios in admissious to sick report, iu loss of time from non-effectiveness and sickness,.
in deaths, and in discharges from disability. The principal causes of
admission to sick report for the year have been injuries, diseases of the
digestive system, diarrhea, and respiratory and malarial diseases, in
the order named. Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, is mentioned as the
station at which the greatest proportionate amount of sickness is reported. Total admissions to the sick report for the year aggregate
29,761, of which 5,329, or 17.09 per cent., were due to injuries. The
deaths numbered. 80, and the sick discharges 56, being 34.08 and 8.06
per cent., respectively, of all deaths arid discharges, not including
deaths occurring in action, or so suddenly as not to be included in
cases medically treated.
Full reports are given in detail from all the medical divisious of the
country, and the sanitary question has received full consideration from
the commanding officers and the surgeons of the Army. Many of the
measures recommended in this connection are sensible, practical, and
can easily be carried out with the means at command. The improve. ment in the general health.of the troops shows the attention given to
this subject, but there is yet much to be done, especially in regard to
water supply, bathing facilities, cess-poo.ls, drains, and privies. These
last are a fruitful source of disease. A comparison of the health of the
United States Army with that of European armies shows a lower
death-rate, less constant non-effective force, and less sick time to each
soldier; and is unfavorable only in percentage of discharge for disability. The clothing is of good quality, well adapted to the colder regions of the North and to the winter months at the South; but is too
thick and heavy and of unsuitable color for the intense heat of Southern
summers. Changes are recommended to obviate this defect, which are
approved and will be acted upon.
The work of the record and pension division of the Surgeon-General's Offi?e has been much improved, and is now in a satisfactory
condition. It had so far fallen in arrears that 9,511 unanswered calls
from the Commissioner of Pensions for information relative to pension
claim had accumulated in this office on December 13, 1886. Prior to
that date a large number of case were subjected to a delay of two and
one-half and three months, and often for a longer period. This state of
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affairs had been brought about by a combination of causes, the most
important of which were defective methods of work, laxity of discipline, indifference and lack of interest on the part of some of the clerks, ,
many of whom 1Vere inattentive to duty~ inefficient, physically or mentally disabled, or otherwise incompetent. . A belief seemed to pervade
the whole Office that no improvement in the old system was either desirallle or possible, and that any change made in it must necessarily be
for the wurse. To such an extent was this carried that the two principal officers responsible for this division were of opinion that for efficient
and constant work it was necessary to have from two to ten thousand
cases always on hand.
Repeated efforts by the Department to secure greater expedition
having failed, it was deemed necessary to relieve the chief of the division and detail another officer in his place, which was done early in December; other changes were also made in the Bureau. In leRs than
three months thereafter, the great arrearage which existed was entirely
reduced. The methods of work were changed, at once increasing its
volume without diminishing its accuracy; the discipline of the force
was improvecl; thirty disabled clerks, who, for various reasons, were
entitled to consid.eration, were assigned to such duties as they could
efficiently perform with comfort to themselves; twenty worthless clerks
were discharged, and it is now generally understood that the work of
the office is of the first importance, to which personal preference and
convenience must yield, and it bas been clearly demonstrated that a
large number of cases on band is not essential to the efficient and
economical employment of the clerks engaged on pension work. At
the close of the fiscal year it was reported by the new chief of this
division, Dr. Ainsworth, that any call for information from the records
of tlrn Surgeon-General's Office relative to pension claims could be
answered in from one to three days from the date of its receipt.
The old hospital registers, to the number of 8,470 folios, have been
copied. A new index system has been adopted whereby the hospital
record of each sick and wounded soldier is entered upon a single card
and can be found at once. The names of 168,G87 soldiers have been
thus entered already, and the work is rapidly progressing.
The new museum and library building is completed, and the valuable
records of the Medical Bureau have been placed within its fire-proof
walls. The annex for laboratory and anatomical work, authorized by
act of Congress March 3, 1887, for which $7,500 was appropriated, is in.
progress of erection and will probably be under cover by January,
1888. The total number of specimens in the musuem on June 30, 1887,
was 26,072, showing an increase of 2,123. An illustrated catalogue ot'
the museum would be of great value to medical science; a large portion
of it is already prepared, and authority from Congress to publish it is
earnestly requested. The library contains 119,635 books and pamphlets, being 13,022 more than last year. A larger appropriation is ur-
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gently required for binding. Volume VIII of the Index-Catalogue has
been published, and the first part of Volume IX is in press.
The Hospital Corps, authorized by Congress by act of March 1, 1887,
. is now organized. As privates belonging to this corps frequently perform onerous and dangerous duties, the Surgeon-General recommends
that their pay be increased by an addition of 20 cents per day. The
contract made with the Providence Hospital of Washington, pursuant
to act of Congress of August 4, 1886, for the treatment of seventy-five
transient paupers has been well performed. The hospital at Hot Springs,
Ark., was opened in January, 1887. It is already of great benefit to
the Army and Navy, and liberal appropriations for its support are
strongly recommended. _
There are at present 16 medical officers absent on sick leaYe, nE:arly
.all of them totally incapacitated for active service. It is desirable they
should be retired, but this can not be done~ except by the enlargement of the retired list. The efficiency of the Medical Department is
thus seriously affecteet, as but 179 surgeons are on duty. The employment of contract surgeons is not to be favored; indeed, it is unsatisfactory, and the policy has been to reduce their number. Since July, 188G,
they have been reduced from 63 to 41 at the present time.
PAY DEPARTMENT.

During the past year the disbursements of the Pay Department of
the Army amounted to $14,230,356.86. This is a large increase over
the sum paid out during the previous year, arising from the settlement
of the claims for ~ack pay and bounty brought by the soldiers of the
late war.
For many years it has been the custom to pay the Army on the bimonthly muster. Numerous requests have been made for more frequent payments, and in ~der to comply as far as practicable with this
expressed desire, monthly payments were mage at 35 posts in the vicinity of the stations of paymasters, and there appears to be a general
wish that this system be extended to the more isolated posts. The
Rervices of 40 paymasters will be required to carry out this recommendation. Of the 45 officers now in the Department only 40 are available
for duty, and before the close of the next fiscal year by tlle retirement
of 3 officers now @n active duty the number will be reduced to 37. To
accompli h the object, the Paymaster-General recommends that the act
of July 5, 1884~ be so amended that the number-of paymasters be limited to 40, and that any paymaster of the rank of major, after twenty
year ' ervice as a commissioned officer, shall, upon bis own application
or by direction of 1:be President, be placed upon the retired-list. Unless
my r mark a to the retired-list in another part of this report receive
the favora 1e consideration of Congress, this hst suggestion is not
urged.
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There is frequent clashing of authority between the War and Treasury
Departments in regarc.l to payments directed by the former. To tbe
great embarrassment of the disbursing officer, accounts are disallowed.
The disallowance of payments made by and under .such authority
works great hardship tot.he disbursing officer, as on tbe one hand he is
confronted with a charge of disobedience of orders, and on the other
with assuming a liability for which either he or his sureties will be held
pecuniarily responsible. In order to prevent this, I recommend that
the powers of the respective Departments be clearly defined by a legislative act.
.
On tl.Je subject of paymasters' bonds, I quote the remarks of the Paymaster-General, with the recommendation that the change be extended to
allofficersoftheDepartmentand the Army who are required to give bond.
It is held by the accounting officers of the Treasury that each bond given by a pa,ymastcr is a continuing bond from the date of its approval so long as the officer is in
service under his current commission, notwithstanding a new bond is required from
him every four years or oftener 'if the interests of the service demand. Under such
a ruling paymasters experience great difficulty in obtaining sureties. While a person
may be willing to assume a responsibility which will extend through a limited period,
he will hesitate to assume one to which no limit is :fixed, _a nd from which he can obtain no release. The legislation which has been enacted to remedy this evil in the
matter of bonds of collectors of internal revenue (20 Stats., p. 327), arnl of postmasters (R. S., sec. a8~7), should be extended to the bonds of paymasters. As a matter of
relief to paymasters, I-would further recommend that the bond of an approved guaranty company be accepted as security. The bonds of such companies are accepted
by many of our leading railroad and express companies, banking and insurance institutions, for the faithful discharge of the :financial :trusts of their employes. If this
facility were extended to paymasters the Department could then with propriety ask
the enactment of the legislation necessary to require a paymaster to give a new bond
within a specified date, or in the event of failure to declare his commission vacated.
At, the law now stands, the Department has no option in case an officer declines to
give bonus, except to place him on waiting orders with full pay.

For the last fiscal year the amount appropriated for mileage of officers
was $130,000, being $30,000 less than the appropriation for the previous year. Of the sum appropriated $129,996.57 have been _expended,
thus leaving a balance of $3.43, against which vouQhers amounting to
$2,452.38 have been presented. For this deficit an estimate will be
presented in due season.
For the current fiscal year the appropriation for mileage was still further reduced to $85,000, with a proviso for payment of transportation on
the certificate of officers that it was impracticable to obtain transportation from the Quartermaster's Department. No appropriation was
made in specific terms to the Quartermaster's Department from which to ·
pay for this transportation, and tbe appropriation for mileage for the current-fiscal year will be exhausted before the 31st of December next.
ENGINEER BUREAU.

During the past year no work has been done in connection with fortifications, as no appropriation for this purpose has been made since 1885.
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The eiisting works, many of which are of value for the defense of our
harbors, are in a dilapidateu condition, and extensive repairs are necessary for their preservation.
Tbe importance of immediate action looking to the reconstruction of
the defenses ofour sea-coast and lake frontier was fully set forth in my
annual report oflast year. Should the funds now asked for, $5,234,000,
be appropriated by Congress, it is proposed to apply them to the construction of earthern gun and mortar batterier; which form by far the
greater part of our projected defenses, and in which the question of
armor is not involved; and also to the completion of our system of submarine mines, the details of which have been perfected. The works at
present in contemplation are for the ·defense of the harbors at Portland;
Boston, Narragap.sett Bay, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Hampton Roads, Washington, New Orlean~, and San Ifrancisco. There appears to be no reason for further delay in beginning the important
work of fortifying these great harbors.
Special attention is invited to the needs of the Engineer School of
Application at Willets Point. At this establishment our system of submarine defense has been determined on, and experiments connected
with torpedoes are still in progress. Officers of engineers and artillery
have received the thorough technical instruction which is absolutely
necessary for the successful conduct of torpedo warfare, and the officers and enlisted men of the Battalion of Engineers are trained in the
duties which belong to that branch of the service, The importance of
the Battalion of Engineer Troops as a Torpedo Corps, practiced in the
rapid and certain planting of submarine mines, can not be too strongly
enforced. In order that this school may continue to perform its work
with efficiency, the appropriations requested in the .estimates already
submitted to Congress should be made.
The works for the improvement of rivers and harbors have been prosecuted during the past fiscal year by funds derived from the appropriations of the act of August 5, 1886, together with such balances as were
on hand from previous appropriations. The report of the Chief of Engineers sets forth the condition of each improvement, the extent of the
work performed during the last fiscal year, and the amount of money
expended. In compliance with the provisions of the river and harbor
act of March 2, 1867, estimates are presented of the amount that can be
profitably expended during the :fi.Rcal year ending June 30, 1889, together
with the probable cost of completion. The reports of examinations and
surveys for improvements at places required and provided for in the
river and harbor act of August -5, 1886, so far as received, will be found
in the report of the Chief of Engineers. Of those still in progress the
re ults will be transmitted to Congress from time to time during the
ensuing session. The reports of the special boards of engineer officers,
appoint d under the ame act to ascertain the value and commercial
importance of the works and property of the Green and Barren River
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Navigation Company in Kentucky, of the Monongahela Navigation
Company in Pennsylvania, of the two water-ways across Keweenaw
Point by the way of Portage River and Lake Michigan, of the Illinois
and Michigan Canal, of ·the construction of the proposed Hennepin
Canal in Illinois, and of the Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Canal in
Wisconsin, were transmitted to C0.ngress at its last session.
The statement is given in the report of the Chief of Engineers of the
action taken during the last :fiscal year upon plans and locations of
bridges propose·d to be built over navigable waters under authority of
Congress and subject to the approval of the Secretary of War. Examinations were also made, whenever requested by committees of Congress,
of proposed bills authorizing the construction of bridges, upon which
the views of the War Department were desired. A statement is also
given of the work accomplished in the removal of wrecks obstructing
and endangering navigation, for which provision is made in the river
and harbor act of June 14, 1880, and enlarged by the river and harbor
act of August 2, 1882.
Under section 4 of the river and harbor act of August 5, 1886, which
requires the ~ecretary of War to report to Congress whether any
bridges, causeways, or structures, erected or iu process of erection, interfere with free and safe navigation, and, if so, to report the best mode
of altering or constructing the same, the Ohief of Engineers was directed
to report thereon, as required by the act. A communication, enumerating all instances of interference with free and safe navigation, was transmitted to the Senate February 24, 18&7. Attention is again called to
the urgent necessity for legislation by Congress to prevent the obstruction of the navigable waters of the United States. The reasons for such
legislation are set forth in the reports of 1885 and 1886.
The joint resolution of Congress of February 21, 1871, directed the
Secretary of War to have water-gauges established and observations
made of the rise and fall of the Lower Mississippi and its chief tributaries. This information, for the protection of alluvial lands against
overflow and for the improvement of navigation, requires an annual
appropriation of $5,000, which has usually been made in the act providing for the improveme11t of rivers and harbors. No river and harbor act was passed for the present fiscal year, and these 'observations
cannot be continued unless the keepers of gauges voluuteer their services. As the observations lose their value and usefulness unless continuous, it is recommended that an appropriation for this expense be at
once made by Congress.
,
The small appropriation stated in the· estimates for surveys required
for military purposes, for the publication of maps, including lake charts
and local surveys, and £or additions to the engraved plates for the use
of the War Department, is earnestly recommended. Attention is also
invited to the report upon the construction of roads and bridges in the
Yellowstone National Park, and to the necessity for further appropriations for this purpose.
·
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IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTII PASS, MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

In the last annual report of the Department the record of this work
was brought down to September 26, 188G. The channel bas since been
maintained, as required. by law, for a full year, to September 29, 1887, for
which payments have been made amounting to $100,000, and also
$50,000 for one year's interest on the $1,000,000 retained, making the
total expenditures to September 29, 1887, inclusive, $5,450,000. . During
three days of this time there was not a legal maintenance of the channel, for which period no payment has been made. The river and harbor appropriation bill having failed for this year, and no special provision having been made to pay for the surveys and examinations required
by law for testing the depth of the water and width of channel at the
South Pass, the work is left in an anomalous condition. The law reqt1ires these surveys that payment may be made for the legal maintenance of the channel; it is therefore recommended that the appropriation for the expenses be provided at once by Congress. The amount
now required to meet deficiencies, and for the year endingJune30, 1889,
is $27,470. The 1:ules and regulatiom1 for the navigation of South Pass
have no force in law, and provision for their enforcement should be
made by Congress.
A detailed statement showing the payments made to December 1,
1887, and to be made under 'the contract with Mr. Eads, is appended to
this report.
WATER SUPPLY OF WASHINGTON, D. C.

The dam across the Potomac River at Great Falls was completed in
August, 1886. As finished, this is a solid masonry structure 2,877 feet
long, varying in height from 4 to 20 feet, all solidly backed with riprap.
The excavation of the tunnel has been completed, and the work of'
liuing with masonry has advanced in its total length 8,767 feet, leaving
11,929 feet, _all, or nearly all, of which must be lined. The completion
of the work of excavation has developed the necessity of putting i-n
much more lining than was contemplated. .The cost is also increased
beyond the price named in the estimate, on the recommendation of the
Board of Engineers designated by Congress to determine the proper
character of the lining; and it is now estimated that $320,000 will be
required to complete the work.
Work on the reservoir bas been in progress during most of the year,
and has now approached completion. The money on hand will probably be found sufficient for putting the reservoir in condition to receive
the water supply. The appropriation at the earliest possible moment
of the amount required to complete the work on the tunnel is urgently
recommen<led.
THE POTOMAC FL.A.TS.

Upou the Potomac Flats 5,314,000 cubic yards of material have been
d p 'i ed, thn re i ing an ar a of 461 acres of marsh to a height of
fr
4t 1 £ t
Y m an low tid .
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The Long Bridge is a serionR obstruction to the flow of water beneath
it, and will eventually cause a, deposit of sediment in the river above.
The bridge should be rebuilt in accordance with proper plans, and 1-)0me
definite action by Congress in regard to this is desirable. Provision
should be made at an early day for retaining-walls to the sewer canal.
The estimated cost of such walls built of concrete is $208,144.
On June 30, 1887, the sum of $985,841.01 had been expended on these
flats, aud the cost of the completion of the improvement is estimated at
$1,441,365. For the year ending June 30, 1889, an appropriation of
$600,000 is recommended.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, 41,106 rifles and carbines
were manufactured at the National Armory.
The question of a reduced caliber for small-arms is now under careful
consideration and Bxperim~nt by the Department; and while the
present caliber, .45, meets the demands of the service in a satisfactory
manner, and was adopted fifteen years ago after extended tests, the
interest awakened in the military world justifies a further examination
and report upon this subject. A magazine gun has become a necessity,
- and during many years the Department has endeavored to find one
that would give satisfaction to tl.Je Army. From what we learn of the
magazine systems abroad, nothing is to be gained by baste, and the
Springfield rifle must continue to serve our purpose until a magazine
gun, that will do credit to the inventive genius of our people, is
adopted. It is to be observed that under the existing law, Revised
Statutes, section 1672, only the Springfield guns can be manufactured
by this Department. We are unable, therefore, to make magazine
guns, and can only test and examine the magazine guns and systems
brought to the Department by dealers or inventors. It is very desir~ble that this statute shoulu be so far modified tbat we can purchase or
manufacture magazine guus for experiment .a nd trial.
'rhe orders of the "\Var· Department, respecting rifle practice throughout the Army, have taxed to 'the full o~r resources in ammunition and
target supplies. The reserve supply of rifle cartridges on band on the
30th of June last was small, but the Army and co~ntry have been amply
repaid for this expenditure of ammunition at the military posts by the
great success attending the annual competitions. Larger appropria- .
tions for ammunition and target material are asked for. A matter so
necessary to the effectiveness of our small Army deserves the favorable
consideration of Congress.
Congress at its last session passed an act to amend Revised Statutes,
section 1661, making an annual appropriation to provide arms and equipments for the militia. The act increases the annual appropriation made
by the act of 1808 from $200,000 to $400,000, and adds quartermasters'
stores and camp equipage to the issues authorized. It also provides
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for apportionment under certain conditions and.rules ; for tbe purchase
or manufacture of the stores to be issued; for accountability for the
same, and for the disposition of unserviceable and unsuitable stores in
the hauds of the militia. These provisions of law will have a tendency
to place the militia on a proper footiq.g, and encourage an efficient organization throughout the country.
The failure of Congress at its last session to pass a regular appropriation bill for the armament of fortifications has embarrassed the Department in its operations, and little has been done towards procuring
guns, powqer, carriages, projectiles, etc., for coast defense. Several experimental pieces that were ·under fabrication at the date of the last report of the Secretary of War have been completed, and some tests of
ordnance have been made at the proving-ground. The powder and projectiles used in these experiments were furnished under contracts made
prior to June 30, 1886.
The 12-inch B. L. rifled cast-iron m<;>rtar, hooped with steel, has
been completed and subjected with satisfactory results to preliminary
firing. With a charge of 65 pounds of hexagonal powder and a shell of
625 pounds, a range of 9,385 yards, or 5¼ miles, was obtained under an
elevation of 45 degrees; and still better results are now obtained with
. Brown prismatic po~1 de~ of American manufacture. It is believed that
a record for accuracy of fire and endurance will be obtained from this
piece early in the coming winter whereby the relative merits of breechloading and muzzle-loading mortars can be determined. In view of the
large ni1mber of 12-inch mortars required for coast defense, and from
the fact that there are several manufacture1s who can supply mortars
of cast iron banded with steel-already tested with satisfactory results
as regards endurance-the sum of $500,000 has been included in the
estimates to procure 12-inch rifled mortars of a similar type, breech-loading or muzzle-loading, as the trials may show the superiority of one
over the other. This money should procure from fifty to sixty mortars.
The test of the 8-inch B. L. steel rifle, which was begun last yeB,r,
has been pushed as fast as _suitable powder could be procured. The
manufacture of Brown powder is a new industry in this country, and
it is natural that failures and delay should occur in the earlier st.ages
of its development. Thus fal' this 8-inch gun has been fired 102 rounds;
of which number 2 rounds were with 65-pound cbarges, 12 rounds with
85-pound charge , 2 rounds with 95-pound charges, and 84 rounds with
charges of from 100 to 113 pounds weight. The weights of projectile
n ed have been 7 rounds with 182-pound shot, 4 rounds wi.tb 235pound hot, 1 roun<l with 250-pound shot, and 88 rounds with shot
of from 286 to 3 2 pounds weight. In these firings the gun has been
ubj cted to pre ur s of from 33,000 to 37,000 pounds per square inch
of cbam er, an 1 e ral rounds to pressures exceeding 40,000 pounds,
or 1 ton to ·quare inch of cbam ber. A careful examination of the
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bore after the one hundredth round showed no appreciable enlargement,
except the usual enlargement near the bottom of the rifling, due to the
forcing of the projectile, while the forward slope of the chamber and
the commencement of the rifling, which are the parts first affected, show
no traces whatever of erosionr and the condition of the gun is apparently perfect. In this connection it may be stated that in firing the 12inch B. L. cast-iron rifle, in which a relatively lighter charge and projectile were employed, and with powder pressures that were generally
under 30,000 pounds, the average for 100 rounds being only28,000 pounds,
erosions began at the fiftieth round, which became very pronounced at
the ninety-sixth round. The ballistic results from this 8-inch gun-that
is to say, the energy developed in the projectile-are said by the Chief
of Ordnance to exceed the published result of any gun of like caliber extant. .As regards accuracy, it was ascertained on a range of 3,000 yards,
or nearly 1¾ miles, that the centers of all the shot-holes were contained
within a circle of 6½ feet diameter.
The forgings for one 8-inch and one 10-inch B. L. steel rifle have been
received and accepted, and the manufacture of both will be at once begun. · .All the forgings for this 8-inch gun were manufactured by th~
Midvale Steel Company, the jacket and tube forgings being the .l argest
yet made in this country. The jacket, tube, and trunnion hoop for the
10-inch gun were procured from Sir Joseph Whitworth & Co., Man- ·
chester, England; the hoops were made by the Cambria Iron Works,
and were required to pass the same standard, a~ to physical quality, as
the hoops for the 8-inch rifle. In the manufacture of the 8-inch rifle
forgings, a satisfactory jacket was only obtained after repeated failures
and repeated treatment of the metal, owing to the inadequacy of the
present plant at the Midvale Steel Works. But the manufacturers
triumphed at last over their limitations-a thorough knowledge of their
art enabling them to succeed in spite of inadequate facilities.
In the development of our steel indnstry another encouraging sign
is the early success of the Cambria Iron Works. .As its first venture
in ordnance work, this establishment undertook the production of the
forged hoops for a 10-inch steel rifle, and the terms of the contract, notwithstanding the very high standard of excellence required, were fully
complied with. Equal success attended the forgings for a 7-inch howitzer, including the tube, jacket, and the forged trunnion hoop, all of ·
the quality prescribed. The Dljpartment has demanded high standards
for the quality of gun steel, but experience has proved the ability of our
steel makers to produce the metal. The ordeal of firing has demonstrated the character of the guns thus made. With larger experience,
increased facilities, and a sufficient demand to invite competition, it is
reasonable to expect that both the difficulties and cost of production
will be reduced. .An instance of this was noted in the last contract for
3.2-inch gun forgings. The standard for quality was higher than in
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the previous contract, and yet tor the same number and kind of forgings
the cost was less.
In view of the success attained by our steel makers, it is apparent
that the assurance that the outlay for the necessary plant will prove
remunerative is all that is required to produce in this country tlie largest gun forgings of suitable quality. It is belieYed to be of vital importance that appropriations be annually made by Congress until our
present need of modern guns is supplied and the aid that onr steel industry demands is assured. As a step in this direction an appropriation
of $1,500,000 for the forgings of 8·inch and 10-inch B. L. steel guns bas
been recommended in the estimates. This sum would procure the steel
for about fifty 8-inch and forty 10-inch guns, and should be made available until expended. In this connection the Chief of Ordnance remarks
as follows:
It is not necessary to enter into a discussion of the necessity for sea-coast armameut, nor of the possibility of future disbandment of armies and the settlement
of international controversies with the p1m instead of the sword. What may be
in the near or distant future ;in this regard the most astute statesman can not
divine. Our dealings 1 however, are with the immediate present, and if t,he recurrence of wars are likely to follow ample preparation, Europe in arms would seem
to indicate that the days of peaceful arbitration have not yet been reached. It can
hardly be recommended that while waitiug for this future possibility our shores
shoqld continue unguarded and at the mercy of the most insignificant belligerent.
Rams and torpedoes and dynamite guns are powerful auxiliaries in harbor defense;
but the war conditions yet obtaining will not dispense with the hard hammering of
heavy shot moving with high velocity, because these auxiliaries themselves need
protection of a most perfect character. The dynamite guns with a limited range can
not be left to the mercy of the much longer-reaching guns of the enemy's ships. ·The
attacking ships must be kept at a distance by heavy guns and long-range mortars,
the comparatively low cost of mortars enabling us to compensate by numbers for any
lack of accuracy of fire. A.s a project,i le force gunpowder yet stands supreme. It
strikes its terrific blow at long distances; it,s arm r eaches many miles; it plants its
blows with unerrinb certainty. We c~n not dispense with such a force, so readily
handled, so thoroughly understood. Heavy cannon are therefore a necessity, and
must be provided, and our unprotected coasts demand that they be provided speedily.
These necessities also demand that they be of the most approved quality; cannon of
steel, which have been adopted by the world after most thorough and satisfactory experiment and trial; cannon that will place this nation on an equality with the most
powerful. It will cost money, but not more than the loss to the cities of New York
and Brooklyn from one day's bombardment. *' " * The positive and practical
experience of the Midvale Works and the Cambria Works is to the extent of their
facilities equal to that of fordgn establishments, and these results are in a large degree the outcome of high standards, close specifications, and most rigicl supervision
and inspection, enforced by this Department. I venture the opinion that such important work can not be intrusted to better or more skillful hands than to the offi.eers
of the Ordnance Department of the ArJily.

Carriages for heavy cannon present a difficult problem which the best
minds in thi country and abroad have labored to solve, and thus to
sati fy all conditions of emplacement, weights of heavy cannon, and of
all force· generated by explosives. With tLe increase in size and weight
of cannon, man power, in the management of such masses, must yield
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to steam, compressed air, and hydraulic force. A trial of the improved
Powlett carriage should be authorized. It was first tried by this Department, and its favorable action induced further trial by the Navy
Department. The conditions differ so much in the two Departments
that appropriations for renewed trials by this Department are recommended.
The dynamite torpedo gun has been so far perfected that it is practicable, by means of compressed air, to project to a considerable distance shells charged with high explosives, with a safety, certainty, and
accura~y of fire, which render it a source of great danger to ships. More
than this, an electric fuse, capable of being fired by contact with salt
water, has been devised and tested with promising success. As a
weapon for coast defense this would more than double the value of the
gun. If charges of s·oo pounds of explosive gelatine or dynamite can be
projected from 2 to 3 miles, and exploded after entering the water, below the armor protection under or near the hull of a ship, the most destructive effects may result on ships as now constructed. Though, with
perhaps less cevtainty of action, the result is much the same as that
sought in defending a channel by fixed mines. There is the obvious advantage of being able to shift the location of the" torpedo field" to any
point within range taken up by the enemy's ship. Thus the latter is
placed at the disadvantage of being compelled to cruise over an area
beset with submarine mines while within range of the gun. · The two
systems would thus supplement each other with a powerful combination of explosives, and become a most essential adjunct to the heavy
guns of great range and power, which are, as armor-piercing weapons,
the basis of all armament for coast defense.
The purchase of one of these guns of 15-inch caliber is recommended,
in order to determine the full extent of their fitness for coast defenses.
The first of these guns was designed and constructed by Mr. Mefford,
of Ohio, in 1883, and was bronght to Fort Hamilton, N. Y., for trial in
January, 1884. On March 15, 1884, on an application from the parties
interested, the Secretary of War, in a letter to General Hancock, directed that "as the trials of this, gun have been conducted thus far
under the direction of Colonel Hamilton, they should be continued
under him, assisted by Lieutenant Zalinski." The last-named officer
has since t,hat time been on this detached duty actively engaged in experimenting with and developing this gun. A board of officers was ap.
pointed January 26, 1886, by the Secretary of War, for the purpose of
witnessing trials of this dynamite gun at Fort Hamilton, and of reporting upon its merits for the military service. Those interested in
the gun failed to make the necessary arrangements for the proposed
triais, ·and the board was ultimately dissolved without making any re port.
During the year further experiments have been made, at the ordnance
proving grounds, with shells charged with high explosives, which have
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been fired from ordinary cannon by means of gunpowder. Among the
devices · meriting favorable mention is a shell invented by Mr. B. D.
-Stevens, of Burlington, Vt. 1rhe Department has experimented at
Sandy Hook upon a method of preparing high explosives for shells
invented by Mr. Smolianinoff, and also upon a new device by l\'Ir. Graydon, formerly of the Navy, for the same purpose. Further trials will
be made with these inventions to determine their absolute merits.
With regard to siege material, the 5-inch breech-loading siege gun
and its carriage and the 7-inch breech-loading howitzer have been completed and sent from the Watertown Arsenal to the proving grounds.
When the powders and projectiles required for their trials are procured
both these guns will be tested.
During the past year twenty-five 3.2-inch breech-loading steel field
guns, of the model tested in 1885 and recommended for issue to the
service by the Board for testing rifled cannon and projectiles, have Ileen
completed. Twenty-five new steei gun-caniages have been made at
the NationalArmoryJ The Midvale Steel Company is making the forgings of twenty-five additional 3.2 guns, and carriages are being manufactured at the National Armory. An improveerl limber, caisson, battery-wagon, and forge, for these guns, are in process of construction.
In the estimates for the next fiscal year an appropriation has been asked
of $225,000 for the purcba8e of steel guns, their carriages and ammunition. This is a small sum, but it will procure not less than sixty steel
guns fully equipped and supplied with ammunition, and taking the 3.2inch guns now on hand and under manufacture into consideration, it would
insure the full and proper equipment of about one hundred field guns.
This appropriation is absolutely demanded. We have nothing but
smooth-bores and rifled muzzle-loading guns used during the late war.
New guns are required in order to maintain the efficiency and discipli ne
of our artillery regiments. It is discouraging and demoralizing to spend
time and work ou· guns which every private knows are antiquated and
obsolete, and could never be used in war. Indeed, to use them in war
against the improved field batteries of other nations would put our
troops at terrible disadvantage.
With a view of completing unfinished gun-work on hand and providing for the manufacture of guns, the Department, last spring, took
steps to ascertain the extent of its available tools and machinery for
gun work, and to select the best arsenal at which to concentrate them.
With this object in view the Secretary of War appointed a Board of
ordnance officers, who made a careful examination of the tools and machinery on hand, and of Watervliet and Frankford Arsenals, with reference to the concentration of the plant for gun-work, and reached this
conclu ion: "The Board is of the opinion that Watervliet Arsenal is
better adapted than FrankforJ. for the concentration and installation of
the pre ent gun plant of the Department and for the establishment of
a fully equipped gun factory." In the annt;i.al estimates a small appro-
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priation has been asked to supply some additions to the plant now collected at this arsenal, such as railway tracks, a bridge· across the canal,
additional water-power, a loading crane, etc. These will complete the
present plant, and enable the Department to make small guns, and experimental and type guns of large size, probably up to 12 inches caliber.
Should Congress, however, act favorably on the recommendations of
the Department and appropriate $1,500,000 for steel gun-forgings, then
afurtherappropriationof$550,000,forproperlyequippedshops,adequate
to manufacture of guns in quantity, would be required.
THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER.

On March 3, 1887, Capt. A. W. Greely, of the Fifth Cavalry, was appointed to the office of Chief Signal Officer, m<lde vacant by the death
of Brig. Gen. William B. Hazen. In his report the Chief Signal Officer
calls especial attention to the Signal Service proper, which for many
years has been neglected in favor of meteorological observations. The
appropriations have been inadequate to provide the necessary material
or to permit the necessary study and practice in military signaling, not
amounting to one-fifth of what is required simply for station equipments.
He is of opinion that the officers of the Signal Service should be the instructors of the Army in military signaling. Special training and drill
are indispensable for success in this branch of duty, and can be obtained
only under competent instructors. To secure these requisites he advises tbat regular courses of instruction should be established, under
officers of the Signal Corps, at the great schools of the Army at Forts
Leavenworth, Monroe, and Riley.
·
Both the tendency of legislation and the demands of the Weather
Bureau have led the Signal Service further and further away from military duties, to scientific and meteorological observations and labors,
which grow and extend with each year. .Even if its semi-military organization should continue, it is obvious that it must be devoted eventually to meteorological and kindred scientific studies alone. In view
of this prospect, the Army has ceased to place reliance on the Signal
Corps, but provides for its own instruction in military signaling. It is ·
taught at West Point, at the schools of instruction, and at all Army
posts. In 1885 General Hazen recommended a more military organization of his Bureau by adding a colonel and lieutenant-coJonel, a major,
and eight captains, and in the report of that year the recommendation ·
was disapproved by the Secretary of War, as follows :
The dut ies in which the corps is now engaged are civil and not military. It performs no military service; its only e~ercise that is military in its character is the art
of military signaling, which, owing to the pressure of meteorological duties, has been
neglected. in the past, though it is proposed to press the study more vigorously in the
future. Nor is this study as pursued in the corps important to the Army, which receives, through its own officers, all the necessary instruction. It is evident that the
Rtudies and labors of the Signal Service in the scientific field npon which it has entered will more and more absorb arnl engross its energies, and itsmust ultimately he-
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come a purely civil organization. It would, therefore, be unwise, with this prospect
before us, to provide for its permanent attachment to the Army, and to give to it the
unbending organization and discipline of a military body. It must depend upon the
efforts of men who are engaged in technical study, and any officer who takes part in
its work must be valuable for his studious and scientific labor, rather than for his
military ability and his soldierly qualities.

The meteorological reports of the Signal Service are of great value to
the public, but the want of means has impaired the efficiency of this
branch, and retarded its growth and improvement. Private organizations have, however, to some degree remedied its defects. Weather
forecasts, cold wave and storm warnings hav·e been issued regularly,
and with tolerable accuracy. Special training, experience, and apeculiar aptitude are required for this work, and it has not al ways· been
possible to detail officers possessing the necessary qualifications. On
the Pacific coast the service bas suffered from defective telegraphic
communication at certain points, which has prevented timely receipt ot
indications, but here, as ·elsewhere, private enterprise bas liberally aided
the efforts of the Government.
An "indications" post has been established at Saint Paul, Minn.,
and it will be not only a relief to the central office, but a benefit to
the great Northwest, where early forecasts of cold waves are of the first
importance. · The issue of weather forecasts has been hampered by
want of means, but re~ent concessions on the part of the Western Union
Telegraph Company will assist the service while volunteer stations
are being established in great numbers at a merely nominal cost prol}ab1y from 700 to 800 will be in operation during the coming year.
Whenever unusual conditions of the weather have made it desirable,
special bulletins have been issued. A weekly crop bulletin has been
started recently, showing the effect of the weather for the previous w~ek
on growing crops.
The Weather Review and the Summary of International Meteorolog~
have appeared monthly, but the reduction of the appropriation compels the Chief Signal Officer to suspend, at the end of the calendar year,
the publication of simultaneous observations agreed upon at the Vienna
International Conference. This is to be regretted, but a study of the
observations made during the past ten years will enable the Signal
Office to prepare charts showing the normal weather conditions for
each month of the year, and marking the limits of ice dangerous to
transatlantic navigation. An effort will also be made to predict, several
days in advance, the approach of the dense fogs off Newfoundland, and
thus enable Atlantic steamers to avoid them.
Data relating to thunder-storms and tornadoes have been coliected,
but it has not seemed ad vi sable to attempt predictions regarding the
latter. As to thunder-storms, the· Signal Office has preferred to assist
and co-operate with local societies, whose investigations on the subject
have been more complete than its own. The railway bulletins have
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decreased, being no longer necessary in many quarters ; but the office
will furnish imlications whenever they are wanted.
The Signal Office has given its hearty co-operation to the meteorological bureaus of France and England, as promised by the Secretary
of War. Data as to observations, storms, gales, derelict wrecks, ice,
etc., are cabled each night to Paris, and the united information of the
three countries is telegraphed at the expense of France and England.
As the United States are benefited by this information, we should
share the expense, and the Chief Signal Officer recommends an appropriation not to exceed $1,000 annually for the purpose. In addition
to the New England Meteorological Society, 19 State weather services
have been established, and others are being organized, to the advantage
of local and national interests. With all of them the Chief Signal Officer
endeavors heartily to co-operate.
_
The disastrous river floods of the past few years show the importance
of river observations. Sixty-nine river stations are in operation, and
it is believed that a system may be devised that will permit the prediction, many days in advance, of any great flood. Meanwhile all important river gauges have been put in order and rain-fall stations have been
established. At present 132 cotton-region stations are in operation.
Increase in the number has been urged, but no funds are available for
the purpose.
The system of special display stations has been revised and the expenses reduced. There are now 65 special stations, in addition to 50
regular stations on the sea-coast and the Great Lakes. The excellence
of this work has been impaired by the necessity of employing new men
insufficiently · trained. A deficiency estimate for cost of furniture required at theE.e stations is renewed, and again recommended.
The telegraphic lines belonging to the United States have, in addition
to services rendered the Government, paid into the Treasury $8,070.55,
and the value of free business transacted amounts to $8,685.54. The
military telegraphic lines have proved to be not only useful, but in many
cases indispensable to the Army, and every effort has been made to keep
them in good order. Estimates have been reduced, as some of the lines
have been abandoned. The sea-coast telegraphic lines between Nantucket Island and the mainland, Hatteras and Norfolk, Wilmington and
Southport, Narragan~ett Pier and Block Island are all in good order.
The lines on the Pacific coast have been unserviceable during much
of the year from lack of money to keep them in repair.
Private instruments are no longer tested at the Signal Office, save in
c.-tses involving scientific or other important interests. The Chief Signal
Officer recommemls that Congress authorize, at the discretion of the
Secretary of War, the sale of ius~ruments of guarantied accuracy.
The catalogue of the Bibliography of Meteorology will be soon completed, and provision slwuld be made for its publica,tion. It is a work
of great practical and scien.tific importance. Its preparation has cost
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about $15,000, and its publication will require ahout $10,000. Tbt
library contains 9,845 volumes, and accommodation must bPi provided
to save it from injury. The record division, established this year, renders good service by simplifying research for meteorological data. It
is also desired that Congress provide for the publication of the scientific treatises and original researches made in the Department.
As a necessary and economic measure, the Chief Signal Officer advises the purchase of suitable premises for his department, according
to plans already suggested. In this I concur, as a measure of economy,
and for the interest of tbe service and safety of the records.
The estimates for the year ending June 30, 1889, are $801155.57 less
than for the past year. A regular and proper organization of the Signal Corp~ would increase its efficiency and materially reduce its expenses.
RECORDS OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION.

This work is still confined to the first series of volumes. During the
past year, Volumes XVII, Part II, XVIII and XII, Part II, supplement,
(the latter containing the record of the Fitz John Porter court-martial),
have been distributed. VolumeXIX, PartslandII,is ready for distribution, and Volume XX is nearly finished. Volume XXVI, Parts I and II,
has been stereotyped, a.i1d Volume XXVII, Part I, is being stereotyped.
The manuscript of Volumes XXXIV, XXXV, and XXXVJlI are ready
for the printer. Volumes XXX, XXXVI, and XXXVII are still incomplete. On October 5, 1887;the balance of funds available for this work,
including the appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1888, and
deducting expenditures and outstanding debts, is estimated at $32,021.24.
THE SOLDIERS' HOME,

At the Soldiers' Home during the year permanent improvements have
been made. An extension to the main building, together with a boilerhouse, including steam heating and cooking apparatus, will provide additional quarters. The total cost will be $225,368.47. The work is
progressing, and at the end of another season will be finished.
A detailed statement of the financial condition of the Home is given
by the commissioners. The annual income is estimated at $125,000,
and the average expenditure at $200,000. Unless other provision is
made the deficit of $75,000 must be yearly withdrawn from the invested
funds. In the future, necessary repairs and extensions will increase this
drain upon their capital. To obviate this evil the governor of the Home
sugge ts that Oongre~s shall provide by law for the payment of interest from July J, 1880, on all sums found due to the Home prior to that
da~e, and for interest from maturity on ~urns falling due since that date.
This would be a large concession on the part of the Home, and advantageous for the Government of the United States for the accounts in
.
process of computation
aud settlement go_ back' to 1861, and · large
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amounts are due which have for a long period been withheld. The
Commissioners, however, recommend it as for the best interests·of the
. Home, and worthy of the attention of Congress.
On September 30, 1887, there were 934 regular and 57 temporary inmates. The governor sets forth the evils attending the operation of the
law which gives an inmate his pension as well as supplies all his wants.
He repeats his recommendation, and in this he is supported by the
Commissioners, that inmates having twenty or more years of Army service retain their pension; that others having less service surrender a
portion of their pension, and that those having less than ten years' service surrender their whole pension. The law creates two classes of inmates-one receiving from the Government $1 per month and support,
the other receiving a pension varying in amount from $2 to $40 per
month and support. This causes constant trouble and dissatisfaction
among the inmates, and adds greatly to the difficulties of management.
In bis report the Inspector-General says that the administration of
the Home has been faithful and efficient ; the· buildings and grounds
are in excellent order; the food is ample and good; the inmates are comfortable and their number is increasing. The farm, dairy, and garden
furnish vegetables, milk, and food. For the health oftheinvalids the.s e
are necessary articles. The farm pays a profit of $3,000 ; the dairy
is self-supporting, and with · the garden furnishes occupation to men
wlio would otherwise be without employment.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS ON STATE CLAIMS UNDER .A.CT
OF JUNE

27, 1887.

.

This Board, convened October 6, 1886, has examined and reported
upon a claim of the State of Nevada, which has been sent to, the Secretary of the Treasury, as required by the statute. It will soon complete
and transmit its report on the claim of the State of Texas for $2,938,623.72.
The claims of the other States and Territories will be considered in order. It was found that the claim of the State of Oregon for $390,820.10 related to claims arising during the war of the rebellion, and did not
come within the provisions of this act. On November 12, 1887, it was
accordingly transmitted to the Treasury Department for settlement under the act of July 27, 186L, by the accounting officers.
BUILDING FOR STATE, WAR, AND NA VY DEP.A.RTMENTS.

The State, War, and Navy Building is now substantially finished.
It was begun by the constructio·n of. the south wing, now occupied by
the State Department, which was erected ·at a cost of $3,373,939.35, between June 21, 1871, and December 31, 1875. The eastern wing, now
occupied by the Navy Department, was built at a cost of $2,672,287.43,
between July 14, 1872, and April 16, 1879. The northern wing, now occupied by the War Department, cost the sum of $1; 914,501.99, and was
·
built between l\lay 22, 1879, and December 23, 1882.
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The western and central wings, the erection of which wa8 beg-nr,
February 18, 1884, are substantially completed at the present, time aud
will be ready for occupation early in 1888. The cost of theRe two wingR
will not exceed $2,163,478.61. Under the legislative bill approved
March 3, 1887, these two wings are to be occupied entirely by the force
of this Department.
THE ST.A.TUE OF PRESIDENT GARFIELD.

Under authority conferred by the act of July 7, 1884, the Commission,
having selected the site at the intersection of Maryland avenue and
First street, southwest, placed thereon the statue of the late President
James Abram Garfield. ' On the 12th of May, 1887, in the presence of
the President, the statue was unveiled with suitable ceremonies.
ST.A.TUE OF GENERAL LA FAYETTE.

The commission to. erect a statue to the memory" of General La Fayette and bis compatriots received seven models for the monument. The
commission selected the monument jointly designed by two Frenchmen,
Mr. A. Mercie and Mr. A. Falguiere, both of Paris. These gentlemen
are among the most distinguished scnlptors in France, and agree to devote their united energies to the successful execution of the work. I n
·conformity with the stipulations of the act of March 3, 1885, the basis
of an agreement for the erection of a monument has been concluded, and
the formal contract bas been forwarded to the United States minister
at Paris for executi6n by the sculptors." Two years from the date of the
contract are allowed for its completion. The design embraces an heroic
statue in bronze of La Fayette, upon a marble pedestal, around the .base
of which are to be grouped four of his compatriots. The names of the
four Frenchmen have not yet been definitely decided upon, nor has a
site for the statue been selected.
CLERIC.AL FORCE.

In closing this report, I desire to refer to the faithful . and efficient
services rendered by the clerical force. Among 1,500 employes there
is undoubtedly a percentage of incompetent or useless clerks, but this
element is rapidly. disappearing and ·what. remains does not materially
affect the efficiency of the Department. A statement of the total absence of each clerk since January 1, 1886, shows the average absence
from all causes, namely, with leave, on account of sickness, without pay,
without permis ion, and in consequence of short.absences with permision, to be 33.0 days for 1886, and but 9.2 days for the first six months of
thi year. Many clerks <lid not avail themselves of the full30 days' leave.
Tbe re ulL of tll.e xaminations for promotion under the civil service
r gulation , which were applied to the War Department in May, were
ati 'factory. The total number of clerks examined was 1 014 of whom
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963, or 95 per cent., passed, and of this number 353, or 35 pe.r cent.,
obtained an average above 90 per cent. ; 51, or 5 per cent., failed to pass,
their average being less than 75 per cent.
Owing to the large accumulation of work during the past year, the
clerks were required to work extra hours in the offices of the AdjutantGeneral and Surgeon-General. The work, however, continu,es to increase, and is in arrears in some of the offices, and, although the clerks
work faithfully, recourse must again be had to extra hours unless additional force is authorized. Extra hours, if constantly resorted to,
will certainly result in the deterioration of the working force, and as a
natural consequence the work performed will probably not exceed that ·
now performed in the hours prescribed by law.
This increase of work in the Department is partly a natural growth,
keeping pace with the growth of the country; but of' late it has been
enlarged in certain directions and has been stimulated by recent legislation, as in the matter of bridges over navigable waters; the distribution of the appropriation for arming and equipping the militia, which is
<1oubled; the determination of what articles of private property lost
by officers and enlisted men of the .Army are to be paid for; the adjustment of claims of volunteer officers for remuster and of enlisted men
for the removal of the charge of desertion; the distribution of 11,000
copies of each volume of the Official Records of the War of the Rebellion; the work consequent upon pension matters; the answering of the
largely increased number of calls from the Court of Claims, which have
recently .been very numerous-these all come under the War Department, and require the personal attention of the Secretary of War.
I therefore renew the recommendations contained in my previous reports and in those of my predecessor for the appointment of an Assistant Secretary of War and of an .Assistant .Attorney-General to advise
and assist in the legal and technical questions which daily occur. I
must also refer to former recommendations for the reorganization of
the force of this office, the estimates for which, it is hoped, will receive
the favorable consideration of Congress.
_
WILLIAM C. ENDICOTT,
Secretary of War.
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APPENDIX A.

Statenient of app1'op1·iations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, showing the amount approp1·iated under each
title of appropriation, the amount d1·awn by requisition vpon the Treasury, and the balances subject to requisition July 1, 1887.

Title of appropriation.

Balances

Appropriated
July 1,

I July 1, J b86. I1886, to June
30, 1887.

I

Repayment,
July 1, 1886,
to June 30,

I

1887.

.Aggregate
available.

I

I

Pavment,
C~rne
.- d to
Jul"
J, 1886,
Balances
to June 30, j-urplig
June 30, 1887.
1887.
une ,
·

l~g7 I

t,j
trj

""d
0

t,j

SALARIES, CONTINGENCIES, ETC,

Salaries, office of Secretary of War .•.............. , ...... • ............ . ..
Salaries, office of Adjutant-General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....................
Salaries, office of lnspector·General ......•........... . ...........•........

~:1:~~::: s~~~n:c~l~~.?: ~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: :.::::::::::::::::::::::.

$1,949.04
28,630.76
133. 34
98.26
309. 69
14,212. 39
2,788.31
4G4.49
45,631, 61
3,110.31
476, 24
393. 52
2 395 59
'30_8 :09
422. 00
6,787.84
8,469, 80
1,060, 00

Salaries, office of Quartermaster-General .....•••••........................
Compensation anrl expenses of agents, Quartermaster's Department ......
Salaries, office of Commissary-General. ..••....•..••.......... - ... - - . ···. - Salaries, office·of Surgeon-General ..•..••.... . ................. : . - - ... -....
Salaries, office of Pa_vmaster.General ....•.••••. . .......•••......... - -.... Salaries, office of Chief of Ordnance ..•••.......•.•..... •.......••......•..
Salaries, office of Chief of Engineers ..................•.•.•.... -... - - . -· ...
Salaries, office of Pq.blication of Records of Rebellion . .....................
Salaries, superintendent, f'tc., building Seventeenth and F streets .........
Postage to Postal Union countries, War Department ..................••.
Contingent expenses, War Department ..••••.••••.•..•.•.......••.... .• ••.
Stationery, War Department ...................•.•.... . ••....•.....•••••.
Rent of buildings, War Department .......•...•...•................•••••.
Safari~s of employes of Public Buildings and Grounds under Chief of
Engineers ........••.•...•••••...•..................... . ....•.... -....••.
157.83
Contingent e3enses of Public Buildings and Grounds ..•.........•..••••.
2.00
Rent of office, ublic Buildings and Grounds . .........••••....•...••..••••. .................
Total salaries, contingent expenses, and postage ...•••••.•...•.••..••

117,731.11

$111;850. 00
703,700.00
3,720. lO
13,260.00
40, 6CO. 00
193,396.42
12, oco. 00
43,730.00
513, ,78. 63
58. 3::!], 50
44, 8GO. 00
::!3, UU.00
'!.7, 7!J6. 16
7, !JOiJ.65
2,500.00
59,013.78
25,000.00
40,427.39

...............

------·--- ·---·-------··--·
......... ....... .
............... .

---------·---·
............. .. ..
....................

.............. ... ......

----·- --- ·····

·--···-····-··
....................
................ ......

...............
----·······-··
...... --. --- ....
...................
.... 1.. • • • • • • • • • • •

45,507.90 ..... ..... .......
500. 00 .••••••••..••.

ooo. oo I.... :.........

1, 972, 065. 43

8
$113, 799. 04
732,330.76
3, 8:i3. 34
13,358. ~6
40,969. ()()
207,608.81
14,788.31
44, l!J4.4!)
559, 411!. 24
61,431.81
45, OOG.:A
23, ()33. 52
30,121.75
8,211.74
2,922.00
65,801.62
33,469; 80
41,487.39

$110,648.61
.68(), 258. 11
3,720.00
i:-:, 260.00
39,053.07
188,728.45
10,814.84
43,448.81
496,135.88
57,553.17
44,506.42
23, 231.11
26,999.20
7,743.31
2,500, 00
65,083.52
25,837.46
40,384.05

45,665.73
502.00
900. 00

45,507.90
500. 00
900. 00

...................... 2, 089, 796. 54 1, 935, 813. 91

$1,149.04
13,930.76

...............
64.99
309. 69
2,557.39
88.31
224. 49
24,551.61
200. 31
471. 24
123. 52
1,435.59
239. 34
422.00
275.17
5, 038,16
233.34

$2,001.39
29,141.89
133. 34
33. 27
1,606.93
16,322. P7
3,885.16
521. rn
38,722.75
3,678.33
358. 58
278. 89
1,686. ~6
229. 09
......... .. ......
442. 93
2,594.18
870. 00

157. 83 ...................
2. 00 ...................

.................. ........... . .......
51,474.78

102,507.85

0

1-:rj
~

P4
t:j

00

M

a

-~
t:j

8

il>

pj
~

0

~

~

~

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT,

Expenses of Commanding General's office .....•.•.•...•.•...••••••..•.... I..............
1,200.00 .•••••..•.. •• .
1,200.00 I
1,200.00 .•••.••.•..••..••..........•
Expenses of recruiting...... . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . .
72, 277. 40
101, 405. 07 . • • . • • • • . • . • • .
173, 682. 4 7
72, 128. 71
31 252. 96
70 300. 80
Contingencies of t,he .Adjutant.General's·Department .•••••.•.•••••••. -. .
3.-06
2,016.00 . . . . . . . . • . • . • .
2,019, 06
J, 025. 71
' 3. 06
' 90. 29
Contin%encies of the .Army .•..•. .•••...•.•••... . ... ...•...•.•••••• •.......
22, 182. 66
15, 555. 3[) . • • . • . • • • . • • • .
37, 738. 05
15, 555. 17
8, 166. 68
'4, 016. 20
Signal ervice. .•.• •• ..•• •• .•.•.•. ... • ........ •••.•••.• •. .•••.. ...... •.. . •.
750. 44
3,405.25 . .. . •. . . • . . • •.
4,155.69
3,231.72
853.17
70. 80
Pay, etc.; of the.Army ...•.•••••••••••••.••••••..•...•.•••.•••••••.••... . 408,069.68 12,665,167.40 .••.........•. 13,073,237.08 12,445,952.93
318,910.59
308,373.56
Subsistence of the Army..................................................
179, 797.13 1, 750,320.27 • • • • . • . . . . . • • . 1,930,117.40 1,509,498.63
49,659.68
370,959.09
Regular supplies, Quartermaster's Department ••••••••••.••••••••••.•• ,..
99,992.56 2,686,092.77 ••••••..•..••. 2,786,085.33 2,636,002.15
92,874.44
57,208.74

i,j::,..
<:),:>

~

Statement of approp1·iations under dfreotion of the War Depa1·tmentfor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, eto.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Balances
July 1, 1886.

.Appropri-1 Repayments
ated July 1, July 1, 1886,
to J nne 80,

I 1886, to June
80, 1887.

.Aggregate
available.

1887.

Payments
Carried to
July 1, 1886, surplus
fund
Balances
to June 80, June 30, 1887. June 80, 1887.

I

1887.

-----------------------r----1----1---lIILITARY

ESTABLISHMENT-Continued.

------··-·-···
·------------·
·----·---···-·

$688, 999. 07

$681, 776. 33
$7,222.74
Inoidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department .• 640,429.75
636,137.88
4,291.87
Barraoks and quarters ..... ................ · · · · · · · · · ·
3, 024, 454. 34
819. 26 3, 023, 635. 08
Transportation of the .Army and its supplies .. . . ..... - .. · · -· · · · · · · · • · · • • • ·
883,402.87
883,402.87
Transportation of the .Army and its supplies, Pacifio railroads .... ·· ..... .
FiftY. per centum of arrea£s of Army transportation due certain land.grant
204,065.62
87,693.73 ................
railroads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • . . . . • • .
116, 871. 89
139,746.77
138,624.12 .................
Horses for cavalry and artillery..................................... .......
1,122.65
102,442.35
100,000.00
Construction and repair of hospitals.......................................
2,442.85
12,500.00
12,500.00 ----··········
Construction of quarters for hos:pital stewards .....••••. ········•·······•· ·••· ·· · · ··· ·· · 1, 818,
056. 53 ................. 1, 818, 507. 71
Clotbinr, camp and yarrison eqmpage....... ••• . • • . • • • . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
451.18
294,564.85
200,486.62
:Medioa and h~ita department..........................................
94, 078. 28
-----···-·····

---------·····

·-----·-···--·

5,000.00
10,000.00
16,500.00
255,014.70
90,000.00
28,864.62
10,000.00
400,000.00

t~Ir~ef~:1on~o~~r·a i:,;·omc;; ~: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : :: : : :
Engineer depot at Willets Point, New York...............................
500. 00
Ordnance, ord~anoe stores, and supplies...................................
144. 60
Ordnance service._............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84. 90
Ordnan<le material (proceeds of sales). . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
485, 043. 44
Shooting galleries and ranges ......................•.........•.•........ · · · • • • • • · · · · · • • ·
:Ma,n ufacture of arms at national armories ........•••••.....•.......••...•. ··•··· ·· ·· ·••·
:Manufacture or purchase of magazino guns...............................
1, 255. 00
Pay of :Military Academy ...... ...................•......•......•.••...•.
30,170.54
Current and ordinary expenses, :Military .Academy........................
2, 780. 74
:Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses, :Military .Academy... . ......
173. 52
Total military establishment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 529, 975. 84

220,835.00
50,830.00
16, mo. oo

I--,

·--·-····-····

---------·····
·-----·-······
.................

.... -... -.......
...............

·--------··-··
.... ·--- .. ---·
·---········-·
---------·-···
..................

.................... .

5,000.00
10,000.00
17,000.00
255,159.30
90,034.90
513,908.06
10,000.00
400,000.00
1,255.00
251,005.54
53,610.74
16,293.52

$680, 575. 93
633,921.01
2, 990, 354. 17
383,402.37

$6,202.27
1,960.60
9,094.52

$2,220.87
4,548.14
25,005.65

92,639.00
871. 53
1,895.19
1. 50
129,824.33
8-0, 6&9.10

37,758.88
73,667.74
1,213.86
137,661.38
2,309.94
9~, 237. 22
12.498. 50 ............ .... ...
701. 71
1,187.981. 67
11,141.21
202,724.54
5,000.00
10,000.00
15,068.70
254,871.88
89,772.73
44,529.98
10,000.00
399,994.90

:::::::iii::~i: I......i:

m~t~

469,378.08

50,830.00
16, llO. 00

. ..•...••.. - • 26. 440,614.97 24, 184, 453. 48

- -----l====l====ll=-=-==~=======-=-=

1-:tj
~

~

l:rj
00
~

a

p:t
t_zj

0
605, 845. 24

I

1, 650, 316. 25

l'tj

~

PUBLIC WORKS •

~

.Arsenals.

... ....... ····1

Frankford .Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . •• • • • . ••• •• . .• • . . . •• • . .
797. 50
20, 200. 00
Rock Island .ArsenalJ..Rock Island, m. .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
97, ooo. 00 ...............
Springfield .Arsenal, l:ip1ingfield, :Mass..................................... ..............
45,000.00 ....................
San .Antonio Arsenal, San .Antonio, Tex...................................
4,075.20
8, 233.13
Benicia .Arsenal, Benicia, Cal . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • • • . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
4, 700. 00
Benicia .Arsenal, California ......... ·~··· ••••........•.•••••..•.............••..•.••..•.............. ..
New York .Arsenal, New York, N. Y ....•••••••••••••••••••• .-............. ...... •.•.. ..
500. 00
Rock Island Bridr;e, Rock Island, Ill...................................... ...•.. .....•..
9,250.00

········io."as·1

~=~:~:.~~~~a.~:.::::::·.:·.:::::·::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......:~::~~.

~

0

~
~

·----··--·····
201,745.74

--'--r-

~

rd'
0

~~: ~~~: ~~

•••• ••••••••••I

20,997.50
97,000.00
45,000.00
12,308.83
4,700.00 ·
. 38
500. 00
9,250.00
50,314.82
10,000.00

797.50
20,200. oo I
97,000.00
151 000. 00 1. • • . • . • • • • • • • •
8,283.13
4,700.00

I······ ........

······· ··-····

500. 00 1······ ....... ·1· .............
4i:
9, 956. 80 . . • • • . • • • . • • • .
48. 20

~~i: ~g ·······sii s2 · ········ioi: oo

··1

Powc"!er depot, l);!'' 1·, X. J . . ......•••.••. ······-······· ················]······ •.••••
Provmg ground, ::;andy Hook, N. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total arsenals ...................... .
Deduct repayments in excess of payments .•....••..••.••

·

35,000.001··············1
3, 000. 00 . . • • • . . . . . . . • .

5,187.52

282,883.13

. 38

2s8, on. 03

-----1-

.Actual expenditures

35,000.00
3,000.00

35,000.00
3, 000. 00

I

252, ns:

~~ l_ .... ~·. :~~·. ~~-1._. _. ~~·- ~~~~ ~~

1-----1-----1-----

-~ = = - - - l i = = = = = l - = = = ~ ~ 1_2_52, ~37. 65
381,872.06
28,470.77
26,212.97
2,410.59
8,883.55
11,536.84
16,473.66
85,217.80
100. 28

1=·=· ·=·=··==·=··=·=··=·"·~·=··=·=··=·=··=·=·~

21,411.28
2,410.59
8,883.35
68i. 73
il.83

- - - - - - - - - -L

215.133.30
871. 35

.Actual expenditures

2,687.67
41,500.00

11,536.84
13,101.26
43,675.97
100. 28

124,222.01

221,823.01

1,989.96
601.61
658. 93
37. 98

66,189. 96
29, 60]. 61
14,658. 93
2,537.98

Total buildings and grounds in and around Washington ..••........
Buildings and grounds, Military Academy.
1=====1Buildings and grounds, Military .Academy ..................•...•....•....
Quarters for enlisted men, Military .Academy
Academic building, Military .Academy ........... .
Gymnasium, Military .Academy ........... .
"'jNol'kshops, Military .Academy ....•........
_:ro~al buildings and grounds, Milita,l'y A.cademy .••••••.••.•.•.....

·I·~ ........... ·I

-I

961·
1. Gl

1, 689.

140, 520. 00

140,520.00

15,705.83

!-..-..-..-..-...-..-I- -

--1

5,000.00.
1,000.00

300. 00
600. 00

~;: :: ,· -..... ~~~·. ~~
.

t 1, 004, 9H. 841
-1===== 1'= = =
9,705.83

1-3
0

'tj

t_,,j

64,200. 0(}
29,000.00
14,000.00
2,500.00

10,020.00
14,000.00
70,000.00
35,000.00
11,500.00

~

l:Il

1,250.00
1,250.00
680,292.62
355,000.00
772, 293.07
348,000.00
5,000.00
9,376.31,
93. 30 .... -~·. ~~~-- ~~ -1 · ....... 93.' 30,''
240,000.00
121. 000. 00 ......•.....
110,000.00
1,000.00 ............. .
208,850.00
65, 164. 84 .....•....... . ,

·:o~·pi;t~;~t;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...

B~fjf!~fo~:t~t;:
~i;ci N;;ry
iso," 202: 62.
Increasing the water supply of Washington, D. C............. .. . . . ... . . .
317,293.07
Increasing the water supply of Washington, D. C., preservation of tunnel.
5,000.00
Erection of :fish.ways at Great Falls.......................................
9,376. 31
Elevator, Winder's Building.... . ........................................ .
93. 30
Purchase and reconstruction of Aqueduct Bridge, District of Columbia ................ .
JM_dg~ across the Easte~n -Branch of the P?tomac River...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... .
Bmldmg for .Army Medical Museum and Library.........................
163, 300. 00

~
t_,,j

"'d
0

1-3

214,261.95

Improvement and cal'e of public grounds
Repairs, fuel, etc., Executive Mansion .. .
Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion ....................................... .
Repairs to water.pipes and fire.plugs ....................•.................
Telegraph to connect the Capitol with the Departments and Government

w;~,-

120,136.20
28 470 77
~ soi: 69

80,034.34

181,701.52

'!7i.
t_,,j
Q

~
t_,,j

1-3
r;i.,.

• 325, 202. 6Z
424,293.07
5,000.00
5,576.31
119,000.00
109,000.00
143,685.16

1, 881~1, 133, 347. 16

~
~

0

'tj

~

~

314.17
14,000.00
65,000.00
34,000.00
11,500.00

·----1----124,500.00
3.14.17

r-1====:¼=====

t,f::,.
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Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Departriumt for -the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

.Appropri.. Repayments
Balances
ated .July 1, .Jul.Y 1, 1886,
July 1, 1886. 1886, to June to .June 30,

I

30, 1887.

1887.

!!fJ!tf!~

I

O")

I

Payments
Carried to
Balances ·
.July 1, 1886, surplus fund .June 30, 1887.
to .JUJ)e 30, June 3e, 1887.
188'7,

----------------------1-----l----1~-------1----1----I---PUBLIC

WORKS-continued.

t_rj
i,;

Military posts.
Fort Brown, Tex ..........•.•...._.··· ·····································/ $25,000.00
Purchase of Fort Brown reser,at10n, Texas...............................
160,000.00
$5,000.00 , ••••••••••. : •.
Purchase of drill ground near San Antonio, Tex ..•.....•...
200,000.00
Buildings for cavalry and artillery school, Fort Riley, Kans
100,000.00
Wharf at Fortress Monroe, Va ............... ..........•..................
20,000.00
Payment to Salt Lake Rock Company for lands and water rights in Utah ..•.••.........
lfiYitary posts for the protection of the Rio Grande frontier...............
. 67
Military post at l~ort D. A.. Russell, Wyo . .............................................. ,
30, 000. 00
Military post near the northern boundary of Montana . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . .
. 25 .••........ . .
M ilitur.r post at Fort Robinson, Nebr . .................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55, 000. 00
Mµ\tary post at Fort McKinney, Wyo....................................
206. 00
Military Eost neat· Denver, Colo ............................ .

~1m;rt~!rs~~~~~:.: ;~:.~:r.:i ~ ~:: : : : : :~:: : : : : : : : : : ~ ::::~~: ~~~: ~~ -

Military post near Ne-wport, Ky.; buildings ...........••••......•.....•...•............
Remodelin_g Old Produce Exchange building, New York City . . • . . • • . . . . .
182,823.00
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark ...... .. . ........•.•.................. ... .
19,000. Otl
MainteJ?,ance Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark................
Improvmg Yellowstone National Park .••••.

$25,000.00
160,000.00
G, 000. 00
200,000.00
100,000.00
20,000.00
. 67
30,000.00
• 25
55,000.00
206. 00
100,000.00
120, 0ll0. 00
295,028.07
60,000.00
100,000.00
182,823.00
35, 95~. 00
33,992.00
20,000.00

$25,000.00
160,000.00
345. 00
197,500.00
99,000.00
20,000.00
.67
. 30,000.00
.25
55, ooo. no
206. 00
100,000.00
120. o~o. oo
48,578.87
60,000.00
100,000.00
!l0, 000. 00 1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
92, 823. 00
35, 952. 00 .........•.••. ·.•........... .
6, 093. 33 . • . . • . • . • . . . • .
27, 898. 67
20,000.00

2,806.80
49.32
25,421.99
33,776.29
12,526.36
26,250.00

2,000.00
326. 93

18,750.00

pj

>-3
0

i'tj

8

P:l
t_rj

m
t_rj

a

~
t_rj

>-3

~
t-<

1-,r_j

Harbors and rivers.

2,806.80
49. 32
2,921.99
3,776.29
26. 36

0

0

1, 543, 001. 90

· Total military post~ ...... .... .
Improving harbor atBelfast, Me ...... . ........•.•.......••....•...••••.•••••.••••.••••..••.
Bangor and Penobscot River, Maine ..••..•.•.••.•••••..•••..•••.••••..
Rockland, Me .............•.........•..........••..••••.•••.•.•••.•••.
Portland, Me ............ .... . .... . ................................... .
:Breakwater at mouth of Saco River, Maine ....••••..•••.•.••••..••.••••..
. Improving channel in Back Cove; Portland, Me .......................... .
Improving harbor atYork, Me ..........••••. .••••• •.•••.•.••..••••.•••.•••••.••...••••..••.
Portsmouth, N. H .........• .••...•..•...•...• .•••••..•••••.••..•..•..
Harbor of refuge at Little Harbor, N. H .....••...••.••••••.•.••..•.••.•••.
Improving harbor atBurlington, Vt
Swanton, Vt .......••••••••••..••...•.••••••

pj

7,750.00
9,776. 2!}
4,700.00
1,350.00

2,806.80
49. 32
17,671.99
24,000.00
7,826.36
24,900.00

15,000.00
15,000.00
10,000.00

13,050.00
12,300.00
9,650.00

20,750.00
326. 93

20,600.011
326. 03

~

..

.

....... ,

........... ·

1

9,542.12
5,000.00
4,638.00

................
56,250.00 ............... ... ....
6,000.00 ........ .... ...........
.1.v 1 1vv. vv

15,000.00
37,500.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00
10,000.00
38. 23
15,000.00
1,000.00 ............ . ......
46. 95
14,500.00
80.81
50,500.00
625. 00
143. 04
375. 00

------ --·----..................

.......................

-------------.................

---------·····
...................
...............
.......................

-----------···
---------·····
6,000.00 ------·--·····
20,000. 00_ ....................

10,000.00
100, ouo. 00

.... -............... -. ............... .
15,000.00

·----·-·······
252.' 73 ..... :~·- ~~~: ~~. :: :::::: :::: ::

soo. 32 I

18, 750. 00

550. 00

65,792.12
11,000.00
19,638.00
37,500.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00
10,000.00
15,038.23
1,000.00
14,546. 95

25,000.00
10, !J65. 60
9,577.80
16, ooo. 00
1,500.00
2,000.00
4,000.00
9,987.10
4,982.33
1,000.00
14,521.15

10. 080. 81
150,500.00
6,000.00
20,625.00
143. 04

....................
.....................
.......................

------ ·-···--·
.............
...... .

-------------.......................

................

-----------·-·
..................
................. ................
25.80
..................

..................
..................
6,000.00 .................
625. 00 ..................
. - ---- ........ -- . ...................
3,037.81
76,500.00

15,349.20
15,375. 00
18,961.30
20,000.00
252. 73 ----···------3,000.00
5,000.00
241. 02 ......... .
13,000.00
20,000.00
29,719.50
75,000.00

18,200.00
40,792.12
34.40
10,060.20
21,500.00
1,500.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
12. 90
10,055.90

-------------...............
................

.................
................
······-------................

7,043.00
74,000.00

· ·• ••20: 000.' oci
143. 04
25.80
1,038.70
252. 73
2,000.00
241. 02
7,000.00
45,280.50

3,000.00
2,000.00
20,300.32
79.60
10,000.00
121,800.00
29,127.48
10,199.11

------------··
4,957.00
43,507.88
8,369.60
2,199.11

500. 00
..................
................ ----------··-·
4,551.60
..................
79. 60
................
..................
5,043.00
....................
78,292.12
... .... . ...........
20,757.88
....................
8,000.00

----------·-··
------········
10,000.00 ...............

.................
...................
.................
................... ..................
10,000.00 ................
112,500.00 ·.-----·······
26,250.00 ................
3,000.00
2,000.00
20,000.00

2,500.00
2,000.00
15,748.72

10,000.00

..................

20, ooo. oo·

...............

20,000.00
3,256.87
10,344.39

18,397.79
200. 00
7,301.39

..................
...................

1,602.21
3,056.87
3,043.00

300. 78
5,000.00 ...............
1,637.09
16, .875. 00
..... .. 2,417.28
12,500.00 ................
224. 23 .................. ................
17,506.37 ................... ....................
273. 90
10,000.00 ..................
194.16
71,250.00' ...................
94.81
12,500.00 .................
88. 06
5,000.00 .....................
10,000.00 ..............

5,300.78
18,512.09
14,917.28
224. 23
17,506.37
10,273. uo
71,444.16
12,594.81
5,088.06
10,000.00

4,279.28 ..................
4,200.00 ...................
662. 00 ....................
3. 68 ....................
1,433.27 .................
6,500.00 .................
8,475.00 .....................
12,000.00 ...................
250. 00 .....................
8,300.00 ...................

1,021. fiO
14,312.09
14,255.28
220. 55
16,073.10
3,773.90
62,969.16
594. 81
4,838.06
1,700.00

---- ----

..... ) ........
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,Statement of app,·opriations unde1· direction of the War Departrnent for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Appropri- Repayments
Balances
ated .Tuly 1, .Tuly 1, 1886,
.ruly 1, 1886. 1886, to June to June 30,

I

30, 1887.

FUBLIC

Aggregate
available.

1887.

00

Payments
Carried to
.Tuly 1, 1886, surplus
fund
Balances
to .Tune 30, .Tune 30, 1887. .Tune 30, 1887.

I

1887.

l;d

WORKS-Continued.

trj

'"ti

Harbora and rivera-Continued.
Improviua harbor at-Port Jefferson, N. Y ..........................••.••...••.•••..••..••••.

$384. 36
2.90
60. 36 .•.• $2, 500. 00.
20,000.00 ............. .
22,150.00
5,000.00
283. 73

$384. 36
2. 90
2,560.36
42,150.00
5,283.73

4, 9it ~i ---.750,000.00
~f ~~r ~r ,:=== =: :::·==::
Improving New York Harbor, New York.................................. . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

72.11
19,955.95
10,032.29
750,000.00
95,633.83
15,000.00
951. 99
38,192.75
5,000.00
56,750.00
5,000.00
17,500.00

t~tg;JtM~'l: ~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::: :::::::
Breakwater at Rouse's Point, Lake Champlain, New York .•

Improving Sheepshead .Bay, New York .••••...•.••••.••.•.•
Improving harbor at-

1--........... .

;mii;;;tr~-:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::=:=::::::::::::::

Improving harbor at Erie, Pa.............................................
58, 133. 83
37, 500. 00
Ice-har1:Jor at Marcus Hook, Pa ........•..•••••..•••••..•.•••••••••• ••••·· .......... -. - 15,000.00
Improvmg harbor at Keyport, N . .r. .. . . . .. . ... ...... ...... ... ...... .... ..
951. 99 ...•...... ...• ••••••••.•••.
Improving Raritan Bay, N E:W f ersey ....••..•..••...•..••.••••..•.... : . . • .
692. 75
37, 500. 00 •••••••.••••••
Survey of harbor at Atlantic City, N . .r. .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
5,000.00
Improving harbor at D elaware Breakwater, Delaware....................
500. 00
56, 250. 00
Improving ice-harbor at New Castle, Del. ....•••.•....•••-................. . ••• . . . . . . . . . .
5,000.00
Ice.harbor at Reedy Isln,nd, Delaware....................................
17,500.00
Improvin~ harbor at18,750.00
13,000.00
Wilmmiton, Del. .......... .

1··············

· t!tl~fJ~r:.·
-flJ1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................... .
Breton Bay, Leonardtown, Md . ................ .

Entrance of St. Jerome's Creek, Maryland
Norfolk, Va .........•.....•........•••.•••
Beaufort, N. 0 ....................................................... .
ImpToving Edenton Bay, North Carolina ....••••..•.•••....•.
Improving waterway between New Berne and Beaufort, N. C
Improving harbor at-Charleston, S. C .................. .
Georgetown, S. C . .....•.............
Improving ,vinyaw Ba.y, South Carolina ................................ .
Improving harbor at-Brunswick, Ga .... ..... .
Savannah, Ga........... . ........................................... .
Improving Apalachicola Balt Florida .................................... .
Improving harbor at Cedar eys, Fla .................................... .

8,000.00
22,000.00
49. 51
2,419.69
4,546.81
5,000.00
447. 41

111.96
3,100.00
696. 73

$9.60

--···· .. ---- -...................

...............
................

-----------·-19,000.00 ---------·----.................... ..................
................. ------------··
955. 95 --············
2, 8.00. 00

7,787.90
20,217.11
14,944.10
500.00
692. 75
2,500.00
56,250.00
5,000.00
500. 00
28,650.00
6,475.42
171,591.50
6,449.51
649. 69
82,046.81
19,000.00

.........................

...................

....................

-------------...................

...................

...................

72.11
19,000.00
7,232.29
742,212.10
75,416.72
55. 90
451. 99
37,500.00
2,500.00
500. 00

1-3

0

1-zj

1-3

tJ:l

t_zj

00
t_zj

0

~
t_zj

...................
.................. ..................

1-3
Ila-

...................

17,000.00

-------------·
----··-------...................
-------------........................

3,100.00
1,524.58
408. 50
100. 00
1,770.00
110,000.00
1,000.00
2,447.41
7,800.00

0

187,500.00
15,000.00
2,000.00
10,000.00

31,750.00
8,000.00
172,000.00
6,549.51
2,419.69
192, 04'6.81
20,000.00
2,447.41
10,000.00

187,500.00
5,000.00
18,750.00

187,500.00
5 000. 00
18,750.00

106,000.00
5,000.00
3,500.00

22,500.00
150,000.00
12,000.00
7,000.00

22,611.96
153,100.00
12,696.73
7,000, 00

2~.611. 96
150,250.00 .................
8,696.73 ···------·····
3,200.00 ..............

150,000.00
6,500.00

$374. 76
2. 90
2,560.36
23,150.00
5,283.73

0
l;d

... .................

.....................

·--------·-· - .... . -.. .. -- -~ .
2,200.00 ....................
"'

81,500.00
...................
------------·· ................
15,250.00
.................

·
·------------- ---··--···-2,850.00
4,000.00
3,800.00

l;d
~

1-zj

~

?'J

(Y:)

c:.:,

1.:;

,.,...,

I

. 2,500.00
20,000.00
10,000.00

2,500.00
13,000.00
4,000.00

90,000.00
37,500.00
300,000.00
30,000.00
JO, 000. 00
180,247.00
3,156.87

89,035.50
2,000.00
50,000.00
13,000.00
7,000.00
36,250.00
3,156.87

18,750.00
3,113.07
37,500.00

7,000.00
6,000.00
64.50
35,500.00
250,000.00
17,000.00
3,000.00
143,997.00
~

·1····..26,8,000.00
.000.....00

10,750.00 1··············1
3,113.07 ..•••. .• •..••
11, 500. 00 . • • . . . . • • . • • . .

1,000.00
4,861.53
2,000.00
47.10
2,670.02
1,000.00
4,990.66
2,886.33

11,000.00
19. 990. 66
2,886.33

10,000.00
16, 490,66
2,886.33

2,000.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
4,143.62

9,000.00
40,000.00
78,000.00
30, 3!13. 62

3,000.00
27,100.00
24,000.00
22,793.62

1,000.00
4,000.00
3,501.79
9,500.00

56,750.00
12,500.00
3,501.79
10,000.00

5,000.00
2. 225. 30
2,500.00
500. 00

57,250.00
14,000.00
3,501.79
19,500.00
2,000.00
17,500.00
15,225.30
12,500.00
15,500.00

....................

11,000.00
2,000.00
5,000.00
4,525.07

21,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
4,525.07

3,000.00
5,000.00
9,000.00
4,525.07

······(··············
77. 76

t;,j

~

2,000.00
15,000.00
120,500.00
3,658.68
59,750.00
10,000.00
75,077.76
21,000.00
4,861.53
7,000.00
47.10
2,670.02

lO, 000. 00
8,000.00
658. 68
3,500.00

trl

1-d
0

11,000.00
105,500.00
32,975.00 .
•••••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••••

20,077.76
5,500.00
4,861.53
3,500.00
47.10
2,670.02

0

~
~

tJ:1
t_rj

00

t_rj

0

t;,j
t_rj

~
t;,j
~

0

~

~

~

~

8,000.00
9,725.30
5,000.00
5,000.00

~
~

C,j't

Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.
Appropri·

Title of appropriation.

PUBLl9

Balances
July 1, 1886.

ated July 1,
1886, to June
30, 1887.

Repayments
July 1, 1886,
to Jum, 30,

Aggregate
available.

1887.

0

Payments
Carried to
July 1, 1886, surplus
fund I Balances
to June 30, June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887.
1887.

WORKS-continued.

~

trj

Harbors and rivers-Continued.

~

$1,000.00
9,500.00

' $10, 000. 00

i[;~b!f?2//jjj/j\+iLELli+HJ::\;;;~;;

15,000.00
22,500.00
7,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
]5, 000. 00
3,000.00

Improving harbor at "White River, Michigan .......•.•.. ·.--·.········ ·· ··· ·
Stearn launch or tug at harbor of refuge, Lake Huron, M1ch1gan. • · · ·•·• ··
Improving harbor at·

~:~~~::ia,Wfs·::::::
::::::: :::::: ::::::::
Milwaukee, "\Vis .....•.•..............•.... ...••.........•.

Harbor of l'efnge, Milwaukee Bay, Wisconsin ..•..•...••...•.............
Improving harbor at~~~~!~·k!~\efi~·::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::
1

1

~~~rn':. \~ i~n~~~~ • ::.i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .....

J:mp~~!~f t!~h!~r;~i~~~·;t ~~i~~~~~ "i;i st".;~i~~~· n~y ca;~i; w{s·c:"~~;1~:

2,654. 2J
8,650.00
1,500.00

_

4,

$11,000.00
9,500.00
$401. 39

60,000.00

m:~~ ............. .

2: 000: 00.

1, 10~: ~~
Dredging :-iupnrior Ba v, Wisconsin.......................................
3,000.00
Harbors of r efuge on Lake Pepin, Wis~onsin and Minnesota.............
14, 000. 00
Improving harbor at Superior Bay and St. Louis Bay, Wisconsin ........ . ............. .
Examination of Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Ship Canals ......•.••..••...........
Ice harbor at Du \rnq ue, Iowa .•..•....... •..•••••••. .....•.••.... ;........
8, 000. 00
Improving haruor at Agate Ba_v, Minuesota .......•......
1Julutb, Minn . . . . . ............. .
Grand Marais , Minn ..•. . ...
Lake Cit.v, Minn ..... .. ............... .. ................... . ...... .
.Breakwater a ud harbor of r efuge b etween straits of ]'uca and San Fran.
cisco, Cal. ........... . . . ... . .............. . .......................... . .. · 1 141,373.08
IrppraYin g Humboldt H arbor and Bay, California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
62, 363. 64
-tiurvey of San Di ego, N ewport. and San Louis Obispo Harbors, California ..•............
Survey of San .F rnncisco Harbor, San Pa,blo and Suison Bays, Strait of
Carquinez, and mouths of San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers, California.
Impro,ing harbor atSan Francisco, Cal
·
3, $28. 57
Reuwood, Ca.l.
3,000.00

8,000.00

5,000.00
10,000. Ou
15,000.00
5,000.00

22, 500. 00 1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00 .•.•....• ~ ••..

$7,000.00 1· .. ...........
5, 383. 94 .•••..••..•••.

$4,000.00
4,116.06

.. -.. i," 500: 00. : ::: : : :: : : : : : :

--·-··········

15,401.39
21,000. 00
5,000. 00
2,762.20
4,900.00
5, 101. 93
3,000. 00
3,500.00
28,500.00

8,102.51
7,250.00 ..................
4,446.92 ................. ..................
5,000.00
3,700.00 ................
11,000.00 ..................
12,000. Ou
7,950, 00 ..................
15,002.22
3,700.00 ....................
6,700.00
3,000.00
2,995.70 ................. .
9,000.00
14,000.00
22. 500. 00
9,054.30 ..................
5,000.00
1,895.23 ........................
8,000.00
4,000. uo

852. 51
4,446.92
1,300.00
1,000.00
7,052.22
3,000.00
4. 30
5,000.00
13,445.70
3,104.77
4,000.00

..................
.. .. ............
................... .

13,500.00
25,147.50
2,237.50
10,000.00

-----··-······ ...............
500. 00 .............. . .

141,373.08
136,863.64

15,401.39
22,500.00
7,000.00
6,362.20
. 10, 000. 00
15,000.00
5,654.22
8,650. 00
61,500.00

2,000.00
3,600.00
5,100.00
9, l-98. 07
2,654.22
5,150.00
33,000.00

...................
...................
................

................. .
---------·····
....................

·----·--------

-------------·

22,500. oo,
56,250.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

22,500.00
57,250. 00
11,500.00
10,000.00

75,000.00
5,000.00

141,373. 08
137, 363. 64
5,000.00

11,000.00

11,000.00

5, ~00. 00

3,828.57
8,000.00

9,000.00
32, ]02. 50
9,262.50

--- ·-·----·--- ···----------5, uoo. 00

1,000.00

................. ....................
.................
10,000.00

·········----5. 500. 00 ··············
..............

3,828.57
2,500.00

0

~

t-3

0

~

t-3

t:i::
t_zj

rr.
trj

0

~

trj

t-3

>-

~

~

0

1-zj

~

>-

~

6':.t~~tc~i ?.~~::: :: :::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::: :: :······· ·· ···· ··

Improvini entrance to Coos Bay and Harbor, Oregon ..... .
Y aq_mna Bay, Oregon
Improvmg-

76,000.00
60,000.00
33,750.00
76,000.00

1,000.00
1,000. 00

f!b~ith~~!t~a~:i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::53.:::66::: .... 10,000.00
io: ooo.· 00.
Moosebec Bar, at Jonesport, Me ...... ...... .... .. .... .. .... .. . . . . . . .
r::~ifv~~~~!t::r: -~~~~:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::: ::::: :: 15,i~: 000.
~~~: ~~
Penoltscot River, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00
Cocheco River, New Hampshire .......................... :...........

12. 12

10,000.00

~J~?Ar:{:r~~;~I:1::-r~t;::::: :·: :::::: : :::::::: ::: :::::::: :::::::~~~~ ~~: :::::~.:~~~:ii~1: :::::: :~~-:~~:

TaU11ton River, Massachusetts.. .... ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Removing Green Jacket Shoal, Providence River, Rhode Island .......... .
IntprovingProvidence River and Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island...............
Pawtucket River, Rlloue l::llautl. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
Pawcatuck River, Rhode Island . ... .. .... ...... ... ... ..... . ....... ...
Warren River, Rhode Island . . . . ... .. . .. . .. .......... .... .. . . . . ... . ..
Connecticut Hiver, Connecticut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..•• ..
Connectic11t ltiver between Hartford and Holyoke...... ...... ........
.HousatonicRiver, Connecticut........................................
Thames River, Connecticut. ................ ............... ....... ....
Buttermilk Channel, New York.......................................
East Chester Creek, New York .............................
Gedney's Channel, New York . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . .• . .......
Removing obstructions in East River and Hell Gate, New York..........
Improving.
Channel in Gowanus Bay, New York .................... .
Grass River at Massena, N. Y .........••.•...................••••...•.
Hadem River, New York .......... .
Hudson River, New York .................•..............••.........•..
Newtown Creek, New York ..............•.
Niagara River, New York ..... .•........
Sumpawam11s Inlet, New York ............ .
Ticonderoga River, New York ....................................... .
Narrows at Lake Champlain, New York and Vermont ............... .
. Channel between Staten Island and New Jersey, New York and New
Jer,ey . . . . .! • ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••
Elizabeth River, New Jersey . . . . . •..••..... .... .. ...•.. ... . . . . . . . . . ..
Manasquan River, New J ersey.......................................

··········1

18, 643.-68

2,669.74

.. . .. . . ..... ..
..... ..•. .... ..
. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
14, 107. 72
10,000.00

......... .....
4, 750. 00
324. 97
48. 90
142,500.00
70,000.00

~:~u:l l1e~~·le:fe~~~i:::::: .-:::.- ::.-:.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Rancocas River, New Jersey.........................................
Racoon River, New .rersey ....•.....•...............•. , . . • . . . • . • • . . • .
Shrewsbury River, New Jersey.......................................

I

167. 74
2,500.00
400,000. 00
28,000.00
6,309.53

580. 8-f
1,000. OD
000
~
810. 78

~~ -1· ... ·s:ooo: 00.

~i~: ~~
100. 09

2, 242. 77
221. 70

32,669.74
30, 000. OD
12,000.00
5,000.00
40,357.72
10,000.00
7,500.00
27,250.00
56, 574. 97
10,048.90
142, 500. 00
182,500.00
7,667.74
2, 9'18. 60
400,000.00
54,250.00
43,809.53
587. 52
81. 88
2,000.00
30,000.00

••••••••••• •••

~:~~fc~ ~~~~~~: ~:: ~:~::;: :::: :: :: :::::: :: :::: ::::::: :: ::::: :: :::::: ..... ~·

Passaic River, New J ersey ...........••.............·....•...•...•.....

30,000.00
30, 000. 00
12,000.00
5,000.00 ·
26,250.00
.......... .
7,500.00
22, 500. 00
56,250.00
10,000.00

336. 34
10,000, 00
10,053.66
10,000.00
12, 500. 00
15,000.00
10,012.12
19. 42
648. 34
2,500. 00
18,643.68
26,250.00

26,250.00

15,000.00
580. 84
1,000.00
3, ODO. 00
5,000. 00
27,060.78
179. 60
27,855.00
100. 09
2,242.77
10,221.70

13,000.00 .•••••..••....
55,000.00
2,750.00
29,000. 00

·---·-------··-----·------··-----------·-----··-·------·---------450. 00 ........................
650. 00 -------------·
300. 00 ....................
550. (;0
400. l 0
3,853.37

-------·------------------2,491.40
15,709. ~8
742. GO
13,032 14
6,871.00
4,948.40
78. 50
18,857.72
1, 000. LO
5,500. 00
7,151.10
28,877.17
448. 90
142,500.00
114,165.00

..................
....................
....................

····----------------------....................

......................
.........................
.... - .... --~- -.... ........................
.....................

·---------·--·
....................
................... .
...................
......................
.............. ..........
.......................

63,000.00
5,000.00
31,000.00
47,000.00
336. 34
9,550.00
9,403.66
9,700. 00
11,950.00
14,600. 00
6,158.75
19. 42
648. 34
8. 60
2,934.40
25,507.50
19,637.60
23, 129. 00
7, 051. 60
4,921.50
21, 500. 00
9,000.00
2,000. 00
20. 098. 90
27,697.80
9,600.00

--------······ ......................
68,335.00

------··-----7,667.74 -------------- --------- -----------------·
---··--·------ 397,2,948.60
3,000.00 ·--·---------000. 00
17,000.00
11,658.48

---------··--·
____________
_ .,

1,991.40
14,000.00
10,939.80
300. 00

---------··--...................

37,250.00
32,151.05
587. 52
SL 88
8. 60
16,000.00

.................

4,060.20
~80. 84
1,000.00
3,000. 00
4,721.50
20,487.96
79. 60
23,750.00
100. 09
2,242.77
7,221.70

-------------. -- .... - --- . - .. --------------·
.......
-.... - ...

........................ -------------·
............. .. ....... .

··· ····21S:so· ------------·.....................
6,572.82
100. 00
3,105.00

.........................
.....................

..................
.................... .....................
. --· ···- ........
·------------3,000.00

···········--·

pj
t,rj

1-d
0
pj
~

0

~
~

I:!::
t_tj

00
t_tj

0
pj
t_tj
~

>
pj
~

0

~

~
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Statement of app1·op1·iations under direction of the War Depa1·tment fo1· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, eto.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

.Appropri· Repayments
Balances
ated .Tuly 1, .ruly 1, 1886,
.Tuly 1, 1886. 1886, to .Tune to June 30,

I

30, 1887.

.Aggregate
available.

1887.

Payments
July 1, 1886,
to .Tune 30,
1887.

I

t...:;)

Carried to I Balances
surplu8 fund .June 30, 1887.
.Tune 30, 1887.

~
t.zj

PUBLIC WORKS-continued.
Harbors and rivers-Continued.

ImprovingSouth River. New .Jersey ...•.......•..•••••.....•....••••........•.•.

Yiri::::r ~f;!;,,fe~:s;T!!~~::::::::::: :;:::: :::::: ·:::::::::::::::

~

$361. 27
4,549.69
634. 29

Dam at Herr's Island, A.llagheny River, near Pittsburgh, Pa.············
ImprovingDelaware River, Pennsylvania and New.Jersey ....... ········•·······
Frankford Creek, Pennsylvania ....................•...•.. • .. • • · · · · · ·

I 44, 264.
OOO. OO
50
1
t°!i1tI~!~
~ ?::f::::-J:i~i:vs1J:~~~~:::::::: ::::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::.
St . .Tones River, Delawarfl .......•.........•.......•.••... -·· · · · ·•••· ·

Choptank River, Maryland ...... .

gh~~it~~- ~i~~~J:::l:~11.::::::::::: ·: .. :::::::::: ................... .
Susquehanna .Kiver, near Havre de Grace, Md ... ... ................. .

109. 28
308. 86
2,958.54
419. 07
4,669.91
144,260.41
1,872. so

$5,000. ()0

·--···········
..................

···· so:ooo: oo · .................
37, 5_00. 00
210,000.00
18,750.00
10, ooo: 00
10,000.00
10, 000. 00
10,000.00

................

.....................

.....................

------------··

........................
...................
...................

------------··
- ...... -......
---------- - ....
....................
6,000.00

................... .
Water passage bfltween Daal's Island and the mainland, Maryland .. .
-------------875,000.00
Potomac River ...... ....... .... ..............•.••............... · -... Wicomico River, Maryland ........................•.••............••.
-------------·
17,275.00 ·---------·--·
Rebuilding piers at Battery Island, Chesapeake Bay
Improving8,000.00
• Pocomoke Riv~r, Mary la?~· ...... -... · · · · · · ·· · ·• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · 1· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
18,"750. 00 ····----------·
.Appomattox River, Virgm1a.... .• .•••.•........•....•. .• . . . . .. . . . . . . .
845. 00
$20. 63
.Archer's Hope Riva, Virginia ................. .
4,000.00
Chickahominy River, Virginia .......•..•.........•.•..........•.••••. ............. .
20,000, 00' ......................
Dan River, Virginiit and North Carolina . . . . .•.. .... .. .•. . .. .•. . . • . •. .
470. 97
5,000.00 ...................
Mattaponi~iver, _Yirgin;a ·.- ......... .' ......... ·: . •....... :· ···· .•••..
2,102.20
2,129.69
North ~andm.~ R;1v_er, V1~ma al!d ~?rth Carolma.. .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . .
1,500.00
10,000.00 ···------·--- ·
New River, Virgmrn and west Virgm1a. ••• •• ••• . •• . . • . . . . . . •• • • . . . . . 1
466. 57
246.16
Nottaway River, Virginia ....•.
5,000.00 -------------·
Pamunky River, Virginia. ...... .
20,000.00 ------·-···--·
Rappahannock River, Virginia
10,000.00 ................... .
Staunton River, Virginia ....
400. 82
....................
Totusky River, Virginia .............•..
18, 750, 00 .....................
York River, Virginia .............. . . .......... .... ....... ....... .... .
Waterway from Chincoteague Bay to Indian River Bay, Virginia,
18. 750. 00 ----······---Maryl~nd, an~ ~el!l'ware ....•..........••..•....
112,500.00 ....................
James.River, Vir@?ia.·:·············· ........... .
1,500.00 .•••.•.•••.••.
Elk River, Weflt vugm1a ...•.••••...••..••..•••.•

----------·-- ·
·-·----------·
-------------·

------ ---- ----

$5,361.27
4,549.69
30,634.29
37,500.00
254,000.00
264. 50
18,750.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10, 1(19, 28
10,308.86
2,958.54
6,419. 07
4,669.91
519,260.41
1,372.80
17,275.00
8,000.00
19,595.00
20. 63
4,000.00
20,470.97
7,102.20
3,629.69
10,466.57
246, 16
6,756.39
20,545.26
10,520.83
400. 82
19,756.28

--------······
..................
·----·-------·
............ .
24,500. PO
500. 00 .................
$500. 00

·--

$4,861.27
4, fi49. 69
6,134.29
37, OGO. OJ

125,000.00
129,000.00 ..................
264. 50
..................
-----·-------·
18,750.00 ---------····· -------------5,450.00
.................
4,550.00
43. 00
9,957.00 .................
8,000.00
2,109.28 ......... -· -.. -30. 10
10,278.76 .................
2,958.54
...................... ---- . -. ---· .....

-·-·---------·
. - ......... -- - .. - ................
6,419.07

····· ·4; !iilo: oi

········------------------· .... --- ---· --- .
.....................

251,260.41
1,372. 80
17,275.00

..................
--------······
---- .... --... -- .
·------------·
4,000.00

8,000. 00
875. 00
20. 68

268,000.00

-------------·

.....................
18,720.00

--------------------------8,800.00
-------------2,000.00
·------------·
8,629.69
....................
------- 466.
-----57-·
10,000.00
·------------·
246.16
-------------· --------··--··
11,670.97
5,102.20

.....................
... --. . -..........
.................. ......................
16,100.00 ........ -.
. -....

--------------

2,000.00
5,300.00
2,455.62
400. 82
3,656.28

750. 00 ....................
18,750.00
36,500. oo. ···--······--·
114, 0()0. 00
1, 500. 00 ............ a • ..................

18,000.00
77,500.00
1,500.00

4,756.39
15,245.26
8,065.21

~

---
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Buckhannon River, West "Virginia.................................... ..............
1,500.00
Great Kanawha River, West "Virginia................................
42,500.00
187,500.00
Little Kanawha River, West Virginia................................
500. 00
16,875.00
Monongahela River, West Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • . . .•• . . .
3,400. 00 .......... .
Monongahela River, West "Virginia and Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....
90, 900. 00

it:i:ti~~~.
W~1~& ~~~t:~~~~~~~:::: :·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ~~·- ~~~: ~~. ····-··--.·. ··
Cape Fear River, North Carolina.....................................
4,248.70
Currituck Sound aJJd North River Bar, North Carolina ............................ .
0

:ht:ri~"ti~::.et~~~r6~r~li~~i-~~: :::::: ::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: : : : :: : : : ::: : : : I"······· ···· ··
Neuse River, North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 800. 00
22, 500. 00
New River, North Carolina........................................... . .. . . . . . ... . ..
10,000.00
Pamlico and Tar Rivers, North Carolina.............................. . ........ .. ...
5,000.00
Roanoke River, North Carolina.......................................
3,300.24
20, GOO. 00
Trent River, North Carolina...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 500. 00
Waccemaw River, South Carolina.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15,000. 00
Yadkin River, North Carolina . . .. . .. ... . . . .... .. . . . . .... .. .... .. . .. .
8,280.60
10,000.00
Waterway between Beaufort Harbor arid New River, North Caro.
lina ... ·.............................................................. ..............
10,000.00
8
~a.f!t~J'R~v1!!~s~u ttui~~o!:~i~~.:::: :::::: :: : : : : ::: : ::: :: :: ::: : ::::::: ::::::: :: : : :::
~:
Ashley River, South Carolina .... ......•... . ...·.................... ·~· ..............
1,000.00
Great Pedee River, South Carolina.................................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20, 000. 00
Santee River, South Carolina..........................................
900. 00
18, 750. 00
Salkabatchie River, South Carolina ..........................·......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000. 00
Wateree River, South Carolina........................................ . . . .. . . . ...•..
7,500.00
Wappoo Cut, South Carolina.......................................... . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
5,000. OJ
Al tam aha River, Georgia ................ , ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 87
20, 000. OU
ChattahoochPe River, GeorIJ:ia and Alabama.... . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000. 00
20, 000. 00
Coosa Rh-er, Georgia and ;Alabama .. .- ... ~............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45, 000. 00
CumbPrland Sound, Georgia and Flor:i._da.. ... ... ...... ..... .. .........
665. 00
112,500.00
~

zii: i~
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Oostenaula and Coosawattee Rivers, Georgia.........................
Romley Marsh, Georgia..............................................
Savannah River, Georgia .............·..•.... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

1,121.86 .......... .
395. 07
17,475.00
1, 057. 86
15, 000. 00

~~

i; ooo:

i\)l!:c~~~!e~i~;:,ei!io'::J>!~i.~: :: :::: :: :::::: :::-::: :::: :::::::::::::: ..... :·. ~~'.: ......
00
ChoctawhatchAe River, Florida and Alabama ..................... .. ............. : . .
15,000.00
Caloosahatchee River, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
4,000.00
Esca1 .. bia and Conecuh Rivers, Florida and Alabama.................. ..............
12,000.00
Inside passage between :Fernandina and Saint John's, Fla............
4,434.45 .. •........ .. .
La Grange Bayou, Florida.............................................
2, 000. 00 ......... .. .. .
Manatee and Pease Rivers, Florida.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13, 000. 00
Peas Creek, Florida ......... ~ ..........•.•••..•.•••.........•••••... ~.
484. 07 ...... . . . .... .
St. John's River, Florida..............................................
4,975.16
150. 000. 00
Suwanee Rivt1r, Florida ..........•..•...... ,..........................
60. 00
5,000.00
Volusia Bar, Florida .......... ....... .•. .••.... .. ...•... ....•... .. . . ..
159. 74
7, 5(-0. 00
Withlacoochee River, Alabama . • • . . • • . . . • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156. 80
3,000.00

1,500.00
1,500.00
230,000.00
112,500.00 ..................
17,375.00
11,875.00
..
3,400.00
3,387.10
90,900.00
3,112.90 ..................
16,083.40 .-....... -- - .. - - . ....................
3, 000. 00
2,000.00 .................
172, 99ti. 70
98,948.70
10,000.00
3,500.00 ...................
15,000.00
9,900.00 ......................
415. 47 -------·-----29,300.00
21,097. 00
10,000.00
1,500. 00
5,000.00
5,000.00 ........... .. ......
23,300.24
10,200.24
3,500.00
3,286.50
15, 000. 00
11, 100. 00 ...................
18,280.60
9,980.60 ..................

--··"·--··----------------

·-------------

111,500. oa
5,500.00
12. 90
87,787.10
16,083.40
1,000.00
74,050.00
6,500.00
5,100.00
415. 47
8, 203.00
8,500.00

-------------------------------·------- - ---·-- -- - -------------·--· 13,100.00
213. 50
------------·3,900.00

10,000.00
7,500.00
3,000.00
1,000.00
20,000.00
19,650. 00
2,000.00
7,500.00
5,000.00
20,451.87
28,000.00
45,000.00
113,165.00
21,000.00
7,500.00
9,000.00
1,121.86
17,870.07
16,057.86
3,417.66
1,000.00
15,000.00
4,000.00
12,000.00
4,434.45
2,000.00
13,000.00
484. 07
154,975.16
5,060.00
7,659.74
3,156.80

8,300.00

~
t_,:j

"ti
0

~

1-3.
0

8,500.00
12. 90

~

1,000.00
--------····-·------------8,600.00
11,400. 00 ------·-······
3,450.00
16,250.00 .....................
2,000.00 ········-·---· .....................
1,700. 00
5,800.00 ....................

lil:

-------------.....................

8

1,500.00
7,487.10
3,000.00

............. .. ......
... ....................

----------···· ......................

...................
-------------·
3,900.00 ....................
12,000.00 .........................
23,000.00
43,000.00
10,000. 00
500. 00
1,999.22

6, (JOO. 00
16,551.87
16,000.00
22,000.00
70,165.00
11, coo. 00
7,000.00
7,000.78
1,121.86
395. 07
822. 71
3,417.66

........................
...................
.......................
..................
........
17,475.00 ----·----·-- ...
15,235.15 .................
......................
···------·-···
1,000.00 ---------··--· ....................
11,000.00 ...................
4,000.00
3,991.40
3,000.00

..................

1,000.00
4,000.00
484. 07
49,490.36
4,051.40
7,659.74
3, 156. 80

·------------.....................

....................
................. ...................

8. 60
9, 000 ••00
4,434.45
1,000.00
9,000.00

I••••••.••.•••. I••••••.••..••.
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Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balances
July 1, 1886.

Appropri. Repayments
ated July 1, July 1, 1886,
1886, to June to June 30,
1887.
80, 1887.

Aggregate
available.

Payments
July 1, 1886,
to June 30,
1887.

~

Carried to
Burplus fund / Balances
June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887.

WORKS-continued.

p:1
t,,j

Harbors and rive1·s-Continued.
ImprovingAlabama Ri,er, Alabama ............................................. , ...... ········
l3lack ,varrior River, Alabama ..........•......••............ ······..
$46,000.00
Cahawba RhTor, Alabama .................. -.. · ·
Big Black Ri,er, Mississippi. .......... .. .. - -• - Talla:poosa River, Alabama .. .................... ·· - ··· · · • · · •· · · ·• · • • ·
'\';arnor and To~bigbe~ R~v~rs, _Alabama and :Mississippi .. · · - ·• · · · • ·

---------·---·
-------------·

i~l~~~~i~ill~tt!E\\\i\?iiii\/i(Eii . . . . . . .. ,.
Roadstead into back bay of Biloxi, Miss ............. ,.................

Tchula Lake, Mississippi . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . .

oo,. 00

4,988.55 ............. .
1
145. 84

2, 145. 84
1

3

Bayou Bartholomew, Louisiana and Arkansas.........................
Cane River, Louisiana........... ... ............... ........ ............
Calcasieu Pass, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • . .
Loggy Ba~u, Lake Bristenau and the Dorcheat, Louisiana . . . . . . . . • • .
Calcasieu iver, Louisiana............................................

18. 68
74. 69
2, 925. 25
91. 79
16,255.46

Red River, Louisiana and Arkansas...................................
Little Red River, Arkansas ...... .................. .
Red River above Fnlton, Arkansas .......•••.....••.
Tcbefnncte River, Louisiana ........... .
Tensas River, Louisiana .. ............................................ .
Bayou Tecbe, Louisiana . .. . . ........................................ .
Connecting Bayou Teche with Grand Lake at Charenton, La .........•..•.

925. 00

----·----------------------

0

~

8
0
~

I

8

~

t:_,r:j

~

!;~f}ftl~;r:. t~f;fi ~t1~i:~~~ :-:-:-:·:-: -~:::::·:~: ·::·:·:~·::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: im: gg
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:~ti1~:~~t~~~~~~:
: : : : :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::....... -.t~:.::~g..............
tm: ~~.
:::: :::::::::::: :::.::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::: :::
1

$7,500.00
$15,000.00
$7,500.00 .................
100,750.00
1,500.00 ........ .... .......
102,250.00
7,000.00
500. 00 .................
7,500.00
5,000.00
5,249.73
249. 73
5,000.00
2,500.00 ----······---7,500.00
30,500.00
7,000.00 ________ ,. _____
37,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
4,500.00 ................
7,500.00
23,100.00
1,900.00
25,000.00
4,025.80
13,599.20 . --. - - ... -.....
17,625.00
.......... ........
5,000.00
5,000.00
4,988.55 ................... ---·-- ·-···· -·
4,988.55
16,038.55
1,450.00 .................
17,488.55
3,500.00 . .. -............ -.
3,500.00
500. 00
2,000.00
2,500.00
2, 14-5. 84 2,145.84
.... --..
3,001.47
12,000.00 ...................
15,001.47
2,000.00 ............... .. ------·-······
2,000.00
1. 99
2,000.00 ..................
2. 001. 99
319. 31
319. 31 --···-- ------- ..
. ..... 4,904.32
100. 00
5, 0,04. 32
1,800.00
3,218: 68
5,018.68
74. 69
74. 69 ..................
.................
2,925.25 . - .
2,925.25
91. 79 -------······· -----·--···--·
91. 79
16,255.46
16,255.46 ................. ·······-···--·
14,180.71'
5,000.00 ...................
19,180.71
2,500.00
2,500.00 ...... --·· ........
5,000.00
600. 00
1,415.93 ......
2,015.93
..........
79. 61
79. 61 .................. ....................
17,000.00
58,925.00
'M, 925. 00
2,600.00
400.
00
3,000, 00
---.
.3,300.00
7,000.00
3,700.00 .................
2,500.00
2,500.00 .................. ......................
400. 00
3,600.00 ...................
4,000.00
6,700.00 ................ ........... .........
6,700.00
22,100.05
22,100.05 .••..••..••••• ...............

i,;
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ImprovingBayou Terre Bonne, Louisian!I, .••..•••••.••..••...•..••..••...........
Tickfaw River, Louisiana . ... .
Aransas Pass and Bay, Texas
Mouth of Brazos River, Texas.
Buffalo Bayou, Texas . ·········: ·: ·················· · ··················
Cypress Bayon, Texas and Loms1ana .. ......... • ...••..••...•.......• .
Protection of river bank at Fort Brown, Texas .•..••.....•.•••............
Improving-·
Ship.channel in Galveston Bay, Texas
Neches River, Texas .••.......
Passo Cavallo, T exas .......••.
Sabine River, Texas ...••......•.
Sabine Pass, Texas ........•.....
ArkanRas River, Arkansas ............... .
Black River, Arkansas and Missouri ........ .
Fourche Le Fev1e River, A1·kansas . .....•................ ·.....••...................
Removing obstructions in Arkansas River, Arkansas and Kansas........
1,000. 00
ImprovingL'Anguille River, Arkansas..........................................
500. 00
Ouachita River, Arkansas and Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
92. 06
Saline River, Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
. 55
White River, above :Ruffalo Shoals, Arkansas.........................
. 60
Petit Jean River, Arkansas.... ... .. . .. . ... . ....................•••...•••••........
Saint Francis Rh-er, Arkansas and Missouri. .•........•.....••..•......••.........
White River, Arkansas...............................................
6,000.00
Big Hatchee River, Tennessee........................................
233. 44
Caney Fork River, Tennessee ..............•.............••...•..•.....•••......... .
Clinch River, Tennessee .......•..•.......•...•..........•••••.••........•.. : . ..... .
Cumberland River above Nashville, Tenn . ... .•. • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ... ..
10,000.00
Cumberland River below Nashville, Tenn
French Broad River, Tennessee ..••...•.
Hiawassee River, Tt>nnessee ........ .
South Forked Deer River, Tennessee ...........•.• .• .••......•......... , .....•••...•.
Tennessee River, above Chattanooga, Tenn ........•........•........
Tennessee Rivel', below Chattanooga, Tennessee, Alabamlli, and Ken,
tucky .... . ................................................••••••••..••.••........
Big Sandy Rivn, West Virginia and Kentucky ... ·. . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . •
500. 00
Cumberland River, above mouth of the Jellico, Kentucky............
5,000.00
Kent-ucky River, Kentucky .............................. , . . • . . . . . . . . .
90, 000. 00
South Fork of Cumberland River, Kentucky ...........•..............•............
Tradewater River, Kentucky .. .. _... _...................•.................... _.....
Falls of the Ohio River at Louisville, Ky ........ _..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . • .
214, 500. 00

10,000.00
2,003.72
101, ~50. 00
18,750.00
18,750.00
18,000.00
1,000.00
159,870.50
11,667.84
37,500.00
4,546.56
198,750.00
75,000. 00
5,000.00
5,000. 00
20. 875. 00

30,000.00
112,500.00

262,500.00
30,500.00
5,000.00
277,500. 00
5,000.00
2,000.00
364,500.00
453,603.13
119. 31
628. 47
20,000.00
7. 500. 00
63,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
121,500.00

2,000.00

-....... ··· ··--···---95,003.61
---·---···---12,250.00
·------------ · 10,000.00

6,869.50

.... ...........

---···-·· ·- -.
..............
.................
· ·i65: ooo: i•o ................
32,625.20 ................
········----·
10,000.00
4,500.00
4,500.00
18,675.00

---·-········.
...............
...............

500. 00
500. 00
17,592.06
17,592. 06
. 55 ----·-····--· ...............
. 60 . ................ --------·---·
3,500.00
3,500.00 ............. ... ..
8,000.00
7. 000. 00 ...............
24,000.00
17,569.90 ................
3,233.44
3,211.94 .............. .
3,000.00
1,000. 00 .................
5. 000. 00
1. 500. 00 ...............
85,000.00
8,000.00 ...............
12. 500. 00
1,000.00 ····--·-····-·
6,000.00
2,000.00 .................
2,500.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
7,500.00
3,500.00 .•••.••••..•..

f¥it~E~~:~~tt+H+HZH/Hitl{L::::;:~pi

w·abash River, Indiana and Illinois...................................
3,000. 00
Calumet River, Illinois................................................
50,000.00
Calumet River, Illinois and Indiana ..•••.•.••..•..••••••••••••.•.••.•..•••....•.....
Illinois River, Illinois.................................................
9,000, 00

8,000.00 .•••.••.••••••
2,003.72 . ---.
6,246.39
6,500.00
8,750.00 -············
10,000.00 .................
........ ......... ..................

---------·---··············--------·-·-____________ ,..
-------------121,000.00
165,000.00
21,000.00

4,000.00
2,000.00
80,000.00
224,762.15

..................

8,000.00
1,000.00
153,001.00
11,667.84
27,500.00
4,546.56
33,750.00
42,374.80
500. 00
500. 00
2,200.00

.................
·--------·····
700. 00

..................

79,000.00 ......•••..••.

pj
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1-tj"

. 55
. 60

·--·---·-----1,000.00
6,430.10
21. 50
2,000.00
3,500.00
77,000.00
11,500.00
4,000.00
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4,000.00
97,500.00
9,500.00
5,000.00
156,500.00
1,000.00

--- ......
-------------- ···---284,500.00
.................

................ ·······--·····
-------------·
------· -···--· .................
10,000.00 ...............
3,'700. 00 ..................
19,500. 00 .....................

~

tr1
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0

228,840.98
119. 31
628 47
10, OOu. 00
3,800.00
43,500.00
50,000.00
29,300. 00
42,500.00
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State,nent of approp1•iations under direotion of the War Depa1·tment for the jisoal yea1· ending June 30, 1887, eto.-Continued.
Appropri-

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balances
July 1, 1886.

I atecl July 1,

1886, to June
30, 1887.

Repayments
July 1, 1886,
to June 30,
1887.

O'>

Payments
Carried to
J ul:v- 1, 1886, surplus
fund
Balances
to June 30, June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887.
1887.

I

Aggregate
available.

WORKS-continued.

ImprovingHarbors and rivers-Continued,
Mississippi Ri,er ...... ........ . ........................ , , • ....... - - • $22, 891. 91 $2, 000, 000. 00
Upper Mississippi River ........ ... ....... ........................ - ·• - . .•. . . . . . . . . . .
22,500.00
Reservoirs a.t headwaters of Mississippi River............................
14,356.15
37,500.00
Gau gin~ the wators of Lower Mississippi and its tribut!!'ries ..... - . - . . . . • .
245. 00
5, 000. 00
Improvrng Mississippi River from Des Moines Rapids to mouth of
Illinois River, Illinois and Missouri . ....................... - - .. - - , . - - - 15, 000. 00
150, 000. 00
Iruprovin)! Mississippi River between mouths of Ohio a.nd Illinois
Rivers, Illinois and Missouri. ..................................•..... - . .
40,458.53
375,000.00
Survey of Mis<!issippi River .......... ...... ... .................. -·· - - . . . . .. •. . . . . ... . . .
30,000.00
Improving Missii:isippi River from Saint Paul to Des Moines Rapids,
:Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri~ Illinois, and Wisconsin................. ... .
21, 000. 00
382, 500. 00
Improving Des Moines Rapios, Mississippi River, Iowa and Illinois......
10,000.00
26,250.00
DQ· -do~knt Des M?ine~ Ra~icl~ C?-03:l, ,¥ississippi River....... . ......... ... .. . ........
48,750.00
Removmg oustruct1ons 10 Miss1ss1pp1 River............ .. . .. ...... ....•.
7,500.00
56,250.00
Constructing jetties and other works at South Pass, Mississippi River.... . .. • . . . . . ... . . .
150, uOO. 00
Improving Missouri River from mouth to :Sioux City, Iowa...............
72, 735. 16
375,000.00
Impro,iog M.issonri River from Sioux City, Iowa, to Fort Benton, Mont.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
60,000.00
Survey of-:Missouri River from its mouth to Fort Benton, Mont...........
1,000.00 ............. .
Survey of Missouri River above Missouri River Falls at Fort Benton,
15,000.00
Mont .............................. . ...... .
22,500.00
25,000.00
R emoving obstructions in Missouri River.
Improviug7,500.00
Gasconade River, Missouri ....•.......
10,000.00
Osage River, Missouri and Kansas ...............•••.•.•.•...••.....•.
6,000.00
Clinton River, Miehigan ................................ ..
37,500.00
'Detroit River, Michigan ......... .
Grand River, Michigan .................................. .
150,000.00
Hay Lake Channel, Sault Sainte Marie River, Michigan.
18,750.00
Saint Clair Flats Canal, Michigan ......... . .............•...•••.......
33,750.00
Sag-inaw River, Michigan ....................................••.......
10,000.00
Examin_ation of Portage Lake and Lake Superior Ship Canals
ImprovrngSaint Mary's River and Saint Mary's Flats Canal ...... .
Saint Mary's River, Michigan . .. . : ................... .
Chippewa River, Wisconsin .. ........ .
Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, Wisconsin.
56,250.00
Fox River, Wisconsin . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................•...•.
129,403.13
Damages by improvement of the Fox and Wieconsin Rivers ............. .
Constructing dam at Goose Rapids, Red River of the North, Minnesota
and Dakota. .......••..•
46,947.65

$2, 022, 891. 91
22,500.00
51,856.15
5,245.00

$746, 058. 73
18,.500. 00
14,491.40
3,845.00

165,000. 00

90,000.00

41'5, .458. 53
30,000.00

194,018.40
21,606.50

403,500.00
36,250.00
48,750.00
63,750.00
150,000.00
447,735.16
60,000.00
1,000.00

148,500.00
8,000.00
23,000.00
43,710.61
150,000.00
302,735.16
34,000.00
1,000.00

15,000.00
47,500.00

....................
43,000.00

8,429.05
5,380.61
4,500.00
10,000. 00
6,000.00 ...................
99,000.00
103,500.00
3,000.00 ·
3,000.00
55,000.00
182,000.00
18,750.00
7,500.00
33,750.00
19,000.00
10,000.00
4,900.00

................. ,

............... ,

182. 31
250,000.00
18,750.00
64,000.00
56,250.00
129. 403. 13
46,947.65

-----·--·---- ·

I

................
.................
................

$1, 276, 833. 18
4,000.00
37,364.75
1,400.00

·--------·····
--------------

221,440.13
8,393.50

.................

255,000.00
28, 250. 00
25,750.00
20,039.39

................

----------·--·
-....... ---- --- .
·-------------············

75,000.00

·-············
............
... ...... ···--·---·····
145, 000. 00

-------------..........
...... ······---··--·

26,000.00

------------ -·----------- -·

15,000.00
4,500.00

.................
.................
.................
...................

3,048.44
5,500.00
6,000.00
4,500.00

----------····
.................

127,000.00
11,250.00
14,750.00
5,100.00

................. ...... ...........
.................

·--·-· ····---·

·-------------

182. 31
203,000.00
47,000.00 ..•.••• -~---14,
728. 50 ........ ·••••·
<, 021. 50
54,000.00
10,000.
oo.
27,250.00 ....... ---- ••
29,000.00
129, 403. 13 . • .. • • • • .. • • • • • .............

l·····... .... ..

46,947.65 ............................

~
t;rj:
~

0

~
~

0

~

~
~
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C

~
~
~
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~

0
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ImprovingRed River of the North, Minnesota and Dakota......................
500. 00
46,947.65
Saint Croix River, Wisconsin and Minnesota.......................... . ..•..... . . . ..
7,500.00 ............. .
Minnesota River, Minnesota. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . •
42. 00 ................•..••..•••.
.
1
Yellowstone River, Montana and Dakota............................. .•.•.. .. . . . ..
18,750.00
Mokelumne River, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .
42. 52
2, 500. 00
8acrarnento and Feather Rivers, California............................
176,000.00 ............. .

f

i!~afi:it~jc!~k~rcSf;~;~l~i~: ::: : : ::::.:::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::: : : : · ·· · · s<1s: oil·
Upper Columbia and ::lnake Rivers, Oregon and Washington . ...................... .
3,494. 85
Columbia River at Cascades, Oregon................... . ..............
Gauging waters of Columbia River, Oregon ...•......•
ImprovingUpper Columbia River, Oregon ............•.............••..•........
Mouth of Columbia River, Oregon and Washington ......•............
Umpqua. River, Oregon .....•...... . ...............................•...
Columbia and Lower Willamette Rivers. below Portland, Oregon .••••. ,.
Willamette River above Portland, Oregon ..... .
Coquille River, Oregon ....•.....••••...•••..•...
Cowlitz River, Washington ..............•......••..

..·-~~·- :~~:~~. ,. ······· ·· ·· ··

~f;ft;li'
~1ae;{i!1;t~otiks~~k,·s~~ho~ish,·a~a.· s;;o<i~;a:J.mi~ .Ri~~'i-s;.
w ashmgton Territory . ................ . .......... .

.

2,050.00
188,700.00
1. 47
75,000.00
10,000.00
20,000.00
2,000.00
2,500.00

187,500.00
1. 47
75,000. 00
10,000.00
20,000.00
2,000.00
2,500.00

-ti
0

·-·· · · ·--····
................

23,993.67
1,499.13
3,750.00

-·--- ·-···---·-------·-········-----·
1,900.00
.. ...............

-------····--·
......
-- ......

..............
...............
............... ...............

:~·- ~~~~ ~~~: ~~-17· 97t: :~: ~: I::::::::::::: :I.~~·-~:~·-~:::~~

Dea.net repayments m excess of payments . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .

---,-----

I -~;;;,-~ );;,-;~. ~;:;;
6,432.68

2,000.00
225,391.50
149,269.38
57,684.37

,rj
~

---------·····

--- ----·······
.................
................
................
................

................

337, 034. 13 1
253.12
24,704.55

279,051.34
253.12
23,582.22

9,148.19
294,371.35
168,956.96
59,479.44

2,864.71
219,997.60
144,450.84
51,739.53

t_!ll1
Uil
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t_rj
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9, 863, 551. 97

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

264,365.00
253.12
24,000.00

0

a

7,300.00
10,000.00
2,803.98 .....................
58. 74 ···-··--······
3.68 ······· · ····-·
10,000.00
10,000.00
112,359.25
74,379.47
18,222.39
18,222.39
442. 36
15,000.00
238,313.60
238,313.60

.~:: : ,~: : :·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :·: : : : : : : : ;,-;~:; ;:; ;~; ,;,-;~:~- - - ~.-~;~ l~i,;i.:i : : : : :

Signal Service.
0bser,ation and report of storms ........••.........••••.•.••..••........ -1
72, 669. 13
Construction, maintenance, and repair of military telegraph lines • .• • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Maintenance and repair of military telegraph lines........................
70!. 55
Signal service :
Medical department ....•••••
7,148.19
Pay ...............•...............
68,979.85
Subsistence ...••.
19,687.58
Regular supplies
1,795.07

~
~

37,979.78
...............
............... ................
14,557.64
--········---- ................
-- ·······--·
- 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1- - - - - 1 - - - - -,- - - - -

100, 000. 00 ..••.....•••.•
18, 222. 39 ........•••••.
15,000. oo ...•....•••••.
238, 313. 60

Actual expenditures ..... .

~
t_rj

l:t:

~~de~~::e~~:!·t:::~:c·~~~;t:::::: ::::::: ::::::::: :::::: ........ :~. ::::. 10,
:: ::000.
::::00:: ........
·s:6s·
.........•...

Total harbors and rivers .....•.....
Deduct repayments in excess of payments ....

2,050.00
36,200.00
1. 47
51,006.33
8,500.87
16,250. 00
2,000. 00
600. uo

2,700. 00
2,803.98
58. 74
3. 68

Surveys to connect Delaware and Chesapeake Bays ..••••

li!!~!a~1~~=
~~:
Examinations and surveys at South Pass, Mississippi River.............. .••• .• . . . . . . . .
Examinations, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbol's . . . . . . . . . .
12, 359. 25
Removing sunken vessels or craft obstructing or endangering navigation. . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
Examination of Illinois and Michigan, and Hennepin Canals .........•..•...••••........ '
Operating and care of canals and other works of navigation • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

1······· -······1 .

47,447.65
21,ao,
75 .....••.••.•••.••...•..•••..
20,141. ,o
7, -500. 00
7,500.00
42. 00
42. 00 .•....•. .• .... .•••.•.••..••.
2, 750. 00 . . . . . • • . • • • . . .
16, 000. 00
18,750.00
2,542.52
2,542.52
56,000.00
176,000.00
10,000.00
18,750.00
2, 343.09
2,343. 09
. 10, 00.Q. 00
10,000.00
112,496.98
190,994.85
865. 00
1,000. 00

28,664.16

29,318.63

.................. ....................
549.18

573. 15

3,368.16
41,678.34
7,343.20
1, 78i. 09

2,915.32
32,695.41
17,162.92
5,955.82

01

~

°'

Statement of appropriaUons under direction of the War Department for the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.
Appropri· Repayments
ated .July 1, .July 1, 1886,
1886, to.rune to .Jui;ie 30,

I

Balances
.ruly 1, 1886.

Title of appropriation.

I

I

Payments
Carried to
Balances
.Jnly 1, 1886, surplus fund .June 30, 1887.
to ,June 30, .June 30, 1887.

Aggregate
available.

1887.

1887.

30, 1887.

00

lllISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS-continued.

Signal Service-Continued.
Si~al ServiceIucidentnl expenses ...... ............. ......... ~·. . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . • . .

¥~~~~~~~~toi~~~-~~~:: :. ::::::::.·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$650. 291
18,

m: gi

$22, 270. 30 ...•••••..•••.

g1; ~gt ii ::::::::::::::
1·············· ··············

Clothm~. camp and garrison equipage . . . .. . . • . .. • . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .•.•..
44J. 9! . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
$60. 92
14· 42
Orclnancestores.......................................................
Repair of Signal Serdce cable-Columbia River.......................... ...... •.•... ..
500. 00 ............ ..
.Repaii: of. sub·.marine o~ble-Blo~k Jslal!d Bay............................ . . . . . . . .•. .• . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
4,800.00
Estabhsb.mg signal stat10.u at. Pomt .Jnp1.ter, Fla.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17, 000. 00 .•••••.......
Observation and exploration m the A.rctw seas .............. :. . . . . . . . . . . .
631. 71 ........................... .
Payment to American Graphic Company, of New York City, for plates
5,75 1.00
and weather maps.
Total Signal Service .........................•••••.••••..••••.••••••
Deduct repayments in excess of payments .....•. ~ ...•........

191,434.82

.

I

873, 792. 84

5,750, 1')0

100,000.00
60,440.00 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
...•........•
40,000.00
.............. , .•.•••
10,000.00
...............
25,000.00 ............. .
. . • . . . ... . . . • . . 1
• 27
6,000.00
.......••.....
25,000.00

869, 112. 66 I
4,860.92

100,211.90
61,034.19
2,545.97
40,000.00
3,550.00
10,000.00
873. 70
25,000.00
54.1!
6,000.00
6,000.00
25,000.00 >
5,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
512. 50
110. 75

• • • ., • I • • • •

81. 02
365. 68

• •

• • •

• •

•

• •

·:: ~:25,~.: 000.
~~~·-~~:I::=:::::::::::
00 .•••.•.••...•.

. i-··...........
305, 893. 15

Actual expenditures........................................... • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .

102,306.55

2,069.33
288. 19
1,179.39
. 09
10,000.00
HU. 70
25,000.00
54.14
6,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
512. 50
110.75

.-

244, 358. 36
'7
244, 35 .

~
~

0

~

o:l

98,669.37

98,061. n5
60,380.32
2,545.97
38,820.61
3,549.91

• • • • • '" "' ., •

p:1
trj

"t1
0

1-3

····io: ooo: oo ·1:· · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I

404. 06

5,750.00

- - - - ~ - - - - - 1 - - - - ,- - - I-..............
864, 251. 74

Total national .cemeteries .....•.••..•.•••••.••••• ••••••••••••.•••••. · 1
19, 452. 881· 286. 440. 00
27 j
Dodnct rnp•ym?nts •~
of payments ..............•.•.•.•.•.... ·: .... ......... . .............................•.

m,.,

$1, 269. 65
2, 197. 48
9, 741. 30
72. 79
. 02

soo: 00.,:::::: ::::::::

4, 860. 92 I 1, 070, 088. 58

----1-----

Actual expenditures ....•..........•.......•..••........
National.cemeteries.
National cemeteries ...... ......... ...................••..........•·.• •••• ••
211. 90
l'ay of superintendents of national cemeteries .•...• .. ........••..•.•·..••••
594.19
Headstones for graves of soldiers in private cemeteries . • . • . • . . . • . . . •• . • . .
2, 545. 97
Headstones for graves of soldiers.......................................... ........ .. . . . .
Road from Springfield to the National Cemetery, Missouri................
3,550.00
Approaches to the National Cemetery near Danville, Va .......•••••.•......•·...........
Road from Fort Scott to the National Cemetery, Kansas..................
873. 70
Road to tbe National Ct:1metery near Richmond, Va . . . . . . ... . . . .. •• . . .. . • . .••••.........
Road from Chat~anoo~a to the Nationa~ Oe~etery, Tennessee.............
53. 87
Road to the Nat1onal vemetery, Knoxville, renn..... .•. .•• . . .. . .. . . ... . . . .••• ..•.. .. . ..
.Road from Baton Rouge to the National Cemetery, Louisiana..... . .......
6,000.00
.Road tot.he Natioual Cemetery at Chalmette. La......................... .•.•••.. .. . . . .
..Road from Marietta to National Cemetery, Georgia.......................
5,000.00
Road from Natchez to the National Cemetery, Mississippi. ..•••............•...........
Road fro1n Vicksbnrg to the National Cemetery, Mississippi. •...•.........•••••.......
Carson City Cemetery, Nevada.... ........ . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512. 50
Fort Gratiot Cemetery, Michigan.........................................
110. 75

$21, 136. 65
$514. 29
$22,920.59
81, 821. 36
127. 18
8!, 146. 02
20, 723. 24
9, 410. 70
39,875.24
430. 07
502. 86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. 40 ...• .• .••... ..
14. 42
500. 00
4,800.00 ....... ~~~:. ~~. ..... 4,·
17,000.00
17,000.00
631. 71
:.!27. 65

61,088.09

trj

00
trj

C

~
trj
~

>

~
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Civil stirveys and Mississippi River Oomm-..sion.
Survey of nortpern and northwestern lakes . _·__ ...•....•.•...•.•••.••••••.
Transportation of reports and maps to foreign countries .....•.....••• - •• Surveys and r econnaissances in milit ary divisions and departments . ..... .
Surveys for military defenses . . .................•........
Survey of Gettysburgh battlefield .... . .... . .......... . .. - ..
Survey of boundary lines between Indian Territory and Texas . .•.••......
Mississippi River Commission ......•.•..

994. 06
391. 75
5,826.01

1··············1

100. 00 ...........•..
~000.00
424. 66
89. 45
12. 00 ···•·· ... . ....

8. 95 I

79.19
2,994.06
2,458.91
291. 75
100. 00
491. 75
1, 826.01
6,340.12 ··- ·------ ····
5. 74 ·····-------- ·
12.00
7,500.00
7,500. 00 ............ .. ...
500. 00
7,500.00
3, 503. 95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............

-------------· ······;;;000:00
3,503.95

28,341.88

Total civil surveys and Mississippi River Commission ....•••••••••.
Deduct repayments in t!x.cess of payments ......... .

455. 96
100.00
4, 514.11
6.26

_:·5it !~ i.----~·- ~~~~~~· I

·.--.

~~: ~~~--~~

10, 466. 25 1-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .

.Actual expenditures

~
trj
i,;

0

~

~

.Artificial limbs and appliances, and sitpport of destitute patients.
.Artificial limbs .......................•.••••.
.Appliances for disabled soldiers ....................... .
Support and medical treatment of destitute patients
Trusses for disabled soldiers ............... .
Maintenance of Garfit,ld Hospital.
Total artificial limos, etc ...............•.

_____,
92,483.23

200,000.00
2, coo. 00
15,000.00
5,006.00
17,500.00

288,535.73
4, 6!J7. 50
16,250.00
5,006.00
17,500.00

- -- 331, 989. 23

239,506.00

105,270.00
565. 00
15,000.00
5,006. 00
17,500. 00

1,743.38
1,697.50

143, 341. 00

3,440. 88

181,522.35
2,435.00
1,250.00

0

l'rj
~

~

trj,

- - -1- - - - -

185,207.35

00

t,,:1

a

Miscellane(jus.

-

89,917.76 . -. --... --. - - .
105,472.69
"· .,,. ..
.. , ....3
24. ,,,. "
15,554.93
Supf_ort ?f Milita_r~ Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans .................... .
36, 000. 00 . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
16,000. 00
Pnb icat10n of Official Records, War of the Rebellion ..................... .
36,000.00 .... -.... -- ......
52,000.00
16,000. 00
4,319.84
3,917. 75
10, 276.88
Expenses of military convicts ....................... ..
8,514.47
10,000.00 ..................
18,514.47
5, 387. 55 .
12. 45 .••. . .........
.Artillery School, Fortress Monroe, Va .................................... .
5,000.00 ..................
5,400.00
400. 00
150, 000. 00 1.....................
.
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers-barracks ..•...•.........
1
150,000.00 ...................
150,000.00
Reimbursement to National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers for loss
by failure of the Exchange National Bank of Norfolk, Va
20,262.46
20,262.46 ...................
20,262.46
Support of National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers .............•...•...•........ 1, 631, 000. 00 ................. 1, 631, 000. 00 1,631,000.00
Support of National Hqme for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, branch west
of the Rocky Monn tarns................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • . • . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
150, 000. 00 . . .. . . . . • • . • • .
150, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . .. • . • • • ..
150, 000. 00
Support of Soldiers' Home......................... . .......................
533,745.02 1,252,120.62 .............. 1,785,865.64
181,670.13 ......... •• . . . 1,604,195.51
.Allowance for reduction of wages under eight-hour law................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 72 .... . • . . . . . . . . .
10. 72
10. 72 ..••............•... . .....• .
.Arming and equipping the militia.........................................
164, 242. 26
200, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
364, 242. 26
309, 907. 56 . . . . . . • . • • • . . .
54, 334. 70
Medical and Surgical History . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • .
226. 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
226. 34 . . . . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
226. 34
Twenty per cent. additional compensation................................. .... .. . . . .. . . .
1,125.83 .•.• .. . . .. • .. .
1,125.83.
1,125.83 .....•.•..•.............•..•
Total miscellaneous .•.•••

War claims of volunteers.
Collection and payment of bounty, prize money, and other claims of colored
soldiers and sailors .•...•.......•••....•••.....•
Pay of volunteers, Mexican war .••.••••••••••••••••••

738,683.02

I 3,545,437.39

4, 284, 120. 41

===·- - - - 1,500.00
535. 76

1... , ......... .

3,090, 78
535. 76

I 2. 410, 776. 05 I

1,095.73
535. 76

13, 685. 13

590. 78

I

~
t_rj ,
~

>~

,,q

0

l'rj

~

>-

~

1, 859, 659. 23

1,404.27

°'
<:..O

O')

Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Depa1·trnent for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

.Appropri- Repaymimts
Balances
ated July 1, July ·1,1 1886,
July 1, 1886. 1886, to June to June 30,
1887.
30, 1887.

I

I

I

· Payments
Carried to
Balances
July 1, 1886, surplus fund June 30, 1887•
to June 30, June 30, 1887.
1887.

.Aggregate
available.

ll!ISCELLANE0US OBJECTS-continued.

p;

War claims of volunteers-Continued.

trj

*~·- 1~~:~~· 1· ...... -!~-: ~~:
.••.. 2, 000. 00 .•• - ••• 341. 98

Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war .• - · - - - · · - - .

~t~:~~:i~::1~~;!0;:~;::.i~~~~~-::: :::::: :::: :::::::: ::: :•:::: :: ::: :::: ::

Collecting, drilling, and organizing volunteers ....... -..... - .... - - - · · • ... .
· · · · · · · -20: fjfj · -· · · · · · -- -- -.
Draft nncl substitute fund .... ... ......... _.·-··-···-··.-··-· .. -··.--·. - ..
6. 92
Support of four companies of v~lunteer~ !'lustered ~t Camp Scott, Utah .. ...... -·- . .. - .
301,037. 96
:Horses and other prop erty lost m the m1htary service. - -·. -·- - ...... ··.---- 1
$973. 00
186. 87
Transportation of officers and their baggage .. _... __ - ... - ... . . -·- - . ··- - . Pay, tmnsportation, st•rvices, nnd supplies of Oregon and vVashington volunteers ju 1855 and 1856 . .... . . . . ...... .. . - ..... - - . . - ..... . .. · .. - - - . Payment of mounted rifl emen urnler Col. John C. Fr<imont, in 1846.. - - - •. Traveling expenstl::1 of Fi1 st Michigan Cavalry .... _. .... - .... - . -. - - - ..... .
Trn ,·eling oxp,·nses of Cal I fornia and Nevada volunteers . -- - .... -.. - - . - - .
Commutation of mtions tu prisoners of war in rebel States and soldiers
on furlough ..
··-· · · -·· ··· ········ ·· ··· ···· -··--· ·· ···············-·· ...••...•.....
Kee pin:r, transporting, and supplying prisoners of war. __ ....•. - ... - . - - ... - ..... - - . - - - .
SerYiCt"s and supplies of Montana volunteers in the Nflz Perce Indian war..
807. 00
Paymeut of Fourth Regiment of Vermont MHitia for services at battle
of Plattsburgh . ·- ... __ . ·- .. ·--·--. --·· _-· .. · ·- ·. --· ·--· ·-·· ·-···· ·-·-·· . -·····---. --·
Rog-ue J{ivrr Indian war ..... _ .... _. _.... _.. _. _...... . ... _...... .. . • . . . . .
100. 00
Providing for t,he comfort of sick and discharged soldiers -···· ....... - •......••... -··
2
t~~l=~~1\~!/}~~!tr
:Bounty to volunteers, their willows and li:gal heirs._ .......................••. -· ........
~~•, ~u,. vu ........ _ .. _.
:Bounty to volunteers ancl re~ular·s on enlistment. __ .. ____ .·-·--·._ ..•••••.... _... _... _-· . ·-- ... __ .. __ .
25. 00
Capture of J e:ffersou Davis ..... _. . ____ ..... __ .. _.... _. __ ...•....•...•....
2, 089. 38 ,1. _. _.. .. .... _...
1 ___ .. ___ .. _.

~~;no\Y

0

:h1~~!fe~;~: :: ::::: ::::::::::::::::: :: ::: ::::: :: :::: :::: ::.:::

$9,105.16
4. 00
2,000.00
341. 98
20. 65
6. 92
3f\2, Oto. 96
186. 87

$9,105.16

4,752.56
85. 20
1,006.78
281. 97

4,752.56
85. 20
1,006.78
281. 97

21,182.50
24. 00
807. 00

21,164.25
24.00

.Actual expenditures .. __ ...... .

370. 98

1, 202, 787. 08

~

8

0

~

~

~
trj_

rn

trj·
Q

p;

~

807. 00

14. 00
322. 94
47. 75
59,946.17
377,461.70
417,437.05
25. 00
2; 089. 38__,

_____ _____ ,__________

Total war claims of volunteers .. _. __ ...... .
Deduct repayments in excess of payments . ... _..

~

0

14. 00
222. 94
45. 83
57,191.87
370,952.57
413,175.43

2,704.30
6,440.85
4,161.62
25. 00

100. 00
1. 92
50. 00
68. 28
100, 00
2,089.38

I 1, 183, :~i: ~~

·--·-···11,183,010.75

I . ... ~:·.:~:·.~~.

I. __ ... =·-~:~·-~~

t========

War claims of States.
Refunding to States expenses incurred in raising volunteers._ ••.... _.....
Reimbursement to certain States and Territories expenses incurred in
r epellinq; invasions aud suppressinit Indian hostilities. ____ . .... . _... _.. .
Examination of claims of States and Territories under act of June 27, 188i.

41,100, 96

41,100.96

18,081.23
10,000.00

18,081.23
3,000.00

...................................
7,000.00

8

>~

"'1.
0

~

~:
>-

~

:P,eimbursing State and citizens of California for expenses in suppressing
Modoc Indian hostilities

298. 51

298. 51

298. 51
Total war claims of States ...............•.••...•••• ~ ••..•.••..•.... l======1

7,298.51

Relief acts.
6,939.00
25,622.56

Claims of loyal citizens for supplies furnished during the rebellion ..•....
Claims of quartermasters' stores and commissary supplies ...........•....
.A.wards_ f~~ q11arterruasters' stores and commissary supplies taken by

Mt;:Il~~e~~~ c1~~:s·~~dit~d· l;y ·i"hi~d ·A~tlit~;· ~·ci~;·~;~ti~~ ·f ~~·t· ~r"
11

June 14, 1878 . .•..•......... •.....• .... ..••••• •..... .•.••.•. .••••...•.....
:Re1mbursement to Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
.Relief of-

tttlw:~j~~~~~~~-~~~~:
~~ ~~-~~:~1:~ ~~-~~~~·:
Thomas McBride for losA of barge Henry Bartley ...... .
:~

6,939.00
207,255.63

130. 00

130. 00

130. 00

2,269.75

2,269.75
150,518.12

2,269.75

150,518.12

"'C
0
~

~

----------------·---------....................

9,350. 00 ........ .. ............
12, 781. 81 ...................... .
7,650.00 .......................
115. 00 ...... ...............
592. 85 .......................

9,350.00
12, 781. 81
7,650.00
115. 00
592. 85

9,350.00
12,781.81
7,650.00
l 15. 00
592. 85

t_rj
Q

12,000.00 ...................
1,908.00 ..................
404. 76 ........ 1. ............
271. 93 -------------·
534. 33 .....................
1,186.61 .......................
291. 46 ....................
190. 00 ........................
311.16 .....................
1,000.00 --·------··--·
2,600.00 ------- --- ---15,888.40 -------------·

12,000.00
1,908.00
404. 76
271. 93
534. 33
1,186.61
291. 46
190. 00
311.16
1,000.00
2,600. 00
15,888.40

12,000.00
1,908.00
404. 76
271. 93
534. 33
1,186.61
291. 46
190. 00
311.16
1,000. 00
2,600.00
15,888.40

34,961.31

464,274.66

450,934.07

5,176.74
24,000.00
4. 33

5,176.74
24,000.00
4. 33

William J. Gamble ................... _.............................. .
Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad Company .....•...•.......
Frances H. Plummer, widow of J. B. Plummer, deceased ............ .
The heirs of .Andi ew F. McMillen ................. .
Lady Fnmklin Bay expedition to the .Arctic regions
Bangs, li1uw11PU & Company........................ . .............. .
Richard H. l'orter, surviving partner and assignee of the late firm of
R.H. anJ James Porter .............................................. , ....•..•.. ····
The representatives ofE. P. McNeal, deceased ..................••...
William Ervin ....•............................•......................
Alfred McMurtrie .................................................... , ..•...........
Sufferers l)y loss of steamer J. Don. Cameron .. ....... .. ............. .
J.M. English, administrator of the estate of Richard Fitzpatrick, de·
ceased . . . . . . . . ........................................••....... · ... .
The estate of Joel C. Frazier .......................................... ,.....•........
George T. Dur1ley
Margaret F.Ryan ..... .
Ernest H. ·wardwell
Sidn ey R. Smith ......... .
Enols Loyd ........... .
Alexander Goble ........... .
.A..S.Bloom ........................................................... .
Legal representatives of John M. Robinson, deceased.
Legal representatives of Francis Gilbeau (Guilbeau) ..... .
Trustees of Christian Brothers' College, Saint Louis, Mo
Total relief acts ...••.

................ .. ..

~
t_rj

3, 4,8. 00
133. 50
1,000.00
125. 00
18,725. 35
1,000.00
204. 00
70. 00
5,000.00

:::::: : : : : : : : :

350. 00
3, 4,8. 00
133. 50
1,000.00
125. 00
18, 7"L5. 35
1,000.00
204. 00
70. 00
5,000.00

150,518.12

350. 00
3,478. (10
133. 50
1,000.00
125. 00
18,725.35
1,000. 00
204. 00
70. 00
5,000.00

1

~~~:~~~~~:::::::: ~:::::

6,939.00
4,001.84

·-----·---·--·
... ...... ...........
·--------··--·
-------------................ .......

.......................

350, 00

0

>"zj

t--3
~

t_rj

00

~
t_rj

>--3

>,- ~
0

rrj

~

~
13,340.59

Monuments.
:Erection of monumental column at Yorktown, Va ....•........•..........
Monument at Washington's headquarters, Newburgh, 'N. Y ..••.•..••.....
Unveiling statue of Rear.Admiral Du Pont ........••••.

:::::::::::···
1
$4. 33. . . .

5,176.74
24
, 000. 00

.. -.

--- . -.....

O":)
~

Cl')
N)

Statement of appropriatfons under direction of the Wa1· Departnientfo1· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.
.A.pprorri· Repayments
Balances
ated Ju y 1, July 1, 1886,
July 1, 1886. 1886, to June to June 30,

I

Title of appropriation

30, 1887.

.A.girregate
available.

1887.

Payments
July l, 1886,
to June 30,
1887.

Carried to
surplus fund I Balances
June 30,1887. June 30, 1887.

?,{I!,Cl<:LLA-'-EOUS OBJECTS-continued .

~
tzj

..ilfonwrnents-Continued.
Petlestal for statue of J ames .A.. Garfield
Um•eiling st at uo of J a mes A. Garfield ..... . .............. .
Stntne to m ewory of Lafayette and compatriots .. ........ . .
R em oving statuo of Gen eral J ohn A. Rawlins ...... .

•

$30,000.00
1,500. 00
48,000.00
500. 00

$3~: ~~~~ ~~ _1. · · ·
48 000. 00
I 500. 00

$i,~5oo: oo ·

. . • • • • •• •. I ••••

Total mon uments ...............•........ . ......•..............••.••. 107,681.07 --1:so;i: 00

. . . .. . . . . . . . .

109,181.07 j

$29,517.25
1,500, 00
1,508. 38
500. 00
33,025. 63

$482. 75
•••••••••••••• r

···········--46, 491. 62

······I

~
~

0
$4. 33

76,151.11

Total rn isct'llaneous obj ects. . ....................................... 1,216, 261.82 6,644,564.37
$5,330.57 7, 866, 156. 76 J 5, !07, 676. 34
132,877.61
2, 325, 602. 81
Deduct repayments i u excesti of p ayments .........•.•....................... . . ·.. .. . .. . ............. . . . . .......... . .. . ....... .. .
5,330.57 ..... . ..........•... .. ...••.
Actunl exp en tHtures . .. .. . . ..................•.•...•.. ·•·······.·· .......·... . ....................... ... ................

'"'d
0

5,402,345.77 .••...•..••..........•......

~

~

~

tzj

w.
tzj

a

~
tzj

RECAPITULATJOX.

~

If

Sa_l:!ries, con ti nf!<' nt ex penses, and pos ~a_ge .........••.......•............ · 1 $1~ 7, 731. 11 1, 972, 0~5. 431 ....•.......• ·1~2, 089, 796. 541$1, 935, 8~?· 91
M1htary est ablishment- Army and Military Academy .....•..••.••....... 1, 5_9, 975. 84 24,910,639.13 . ............. _6 1 440,614.97 24, 11'4, 4o3. 48
P u blio work s . .. . .. . .. ... ... . ..................... . ........................ 4, 725, 783. 40 18, 229, 959. 54
$6, 432. 68 22, 962, 175. 62 9, 869, 98!. 65
.Miscellaneous objects. ............................................... . .... l, 216,261.82 6,644, 5_64. 37
5,330.57 7, 866, 156. 76 5, 407,676, 34

$51,474. 78
605, 845. 24
127, 530. 66
132, 877. 61

$102,507.85
1, 650, 316. 25
12, 964, 660. 31
2, 325, 602. 81

T otal. .. . .. ... . . . ........ ... .........•........•....•.•............... 1 7,589,752.17 51,757,228.471
11,763.25 159,358, 743.89 41,397,928. 38 1 917,728.29 17,043,087.22
D educt repaymen ts in excess of p ayments ....•.....•....••...•......••... .:..:..:...:..:.:...::...:...:.:...::...:...:.............. . .... . ... . .. .. . .. . ....... ...
11, 763.~ .............. .::..:..:.:...:.:...::...:...:·· ..
Actual expendit ures

.. . , ..•.••••••..• . ,41, 386,165. 13

W AR D]l;P .ARTl\ffiNT, D IVISION R EQUISITION .AND ACCOUNT S,

November 30, 1887.
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B.

Detailed statement showing the payments made and to be made under the
act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 463), a,n d amendatory acts for construction of jetties and .maintenance of the channel at South Pass, Mississippi
River, under the contra,ct with James B. Eads.
Under the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 463), the United States agreed, under certain conditions, to pay to James B. Eads, or to his assigns or legal representatives,
$5,250,000 for constructing certain works so as to create and permanently maintain a
wide and deep channel between the South Pass of the Mi1>sissippi River and the Gulf
of Mexico, the depth to be 30 feet; and also agreed to pay $100,000 for each and every
year that said depth of 30 feet should be mai_n tained in said South Pass during twenty
years after first securing said depth; payments to be made on certified statements of
an engineer officer. Certain other privileges were granted said Eads and his associates
by said act, Congress reserving the right to revoke the privileges granted and cancel the obligations assumed by the United States unless said Eads and his associates
should accomplish certain results within certain specified times.
.
The $5,~50,000 was to be paid as follows:
When a channel 20 feet in· depth and not less than 200 feet in width obtained ...•..........................·.......... _.......... _........... . $500,000
When a channel 22 feet in depth and not less than 200 feet in width obtained ................. ! . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500,000
When a channel 24 feet in depth and not less than 2fi0 feet in width obtained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............•...... 500,000
After 24 by 250 shall have been maintained twelve consecutive months .....
250,000
(Five per cent. per annum interest from the date when said 24 feet
were first obtained.)
When a channel 26 feet in depth and not less than 300 feet in width obtained ...............•...........•...........•..........•........ _. _. _.
500,000
After 26 by 300 shall have been maintained twelvemonths consecutively.....
250,0~0
(Interest at 5 per cent. per annum from date when said channel was
first obtained.) .
When a channel 28 feet in depth and not less than 350 feet in width obtained .....................•.................. - - -...... - - - - . -- - - -- - - - - 500,000
After28 by350 shall have been maintained twelve months consecutively .....
250.000
(Interest at 6 per cent. per annum from date when said 28 feet
were first obtained.)
When a channel 30 feet in depth and not less than 350 in width obtained ..
500,000
After 30 by 350 shall have been maintained twelve months cous<:Jcutively ..
500,000
(Interest at 5 per cent. per annum from date when a channel of said.
depth and width was first obtained.)
Making a total aggregate of .............. ;~........•....•.......... · 4, 250, 000
When a channel 30 feet in depth and 350 feet in width obtained remaining ..•.••.....•........•...•• - ••••• __ •.•••••. .•••..••••...••. (earned).. 1, 000, 000
5,250,000
~ut said amount ($1,000,000) sha~l remain as security in the possession of the
Umte_d ~tates for the pui:poses her~maft~r set forth, interest at 5 per cent. per annum bemg payable to said Eads his assigns and legal represen{,atives, semi-annually from the date when a channel of :::10 feet in depth and 350 feet in width shall
ha~e been first secured, so long as said money, or any part thereof, is held by the
Umted States.
The $100,000 per annum to be paid in quarterly payments for twenty years from
date when cba~nel_ of 30 b~ 350 feet shall be first secured, and so long as said channel shall be marntamed durmg each and every of said twenty years.
When channel 30 br 350 feet shall have been maintained ten years, one-half of the
$1,000,000 held by United States to be released and paid to said Eads, etc., and when
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maintained for ten additional years, the remaining half of the $1,000,000 to be released
and paid as aforesaid.
Provision is also made for expenditures in excess of the annual payments from the
$1,000,000 in pledge.
Under this act (March 3, 1875), and before any modification thereof was made, Mr.
Eads was paid by the United States, as follows:
January 10, 1877; by requisition No. 2331 on settlement certificate No. 2142
for 20 by 200 feet channel obtained DP-cember 27, 1876 . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . • $500,000
January 10, 1878, by requisition No. 50tl6 oo settlement certificate No. 5303
for 22 by 200 feet channel obtained about December 23, 1877 . . . . . . • • . . • • 500,000
Total payments March. 3, 1875, to June 18, 1878, inclusive ........... l, 000, 000
Under the act of Jun·e 19, 1878 (20 Stat., 168), the act of March 3, 1875, was amended
so as to provide in substance a~ follows:
On relinquishment by Eads of claim for $500,000, provided by act of March 3, 1875,
to be paid on obtaining channel 24 by 250 feet, then Eads to be paid the sum of
,$500,000.
Monthly payments, not to exceed iu the aggregate the gross sum of $500,000, for
materials furnished, labor done, and expenditures iucurred, from and after the passage of this act, to be made to Eads on his filing certified statement of engine~r
officer: Provided, he (Eads) relinquishes an claim to the $250,000 provided to be paid
by act of March 3, 1875, when channel 24 by 250 feet shall have been maintained
twelve months consecutively: And proviq.ed further, that said Eads shall from time
to time, as monthly installments of the remaining $250,000 are paid, relinquish like
amounts to be deducted from the payment of $500,000 provided to be paid by act of
March 3', 1875, when channel 26 by 300 feet shall have been obtained.
Provision is also made for a board of engineers to examine and report.
Under the act of March 3, 1875, as amen<led by the act of June 19, 1878, and before
any further amendments were made, payments were made to Eads as follows:
June 21, 1878, by requisition No. 6e37 on settlement certificate No. 1381 on
relinquishment, June 20, 1878, of $500,000 for 2 l by 250 feet channel .. $500,000.00
($250,000 relinquished October 5, 1878, for 24 by 2f>O feet channel,
twel ye months.)
October 5, 1878, by requisition No. 9582 on settlement certificate No. 2605
for materials furnished, etc.:
June 19 to 30, 1878 ..................................... $47,838. 81
July, 1878 . . •••• •••• •••••• ........ .... . .•••• .•. . . .• •••• 15,229.60
63,068.41
November 8, 1878, by requisition No. 9898 on settlement certificate No. 2752
for materials furnished, etc., August, 1878 ..••••...... _•••...•.• _.....
22,317.83
November 26i 1878, by requisition No. 1 on settlement certificate No. 2886
for materials, etc., September, 1878 .............. __ ••...•.•• ••• . . . • . .
5,790.28
December 28, 1878, by requisition No. 270 ou settlement certificate No. 3059
for materials, etc., October, 1878 . . •. . . . •.. . . . . ... . . . .•. ... • .•. . ..•• .
9,089.94
January 11, 1879, by requisition No. 324 on settlement certificate No. 3117
for materials, etc., November, 1878 ••• • . . . • •• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 24,629, 10
January 21, 1879, by requisition No. 390 on settlement certificate No. 3215
for materials, etc., December, 1878 ... ••• . .•. • .• . .•. . . . ... . ... . . . . ..••
Gl, 139. 64
February 17, 1879, by requisition No. 581 on settlement certificate. No. 3349
for materials, etc., January, 1879 •.••.•••••..••••.••••••••••• • .-. • •• • • 30,846. 86
Total payments June 19, 1878, to March 2, 1879, inclusive........

716,882.06

Under the act of March 3, 1879, the act of March 3 1875 was amended and provisions made in substance as follows:
'
'
Payments in lieu of_ those provided by act of March 3, 1875.
James B. Eads or his l~gal representatives to be paid $750,000.
When chann~l ~ f~et m depth and not less than 200 feet in width at the bottom
through the said Jetties s_hall have been obtained, . 500,000.
Wben chann 126 feet m depth and not less than ~00 feet in width at the bottom
shall ha,ve been obtained t~ough the je~ties, $500,000.
When a channel 30 feet m depth without regard to width shall have been obtain d throng?- ~he jetties, 500,000; and the $1,000,000 provid~d by act of March 3
1 _75, to b pa.id rn ten .an~ twenty years shall be earned by said Eads and his assoc!ates, and th~ same, ~th mterest, shall be paid to saW Eads or his legal representative at the tune& and m the manner provided by act of March 3 1875.
1
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The $100,000 per annum provided by act March 3, 1875, to be paid Eads during a
period of twenty years, to be paid at the times and in the manner therein provided~
upon maintenance by Eads of channel th1ough jetties 26 feet in depth, not less than
200 feet in width at the bottom, and having through it a central depth of 30 feet
without r egard to width.
Provisions of act of June 19, 1878, to remain in force, and the whole of act of March
3, 1875, except as the same is hereby expressly modified or amended, or bas by act of
June 19, 1878, been modifi~d or amended, to remain in full force.
Under the act of March 3, 1875, as amended by acts of June 19, 1878, and March 3,
1879, payments to James B. Eads or bis legal representatives have been made as follows:
March 7, 1879, by requisition No. 698 on settlement certificate No. 3422. $750, 000. 00
March 14, 1879,· by requisition No. 891 on settlement certificate No. 3449,
for part of materials, etc., February, 1879 .....•....• ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33, 117. 94
March 25, ~879, by requisition No. 1416 on settlement certificate No.
3685, for balance of materials, etc., February, 1879.... .•..• .. •••• ••••
19, lOfi. 39
(Relinquishment for $19,105,39, March 20, 1879.)
May 15, 1879, by requisition No. 3647 on settlement certiQ.cate No. 5413,
for materials, etc. :
March, 1879 . . . • • . . • • . • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • .. • . . . . • • • . $50, 654. 38
April. 1879 .. ...........• - ••................. - . . . . . • . . 111, 373. 56
162,027.94
(Relinquishments for $50,654.38 April 1, 1879; $111,373.56 May
9, 1 ~79.)
.
May 29, 1879, by requisition No. 3840 on settlement certificate No.
5528, for 25 by 200 feet channel, obtained April 7, 1879....... . . . . . . . .
500,000. 00
June 26, 1879, by requisition No .. 4161 on setttlement certificate No.
5733, for materials, etc. :
May, 1879 ... -. .......................... ···-··. .. •.•• $46,627.76
Part of June, 1879 . . . • • • .. . • • • • . . . . • • • • • .............
22,238.91
68,866.67
(Relinquishment for $68,866.67, June 19, 1879.)
July 3, U379, by requisition No. 4226 on settlement certificate No. 5770,
for 26 by 200 feet channel, obtained June 18, 1879.. ....... .••. .. •••.
500,000.00
July 23, 1879, by requisition No. 43:33 on settlement certificate No.
5890, for channel 30 feet in depth, without regard to width, obtained July 8, 1879.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • 500, 000. 00
December 4, 1879, by requisition No. 5146 on settlement certificate No.
6698, for first quarter of maintenance of channel 26 feet in depth,
not less than 200 feet in width at the bottom, and having through it
a central depth of 30 feet without regard to width, for the period
from July 8, 1879, to October 30, 1879, there being 114 .days in the
quarter, 92 of maintenance and 22 of failure . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
25, 000. 00
Total .....•.•••••••••••.•.•••..•....••...•........••••......... 2,558,117.94

In addition to the payment of December 4, 1879, payments have been made to
.Tames B. Eads or bis legal representatives for maintenance of channel, and interest
on the $1,000,000 held by the United States as a pledge the following:

8925-w 87-......5
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' Date of
requisition.

No. of
No. of settle- Date inclurequi. ment
sive to
sition. certifi. which paid.
cate.

Days
in
quar.
ter.

I Days
of

No. of installment.

failure.

Brought forward . .. .

Feb.
May
Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
July
Sept.
Dec.
Feb.
May
Sept.
Jan.
Mar.
June
. Sept.
Deo.

$2,558,117.94
25,000.00
..... .
25,000.00
3d maintenance .. .. .. .
25,000.00
5 4th maintenance. . - - - .
25,000.00
l 2d interest ............. .
25,000.00
5th maintenance . . . .. .
25,000. ( 0
5 6th maintenance .. . . .. . .
25,000.00
· · · .. · · · c 3d inter est .. . . . ...... .
25,000 00
89 . . . . . . . . 7th maintenance ..•.....
25,000.10
5
8th
maintenance
.
....
..
25,000.00
96
4
4th interest . . .......... .
25,000. 00
92 . . . . . . . . 9th maintenance . . .. . . .
25,000.00
510th maintenance .. ... . .
25,000.00
92
· · · · · · · · l 5th interest ........ ..
25,000. 00
89 . . . . . . . . 11th maintenance ...... .
25,000.00
p2th
maintenance
..
....
.
25,000.00
119
27
c 6th interest ........... .
25,000. 1)0
91 . . . .. . . . 13th maintenance ...... .
25,000, 00
5 14th maintenance .. -... .
25,000. ()0
90
· · · · .. c 7th interest .. . ....... .
25,000.00
92 . . . . . . .. 15th maintenance ...... .
25, 000.00
maintenance ..... .
25,000.00
92 ........ t516th
8thinterest ...... .. .. ..
25,000.00
91 .... . :. . 17t,h maintenance ... . ..
25,000. 00
5
18th
maintenance
......
.
25,000.00
91 · · · .. · · · } 9th interest ........... .
25,000.00
92 . . • . . .. 1 19th maintenance ...... .
25,000. 00
I 5 20th maintenance . .... . .
25,000. 00
92
· · · ·· · · · } 10th interest .... ....... .
25,000.00
91 . . . .. . . . 21st maintenance ..... .
25,000. 00
5 22d maintenance . .. ... .
25,000. 00
90
llth interest ... ...... . . .
25,000.00
92 - .. . . . . . . 23d maintenance ...... .
25,000.00
5 24th maintenance .. .... .
25,000.00
92
· · · · · · c12th interest ........... .
25, ouo. 00
90 . . . . . . . . 25th maintenance ...... .
25,000. 00
5
26th
maintenance
......
.
25,000.00
107
17
} 13th interest .. ..... ... ..
25,000.00
92 . . . .. . .
27th maintenance ...... .
25,000.00
528th maintenance ...... .
25,000.00
92
14tb interest .. , ...... ..
25,000.00
91 .. . . . . . . 29th maintenance.· .... .
25,000.00
25,000.00
93
3 5 30tb maintenance ... ... .
15th interest .. . ....... .
25,000.00
92 .. . . . . . . 3ist maintenance ...... .
25,000.00
5 3zd maintenance ....... .
25,000.00
92
_ _ .:..:..::,.:..:..::. } 16th interest ...•.......
25,000.00
3,005
84
Total payments March 3, 1879, to October 6, 1887, inclusive .... ................ .. . 3, 733, 117. 94
Total payments June 19, 1878, to March 2, U!79, inclusive ....................... _.
716,882.06
Total payments·March 3, 1875, to June 18, 1878, inclusive ........•...... __ ....... . 1, 000, 000. 00

24, 1880
18, 1880
20, !.880
8, 1881
17, 1881
2, 1881
10, 1881
6, 1881
20, 1882
17, 1882
21, 1882
31, 1883
15, 188:l
14, 1883
15, 1883
15, 1883
Ma.r. 17, 1884
June 16, 1884
Sept. 18, 1&84
Dec. 16, 1884
Mar. 18, 1885
June 20, 1885
Sept. 17, 1885
Dec. 23, 1885
Apr. 7, 1886
July 8, 1886
Oct. 4, 1886
Jan. 8, 1887
,ipr. 12, 1887
July. 6, 1887
Oct. 6, 1887

5661
6119
8891
9456
9782
2763
3196
3718
4189
4619
8619
9548
603
3453
4121
4611
5118
5698
9367
182
1263
3265
3887
4693
6192
8028
21176
3888
4755
6455
7211

7267
7696
9370
9962
291
1874
2169
2704
3283
4472
5884
7207
7699
9890
526
1213
2005
2804
4422
4977
5806
6859
7576
8765
780
3014
4037
5162
7252
8512
9165

Feb.
May
Aug.
Nov.
Fell.
May

9, 1880
9, 1880
9, 1880
9, 1880
9, 1881
9, 1881
.Aug. 13, 1881
Nov. 13, 1881
Feb. 13, 1882
May 13, 1882
Sept. 9, 1882
Dec. 9, 1882
Mar. 9, 1883
Juno 9, 1883
Sept. 9, 1883
Dec. 9, 1883
Mar. 9, 1884
June 9, 1884
Sept 9, 1884
Dec. 9, 1884
Mar. 9, 1885
Jnne 9, 1885
Sept. 9, 1885
Dec. 9, 1885
Mar. 213, 1886
June 26, 1886
Sept. 26, 1886
Dec. 26, 1886
Mar. 29, 1887
June 29, 1887
• Sept. 29, 1887

103
11
90 .. _. . .
»2
· · ·· · · ·
92 . . . . . . . .
92

5 2d D?,ainten ance ........ .

c1st mtere!'t ......

c

........ c

· · · ··· · · c
c

1- - - - -

Gra.nd total of payments to J. B. Eads or his legal representatives to October 6,
1887, inclusive .....••.. _•.. _.. _..... _....... . . . . .. ... _..................•...... _ 5, 450, 000. 00
RECAPITULATION.

~:~::~~I~~~~~;~~~
t::: ~~=~~:t :::::: :::::: ·::: ::: ::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::::: :::: :::: ::::
Payment for 24 by 250 feet channel, relinquished ........ .. .. _....• _................ _... .
Eleven payments fo1· materials, etc. {monthly), aggregating ... . _. . .... _. .•. . ...........

I~;:m t~i ~t tt ~gg·i::: ~~:ii:{:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pa~ment for 30 feet in depth without regard to width of channel. . .... . ... .. . . . ...... .
T_h1rty-t~o quarters of waintenance, from J'uly 8, 1879, to September 29, 1887, inclusive.
S~1t;!~:stallments, interest on $1,000,000, from July 8, 1879, to September 29, 1887, in..................... .... ..... . ......................................................... ...........................

Total - · · · -........ -- ....... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
750,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
800,000
400,000

-----5, 450, 000
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Under the act of March 3, 1875, and amendatory acts, there was to be
paid James B. Eads or his legal representatives, upon securing certain
widths and depths of channel, the sum of ........................... . $4,250,000
Eighty quarterly payments of $25,000 each for maintenance .........•..
2,000,000
Twenty serri-annual payments of 5 per cent. interest on the $1,000,000
retained as pledge, amounting to .................... ~ .............. .
500,000
500,000
One-half of the $1,000,000 retained to be then released ..... ~ ........... .
Twenty semi-annual payments of 5 per cent. interest on the $500,000 still
250,000
retained as a pledge, amounting to ................................. .
500,000
Remaining one-half of the $1,000,1)00 retained to be then released ...... .

----~

Making a grand total of. .. .' ........•••..........................
Of which amount there has been paid the following:
For securing certain widths and depths.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 250, 000
For thirty-two quarters of maintenance of channel.......
800,000
For 16 semi-annual installments of interest . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400, 000

8,000,000

5,450,000

Leaving to be paid, under certain conditions, sr1bsequent to September ~9, 18~7 ...................... _. ........... _.. ..... .•.•..
DIVISION REQUISITIONS AND ACOOUNTS, WAR DEPARTMENT,

November 30, 1887,

2,550,000
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REPORT
OF THE

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, November 1, 1887.
Sm : I submit herewith the annual reports of tb·e three major-generals
commanding the three military divisions into which the territory of the
United States is divided for purposes of military administration, accomp:1nietl by the reports of the eight departmevt commanders an<l the
commanding officer District of New Mexico ; also, the reports of the
Adjuta11t·General, the Inspector-General, the Superintendent of the Military Academy, the commanding officer of the Artillery School at Fort
Monroe, and the commanding officer of the United States Infantry and
Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
From these report~ it will be seen that at the date of the last consolidated returns the Army consisted ofOfficers.

General...........................................................................
Gene ral staff ... _... . ............... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Men.

10
1,386
6,806
2,482

576

l~ril~~Ji;;fq~~S~i~~i;~:: :i:::::::::i:::::::;:;;::::;;::::\\: ::::::::•... ___i~.

10,950

226
2,386

Detachments-recruiting parties, etc .......................•...............................
Total . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • • . • . • • . . • • . • • • • . . . • . . • • . . • . . . • • . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

---24,236
2, 200

These reports are all so -complete that little is left for me to say.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC.

'l1he Twelfth Infantry having completed the usual tour of service in
the East, they were, during the past summer, replaced by the Eleventh
Infa.n try, a regiment that had .been continually stationed in Montana and
Dakota since 1876; and two troops of cavalry were brought from Arizona
and Colorado to constitute the garrison of Fort Myer,Va. Beyond these
exchanges the movements of troops have been limited to such as were
necessitated by the lack of facilities at some posts for skirmish and longpn~ge ~arget tiring, the 1~ractice marches of light batteries, and the part1e1 p~t10n of representatives of the Regular Army in the ceremonies ·attf'n<lrng the celebration ot the UentP11uial of the Constitution of t.he
United States at Philadelphia and the military encampm, ·ut at Chicago.
71
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The recons.truction of the post of Fort Porter has progressed favoral>ly,
and most of the new buildings will be ready for occupancy this fall.
The new post at Atlanta, Ga., has advanced but slowly, and it is not
probable that any garrison can be established there before next summer. General Schofield desires to concentrate those light batteries
serving in the Di vision of the Atlantic that are not ordered to Fort Riley,
when that post is ready for their reception, at Fort Niagara where the
facilities for instruction though much inferior to those available at Fort
Riley, are yet superior to any that can be found at other posts in the
East. This measure will require some enlargement of Fort Niagara,
which I hope can be effected at an early day.
General Schofield again calls attention to our large extent of sea~coast
and it~ present defenseless condition-a subject which has been so extensively discussed in the last few years that it is now almost impossible to
add further arguments to the cogent reasons already'advanced as to the
pressing necessity for some remedy for the existing evils.
.
As mentioned in my last annual report some 450 Apache Indian prisoners were placed in confinement at Fort Marion, Fla., in Septem~er,
1886, where they remained until April of this year, when, it havmg
been determined that for various reasons Fort .M'arion was not the best
place for the purpose, the majority of the Indians were removed to Mo_unt
Vernon Barracks, Ala., the wives and younger children of Gerom~o
and the captives at Fort Pickens being sent to join them there, w~1le
the other children and more promising adults, after a careful selection
by Captain Pratt, were taken to the Indian School at Carlisle, Pa.
Mount Vernon Barracks, in its healthy climate and isolated location,
possesses all the conditions requisite to rnnde:t it an excellent place for.
the confinement of these Indians. They are now engaged in cutting logs
and erecting huts for their shelter this winter, and will be able to make
themselves thoroughly comfortable.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI.

Major-General Terry has remained in command of this division during
the year. The only changes in department commanders have been those
in the Department of the Missouri, occasioned by the retirement of
Brig. Gen. J. H. Potter in October, 1886, the appointment of Brig. Gen.
0. B. Willcox, and his subsequent retirement in April, 1887, and tbe
assignment by the President of Brig. Gen. Wesley Merritt to tbe command of1 the Department, upon his relief from the superintendency of
the Military Academy July 1, 1887.
·
While -the division has been free from Indian hostilities of any magnitude, many operations of a minor nature have been rendered necessary.
Troops have been continually occupied in patrolling the Oklahoma country, and have been successful in keeping intruders out of that region.
Th~ gradual spread of railroads throughout the Territory can, however,
ultimately have but one effect, and I am now of the opinion that Congre s may well consider the advisability of opening up portions at least
of this country to settlement.
What at 0!1,e time threatened to develop into a serious difficult.y arose
la t August m Colorado, near the U ncompahgre Indian Reservation. A
mall band of Ute Indian , who were off their re ervation, were charged
by th local authoritie with violation of the game laws, and several of
th ~r num rwi h h r e st aling. In the endeavor to serve warrants for
the~r rr t, th h riff' posse, appar ntly without neces ity or provocation, fired upon the Indians, and some days afterward burned one of
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their camps, then occupied only by women and children. The Indians
then commenced to collect their herds of horses and sheep, of which they
possessed a considerable number, and to withdraw tot.he reservation,
the posse, reinforced by State militia,, following in pursuit. Nearing the
Indians, a conference was held with the son of Colorow, the head of their
band, when it was agreed by the whites that matters should remain as _
they were for the present, the Indians by this understanding that they
should be allowed to continue to their reservation unmolested. Acting
on this belief, they moved their camp to a point which they thought was
on the U ncompahgre Reservation; the militia followed and the next day
attacked the Indians, completely surprising thern. ·when the tidings of
this affair reached the agency they occasioned great excitement among
the large number of Indians there collected for the issue of their annuities, and a war party started to avenge what they considered a treacherous attack and to resist an armed invasion of their reservation. Lieutenant Burnett and a small detachment of the Ninth Cavalry, who had
been ordered to the agency to witness the annuity issues, accompanied
them at their solicitation, and the next day had an interview with the
commander of the party of whites, and was most fortunately able to
avert the threatened hostilities. Through his intercession the whites
agreed to J{eep off the reservation and the Indians were induced to return to their agency. This pratically terminated the difficulty. General
Terry embodies in his annual report the special report of General Crook,
who in person investigated this affair, and to that report attention is
invited for the further details of what at one time threateued to lead
to an Indian war.
Very recently some little trouble bas occurred on the Crow Indian
Reservation in Montana, the result of one of the annual horse-stealing
raids of the Crows against their neighbors, the Piegans. Having been
somewhat successful in their enterprise, the Crows, upon their return
to the agency, indulged in too much liquor, become very enthusiastic
and excited, as Indians will under such circumstances, and in celebration of their prowess, among other acts, fired off their guns, some or
the bullets unfortunately penetrating the roof of the agent's dwelling
and of the sutler's store. The agent, from the best infQrmation that I
have, while an honest, honorable, well-meaning man, is not very well
calculated to deal with wild Indians, being somewhat arbitrary and
domineering, and in his endeavor to establish discipline attempted to enforce his poweratonce without giving the Indians a chance to cool oft'after
their indulgences. As mjght have been expected from people of their
character, resistance was immediately threatened. Reports of the trouble
having reached Washington, I, after consulting with the Secretary of the
Interior, went to Saint Paul, intending if necessary to continue on to Fort
Custer; but obtaining a full report of the circumstances from General
Ruger, the department commander, I did not deem my personal intervention necessary, but instead, directed him to proceed to the scene of trouble
and assemble there such a force that their numbers alone would overawe
the malcontents and render resistance impossible. This bas been
done, and as those directly concerned in the trouble are only seventeen
in number, I anticipate no difficulty in their subjugation. General
Ruger will cause the Indians who have takt:n the principal part in this
affair to be arrested; and to further quiet the restless young men
among them, I authorized him to enlist about thirty of their number as
s~outs and take them to Fort Ouster. The Crows have always been
frien~ly and make it a bo~st ~hat thel have never killed a white man,
and it would be a great pity 1f anythmg should now occur to disturb
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the peaceful relations of so long a standing, and I am confident that
General Ruger will be able to effect a permarnmt settlement that will
be satisfactory to the Crows as well as to ourselves.
'l'he extension of railroads throughout the d 1,7 ision, which has steadily
progressed during the year, will bring some posts that were formerly
supplied with difficulty and expense within easy reach, and will also obviate the necessity for longer retaining some of the smaller garrisons.
While the country was new and comparatively unsettled, and only traversed by trails or wagon roads, the small posts filled the role of the
vidette to the aJvance guard of the approaching settlers, all(l were necessarily established within mod1·rate distanCl·s, that the needed security
might be afforded; but as the development progresses the land becomes
better occupied and the railroads offer opportuuities for rapidly placing
troops at any point where their presence might be required, fewer and
larger garrisons, where the soldier can be supplied more cheaply and a
higher state of drill and discipline maintained, ar,~ inore advantageous
both for the country .md the Army. In pursuance of this theory the
policy of concentration into larger posts in the vicinity of railroad centers has for several years been advocated, and many minor positions, uow
retaineiI only because they afford a sheltn for the troops not as yet provided for elsewhere. will be abandoned as soon as accommodations can
be obtained at the regimental posts now either building or contemplated
in the near future. 'rhe work on the new po~t at Denver, where it, is
proposed to place ten companies, will shortly be commenced; that at San
Autonio has been progressing favorably during the year; the ground for
the uew post near Chicago will pass into the possession of the Governmeut at au early day; and at Fort Srn·lling both the reservation and other
uttenlan t couditions are favorable for the establishment of a ]arge garrisou, and only some additional buildings are required for their accommodation. The reconstruction of Fort Riley has been actively prosecuted during the year, but before it can be completed additional appropriation:s -w:ill be necessary. No other post in the country possesses
such advantages for the location of a school of practice for light "batteries
and for cavalry exercises, and since its establishment for these purposes
has been a.utborized by Uongress it hat:; been deemed but true economy
to erect only buildings of a substantial and permaneut uature, ::so .ti.lat
with the new equipment of breech-loading steel field -guns, metal car·riages, and improved harness, now being manufactured by the Ordnance
Department, the service will probably derive marked benefit from this
station for a number of years. During the summer a portion of the
SevenLh Cavalry was brought to Fort Riley by marching from the Departmentof Dakota, where tlley had been serving for over fourteen years,
and the post i;>laced under the command of the colonel of that regiment,
the Fifth Cavalry being concentrated within or just to the westward of
the Indian Territory, and the ganison will be still further enlarge<.l as
the accommouations for them are increased.
Tile gradu~l ces ation of lndian troubles in the division has permitted
the pro ecut10n, to a grea~er extent than formerly, of tbe practice
ruarche ' and field. c~mp w~ich further to so great an extent the practical and tborou~h mstruct1011 of: the soldier. With a more complete
r ac t e experwn '<' formerly ga,1ue<l liy acti n : fi.pl<l duties, necessitated
l>~ 1110,·, tileut. agai11~t a IJO 'til ~ foe, c,111 110 loug<..·r l>e obtained, and these
l)<..'acl· 1m_rn 'llYer IJecome all tl1e 1r101"1.· nece8sary. For tbeir succ,·ssful
pr> cut1ou an<l tb • 1 duc:ttiou of ofiicer, and. meu iu the modern systems
of canyiug 011 war, h pa1ticipati ou of larger 1,ouies of troops than can
no,; b a ·em 1 d. at our mall 1 p(,st is des:rable, and tllis fact alone
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offers one of the strongest arguments for concentration into large posts
that can ue advanced. Fewer and large 1• garrisons also result in greater
economy in their military administration, an<t I hope that the subject
from both of these points of view may be favorably considered by Congress.
DIVISION OF THE P .A.CIFIC.

No change has been made among the department commanders since
my last report, and General Howard i:nill remains in command of the
division.
No Indian hostilities have occurred in the Departments of the Columbia or California, and in the slight difficulties that in several instances
have required the intervention of a military force the Army has only
been employed in p reservmgto the Indians their rights, which were encroached upon by trespassers, or by the effect of their presence alone in
quieting disturbances among them .
Upon the request of the Secretary of the Interior a cavalry force was
for some time located at Amargo, New Mexico, in the Department of
Arizona, for the purpose of keeping intruders off the reservation to
which it was proposed to return the Jicarilla Indians, and a similar
duty has also been performed at the Osage Indian Agency At the
Navajo Reservation the prompt action of the ~roops and the hearty
co-operation of the Interior Department have fortunately disposed of
threatened troubles, and in several other cases the display of a military
force has been successfully employed to prevent action which might
otherwise have resulted in serious complications.
With the removal last fall of the Chiricahua and Warm Springs
A.paches to Florida, as described in detail in my last annual report, the
Indian hostilities, which had requir_e d the concentration in Arizona of
additional troops, practically came to an end, and the Eighth Infantry
was, in consequence, transferred from that department to the Department of the Platte. Subsequently some slight troubles have occurred,
but by the prompt action of the military authorities they were quickly
quelled, and the Territory of Arizona has enjoyed during the year a
condition of general tranquillity.
I tlo not look favorably upon the proposition of General Miles to separate the Indians now at San- Carlos into several camps about 100 or 200
miles apart, deeming it for the best interests of the Territory of Arizona
and of the Indians themselves that they should be kept in one body and
the duties necessary for their control concentrated at a single point.
Divided into different bands, each ·location might become the center of
disturbances, and the difficulties of their supervision would be greatly
increased.
Practice marches and the establishment of field camps . have formed
an important feature of the military instruction imparted during the
year in this division, and in one case the intercourse between National
Guard troops and those of the Army, consequent upon the adjacent
location of their camps, proved to be of benefit to both, and afforded the
State troops an opportunity to become more thoroughly conversant with
Army methods.
Both General Howard and General Miles call attention to the inferior
co~dition of the buildings at many of the posts in the Department of
Arizona. Constructed at a time when t,he railroads were not available
for the transportation of material, they could not with the limited appropriations available, be made commodious, or, as' the lapse of time bas
proved, particularly durable. As the territory becomes more closely
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settled and the Indian troubles gradually cease, some of the smaller posts
can, as in other divisions, be profitably abandoned and replaced by new
or enlarged garrisons arranged, as upon .our northern borders, with '
greater regard to the position of the boundary line between Mexico and
the United States.
THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S REPORT

shows the distribution of troops, statement of casualties, enlistments,
and re-enlistments during the year; the number of men drawing increased pay under the act of August 5, 1854,,and the number of men
who will become entitled to increased pay under the act of May 15,
1872.
The very rapid decrease in the number of desertions from the _Army
during the previous two years has not, I regret to say, been contmued;
the increase is, however, very slight, being only about one-half of l
per cent. more than last year. The desertions, as a general rule, are
mostly confined to soldiers in the earlier years of their first enlistment,
and to men who enlist only for a temporary occupation, for transporta. tion to a different section of the country, or for apparently the mere
pleasure of deserting. These latter form no inconsiderable part of the
whole number, and as it is not possible to recognize them unless they
happen to be personally known to the recruiting officer, it is probable
that they will continue annually to swell the number of deserters.
During the last few1months the system of monthly payments has been
inaugurated at some of the posts in the Army; and although so recently
established that its effect can not yet be determined, it is hoped that by
placing smaller amounts more frequently in th,e soldier's hands the te~ptation to periodical dissipation may be lessened, discipline thereby furthered, and the number of desertions diminished.
The recruiting service has been properly conducted during the year,
and an increased number of men of good standal'd have been obtained.
At two of the general depots the system of messing the recruits and permanent parties as a single command, instead of by companies, has proved
successful, and may now be considered as firmly established. With the
suggestion of the Adjutant-General that the plan be extended throughout the Army I am, however, unable to coi~cide. Between a permanent
recruiting party and a company, or the entire garrison of a military post,
no direct comparison can be instituted, as the conditions and requirements of the service are radically different. While the company remains
the unit for military administration, its commander should continue in
charge of the messing of his men as well as responsible for their drill
and discipline. The ability to care for their own subsistence is as necessary a feature of a company's preparation for an active campaign as are
the drills and target practice by which it is endeavored to fit the soldier
for war. Make the company while in garrison dependent upon a general
mess and theo:ffi.cers and men will soon lose agreatportion ofthisknowle~ge that they_now possess, and if suddenly plaC'edin the field the officer
will be found ignorant of the needs of his men and the soldiers them·
elve unable t? properly prepare their rations. The garrison mess may
perhap be a hght economy, and possibly the living would be improved
thereb;y, but a long as soldiers are maintained in peace mainly to fit
them for the emergenc1 of _w.ar, ~o inaugurate a measure which might,
and pro~ably would, 1mpa1r their future efficiency would be to pay a
heavy price for what could be at best but a slight increase in present
comfort.
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THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S REPORT

again indicates, as it did last year, that the Army is in a very healthy
and gratifying condition, and while-there have been, as must necessarily
he the case, some infractions of regulations, the general discipline is
good and that almost all officers and soldiers are animated with the
spirit of obedience to law and a desire to improve so far as their opportunities will permit.
The Inspector-General makes many pertinent recommendations, especially those relating to the expenditure of the entire value of the
soldier's ration in articles of food instead of compelling it to maintain
the various funds for which it is now taxed, and to the provision for a
morejust allowance to officers traveling under orders.
During the year his department has for the first time ,u ndertaken, by
direction of the Secretary of War, inspections of the work of the officers
detailed aR military instructors at colleges and schools, and from the
information gained thereby now submits recommendations which are
worthy of careful consideration.
MILITARY

ACADEMY-ARTILLERY AND
SCHOOLS.

INFANTRY

.AND

CALVARY

General Wesley Merritt, who for the past five years had so ably conducted the administration of the Military Academy, having been appointed to the command of the Department of the Missouri, was, on
the 1st of last July, relieved from duty as Superintendent, and in the
following September replaced by Col. John G. Parke, Corps of Engineers.
The commandants of the other schools remain the same as for the previous year. The Artillery School has now been in existence for twenty
years, and during that period bas gradually developed and extended its
course of instruction, until it now ofl:ers an exceedingly valuable postgraduate course for officers of the artillery arm of the service. The report of its commandant, with its history of the school and of the present
system of imparting instruction, will prove of interest to all officers of
the Army.
The Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth, only inaugurated as recently as the fall of 1881, was necessarily at first somewhat
in the nature of an experiment, and my predecessor, General Sherman,
in prescribing the original course of instruction, very wisely limited the
number of subjects and the extent to which they were to be followed.
The experience of the past few years has suggested modifications and
elaborations, which have- been ingrafted upon the course from time to
time as far as seemed advisable, and it being considered that a still further development of the school might now be safely undertaken, a board
was organized some months ago to revise the course of study and offer
recommendations as to the theoretical and practical fostructi9n to be
imparted in the future. It is confidently expected that the labors of
this board will result in placing the school upon a still firmer basis and
greatly enhancing its value to the younger officers of our cavalry and infantry.
RIFLE PRAOTIOE.

Instruction in the employment of the rifle and carbine bas been most
energetically prosecuted throughout the year, and with very satisfactory
results. The returns from the different departments, which embrace the
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firing of all the Army, as well as the reports of the annual competitions
of selected shots,show an advance even over the preceding season, when
the results were so good t,hat further improYement could not be more
than hoped for. This progress is especially noticeable in the skirmish
firing-a class of practice only thoroughly introduced by my auth ority
two years ago, but which from its practical features I have always <leemeu"
of the greatest value. It is the object of the system of instruction now
in force .in the Army to so educate the enlisted men that their fire in
battle can be delivered with the maximum effect rather than to center
eftort,s upon the development. of especial accuracy among particular individuals. The targets employed both for known distance and skirmish
practice are well adapted for this purpose, and the p~riodical reports of
progress, as expressed by the figure of merit of the various organizations, are efficient and necessary means to this desired end. These
measures have proved entirely successful, and by far the g1·eater portion
of our soldiers are now good shots and would be found formidable adversaries in battle. Rifle practice being firmly established and thoroughly
conducted throughout the Army, the season for range firing was this
year reduced from four to three months. This step has in no way ac ted
as a bar to further progress, while it has afforde1l greater time for the
other important drills and exercises of the soldier.
GENERAL-SERVICE CLERKS AND MESSENGERS.

This force was authorized by Congress to be enlisted for clerical anrl
messenger duty at the several military headquarters. \Vhile the system is generally satisfactory to all concerned and a good corps of efficient
clerks has been obtained under it, their status under the law an<l the
ina.dequacy of their pay in comparison with the civilian clerks of staff
departments of the Army has attracted the attention of military commanders, who make various recommendations looking to their more equal
remuneration. Attention is especiall.v invited to the remarks of General
Howard, in which I fully concur, and believe that the compensation of
theRe clerks should be more nearly commensurate with the nature and
responsibility of the duties they perform, and recommend that, while
in active service, their pay be equal to that of civilian clerks in staff de·
partments.
REVISION OF TACTICS, INCREASE OF ENLISTED. STRENGTH, ETC.

The endeavor to conduct the evolutions of light artillery and cavalry
according to a system of tactics assimilated to the tacticR for infantry
has now been in force over fourteen years, with results that can not
be regarded as entirely satisfactory. Moreover, I do not consider such
a measure at all necessary, but rather as tending to unduly limit the
peculiar freedom of mornment and especial individuality which each arm·
should. retain if it is to be employed to the best advantage. The g-reat
advance in the material of wn,r <luring this perio.u has also occasioned
vital changes in the manner of handling meri. in action, and our tactics
are therefore no longer well adapted to the present conditions. For these
rea ons it is my intention to assemble at an early day a board of officers
to con ider thi subject, and to prep~re or recommend such revisions of
the tactic a will place them more completely in harmony with the advane d method of conductin<Y war. The enlisted strength of our companie · a at pre entallow d bylaw i so small that many of the advanced
form of ilitary exerci es or maneuvers so necessary for the complete
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instruction of the soldiers and their office.cs can hardly be contemplated,
and even the ordinary drills and duties incident to g~rrison life cannot
be satisfactorily performed. When, also, any emergency demapds the
assembling of even a moderate force, the small size of the companies
make such an undertaking not only difficult bnt decidedly expensive, and
the desired military strength can only be obtained by ordering a great
number of organizations to the scene. It then can hardly be questioned
that both the drill and discipline of the men and the efficieuc.v of the
Army for service would be much enhanced by increasing by 5,000 men
the present enlisted strength of the Army, and to still further perfect
the organization of the .infantry arm two majors and two compani'3s
should be added to each regiment-all measures·that I recommended in
my last three annual reports. But the measure which would most promote the efficiency oftbe service would be the passage of a law authorizing the immediate retirement of those officers, about eighty in number,
in whose cases such action has already been recommended by military
boards, or who have for some time been absent on account of sickness from their commands with but little prospect of ulti,mate recovery.
Their enforced continuation on the active list, thougll doing no duty, has
.l eft companies without tbeirproper complement of officers, and brought
additional labor on other men while at the same time depriving them
of merited promotion. These eighty officers owe their disability to
causes incident to the service, in many cases to wounds received in battle,
and have well earned the rest that an honorable retirement would afford.
If this desired measure shonld receive the approval of Congress, the
reguJar retired list would probably afford in the. future sufficient provision for the retirement of such officers as might periodically become unfit
for active duty.
The Springfield rifle still remains the weapon of our service, and it is
undoubtedly a very good one. In my opinion, ho~ever, the magaziue
gun must be the arm of the future, and a glance at foreign armies shows
that future to l>e very near at hand. Every leading country abroad has
either adopted a magazine gun or been actively engaged in experiments
looking to the development of an effective system. With us, progress
in this direction appears to be very slow, and as far as I know no very
decided steps have been taken during the year nor any definite conclusions yet reached. If it is not possible for us to devise at an early day
a good magazine gun em bodying the advanced ideas now accepted abroad,
it would be better to adopt the best of their weapons rather than adhere
longer to our present single loader, effective, even, as its fire can sometimes IJe made.
The condition of our sea-coast defenses has continued to deteriorate
during the year, and the majority of them, both as regards the material
of which they are built, their location and present armament, would
prove of but little real service in time of foreign war. Strong fortifications and heavy guns require several years and a large expenditure of
money for thejr construction, and while undoubtedly necessary for a
thorough defense, any measures are worthy of careful consideration tha,t
promise to secure quic}rlyand at a moderate cost, weapons alwaysYaluable as auxiliary means of defense, but which, in the absence of a more
complete system, might yet be utilized with good effect. Pneumatic
guns_ throwing large charges of hig_h explosives are comparatively iuexpen_s1ve to construct and operate, and moreover appear, from recent experiments, to produce within the limit of their range very conclusive
results. I believe the efforts of Lieutenant Zalinski in this direction
should be encouraged ; it is not possible to predict what their final issue
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may be, but that a still further advance can be made seems very probable, and an increased range and greater explosive effect can fairly be
anticipated.
I am strongly in favor 9f the General Government extending all possible aid to the National Guard of the different States, as they constitute
a body of troops that in any great emergency would form an important
part of our military force. They should be armed with the best weapons,
amply provided with complete camp and garrison equipage, and instructed in the various drills and exercises according to the tactics and
systems followed in the Regular Army. According to my observation
and experience most of the State troops now march well and handle the
gun well, but they are deficient in discipline and in all the duties that
teach a soldier to take care of himself while in camp or upon a march.
This defect can best be overcome by establishing some system of encampment under the control and direction and at the entire expense
of the General Government. In the development of such a measure the
entire Army, as well as myself personally, will be glad to render such
assistance as lies in our power, and I recommend that the favorable consideration of the subject may be commended to Congress.
The reports of the different department commanders recite in detail
the various transactions of the year relating to Indian matters. I have
no recommendations to make in this connection, except to invite attention to so much of my report for last year as suggests an ·assignment of
lands in severalty to these people.
For the construction of new and enlargement of old military posts
Congress has been very liberal, and I hope the same policy may be continued for the coming year.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. H. SHERIDAN,
Lieutenant-General Commanding.
Hon. WM. C. ENDICOTT,
~ecretary of War.

REPORTS
TO

THE LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 8, 1887.
Lieutenant-General PHILIP H. SHERIDAN,
U.S. Army:
GENERAL: Pursuant to your instructions, I have the honor to submit the annual returns of the Army:
A.-Organization of the Regular Army.
B.-Return showing actual strength of the Regular Army.
C.-Distribution of troops in the Division of the Atlantic.
D.-Distribution of troops in the Departments of the Missouri, Texas,
the Platte, and Dakota-Division of the Missouri.
. E.-Distribution of troops in the Departments of California, the Columbia, and Arizona-Division of the Pacific.
·
F.-Geographical divisions, departments, and posts, with post-offices,
telegraph stations, and nearest railroad stations or boat Jandings.
G.-Statement -of casualties during the fiscal ye&r ending June 30,
1887.
H.-Statement of enlistments and re-enlistments in the Army and
number of men gained from desertion during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887.
The number of enlisted men now in the service who are drawing increased pay under the act of Congress of August 4, 1854, is as follows:
Five years' continuous service ...••...•••..•••..•..•....••.•.•.•••.•• _ , . • . . • 3, 407
Ten years' continuous service ......•••.. __ . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • . • • • • . • . • • . . . . . • . . 1, 521
Fifteen years' continuous service ... _.....•••....••••..••.••••.. : • . • . . • • • • . . 1, 194
Twenty years' continuous service ......•••.......... ______ ....••••••.••...••
251
Twenty-five years' continuous service .......••......•••..••••...••.•••• _.•. _
74
Thirty years' continuous service ....... _.. • • • • . . . . • . • • . . . • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • .
22
Thirty-five years' continuous service .......•.....••.••..••••••.••••• ___ .••••
18
Total .••..•...••.•.•..............•.............••••..•••..•..••••• __ 6, 487

The number of those who will become entitled to increased pay
under the act of Congress of May 15, 1872, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, isRe-enlisted pay ..................•••.... _•......... ___ ..... _.... _____ . ___ • _ $591
One dollar per month for third year of service _....... __ ....... _.. _.. _... __ . 3, 916
Two dollars per month for fourth year of service ................ _•.••••. __ • _ 3, 721
Three dollars per month for fi.ft4 yell,r of service ... _•..•.•.......••......... _ 2, 752
Total ....•............••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••• : • ... ~ • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . 10, 980
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and the number of enlisted men in service whose terms will expire
during the same period is 4,207.
The officers of the Adjutant-General's Department are properly assigned and in the discharge of their appropriate duties.
I regret having to report that the number of de8ertions during the
past year exceeds by 150 the number reported for the preceding year.
The percentage of desertions to the legal strength of the Army, which
in 1886 was 8.36, has risen to 8.96, a slight but not less deplorable increase.
The figures submitted above show that out of a nominal strength of
25,000 men, 16,876 now in the ranks have a service ranging from three
to thirty-five years, and it is evident that the larger proportion of deserters were men having less than three years' service.
.
Of the 2,240 desertions repor~ed during the past year, 1,105 we~~ of
men assigned to regiments from the several depots of the recrmtmg
iervice, w•hile of the number of men enlisted at military posts, 627 deserted. It appears from these figures that 51 per cent. of men who ~nlisted at posts deserted, while the ratio of deserters to assigned recrmts
is only 22.5. . These figures of course are not absolute, as they take no
account of desertions by men who have served one or two years, but
they support the statement made by General Merritt, commanding the
Department of the Missouri, that (speaking of desertion in his department) "the probability of these depa,rtmeotal original enlistments dijsert,i ng is a little more than double that of the others."
The system of monthly payments inaugurated recently at a few posoo
has not been in operation long enough to develop its anticipate<l. be~~tlt
in checking desertions by giving the soldier more frequent opportunit~es
of providing for his little necessities or lu~uries by cash purchases mstead of on credit at an increased ultimate cost, and also by lessening
the temptation to dissipation. In the Department of ·the Missouri, 31
per cent~ of the desertions during the year occurred shortly after one
of the bimonthly payments.
.
·
I beg to renew the recommendation made in a previo us report for the
preparation and adoption of a -well-considered code of punishments for
all military offenses. A great source of dissatisfaction, discontent, and
probable desertion results from the effect on the men of inequality of
the punishment awarded offenses of a similar nature but committed at
different times or at different posts.
ARMY COOKS.

The regulations of the Army require that the cooking of a company
shall be done by privates of that company detailed in turn for that duty.
That this rule, crude and traditional as it is, can not and should not be
strictly enforced results necessarily from the fact that all men are not
cooks-indeed, the great majority absolutely lack aptitude for this imP?rtant work-and the exceptions not only prove the rule, but tbe acm_dental presence of a good cook in one company is productive of great
discontent among the men of other companies at the same post, who
contrast the phy ical comfort and well-being of the men in that company with the positive distress in their own, resulting from ill prepared
and ill-cooked food. I beg, therefore, to recommend that one good cook
to each company be enli ted solely for that purpose and not required
t? pert rm any_ rni1~tary duty. This exemption is an absolute neces1_ty, for_ he e . ire tim ?f the cook will be ab orbed in the discharge of
h1 P cial duti , and his sole endeavor should be to insure to the men
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of bis company the full value, in a healthy and attractive form, of the
abundant ration provided by Congress.
The system of messing by commands instead of by compa~i~s, which
bas been inaugurated at two of the three depots of the recrmtmg service, has passed bt>yond the experimenta~ stage and is now an assured
success. I beg to recommend that garrison messes be gradually made
to supplant the present messing by companies, and that, on the establishment of new posts, measures be taken to provide messing accommodations on a scale commensurate to the proposed commands to garrison
them. The adoption · of garrison messes is not only in the direct line
of economy, but will also insure the greater comfort and health of the
troops. Should these views be-acceptable to you, I beg to sugges.t that
a board of officers, composed largely of company commanders, be convened to prepare regulations governing the new condition.
RECRUITING SERVICE.

Since October 1, 1886, the recruiting service has been conducted under
one superintendent, with headquarters at New York Uity. 'rhe consol-,
idation of the general and mounted services, which was effectt:>d one
year ago, thus dispensing with one of the superintendents, bas proved
satisfactory in all respects.
The depots for the general service at David's Island, New York Harbor, and Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and that for the mounted service at
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, have been maintained as heretofor~.
October 1, 1886, recruiting rendezvous were in operation at the following points: Four in New York City; two in each of the cities of
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago. Cincinnati, and Saint Louis; and one
each at Boston, Albany, Buffalo, Harrisburg. Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit, Nashville, Denver, and Washington. In November, 1886, the
rendez,ous at Nash ville (established with the special view of securing
recruits for the colored cavalry) was transferred to Lexington, Ky.,
from which point it was transferred, in May, 1887, to Atlanta, Ga. June
30, 1887, one of the rendezvous at Chicago and that at Harrisburg were
c1osed, being replaced by rendezvous at Milwaukee, Wis., and Portland,
Me. In October, 1886, rendezvous were opened at Camden·and Jersey
City, N. J., and one bas recently been established at R_ichmond, Va.
The discontinuance of the rendezvous at Jersey City bas been ordered,
as it has not proved successful of late.
During the entire year the demands for recruits for the regiments of
the various arms of the service (excepting only the colored infantry)
has been greater than the recruiting service could supply. Especially
has this been the case with the cavalry regiments, both white a.nd colored. Recruiting officers have had instructions to make all proper
efforts to secure the necessary number of men to fill the ranks of the
Army, and, in cities where only one rendezvous has been in operation,
the .officers in charge have made enlistments throughout the year for
both the general and mounted services. Notwithstanding these efforts,
the Army is still 1,600 below its authorized strength, and, as the rate
of enlistments for several months has not been commensurate with the
losses, instructions have been given for the opening of several new rendezvous in localities where it is hoped a good class of recruits may be
sPcured. Recruiting bas been also carried on, as heretofore, without
expense to the recruiting fund, at posts in the several departments and
at the stations of companies of the Engineer Battalion.
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· The total number of enlistments and re-enlistments in the Army (exclusive of the Sig,~al Corps) for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887,
was 7,'807, 'classified as follows :
For the general and mounted services ..•• ~ ..••••..•••••..••••.•• • ••••••••... 4,890
For the departmental recruiting service •...•...•••••..••.....•.. •..•........ 1, 2'~
For the Engineer Battalion ..•••.••••.•••......••••••..•.••••• •.. .- • • • . . . . . . . .
49
6,168

For special regiments detachments, etc ......•.•.•••••.•.•••...•••••...•..... 1,639

Of the 6,168 accepted recruits, 3,788 were native born and 2,380 of
foreign birth; 5,587 were white and 581 colored. Fifteen thousand five
hundred and thirty-five applicants for enlistment (nearly 72 per cent. of
the whole number) were rejected by the recruiting officers on account of
physical or mental disqualifications, which shows that notwithstanding
the pressing need for recruits the officers charged with this important
duty exercise due care to prevent the entrance into the Army of men
not fitted for the duties of soldiers.
The practice of retaining all newly-enlisted recruits of the general
and mounted services at least three months at the generai depots for
instruction before assignment to regiments has been continued with
good results.
Although the whole number of desertions from the Army during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, exceed the number for the preceding
year by 150, the number of desertions of recruits of the general and
mounted services before assignment to regiments was 20 less in the
latter year than in the preceding one, and the improvement in this respect in the recruiting service is emphasized by the fact that the number of enlistments during the past fiscal year exceeded by 1,178 tbi
number of recruits enlisted during the year ending June 30, 1886.
Respectfully submitted,
R. C. DRUM,
Adjutant-General.
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The military st1cretary and t-he aides.de.camp, beloniing also to corps or reg:iments in the Atrenl_th of which thl'y are inclmled , are excluded as Rtaff officers from the "total commissioned" and "aggregate."
The 11everal
adjlltantacts
andofquartennaster
of tl~e. Battalion
ofcorps
Engineer"!,
being
the he
strength
their
are exclmled
sta!f ofl:icern
fromofthe
'' total
~~mmission.ed
and ''The
aggrPgate."
. given
.
. the above table, and there are rn
. excess of the authorized
.
. . v store.keepers in the Quartermasters
, Department; three medical
.
Congress reorgamzrng
the staff
provide
that inclm!ed
no ollictirinshall
reduce~fin
rankcorps,
or mustered
out ofasservice
by reason
any
prov1s10ns
of saul "acts.
number allowed by law IR
ID
nnmber as follows: Fonr mihta
store-keepers,. and five

D•p•-en•

.
( d) Thn
~, nf J ••Y 5, '""- m•tting •ppn,pri,tinn, fn, th• ,nppnrl nf thn A=y fn,- teo fi•eal '""' • lllng J,mn 3', 1885, aud foe nthe, pncp-0on,, p,n~doe th,t no mn,o •pp,;ntmont, nf peym~OO'" ,h,U h• m,de i• " " P,y D,p,«ment nntil tho nnmhe< ,h,ll h• ,odnood helnw twenty.nlnn mojn,e, .,d "'""''"" ho nom ho, nf nfll- in th• Pny
,wJl not ox-d thlrly·A••· Th= MO now
ordnance
store·keeperR.
<•! as follows: One bnhm
the ,ank, pay,
=nln=nto
of fuot liout<>•~•t an,l
nf oo.,ky
fn, tho Ji, t fivn yoo,s' '"""" .,, the =k p,y =d emnl=•nto nf ooptain , _ fi,n 1·= ' ,emen;
=d , 1.,,tonn,,
nf En~nooc,
.,, O,•mco, hoving """'" fnn,,,,,. Y"''" <nntinnenaly u fu>uOOn=t i• ootiOnd tn ro=tinn u, thn =k of e•ptoin bue oneh p,nmot,nn
thn whnl• numb& nf
in service
.· ad10r.genera.l,
two ,nd
colonels,
three lientenant.colonel~,
forty majors.
.
.
.
· ,.
· not W me=""
·
ths,t th
officers(f)
1n The
either
corps.
,
,
,
,
,
actofofsaid
May 17, 1086, regnla.tin.g the promo~ion uf graduates oft.he United States Military cademy, authorizeR tbeir promotion as additional Recond Jientenants in any arm or corps of tlie Army, if thern be no vacancy for second lieutenant, until a vacancy shall occur.
.
.
.
,
(g) T~e act
to111:"g~"Ti:he Hospital Corpe of the Ai:my, etc.,.provides th~t thee: id corps shall c:;onsi8t of hosDital stewar<lR_, act,ing. hosrit.al stewa.~dR, and privates; that the ~ec~etary of War is em powered to appoint as many hospital stewards, and to enlist, or ca.use to be enlisted, as many privates of the Hospital Corps ae the service may require; an,i
e sMd Hospital Corps
:R. C. DRW,
shall be ll~{:1an~
['3'~ e J!!ii;-thorizes
° 11e ec~ica. theepa.r~ment,
and .11hall not be mclnded m tbe effective stre o-th of the Army, nor connted as a part of the enhste1 force provided by law. '.!.'he orga.mzat1ou 1s not yet completed.
·
·
.tl.djutant.General.
(~DJU;~T·GEN~iiAL's
enlistment of 125 "general.service olerks" and <l5 "gem1 7t.J.service mesdengers;" not to· pe j.nc!ude4 in the 26,000 enlisted I at wiµch the Arm;v is now limited by Jaw. The signal detachment and the geueral·service clerks and messengers a.re excluded from the a.ggregat of "total enlidted."
9 1

AM"'"" """""
~i Mfte\\lf~
l/

Wa1hmgton, D.

a., O~tober 10, 1887.
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A.DJUTANT•GENERAL'B OF1'1CE,

Wa,hington, D. O., Oct-Ober 10, 1887.

R. C. DRUM,
.A.(ljut<mt· G•ncrnL.
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R~PORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
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Fort Adams, R. I .. Near Newport . .. . . .
Fort Warren, Mass. Boston Harbor.......

Col. C. L. Best, 4th Art
Cal~t. J. P. Story, 4th

Fort Preble, Me ... . Near Portland.... ...

d)

fi 4th Art .. ..
~

~~~ ~~:~

4th Art .......... - .. ·

l·

T-

Maj. J. B. Rawles, 4th
Art.
Fort Trumbull, NewLondon .......... Lt. Col. John MendenConn.
hall, 4th Art.
Fort Wood, N. Y ... -Bedloe's Island...... First Lieut. A.G. Tas-

1 4th Art... . .

-

2 4th Art.. . .

. .. .

FortHamilton,N.
Y.
Fort Columbus, N.
Y.
Fort Wadsworth,
N. Y.
Fort
Niagara, N. Y

4 5thArt: ::

FY~ Schuyler,

N.

NewYorkHarbor ...
Governor's Island . . .
;New York Harbor...
Youngstown...... . ..
Thro g's N eek........

cii.n•lr!~a;nd~r Piper,
5th Art.
Capt. W. F. Randolph,
5th Art.
Lt. Col. H. W. Closson,
5th J.
Art.H. Page, 11th
Maj.
Inf.
M1~£t H. Jackson, 5th

Fort Ontario, N. Y. Oswego ... .... ....... Capt. G. K. Sanderson,
11th Inf.
Fort Porter, N. Y . . Buffalo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M:i,i. Samuel Oven shine,
23d Inf.
Barracks, Sackett's Harbor . . . . . C t l · I. Dodge, 11th

MN~Y~

Plattsburgh Bar- Plattsburgh . . . . . . . . . Capt. 0. D. Read, 11th
racks, N. Y.
Inf.
Fort Brady, Mich . . Sault Ste. Marie...... Capt. James Henton,
23d Inf.
Fort Wayne, Mich . Detroit .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Col. B. M. Black, 23d
Inf.
Fort Mackinac, Micbilimackinac Isl- Capt. G. A. Goodale,
Mich.
and.
23d Inf.
Fort McHenry, Md. Baltimore.......... . . Lt. Col. L. L. Livingston, 3d Art.
Washington Bar- Washington . . . . . . . .
Col. H. G. Gibson, 3d
racks, D. C.
Art.
Fort Momoe, Va... . . . . . .... . . .. . . .. . ..... Col. J. C. Tidball, 1st
Art.
Saint Francis Bar- Saint .Augustine. . . ... Capt. H. G. Litchfield,
racks, Fla.
2d Art.
Little Rock Bar- Little Rock .. .........
fi-t. L. Guenther,
racks, Ark.
Mount Vernon Bar- Mount Vernon ........ Maj. William Sinclair,
racks, .Ala.
2d Art.
J ackaon Barracks, New Orleans..... .. . Capt.
J. G. Ramsay, 2d
La.
Art.
N ewport Barracks,
Newport
.
........
.
....
M~t_f~t?·
Bainbridge,
Ky.
FortBarrancas, Fla .
Pensacola Harbor .... L\l.X1;t~· L. Langdon,

M;!

Fort Myer, Va.....

C~r Washington, D.

Mtlii ~~v1:· Carpenter,

Tot.11 Division of the Atlantic . . . . ............ ......... .

1 11th Inf

1·· ·· ·· ··

::1:: ..

3 5th Art .....

I I
I '... .. . I
11th Inf. .......

1 5th Art ..... .. .. ' ....... .
2

..

2 5th Art . ......
1 llthinf.

..

·l.

I..

1

.. ·· .... , . .

2 23d Inf..... . . . 1. .

. ·

.. · · 1
!' ·

·

I.. .... -1
·

1
1
5 11th Inf.... . ....

1 11th Inf......

2 23d Inf......

I

. .....

4 23d Inf ... ..
2 23dinf .....
3 3d Art ................. .
6

3d A.rt ............ . .... .

fo lst,2d,3d,4th, .. ......... .

and 5th.Art.
2 2dArt ....... .. ... . .... .
2 2d Art .... . . . . . . .. .... .
2 2d Art ................. .
2 2d Art ........... . ..... .
1 2d Art ..... . .... .. . .. . . .

2 2d Art ................. .
2 4th and 6th
Cav.

. . . . . . 67 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . 2 1 1 1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---.'_1___ _ _1___!.__..!__!____i___:._J_
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LIEU'rENA.NT-GENERA.L OF THE ARMY.

Gen. John M. Schofield, headquarters Goi•ernor's Island, New York Harbor,· takm f1·om
..Adjutant-General's Office, 1887.
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1 . - -- - - - - - : - - . - - -

2 -· 1 1

1 -- - - - - - - - . - - - -

1 .. - ...

1 .. -- .. -- ·- -- ·-

2 .... --

2 -- -- -· -- ·- -- -· -·

2 -- -- --

] .. -· -- -- ...... 1

1 -- . - --

1 . - - . - - . - - - -- 1 . .

1 . - . - --

1 -... - - - - - - -. . . 1

2 -. -- . -

6 733 ....

••
1

\·

6 513

21

45

4

61

5

162

16

3

4

8
3

-- -- 3 ----- ·- -- - ---- ..... --- ·
81 - . -- -- ··- ...... ...... ---

JO

·- 1 1 .... 2
49 -· -- -- --- ---· ---· ---·

69 --

43 ..

272 ..

..

2 ·---

2

178 -· 1..

1. -- .

2

66 .. -·

76
109

--

263

3

96

62

72

39

4il

7il

f<l

2:1

254

274

4'

45

49

71

61

68

162

180

41

18

---- -- -· ...

1

71

76

83

]31

109

122

10

119 --

2 .. . .

25

288 .. 1 ..

5 ... .

31

263

253 .. -- . -

1. --·

35

219

96.. l ..

3. --·

12

34

93

99 .. ·- 1

2 ---·

68

76 . . .. . .

2 ----

75

82.. 1 - .

3 ··-·

34

38.

1 -. -

84 . . . 1

1 ---.

76

8

120

81

10

11

62 . . 1 6 6 140 2,786 29li 3,077 2 41 5 441
1
1

29l
1

100

981

102
78

68
75

1

I
21

3i

2

--

5,-,1 58

10

81

25!

881

341

128 .. . . -... - . - - . - -

48

881

1

88

4

42:

1 ....

83 _: -- ·- -··

219

:: :::I :~

2 . -- .

761
1201

86
89

::
1~

3461 2,789 3,135
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-PoBition and distribution of troops in the Division of the Missouri, commanded by
in the .AdjutantGARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

PRESENT.

COMM.ANDING
OFFICER.

- - - ~ ~- - - 1- - - - - - -- - 1- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - 1 - 1 1 - - - -

Divis'n staff. 1 . . 3 2 1 1

DEPARTMENT OF THE
PLATTE.

Headquarters . .. ... . Omaha, Nebr ....... Brig.Gen.Georg;eCrook .... D:f:J~ment l .. 1 1 .. -·
FortOmaha,Nebr .. . Near Omaha . . .....

Col.Frank Wheaton, 2d 10 2clinf. .... .. ...... -- -- -·
Inf.
Fort Sidney, Nebr . _ Near Sidney Station. Col. H . .A.. Morrow, 21st 4 21st Inf . ..... - -- -- . - -- ..
Inf.
FortNiobrara,Nebr. Near-Valentine .... Col. .A..V.Kautz,8thinf. 9 9t~tgr;/nd .. -- .. -- -- ··
Fort Robinson,Nebr. 25 miles west of Col. Ed ward Hatch, 9th
Chadron.
Cav.
Fort Douglas, Utah . Near Salt Lake City. Lt. Col. N. W. Osborne,
6th Inf.
Fort Du Chesne, U tab Near the Uintah Maj . .J. F. Randlett, 9th
Agency.
Cav.
Fort Bridger, W _vo .. 10 miles from Car- Mrtl N . .Andrews, 21st
ter's Station.
Fort Laramie, Wyo .. 28 miles north of Col. H. C. Merriam, 7th
Bordeaux.
Inf.
Fo_rt McKinney, Wyo On Clear Fork Creek Lt. Col. .J. S. Brisbin, ~th

c~

Fort D . .A.. Russell, X ear Cheyenne .... Lt. Col. R. H. Offley, 17th
Wyo.
Inf.
F 01·t Washakie, Wyo. Near Shoshone .Agen- Maj. A. T. Smith, 7th
cy.
Inf.
Camp Pilot Butte, Near Rock Springs. Ctri~.H. B. Freeman, 7th
Wyo.

7 ••.. do .. ... ... ... .... -- ..

9 5th Art. and
6th Inf.
6 9th Cav. and
2tst Inf.
3 17}~;.nd 21st
4 7th Inf ... . .

.

t 4 9th Cav. and

.. . - ... - -- -7thint
9 17th Inf. . . . . . . -. - - . - -· . -

3 9th Cav. and ... - .. -- -. -.
7th Inf.
2 7th Inf .. ........ .. __ ... .

Total. . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 . ••.• . _. . . . . . . 1 . . 1 1 ....
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

Headquarters . . . . . . . Saint Paul, Minn ..

Fort Randall, Dak . . 45milesfromSpringfield.
Fort Sisseton, Dak . . 23 miles from Webster.
Fort Bully, Dak ... . 25 miles north of
Pierre.
Fort Totten, Dak ... . .At Devil's Lake .. _

Brig. Gen. T. H. Ruger .... _ Department 1 . . 1 1 ....
staff.
Col.G. L. Andrews, 25th
5 4th .A.rt. aud ... - .. .. -. -.
Inf.
25th Inf. I
Capt. .James Halloran,
2 5th and 12th .... . . -.. - -12th Inf.
Inf.
Capt. .J. H. Hurst, 12th
1 12th Inf....... - .... -- -Inf.
Col. R. E. A. Crofton,
611st c~. and .... -- .... -15th Inf.
15th Inf.
Lt. Col . .J. G. Tilford,7th 917t~5r:u~d -- -- -- -- -- -Cav.
Capt. Chambers Mc2115th Inf .... -- -· -- . . -- -Kibbin, 15th Inf.
Maj. H . A. Theaker,
4 15th Inf... . -- -· .. -- ....
15th Inf.
Maj. Frederick Mears,
2125th Inf............. -- ..
25th Inf.
Maj. William H. P enrose, 12th Inf.
C¥n}_F. D. Balclwin,5th

Fort Yates, D ak... . 60 miles south of
Bismarck.
"Fort Assinniboine, 196 miles northeast
Mont.
of Helena.

Col. E. F. Townsend,
12th Inf.
'
Maj. Henry Carroll, 1st
Cav.

Fort Snelling, Minn

5 miles above Saint
Paul.
Near Bismarck .. ..

Fort .Abraham Lincoln, Dak.
Fort Bennett, Dak . . 28 miles northwest
of Pierre.
Fort Buford, Dak .. . 75 miles north of
Glendive, Mont.
Fort Meade, Dak ... . 14 mil es from Deadwood.
Fort Pembina, Dak .. Near Pembina ... .. .

::·:::

::

.. :: :: :: : ::

6 7th Cav. and .......... -12th Inf.
91ls~o~:inf~d .. .. -. -.. - ..

I

m~

LIEUTENANT .. GENERAL
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THE ARMY.

Maj. Gen. Alfred H. Terry, headquarters Chicago, Ill., takenfrorn the latest reirurns on file
General's Office, 1887.
AGGREGATE,

ABSENT.

PRESENT.

---- ---- ------------------- - - - - - - - - - 33
16
17
- - -- --- ---

32 1 ....... . .
16 16
1 3 111 ........................ .
- - - - - - - - - - = 1:=:1==1==1=:1==1=====1:==1=== - - - - - 41

1411. .......

34 .. .. ... ... .. ... ...

18

16

3(

9

37

453

490

1 ..

16

195

211

4 ..

83

400

438

16

18

14

453

28

481 ....

2 .....•.....

2 .......... 1 1

7 ...

1 . .. ... .. .. 1 . . . . .

2 .. .

7

195

13

208 . . . .

8 ...

14

400

28

428 ....

1 .......... 1 ..

7 .••

10

386

22

2 .. .... 1 .... 1

8 .. . .. . .. .

12

377

25

1 ............. .

3 . . . .• . . . .

11

267

1 ............. .

2 ... ... ...

4

120

1 ...... 1 . . 1 1 . .

1 ..........

i .. ...

1 ............ 1 .. .

2 ........... .

2

. 408 . , 1 . . .
402 . . . .

1

16

283 . . . .

3

8

128 ....

4 ..

5

5

27

386

413

6

7

7

32

377

409

1 ..

4

4

287

20

267

2 ..

11

120

131

1 ..

16

1s2

·ms

1

7

182

15

197 . . . . . . .

1 .. . .. .

7

189

13

202 . . . .

1 ..

2

2

15

189

204

16

402

30

432 . . 1

2 ..

4

4

34

402

4315

3 ... ... ...

5

122

9

131 . . . . . . .

1 ..

10

122

132

2 ... . .. ...

2

88

5

93 .. .. .. .

2 ..

2

2

7

88

95

4 .. .

8 ...

1 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ...

6 ••

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--1--1- -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---4 1 15 4 l 1 2 . . 5 5 9 . 57
6 6 110 3, HJ7 230 3, 427 . . 2 13 81 . . 46 46 276 3, 197 3, 473

-

-:::::

-

- - -

-- - -

-

-

- - -- - - -

.

·-- --·-- -

8 1 1 511 ...... 1 ............. .

290

7

74

81

8

34

37

74

7

81 ..

........ ...

-·

..... . ..

84

8

37 .. -- ...... ...

--

... . ...

l

6

294

17

311

9 .. .. . . . .

13

426

27

453

4

91

1 ..... ....... .. .. .

2 ........ .

1 ........ .
5 ...

l

l

1 ........ .

&

1 ..... ... . . ... .

4 . .. . , ... .

5

184

11

1 .... .. . . . . .. .

2 .. . ..... .

4

95

8

1 ... . ......... .

4 . ..• .... .

l .... .. 1 . . .. . . .. .

2 ... .. ... .

1 ... . .. 1 . . 1.. . . .

6 .. .

1. ... . . 1. . . . ..

7 .. .

2

33

269

2

10

l

16

21

4

l

2 . . . ... 1. .. .

17

2

17
19

4 ...

1

... .. . ... -· .... . ..

16
269

1 . . ........ 11 . ..

1 ... . . . 1 .. 1 ..

33 ..

- -- - · - -- -- - - - - - ---

1

4

288 .. 1

1 .....

-- ....
-- -- ---

96 . ...
195 .. ..

--

-- -126 -- ...
103

2

6 ..

7

7

24

294

318

5 ..

5

5

82

426

458

6

91

97

14

i84

198

1 .....
.....

---

3 ..
.. .

8

3

-- ---

...

8

95

103

4

14

116

130

8

91

09

---

4..

7

98 .. -- -- -

1..

255

19

274 .. 1. . .

4 ..

5

24

255

279

482

22

454 ..

9 .. 12 12

34

432

466

116

10

91

2

4

5
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
D.-Position and disfribution of troops in the
PRESENT.

GARRISONS.

,n

StTUATIONS.

POSI'S.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

(l)

.§
P..

ij

Regiments.

Q

'+-<
0

- - - - - -- - J - -----------1-----------1-1-- - - -7-----DEPARTMENT OF DA-

KOTA-cont'd .
Fort Custer, Mont... 30 miles southeast Col. N. A. M. Dudley,
of Custer Station.
1st Cav.
Fort K eogh, Mont . .. Near Miles City. __ . Col. George Gibson, 5th
Inf.
Fort Maginnis,Mont. 110 miles northwest Lt. Col. Leslie Smith,
of Custer Station.
20th Inf.
FortMissoula,Mont. Near Missoula ..... Lt. Col. Horace .Jewett,
3d Inf.
Fort Sh~w, Mont ... 78 miles north of. Col. .J. R. Brooke, 3d Inf.
Helena.
Camp Poplar River, Poplar Creek agen- Capt. Loyd Wheaton,
cy.
Mont.
20th Inf.
Camp Sheridan, Wyo. Yellowstone
Na- Capt. Moses Harris, 1st
tional Park.
Uav.

7 1st Cav. and -- -·
3dinf.
8 7th Cav.and -- -5th Inf.
2 1st Cav. and -- -20th Inf.
3d Inf ...........

-- · · -· · -- -- -- --- -- -· -.. -- .. --

. ... do ....... -- -- -- ·· · · ..

..

2 20th Inf . ........ -· -- -- ..
1 1st Cav . . . . . -- · · -· -· -· - ·

Total .. .'.... . ------------·----··--·-··--·-·····-···----·---· · so ______________ 1 .. 11 .. ..
DEP ARTM ENT OF
THI, MISSOURI.

Headquarters ... _.. . Fort. Leavenworth, Brig. Gen. Wesley Mer- . . . Department 1 . - 1 1 1 . ritt.
staff.
,TKans.
.
Fort Hays, Kans . ... L,ear Hays City . . __ . Col..J.E.Yard, lSthinf. 3 18th Inf . . . . -- -- -- -- -- -Fort Leavenworth, ........... _..... ___ .. Col. A.. McD. McCook , 10 1st, 5th, 6th, - . - - - - -- -- -Kans.
6th Inf.
& 9th Cav.,
2dArt.,6th,
13th, &18th
Inf.
Fort Leavenworth At Fort Leaven- Capt. A. C. Blunt, A. Q.
Prison guard -- -- . . -- - - -Military Pri son,
worth.
M.
Kan>1.
Fort Riley, Kans... . Near .J uuction City . Col. J. W. Forsyth, 7th
7 7th Cav. and
Cav.
18th Inf.
Fort Gibson, Ind. 8 miles from Musco- Lieut. Col. .J. .J. Coppin2 18thlnf... .
gee.
Ter.
ger, 18th Inf.
Fort Reno, Ind. Ter . . Near C hey en n c Col. J. F. Wade, 5th
6 5th Cav. and
agency.
Cav.
24th Inf.
6 .•• . do _______ . ....... ... .
Fo1t Sill, Ind. Ter ... 65 miles north of Lieut. Col. E. P. PearIlenrietta, Tex.
son, 24th Inf.
Fort Supply, Ind. 15 miles south of Col. Z. R. Bliss, 24th
5 .•• do ...... . . . .. ....... .
'l'er.
Woodward.
Inf.
Fort Elliott, Tex ... Near Mobeetie . .... Maj . .J . .J. Upham, 5th
4 .• • do .................. .
Cav.
Fort Crawford, Colo 8 miles from Mon- Ma_j. G. K. Brady, 18th
2 10th Inf . . .. . -- . . . . -- . . . trose,.
Inf.
Fort L ewis, Colo . . 12 miles from Du- Col. P. T. Swaine, 22d
8 6th Cav. and
Inf.
22d Inf.
Fort Lyon, Colo .... . N~:~~~stLas.A.ni- LiPut. Col. J. S. Conrad, 5 10th and 22d
ma.
22d Inf.
Inf.

I

Total. ......... -----·· ------·-··----··-·····--------·········-· 58------~------ · 1 . . 11 1 ..
DEPARTME. "T OF

TEXAS.

Headquarters . . _....

an Antonio, T x .. . Briir. Gen. D.S. Stanley ... . Department
1,taff.
Col. M. 1. Illuat, 16th
2 16th Inf ... .
Inf.
Fort Brown, Tex .. _. Brownsville . .. . . . .
H . Carlton, 3d 3 3d
1

FortBlis , T x ..... . AtElJ>a o . .. . . . .

M~~v?·

11". 2 1 1 ..

~tvr:r ·r-- ,-- ·--·----

.... -- ..
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LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF TI-IE ARMY.

Division of the Missouri, etc.-Continued.
AGGREGATE.

ABSEN'l'.

PRESENT.

--- -- ---------- ---------- - - -- - - -

2 ......... .
2 . . .. .

1..

1 . ... . ....... 1 ...

5 .. .

11

389

23

412. . ..

7 .. .

11

385

26

411 .. --

6

91 .. ..

1 .........

212 ..

3 11 20 5 1 1 6 . . 6 7 10 69.. .

- -----·-

-.

16

16

1
1

5
55

134
551

12
73

1 . ... .. ··- ... --- .. . ...

4

98

8

1 .

2 ..

1

.

198

214

90

97

63

66

-- --· ·- ·

3

1

146---------·-···-···
624 . . . . _. . __ . . . . _. - - .

12
73

134
551

]46
624

106 - . . - - - . - - . - - . . . - - -

8

98

106

?7

347

374

2 --

2

1. .. ..

1
3

2 ..

391

416
264

1 ..

1

17

247

1 ..

3

20

311

2

1 ..

3

1. - . . .

1

?:

95

25

263 .... - . .

80 . . . .
1

Si

328 . . . .
250 . . 1

359 . . . . . .

3 ..

231 .... .. .

4 ..

14
1

4

239
73

331
1

1

'.::53
81

28

33)

362

16

2191

235

- - - - - f - l - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -1== =!
137 3, 047 251 3, 298 ~ _:: -~ ~ ~ ~: -~: ~ ~ ~
=~I

15

14

1

4

111

10

3 ........ .

4

169

j . . ·- . . . _ . _

1 .. ... . . ... . ·1··

33

1 ..

··_1 1.. __5_..

1.. .. .

16

3 ...

7 ...

~ 2; ~: =.! c:.__ ~ ~ = ~ ~ =!

1 . . ..

16

2
2

17

413 .. 1 . . .

6 ...

.

2 1 1 3 ..

198

32 1 -· ...... --

94 __ . .

6 .. .. .. . •.

··1··
/

1__
·· _ _ _ _
--_

183

-- --· -··

372 . - . . . . .

1 .. - ..... .

· ·····

1 ........ .

1
1

7 ..... .

' Jr;\ ···

2.

66 --

2

:······'••Ji;:
1

93

15

7 117 3, 770 263 4, 033 . - 3 11 44 - . 58 58 32• - 3, 770 4, 091

1 .. . --- --- -- ·

} ...... .. .. 1 .... . 3 .. .
2 . . . . . . 1 . . 1 _. 2 10 __ .

1 ·-

63

85

·-------- - - - - - - -- - --- -------

1 4 - - 1. -- ·- -·

1 -- .· ·

7

2

5

417

8

2

1 --. '

95 -- ·-

14

90

417

385

1 ..

14

198

3

389

32

1 ..

183

7

1 --- . . . -- .

28

6

-- ---

7

3 ___

1

5

5 ·-

·-

4 . . . __ - - - .

L. .. . .. .

1.. .. .

3 ..

1 -.

1 . _ . _ . - .. _- . .

1 .. - ... --·

2 --

85

197 ..

1 . . ·- -; -· .. -- -- --·

2 1

3

2

- - - --

2 ...

14

15

29

121 . . 1 ... _. _ ..

11

111

122

2 ..

12

169

181

29 .. -· .... . ... · - · ·-·

178 1 . . . ..
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REPORT OF 'fHE SECRETARY OF WAR.
D.-Position and distribution of troops in the
GARRISONS,

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

PRESENT,

rn

<l)

.§

~

Regiments.

0
0

""0
'-

<l)

..0

~

~

- - - - - - - -l----- - - - - l- -- - - - - - - -1--,-- - ---, -- - - - - DEPARTMENT OF

'l'EXAB-continued.
Fort Clark, Tex ..... Brackettville ...... . Col. C. H. Smith, 19th
Inf.
FortConr.ho, Tex .... Near San Angelo .. . Maj. J. B. Parke, 16th
Inf.

Fort Davis, Tex ..... 22 miles from Marfa. Lieut. Col. D. R. Clen·
denin, 3d Cav.
Fort Hancock, Tex .. _. ................. _. _ Maj. S. B. M. Young,
3d Cav.
Fort McIntosh, Tex. Laredo ............. . Maj. R F. Bernard, 8th
Ua,.
Fort Ringgold, Tex. Rio Grande City. __ . Mc!~/· A. Wilcox, 8th
San Antonio, Tex .... ...•.......... .. _.... Col. _Elmer Otis, 8th
Cav.

13 3d&8thCav... -· ··
& 19th Inf.
3 16th Inf. and ..... 3dCav.
5 3d Cav. and .... · ·
16th Inf.
1 3d Cav ........ -· ··

·- -· ··
· - -- · -- -- · ·
·· .. ··

3 8th Cav.,16th .... -· .. · · •·
& 19th Inf.

c;,~~:enaC~lorado, Near Marathon .... CaJ!/· B. Johnson, 3d

2 16th and 19th . . . . -- · · .. · ·
Inf.
9 8th Cav., 3d . - .. -- · · .. - Art., and
16th. Inf.
3d Cav ....... ... .. ·· .. ··

Camp Del Rio, Tex .. Del Rio ............. Ci;;~· W. _Sprole, 8th .

1 8th Cav ........ - .. ·· .. --

En route . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 3d Cav ....... . ... - .... · ·

Total.. .... . ......................................~.............. 45 .. ............

1-:-:-21f1-:-:-

. '. ofth e M'1ssour1· .................. - .. --. . . -25-3 -. · · · · -· · · · · · · =5=g~l3~
Gran dtot a l , D 1vis1on
··
I·
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LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
Division of the Missouri, etc.-Continued.
ABSENT,

PRESENT.

3 .......... 1 1 ... 10 ..

l........ .. .. ..

1

2 ...... 1 .... 1 ...

1

2 ... .. . ...

22 .

713

39

752 .. 1

5

147

9

156 -- --

292

15

307 .. 1

2 ...

1 ..... .. ..
1 ...... 1 ......

1

1 ..............

1

2 ...... 1 . . 11

2 ... . .... .

1 .........

3

10

4

98

7

491

28

1 ....... .

59

3

1 ........ .

58

1 . .. .... .

2 1 14 3 . . 1 3 . . 3 3

62
148

14

6 .. .

1 .................

5

6 32 ...

15 7 6717 3 415 .. 20 18 301210

2

-4

22

127
4

4 ..

AGGREGATE.

8

47

713

760

1 ..

2

11

147

158

3 ..

7

22

292

314

4

62

66

2

12

148

160

8

98

106

;)

33

491

5:24

59

63

61 ........... .. .... .

3

58

61

6

127

133

65 ..

1

-- ---

158

-- --

105

-·

--

8

1..
1..

1 .... .

519 1. . . . .

4 ..

5

62 .... ...

1 ..

1

130 .. ..

1

2 ..

7212, 490 153 2, 643 2 3 10 19 . . 34 34 187 2, 490 2, 677

23 437 12, 5~0 913 13,433

+o

39 108 . 1611611014 12, 520 13,594
1

1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY O:E' WAR.

E --Position and dist1'ib1ition of f1:oops in the Division of the Pacific, cornmanded by Maj.
·

the Adjittant Gen

- - - - - - · - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - , -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - i
GARl{JSONS.

PHESENT.

,;,

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

SITUATIONS.

POSTS.

.§co

8

Regiments.

0

c:,)

....0

...co

.0

s::I
z

DEP AR TM ENT OF
CALIFORNIA.

Heac1quartern .... _.. San Francisco, Cal.. Maj. Gen. O. O. Howard . ... Division and 1 . . 2 1 l 1
department
staff.
.Alcatraz Island, Cal. San l!'rancisco Har- Maj. J. I. Rodgers, 1st 2 1st Art. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Art.
bor.
Angel Island, Cal.. . ... do .... .......... . Col. W. R. Shafter, 1st 4 1st Inf ..... .
Inf.
2 .... do ....... .
Benicia Barracks, Cal Benicia ........... . Lt. Col. C. G. Bartlett,
!st Inf.
9 2d Cav., 1st . .
..
..
Pres in in of Sao Fran- San Francisco Har- Lt. Col. W. M. Graham,
Art., & 1st
1st Art.
cisco, Cal.
bor.
Inf.
..
2 2d Cav ....... . .. ..
Fort Bid well, Cal. ... In Surprise , alley . . Maj. D. S. Gordon, 2d
Cav.
1 1st Inf ........ .. . .
l!'ort Gaston, Cal . . In Hoopa Valley . .. . Capt. W. E. Dougherty,
1st Inf.
Fort Mason, Cal.... San Francisco Har- Capt. J. A. Darling, 1st 1 1st .Art..... . .. .. ...... . .
Art.
bor.
1 1st Inf ........ ...... . .
FortMcDermit, Nev . 78 miles north of Capt. R. G. Armstrong,
1st Inf.
Winnemucca.
1. - 2 l 1 1
Total .. .. . . ..••• • ...... .••••• ..•. .... .. ... . .•. .. . .. . .•. . . . . 22
DEPARTME:'iT OF
ARIZONA.

..
Headquarters ....... Los Angeles, Cal ... Brig. Gen. N. A. Miles .. . . . . Department 1 . . 2 l
staff.
1 9th Inf. .. ... . . . . . .
..
San Diego . . . . . . . . . . Lt. Col. G. M. Brayton,
9th Inf.
90 miles south of Lt. Col. G. G. Huntt,
3 10th Cav. & ......... .
Holbrook.
10th Cav.
9th Inf.
Fort Bowie, Ariz ... . Bowie Station . ...... Maj. E. B. Beaumont,
3 4thCav .... . .......•..
4th Cav.
Fort Grant, .Ariz . . . 27 miles north of M~~v~nson Mills, lOt~ 4 lOthCav ......... .
Willcox.
Fort Huachuca. .Ariz. Near Huachuca. Sta- Lt. Col. G. A. Forsyth,
4 4th Cav . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ..
4th Cav.
tion.
Fort Low All, .Ariz .
Near Tucson.
Ma,j. H. E. Noyes, 4th
3 .... do .............. .. .
Cav.
FortMcDowell,Ariz 32 mi.Jes northeast Ma,j.E.J.Spaulding,4th
2 4th & 10th .... . .
of Phcenix.
Cav.
Cav.
Fort Mojave, Ariz .. Near Mojave City .. Capt. A. H. Bowman,
1 9th Inf ... . . .. . .
..
..
9th Inf.
Fort Thomas, Ariz . . 6i mile!) northwest Ma,j. C. B. McLellan,
3 10th Cav.and . . . .
. ... ..
of .Bowie Station.
10th Cav.
9th Inf.
Fo1 t Verde, Ariz ... 38 miles east of Capt. T. A. Baldwin,
1 10th Cav... . . .. ....... .
Prescott.
10th Cav.
Whipple Barracks, At Prescott.. ....... Col. J. S. Mason, 9th Inf
3 9th Inf .. _. . __ .

San Diego Barracks,
Cal.
Fort Apache, Ariz .

I

Ariz.

Sau Carlos, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MaJ. Emil Adam, 6th
Santa. Fe,

Mex

I

o~~

._

Fort Selden, ". MH

U mile. from Las

Cruc .

CoL B. H. Grierson, 10th ..
Ca,.

4 10th Cav.aml . _... _.

Fort Marcy,~'. lll'x

FortBay:ml, ~' .. lex

Heaclquartns Dis}~~~tofNewMox-

~~

Headq uar- _... ... . __ ..
ters10th
Cav.
Near Silt"er City ... ·I Col. E . .A. Carr, 6th Cav.. 6 6thCav. ancl
13th Inf.
, ant a F6 .. . . . . . . . .. C¥.::i\. C. J. Dickey, 22d ~ 1 22d Inf ..... __ .. . _ .. ... .

~T-

I

Capt. Gregory Barrett
10th Inf,
'

1 10th Inf

··· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · · ··
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Gen. 0. 0. Howard, headquarters San Francisco, Cal., takenfrorn the latest returns on file in
eral's Offioe, 1887.
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E.-Position and distribution of troops in the
GARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

PRESENT.

ii
Q;,

.§
~

Regiments.

0
0

'+-<
0

...
Q;,

,0

!

- - - - ----1---- - - - - ~ - - - - - - -- --1- - - - - - - - - - - - DEPARTMENT OF ARI·

ZONA-cont'd.
Fort Stanton,N.Mex. 9 miles from Lincoln. Lt. Col . .a. P. Morrow,
6th Cav.
Fort Union, N. Mex .. 8 miles from Wat. Col. Henry Douglass,
rous.
10th Inf.
Fort Wingate, N. Near Wingate Sta. Col. R. S. La Motte, 13th
Mex.
tion.
Inf.
Camp near Nogales,
Capt. J.M. Lee, 9th Inf..
Ariz.

4 6th Cav. and ....... ... -.
13th Inf.
5 lOthinf ........... .. .. -7 6tl;1Cav. and .......... -.

13th Inf.
1 9thinf ...... -- . . ·- -- -- --

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 57 • • • • • • . • • . • • • . 1 . . 2 1 . . . .
DEPARTMENT OF THE
COLU111BIA.

Headquarters ....... Vancouver Barracks, Wash. Ter.
Boise Barracks, Boise City ..........
Idaho.
FortSherman,Idaho . 11 miles from Rath·
drum.
Fort Canby, Wash. Mouth of Columbia
Ter.
River.
FortSpokane,Wash. Near Spokane Falls .
Ter.
Fort Townsend, PortTownsend .... .
Wash. Ter.
Fort Walla Walla, Walla Walla ........
Wash. Ter.
Vancouver Barracks, Vancouver ... .......
Wash. Ter.
Fort Klamath, Ore· Near Lake Klamath.
gon.

Brig.Gen.John Gibbon .... Department I .. 2 1 .. -staff.
2 2d Cav. and ... ...... .
4th Inf.
5 .... do .......... . ...... --

Lt. Col. JohnGreen,2d
Cav.
Col. W. P. Carlin, 4th
Inf.
Maj. W. L. Haskin, 1st
Art.
Maj.J.F.Kent,4thinf..
Capt.A.H.Bainbridge,
14th Inf.
Col. N. B. Sweitzer, 2d
Cav.
Col. T. M. Anderson,
14th Inf.
Capt. G. S. Carpenter,
14th Inf.

Total .............. .' .............................................

Grand total', Division of the Paci:fl.c ..•.•.•....••..... ... .....•..

2 1st Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.
6 2d Cav.and .......... -4th Inf.
1 14thinf........ . ....... .
5 2dCav ...... ....... .... .
9 14thir.f. and ... . . .
1st Art.
1 14th Inf....... .... ..... .

31 .............. 1-:-:-21-:-:-~

lno ..............Is .. 6 3 1 1
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DiviBion of the Pacific, etc.-Continned.
l'RESEN"T.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR .

F.-Military Commands and Posts,
WITH

POST-OFifICES, TELEGRAPH STATIONS, AND NEAREST RAILROAD STATIONS
BOAT LANDINGS.

OR

ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.
[Headquarters, Washington, D. C.)

Lieut. Gen. PHILIP H. SHERIDAN, comrnand1ng.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC.
Maj. Gen. JOHN M. SCHOFIELD, corndg.-Hdqrs. Governor's Island, New York Harbor. Embraces the Department of the East.
DEPARTMENT OF TilE EAST.
Muj. Gen. JOHN M. SCI-IOFIELD, comd.g.-Hdq_rs. Governor's Island, New York Har-

bor.
Geogrupliical 7-irnits.-Tbe New England States, States of New York, New Jersey,
Peunsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Caroliu u, Georg ia, F lorida, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, Abbama, Kentucky, Teuncssec, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, and. the District of Columbia.

DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI.
Mtij. Gen. AumED II. TERRY, comd.g.-Hdqrs. Chicago, Ill. Embraces the Departments of the Platte, Dakota, Missouri, and Texas.
DEPARTMENT

OJ!'

THE PLATTE.

Brig. Gen. GEORGl~ CROOK, eom<lg.-Hdqrs. Omaha, Nebr.
Geographical liniits.-States oflowa and Nebraska; Territories of Utah and Wyoming
(excepting the post of Camp Sheridau, Wyo.), and so much of the Territory of Idaho
as lies east of~. line formed by the extension of the western boundary of Utah to
tho northeastern boundary of Idaho.

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Brig. Gen. TII0:\1AS H. RUGER, comdg.-H<l.qrs. Saint Paul, Minn.
Geographical Iimils.-Stato of Minnesota ancl tho Territories of Dakota an~.l. Montana,
and. the post of Camp Sheridan, Wyo.

DEPAltT)1ENT
Bri:;. Gen

,vE

OI!'

THE MISSOURI.

LEY M1mmrr, comc1g.-IId(J.rs. Foet Lei.wen worth, Kans.

eo9rapltic!!l limits.-, ta~es of Missouri, Kansas, Illinois, n.;-id Colorado, tbe Indian
T crnLory, an<l the post ofJiort Elliott, Tex.

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Brig. Gen. DAVID S. STANLEY, comdg.-Hdqrs. S:.tu Antonio, Tex.
t:.:eographical limits.-State of Texas, excepting the post of Fort Elliott.

DIVISION 01!, THE PACIFIC.
_Maj. Go11. OLIVEit 0. HOWARD, corndg.-Hdqrs. San Francisco, Cal_.

Embraces the

Departments of California., Arizoua, and the Columbrn.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Mnj. Gen. OLIVER 0. HoWARD, comdg.-Hdqrs. San Francisco, Cal.

Geographical lirnits.-Statcs of California (excepting U1at portion south of tho 3Gth
parallel) and Nevada.

DEPARTMENT

OF

ARIZONA,

Brig. Gen. NELSON A. MILES, comdg.-Hdqrs. Los Angeles, Cal.
Geograpltiual limils.-Territories of Arizona and New Mexico, and that portion of California south of the 35th parallel.

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Brig. Gen. Jo1-rn GifmoN, r.omdg.-Hdqrs. Vancouver Barracks, Wash. Ter.
<-Jev:Jraphiual liinits.-'-State of Oregon, :.tllll the Territorie<i of \Vasl.tington, Idaho, and
Alaska, excepting so much of Idaho as is embraced in tho Department of the
Platte.

POSTS:
rThose not garrisoned aro indicated thus,*. J
Abraham Lincoln, Fort, Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; boat landing
at post and buckboard daily from Mandan, on N. P. R. R., dist. 0¼ w.
Adams, Fort, R. I. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. Newport, R. I.; boa.tfrornNewport, dist. ~ m.
Alcatraz Islanll, Cat (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. Sau Fraucisco,
Ca.I., <list. 4 rn.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post .
.Angel Island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. San Francisco,
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post.
Apa;che, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.-)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; buckboard daily (except
Sunday) from Holbrook, on A. and P.R. R., dist. 90 m. ·
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel. an<lR. R. (St. P., M. and M.) stn.
same.
·
Bcirrancas, Fort, Fla. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pens~tcola
Navy Yard, Fla.; R. R. stn. at Pensacola, :Fla., dist. 9 m.; special boat to post.
Ba.lJard, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Sil~
ver City, on S. C. D. and P.R. R., dist. 9 m.
_Benicia Barracks, Cal. (Dept: Cal.)-P. 0., tel. st?-. and boat landing Benicia, Cal.,
<list. 1 m.; R. R. stn. Army Pomt, on C. P. R.R., dist.¾ m.
Bennett, Fol't, Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Fort Sully, Dak., dist 7 m.;
tri-weekly stage from Pierre, Dak., on C. and N. W.R. R., dist. 28 m.
Bidwell, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. _and tel. stn. same; daily stage. (except Tuesuay) from Reno, Nev., on C. P. R.R., dist. 193 m.
BUss, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P: 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (A. T. and S. F.; S. P.; T
and P.; G., H. atHl S. A.; and Mexican Central R. R's), El Paso, Tex., dist. It m.
Boise Barracks, Idaho (Dopt. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. (0. S. L.) stn. Boise
Ci.ty, Idaho, dist. 2 m.
·
Bowie, Port, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz. )-P. 0. an<l. tel. stn. same; daily buckboard from
Bowie Station, Ariz., on S. P. R.R., dist. 13 m.
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Rrad 11, F,,rt, j_lf-ich. (Dept. East)-P. 0., teL ::md R. R. (D.S. S. and A.) stn. Sault

Stu. l\l:1,r i('., l\1id1 ; uoats land a t. post in snrnmer.

.
/Jridqer, Fu rl, W.IJO. (Dept. Plat.te)-P. 0. and tel. Rtn. same (via Carter, Wyo.);
d a i ly 1;11ck l,o:ml from Carter Statio n, on U. P. R. R., dist.10 m.
ni·o wn, JJ'ort, Te.c. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0., tel. and R . R. Htn . _(R. G. R.R.) B~·ownsville,
Tex . ; rea.c l10tl by Morgan steamers abont every ten days from Morgan City or GalYo1:,ton, or liy huckboard, via Ringgold, from Pena. Station, on M. N. R.R.
Buford, Jiort, Dale. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (St. P., M. and M.) stn.
sa,rn e.
Canby, JJ'ort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia) .-P. 0. a.ncl tel. stn. Astoria, Oreg.; daily
steam er from R R. stn., Portland, Oregon, to Astori3, dist. 98 m., and thence by steam.
tng- daily (except Sunday) to post., dist. 14 m.
*Carroll, Fort, Md.-P . 0 . a nd tel. stn. Baltimore, Md., dist. 8 m. by water.
.
"'Caswell, Fort, N. C. - P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C., dist. 2 m; steamerda1ly
from Wilmington to Southport, dist. 22 rn.
Clark, .Fort, Te:r,. (Dept. Tex.)-P . 0. Brackettville, Tex.: tel. stn . Spofford Juncti on, Tex.; telephone to Brackettville; daily stage from Spofford Junction, on G., I-I.
and S. A. R . R., dist. 9 m.
.
*Clark's Point, Mass., Fo rt at.-P. 0. and tel. stn, New Bedford, Mass.; pnvate conveyanc~ from NenT Bedford, dist. 4 m.
"Clinch, Fort, Fla.-P. 0 ., tel. an<l R . R . stn. Feroan<lina, Pl:1., dist. 3 m.
Co lurnbus Barracks, Ohio. ( See Recruiting Depots, page 15.)
Colurnbus, Fort, N. Y. H. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Governor's Island, N.
Y.; Govt. steamer from New York City, dist. lt m.
Concho, IJ'ort, Tex. (Dept. Tex. )-P. 0. and tel. stn. San Angelo, Tex. ; dai ly stage
from Ballenger, '.I'ex., on G. C. and S. F. R.R., dist. 37 m.
*Const-itution, Fort, N. H .-P . 0. New Castle, N. H.; tel. stn. Portsmou th, N. H.;
stage or steamer from Portsmouth. dist. 3 m.
Crawford, Fort, Colo. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0. Uncompahgre, Colo. ; tel. and R . R. (D.
and R. G.) stn . at post.
*Ournrnings 1 Fort, N . Mex. (Dept. Ariz.) -P. 0 . same; tel. stn. Deming, N. M.; R.R.
stn. Florida, N. M., on A., T. and S. F . R . R., dist. 5 m.
Ouster, Fort, Mont . (Dept. Dak. )-P. O. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Custer
Station, on N. P.R. R., dist. :12 m .
.
D. A . Bnssell, Fort, TV.IJO . (Dept. Plattc.)-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Cheyenne, Wyo.,
on U. P . R. R., dist. :3 m .
Davids Island, N . Y. (Sec RccruitiD g. Depots, page 15.)
Davis, Fo1·t, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P . 0 . ancl tel. stn. same.; daily stage from Marfa,
dist. 22 m., ancl from Mnrpbyville, on G. H. and S. A. R. R., dist 24 m .
.. Delaware, Fort, Del.-P . 0. and tel. stn. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from
Philadelphia to Delaware City, dist. l½ m. from post.
Del Rio, Carnp, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. O., t el. and R.R. stn. Del Rio, on G., H. and
S. A. R, R., dist. 1 m.
Douglas, Fort, Utah (Dept. Platte).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stu. Salt Lake City, Utah;
dist. 8 m.
Dii Chesne, Fort, Utah (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and t el. stn. same; R. R. stn. Price
Station, D. and R. G. W. R. R., dist. 88 m.; private conve;yance to post.
"Dutch Island, R. I., Fort on.-P. 0. Jamestown, R. I.; tel. stn. Newport, R: I.;
steam ferry from Newport to Jamestown, and private boat thence to post., dist. 8
m.
.
Elliott, Fort, Tex. (D,ept. Mo. )-P. 0. Mobeetie, fex . ; tel. stn. at post; daily st~ge
from New Clarendon, Tex., on Ft. W. and D. C.R. R., dist. 55 m., and from Canadian
City, Tex., on S. K. R.R., dist. 30 m .
".Finn's Point, N . J., Battery at.-P. 0. and te1. stn . Salem, N. J., dist. 6 m.
* Foo te, Fort, Md .-P. 0. same; t el. stn. Alexandria, Va.; steamer from Wasbiugton,
D. C., dist. 9 m .
* Gaines, Fort, .Ala.-P . O., tel. and R.R. stn . Mobile, Ala.-; boat from Mobile, dist.
30 m .
.
_Gaston, Fort, Cal._(Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. Hoopa Valley, Cal.; tel. stn. Arcata, Cal._;
bl weekly steamers from San Francisco to Arcata, dist. 284 m. · thence by saddle ammal (mountain trail), dist. 40 m.
'
Gibson, For~, Ind. T. (Dept. Mo.).-~. 0. s:tmc; tel. stn. Gil> on Station (telephone to
po tJ; l)rivate conveyance from lhbson, tation, on M. P . R R., <list,. 7 m .
* 'orges,~Fort, ]!e.-P. 0 . a1;1d tel. stn. Portl and, Me., dist. 2 m.
Grant, l 1ort, .Artz. (Dept. Anz.) .-P. . auc1 tel. stu . same; daily, ta<Te
(except Sunday)
0
foJm \: 11lcox, on S. P. R. R., dist. 27 m .
•Griswold, Fort, Conn.-P. 0. Groton, Conn.; tel. stn . N w London, Conn.; ferry from
ew London, dist. 1 m.
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. . and tel. stu . same; city ra,iJroa<l from Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
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Hancock, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. same; tel. a,nd R.R. stn. Fort Hancock Station, on S. and T. P. R. R., dist. 1¾ m.; Govt. buckboard to post.
.
Hays, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. O., tel. andR. R. stn. (U. P.R. R.) Hays_ City, Kans.
Hiuichnca, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. same; tel. stn. H!13'.chuca S1drng, and telephone thence to post; daily buckboard from Huachuca Stdrng, on N. M. and A. R.
R., dist. 7 m.
*Inclepe.ndence, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn .. Boston, Mass.; Govt. tug from Boston,
dist. 3 m.
Jackson Ba1Tacks, La. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6 m.;
tel. st11. Slaughter House, St. Bernard Parish, La.
*Jackson, Fort, La.-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stn. Quarantine, La.; steamer triweekly from New Orleans, dist. 73 m .
•le:ffel'son Barracks, Mo.-(See Recruiting Depots, page 15.)
t--Jejferson, Fort, Fla.-P. O. and tel. stn. Key West, Fla; uoat from Key West, dist. 71 m.
-HJohnston, Fort, N. 0.-P . 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C.; steamer daily from Wilmington, N. C., dist. 22m.
Keogh, Fort, Mont. (Dept.Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (N. P.R. R.) same. .
.
·~Key West Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. stn. and boatldg. Key Weist,, Fla.
Klamath, Fort, Oregon(Dept. Columbia,).-P. 0. and tel. stn .. samc; stage frorn Willow
Creek via Linkville, Cal., on C. and O. R.R., dist. 91 m., and from Aslilall(l, Oregon,
·
on 0. and C. R. R., dist. 100 m.
*Knox, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Ferry, Me.; tel. stn. Bucksport, Me.; ferry from
Bucksport, dist. i m .
.. Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Hamilton, N. Y. ; city railroad from
•
Brooklyn, dist. 6 rn.
Laramie, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; <laily stage from Lnsk, on
F. E. and M. V. R.R., dist. 45 m., and from Bordeaux, Wyo., on C. and U. P. R K,
dist. 28 m.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (M. P.R. R. aud. C., R.
I. andP. R.R.) same.
Leavenwo1·th Milita1·y Prison, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. same as Fort
Leavenworth.
Lewis, Fort, Colo. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage from Dnrnngo, on D. and
R. G. R.R., dist. 12 m.
Little Rocle Barracks, Ark. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Litt.le Rock, Ark.
*Livi11r1ston, Fort, La.-P. 0. Grand Isle, La.; tel. stn. New Orleans, La.; steamer
weekly from New Orleans, dist. 95 rn.
Lowell, Fol't, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. and tel. stu . Tucson, Ariz.; special conveyance
Tncson, ou S. P.R. R... dist. 7 m.
Lyon, Fort, Colo. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. st11. Ln,s Anjm::is, Colo., on A.
'l'. and S. F. R.R., dist. 7 m.
·
Mackinac, F'o1·t, Mich. (Dept. East).-P. 0. ancl tel. stn. Mackinac Island, Mich.; boat
from R. R. stn. (1L C. R. R. and G. R. and I. R.R.) at Mac1duaw City, dist. ll m.,
and from St. Ignace, Mich., on D., M. and M. R. R., dist. 5 m.; steamboats from
Chicago, Detroit, and other lake ports arrive daily.
"JJiaconib, Fort, La.-P. 0. Lee La.; tel. and R.R. stn. Chef Menteur, La., dist.1½ m.
"M~cou, Foi·t, N. C.-P. 0. Beaufort, N. C.; tel. and R. H. stn. Morehead City, N. C.,
dist.~ rn.
Maclison Barrnclcs, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0 , tel. and R.R. stn. S:1ckett's Harbor, N. Y.
Maginnis, Fo1·t, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn . same; steamboat.(summer) to
Rocky Point, Mont. (Missouri River), dist. 53 m.; R. R. stn. Custer Station, Mont.,
on N. P. R. R., dist.. 110 m.; and to Helena, dist. 184 m.; mail wagon from Custer
Station tri-weekly; no regular conveyance from Rocky Point.
Marcy, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.).--P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. (A. T. and S. F. R.R.)
Santa Pe, N. Mex.
"Marion, Fort, .Fla. (Dept. East). P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla,.
Mason, Fort, Cril. (Dept Cal.).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Sau Francisco, Cal., dis. 3 m.; tel.
stn. at post.
*Jy[cClary, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Kittery Point, Me.; tel. stn. Portsmouth, N. H.; stao-e
and
0
· boat daily from Portsmouth, distance 4½ m.
McDe1·niit, Fort, Nev. (Dept. Cal. ).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. Winnemucca,_ on C.
P.R. R, dist. 79 rn.; stage daily (except Sunday).
McDowell, Fort, Ariz, (Dept. Ariz. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; tri-weekly buckboard
from Phmnix, on the M. anfl P.R. R., dist. 32 m.
·
McHenry, li'ort, Md. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Baltimore, Md.
Mcin_tosh, Fort Tex. (Dept. Tex. ).-P. 0., t el. and R.R. stn. Laredo, Tex., dist. ¾ m.
M~K,inney, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily sta,refromDou(l'.
0
las City, on~. E. arnl M. V. R. R., dist. 135 m., aucl from Custer Station, Mont., o u
N. P.R. R., dist.149 m.
·
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Meacie, Fort, Dale. (Dept. Dak. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Rapid City,
on F. E. and M. V. H. R., dist. :10 m.
"Jlf_iffl,in, Fort, Pa.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Philadelphia, Pa.; priYate conveyancefromPhiladelphia, dist. G m.
•
. .
.
Missoula, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. \N. P.R. R.) Missoula,
Mont., dist. 4 m.
Mujave, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. same; tel. ant1 R.R. stn. 'l'be Needles, Cal.,on
A. :11Jcl P. H,. R., dist. 25 m.
Monroe, Fort, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same;_ steam-boats daily _from ~alt,imore, ,v-ashin gton, Norfolk, and New York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from R1chmoncl, Va.
·
* Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.-P. 0., tel. :wd R.R. stn. Ronse's Point, N.1:7., dist. If m..
"1Jforgan, Fort, Ala,:_P, 0. Herndon, Ahl.; tel. stn . at post; steamer from Mobile, dist.
~10 m. ,
, ,. Moultrie, Fort, S. O.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; tel. anu R.R. stn. Charleston , S. C.,
dist. 5 m.
Mount Vernon Ban·aclcs, Ala. (Dept. East).·-P. 0., tel. nnu R. R. stu. Mount Vernon,
Ala., dist. t rn.
.
Myer, Fort, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Wasliington, D. C.; telephone to
post.
Ntwport Barracks, Ky. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Newport, Ky.
.
.
Niagara,Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).--P. 0. Youngstown, N. Y.; tel. and R.R. st.n. Lewiston, N. Y.; stage from Lewiston, dist. 7 m.
.
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr . (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. Valentine, Nebr.,
on F. E. and M. V. R.R., dist. 4,} m.
Nogales, Ariz., camp near (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0., tel. an<l R. R. (A. :wu N. M.) stn. No·
gales, Ariz., dist. 2m.
•
"Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Sa,vaunah, Ga., dist. 3 m.
01naha, Fort, Nebr . (Dept. Platte).-P. O. same; tel. (telephone to post) and R.R. stn.
Omaha, dist. 4 m.
Ontario, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. Rtn. Oswego, N. Y.
Pernbina, Fort, Dale. (Dept. Dak. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Pembi11a, Dak. ; R R. stn . St.
Vincent, on St. P., M. and M. R.R., dist. 2 m
Pena Colorado, Ca1np, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. an<l R. R. 1:,tll. Marathon, Tex., on
G., H. and S. A. R.R., dist. 4 m.
* Phmnix, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fairhaven, Mass.
'If I'iclcens, JJ'ort, Fla.--P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola, Navy-Yanl; R.R. stn.
at Pensacola, J:t'la., dist. 10 m.
"Pilcc, Fort, La.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Chef Mentenr, La.; R.R. stn. New Or1eans (on
L. and N. R.R.) to Lake Catherine Station, dist. 28 n1., and thence to post by special
boat, dist. 7 m.
Pilot Butte, Camp, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stu. Rock Springs, Wyo.,
on U. P.R. R.
Plattsburgh Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Plattsbnrgh, N. Y.
Poplwm,Fo1·t, Me.-P. 0. Hunnewell's Point, Me. ; tel. stn. Bath, Me.; stage or water
from Bath, Me., dist.12m. by wa.ter, 15 rn. hy land.
·
.
PoplarB'it:er, Canip, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Poplar River Stat ion, on St. P., M. and M. R.R.
Porter, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Buffalo, N. Y.
Preble, Fort, Me. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Portland, Me.; special conveyance
by laud or water from Portlanrl 1 dist. 2-½ m.
Presiclio of San Franc-isco, Cal. (Dept. Cal.) .-P. 0. and R.R. stn. San Francisco, Cal.,
flist."4½ m.; tel. stn . at post; city railway from San Francisco to post.
wPulaBki, Fort, Ga.- P. 0. same; R.R. and tel. stu. Savannah, Ga., dist.14 m.
Randall, Fort, Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P . 0. same; tel. andR. R. stn. Armour, Da,k., dist.
24 m.; buckboard daily ( except Snnday) and tri-weekly starre
from Springfield, Dak.,
0
on C., M. aud S. P. R. R., dist. 45 m.
Reno,
Ind. 1'. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. arn1 tel. stn. same; stage daily from Oklahoma
, 'tat10n, Intl. T., on S. K. branch A. T. and S. P.R. R., dist. :{2 m.
Riley, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0 . same ; tel. and R.R. stn. (K. P. and M., K. and
'l'. R. R's.) Jnnction City, Kans., dist. 3½ m.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. (Dept,. Tex. ).-P. 0. a11d tel. stu . Rio Grande City, Tex.; stage from
I. R . st_n. (R. G. R.R.) at Brown,willc, Tex., di st. 117 m., and from Pena, 011 T. M.
R.R., di. t . 76 m., anclfrom San Miguel, Mex., on Mex. N. R.R., dist. 2:3 m.
Robinson, Fort, ebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (F. E. and M. V. R.R.)
,ame.
, an Antonio, T ex. (D pt. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
rm 'a1·los, .Ariz. (D pt, Ariz.) . P. 0. no l tel. stn . same; tri-weck1y unckhonrd from
It.. J • s.tn., Bowie, on, . P .R. I . (vial• t. Thomas), dist. 102 m. and from Willcox on
S. P. R. R., via Ji t. 'ra.ut, dist. 177 m.
'
'
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San Diego Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. (C. S. R.R.) :,md
boat ldg. San Diego, Cal.
~
*Sandy Hook, N. J., jol't at.-P. O., tel., R. R. stn. an<l. stmbt. ldg. Sa.ndy Hook, N.
J., dist. 2 m.
1fScammel, Fort, .ll-'Ie.-P. 0., te1. and R. R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2 m.
.
Schuyle1·, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).- P. 0., tel., and R. R. stu. West Cllester, N. Y.,
dist. 3½ m .
Selden, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R.:Stn. (A. T. and S. F. R. R.)
at post.
.
..
*Sewall, Fort, .,_l\fass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Marblehead, Mass , dist. 1½ rn.
Shaw, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.). P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Heleua, ~font.
on N. P.R. R .. dist. t30 m., and (summer) from stmbt. l<lg:, Benton, Mont., dist. 60 rn .
Sheridan, Camp, Wyo . (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyo.; tel. st.11.
Mammoth Hot Springs (summer) and Livingston, Mont. (winter); R.R. stn. Cin11abar, Mont. (once a week Oct.15 to June 1), on Yellowstone Park lino of N. P.R. R.,
dist. 8 rn.; daily stage from Livingston Oct. 15 to June 1.
Sherman, Fort, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman; tel. and R. R. stn. Canu
cl' Alene, Idaho ( on Lranch N. P.R. R. ), dist.½ m.
*Ship Islanll, Miss.,jort at.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (N. 0. and M. R.R.) Biloxi, Miss.,
disL. 15 m.; special boat to post,
Siclney, Port, Nein-. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. andR. R. stn. Sidney, Nebr., on U. P.R. R .
Sill, Fort, Ind. T. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily ( except Snndays )
from Henrietta, Tex., on Ft. W. ancl D.R. R., dist. 65 m.
Sisseton, Fort, Dak. (Dept. Dale ).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. Webster, Da,k., on
Hastings and DakoL:~ di visiou of C. M. antl St. P. R. R., dist. 2:3 n:1.; stftge to post
daily (except Sunday); and from Britton, Dak.. on C. M. and St. P.R. R., dist. 17 m.,
and from Bnrch on St. P ., M. and M. R.R., dist. 21 m.; telephone to post.
SnelUn,q, Fort, .iJI-inn. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Spolca11e, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columl,ia).-P. 0. Miles, Wash.; tel. stn. :lit post; triweekly stage from Spokane Falls, on N. P.R. R., dist. 65 m., and from Sprag11e 1 on
sn.me R.R., di st. 50 m.
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from Cart1rnge, N. Mex., on A. T. and S. F. R.R., via "White Oaks and Nogal, dist.120 rn.
"Stevens, Fort, Oreg.-P. 0. Astoria, Oreg-;; t el. stn. Ft. Stevens; steamer daily frolll R.
R. stu., Port,laud, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m.; from thence by steam-tng daily (l'X-·
cept Sunda.y) to post, dist. 7 m.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel., and R.R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
*St. Philip, Fort, La.-P. 0. Neptune, L::t.; tel. stn. Quarantine, La.; steamertri-weekly
from Ne ,v Orleans, dist. n rn.
Sully, Fort, Dcilc. (Dept. Dak.).-Tel. stn. same; P . 0. and R.R. stn. Pierre, Dak., ou C.
and N. W.R. R., dist. 25 m.; tri-week1y Luckboard from Pierre.
...
.,Sumte1·, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stn. Charleston, S. C.,
dist. 5 ru.
Sitpply, Fort, Ind. 1'. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. Camp Supply, Ind. T.; tel. stn. at post ·; daily
stage from Woodward, Ind. T., on S. K. R. R., dist. 15¾ m.
·
.i, Taylo1', Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat ldg., Key West, Fla.
Thomas, Foi·t, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn same; stage daily from ·wmco:s:,
on S. P.R. R. to Ft. Grant, Ariz., and from Ft. Grant to post by buckboard triweekly.
.
Totten, Fort, Dale. (Dept. Dak.).--P. 0 . and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. Devil't1 Lake,
terminns of G. F. and D. L. branch of St. P. M. and M. R. R.., dist. 14 rn .; summer
by stmbt., winter over ice; and tri-weekly stage from MYnnewankan, on Jamestow11
Lranch N. P.R. R., dist. 16 m.
Town send, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Port 'fownsend, vVash.
special conveyance from Port Townsend, dist. 3 m.
Trn_1nbull, Fort, Conn. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel., and R. R. stn. New London, Conn.,
chst. 1 m.
Union, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0 . and tel. stn. same; daily stage or hnckhoart"l
from Watrous, N. Mex., on A. T. and S. F. R.R., dist. 9 m.
Vancouvet· Barracks, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; boat ll1g.
Vanconver, ~ash.; boat or stage from Portland, Oregon, daily (except Snnda_y).
Verde, Fort, Anz. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; tri-weekly bnekboard f'ron1
Prescott, Ariz., on P. ancl A. C.R. R., dist. 45 m.
·
.
Wadsworth, Fort, N . Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. Rosebank, Staten lslau(1, N. Y.; tel. stn.
Quarantine, Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Walla J,fallci, Fort, Wash. (Dept. ColumlJia).--P.O., tel. am1 R.R. stn. (0. R. n.rnl N.
Company, connecting with N. P.R. R.), Walla, Walla, W ttsh., <1ist. 1 n1.
Warren, Port, Mass. (Dept, East),-P. 0, and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; steamer from

Boston, dist. 7 m.
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Washakie, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. sa.mc; tel. stn. Rawlins, ·wyo.; <laily stage
(except Sunday) from Rawlins, 011 U. P.R. R._, dist. 147 111.,
•
•
Washington Barracks, IJ. C. (Dept. East).-P. 0., teJ. an<l h. h. stn. Washrngton, D. C.
,. Washington, Fort, Md.-P. 0. sa111e; tel. st,11. Alexa111lria, V:i.; srinut. from Washington, D. C., dist.13 rn.
Wayne, Fort,, ~'U'ich. (Dept. East).-P. 0. antl kl. st.u. Detroit, Micl1., eity railway from
Detroit, dist. 4 m.
West Po'int, N. Y. (U.S. Mil. Acad.).-P. 0., tel. nncl R.R. stn. sanH\.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz. ).-P. 0., tel. ancl R Ji. st11. ( I'. arnl A. C,) at P?St.
Willets Point, .N. Y. (Engineer ·school of Application).-P. 0. ,111cl H. IL i-;tu . Whitestone, N. Y., dist. 2-½ rn. ; tel. stn. Willets Point. (See Engi 11eer Depot, prtge 37.)
* Winflel<l Scott, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal. ).-P. 0. an<l R.R. stn. S,w Frnncis<.:o, Cal.; tel.
i,tn. Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
Wingate, Port, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. same; tel. n1Hl H. ll. :-;tu. (A. a.u,1 P.R. R)
Wingate, <fo,t. 3 n1.
* Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; stmut. fro111 Do:-.ton, dist.
2m.
Wood, Fort, l:edlo1:'s Island, N. Y. B. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. :w,l R.R. stn. N. Y.
City.
Yates, Fort, ])aJ;,. (DcpL Dn,k.).-P. 0. and t.el. stn. same; bnckl>oarcl (COrn.) an<l st111~t..
(90 rn.) from Dis11.larck, Dak., ou N. P.R. R.; and from Mandan, on N. P.R. R., <list.
58m.
1

ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND DEPOTS.
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AXD ORD~ANCE DEPOTS.

Allegheny Arsenal, Pa.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Pittsburg, Pn.; Maj. G. \V. l\1cKee,
comclg.
·
A11g1ista r.lrsenal, 0£t.--P. O., tel. and R. IL stn., Augusta, Ga., dist. :~ m. ; Maj . .J. W.
Reilly, com<lg.
.
Benicia .Arse·11al, Cal. ·-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn . Benica, Cal., dist. 1 m.; Col. Silas
. Crispin, co mdg.
Cheyemw Ordnance Dl'pot, Wyo .-P. 0., tel. an<l R. R stn. Cheyenne, Wyo.; Capt. M.
W. Lyon, comdg.
Fort Abraharn Lincoln Orclnance D epot, Dak.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Abraham Lincoln, Dale i uoat lan <liug at the fort aucl buckboard d~1ily from l\fondan, e,u N. P.R.
R., dist. 7 m.; Capt. Jolin Pitman, comdg.
•
Fort Leavenworth Ordnance Depot, Kans.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. st11. (M. P.R. R., and C.
R. I., and P . R.R.) Fort Leaven worth, Ka!lfi. ; Capt. C. W. Whipple, comclg.
Fort Monroe Arsenal, Va.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Fort Monroe, Va.; stmbts. daily frl'>m
New York, Baltitnore, Washington, and Norfolk, and railroad (C. ancl 0.) from
Richu1oncl, Va.; Maj. l snac Arnold, comdg.
Fra11kford Arsenal, I'a.-P. 0. and tel. st,n. (teleplione to post) Phihu1elphia, Pa. ;
Bride. bnrgh, on P. _R.R., dist. t m.; hourly stage 1.>et. Frankfcml arnl Bridesburgh
passes arsenal; Licnt. Col. D. W. Flagler, comdo-.
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Indinnapolis, ln<l.; Maj. Clitro11
Comly, comdg.
Kennebec Arsenal, .ilie.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Angnsta, Mc.; Capt . 0. E. MichaeliA,
cornJg.
National Arrnory, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Springftel<l, Mass.; Linnt. Co l. A.
R. B11!Tington, com<.lg.
New York Arsenal, N. Y.-P. 0. an<l. tel. stn. Governor'R Islnncl, N. Y .; Govt. steamer
from cw York City, di f:lt. l½ m.; Lieut. Col. Alfrc<l Mordecai, com<lg.
Rock I sland Arsenal, Ill. -P. 0. and tel. stn. Rock I sla11<l, Ill.; special co nveyance
from~- R. stns. and boat ldgs. in Rock Islancl, Ill.; and D::weuport, Iowa, flist. :l
m.; L1 nt. Col. T. G. Baylor, comdg.
, l . Louis Powder De1Jof, .illo.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Jcffcrso11 Barrack:-., Mo.; Maj.
J. A. Kr , comclr•.
an Antonio Arsenal, Tex.-P.
., tel. ancl R.R. stn . San Antonio, Tex.; Maj. L. S.
Babbitt, ·omdg .
. , . Powder Depot, .1. • •J. -P . ., tel. (t lepl1onc to post) :uul R. R. stn. Dover, N. J.,
c1i t. 4½ m. · Muj. Ji'. JI. Phi pp. , cornclg.
Van OU'I: ·1· Barracks r<lnance Depot, IVash.-P. 0., td. st,n. n.u1l boat lclg. Van. 011v r, '\ a. b. · boat from Portland
re~. <lnil y; ' npt. '\V. S. Stn.rri11g;, comdg.,
TJ.Ql l'lownArsenal .1ll as11.-l . . , t•l. a.11<1 R.P. 8tl1. Wat,wtown, Mass.; Li ent. Col.
F. II. Park r orml~.
Trat rl'lfrt rsenal, . Y.-P. . :incl t l. tn. '\Vest Troy, T . Y.; R. R. stn . East Troy,
. Y., di . 1 m.; Col. J. I. \ bitt m r , om<lg.
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RECRUITING DEPOTS .

ColurnbusBan·aclcs, Ohio.-P. 0. and R.R. 1>t,n. Columbus, Ohio tel. stn. at posr;; Maj.
W.R. Kellogg, 19th Inf., comclg.
Da1:ids Island, N. Y.-P. 0. Pelham, N. Y.; tel. stn. New Rochelle, N. Y.; horse-car
ancl boat from New Rochelle, on N. Y., N. H. and H. R .R., dist . 3 ru., or Govt. str.
tri-v.eekly from Pier 58, North River, N. Y. City, dist. 22 m.; Maj. Frederick Mears,
25th Inf., comclg.
.
. Jefferson BrwracT,s, Mo.-P. q., tel. and R.R. stn. same; Maj. Davi<l Perry, 6th Cav.,
comdg.
ENGINEER DEPOT.

Willets Point, N. Y. ~P. 0. and R. R. Ato. Wbitestone, Queen's County, N. Y., tlist.
2½ m.; tel. stn. Willets Point; Maj. W. R. King, in charge.

HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS.
CAVALRY.

1. Fort Custer, Mont.

6. Forb Bayard, N. Mex.
7. Fort Rile)-r, Kans.
8. Fort Davis, Tex.
U. Fort Robinson, Nebr.
10. Santa Fe, N. Mex.

2'. Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
J. Fort Clark, Tex.
4. Port Huachuca, Ariz.
&. Port Reno, Ind. T.

ARTILLERY.

1. Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
2. St. Francis Barracks, St. Augustine,

Fla .
.3. Washington Barracks1 Washington, D.

4. Port Adams, R. I.
5. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.

C.

INFANTRY.

1. Angel Island, Cal.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
1~.

Fort Omaha, Nebr.
Fort Shaw, Mont.
Fort Sherman, Idaho.
Fort Keogh, Mont.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
lport Laramie, Wyo.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
Fort Union, N. Mex.
Madison Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Yates, Dak.
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Wash'ington,D. C., October 10, 1887.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
Fort Buford; Dak.
Fort Bliss, Tex.
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Fort Hays, Kans.
San Antonio, Tex.
Fort Assinniboine, Mont,
Fort Sidney, Nebr.
Fort Lewis, Colo.
l!'ort Wayne, Mich.
Fort Sill, Ind. T.
Fort Snelling, Minn.
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G.-Casualties jrorn U. S . Arrny during tlie fiscal year encli11g June 30, 1887.
Discharged.
Order.
Organization.

Divisions and dcpal't men ts . _. _. .. ......... .. . _.. .
Engineers._ .. .. . _................. .. ..... - . .
27
Ordnance . ................... ........ - - - . . . .
70
First Cavalry ..... . . _................... . ....
88
Second Cavalry.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
Third Ca,valry. _........... _. _............ __ .
!)3
l<'ourthCavalry.. .. . ... .•.... .... .. . ... . . .... 143
Fifth Cavalry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
Sixth Cavalry....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68
Seventh Cavalry .... ......... . .......... . _.. 146
Eighth Cavalry...... ..................... . .. 104
Ninth Cavalry...... ........ ............... .. 102
Tenth Cavalry ...... ........ ___ ............. 243
First Artillery................... . ........ ..
70
Second Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70
Third Artillery ............ . ... .. _... ... . . . .
50
Fourth Artillery .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82
J<'i (th Artiller.v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81
First Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58
Second lnfantr.v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
48
Third Infantry._ . . _.........................
57
Fourth I11fantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66

;~f

ili\\!f efF
UF)\l\\ )E l!
¥~~:1r~~\!1rf
~~~:r: :::::::: ::: ::::::: ::::::: i~
Thirteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . .•.. .. ... . . .

64

Fourteeuth Infantry . ....................-:c ..

59

:t!t::~it
{~~~~i~r ::::::::::::::::: :·:::::::: ~i
f.oventeenth Iufantrv... .. . .. . .... . . . . ... . ..
63
Eighteenth Infantr.v"................ ... .. . . .
Ninotcontl1 Infantry. .......................
Tw entieth Infantry . .................. ; . . . . .
Twenty.ftrst Infantry.......................
Twenty.second Infantry....................
Twent.v.third Infantr.v ......................
Twenty.fourth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l'wenty.fifth Infantry ·............. .. . . . . . . .
Mounted service . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . • . . .
Gonerolsorvice .............................
Dotrtehments:
West Point, N. Y. ......................
Fort Leavenworil1, Kans . ...... _.. .. . . .
Gen~~~s~~~{{~~~;1Ji~So~;~(i·;t:,;rr:::::::::::::
Signal Corps ... _........ __ .. _..... ..... ....

76

58
47

53
82
76
67
20
11
13

38
15

l ........... .
12
8
h
3
(j
29
18
19
17
19
]3
23
25
HI
22
22
27
0
29
10
24
22
!)
!)

9
J1

17

6

3

7

4

(j

(i

]3

5
JO
3
5

]4

3
3
2

!)

]1

13
31
83

6
32
35

4

1

5

4

7 lG

5
7
7

1

35
39

3

J .iS

45
68

(i3

a:i
!)2

47
50
35
11

44

6

1

8

2
2

5

;,9

3
4

54
!i4
03
23
38
72
34
49
4!l

4
B
6
3
4
20

!)
!)

1
4

14
2
4
G

2
2

2

5
6

4

1
6
1
7

4
3

1 ... - ..

~ ···,·· ·

' ~

36

49
21
46
24
39
40
27
63

8
3

!)

7

48
53
45

1

3

5
4

3
2

29
30
24

4

2

4

3
3
4
19
6

!)

4

4
33
41
3

4l7

73
50
5
]6

272
172

3
. _.. .

····i·1·:::::
...... ···;0·1
-- jg
1 _. _.. . . . .
56 . . _...
fi39

44
12
31

10
13
11
Jl

4

2 ...... ...... ......
2
1 ... .. .... ..

53' . • . . . .

11
8

11
8

3

4
l
JO
5
1
12
8
1
16
9
2
13 .......•.••.
1
10
12
1
14
18
8
5
2
25
1
·4
13
8
2
5
14
2
8
8
2
7
15
3
17
11
12
15 ...... ··-·· .
3
8
9
]9
2
8
2
12
7
5
12
13
2
4
15
7
10
1
16
8
2
13
15
2
4
8
]9

···si· .... 4.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 437

2

3
'.!
3
10

9 .••••. ···--·
4
8
2
13
3
15

17
13

1

16
]5

43

~

G

1
1

I 237

2, 240

Il.EC..A.PITULA.TION.

t~L~I~;~~~~::::
:: :::: :::: :: ::.· .- :::: :: .-.-.· .- _': .- .- .- :: ::: :.-.·.·.-.·.-.-:: .- .·.·.· .-.·.·.- .-.-: .-.-.-: .-.- .:::_' .-.- .·. ~.::: .-·:::: 5, ~~~43
] 1•tir rr,,mts................... . ............... . . ............. .... .. .. . ... .... ...... . ......... . .
Dc'!0l'tiu ns .. .. . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . .... . ........ ... ....... .... _.....•.................... .. .. . .... 2, 2-iO

Total loss . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. . ... .. ............ _.................. . . ... . . .... .... .. ... .. 7, 820
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H.-Numberof enlistments ancl re-enlistments in the U.S. Army, and nwnuer of men gained
· from. clesertion during thefi8cal year ending Jnne :30, li:ld?.
I

Number of Xnmbcr
re.en li>,t- a:,1iued from

Nnmbcr
of enlist·
ments.

Organization.

~en~ral service, di visions and departments . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .
l~ng:1neers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ordnance...... ..................................................

rne111 ,;.

lG
l8
48

r!~~t~t~'
L~~ri-;,:: :: ::: ::: ::: :::::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::: :::: :: :::: ::
2
'l'hirdCavalry ....................... .................... .................... .
Fourth Cavalry ....................... ....... .......................... .. .. .
]'ifLh Cavalry ................... ........... ........................ . ..... . .. .
Sixth Cavalry ........................................ . ......... - ........... .

imi~~~1~fff: :~~~:~:::::::~: ~ ~:: :::::::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

~f~\hfi~Tit!~;::
::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Seconcl Artillery.................................................
Third Artillery . . . ....... ...... .......... .. .. . . .. ....... ... .... ..
Fomth Art,iller.r .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
Fifth Artillery .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

k

75
31

52

•••••••N·--·

. - ........... -- .

\Vest Point . .... . .......... . ............................. : .. .

A~~:c~-~~-~~~~~rA~?s~~~}'~i

~t.~ff:::::: ·.: :: :::::::: ·. ::: ::::::::::~:

0
.::: : ·.::::: : : : ·.:::::::::::::::::: : : : : : :

Departmental recruitiag service, viz:
Arizona . ..... .... .. ....... ................ ............ ... ... .
California ................................................... .
Columl>ia .................................................... .

frt!~~~ri:
·. ::. :: :::: ::::~:: ::: :: ::: :·:::::: :: :::: :: :::: ::::: :::
Platte ....................................................... .
Sig1;-;fc~~-ps·:::: :: :::.:::: :: : ::: :: : : ::: : : : :::::: :::::: :: : : : : : :: : : :
Total ............................. . ................... . .... .

21
20
27
12
20
34

13
21

Bl

12

G3
30

2
1
5
]2

13

2
1
J, 820
2, G15
5G

~

!)

1:1

7

2~
49

36

... --- .. - ... - .

H
l:l
H

25

48

~\~};t\~it·~~1~?··.·.: ·.·_·.-.·. ·_ ·. ·. ·.-.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.::: ·_:: ·.-. ·.·.:::::::::·.::::::: · ::::::::::1::

JO

£,8

10

47

Ift\~i~~~~[, • • •:• :::::•::•: :::: ::: :: ::•:• •:: :•:: :-: :::

Gen:~{~~'J.~o~:~71~ssi~rn·cl

lfi8
21l

45

ifi.;X{~t~;fi:::::::::::::: :-:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Detachment:-:

cle,;e1tiu11.

20
10
2

fj

1G

7

J2
]3

13

6
4

27
]7

ti

!)

9
3

"26
ll
27
]5

8
11
8

21
ll
21
]2

2

12

j8

8
8
7

17
16

7
2

28

JO
12

6
5
8

J6

15

17

0
4
2

39
8

37
11
H:1

142
313

1
1

- .. -. -- ---. - -

GO

25

21 .................
83 ---------·--

1G4G2
213
199
141
111
41

28

5,837

2, 0!5

18

44
tl8

......................

-----------

·----------------------

37 - - - - - - . - - .. -B4

-----------42(i

rrnc AI'IT ITL A. TION.

!~~~!~1~: ;1~:~
:~J~t:i~~;: :::::::::: :::: :: :::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :: :: ::::::::: :::::::: :: ::. ~: ~]~
Total gain ... ................................ . ....... . .....................................

~S
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL.
HEADQUAR'.l'ERS OF '.l'HE ARMY,
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. G., November 7, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit for the information of tlio honorable
Secretary of War and tho Lieutenant-General of tho Army tbe following, my report as Inspector-General of tlle Army for the current year:
My last annual report was made October 6, 188G, and from that date
until 110w tile officers of the department have l>een omploye(l as fo llows:
I haYe myself continued in charge of the Inspector-General's office in
the War Department, and in addition to the performance of the regular
duties p ertainin g thereto, I have been absent from January 13 to January 31, engaged jn making an investigation of certain irregn1aritics at
Fort Du Chesne, a recently established post in Utah Territory, nuder
specjul instructions of tlrn Lieutenant-General commanding the Army.
On March 17, under speci~l instructions, I accompanied the Lien tenant-General to D enver, Uolo., in connection with the selectit)ll of the
site for a 11 ew post near that city, and to Fort Riley, Kans., jn connection with the establishment of a permanent school of instrnction for
drill and practice for the cavalry and light artillery service of tile Army
of the United States.
[ wns absent from July 27 to October 16, in compliance with Special
Ord ers 146, .Adjutant-General's Office, 1887, directing me to proceed to
France, to witness the autumnal grand maneuvers of tlle Hiutlt and a
portion of the th irteenth corps of the French army, of whicli observations a separate report will be submitted.
Inspector-General Col. Roger Jones has cont:nned on duty a::; -inspector-genera,l of the Division of the Atlantic and of the Department
of the East.
Inspector-General Col. J . C. Breckinridge has continued on llnt.y a::;
ins pector-general of the Di vision of the Missouri.
Iu spector-General Lieut. Col. Robert P. Ilughes bas continued on
duty as inspector-general of the Division of the Pacific arnl of the Departm ent of Chlifornia.
T11~pector-General Lieut. Col. Edwar<l M. Ileyl has continued 011 <lnty
as inspector-general of the Department of Texas.
I118pector-General Maj. George H. Burton has co ntinued on duty as
inspeetor-geucral of the Depmtmeut of the -Missouri.
In ·pector-General Maj . Ilenry J. Farnsworth bas continue<l on dnty
as my as i" tant in this office, aud has been in charge during my absence.
In addition to bis regular duties he has made several investigation::; order d by the Secretary of "\V- ar.
Lieut. Col. Edwin C. Ma on, i ourth Infantry, bas continued ou duty
as acting in p ctor-gen ral of the Department of Dakota.
Li u . C~l. vyilliam F. Drum, 'l\v •Hlh Jnfantry, ha~ continue<l 011
duty as a tnJO' rn. pector-g neral of the Department of Arizona.
Iaj.
b rt II. I all, T"' nty- cond Infa,ntry, lin~ contilmed on dt1ty
a. a• in in pector-g 11 ral of tlJ Dcp,trt.m •11t oft he I>J,itte.
Li ut.
_l. I~ Hr· I. Laz •]le, .Twe11ty thiT'<l Infantry, continu ed 011
<lu ya. a ·tmg 111.·p ·ctor-g( 11 •ral f the Dq>;1l't11H•11t or th e Uolu1nL>i;L
u_ntil ~_lay ;31, 14'..'! when h' wa.· r Ii'" 'Cl tot ,tkn c.:liarge of the publicat1 u ,f tlH
fii ·ml t<' ·or<l:,; of th "\Var of tho H b lliou."
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Maj. Saurnel S. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, was detailed as acting inspector~general of that department l>y Special Orders 139, A.G. U., 1887,
au<l reported for duty July 23, 1887.
Tue amount of work required to be performed. by the officers of this
department ha~ been constantly increasing year after year, in consequence of 11ew matters being referred by the Secretary of \Var for investigation or supervision.
During tbe year now ending the inspection of forty officers detailed
as military iustrnetors at various colleges and schools bas imposed a
considerable amonut of labor not previously demanded. Yet the required. inspections of military posts and commands by officers of the
department, as well as those by post commanders required in paragraph
1327 of the Army Regulations, have in no previous year been more
completely and thoroughly made.
Tbc money aecounts of disbursing officers, amounting to many millions of dollars, bave likewise been regularly verified.
Tllo regular force of the department, supplemented by tlledetail of officers of tbe line a,s actiug inspectors, which the Secretary of War is by
.law aut,lwrized to make, is inadequate for the complete performance of
all the duty required as we would wish it to be done. For this reason I
repeat my recommendation of last year, that the strength of tlte department may be increased, and I trust that the honorable Secretary of
War will approve and assist in bringing this about. It is greatly to be
<lesire<l that all tlie officers serving in the department should permanently l>plong- to it., but if we can not attain this en<l, I will ask that the
11m11 her of officers \,bich the SP-creta,ry is permitted to detai! ma)' be
iuerra8ed.
,~frarly all the officers serving in tllis department are married and are
cornpelle<l to keep 11p, continnously, a home establishment. while during n, large 1:ortion of the time they are themselves absent on duty.
This i1npose~ upoll them a largely increased expenditure which few arn
able to l>ear, atl<l the present illiberal laws regulating tlrn compem,atio11 of officers trarnling on duty do not adequately reimburse them.
If Congress wonhl give to each officer traveling 011 duty an allowance
of 10 cents a mile for each mile actually traveled, which is just half of
what ]rn,:, usually been paid to members of Congress for the journey
from their homes to the seat of Government and on return, the compensatio1t wouM be reasonable and satisfactory and not too great, as I
know frou1 t'xperi<'nce, and the accounts could be easily kept anu readily
s1·ruti11ized.
The clernan<l for a clear recognition by the law of tbeallowante of clerical assistanee whieh an officer serving as an inspector-general may claim
in the same way that it is fixed for other staff departments is one of
urgent importauce. It has been frequently referred to by my predecessors iu office aIHl its necessity was urged by me rn my report one
_year ago. I bope Yery much that tbe honorable Secretary may think
it proper for him to assist in procuring the lAgislation desired.
In rny anuual report of la8t year I remarked tha,t the A.rmy, a.s a
whole, was in a ,·ery healthy and gratifying condition. I repeat tliis remark now for tlrn reason that it elicited some criticism at that time. It
is not intended now to assert that there are no breaches of discipline
:Vlrntevcr_it~ t~e Arrn_y. ~ guard-house is found, necessary at every post,
Jt~st as a Jail 1s reqmred_ m ev~ry county, but the general spirit of obc<11~ncc !o law and a desire to improve, so far as opportunities will permit, ammates almost all officers and soldiers, and our enlisted men are
certainly a very respectable class of persons.
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It is impossible to attain great perfection in all of the drills w·tb. only
skeleton commands, depleted by various details for labor, but our officers do tl.Je best they can, and the perfection which llas been reached in
the use of tlie riflP, since . unusual attention has been given to target
practice, proves that any desired degree of perfection in other military
exercises could be attained by the same troops whenever demanded.
It is true that orders are in existence, unrepealed, but so long neglected that from disuse they are nearly forgotten. At the same time it
is sel<lom foe troops are to blame for this. It is generally the fault of
the government of the Army and not of the soldiers. Too many orders
are issued, not al ways emanating from the same source, and not al ways
subjected to the close scrutiny of one person to ascertain that each new
one does not in its requirements infringe on another already in existence
which it was not designed should be repealed. A soldier can not be in
two places at the same time, neither cau he give all of his waking hours
to oue line of duties and have much time for another line of duties.
When two demands upon a soldier conflict both can not bo perfectly
executed. In my judgment too much time is allotted to target practice to permit proper instruction in all other important matters. Almost
all of the orders which have been brought to my notice as having fallen
into seeming disuse are of a character in which the commanding officer
is forcetl to elect which of two in conflict lie had better neglect.
As I have here referred to target practice, I will repeat my recommendation of last year, that officers be prohibite<l from entering into
competition with soldiers. · It is unfair to the solclier and is <lestructive
of uiscipline in breakiug down the liues of separation between commissioned officers and enlistetl men, which iUs so important to preserve.
CLOTHING OF ENLIS'l'ED MEN.

I have nothing to adu to wl.iat I said in my report of last year regarding the satisfactory aud goo<l quality of the soldier's clothing-, but I repeat my recommendation that all articles of dress issued to a sol<lier
should be fitted to his person without subjecting him to any charge
therefor. I suggeste<l a way of accomplishing this end-that of paying the company tailor an extra compensation of 50 cents a day out of
the funds appropriated for the manufacture of the articles.
SUBSISTENCE.

Tllere has bee11 llO falliug off in tlle good quality of the ration or the
genera,l .·atisfactio11 it has g-iven.
Objectio 1:-; to the salt pork ration continue, and I can think of no way
of quictiug them uu1e ·R tho Secretary of War would decree that henceforth s~ lt pork shonlcl be xclnded from the ration and should be issued
ouly wh n calletl for in such amounts as might be r equired..
·
. The tl ema11cl for an is ·ne of potatoc' and onions as a, part of tlle rati n b cornc8 more fr •q ne11 t. It is reported officially that tlle troops in
th _D epar 111 'llt of '1 xa · during the last fi cal year contribute<l out of
b ~r own 1my · 1~ 275.23 to pnrcha e these uocessary articles of <liet for
th IL' s •venil m :.'(.'.'. This i.· of conrse wrono-. but I do not think the
r m dy p1·opo e<l, of alllli11g the e peri hable :1~ticles to the ration the
1)1'0£:} 'r 011 ', _;' tl_rn it is_ practicable or con i tent wHh onr theo{·y of
liavrn ;r , rat10n fron wh1 ·h :: viug rnay be made and sold in order to
:p 1r ·h, · h tlliug- uo f uni ·bed.
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My views on this subject were indorsell upon an application of this
character eomi11g- from tl.ie Department of Texas, made June last. They
were in the foilowing won1s, awl I baYe nothing to add to them:
The soldier's ration, Loth as regnrds tho Yariety of articles of ,-vhich it shall be composed aml the amount of each artick, is prescribed by the Secretary of War, and as
at present, fi.xerl it is believed to be, if properly ruauag;ed, amply sufficient. It is as
a ru1o limited. to articles not very perishable and which wiJl bear transportation; but
recogniziug the importance for sanitary and other reasons of sometimes aud at some
places varyiug the i:,oldier's food to snit climate and loca1ity, by giving him some morn
perishable articlPs not included in the ration, the amount of the more solid articles
has been made larger than that ,Yl.tich a man can readily consume, so that by selling
the surplns, in the way permitted, enough moneJ· cau lw obtained to purchase on the
spot the variety Heeded. I believe that this is the very best ,vay in which the end
desired can be accomplished, leaving the management of the soldier's food to his company officers.
.
It would Le unreasonable to o:s:pect the SuLsistence Department io keep consta,ntly
ou hanu at a:l places where soldiers might Le stationed a, supply of perishable food,
articles which might never be asked for or which might be taken only with reluctance.
If the entire value of all that part of tho ration, including the ration of tlonr, which
is not consumed, was expended in articles of food exclusively, ancl tbe various fonds
now create<1 out of this surplus provided for by direct appropr iati on, I think there
would be no complaint as to the sufficiency or the quality of the soldier';; food allowance.

In this connection I invite attention to a recommendation made b,y
Lieut. Col. W. F. Drum, acting inspector-general for the Department
of Arizona, to tlle effect that the baking of bread arnl messiug of troops
bo turned over entirely to the Subsistence Depart:ment, and that all
sayings on the ration rernrt to that department. I think this suggestion merits tllouglttful consideratio11. Of course the various fund~, the
regimental fund, the compauy fon,l, tlJC l>and fond, and tlle post foud,
which are Ja,rge1y made up from tlrn suvings on the ration, would have
to be otherwise provided for, but tlJere can be no doubt that Congress
woul<l n~ readily appropriate an a,d eq uate smn directly for the purposes
which tlicsc funds accomplish as to appropriate it indirectly in tho shape
of surplus foocl. Tho Sn bsistence Department has its ageut witli eYery
detacbmeut of troops, aml to permit such agent to employ cook::; and
equip messes and to direct the feeding of tlw men, uuder the supervision and control of tliat department, would, I think, be both economical
and highly satisfactory.
DESBRTION.

The matter of desertions fro1,1 the Army has caused less remark during the past year than in some preceding· it. In some departments the
percentage of deserters to tllose enlisted is reportecl as having decreased;
in others it lrns 11ot decreased. The cause of and iuducements to desertion will al wa;p; exist. 'ro regard this crime leniently is to encourage it, anu I am still strong in tbe belief .that confinement in the Military Prison at Leavenworth is not a punishment adequate to the offense, nor calculated to discourage it.
·
SCHOOLS.

The reports regarding post schools indicate, as those of predous years
have dm,e, that tlley are of but little benefit to tbe enlisted men, because
Yery few .are willing to attend them. 'fhis unwillingness of enlisted
men to a,Tail th emselves of the a<lrnnt~ges of e<1ucation offered Las led
s.e vera,l officen; to recommend. that illiterate soldiers b,~ compelle1l to
undergo a course of schooling. 'l'o this I am absolutely opposed, l>e-
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~ause, however (1e:--irablt-1 lt'arning nrny be fro111 a humanitarian point
of view, I think it woL1 ld violate t:be fuudame11tal lai;vs of our GQvernment to compel any citize11 to go to school against liis will or ltis conscientious scruples, and if tlrn right exists to compel enlisted men to
do so, by the same right captains and lieutenants might lilrnwise be
required to attend.
By the term illiterate soldiers I suppose is meant tbm,e who can read
and write only indifferently, or perhaps read but not write, or neither read
nor write. Now, the be8t that could be hope<liM-r from the attendance at
school of snelt persons during a term of enU~ent., while performing
the duties for which they are employed and paid, would be that they
might read and write a little better, and it seems · to me that a much
simpler way of reaching this end would be to require that amount of
education in every man when enlisted.
TACTICS AND ARMY REGULATIONS.

A revision of the tactics of each arm of the service. which it is known
the Lieutenant-General bas in coi1templation, is anxiously awaited. The
same anxiety existR regarding the new revision of the Army Regulations,
upon which a board of officers l\'aS employed during sev-era1 months of
the past year. Every da.y at remote stations of troops questions of
doubt arise which it is hoped that new editions of the tactics and of the
regulations will settle.
TRANSPORTA'l'ION OF OFFICERS' BAGGAGE.

Early in this year I forwardeu an application coming from the Department of the Platte asking for an increase -i n the number of pounds of
baggage allowed to officers on changing station under orders. This was
favorably regarde<l Ly the Lieutenaut-General, who proposed a new scale
of allowance qn a liberal basis. His views were fully concurre,.l in by
the houorable Secretary of Wa,r, but in consequence of a report from
the Quartermaster-General that the present appropriation for transportation of the Army <lid not justify any increase, further consi,1eratiou
of the matter was postponed until the time for asking for new appropriation, at which time the Secretary remarked that be would be glad
to recommend the increased allowance. I mention this now that it may
not be overlooked in preparing new estimates.
OFFICERS DETAILED .A.T COLLEGES .A.ND SCHOOLS.

During the year uow ending, for the first time, an iaspection of the
work of tho officers detailed as military instructors at colleges and
chool · lrn.s, by direction of the Secretary of War, been made and report d upon. Nearly all of tbem bad been inspected when exhaustion
of the mileage fuud for the payment of traveling expenses arrested
further work.
The ~ port of in pection s mad e , ugge t the neceBsity of a code of
r g~lat10u th ,·ame :f r .tll in ' titntiom,, uefiui11g- in the i11tere8ts of the
Umte(l ta t ' tlic <lutie of tlrn otlic: 1·8 uetailed. a11d i11for111iug the anboritie of th <liIB ·r •ut i1ditntio11 ' wllat · to be expeeteLl of them in
r turn f'vr th gratuit n ' loan of a rnilitary expert ns in~tl'llctor accoml ani <1 by t h forth r lo:111 of Govrrnmcnt arms ancl eq 11ip111e11t~.
J ha .· lw 11 r rco mm,· rH1 ·<l tha tb d etail fol' the, cnricc ~hould. Le for
a. fix l 1> ·ri d ay off ur year ' , aud that ucll tuu nt' ,v ·h \ Ullll ·ual
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aptitude in military studies and. pursuits should. be given a. diploma.,
signed by the president of the college and the military instructor, to
signify to the go-vernor of the State jn wbicll they reside their fitness
for military employment should State troops be called for.
That the <letail of officers of tlle Army as instructors in civil i nstitutions migllt, under proper rnles, be macle the ,ehiclc of disseminating
valuable knowledge iu tile community c:111 uot be doubted, but at tlle
same time it must uc remembered that m~ery officer so detailed llas
been commissioned to fill an office supposed to be necessary iu the regular military establisllment, aml his prolonged absence indicates that the
office is not a necessary one. A colonel long absent from his regimeut
proves ti.lat a regiment can exist very well without a colonel, aud one
lieutenant only with a company during a long time proves 1hat a company ueeds only one. The fact is, every officer should be in tho place
to whieh his commission assigns him, and when it becomes distasteful
to him he ougllt to retire.
The reports of the inspectorn-general at the division and department
headquarters are nnusnall.v full of useful suggestions too length,v to
be included in tllis report, but all matt;ers of interest will be brought
separately to tho 11otice of tho Lieutenant-General.
I submit herewith all the reports of tl10 inspections mad.e of the
money accounts of <listursing officers for transmittal to Congress, as required·by act approved April 20, 1874.
Respectfully sulJmitted.
A. BAIRD,
Brigarlier and Inspector General,
Brevet Jlfajor-General, U. S. A..
The ADJUT.AN'I. -GENER.AL, U. S. ARMY,
1

REPORT OF MAJOR-GENERAL SCHOFIELD.
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC,

Governor's Island, New York Harbor, September 20, 1887.
Sm.: I have the honor to submit, for tl.le information of the Lieutenant-General commanding the Army, my a.nmrnl report and such recommendations as I have to ma~e respecting the needs of the military
service in this diviRion.
'rtic Division of the Atlautic embraces the New England. and Mi<.ldle
States, the Northern and Southern States east of the Mississippi River,
except Illinois, and the States of Arkn.nsas and Louisiana, with a total
area of 890,180 square miles, and a, total population of 37,282,000.
'fhe sea-coast line is 2,870 miles in extcut, an<l the northern frontier
~,530 miles; total, 5,400 miles. Tue di vision contains 66 military posts,
t~te most of them partially fortified; 27 of these posts are partially garr1sone<l, while 30 are n~itbout any garrison whatever except an ordnance
scrgea,11 t in cllarge of the property.
?I.le troops sel'ving· in the division arc tllc Second, Thiru, Fourth, and
I•'!itll Re~iments of Artillery (except 4 light batteries), 1 battery of the
First, Art1llery, tltc Eleventh and 'fwenty-third Regiments of Infantry,
and l troop eael1 or the Fourth ancl Sixth Regiments of Cavalry. The
agg-reg;1te strengtl1 i~ ~,G83, au average of U9 to each of the occupied
pos~s, or of 40 to each of all the posts which would be occupied if the
a,a1lable fore,; wa~ i:;ufficient.
8925-w 87--8
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~rhe accompanying report of the .Assistant .Adjutant-General gives
the stations of the troops in detail, and the changes which have occurred
in foe past year.
Tile froops bave been actively employed in the duties of garrison,
marches, and encampments for instruction and the prescribed target
practice. Tbe details of this service are given in the accompanying reports of staff officers.
ARTILLERY INSTRUCTION.

Increased efforts have been made to improve, as far as possible, the
practical instruction of the small artillery garrisons along the sea-coast,
by the use of such material as is found available (see Circular of March
23, General Orders No. 11, of August 27 1 and General Orders No. 12,
of September 10, 1887, from these headquarters). But in all cases the
material is greatly defective, both in kind and in condition, and in some
cases is entirely wanting. Many platforms and carriages have become
unserviceable or have never yet been provided for the more modern
guns, and suitable and sufficient ammunition is lacking. In this connection .I desire to recommend that the amount of ammunition prescribed in paragraph 46D, Army Regulatious, be increased so that each
battery of artillery may be able to fire 50 rounds, annually, in heavygun practice, 00 of which shall be of caliber below 10-inch.
The present small number of artillery troops can not even be provided
with the means necessary for their practical instruction. For example,
no facilities for heavy-gun instruction exists at the following posts: Jackson Barracks, Mount Vernon Barracks, llarbor of Pensacola, harbor of
Saint Augustine, Little Rock Barracks, Newport Barracks, Washington
Barracks.
Of tlle G2 posts in this cli"visiou which may be properly termed artillery stations, 8 :1re garrisoned by iufantry, and 39 have no garrisons
at all.
lu tlic 5 fortifications guarding the entrance to the Mississippi and the
city of New Orleans tllere a.re mounted out 4 rifled guns, which are of
obsolete type; in the harbor of Mobile bnt 26 are mounted, which are
also obsolete ; at Key "vVest there arc 17 obsolete rifled guns; at Pen ..
sacola there a.re none whatever; in the harbor of Saint Augustine none;
Cmnberland Sound none; in tlie defenses of Savannah 2, obsolete ; in
Oliarleston II arbor 2, obsolete; in vVilmiugton none; New Berne 2, obsolete; Ilampton Roads, including Norfolk aml Richmond., has but 12
rilled guns, of which 7 are obsolete; in tho defenses of \Vashington no
rifled guns are mounted; Baltimore has uone; Philadelphia none; of
the D lake ports, 8 are without sea-coast guns of any description whatever, and none of them have rifled guns; in all the defenses of New
York Ilarbor tlrnre are mounted but 57 muzzle-loading rifled guns, of
which 44 arc of obsolete pattern; the harbor of New London has none ;
Newport bas 4, ob ol ete ; Clark's Point 4; Boston Harbor Las G rifled
gun mounted, of which 2 are obsolete; Portland only G, of which 2 are
obsolete; and. the defenses of the Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers none.
Thus on tl.Je entire .Atlantic and Gulf coast an<l. Northern front,ior there
are mounted. but 142 rifled. guns, of which HG are obsolete and of very
low power. Even tlle few serviceable rifled. guns that are mounted are
of but little, alue; some of them are mounted on old carriages, and all
r wi hout a.de uate protection.
Y t it i rntended to pur uc without remis inn every possible effort
r Ye the artillcr.v in truction.
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To this end it is respectfully recommended that each artillery post be
furnished with at least 1 8-inch muzzle-loading rifled gun, with such
otller appliances as ma.y be needed for artillery target practice and
other technical instruction, and with one or more of the new breechloading guns and mortars as soon as they become available.
The light batteries have been maintained in a comparativ(',ly good
condition for practical instruction. To perfect this condition, in pursuance of the suggei;;tion made in my last annual report, measures are
now in progress to concentrate the light batteries of this division at a ·
post which will afford all the necessary facilities for the varied instruction of field artillery. It is hoped that the batteries may soon be furnished with the breech-loading field guns now on hand, and with such
other new equipment as may have been adopted.
MUSKETRY TARGET PRACTICE.

The reports of target practice show a highly satisfactory degree of
efficiency in the use of the musket, as well by tlle artillery troops as by
the infantry. Experience has led to a considerable reduction of the time
formerly required to qualify the men as marksmen, so t9-at the musketry
practice will not occupy time which the artillery should devote to their
8pccial arm.
INDIAN PRISONERS.

The Apache Indian prisoners sent from Arizona to Forts Pickens and
Marion, the latter transferred to Mount Vernon Barracks, liave been
carefully guarded and yet treated with humanity all(} kindness, with a
view to their civilization. The children of suitable age have been sent,,
under orders from higher authority, to the school at Carlisle Barracks.
Tile adults .htwe been provided with appropriate labor, which they liave
performed with the greatest alacrity. Their conduct has been in all
respects entirely satisfactory. Even in the Apache tllere is s, good elemeut of character which is susceptible of deYelopment.
'
NEEDS OF THE MILITARY SERVICE, ESPECIALLY IN THIS DIVISION,
DEFENSIVE S'l'RENGTH.

Twenty-six years ago the fortifications and armament of the seacoast of the United States were among the best in the world. li'oreign
11avies possessed. comparatively small aggressive power, and the means
of ocean transportation were slow and limited. Hence, although the
Regular Army of tl.le United States was small, and the organized. mHitia
of the States not much larger, the country was in condition to make a
Yigorons defense against any probahle foreign attack. Iu four years
more the United. States had become, through the necessities of civil war
aud a,t enormous cost, the most formi<l.able, iu every respect, of the great
nations of tl.le world. Twenty-two years llave sufficed to completely
rernrse tliis condition.
Although the country has increased very greatly in population and
immensely in wealth, it bas become by far the feeblest in a military
sense of all the nations called. great. Population and wealth do not
constitute military strengtb. They are only the elements from whicll
military strength may be developed in due time and by appropriate
means .. They are like the fat of the over-fed giant, whicll may be conv:ertecl mto muscle in <lue time by approprfate training. But it is too
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late for the giant to commence training after he has met his well-trained
antagonist.
While other nations have increased their military and naval strength
many fold, this country has made but little advance, and has e,en left
its old defenses to fall into decay. It is a mi&take, however, to suppose
that the old forts and guns have become entirely obsolete. They would
be not only useful but -essential as auxiliary to more powerful defenses .
. They only need to be supplemented by the more formidable weapous of
modern construction suitably em placed. But without such supplement,
the old defenses are worthless.
It is assumed as self-evident that imperfect and wholly inadequate
preparation for war, leading to inevitable defeat, is no better, if not
absolutely worse, than no preparation. In this sense, it may be said,
without exaggeration, that the United States have no fortifications, no
armament, no army, no militia, no arms, and no preparation whatever
to resist successfu1ly an attack foom any first-class military and naval
power.
PREPAH,A'l'ION FOR WAR WISE ECONOMY.

In a country so prosperous as the United States, reasonable annual
expenditures in preparation for the nation's defense would actually cost
the country little or nothing, since much of the money and labor thus
employed would otherwise remain idle. It may be said without hesitation that the productive capacity of this country is so great as com pared
with all possible markets t,hat the necessary expenditures for mi litary
pnrposes in time of peace would not diminisll by a single dollar the annual increase of the nation's wealth. On the other hand the loss of the
country in a, war for which it was un prepared woulu amount to thousands
of millions of dollars, besides the great loss of life and other evils whi.cll
can not be estimated.
MILITARY ADMINISTRATION.

This country appears to Lav~ inherited from Great Britain the no tori
oo.sly bad system of military administration p~cnliar to that couu try,
characterizeu l>y excessive centralization. In defiance of the fundamental principle upon which the Government of tlle United States was
fourn1ed, and in spite of the manifold evils which resulted from it, that
system was adhered to, with some slight modifications, until the year
1864, wheu it was wholly set aside at the earnest demaud of General
Grant. After the end of the civil war the discarded s,ystem ,vas gradually restored, step by step, until it has at length been re-established
in its extremest form. It is, I believe, agreed among all military meu
tlmt this system of administration is wholly inapplicable to a state of
war, and t,hat it is impracticable to set aside an old system and make
auo,.her immediately effective when war begins. And this is true, as
xpericnce ha shown in this country, in spite of the fact that onr staff
organization, tllough perhaps not perfect, is very good and uot sm·pa ·e 1, if equaled, by any otller iu the character an<l ability of its
per.·onnel.
·
udcr tbj . y_·tern, tlie Uonnnan~er-iu-0liief of the Army, proYi<lcll
by tll 0 B ·titut1ou, and the subordmate commanders assigned by him
t ·onunanu tlie Army and the evcral geographical divisious and de1, rtm nt., are pr, cti ·ally super ed d l>y the chief8 of Bureaus of t110
ar J) pcl' ment.
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A decision of the Supreme Court (13 Peters' Reports) defining thf'
· adrninistrati·ve authority of the Secretary of War, having been heretofore so construed as to also sanction the exefcise by the Secretary of
the rnilUary and, in some cases it seems, even the judicial functions-of
the President as Commander-in-Chief of the Army, the principle enunciated in that .decision bas, at length, been applied to the relations sustained by the chiefs of the several Bureaus of the vVar Department to
the Secretary of War, and through him to the President. Thus the
chiefs of the several staff departments have become the representatives
of the Commander-in-Chief of the Army, clothed with all his authority
in respect to the affairs of their respective departments. Their orders
must be respected and obeyed as the orders of the Uomman<.ler-iu-Chief.
Supplies or means of transportation which, in the opinion of the commanding general and his subordinate officers, are unfit for tl.te military
service may be forced upon the troops in spite of their protest, at the
dictation of a staff officer in Washington, or those provided for special
Rervice may be diverted to other uses without the consent or knowledge
of the commanding general, or that of any superior military authority.
Such orders may be sent directly to the officers of the several staff
departments serving in a geographical division or department or with
an army in the field, and without the knowledge of the General-in-Chief
in v-Vashington or that of the general in immediate command of the
troops. Thus the orders of the general commanding an army, involving the most important military operations, may be practically annulled
at any moment by orders to his staff officers respecting the transportation or supplies, or even the personnel of his command, coming to them
from their staff superiors in Washington, and without the knowledge
of any military commander.
·
This theory of military administration, of which the extreme is the
multiple representation of the Commander-in-Chief in the persons of
the several chiefs of Bureaus of the War Department, has been steadily
opposed by all the eminent generals who have commanded armies in
this country; and it is, I respectfully submit, self evident that military.
operations cannot possibly be conducted with success under such a system of a,dministration. Yet this theory seems now to have become established as t};le military law of this country. The uniform answer to
aU protestR against the perpetuation and re-adoption of this system, in
the various s~ages of its development during the la.st twenty years, bas
been, that it is the law of the United States. Hence it seems that Congress alone bas the power to remedy an evil which all military men in
this country have uniformly regarded as very serious.
It has been found in all countries indispensable to the efficiency of
an army that governmental control over the military administration be
exercised. through the cornrnanding officers, and not independently of
them, and that the administrative affairs of each rn.i.litary organization
~1e intrusted as far as possible to its own officers, su~ject, of course, to
mspection and correction by the central authority. By this means the
offi~ers_ of every organization are made familiar with the macllinery by
wlnch 1t must live and act in time of war. The increasing tendency of
la,tc years in this country has been to centralize all this administrative
business, even to the minutest details, in the Bureaus of the War Department. The inevitable result of such centralization, in military no
less than in civil administration, is stagnation and paralysis of the
members, overwork and consequent disease of the central organ of the
syRtern, cnlminating in complete failure when subjected to the strain of
war.

f
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DELEGATION OF MILITARY AUTHORITY.

· The theory that milita,y as well as administrative authority may be
delegated to the staff has always found its advocates in the Army, and
has sometimes been put in practice. By it the responsibilities of battle
have sometimes· been thrown 11pou a staff officer instead of t he corps
commander, where they properly belonged. No practice could be more
pernicious, and I recommend that it be prohibited by law. ~ili~a.ry
authority ought not to be delegated to anybody, any more than Juchmal
authority. Where the Commander.in-Chief ceases to exercise his authority as such, there the authority of the next in military command
begins, and so on to the lowest in grade of command. It has been
justly said that the staff should" be the eyes and ears of the commander,"
to give him jnformation. But t hey should not be permitted to usurp
bis functions of judgment in respect to military operations any more
th~n in respect to the administration of justice.
There may be no need of a better system, nor of any other preparation
for war, during the few remaining years of service of any of tbo~e
officers of the United States who have had experience in war. But, m
the order of nature, wars must be the lot of future generations, and ~he
few veteran soldiers who yet remain might well be employed durmg
the short remnant of .their service in preparing the means without
which their successors cannot hope for victory. At an events professional honor and loyalty demand of them a candid and unreserved
statement of the military condition and wants of the country, for the
consideration of those who are, for the time being, charged with the
responsibilities of government.
.
DEFENSIVE WORKS.

It must be admitted that there are in the Army many officers publicly
well known who, by early scientific education and life-long study and
experience, have become thoroughly qualified to determine what military
structures are needed for the national defense, and to direct t he construction of such means of defense. Hence there need be no hesitation
on that ground. All that is requisite in that regard is the necessary
appropriation, coupled with a reasonable condition that it be expended
under the direr.tion of a board of those officers whom the -Government
has educated for such service, and whose ability and fidelity have been
tested iu the expenditure of many hundreds of millions of money heretofore appropriated for the public service. Therefore I venture the
simple suggestion that it only remains for the Government of the United States to decide whether the national defense shall be assured , or
wllether all shall be left to chance. It is highly probable, notwithstanding the great advances ma.de in the last twenty years, tliat the meaus
uf attack and defense have not yet reached perfection. It is, indeed,
pro a1>le that perfection wm never be reached. The same may be said
m re p_e~·t t?. the m ans of ~xtinguisl1ing fires in great cWes, and of
prot ctrng hie and property rn general. But any probable imperfection
m the_ pr· ent. team fire-engines would hardly be urged as a reason for
a 1h rrng t the kl hand-_ma bine of thirty y ars ago. Yet it has beeu
rav ly prop . that tlmi country re t content witli its obsolete system
of d £ ns until th new y 'tern i perfected.
Th r 1:1ay b app r nt conomy in the policy of leaving entirely to
th r u, ion h xp n. e a tending the experimental development of
f tack and defense, in the hope of finally profitini
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by the knowledge which others have gained.

But, in the mean time,
we will have lost by disuse the mechanical skill necessary to make
available the scientific knowledge thus appropriated, and will be entirely without the plant which is indispensable to the commencement
of such work. Many years must then be required to establish the necessary plant and to regain the lost practical skill. Thus our apparent
economy may prove to be enormously expensive.
American genius has originated a large proportion of the modern improvements in the materials of war, while American policy bas driven
the products of that genius from their native country, and placed them
in the hands of other nations who ma,y at any time become her enemies.
I beg leave to suggest that self.interest and self-respect alike dictate
that the United States develop their own system of defense, instead of
waiting to follow in the footsteps of other nations.
The intelligent capitalists of the country, whose greatest desire is to
preserve the wealth they have gained, and to continue without danger
of interruption their profitable business, would gladly pay the cost of
assurance. The only possible source of ·such assurance is in the great,
Il)ass of laboring men, of all grades, who alone can construct and man
the necessary defenses, and who also constitute the Government of this
country. It would seem wise in this great mass of laborers to accept
the compensation tendered and perform the desired service, the more
especially since they must share equally in the ultimate benefits of such
a policy, besides receiving all of the present compensation for the work.
NECESSARY GARRISONS FOR SEA-COAST DEFENSES.

Assuming that adequate provision will soon be made for fortification
and armament, it becomes necessary to consider what measures will be
necessary for efficiently manning the proposed fortifications, or the
present needs of the artillery arm of the service.
During the past twenty-two years almoRt the entire jnfantry and cavalry of the Army, and a portion of the artillery, have been employed in
active service in connection with the development of the vast territories
of the West, and in controlling the Indian tribes. The paramount necessities of this active service have caused tbe artillery, stationed mainly
along ,the sea-board, to be comparatively neglected. The activity of
the frontier service (although of continued intensity in a comparatively
limited territory, and perhaps liable for some time to come to break out
afresh in other portions) is graduall:r diminishing in its extent, and
there is good .reason to hope that the time is not distant when Indian
wars will cease. Hence the defense of the frontier against possible for- eign aggression must, in all probability, be the most important future
service of the Army, and in such service the artillery must, of necessity,
act the most important part. Therefore a due consideration of the
needs of this arm of the Rervice now seems opportune.
A careful estimate shows that the war garrisons of the present and
projected fortifications would consist of 85,000 artillery troops, ueeded
exclusively for the service of the perma,nent fortificat.ions, besides the
armies in the field, composed of troops of all arms, which may be required. Even though the main bodies of those armies in the field , and
also of the war garrisons of fortifications, may be composed of militia or
volunteers, it is a vital necessity that a sufficient proportion of the troops
be thoroughly instructed in advance.
.
Artillery experts estimate one-fifth of the war garrison as the least
number of thoroughly instructed artillerists which would be able to di-
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rect the service of the guns, and this estimate seems very moderate,
But, accepting one-half that ratio, the permanent artillery establishment of the United States should be not less than 8,500 men, with proportionate officers, equal, under the present organization, to more than
14 regiments. The present regular artillery is only 5 regiments, aggregating 2,600 men, or little more •than one-third of the minimum force
which is considered necessary as a leaven to tho mass of volunteer artillery troops which must be instantly called into service in the event
of a war with any foreign power. Making the preseut very moderate
~llowance for field artillery, two batteries to eacl1 regiment, the requisite force is 17 regiments, _with 680 enlisted men each. Hence it may
be stated without hesitation that, if the policy be adopted of adequate
preparation for the national defense, the artillery of the Regular Army
mus t be incre.ased more than threefold.
The policy of the United States being strictly peacefol, aiming only at
defense against foreign aggression, this nation will need a stauding
army of only moderate strength, with an adequate reserve to be called
out only in case of war with one of the few great military powers. But
1t will need, very. urgently, a small body of thoroughly trained experts
in the use of the modern weapons: capa.blc of directjng the ::-;ervice of
those weapons by the great bodies of comparatively uninstructed troops
which must be relied upon in time of war with any one of the many naval
powers. As before stated, those troops of garrison artillery alone mu::;t
be not less thau 85,000, and the number of trained experts at least
~,500, or three times the whole number now in service.
Each company of sea-coast artillery should have presen t for duty, in
time of peace, 3 officers and 50 enlisted men; and there should be
proYided for each company a volunteer reserve, to consist of 3 officers
ulJ(J. 200 meu. This reserve should receive some instruction every year,
and be a.lways ready for instaut Rervice. 1t will be too late to reeruit
tbe r egular batteries, and make the recruits effective in the first collision, after war is threatened. A powerful reserve is indispem,able to
the security of the sea-coast.
The sea-coast artillery reserYc shonld not be organized. into regiments, but only into companies, so tliat rach reserve company would
find its place as a part of a regular company, uuder au experienced
captain and fiekl officers. If thought desirable, volunteer or militia ar tillery regiments might l)e organized for some of the interior defenses,
whose armaments will 11ot require so grea,t skill in tbeir service. Seventeen regiments, of 2,500 men cacb, in addition to the proposed 17
regular regiments with their large reservet:i, wonld be necessary to man
all the fortifications of the United States coasts.
Thirty-four light batteries (3 from each of 17 regiments) would girn
a, fair proportion of field artillery to the 25 regiments of infantry a,ud
10 regiments of cavalry now provided by Jaw. By tho organizatio n of
a proper volunteer reserve of infantry, field artillery, and ca,vall'y, this
'mall force coulc.l be quickly expanded into an effective army uf ;-mo,ooo
men, which would probably be ufficient to meet the flrst t:illock of war.
The for going sugge tions are only intended to indicate tlle minimum
of preparation believed to be indisp n able to the natioua l defense but
it would be neither expedient nor practicable to make l:)O com;idc/able
au in rea e of the regular artillery at once. 1.rl.ii · ,· lloul <l be tlouc rrradna11. and ~l :r a. rapidly as_t~i n -"'e 'tutr.r ofiieor,' for th e lowrr g~ades
hl1tury. cademy and t be Arti I ll~ry 8ebool.
u 1 upph d froi:1 tb
i r the
aract r of b fut1.tre artillery, npou wliiell tbc::;ccmity of the
ountr,y mu t larg ly 1 p nd, will l c <1 .. terrnin d by tue qualifications
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of the young officers of this generat-ion. Hence too great care ca,n not be
exercised in their selection and instruction. For all the higher gradeEl.
in the increased force, and for the necessary instructors in the advauced
.science of artillery, the present organization contains abundant material in the persons of officers of long and efficient service, who have
earned many times over all the promotion they can possibly receive by
the proposed increase of tbe artillery.
I would suggest as tbe first step an addition equivalent to two regiments to the present artillery of the Army, leaving farther additions to
be made from time to time as the necessity for such increase . bccome8
more apparent, and as competent officers _for the lowest grade can he
supplied.
It is essential to efficiency that the batteries in actual service, if only
for instruction, have habitually with them a full complement of officers
(one captain and two lieutenants) and a sufficient number of men (not
less than fifty) to handle the heavy guns, lJesi<les the necessary guard
details, etc. Hence a number of batteries corresponding to tlrn uum ber
of company officers habitually absent on detached service should, in
time of peace, exist only on paper. Upon the approach of war the detached officers would immediately return to their regiments. Their
batteries would be manned by a division with them of tlrn trained uoncommissioned officers and privates of the other batteries, and the filling up of all with recruits. Or the detached officers would be available
for service with volunteers, where their services would probably be the
most valuable.
All the higher grades of this additional force should be filled. by selection from the present officers of artillery, according to length of service and efficiency, selections for each grade being made from tl.Je next
lower grade. By this means could be corrected in a great rneasnre the
relative injustice which has resulted from the present mixed method of
promotion, part regimental and part by arm.
LINEAL INSTEAD OF REGIMENTAL PROMOTION RECOMMENDED.

After the wrongs which have resulted from the present mixed ~ystem have thus been righted as far as practicable, promotions to tbc
grade of captain should be made by arm, the same as to the several
grades of field officers. Uniformity in promotion under like circumstances is one of the most essential conditions of the· efficiency of an
army. Nothing else does so much to dampen military ardor as the
sense of hopeless injustice in respect to promotion. As an example of
this, among the present first lieutenants of artillery the terms of service as second lieutenant varies from nine months to eleven years. So
that, of two young officers starting under similar conditions and ren<leriug essentially the same serYice, the one outstrips the other in the
first stage of their career by ten yea1~s in the race for promotion to the
bigller grades. The result of this is, tJnder the preseut law of retirem~ut, that th~ younger in years, first reaching the highest grades, retam them until all those who are older but less fortunate have passed
~ho age of _ret~rem~nt. Thus a large proportion of young officers having a few Jumors m years promoted over them see at once that their
cases are llopeless. They are doomed to perpetual inferiority, and must
finally be set aside without any hope of the reward which every soldier
C?vets. It will be seen from an examination of the Army Register that
eighty of the present artillery officers l.tave already been thus debarred
from promotion to the rank of colonel, sixty-two from promotion tc
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lieutenant-colonel, and thirty from promotion even to the grade of major,
except by the death or disability of officers who are younger than themselves. A reversal of the law of nature is their only hope. Surely an
evil so destructive to military ambition should be remedied without unnecessary delay.
.
This evil ·is not peculiar to the artillery, but exists as well in the rnfantry and cavalry, and should be remedied as far as possible. This
may be done, at least in part, if the change proposed in the regimental
organization of tbe infantry is adopted, and promotions thereafter are
made lineally in each arm, according to length of service as lieutenants,
whether first or second.
A REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF LIEUTENANTS OF ARTILLERY
DESIRABLE.

There is another defect in the artillery system, peculiar to that arm,
which is an effectnal bar to the degree of promotion essential to military efficiency. That is the existence of three lieutenants, and in time
of war four, to eYery battery or company, in.s tead of two as in the infantry
and cavalry. This addition of fifty or one hundred per cent. to the
number of lieutenants ma,kes promotion to the grade of captain fatally
slow. There is 110 tactical or other military reason why a battery of
artillery rn ust necessarily have three o~' four lieutenants. And symmetry
of organization, giving a regular and sufficiently rapid flow of promotion,
is vastly more important than the convenience of having a third or
fourth lieutenant to take charge of caissons or ammunition wagons,
which an old sergeant could do quite as well. Any additional officers
who may be required in time of wa-r should be supplied from a volunteer reserve, aud discharged at tile close of the war.
I therefore recommend that the number of lieutenants of artillery be
reduced to two per hattery, tlle supernumeraries to be absorbed in the
promotions to the grade of captain as vacancies occur or are created
by law.
If this proposed change of organization is adopted, with the addition
of two regiments to the present artillery organization, the only increase
in the whole number of officers of artillery would be by the addition
of twenty-two second lieutenants, which number could be supplied
from the next graduating class of the Military Academy.
PROPOSED REORGANIZATION OF THE ARTILLERY.

Many artillery officers have proposed a corps organization, under a
general officer as cllief~ as a remedy for the evils which all recognize.
Much may truly be saicl in favor of such an organization. There are
al o some practical objections to it. Whatever may be the fact as to
the balance of the arguments for and against such au organization, it
would not, in my' juclgmm1t, cure the great evils from which the artillery has so long su:fferccl.
me of the evil referred to I have endeavored to point out, and to
ucrg . t what I believe to be the appropriate remedy. Another is the
lack of opportunity~ r mployment in the line of their profession, much
c mp1ained f y the mo. t capable among artillery officers. This re. ult· in part fr m he want of any modern armament in this country,
whi ·h wan it i h ed will re long be supplied, and in part from the
fa . th~ a. larn' pr ~or i_ n of the highest and most scieutific work,
wlnch 1 oth r c 1 ntr,e 1 d volved upon officers of artillery. is here
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performed by a special corps, the Orclnance Department. It doe8 not
appear bow the organization of an artillery corps, still entirely distinct from the ordnance, would tend to remecl.v this evil. .Apparently
its effect would be to add another lmrean to the War Department, and
to transfer the artillery, like the staff, from the command of the general
officers of the army to that of a staff officer in Washington.
If it were practicable to unite the artillery and ordnance in · a single
corps, so that tlie most cap~ble officers of the entire corps might be selected for the technical work of construction, under their bureau chief,
leaving the main body of the corps to serve, as the artillery now does,
·under the Department and Army commanders, the results of such a
change might be wholly beneficial. But I refrain from any recommendation on this subject, except that officers of artillery be given some
voice in the selection and testing of the mz.terials they are to use in
battle. The mechanical work of construction may well be left to mechanical experts, who have been specially educated and trained in that
work. But the selection of kinds of matedal to be nsed in war, and
the testing of the qualities of such material, should be entrustecl, at
least in.part, to artillery officers, who must use the material selected,
and who have, in addition to theoretical education, that knowledge
which can be gained only by practical experience in service.
It is respectfully suggested that an inspector-general of artillery,
serving on the staff of the gen.e ral comm:1nding the Army, might accomplish the good results to be expected from a chief of artillery.
SEA-COAST ARTILLERY RESERVE.

I venture to suggest that a large proportion of the militia of the Atlantic and Gulf States should be o_rganized as heavy artillery, and that
they might go into camp for a short period every year, with the regular
artillery, at places on the coast where facilities exist for practical instruction in the use of sea-coast guns. At other times such troops
would of course be instructed in the use of the musket, like the regular
artillery and the infantry of the National Guard, and would thus be in
condition for any service required by their respective States.
Such annual association of the regulars and militia woul<l, it is believed, be beneficial to both, and it would establish, in ad. vance, the
relation and mutual understanding between them which ought to exist at the moment when war is threatened.
The joint encampment of batteries of the f)econd United States Artillery with the National Guards of Missi8sippi an<l Louisiana, which was
held at Pass Christian in the month of August of this year, was an excellent illustration of the goo<l which may be accomplished in this man ner. That encampment was organized at the request of the adjutantgeneral of Mississippi, an<l Major Throckmorton, Second Artillery,
placed in command of the camp, all the officers of the National Guard,
without regard to rank, serving under him with voluntar,y nlacrit.y for
tliesakc of the desired instructions in artillery service and the discipli11c
of camp.
It is deemed important that such joint service for instruction under
regular officers be authorized by law, and that provision be rnatlc for
adequate supplies of ammunition and other artillery material.
INFANTRY .AND CAV.ALRY.

I heartily concur in the recommcn<latio11s heretofore made

ur 1lie

highest authorities, that tho regimental organization of tlw infantry l.H~
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changed to that of twelve companies, so as to make three battalions ot
four companies each, to adapt it to the demands of modern tactics, a~
well as for other reasons. If this be clone, together with the change
aboYe suggested in the battery organization of the artillery, then the
t llrec arms will have the same organization, a uniform rate of promotion, aud a fair chance for the rewards prescribed by uniform laws for
continuous meritorious service.
'l'he mimber of battalions in a regiment of twelve companies should
not be fixell by law, but shoulu be determined by the applica tion of
ta.ctieal principles to t,he circumstances of each case. It may often be
conYenient to form battalions of two, three, or five companies, instead of
four.
.
A battalion no longer acts in battle as a single unit. The subdi
visiou in action must often extend below that of companies, even to
that or' squads composed of a few riflemen. Four units of whatever
size, whether sections, platoons, companies, battalions, regiments,
brigades, or divisions, is the greatest number which should usually l>e
placed un<ler the :immediate command of one officer. Three units are
generally better than four. But with this proposed change the organi·
zation of the line of the Army will be very satisfactory.
I also recommend that the single grade of lieutenant be substituted
for the two grades of first lieutenant and second lieutenant throughout the line of the Army.
THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS.

I also recommend that the battalion of engineers be increased, in the
discretion of the President, to a full regiment, and that this regiment
and the Corps of Engineers be defined as belonging to the line of the
.Army, so that officers of engineers when serving with troops shall be
eligibl e to command according to rank.
.
it would be difficult to imagine a more palpable absurdity than that
by which military engineers serving with an army in the field , or in
tlie defense of fortifications, are rated as staff officers, not eligible to
command.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROMOTION.

In my judgment one of the greatest needs of the military servive is
some test of qualification for promotion of line officers, and the applicnition of such a test may, I believe, be justly entrusted to the senior
officers of the same corps or arm of the service. It seems manifest that
any officer who has habitually neglected his opportunities for improvement in the knowledge of his profession ought not to be considered
worthy of promotion. Whether his epportunities have been those of
"·ervice in garri on, or in camp, or in campaign through the mountains
of .Arizona and Mexico, his brother officers could be trusted to judge
whether or not he had profited by such opportunities, or had culpably
n •glected them.
1t i · equally important that an officer' phy ical condition be such as
t
nabl • him to perform all bi duti<'s, and his promotion to a higher
(Tratl of er ice seems a :fi.ttin <r time t inquire into his physical as well
a.' iut bi profe ional qualifications.
I th ': for r coi:nm ~cl that an e:s:am inatio n of an officer's physical and
I rof< ;.·10?~1 qual1fi at1011.· b m ~H1 a, condition of hi promotion, with
th· I ro i- 1 n hat ,'lionlcl he li • fonn1l incapacitntetl for serv:ce bs
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reason of physical disability contracted in the line of duty, he shall be
retired with the rank to which his seniority entitled him to be promoted.
For those lieutenants who take the course of instruction at Fort Monroe or Fort Leavenworth, their professional examination at the end of
that course might well afford the necessary test. We now witness the
strange spectacle of a second lieutenant utterly failing to meet the moderate requirements of those schools, yet receiving his promotion to first
lieutenant, while a cadet at West Point who fails to meet a far more exacting course of that school is denied the commission of second lieutenant.
FIELD MANEUVERS OF MILITIA.

The United States have heretofore relied upon their geographical isolation, as well as upon their peaceful public policy, to exempt them
from the necessity of preparation· ,for war on a large scale. But that
isolation has practically ceased. The recent vast increase in the means
ofrapicl ocean transportation has changed the Atlantic from its former
character of a barrier to the operations of a great army, into a secure,
easy and cheap line of operation, of communication, and of supply for
any nation having the necessary naval supremacy.
A large army, supported by an adequate naval fleet, may now cross
the ocean and land upon the Atlantic coast or E.orthern frontier of the
United States in a few days. The landing of such an army, so supported, could not be prevented. Hence it would be necessary to meet
it promptly with an adequate army in the field. If the organized militia of the States are to be relied µpon mainly to meet such emergencies, it seems essential that those troops be prepared in all respects for
such service. The preparation now most needed, next to a large increase in numbers, is probably practical instruction in field maneuvers
o_n a large scale. In view of the constitutional limitation of the powers
of Congress, any effective measure to this encl would doubtless require
concurrenp action on the part of Congress and of the legislatures of the
several States whose troops were to take part in the maneuvers, and it
seems to me extremely doubtful if such concurrent action could be relied upon to such extent as to make the militia effective as an army in
the field. Even if this were accomplished, the present organized force
would. be but a small fraction of the army required to resist an invasion
of the country by a great military power. Unless, therefore, the policy
of the United' States extends far beyond the training of the present militia forces, the measure would prove to lJe wholly inadequate and ill_usory.
Whenever it is determined in this coimtry to enter in earnest upon
the work of preparation for the national defense, it will probably be
found best to organize :1 uational volunteer reserrn under the general
power of Oongress "to raise and. support armies," to be apportioned
among the several States, to be brigaded with the regular troops, organized with them into divisions and army corps, and called out for
field instruction annually, long enough to make the whole effective as
an army. Such reserve should be several times larger than the present
organized militia of the States, it should be controlled. in all respects l,y
the National Government, and. it should be given an amount of fiehl instruction which it seems impracticable to give to the militia of the several States.
Uniform experience has shown that the militia called out for a short
period upon the outbreak of war must be replaced as speedily as possi-
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·ble by a national force enlisted for a much longer period. But the conditions of modern warfare will hereafter make such a substitution impossible. Now the results of war must be determined by the preparations made in advance, simply because all nations except the United
States are fully prepared in advance. It would be far too late to organize such an army a.s that which was finally victorious at Appomattox if
the opposing army were at the outset what it became in 1862 or 1863.
If tbe United States is ever compelled to engage in a foreign war it must
meet at once such an army as that of the Potomac or that of Northern
Virginia became after a year or more of actual ser:vice. Any prepararation less effective than this would be only delusive, and hence worse
than none. The United States should have at their command a volunteer reserve not less than three hundred thousand strong, fully organized and well disciplined, ready at all times for immediate service, and
bound to serve three years if required.
Tile militia of the sea-coast States may be made much more effective
in a comparatively shcrt period of instruction for service as an artillery
reserve than as infantry or cavalry. This for the reason that sea-coast
artillery do not need instructions in field maneuvers, and only a small
proportion of the men nee<.l. to be marksmen, while of an army in the
field every man should be a marksman, and all should be disciplined
:mu drilled in the maneuvers of Jarge bodies of troops. That is to say,
while the small permanent force requires more complete and higher
scientific iustruction in the artillery than in the infantry or cavalry, the
great mass of sea-coast artillery troops does not need so much instruction as is requisite for large bodies of infantry, cavalry and field artillery. For these reasons I would suggest that the militia of the States,
with such instruction as can be given them, may be relied upon largely
for tlle sea-coast artillery reserve, while the reserves for an army in the
field. should be made a strictly national force.
In conclusion, I take pleasure in commending the offic13rs of tlie staff,
as well as those of tl.10 line, and the troops serving in tllis division, for
the faithful and efficient discharge of every duty.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Jlfajor-General, U. S . .A., Commanding.
The ADJUTAN'.1 -GENERAL, IT. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
1

REPORT OF MAJOR-GENERAL TERRY.
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., September 22, 1887.
Sm : In obe<lieucc to the instructions of the Lieutenant-General comfl? nd~ug t_he ~~~Y, I ~bmit the following report concerning operation m this <lrn 1ou durmg the ;year past, and I forward herewith the
r port from the ·ommanders of the departments composing the division
r r the am neriod.
in . my annual rep rt for 1880, the only changes that have been
ad m tb b un<lari > of the divi ion are the transfer from the Departm n f' Arizona t tl..ie D partment of Texas of the post of Fort
.,li · ' an l that I rti 11 f 1 1 Pa o County, Tex., which lies north of an
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east and west line passing immediately south of the town of San Elizario,
and the transfer from the Department of Arizona to the Department of
tb e l\1issouri of the post of Fort Lewis, Colo. No change has been made
iU" tlie organization of the division; it still consists of the Departments
of the Platte, Texas, Dakota, and the Missouri.
Tbe Department of the Platte comprises the States of Iowa and Nebraslrn; tlie Territory of Wyoming (excepting Camp Sheridan, in the
National Park); the Territory of Utah; and a portion of Idaho. It is
commanded by Brig. Gen. George Crook, and contains 13 posts and
stations.
The Department of Texas consists of the State of Texas, excepting
the ·military post of Fort Elliott.
It. is commande<l by Brig. Gen. David S. Stanley, and contains 11
posts.
· The Department of Dakota, comprises the State of Minnesota, the
Territories of Dakota and Montana, and the post of Camp Sheridan, in
WJ'oming. It is commanded by Brig. Gen. Thomas H. Ruger, and contaios 20 posts and stations.
The Department of the Missouri comprises the States of Missouri,
Illinois, Kansas, and Colorado; the Indian Territory; and the post of
Fort Elliott, in Texas. Until his retirement from active service, on the
Wtli of April last, it was commanded by Brig. Gen. Orlando B. Willcox;
it is now commanded by Brig. Gen. Wesley Merritt, and it contains 12
posts and stations.
During the year the following-named organizations have been added
to the force in the division, viz:
Troop E, Sixth Cavalry, from the Division of the Pacific, August 20,
1887.
Troops Band F, Sixth Cavalry, from the Division-of the Pacific, No·
vcrn l>er 17, 1886.
Eightli Infantry, from the Division of the Pacific, October 25, 1886. ·
Twelfth Infantry, from the Division of the Atlantic, July 25, 1887.
'I'ho Headquarters and Companies F and H, Tenth Infantry, from the
Division of the Pacific, January 7, 1887.
The Headquarters and Companies A, B, D, G,"H, and K, Twenty-second Infantry, from the Division of the Pacific, November 17, 1886.
· The following-named organizations have been relieved from duty here
and ordere<l. to other divisions, viz:
Troop L, Fourth Cavalry, to the Division of the Pacific, October 11,
1886.
.
Troop B, Sixth Oavalry, to the Division of the Atlantic, July 6, 1887.
The Headquarters and Companies F and H, Tenth Infantry, to the
Division of the Pacific, February 23, 1887.
The Eleventh Infantry to the Division of the Atlantic, July 25, 1887.
Within the division the following-named transfers from one department to another have been made, viz:
Troops B, D, H, I, and K, Third Cavalry, from the Department of
the Missouri to the Department of Texas, October. 11, 1886, and Julv
20 and 25, 1887.
"
The Headquarters and Troops C, D, G, and M, Seventh Cavalry, from
the Department of Dakota to the Department of the Missouri, July 25.
1887.
,
Troop L, Ninth Cavalry, from the Department of the Platte to the
Departm011t of the Missouri, October 5, 188G.
.
·
C~mpany G, Eleventh Infantry, from the Department of thf' Missoun to the Department of Dakota, September 11, 1886.
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The force in the division at this date consists of the First, Third, Fii\b,
Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth, and three troops _of the Sixth Cavalry.
Light Batteries F of the Second,F of the Third, F of the Fourth, and
D' of the Fifth Regiment of Artillery.
'fbe Second, Third, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Twelfth, li'ifteenth,
· Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twentieth, Twenty:first, Twenty-fourth, and Twenty-fifth Regiments, the headquarters and
nine companies of the Twenty-second Regiment, four companies of the
Tent,h, and one company of the Thirteenth Regiment of Infantry.
The total strength of these t roops is 1,049 officers and 12,234 enlisted
men, including general-service men and Indian scouts.
The following table shows the force in each of the departments :
I

GeneralTotal.~ service Total.
men .
- - - - - - - - - -- - - 1 - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -4,047
17
4,030
Dakota ....................... . . . . .... .
3,701
4,020
10
310
3,473
lG
2
3,457
3,179
Platte .......•. ... ..... .. .. .. ......... .
276
3,455
3, 2!ll
Hi
3,275
Missouri .................. . .......... .
2,901
244
3 145
130
2, 6l-5
15
2,453
Texas ................................ .
20
2,670
197
2: 650
Department.

Ofiicers. E1:i;~~~d Total.

!~itt~

The minor movement of troops, the changes of station which Lave
been made within the departments respectively, and the details of administration are set forth in the reports of the department commanders,
their staff officers aml the staff officers on duty at these headquarter:s,
An examination of them will sbo,v that tlie condition of the troops rn
respect to drill and discip1iue is good, that they have been well cared
for, and that tlle supplies furnished for their use have been, almost
without exception; satisfactory in quality an<l al wayH ample in quantity.
The year has passed by witll uunsual quiet, and up to the end of the
time covered by the annual reports from the Departments nothing requiring special mention had happened . Recentl.Y, however, events
have occurred in Colorado, on the border of Utall, which demand more
particular notice.
I quote at length a s·pecial report upon these matters, ma<lc by General Crook, in pursuance of instructions from these headquarters.
Coming from an officer of such high intelligence, great experience,
an<l judicial temper of mind as General Crook is, I think tllat it must
be accepted as presenting a just view of what has been popularly known
as the Ute Indian War.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,

Omaha, Nebr., September 15, 1887.
Sm: In complianco wit,h instructions contained in your telegram 9f tlrn 26th
ultimo, I have tho honor to rcn<ler tho following report on the recent Ute Indiau
troubles in Garfield County, Colorado. Theso troubles arose from attempts mado by
Colorado officials to serve warmnts on certain Ute Indians for alleged stcaliug of
horses :md for violation of tho State game ln.ws. Application was ma,clo to tho proper
tn.to officials for exact data concerning the indictments found against tho two Indian , Cibilo and Big Frank, for stealing horses, but up to tho present d:1to the information requested has not been furnished .
:From other trustworthy sources, however, the facts of the matter were learned.
In tho county mentioned there has been living a number of men who gained a, livelib o~l by gambling with the Indians, who havo always made this part of the country
h ir home.
The ~u tom of _tbo _m ·n ha usua.lly been to buy horses from the Indians, anu then
tor g~m po!:'ses 1 _n of ho money thus expended by playing" monte," or some other
g mulrn~, gam w1th them.
In April la t two m u, Ta.to and Woods by name, returned from tho camp of so me
merob rs ofColorow's baud with a. herd of some fifteen or twenty horses, which thos
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had, as above described, either won or bought from the Indians. As they were driving these horses through Glenwood Springs, Colorado, a man by the name of Hammond looked through the herd and claimed two of them as his property. He was
informed that the horses ha.cl beell obtained from the Indians. He sufficiently established his claim to induce Tate and Woods to deliver to him the animals he claimed.
Returnin~ to the Indians, they informed tbe Utes that they. bad been forced to give
up two ot the horses they had procured from them to a white man, who claimed them
as his property. The Indians stated that a mistake had occurred, and to make good
the loss to Tate and Woods turned over to them two other horses, which were furnished
by Piah, an Uncompahgre Indian. In August, on the complaintofHammond, indictments were found by the grand jury against Cibilo and Big Frank for E'tealing the
two horses claimed by Hammond, as above stated, 011 bis evidence and that of Tate
and Woods. Warrants for the arrest of these Indians were issued and placed in the
hands of James C. Kendall, sheriff of Garfield County, for service.
Early in August the game warden of Garfield County, Joseph A. Burget.t, spent a
week or more among the Indians. Returning to Meeker, he swore out warrants before
a justice of the peace for the arrest of twelve Indians specified by name, "and others,"
for violation of the game laws of Colorado, of which offense they were undoubtedly
guilty.
On the following day, August 9, with a posse of seventeen men, he went to a Ute
camp on the North Fork of White River to serve the warrants. He entered the camp
without molestation. The Indians suspected nothing of his intentions. Apparently without attempting to explain their objects or motives the whites suddenly
seized several of the Indians. The latter then tried to get their weapons, some of
which bad been taken possession of by members of the posse. The Indians succeeded
in breaking away and in recovering some of their weapons, at the same time ru;nning
for the cover of the brush. At this juncture the posse fired on them, wounding Big
:Frank and two others. The Indians having reached the brush, the posse retired
and united forces with Kendall, who by this time had reached Meeker, summoned a
posse, and started out to serve the warrants be held. Hearing, of an Iu<lian. camp on
Coal Creek, he sent a party to it. The squaws and children who occupied it, seeing
their approach, hurriedly abandoned the camp. The poss,.i burned the tepees and a
large amount of buckskins. On the 14th an urgent message from the Indians requested an interview with two prominent citizens of Meeker in whom they had confidence. - in respousc1 to this request these gentlemen went to Coal Creek, meeting
Coloro.w and his baud who were greatly alarmed by the repeated attacks that had
been made upon th('m. They asked what it meant, and why they were made.
Colorow did not consent 1,0 give up the Indians, but said he would leave the country as soon as was possible. He reqnired fifteen days for this purpose, as it would
be necessary for him to gather his ht-rds of horses and sheep, and drive them to the
reservation, which was over 100 miles distant. He also urged t,bat he would have to
travel slowly because of the wounds received by Rome of his band. Colorow began
at once to. collect his herds near the headwaters of Coal Creek.
About August 17 Kendall returned to Meeker for supplies and re-enforcements. He
increased his posse until it numbered about fifty men, and on the 20th again started
in pursuit of Co1orow's band, disregarding the assurances that had been given the
Inllians 1hat they would be allowed fifteen days in which to go to their reservation,
and stating that this time was only desired by Colorow in order to get re-enforcements
and·preparefor war. A force of Colorado militia arrived at Meeker August 22. This
force was under the command of Brig. Gen. Frank Reardon, C. N. G., who bad orders
to "assist James Kendall, sheriff of Garfield County, Colorado, in tho execution of
civil processes issued by the district court in and for said county."
Ou the same day a letter from Kendall was received l.,y the commanding officer of
the troops at Meeker, requesting that a force of one hundred men be sent down the
White Hiver to the Blue Mountains for the purpose of iutercepting tho Indians, who
were retreating before him to the northward of Meeker in the direction of the Ute Reservation. In accordance with his request, one hundred men, under the command of
Major Leslie marched 011 the following day. They were encamped at Wolf Creek on
t!1e 24th, where they were joined by Kendall and his posse,· whicr now numbered
eighty men. On this date au foterview was held with Eney Colorow, in which it was
agreed by the whites that matters should remain as they were until the '' Big White
Chief" should arrive. The Indians understood this agreement to be that they should
be allowed to go unm0lested to their r eservation .
. Eney Colorow is a son of Colorow, and speaks fairly good English and understands
it perfectly. At the conclusion of the interview he shook hands with Major Leslie
au_d returne~ to his camp. Du~ing the night of the 24th and 25th a heavy storm of
ram and hall arose, durmg wh1eh the fodians started down the White River and
moved abo~t 25 miles below Wolf Creek to a point, as they believed, on the Uncom.pahgrc Indian R esel'vation.
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Here they. went into camp, turning out their ponies ~o graze on the neighboring
hills. The White River at th is point makes a bend, while the bluffs run more nearly
in a straicrht line. The" bottom" between the foot of the bluffs and the riv-er is covered witl~a thick growth of ~ill9ws. The Indiat~ camp was scattere~l alon~ the ~dge
of the willows and near the foot of the bluffs, which are here about 60 feet m height.
SKETCH OF THE SCENE OF

·rm.;

ACTION OF AUGUST

25. ·

The news that the Indians bad moved their camp soon reached the whitfls, and
they started at once in pursuit, reaching Rangely at some time during the ~ight.
At daybreak they left Rangely, which is auont,8 or 10 miles above the Indi:;,n camp,
and at about 7 a . m. they struck the Indians, as the latter were preparing their breakfast , They believed themselves perfect,1y secure; no sentinels or runners were-guaril,ing the approaches to the camp, and the whites attained a position on the blu_fls
without alarming the Indians. Kendall's party at once opened fire. The, surprisl'
was complete. The Indians took refnge in the brush, and returned the tire for about
three and a half hours, covering in this way the removal of their wounded and tbe
women and children. Late in the aft,e rnoon they fell back, the -whites soon after
withdrawing to Rangely. In this affair the whites lost in killed Frank Folsom, a
lieutenant of militia, and Jaspet· Ward, a deputy sheriff. A man by the name of
William Gossborn, in an attempt to run otf a small band of Indian ponies, was shot
and killed soon after the fight.
SeYeral others were wounded. The fodians lost one small boy killerl ; one "buck"
and one squaw were wounded. The whites numbered 180 men, 100 being militiit,, tho
r emainder being cow-boys and others. The Indians numbered not more than 25
fighting men. The whites jnstify their attack on the ground that the Indians broke
faith with them in moving their camp as above related.
On the day upon which this affair occurrod, Lieut, G. R. Burnett, Ninth Cavalry,
with 12 colorerl troopers, was at the Ouray (Uncompahgre) Agency, witnessing the
payment by Agent Byrnes of annuity funds tot-he fodians of that agency. All the
Indians belonging to the reservation were there present to receive the money due
them.
No videnco of any hostile feeling had been manifest among them up to this time.
On the contrary, they had on one occasion sent a delegation of some of their headmen
to Colorow on a mi siou, the object of which was to prevent him. from engaging in
hostilitie . In the afternoon oftbis day, however, a runner came to the agency bearing
the news of the attack upon Colorow, when the latter was, a8 the runner declared, on
the r rvation. The Indians became at once greatly excited, and urged Lieutenant
Burnett to go with them to meet the Colorado troops and prevent an invasion of their
re ervation. H a urned tbe re puosibility, without wa.iting for orders, of starting
fort~
olorado line in company with a large and constantly-increasing number of
warriors, sup r:bly arm d and mounted, and who were at tim ·s excited to a frenzy by
h r p rt whi ch m t h m from he front. 0:1 arriving at midnight (August 25-26)
n a.r h
ne of b fight, the number of warriors had increased to about 150, exclu1v _of _ loro~
band. Ou th 26th Li utenant Barnett and Major LPHli e hail an inrv1 w rn which th latt r agr ed not to cro. the r ervation line unlebs armed with
l 9al authori y to d
, By the in'(luenco of I ieutenant Burnett; A~cnt Byrne~ ~Ilg
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Iu terpreter Curtis, the Indians, including Colorow's band, were induced to go to the
agency, where they arrived August 27. They were loath to go, however, until they
had secured the stock which they had lost. It was promised them that efforts would
be made to secure it for them, and on this assurance they went. The Indians thus
pushed from Colorado possessed, when these troubles began, between 300 and 400
head of horses and about 2,500 bead of she~p and goats, which, as a Denver paper states
jn rather contradictory terms, "the lazy vagabonds carefully grazed in the rich valleys of the State." These herds were at the outset scattered over a considerable ex-.
tent of country, and being compelled to leave the State on short notice, and so to speak
at the point of the bayonet 1 it was impossible for them to collect all of their stock.
Their sheep and goats they were forced to abandon entirely in their passage through
the State. They were at once taken possession of by white men. When at Meeker, on
August 31, I heard of one band of about 500 of these sheep, which some parties were
driving toward Glenwood Springs. Their horses the Indians kept as long as was
posssiule, but very few remained to them after the affair of August 25. Seventy-four
were taken by the State to remount their troops. Many more were taken by Kendall
and his posse. The names of several men who had possession of Indian stock were
known to GoYernor Adams on August 31. The heaviest losers are Colorow and Chipeta,
formerly wife of Ouray. From the outset the Indians were, with but one slight interruption, pursued incessantly; in every case the whites were the aggressors, and
fired first. Colorow had no desire whatever to fight, and made use of his weapons in
self defense only, for the protection of his women and children and his herds.
Drtring the whole time they were pursued and including the losses in the fight of
August ~5, five Indians died from effect of wounds received, viz, one '' buck," one
large boy, one small boy, and two small girls. Seven others were wounded, one perhaps mortally.
It was extremely fortunate that Lieutenant Burnett arriv:ed upon the scene of action
as he did. There can be no doubt, and it was so stated by Briga.d ier-General Reardon,
that his presence saved the lives of Kendall's entire party and prevented a serious
outbreak.
The conduct of the Indians throughout this affair may be explained by the fact tli.at
Colorow has but little popularity among the reservation Indians; he was not sure of
the support of the Ute Nation. He was in a country quite thickly settled by the
whites; he had large herds to care for, which would certainly be lost to him if he became involved in hostilities. After his first encounter with Kendall's posse he had his
wounded to shield. The season was too far advanced. He was in nowise prepared
for n-ar, did not expect it, and was surprised and alarmed at the persistency with
whiclt Kendall and his p,Lrty pursued bis women and children, who were engaged in
gathering bis herds and driving them toward the reservation.
There is no doubt but that the warrants could have been served without difficulty
bad their service been properly undertaken. It was urged by Governor A.dams, by
Mr. Symes and others, that the Indians had been promised a change of venue, and all
other legal guarantees of a fair trial, if they would peaceably deliver themselves up
to the civil authorities. This statement is based on an order issued by AdjutantGeneral West, by command of the governor, August 23. This was after the Indians
had been pursued for about two weeks, and repeatedly fl.red upon by Kendall's
posse.
BesideA the specific acts for which the Indians had been indicted, they were charged
with killing cattle from time to time. ·The only evidence of this was that cattle
had been occasioually found on the ranges that had been shot by parties unknown.
In a country containing many reckless and unprincipled white men, it is as likely
that the cattle were killed by them as by Indians. Iii was affirmed, also, that the
Indians were a constant annoyance to settlers. It was stated that they had committed
no other depredations than those above mentioned.
The conference directed by the President to be held between Gpvernor Adams and
myself took place at Meeker, Colo., August 31 and September 1, 1887.
·
Colorow and his uand at this date had already gone to the reservation, as above
stated. It was the desire of tho governor that they be kept there. He feared they
would return to seek r.e venge for their losses, and asked that troops be placed at
Rangely, and at other points on the Colorado boundary-line. He stated t.hat the
militia w_as now at Rangely, but it could not be kept there very long, since the men
were busrness men whe could not afford to be long absent from their usual avocations.
If the militia were removed, and the United States troops did not supply their place
the White River Valley would be without protection. The people wou·ld feel nnsaf~
and w<:mld not return to their homes. Loss a1;1d hardship would result. The governor further demanded assurances that the Incbans would hereafter be kept on their
reservation.
In reply, I declined to place troops at Rangely as requested for the reason that
.theJ'." would, in reality, form no protection to the scattered ra~ches of the country.
fbeir preseuce would only engender fi:1,!se seuse of security which would only result
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in o-reater disaster, did the Indians actually begin hostilities. To give rise to such a.
feeling of security when it did not exist would be a criminal act, to which I could
not give assent.
The Indians bad left the State, but they left it with a grievance. They felt that they
had been outraged. They had suffered tbe loss of the stock which constituted their
chief wealth. 'l'his had been stolen from them by the wbiteH. So long as this grievance lasted no assurances could be given that the Indians would not return. Their
stock, or its equivalent, should be restored to them; even ifit were not justice, it would
certainly be policy to do so. If restitution were made, with proper control and management, they might be held on their reservation. No assurances or promises were
made by me at this conference, other than those herein stat,ed. Up to the present
date {September 15), so far as beard from, of all t4e stock lost by them, 125 horses
have been returned to the Indians. This number includes the 74 taken for the use
of the State.
Colorow and his band are at the Ouray Agency, and at latest advices are reported
as quiet.
I close my report by calling attention to the conduct of Lieutenant Burnett.
Throughout his whole connection with this affair he has shown both discretion and
decision. His cool judgment under trying circumstances undoubtedly saved many
lives.
Copies of correspondence relating to these troubles are hereto appended.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
. GEORGE CROOK,
Brigadier-General Commanding.
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Headqua1·ters Division of the Misso1wi, Chicago, Ill.

I do not think that any comment upon this report, or upon the painful facts that it discloses, can be necessary. These facts speak for
themselves. Moreover it is not within my province to criticise the actions of the civil authorities whose part in these transactions is set
forth. I may, however, bo permitted to say that if General Crook has
not been deceived, the methods pursued by the civil authorities of Gar.field County were, to say the least, unusual.
I do not understand that the burning of the unoccupied habitations of
persons, for the arrest of whom warrants have been issued, and the burning of the habitations of their friends and neighbors, or the opening of
rifle fire without warning, upon an unsuspecting body of men, women,
and little children, among whom persons for whose arrest warrants have
been issued are supposed to be, are usual steps in the service of process.
I desire to express my thanks to the staff officers serving at these
headquarters for the very zealous and efficient manner in which they
have performed their respective duties, and I invite attention to the
suggestions and recommendations made by them in their reports.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALFRED H. TERRY,
Major-General U.S. Army, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL CROOK.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,
Omaha, Nebr., August 27, 1887.
.s~: I have he honor to ubmit the following annual report of aff 1r m the Dep rtmen~ of the Platte during the past year.
hew rk performed m the several staff departments is set fortll in
rt of t ir r pective chief , copie of which are hereto ap-
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The strength of the command has been increased by the arrival in the
department, in November, 1886, of the Eighth Infantry, ·a nd diminished
by the transfer, to the Department of the :Missouri, of one troop of
cavalry.
Fort Fred Steele was finally abandoned as a military post November
3, 1886, a small guard being left in it until the Interior Department
should formally assume charge of the reservation.
The camp on the North Fork of Montezuma Creek, Utah, was discontinued October 9, 1886, aud its garrison returned to Fort Douglas.
Frequent reconnaissances of all the surroun<l.ing country were made by
the officers of t,h is command, and much valuable information obtained
regarding this hitherto but iittle known region.
The necessity for the maintenance of troops at Camp Medicine Butte,
Evanston, Wyo., having ceased to exist, this station was abandoned
February 7, 1887.
The movements of troops within the department, having been made
with the sanction of the division commander, will not be here mentioned
in detail. Full information with respect to them may be found in the
department rosters, issue<l. from time to time, copies of which are hereto
appen<l.ed as a part of this report. The effect of these movements has
been to increase the number of troops at large and permanent posts, of
which there are several within this department. This concentration, in
the present instance, has been a matter of necessity rather than of choice,
and is due to the addition of one regiment (Eighth Infantry) to the force
already in the department. .A_n improvement in the discipline and
drill of the troops stationed at these posts is noticed, and there can be
no doubt as to the wisdom of this policy of concentration. A serious
drawback to it, however, exists at present in the absence of sufficient
and suitable barracks and quarters. With but one or two exceptions
the larger posts are now overcrowded, causing great inconvenience and
much discomfort. In former times, when ,troops were stationed often
hundre<l.s of miles from railway communication, the excessive cost of
transportaLion necessitate<l. the erectiou of buildings of very primitive
type. With railways now reaching into many of the formerly remote
portions of the frontier, and with the concentration of troops at permanent posts, this cause of discomfort should disappear and officers
and men should be provided with ample and comfortable quarters.
There are many old, illy-built, and unhealthy buildings now occupied
in this department which should be replaced by more modern structures . . There would seem to be no good reason why an officer's quarters, w bich, while be is in tbe service, are his only home, should not have
the conveniences that are found in the ordinary houses occupied by
civilians. No quarters should be constructed which are not provided
with bath-rooms. I woul<l. recommend that the plans of all buildings
intende<l. as quarter~ for officers or men be drawn by a ·competent architect, and that they be made, so far as is practicable, uniform in size in
all posts throughout the country. The differences now existing are frequently the cause of considerable expense and loss to officers on chang!ng_ station. In connection with this subject of quarters, attention is
invited to the extracts from the reports of the acting inspector-general
of the <l.epartment and post commanders, hereto appended.
The construction of new barracks and quarters at Fort Robinson is
progressing in a satisfactory manner. It is exi,ected that these buildings will be ready for occupancy before the cold weather sets in. They
will shelt~r but a part of the command, however, and a number of old
and unsmtable buildings will of necessity be retained in use as quarters
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unless new ones can be built. I regard this as an important post, and
one likely to be permanent. It is on a railway and is easily and cheaply
supplied and maintained. I recommend that an appropriation be mad<)
for the construction of barracks and quarters sufficient to make this a
regimental post.
. The buildings at Fort Du Chesne are not as good as it was hoped
they would be. The pressing necessity of shertering the troops of the
command there stationed, the lateness of the season before effective
work was begun upon them, and the limited amount of money allotted
to this post are the causes of this condition of affairs. Every effort is
now making to render this post as comfortable as possible, but if the
troops are to be stationed permanently at this place a more ample appropriation is absolutely required to provide buildings such· as are
necessary to the health and comfort of the command. I earneRtly recommend that such an appropriation be made.
For purposes of instruction, every company in the <lepartmerit, with
some few exceptions, in special cases, has been required to march,
equipped as for :field service, to some points not less than 14 miles from its
station, there go into camp, and continue its regular target practice for
at least six days. The results reported, while satisfactory, indicate a
need for more of such instruction, especially where troops have little of
actual field service. Some of the troops making these marches were
equipped with the knapsack invented by Col. H. 0. Merriam, Sev:enth
Infantry. The reports received concerning it are uniformly highly
favorable. I regard it as the ·b est knapsack I have examined, and believe it to be much preferable to the authorized equiqment.
Target practice has been carried on with very satisfactory results
throughout the department, and with apparently unflagging zeal and
enthusiasm. There is generall:y a decided improvement io figures of
merit over those of the same organizations last year, a result due in a
great measure to the ceaseless energy and activity of Maj. Guy V. Henry,
Ninth Cavalry, inspector of rifle practice.
•
During the year increased attention has been paid to matters of drill,
and a marked improvement in the appearance of troops is noticed. In
this connection I may remark that a change in the tactical formations
for attack by infantry troops has, in my opinion, become in our Army
an imperative necessity. The present system is obsolete and would
have to be abandoned forth with upon the outbreak of war, when neither
officers nor men would have time to habituate themselves to new methods. This subject is at least as important as the tar~;et practice in
which such commendable interest is shown, if, indeed, it is not more so,
when i~ is considered from what source our :fighting forces must be
drawn in case of war. Without a suit::ible ,tactical system by which
the fire of tooops may be developed, their skill in the use of the rifle is,
to a great extent~ thrown away. Instruction in the tactics made necessary by improved weapons should go hand in hand with instructions
in the use of these weapons. Each forms the.complement of the other,
and neither alone is sufficient.
Ol?sely connected with this subject is the question of organization.
I believe that three battalions of four companies each is the best organ ization for infantry troops that bas yet been devi.sed. It is more than
any other suited to 'the peculiar needs of our country, and is the one
most capable of expan ion in case of emergencies. But with our present force, anu pre entorganization, no degree of expansion would suffice
to put our Army on an ffi ctive war footing. An increase of enlisted
treugth is, in my opinion, not merely a desideratum but a necessity.
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Companies under the existing system are too small even for purJ?~ses
of drill and disc·ipline. I regard this increase as an essential reqms1te,
if the Army is to be brought to a high state of efficiency, and a necessity that is becoming every day more and more obvious.
Very respe·c tfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE CROOK,

Brigadier-General, Commanding.
The ASSIST.A.NT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
.
Headquarters Division of the Missouri, Chicago, nz.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL STANLEY.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,

San .Antonio, Tex., August 27, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to report that the distribution of troops is now_
nearly as reported in my annual report of last year.
The movement of troops now being made will add four troops of cavalry to the force of this department. This increase makes it necessary
to renew the lease of Fort Concho for at least one year more, as all the
posts in this department are crowded, excepting those on the Rio Grande,
and it is not deemed advisable to increase those garrisons unless some
·
emergency calls for more troops there.
Fort Brown is a cheap and an agreeable post, and there is no reason
that it sboµld not be occupied to the capacity of its barracks, excepting
the fact that it is liable every summer to the contagion of yellow fever.
Should this occur, it would involve the movement of the troops to a
quarantine camp, and, besides the danger of the disease. would cause
great inconvenience. It is deemed best, therefore, to limit the garrison
of Fort Brown to three companies.
The military posts upon the Rio Grande have served their purpose
well during the past year. Patrols are kept going constantly, and if
smuggling is not checked-for this is no part of the business of the
troops-lawlessness and stealing of stock, old and chronic irregularities
on the Rio Grande, are thoroughly watched, an<l. mostly prevented.
At the posts of the department not situated upon the border there has
been little call for troops for any field service during the year; but the
care of property, drills, an<l target practice have be_e n constantly kept
up, and the troops are in a good condition of drill, discii,line, and heal thready, at any time, for the fulfillment of all the duties of the soldier.
~rhe report of the judge-advocate of the department shows a gratifying improvement in the discipline of this command. There has been no
case of trial of an officer by court-martial during the year, and there is
a notable reduction in the number of trials by court-martial of enlisted
men.
_ The barracks and quarters at all the posts in this department, exceptmg at San Antonio and Fort llancock, are old and of very faulty construction. It is not propose<l. to rebuild them, but improvements and
large repairs upon the decaying buildings are very essential. The annual allowance of funds from the Quartermaster's Department under
the head of "Barracks and quarters" and "Military posts" will not
suffice to keep pace, by repairs, with the ravages of time.
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Building at the post of San Antonio has made fair progress. Building material and labor are both cheap now, ~n?- a great deal of substantial improvement bas been made at a mm1mum cost. Upon tb~
completion of the contract for building now under way the post will
have eight barracks complete; eleven sets of captains' quarters, and
one fine administration building, thorough in material and workmanship, at a cost of $175,000, aggregate. The original estimate for the
post, completed, was $450,000, and, from present experience, the cost
will fall within that amount. Progress is very slow where only $50,000
· a year are alloted, but if that rate be allowed a few more years we will
find the post of San Antonio the best built and convenient military post
in America.
·
At Fort Clark the improvement upon the buildings during the past
year has been very marked.
·
Fort Davis, upon the site of which the United States has a lease which
has. yet thirty-years to run, has been improved considerably by repairs
on buildings, fences, and water supply. Under existin g circumstances,
it will be necessary to keep up the post and look to the repair of the
buildings until new stations and buildings shall have been provided.
Fort Davis is very much out of place; it is inconvenient to get to it
and to draw troops from it, and it is expensive. It is only kept up because we can not do without it.
It was intended to give up Fort Concho as a military post this year,
but this was found to be impracticable. The post is in poor repair, and
some expense in the way of the repair of roofs and shelter for horses ~s
indispensable.
Fort Bliss is one of the mistakes in the way of locating a military
post which amounts to a blunder. Situated in the narrow pass just
north of the city of' El Paso, or rather in the city itself, there are but
35 acres of land available for building, for drills, and for parades.
High hills, amounting to mountains, are on each side of tho Rio Grande;
those on the Mexican side dominating the post. Two railroads, with
right of way, run right through the crow<led post; and smelters immediately adjoin the small Government reservation, poisoning the air with
the fumes of their furnaces. This place is utterly unfit
military purposes. The reservation, of 133 acres, has some value as city property,
and I would respectfully recommend that the same plan be taken in regard to this post as has been applied to Newport Barracks, Kentucky.
The number of mules allowed for this department for the past fiscal
year was 790. This number answers all purposes until an order comes
to move troops, and then the transportation is totally inadequate. The
interchange of the Third Cavalry with the Eighth Cavalry, now going on,
will certainly require four months for its completion, with great wear
and tear of mules and wagons. For the coming fiscal year we are reduced by 115 mules. This reduction is impolitic. It is true, in moving
troops we are authorized to hire wagons and teams. We do not do so
because the expense is very great, and the transportation does not suit
the J_)Urpose. Good, trained transportation is just as essential to an effective army as good cavalry horses, or good shoes fcfr infantry.
The drou ght has so prevailed in western Texas for the present year
and the pa t two years, that crops of grain and bay have been short,
and price high. Wood is also becoming scarce and dear. It is not
like~y that the price of the e essential supplies will ever be as low
agam a they_were formerly, when the country was wild.
1 ortant improvements in providing ice at four of the posts of the
depar tmen t, and di tilled water at Forts Ringgold and Davis, are re-
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ported by the medical director. It is proposed to extend the number
of conden.sers so as to furnish better drinking water at several posts
where the water supp]y is believed to be unwholesome.
The reports of the medical director and the inspector-general of the
department both point out the faulty administration of the Subsistence
Department in this military department. I fully concur in the views
of these officers. Soldiers are not furnished with proper veget,ables,
_n or is pork a commodity that can be bartered for vegetables in this
State, as it is not used as food or q_ uoted in market. The policy of the
Subisistence Departmeut, therefore, compels the soldier to buy a portion
of Lis necessary ration, a thing not contemplated in the understanding
of the contract contained in the oath of enlistment. This condition of
the ration question is a fruitful source of desertion, and I think can be
remedied, if carefully examinPd on the principle8 of equity and right.
The reports of tlie inspector-general, assistant adjutant-general,
chief quartermaster, chief commissary of subsistence, chief paymaster,
chief ordnance officer, medical director, judge-advocate, acting engineer
officer, and inspector of rifle practice of this department are herewith
in closed, and show fully the condition of their respective charges.
Particular attention is invited to that portion of the report of the chief
ordnance officer which refers to the breakage in rifles. If called into
war service, this defect in our present rifle would soon prove disastrous.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

D. S. STANLEY,
Brigarlier- G€neral, Oommanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Division of the Missouri, Ohicago, nl.

~EPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL RUGER.
HEA~QUARTERS DEPAR'l'MENT OF DAKOTA,

Saint Paul, Minn., August 30, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of operations,
and-affairs otherwise, in the Department of Dakota, since the date of
the last annnal report, September 6, 1886:
There has been a decrease. the present year, as compared with former
years, in Indian depredations and in raids between reservation Indians,
and also of predatory incursions by Indians of the Canadian Northwest
Territory. 'l'his improvement, in respect to the latter named Indians,
is due, in part, to a treaty made at l?ort Belknap Agency in Montana,
in June last, between the Gros Ventres and Assinniboines, of that
agency, a1H.l the Canadian Bloods, at the solicitation of the latter. The
better state in general is, doubtless, owing to continued activity, for
years past, by the troops, to suppress the evils indicated, and a gradual
accommodation of the l ndians to their more dependent condition, following the extinction of the buffalo, and the loss, owing to settlement
of ~he country and extension of railroa?s, of all the places of refuge to
whrnh, formerly, they went, when hostile, for at least temporary security. 1 do not, however, wish it implied from the foregoing remarks
that I think a reduction of the force in the department advisable, as I
am of opinion that necessity will exist for years for the retention, if not
esta)Jlishment, of posts at suitable points to give means by quick concentration of adequate force to repress at the outset inclination to hostil-
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ity, still to be provided against, on the part of reservation _India~s, who
could now, if not controlled, do greater harm m a short time, _with settlements within easy reach, than was formerly done, by years of hostility.
.
The Northern Cheyennes, numbering about two hundred in all, who
in small parties have, from time to time, during the past two years, left
the Pine Ridge Agency in Dakota and joined the Cheyennes at the
Tongue River Agency in Montana, were, inaccorrlance with instructions
from the War Department, recently returned by escort of troops to
. the Pine Ridge Agency.
· By the construction of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railroad, with its extension, by way of the Missouri and Milk River Valleys, to Helena, Mont., will soon be given direct communication between
Forts Buford, Camp Poplar River, and Assinniboine, which are on its
line, and Fort Shaw, but a few miles off. And, alscr, there will be a considerable reduction of expenses in maintaining these posts, particularly
Fort Assinniboine.
·
The instruction of troops has been generally satisfactory, so far the
present year, as circumstances permitted. In addition to the usual garrison instruction, practice marches have been made from some of the
posts, a,nd the troops at others have had considerable field duty. It
was my intention, if approved, to have concentrated in camps, at convenient points, as large a part of the garrisons of neighboring posts as
the means at command would admit, with object to effect better instruction than is possible at the separate posts; but, owing to the changes
of stations by some of the troops, and the demands for detached service, particularly of the cavalry, at Forts Custer, Assinniboine, and Buford, it has not been practicable to carry out the intention.
The operations for the year are embraced in the summary of events,
which follows:
August 11, 1886, Company I, Twentieth Infantry, left Fort Assinniboine, Mont., to proceed to and take station at Camp Poplar River,
Mont.; arrived August 31.
.
August 15, 1886, Troop E, First Cavalry, left Fort Ellis, Mont., and
marched to Fort Custer~ Mont.; arrived August 24 and took station.
August 15, 1886, Troop M, First Cavalry, left Fort Custer, Mont.,
for the Yellowstone National Park, there to perform the duties receatly
devolving upon the superintendent and his assistants. Arrived at
Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyo., August 17, and estal>lished Camp Sheridan.
August 16, 1886, Company F, Fifth Infantry, left Fort Keogh, Mont.,
to proceed to and take station at Fort Totten, Dak. ; arrived August 17.
August 20, 1886, Companies C and H, Eleventh Infantr.r, left Fort
Buford, D ak., by boat to proceed to and take station at Fort Yates,
Dak.; arrived August 26 .
. August 20, 1886, Company G, Twentieth Infantry, left Fort Maginm s, Mont., to proceed to and take station at Camp Poplar River, Mont.
En route at end of month.
_August 21, 1886, ~ detachment of Troops H and L, First Cavalry,
fa utenant Goo~e~ First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine,
Mont., to cont rn the Bear Paw Mountains for roving Indians and to
arre t any :t:ound; r~turned August 25, reporting country scouted clear
of uch Indian.·. D1. tance traveled 110 miles .
. Augu t 22; 1 6, ~roo~ , First Cavalry, Captain Hunter commandrng, and Troop L, i 1r t Cavalry, Captain Adams commanding left Fort
Assinniboine, the former to cout up Beaver Creek, and the' la,tter to
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Box Elder and Big Sandy Creeks, with view of arresting any roving or
hostile Indians found. Both troops returned August 24, not any 1ndians seen. Distance traveled by Troop H, 96 miles; by Troop L, 105
miles.
.
·
August 25, 1886, Troop F, First Cavalry, left Fort Maginnis, Mont.,
to proceed to and take station at Fort Assinniboine, Mont. En route at
end of month.
August 28, 1886, thirty enlisted men of Troop A, First Cavalry, Captain Garvey, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Maginnis, Mont., to
pursue a small party of Piegan Indians reported as travelmg north to
the Missouri River with horses stolen from the Crow Indians in the
vicinity of Fort Custer. A!Jsent at end of month.
August 29, 1886, a detachment of Troops H and L, First Cavalry,
Lieutenant Backus, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine
to scout between post and Black Coulee for roving Indians. Absent at
end of month.
August 29, 1886, Companies I and K, Fifth Infantry, left Fort Custer,
Mont., the former to take station at Fort Keogh, and the latter at Fort
Totten. Both eu route at end of month.
August 31, 1886, Uompanies C and E, Third Infantry, left Fort Ellis,
Mont., to proceed to and take station at Fort Custer, Mont. En route
at end of month.
September 1, 1886, a detachment of Troops H and L, First Cavalry,
under Sergeant Rickles, Troop H, First Uavalry, left Fort Assiniboine .
for Spring Coulee and Lonesome Prairie Lake, to intercept any roving
Blood or Piegan Indians moving northward. On the 3d a party of 7
Indians, with 7 horses and 3 colts, was discovered moving westward;
chase was given; 3 horses, 3 colts, and considerable plunder fell in to
the bands of the detachment; Indians were pursued for a distance ot
about 20 miles, but escaped by entering timber on Marias River, where
their trail could not be discovered; shots were exchanged during the
chase without casualty on either side. Returned September 21. Distance traveled 275 miles.
September 1, 18.S6, a detachment of Troops H and L, First_Cavalry,
under Lieutenant Hoyle, First Cavalry, left Fort Assinniboine for the
Sweet Grass Hills, to watch for and capture, if possible, a party of Blood
Indians reported as journeying in that direction with horses stolen from
the Crow .lnuians. Five ponies, believed to have been abandoned by
Indian raiders, were captured near Cottonwood Creek and taken to Fort
Assinniboine September 20. Distance traveled 236 miles.
September J, 1886, Uompany I, Fifth Infantry, arrived, for station, at
FortKeogb.
September 1, 1886, the detachment of Troops Rand L, First Cavalry,
un_der Lieutenant Backus, which left Fort Assinniboine, August 29 last,
to scout between that post and Black Coulee for roving Indians, returned. No Indians seen. Distance traveled 97 miles.
September 2, 1886, a. detachment of 11 men, Third Infantry, mounted,
under Lieutenant Beacom, Third Infantry, left Fort Shaw for Whoopu~ Crossing of the Marias River, and. scouted towards the Sweet Grass
Hills and down the Marias River; thence to Blackfeet Agency, and return to the Marias, to ascertain if any Blood or Piegan Indians had
been raiding in that section of country. From indications, and what
could be learned at the agency, it is believed depredations had not recently been committed by those Indians. Detachment returned September 19. Distance traveled, about 500 miles.
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September 2, 1886, Troop F, First Cavalry, arrived, for station, at Fort
Assinni boine.
September 2, 18H6, Company K, Fifth Infantry, arrived, for station, at
Fort Totten.
September 3, 1886, Companies O and E, Third Infantry, arrived, for
station, at Fort Ouster.
September 3, 1886, Company G, Twentieth Iufantry, arrived, for station, at Uamp Poplar River.
September 3, 1886, the detachment of 30 men of Troop A, First Oayalry, under Captain Garvey, which left Fort Magim.iis August 28 m
pursuit of a party of Piegan Indians, reported as having stolen horses
from the Crow Indians in the vicinity of Fort Custer, returned. No
Indians, or sign of any, seen. Distance traveled, 162 miles.
September 4, 1886, Companies G and K, Fifteenth Infantry, left Camp
Poplar River, Mont., to proceed to and take station at Fort Buford,
Dak. Arrived September 7.
September 8, 1886, a detachment of Troop F, First Cavalry, and of
Companies H and K, Twentieth Infantry, under Lieutenant Robertson,
First Cavalry, left Fort Assinniboine and scouted up Milk River, the~ce
to northeastern base of Sweet Grass Hills, thence to the international
boundary, to discover presence of Indians. None seen. Returned September 12. Distance traveled, 140 miles.
September 10, 1886, Troop L, First Cavalry, under Lieutenant ~ackusFirst Cavalry, left Fort Assinniboine to scout for rovin g or raidrng In,
dians. On Black Coulee, picket found 13 Indians, with 20 ponies, and
gave chase. - Indians fired on picket; ti.re was returned; no casualty
on either side. Detachment followed trail for a distance of about 40
miles, when it was lost owing to the Indians having scattered among
herds of cattle, and night having come on. Returned September 21,
with 1 horse and 1 colt. Distance traveled, 165 miles.
September 13, 1886, Company G, Eleventh Infantry, arrived and took
station at Fort Abraham Lincoln from Fort Leaven worth, Kans.
September 26, 1886, a detachment of 23 men of Trnop K, First Cavalry, under Lieutenant Byram, First Cavalry, left Fort Custer to patrol
the Yellowstone River from Custer Station to Froze-to-Death Valley,
thus to intercept a band of Orow Indians, reported to have killed two
Assinniboine women near Fort Peck, Mont.
September 27, 1886, Troop C, First Cavalry, under Captain Wagner,
First Cavalry, left Fort Maginnis for Judith Gap, Mont., or vicinity, to
establish ca mp, and to send therefrom, daily, scouting parties to arrest
any roving Indians found.
September 27, 1886, a detachment of 22 men of Troop E, First Cavalry, under Captain Wesendorff, First Cavalry, left Fort Ouster to patrol the Yellowstone River, from Custer Station to Bull Mountain Station, Mont., thus to intercept a party of horse-stealing Crow Indians.
September 27, 1886, a detachment of 28 men of Troop G, First Cavalry, under Ca~tain Upham, First Cavalry, left F _o rt Ouster to patrol
!ellowstone River, from Pornpes'::i Pillar to Huntley, Mont., thus to
mtercept horse-stealing Orow Indians.
~eptember 29~ 1886, 34 men of Troop A, First Cavalry, under Oap~am ~arvey, First Cavalry, left Fort Maginnis to establish camp at
Junction of Ford and Box Elder Creeks Montana from which to send
scoutmg partie , daily, with view of arre;ting any r~ving Indians found.
_September 29, 18 6, a ~etachment of 18 men of Troop B, and 10 of D,
Frrst Cavalry, under Lieutenant Galbraith, First Cavalry, left Fort
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Custer to patrol the old wagon-road to Fort Keogh, east to Tullock's
Fork, thus to intercept horse-stealing Crow Indians.
October 1, 1886, a detachment of 31 men of Troop D, First Ca-valry,
Captain Forse, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Custer, Mont., to
patrol the Yellowstone River, from Huntley to Bull Mountain Station,
Mont., thus to intercept a party of Crow Indians, reported as having
bP,en on a horse-stealing raid. No captures made. Returned October
20. Distance traveled, about !264 miles.
October 1, 1886, the detachment of 18 men of Troop B, and 10 of
Troop D, First Cavalry, under Lieutenant Galbraith, First Cavalry, reported as having left Fort Custer, Mont., September 29, to patrol the
old wagon-road to Fort Keogh, east to Tullock's Fork, to intercept
horse-stealing Crow Indians, returned. Indians not founu.. Distance
traveled, about 65 miles.
October 3, 1886, 39 men of Troop H, Lieutenant Hoyle, and 38 men
of Troop Li Lieutenants Backua and Goode, First Cavalry, Captain
Hunter, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort_Assinniboine, Mont., to
scout country north and west of Belknap Agency, and to observe movements of Blood Indians, reported as moving with hostile intent against
Indians of that agency. Captain Hunter was relieved October 9. At
end of month command encamped on Milk River, 18 miles from post
and 8 miles from agency. Indians, or signs of any, were not seen. The
detachment of 22 men of Troop E, First Cavalry, under Captain Wesendorff, First Cavalry, reported as having left Fort Custer, September
27, to patrol the YeJlowstone River from Ouster Station to Bull Mountain Station, Mont., and to intercept a party of horse-stealing Crow Indians, returned. Inaians were not found. Distance traveled, about 92
miles.
;
October 4, 1886, the detachment of 28 men of Troop G, First Cavalry,
under Captain Upham, First Cavalry, reported as having left Fort
Custer, l\Jont., September 27, to patrol the Yellowstone River from
Pompey's Pillar to Huntley, Mont., and to intercept horse-stealing Crow
Indians, returned. Indians were not found. Distance traveled, about
84 miles.
October 4, 1886, Troop G, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Keogh, Mont.;
arrived and took station at Fort Meade, Dak., October 15.
October 5, 1886, a detachment of 32 rne:u of Troop B, First Cavalry,
Lieutenant Galbraith; First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Custer,
Mont., to patrol the Yellowstone River with a view of catching a party
of horse-stealing Crow Indians. Not any captures made. Returned
October 14. Distance traveled, about 160 miles.
October 5, 1886, Troop B, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Yates, Dak.; ar.
rived and took station at Fort Meade, Dak., October 17.
October 6, 1886, Troops E and H, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Meade,.
Dak.; arrived and took station at Fort Yates, Dak., October 15.
October 5, 1886, Companies A and K, Twentieth Infantry, Captain
Harbach, Captain Patterson, Twentieth Infantry, commanding, left
Fort Assinniboine, Mont., for Belknap Indian Agency, to protect In<lians and property thereat against threatened hostilities of Canadian
Blood Indians. Found everything quiet. Not any signs of the hostiles,
and detachment was withdrawn, arriving at post October 21. Distance
traveled, 56 miles.
October 6, 1886, a detachment of 32 men of Troop G, First. Cavalry,
Oa,ptain Upham, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Custer, Mont.,
to patrol on the Yellowstone River, for horse-stealing Indians. Not any
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captures made. Returned October 20. Distance traveled, about 480
miles.
· October 14, 1886, the detachment of 23 men of Troop K, First Cavalry,
under Lieutenant Byram, First Cavalry, reported as having left Fort
Ouster, September 26, to patrol the Yellowstone River, from Custer
Station to Froze-to-death Valley, and to intercept a band or Crow Indians, alleged to have killed two Assinniboine Indian women near Fort
· Peck, Mont., returned, having capture<l a raiding party of 7 Crow Indians, with 10 ponies, on October 5, near Froze-to-death. The Indians
were taken to Fort Ouster and placed in confinement. Distance traveled, about 260 miles.
October 18, 1886, Troop D, Seventh Cavalry, lef"t Fort Yates, Dak.;
arrived and took station at Fort Meade, Dak., October 27. October 19, 1886, Troop A, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Meade, Dak.,
to proceed to and take station at Fort Keogh, Mont.; en route at end
of month.
.
October 20, 1886, a detachment of 20 men Third Infantry, Lieutenant
Beacom, Third Infantry, commanding, returned to Fort Shaw, Mont.,
from a scout to Blackfeet Agency and vicinity, having captured 5 Piegan
Indians, with 17 horses stolen from settlers. Horses were restored ~o
the owners, and the Indians turned over to the civil authorities. This
detachment left post September 27. Distance traveled, about 300 miles.
October 22, 1886, upon information received at Fort Ouster that a
party of Sioux Indians had attacked some Crow Indians about 3 miles
south of that post, all the available cavalry thereat, under Colonel Dudley, First Cavalry, immediately repaired to the point indicated, where
it was found that 2 Sioux and 2 Crow Indians bad been killed, ~nd 3
Crow Indians wounded. Traces of other Sioux were not found, and
command returned same day.
October 23, 1886, a battalion of the First Cavalry, consisting of Troops
D, 39 men, Captain Forse; G, 3D men, Captain Upham, and K, 35 men,
Captain ~outelle and Lieutenant Byram, Major Carroll, First Caval_ry,
commandmg, left Fort Ouster, Mont., on a scout to t,he Crow Indian
Agency, to intercept a large war party of Sioux Indians reported advancing with hostile intent on Crow Agency. A thorough scout was
made, but indications of Sioux were not found. Returnerl October 24.
Distance traveled, 70 miles.
October 23, 1886, Troops B, 38 men, Lieutenant Galbraith, and E, 27
men, First Cavalry, Captain Wessendorf, First Cavalry, commanding,
left Fort Ouster, Mont., to intercept and capture, if possible, a war
party of Sioux Indians reported advancing with hostile intent on Crow
Indian Agency. Indications of Siou-x: were not found. Returned October 27. Distance traveled, 90 miles.
October 27, 1886, upon report, received from the agent, that an outbreak of the Cheyenne Indians at Tongue River Agency was imminent,
a battalion of the Fifth Infantry, consisting of Companies D, 2 officers
and 28 men; E, 2 officers ai1d 26 men, and G, 2 officers and 29 men,
Major Snyder, Fifth Infantry, commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont.,
for that agency to quell any disturbances.
October ~7, 18 6, Troop D, 40 men, and K, 37 men, O}tptain Bout lle and L;eute?ant Byrall!, Fir t ~avalry, and Lieutenant Uole, Third
Infantry, Oaptarn For e~ Fir t Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Custer,
Mont., for h Tongue Riv r Indian Agency, to suppress an alleged
outbreak of th
h yenne Indians thereat.
Octo r 2 , 1 8.6, the detac~ment of 34 men of Troop A, First Cavalry, under Captaw arvey, ~irst Cavalry, reported as having left Fort
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Maginnis September 29, to establish camp at junction of Ford and
Box Elder Creeks, Montana, with view of arresting roving Indians,
returned. I udians were not found. Total distance traveled by scouting parties, about 1,195 miles.
October 28, 1886, Troop 0, First Cavalry, under Captain Wagner,
First Cavalry, reported as having· 1t,ft Furt Maginnis, Mon·t., Septem- .
ber 27, for Judith Gap~ Montana, to establi~ll camp with view of arresting roving Inc1fans, returnerl. Indians not fournl. Total distance
traveled uy scouting parties, about 1,000 miles
November 1, 1886, headquarters of tlle department transferred from
Fort Snelling, and established in Saint I,aul.
November 3, 1886, the couunauu cousisting of Troops D, 40 meu, and
K, 37 men, Captain Bontelle. and LieutenaIJt Byram, First Cavalry,
and Lieutenant Cole, Tltird Infantry, under Captain Forst>, First Cavalry, reported as having left Fort Ouster, Mont., for the 'fougue River
Indian Agency, to suppress an alleged out1Jreak of the Cheyenne Indians thereat, returned. No outbreak occurred; none anticipated.
Distance traveled, 130 milt>s.
November 3, 18t-,6, Troop A, Seventh Cavalry, arrirnd and took station at .Fort Keogh, Mont.
November 10, 1886, Troop G, First Cavalry, Captain Upham, First
Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Ouster, Mout., ou a, scout to the Musselsheli River to arrest roving- Iu<liaus; none seen. Returned :November 27. Distance tr:weled, 400 mill"~.
November 10, 1886, a detaclJment of 10 men of Troop A, First Cavalry, Lieutenaut Tranb, First Cavalry, cornmauding·, left Fort Maginnis on a scout to Judith Gap, Montana, to intercept Indians reported
al:! jourueyiog north with stolen stock.
Iudians not found. Returned
November 16. Distance traveled, about 186 miles.
November 10, 1886, a dP.tachment of 10 men of Troop C, First Cavalry, Lieutenant MacDonald, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Maginnis and proceeded to the mouth of Ford's Creek, Montana, to intercept a party of Indians reported. as rnoviug north with stolen stock.
Not any captures made. Returned Nov·ember 15. Distance traveled,
about 150 mile~.
Nornmbt>r 11, 188G, a detachment ofll men, Third Infantry, mounted,
Lieutenant Beaeow, Tltir<l Infautry, coU1mam1i11g-, left Fort Shaw, Mont.,
and procet>u1:d to tbe Missouri River, below tile falls, with view of
capturing a party of lndiaus reported as lrnving- a 11umlJer of stol(·U
horses in their possession. Not any captures 11uuJ.P. Returned November :20. DistaHce traveled., al>out 120 miles.
November 11, 1886, 32 men of Troop F, J:i..,irst Cavalry, Lieutenant
Robertson, First Cavalry, commandiug, left Fort Assiuniboine, Mont.,
on a scout to the MariasHiver, thence to Eag'le Ureek, with view of intercepting horse-stealing Indians; joined at Uoal Banks by a detachment
of 10 men, same troop, un<ler Lieutenant Goode, First Cavalry. On
the 17th a fresh trail of Indians with considerable loose stock was discovered, and followed until it split iuto several, when detachment thell
crossed country and proceeded to Kipp's Ferry to cut off lndjans near the
Marias River. Here, owing to a ~en•re snow-storm, further pursuit was
prevented. Returned No, ember 27. DistallcC traveled, about 210 .tniJes.
December 2, Hi86, tlie lwttalion, unclPr Mc:1jor Snyder, Fifth Infantry.
consisting of Companies D, E and G of his regiment, which left Fort
Keog~, :Mont.,_ Octob~r 27, 1886, for the Tongue River Indian Agency,
upon 11:iform~t10µ received t4at ~n oqtb.re&t ot' t4e Uheyenrie lµdi~11s a,,t
7
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that agecy was imminent, return_ed. No good grounds for the report
existed. Distance traveled, 87 miles.
January, 1887, there was nothing, other than the usual routine.
February, 18h7, there was nothing, other than the usual routine.
March 20, 1887,42 men of Troop L, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Backus,
First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine for Fort Belknap
Indian Agency, Mont., there to give warning of a threatened raid by
.Canadian Blood Indiansi reported as having left their reservation for
that purpose; also to scout the country between Belknap and the
boundary to intercept said Indians. Returned March 31. Not any Indians, or signs of auy, see11. Distance traveled, 136 miles.
March 25, 1887, 20 rntn of Troop H, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Robertson, First Cavalry, commanding, left, Fort Assinniboine ou a scout to
Sweet Grass Hills and· vicinity to-ascertarn if Canadian Indians had
recently been in that section. Returnecl March 31. Not any fresh signs
of Indians found. Distance traveled, 136 miles.
'
April 5, 1887, 36 men of Troop A, First Carnlry, Lieutenant Hoyle,
First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine for the Little Rocky
Mountains, to arrest certain Indians reported as having stolen horse_s
and killed cattle beionging to settlers in that section. Returned April
21. Not any trace of the Indians found. Distance tra-veled, 229 miles.
April 7, 1887, Troop F, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Bomus, Fi~st
Cavalry, corr.imanding,left Fort Assinniboine and scouted along Marias
River, with view of capturing a party of Blood Indians reported as dep·
redating in that vicinity; returned April 19. Not any Indians, or
signs of any, seen. Distance traveled, 166 miles.
AprH 7, 1887, 20 men of Troop L, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Bac~us
commanding, left Fort Assinuiboine for Rocky Ridg·e, Sweet Grass Hills,
to ascertain if Indians were then, or recently had been, in that neighborhood; returned April 16, having learned that none were then there, but
that a party of Bloods had been there a few weeks earlim arnl succeeded
in running off t:ieveral horses belonging to miners. Distance traveled,
210 miles.
April 17~ 1887, Company E, Eleventh Infantry, Captain ~Iyer,
Eleventh Infantry, commanding,leftFort Sully for Crow Creek Agency,
pursuant to War Department order, to aid the agent in removing intruders from the Sioux or Urow Creek and Winnebago reservations,
Dakotc:1, under a proclamation by the President of An gust 21, 1885, declaring inoperative executive order of February 27, 1885, opening ce~tain portions of saiu reservations to settlement. Arrived there April
21 ; returned May 27.
May 5, 1887, a detachment of 20 men of 'rroops F, H, and L, First
Cavalry, Lieutenant Bomus, First Ca,7 alry, commanding, left Fort Asinniboine to scout north of that post and Belknap Agency, between
Milk River and the boundary line, to ascertain if hostile Indians hl-Hl
rece11tly been in that section; returneu May 13, haviug thoroughly
scouteu the country indicated without discovering traces of Indians in
that neighborhood this sea on. Distance trasvele<l, 165 miles.
_May , 1887, 38 men of Troop L, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Backus,
Fir t Cavalry, com_m anding, left Fort, Assinniboine, to scout northwe t of that po t for indications of the recent presence of hostile Indian ; returned May 27. Not any traces of Inuians found. Distance
r
led, 3-4 mile·.
fa · 15, 1 . 7, 2 men oC Troops F ancl R, First Cavalry, Lieutenant
rt n Fir t avalry, commanding, left Fort As . . innil>oine to scout
rth of B lknap Agency; returned May 25 with a party of 15 Briti h
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Cree Indians, captured on Milk River, about 3 miles south of the boundary line. The party consisted of 3 men, 7 wome.n, and 5 children, having in their possession 1 rifle; 1 shot-gun, and 5 horses. Instructions
were given to conduct them across the borin<lar,r, restoring all property
captured, except the arms. Distance traveled, 163 miles.
.
May rn, 1887, Troop c; First Cavalry (Wagner's), left Fort Maginnis
for temporary duty at Fort, Assinniboiue; arrived '1:ay 26. Distance
t!'aveled, 177 miles.
·
May 21, 1887, 20 men of Troop H, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Hoyle,
.First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Assinn;boine, Mont., for Beau
Creek to arrest a party of hostile Blood or Blackfeet Intlians, reported
to have been seen in that vicinity. Returned M,ty 23, reporting that no
Indians bad been in that section. Investigation proYed the report to
be groundless. Distance traveled, 72 miles.
May 26, 1887, a detachment of 50 men of Troops F and H, First Cavalry, Lieutenants Bomus and Robertson, Captain Ward, First Cavalry,
commanding, left Fort Assinniboine for Belknap Age.uc.v, at the request
of the agent, to arrest certain Indians alleged to have stolen horses
from the Fort McLeod Reservation, Northwestern 1'erri.tory. Returned
May 28 with 5 Assinniboine Indians and 34 horseR; distance traveled,
56 miles. The horses were turned over to the Canadian police. The
Indians were subsequently surrendered to their agent.
May 27, 1887, Company E, Elernnth Infantry, reported on last return ,
as having left Fort Sully April 17, 1877, to aid in removing settlers
from the Sioux, or Crow Creek, and Winnebago reservations, Dak., returned, having accomplished the duty assigned.
.
May 28, 1887, Troop L, Seventh Cavalry, Captain Wallace, Seventh
Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Buford with view·of keeping with and
protecting the advance parties -engaged in the construction of the St.
Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Rail way; also to make certain scouts,
and aid the agent of the Fort Peck Indian Agency, when in that neighborhoo<l, in protecting the Indians there from unlawful ::icts by whites.
May 31, 1887, at Sweet Grass Hills, about 70 miles from Fort Assinniboine, a camp consisting of Troops F and H, First Cavalry, and company B, Twentieth Infantry, Captain McCaskey, Twentieth Infantry,
commanding, was established for the summer, the object bei11g to check
incursions on United States territory of Canadian Indians; also to prevent United States Indians from raiding north of the boundary, by keeping the country west of Fort Assiuniboine and north of l\farias River to
the boundary under constant observation by scouting. The infantry
left Fort Assinniboine .M:ay 27, and the cavalry May 29.
Jun~ 8, 1887, a detachment of 11 men, Troop F, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Bomus, First Cavalry, commanding, left camp at Sweet Grass
Hills, Mont., to arrest any Canadian Indians found south of the boundary. Returned June 13. Not any Indians found. Distance traveled,
200 miles.
June 9, 1887, a detachment of 20 men, Troop H, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Morrison, Twentieth Infantry, commanding, left camp at Sweet
Grass Hills, Mont., to scout·northwest thereof for indications of raiding
Indians. Returned June 12. Not any discoveries. Distance traveled,
120 miles.
·
·
June 9, 1887, a detachment of 20 men, Troop F, First Oavalri, Captain Ward, First Cavalry, commanding, left camp at Sweet Grass
Hills, Mont., to scout south ward thereof for purpose as abo'7e. Returned
June 12. Like result as above. Distance trarnled, 120 miles.
8925-w 87--10
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June 13, 1887, a detachment of,25 men, Lieutenant Freeland, Lieutenant
Kennedy commanding, all Third Infantry, left Fort Missoula to proceed
to and establish camp at Tob_a cco Plains, Mont., to observe and report
as to the extent of aid, if any, Unitecl States Indians were giving the
Kootenay Indians of British Columbia in their alleged rebellious attitude towards the Canadian authorities, and as to what probability
there was that any United States Indians would join in case of an outbreak;· also to prevent United States or othn Indians from crossing
the boundary for illicit purposes. Arrived June 25. So far as learned
no material aid has been given; but iu case of disturbance it is believed
the Indians located on Tobacco Plains, Mont., would aid, and perhaps
join, those in British Columbia., unless restrained.
June 14, 1887, a detachment of 15 men, Troop C, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Macdonald, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Assinniboi11e
to search in the Little Rocky Mountains for Indians and stolen horses;
returned June 28, having thoroughly searched said mountains without
discovei'iug traces of either. Distance traveled, 325 miles.
June ~5, 1887, Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, Captain Bell, Seventh Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Buford to relieve Troop L, Seventh Cavalry,
of the duties of protecting the advance parties engaged in the construction of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, scouting, etc., for which it left that post May 28 last.
June 27, 1887, 36 men, Troop B, and one officer, Troop G, First Cavalry, Lieutenant Miller, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Custer
to intercept a party of visiting Indians from Rosebud Agency, reported
en route to the Crow Indian Reservation. June 30, encampe.d at Big
Bend of Rosebud River, up to which time Indians were not discovered.
June 28, 1887, 26 men of Troop D and 39 of Troop K, First Uavalry,
3 troop and 1 medical officers, Captain Forse, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Custer for the Crow Indian Reservation to remove therefrom a party of visiting Indians. On the 29th 32 men, 8 women, and 3
children (Sioux), 26 belonging to the Rosebud and 17 to Pine Rirlge .Agencies, were captured at Deaf Bull's Bottom. l 1he Rosebud band was under
"Two Strikes," and the Pine l{idge under ''Young-man-afraid-of-hishorse." The bands, with proper escort, were placed in charge, respectively, of First Lieut. Frnnk A. Edwards an<l ·second Lieut. George L.
B~ram, :First Cavi:tlry, and conducted beyond Crow Reservation to a
pomt near where Corr.al Creek enters the Rosebud River, and there on
July 1 advised to promptly return to their respective reservations.
They were provided with a paper reciting their removal from the Crow
Reservation, ~nd proceeded on their journey. The other portion of the
command returned, arriving June 30. Distance traveled, 64 miles.
July 2, 1887, the detachment of Troop B, First Cavalry, under Lieutenant Miller, First Cavalry, which left Fort Ouster June 27 to prevent
a party of Indians belonging to the Rosebud Agency from visiting the
c.row Reservation, returned. Distance tra.veled, 159 miles. The Indians were captur d by the command under Captain Forse, First Cavalry, which left Fort Custer .Tune 28 for the purpose.
July 2, 1887, the detaehment of 'rroop K, Fir~t Uavalry, under Lieutenant Edward., 1 ir t Cavalry, which proceeded on June 30 last to
conduct b yond th limit of the Urow Reserve the Indians there arre ted b. the command uudrr aptain Forr·e FirRt Cavalrv returned
to_ Fort Cu t r, h ving accornpli bed the duty. Di~tance fr~veled, 75
llll1

.

July 3,
7, Tro p L, eventh Cavalry, which left Fort Buford, May
28 la t to protect dvance parti ::; engag din the construction of the
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St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, and perform certain
scouts, returned, having been relieved of said duties by Troop F, same
regiment.
July 11, 1887, 1rroop L, First Cavalry, left Fort A.ssinniboine to proceed to and take station at Fort Buford. En route at end of month.
July 12, 1887, Troop C, First Cavalry, was transferred to Fort Buford. It left Fort Maginnis May 19 last, for temporary duty at Fort
Assinniboine, arriving May 26, and performed garrison escort and
scouting duties; also engaged in guarding the advance parties constructing the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Rail way, having
relieved Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, July 22, of said duties.
Troops F and L, First Cavalry, have also been on duty guarding the
railroad construction.
July 16, 1887, Troop I, Seventh Cavalry (Nowlan's), left Fort Totten
to march to and take station at Fort Meade. En route at end of month.
July 16, 1887, Troop L, Seventh Cavalry (Wallace's), left li.,ort Buford to march to and take station at Fort Meade. En route at end of
month.
JuJy 17, 1887, Company C, Fifteenth Infantry, Captain Conrad, Fifteenth Infantry, commanding, left Fort Randall by boat, to proceed to
and garrison Fort Sully until the arrival of the companies of the
Twelfth Infantry, destined for that post. Arrived July 20.
July 17, 1887, a detachment of 19 men of the Fifteenth Infantry left
Fort Randall by boat, to proceed to an<l garrison Fort Bennett-under
Lieutenant Lloyd, Fifteenth Infantry, who arrived there July 15-until the arrival of the company, Twelfth Infantry, destined therefor. Arrived July 20.
July 23, 1887, Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, Captain Bell, returned to
Fort Buford. It left that post June 25 last, to relieve Troop L, same
regiment, of the duties of protecting the advance parties engaged in
the construction of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway,
scouting, etc., and was itself relieved of those duties, July 22, by Troop
O, First Cavalry.
July 25, 1887, headquarters and Troops C, D, G, and M, Seventh
Cavalry, Colonel Forsyth, commanding, left Fort Meade to march to
and take station at Fort Riley, Kans., Department of the M.issouri.
July 28, 1887, Company I, Eleventh Infantry, left Fort Bennett to
proceed to and take station at Madison Barracks, N. Y.~in the Division
of the Atlantic.
J:uly 29, 1887, Companies B, O, F, and H, Eleventh Infantry, left
Fort Yates to proceed to and take station: Bat Fort Wood, Bedlow's
Island, New York Harhor; Cat Fort Ontario, N. Y.; Fat Plattsburgh
Barracks, N. Y., and H at Madison Barracks, N. Y., in the Division of
· the Atlantic.
July 30, 1887, Company G, Eleventh Infantry, left Fort Abraham
Lincoln to proceed to aud take station at Madison Barr9,cks, N. Y., in
tl.1e Division of tbe Atlantic.
.
July 31, 1887, headquarters and Companiei;; A, D, E, and K, Eleventh
Infantry, left Fort Sully to proceed to and take station: A and D at
Madison Barracks, and E and Kat Fort Niagara, N. Y., in the Division
of the Atlantic.
August 1, 1887, Oompanies A, B, and H, Fifth Infantry, Major Snyd~r, Fifth Infantry, commanding, left Fort Keogh for the Cheyenne In~1~n Agency on Tongue River, Montana; arrived August 6, being
JOmed s3:me date by Troops D and G, First Cavalry, under Captain
Forse, First Cavalry, from Fort Custer, these troops having left that
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post August 3 for the same purpose. The object of the expedition wa:,
to effect the remov::11 from said agency of all northern Cheyenne Indians
belonging to the Pine Hinge AgPncy, Dak., and conduct them to their
reservation. On August 12, 199 Northern Cheyennes left Tongue River
Agency for their reserve, escorted by .tlle cavalry under Captain Forse.
The command under Major Snyder left for its station August 14, arriv.
ing August 18.
August 2, 1887, Troop L~ Seventh Cavalry (Wallace's), reported f'n
route at end of July from Fort Buford to take station at Fort Meade,
arrived.
August 4, 1887, headquarters and Companies E, G, H, and I, Twelfth
Infantry, arrived, and took station at Fort Yates, from the Division of
the Atlantic.
August 4, 1887, Company F, Twelfth Infantry, arrived and took ~ta·
tion at Fort Abraham Lincoln, from Madison Barracks, N. Y., Division
of the Atlantic, which it left July 25, last.
August 5, 1887, Troop L, First, Cavalry, arrived at Fort Buford.
Distance traveled, 380 miles.
August 5, 1887, Companies A, B, C, and D, Twelfth Infantry, arrived
and took station at Fort Sully from the Divisiou of the Atlantic.
August 5, 1887, Company K, Twelfth Infantry, arrived and took sta·
tion at F0rt Bennett from Fort Niagara, N. Y., Division of the Atlantic.
August 8, 1887, Troop F, Seventh Cavalry (Bell's), left Fort Buford
to march to and take s~ation at Fort Meade. Arrived August 20.
August lJ, 1887, Troop I, Seventh Cavalry,arrived at Fort Meade..
The accompanying register of troops will inciicate tbe regiments m
the department, with the stations occupied, and their garrisons.
The strength of the several garrisons, taken from the last completed
July returns and certain epecial returns received to date, is as follows;
Independent posts.
Poste-.

Officers.

J~~ ~~~~i~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Pembina . ... . ..... . ......... .. ................................... .

ilHf
itt\/H?\H?/iii(?i\/
;~~t
ii§:{~[.:t\\EE::::+?E?:)i:):::::
~b~~:~~ ii~~~i~:.::::: ·.:::::::::: :·.::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Fort A.brabam Lincoln ordnance depot ........................ ·....... .

Total

........................................................ .

Enlisted
men.

Indian
scouts.

--- ---

22
9
7
8
15
14

3
24
32
6
1
24
7
29
30
3
2341

276
95
74
94
187
113
30
256
435
71
6
298
88
386
389
64

········2
2

·········2
2

8

2,862

District of Montana.
Posts.

Officers. Enlisted
men.
419
183
87
169

2

8
15
74

858

2

35
16

Total ................•.........•........·.•..... . ............•...

Indian
scouts.
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Grand total.

-

Enlisted Indian
Officers.
Independent posts and District of Montana.
men.
scouts.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - -

Bt~:~~~~ntFn°t~!~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

234
74

2,862
858

8
2

Total. ... ____ ....•.....•................•............•.. -- ·· --- - --

308

3,720

10

Accompanying ar~ reports by the officers of the general staff on d~ty
at these headquarters, to which attention is respectfully requested w1tll
reference to details of administration in their respective departments
and to recommendations submitted. The report of the inspector of rifle
practice will be forwarded as soon as possible after the close of the
practice season.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOM.AS H. RUGER,
Brigadier-General, Commanding.
.
The ASSIST.ANT ADJUTANT-GENER.AL, U. 8. A.,
.
Heaaquarters Division of the Missoitri, Chicago, Ill.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL MERRITT.
HEADQUARTERS DEP.AR'l'MENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Fort £ea,venworth, Kans., August 26, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as my report of affairs
in this department since the last annual report.
Troop D, Fifth Cavalry, reported last September as being on detached service pursuant to instructions from Readqua,rters Division of
the Missouri, dated April 12, 1886, in soutwestern Oolora<lo, and as cooperating with troops from Department of the Platte in protecting settlers from Indian depredations, returne<l to its station at Fort Riley,
Kans., October.16, 1886.
During the entire spring and summer scouting parties have been frequently sent out on the cattle trails at crossings of Washita and Uanadian Rivers and in the Oklahoma country, for the purpose of expelling
intruders from the In<lian Territory and guarding against renewed in,
trusi,ons, driving away unauthorized cattle, keeping the herds passing
through the Territory on the authorized trails, quelling troubles between Indians and cattle-men, and returning Indians to their proper
reservations.
In the Oklahoma country it was found necessary to ei;;tahlish a permanent camµ, which was done about 16 miles soutll of Arkansas City.
This camp is known as Camp Martin, and is occupied by one troop of
the Fifth Cavalry.
On req~est of Indian Afent J. Lee Hall, dated April 1, 1887, to the
commandmg officer, Fort S111, Ind. 1'., Troops D and H, Third Cavalry,
were detached from that post t,o Anadarko, Iud. T., April 3 and 4, respectively, to assist the agent in preventing the Indian cattle from befog
run off and aiding in recovering stolen cattle. On April rn, Company
E, Twenty-fourth Infantry, and all available cavalry that could be
spared from Fort Sill, under command of Lieut. Oo1. E. P. Pearson,
Twenty-fourth Infantry, left for Anadarko, to assist in putting down
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threatened outbreak of Indians. Quiet being restored, Lieutenant-Colonel Pearson and his force returned to Fort Sill. Troops D and H,
Third Cavalry, returned to Fort Sill May 10 and 22 respectively.
Upon request of the same agent for a company of infa ntry for thirty
days to maintain discipline at the Indian school a.t the agency; Company C,, Tweuty-fourth lllfautry, was detached there March 16 from
Fort Sill, and returned to post Jn1y 12, 1887.
Upon request of the Interior Department, approved by the Lieutenant-General commanding the Army, Troop G, F .i fth Cavalry, was detached from ]fort Reno, Ind. T., November 3, 1886, to the Sac and Fox·
Ageucy, to assist in preserving peace among the Indians thereat. Returned to post February 9, 1887, beiug relieved by a sm all detachment,
which in turn was relieved by Troop C, Fifth Cavalry, which latter returned to Fort Reno July 31, 1887, the farther presence of troops
thereat being deemed unnecessary by the agent.
Under telegraphic instructions of the Lieutenant-General, dated February 15, 1887, Troop F, Sixth Cavalry, was ordered from Fort Lewis,
Colo., to Amargo, N. Mex., with a view to allaying discontent of the
Jicarilla Apaches, who bad become dissatisfied with their location at
the Mescalero Reservation near Fort Stanton and w0re returning to
Amargo. The troop is still there on detacbed service.
On the request of the Interior Department, approved by the L\e1;1t~nant-General April 26, and under directions from Headquarters D1v1s1~n
of the Missouri, dated A.pril 28, Troop K, Fifth Cavalry, was ordered m
May to proceed from Fort Reno to the Osage Indian Agency, to 1~emove
certain intruders therefrom. The troop is still at the agency, and Capt.
C. H. Potter, Eighte_e nth Infantry, has been placed in charge there as
agent.
ln July Companies A and B, Twenty-second Infantry, were detached
from Fort Lewis, Colo., the former in the Blue Mountains, Utah, and the
latter in the vicinity of Bluff City, San J" uan County, Utah, to preserve
peace between southern Ute Indians and white settlers in that country.
CHANGES IN DEP.ARTMENT .AND TRANSFER OF TROOPS.

Fort Lewis: Colo., was transferred tO' this Department from District
of New Mexico by General Orders No. 83, Adjutant-General's Office,
1886.
The designation of the post of Cantonment on the Uncompahgre,
Colorado, was changed to Fort Crawford, Colo., by General Orders No.
91, Adjutant-General's Office, 1886.
Company K, 'fhirteenth Infantry, arrived and took station at Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., September 9, 1886, relieving Company G, Eleventh
Infantry, whic~ left September 11, 1886, for Fort Abraha m Lincoln,
Dak., pe Special Orders No. 116, Headquarters Division Missouri, 1886.
Troop B, Third, and L, Fourth, Cavalry, 1eft Fort Leavenworth,Kans.,
October 11, 1 86, en route to Camp Pena, Colo., Texas, and F ort Union,
N. Mex., re pectively, per General Orders No. 20 Headquarters Divis'
ion Mi ouri, 1886.
Troop M, Fifth Cavalry, left Fort Supply October 6, 1886, arrived
and took tation at Fort Leavenworth October 10 1886 and Troop L,
Ninth ava1ry, 1 ft ort foKinney odtober 5, 1886, arr'ived and took
stati at F rt av nworth October 15 18 6 per General Orders No.
2
a qu ar_t r · i i i n Mi ouri, 1886.
'
. Tr
, ,.. 1x th
lr T', a reli ved from <.luty in thi Department
m • ul. -, 1 , aud rd( r , t proce d to IHI take tation at Fort Myer
a., r eneral Orders o. 42, Adjutant-General's Office, 1887.
'
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The four troops of the Third Cavalry at Forts ElliQtt a11d Sill were
relieved from duty in this Department in July and ordered to Department Texas, per Genera] Orders No. 46, Adjutant's-General's Office,
1887.
Pursuant to Geueral Orders No. 46, current series, Adjutant-General's Office, the headquarters, staff, and four troops of the Fifth Cavalry,
stationerl at Fort Riley, were, by Special Orders No. 74, current series,
thPse headqnarters, relieved from duty at that post and ordered to take
station as follows: Headquarters and staff at Fort Reno, and two troops
each at Forts Elliott and Sill.
The headquarter., and four troops of the Seventh Cavalry relieved
from duty iu Department of Dakota and ordered to take station atFort
Riley, Kam~., per General Orders No. 46, Adjutant-General's Office,
1887, are now marching to their destination, and will probably reach
their station on or before the 10th of September.
Also a troop of Sixth Cavalry has been ordered from Headquarters
of the Army to proceed from its present station in New Mexico to Fort
Lewis, Colo., and there take station.
Attention is imrited to the accompanying synopsis of the reports of
the chiefs of the several staff departments at these headquarters.
I assumed command of tbe Department July 5, by authority of General Orders No. 41, current series, from Headquarters of the Army.
I sllall, if uecessary, make special report in matters requiring it when
I ban personally become more familiar with the affairs of the Department.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. MERRITT,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
ASSIST.A.NT AD.JUT.A.NT-GENERAL,

Diiiision of the Missouri, Chicago, Ill.

REPORT OF MAJOR-GENERAL HOWARD.
HE.ADQU .A.R'l'ERS DIVISION OF THE P .A.CIFIC,
San Francisco, Gal., September 22, 1887.
GENER.AL: I have the honor to submit the following report for the
informatiou and consideration of the Lieutenant-General:
CHANGES OF HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT LIMITS, .A.ND ABANDONMENTS.

Since the date of my last annual report, . and in November, 1886, the
headquarters of the Department of California and of the Division of the
Pacific have been changed from the Presidio to the city of San Francisco.
rhis change has facilitated the public business and greatly benefited
the Presidio. Commodious and comfortable quarters for offices in the
business center of the city were secured at a moderate rental and are
now occupied.
A change of the headquarters of the Department of Arizona from
Whipple Barracks, Ariz., to the city of Los Angeles, Cal., in January
l~st, bas not been detrimental to the interests of the service, and has
given ampler and pleasanter accommodation. At the same time, all
that portion of the Department of California lying south of the thirt'y-
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fifth parallel of north latitude (including· the post of San Diego Bar.
racks) was transferred to the Departmc...:.nt of Arizona. Fort Bliss, Tex.,
has been transferred from the Department of Arizona to that of Texas,
and also Fort Lewis, Colo., to the Dep:irtment of the Missouri. Fort
Halleck, Nev., has been abandoueu; the troops have been withdrawn
from Fort Winfield Scott, Cal., aud the premises included within the
post of the Presidio of San Francisco.
MOVEMENTS OF TROOPS IN 'l'HE DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.,

These movements have been few in number, and changes of station
have been made only when actually necessary, and at the least possible
cost. For a detailed statement see Appendix marked A.*
After the ce:ssation of tbe Apache hostilities in Arizona, the Eighth
Infantry was transferred from that Department to the Department of
the Platte, in November, 1886.
'
COAST DEFENSE.

Permit me to again call attention to the subject of coast defense. I
am aware that there is a Board, of which the honorable Secretary of
Waris the chairman, which has this matter under advisement; but remote as is this division from the Capital, the necessity for speedy actio11
is constantly pressed upon the attention of the division commander.
The Engineer Department on this coast is ably represented, and there
is no blame to be attached to any executive department for the present
abnormal condition of the fortifications on the Pacific slope. My last
year's statement, which is still applicable, was as follows:
The_ forts are not in order; they are not armed with guns of the proper caliber, and,
what 1s worse, there are no guns of tbe right size and power in the whole country to
bring here. " " "

Again:
_California js too rich a State to be left completely at the mercy of ot~:rn_r nations,
w1th whom any day we may have a serious conflict. Once lost the regarnmg would
involve millions more thau the cost of a simple and proper system of defensive works.

During the year provision bas been made to increase the naval armament, but the subject of permanent fortifications has not yet been acted
upon by Congress. The delay bas doubtless been occasioned by the
constant changing of the character of heavy guns and the consequent
modifications of the forts themselves. But according to preseut appearances, forts and armaments may be now secured which will serve our
purpose for many years. No foreign nation is likely to change often ~ts
arrangement for defen se, now that the expense of heavy guns with
largest penetrating power bas become so enormous.
Then, may we not consider, particularly with regard to San Francisco,
that, though the expense is considerable, the working· classes will reap
the benefit of the expenditurei
·
In order to give the ubject a fuller consideration, I hereto attach,
ma:ked B,~ the able report of a committee of the California legislature.
Th1 comm1tt urg
ucb an appropriation as will protect our harbors
agai t all foreign inva ion.
DESERTIONS.
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over the loss from this cause last year, the Department of Arizon&i furnishing the larg-eRt percentum of the increase and the Department of
California t.he smallest. The reason for this increase is difficn.lt to determine. .Attention is especially invited to the reports in <1:etail of the
department commanders aud of the acting judge-advocate of the
Department of tue Columbia on this subject. It is certainly wise to
take some proper precaution against the constant re-enlistment under
new names of those who have already deserted the service.
I am still strongly of the opinion that a shorter first enlistment would
be belleficial, making less desertions and enabling recruiting officers to
secure a larger proportion than now of good reliable men.
INSTRUCTION.

There has been a noticeable advance in the instruction and discipline
of the troops in the division during the past year.
There is a proper spirit among the officers generally; but the companies when full are small, and practically much less than full.
So long as the majority of the soldiers are required to labor daily at
all kinds of work in garrison and about the reservations, work that
should properly be performed by hired labor, just so long, in my opinion, will the gauge of instruction be low.
There bas been a markerl improvement in the rifle practice of the
division, and the standard attained at the division contest is higher
than before; but a comparative statement is not yet practicable, owing
to the fact that the target year is not yet over, particularly in Arizona,
where it has been extended . .
The First Regiment of Infantry, Colonel Shafter, marched to Santa
Cruz, Cal., and was encamped there for purposes of instruction during
two months of the summer. The results of this school have been in
the highest degree satisactory. No troops ever behaved better or were
more thoroughly drilled. This encampment, besides the good accruing
from it to the service, has served to establsh cordial relations with a
large portion of the surrotmding population. It also afforded opportunity for State troops to be-encamped in the vicinity, and thus observe
Regular Army methods.
COURTS-MARTIAL.

I can but renew my recommendation of last year for a simplification
of courts-martial; particularly the giving of some general regulation or
the enactment of a general Jaw which will secure equitable punishment
for similar offenses throughout the Army. The variations are now very
marked, varying according to tbe constitution of the court and the will
or judgment of different reviewing officers.
That desertion should be regarded as a continued offense up to the
time of the expiration of the term of enlistment seems to be pretty well
established; but it is not clear by any existing decision that the crime
is to be regarded in law or in usage as perpetual.
Certainly the decision with regard to it should come from the War
Department, that the action of the courts in the premises throughout
the Army may be uuiform.
SUPPLY DEPARTMENTS.

_The administra~ion o_f these departments has been efficient, and has
given general sat1sfact10n. The time is not far distant when it will be
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unnecessary to purchase in the East and ship hither a single article
needed. I again recommend an improvement in the soldier's ration, and
that company cooks be especially enlisted.
HORSES.

I renew my recommendation of last year in regard to the purchase of
horses for this division. There are no better horses for the cavalry
sexvice required raised in: the United States than those that can be purchased in northern California and Oregon, at a price far below the cost
of those shipped here from the East. If it Le deemed unadvisable to
establish a horse depot at the Presidio, I would suggest Fort Bidwell
for that purpose. If it were generally known by horse-raisers that San
Francisco, like Saint Louis for the East, was the market in which the
Government would bny horses for this division, there would be no doubt
of our being able to secure all that may be needed.
GENERAL SERVICE CLERKS,

This useful body of men have severally and satisfactorily performed
the clerical labor of the staff departments committed to them.
Charged with work of a similar nature to that of the civilian clerks
at department and division headquarters, they yet receive a muc_h
smaller salary. 0ongresH, in fixing their present pa,y, recognized this
difference, and, to equalize matters, gave them the benefit of the retirement act for enlisted men. They are, aimost without exception, men
who have had long and honorable service,in the ranks; are married and
have families, and as entitled, would gladly take ad vantage of the retirement law, if it were only possible to live on the allotted pay. I recommend that a change be made in the law or regulations so that they
may be ranked for retirement as follows: Class 3 with hospital stewards; class 2 with ordnance sergeants; class 1 with quartermaster sergeants; and general service messengers with sergeants of the line.
The reports during the year of the division inspector have been Vt,ry
full, anu. make many va1uable suggestions and recomm endations, es·
pecially upon the subjects of defectiveness of our infantry and cavalry
tactics; promotions of junior officers; the ages of paymasters and
chaplains; the percentages of absentees from regimeuts; character
of recruits, and how remedied; tactical instruction with magazine guns;
labor of the troops; the smallness of the companies and batteries; rifle
practice and skirmishing.
INDI.A.NS-DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE COL UMBI.A..

Indians in tbi department have been generally quiet. Chief Joseph
and his lJand upon the ColYille Reservation have been secured in their
right , but th seuding of a force by the department commander was
nece ary to overawe the Indian malcontents who opposed them. This
had the de ireu effect.
Afodocs amd Klwmaths.-Quite a number of families of Modocs and
la ath' wl.i have ·ettled iu ·everalty on the re 'ervati.on in southern
r g n ? t~ n ly and Link.ville, have good homes of their own,
: n th ir ch1l r "Il to chool, an<l appear to be coutented and doing well
m
r w .
. __h :\ r L grain au hav c n id rable tock. Now, by omerecentdec 1 ,' u 1 roa company ha.-, I under ·tand, acquired patents or titles
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to these Indian homesteads. It will be a sad cruelty to disturb these
Indiaus or their possessions within the limits of their own reservation,
and no one can predict the consequences of forcible eviction. I recoTI?-mend that the attention of the Interior Department be called to this
matter and that at whatever cost the'' Old Road" men holding patents
be awarded lands elsewhere than on this peaceful and prosperous reservation.
The several recommendations in General Gibbons's report, to which
attention is invited, are concurred in.
INDIANS-DEP A.RTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

Round Valley.-! call particular attention to my special report, 'forwarded September 15, 1887, concerning the Round Valley Indian Reservation.
Thirty-three thirty-fourths of this reservation are in the hands of
white stockmen. Some four of them hold under a quasi possessory
title 1 but the majority have no title whatever that is recognized for settlers on the public lands. This disgraceful state of affairs, which has
existed at Round Valley for so many years, has at last secured the attention of the authorities of the Indian Bureau, and a proper requisition bas been made for military force to assist the agent in removing
these trespassers. Troops have been promptly sent. I again earnestly
recommond that the attention of Congress be called to this matter at
an early day, and another effort made to procure the simple remedy so
often snggested, but which bas as often failed.
The wealth and Congressional influence of these trespassers or
questionable occupants of the Indian lands should no longer be able to
defeat this eni. fa my opinion, unles_s Congressional action is speedily
taken serious complications wm ensue, and the Government will be
continued in the humiliating position of being outwitted and defeatecl
in its efforts to see justice doue to one of the most harmless and peaceful of its Indian tribes. .Attention of the Indian Department should be
also called to the open a.nd uurebuked selling of whisky to these Indians
constantly carried on at Covelo, near tlie reservation.
·
Hoopa lndians.-Owiug to the necessity of having a speedy report
concerning the Hoopa_Valley Indians, and especially with regard to
some troubles arising from their :fisheries on the Klamath River, I directed Major Morgan, my chief commissary of subsistence, to make a full
investigation of the facts.
Extracts from his interesting report are attached, and marked C.*
He says in closing: "I do not recommend th'a t the post of Fort Gaston be abandoned at present, as I consider that the visible presence of
the power of the Government is necessary for the protection of the Indians from encroachments of white men, from the mouth of the Klamath River up to and including those on the Hoopa Valley Reservation." In this opinion I concur.
The time has not yet arrived for withdrawing the garrison of this
post.
INDI.A.NS-DEP .A.RTMENT OF ARIZONA..

]!.ualpais.-This tribe consists of 730 people, and was, in July, 1881,
.assigned a reservation on the Colorado River, bordering the Grand
Canon.
* Omitted.
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The land in almost its entire extent, according to reports, is desolate,
unproduetive, and waterless, yielding sparsely even the usual desert
fruits.
·
What little game there was has been driven away_by the encroachment of°settlers, and the Hualpais are reduced to a cl.ironic state of
starvation. From December, 1881, to April, 188~, a small supply of
beef aud flour was authorized. During the remai11der of 1882 and 1883,
food was refused them on account of lack of funds. In 1884: and 1885,
$5,000 each year was furnished by the Interior Department to purchase
a two-thirds ration of beef and flour. In November, 1880, $5,000 was
again supplied. 'fhe food thus purchased wai;; exhausted June 27,
1887. Urgent appeal was made .April rn, 1887, by the com manding
general of the Department of Arizona, for an additional $3,000, to keep
t,hese Indians from starvation or from pillaging the ranches. I concurred in the request, and also asked that a medical officer might be
sent to the reservation on account of the epidemic of measles there prevailing. I am not advised that the money last asked for was furnis_hed.
I again earnestly call attention to the pitiable condition of these Indians,
and respectfully urge that a better reservation, sucll as the Hualpai Valley (just west of the present location, 30 miles long by 1.5 wide, at present unoccupied), be given them, and, until self-sustaining, provision be
made for their support.
A serious complication sprang up on t,be. Navajo Reservation, 'Yhich
gave rise to the usual exaggerated account. Through the able rnterYention of the district commander, Colonel Grierson, the troubles were
amicably settled.
A telegram of tbe department commander, dated February 19, 1887,
reported that the Jicarillo Indians, from whom disturuance was feared,
were peaceably disposed, and desired to take up lands in severalty on
-their old reservation. ·
Apaches.-On October 19, 1886, Captain Cooper, Tenth Cavalry,_ca:ptnred and brought to Fort Apache Mangus and his party, cousIStmg
of 2 men, 3 women, 5 children, 5 ponies, and 27 mules.
.
These Indians belong to the Chiricahua Apache band, and, havmg
eluded capture hitherto, were pursued by Lieut. C. P. Johnson's (Tentli
Cavalry) detachment and others, from September 7, 1886, till they were
brought in. They ranged through southern New Mexico and Chihuahua.
In accordance witll instructions from the Lieutenant-General, this
party of Indians was sent to Fort Marion, Fln,., leaving Fort Apache
October 30, 1886, in charge of Lieutenant Clay, Tenth Infantry, who
r _ported the attempted escape of the leader. He jumped through the
wmdow of a car while the train was moving at 35 miles per hour.
Three San Carlos Apaches had been killed within a few months, and
Ro to escape arre8t, ou the 28th of May- 5 Indian scouts, with some confoderat ·:: ; to the number of 17, broke from the reserYation. '.rhe renega? . , on _the 3<.l of June, near '' Mammoth" Mines, Ari'zona, killed
Wilham Diehl. The same Indians killed Mike Grace, 7 miles north" t of Huaclmca, on June 8. The troops were iu pursuit.
_ June 11, ~ieut nant John on, Tenth Cavalry, struck the renegades on
t et p of mcon Mountain., aud forced them to abandon horses saddles,
and blanket in their flight. He trailed them toward the res~rvation .
di pat ·h f June 15, from en ral Mile , reported their surrender at
•'an r1 an l th· ~ 2, g n •ral court martial had been ordered to try the
r n gad
· t , 5 m n ml •r. The result of this trial has never been
r I rt d t th · h •ad quarter .
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Owing to an unsettled state of affairs oil the Satt Carlos Reservation,
the department commander, under date of July 16, recotntnended ate•
moval of a part of the Indians to other reservations held by the Gu\'er11tnent; aud in order to keep the Indians from any meditated foray or
disturbance, he, penrli11g the decision of superior authority at Washington upon his plans of <fo;persion, sent a <ldegatiou of them under escort
to visit the Mojave, Verde, and other reserves.
·
After full_y looking into the subject through the division inspector, it
was concluded, in '°'iew of all the facts, that it would be unwise to attempt the separations proposed. Indeed, to disperse the Indians within
the Department of Arizona would be but spreading the plague of Indfan
disturbances instead of curing it. 1f removal becomes necessary~ it
should be to a greater distance.
The sickness and death of Indian children were found to b e much less
than at first reported. However, it will be a difficult matter, considering the variety of Indian bands brought together, and the strong desire
of certain white men for their lands, which prompts them to foster disturbance, to preserve the peace at San Carlos without considerable friction. Attention is called to the more detailed reports and recommendations of the department commander on this subject; further, to his
recommendations concerning- Fort '11 homas, Ariz., and Fort Wingate,
N. Mex., which latter are concurred in.
·
With regard to the post at San Diego, CaJ., I agree with .the <iepartment commander as to the necessity ofa uew post, but have not, regarded .
Point Loma as favorably situated for all the purposes had in Yiew. Difficulties arose originally concerning smuggln·s who crossed the line by
land. It has appeared to me wise to place the post somewhere between
San Diego and the Mexican boundary.
·
·
It is well to emphasize the earnest request of the department commander for suitable appropriations for buildings, l)Oth for construction
and repairs.
Probahly tbe time ba8 now come when some more permanent arrangement of all the posts on the frontier between Mexico and the United
.States can be made, and so ample quarters, commodious and respectable, can be secured for the garrisons.
The posts that can be properly abandoned in this division are Forts
Klamath, Canby, Verde, Thomas, Selden, and McDermir.
On tbe part of my general and personal staff, there bas been uniformly diligent attention to duty and conduct in every relation, worthy
of high commendation.
The annual reports* from the departments and from the staff officers
at these headquarters are herewith submitted.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
OLIVER 0. HowARD,
Major-General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
*Omitted.
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ItEPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL MILES.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA,

Los .A.ngeles, Cal., September 3, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to report regardin g military affairs and operations in this department during the last year as follows:
Immediately after the rendering of my last annual report in September last, Lient. C. P. Johnson, Tenth Cavalry, with a small detachm~nt,
followed the hostile band under Mangus, from Chihuahua, Mexrno,
north through the Black Range and .l\fogollons Mountains of New
Mexico. Tl.le movements of the hostiles and pursuing troops were reported to Colonel Wade, commanding at Fort Apache, who, on October
14, 1886, detailed Capt. Chas. L. Cooper, Tenth Cavalry, with 20 me_n, to
intercept the hostiies. Wheu near the Bonito Fork of the Black River,
Arizona, Captain Cooper p-roceeded northeast, and on the 17th struck
the trail. Following tlle trail rapidly on the morning of the 18th,
through that exceedinglyrug·geu country, he finally, after a forced march
of 30 miles, sighted the Indians, who were just going over the top ?fa
mountain fully 2,000 feet high, the troops being at the bottom .. A ~iresome and difficult climb of over two hours brought the troops _1~ sight
of thelndians, and one-of the most remarkable pursuits of Indians by
troops ensued, crossing five mountain peaks fully as big·h as the firs~,
and finally, after a hard chase of 15 miles, the Indians ab~n~~ned their
stock and took to the mountains. But the troops were v1g1la_nt an_d
quick, and one by one all but 3 of the Indians were captured m their
hiding places, aud the next morning the remaining 3 were secured,
completing the capture of the noted Mangus, and 2 warriors, 3 squaws,
and 2 large boys capable of bearing arms, 1 girl and 4 children; a~so
29 mules, 5 pouies, and all their supplies and camp outfit. Thus,. chief
Mangus and band, whose whereabouts for so many months remamed a
mystery, were finally added to the list of captives, and on the 19th
Captain Cooper's commaud returned with the prisoners to Fort Apache,
and that en<led the terrible depredations which the Chiricahua and
Warm Springs Indians had for so many generations inst,i gated. From
this point they were sent under guard to Florida, thereby effectually
clearing the Territories of Arizona and New Mexico of the whole hostile element.
The expenses of the department were very much reduced in consequence of the cessation of Indian hostilities. There was a large decrease in the number of enlisted Indian scouts, over four hundred being discharged, a11d the reduction of expenses in the quartermast~r's
department was Yery important. Besiues this, the troops belongmg
to the Departments of Texas and California were return ed to their respective commands and the 8th infantry was removed from this depart-.
rnent to the Department of the Pla.tte. In fact, the aggregate of the
military expenditures in this department was thereby reduced at the rate
of more than one rnill'ion dollars per annum. In December, 1886, California, south of the thirty-fifth parallel of north latitude, was added to
the Department of Arizona, ancl headquarters fixed at Los Angeles.
n
v mb r of ln~t y ar, Fort L wi , Colo., was transferred from this
.par m nt to tli • D partment of the Mi 'Souri, anu in Jauuary of
thi' y n.r, 1 ort Bli."., T x. to th Department of Texas.
nth night f th 'cl of .l\Iar h, ultimo, a <li turbance occurred at
g' l , A1iz., in which tw r mor officer of the M xican army were
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concerned, the latter crossing over to the American side of the town
and engaging in a shooting escaJ>ade with certain local civil authorities.
Prompt action was takeu in the matter, however, by the Mexican authorities under the personal supervision of Governor Torres of Sonora,
and not only were the offenders speedily and severely punh,hed, but further difficulties avoided.
Nogales is a dual place, ahout equally divid ed between Mexica:ns and
Atrwricans. The town is so situated that the national boundary-line
runs almost direct through its center, and a~ it is the gateway to the
we.stern portion of Mexico, and disturbances like the one above referred
to were liable to occur at any time, with more or less serious consequences, I ueemed it expedient, for the protection of our own people and
their property, to station Company D, Ninth Infantry, under a judicious
and efficient officer, Capt. J. M. Lee, in the vicinity of the town. The
presence of that command there has had a wholesome effect. Captain
Lee has not only maintained courteous and amicable relations with the
Mexican . officials there, but has preserved perfect order in the vicinity,
and the moral effect has been agreeable in every way. Although Nogales is within 60 miles of Fort Huachuca, that fact does not, in my judgment. obviate the necessity for estaLlishing a post there in order to assure :the safety of rights and property of our citizens, protect public
interests, and at the same time maintain in that locality the dignity of
the National Government. There are many places in the country where
posts are witldn 60 miles of each other, and so long as Nogales occupies
the place it does on the national boundary there will be more or less
necessity, in my judgment, to have the Federal Government represented there by national troops, the same as at El Paso, San Diego,
Fort Townsend, Assinniboine, Sault- Ste Marie, Detroit, Buffalo, and
other places.
.
On March 9 last, Second Lieut. Seward Mott, Tenth Cavalry, who was
on duty at San Carlos H.eservation, in charge of Indians farming on the
U per Gila River, was sl10t by a youn•g Indian named Nah-diz-az, receiving wounds from which he died on the following day at the agency;
and thus an intelligent youug officer gave up his life while in the performance of duty, endeavoring to benefit and guide wild Indians in
peaceful pursuits. The cause of the shooting, as developed in the official inquiry which followed Lieutenant Mott's death, was dissatisfaction with a division of farming land made by that officer and the confinement by him of the father of the murderous Indian for disobedience
of his orders and for using threatening language· towar d bim. Tile
murderer, a Tonto Apache Indian, was transferred to the civil authorities of Arizona, to be dealt with by them for his crim e.
On June 1, Capt. F. E. Pierce, First Infantry, in charge of the Indians
on the San Carlos Reservation, telegraphed report of a disturbance
that had occurred at that agency. On the evening of May 27 or mo.rni.ng of May 28, five of the enlisted scouts at San Carlos absenting themselves without leave, proceeded to the San Pedro Vall<~y and killed an
Indian named Rip, belonging to Chief Chiquito's band. Five other Indians accompanied the scouts and were concerned in th e affair, the
whole part,y, with one exception, belonging to the same band (San Carlos 1 ), of which Gon-shay-ee is chief. On tue evening of June 1 the
par~y r~tnrned, and the scouts were disarmed b_y Captain Pierce. Upon
their bemg ordered to the guard-house by that officer, a commotion arose
amoug a 1mmber of the band who were standing near by, and who fired
~~veral shots,_oue of wh~ch seriou.sly wounded the chief of scouts (Al.
Sieber). Durrng the ex.c1temeut that followed tbi~ disturbance, the five
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scouts effected their escape and with their friends disappeared. The
party were at once pursued by scouts aud a detachment of cavalry from
the agency, under Lieut. J. B. Hughes, rrenth Cavalry. Upon the news
of the aff,dr reaching the~e headquarters, troops from Forts Apache,
Bowie, Grant, Huachuca, Lowell, and Thomas were ordered to occupy
the con11try through wl.iich tllelndianswould likely pass, and on June
1l a, cktacl.iment of the 'l1e11th Cavalry, under Second Lieut. Carter P.
Johnson, Tenth Cavalry, surprised the camp of the renegades on the
crest of the Rincon Mountains, capturing all their property, including
horses, from which point ·the Indians made their way back over the
rougheRt mountaim,, on foot, to the camps on the San Carlos, closely
trailed by the troops, where they surrendered June 19, 21, and 23. The
troops were tbrn ordered to return to their proper stations, the five
scouts were placed in confinement, and a general court-martial ~r~ered
for their trial. During the raid Messrs. Dit->hl and .Grace, two m~1zens,.
were killed by the Indians, which will probably be made the subJ_ect ot
judicial investigation by the crimi11al courts of the Territory. Tlns outbreak was quickly suppressed and the most desirable results attained
by the promptnet:1s and goou .iudgment displayed by post commanders.
iu putting troops into the field and occupying the accustomed routes of
the Indians, and the vigilance and zeal of the troop and detac_hm.ent
commanders, and the rapidity and persistency of their pursmts, especially that of Captain8 Lawton and Wint, and Lieutenants Johnson
aud Hughes, thereby making the country practically untenable for hostile Indians.
On June 13 I left my headquarters and proceeded by way of Wilcox,
Forts Grant and Thomas to San Oarlos, to personally inquire into the
circumstances attending the disturbance and to direet. the movements
of the pursuing forces. I rf>.tnrned here ou J uue 29.
.
Regarding the conditiou of affairs on the ~au Carlos Reservation, I
found that from 1,000 to 1,200 Indians had left their camps, abandoned
their fields and congregated at a place called Coyote Holes, wh~r~ they
were assuming a most threatening attitude. It was, iu my opm1on, a
serious mistake to locate such a large number of Indiaus at San Carlos,
Ariz., 100 miles from railroad communication, where tbe cost of depositing supplies for the Indians, as well as for the troops necessary to
keep them in check, was enormously great, and besides requiring t~e
Indians to live in a sickl~' region entirely unsuited to tbem, and depriving them of the privilege of living in the sectio:i where they were bo!n
and from which they-were ruthlessly removed. I am firmly of the oprnion that the best plan, now as then, would be to so disperse those 1!1<1 ians as to put 100 or 200 miles or more between the different camps, m
order that they might be better controlled, and themselves made peaceful, contented, and prosperous, as recommeuded in my letter of June?
la t and report of July 16, copies attached hereto, marked A.* To avoid
di turbing any citizens who now occupy the land that ouce belonged to
tho e Indians, or to avoid the nece sity of their taking up any part of
the public domain, which they could do if they desired, there certainly
cou!d be no harm in utilizing for that purpose portions of military reseration no longer required for military purposes, and which have been
already partly abandoned by the military-in fact, no better use could
mad f uch land than to c nvert th m into industrial-school farms
t r In _ian , h re y guiding them in the way of self-suuport; at the
ame ti
t ey wou1 e o parat d and under uch strict surveillance
*Omitted.
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of military power as to render them perfectly harmless. And moreover
it seems to be now the fixed policy of the Government after years of
~areful consideration, to gradually break up the large Indian camps and
reservations, and to locate Indians as far as practical in small bands and
in severalty. The plan suggested by me was simply the beginning of
a measure which was deemed to be strictly in conformity with the purpose of the Government and the laws of Congress. There can be no_
question that those Indians, if they were so disposed, ha~·e the legal
right to relinquish their tribal relations, declare their purpose to locate
in severalty and avail themselves of the rights and privileges guarantied by Congress, but I have no doubt that it would be more beneficial
to the Indians and less embarrassing to the Government to aid anu eµcourage them in their efforts to peacefully locate on their native lands
or as near as practical in the country available, than to risk the possibility of an outbreak on the reservation, or to arbitrarily confine them
in a place where they must die by slow degrees. That they are naturally
industrious and capable of sustaining themselves is a fact beyond question, and abundantly proven by the great amount of work they have
done in the last two years under the supervision of Captain Pierce. If,
however, the same order of things respecting the San Carlos Reservation
shall be continued, it will be necessary to build shelter for troops on the
west side of the reservation, as it has been found necessary for years to
keep troops either there or in the vicinity, and without adequate shelter,
comforts; or conveniences they have been compelled to endure greater
hardships than at any other station in the Department. Fort Thomas
has outlived its importance, if not its utility, is extremely unhealthful,
is only 42 miles from Fort Grant, and badly located. It should be gradually abandoned and a post located at some point on or near the western portion of the San Carlos Reservation.
Although the Navajo Indians are undeir the immediate control of
their agent, and Colonel Grierson, commanding the district, has taken
special interest in their affairs, and his judicious management, resulting
from thorough knowledge of that tribe, has b~en conducted with inteJligence and ability, yet it is not unlikely that at some future time a
~erious disturbance may occur between those Indians and white settlers.
This is one of the largest and most powerful tribes of"Indians we have
to df>al with, numbering 20,000 souls, with at least 4,000 men capable of
bearing arms and rich enough to supply themselves with the most improved rifles, with an average of one thoqsand. rounds of ammunition
per man. In view of such probable disturbances, requiring the immediate action of a strong body of troops, I r~commend that Fort Wingate
be enlarged and made a twelve-company post, and one of the cavalry
regiments concentrated at that point.
Regarding the post at San Diego, Oal., it is no longer suitable,in ir s
present condition, for the military requirements. The town of San Di(•go
has grown around it and the land on which it stands is more valuable
for commercial purp·oses. It should be sold and a suitable location 1:--elected for the establishment of ~.n artillery post that could command the
entrance to that harbor and defend and protect public interests. The
Government already has an important and valuable reservation at Point
Loma, which commands the entrance to San Diego Harbor, and it should
be occupied and fortified, and furnished with suitable armament.
During the year the troops in this departi;nent have been engaged in
usual garrison duties, drills, target practice, and field maneuvers, and
the transportation allotted to the depa!tment has been proportioned to
8925-w 87-11
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the troops iu such way as to make them at all times efficient aud ready
for immediate field ser,7iCe.
The usual target practice bas been carried ou aud the resnl t, of the
recent department competition at Fort "Wingate, N. Mex.., hci_S beeu most
satisfactory, showing a very high degree of marksm anship attai11etl by
the troops throughout the department, and especially by the 1lepartment team ordered to San Francisco to participate in the division eontest.
During the months of September and October of this )'ear, I ba,e
directed that all other duties be suspended as far as practicable, to allow the troops to be instructed and drilled in field service. manetl\'ers,
etc., and to that end directed that they be considered, for the specified
time, as in the field, as will be seen by General Orders No. 241 curreut series, copy hereto attached marked B.*
I would invite attention to the accompanying report of the inspectorgeneral of the department. especially with reference to the poor condition of the buildings in ·this department, and I would part~cu~arly
invite attention to the absence of suitable appropriations for bmldrngs,
as well as any allotment of funds from the special appropria,tion of Congress for repairs of military posts, during the past two years. The
small sums that have been obtained from tlle appropriation for barrac~s
and quarters have been insufficient to keep the poor lmildings even m
suitable repairs, and the work reqµired of soldiers in repairing anu fixing barracks and quarters has, in my judgment, been one of the causes
that haYe swelled the number of desertions in the Army.
Regarding desertions, the fact that nearly 15,000 men have: deserted
from our Army witllin the last five years indicates very posit1yely \hat
there is something radically wrong in our system of army admimstrat10u.
The principal causes appear to ue:
(1) Defectirn system of enlistment by which men of doubtful or unknown character are enlisted iu the service.
(2) Insufficient quantity of food, and defectiYe methods of furnishing the same.
(3) Amount of labor ·and hard service required other than in the line
of military duty.
(4) The very dMective method of administering discipline and pun·
isliments, -by which the evil-doers are conveyed, at great expense,
thousands of miles to a military prison at Fort Leavenworth,_ Kans.,
where they are better houseu and fed, leaving the dirty aud disagreeable work of the military posts to be done b5r the well-beba·rnd aud
faithful soldiers who remain at their posts of duty.
(In this connection I agree with the inspectors of the Army who ha,-e
recommended the abolishment of the Leavenworth Military Prison, as
I am satisfied it does not meet the purpose for which it was origiual~y
inteuded, and that military prisoners can be much better em ployed 111
the police duties at the military po ·ts than in the manner they are now
employed at that prison, and this I am satisfied would result in tbe saYing_of $100 000 to the Government annuall~.)
·
.
(·J) ~h~do~btful p_rospectof auvancemeut, which threatens to lJe still
mor limited m the future, of tho e enlisted men who are really worthy
and de erving of such recognition.
In thi conue ·ti n, 1 renew the l'ecommendatiou made by me two
">' ar · _a<r , tllat the •111i:tL?, nt he for three year·, in:;tead of five, aucl
r · •uh:tm nt of g o<.l ·old1 r: iu the ,·ame troop, company, regiment, or
d I>< rtm nt, for one year.
( ') · mall pay for b th uon-commi: i ued officer· and private
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Tlrnre is oue class of men in the Army who, in my judgment, are entitled to special consideration and relief by Congress, viz, those lie1,1tenants and captains, numbering more than one hundred, who for the
la.st twenty years have been doing the most laborious and dangerous
military service of the Government at remote military stations, ou Indian campaigns, and in the fevered stricken districts of the far Southwithout receiving any advancemept or promotion. Many of them com,
1nanded regiments and brigades during the great war, and they are uow
oceupying subordinate positions in the Army. Nothing can be more
di~heartening and demoralizing to such men than to be engaged in the
difficult and hazardous service of the Government for the best part of
a lifetime with absolutely no ad rnncement whatever.
For their immediate relief, I do not know of any one thing that would
so benefit those deserving men, and at the same time make the military
organization more efficient at l>uta, trifling expense to the Gornrumt'nt,
as the adoption of the three-battalion organization for the infantry regiments, wllicl.t llas been already long adopted by the best military organizations of the world, and which is now before Congress.
The officers of artillery, ca,alry, and ot,her corps, not affected by the
above, who ha Ye not receiYed promotion in twenty ;years or more, should,
in my opiniou, lJe - adYance<l at least one grade by special act of Congress, and if precedent 8houl<l l>e required for this. l would ilffite attention to the special legislation of Congress at its last 8essiou, which
gaYe promotion to officers in the A<ljutant-General's Departme11t.
Revorts* of the officers of the general staff are herewith inclose<l.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NELSON A. 1)1:ILES,

Brigadier-General United. States Army, Oonimanding.
The

ASSIS'l'.A.N~' ADJU'l'.A.NT-GENERA..L,

Division of the Pacific, San Francisco, Gal.

REPORT OF COLONEL GRIERSON.
HEADQUARTERS DIS'l'RICT OF NEW MEXICO,

Santa Fe, N. JJie.x., September 10, 1887.
Sm: I have the nonor to submit the following annual report of military affairs and of matters pertainiug to Indian tribes in this district,
with abstracts marked from A to E. inclusive.
Abstract A* shows the military force in the district of New Mexico on
September 1, 1887.
AlJstract B* embraces the transfer of posts and movement of troops
to, from and within the district, during the year.
·
Abstract C* is a tabular statement of expeditions and scouts made by
troops in pursuit of hostile Indians, and to quiet troubles arising be~weeu settlers a_nd Indians within and witl10ut the Indian reservations,
for tll.eyear endmg August 31, 1887, and abstracts D* and E* are concise
statements of the operations of the quartermaster's and subsistence departments, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, to all of which
attention is im·ited.
.
Ool. L. P. Bradley, Thirteenth Infantry, relinquished and I assumed
<!ommand of the district of New Mexico. on the 13th of November, 1886.
On that day I was present at a conference held at district headquarters
#Omitted. ·
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by the department commander with the chiefs and head-men of the Jicarilla Apaches, who, with about 150 of their tribe, men, women, and
children, had left the Mescalero Reservation without permission of the
agent, with a view to take up lands, and to acquire homes elsewhere.
The action taken subsequently with reference to the Jicarillas, has
been fully detailed in my reports already made to department headquarters. Although almost every conceivable obstacle has been thrown in
the way by parties desirous of opening up the Jicarilla, Reservation to
settlement, at the sacrifice of the just rights of the Indians, it is gratifying to be able to report that the safe return of the entire tribe-numbering over 700, men, women and children-to their former home in the
northern part of this Territory bas been satisfactorily accomplished by
the determined will and judicious management of Special Indian Agent
H. S. Welton, with such assi~tance as could properly be rendered by
the military. This result has been consummated, too, without cost ~o
the Government, although $15,000 were said to have been expended m
moving the same Indians over the same ground in an opposite dire?tion in 1883. The contrast of the two movements, to say the least, 1s
striking enough to render furthe.r comment entirely superfluous.
Troops were asked for and sent from Fort Lewis, Colo., to A.mar~o,
N. Mex., in ample time to keep intruders off the Jicarilla Reservation
and to remove those who had improperly located thereon, but I jud~e
from the statements of Agent Welton that .they have not been successful
in the accomplishment of the work for which they were specially needed,
and in this connection it is proper to state that the troops referred to,
although within the limits of this district and department since February last, were not subject to my orders, nor to those of the commanding general department of .Arizona, until the 8th of this month (two
days ago), when I immediately issued the necessary instructions to carry
out the orders of the War Department without delay.
Early in February last a disturbance arose in the vicinity of Houck's
Tank and Navajo Springs, on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, occasioned by the return of an estray horse to the owner by a Navajo, that
finally resulted in the death of 3 white men and 2 Indians. Upou notice of the occurrence I proceeded to the scene of the difficulty, and also
ordered troops there to assist in allaying the excitement, and after a
thorough and impartial investigation, made in conjunction with the Indian agent, it was found that the attaek made by the white men u_pon
the Indians was wholly unjustifiable, the latter being simply force<l. mto
a fight in absolute self-defense. Two of the white men killed proved to
have been deserters from the United States Army, and the other man
had been notorious for his bitterness against the Navajos. Detaile<l reports in regard to this affair were made at the time and the conclusions
then_ auived at were concurred in by all parties properly interested, includmg the civil authorities of the Territorv in which the trouble took
place. The thanks of the governor of Arizona ·were heartily tendered
to my elf and command for the effective measures taken to prevent tlJe
threatened outbreak of the Navajos, then so generally apprehended.
·. Other tr~mbles o_n the borders pf the Navajo Reservation have occa1?nally ar1 en durmg the pa t year, but the prompt action of the troops
with th~ bear_t c_ ·?peration of the Indian agent has so far proved effectt1, l m mamtarnmg peace. In the e affairs the Indians, usually the
gr t ·t ,·uff r r: hav
lclom een the aggressor . Not long ago 187
h r . ' r · t 1 n from th ~Ta,ajo · at one time, but the thieves were
I •r ·1 n 1y pm. u cl hy tb lmlian. to tb ,icinity of Flag Staff, Ariz.,
wb 1 • h 1 n · t k wa.· 1· • v r cl and one of the tbieYe~ killed, the
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others making their escape southward into Mexico, where the Indians
discreetly refrained from following them. lllcluding this horse thief, 5
white men and 4 Indians have been killed during the year in difficulties
between white men and Navajos.
On the 18th of last March, in a full report of all the facts bearing upon
the case, I called the attention of the department commander and those
in higher authority to the urgent necessity for more decisive action
by the Government in securing a final adjustment of the serious troubles existing on the San Juan River, in the northeastern corner of tlie
Navajo reservation, between tlle Indians and citizens on the strip of·
territory which was restored to the Navajos by executive order of the
President, April 24, 1886.
.
Subsequently I was ordered to Los Angeles, Cal., to confer with the depar.tment commander on the subject, and in compliance with his further
orders I soon thereafter proceeded to the place designated, to carry out the
orders of the Lieutenant-General of the Army and the rather delicate and
complicatedinstructionsofthehonorableSecretaryoftheinterior. After
a mostcareful investigation made on the disputed territory, in company
with the Indian agent, I returned to these headquarters, and immediately
thereafter, on the 10th day of June, 1887, forwarded a full report to department headquarters, with such recommendations as in my judgment the emergency of the case demanded, and, pending further action
of the authorities at Washington, placed such a force of troops on the
San Juan as I deemed necessary to maintain peace. · The subsequ.e nt
orders of the War Department, based on the explicit decisions and recommendations of the l10norable Secretary of the Interior of July 14 last,
reached me through official channels on the 2d of August, and the necessary arrangemeuts were at once made to carry them. into effect with
the least practicable delay.
After due time and notice, the removal of the settlers was peaceably
~ffecte<l on the 25th ultimo, and the disputed territory that day quietly
restored to the absolute possession of the Nav3:jos, who expressed great
satisfaction at t,his final action of the Gov.ernment.
With the approval of the Indian agent, and upon application of the
parties removed, transportation was furnished them for their personal
effects to a point beyond the limits of the Indian reservation.
The execution of the orders received was briefly reported to depart~ent headquarters on the 31st of August.
I now ltave occasion to again recommend that a fair compensation be
allowed and paid, without unnecessary delay, to the settlers for the
money and labor actually expended by them. on the lands from which
they.have been removed. Agent Patterson, of tbe Navajos~ has had a
careful and liberal estimate ma<le of all such improvements, and the settlement of their claims should be effected under his supervision.
The strength of the Navajos is generally underestimated. They number nearly 20,000, are steadily increasing in population, and are probably the best warriors on the continent,. They own a large amount
of poor stock, horses, ponies, sheep, and goats,_but are not a successful agricultural people on account of the nature of the country they
oc~upy, it b~ing on the high, arid, continental divide, which is comparatively destitute of water, or land susceptible of cultivation. Not recei~ing any very material aid from the Government, the Navajos are
obhge<.1 to go far beyond the prescribed limits of their present reserva- .
ti<:m for the sustenance of life. But they are very quiet, orderly, industnom;, aud peaceful in dispositiou, and rarely interfere with the persons
or property of citizens. 'l'hey would receive more aid if their true con-
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dition could be better known; but unfortunately they have the reputation of being self.supporting and the general impression prevails that
they do not need any assistance. If tbe delegations from Uongress that
occasionally visit the Navajo a,gency, and rarely prolong their stay beyond twenty.four hours-where they see only a few Indians and generally the best side of . everything-could only be induced to travel over
the Navajo country for a few month s, or even weeks, to observe the
Indians at their homes in the wilderness and witness the wretched poverty and distress of the many, they would obtain a more correct understanding of the true inwardness of the situation, and would be likely,
upon return to their own happy and substantial homes, to be far more
willing to give aid to increase the appropriations for the proper support
and advancement of the poor Navajos, who are really· in this respect well
worthy their kind consideration. On the vast territory which only a
few years ago was occupied by the Indians alone eucroacllruents are
rapidly being made and the Indians are gradually comin~ into clo~er
contact with an exacting and constantly increasing populat10n of white
men-as yet mostly Mormons and unnaturalized forei gners-who, h_owever, are monopolizing the country to such an extent, although mamly
Government lands, that the gloomy and discouragiu g prospects for the
future are vividly forced upon the vision and understanding of the In·
dians, and it appears to them that their troubles will n ever end.
.
There are a great many traders on the borders of the Navajo and Jicarilla reservatious who, unmolested, sell arms and ammunition (and
often whisky) to the Indians, at exorbitant prices, in exchange for stock,
blankets, and other property. They, shoul<l, in some manner, be pl_aced
under the control of the Indian agents, or otherwise effectually restr1ctecl
in such nefarious traffic.
From careful investigations made on the subject, the utility of t~rn
measure being so obvious to my mind. I urgently recommend that hb·
eral appropriations be made by Cong1.-ess for the construction of tank~
and reservoirs, and for the full development of the springs and water
sources on the Navajo and Jj.carilla Reservations. A large amount ?f
money and labor could be thus advantageously expended and result m
a great savin g to the Government. Such improvements are , ery much
needed, and if substantially made would prove immensely valuab~e to
the Indians, add to their comfort and contentment, and have a decided
tendency to keep them more closely within their reservations.
.
As the time is not distant when many of the posts on t'he frontier at
present occupied by troops will be no longer needed for military purposes, it may be of some importance to make such statements in conncc·
tion with this subject as, in my .judgment, will be of interest or _value.
in determining the best points in New Mexico for the concentration of
troops and supplies into substantial an<l permanent military establish·
ments.
I can see no necessity for the retention of Fort Union as a military
po ·t beyond next spring, and therefore recommend its abandonment at
th~ t t~me_; arnl from what I know of Fort Bliss (although not now ir:
thi,: chstrwt or d partment), I judge it and li'ort Hancock-both most
nut rtnn~ telylocat •<land of no military importance wbate,er-,Yill Roon
1 e a.lmmlonec1. In Ruch Y nt, I de ire to call the attention of the vVar
partmen to tl~ pr priet~· of rectiuo-, in place of the posts referr~~l
, hug l> : t f r_ •, Yalrj·, artillery, and infantry on the present m1ht. r~- r :en-at1011 of 11 Ott. •ld •n . ..'. )Iex. I am not aware of the de~,
of tl! • c1:rmr mPnt r d_iYi ion · mmander:, or of tho. e in higher auhori "S m r ~arcl to hi.· matt ·r, hnt arn cinitc snrc tlrnt nny oue who
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will make as careful an inspection as I have recently made of that post
and its surroundings will be very likely to agree with me in this recommendation. The post., reservation, and adjacent country is far from being the dreary desert it has been represented to be, but, on the contrary,
has many natural advantages to warrant its selection for the purpose
indicated. The reservation contains nearly 10,000 acres, and there is
plenty of Government land adjoining to enlarge its dimensions if an increase should become desirable. An admirable site, sufficient for a post
large enough to contain a brigade or division, is available without interfering with the present post or. grounds on which it is located, but
on a continuation of the same plateau on the east side of the Rio Grande.
On the west side of the river the summit of Cerro Roblero marks the
southern line of the reservation, is 1,655 feet above the river·bed and
5,576 feet above the sea-and commands one of the grandest and most
extended views of open plains and mountain ranges in New Mexico or
on the continent. It was from this peak that the transit of Venus was
so successfully witnessed in 1883'. It would be an excellent signal or
heliograph station ; and, by making use of intervening peaks, communication could readily be had with Forts Bayard and Stanton. At
the base of the mountains on the west and plateau on the east, bordering the river, are extensive groves of cotton-wood trees, through which
delightful driv.es could be constructed. An inexhaustible supply of
excellent water could be thrown up into reservoirs from the river and
thence over the entire plateau or military establishment, and soon thereon
fruit and other ornamental trees, shrubs, and flowers, could be produced
in luxuriant profusion. There is an abundance of excellent grazing, and
:fine quarries of both sandstone and limestone in unlimited quantities
on the reservation. Tlle drainage is good a111.l the location healthful?
soldiers are contented and happy there, and seldom desert. Even from
the present post, the views in every direction are varied and beautiful
beyond description. This reservation, too, is about 50 miles in a di• rect line from Old Mexico, and mid way between the Gulf of Mexico and
the Pacific Ocean. I consider it the best situation for a large, permanent military establishment to be found.anywhere along the entire line
betweeh Mexico and the United States, and unhesitatingly recommend
its selection arid retention for that pnrpos6.
So long as there mfl,y be any probability of trouble with Indians, Fort
Cummings should beretainetl under the control of the \Var Department,
on account of the very valuable spring on that reservation, and in view
of the great scarcity of good water in the surrounding country.
Forts Stanton, Bayard, and ·wingate are all well situated for the
purposes for which they serve, and will have to be retained for a few
J'ears-especially Fort Wingate, which mig·ht very profitably be incn•ased to double its presnt strength, on account of its proximity to the
NaYajo Indian Reservation.
·
.Altl.10ugh of no military importance, it may be of interest to state that
I 'i' i:site<l during the summe~ the ancient stone ruins situated on th0
~astern borders of the N::.\,vajo country in the northwestern part of New
Mexico. I examined five structures, oval shaped and very symmetrical,.
ranging from 300 to 600 feet in diametn, and fror:p three to seven stories
in height, the largest of whiclt-includiug tlie eight towers inclosed
withiu its walls-must have originally contained over 1,000 rooms.
They were evidently constmcted by a people well advanced in civiliz,1tiou. It would be well for the Government to take some action with a
view to have those wo_nderful structures thoroughly explored, in order
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that some more definite knowledge may be gained in regard to the people who once lived therein, but so long ago that no satisfactory information has been obtained in regard to them, of whom even tradition does
not indicate from wlJence they e.ame, or when they disappeared from the
-country.
The so-called ·"Aztec ruim,," near the Animas Rin1r, soutl:iwest of
Durango, Colo., are much smaller and not so well preserved as those to
which I refer herein.
The metropolis of New Mexico has a high antjquity, but its history is
so well known that any extended reference thereto -is here unnecessary.
The site of the capital city is picturesque; surrounding sc~nery magnificent; altitude over 7,000 feet, and climate excellent. The place is clliefly
noted for proximity to valuable minerals, early settlement, long occupation as a religious, civil, military, and trade center, and for yaried
and interesting historical associations.
.
Santa Fe became the headq,uarters of a military department nearly
half a century ago, and will probably continue as a district, dep~rtment, or division headquarters, on account of its central position with·
in the States and Territories west of the Mississippi River, q,nd for
many obvious reasons it would be an excellent point for a large arsenal
and general depot for all Army supplies. The dry and remarkably
€quable temperature of the air at Santa Fe is exceedingly well adapted
to the proper care and preservation of ordnance, quartermaster's, sub·
sistence, and medical stores, and there is ample room on the J?re~ent
Government reservation for all the store-houses and other bmldrngs
which would be required for those departments. All stores or supI?l~es,
manufactured or otherwise, accumulated here would be in good pos1t1on
to ue readily shipped wherever needed. and especially to all points west
of the Mississippi Valley. In the eYent of the abandonment of Fort
Union, a large amount of valuable materia,1 there, including that iu ~he
old arsenal uear the post, could be made available here for construction
purposes. I therefore recommend to the careful consideration of the
War Department the propriety of utilizing the very valuable Govern·
ment reservation at Santa Fe, N. Mex., to which the title is clear ~nd
undoubted, by constructing thereon the permanent military establishment I have herein designated.
The administration of affairs at posts in the district-Forts Bayard,
Union, Wingate, Stanton, Marcy, and Seltlen-under the immediate
~ommand of Colonels Carr, Douglas, La Motte, Lieutenant-Colonel Morrow, Captains Dickey and Barrett, have been diligently and successfully carried on, and the drill, discipline, and efficiency of the troops
thereat very effectively maintained.
My thanks are specially due to Capt~ins Chaffee, Kerr, and Lieutenant Scott, Sixth Uavalry; Lieutenant Crittenden, Twenty-second Infantry; and Lieutenants Fornance and Scott, Thirteenth Infantry, for
their careful and judicious management in the execution of the special
and difficult duties to which they were assigned.
1 take pl~a 'Ure in tating that Lieutenants Kingsbury, Hodgson, and
; or 'ytb, Sixth Cavalry, wbo commanded detachments in the field, very
ati factorily carried into effect the orders they received.
I al o de ire t xpre my high appreciation of the services rendered
lJ: my 't ff officer , apt. E. B. Atwood, assistant quartermaster U. S.
~m _Capt. J. J. le gue, commi. ary of ub. istence, u. s. Army; and
t .L.1 ut n~n~ '. . W dward, a~jutant Tenth u. S. Cavalry, act\ll .,. 1. tau ac1Jutau -g •u ·ral for tll 1r valuable a, istance and for the
·l, ·rful pr rupt: auc1 •ffici ut mauu r iu which th y hav~ performed

~in;..
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the rnry important and arduous duties devolving upon . them d uring
the past year.
The troops of the district have been regularly paid by Maj. W. M.
l\Iaynadier, paymaster~ U.S. Army, lmt he bas not been under the orders of the district commander. He. changed station in June last from
Santa Fe to Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. H. GRIERSON,
Colonel, Tenth U. S. Cavalry, Commanding.
ASSISTAN'l' ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

Department of Arizona, Los Angeles, Cal.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL GIBBON.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF '.l'HE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., .August 31, 1887.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following as the annual report
of this department:
THE INDIANS.

Since the report of last year there have been no disturbances of any
ki11d within the limits of this department, and it is confidently predicted
there will be none in the future, provided the Indians are treated in a
spirit of fairness aud justicP. I res1Jectfully invite attention to tlie recommendations made from time to time during the year in special. comrunuications regarding the necessity for accurately running, in accordance with existing treaties, and plainly marking, the lines of the Klamath,
and \Varm Springs Indian reservations, more especially in regard to the
lines of the latter, which, according to the records of the land surveys,
are. remarkably inaccurate.
Ever since the location of Chief Jostph and a part of his tribe upon
the. Colville Resen·ation his efforts and those of his people to establish
themselves on farms and go to work to earn a subsistence have been
persistently opposed by a portion of the Indians before located on that
reservation. This opposition finally reached such a point that the autbority of the Interior Department was obtained for the use of a mili tary force to protect Uhief Joseph and his people an<l compel the malcontents to acquiesce in the decision of the Goyernment. Two comp :inies of troops were sent from Fort Spokane in July last to enforce
this decision, with instructions to give every protection to Chief Joseph
aud his people, to warn all others against any interference with them,
and in case of a disregard of the warning to promptly arrest the offenders
and send them in irons to Fort Spokane. The mere presence of the
military seems to have had the desired effect, and I trust there. will be
no further interference with the Yery earnest desire of Chief Joseph and
his band to establish homes for themselves and earn a living.·
T.A.RGE'.l' PRACTICE.

Tbe continued improvement made by tile troops in the use of their
arms is very satisfactory, and the results, as set forth in the report of
the department inspector of rifle practice and the high scores, show
an undiminished interest in the matter.
·
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TROOPS.

The troops in the department, as regards discipline, drill, and efficiency, continue in a very satisfactory condition.
DESER'l'IONS.

I regret to state that the number of desertions in the department is
somewhat increased since last year, though it is about the average for
the two preceding years. There are this year but two companies withoutdesertions-D, Fourth Infantry(Bubb's), and K, Fourteenth Infantry
(Carpenter's), this last company having bad none last year. Light Battery E, First Artillery, has still the largest number this year, aml the
companies having the smallest number are Troop I, Second Cavalry
(Hamilton's), Companies O (Coates's), E (Price's), and II (Bisbee's),
Fourth Infantry, and F (Tobey's), Fourteenth Infantry, each·baving ~ut
one. The post having the largest percentage of desertions is Boise
Barracks (15.7) and the smallest Fort Klamath (none). The largest percentage is from the artillery, the smallest from the Fourth Infantry.
COURTS-MARTIAL.

The numbers of trials by both general and lesser courts have -very
perceptibly decreased since la.st year, twenty in general and fourteen
in garrison courts. The number of cases tried by general courts was
4.4: per cent. The post having the largest percentage of trials was Vancouver Barracks. Fort Klamath bad no cases tried, and the number
of Boise Barracks and Fort Townsend was only 2 per cent. Vancouver
Barracks and Fort Sherman had the largest percentage of garrison
court-martial cases (about 45 per cent.), anu. Fort Klamath had none.
The effect of ordering in every case, when practicable, legal courts of
thirteen members has been, iu my opinion, beneficial in the highest d~gree. It enhances the dignity and importance of the court, not only m
the minds of the members, but in those of the parties tried; insures a
more equitable administration of justice, and, by bringing officers !O·
gether from other posts, tends to make the practice of courts-martial
more uniform, and the punishments awarded. more equable. Above all
it is a strict compliance with the requirements of the law.
LINES OF COMMUNIC.A.IT.'ION • .

The po t of Fort Sherman on Creur d'Alene Lake is now connected
by rail with the main line of the Northern Pacific Railroad. The line
of supply to Fort ,Spokane bas this year been changed to a shorter and
better one, which leaYes tbe Northern Pacific at Sprague, anu. that to
Fort Klamath will be improved and shortened by a, road up the Klamath River as 800n as the Oregon and California Railroad is complet cl.
The increa. e<l importance of the mining intereste on the head waters
~f ~h Oreur_<.l' lene Ri\"'er in Idaho Territory, and the large amount of
fr 1ght_pa. mg up and down that deep navigable stream, render the
<leepemng of th bar at it. mouth where it mpties into Creur d'Alene
Lak a h-i ·abl , and I earn 1:,tly recommend that a small amount be
<1 for an expenclP<l in <1r dgiug·it.

, ,·k

EXPLOT ATIONS.

ti.

ar tb ·. troow at ... Y ral of the po ts have, at various
u t r n·<· nnm.-:<1nce., to practice marching, and
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make themselves acquainted with the country. The results, to be embodied in the Department map, will, it is thought, add very much to its
accuracy and reliability.
SAND ISLAND.

I again i1?vite attention to my recommendation heretofore mado that
Sand Island near the mouth of the Columbia River be thrown open to
private parties for fishing purposes, and as a very :necessary refn_ge in
stormy weather for fishing vessels and fishermen. It has long been a
military reserv::i.tion, and under the general orders of the War Department intruders have bee·n excluded from it, but it is sjmply a shifting
bank of sand which was once jn the State of Oregon and is now in the
Territory of _·Washington. It never has been used for military puq ,oses,
and in all probability never will bf\ but in case it ever is needed the
Government can al ways gain possession of it by simply removing any
parties who have taken advantage of the permission to temporarily occupy it.
REPORTS.

The reports of the various departmen.t staff officers are appended.
I do not concur in the recommendation of the acting judge-advocate
in regard to marking deserters. That is not only against the law, but
it is contrary to the spirit of the age. A preferable course would be to
place some indelible mark, say a star, upon the arm of every person in
the military service, and all entering it hereafter. This would be a
badge of honor of which all good Roldiers would be proud, and wonld be
a sure preventive against bad ones re-entering the service after a dishonorablP discharge, which they now do in large numbers, simply from
the fact that recruiting officers are unable to recognize them as forme:r
soldiers.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.

JOHN GIBBON,

Brigadier-General, Commanding.
Tbe

.ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

Division of the Pcici.fic, Sein Frctncisco, Gal.

REPORT OF COLONEL PARKE.
HEADQUARTERS UNITED S'l'ATES MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y.,' September 20, 1887 .
.Sm: In compliance with the provisions of General Orders, No. 41,
June 13, 1887, I assumed the duties of Superintendent of the Military
.Academy on the morning of August 28, 1887.
In order that tbe operations and proceedings during the fiscal year
ending ,June 30, 1887, may be fully set fo'l:'th, I have the honor to submit for the information of the Secretary of War the accompanying reports of the surg·eon, Lieut. Col. A. K. Smith; treasurer, and quartermaster and commissuy of cadets, Capt. W. F. Spurgin; disbursing
officer and post quartermaster, ·capt. 0. W. Williams; acting commamlant of cadets, Capt. J. H. Dorst; and adjutant, First Lieut. W.
C. Brown.
.
The funds for the support of the Military Academy for tbe fiscal
year just passed were provided by the act approved June 29, 1886 ( U.
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S. Statutes, vol. 24, page 87). And those for the current year ending
June 30, 1888, are found in the act approved March 1, 1887 (page 436
-0f the same volume).
Owing to the brief period of my serYice as Superintendent, I do not
feel authorized or warranted in making at this time any recommenda·
tion_s or suggestions, in regard to the operations of the Academy, or as
to the conduct of affairs at the post, preferring that they both should
be continued in accorda,uce with regulations and rrecedent until I
become more fully informed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN G. PARKE,
Colonel of Engineers, Brevet JJ1.ajor-General, U. S. A.,
Superintendent.

The

ADJUTAN'l.1 -GENERAL U. S. ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF COLONEL TIDBALL.
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STA'l'ES AR'l'ILLERY SCHOOL,

Fort Monroe, Va., September 28, 1887.
Sm: In compliance with custom, I have the honor of making the following annual report of the operations of the Artillery School for the
year ending August 31, 1887.
As this year closes the second decade of the existence of the school
it seems appropriate to give a general sketch of its operations from the
beginning.
History of the school.-The United States Artillery School at Fort
Monroe, as at present organized, was established by General Orders
No. 99, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, in 1867;
nevertheless a "school of practice " had existed here since 1824. It was
the intention that this school of practice should supplement the education of the Academy at WestPoint by instruction of the academic graduates in the practical duties and relations of the military service. They
were therefore to be sent here, when assigned to the artillery arm, for
instruction before joining their regiments. Want of means prevented
its establishment to a full extent upon the plan originally contemplated,
.and the instruction amounted to nothing more than should exist at every
well-regulated artillery post. None. of the science and but little of the
practice of artillery was attempted. After various interruptions during
the Indian wars~ the Seminole war in Florida drew off the batteries,
and from 1835 until after the Mexican war, in 1855, the school wa8 practically discontinued.
Its reorganization under the name of the "Artillery School" was then
begun on a basis far superior to the plan of 1824, but was scarcely ent red upon when it was agaia interrupted by the outbreak of the ci vii
war until 1867, when it was reorganized upon a higher plan.
Thi organization contemplates more than mere drill exercises. It is
a cour e of ,tudy aud practical training not limited to what is necessary
for merely expert artill ri ts, but one· which aims to qualify officers for
any d~ty t_hey may be called upon to perform, or for any position bowev r h1g~ rn rank or command they ma;y a pire to in service. Such an
ad\'~nc 1 demand_ed by the progress made in the methods of warfare
<lurrng t
la t thirty y ar , particularly as regards artillery, wherein
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the improvement has been from almost primitive rudeness to tlle requirementsof an exact science, com biniug "'ith it many cognate branches
hitherto considered of little or no importance to military men.
Locatfon.-Fort Monroe has special advantages not possessed by any
other place for the Artillery School. It has a genial and healthy climate; is readily accessible from all parts of the country. It faces an
open roadstead admirably suited for artillery practice. It is attractive
to visitors and agreeable from ·a social point of view. It is moreover a
central point on the Atlantic sea-board, where four-fifths of the artillery
regiments are stationed.
Personnel.-The commandant oft.he school is also the commandant of
the post, the two functions being entirely separate, although coexistent. All communications pertaining to the .school are made directly to
the Headquarters of the Army; on all other .,matters they follow the
regular rule of military posts. The system works harmoniously, aud is
probably the best that couM be devised.
Tlie personnel of the school consists of three field officers of artillery,,
tlie senior commanding. These officers constitute the staff of the school.
'I·be adjutant of the post is ex officio secretary of the staff and custodian
of all the records.
The garrison, or working force, consists of one battery from each of the
five artillery regiments, assigned with some degree of permanency, and
called '"instruction batteries." The officers for instruction are two first
and two second lieutenants . for each battery, transferred by War Department orders from other batteries of the regiment for a tour of two
years. At the end of the tour (on years ending with even numbers), the
lieutenants are relieved and replaced by others. On the completion of
tlrn course each officer is furnished with a certificate setting forth l}is.
standing and efficiency as an artillery officer.
.
Course of instruction.-Prior to 1875 the course of instruction was forone year only. Experience proved this to be too short a period in which
to accomplish all that it was desired to teach. The course was then
(1875) enlarged to two years. It began May 1 of each alternate yearuntil last year (1886), when it was changed to September 1. The present
class is therefore tlle first entered upon to that date.
The course, as prescribed for one year, was not materially changed
under the two-year programme, but the additional time permitted. a
more thorough pursuit of every subject. In addition to the drawback
arising, as just mentioned, from want of time, the school was greatly
crippled during the first years of its existence by the want of proper
facilities for instruction. Aside from a few old and worn-out instruments obtained from the Engineer Bnreau, there was nothing in tllat
line. Text-books even were limited in number, and supplied by small
sums received from time to time from the contingent fund of the War
Department.
Support.-The school was supported by what the various departments
of the Army could spare for its assistance; and it is noteworthy that for
at least ten years it cost nothing in addition to the regular Army budget. It costs now, beyond the expenses of maintaining it as an ordinary
artillery post, little beyond the· amount, $5,000, annually appropriated
under the sundry civil bill; thanks to the continued generous support of
the several departments just referred to.
In 1878 an appropriation of $3,923 was granted by Congress, increase~ to $4,750 the next year, and continued annually at $5,000 since
tha.t. t!me. By careful management of these appropriations the school
fac1ht1es have been increased, until now they may be considered upon a.
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very fair footing. ·uommencin¥ at almost nothing the_ school has continuously developed, until now 1t compares fa'rnrably with those oflong
an<l cherished standing in European countries.
Accomniodations.-Since 1868 many improvements have been made,
adding greatly to the usefulness, convenience, and comfort of the post
and school. Among them may be mentioned permanent barracks for the
enlisted men and some additional quarters for officers, a brick schoolroom and library for the soldiers, brick ordnance implement store-house,
a trick store-house.for quartermaster's property and equipage, and new
coal-sheds, and within the present year a brick fire-engine house and
post school-room.
.
A temporary lmilding has been provided for the library, the public
and professional value of which demands better protection against fire.
Similar builllings are in use as section rooms and photograph gallery,
and a hea<lquarters and printing-office. ThA model-room, the physical
laboratories, an instrument-room, and the repair shops are now temporarily provided for in buildings ID;UCh out of repair. These will within
a short time require to be replaced by permanent and more suitable
accommodations.
Number of officers instructed.-The total number of officers who have
been at the school is 287. Of these, 2:J9 recei,red certificates of proficiency, 140 of whom graduated under the one-year course, the remaining
88 llaving llad the a(hTantage of two years. Twelve were unsuccessful
and did not obtain certificates, all of whom except 1 were under the oueyear course. Deducting from the total entered those graduated aud
foun<l deficient, leaves 47. 'fhese include 19 of the present class; thA
remainder were relieved from the school for various causes, such as by
transfer to the Ordnance Department, detail to colleges, resignations,
etc., and 1 by death-Lieut. T. 0. Davenport, Fourth A!'tillery, May
6, 1887. A number of officers of other branches of service, viz, 6 of
cavalry, 5 of infantry, and 3 of the Marine Corps, have at their own request taken tlrn cour8e, besides 2 naval officers who have taken part
of the course, but were prevented from completing it on a~count of being called to the performance of otller duty by the naval authorities.
Importance of the school. -At the date of the formation of the Artillery
School on its present basis, in 1868, the artillery service had much to
learn. The war just closed had occasioned great dmrelopment in the
size and power of guns and artillery material of all kinds. The practical experience with this improved artillery was generally limited to
siege operations, and with only two or three exceptious, as at Sumter
and Pulaski, little of the largest sea-coast artillery was put to the test
of actual experience, and familiarity with its use was limited to a very
few officer .
The progress of our own country in the armament a;nd armor of ships
had given a great impulse to foreign . invention, and rifled guns, both
muzzle and ureech loaders of enormous proportions, had been projected,
built, and experimented on. A great advance had been made in the
fabrication of powders of progressive burning qualities, taking larger
charge. pr?portionally to the weight of pr~jectiles demanding longer
gun with mcreased weight. Iron and steel became essential to the
fa)?rication of artillery carriage~ of all kinds; more complicated machrnery uece sary to the handlrng of the pieces: and the enormous
iucrea e of m11gc had necessitated fine telesco1;ic sights with more
a ·urate attacl_1me1;1t. ~or measuring the elevations and for making
tll~ allowance rn s1ghtrng for accelerating-, retarding, an<l devia.ting
eff •ct·, du, to the pre, sure aud movemeuts of the atmospllere.
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The art of designing and building sea-coast fortifications bad undergone
a, great revolution ; armored turrets, armored fronts, disappearing bar-

bette guns have all come into use. Recent wars in Europe have gre~,tly
modified the design and profiles of siege wor~s to resist direct fire, and
the general intJroduction of guns mounted for higli-angle firi11g- at short
ranges has enormously increased the need of strong casemate defenses
for the protection of the garrison wllen not actually engaged" in firing.
All these changes necessitate tactical modific;1tions.
These are some of the reasons which made it important at that epoch,
aml which continue still in force, to liave an institution at which the
latest information on artillery subjects can be collected, and where a
school should be maintained for disseminating it throughout the corps.
Programme.-The present school programme is the result of gradual
development, and, for the organization and necessities of our Army, it
is probably the best that could now be devised. Its course lias been
oue of well-considered change and constant advancement. It is first
divided into severai departments of instruction, and these are subdivided into parts and lessoo.s; specific duties in studies and practical
military exercises are assigned to every day of the year sufficient to
occupy the entire time of the officer-students. Thus close application
an<l industry are insured", and the amouut of work required is fitly
proportioned to its importance, and the choice of suitable seasons of
the year for its execution .
.ilr11iament.-The armament of the fort is composed, with the exception of the 8-inch converted rifle and some machine guns, of tlle obsolete
ordnance of thirty years ago. At firstsight it may appear a loss of time
and waste of material to deal with artillery which may never again be
used in war. Such, howe-ver, is not entirely the case. It would,. of course,
be best to have modern material, but as we have not got it it is wise.
to use that which we have for the purposes of instruction. The principles of gunuery can be studied to great advantage even with the older
ordnance.
·
More progress will be possible whenever modern material shall become available for study and practical bamlling. If the work of reniodeling our forts and providing them with suitable armaments is to
be much longer delayed there would be manifest advantages in purchasing from foreign manufacturers a well-selected variety of modern
artillery weapons. Even in the event of the fabrication of heavy ordnance in this country, it would be well to have collected here, for observation and comparison, a small typical ·collection of modern foreign
ordnance.
·
Text-books.-The study of these subjeets, while we remain unprovided with modern guns and appliances, is largely limited to a review
of the works published in other countries. Government supervision
oft.en restricts the published accounts to very unsatisfactory statements, and the knowledge of the theory of what is accomplished elsewhere is evidently very inferior to practical experiment and objectlessons with the new material. ·
The literature of ·each of these subjects bas accumulated in vast
quau~ities, and has not yet been systematized or arranged in convenient
treatises. It has to be culled from rnauy sources~ and a great many of
the most important experiments are studied iu this very inconvenient
manner. The attempt bas beeu made, and the work is being pursued,
of preparing text-books indicating the outlines of :rmportant improvements in each subject of Rtm]~r, aIHl pointing out by copious references
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where the fullest and most authoritative published papers may be
found for their full study.
Objects in view.-Permanent sea-coast fortifications for the defem1e of
roadsteads, harbors, important commercial ports, railroad centers, and
naval and military depots, and the entrances to our important and extensive river systems are receiving legislative and popular attention.
The great extent of our maritime frontier and the projects of the Board
on Fortifications will, if thes~ projects are shortly executed, make a
demand upon our small artillery corps which it is the purpose of this
school to meet. 'l'he course of instruction has now progressed so far
that, when furnished with forts and guns suitable to these positions,
which will then be in hand for further study and experiment, the result
of the work done here will be shown in the fitness of the corps for its
new task.
·
Qualifications of students.-'ro arrive at what to-day is considered a
respectable degree of professional intelligence in artillery certain preliminary qualifications are necessary, among whLCh may be mentioned
a high order of proficiency in mathematics . . The prescribed course provides for the instruction of those not possessing knowledge in this
branch. During the first years of the school many required it, and
mathematics constituted a prominent and dreaded feature of the course.
Oflate years it has been found necessary to giYe such instruction to
only a few of the officers sent here. The reasons for this change are
that during the late war many young men received commissions in the
artillery, and served with distinction, who, under ordinary circumstances, would have been acquiring an education at academies or colleges. During the same period many enlisted men were promoted who,
however excellent as soldiers, had not had early educational advantages.
Since the period alluded to such appointments have been fewer in number and made with more regard to educational requirements.
.
The time formerly found necessary for mathematics is now devoted to
subjects for which it was intended only as a preparatory study. The
classes are consequently enabled to start at once upon the course proper;
the result being a more extensive and thorough application to the main
objects of the school. It furthermore enables the students to pursue
the course upon an equality more satisfactory to the instructors, and to
encounter more successfully the various branches of study. The duties
of instructors are laborious and important. They labor to promote the
success of the school with no other reward, owing to absence of law in
their favor, than the consciousness of performing their dut.ies well.
COURSE OF STUDY-THEORETICAL .A.ND PRACTICAL.

For the purposes of administration, the course of studies and practical exercises is arranged into departments, as follows:
I. Department of Artillery.
II. Department of Engineering.
III. Department of Military Art and Science.
IV. Department of Law.
'Ihe fir t of the e is placed under the supervision of one of tlrn field
officers-, and the remaining three under the other. Captains of the intruction batteries are the instructors, and are assignetl to the several
~rancbe by the commandant of the school, and other officers, frequently
heutenant who are themselves undergoing instruction, are assigned to
a i t.
The cour e are both practical and theoretical, preference being given
to the former wherever it is possible to do so. The extent to which
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this has been done will appear when mentioning the several subjects
in detail.
·
Class years.-The members of each class report for duty September
1 of each alternate year. Prior to 1886 the classes entered on the 1st
of May. The latter date was found to be inconvenient in view of the
time fixed for changes of officers on duty at the Military Academy, with
light batteries, and at colleges, and was altered in consequence. Ten
days are allowed ·to settle and arrange their affairs. The instruction
then commences in the department of engineering.
DEP.A.R'.I.'MENT OF ENGINEERING.

This course embraces topographical and other military drawing; the
use of surveying and like instruments, field intrenchments, elements of
permanent fortifications, military bridges, reconnaissances and topography as applied to military requirements.
Drawing.-The first thing taught is topographical drawing, as a necessary means for putting in an intelligible form the results of surveys
and reconnaissances. Most of the officers come here with a fair knowl- .
edge of the theory of the subject and considerable skill in delineation,
but without much practical experience in the execution of tht3 work in
the field. ·
. Some of the objects of this course are to teach the officers expertness
in the art of reading topographical maps and sketches, and greater
dexterity in the graphic delineation of ground, both of the first importance to military men; to insure readiness in producing hastily-sketched
working plans for field intrenchments, extemporized bridges, etc., and
to familiarize them with instruments, their adjustments, graduations,
and readings. The handling of modern artillery and submar_ine mines
in action requires the accurate use of many precise instruments, and it
is of the utmost importance that officers should be familiar with their
construction an<l use. Especial attention is given to the use and application of scales, a preliminary acquirement necessary to the successful
study of the course on the military art, and of great importance in
actual campaign movements.
Instrurnents.-The department is well supplied with surveying instruments, transits, levels, etc., drawing instruments and materials, etc.
The instruction in their use is individual. Each student is given an instrument and required to study its mechanism and to familiarize himself with its adjustmenti;; and use, with the aid of text-books, until he
feels that he knows it. He then reports to the instructor, by whom he .
is questioned and marked according to his apparent proficiency. Particular attention is given to the construction and use of verniers and the
reading of different kinds of graduations. The students are perfected
in the handling of the instruments by exercises in practical surveying,
, being assisted by soldiers. Plots of the surveys are drawn to a prescribed scale, and the work is handed to the instructor, who examines
it and m~rks the officer tm the accuracy of the method employed and
the excellence of the work. Another instrument is then taken up until
each officer has had practice with the .e ntire instrumental outfit of the
~ho~.
·
. Field intrenchments.-The subjects of this branch of instruction are
given out to the student to be demonstrated by drawings in the form
of graphic representations, freely, distinctly, and forcibly, regardless of
scale, but with due attention to proportion as they would be required
in actual service, aud sufficiently to explain to those executing SUGQ.
8925-W S7-12
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work the manner in which it is to be done. Everything in this branch
is gone over by the student, and the drawings are taken as evidence of
his knowledge of the subject. The instructor questions each upon his
work, and this method has proven much superior to blackboard recitations. The drawings which have been preserved at the school show
satisfactory evidence of the industry of the student and the thoroughness of the method.
To apply the theoretical instruction of the text-books to the responsible duties of field commanders when planning the investment of fortified
places, each student is furnished with a topographical map of some
well-known place and its vicinity, and is required to locate a line of intrenchments such as in his judgment would be required for an army
besieging another holding the place. The officer submits with his project a brief explanation giving his reasons for locating each part of bis
line, designating tlrn number and location of the troops, the num?er
and kind of guns, with the position of batteries and other data of hke
nature.
This method of studying siege operations awakens the students to a
train of practical thought seldom indulged in by officers until brought
to it by the exigencies of the service, when such work must be done
whether they are well prepared for it or not. It has the ad vantage of
. bringing before their minds the uses of the most modern arms· and the
modifications necessitated by their great range and energy in the trace
of the lines of intrenchments and the profiles of parapets, as well as in
the tactical problems involved. It is not difficult to perceive the advantages afforded by such instruction to those who may command or
advise in future wars.
During this part of the course the students profile and trace on the
ground in full dimensions the front of a bastioned field-work, which,
when laid out, is ready for the emplo;yment of a brigade in digging and
throwing up .the work. Instruction thus practically given is not likely
to be soon forgotten, and officers possessing such knowledge are masters
of the situation when called upon in actual service. War now, more
than ever before, demands the employment of field intrenchments, and
too high an estimate can not be given to practical skill in such work.
Military bridges.-This subject does not embrace the higher and more
complicated system of bridge architecture, but it is comprehensively
treated and limited to practical methods for crossing streams and ravines, to be accomplished by such expedients as may be resorted to
upon occasions of emergency in campaigns, and which are often of vital
value in raids, reconnaissances, and of other similar service. Textbooks are used to familiarize the students with the devices that have
been resorted to in noteworthy cases, and the experience of our own
country, which in its few wars has left a rich record of such expedients, is fully drawn upon. Models have been constructed representing such devices and bridges, and these, with the text-books, afford a
ready means of comprehending the subject. Drawings are made by the
students with the freedom permitted in the branch pf field intrenchments. They are uniformly cr~ditable works.
Roads.-This branch is taught so far as to provide for the exigencies
of campaigning-the wor:k to be executed roughly, from materials at
hand, such a the laying out of new routes to avoid obstructions or to
gain more advantageou locations or positions, or to establish communications hurriedly between the different parts of an army where none
hould e~st,
·

.
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Railroads.-This subject is one of great importance to the artillery.
The weights of cannon and ammunition, both for siege and sea-coast
operations, have now reached a point where their economical handling
necessitates the use of railways and trucks, and the connection of the
batteries with the terminal points of railroad systems, and the docks of
water-ways. The problems to be solved are to make these connections
by surface roads of easy grades and curves. The subject of demolitions
and the reconstruction of railroads of a more permanent character is
also treated.
Reconnaissance.-It has been customary to close the course of engineering with a mounted reconnaissance of a portion of the country in the
vicinity of the post. In this way excellent maps have been made of the
entire peninsula as far up as the city of Richmond, also of the Gloucester and Cape Henry Peninsulas.
The territory to be surveyed was first divided into districts involving
as nearly as practicable equal amounts of work, and an officer was assigned to each. He was furnished with a horse, a pocket compass, a
protractor, and a rough map of the district, drawn to a scale of 1 inch
to the mile. These maps had no pretense to accuracy, and merely defined the limits of each officer's work. The scale of the finished work
was 3 inches to the mile. The sections were rectangular to admit of
fitting several sheets together by the bounding lines of adjoining squares.
Officers were permitted to transfer the shore lines of navigable waters
from Coast Survey charts. Otherwise the work was required to be done
on the ground. The object was, in about five days, to reconnoiter the
country, construct a reliable military map of the territory surveyed, to
chart all roads, rivers, streams, swamps, and objects that might be of
military importance, noting all important topogr~phical features, showing the location and boundaries of cultivated, cleared, and timber lands,
the kind of fences, the position of mills, smithies, factories, churches,
taverns, public buildings, and important private houses.
Notes are required setting forth the nature of the soil; the character
and condition of the roads; the kind. and dimensions of available timber; the'officers' opinion of the number of rations of meat, breadstufts,
and forage which could be supplied by the district; the quantity and
availability of potable water other than that of the stream shown on
the map; the facilities for grinding corn and wheat; the quantity and
kind of available fuel ; the number of serviceable horses which the district could furnish; and all similar information which could be of value
in conducting military operations in the neighborhood.
Contour lines marked the levels at 20 feet apart, the plane of reference being fixed at the sea-level. Local names were affixed to all objects, the name of the owner being given only ·when there was none
other. Magnetic bearin·gs were taken, distances were measured, generally by the horses' pace, and both were carefully noted. Officers were
allowed much latitude in the choice of working methods. They were
generally possessed of abundan.t theoretical and sufficient practical
knowledge. The work of each officer was carefully inspected on the .
conclusion of the survey; a large chart was constructed by a selected
officer to em body the work of all. The maps of these surveys are of
such excellence that where the country has since been instrumentally
surveyed they compare favorably for accuracy.
The horses for this work were procured by hire and the officers lodged
at farm-houses conveniently to their districts. The work was not entered upon until the autumn frosts had cleared the country of malaria,
usually not before November,

..
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As instructive as this method was it is thought that a better will be
to' combine the engineering work with principles appertaining to the
course of military art by selecting certain points of supposed military
importance, and give them out as practical p·roblems, each point to two
officers.
The following is given as an illustration of the method proposed:
Assumption.-An enemy's fleet, with transports carrying 10,000 troops,
including 3 six-gun field batteries and 200 cavalry, has entered Chesapeake Bay. The entrance to Hampton Roads is effectually closed
against him. It is presumed that he intends to land the above force at
Lynn Haven and make a dash at Norfolk and the navy-yard.
There are 3,000 regulars, including 1 six-gun field battery, 2 six-gun
siege batteries, and 8,000 armed militia, including 2 six-gun field batteries and 200 cavalry, available for immediate service.
·
Requ-ired.-1. A reconnaissance map and description of the roads by
which the enemy might advance for the purpose assumed.
2. A detailed reconnaissance map and description of every position
on these roads where the enemy could be effectively opposed, and the
number of men required to occupy each position.
3. Plans and profiles of the necessary field works, with their armaments and garrisons, and an explanation of their purposes.
.
4. Working plans and specifications of such bridges and roads as are
required to facilitate the defense, with notes of material available, an_d
an estimate of the number of men and length of time required for their
construction.
For two officers, one on the offensive and the other on the defensive.
Five days allowed for field work and seven for drawing and making up
reports.
The officer on the offensive will assume himself in the position of the
commanding officer of the expedition, and, besides making a reconnaissance of the country over which he is operating, will make a complete
report of all his operations, giving the orders issued by him for _the
purpose of carrying out the object in view. This branch of the subJect
will belong to the department of military art and science.
·
· Surveys and maps.-On several occasions since the reor:ganization of
the school (1868) a demand has been made to furnish from original clata
highly necessary and useful maps not otherwise attainable. Such wo_rk
has been undertaken only where it did not interrupt the course of mstruction, and could be carried on in the part of the year devoted to
ordinary practice in reconnaissance, and by the diversion of some of the
officers from that work.
.
The necessary instrumental surveys have called for the direct application of the theoretical knowledge of the officers to useful and finished
work, and at the same time furnished a test of the sufficiency of the
course and the fitness of the officers for kindred work whenever similar
demands may be made upon them in the future. It is not too much to
say that these have been completed py the production of correct and
beautiful maps, which are highly creditable to the zeal and painstaking
accuracy of all the officers who have been employed on the surveys or
in the topographical delineations.
Among the e surveys may be noted that of 1880, of Yorktown and its
vicinity, made in compliance with the request of the Con gressional committee on the Yorktown centennial celebration; nine student officers
and nineteen men having been employed for three weeks on the field
work. The map wa photographed and freely u ed by the committee
in locating variou hi torical points and in purchasing the site for the
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Yorktown monument, while copies of certain sections were supplied to
the officers who were charged with the arrangement of the camping
grounds.
In 1885 the same number of officers were assigned to make an accurate survey of Fort Monroe and its vicinity. The field work was completed most satisfactorily in about two weeks, but was supplemented
by a great amount of labor in the measurement aud location of interior
lines. Lieut. M. M. Macomb, Fourth Artillery, while under instruction
and later under special assignment, and afterwards in his own time
when on other duty away from the school, is entitled to mention for his
skill and zeal in the work. The map has not been :finished, various
circumstances-notably Lieutenant Macomb's assignment elsewherehaving delayed it. But the parts that have been :finished have been of
great value, and the work will be the only complete map of the reservation in existence.
Instriwt~on.-The course is taught by means of.text-books, lectures,
and extracts from current literature.
DEPARTMENT OF ARTILLERY,

For the purpose of instruction this department is divided into three
sections, viz: Ballistics, the general subject of artillery, and artillery
exercises.
·
Exterior ballistics, which treats of the flight of projectiles after leaving
the piece, involves a very thorough mathematical study of the laws of
resistance of the air to the motion of projectiles; the method of determining resistances, with deductions from the most notable experiments;
the differential equations of translation; the general properties of trajectories; rectilinear motion; the relation between time, space, and
velocity;- ballistic tables; comparisons of calculated and observed velocities; relation between velocity and inclination; high-angle fire and
direct fire.
·
The text-book in the study of " exterior ballistics" is the work of the
present instructor, Capt. J. M. Ingalls, First Artillery, and is a valuable, complete; and modern compendium of the mathematics relating to
the most difficult branch of the science of artillery. It is taken as a
standard both at home and abroad.
The general subject of artillery.-A.mong the many branches em braced
under this head may be mentioned the following: Study o~ the instruments for inspecting cannon and proiectiles, and the practical applica~
tion of their use.
Gunpowder.-Its history ; the machinery for and mode of manufacture; ingredients, physical and chemical properties, and the instruments
used for determining them ; special powders ; United States service ;
foreign, blasting, and commercial nitrate of soda, and wood powder. Inspection, proof, storage, and transportation. Magazines, their construction, care, and protection from lightning. Explosion, the general theory
and· the means adopted to control its force in military weapons.
High explosives.~History, classification, characteristics, and manufacture; use in war, in shells, torpedoes; iu destruction of guns, buildings, palisades, bridges, roads, pilings, water obstructions, and mining.
Means of exploding, subaqueous explosions; value of, for subaqueous
work.
·
Weapons of war.-History from the earliest times to the invention of
gunpowder.
·
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Metallurgy of gun meta,l.'-Iron: Historical sketch of metallurgy of
iron ; development in America ; useful ores, their location in the
United States; impurities. Cast-iron: Refining, chemical constitution,
impurities, their effects; cast-iron as a gun metal in the United States.
Wrought or malleable iron; physical properties; its production in the
United States, as a gun metal. Steel: Chemical composition, various
kinds, early modes of production, different theories of, new methods;
physical properties, means of changing them ; effect of manipulation
upon working steel and iron; tools and machinery.
Bronze.-Physical and chemical properties.
Gun construction.-History of; present theories; size and shape of
guns; varying elasticities; initial tension; strains; laws of resistance;
built-up guns; advantages and disadvantages of various svstems.
Breech-loading: Advantages, disadvantages ; strength at breech;
Krupp, French, Whitworth, and Armstrong fermetures; Broadwell, Debange, Frere, and Armstrong gas check; Rodman and Dahlgren method
of casting large guns; principles of construction United States naval
guns; plant for making wrought iron and steel tube-lining and jackets
for cast-iron guns; rifling machines; tempering and annealing arrangements. Converted guns: French system, .Palliser, Blakel_y, Parsons,
and United States systems. The theory and practice of sighting guns,
the construction and use of service and telescopic sights. Inspecting,
proving, and marking guns. Manner of handling and transporting
heavy guns. Machine cannon: Hotchkiss and Nordenfelt. Rapid firing and torpedo guns; Gatling, Nordenfelt, Lowell, and Gardener ~attery guns; Ericcson's submarine gun; pneumatic gun for throwmg
dynamite. Guns of the United States, existing and proposed; European guns.
Gun-carriages. -Historical summary; requirements and material;
movable and stationary; changes made by rifling and increased power
of guns; depressing and non-recoil carriages, arrangements for absorbing recoil; ammunition carriages for field batteries; railroad carriages
for artillery; gun-carriages proposed and in use in the United States
service.
Projectiles.-Olassification; material; requirements of light, siege,
garrison, and sea-coast projectiles; rifled projectiles; early systems,
development of same; manufacture of projectiles; inspection and proof;
United States and European systems.
Fuses.-.Historical sketch; various principles; for smooth-bore guns;
for rifles; percussion, time, and combination; means of ignition; of
regulating time of burning; for base of projectile; effect upon time of
burning of elevation above the sea, and of pressure of air when fuse is in
front of rifled shell; rotation, electrical fuses; mannfacture for Army,
for Navy; fuses in United States, in Europe.
Primers.-Friction, percussion, electric, obdurating, Army, Navy, and
European primers; manufacture, material.
Small-arms.-History; classification; hand arms: their development
in the United States service. Breech-loading: Different systems; man ufacture of_ Springfield rifle and carbine; interchangeability. Magazine
or repeatm_g arms: Development in the United States; rifling and
br~ech act10:1, Ammunition: History;. cartridges; bullets; shape;
w~1g~t; lubnca~t; manufacture. Cartndge-cases: Material; shape;
pnm_u~g; reloadm~ ca ~ ; man~factu~e; primers; for reloading ammum t10n; a embhng of ammumtion; mspection; proof· packing.
Rockets.-Theory ; signal ; war; mode of firing.
'
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Theory and practice of gunnery.-Technical terms; pointing; eleva·
tion; direction ; jump of gun ; shot and shell firing; shrapnel ; cones of
dispersion; high angle firing; inaccuracy of fire due to guns, projectiles, powder, loading, drift. Theory of probabilities as applied to accuracy of fire; probable rectangles of guns; regulating fire· in large
batteries; firing at moving objects; survey of harbor in reference to
artillery defense; concentration of fire; table of ranges and landmarks
for guns ; arrangements for vertical fire; firing at armored vessels ; at
wooden vessels; volley fire by electrical arrangements; tracking vessels.
.
Penetration of projectiles.-)fasonry; formulas.
Armor.-Historical sketch; ship plating ; wrought iron ; various
modes; fastening; manufacture; turrets; broadsides; steel plates;
Schneider's method; tempered steel; compound plates; Campbell and
Brown's methods; experiments upon iron and steel targets; Gruson
armor for land defenses ; German gun and carriage arrangements;
Krupp armor and muzzle pi voting guns ; garrison guns; armor of land
and sea-coast defenses in Europe; experiments upon armor plates in
Europe; formulas for penetration.
Submarine warfare.-Historical sketch; stationary; moving; electrical; mechanical; as defensively arranged in Europe; the Whitehead,
Woolwich, Long, Howell, Sin, and Berdan; Fish torpedo ; rocket torpedo. ·
Field artillery.-As the - proper school for field artillery is in the
mounted batteries, it is here only taught so far as it comes within the
range of guns and -carriage construction, ballistics, and its functions in
the field operations of armies. The subject of machine guns received
the attention it deserved as an auxiliary arm, necessary to the defense
of flanks,bridges, ditches, etc., of field, siege, and sea-coast fortifications.
The school has in its possession some of each of the new field and machine guns.
Combined naval and military operations.-The defense of sea-coasts
being largely a joint action of the Army and Navy, there is great need
that the subject should be so treated during instruction of artillery
officers here. This can best be done by lectures and by witnessing the
movements of squadrons of naval vessels, acting both on the defensive
in conjunction with the garrison and offensively against it, in the daytime and as far as such manceuvres are possible at night. The introduction of prearranged squadron manceuvres, therefore, at some convenient time before each class should, if possible, be provided for, and
lectures by naval officers who are specially well qualified would be a
desirable addition to the course.
As auxiliary to the foregoing branches of artillery comes chemical
analysis, electricity, telegraphy, photography, signaling, and submarine mines.
Chemical analysis.-While engaged upon the subject of gunpowder and
other explosives, the students attend in a body at the chemical laboratory, where they are prepared for the work of chemical analysis by lectures by the instructor on the principles of chemical philosophy and of
the apparatus most commonly used in chemical operations. They are
then, in sets of four, assigned in rotation to the laboratory, where they
continue for about two weeks analyzing different kinds of powder, employing both gravimetric and volumetric analysis. Report of the analysis in each case is made to the instructor, who questions the students
upon their work, thus making them perfectly familiar with the subject.
Much interest is manifested in this branch, and although officers may
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never be called upon in ser ;ice to make or analyze powder, this study
and practice make them familiar with every property belonging to this
compound, the very breath of life of modern warfare. Especially is a .
thorough knowledge of this branch necessary when it is remembered
that the ·wonderful advancement made during the last few years in the
power of artillery is due chiefly to improvements in powder and in
adopting proper and special grades for specjfic pieces. No longer, as
formerly, is any kind of powder used indiscriminately for all variety of
ordnance. It is therefore necessary that an artillerist should have
more than a mechanical knowledge of his profession to be equal to what
is required of him in this direction.
Specimens of the different kinds of powder used in our service, as
also many experimental varieties, showing progressive steps in the art
of manufacture, are kept to · aid in familiarizing the students with the
subject, so that none may be at a loss when seeing a sample to determine its class, quality, and to what service and kind of piece adapted.
The students are also taught the manufacture of nitro-glycerine and
the preparation of its various compounds.
In addition to this practice on explosives, the course has been extended somewhat out of the artillery line to em brace the approximate
analysis of flour a.nd other components of the soldier's ration, employing such simple means as are generally to be found at military posts.
The facilities afforded for carrying out the instruction are, in genera]
terms, simple and well adapted, iucluding, besides chemicals, laboratory desks, analytical balances, evaporating closet, microscope, hydrometers, etc.
·
Electricity.-Instruction is given in the use of cells, batteries, ga~vanometers, rheostats, and the management, building, repair, testmg,
and maintenance of lines. This knowledge is essential in telegraphy,
in the use of velocimeters, and in the study and service incidental to
land and submarine mining, elsewhere mentioned. The subject is taug~t
by lectures accompanied by explanations upon the various apparatus_rn
use. The school is, for all practical purposes, well supplied with mstruments, batteries, etc., but the subject will be still further developed
with that of submarine mines.
Telegraphy.-Instruction is given in the erection, repair, and m~intenance of lines suited to the field requirements of artillery service.
In connection with artillery firing it is much used. All the officers are
i~s~ructed .. Those. who have natural aptitude, an indispensable r~qms1te, practice until they are able to send and receive messages with
facility. The American Morse code is used.
Photography.-Instruction is given at the laboratory to the officers in
groups of three-the general principles, the special peculiarities and
use of the different lenses, the method of securing a glass negative, the
manufacture of dry plates, the construction of the camera, use of diaph!ag1;0s, focusing, insertion of plates, exposure, deveJopment, fixing,
berng illustrated and explained. Practical instruction follows in ·the
taking_ by each officer of negatives and of the positive prints, and in
mountmg the latter. Instructi9n is also given in the preparation and
u e o±: ferro-pru ia~e pap~r in tbe process of making blue prints. The
experimental work i restricted to the u e of the dry-plate process. The
officer 3:re encouraged to make such further u e of tbe laboratory as
they de ire t_o xt <~ at "~ill their knowledge of the snl>ject practically.
The gallery i upphed with everything needed for successful work.
igna~ing.-A. ery sligh~ glance over the foregoing pages relating to
the details of artillery practice will show the many uses to which signal-
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ing is applied. The plan prescribed for the entire Army is followed as
closely as possible.
All officers under instruction, as also all non-commissioned officers, are
taught until they acquire the prescribed degree of proficiency. Those
of the latter showing the necessary aptitude are instructed until t~ey
are expert. Their services then become valuable in artillery firing.
Submarine mining up to the present time has been studied theoretical1y only. Following the improvements in high explosive composition
and in electricity, the defensive torpedo has been greatly improved, and
from the same causes and by the aid of chemical and electric engines
the offensive torpedo has practically been created. No system of submarine mines can be maintained unless under the protection of heavy
batteries, and the artillery is deeply interested to learn the precise nat- .
ure of its functions in this particular. By the co-operation of the Engi-·
neer Corps the school has come into possession of enough apparatus for
au improved course of instruction, which will be entered upon during
the coming autumn.
·
Various high explosives have been procured and the members of the ·
last class taught their method of explosion and their uses in demolition
of palisades, masonry, and guns, etc. Knowledge of this kind is· highly
useful to the practical artillerist, and the subject will be still further developed.
ARTILLERY EXERCISES.

Short of the engagements of active service or a state of siege, these
constitute the most impQrtant practical part of the education of the ,
artillery officer. None enter here without considerable knowledge of
them. The design is to increase the theoretical and unite it to a fuller
practical training. Physical laws and mathematical formula relating to
the theory of explosives; the principles of gun construction; the reasons
for the various forms of projectiles; the strength and form of carriages,
their place and part in the work of attack or defense ; the construction,
power, and speed of modern war vessels, the energy of their batteries, the
strength of their defensive armor; the location, power, and defense of
lines of submarine mines ; tllese and many other things mu8t be serviceably well known before proficiency can be positively declared. There is,
therefore, a point where the handling of guns in transportation, in the
batteries, on and off their carriages, the work of mounting and dis~ounting and shifting them, preparing the ammunition, loading, sightrng, and firing them, is to be practically taught. The weight of guns
to be handled ranges from 860 to 50,000 pounds ; their shape differs
from the spheroidal to long and nearly cylindrical masses. The largest
of these weights is relatively small when compared with guns and projectiles such as are now in the possession of every power having a navy
or a valuable harbor t9 defend, and such as have been recommended
for our own ships and fortifications.
S~ason.-This begins ten days after the· student-officers report, and
the rnstruction is continuous throughout the favorable portions of the
year. It is prescribed in orders monthly in advance.
D,ivisions of the exercises.-For convenience of · designation and in
natu~al order leading up from the lighter and more familiar to the
heavier work, the exercises are divided into the following classes:
Class .A.-Field and machine guns and revolving cannon.
Class B.-Siege guns, howitzers, and siege mortars.
Class C.-Sea-coast guns and mortars.
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Class D.-Firing practice with the three classes of pieces just named.
Division of duties.-The work is under charge of the superintendent
of the artillery course, but is immediately directed by the instructor in
practical military exercises. In classe8 A, B, and C the instruction
fills the ordinary drill hour, and the officers are in regular succession
assigned, each in command of a detachment of enlisted men, to the vario,us exercises until all are completed. The service of each piece-that
is, its preparation for loading, loading, firing, and making it again ready
for loading-is succeeded by the mechanical manwuvres-that is, the
mo"unting, dismounting, and transporting it by the aid of mechanical appliances. Prior to the latter instruction the officers are taught the use
of these appliances, viz, gins, jacks, carts, trucks, lifts, railway trucks,
capstans, blocks, skids, etc., and time is provided for instruction in cordage and tackle, the commoner splices, knots, hitches, straps, etc., and
thl3ir combination for raising heavy weights. This instruction takes
about three months. When completed the officers are required, each in
command of a detachment of men, to execute all the mechanical manceuvres according to prescribed tactical rules and with all the various appliances. This school has played an important part in preparing rules
- embodying changes in artillery material and machines during the last
twenty years, and has put them in form accessible to the whole artillery
service. Every year either increases the weights to be handled or otherwise necessitates some modification of existing rules .
.Artillery.firing practice.-Duringthe firing season, to which the months
of July and August are entirely devoted and so much of September as
needed, firing with projectiles is carried on with the sea-coast guns: 10
and 15-inch smooth-bore, the 100-pounder Parrott, and 8-inch converted
rifle, all muzzle-loading, with the 10 and 13 inch sea-coast mortars,
smooth-bores. Firing with guns of smaller caliber is reserved for the
ballistic firing in connection with the determination of velocities, and
is mentioned elsewhere.
Ranges.-Tbe targets for sea-coast firing are either stationary or drifting. The first are anchored at distances, varying with the class of guns,
from 2,000 to 3,500 yards distance. The second are either put afloat
with the tide at about 1,800 yards, or are taken in tow by the steam-tug
and kept moving at variable speed and distance. The tow-line is about
500 yards long.
Targets are constructed of any available material, their flotation being
aided by kegs, barrels, or cans in such manner that a cloth-covered
pyramid 6 or 7 feet high is supported with its base on the water-line.
Preliminaries to .firing.-The day before the firing the ordnance officer is informed of the kind and quantity of ammunition, material, pressure-plugs, etc., required. He sends samples of the powder to the densimeter-room and to the laboratory, giving its history. Student-officers
are detailed daily to take the specific and gravimetric density, and the
percentage of moisture is furnished from the laboratory. By guardmounting of the firing day the instructor submits to the adjutant a request for the details, wbich are made in rotation so that every officer shall
be employed in every part of the work. These details involve the command of piece , the engineering work of observation at the base ends,
t~e recor. of the plo~ting-board, the ob ervation by stop-watch of the
time of flight, the firmg record. the instrumental observations near the
pi ce on d viation , the ignali'ng, and the observations on the direction
and force of th wind, the tate of the thermometer barometer etc.
Enr;ineer obs~rvation are made u e of to determi~e trigonom~trically
the di tance of the target and the point of fall of the shot or bursting
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point of the shell. For this purpose a b-ase line is required. That now
in use was established in June, 1880, with great care. The primary
base line was measured by means of rods 10 feet long on stakes 10 feet
ap/:lirt, accurately aligned and leveled for a distance of 1,946.23 yards.
From this measured base another was determined trigonometrically,
having one of its -terminal points at the Ripraps and the other at a
point near the easterly limit of the reservation. This calculated base,
which is 3,712.32 yards long, crosses the field of fire of the sea-coast
batteries about half way between the guns and thf--1 water target used
in practice. The stations at its ends are favorably located for observing
the target and shots. The instruments used in observations are surveyor's transits and graduated circles, reading to single minutes.
Communications are maintained by telegraph and by flag, a signalman being posted at each end of the base and at the firing battery. The
beach station is connected by wire, the others by flag, there being no
cable between the fort and the Ripraps.
Plotting.-An accurate account is kept during the course of each day's
firing on the firing record and on the plotting-board. Upon the firing
record .i s noted the number of the gun, by whom fired, with all the details relating to manufacture, kind, proof, age, weight, etc., of the powder; the indicated pressure, a particular description of the projectile,
the distance of the target, the sighting, the effect of each shot, the atmospheric conditions at the time of firing, and the effect on the carriage
as indicated by recoil. The plotting-board consists of a mahogany board,
framed and covered by a brass plate, held in position on the board by
many brass screws adjusted to secure an absolutely level surface of the
plate. The base line is laid off to scale 1 inch to 100 yards, and the
terminal stations at the base ends are marked by two holes, the centers
of arcs projected to and graduated in degrees, permanently etched on
the bounding edges of the plate, so that any angle from 0° to 90° with
the base line can be laid off to minutes from either station. The location of each gun in the firing batteries is also determined and accurately
marked with a small hole. To determine ranges, a long brass straightedge, graduated to the same scale as the brass line, is used. In practice
the angles as reported from the observing stations are projected simultaneously by fine cords from the terminal points marked on the board,
and the point of intersection of these cords gives the position of the
target or-the striking point of the shot following the nature of the observation. The distance of this point from the gun is ascertained by
the direct application of the brass scale.
The firing is conducted in strict accordance with the principles explained above. It is not practicable to use the batteries as separate
organizations. Therefore, at the drill hour, the men available for this
duty are assembled, divided into gun detachments of suitabl~ size, noncommissioned officers are assigned to them, and they are marched under
the command of an officer, previously designated, to the implement
store-house, where they are equipped, and thence to the guns. The
firing station is provided, by the time of the arrival of these detachments, with all the instruments necessary to the observation, and the
guns with the necessary ammunition for the day's practice. Some idea
of the labor incidental to this service is conveyed by a statement of the
weights of ammunition used in two months' practice, which amouuts to
no _less than 22,860 pounds of powder and 138,648 pounds of projectiles.
~nor to commencing to fire, the firing station signals the two observat10n stations at the base ends, to know if their instruments are placed
aind ready. They are then directed to report the target angles from
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each station. These angles, when received, are plotted on the board as
just described, and the position of the target marked. The stations are
then signaled to bold themselves in readiness to observe the striking
point of. the shot.
The range and the elevation of the guns have been determined by
the scale measurement from the point representing the gun on the plot.
ting-board to the point already determined representing the target: As
soon as the shot strikes, the instruments at the base ends are fixed upon
the splash, the arc with the base line read, and a report sent by signal
to the firing point. These angles are plotted the distance of the striking
point of the shot from the target, and the -amount of deviation measured
and recorded. Then another shot is fired, similarly recorded, and so on
to the end of the day's practice. After every third shot the position of
the target is verified. The firing is principally done at floating targets
and by single guns. About ten days' practice at the close of the season
is devoted to firing at drifting targets and to volley firing. The latter
is done simultaneously, and by the use of electric primers.
Bea-coast mortar firing is conducted in the same manner as when a
floating target is used. As a rule, however, this practice is confined to
ranges of about 1,200 yards, at a horizontal circular target, the boundaries and center of which are sufficiently indicated by barrels set on
poles. The plotting is done by dividing the circular area by concentric and radial lines into convenient sections, which are reported by letters and numbers by signal from the observers, who are protected
during the firing by bomb-proof shelters. Mortars are, however, passing out of use before the more accura-te rifled howitzer. None of the
latter have yet been supplied to the artillery of our service.
The firing practice with sea-coast guns and mortars this year has
been somewhat extended. More attention bas been paid to firing at
moving targets and to increasing the rapidity of reports of tar~et
angles and striking points, thus permitting an increase in the rapidity
of fire without sacrjficing any of its accuracy. It was found practicable
to shorten the base line, confining it to the reservation and avoiding
the ripraps, thus making it possible to use only telegraphic reports.
These changes contribute largely to the result. The instructor's remarks are quoted in the second part of this report.
Ballistic machines are studied both theoretically and practically. The
electro-magnetic instruments used are the Boulenge chronograph,
Schultz's chronoscope, and Benton's velocimeter. All require the most
delicate manipulation to obtain satisfactory results, and ample time is
allowed for each student to make himself familiar with them. Practice
is required to the point of determining the initial velocity of a Springfield-rifle bullet with the Boulenge chronograph and in the method of
construction of range tables. To enable the students to put these instruments to practical use and assist in all the necessary arrangements
for the work, the part of each year immediately succeeding that for seacoast gun practice is used.
Ballistic firing.-For this purpose the firing is limited to field, siege,
a?-d mountain guns, revolving cannon, and the infantry rifle. The
piece are fired at stationary targets on land. The preliminary arrangement neces ary are the erection of the targets and the bomb-proof
shelter for th_e 01:>server and signal men; the connection of their shelter
by telegraphic lines with the firing battery; the laying of the neces~ry g1;1n platform ; the erection of the wire screens, and their connech the chronograph , each by double metallic circuits; and the
t10n
e tabh hment of tel graphic communication between the firing battery
and the chronograph room.
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The target is an upright rectangle 20 feet long by 10 feet high, divided
into squares, numbered, for the purpose of readily marking and recording hits.
·
The records are kept as in sea-coast gun practice, omitting only the
plotting of shots. The officers are detailed in rotation for the various
duties, and the :firing is under the officer in charge of ballistic instruction. Every shot :fired is used to obtain as perfect record as possible,
which is made the basis of comparisons between calculated and experimental processes.
.
Tactical manmuvres.-As the artillery is required to perform guard
and other duty, and is armed and equipped as infantry, its tactical instruction is carried on through the school of the company and battal-:,
ion. About six weeks of each year are. devoted to this. The authorized tactics for the manreuvre of dismounted batteries are taught and
habitually used for the stated roll-calls and all formations preliminary
to· artillery drills. A system of tactics for battalions of artillery is
greatly needed.
Small-arms target practice.-The batteries are required to complete
the course of rifle :firing prescribed for the infantry of the Army. The
range is situated on a narrow peninsula of sand and -swamp between
Chesapeake Bay and Mill Creek. It is about 100 yards wide, and affords
a thousand yards' range. The bullet-stops are backed by old piles, set
up on end, against the front of which the sand is thrown up. It is
reached by a rude plank walk. The hot sand, barren of verdure, gives
rise to a considerable mirage. The season most suitable for this practice
is also the best for artillery :firing. The time given to small-arms practice is therefore restricted, not exceeding, for :fixed ranges, an average
of three hours daily for sixteen days for each battery. Under these
circumstances the figure of merit is grati(ying; but it does not represent
in comparison with the Army what could he attained if a large part of
each favorable day of the entire firing season could be given to the work.
There seems no way to avoid this, however, without neglecting the artillery work of the school. This practice with small-arms is highly advantageous. It is noticeable that since it has been systematically
carried on there is a marked improvement in artillery target practice,
_
a result to be reasonably expected.
The course on artillery closes on the 15th of October of the second
year, a:cd is followed by the course in military art and science.
MILITARY ART AND SCIENCE.

System of instruction.-A great advance has been made in the ground
C~)Vered by this course. Twenty years ago it consisted only of recitations from a portion of Hamley's "Operations of War." It now consists
of the study, in the order named, of text-books, principally H~mley's
'' Operations of War," Jomini's "Summary of the Art of War," Sir
~umly Graham's'' Tactics of Infantry in Battle," Calef's "Military Polrny and Institutions," and ''Ancient and Modern Armies." The students
are called on to recite by the aid of maps and blackboard. This is supplemented by lectures by the instructor, upon which notes are taken
and afterwards made the subject of recitations. Each student is also
c~lled upon to prepare an essay on a topic assigned to him. They are
given out ~e~eral mo?ths in advance, and the officers are enabled -t o .
gat_her then mformat10n from the school library and many other sources.
Aside from the reading and study necessary to prepare these original
papers, the practice it affords _in the sifting and comparison of data and
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in logically analyzing and clearly expressing conclusions is highly beneficial to the officers and excellent training for them in the work of writing official reports. The following subjects are included in this course:
Military geography, strategy, logistics, grand tactics, minor operations
of war, military policy and institutfons, and history of ancient and
modern armies.
Military geography is the first subject necessary to study in planning
a campaign or executing a movement. It includes the study of the
physical features of the earth's surface and its climatic peculiarities,
its inhabitants and their political and economical organizations, the resources of the country that may promote or retard the progress of an
army, the natural and artificial means of communication, and the fortifications. Each student is given a part of the United States upon which
to prepare a paper on this subject. This leads to very considerable research in the development of practicable problems.
Strategy is the application of military geography to the theater of war
and the science of advantageously manmuvering an army beyond the
enemy's fire to obtain the greatest tactical advantages on the ground
to be contested. Logistics, the details of moving and supplying armies.
Grand tactics, the science and art of arranging the " order of battle"
to gain the most decided results when collisions occur. Minor operations of war, by which troops are guarded and rested in camp, marched
and protected while in movement, information of the enemy and country obtained, the army supplies distributed, and material and prisoners
secured.
.
Military policy and institutions.-Tbe influence of the people, its government, disposition, readiness, alliances, military tra,ditions, and the
system which its military organization impresses upon the plan and
operations of war, and a synopsis of the history of ancient and modern
armies, and the military systems of the most powerful nations.
Each of these subjects is studied in connection wjth such noted war,
campaign, battle, or march as best illustrates it. The entire course becomes, therefore, a critical study of war, entered upon with the practical view of discovering the elements and combinations now necessary
to success.
DEPART:MENT OF LAW.

For many years the course of studies in this department followed very
closely that at the Military Academy. Latterly, however, as nearly all
who are sent here for instruction are graduates of that Academy, the
course has been advanced to a higher plane. The branches, viz, constitutional, international, and military law, remain as before, but, instead of rather an elementary series of recitations from elementary textbooks, well-selected subjects involving principles most important to
military officers are discussed in such manner as to cause the students
to seek for information from every attainable source. This teaches
the!ll thoroughne s of research, a knowledge of leadjng authorities, and
thmr relative value, and self-reliance in compiling data on which to
arrive at sound opinions.
EXAMINATIONS.

. Th~ ~xami~ation in each department takes place at its close, and is
m wntmg, w1th. uch oral demonstration as are deemed necessary by
the taft'. Them tructors arrange their questions anu submit them to
the .staff before th~ examination is to take place. As many separate
op1e of the ue t10n are mad a · t4ere are student~ to b examined.
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Conveniences for writing are furnished, and. the students are allowed
ample time to furnish answers. The instructor carefully examines the
work of each student, marks all errors, and submits the papers to the
staff for final examination and action.
Examinations in exercises of application follow the written examination. The examination in the department of practical military instr_uction is conducted in the following order, viz: Field guns, including machine guns; siege -guns and howitzers; siege and sea-coast mortars,
8-inch and 10-incb guns en barbette; l 5-inch guns, gins, and other
mechanical appliances; the nomenclature, the service, and the mechanical u:ianceuvres being completed before proceeding to the.next exercise.
The instructors make out a list of the exercises, arranging them so that
they will come in proper sequence, and the exercises are proceeded with
according to the list. The name of each student is drawn by lot, and
not again drawn until all have had a turn.
The same method is pursued in examinations upon the manipulations
and uses of surveying instruments.
The staff arranges the students' names in the order of merit in each
subject, and at the conclusion of the entire course in the general order
of merit. In addition, the staff notes in each department such students
as have shown marked proficiency, and states the professional employment for which they appear to be specially qualified. The commandant
forwards to t,he general-in-chief a report of the final action of the staff
in all particulars.
Officers who fail at examination in any of the departments may be
re-examined ip such subjects after the close of the entire course, and
special report made in their cases. Officers who pass successfully
through the course receive a certificate of proficiency.
The examination papers are laid before the board of officers, appointed by the General commanding the Army, to attend the examinations at the close .of the two years' course. This board assembles here
on the 20th of June of each graduating year~ Besides examining
papers, all records, drawin-gs, essays, etc .., of the class are submitted for
inspection, and every facility is given it to become thoroughly familiar
with the entire system and work of the school.
In former years the course was frequently and seriously interrupted
by the necessity of detaching batteries for service elsewhere. The last
services of this character were rendered during the railroad riots in
1877, and during the trial of Guiteau, the assassin of President Garfield,
since which time the school has pursued an uninterrupted course.
INSTRUCTION OF ENLISTED MEN.

While the instruction of officers is progressing, considerable attention is given to the enlisted men, particularly to non-commissioned officers. They receive practical instruction in all of the military exercises, and during the winter months are passed through a thorough
course of tactics, both artillery and infantry, and the dut,ies of guards.
So~e who are sufficiently qualified receive instructions in ordinary surveymg.
·
The:r~ is a demand for the services of men who are trained as clerks,
el~ctncia~s, telegraphers, chemists, photographers, mechanicians,
prn~ters, lithographers, book-binders, riggers, and steam and mechanical
eng1?eers .. Men are found possessing sufficient practical knowl~~ge
for. 1mmed1a~e use, who, by taking ad vantage of their opportumt1es,
w~1le re~derrn_g valuable service to the school, gain enormously in pro.
ticiency in tlrnir several vocations,
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PUBLICATIONS.

It.has been necessary to publish artillery-school circulars for use _as
text-books in the course of instruction. These circulars are usually
prepared by the instructors, and are intended to meet such changes in
the subject taught as will keep pace with the progress of the times.
The school is in possession of a medium-sized band printing-press, and
a small lithographic press, with meaus for doiug photolitl10graphic work.
The work is clone by enlisted men under the immediate charge of the
adjutant.
The followi~g is a list of publications since 1880:
Service of 8-tnch Rifl.e.-(Captain Randolph.)
Appliancesfor Moving Heavy Ordnance.(Lieutenant Chamberlain.)
Notes on Gunpowder Analysis.-(Lieutenant Harris.)
The Boulenge Chronograph. -( Compilation.)
Bashforth's Tables.-( Compilation.)
Range-:finders.-(Compilation.)
Infantry Battle Tactics.-(Two additions,
reprint.)
The Game of Kriegspiel.-(Captain Raymond.)
Practical Surveying.-( Captain Chester.)
Surveying Instruments.-(Captain Chester.)
Roans and Railroads.-(Captain Chester.)
Military Bridges.-( Captain Chester.)
Permanent
Fortifications. - (Captain
Chester.
Temporary
Fortifications. - (Captain
Chester.)
Exterior Ballistics.-(Captain Ingalls.)
Ballistic Macbines.-(Captain Ingalls.)
Geology.-(Lieutenan t Vogdes.)
Photograpby.-(Lieuteoant Harris.)
Chemical Manipulations. - (Lieutenant
Wisser.
Metallurgy of Iron.-(Lientenant Chase.)
Machine Guns.-(Two additions, Captain
Calef.)
Method of Calculating Coefficientt, of
Deviations.-(Lieutenant Whistler.)

Distribution of Iron Ores in United
States.-(Lientenant Vogdes.)
Practical Problems in Minor 'l'actics.(Lieu t,enant Wisser.)
Military Art and Science, containing Military Policy and Institutions, AncieLt
and Modern Armies.-(Captain Calef.)
Experiments on High Explosives.-(Lieu
tenant Macomb.)
Notes on Meteorological Instruments for
Rifle Ranges.-(Captain Ingalls.)
Researches on Explosives, Fired Gunpowde:r. - (Reprint, Able and Noble's
Experiments.)
The Collection of Military Statistics iu
the War Department, and Construction
of a Military Atlas.-(Lieutenant Macomb.)
Military Policy,assuming Defenseless SeaBoard, United States.-(Massey.)
Effects of Changes in Artillery on Att~ck
and Defense of Fortified Places,-(Lieutenant Lemly.)
Development of Small Arms and Ammunition, and Effect on the Science of
War.-(Lieutenant Bennett.)
The Artillery Armament of Europe.(Lieutenant Schenck.)
.
Military Geography of Canada.-(Lieutenant Schenck.)
Weapons of Ancient and Middle Ages.(Lieutenant Williams.)
Material For Field Artillery.-(Lieutenant Schenck.)

MUSEUM.

This consists of a collection of arms, projectiles, fuzes, models, explosives, etc., intended more for the purposes of instruction than for
mere exhibition, illustrating the steps of progress in the military art.
Among the most interesting objects may be mentioned a Griheauval
field-carriage with its bronze piece, an eighteen-pounder, which came
into the possession of the United States from the British at the capitulation of Saratoga, October 17, 1777. This carriage marks the first important teps made in the construction of gun-carriages. It is of the
model that carried the Americans through the French and Indian War,
the War of Independence, and the War of 1812-'15. It was superseded
by the tock-trail y t m. which carried. u through the Mexican War
and the War of the Rebellion. This la tis now giving way to carriages
of iron and steel, pecimens of which are at thi~ post. The military
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student has thus before him three systems marking the most important
epochs in artillery.
··
Another object of interest is a small breech-loading bronze cannon,
captured by Admiral Rodgers, U.S. Navy, from the Coreans in 1871.
The inscription on this piece has been recently translated at the Chinese
embassy at Washington, and gives the date of 1312. The workmanship shows that the art of gun construction was not, even then, in its
infancy, and affords valuable hints as to the use of artillery by the
Asiatics long prior to its use by the Europeans.
It is highly desirable that the collection of small-arms should embrace specimens of those with which foreign services are armed. · To
this end application was made for specimens of such, but it is to be regretted that the application was not favorably considered by the Ordnance Department.
LIBRARY.

The Artillery School library has the following interesting history:
On the 28th of July, 1824, Major Vandeventer, of the Quartermaster's
Department of the Army, transmitted to Lieutenant-Colonel Eustis,
First Artillery, who had been assigned to the command of the school,
a catalogue of books received by Colonel Fenwick, Fourth Artillery,
the former commanding officer, as a donation from the War Department, and which became the nucleus of the present library.
On the J st-of April, 1826, the Secretary of War wrote to LieutenantColonel Eustis as follows :
DEPARTMENT OF WAR, 4, 1, 1826.
Sm : Col. B. S. Archer, late Inspector-General in .the Army of the United States,
directed in his will that " his military books and instruments," contained in the inclosed copy of a catalogue prepared by himself, should be presented to the United
States for the use of the Artillery School at Old Point Comfort. The books have
been delivered by his widow, Mrs. Archer, a,n,d have been forwarded to the school.
You will take charge of these books and instruments, and devise regulations for their
preservation, as the legacy of an able, useful, and justly lamented officer.
I have the honor to be your obedient servant, ·
JAMES BARBOUR.

Colonel Archer, before his appointment as Inspector-General, was a
major of artillery. He was an officer of talent, cultivation, and research; had traveled extensively abroad, and had brought together
from various foreign sources this collection, probably at that time the
best of its kind in the country. It was a strong proof of his professional
pride and of his great interest in the improvement in the arm of the
service to which he had belonged, that at his death he wished his military library to be located where the young officers of artillery who bad
not enjoyed his opportunities of travel and study might reap the benefit
of his valuable collection. Colonel Archer died December 11, 1825.
In March, 1858, additions were made to the library by duplicate
copies from the library of the Military Academy at West Point, and in
April of the same year valuable books and instruments were·furnished
by the War Department upon requisition of Maj. (afterwards General)
Harvey Brown, Second Artillery, commanding the Artillery School at
that time. General Brown also made additions to the library by the
purchase of the collection of Col. J. L. Smith, of the Corps of Engineers,
consisting of several hundred volumes, including valuable and in many
cases rare military works. Additions were also made from time to time
by purchases under the superintendence of a committee of officers stationed at the school.
S925-w g7 _ _:.13
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Upon General Barry's assuming command of the present Artillery
School in November, 1867, it was deemed by him necessary that the u.
brary should be rearranged and catalogued. It was found to contain
many books of a light and ephemeral character, entirely unsuited to the
requirements of such a collection as this should be. About300 volumes
of this cha:racter were transferred to the post library for the use and
benefit of the enlisted men, to which additions have been made until it
numbers 2,635 volumes. Having been thus revised, the library of the
Artillery School consisted of a few less than 1,500 volumes. Since that
period 4,742 volumes have been added, principally consisting of stand·
ard scientific works of professional interest to the artillery, until the
library now numbers 6,242 books. In the selection of the works con.
stituting these additions, the aim has been to obtain such books as
would mainly make the library one of reference for the student of artil·
lery, and also to enrich it with many works upon engineering, military
history, law, and the science of _war, which are too rare and costly to
find a place in the private collections of officers of artillery.
The library has been catalogued under two heads, viz: Subjects and
Authors, both being arranged alphabetically. The books are numbered
accordingly, and have such case and shelf notations as will greatly
facilitate the search _for any particular work. An exhaustive and ana·
lytical catalogue, commenced by Captain Chester, Third Artillery, and
completed by First Lie~tenant Todd, First Artillery, was published and
distributed -in 1886. A supplement continuing the work has been pre·
pared by First Lieut. Oliver E. Wood, Fifth Artillery. This catalogue
and its supplement are exceedingly useful to students and others in
pursuing sutjects of research.
The following list shows the periods of service of the Instruction·
·Batteries during the last twenty years:
Organization.

From-

*Battery§;, Firet Artillery .•••••.•.••...•••• -~-...............
*Battery A, Second Artillery .•••••.•••••.•.••....•...•••••••••
Battery A, Third Artillery ..••••..••••••••••••••..•••.••.•••.
*Battery M, Third Arti!lery ..•••..••••••.•••••••••••.•.....••.
Battery F, Fourth Artillery .•••.•.•••••.•••....•••..••....••.
*Battery I, Fourth Artillery ..•.•••••••.•...•••.•••••.••••.....
Battery C, Fift,h Artillery .••...••.........•••••...•...••.•••.
*Battery G, Fifth Artillery .•..••.•.•••.•••.•.....•.•..•..•..•.

To-

December 18 1867 •.••...•••...... --January 7 1868 .••••••.......•..... -December'a 1 1867 .•.••. June 1, 1885
June 1, 1885 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
November 26 1867 •.•• Jan. 15, 1871
January 15, 1'371 .................... .
Organization of school. June 4, 1885
June 4, 1885 .•••...•••••..•...........

The following list contains the names of the officers who have been
assigned to the command and staff of the school during the last twenty
years:
CommandantB.
Rank.

Names.

Regiment.

From-

Until-

Colonel •••. •. • •.. .••••• William F. Barry....... Second Artillery .••... Nov. 28, 1867 Mar. 1, 1877
Colonel. .•......•.••••. George W. Getty ....... Third Artillery ....... Mar. 1, 1877 Oct. 2, 1883
*Colonel. ••..•••••..••. John C. Tidball ••••.... Fi~et Artillery •.....•. Nov. 5, 1883 .•••.••••.•••.
• On duty at date of this report.
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Staff of school.
Rank.

Names.

Regiment.

Fourth Artillery......
Fifth Artillery........
Fourth Artillery. . . . . .
Fourth Artillery......
Second Artillery ......
Fourth Artillery ......
Third Artillery. . . . . . .
L. L. Livingston ....... . Fourth Artillery ......
A. C. M. Pennington .. ; Fourth Artillery .•....
*MaJor .....••. . .•...... R. T. Frank .........•• . First Artillery. . . . . • . .

Lieutenant.Colonel ... .
Major ................. .
Major ................. .
Major ................. .
Major ...............•..
Lieutenant.colonel ....

mm~:::::::::::::::::

.Toseph Roberts ........ .
William Hays , ..•.......
C. H. Morgan ......... .
G. A. DeRus!!y ........ .
John C. Tidball ....... .

i:~~~ll!~~~::::::::::

From-

Until-

Mar. 31, 1868
Mar. 1, 1868
May 1, 1869
May 1, 1871
May 1, 1874
Mar. 28, 1877
July l, 1880
April 5, 1881
Sept. 2, 1885
July 1, 1886

Feb. 14, 1877
May 1, 1869
Jan. 26, 1871
April 30, 1874
Jan. l, 1881
.July 1, 1880
July 1, 1886
July 1, 1885
.......••...•.
.••.••..•....•

Feb. 25,1868
May 1, 1871
June 29, 1874.
Mar. 21, 1877
Nov. 2, 1,884
Dec. 10, 1885
Mar. 31, 1887

Nov. 9,1870
June 24, 1874
Mar. 23, 1877
Nov. 2, 1884
Oct. 23, 1885
Mar. 27, 1887
.••••..•••••••

Adjutants.
First Lieutenant ..•••..
First Lieutenant.......
First Lieutenant.......
First Lieutenant.......
First Lieutenant. . . . . . .
First Lieutenant .... . ..
*First Lieutenant......

J.P. Sanger .•.•........
J. C. Breckinridge......
C. O. Howard...........
C. Chase ...... . .........
T. H. Bliss . • . • . . . . . . . . .
.C. P. Miller.............
L. ·V. Caziarc. •. . . . . . . . .

FirstArtillery .....••.
Second Artillery......
Second Artillery .••••.
Third Artillery ...•...
First Artillery.... . . . .
Fourth Artillery......
Second Artillery .•••..

* Now on duty.
THE ARTILLERY SCHOOL FROM SEPTEMBER

1, 18~6,

TO SEPTEMBER

1. 1887.

At the date of my last annual report; the class of officer-students
who had reported on September 1 had just commenced instruction in
the department of engineering. This department is under Capt. J.M.
Ingalls, First Artillery.
The time allotted extended from September 10, 1886, to February 15,
1887, both dates inclusive; which gave, omitting holidays, etc., ninetyeight working days. Captain Ingalls in his report says:
The course of military surveying and topography began September 10 and ended
November 26; :fifty-three scpool days. It opened with a pFeliminary study of scales,
verniers, and topographical delineations, followed by a practical study of rangefinders, viz, the Guatier, Watkins, Weldon, and Pratt. The theory and adjustment
of these instruments having been mastered, each student was required to measure one
or more suitable distances on the ground with each range-finder, w hi-ch measurements
were afterwards verified by means of a tape-line or chain.
The following surveying instruments were then given, one at a time, to each student,
who studied them with the aid of the text-book until the theory, construction, nomenclature, adjustment, and use of each in successiou were well understood: Graduated
scales, plane-tables, theodolite, surveyor's compass, surveyor's transit, transit-theodolite, solar-compass, Eckhold's omnimeter, V-level, sextant, box-sextant, pocket compass, and prot.ractor, and reflecting level. Each student spent about half the time
allotted to this course in the :field making surveys, or taking data for the solution of
problems, for which the instrument in hand was adapted. Each survey was carefully
plotted to a suitable scale and turned in to the instructor for examination.
The course of "roads and railroads" began November 29 and ended December 22;
seventeen school days. The following is a synopsis of the work done: Reconnaissance and survey of a road b etween two given points; construction of cross-sections
of. roads; method of estimating cost of road construction, the time required for
b~1lding; method of setting out side-stakes and grading-pegs; railroad construction;
railroad destruction in time of war; railroad reconstruction and management in time
of w~r; plot a curve of 250 feet radius by equal chords; plot a 6-degree curve by deflect mg angles; plot a IO-degree curve by off-sets.
The following projects were executed by the class: Survey and locate a railroad of
the ~tandard gauge from.the Baltimore wharf to the redoubt, for the purpose of tra;11sportmg the heavy guns mtended for its armament. Survey and locate an extens10n
of the C?es~peake and Ohio Railroad from Phcebus Station, its present terminus, to
some pomt m or near the fort convenient for supplying war material for its defense,
Maps, profiles, and estimates of material required were submitted in each case.
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The course in "military bridges" began January .6 and ended January 31 ; ~ighteen
school days. This _cou~se embraces t~e construction of such temporary bndges on
common toads as an artillery officer might be called upon to construct or put down
during a campaign. The following bridges were studied, an<.l in each case a working
drawin(J' was submitted, and such calculations· made as to demonstrate its safety for
the pufpose intended: Stringer-bridge, scarfed stringer-bridge, trussed stringerbridge, trussed trestle:-brid~e, six-~egge~ trestle~bridge, tie-block trestle-?ri~ge, Pai!1e's
trestle-bridge crib-pier bridge, pile-bridge, bndge on rafts or casks with, 1mprov1sed
anchors and ~oorings, flying bridge, pontoon bridge. Many of the drawings made
in this course are of a high order of merit, and evince a thorough knowledge of the
subject.

The course in "temporary fortifications" began February 1 and ended
February 14; ten school days. Work executed: Plan and section of a
redan bridge-head; plan of a barbette in salient; caponniere for a r~dan
ditch; direct and reversed defilement; revetments; plan and sections
of a star fort; plan of a section of a service magazine; plan and sections of traverses, splinter, and bomb-proof shelter; illustration and
description of secondary defenses; plan and section of a block-house;
·
plan of an intrenched line.
The examination in the whole course was held February 5, 1887. The
following are the questions:
1. Describe the peculia.r features of the omnimeter, and explain its use in determining heights and distances.
2. How are dil!tances determined by the Pratt range-finder?
3. Describe the sexta}lt and its adjustments, and explain how it is used in determining time.
4. Describe the location and construction of a first-class wagon-road.
5. Define a "railroad curve,:' and give a method for laying it out on the ground,
?Vith demonstration.
·
6. Describe a "storage magazine," its location and construction.
7. Give the general principles of defilement, direct and reverse.
8. How wonld you locate a floating target at a given distance and direction from a
firing battery T Illustrate by diagram.
·

The engineering course was followed by the course in artiller~. This
course, for the purpose of convenience in teaching, is divided into three
part~, viz, exterior ballistics, the general subject, and the practical,
.
· each of which will be mentioned in turn.
ARTILLERY.

The course in "exterior ballistics" is under the charge of Ca pt. James
M. Ingalls, First Artillery. His valuable text-book has been closely
followed, only thirteen pages being omitted. The course began February 16, 1887, and ended March 31, 1887; thirty school days. Captain Ingalls in his report says:
The subject has been thoroughly mastered by most of the members of the class,
sev~ral of who~ have b~com~ exceedin~ly expert in making the long and rather labo,r,10us calc~lat~ons reqmred m co!11pntrng trajectories.
Ihe exammat1on took place .April 1. The following are the questions:
1. Sb_ow how the la~ of resistance of the air to the motion of projectiles may be
approximately dctcrmmed by exporiment.
·
2. Deduce the expression connecting time and velocity and space and velocity,
when the action of the gravity is omitted. Illustrate the us~ of one of the expressions
by an example folly stated and worked out.
3.. 113:e Krup~ 110-to~ gun, recently furnished for the Italian Government, fires a
pro.1ect1le 15.75 mches diameter, and w~ighing 2,028 pounds, with a muzzle velocity
o! 1,804.5 foo~ s~cond . The new English 110-ton gun fires a projectilo 16.25 incbes
diam t r, ': ighmg 1,800 pounds. What must be the muzzle velo~ity of the latter in
ord r that !ts energy at 4,000 yards from the gun may be the same as the former at
the same distance f
4. Wh~t mus~be _thequ~~nt olevation (jump 12 feet) of our 12-inchB. L. rifle in order that 1t proJectile, we1ghmg 1,000 pounds, and having a muzzle velocity of 1,850
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foot seconds, may attain a horizontal range of 6,200 yards, when the thermometer
stands at 40° F., and barometer at 29.862 inches f
5. Our new 8-inch B. L. gun fires a project.He weighing 290 pounds,·with a muzzle
velocity of 1,850 foot seconds. If the gun is 250 feet above the level of the sea, what
angle of elevation must it hp,ve in order that the projectile may strike the deck of a
ship 30 feet above the water and 1,000 yards (horizontal) from the gun f
But sixteen members of the class were ~xamined. Lieutenant Davenport was on
the sick report, and Lieutenants Wood, Hubbell, and Hobbs availed themselves of the
privilege of waiving examination on account of previous graduation. The class
leader scored 99.3 per cent. in the examination, while the average of the sixteen examined was 88.6 per cent.

The general course in artillery is under the charge of Capt. J. B.
Campbell, Fourth Artillery, who in his reports says:
It commenced under mt' as instructor on the 1st of April ultimo, and continued uninteruptedly to the 30th of June ultimo, when it was suspended, to be taken up on
the 1st of September, to terminate on the 15th of October. A total of one hundred
and thirty-six days is assigned to the artillery course, separated into two blocks of
ninety-one and forty-five days by the sixty.two days of July and .August, when there
are no recitations.
The class has completed the subjects named in the first part of this report, '' except
theories of cannon construction," manufacture of cannon; deviation of projectiles;
principles of rifling; theory and practice of gunnery yet to be gone over; penetration of projectiles; small-arms manufacture; United States a_n d European small-arms
ammunition, its material; and reading of essays by members 9f the class upon assigned subjects, which will be completed early in October. Instructions were given
to the class on the 1st of .April to prepare essays which should require about half an
hour each to read during the last seven recitation days of the artillery course. To
Lieutenant McClallan, "The development of gun-carriages" from early times to pres- •
ent, especially to the- United States; Lieutenant Wood, "The .development of field,
siege, and sea-coast cannon;" Lieutenant Hubbell," The organization and use of artillery in the lateWaroftheRebellion;" Lieutenant Walker, ''Descri1;.>tivecomparison
of the organization of artillery in European armies;" Lieutenant Hobbs, "Garrison
artillery, its duties during war, and•the training it should have during peace;" Lieutenant Ludlow, rr The development of the science of ballistics and gunnery, and the
relation it bears to cannon manufacture;" Lieutenant Weav_er, "The problem of national armament;" Lieutenant Patterson, "The relations of chemistry and metallurgy to the art of war;" Lieutenant Bailey, rr Explosives-their use in warfare, and the effect of their introduction;" Lieutenant Treat, "Military torpedoes-their relation to attack and defense;" Lieutenant Rodman, "History of artillery in the United
States, and a scheme for its reorganization;" Lieutenant Hancock, "Description of
and comparison between modern systems of artillery;" Lieutenant Dunn," The modern development of fire-arms;" Lieutenant Haynes, "Artillery administration and
supply;" Lieutenant Walke, '' Mo<lern gun construction;" Lieutenant Foote," Modern cannon and guns-their relation to and effect upon the organization and operations of armies;" Lieutenant Hawthorne, '' The development of naval artillery, especially in the United States;" Lieutenant Brooks, ".Armor afloat and ashore;" Lieutenant Gayle, '' The duty of field artil1ery during war, and the training it should receive during peace."

The course in "chemistry" is auxiliary to the department of artillery, and has for its object t.he analysis, etc., of explosives, and of
metals and other substances most commonly used for military purposes.
In the department of artillery, the metallurgy of iron, steel, and the
manufacture of these metals for artillery purposes, the composition and
manufacture of explosives, and the preparation of the ingredients is
studied. It remains for the officers to be taught how to make, by simple
means, tests of the changes in these substances due to climatic and to
favorable or unfavorable conditions of storage and other causes:
The instruction has been under tlie charge of First Lieutenant Patterson, First Artillery, a member of the class, who, though exempted
from a few duties, has given to it a considerable part of his leisure
hours, and has conducted it with marked ability.
Lieutenant Patterson, in bis report, says:
I was assigned to duty as instructor on September 1, 1886, relieving First Lieut.
D . D. Johnson, Fifth Artillery. The course began April 1, 1887, and continued until
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June 19, 1887. For the first five days the entire class reported for duty at the labotatory. Four days were de.oted to·an explanation of the principles of chemical philosophy. I had previously prepared the necessary lectures, and also an outline or
"skeleton" of each lecture, which latter was printed, and a copy was furnis4ed to
each officer before the lecture was begun. This system I believe to be a good one for
several reasons: It saves the labor of taking notes during the lecture and yet furnishes a permanent record of all the salient points treated of; furthermore, any one
furnished with full notes in this way can select mor~ readily those points which to
him are not perfectly clear, and which require further explanation. The " lecture,"
so called, becomes in this way rather an informal discussion, in which much of interest and value may be elicited.
A fifth day was devoted to a description of the apparatus most used in chemical operations, burelles, pipelles, water-baths, balances, etc., and also to a detailed explanation of the method to be adopted in the analysis of gunpowder. Thereafter the
class was divided into groups of four. Each group spent two weeks in the laboratory, the time being occupied in the analysis of gunpowder, crude niter, crude sulphur, etc., and the proximate analysis of fl.our. As to the character of the work
done, I may say that in a few cases it was very good, in most cases fair, and in a few ·
cases bad.
Much might be accomplished, no doubt, by extending greatly the scope of lectures,
and also, perhaps, by the instructor himself performing the difficult analyses for the
less skillful, giving at the same time fu11 explanations. But this I do not recommend.
The outfit ~f the laboratory is fairly good, except in the absence of gas as a fuel,
This is a great need in any laboratory where analytical work is to be done, and c~n
not be too strongly urged. I shall include in my next annual estimate the price of a
modest but sufficient outfit.

Instruction in "practical telegraphy," using the American Morse
code, began on the 18th of January, 1887, and continued until February
• 11,
1887. Lieut. B. W. Dunn, Third Artillery, himself a member of the
class, efficiently acted as instructor. Of the nineteen officers who went
through the course, all attained the ability to receive at least five words
of five letters per minute, a very low standard; but some who had
special aptitude and experience, reached as high as fourteen words per
minute. Only one officer failed to pass the required test.
The instruction in signaling has been under the charge of First
Lieut. Charles W. Hobbs, Third Artillerv, who has rendered willing and
efficient service while a member of the present class.
Lieutenant Hobbs, in his report, says:
Instruct,i on in signaling, as to time and details, of officers and men, has necessarily
been arranged so a11 not to interfere with the regular course of instruction at the_Artillery School. D~ring the month of October, 1886, all officers undergoing inst~uct10n,
when not on detail for artillery drill, received instruction in signaling, durmg the
time designate~ in orders for drill, from 2.45 to 4.15 p. m. daily, except Satur~a.ysa~d
Sundays. . Durmg November and December instruction of officers was contmued m
the same manner, but only on Monday, Tu~sday, and "\Vednesday of each week from
2.30 to 4 p. m.
Twenty officers have been under instruction in the use of the flag and heliograph,
all of 'Yhom e~hibited a creditable d~gree of _proficiency; several showi"?g an ability
to attam the highest degree of proficiency with a little habitual practice. Most of
the men had received previous instruction, but a few had not previously learned the
new code.
Six non-commissioned officers were detailed in May and another like detail was
made in June. Each of these details received a course of instruction of one month's
~urati_on one hour each day in wand practice, field practice with flags, and torch
s1gnalmg. T~ese n~n-comm_issioned officers, without exception, gave intelligent and
earnest attention to mstruct10n, and made rapid progress and improvement. Several
showed marked aptness and proficiency, and all attained sufficient skill to communicate intelligibly with flag and torch .
. Du~ng t_he months.of Ju~y and August no instruction in signaling was had, except
s1,pi~ling rn connection with artillery target practice by a detail of three non-comm1ss10ned offi~ers. a?-d t~e sergeant assistant to the acting signal officer .
. The m_onth 1s d1v1ded mto_three equal periods, the first being devoted to theoretical
m~truct1on and_ wan~ practice; the second to field practice with the flag; and the
third to torch s1gnahn~ for one hour each evening after dark. For the first period
the "_A:rmy and Nayy ~ode" bas been aITanged in lessons beginning with letters of
the sunplest combmat10n and ending with the more complex. Under each lesson
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short series of simple words have been arranged, a S6parate exer~ise for each _member
of the class. Each advanced exercise contains all the letters of the precedmg ones
as well as those of its corresponding lesson. In succeeding exe~cises arr'.1ngements of
words are given containing the least used letters and ~hose ~h10h experience t~aches
are less easily retained by the memory. The conventional signals 1;1ind nu~era!s are
also explained and practiced. The second period in the month'~ m~t:nct1?n is devoted to field practice with the flag. For this purpose the class 1s d~v1ded ~nt~ two
portions, which are stationed at a convenient distance apart. The third period 1s devoted in similar manner to torch practice.

Instruction in "Photography," under the plan detailed in the first
part of this report, commenced on the 18th of January, 1_887, and continued until February 28, 1887, under the personal supermtendence of
Maj. A. C. M. Pennington, Fourth Artillery.
Artillery exercises.-This important branch of instruction has been
under the charge of Capt. S. M. Mills, Fifth Artillery, who reports as
· follows:
Instruction in artillery exercises is con tin nous throughout the year, and is prescribed
in orders by the commanding officer, usually at the beginning of each month. The
course of exercises commenced September 10, 1886. It is divided into classes (A), relating to field and machine guns; (B), to siege guns, howitzers, and siege mortars;
(C), sea-coast guns and mortars; and (D), to firing prac tice with all these.
These exercises included the marching drill of light and heavy artillery, the
service of the piece, and th~ mechanical mana:mvres. In moving the heavier pieces
application was made of machines and tackles of all sorts. In the firing (Class D)
various instruments are made use of for the observation of time, range, the inspection of pieces after firing ; taking pressures, initial velocity, and procuring the data
for plotting the shots and making the reports. The men were divided into detachments, and the officers assigned as explained in the first part of this report.
One drill per day during the month of September was devoted to the service of the
piece. Prior to the actual mana:mvres, three mouths, from Oct,ober 1 to December
31, were given to machines and appliances, according to the plan set forth on page
28. The mechanical manreuvres. were resumed on the 1st of April and continued
until July 31.

The mechanical manamvres during this period are enumerated by
Captain Mills as follows:
Class B (siege pieces).-All operations required in mount,ing, dismounting, and
transporting siege guns, howitzers, and mortars, and laying platforms for the same.
Glass C (sea-coast pieces).-Dismount a batbette gun with gin; dismount top carriage from the chassis; remove the chassis from the platform; remount the whole.
Dismount casemate gun with gin; shift the top carriage from the chassis to the case.mate truck, remove it from the casemate and lower to the ground; place the chassis
on the truck and remove it from the casemate; place the gun on the truck and remove it; place the chassis on the truck and establish it in its ca«semate; place the
top carriage· on the truck and shift it to its chassis; mount the gun with the gin;
dismount and mount the gun by means of blocks. Place the 13-inch S. C. mortar and
· carriage on rollers; dismount the mortar; raise the mortar from the ground and
place it on blocks; mount the mortar; prepare the mortar for transport on sling-cart;
place the mortar, mounted on its carriage, upon a truck wagon and remove it. Dismount the 15-inch S. B. gun with the gun-lift and mount it. Dismount the same
piece with ulocks, and mount it by the same means. Place the piece on the cradle
and transport it with capstan and tackle ; lower the piece from the ramparts to the
parade by_ shears or derrick or vice versa. Place the piece on the railway truck and
transport 1t; remove the carriage and chassis from the platform. Sling a heavy gun
for transport with the sling-cart .

.Artillery firing practice ( Glass D).-Captain Mills was the instructor
The practice with sea-coast guns (10 and 15 inch S. B. Rodman 100pounder Parrott, and 8-inch M. L. converted rifles, and with 10 a~d 13
inch S. B. sea-coast mortars), began July 1 and ended August 31. The
practice was carried on at floating targets, anchored and in motion.
Firing_ with siege guns, siege mortars, field guns arid mountain and
r~volvmg c~nnon ~ill begin September 1 in conne~tion with the practical course m balhstics, under Captain Ingalls as instructor.
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The arrangements made for this practice are based upon the following method, as explained by Captain Ingalls:
The instruments employed at the artillery school for determinin~ velocities are ~W?
Boulenge chronographs, Nos. 25 a-nd 111, the latter an old pattern mstrument as originally devised by the inventor, Captain LeBoulenge, of the Belgian artillery. For a
deta,iled description of the former, with Captain Breger's improvements, see "Ballistic Machines," pages 7 to 14. These instruments are placed upon substa.n tial brick
piers in the "chronograph room," located in the northeast bastion of the fort, and
distant about 800 yards from the firing ground. The gravity batteries, which are
used in connection with the chronographs, are conveniently placed in a building adjoining the chronograph room.
All the connections between the batteries and chronographs are of a permanent
character, and so arranged as to be easily inspected.
.
. The chronographs are connected with the firing screens by iron telegraph wire
(No. 12), supported upon poles in the ordinary telegraph fashion.
The firing screens are frames, 6 feet square, maqe of 3-4 inch pine strips, which are
held in pface by grooves cut into upright posts, 12 feet long, set firmly in the ground
and securely braced at the top. The frames slide in these grooves, which allow them
to be set at the proper height to receive the projectile. The telegraph wires from the
chronographs are permanently secured to binding screws on one of the upright po~ts,
and by means of switches the ci..cuits can be closed while the screen wires are bemg
mended or replaced, after having been ruptured by the projectile, thus saving tim~ at
the chronographs. The screen wires are made of insulated copper wire, No. 19, which
is passed from side to side of the frames and secured by pegs whose distances apart are
one-half of the diameter of the projectile.
In order to secure the first screen from damage by pellets of unburned powd~r, it
should be at least 200 calibres from t.he muzzle of the gun, or 75 feet from the 4.5-rnch
gun, and 53 feet from the 3.2-inch gun. But owing to the contracted space between
the firing battery and the water of Mill Creek, over which the trajectory passes, ~be
distance is but 51 feet. The second screen is 100 feet from the .first, on ground which
&thigh tide is covered with water.
·
·
The whole arrangement works well, and in the hands of expert observers gives very
satisfactory results.
·

Captain Mills says :
During the season of practice with these guns, each officer is told off in rotation to
the various duties of the day in connection with the firing. They perform successively the following duties: (a) Determine the distance of targets by range-finder_s;
(b) determine specific gravity and gravimetric density of the powder used, and its
percentage of moisture on the day of its use ; ( c) determine the weight of powder
and projectile, force and direction of the wind, barometric, thermometric, and hygrometric state of atmosphere; ( d) determine the elevation of the gun, range of projectile, time of flight, length of fuse, and time of burning; (e) sight or aim the gu~,
measure the rec~H; (f) determine the deviation of projectile by transit place?, m
rear of gun and m plane of fire; (g) determine and measure the prnssures obtarned
with different pYessure-gauges, for the different experimental powders used; (h) observe the angles of striking of shot, from stations A and C, and signal by flag or
otherwise t~ :firing stations ; (i) plot the shots fired; (k) keep the record; (l) make reports of firrng.
In the performance of these duties the utmost care is exacted to insure accuracy of
record in all pa,~iculars of practical gunnery. Enlisted men s~rve the guns under the
pe'rsonal direct10n of the officer, who is responsible for every detail.
The following takes place before and immediately after each shot, and is the method
of plotting: Each officer firing pos11essed himself of all the data required above for
correctly aiming his gun, a~d having made record of the same, the instructor causes
the red flag to be hoi ted at the firing station as a signal to stations A and C to observe
target. All bei:ng clear, the piece is discharged either by electric or frictic:m primer.
T:11e _officer dt:ta1led for the purpose observes the time of flight; another takes the deviat1_on. This and all other information required from the different officers jg commamcated to the officer keeping the record, who records the same on the blanks provided for the purpose.

The details of plotting are given on page 30 of this report. With
e~-coa _t m_ortar , the fi:ing practice is at stationary targets, the officers
erng ch_ t~1bute~ to var1ou duties as in the sea-coast gun practice. In
ummanzrng tln year's practice, Captain Mills says:
_The practice during July and greater part of Augw~t has been conducted as in previous years. As I had only been placed in charge of this department (artillery prac-
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tice) a few days before Hs commencement, I did not have ti~e to suggest any modification in the regular practice as conducted heretofore. I did, however, at the close
of the season, have au opportunity of introducing some new features of firin15 at moving targets, targets drifting naturally with the tide and wind, and also by berng towed
by stea~ tug. The preparations for this kind of firing were hastily made from such
data and materials as could bo found in a day or so, but the results were so satisfactory that I think they will bear-recording.
A table of ranges for the 10-inch S. B. guns was made. A telegraph line was put
up the day before the firing commenced, connecting Station B, at the guns, with
Station A, on the beach, which gave a very good base-line of 1,500 yards.'. The two
stations were connected by telegraph, an officer expert being at each station as telegraph operator. At each station, besides the telegraph officers mentioned, was an
officer with the usual azimuth circle instrument, to note the angles of the target ahd
striking point of the shot. This officer would continually follow the changed position of the target by means of the alidade. At Station B, the firing station, everything was arranged for observing the target, etc., receiving the angles from A, plotting the position of the target and shots, and keeping the record.
A large plotting-board with a sheet of double elephant stretched over it, was provided, upon which was placed the stations A and Band base-line connecting them.
At A and B holes were made in the paper and board, and about these points a convenient arc was described, which was divided into degrees and minutes. Two officers
had charge of the plotting-board, one to lay off the angles receiv_ed from station A,
and the other those from B. One officer to keep the record of fumg; one officer to
observe time of flight, direction of wind, barometer, etc., all as heretofore described
in the regular practice. All information as to range, etc., and when to fire, was communicated by me. All being in readiness, guns ,loaded, and the target afloat in the
bay at a distance of 1,500 to 2,500 yards, the operator at B signals an exclamation
point, indicating ready, and at the same time calls out "Ready" to the officer at instrument at B. When this is received at the two stations, the observers direct their
alidadcs upon the target. When the angle is to be taken, the operator at B sends
one dot over the line. This indicates "now," and at the same instant he calls out
"Tick" to the observers at B. Both observers at this instant note the angles. As
soon as the angles are taken, A will send'' T. A." or "S. A.'' (according to whether the
target or shot has been taken) followed by the angle; B will call out his angle, which
will also be immediately recorded. If it is a shot angle, the target angle will immediately follow. B acknowledges all angles by sending "0. K." The angles, as received
by t,he operator, are communicated at once to the officer at the plotting-board (which
is near the telegraph operator and instrument, all being under the same tent-fly).
These officers will immediately plot the point by means of metal rulers passing near
the points A and B, and the indicated angle on the arc described about these points;
the intersection of lightly drawn pencil lines through these points marks the position
of target or striking point of shot.
The range is then ascertained by means of a long brass metal scale, 1 inch wide,
graduated from 200 yards to 5,800 yards, heretofore described in Part I, which is pivoted at Station B, by means of a pin passing through the hole at the 0 of .the scaleThe distance ind'icated on this scale to the point of intersection of the two pencil
lines gives the range in yards, which is immediately communicated to the officers
firing.
By this method the range of the target and the striking point of each shot, in yards,
is ascertained and communicated to the officers at the guns every minute, which is
quite rapid enough for the imperfect facilities that we have for loading and laying
the obsolete guns, with the carriages that we use at present.
The practice with this method at a target 8 by 8 feet, moving with the ordinary
flood-tide and wind, at ranges from 1,500 to 2,500 yards, was very satisfactory. I had
but one day's practice, and at the fourth shot carried away the target.
The movement of the target by the tide was so slow that I obtained permission and
~sed the steam tug for towing the target. This gives the most practical artillery fir. mg obtained, assimilating to that of war, and can be made highly instructive. The
~arget was to'\V'ed by the tug ali a distance between 4J0 and 500 yards, by means of an
rnch rope, which places the tu~ entirely beyond the range of danger, if the practice is
co_nduct~d w~th care, and ~<?.li_d shot only is used. I have had but a few days' practice
with th1s, with most gratltyrng results; nonf' of tho shots deviating to the ri()'ht or
left more than 50yards, nearly all being line shots, aou all the shots, with two ixceptions, plotting within an area of 2G0 yards.
Owing ~o the length of ~ine, etc., th~ tug could not move at a greater speed than
about 5 miles an hour, for fear of drawrng the target under, but by changing somewhat t?e. form of the target, reducing slightly tho length of Hne, and attaching to the
rear of tne ta,rget a weight to raise the front part when passing through the water,
I hope to attam a speeil of about 'i' knots an hour, which will be as fast as I can
practice with in this initial attempt.
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In a few days I will have practice in volley firing with :four 10-i.nch S. E. guns,
that being the number we have mounted at present en ba1·bette. The guns will be
discharged by electricity and at a moving target. I am having the traverse circles
graduated for the purpose of concentrating the fire. The result of this volley practice will be em bodied in my detailed supplemental report of artillery practice to be
made at the close of the season.
If time had permitted, a more elaborate system of firing at moving targets could
readily have been devised, involving a complete triangulation of the harbor, and subdividing it into squares, the range from the different guns to each square b~ing determined in advance, the guns aimed and fired in advance of the moving object and
at a particular square.
This would be exellent practice from guns in casemate or when en barbette, and the
vessel or object was not visible at all times.
I would report that during these two months (artillery firing) handling some 22,000
pounds of powder and 138,000 pounds of projectiles, and during the year of mechanical manamvres, that no accident has happened to any individual under my control,
and tl:&t no injury has resulted to any gun, carriage, or appliance used during this time,
with the exception of breaking the leg- of a pair of shears while raising the 15-inch
gun from the parade to ramparts, of which I made a special report.
I was compelled to defer continuation of practice with the 8-inch rifles for a few
days on account of a friction primer getting fast in the vent, and in the efforts to remove it a gunner's gimlet was broken off in the vent, which required several days to
remove.
Practice has continued every day as prescribed, weather permitting, during the
year.

Infantry tactics.-Maj. A. C. M. Pennington, Fourth Artillery, was
the instructor. He reports thatIn compliance with General Orders No. 34, Headquarters U. S. Artillery School,
every_ Thursda;y and Friday of each week_in November, 1886, was dev?ted t<? infantry
exercises, and mcluded the school of the soldier and company ; the drills berng under
the immediate direction of battery commanders, and two officers being present with
each battery.
The _same days of each week in December was given to company infantry drill as
prescribed by General Orders No. 37, l886, under direction of battery commanders,
two officers besides the captain or battery commander being present. These latter
drills ~lso included skirmishing.
Durmg the month of March, 1887, battalion drills were had daily, Saturdays and
Sundays excepted, from 4.30 to sunset, and were followed by dress-parade; a~l the
moven_ients in school of the battalion being repeatedly practiced. The captarns of
batteries were not required to attend, and the lieutenants present were the two who
were on the roster to attend dress parade during the. week.
The results of all these drills were satisfactory in every respect, the batteries showing much improvement as the drills progressed,'and the officers exhi~itingcommendable proficiency in the performance of their duties.
Review and inspection ceremonies were had on the last <lay of each month, when
the weather permitted. The battalion drills were al ways preceded by a practice review. Recruits in joining have been subjected to the usual instruction in setting up
exercises, squad drills, and' manual of the piece before taking their places in the
formation of the batteries under arms. When the recruits came in sufficient numbers
~t one t~me, they were placed especially under an officer detailed to supervise their
1nstruct1ou.

In addition to the above, Major Pennington was superintendent of
the small-arms target practice.
Small-arm target practice was carried on, under the rules prescribed
fo~ the Army, in the months of June, July, and August, the months set
aside for it by the division commander. The range is described in the
fir t part of this report. The time available was short, but it was all
that could be sp red from artillery exercises, and was equally distributed among the batteries. The number of shots fired by each man
averaged 478; the highest number fired by any man was 588; the lowe t, 412; be average number fired by each man in skirmish practice
wa 1~3. Tbe total number of rounds of ammunition fired by the five
b~tt ries wa 1 0,175. There wa but one trifling accident to an indivulual. The arm used was the Springfield rifled musket, caliber .45.
The total number of musket firiug wa 220; and the number damaged,
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32. The targets used were Laidley's vertical axis. Each battery had
ten days' gallery practice between the 1st of January and the 28th of
February.
.
.
Observations on piirage.-Lieutenant Dunn, ~hird Art1llerY:, made
during the months of July and August last a series of obser~at10ns f<?r
the purpose of determining the influence upon target practice _at this
post of mirage and other like effects. The instr_ument used by him was
an omnimeter of massiYe but delicate construction.
One of the points of observation was over the small-arm target range
at a distance of 2,751.31 feet; the other was over ~he. water, upon a
light-house, distant 19,283.79 feet. The latter, 3.6o miles, represents
the range of accurate artillery firiug.
Lieutenant Dunn talmlatell his observations, and from his tables constructed curves representing the barometric, hygrometric, and ~hermometric ohservations, and the varieties of the positions as determmed
by the omnimeter. From these he summarizes as follows :
(1) On the small-arm target range and for a range of 917 yards, difference between
extreme positions, 7.8 inches.
(2) Por ranges over water:
.
At a distance of 6 428 yards, and for a point 40feet above the water, d1fferooce of extremes, :39.38 inche~ (3.'t feet); for a point 12 feet above the water, the difference of
extremes, 76.17 inches (6.3 feet); for a point very near the surface, difference of extremes, 123.99 inches (10.3 feet).
.
Por points of different distances and elevation we may assume as the best approximation that the corresponding values would vary directly with the horizontal, and
inversely with the vertical distances.

Non-commissioned officers' school.-Tbis schooi.is under charge of Second
Lieut. Adelbert Cronkhite, Fourth .Artillery, and was in operation from
January 3 until May 20, 1887. The instruction em braced infantry, light
and heavy artillery tactics, guard and outpost duty, and engineering.
Non-commissioned officers are required to take the entire course. Lieutenant Cronkhite in his report says:
The class was divided into two sectioi;is, to each of which one hour and a half was
devoted daily-th e first section of those who had partially completed the course and
the second of those recently appointed. Each man was required to recite daily, to
secure thoroughness, and w heu absent lessons were made up as soon as practicable.
The attention, deportment, and preparation throughout the instruction deserve
marked commendation.
PERSONNEL.

T_he sta:ff at date ~f this ~eport consists? besides the commandant, of
MaJ: R. T. Fra1;1k, ~1rst A~t1llery, and ~faJ. A.C.M.Pennington, Fourth
Artillery. MaJor }1 rank 1s the supermtendent of the department of
engineering, military art and science, and law, and Major Pennington
of the department of artillery and practical military exercises, and of
small-arms practice.
First Lie:nt. C. P. Miller, Fourth Artillery, was relieved as secretary
of _the staff ~n the 27th of March, 1887, to enable him to accept the pos1t10n of reg1mental quartermaster, and was succeeded on the 31st of
March by First Lieut. L. V. Caziarc, Second Artillery.
The com,tructors consist of captains, who command their batteries
and act as instructors in the several departments of the school. They
are not~d unde! those_ departments, except Captains Calef and Kobbe
whose mstruct10n duties are respectively in the military art and in law'
and _are co:1:fined to the second year.
.
'
F1_rst Lieut. H. B. Osgood, Third Artillery, has been employed on
special duty as post orunance and police officer, and during the small-
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arms target season as range officer; and Second Lieut. A. Cronkhite,
Fourth Artillery, as assistant in the engineering department and in
charge of the non-commissioned officers' school.
The officers under instruction continue as at the date of my last report, except First Lieutenant Davenport, Fourth Artillery, who died
during the year. They were found particularly well qualified to enter
on the work before them, .and have made very satisfactory progress.
They are as follows :
]first Lieuts. John McClellan, Fifth Artillery; 0. E. Wood, Fifth Artillery; H. W. Hubbell, First .Artillery; L. H. Walker, Fourth Artillery; C. W. Hobbs, Third Artillery; T. C. Patterson, First Artillery;
H. H. Ludlow, Third Artillery; E. M. Weaver, jr., Second Artillery;
E. E. Gayle, Second Artillery; Second Lieuts. C. J. Bailey, First Artillery; C. G. Treat, Fifth Artillery; Samuel Rodman, jr., First Artillery;
W. F. Hancock, Fifth Artillery; B. W. Dunn, Third Artillery; I. A.
Haynes, Third Artillery; W. Walke, Second Artillery; S. M. Foote,
Fourth Artillery; H. L. Hawthorne, Second Artillery; J. G. W. Brooks,
Fourth Artillery.
MATERIAL.

During the year there have been no noteworthy changes in this respect, except in the acquisition of tbe first of the new B. L. field pieces
and steel carriages, and a considerable amount of submarine mine material, acknowledged in the first part of this report.
Very respectfully,. your obedient servant,
JNO. 0. TIDBALL,
Colonel First Artillery, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U.S. ARMY,

.

Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF COLONEL M'COOK.
S. INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 11, 1887.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Infantry and Cavalry School for the year commencing September 1, 1886,
and ending June 9, 1887.
Having assumed commanu of the school near the middle of the term,
I did not feel authorized in recommending a change in the curriculum
previou ' ly laid down by the school staff, and only added a new subject
of study, the department of methods and administration and the supply departments, utilizing Saturday mornings from 9 to 12 o'clock.
Instruction was carried on in this department including correspond<'nce, administration of the company, regiment, and post. There was
no~ ufficient time to continue instruction in the supply department, and
as 1mporta~t chan_ge in this administration were hoped for from the
board now m e 10n to revi e our Army Regulations it was considered
proper to u pend in truction in that direction.
'
The month f Augu t, though intensely bot, was devoted to practical
field engin ering.
. The month _f September was devoted to practical topography, includmg field exerci e.
U.
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The regular school course commenced on October 5.
During the first session, second year, the following course of studies
was pursued by the first class:
.A.rt of war.
Constitutional law.
Drawing and topography.
Hippology.
Infantry ahd cavalry tactics.

During the second session:
Art of war, continued.
Constitutional law, continued.
Topography, continued.
Graphic processes.
Military engineering, in its relation to defensive works, mining, roads, and
bridges, was not taken up, owing to the want of proper facilities.
MilitaJ? hygiene. This course was limited to three lectures, owing to the enforced
absence of the instructor, Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, U.S. Army, by Department Special Orders No. 21, dated Headquarters Department of the.Missouri,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., February 18, 1887.
Signaling by flag and heliograph and telegraphy.
Infantry and cavalry tactics, continued.
Practical instruction in artillery, the service of the field piece, the Hotchkiss,
Gardner, and Gatling machine guns.
Instruction in outpost, advanced guard, and reconnoitering dutie~, by practical
exercises in the field, extending to distances of from 4 to 15 miles. During
these exercises reconnaissance reports and route sketches were required from
student officers.

The course of studies pursued by the second class during the first ses·
sion, second year, was as follows:
Minor operations of war, including problems in application of principles.
Field fortifications.
Constitutional law.
Military hygiene, consisting only of three lectures, owing to the enforced absence
of the instructor.
Hippology.
Drawing and topography.
lnfantr'y and cavalry tactics.
Instruction in artillery, same as with the first class.

Second session, second year :
Problems in minor tactics.
Constitutional law.
Hippology.
Drawing and topography.
Signaling with flags and heliograph, and telegraphy.
Infantry and cavalry tactics.
Instruction in outposts, advanced guard, and reconnoitering claties, by practical exercisers in the field, extending to distances of from 5 to 15 miles.

A printed register1* containing the names of the school staff, instructors, student officers, graduates, and casualties, is appended.
The experience of the past year has induced me to recommend that
the following course of studies be pursued by the class of student officers to enter here September 1 next:
Dep"artment of military art.
Elementary tactics, orientation, functions of the arms, adv::tncedguardsand
outposts, reconnoitering, attack and defense of infantry, of cavalry, of
artillery, rear guards, convoys, and detachments.
(1) Recitation, (2) lectures, (3) problems, (4) essays.t
Text-books: Shaw's Elementary Tactics, 316 pp.

* Omitted.
t E!!says to be publicly read and criticised by the instructors and student officers;
the latter to be notified in advance of the day of the lecture so as to be prepared to.
discuss, etc.
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Deparment of military art-Continued.
Principles of strategy and tactics: (a) The modern conditions of war; (I>)
considerations preceding the opening of a campaign; (c) operations illustrating the relations between the fronts of opposing armies and their
respective lines of communications with their bases; (d) operations illustrating the relations between the fronts of opposing armies without
special reference to the commuuications with the bases; (e) the influence of obstacles; (f) tactics.
(1) Recitation, (2) lectures, (3) problems, (4) essays.*
Text-book: Home's Precis of Modern Tactics, 139 pp.
Field service of the three arms: Reconnaissances, advanced guards, outposts,
day aud night service, camps and bivouacs, service marches, convoys, detachments, exercises in attack and defense, including hasty intrenchments.
Practical exercises in the :field.
Department of infantry:
Infantry tactics, school of the soldier, school of the company, instruction
for skirmishers, school of the battalion, evolutions of the brigade, evolutions of the division, marches, camps, ceremonies, organization of
United States infantry.
(1) Recitations, (2) drills, (3) problems.
Text-book: Upton's Infantry Tactics.
Infantry field service: Reconnaissances, advanced guards, outposts (day and
night service), camps, bivouacs, convoys, escorts, marches.
Field exercises (practical) .
Department of cavalry:
Cavalry tactics, school of the trooper, mounted, school of the platoon,
mounted, school of the troop, mounted, school of the battalion, mounted,
evolutions of the r egiment, mounted, evolutions of the brigade, mounted,
marches and cam~, mounted, ceremonies.
(1) Recitations, (2) drills, (3) problems.
Text-book: United States Cavalry Tactics.
Equitation: Bits and bitting, seats and saddles, lessons in training and
breaking horses, borne equipments and their care.
(1) Recitations, (2) lectures, (3) practical exercises.
Text-books: Deryer's Bit and Bitting, Manual of Horsemanship.
Cavalry field service: Reconnaissances, advanced guards, outposts ( day and
night service), marches, screening duty of advanced cavalry, camps,
bivouacs, convoys, detachments, demolitions.
Practical field exercises.
Hippology: Anatomy of the horse, physiology of the horse, pathology of the
horse, veterinary medicine, diseases and treatment, minor and general
surgery, materia medica, horseshoes and shoeing, age of horses, pm:chase of remounts, sanitary science, forage, watering, grooming, ventilation, stable management, infection, and contagion.
(1) Recitations, (2) lectures, (3) practical work.
Text-book : Fitznygram's Horses and Stables.
Clinics as often as practicable, under the direction of the veterinary surgeon.
Practical work at the forge and in the dispensary and infirmary.
In the instruction for the purchase of remounts officers will be required to
examine, weigh, measure, test for age, and inspect for defects and gaits
all horses presented by the instructor.
Department of artillery :
Manual of field-piece, machine gnns, mechanical maneuvers, organization
United States artillery, ammuuition, marches, pointing and ranges, employment of field artillery in field service and battles, national and personal salutes, official courtesies.
(1) Recitations, (2) lectures, (3) problems, (4) field exercises.
Text-book: United States Artillery Tactics.
Department of law :
Military law, constiLutional law, international law.
(1) Recitations, (2) lectures.
Text-books: ~inthrop's Military Law, Corley's Constitutional Law, Woolsey's
International Law.
Depa~tme~t of ~ilitary signaling and telegraphy:
1gnali?g with flag. torch, and heliograph, telegraphy, constructi@n and
mamtenauce of field lines.
Field exerci s.
Text-books : M yer's Manu1.1,l, Pope's Manual of Telegra-phy.
• E a.ys to be publicly read an<l criticised by the in trnctors and student officers·
t~ la t r to be notifi d in advance of the day of the lecture so as to be prepared t~
disco , etc.
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Department of engineering:
Field fortifications, field engineering.
(1) Recitations, (2) problems, (3) field-work.
Text-books: Wheeler's Field Fortifications, Manual of Field Engineering.
Department of military surveying:
Topograp~y and photography.
.
.
.
Mathematics : Enlargement and reduction of maps, surveymg, use of mstruments, graphic processes, photography.
(1) Recitations, (2) lectures, (3) field-work.
Text-book'f>: Richard's Military Topography, Chauvenet's Trigonometry, etc.
Department of military hygiene:
•
Fourteen lectures, supplemented by seven recitations.
Text-books: Parke's Military.Hygiene.
Department of military administration .
. Department of English studies:
Composition and rhetoric.
Recitations.
Text-book: Hart's Co11:1position and Rhetoric.

The course for all student officers being substantially the same, these
officers will be formed in one class and the class divided into sections.
Those officers not required to undergo a preliminary examination will
form the first section, arranged alphabetically; the remaining officers
will form the second (and third, if there be one) section, arranged alphabetically.
The course will be divided into two terms, the first term (first year)
beginning September 15 and ending May 31; the second term comprises
the second year.
Recitations will be held twice daily (Saturday afternoons, Sundays,
and holidays excepted), the morning session from 10 to 12 m., and the
afternoon session from 2 to 3.30 or 4 p. m.
One day in each week will be reserved for a practical application of
tbe principles learned theoretically during the week, the exercises to
take place, when practicable, out of doors.
An examination will be held by the school staff upon the completion
of each subject, when the standing of the class in that department will
be made un as heretofore.
The instructor in charge of each department will exercise a general
supervision over the section, and will, unless prevented by sickness or
by higher authority, visit them daily.
The sections will be under the immediate charge of the assistant in-·
structors, who, at stated intervals, will exchange sections.
The daily and weekly reports of recitations will be rendered as heretofore, but will not be published.
Student officers will be transferred from one section to another upon
the recommendation of the instructor in charge of a department, with
.
the approval of the commandant.
During the course of study the subjects specially pertaining to the
different arms will be pursued to completion by the officers of the respective arms, and only those subjects of equal general importance be
·
pursued by all student officers.
I have the honor to renew my recommendation of last year, that the
details of officers to attend the infantry and cavalry school be made a
year in advance of the date of their reporting here for duty; also, an alterna,te should be selected by same authority and at the same time, to
replace the officer detailed, should his health or the accidents of service
prevent his reaching the school.
That the officers detailed for students at the school should be less
than thirty-five years of age.
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That they should have physical health, sufficient to endure active serv.
ice in the field; also, that they should have application and aptitude for
study.
It would render the school far more efficient should the companies on
duty at the post be kept full to the maximum standard, with the full
complement of company officers, in order that the pr-oper administration
of the post could be carried on without the assistance of student of.
ficers. That the latter should perform only such military duty as may
from time to time be prescribed by the commandant of the school.
In this latitude it is seldom that outdoor drills can be commenced
before March 20. The remainder of this month and the following April
are the rainy periods, when, many days of this time, outdoor exercises
necessarily stop.
By Department order the month of May is devoted to preliminary target practice; June to target practice, when all drills, ceremonies or
work, however important, are forbidden that would in any way interfere with the target duty.
.
.
The months of July and August are the hot months, the thermometer
ranging from 90° F. and upward in the shade, a temperature too high
for efficient and successful instruction.
During_the hot period the heavy dews prevent the early morning
hours from being utilized for this duty.
The months of September and October, the remaining target months.
It will be seen from this that there is not sufficient time to perfect the
soldier in other duties than target. Therefore, I earnestly recommend
that drill sheds be erected at this post, one for the infantry and tbe
other for the .cavalry. These can be erected with small expenditures
of money. The proportionate usefulness of these sheds will be far in
excess of the outlay.
During the soft weather of winter and early spring tactical exercises could be carried on in these sheds. In the cavalry arm, the
school of the trooper dismounted and mounted, the platoon and company drills could be carried on to completion, affording at the same
time a proper and · convenient place for instruction in equitation, the
training and bitting of horses-a knowledge of which is essential for
the mounted officer. In bad weather this shed could also be used for
the necessary exercise of the horses belonging to the mounted companies at the post.
In the infantry arm, the individual instruction of the soldier (now so
important), the drill of the squad and company perfected, leaving the
battalion exercise and skirmish drill to be executed on the outside.
These sheds can also be utilized for preliminary target practice for
the officers and men of the command. The company quarters are so
cut up into squad rooms they afford no place for this important instruction.
Should these recommendations be approved, the efficiency of the inf~ntry and cavalry school will be greatly increased, by giving proper
time for the instruction of the company and student officers in the
minor tactics and operations of war.
Plan and specifications have been forwarded through the proper departm nt for these much-needed drill sheds.
~ would al o recommend that the companies on duty at the school be
relieved from he target practice now impo ed upon them, in order that
_the g?od_ m 1;1th for ou~door work_may~be taken advantage of, for the
e~e!CI e m mm~r op rations of war, field reconnaissances, map making.
military sur eyrng, and topography.
·
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That the commandant of the school be held responsible that the men
of the companies have sufficient instruction in target practice to make
them efficient soldiers in the field; also that special reports of the target
practice be made, but that their- percentages and classification be not
included in regimental or department reports.
It is also recommended that the sum of $800 be appropriated from
any funds available, to be expended in the purchase and repairs of instruments, map making, etc., books of reference, and stationery for
printing.
If this amount of money can not be furnished from the incidental expense account of the Army, I respectfully ask that this amount be
asked for and embodied in the next Army appropriation bill.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.A. MCD. McOooK,
Colonel Sixth Infantry, Bvt. Major-General, U.S. A.,

Commanding.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

8925-w 87-14

U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D.

o.,
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF

THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT-GENER.AL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 8, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year ending

September 30, 1887.
MILITIA.

Following a now well-established custom, and in compliance with formal requests of States authorities, officers of the Army were uetailed
during the past summer and fall to inspect militia encampments at the
following points:
Alabama.-At Montgomery and Selma, by Second Lieut. John T.
Thompson, Second U. S. Artillery.
Oalifornia.-At Healdsburgh, by Col. W. R. Shafter, First U. S. Infantry.
Dakota.-At Huron, by Col. E. F. Townsend, Twelfth U.S. Infantry.
Delaware.-At Rehoboth, by Maj. H. S. Hawkins, Tenth U.S. Infantry.
lllinois.-At Springfield, by Capt. Jacob Kline, Eighteenth U. S. Infantry.
Iowa.-At Ottumwa and Waverly, by Lieut. Col. E. 0. Mason, Fourth
U. S. Infantry.
Michigan.-At Island Lake, by Col. H. M. Black, Twenty-third U . .s.
Infantry.
·
Minnesota.-N ear Fort Snelling, by Lieut. Col. J. J. Van Horn, Twentyfifth U. S. Infantry; .at Mankato, by Capt. S. W. Groesbeck, Sixth U. S.
Infantry.
New Hampshire.-At Concord, by Maj. R. H. Jackson, Fifth U. S. Artillery.
.
·
New York.-At Peekskill, by Col. E. F. Townsend, Twelfth U. S. Infantry, and· Maj. R. Lodor, Third U.S. Artillery.
Ohio.-At Cleveland, near Port Clinton, and also near Galion, by Capt.
J. T. Haskell, Twenty-third U. S. Infantry; at Delaware, by Second
Lieut. E. S. Benton, Third U.S. Artillery; at Washington Court-House,
213
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Findlay, Union City, Delaware, Wilmington, Dayton, Lancaster, and
New Lexington, by First Lieut. A. C. Sharpe, Twenty-second U.S. Infantry.
·
Pennsylvania.-At Mount Gretna, by Col. E. S. Otis, Twentieth U.S.
Infantry.
Vermont.-At Bennington, by First Lieut. E. H. Catlin, Second U.S.·
Artillery.
The reports, appended hereto, of the several inspecting officers are
highly interesting and instructive. The steadily increasing interest
manifested by the militia of the States is evidenced by the ltigll percentage of attendance at the annual encampments and the generally excellent military spirit of the troops. With the liberal increase of the appropriation made by Congress at its last session for the benefit of the
militia, it is earnestly hoped that the State military authorities will, by
an- increased allowance of ammunition, foster and develop the efficiency
of the rank and file in target firing.
The care of his weapon is an important duty of a soldier, and therefore, while many company organizations include an armorer, his duties
should not be those of an absolute care-taker, but rather as an,instructor
of the men of the company, except in rare cases, where his services as
an expert are a necessity. Much benefit would undoubtedly result from
the establishment, during each encampment, of an officers' school for
instruction in battalion drill and the administration of a post. .As the
correct handling and management of a company depends measurably
on the intelligence and knowledge of its non-commissioned officers, I
would also suggest the advantage of holding weekly, during the winter
. mouths, a non-commissioned officers' school (the captain as instructor)
' for instruction in company drill, duties of guards and sentinels, alHl the
administration of -a company. Young officers of the Army could be
spared during the winter, to report to tl,ie adjutants-general of States, on _
application of the governors, to aid in the instruction of both officers
and non-commissioned officers.
While it is evident that still many earnest workers in bringing up t~e
militia to its highest efficiency seem to regard mechanical perfection m
drill as the great desideratum in the art of war, evidences are not hcki~g
to show the development of the truer perception-that knowledge of military duties, the cultivation of individual powers, endurance, intellig~n_t
but cheerful obedience, are, in truth, the real characteristics of the citizen soldier of the Republic.
)IILITARY COLLEG~S.

The data in the statement herewith, talmlated from the reports of the
officers performing the duties of pr0fessor of tactiGs and military science
at the enumerated nniver'ities and colleges, are generally satisfactory
and evidence a widening ·ense of appreciation of the positive value-beyond a mere disciplinary point of view-of the early and partial instruction of the souths of the country in military studies and habits. The
average number of student' attending these institutions was 6,6~ of
whom 660 ~ittendetl artill ·ry drills and 3,273 infantry drills. with
marked aptitud on the part of the pupil , it is evident that the measure
of their inter tin milit~ry in truction is affected in an appreciative de~ee by that of the college authorities, and it is regretted, therefore, that
m ome few ca e the zeal of the tudent was rende~ed ineffective by the
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lack of co-ope;ation by the faculty with the efforts of the professor of
militarv science.
.
The recent inspection of colJeges having milit:trY: details_ has resulted
in great benefit, and its continuance, under spemal mstruct10ns from th~
War Department, is recommended.
.
ENLISTED RETIRED LIST.

Since the date of my last report 43 men, classified as follows, have
been retired:
Ordnance sergeants ................. - ....... - - -... - - ... - - - - - - - . - -. -- - - - - -- - - - ·
Commissary sergeants ........................ -·-· -·-· ............. ...... ·••• · ·
Hospital stewards .................... . .. ... . ---~-· .... ..... . ...... ...... ....

12
2
3

l~i~ifii·fHiiI{e~~):ii;):;;::::::!~ ~::) \: ~::::::::~: !i:\)) i: ~ i
Corporals of engineers ................... -.. .. - .. -........... - - .... - ....... - . . .
t
Corporals of tb:e line . . _............... . ... .. ..... ... . . - .... - - . -- . - - - .. . - - - . - -1
First-class privates of engineers a,ml ordnance .. - .. .... - - ..... -- - . .. - . . - •... - . .
1
Privates of the line __ .... ______ ...... ---- ........ . ........... --·· ......... .... · 5
Chief trumpeters ...... _....... . ...... .... .. . .......... . ....... - .......... - - ..-- .
1
Musicians and trumpeters .................... .. - - -... - - - .. - - - - - . - -.. - -... - ••. - 2
Total ...... ____ . ____ ............ - ....... ... ... ........ ............ - . . . . .

43

Six deaths have occurred since October I, 1886, viz:

~:;~:a~~~ ~°fg:(z~!!~;:: _. _.::: _.::::: _- ~ _. _- _. _. .-: _-: .-: .-: _- _- _- _-_-_- _
·~~~~: _- _-_- _-_-::: _.::: _-:::: ~

3

~~~t~~~f: ~} lk: 1~~: ::::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
1
1

Total ......................... ....... - ... -.... - . - - . - . - . - -- - ... -- . - . - - .. .

6

and two applications for retirement ar~ uow pending.
PAY OF NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

Much of the efficiency of a company depemls on its non commissioned
officers. The very small increase of the pay of this class, totally incommensurate with tlle responsibility attached to it, is not a sufficient
incentive to tempt the best and most reliable soldiers to accept the
position, while it is often to the pecuniary advantage to the man to remain jn the ranks. This is forcibly illustrated by the following recent
case: A soldier in one of the infantr.v regiments, having earned all" excellent character for reliability, sobriety, and industry, was selected for
appointment as corporal. His promotion worked him a positive pecuniary inj ury, for his pay as a corporal fell below that be .received as a
private on extra duty iu the quartermaster's department. His request
to be returned to the ranks having been refused, discontent lost to his
company and to the Army a man who in his two years) servic0 had
never made himself amenable to punishment, and who was "sober,
faithful, industrious, efficient." While the desertion of this man makes
his case exceptional, there are many instances where privates have declined or resigned appointment as non-commissioned officers simply because of this loss of pay-a private on extra duty receiving more pay
than the sergeant major or quartermaster sergeant of a regiment. That
this fact is not only wrong but pernicious in its effects needs no argu-
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ment. The pay of the lowest non-com..nissioned officer should not be
less than $25, and the pay of the entire class readjusted on the suggested
pay for the lowest position to $50, or $55 for the highest.
The grade of non-commissioned officer is the intermediary between the
lowest in the Army, that of private, and the highest, the commissioned
officer. The line of demarkation between these three classes should be as
strongly accentuated downwards as it is upwards, and this is demanded
alike by justice to the non-commissioned officers and proper regard for
the discipline, efficiency, and morale of the Army.
DISCHARGES.

The presence in the ranks of nearly 70 per cent. of the ]egal strength
of the Army with a service ranging from three to thirty-five years indicates clearly that the great majority of the men who desert or seek
their discharge through the application of their friends is limited to that
class who have less than three years' service. In order to eliminate
from the Army, without injury to the Government, men either inapt for
military service or rendered restless and discontented by the demands
and restraints of a soldier's life, of which they were ignorant at their
entry into the Army, I beg to recommend that-except where long and
faithful service constitute a strong element of favorable considerationdischarges be made purchasable by the payment of a sum sufficient to
reimburse to the Government the expense of recruiting and transportation.
·
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE,

The following is a list of persons committed to the Government Hospital for the Insane, under the orders of the l.10norable the Secretary of
War, from October 1, 1886, to October 1, 1887:
Officers of the U.S. Army .. .... .'.... , ..... ____ ..... . : ..... ____ ...... ____ ...... 5
Enlisted men of the U.S. Army............ ..... ................ .. ...... ....... 34
Late soldiers of the U.S. Army .......................... ____ ..••....•••. ______ 2
Military prisoners ............ _........ _.•..... ____ .... _... _. __ . _.. ____ .... _.. . 7
Total ..................................... _.... _... ___ . _.... ____ • _. . . . . . 48
THE MILITARY PRISON.

The administration of the affairs of the Military Prison at Fort Leavenw.orth, Kans., has been satisfactorily conducted during the past year,
and the prison has probably reached the limit of its growth while the
Army remains at its present standard. The accommodations are believed to be sufficient for the number of prisoners which it may be necessary to send to the prison. No restriction has been made during the
year upon the transfer of prisoners from all parts of the Army, except
from the Division of the Pacific, where provision is made at Alcatraz
Island, California, for the prisoners of the division, and where they are
n efully ruployed.
The nnmb~r of pri_ oners at the prison June 30, 1886, was 577; the
numb r r ce1ved <lurmg the year, 290; discharged on expiration of term
of confinement for di ability, etc., 371; leaving 496 in the prison on June
30, 1887. But one death occurred, and the general health of the prisoner ha been, a in previous years, remarkably good.
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The improvements made during the year past are: One brick building, three stories high, 40 by 200 feet, ~ith a w~ng 12 by 40 feet. The
frames for this building were all made m the prison shops, and a great
deal of the work of construction was also done by prison labor. The
lower floor will be used for a kitchen and mess-room, and the latter will
accommodate 570 men at one time. · The other two floors will lie used
as dormitories, and will relieve the overcrowded apar~ments heretofore
insufficient for their purpose. Two h~ndred f~e~ of prison wall was constructed during the year, and the entire wall is now completed ..
Iri the prison shops the work of manufacturing boots, shoes, and other
articles for the .Army has been prosecuted without intermission. In the
. shoe-shop the finished work is represented by 11,730 pairs of boots and
65,421 pairs of shoes, while tap-soles were placed upon 1,267 pairs of
boots and 6,555 pairs of shoes. The articles manufactured in the other
shops need not be enumerated, as they consist of so many and various
kinds. In the harness-shop the work performed aggregated 3,007 days'
labor, making a credit of $1,503.50; in the tin-shop, 7,321 days, making
a credit of $1,608,50; in the broom-shop, 2,460 days' labor, making
23,042 brooms and 100 whisks, and a credit of $1,230; in the carpentershop, 4,092 days, making a credit of $2,046; in the blacksmith-shop,
679½ days' labor, making a credit of $339. 75; iu the.tailor-shop, besides
the manufacture of all the clothing for the prisoners, a small sum was
earned for the prison. The total number of days, skilled and unskilled
labor, for the Quarte.rmaster's Department was 64,961½ of the former
and 13,548 of the latter.
The account of the prison with the Quartermaster's Department
showeu $119,231.25 due to the prison June 30, 1886; $37,226.55 earned
during the year; $3,160 worth of .supplies received; and a balance of
$153,297.71 due the prison June 30, 1887. It is expected that some arrangement will be made looking to a change in the method of keeping
the accounts of the earnings of the prison, so that there will be an actual
payment for labor performed, but it cannot probably be done until appropriations, made ·u nder estimates with that end in view, shall become
available. The appropriation for support of the Military Prison for the
last fiscal year was $89,917.76, of which $76,355.25 were expended .
.A. considerable fund has accumulated from the sales of various prod~cts from the f~rm, savings fr?m rations, etc., which is used in purchasmg sundry artwles not supplied from the regular appropriations, but ·
necessary for the, comfort and health of the prisoners. A large yield of
field products was procured by pFison labor on the farm, and materially
helped to reduce the expenditure from the appropriation for the maintenance of the prisoners.
The inspections of the prison required by law have been regularly
made, and it gives me sincere pleasure to add that the commandant of
the prison maintains the high character earned by him during the previ~us ye~rs of his_ administr~tion for superior ability and singular efficiency m managmg the _varied interests confided to his charge.
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WORKING OF THE OFFICE.

·T he strength and composition of the clerical and other force of this
office remains the same as at the date of my last report.
The following table exhibits the labors of the enlisted volunteer pension branch a.ml other divisions of tbe office engaged directly in business relating to claims for pension, bounty, homestead grants, etc.:

•

Statement of calls from the Comrni.ssioner of Pensio ns, Second Auditor, etc., for full or
partial histories of officers and rnen of the late 'IJuluu teer forces, ·in connection with claims
for pension, bounty, back pay, .subsistmce, land clnims, lost horses, etc.

I

-----------------

On hand Received
Finished On hand
October 1 during
Total.
during October
1, 1886. the year.
the year. 1, 1887.
1
- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -

Commissioner of Pensions.
Enlisted volunteer pension branch ........... ... . .
Colored troops divbion ........................... .
Volunteer service branch (officers' claims) .•. . ...

43,907
3 064
'900

116,461
7, 781
8,450

160,368
10, 845
9,410

Total ..... ...... . --·· .•.••. --~- . ... .. .. .

47,961

132,692

180,653

25, 019
R, 6:.!7
J, 804

29, 852
::l 96~
5: 329

I

141,954
6, 775
8, 8'J8

18, 414
4, 070
602

151,567

23, os6

25, 096
3, 320
3,757

4, 756
649
l, 572

32, 173

6, 077

Second .Auditor.
Enliskd volunteer pension branch . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Colored troops <livi;,ion....................... ... ..
Volunteer service branch.........................
Tot:11 . ......... ....... . . . ....... _ •• . .. . . . ..

4, 833
342
1,525

I

32, 450 ~

G,700 -

1

150

1= = = =

Third.Auditor.
Volunteer ser.,.ice branch ..... .............. ___

Genei-al Land Office.

..I- - - - - - - - - - - - - = = -

Enlisted ,oluntecr pcusion branch .. . ...... .. .... .
ColorLd troops di,ision .... ................. .. .. .
Total .. .. . ... ......................... . . .

S1ibsistence Department .
.Enli, tc<l Yoluntc•er pousion branch .... ..... .... .

58

530

46

542

588

'°' ult I '· iii ,, 'il ! ..
· 10:-i

1

·

1,m

I

2,rn5

,U I

76

I

,,.

1,237J- . - 928

-:1--=!-;022 I~'°' 1- ,1,
=~1--=r~1-:1 - - -

1:.olorecl troops tlivibion .......................... . . . . . .. .. . .

1

75 1

l

- - 5~-11--1-,4'4 1--1,998 ,-J,4.,2 - -

Total ...•.. ·-· ~- ·-···· ..... .

Pay Department.
S-r-'1>red t1 oops <li vision ............... . .......... .

516

HEC.A.PITULA.TION.
:Xumber of ealh1 from all sources:
1 , 'J.an1l October l, 188G ................. ... ... ·--·· .....• -- ·-·· .••. .. ...••• . ... •. . . . .

55,946

1.,,-;eived cluring the year ...... . . . ... .. ....... .... ... . ·· .. ....... ·· ·····• · · .. · · ·· · · ··· ~~~

,
224 961

Firishecl cluring tho year .... .. .... . ........ ......... ........ .. ... . ..... ... .... .. . . ........ ... 193,408
R(

naining on haml October 1, 1887.............. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .

31, 553

Tlle above tn,temeut exllibits gratifyiug re ·ults. The number of calls
frl'm tli Pen ion Office reported on hand at the date of my last report
W? 47 UGl. The largely increased number of calls received montllly
la. t fall b viug w lied the number of calls unanswend to 50,43U on
DP~ mber 1, 18 G, I determined that extraordinary mea ures were uece . r , aud, tll r for , called for volunteers from the enlisted volunteet p i~n br n~h t? work extra hours each evening to lessen the
accumul t10n, an 1t give me much pleasure to state that my anticipa-
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tions were not disappoi nted, nearly two-thirds of the pension force, with
additions from other parts of ·my office, reporting for duty from 6~ to 9½
o'clock p. m. each <la_y. Later, an order was made calling on th~ enti!e
force of the pension branch for extra work, and this order remarned m
force until the 15,t h of March last, when it was revoked; the number of
unanswered calls baviug been reduced by nearly 30,000 cases. The
prompt and cheerful response of the clerks, and the energy, zeal, and
fidelity exhibited by them on this occasion entitle them t o high commendation.
In addition to the regular pension work, satisfactorr progress has
been made in the labor devolved on this Office by the act of June 3, 1884,
providing for the remusterof volunteer officers who may have performed
the duties of a higher grade, under a commission issued by the State authorities, prior to date of actual muster in that grade by the United States
mustering officers. The total number filed under that law is 27,498,
of which nearly 10,000 were received within six months from the passage
of the law; and persistent efforts have been made t~ expedite the adjudication of this class of claims, as a simple matter ofjustice to meritorious applicants. The preparation of reports requires much care and
labor, and necessitates examination of the rolls and other records, as
well as consideration of the rules and orders of the War Department
governing musters, etc., in order to determine whether the facts elicited
warrant a remaster. The number of cases acted on <luriug the past'
_year is 2,341, an increase of 435 over the number completed during the
preceding year, and the rate of work during the three months of the
present fiscal year indicates the settlement of about 3,000 cases yearly.
The work under the law of July 5, 1S84, providing for the removal of
the charge of desertion in certain cases, is also progressing satisfactorily.
The number of cases on hand Inst year was 3,498, and about 11,000 applications have been received since, making a total of 14,498 cases; of
which 11,998 were acted on or held in abeyance pending the receipt of
additional evidence, leaving about 2,500 cases waiting investigation
and report. Of the number of cases disposed of, the charge of desertion
was removed in <1,2:.m cases, and 3,536 applications were rejected ; the
balance, 6,733, were returuetl to the applicants for further evidence on
certain points developed by the examination of the case, or because it
was clearly apparent from the records or from the testimony sul.nnitted
that the case did not come within the provisions of the law of relief.
In closing this report, it affords me sincere pleasure to bear testimony
to the general i.itelligence, zeal, and efficiency of m,v clerks.
Respectfully submitted.
R. 0. DRUM,
Adjutant- General.
Hon. WILLIAM u. ENDICO'l'T,
Secretciry of War.

MILITIA REPO RTS.

FORT SCHUYLER, N. Y. H., June 10, 1887.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL

u. s.

ARMY,
Washington, D. C.:
GENERAL: In obedience to paragraph 7, Special Orders, No. 99, current series, from
the Headquarters of the Army, and letter of instr.uctions from your office, dated May 2,
1887, I have the hono~ to report the result ofmy observation of the First Brigade New
Hampshire National Guard at the State camp at Concord, N. H., during the five days
of the encampment, commencing May 31 and ending June 4, 1887.
·
The brigade, with the exception of Company B, First Regiment, arrived at the ~mp
on the 31st of May, and immediately proceeded to carry out the routine of dut~ reqm~ed
by General Orders, No. 5, from brigade headquarters· brigade guard mountmg, drill,
dress parade, etc., taking place in succession on that'day. No time was lost in proceeding to the exercises laid out for the troops. The camp had been all prepared for the
reception of the brigade, as required by General Orders, No. 2, by fatigue parties from
the several commands, working under the direction of Col. J. N. Patterson, of the
Third Regiment.
THE TROOPS.
The brigade is made up of the First, Second and Third Regiments of Infantry i
Company A, Cavalry; and the First Light Battery, New Hampshire National Guard.
The following table shows the average strength of the command for the five days:
Present.

Absent.

Total present and
absent.

Organizations.

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G.;neral and staff ................................................... .
First Regiment Infantry ....................... .......... ......... ... .... ..
Second Regiment Infantry ............................................. ..
Third Regiment Infantry...... .. ......................................... .
Company A, Cavalry ....................................................... ..
Fhst Light Battery ......................................................... ..
Total ...................................................................... .

]

10
29
31
29
3
4

5
280
239
203
50
59

26

106

836

8
8
8

....

,

2
2
1

...

46
114
132

10
31
33
30
3
4

6
326
353

301

111

1,137

335

50
········· ..... 9
68
·········
-------'---1---1---

1

5

Company B, First Regiment of Infantry, arrived in camp on the 2d of June, fro~
Washington, D. C., where it had been in attendance at the competitive drills held m
that city.
The attendance of the First Regiment during the encampment was 81.54 per cent. ; of
the econd Regiment, 70.26 per cent. ; of the Third Regiment, 63.26 per cent. ; and
of ~he First Light Battery, 88 per cent. Company A, Cavalry, had every officer and
enlisted man present.
CLOTHING.
The uniform coat is of the old swallow-tail pattern; the other articles of clothing
are of the same make and pattern as in 1 85, when I inspected this brigade. Some of
the command have helmets and others have old felt dress caps. It is much to be revretted that, for want of ufficient funds, the troops should be so badly uniformed. The
r.1otbmg wn cl an and emed to llavc been well taken care of.
22~
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ARMS AND EQUIPMENTS.

The infantry was supplied with the Springfield rifle, caliber .45 .; the old cartridge-box
.filled with a block of wood pierced for the reception of cartridges, and steel bayonetscabbard. They were well cared for and kept in good condition for service. The old
knapsack, which would not be of much service in the field, was carried. There was an
ample supply of tents, the sarr:i.e that I reported upon two years ago, and they looked as
clean and good as they did then, which shows the excellent care that must have been
taken of them. ·
The troops were supplied with rations by hired caterers. The food was good and substaintial, and well prepared.
THE STAFF DEPARTMENTS.

General Ayling, the adjutant-general of the State, is practical½'" quartermaster-general,
commissary-general, chief of ordnance, and paymaster-general. He attends personally
to all issues of arms, equipments, clothing, ammunition, tents, and camp equipage.
The storage and care of everything appertaining to the State for camp and .field service
is supervised by him, and his store-hou!ie on the camp ground is a model ofregularity and
neatness. The issues of public property were made by the adjutant-general of the State to
the brigade and regimental quartermasters upon proper receipts, and at the close of the
camping season the property was by them returned to General Aylini:i; and the receipts
canceled.
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

General Elbert Wheeler, the inspector-general of the State, was present during the
encampment, and, assisted by Maj. F. W. Russell, the brigade inspector, made such
inspectiofts as the state of the weather permitted. Both of these officers having served
iu the Army, being graduates of the Military Academy, exercise a great influence for
good in the conduct of military affairs in the State, perform their duties with regularity, and instruct the various organizations in all of their military duties in camp
and garrison.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

Lieut. Col. George Cook, the medical director of the brigade, had charge of the
~edical department, the surgeons and assistant surgeons of the regiments making daily
reports to him. Colonel Cook and all the medical officers were careful and painstaking
in the discharge of their duties. Hospital accommodations had been carefully prepared
but during the five days in camp there was only one sick man in hospital, and he was
returned to duty in a few hours. The supply of medicines, etc., was ample. Colonel
CoJk made several daily inspections of the camp, the latrines, ,kitchens, tents, and
gr,mnds receiving his constant attention.
The system followed by the staff departments for placing the force in condition for
ac~ive service was good, but the small amount of funds furnished by the State for transpo:-t:ation, clothing, etc., would leave the troops not altogether too well provided for
sh:mld their services be required in an emergency.
TARGET PRACTICB.

There was no target practice, not a shot having been fired during the five days. This
was entirely owing to the state of the weather. It rained dlil.ring the :first, second, and
third days of June, and prevented :firing and instruction of any character under arms.
Maj. W. H. Cheever, the inspector of rifle practice, had had the ranges prepared and
the targets ready, but it was utterly impossible to make use of them. No one regretted
this state of things more than Major Cheever, who is an efficient sharpshooter.
INSTRUCTION.

As the rainy weather interfered, there were but very few drills, except upon the first and
last days. Four or :five brigade and battalion drills were all that took place. There
were no company or skirmish drills. Incessant rain during the week prevented nearly
everything in the shape of instruction on the ground. There were three brigade dress
parades and two or three battalion parades, some of these taking place in the rain,
Guard mountings took place as usual, rain or shine. The governor of the State was
inaugurated on the 2d of June, and ·an of the troops were marched into the city of Con~
cord to assist in the ceremoniee. After the return of the troops the governor made an
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official visit to the camp, escorted by Company A, cavalry, and was received by General
White, the commanding officer, and his staff. A salute of seventeen guns was admirably
fired in his honor by the First Light Battery.
DISCIPLINE.

The discipline was good. The men behaved admirably.· I do not believe there was
a single soldier in the guard-house. There was not a case of intoxication during the
five days. The camp at night, as well as in the day-time, was quiet and orderly. Military courtesy was, as a rule, well observed.. The police of the camp was, as I have
before stated, carefully attended to. Guard duty was well performed, the officers and
non-commissioned officers of the guards being attentive. A good many of the sentinels
being recruits, had very little knowledge of their duties, but they were an anxious to
learn and carry out their orders. Guard duty should, however, be better t::i,ught at the
armories, and a capable, well-instructed officer might be detailed for this purpose at
every armory. A few lectures and lessons upon this and kindred subjects during the
winter season would, I am convinced, work wonders in bringing the intelligent soldiers
of the New Hampshire National Guard to a high sense of the necessity for discipline
and instrµction.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The military appearance of the regiments of infantry was fair. I was informed that
nearly one-third of the men in ranks were recruits. The unmilitary gait, the uncertain execution of the manual of arms, the movements of the hands when standing at
attention, and the uneven step in marching all set forth the fact that a great many of
the men had not been set up or drilled. Some of the company officers and non-commissioned officers needed instruction. There was a good deal of talking in the ran~s,
which the file-closers did not pay the least attention to. I do not think that recruits
should receive their first lessons in company, battalion, and brigade drills until they
have been thoroughly instructed in the school of the soldier, and this can, I suppose,
be taught in the armories before the men are brought to the camp.
The Second Regiment had one or two companies which were in good military sha~e,
and the First Regiment had two or three companies which had been well drilled and mstructed. Company B of the First Regiment, although small in numbers, was one of
the best drilled companies of infantry I have ever seen. The sergeants, corporals, an_d
privates had all been thoroughly set up and drilled. It was a pleasure to look at this
company at drill, and to observe how carefully the captain and file-closers attended _to
their duties. These companies, but particularly Company B, First Regiment, were distinctly noticeable at dress parades and battalion drills by the ste~diness of .their mov~ments, their good marching in line, the carriage of their arms, the alignment of t~eu
file-closers, and the silence in their ranks. Their hands were not lifted from their sides
for the purpose of feeling or scratching their faces, and thus marring the steady, military appearance of the battalion while in line or in column.
Compa~y A, ca,alry, is a fine organization. I was informed that nearly all of the
men owned their horses. The men sit their horses in cavalry style and ride well; they
have apparently a natural fondness for the service, and endeavor to excel in it. They
were well mounted and equipped, and their horses were well groomed, fed, and watered.
I noticed a decided improvement since I inspected them two years ago. Its condition
reflects great credit upon Captain Smith and his subalterns.
The battery of four Ught 12-pounders, commanded by Capt. S. S. Piper, is an organization that the State has every reason to be proud of. Its excellent condition as to
material, discipline, and drill shows that the application, energy, and fon_dness for the
service which this organization evidently possesses is sure to place it at the bead of the
National Guard of the State. The manual of the piece was well performed, the mounted
sections and platoons well commanded, and the battery drill executed in a remarkably
faultless manner. Good work must have been done at the armory to turn out such
competent artillerymen. The drivers were skillful and handled their teams well, and
ati:endecl carefully to their duties at stable and water calls.
Colonels Lane, Copp, and Patterson, commanding tbe three regiments of infantry, are
office of superior merit, peculiarly fitted by long service and a thorough knowledge of
their duties for the commands they exercise. They are aided by good field and staff
office . The ~mpanies composing their regiments are, however, drawn from so many
different towns m the State that it is impossible for the colonels to exerci e a proper
supervi _ion of them. The ~mpany officers should, therefore, be carefully selected, as
the efficiency of the compames, their instruction and discipline, are wholly in the hands
of these officers.
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Brig. Gen. Daniel M. White, who commanded the camp of ins_truction; _Lieut. Col.
G. W. Gould, the assistant adjutant-general; and Capt. L. C. Merrill, the brigade 9-ua;rtermaster, are officers of large experience, and ar~ thoroughly ~t~ed by long serVIce m
the volunteer force and National Guard for their present pos1t1ons. In fact, all the
officers of the brigade staff have been selected with great care, and are fully equal to the
discharge of the duties they are called upon to perform.
.
,
I sincerely regret that I am not able to report better progress dunn~ the five _da_ys
encampment; but the rainy, unfavorable weather during th~ week, w_h1ch made it impossible to have drill and target practice, was the cause of this lack of improvement.
I arrived at Concord on the 30th of May, and went into camp with the troops on the
following day. I did not leave the camp from that time until the 4th of June, the last
day of the exercises.
.
.
.
In conclusion, I desire to express my sincere thanks to Generals Aylrng, White, and
Wheeler, Colonels Gould and Cook, and the other members of the staff for their courtesy
and kindness during my official visit to the State camp.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
R. H. JACKSON,
)Jfajor Fifth Artillery, Bvt. Brig. Gen., U. S. Army.

NEW CASTLE, DEL., August 5, 1887.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL u. s. ARMY:
Srn: I have the honor to report that, pursuant to Special Orders, No. 1,65, dated
Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, July 19, 1887, I
_proceeded to Rehoboth, Del., on July 27, to attend the encampment of the National
Guard of this State. 'rhis is composed of one battalion of nine companies of infantry,
one company uniformed and armed as cavalry, but having no horses, and a staff department, consisting of one adjutant-general, one inspector-general, one quartermaster-general, having three assistant quartermasters, one inspector of rifle practice, and three aids
to the governor.
The battalion is organized as the First Regimentofinfantry, Delaware National Guard.
The several companies are representative of different localities in the State, and number
455 enlisted men and 27 commissioned officers. The cavalry company numbers 46 men
and 3 commissioned officers. Of these there were present in camp 403 men and 25 officers of the infantry battalion, and 41 men and 3 officers of the cavalry company.
Companies G, H, and I are armed with the Springfield rifle, caliber .45, model of 1884,
the other six companies being equipped with the older pattern, but all ·in serviceable
condition. All have the McKeever cartridge-box and serviceable accouterments, but
uot the Mills belt. The cavalry is armed with new Springfield carbines and the regulation saber, all in good condition.
There were no knapsacks, blanket-bags, haversacks, canteens, or tin cups. Some knapsacks ha_ve been issued; but being very few, they have been left in store. All.the men
ar_e provided by the State with dress-coats ; but they have had to furnish themselves
with the undress or fatigue uniform, which, though serviceable, is not of uniform pattern
or ?f inv~riably good material. A few men were provided with overcoats. The whole
umform is patterned after that of the regular service.
The tentage being new and recently issued by the Quartermaster-General U. S. Army,
requires no comment; but putting six men in a common tent on a hot night, with mosquitoes, is not productive of harmony. The first sergeant of each company should have
had a t~nt to himself and the company clerk, to enable him to make out proper papers.
The regimental staff officers should have been provided with tents for the clerical work of
the~r se,eral positions. The regimental quartermaster reports 52 wall-tents on hand,
wh~ch ought to have furnished abundz.at conveniences for the above-mentioned purposes,
besides providing each officer with a tent to himself, if desired.
T~e State makes an annualappropriation of $2,400 for maintenance of armories, etc.
Dnrmg the recent encampment each officer, of whatever grade, received a per diem of
$2, and each enlisted man a per diem of $1.
. The cooking was done _by servants employed at expense of the State, whith also prov_id~d very liberal rations. There were no facilities for baking bread in camp, and but
limited means to be found in the village of Rehoboth. The supply could not get ahead
of the demand. The bread was distributed fresh, justout of the oven, and consequently
the men ate more than the National Government provides for a ration, and yet they
had not enough.
Int~res~ in military matters and appreciative views of the importance of' milita,ry
orgamzation are only of recent growth in this State, but there have been such ready
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answers to the cail, such absence of merely youthful enthusiasm, that the State authorities have every reason to anticipate the early efficiency of a very creditable force.
There was an evident and sincere desire to learn and to help learn, toshow ready obedience, to drop all offensive claim to equality, and to regard a thing as right because it
.was ordered. With such a spirit the mere clock-like work and precision of drill would
be very soon acqufred. The absence of such should in no sense be discouraging. The
regiment has been very recently organized, some of the companies have been only a few
weeks in existence, and this :first encampment lasted ·for only seven days. ·They have
accomplished much in that time; more than would have been possible to men actuated
by less worthy motives; enough to give them a big advantage in their next annual encampment. An entire month is not enough time in which to perfect men in mere drill.
The one week authorized by the State of Delaware is barely snfficient to make the different companies acquainted with . each other. It presages well for the future of the
National Guard that it should have acquired such proficiency in the short time it has
been in existence.
It is recommended that the State authorities be requested to sanction a much longer
encampment to enable the troops to practice on the rifle-range. In this encampment,
just :finished, only one company had a chance to do a little firing, and that at one hundred yards only.
It would be preferable to furnish the men with good uniforms for :field service rather
than the showy dress-coat and helmet; and each man should be provided with haversack, canteen, meat-can, blanket-roll, and cartridge-belt.
The General Government should provide each organh,ation with blank muster-rolls,
requisitions and ration returns, and descriptive lists, for practice in :filling them out
under the supervision of regular officers.
From the surgeon's report it would appear that the usua,l experience of new troops
is in nowise contra-indicated by this one week sojourn in an exceptionally healthy
locality.
Very resi,ectfully, your Qbedient servant,
H. S. HAWKINS,
Major Tenth Infantry.
FORT SNELLING, MINN., July 30, 1887.
'l'o the ADJUTANT-GENERAL u. s. ARMY,
·
Washington, D. C. :
SIR: Pursuant to Special Orders, No. 157, paragraph 12, current series, and letter of
instructions dated War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, July
1887, I have the honor to submit the following report of my inspection of the First Regiment of Infantry, First Troop of Cavalry, and First Battery of Artillery of the National Guard of the State of Minnesota, encamped at Camp Andrews, on the United
States military reservation, and about one mile from Fort Snelling ; all of which were
under the command of Col. W. B. Bend, First Regiment, to whom I reported about 11
o'clock a. m., July 20, 1887:
Camp was established same date by the arrival of Colonel Bend and s41,ff, and during
the day by the remainder of his command. Tents were already pitched, awaiting arrival of troops. The camp was beautifully situated on high rolling ground, with good
natural drainage, near the right bank of the Mississippi River ; the water supply excellent, being obtained from Fort Snelling reservoir, through iron pipes.

1;,

POLICE.
The police camp was at all times in good condition, and on two or three occasions
excellent. Each company did its policing daily. The refuse matter thus collected was
taken to the flanks and rear, put in piles, and burnt. The slops and vegetable matter
from the kitchens (that which was not hauled off) were thrown into pits in rear of
kitcheB and covered with earth. I made daily visits through the entire camp, and am
sati tied that it11 police could not have been better.
·
ORGANIZATION.
~he First Regime~t i organ_ized as follows : 1 colonel, 1 lteutenant-colonel, 1 major,
1 heute~ant and adJu?nt, 1 lieutenant and quartermaster, 1 lieutenant and commis~ry, 1 lieutenant ~nd Judge-advocate, 1 surgeon, 2 assistant surgeons (the surgeon having t~e rank.of ma;Jor and ~he assistant surgeons that of first lieutenant), 1 lieutenant
and m pector of nfle practi e, 1 chaplain (wi th rank of captain) and 10 companies as
organized in the regular ervice.
'
'
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The First Battery of Artillery and the First Troop of Cavalry are organized on the same
basis as in the regular service. The cavalry have no horses; the battery 2 Napoleons
and no horses.
ARMS.

The regiment is armed with the Springfield breech-loading rifle, caliber .45, model
1873. They are in serviceable condition but old and worn.
First Troop Cavalry have good and serviceable Springfield breech-loading carbines; h_ave
sabers but no pistols, waist-belts and plates, McKeever cartridge-boxes, and carbmeslings.
First Battery Artillery have two light 12-pounders or Napoleons; have the saber, ~lso.
The guns are unserviceable, having been bored out by machinists in Saint Paul; caliber,
therefore, must be slightly enlarged. Two limbers and two carriages; would not be fit
for active service-very old. I would recommend that these guns be turned in and replaced by a battery of 3-inch rifled cannon.
EQUIPMENT.

, The waist-belts and plates, cartridge-boxes (McKeever's), and steel bayonet-scabbards
are old and worn, and should be replaced, but are serviceable. Each company has also
been supplied with blanket-bags and field-belts, regulation pattern. Have no canteens
or haversacks; they should be furnished.
The tentage is used by both regiments, and is frequently loaned out by the State to
Grand Army reunions, and, as a consequence, is nearly all in bad condition; no flies.
The canvass in many cases is mildewed and rotten. I would suggest that each regiment,
battery, and troop should be furnished with their own tents, and to be used only by
~hem. If they had them the annual encampment of the several military organizations
for the State could be held at the same time and place for drill, instruction, etc.
Each company of the regiment has a most complete mess arrangement, which it
owns; also, cooking-stove, table-ware, and the necessary cooking utensils. The cooking
tents are large and very commodious, and are company property.
UNIFORM.

Officers wore white helmets on occasions of ceremony; enlisted men same as worn in
regular service. Uniform same color as prescribed for the regular service, and made
up as p~escribed by Minnesota regulations-double-breasted coat, with light blue piping
and facmgs. Trousers have dark blue stripe for privates as well as officers. One company (D) has a complete uniform, such as is used in the regular service.
Cavalry helmets same as worn in regular service. Coat of dark blue cloth, very
gaudily decorated with gold cord for officers and yellow cord for enlisted men; facings
same ~s regular service. Light blue trousers, with yellow stripe, for all grades.
Ar~11lery helmets same as worn in regular service. Coat of dark blue cloth, same as
used m regular service, with facings of red cloth·and gilt lace. Trousers of dark blue
cloth, with red stripe, for all grades.
They all have a complete fatigue dress, such as is used in the regular service.
SUBSISTENCE.

90~-

_Tl~e State allows $1.50 per day to subsist each man during the encamp~ent.
m1ss10ned officers were paid at the same rate as officers of the regular service while m
camJ?.
DAILY CAMP ROUTINE.

Battalion drill, from 5.30 to 6.30 a. m.; battalion skirmish drill, from 6.30 to 7.30
a. m.; guard mounting, 8.30 a. m.; officers' school, 4.30 p. m.; dress parade, 7.30 p. m.;
and guard mounting, 8 p. m. The guard for cavalry and artillery camp was mounted
wi~h the 8 p. m. guard for infantry. Sunday the same routine, excepting battalion
dnll, and substituting therefor divine service.
Rifle practice was had daily from 8.30 to 12.30 p. m., except Sundays.
MESSES.

The company officers messed with their companies, and were well served _and supplied.
The non-commissione<l staff messed in the companies. The band bad its own mess.
0ompany messes hired their cooks and waiters.

8925-w 87--15
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GUARD DUTY.

This was fairly performed. Sentinels on post did not carry themselves m a very soldierly manner. They did not, apparently, attach that importance to sentry duty that
is necessary; occasionally was to be seen a sentinel standing on post with arms at an
order conversing with the sentinel next to him, sometimes in-familiar conversation with
citizens. Saluting officers and turning out the guard for the proper officers was, as a
rule, fairly done. There was too much visiting by members of guard to their companies; one relief, as a rule, nearly al ways absent. 'l'here were two guards mounted daily,
one in the morning, the other in the afternoon, comprising 2 officers of the guard, 1
sergeant, 3 corpora}s, and 24 privates. There were also two officers of the d:iy. The
object of having the guards relieved every twelve hours was that every officer aml
enlisted man of the command should do a tour of duty; otherwise, during the few days
of encampment there would be some that would not have an opportunity of performing
this most important duty, and at best the time is too short for officers and men to get
only the slightest idea bow it should and ought to be performed. Guard report book
frequently not made out and signed as prescribed in regul~tions.
DRILLS.

Battalion drills were conducted by Colonel Bend. I was agreeably surprised at the
proficiency attained. He deserves great credit for organizing and bringing this regi. ment up to its present state of effioiency. Having once been an officer of the Seve?th
Regiment, National Guard State of New York, he bas the ambition and the determmation to make the First Minnesota the equal of that famous regiment.
Company commanders were well instructed int.heir duties, but on drill some did not
repeat and give commands as promptly as they should. Too much loud talking by fileclosers in explanation of movements was observed, which had a tendency to confuse the
men in ranks.
After battalion drill came the skirmish drill. For this purpose the wings were drilled
separately, one by the colonel, the other by the lieutenant-colonel or major. A good
deal of attention was paid to this; the men, as well as officers, seemed to take great
interest in it. Commands were generally correct, but at times slow in being exec?te~.
No particular fault could be found in this drill; if as well executed in active service it
would be considered admirable.
Artillery bad saber exercise and manual drill of the piece. Cavalry had saber exercise.
Company and squad drills are bad at the several armories once a week. The battery
and cavalry have drills weekly, in their armories.
REVIEWS AND PARADES.

Dress parade was held daily at 7.30 p. m., and conducted as prescribed in_tacti_cs.
But few mistakes were made, any of which might happen to a command not m daily
practice. A daily improvement in this ceremony was observed.
Monday, the 25th, the regiment was reviewed by Brigadier-General Ruger, commanding the Department of Dakota, accompanied by Lieut. R. F. Bates, bis aide-de-camp,
after which an inspection of the camp was made. On this occasion the ceremony was
as well and properly executed as could be desired.
Wednesday, the 27th, his excellency Governor McGill reviewed the troops of the command, accompanied by his staff. As might be expected, this wa.s the great day and event
of the encampment; consequently all who were in any way connected with it showed to
the best advantage. The review, therefore, was a success, conducted in the most approved
manner, and enthusiastically extolled by military visitors who witnessed it.
On the 28th was given to Col. George L. Andrews, Twenty-fifth Infantry (after whom
the camp was named), the final review of the regiment. This was without an observable
defect; wheelings ad~irably executed; remarkably steady marching; would more than
favorably compare with any regi?1ent either of the regular service or National Guard.
TARGET PRACTICE.

For this purpose the ~ort Snelling range was used, distant only a few hundred yard
f:om the ca_mp, and coo 1dered one of the hest in the Department of Dakota. In this practice great rntere. twas bown by the :fielcl staff non-commissioned staff and the com-pani of the regiment.
'
'
'
During the i~bt days' pra tiee the followinrr number of , harpsbooters and marksmen
w~r r ported, viz:, barp.110 t rn, 21; marksmen, 124-totall4 ; Company Fle::i.dingoff
with t e great ·t numb r of sharp hooter·, an<l Jive companies making none.
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The practice was at 100 200 300 and 500 yards range, conducted by. Lieut. C. S.
Williams First Regiment inspe~tor ~f rifle practice, as prescribed by general orders.
I would recommend th~t each company of the regiment should be served with 3,000
rounds of ammunition. · At present all over,2,000 rounds have to be purchased by members of companies.
· INSPECTION.

Tuesday, the 26th, was the day set apart for inspection .. It was preceded by a review, after which I made a close inspection of the troops and mfantry ca~p. The arD?-s
were all in serviceable condition. They were of old pattern and had evidently been m
service some time. Some needed slight repairs. The belts and plates were old and very
much worn, as were most of the cartridge-boxes.
I would recommend that new rifles and equipments be furnished.
The camp was in excellent police-cou,lu not have been better. The bedding was
neatly folded and placed on cots, blanket-bags neatly packed and placed at entrance of
tent, against outer etlge of tent floor. Guns in gun-racks in companies that had them,
otherwise laid at foot of bed on wire mattresses.
The review preceding the inspection, conducted by Lieutenant-Colonel Reeve, was all
that could be desired and tactically correct.
Company inspection of the battery and troop took place on their respective company
grounds the afternoon of the 27th. The inspection of both arms was conducted as prescribed in tactics. The men presented a neat and soldierly appearance. Their sabers
were in good condition. The cavalry carbines were in their tents and in excellent condition. Cavalry had no pistols. Tents were neatly arranged, the artillery having cots;
bedding folcle<l properly. The cavalry tents were also as well kept as could be under
the circumstances. They bad no cots; mattresses or bed-sacks filled with hay or straw,
placed on the ground, were used. Police of the camp was good.
Strength of the command on day of inspection.
Present.

Absent.

Total present and
absent.

Organizations.

---------------------1-- - - - - - - -------Field, staff, and band........................................................
Infantry.............................................................................
Cavalry.................. ...........................................................
Artillery ........... ...... .... ...... ...... ......... ...... ............... ...........

.12
28
3
3

30 ......... .........
312
2
263
43
10
38
26

Total. .............................................................._:···· .. · · ~ ~ - - 2 -

12
30
3
3

30
575
53
64

42
605
56
67

299 481722 770

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

The supply of medicines was small, but sufficient for the occasion. There should be
a hospital ten~ for t~e sick. Fortunately there were but very few, and these could be
take? car~ of m their res~ective companies. It is not supplied with complete sets of
surgical rnstruments, havmg no field·case. The medical officers brought with them
their own pocket-cases. This department was ably conducted under the charge of the
regimental surgeon and his assistants .
. DISCIPLINE.

The d~scipline of the command was good. Colonel Bend is particular in the matter
of ~alutmg and tbe personal ~ppearance of his men in camp; except in company streets
or rn tents, blouses w~re reqmred to b.e buttoned up. I am sure that 60 per cent. of the
C?mmand saluted theu officers and paid the proper respect by rising and standing attent10.n wheneve! they passed by. I passed through ·the camp from one flank to the other
daily, and this ~ourtesy was show~ by every. one I met. Officers, I noticed, paid the
same respect to eac? other on meetmg or passrng. Lights were generally promptly put
out at.taps ~xcept m some few cases. Obedience and cheerfulness in the performance
of their duties appeared to me to be a marked characteristic. Roll-calls were regularly
h~<l, tbe men only fairly prompt in turninO' out.
·
·
Th~ personnel o~the entire command is ~11 ~hat could be expected of organizations of
the kmd. In ~y Judgment there were a few m the regiment of infantry that were too
young all(l physically weak for acti vc service. Such should uot be cnlisteu.
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CONCLUSION.

I would recommend that the State issue 1 complete dress uniform, 1 blouse, 1 over·
coat, and 1 pair of blankets to each enlisted man of the National Guard; the uniform to be
the same as that used in the regular service, excepting the button-let that be the same
as now worn. Officers should be paid the money value of one dress suit complete, that
they may be enabled to buy uniforms. The State should, by liberal appropriations,
meet the necessary expenses that have now to be borne by individuals, to some of whom
it must be quite a tax to be a member of the National Guard.
I also recommend that the enlisted men should be subsisted on the regular service
ration for at least one-half the time while in camp; that company officers, instead of
messing with their companies, establish an officers' mess.
Camp was broken up July 29, the general being sounded at 4.30 p. m.
Finally, I wish to express my sincere thanks to Colonel Bend and the officers of his
staff for the courtesy, hospitality, and personal kindness shown to me during my visit
to his ca.mp; also, for courtesies extended to me by all officers of the regiment with
w horn I became acquainted.
Colonel Bend should be, and no doubt is, proud of having a command composed of such
excellent material, and the State can be congratulated on having such an efficient one,
that can be called upon in any emergency.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. J. V.AN HORN,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Twenty-fifth Infantry.

FORT WAYNE, DETROIT, MICH., .August 16, 1887.
ADJUTANT-GENER.ALU. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.:
GENER.AL: I have the honor to report that, in accordance with paragraph 7, Special
Orders, No. 143, current series, Headquarters of the Army, and letter of June 24, 1_88~,
from War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, I proceeded to the camp of the M1ch1gan State Troops at Island Lake, about 3 miles east of Brighton, Mich., to carry out my
orders, arriving there about noon the 3d instant.
I found the camp laid out and 583 tents pitched and ready for occupation by the go~ernor and his staff, the brigadier-general commanding and staff, and four infantry regiments, including brigade hospital. All had walls, none smaller than our wall-tent. The
soldiers had bed-sacks :filled with straw, floors in all the tents; in fact, very comfortabl_e.
J went all over camp before it was fully occupied. It conformed closely t~ that. laid
down for the Army. The site was well chosen, having natural drainage, and the samtary
arrangements made it easy to keep the camp in good police.
.
The troops were ordered to reach camp on or before sunrise, August 4, and remam
:five days. They all reached camp by 9 p. m., 3d instant, and were mustered, on arrival,
by the inspector-general and his assistants.
The camp was named ''Camp John Robertson," by order of Brig. Gen. I. C. Smith,
in honor of the late adjutant-general of the State. Orders from brigade headquarters
also prescribed the daily routine of camp duties, etc.
At reveille (sunrise) of the 4th the camp became a fact, all ready for duty, very soon
after which the ''setting-up drill" could be seen throughout the camp. It looked like
bm:iness, and was actively and energetically conducted till the encampment closed.
The following is a consolidated morning report of troops in camp on the last day of the
encampment. Daily consolidated reports were made by regiments to brigade headquarters, and there consolidated in brigade reports and sent to the adjutant-general, similar
to the manner in U. S. Army:

Organizations.

Present.

Absent.

.,;

IS~ I

J.
Q)

C)

!El
0

A

Q)

~

- - -~
6
30
31
36
31
Tot.al .................. ............ ...... ........... ..... .................. .

343
3
460

354

131 1,534

Q)

C)

.,;
J.

•
~
Q)

-,0

Total present and
absent.

~

1 .........
6
37
23
18

......~.. I

84

Q)

A
Q)

C)

IS

~

0

i
f

bl

t,I)

<

---- -7

7

349
405
492
372

379
439

138 1,618

1, 766

30

34
36
31

528

403
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Each regiment bad battalion and battalion-skirmish drill twice each day, ex1.,epting
·one day of brigade drill and the day of the governor's review. .
The uniform is good, corresponding closely to that worn by Umted States troops, and
is well adapted for field service. They have only about 600 overcoats.
The arms used are Springfield rifles, caliber .45, nearly all received this year;_ are in
fine condition and ready for any service. Cartridge-boxes (McKeever) generally m good
condition. Waist-belts mostly old, yet serviceable, but new ones needed. Gun-slings
old and too short; new ones necessary. Knapsacks good. No canteens or haversacks
in the command or on hand for issue; they are much needed, and I deem them more
important than the knapsack.
No target practice in camp or this year; recent change of arms said to be the cause;
expect to have it the coming year.
The camp and garrison equipage is ample for present force, and in good conqition.
The system followed by the staff department is very like that of the U. S. Army.
There appears to be no commissary-general of subsistence, so the quartermaster-general
performs his duties, as well as those of his own department.
Facilities for placing the forces in condition for active service and consolidating same
are good, by utilizing the railways and water routes with which the State abounds. Am
satisfied any point in it can be reached in thirty-six hours, and most of them in twelve
hours. Canteens and haversacks should be furnished.
Brigade hospital well established, with all that was necessary for care of the sick; was
not used, as no one required treatment in hospital; hence no comment necessary on
health of camp.
Sanitary condition and police of camp were excellent. Water very good; obtained
(first time) by pumping from deep water of the adjacent lake and hauled around camp.
Each regimenj; was so encamped that it had its own guard and guard-mounting, under
the immediate control of its colonel, who was present at all times, exercising supervision
and manifesting intense interest in all of its duties. From highest to lowest took deep
interest in the important duty of guards, etc., ever anxious and zealous in interchanging
military ideas to enable them to properly understand and perform their duties. From
close pe:r:sonal observation I consider the guards entitled to much credit for the manner
in which they endeavored to and did perform their duties. 'rhey have the foundation
on which to build, and showed a spirit and zeal which ultimately make good soldiers.
Michigan should be proud of its troops in camp this year, and do all in its power to encourage and foster the pride and spirit each and all in his sphere evinced in the performance of his duties.
'~he general appearance of the several regiments was excellent. All looked young,
act1 ve, energetic, and healthy, and have in them the material to make as fine soldiers as
could be found in any country.
The period of encampment (five days) was too short; if possible, the time should be
doubled.,, Quite a visible improvement in all that pertains to the duties of officers and
soldiers was seen and marked from the first to the last day of camp, when everything
was running so smoothly. With very few exceptions, no soldier mounted guard more
than once. Each soldier is allowed $1.25, in addition to 75 cents for rations, per diem
in camp and en route to and from same.
.
Each company has a cook-house, etc.; a large mess-tent, table, etc., to seat its mem~ers; a caterer and cooks, who supply and serve their meals, for which each man turns
m the 75 cents allowed for rations, and more if taste of company desires it. All live well.
The stated roll-calls were properly attended and conducted in a soldier-like manner.
~ was forcibly impressed with the quiet of the camp, both day and night, from its openmg to its close; in fact, after taps it would be bard to find a more quiet camp. This
speaks well for the alertness of sentinels and discipline of the soldiers.
?-'he brigade commander, with his staff, was here, there, and everywhere, attending
drills, parades, etc., having an eye to the condition of his command at all times. There
was one brigade drill, which was very creditable to all participants.
His excellency Governor Luce was present four out of the five days of the encampment,_was constantly riding about witnessing the various drills and ceremonies, which
occupied thA whole day, and was deeply interested and seemed to be well pleased with
~bat he saw. He reviewed the brigade and witnessed a sham fight on the 8th instant,
m presence of about eight thousand citizens, who displayed great interest in the troops,
whose soldierly ·b earing and firm and steady marching evoked much hearty and wellmerited applause from the large assemblage.
In conclusion, I take great pleasure in tendering my hearty thanks for their many acts
of courtesy and kindness to Governor LucA and staff, and Brigadier-General Smith and
~taff; i~ fact, to all othersi who were ever ready and willing to render me every assistance
m the discharge of my duties at their camp.
H. M. BLACK,
Ve.ry respectfully, your obedient servant,
Colonel Twenty-third Infantry.
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NORTHFIELD, VT., August 18, 1887.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U, S.- ARMY:
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report upon a,n inspection of the National
Guard of Vermont, at their camp at Bennington, Vt., in compliance with Special Orders,
No. 162, Adjutant-General's Office, July 15, 1887:
I arrived at the camp August 12, and found it upon a favorable and healthy site, laid
out according to tactics as far as the ground allowed. The number of troops present was
716, as follows, viz : Brigade command and staff, 5 ; one regiment, 447 men and 40 officers ; one battalion, 101 men and 6 officers ; one light battery, 80 men and 7 officers ;
also a hired band.
The per cent. of absentees was .03, one-half of which was in one co.mpany. The large
attendance indicates the interest which the militia of Vermont take in military matters.
At the same time it is evident that the enlisted men generally feel 'that muster is a place
to have a " good time."
Guard duty was not thoroughly performed ; not to mention the less serious breaches ?f
a sentinel's duty, such as standing on post to talk with each other, laying down their
guns, and similar offenses against discipline, there was usually difficulty in getting a re-.
lief on post as it was divided off at a guard mount. A man would be absent and one of
the other relief would be substituted, or two posts would be extended to cover that o[a
man who, after being posted, deserted his post and did not return even when the relief
was changed. When a relief came off post it was allowed to go to camp to rest.
The general appearance of the troops when under arms was very good, and their marching was to be highly praised. The officers and guides almost invariably had too m~ch
distance, however, and when line was formed there was a wearisome amount of closing
in. A fact which should excuse many errors is, that in the infantry only four offi_c~rs
bear date of commission older than two years ; they all appear anxious to become familiar
with their duties, and the improvement in the appearance of the command as the camp
lasted was marked.
The arms of the men are the Rpringfield rifle, model 1878, caliber .45, which have
been in their hands but a few months. Nearly every company has an armorer to ~re for
the pieces, and hence the individuals have not the sense of responsibility for their ~re
that· they should have. Most of the rifles were dusty, and many a little rusty, looking
as if no attempt had been made to clean them in camp. Target practice is not had, b1;1t
I was told that it is to be instituted soon. I found many coats torn by the front sightm
bringing the piece from a '' carry '' to an '' order arms.''
Nine companies wore gray uniforms and three blue, like the regulation blouse of the
H.egular Army. All had overcoats and blankets, and would be properly dressed for active
service. The gray uniforms were provided with white cross-belts, while the others wore
leather waist-belts only. The cartridge-box was the "Frazier," of which the flap is too
readily curled up by lying on the box, as happens on guard.
•
The tents were large wall-tents, and numerous enough to shelter twice as many men as
occupied them. Each organization had its mess-tent and accessories, where they provided their own food. In active service the State would buy the rations, as in the Regular Armv.
The light battery is horsed only during muster, when horses are hired by the State.
But few new horses need to be hired each year, so that the teams are tolerably well instructed, and the captain has the battery well under control. The cannoneers are instructed much better than the drivers. The guns are "Napoleons," four in number.
The sinks of the camp were insufficient, especially as many men suffered from diarrhP.a,
caused by the cold night air.
The hospital was well furnished, and the surgeon active and alert. To his oversight
the policing of camp seemed to be in trusted.
There was a great delay in forming companies at roll-calls, especially before undress
formations.
I should reco~mend a uniform dress for all the companies, e'pecially throughout the
re~ment. The helmet should be the same for all company officers. The newly-appomted officers should be encouraged to familiarize themselves with tactics, and all lieu~nant.s sboul~ have opportunity at home of drilling their companies. To prevent front
1gbts from berngfiled, and toprotectclotbes, sigbtcoversshould be used. Morepromptn
nt roll-cal would be advantageous. Enlistedmensbouldsalutetheirofficersmore
and _the ?fficers honld take P!lins to return salutes. The light battery would be mor~
ffi.Cl nt 1f new barn
and nfled guns were supplied to it. A permanent camp which
onld be wo~ked mooth woul~ ~a:ve mu h worry and make marching better.
. Tb up~nor offi. . rs ftb militia of rmont take a great intere tin it, and will make
it
ffe t1ve as_t~. If 1li rt ·m do. The quarterma ter-general i the only source of
:opply
the m1ht1a. If a r nd zvou fi r acti e service in the tate were ordered he
' uld · ncl th t nu t th pla th reof and give an order to buy railroad ticket.a for
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their companies to all the captains, who would provide themselves with two or three clays'
rations at the expense of the State. Further than this I understand nothing has been
contemplated.
.
On the day of the ceremonies in connection with the laying of the.~e~mingt?n battle
monument, the Thirty-second Separate Company of the New York militia was l?, c~mp,
and gave an exhibition drill before the Vermont militia, which was a very astomshrngly
perfect maneuver and excited great enthusiasm among the spectators. It showed them
what perfection is, and must have some beneficial effect upon them.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. H. CATLIN,
First Lieutenant, Second Artillery.
NEWPORT BARRACKS, NEWPORT, KY., August 20, 1887.
The ADJ:cJTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.:
Sm: In compliance with paragraph 4, Special Orders, No. 140, Headquarters of the
Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, June 18, 1887, I have the honor to make
the following report of the inspection of the camp of the artillery regiment, National
Guard of Ohio, during the period of its encampment at Delaware, Ohio, from August 10
to 15, inclusive:
I reached the city of Delaware, and reported to the adjutant-general of the State,
Maj. Gen. H. A. Axline, at the Hotel Donavin, Tuesday evening, August 9, and early
next morning reported at the camp to Col. Louis Smithnight, of the First Regiment ot
Artillery, Ohio National Guard.
ORGANIZATION.
Under orders issued May 6, 1886, all the artillery organizations in the State, consisting
of eight 4-gun batteries, numbered from 1 to 8 inclusive, were consolidated into
a regiment, designated as the First Regiment of Light Artillery, Ohio National Guard,
and the designation of the different batteri~s in the regiment changed from the numbers
to the letters numerically corresponding thereto.
The following are the :field and staff officers of tp.e regiment: Louis Smithnight, of
Cleveland, colonel; George Sintz, of Springfield, lieutenant-colonel; Edward C. Brush,
of Zanesville, major; Edward 0. Dana, of Cincinnati, major; H . M. Clewell, of Cleveland, adjutant; Alex. C. Caine, of Columbus, quartermaster; Thomas J. Cronise, of
Toledo, surgeon; B. B. Brashear, assistant surgeon; L. B. Moore, chaplain.
Each battery has a captain, one first and two second lieutenants; an assistant surgeon with rank of captain; one first, one quartermaster, one veterinary, and four line
sergeants; eight corporals; and from 40 to GO privates. The band are also enlisted men,
and are very fine musicians.
The following is a consolidated morning report of the camp:
Present.
Organizations.
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Band ....................... :.............................................................. .
Company A.......................................................................
3
CompanyB.......................................................................
4
Company 0............................................ ............ .............
5
4
Company D......... ........... ...............:.............. .....................
Company E...... .................................................................
5
Company F.......................................................................
2
Company G................... ... :... ............ ................................
4
4
Company H.......................................................................
Total .................................................................... .

Absent.

37

8
2 ........
......... ......... .........

8

,

23
59
37
41
37
57
47
63
52
416

3
9
8
18
7
8
15
7

2

75

3
4
5
4
5
2
4
4

39

23
62
41
46
41
62
55
78
59
467

23
65

50
54

59
69
57
82
63
530

EQUIPMENT .
. The armament of the batteries is as follows: Battery A, of Cleveland, four 3-inch
rifles; Battery B, of Cincinnati, four Gatling guns, caliber .45, model of 1883, with
Accles's positive feed drums; Battery C, of Zanesville, two .3-inch rifles and two Gatling
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guns, caliber .45, model of 1883, Accles's positive feed drmr<:.: Battery D, of Toledo,
two 3-inch rifles and two Gatling guns, caliber .45, model of 1~3, Accles's positive feed
drums; Battery E, of Springfield, two 3-inch rifles and two Gatling guns, caliber .45,
model of 1883, Accles's positive feed drums; Battery F, of Akron, two 3-inch rifles and
two 6-pounder bronze guns; Battery G, of Marietta, four 12-pounder Napoleon guns;
Battery H, of Columbus, four 6-pounder bronze guns.
There are no traveling forges or battery wagons in the regiment, but each of the
pieces is supplied with a good limber and caisson.
The harness is old, but most of it is entirely serviceable, and each battery has
enough to harness up if necessary.
Each of the Gatling guns is fully supplied with all the necessary tools, and in their
proper chests, but the 3-inch rifles need many implements and equipments, having
usually only the lanyard, priming-wire, and thumb-stall.
All the pieces and limbers are in good, sound condition, with the exception of three
carriages of Battery A, which were somewhat injured at target practice.
The men are armed with sabers, but they have no haversacks, knapsacks, or canteens.
The State owns no horses for this regiment.
THE CAMP.

The camp was about a mile and a half from the city of Delaware, on the line of the
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis Railroad, and near a small lake. The
park was established as a basis for the camp, 32 pieces in line, at 14 yards interv~l,
making a line about 498 yards long. The battery streets were perpendicular to this,
with a width of 56 yards, the center one being 112 yards. Then came headquarters
parallel to the park. There were four mess-tents on each of the flanks. This made
the camp too extended, and calls could not be heard through the camp, and sometimes,
failing to be transmitted, caused a slight confusion.
I would suggest a future arrangemeRt by which the camp is closer, establishing some
other basis than the park.
The drainage was good, location healthy, and the ground readily absorbed moisture,
so that we were not troubled with mud. The water in the vicinity being too hard,
water was brought to camp in wagons constructed for the purpose and distributed. .
There is sufficient tentage to comfortably shelter the men, but some of the battenes
should have had more for absolute comfort, being too crowded. The tents are walltents, and in good condition. I noticed many tents put up without flies, and upon
questioning found that some of the tents had none. I saw many flies about camp,
however, used for other purposes, and presumably all could be found. Each tent
should have its proper fly, and when put up the fly should be placed in its proper place.
In many cases they were placed in front of the tent for shade, giving a ragged appearance to the line.
The police of the camp was excellent.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

The medical department, as such, has no property. There are no hospital tents or
supplies to be drawn. The surgeon is authorized to buy such stores as he thinks necessary before coming into camp or in active service, but no provision is made for their
care and preservation in camp; he is not provided with a medicine chest or pannier. Tho
stores remaining are kept until next year. The surgeon must furnish his own instruments, the State providing none. This department should have a more complete system of record books, etc. The sanitary condition of camp was excellent, the rations
ample and well cooked, and there were no complaints concerning food d,uing camp.
No serious cases of sickness occurred during camp.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

The _adjutant-gen_eral (!f the State is, during peaee, also the quartermaster-general,
and direct fro~ his office come all contracts for transportation, etc. The regjmental
quarterma.'3~r 1s also the. commissary of, subsistence, and buys his stores in market at
lo~est attamable. rates without competition. The State allows 40 cents a day for
rat10ns, and by this means the men could be placed in the field any time and easily
supplied_and rationed.
RECORD BOOKS.

An order book and_ a roster of the regiment were the only books at headquarters, and
th
were not :applied by the State. There should e a consolidated morning-report
book, as the separate blanks are liable t.o be lo t or misplaced ; a book of letters sent,
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letters received, etc. In some of the various batteries the records are very nicely :1nd
accurately kept, but in many they are somewhat neglected. At the guard tents there
should also be a guard book, the reports being now made on separate blanks.
MESS ARRANGEMENTS.

Each battery had a mess-tent and kitchen. The band mess with Battery A. The cooking was done in some cases by enlisted men and in some cases by hired cooks. The mess
furniture was usually tin plates and cups, and in some cases oil-cloth table-cloths were
spread on the tables. The tables and mess-tents were kept neatly and nkely, and the
kitchens were neat and orderly. The meals consisted of rice, beans, potatoes, corn, cabbage, and other vegetables; fresh beef, mutton, pork, corned beef, and salt pork or
bacon ; bread and butter and coffee. Each battery had a separate bill from the quartermaster's allowance, and in some cases the meals were quite elaborate. The rations were
drawn in the morning and kept in the quartermaster-sergeant's tent, near each kitchen.
Everything was neat about them.
TACTICAL INSTRUCTION.

The drills were generally the standing gun drill, and all oftbe batteries were quite good
at it. The drill of Battery A, of Cleveland, is perfection. Much time and care bas been
given to this drill. It was a pleasure to witness to what a state this drill could be hrought.
The men are all thoroughly conversant with the names of the various implements and
equipments, parts of gun-carriage, limber, etc.
·
The same could be said of Battery B, of Cincinnati, in regard to the Gatling-gun drilJ,
the men dismounting and assembling the gun readily. Much credit is due these two
batteries for the patient attention paid to details.
·
f\ll of the batteries were visited at various times, Battery E being the only one which
dnlled mounted, and I consider it a well-drilled battery. Distances were kept well, dressing fair, officers and guidon always at their proper posts, and could be placed in active
service at any time.
B~ttery C, of Zanesville, drills quite well for the length of time they have been in the
service.
I d_id not get an opportunity to see Battery H at drill ; upon riding through the street
at drill-call I found only one private, and he knew nothing about drill-call or anything
else. More attention should be paid to duty in this battery.
~be saber-belts were many of them worn too long, and hung very loosely about the
waist ; the men should pay more attention to blackening and polishing them. Every
battery executes ''return-saber'' wrong. At the command ''return'' the sabers are
placed in the scabbard about six inches, instead of being held at a "present." This
should be corrected, and a uniform meth'od adopted through the regiment. Many also
neglect to unhook sabers when drawing or returning saber.
In ~any of the. details of drilling the men were negligent ; in asking one of the men at
a Gatlmg gun to aim at a tree about 600 yards away so as to hit it about 3 feet above the
~round, he neglected to raise the sight to the 600 yards. The men should be instructed
rn all the details of camp life before coming to camp, but it was very pleasing to see how
easily they were acquired.
The parades and reviews were very good, exceptionally so, due to the careful management of _the adjutant. During the first parade the intervals were not good, and there
was considerable unnecessary mising of hands in ranks ; but one caution at the school
corrected all this, and after the first evening there was very little. ·
Many of the commissioned officers are somewhat deficient in the general military knowledge requisite to a full comprehension of their duties; they should each and every one
becom~ conversant with tactics, not only just that part they are accustomed to drill by,
but with the subject in general; study military law and customs of the service, and remember that they can become good and thorough officers only by hard and patient study.
The re~pect of the men can only be gained by those officers who show themselves to be
acquamted with their duties and punctual and exact in their performance.
At reviews the dress was very good, but the distance not accurately kept. Many of the
sergeants saluted the reviewing officer, and some of the commissioned officers failed to
do so. The parade and review for Governor J. B. Foraker, Friday evening, was very
good.
GUARD DUTY.

As only two of the batteries at this camp were mounted, and there was no infantry, it
was thought best to have a general o-uard mounting of the infantry form. It would be
un,iust 1:° criticise this, because it w~ entirely new and unexpected; but after the first
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morning they succeeded very well, and Sunday morning the mistakes were few and individual ones. The officers of the guard were not thoroughly conversant with their duties,
nor were the sentinels, although a pamphlet of instructions had been issued by the adjutant-general of the State before going into camp; but even though they were not thoroughly enough instructed as to duties and forms of saluting, the desire to do everything
right was very evident ; they were al ways soldierly and courteous on post, and presented
a fine appearance, being neat and clean. Although the manner might be criticised,-they
always saluted, and I heard of no one passing unchallenged. The officers should more
carefully instruct the men in this very important duty; upon them depends the safety of
a camp or position, and they should rigidly enforce all orders given thel)l.
Although the guard detail was made with the intention of leaving each battery enough
men to drill, they were sometimes disabled by this and other details. I would suggest at
future encampments enough infantry to guard the encampment, or have each batery as a
whole detailed for guard.
TARGET PRACTICE.

Targt=ts were erected across the railroad from camp; they were placed against haystacks, the one for the 3-inch rifle being 1,033 yards distant, and for the Gatlin~ g~ns
about 350 yards. The 1::trge targets were 12 by 12 feet, and divided into squares of a foot
by horizontal and vertical lines and numbered. The firing commenced Thursd~y, and
continued morning and evening the rest of the week. The shot was all Eureka solid shot,
and, considering the distance and the fact that almost every shot was fired by a new man,
I consider the record extremely creditable to them. Battery A has t he best record. The
records of all the batteries were carefully kept.
In this connection I will speak of the sights used ; they were all pendulu!fl hausse
sights, made by Corporal W. C. Frazee, of Battery A, who is a skillful mechan_ic. ~hey
were narrowed above, to prevent vibration on account of the wind, and the front sight
has a protecting and shading cylinder permanently attached to it. They were very accurate. Friday afternoon Captain Hopkins put 267 shots out of 300 into a ~mall tar~e.t at
350 yards with a Gatling gun. Saturday afternoon 22 skirmish figures mall pos1t10ns
were fired at 350 yards, and a contest took place. Battery B, of Cincinnati, took the
prize, hitting 11 of the .figures out of 100 shots.
INSPECTION.

Sunday, although somewhat rainy, I inspected the entire command. The guard ~as
inpected first, and presented a very creditable appearance. The band wa~ next lllspected, and the men were all neat, clean, hair cut, clothes brushed, shoes polished, aod
instruments bright.
Battery D, on the right, was then inspected at the pieces. Many of the men were recruits, and not thoroughly conversant with their duties or the names of implements,
parts of gun, carriage, etc., but all of the men enlisted for any length of time we:e well
drilled. The police of the park was not good; chief of sections did not execute mspection saber; harness all on racks properly, but not oiled or blackened, and had no~ been
for a long time. At formation in battery street the formation was infantry, not artillery;
sabers and scabbards rusty; belts not properly cared for; uniforms carefully brushed,
with one exception; policing of battery street and parade poor, and order concerning bedsacks not complied with, the loose straw being somewhat scattered.
Battery B was then inspected at the pieces; men all at proper pm;ts; guns in good ord~r,
polished and ready for service; tools in proper place. This battery took the first prize
at Washington, D. C., for Gatling gun drill. The harness all upon racks in proper order,
well oiled, pliable, and black; and valises packed. This is exactly the same harness as
that issued to the rest of the regiment, and is an example of what can be done with it.
This is a very good battery. At inspection in battery street, formation correct; sabers
and scabbards bright; belts in excellent condition; tents all carefully looped up and well
policed.
Ba:.~ry C ~as then inspected at pieces; chief of section posted wrong, and did not execute m pect10n saber;" gunners conversant with duties, parts of gun, etc.; harness well
arrang~, but 1:ot blackened or oiled. At inspection in battery street, sabers and s~bbards Im ht with few exceptions; clothes brushed; hair short; uniform old but serviceable; ten well arranged, and police generally good.
Battery w then ins~ected; in pection well conduated; battery properly formed;
the gu w re not v ry bright, muzzles dirty and bore discolored· the men knew the
nam ofpai: of pi c and car:ia~e very gen~rally; harness on racks properly, but not
hla,.:ked or 11 cl, me . trap. m1 . mg,_but the ets could very ea ily be completed. In
batt ry str et ro n n
and lean; umfi rm old-and some of it carcely serviceable-but
n l brn. h cl.
att ry prop rly form cl; tent'! well policed. Many little details of
ch
n ,1 ·ted, · llar. nob k cl, nncl hnttons and some cap ornaments missing.
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Battery H was then inspected at pieces; battery well formed; o_vercoats not hooked at
collar; sabers not drawn; pieces not well cared for; harness not oiled or blackened. In
battery street, men not erect or soldierly, sabers not polished, straps not blackened, so°:1-e
cap8 without numbers or ornaments, and blouses not hooked; many had a red bra1d
around collar not uniform; some of the uniform scarcely serviceable, some not brushed.
Gcner:il police of tents good, but not all provided with bed-sacks.
Battery A was then inspected; battery well formed; dressed all at proper posts; guns
polished; muzzles and bore clean, and carriages newly painted. This battery presented
a fine appearance at inspection, being picked men, well uniformed, neat, a.nd soldierly,
and drilling to perfection. Men well acquainted with parts of piece and carriage. In
battery parade ground, sabers and scabbards polished, nickle plated, straps black. Harness neatly arranged, and well oiled and bla,c kened; tents carefully arranged, well policed;
uniform carefully arranged on bed or hung in regular order on pegs. It was a pleasure
to inspect them. The guns should be painted or blued.
Buttery E was then inspected; this was the only battery mounted when inspected;
formation good; all at proper posts; harness carefully and properly adjusted, except collars, which could only be fixed by hiring horses with collars and hames; harness not carefully oiled or blackened; police good; tents carefully arranged; sabers bright, and straps
fairly good.
·
Battery P was then inspected, and found in very good condition; harness not well
oiled or blackened; one disabled wheel should have been replaced by spare wheel before
inspection; sabers fairly well polished; tents well policed and arranged.
The inspection concluded with mess-tents, store-rooms, sinks, etc. Everything in good
condition.
The in~pector was accompanied during this long inspection by the adjutant-general,
assistant adjutant-general, Colonel Meade, of the governor's staff, and by the fiel(l and
staff of the regiment, and during inspection of mess-tents and kitchen by Surgeon Cronise.
CLOTHING.

The uniform adopted is the United States regulation for artillery, but the button is
the State button. If new tbis is very serviceable, but generally not well fitting; much
?f it has been in the service too long. I would suggest that blouses and trousers be
issued unmade, and an allowance be made for fitting them to the men, or that more careful issues be made. The captains should measure each man before making requisitions.
If a ma:n has a neat and well-fitting uniform, his pride in his personal appearance, and
thereby in his organization, is greatly increased.
COLORS.

The regiment was presented with a beautiful stand of colors by Capt. E. G. Donaldson, of Battery H, and Colonel Smithnight in accepting them on behalf of the regiment
~acle a speech which should be remembered by every one in the regiment while march1pg under them.
.
TACTICS.

Captain Hopkins, of Toledo, prepared a system of tactics applicable to the improved
Gatlin~ gun, which I heard read and discussed at a meeting of the board appointed for
the purpose, and I consider it a very good system, and recommend its adoption as a
standard throughout the United States.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The inspector held each day at 1. 30 p. m. a school for the non-commissioned officers,
and in the evening one for the commissioned officers. They were attentive and seemed
to learn much. The non-·commissioned officers were marched up in squares and reported
promptly, while it was almost impossible to get the commissioned officers together, who
s~ould be more prompt and not allow their men to set them the example. The instructions were the general courtesies and customs of the service. After the first school, salutes
were more promptly given and all those little details of courtesy better attended to.
These schools should be held at the armories during the year, and the improvement
will become apparent at once; many men will learn by listening when they fail to learn
or to t<>ach themselves in other ways .
. Discipline of the troops was excellent, and each tried to do his duty promptly an~ to
h1::1 best understanding, and at the close of camp soldiers would rise, stand at attent1~m,
put on or button up their blouses at the approach of the inspector, the officers reportmg
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result of roll-calls at tattoo and reveille, while when camp commenced they neglected
this, although an order to that effect had been published. There seemed to be a marked
military courtesy, which extended through the entire regiment. There was a prompt
and cheerful obedience to orders and a self-respecting and prompt response to the requirements of military courtesy, and that deference which indicates consideration for the feelings and respect for each other. By such a spirit as this the regiment can not fail to be
brought to the highest state of efficiency. To this general rule tihere were, of course, a
few exceptions, but it is hoped that those will either follow the example set them or leave
the regiment. The ~tandard of this regiment is very high; all are men of intelligence
and fair education. There were no cases of intoxication noted, although there was plenty
of manly sport and pleasant frolic after the fatiguing duties of the day. Their conduct
and bearing throughout are deserving of the highest commendation; they all seemed to
realize that they had come for the purpose of military instruction and discipline, and,
although many of them had this as their only summer vacation, they did their duty
cheerfully and prompted by the desire to perfect themselves in all the attainment.s of
true soldiers.
For the brief time of camp, practically four days, and the disadvantages under which
they labored, I consider the results attained as extremely creditable to them, and their
conduct and bearing as extremely creditable to their State.
·
Other than the recommendations which I have made, I will only say that they should
be more military and strict in their armories during the year-be soldiers at all tim~s.
From what I Raw during this encampment, the benefits derived from my instr~ct10n,
and the progress made even during this short time, I think that the value to this and
other States by a permanent <'letail of a regular officer of the Army, attached to the ~ovemor's staff as instructor and inspector, would be almost incalculable. It is impossible
to do very much during the encampments, but, working all the time, the progress would
be rapid.
.
In conclusion, I desire to thank the adjutant-general and all the officers of the r~giment, particularly Colonel Smithnight, for the many courtesies extended to me durmg
my visit to camp, which made it very pleasant for me.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. S. BENTON,
Second Lieutenant, TMrd Artillery.

LITTLE ROCK BARRACKS, ARK., J11,ly 20, 1887.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C. :
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of inspection of the Second and Third Regiments Alabama State Troops:
THE SECOND REGIMENT.
This regiment, Col. Thomas G. Jones, commanding (ten companies of infantry, one
battery of artillery, and one troop of cavalry-present, 364 ; absent, 410 ; aggregate,
774-all stationed near the central portion of the State), encamped near Montgomery,
June 7- 17, 1887. -A small percentage of attendance in some companies indicated a number of non-active members, which class should be weeded out previous to each encampment.
THE CAMP.
At the beginning of the camp the national colors were raised with appropriate honors.
The tents, arranged as prescribed in tactics, were pitched in a beautiful grove of the
bigb1anc~ euburb -preferable as regards health and comfort to the low, open ground of
the previous camp (18 5). T~e cavalry troop encamped separately, but near by. The
tent were floored. The police of the camp was bad. The entire camp should be
clean d at morning fatigue calJ, and again before parade. The guard-house, a strong
wooden _structure, marked the front of the camp. The sanitary arrangements were
ood; smk for officers _and men were well constructed and of sufficient capacity, but
not k~pt w~ll co~ered Wlt~ ea: h or otherwise in good order. The officers' sink should
be located in a difii r nt cl1rect1on from the men's sink. A good bath-house and a barberh?P under a competent b~rb r, where soap and towels could be obtained at reasonable
pn , woul _be a nv ~1 n · to the compani s from a di tance. The failure to comp) te an a
an w ll, dnven for th occru i n, necel itated hauling the water, at con1dembl
and tr nbl , from a di. tanc . The water used was pure and fresh.
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Attention was paid to keeping the tent-walls raised from reveille to retreat, securing a .
good circulation of air in the tents and through camp.
INSTRUCTION.

(1) Drills and ceremonies.-Passes were freely granted, interfering somewhat with the
performance of the usual military duties during the day. This regiment contains two
companies-Company A (Amerine's) and Company D (Bibb's)-ranking among the b~st
drilled in the "school of \he company " in the country. Most of the other compames
drill very creditably in the company movements. During the year each company drills
once a week. Such limited instruction, however, does not meet with the requirements
of an efficient modern company. During the spring the companies should be thoroughly
instructed in company skirmish drill. Sufficient attention was not paid to battalion
drill and battalion skirmish drill. The simpler battalion movements at first should be
selected and drilled during the encampment.
The various ceremonies were executed promptly and with tactica~ accuracy. The artillery drilled in the school of the soldier and schools of the battery mounted (twice)
and dismounted .
. The State should provide suitable horses for drill, which should be kept at the camp
and cared for by the battery. The captain of the battery is a thorough artilleryman,
and the officers and men enthusiastic in their work, notwithstand,ing the many difficulties in the way of maintaining an efficient mounted artillery service in the State troops.
The cavalry is a fine body of horsemen, excellent riders, many owning their horses,
which. are spirited. The troop having been organized but a short time, drills as cavalry
only fairly.
An officers' school-subjects : battalion drill and the administration of a post-should
be held daily during the encampment.
A non-commissioned officers' school-subjects: company drill, duties of guides, and administration of a company-with the captain as instrnctor, should be held weekly during
the winter months. A thorough study of the State military code, regulations, and tactics is recommended to all officers and non-commissioned officers during their tour of
service in the camp of instruction.
(2) Gnard dntv.-The duties and responsibilities of guards ~nd sentinels were duly
explained to all interested. Maj. R. H. Steiner; a most competent officer, was detailed
in special charge of this work. Grand rounds and frequent inspections revealed that the
camp was faithfully and intelligently guarded. I spent several hours on different nights
making rounds and instructing sentinels, at the request of thil colonel. The good results obtained by this system would be verified in case the regiment should be called
into active service against rioters or other enemies of the State or nation.
(3) Target practice.-I regret to report that no target practice was indulged in this
year by this regiment. The importance of this work seems fully understood, and I trust
will be duly recognized at the next camp. The field battery has artillery practice with
good results on the range down the river about once a quarter. Prize competitions in
shooting between the different sections of the battery are earnestly recommended.
(4) Discipline and 1nilitary courtesies.-The discipline as administered by the colonel
is firm hut just. The conduct of the men was, in general, soldierly. The officers, however, seemed to leave many minor cases requiring discipline during camp for correction
by the colonel. With the exception of one company, the regiment is in a good state of
discipline. A regimental spirit and a desire to improve as soldiers of the nation and
State pervade the rank 11.nd file.
The non-commissioned officers of each company should be required to tent together
and sit together at the mess tables. The prohibition of the sale of intoxicating liquors
in the vicinity of the camp, as required by the State laws, was rigorously enforced, with
good effect. No religious exercises were held during the Sunday spent in camp. The
attainment of a high degree of military courtesy in his regiment was one of the main objects of the colonelduringthis camp. Orders reciting these requirements were published.
The confinement of men neglecting to salute was ordered. Indeed, I have never been in
a camp with State troops where salutes were so generally rendered.
ADMINISTRATION.

(1) Ordnance department. -The regiment uses the Springfield rifle, caliber .45, new,
and the regulation equipments, in good order, except the brasses were not generally
cleaned. Care should be taken to keep these in serviceable condition. A small supply
of ammunition is kept on band at regimental headquarters and 1,000 ball cartridges
at each company's armory. The necessity for a competent regimental ordnance sergeant, to take charge of the ammunition and ordnance sto1·es, was apparent. He should
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also be a skilled gunsmith, andact'as regimental armorer, being provided with the regulation ordnance set of tools, and receiving a small pay for work during camp at least. I
would respectfully recommend that this regiment be supplied with the infantry equipments, ''blanket-bag pattern," by the State, by means of its annual allowance.
The battery, armed with pistols and sabers, has two 6-pounder brass guns, two 3-inch
rifles, and one Gatling gtrn, with two caissons. I would recommend that the two brass
guns be tu·rned in and replaced by a Gatling gun, .45 caliber, latest model, with Accles's
feed magazine, and .twocaissonscomplete, forthese Gatling guns; thus convertingitinto
a four-gun battery, with one rifle platoon and one Gatling-gun platoon. The fine personnel
of this battery warrants this expense if the State military authorities intend to maintain
this battery on an effective basis. A system of gradual equipment, involving several
years to complete, is suggested.
(2) Quartermaster's department.-The transportation arrangements to and from camp
are made by the quartermaster. The regiment has a fair supply of hospital and wall
tents for about five hundred men, four men per t~nt. The companies, with one noticeable exception, were provided with a fatigue uniform, generally resembling that worn in
the U. S. Army. All had full-dress uniform, differing in cut and color, and produci~ga
varied and unmilitary appearance at regimental formations. · Owing to the recogmzed
difficulty of keeping clean linen in camp or other active service, I would suggest the wearing of a light and neat dark-blue shirt. A light leather legging is also serviceable. A
regimental full-dress uniform should be adopted and adhered to. For summea wear I
would suggest the white summer helmet, with spike and chin-strap; a dark-blue or gray
dress-coat, army pattern; and white pants. I .w ould respectfully recommend that the
State pay for a suitable fatigue uniform, either by appropriation or by means of its allotment from the regular Congressional appropriation.
The regiment is provided with national but no regimental colors. This latter stimulus
to regimental pride should be secured as soon as possible, and a permanent color guard
detailed.
·
(3) Commissary department.-The regimental mess arrangementsconsisted of a wooden
kitchen, store-room, and large dining shed, containing a good range, tables, benches, and
other conveniences. The regiment owns its cooking utensils and china-ware. The food
was of good quality, well cooked, and nicely served. Cost of ration (cost per man per
day) 54 cents, paid by the State. The mess reflected much credit upon the commissary
officers. The formation of a separate mess for officers during camp would bring theo~cers closer together. Companies were marched to and from the mess-hall under their
officers.
Both the quartermaster and commissary officers send their bills and list of debts, through
the proper military cha.noels, to the adjutant-general, who submits them to the governor
for approval. The accounts are paid by warrants of the State treasurer. The proper
vouchers are then filed in the office of the State auditor, where they are carefully scrutinized.
·
(4) JJfedical department.-The hospital was supplied with instruments and the ordinary remedies. A morning siek report was rendered to regimental headquarters.
(5) .Adjutant.-The regimental r~cords are fairly kept. Printed passes, guard, morning and sick reports, etc., were used. The company morning reports were consolidated
as usual. The companies, however, seem to pay but little attention to their records,
wllich should form valuable histories of their commands. Every company should keep a
descriptive book, an order book, morning-report book, letters-received book, and lett~rssent book. The Second Regiment band showed evidence of steady improvement dun~g
the past two years. The musicians play with a good military step, and maneuvertact1cnlly. A drum and fife corps, composed of two musicians assigned to each company,
would furnish the necessary field music. One trumpeter for the cavalry and two for the
battery are also needed.
THE THIRD REGIMENT,

This regi~ent, Col. S. W. John, commanding (eight companies of infantry and one
battery of artillery-present, 17? ; absent, 176 ; aggregate, 352-all stationed in the western, central, and northern portions of the State),encamped near Selma July7-13, 1887.
The compani~ in this State are assigned to regiments with regard to'railroad facilities
for concentration rather tha,n to geographical position.
THE CAMP.

The camp wa tactically laid out in a shady grove, 2 miles by rail from the city.
Ten were ~oored. Th~ p:uard-hou"e, kitchen, officers' and men's mess-sheds, sentryhox an<l ·wks w r _'t~1tahl wooden structur . A tall flag-staff, with the national
col , mark d th P 1tion of the camp from afar. The police of the camp was excellent.
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The officers' sinks were at some distance from the men's sinks, all of which were well
ma<le and kept in good order. The bath-rooms, six in number, w~re provi~ed with running waternnct wooden tubs. Wooden benches would complete this convemence. Pn_re,
fresh water was supplied by an artesian well, which has flowed an abundant and pulsatrng
st ream for years. A pipe led the wn,ter to the bn,th-house.
The tent walls should have been raised regularly from reveille until retreat, the bedding frequently aired, n,nd the tent floors raised now and then for the benefit of the health
and comfort of the command. As a rule, passes were too freely granted.
INSTRUCTION.

(1) Drills and ccremonies.-This regiment contains two companies well drilled in the
school of the company, three fairly so, and three that need further instruction. I can
not too strongly recommend that all these companies be ordered to practice the company
skirmish drill during the spring months. Battalion drill, with good progress, occupied
the evening drill hour. The colonel explained each movement before execution, and
then corrected the errors committed. Wh~n reasoi;iably well instructed in all the simpler
battalion movements necessary to place the battalion in any given position, the instruction should be extended to the battalion skirmish movements.
The battery drilled in the school of the soldier, dismounted, and the school of the bat- ·
ter,y, mounted (twice) and dismounted.
The ceremonies were generally well executed.
(2) Guard duty . .,_Only fairly performed. The officers of the guard, as a rule, did not
seem well informed as to what was required of them at guard mounting or when marching on and off guard. In many instances sentinels did not walk their posts or carry their
pieces in a military manner. Salutes were not generally correctly given. Challenges at
11ight were neither prompt nor peremptor_y. The tactics, Regan's Manual, Kennon's
"Duties of Guards and Sentinels," and other service literature, easily obtainable, leave
but little excuse for these omissions. The detail of an officer of the regiment, having a
thorough knowledge of this important duty, in special charge thereof, would be followed
by tencficial results.
(3) Tar,r;et practice.-Every man present was required to fire ten rounds at 100, 200,
or 300 yards, according to his record at last year's practice. The firing was creditable,
especially that by Company H (Payne's), which came from the mountainous district of
north Alabama. Lieut. R. D. Walker was detailed as regimental instructor of rifle practice, and faithfully performed his arduous duties. The colonel of the regiment gave his
warm snpport to all measures tending to the improvement of his command in rifle practice. The results of this practice were announced in orders _t.9 the regiment.
The battery (Pitt's) should also practice on a suitable range during the encampment.
(4) Discipline and military coiirtesies.-The colonel and lieutenant-colonel both gradu-,
ates of Stnte military institutions, are strict disciplinarians. Accordingly, during camp,
many of the company officers seemed to shift the responsibility for good order and military
discipline upon the shoulders of these officers. Captains, as a rule, did not maintain
quiet in their company streets after taps. An officer should be in direct charge of each
company street for one-half hour after taps, or longer if necessary. The State law in
regard to intoxicating liquors was strictly carried out .
. No religious exercises were held on Runday, owing to rainy weather, although prepara. bon was made for an open-air servic~ by the regimental chaplain.
ADMINISTRATION.

Total State appropriation for these purposes, $7,500.
(1) Ordnance deparfment.-The Springfield rifle, caliber .45, and regulation equipments "ere used by the regiment. Upon inspection, I found that the pieces of some
compauies were old and should be replaced by the State authorities as soon as practicable.
Excepting Companies A (Shelley's) and F (Wilkins's), I regret to report that the pieces
were not in a proper condition to be presented for inspection. This state of affairs is
primarily Jue to want of attention on the part of captains to this matter. As good care
shonlll be taken of these weapons as of any other valuable property belonging to the
State. Au armorer, paid by each company and provided with the ordnance regulation
box of cleaning material to keep its guns and equipments in perfect order, is the best
expedient.
·
Bra ses on equipments were not cleaned, as a rule. Noother thanmilitarybadgesindicatiug merit, in drill or target practice are allowed to be worn in this regiment when
uuder arms. I would respectf'µlly recommend that the regiment he equipped as soon as
practicable on a field basis, as suggested for the Second Regiment.
·
The battery of this regiment is equipped with two 3-inch rifles and one Gatl~ng ~un,
anu ha!-.! no caissons. l wonld recommend that it, retain its rifle guns, bnt b<:l marntamed
llS a Gatling battery by adding one Gatling gnn and two Gatling-gun caissons.
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(2) Quartermaster's department.-The regiment owns its supply of tents, as follows: 2
very large tents, 4 hospital tents, 64 wall-tents-total, 70; also, a supply of camp tools.
A basin, dipper, and bucket are issued to the occupants of ·each tent. Mattresses were
provided for all. Camp-stools and a simple gun-rack attached to the rear tent-pole should
be supplied. Lockers or small boxes for each tent are conveniences. This regiment
should be supplied by State appropriation with a fatigue uniform. 'fhe regiment is provided with a handsome set of national and regimental colors and marker flags.
(3) Commissary department.-Well conducted; cost of rations, of good quality and well
cooked, 50 cents, paid by the State. Companies were marched to and from the messhall under their first sergeants. The officers' mess, separated and distinct from the men's
mess, is working good results in fostering a regimental spirit among the officers.
t4) .llledical department.-Neither surgical instruments nor medicines were supplied.
The State authorities should equip a hospital tent, comfortably with bunks, etc., and provide the necessary medicines from the State appropriation. A medical knapsack, contai_ning surgical instruments and the usual remedies, is suggested for active service.
( 5) Adjutant. -The records and correspondence were fairly kept up. 'fhe Third Regiment band is in a poor condition, and needs reorganization upon a sound basis. A dtum
corps is in process of formation, which will be a great aid to the regiment. The Alabama
(University) Corps of Cadets drum corps (drum-major and ten members) presented a
handsome appearance and furnished txcellent martial music.
INSPECTIONS.

I made thorough inspections of each regiment under arms, and noticed decided improvement in each over their condition as revealed by my inspections of 1885.
STATE MILITARY POLICY.

The growth of a popular military spirit in this State is one of the most gratifying
signs of the times. The State military policy should be directed into the proper ch~nnels. At present the.:;e questions are in the hands of the governor as commander-mchief, the adjutant-general, and the colonels of the three regiments, all educated military
men as well as citizens most highly respected in their communities.
GOVERNMENTAL AID.

(1) All interested in the welfare of the State military seemed gratified at the increase_d,
amount and enlarged provisions of the Government appropriation for the militia; yet, if
the intention of the authorities is to keep the National Guard armed and equipped at all
times for active service, an act of Congress providing for the ex.change of obsolete weapons
and equipments issued to these troops would seem advisable. .
(2) I believe that the detail by the War Department of an Army officer to report_ to
the governor to assist him in any desirable way in his military duties would meet with
favor. It is not intended that this officer have any rank in the State troops, or that_~e
should interfore in any way whatever with the adjutant-general or any other State nnhtary officer.
(3) At the request of the governor of a State, one officer of the State infantry should
be allowed to pursue, at his own expense, a short practical course of instruction at the
U. S. Infantry School ; one officer of the State artillery and one officer of the State cavalry should be given similar privileges at Fort Monroe and Fort Riley, when established.
(4) The presence of regular troops at these camps of instruction, when specially ap ..
plied for by the governor, would establish a good standard of discipline.
(5) '.rhe State artillery should be allowed the privilege of practice with the guns and
mortars of the forts at the entrance of Mobile Bay, the officers making themselves thoroughly acquainted with the depth of water, currents, distances, and similar features of
the bav.
·ram, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN T. THOM"PSON,
Second Lieutenant, Second Artillery.

MADISON BARRACKS, N. Y., July 8, 1887.
U. S. ARMY,
Washingwn, D. C.:
m: In obedience to paragraph 15, Special Orders, No. 125, current series, Head~
~uart. of the Army, AclJntant-Genen.l's ffice, and letter of instructions from Adju·
tant,. neral s ffice, dated Jun 2, 1 7 I have tho honor io report herein the result
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of my inspection and observation of so much of the National Guard State of New York
as was on duty at the State camp of instruction near Peekskill during the period from
,June 18 to July 5, 1887.
I left Madison Barracks June 17, arriving at the camp the following morni:~1g. The
camp of instruction at or near Peekskill is a military post, having been so constituted by
General Orders, No. 20, general headquarters State of New York, adjutant-general's
office, Albany, May 16, 1887. The post commander is Maj. Gen. Josiah Port.er, adjutantgeneral of the State, and who is assisted by a very complete and efficient staff.
The garrison of the post consisted of the regiments and other organizations ordered
into camp for one week's service, and then reiieved by others for an equal length of
· time.
The camp is· situated upon a high plateau, on the east bank of the Hudson River,
commanding a beautiful view down the river, and is about 4 miles by road from the
town of Peekskill. The property comprises about 137 acres, and belongs to the State,
having been purchased for military purposes. Great improvements have been made
from year to year, and others are contemplated for the future. Since last summer a
thorough system of sewerage bas been established, water-closets and bath-houses constructed, anrl the drainage of the camp generally made complete. Its sanitary condition bas been made as perfect as skill and .money can render it.
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

The troops were messed by contract. A large building, capable of seating nearly or
quite nine hundred persons, has been built for a mess-ball, and includes a commodious
kitchen with steam cooking apparatus. A score of skilled waiters was in attendance.
Three times each day the troops were marched to the mess-hall, where were found
awaiting them substantial meals, excellently cooked. I heard .o f no fault whatever being found, and the arrangements reflect great credit upon the officers who designed the
system and the contractors who carried it into effect. Ration returns were made out
daily for the number of men in camp, sent to the post adjutant, and if found correct were
approved and orders issued for the number of meals req,uired.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

The chief of ordnance, Brig. Gen. Joshua Varian, also acted as quartermastergeneral. Under his supervision all the improvements were made and the camp ground
put in readinesss for the reception of the troops. Tents were pitched, floored, furnished
with cots, mattresses, blankets, and other necessary articles before the arrival of the
troops. All articles of quartermaster property were regularly turned over by the acting quartermaster-general to the regimental quartermaster, receipted for by thf latter,
an<l then at the end of the week transferred again to the acting quartermaster-general,
to be reissued to the next regiment to arrive.
The tentage was in excellent order, made of heavy duck; wall-tents for the men and
line officers, and a wall-tent and hospital tent for each field officer. Transportation or
t~e troops was by contract with railroad companies and steamboats, and all troops arnved and departed upon schedule time.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

The medical department was under the general supervision of Surg. Gen. J. D.
Bryant. He, however, visited the post at intervals, making careful inspections when be
dicl come. ln the mean time the senior surgeon of the regiment was post surgeon. He
made frequent inspections, generally twice each day, and reported to the post commander all matters that needed attention.
There was but little Rickness in camp, and that of a temporary nature.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

· Ammunition was issued to the troops for skirmish and volley firing, and cannon cartridges for firing the morning and evening gun and for salutes. Beyond this there appeared to be little or nothing for the officer in charge of this department to do.
A detachment of First Battery New York State Artillery was detailed to take charge
of and fire the field-pieces.
TARGET PRACTICE.

'rhere was no target practice at this camp; all this work is done at Creedmoor, and at
other times of the year.
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THE TROOPS.
THE SEVENTH REGIMENT NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD,

The :first regiment to appear in camp was the Seventh, from the city of New York,
which marched into camp about 3:30 p. m., June 18th, under command of Col. Emmons
Clark. The strength of this regiment, present and absent, is 40 commissioned officers
and 968 enlisted men-aggregate 1,008. . There were present in camp the morning of
June 19, 36 officers and 734 enlisted men-aggregate 770. The average strength during the week was 683 enlisted men; the number of officers remaining about the same as
at arriving.
The uniform of the Seventh is well known, assimilating as it does so closely to the uniform of the U. S. Corps of Cadets. The regiment wore, also, a gray blouse for undress
uniform and a gray shell-jacket and forage-cap. The helmet worn is white, with the
usual ornaments, making it altogether too heavy for summer wear. This gray uniform
is characteristic of this regiment, having been its distinctive dress for many years. It
is no doubt very serviceable, but I think that when the regiment is called out by State
orders it should be required to wear the State.uniform. Upon other occasions the regiment could wear the gray uniform, should it desire so to do, with propriety.
Arms and equipments.-The arms of this regiment, as well as of all the other regiments of the New York National Guard, are Remington rifles, caliber .50. The Remington seems to be preferred to the Springfield, but I think it important that the arms
should be of the same caliber as the Government arm if not of the same pattern. The
arms appeared to be in excellent order and serviceable.
The cartridge-box generally used on drill was the Frazier patent, with black waistbelts. The one used on dress occasions was of a very old style, and slung upon the
right hip by means of a white webbing shoulder-belt.
'l'hey also carried the old glazed knapsack, kept in shape by a wooden frame-work-a
ver;v poor affair and of but little use.
I saw no canteens or haversacks with this regiment.
Discipline.-Generally the discipline in this regiment was good. Military courtesy was
scrupulously observed, and all orders were obeyed promptly and with apparent willingness.
Instruction.-After the :first two days a marked improvement was manifest, particularly in the ceremonies. Guard mounting and dress parades became nearly perfect.
The adjutant, however, habitually posted himself much too far to the front at guard
mounting-in fact, nearly at the point he would take for dress parade.
In the drills numerous error.s occurred from time to time, but they were carefully corrected by the instructor, and a decided improvement was shown towards the last.
Guard duty in some respects was well done, in others less so. There was too muc~
conversation between contiguous sentries, and the posts were not walked with that spirit
and alertness that is desirable.
The formation of the line of battle at parades was too hurried. The companies moved
out from their company streets nearly or quite simultaneously, and appeared upon the
line nearly at the same moment ; several, in consequence, were obliged to mark time
until an opportunity occurred to move to place. A little more time taken would have
avoided this, and the appearance would have been considerably improved. The marching in battalion drill and parades was excellent, the maneuvers fairly well done ; skirmish drill not so well, but considerable improvement in both drills was exhibited toward
the last.
The manual of arms at guard mounting and dress parade toward the latter part of the
week was as near perfection as soldiers are likely to get, and quite as good as is desirable ;
but at the company and battalion drills the same attention was by no means paid to this
point.
The police of the camp ground was simply perf~ct. I have never before seen so clean
a camp.
T~ke it all in all, this regiment deserves great praise, and well sustained its :fine reputation.
At about~ p. m., June 25, this regiment marched out of camp and took steamer for
New York City, and the Twelfth Regiment, which had arrived, ~ccupied the ground.
TllE TWELFTII REGIMENT NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD.

This regim~nt was fully eqnipJ?ed with knapsacks, haversacks, and canteens, and prented a lclierly appearance as 1t marched into camp. It is commanded by Colonel
J m.
• Jones, formerly n officer of the Fourth United States Cavalry. Its lieuten-
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ant-colonel is Herman Dowd, formerly of the Third United States Artillery, both graduates of the United States Military Academy.
.
The strength of the regiment, present and absent, is 35 officers and 654 enlisted menaggregate, 689. The number present June 26 was 29 officers and 528 enlisted men557. The average strength during the week was 526 enlisted men; officers, 29. In
addition to the regiment were two separate companies ; one, the Seventeenth Separate
Company, from Flushing, Long Island, and the other the Thirty-fifth Separate Company, from Ogdensburgh, N. Y. These companies were attached to the regiment for the
purposes of this camp, and lettered L and M, respectively. The Seventeenth Separate
Company (L) numbered 2 officers and 32 enlisted men; the Thirty-fifth Separate Company (M), 2 officers aud 65 enlisted men; absent, 2 officers and 38 enlisted men. ·
It was soon seen that the number of raw men in this command was very large, and I
learned upon inquiry that by far the largest portion had been enlisted since the last tour
of the regiment in camp, two years ago. Indeed, the Ogdensburgh company has been
organized little more than a year. Nevertheless, the troops went to work with great
zeal, and showed that all that was needed was time and good instruction.
Uniform.-The uniform of this regiment is the· State uniform, and conforms very
nearly to uniform of the Regular Army as worn before tbe adoption of the white trimmings, except that the coat is double-breasted and the privates wear the stripe on the
trousers. The uniform is entirely serviceable, but the coat is too heavy. A singlebreasted coat would be much better, and I think this is generally recognized. The
helmet worn is the white one, such as is worn by regular soldiers in hot climates; no
ornaments.
Arms and equipments.-The arms and equipments were as described for the Seventh
Regiment; the Frazier cartridge-box only being used. The condition of arms and equipments was substantially the same as in that regiment.
Discipline.-I should describe this regiment as being thorughly amenable to discipline,
and that any apparent lack of it was due to ignorance rather than intent. Military
courte..~y was very largely observed, yet there were many instances in which it was lacking. I noticed, however, that, such matters were always corrected when observed by the
officers, and in a few days it became exceptional to note a lapse in this respect. The
men were willing to learn and obedient in executing orders. At night, after taps, the
camp was uniformly quiet.
Instruction.-The instruction of the regiment can not be said to be very good, though
it is rapidly improving. It has most capable field officers and an excellent adjutant, who
are doing efficient work, but many of the line officers are not yet up to the mark. Drills
(company, battalion, and skirmish) were constantly kept up; each drill.showing a good
advance over the preceding one.
Wednesday, June 29, an experimental battalion skirmish-drill took place under the
supervision of Lieutenant G. N. Whistler, Fifth Artillery, United States Army, who
came from New York Harbor for the purpose. It was intended to demonstrate how our
present infantry tactics can be adapted to the present conditions of modern warfare.
The battalion was formed in column of divisions. Deployment was made from the head
of the column, each division having a small reserve. Successive divisions were thrown
forward and the advance made by rushes, the leading line-being re-enforced by those in
rear. When about 150 yards from the objective point, the final reserve of the battalion
in line of battle, with fixed bayonets, charged up to the enemy's works, carrying with
it the heavily re-enforced firing-line. Though, no doubt, there are grave defects in this
method, yet they are due to the inherent defects of our present system of tactfos, .and in
my opinion this is an excellent method of instructing a battalion in skirmishing so long
as we are obliged to retain our present tactics. Although but one deployment was made,
the men caught the idea quickly, and the drill may be said to have been fairly successful.
This drill was repeated over a broken and wooded country two days after, and was very
satisfactory in its results.
Dress parades and guard mountings were very well executed, and after the first day
or two with invariable correctness. The manual of arms, though by no means perfect,
was very goocl at all ceremonies. At drills the same close attention to exactness did not
obtain. Sentry duty was fairly well performed, generally, though on account of a large
number of raw men numerous errors occurred from time to time. The police of the camp
during the tour of this regiment could not have been improved.
Saturday, July 2, at 5 o'clock p. m., the steamers from New York having arrived, this
regiment marched out of camp. The magnificent appearance of the regiment as it
moved off drew commendation from all on-lookers, and clearly demonstrated the va~ue
of the week's work. It showed what can be done in a comparatively short time with
good material when handled by efficient officers.
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THE NINTH REGIMENT NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD.

A~ the Twelfth Regiment moved off the Ninth Regiment moved into camp. This reg·
iment is commanded by Col. William Seward, and was equipped with haversacks, knapsacks, and canteens; wearing the State uniform, with black helmets. Its strength, present and absent, is 32 officers and 553 enlisted men-aggregate, 585. .Tuly 3, its strength
present in camp was 30 officers and 363 enlisted men-aggregate, 393. Shor_tly after the
arrival of this regiment four separate companies marched into camp, and were organized
into the First Provisional Battalion. This battalion was composed ofThe Sixth Separate Company, numbering, present and absent, 4 officers and 100 enlisted men; in camp July 3, 3officersand80 enlisted men. EleventhSeparateCompany,
present and absent, 4 officers and 52 enlisted men; in camp, 3 officers and 35 enlisted
men. Thirty-eighth Separate Company, present and absent, 2 officers and 67 enlisted
men; in camp, 2 officers and 49 enlisted men. Forty-first Separate Company, present
and absent, 4 officers and 68 enlisted men; in camp, 3 officers and 53 enlisted men. .Aggregate, present and absent, 14 officers and 287 enlisted men; in camp, 11 officers and
217 enlisted men.
The battalion was placed under the command of Maj. - - Jones, Eleventh Regiment, who was supplied, by detail, with the necessary commissioned and non-co~missioned staff. The troops arriving in camp so late, the usual dress parade was dispensed with.
•
. .
Sunday morning, July 3, the First Provincial Battalion was formed for battalion mspection. It was observed at once that it was entirely new to all, and numerous errors
were made. So far as I ·observed, the Ninth Regiment had no inspection.
Having received a copy of Special Orders No. 149, paragraph 1, current series, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, by which Col. Clermont L. Best, Fou~th
U. S. Artillery, was directed to relieve me from further duty at the State_camp of ~nstruction, and Colonel Best having arrived, ready for duty July 5, I gave him sue~ mformation as seemed requisite, and departed for my station. I therefore leave to hi_m to
make a report as to the condition and acquirements of the Ninth New York National
Guard and the First Provisional Battalion.
Before closing this report I p.esire to express my warmest acknowledg~ents of the
great courtesy and attention shown me by General Porter, General Varian, Colonel
Phisterer, the post-adjutant, and indeed by every officer connected with the post staff.
'l'li.ey made my sojourn of two weeks most pleasant, and it was with great regret that
the necessity of making preparations to move with my regiment to the West rendered
it imperative that I should leave before the termination of the entire camp tour.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. F. TOWNSEND,
Colonel Twelfth Infantry.

BARRACKS, WASHINGTON, D.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL

c., September 6, 1887.

u. s. ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.:
GENERAL: In accordance with Special Orders No. 153, dated Headquarters of the
Army, Adjutant-General's Office, July 5, 1887, and in connection with special instructions contained in letter of July 7, I have the honor to submit the following report of
my inspection of that part of the troops of the National Guard State of New York in
camp at Peekskill, based upon personal daily observation, and covering the period from
July 10 to August 6, 1887:
On my arrival, July 10, I found that Col. C. L. Best, Fourth U. S. Artillery, who
prece~ed me in this duty, had left early in the morning, but on reporting to the commanding officer l was at once placed in a position to carry out my investigations to their
fullest e~~nt, every possible facility being given me.
_Exammmg the reports of officers who have previously been on this duty in connection
with the New York tr?ops, I find that the duties of the different departments have been
f~ly a1;1d ably d~t:i.iled, as well as the position and character of the camp outlined,
that rn this respect 1t l~ves but little for me to add. I may state, however, with reference to the camp, that improvements are yearly being made, and judging of the work of
the futare by that of the past it is my opinion that the time will come when this as a
regimental camp will be. urp~ed by none.
.'
The camp was under the command of Maj. -Gen. Josiah Porter, adjutant-general of the
tate.
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TROOPS.

On my arrival I found the Forty-seventh Hegiment, Colonel G~ylor, commanding,
comfortably located, as well as the Fifth, Ninet~enth, and Twentieth Separate Companies, constituting the Second Provisional Battalion.
The average strength was as follows:
Forty-seventh Regiment, July D-16: Present, 24 officers and 307 men; present and absent, 26 officers and 426 men; absent without leave, 1 officer and 99 men.
Fifth Separate Company, July 9-16: !:'resent, 3 officP.rs and. 62 men; present and absent, 3 officers and 67 men; absent without leave, 3 men.
Nineteenth Separate Company, July 9-lG: Present, 4officers and 67men; present and
absent, 3 officers and 78 men.
Twentieth Separate Company, July 9-16: Present, 3 officers and 54 men; present and
absent, 4 officers and 80 men; absent without leave, 20 men.
Twenty-third Regiment, July 16-23: Present, 35 officers and 364 men; present and
absent, 38 officers and 654 men ; absent without leave, 1 officer and 258 men.
Seventy-first Regiment, July 23-30: Present, 28 officers and 379 men; present and absent, 32 officers and 551 men; absent without leave, 3 officers and 165 men.
Tenth Battalion, July 23-30: Present, 15 officers and 177 men; present and absent,
17 officers and 245 men; absent without leave, 2 officers and 60 men. .
Twenty-second Regiment, July 30 to August 6: Present, 37 officers and 447 men; present and absent, 40 officers and 546 men; absent without leave, 1 officer and 74 men.
Second Battery (Gatlings), July 30 to August 6: Present, 3 officers and 74 men; present and absent, 4 officers and 101 men; absent without leave, 24 men.
STRENGTH.

The reports of the inspector-general for 1886 (printed in the adjutant-general's repoxt
for 1887) show the aggregate strength of the National Guard of the State of New York
to August 9, 1886, to be 12,425, subdivided as follows: General and staff officers, 48;
artillery, 461 ; infantry, 11,916-total, 12,425.
EQUIPMENTS.

The arms and equipments are fully referred to in the report of Maj. R. H. Jackson,
Fifth Artillery, brevet brigadier-general, U. S. Army, for 1886, and no change has been
made. The uniform is the same as mentioned by General Jackson. Neither General
Schaefer, the inspector-general, nor General Jackson approves the double-breasted coat
for active service, but recommend a blouse. General Schaefer says that he thinks experience bas fully proven to be requisite a neat-fitting, substantial, five-button qloth
blouse, and I agree with him. The clothing was in excellent condition. I may saiy the
same for the equipments.
INSTRUCTION.

General Orders No. 4, headquarters State of New York, adjutant-general's office,
Albany, February 1, 1887, requires that the commanding officers of brigades, regiments,
and battalions establish schools of instruction for the officers of their respective commands; that the commanding officers of batteries and companies establish schools of instruction for the non-commissioned officers of their respective commands. Reports are
required, but so far they have not been sent in according to the order. The next report of the adjutant-general of the State will doubtless show whether the order has
been obeyed. In camp, so far as I could find out, the instruction was carried out. In
addition to the above, Colonel Phisterer, the acting assistant adjutant-general, not content with watching daily every detail, like a thorough soldier, would call in the first
sergeants and the non-commissioned staff and thoroughly instruct them in the routine
of their duties, explaining with great care the proper manner of conducting their office
work. On one occasion this was omitted for cause, and I was much surprised to find
bow mixed the office work and, in fact, other work was in consequence.
The day previous to marching on guard the entire detail was called together and the
duties and manner of performing said duties were thoroughly explained and illustrated.
The duties of sentinels particularly were rehearsed again and again with an untiring
vigilance ; and if they were not finally understood it was certainly not the fault of ~he
insttuctors. The inspector of drills watched with a critical eye for mistakes. A daily
report of these was submitted to the commanding officer, and by him, with remarks, to
the officers concerned, who, if they so desired, could correct them at the next drill.
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DRILLS.

The military exercises executed and practiced in camp consisted generally of snch tactical movements as could not be carried out in armories ; morning company drills from
5.45 to 7; battalion drill from 9.25 to 11.30 a. m.; guard mounting intermediate with
the drills; dress parade daily at sunset; no competitive drills allowed. The marching
and step were admirable ; maneuvers well performed generally. The chief difficulty
was with the gliides, .who did not know their duties. In many cases neither the field
nor staff officers seemed capable of posting them ; at all events, they failed to do so. It
was the same with reference to the sergeant-majors. I can; however, refer with pleasure to one major and one adjutant who did understand and did post guides and rectify
mistakes.
The men manifested much spirit in their drills, and although the battalion drills were
hard, hot, and long continued, I found no disposition to grumble, every one doing his
share willingly. The drill of the Twenty-third, under Lieutenant-Colonel Bacon, was
exceptionally hard and rapid. A. few of the subdivision commanders and one battalion
commander failed in a knowledge, more or less, of their duties. The errors became less
from day to day, and, with one exception, the commands made rapid improvement.
The last drills were nearly perfect technically, and, generally, the last parade and guard
mount were quite so.
No target :firing during encampment.
STAFF DEPARTMENTS.

The adjutant-general's office, . under charge of Col. Fred. Phisterer, was a model.
The routine of service, including passes and papers of all kinds, was quite perfect.
The supply departments, under General Varien and his hard-working assistant, Colonel Story, are in good shape. The details of these have been given, as well as those of
the medical and pay departments, in Colonel Closson's (1885) and General Jackson's
(1886) reports.
.
No regular inspection of the troops took place. Lieutenant-Colonel McLewee, assistant inspector-general, represented the department, and in the inspection of the camp
and kindred work he was excellent. The inspector of guards, Captain Thurston, and
the inspector of drills, Captain Stackpole, knew their business, and attended to it thoroughly.
DISCIPLINE.

I :find it stated by others that military courtesy was, as a rule, strictly observed, and
I found it so. The men were respectful and obedient. No nonsense, intoxication,
noise, or luxuries were found in camp, and after taps, even on the last night, the greatest
quiet prevailed, The officers and men were reqaired to wear their uniform at all times,
and when outside the tent or company streets coats had to be buttoned, and this was
general from the commandant down. Guard duty was well performed. Grand rounds
every night ; in my tours I found the men and officers well posted ; all they required
was a little more experience. The police of the camp was nearly perfect. On one occasion I considered it as perfect, in the body of the camp. This careful policing e~tended throughout the entire grounds. The discipline reached even the band ;· their
behavior was excellent, and tents and grounds in good order. The sanitary condition
was superb.
.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The commander-in-chief is to be congratulated on the excellence of the National Guard
of the State of New York, if the commands I had the honor of visiting are to be taken
as a true ample of the rest. General Porter, in his quietly energetic way, is pursuing
the proper course to place the National Guard in a true soldierly condition. If his orders
ar _carr~ed_ out, or rather if he can have them enforced, I can't see what more can be
de ued ~n rnfantry movements. It was a matter of surprise to me to :find how tactically
everythrn went. The few faults I have mentioned are the only ones to be rectified,
unl
I add that the first sergeants exact more implicit obedience to their orders and
the :file-clo
xerci e more authority.
I have to thank neral Porter and his staff for their exceedingly kind and courteou reatment, an I may add that I spent a profitable month at the camp of instruction oftbe Tational uard of the tate of New York.
I am, ir, very r p tfully, your obedient servant,
R. LODOR,
Major, Tltird Artillery.
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ROCHESTER, N. Y., September 3, 1887.
U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.:
Srn: ·rn obedience to pa,ragraph 19, Special Orders No. 147, current series, from the
Headquarters of the Army, and your letter of instructions, dated June 29, 1887, I have
the honor to report the result of my observations at the annual encampment of the National Guard of Pennsylvania, between the 6th and rnth days of August, during which
period I was continually present.
On the morning of the 6th I called upon his excellency General James A. Beaver,
governor of Pennsylvania, at Harrisburg, and was in_v ited to accompany him on the
afternoon of that day on his official visit to the camp. It was located at Mount Gretna,
Lebanon County, about 40 miles east of Harrisburg, and we arrived at its railroad
station, the entrance of a wooded park and its eastern boundary, at 4 o'clock. Here
the governor was received by an escort of honor, consisting of the First Troop Philadelphia City Cavalry, which handsomely escorted him to the headquarters of MajorGeneral Hartranft, the commanding general, which had been established a,bout a mile
distant, at the western limit of the grounds occupied by the troops. As the governor
passed from the wooded park to the open country on which the encampment was located
a battery stationed near announced his approach by the :first gun of a well-executed
salute, which called to attention the entire equipped force of Pennsylvania, paraded in
line of masses,and numbering nearly 8,000 men. The prescribed salutes were given
and customary honors rendered as the governor rode along the front to division headquarters.
Tlie encampment grounds were about one mile in length and three-eighths of a mile
in width, and fronted on the Cornwall and Lebanon Railroad. The southern and eastern
lines were very irregular because of rough, billy, wooded country. The space occupied
was an elevated plateau of undulating surface, surrounded by forest, and the whole scene
was very picturesque. An abundant supply of water from the mountain streams was
furnished by means of a large tank and distributing pipes. The infantry battalions, sixteen in number, were camped along the front, each in columns of divisions, with officers' ·
tents, kitchens, and sinks situated as nearly as possible according to the plan prescribed
by Army regulations, as space and the conformation of the ground permitted. The cavalry and artillery occupied sloping, lightly-timbered ground on the opposite side of the
encampment, and were camped in column of companies, thetentsof each troop and battery placed in two lines facing each other and forming the sides of a broad intermediate
street. In front of and on line with the tents sheds had been constructed for the horses,
beyond which the pieces and caissons of the artillery were regularly parked. A bountiful
supply of good canvas was in the possession of every organization-the enlisted men
h::wing common and the officers wall tents.
The maximum strength of the active military force of the State, in time of peace, is
:fixed by statute at 750 officers, of all grades, and 9,800 enlisted men. The law allows
5 troops of cavalry, 5 batteries of artillery, and 150 companies of infantry. It contemplated a military division organization, composed of :five or less brigades, each to contain
such regiments, battalions, and unassigned companies as the governor and commanderin-chief might deem best, and which were to be raised in the different localities of the
State, according to the necessities of the service. The actual equipped force consists of
600 officers and 7,767 enlisted men. The number present in camp was 579 officers and
7,2iG men. They have been organized under the law into 2 troops of cavalry, 3 batteries of artillery, I think 135 companies of infantry, and 3 brigade bands. One of the
infantry companies rnmains unassigned, 4 constitute a hattalion known as the State Fencibles, and the remaining ones have been consolidated into 15 regiments. These organizations have been formed into 3 brigades of nearly equal strength, representing the
eastern, central, and western portions of the State, and compose the military division.
The force is officially styled "The National Guard of Pennsylvania."
An annual State appropriation, not to exceed $300,000, and the allotment from the
General Government, maintains this force. Each company of infantry receives, yearly,
$500 for clothing and personal equipment, and each troop of cavalry and battery of artillery double that amount. From one to two hundred dollars is yearly paid out to
each company for armory rent. One thousand dollars is allowed for the contingent
expenses of division headquarters, $500 for those of a brigade, $300 for a regiment,
and $150 for a battalion. The armament of the gu~rcl and the necessary camp equipage
is otherwise provided hy the State; the former being issued direct to its companies, and
the latter retained and only loaned to companies during periods of encampment. Subsistence, transportation, and a per diem allowance are received by the troops when called
out for service or for camp instruction. Officers receive the same pay as officers of corresponrling rank in the United States Army, and enlisted men from $1.50 to $3 per day.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL
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The methods of supply and the system governing responsibility have been clearly defined in the State military code, and conform, as nearly as circumstances will permit, to
Army requirements. 'The commander-in-chief, the division, and each brigadeandregiment has its commissioned staff, through which supplies are issued. The adjutant-general, the quartermaster-general, and the commissary-general, whoserveupon thestaffof
the governor, and by whom supplies are purchased, are bonded officers. The adjutantgeneral's duties are continuous throughout the year; he has the custody of all books,
accounts, and property of the State, and, under the supervision of the governor, draws
all warrants for expenditures upon the State treasurer. Supplies are purchased under
written contract, upon proposals submitted in answer to advertisement. The regimental
quartermaster gives bonds in the sum of $8,000 for the faithful performance of his duties;
and each company commander to whom company property is issued gives security for its
care and preservation to the amount of $1,000. All officers intrusted with money or
property make an annual return for the same, and all transactions must be supported_by
satisfactory vouchers. Companies, while in camp and when journeying to and returnmg
therefrom, receive rations in kind, the component pa,rts of which are the same as those
issued to United States troops, with the addition of a few canned vegetables. The actual
cost.of the ration is from 16} to 20 cents.
General officers are appointed by the governor, with the consent of the senate. Field
officeFs of regiments and battalions are elected by company officers, and company officers
by the enlisted men. All are commissioned by the governor for five years, and may be
discharged by him at any time upon tender of resignation. Enlistments are made for
three years, and enlisted men may be discharged from the service by company commanders, with the approval of immediate superior officers, and commanding officers may, _b:y
their own act alone, discharge the members of their non-commissioned staff. The m1~1tary code in its disciplinary and penal provisions allows of the disbandment of compam~s
which become incapacitated to fulfill their obligations because of fault or neglect on thelf
part. It provides for courts of inquiry, for general courts-martial, for regimental, battalion, and unassigned company courts, to inquire into and try alleged military ~ffenses
committed while on duty, and, to ascertain the nature of such offenses, applies. the
"rules, regulations, usages, customs, and requirements of the Army of th~ United
States, and of the code and regulations of the State of Pennsylvania." It gives ~ts c?urts
power to compel witnesses to appear and testify, permits them to punish by dismissal,
fine, and imprisonment, and to call upon thecivilexecutivepowerto executeitsmand3:tes.
The willful misapplication or retention 6f money it pronounces a felony, visits t~e 1µ.egal disposal of State property with :fine or imprisonment in the county ja.il, and mfhcts
both heavy fines and imprisonment upon the guilty receivers of such property. It would
seem that these provisions, which presumedly embody and express the sentiment of the
people of the State, were sufficient to enable officers to enforce discipline and comp~l attention to duty. The spirit manifested by them and the willing submission ~f enhst~d
men to restraint, which was apparent in camp, also the swift punishment whichcertam
offenders received there who violated orders by an illegal nightly absence, led me to believe that a correct disposition and determination existed.
Sunday, the 7th of August, was generally observed. Work commenced in earnest ea:lY
the next day, and was incessant until Friday evening. There was a desire to accomp ~1sh
as much as possible, and officers and enlisted men had but little leisure between reveille
and retreat. Regimental and battalion reviews, inspections, and musters were inau~urated on Monday morning. The adjutant-general acted as reviewing and inspe?tmg
officer, and I accompanied him while in the performance of this duty, which occup1~d a
good portion of three days. I witnessed the review and inspection of all organizations
with the exception of a single one which was held when I wa11 <'11erwise engaged. Gen~rally, battalion line was formed promptly and correctly. In '-i»J."ngranksand presentmg? ~rrors were frequently committed by staff officers in not promp LlJ 7a.king their proper
pos1t10ns, and by drum corps and color-bearers in the execution of the salute. Ranks
were clo e~ and ~olumn_of companies properly formed, although company co_mroanders
were slow m takm~ then places at the points where the left of their compames were ~
r ·ton ~be r.oml?let10nofthewheel, and in some instances very awkwardly dressed theu
ompames, makrng free u e of the sword. The march in review was generally excellently
~ uted. The men marched steadily, in good time, and preserved proper alignment.
Field officers were not al ways in their proper positions, staff officers at the bead of column
b tray ~, la k of knowledge ofrequired movements on their part, and drum corps were
unc rta~n as t? what _coo e _to pursue after the column had passed the reviewing officer.
In t~e formation for ~ p ·t10n battalion adjutants were frequently slow in moving and
pla. rnrr color gt~3:r mop n or~er at tbe bead of column, and drum corps in securing
th n- pr per
1t1on . At th~ mspection the troops bore them elves in a soldierly mann r. Them n wer fully eqmpp d for active ervice, having blanket-bags haversacko,
"nt ns, anc1 n ·
lanket-bag varied in pattern; omewerelikethoRe'iu useintbe
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U. S. Army, others, which had been in the possession of certain organizations for
~everal years, and which they had been permitted to retain, were ·supported on a light
wooden frame-work resting on the back and hips and secured by straps across the chestseemingly an undesirable device on long marches. Light wooden frames were inserted
in all the bags, which gave them a uniform appearance. The arms were mostly the old
. 50 caliber Springfield muskets. Three thousand of the new Springfield, caliber .45,
lately secured by the State, were being received, and were as rapidly as possible being
placed in the hands of troops; and it is probable that in a short time all will be armed
with this musket. The troops are supplied with the McKeever cartridge-box. The
prescribed uniform is confined to cap, blouse, pants, overcoat, and blanket. These articles
are in texture, color, and make like similar articles of the undress uniform of the Army,
and are cheap, durable, and appropriate for service. A marked improvement in cut and
fit was noticed in garments of recent manufacture.
The men presented a neat personal appearance, considering that they had only single
articles of uniform in their possession. Neglect in the care of arms and equipments was
noted, although some of the company organizations presented themselves scrupulously
clean and tidy· in nearly all particulars, and especially was this marked in the case of a
Harrisburg company of the Eighth Infantry, every man of which would have passed with
approval the most exacting irn,pecting officer. From the close personal observation
afforded by the inspection I was impressed by the character of the material of which
this body of troops is composed. The men are young, of :fine physique, and show great
intelligence, and one is convinced that the internal affairs of the State will not be greatly
disturbed by forcible resistance to law while this force is efficiently maintained. Besides,
it might become a most desirable contingent for the General Government in case of need,
or prove to be or great advantage to it in furnishing trained soldiers should it become
necessary to quickly augment its army.
·
I did not inspect the various battalion and company camps until the latter part of the
week, and then did so quite early in the morning, with the exception of those of the
artillery and cavalry, w.hich were visited late in the day. The tents were floored and
carefully aligned. The streets and grounds in the immediate vicinity were, genera.Uy,
in a good condition of police, but in rear of the kitchens and about the sinks there was
considerable dirt. Sinks were screened by boughs or canvas, but did not receive proper
care; they could not be dug sufficiently deep without a great deal of labor, on accpunt
of underlying rock, and new ones should, therefore, have been more frequently made.
The ground used for camping purposes was too small; battalions were in close proximity, kitchens were too near the company tents, and sinks not far enough distant. The
company cooking was good, and was carried on by both hired and enlisted cooks. Mess
tables, supplied in most cases with tinware and covered by large canvas flies, answered
well the purposes for w hicb they were intended.
Upon the 11th and 12th I witnessed trial drills by the infantry battalions; each was
required to pass from line into column bythe right of companies, and again into line; to
ploy into close column of divisions from line or column of fours; to break into column
of companies from column of divisions; and to form on right into line from column of
companies. Owing to the limited space afforded, other tactical movements preparatory
to the execution of those given became necessary. I also critically .observed battalion
drills at other times, during the regular prescribed drill hours, when regiments were
under instruction. A.s I did not expect the display of any great degree of efficiency in
battalion maneuvers because of the limited opportunities furnished regimental organizations for practice, I was surprised to witness, in some instances, the knowledge of these
particulars which men and officers . bad acquired. All maneuvers were executed in
double-rank formation. At the test drills the chief errors noted were commited by captains, guides, and markers; many of the former treated the formation into line to the
right or left of column at full distance as a successive formation; they erred in moving
properly when column was formed to the rear of the line b_y the right of companies, and
some dressed to the wrong flank of the _c olumn in the ployment; in prolonging the line
guides were occasionally seen facing in the wrong direction, not properly covering each
other, and with pieces incorrectly inverted; markers were thrown out in front of a subdivi ion on which .a ployment was made, and columns of companies were formed from
columns of divisions, closed in mass, without tahlng distances. These inaccuracies did
not ~revent the formations which the organizations were endeavoring to execute; but
the fact that they passed without any attempt at correction, and seemingly unnoticed,
would indicate that colonels did not thoroughly understand all of the simple principles
on _which the tactics are based, although they possessed a general knowledge oftbe prescribed maneuvers, and for the most part gave clearly and di~tinctly correct commands.
l\fy entire observation of the practice in the school of the battalion convinced me that
~he_troops marched and wheeled when in column admirably; that the march in line was
mrl1ff,..,·ently executed; that changes of front, formation of line to the _front and to and
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on the right and left of column, and the ployments and deployments were, generally,
fairly performed. The manual of arms and the loadings and :firings by company and
battalion were very well executed, and the manual of some of the organizations was
well-nigh perfect.
There was but little practice in the skirmish drill. Its importance, and the fact that
the encampment furnishes the only opportunity to give practical instruction therein,
would seem to make it advisable that more time, if possible, be devoted to it. I
watched from a distance the movements and :firings of lines which were supplied with
blank cartridges, and they were fairly conducted; much better than the deployments
and rallies. · I think that but fow of the organizations gave attention to this drill while
in camp.
To each of the three brigades is attached one of the 4-gun batteries, which have
either the 3-inch Parrotts or 6-pounder Phoonix gun, model of 1862, and two Gatling
guns, caliber . 45, with carriages, limbers, and caissons complete. Each battery is supplied
with sixteen sets of wheel and sixteen sets of lead harness; sufficient to attach four horses
to each piece and caisson. The carriages and guns, with the exception of the Gatlings,
are old and obsolete, many of them having been used during the late war, and the harness was purchased from the United States Government from old stock. Horses foruse
durirrg the encampment are hired by the State. The strength of the batteries was 235
o.fficel's and enlisted men.
The two troops of cavalry are attached to the First and Second Brigades. The equi~
ment is State property and has been issued to the troops, but the horses are provided by
the men themselves. I witnessed the inspections and a number of the drills of the artillery and cavalry organizations. At first frequent errors were committed, as the horses
were difficult to manage, but towards the latter part of the week movements w~re executed with precision and alacrity. It would require but a few weeks of camp mstruction to make these organizations very efficient for :field service.
Brigade evolutions were practiced on the :first three days of the week. Thurs~ay the
division was reviewed by his excellency Governor Beaver, and upon the follow11:1g ~ay
by Lieutenant-General Sheridan. Brigade maneuvers, such as changes ~f front m_ lme
of masses, deployments of column of masses into line of masses on intenor battalions,
formation of line of masses into column of masses, movements in two lines, and the passage of lines in action, were successfully performed, and showed that brigade commanders
had mastered the intricacies of the drill. The division reviews, especially the one ~endered to Lieutenant-General Sheridan on the last day of the encampment, were ad!lnrably conducted. The division was formed in line of masses, the limited extent of available
ground not admitting of any other formation, with artillery and cavalry on th~ l~ft. T?e
troops were correctly and effectively presented, and remained in proper pos1t1on while
the reviewing officer passed around the lines. They passed in review, infantry in column
of companies, artillery and cavalry in column of platoons. The topography of _the _field
was such that the column, marching steadily and with distances properly mamtamed,
could be seen a long distance to the left as it approached the post of the reviewing officer.
As it passed distances were carefully preserved, alignments accurately maintained, a1;1d
ranks well closed. The brigade bands, followed by the consolidated brigade field m~rn1c,
played in perfect time, wheeled out of the column with ease, and took right posit1on_s,
ceasing to play, and following brigades as prescribed. Field music and color-bearers did
not forget to pay directed honors, and officers of the line and staff were in their proper
places. A close observer of the entire ceremony, I did not discover any marked errors,
either of omission or commission, and throughout it was more accmately conducted than
any review of a large body of troops that I have ever attended.
Target practice is pursued with zeal, and a commendable spirit of rivalry exjst<i between
brigades and regiments. The annual encampment furnishes opportunity for regime~tal
contests and a display of the efficiency acquired during the year by company orgamzations. The range, which admits of :firing over distances of :from 200 to 600 yards, was
con tantly occupied, except when divisjon reviews prevented the attendance there of any
of the troops. Competent instructors were in attendance, and a great many of the scores
made showed a high degree of skill in marksmanshjp. By reference to reports of former
years, I noted gradual yearly jmprovement and an increasing interest, which is fostered
and maintained by the governor and officers of rank.
r_:i;he ceremon~ of battalion dress parade and of guard mounting, both brjgade and
regunental, ~h~ch were conducted at the proper hours, greatly enlivened the camp, a~tho_u'"'h the !1~1t _d pac available for the various color lines, and the number of orgamzahons :participatmg at on and the same time, tended to somewhat confuse the spectator.
At the format10n for dr
parade companies were slow in marching on to the line. All
Rhould have tak n up the mar has Roon adjutant's call was ounded, and should have
mo~ d that they uld h_ave advanced to their po itions as rapidly as guides could be
tabl h .
tead of this, companies were either not in readiness to move promptly
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at the call, or they waited at a dist::ince for the establishment of those preceding them.
A littl'1 more ,romptness in this particular and a little more activity on the partofofficers in placing themselves at the front and dressing when the battalion is brought to open
order would add materially to the effect of this ceremony. At grand guard mounting I
noticed a good deal of hesitation on the part of officers engaged, and in some cases errors
of position and action. The battalion guard mounting was generally very well conducted in so far as my limited observation extended.
Guard duty received a good degree ot attention on the part of officers; a printed copy
of instructions for sen tin els, issued from headquarters, was furnished to every enlisted man,
and all officers commanding guards were directed to see that they were properly carried
out. The benefit of this proceeding was apparent in the improvement which took place
during the week. I did not visit sentinels or accompany grand rounds, but judged of
proficiency from what I daily saw in and about the camp. A high state of excellence
could not be expected, and, indeed, would be an impossibility, as some of the men were
receiving their first practical lesson~ in guard duty. Sentinels were respectful in all instances, and showed a desire to perform their duty faithfully; and guards were turned
out, some promptly, and some with more or less difficulty upon the approach of individuals entitled to the compliment. Calls and challenges at night could be distinctly
heard, as unusual quiet prevailed in and about the camp, and while at first repeated
errors were detected, they became much less frequent each succeeding da,y. It is practice that is required-more than the fow days which extend over the short period ot the
encampment admit of. Could the troops familiarize themselves with some manual on
"the subject before their concentration, more rapid improvement would result. I would
not, however, judge of the efficiency of this body of men by a standard of discipline
based upon the manner in which they perform guard duty, whether excellently well or
otherwise, nor upon the attention paid by them to the individual practice of the minor
details of prescribed military courtesies, as I probably should in seeking conclusions in
regard to regular troops. Among the latter, opportunities for instruction in these and
kindred matters are ever present, and must be embraced in order to unite the widely dissimil8il! elements, which are swayed by antagonistic motives, into a harmonious mass,
and to place it in subjection to imposed superior authority. With the former, such opportunities are few. Besides, it is composed largely of homogeneous elements, of men
who enter the ranks and give time and money to perfect themselves as soldiers and protectors of organized society, trom a sense of the obligations which they owe as citizens to
the State. It is this spirit of willing submission to its own created authority for the
public good which animates and sustains it. The discipline which exists is therefore, to
a great extent, self-imposed, not forced. It is internal in the body itself, and the law
fosters it by giving to that body the power to punish its refractory members. Its intelligence, its practical knowledge of military matters, its equipment, and its determination to perform the duties which may be required of it are the tests by which its efficiency must be judged. Its intelligence is of a high order; its organization is effective;
its practical knowledge, considering its opportunities, very marked; and its equipment
is adequate and adapted to the service, except in the matter of arms-a defect which is
being remedied. As for its soldierly spirit, it is manifested in its practical subordination
and the zeal with which it pursues instruction. An indication of that zeal is seen in the
large attendance at camp; 94 per centum of its entire equipped force was present, and
from one brigade of more than 3,000 men there were hut 3 per centum of absentees. Of
those present 99 per centum were effective for duty.
I am not inclined to make any recommendations, as the governor and the division
commander,_ both trained soldiers and earnest workers, understand the object for which
the guard is maintained and are laboring zealously to correct defects. Many of their
assistants of rank did efficient service during the late war, and their experience, acquired
in the best school of military instruction, is used to the advantage of their associates.
It would seem to -:ne, however, as periods of encampment must necessarily bever.v short,
that less time should be given to brigade maneuvers and ceremonies and more devoted
to individual, company, and battalion instruction in the skirmish drill, and to individual
and company skirmish firing and to volley firin~ on the target range; also to individual
range practice at longer distances. Company drills should be thoroughly taught at the
armories; but battalion movements, 1;specially the rapid formation of lines from the
various columns by all pres::!ribed rules, should not be neglected in camp.
In closing this report I am pleased to acknowledge repeated courtesies extended by his
excellency Governor Beaver, Major-General Hartranft, Adjutant-General Hastings, and,
indeed, by many of the gentlemen of the line and staff with whom I became acquainted;
and my sincere thanks are due for the hospitality and many acts of personal kindness
received while I was present with them.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. S. OTIS,
Colonel Twentieth Infantry.
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September 22, 1887.

The AD.TUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,

Wash'ington, D. C.:
SIR: I have the honor to report that in accordance with therequirementgofparagraph
11, Special Orders, No. 143, Headquarters of the Anny, Adj utaut-General's Office, June
22, 18871 I visited and inspected the camp of the Second Brigade National Guard of
California, at Healdsburgh, Cal., July 2 to 10.
The troops of the brigade eneamped at Healdsburgh consisted of the following organizations: First Infautry, seven companies and one cadet company present, with an average attendance during the encampment of 23 officern and 269 men; 'fhird Infantry, seven
companies and one cadet company, 23 officers and 258 men present; Fifth Infantry, six
companies, 21 officers and 200 men present; Sixth Infantry, three companies and one
cadet company, 14 officers and 144 meu present; Second Artillery, six companies, one
light battery, and one cadet company, 28 officers and 352 men present; San Francisco
Hussars, 4 officers and 38 men; general staff, G officers; in all, an average attendance of
119 officers and 1,261 men.
Brig.-Gen. W. H. Dimond, National Guard California, commanded the brigade and
camp.
TENTAGE.

The tents used in camp, with the exception of a very few belonging to the State, were
private property, and consisted of several kinds-wall, Sibley,and A tents. While they
will do very well for the purpose for which they are ordinarily used, and especially for
this climate, they would not answer for active service on account of want of uniformity
and poor material. I doubt very much if many of them would turn rain in an ordinary
storm.
ARMS.

With the exception of a part of one regiment, all the troops were armed with the
Springfield rifle, model of lt,73, and of these fully 50 per cent. were totally unfit for
serviee. This has resulted from long and constant use, and the lack of material and
labor to keep them in proper repair. The Fifth Infantry some time since was furnished
with 120 Springfield rifles, model of 1878, and these were found to be in good condition
and serviceable.
ACCOUTERMENTS.

With very few exceptions none of the companies were provided with knapsacks, haversacks, or canteens. The companies that had these articles held them as private property.
The cartridge-boxes were also private property.
CLOTHING.

All the clothing worn by the men was purchased by private funds, that furnished by
the State having long since been worn out and never replaced. Its condition was fair,
aud in the main serviceable.
MESSES.

All the organizations were messed by contract, and there was no organized commissariat.
TARGET PRACTICE.

The State allows :five rounds of ammunition annually per man for target practice.
ome few of the companies have facilities for private practice, and avail themselves of it.
As a rule, however, the practic i limited to that obtainable during the annual encampment. During this encampment there was practice daily, conducted by teams of 1.en
m n ea ·h running from 275 to 75 yards and return, ten minutes being allowed for each
run. The best run was made in four minutes, and the be. t score was 296 out of a po ible 5 . Ther~ wru al o . ome fixed di tance-practice at 200 yards, the best core being
24 out of a po 1ble 30. As a rule the shooting wa good.
G ABD D TY.

~his important lu y wag fairly w 11 performed but the want of onstantpractice was
n 1 • ·abl •. I wru very appar nt, how v r, that offi ers and men alike took great interest
iu bi luty, aud u · all them · u avai lable top rfect them elves in it.
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The conduct of the men while in camp was most excellent, their physical condi-tion
good, and it was fully apparent that, the only thing necessary to make them :first-class
soldiers was the need for their services in actual warfare. In view of the fact that the
State renders very little aid to them, that no personal benefit arises from their exertions,
and that the expense is almost entirely their own, I regard it as remarkable that so
many men in this State turn out and submit to the discipline and constant drill of an
annual encampment. This certainly shows a praiseworthy spirit on their part, and also
in case of need that they may be relied upon for good, hard, and reliable service.
I have, for some time, been :firmly convinced that the association of regular and militia
regiments, or even companies, in annual encampments, would be of much mutual benefit. Of benefit to the militia because they would have the opportunity of learning by
contact drill, guard, and routine duties of the garrison and camp, which ca·n always be
best acquired in this vyay. They would also have the benefit of a rigid discipline in
view, and see the good results obtainable from it. To the regulars because it woulrl
associate them with the men who in our country must be relied upon in the moment ot
danger. It would also give them an opportunity to see the spirit which animates the
men who turn out and snbject themselves to expense, discipline, and hard work, without expectation of any adequate return for the duty rendered by them. General Dimond
and all the officers of bis command are fully i_n accord with the above sentiments, and
all officers of the National Guard of California with whom I have consulted have- expressed themselves as desirous of having as large a body of regular troops as possible
encamp with them.
I was agreeably surprised at the manner in which they, one and all, sought every occasion to ·perfect themselves in their duties by questions, and by the agreeable way in
which they iwited criticism and received it when given.
Since the encampment at Healdsburgh I have had eight companies of my own regiment
in camp for nearly two months at Santa Cruz. While there, the First Artillery Regiment,
National Guard of Califroruia, Colonel Guthrie, comma,n ding, at my invitation, encamped
in the same field for eight days. The officers and men of this regiment improved every
opportunity of seeing the drill, ceremonies, and guard duty of my own camp, and very
shortly the good effect was most noticeable, and when the regiment left there was a most
marked improvement in the bearing, discipline, and drill of the men composing it. The
association of the two regiments together in the same field, but separate camps, fully confirmed and more rigidly fixed my ideas and opinions as expressed above. Only good results can follow from this association.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. R. SHAFTER,

Colonel First Infantry.

SAINT PAUL, MINN.,

To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL

u. s.

September 16, 1887.

ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.: ·
. Sm: In compliance with your telegraphic orders of July 1, 1887, and printed instructions of subsequent date, I have the honor to submit report of inspection of the Second
Regiment Minnesota National Guard, in camp at Mankato, a town of about 8,000 inhabitants, 86 miles in a southeasterly direction from Saint Paul.
.
THE CAMP.

Camp McGill, named in honor of the governor of the State, was found located about
the center of the town, on the right bank of the Minnesota River,
on h1gb ground overlooking that stream, which ran against precipitous bluffs about a mile
away. On these bluffs the enterprising citizens of Mankato, in consideration of securing
the presence of Light Battery F, Fourth U. S. Artillery, to lend interest to the encampment, had set up a target for its use. Captain Rod-ney, commanding the battery, informed
me that the opportunity thus afforded for target practice was the first he had been ahle to
secure for his command this season, and that he esteemed it of great value. This is here
mentioned as a mere suggestion of the reciprocal advantages sure to :flow from a union of
regular troops and the National Guard in camps of instruction.
The camp had been laid out in part after the plan ·laid down in Upton's Tactics, and
part to conform to an assumed necesi-dty of taking up as little room as possible on the
commons available for maneuvering the regiment, and which, while not as extensive as
desirable, admitted of the deployment and exercise of the battalion as skirmishers. The

1½ 11:1iles northeast of
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line of the company officers' tents was within 20 feet of the right of the company
streets, with the line of tents of the field and staff immediately in rear of these. This led
to an inevitable intermingling of officers and men, not conducive to the best interests of
discipline. Owing to the underlying limestone, which was very near the surface, the
driving of tent-pins was very difficult, and the alignment of the tents for tl:iis reason was
not as correct as otherwise should have been insisted upon. Still, evidence of intelligent
supervision of details was apparent.
~
POLICE.

My first days at the camp were given to general observations. The grounds about the
kitchen fires and mess-tents were kept well policed, the offal carted away in barrels once
each day, and general neatness required and enforced. The sinks were covered with
fresh earth daily. About the men's tents, however, bits of paper, straw, and refuse disfigured the appearance of the camp, and while this, considering the short life of the encampment, was a matter of little sanitary importance, still, five-minutes police, following
reveille roll-call daily, when a11 are present and ordered to engage; will suffice to keep
the appearance of the camp neat and tidy, and ought not to be neglected.
Floors were provided in many tents and plenty of dry straw for all.
SUBSISTENCE.

While in camp the enlisted men are paid $1.50 per diem in lieu of rations and attending expenses. All the companies, except one, employed men as cooks not belonging to
the enlisted force, paying from $1.50 to $3 per day for such service, or near a°; average of
$5 per day for two cooks each. Meats, vegetables, and fruits, butter, eggs, milk, pastry,
coffee, and tea made up an abundant and tempting bill of fare.
GUARD DUTY.

For the purpose of more thorough instruction in guard-mounting, guard was mounted
twice each day, a new detail being made each time, so that a tour of duty lasted but t~el ve
instead of twenty-four hours. The guard mounted at night constituted a cbainofsentrn_ehi
about the camp; that mounted in the morning, after relieving the old guard, was, with
the exception of the officers and non-commissioned officers of the guard and sentinels for
two posts (No. 1, and one over commanding officer's tent), dismissed and the men ordered to report to their companies for instruction in drill and target practice. The ceremony of guard-mounting was, with few exceptions, well done, but the manner of relieving the old guard was imperfect, and the deportment of sentinels on post careless, and
their supervision and instruction neglected.
ROLL-CALLS.

Except reveille, the roll-calls were well attended. The adjoining town tempted many
young men to late hours, and this together with the bard work in the hot sun of the preceding day, led to sound slumber at the 5 o'clock hour for reveille, and many failed to
answer to their names.
ORDER.

This was excellent, due in part to the fact t,hat the colonel was an unremitting worker,
filled the day with drills, target practice, and ceremonies, and sent the men to bed tired.
No camp of regular soldiers could have been more orderly than was this camp of guardsmen.
DRILLS.

In justice to the regiment it should be first explained that no two companies at their
home tation are near enough together to join for battalion drill. The colonel, recognizing_this fac~, wi ely, it i thought, bent bis energies to instruction in the school of the
battalion a~d 1!1 the battalion kirmish drill. Col. Joseph Bobleter is an efficient officer, enthu.s1 tic, thorough, well versed in the tactics, quick to perceive errors upon the
drill ground, and t r e and clear in his explanation of movements under execution.
wfog to thi hapI_>y fact, th regiment bowed material improvement day by day, and
at the clo w fairly well in tructed in the skirmish drill.
AR.I., CI. THI.. G, AND EQ !PAGE.

_nth . vening ofth~ Fth, at ~y request, orders werei ued for an inspection of the
eaiment in undr
u.mfo m qwpped for the field. At once information we.a offered to
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the effect that the men possessed few blankets; and it was desired to know wh.ethel'
"quilts" should be rolled in place of blankets. ''Quilts". were ordered to be.omitted.
The inspection, however, revealed a fair state of preparat10n for actual service. The
regiment is armed with the Springfield rifle, caliber .45. Most o~ the arms. have been
four or five years in possession of the regiment. Nearly all were disfigured with rust aggravated by exposure in camp. A few were not serviceable for want of spare part~, but
generally speaking the arms were serviceable or easily reuqered so. U:ndress umform
same as for the regular troops; condition good. Overcoats were few m number and
those seen were of gray cloth. One blanket-ba,g to each man, and to each company
thirteen cant,eens have been issued by the State. These were in good condition. Haversacks are not issued. One thousand rounds of ammunition is issued annually to each
company. The military bearing of the men was fair throughout the regimen~, an~ in
some companies good to excellent. Here, as with regular troops, the new recruit brmgs
down the general average in appearance and in profi.dency in drill, etc.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The difficulty heretofore existing for obtaining spare parts of arms had been considered
and was in the way of being remedied. Answers to questions brought out the following:
The ammunition issued by the State was so limited that men anxious to improve in marksmanship purchased at individual expense three or four times more than their allowance.
The men purchase their uniforms, and the company organizations own their own mess
furniture and pay the rent of their armories, assessing their members a stated monthly
amount to defray these and other unavoidable expenses. In return the State bolds out
the inducement of exemption from jury duty, in consideration of a five years' enlistment;
pays the soldier $1.50 per day during his actual presence in camp during theannual encampment of ten days, and for each man in ranks at the annual inspection $7. The
total money consideration contributed by the State, it can be readily inferred, makes up
but an insignificant portion of the annual expense attending the voluntary effort of the
guardsmen to maintain a military organization.
The expense of establishing Camp McGill was in a large part defrayed by the town of
Mankato, which. appropriated about $2,000 for the purpose. The citizens looked for
some return for this outlay in the increased trade expected from the people to be attracted from the country and neighboring towns to witness the military display. To this
end '' Governor's Day,'' when Governor McGill was to review the troops, and a sham battle
were widely advertised. The review came off on the 12th, and the sham battle on the
14th. This last consisted in a direct attack upon the camp in lines of skirmishers, the
light battery making a part of the attacking force. 'l'be defense was made by a part of
the command reserved iu camp for the purpose. The successful coup was given by a detachment of the attacking force making a flank attack from a position reached under the
shelter of a stone fence. Blank cartridges were used. Little more than the amusement
of the spectators was attempted, and as no one was hurt no harm was done, and perh&,ps
some good accomplished.
ATTENDANCE.

From data furnished by the adjutant the total strength of the regiment dming the en
campment was as follows: Officers present and absent, 42 ; enlisted men present and
absent (average), 562 ; average number of officers present, 37; average number of enlisted men present, 386; average number of enlisted men absent with leave, 109; average
number of enlisted men absent without leave, 67. Men were coming and going daily.
Many could not come until business foterests could be accommodated, or the reluctant consent of employers obtained. On the other hand, many were called away by the urgent
demands of business or of impatient employers, who either opposed their going from or
insisted upon immediate return to their service. Against manifold discouragements such
as these the National Guard has been compelled to push its way to place in public estimation.
RECOMlliENDATIONS .

. ~be maintenance of the National Guard of Minnesota rests mainly to-day upon the indi VIdual enthusiasm and expense-bearing ability of its members. The first cannot always,
and the second, injustice, shou1dnotlong, be relied upon. While in camp the men should
receive $3 per day. This would enable many to employ a substitute satisfactory to
employers while absent on their military duties, and be some compensation for all for the
drain in the way of expense constaµt upon them throughout the year. At least threefold
more ammunition should be issued for expenditure in target practice. In return the
State should require constant attendance at the camps of instruction,
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Some of the more important of the Articles of War should be incorporated into the State
· code, and punishments thereunder be authorized for infractions of discipline while in the
actual service of the State. Officers and men can now be tried under the genernl charge of
"Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline," but this drag-net for
all offenses gives~ to new recruits especially, but the vaguest idea of what the graver
military offenses consist. This is not fair and should not be.
Guard duty in camp should receive more attention. Officers on that roster should be
required to carefully study the details of guard duty before marching on their tours, and
while on duty to work faithfully, instructing their sentinels on post, to watch them constantly, see that they carry their arms properly, render the proper salutes, to bear themselves erect arn;l soldierly, and to so impress them that they would not dare to lounge
about their posts or sit down.
The State should supply the regiment with a medicine-chest, and not depend, as now,
upon the supply of medicines furnished at the expense of the regimental surgeons. Greater
care of arms should be enjoined upon company commanders.
While very many defects of detail exist that can be remedied by increasing experience
of the officers and men, many, however, must continue to exist until the State, by more
.liberal appropriations, makes it possible to overcome them. Despite all discouragem~n~,
however, the regiment has reached· such efficiency in drill and target practice as w1ll m
case of need enable it to render invaluable service to the State; and all this, as has been
seeri, has been attained mainly through voluntary effort and individual expense. To men
capable of so much public spirit, the greate:it credit is due.
To the officers of the regiment I make glad acknowledgment of the uniform kindness
and courtesy exten<led me. As the duties of an inspector were new to me and can not be
grasped at once, my efforts to be of service seemed to be of little value. Mutual benefit,
however, must surely follow a closer drawing together of the two services (Regular and
National Guard), and this good. work, now happily well under way, should go on.
Respectfully submitted.
S. W. GROESBECK,
Captain, U. S. Army.

FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS., September 17, 1887.
ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.:
GENERAL: In compliance with Special Orders, No. 150, current series, Adjutant-General's office, and letter accompanying the same, I have the honor to submit the following report, viz:
I proceeded to Springfield, Ill., July 8, 1887, and reported to the adjutant-general of
the State and went into camp with him, as this would enable me to comply more fully
with my instructions. Upon the arrival of the commanding officers of the different organizations I placed my time and services at their disposal for drills, inspections, ceremonies, and schools.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL

u. s.

ORGANIZATION.
The active militia, by the military code of Illinois, is designated as the Illinois National
Guard, limited to 4,000 officers and enlisted men, divided into two brigades. The regiments are recrnit~d by voluntary enlistments, and for three years. A regiment consists
of not l ess th~n. eight nor more than twelve companies. Maximum strength of a company, 100; mrn1mu m, 50. The officers are elected, field officers by the line officers and
company officers by the members of the company. The colonel appoints his own staff
officers. All are commi ionecl by the governor.
.
Wh n. called in~ actual service for the suppression of riot, etc., the pay is, for officers,
th3:t of ltke gra~e Ill the Re rular Army, and for enlisted men , ·2 per day, with t ransportation and . nb 1stence. During encampment for instruction officer ~nd men receive '1
~ r day for e3:cb day s se~·vice, not xceeding eight days in any one year, with tran portat10n and ub i tenc . . Liberal appropriations are made for carrying this code into effect.
For the two years ending June 30, 1
and 18 9, -.270,000 were appropriated .

~e unif?rm of th . guar 1, provid cl hy the • tat , is of excellent quality, the last invoice upenor to that 1 ued by the nited tates; same color and patterns as now in use
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in the Army. The clothing issued to the men for their use remains the property of the
State. When worn out it is submitted to an inspector for his action, and when ,condemned is replaced.
The officers provide their own uniform .
.ARMS .AND EQUIPMENT.

The arms and equipment consist of Springfield breech-loading rifles, caliber .45, with
safety-notch; McKeever cartridge-box; waist-belt and plate; bayonet-scabbard (steel);
blanket-bag; haversack; canteen; meat-can; knife; fork; spoon; and tin cup.
CAMP EQUIPAGE.

Tents are kept in store at the arsenal at Springfield packed for shipment, and are in
sufficient number for the quartering of the whole guard. Bed-sacks, camp-kettles,
mess-pans, axes, etc., are supplied.
Until this year the yearly encampment has been by brigade, a week at a time. This
year Camp Lincoln was constituted a post, and conducted as such by the regimental commanders. This change affords a greater opportunity for instruction, including target
practice, as each regiment has the time which was heretofore allotted to a brigade. It
is wanting in the emulation arising from comparison, except as between companies of
the same organization.
CAMP LINCOLN.

The site of the post is owned by the ·state, is 2 miles from the public square of Spring,field and just without the city limits, covers 160 acres in the '' form of a parallelogram,''
being one-fourth of a mile wide by 1 mile long.
The camp was pitched with reference to the convenience of the men and for water
supply-a water-main extending throughout the whole camp between the mess-tents
and the kitchens, with a hydrant to each division. 'l'he artillery was camped to the
east about 125 yards. The pieces and caissons were parked in front of the camp; the
enlisted men's tents faced each other; horses were stabled.
In rear of the kitchen tents barrels were placed for offal, etc., emptied twice a day and
daily disinfected. The tents were pitched by hired labor and floored. The officers'
tents were provided with tables, camp-stools, and woven-wire cots. Tents were pitched
for hospital, but were not used. A twisted-wire fence surrounded the camp on three
sides. The camp was lighted with thirteen electric lights. On the east side of the south
80 acres are two stables, each 110 feet long, with stalls for eighty horses. Near the
stables is the commissary building of three rooms, used for office, receiving, and issuing
rooms. Adjoining is an ice-house, capacity 120 tons. Four hundred and :fifty feet north
of the stables is the swimming pool, 170 feet long by 90 feet at its widest, narrowing to
40 feet. Its shallowest depth is 4 feet, increasing to 17 feet. The entire pool is surrounded with a flag-stone walk 3 feet wide, laid on stone curbing and cemented, making
it solid. The reservoir is flagged with stone; a concrete ditch carries off water that
drains from the banks; the pool is supplied by means of a feed-pipe from the city reservoir. A 10-inch overflow pipe carries off surplus water; its delivery is 70 feet from the
north dam of the pool. The pool was drained once in every twenty-four hours during
the encampment. The delivery is some 600 feet into Spring Creek by means of a 12inch pipe into a concrete ditch.
About 300 feet east of the stables; in a ravine, is· a bath-house with twelve rooms,
shower and tubs in each; two 12 by 32 framed buildings for enlisted men's sinks, and
one 14 by 20 for officers. The system is the box or trough, lined with zinc. Water is
conveyed by 2-inch pipes, and the reservoirs kept :filled. They were emptied by means
of 6-inch valves three or four times a day into a sewer. The delivery is 800 feet, into a
natural ditch, and by it conveyed entirely outside of the grounds. A plank walk connects the camp with the sink. The 'roads in and around the camp are macadamized.
RIFLE RANGE.

The rifle range lies in the center of the north half of the ground, with the targets near
~he north end. The rifle-pit is at the base of a bill, and is 600 feet in length. The pit
lS ~6 feet wide at ~he top, 9 foet at bottom, and 8 feet deep. There are twe_
n ty "B"
Laidley targets, distance apart 30 feet from center to center. Telephone stations at 200
an~ 500 yards. Firing points connect with the pit. The targets can be seen from any
porn~ ?n the ran_ge when.one is lying down. This range was built under the direct ~upervision of the mspector-general of rifle practice-an officer thoroughly conversant with
all that relates to his department.
.
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The following extract, taken from the regimental morning reports of Wednesday o!
each week, shows the strength, present and absent, of the different organizations, and the
dates they were in camp, viz :
Present.

Absent.

ai,..

...ai

r,i

Total present
and absent.

Organizations.

Date.

·~
~

0

0

First Infantry ...............................
Second Infantry ...........................
Third Infantry ............................
Fourthlnfantry ..........................
Fifth Infantry ...............................
Sixthlnfantry ...............................
Eighth Infantry ............................
Battery A ....................................
Battery D ..... ........ ............. ... ........

1887.
July
16to 23 8
July
9 to 16 12
July
23 to 30 8
Aug.27toSept.3 8
August 20 to 27 12
Augu·s t 13 to 20 8
August 7 to 13 12
August 13 to 20 1
July
16 to 23 1

Grand total.................... ..... ........................... 70
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25
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4
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281
6
511
14
298
3
264
5
469
3
235
5
496
3
48 ..•.. .
_60

227 2,662

21

192
241
144
108
153
61
110
20 ,
26

41 1,055

31
41
34
30
44
34
46
4
4

473
752
442
372
622
296
606
68
86

268

3, 717

39.&
32.2
30.

i
2i.
2 .4
20
17. 3
2i" 7
3 ·1

27. 5

Camping parties, two men from each company, under the regimental quartermas~r,
preceded the regiment twenty-four hours, for the purpose of drawing rations and fillmg
bed-sacks. The company cooks, hired for the occasion, were also of this party, so t~at
the men found their meals prepared for them on their arrival in camp. The messmg
arrangements were b.v company. Some of the companies were provided with elaborate
mess-kits of china, etc. Companies formed in tbeir1company streets and marched to
meals. Rations were drawn in bulk from the depot commissary by the regi"tental quartermaster, who performed the duties also of assistant commissary of subsistence, 3:nd
issued by him on company ration returns, which were then consolidated, compared with
the morning report, and then banded to the depot commissary as his vouchers. In addition to t,he army ration hams, sirup, prunes, milk, butter, eggs, extracts, pie,_ peaches,
currants, and vegetables (green and canned), at a cost of about 29 cents per rat_10n, were
furnished by the State. In some of the companies (by assessment) other articles were
added, not unfrequently salads, pies, ice-cream, and cakes, etc., so that had the term of
service been longer and the purse held out, there would have been an army of dyspeptics, who, I fear, make very poor soldiers. An army is said to travel on its stomach,
but it is the substantials, and not the luxuries, that keep up the stomach.
.
Regimental messes for field and staff (commissioned and non-commissioned), with ~he
regimental quartermasters as caterers, were maintained. At headquarters the messmg
arrangements were under charge of the Second Brigade quartermaster.
DRILLS.

Drills were ordered by post commandeN, and the kind specified in orders. Only one
organization (Second Infantry) had "setting-up drills." Company drills were frequen~
and generally good, the marching in company front invariably very good. In many of
the companies the most apparent error was in the .' ' formation of the company.'' Sergeants and corporals formed promiscuously with the privates, instead of as file-closers
for sergeants, and on the right and left of platoons, or if the company was small on the
right and left, according to height for corporals (paragraph 174, Upton). It is to be
regretted that .more time was not given to skirmish. Many companies of the guard
are deficient in this kind of drill, and I took especial pains to impress upon battalion
and company commanders its ·importance, in consequence of which my services were
required more frequently for these drills than for any other. Battalion drills were held
daily and rapid progress made. Except in the First Infantry, many errors in command
were noted, and movements were not always tactical; but when it is considered that regiments a · emble but once a year and then only for eight days, it is surprising there were
not more.
lany of these errors we~ pointed out when made or soon after, as opportunity offered, and if the movement was repeated they were corrected. After battalion
drill chool w re generallyheld, and great benefit derived from the discussion of errors
made, which ther ar r, were seldom repeated. The men at all times showed commendable zeal. Bat~ali~n command r would do well to note paragraph 387, Upton.
In many of the or mzation: , both at drills and parades, tI:i.e formation of the battalion
w
l , v ry low, · m bm from ten to twenty minutes and in one instance half
an hour aft r th pr .rib d all.
'
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INSPECTIONS.

Inspections were held on the Sunday following the day the regiments arrived in camp.
This day was selected so as not to interfere with their drills and target practice. The
arms and accouterments were found to be serviceable, in several organizations .in good
condition, and cartridge-boxes blacked. These, however, were the exceptions; gener-,
ally the arms were more or less rusty and the boxes uncared for. But five companies
were not provided with the safety-notch, and two were without new-pattern waist-belts
and plates. ·The adjutant-general, who was present at all inspections, ordered these
exchanged. Orders a year previous had been issued for the change, but there seems to
have been a misunderstanding or miscarriage of the orders through change of company
commanders. Many of the stocks were badly dented, cartridge-boxes scratched, and
brass tips torn off. As a rule the same day was not given to the inspection of quarters,
etc. An inspection was also made after the regiments left their camp and before a new
regiment came in, as by orders they were required to leave their camp in good condition.
GUARD DUTY.

Guard duty, except in the First Infantry and one guard in the Fourth Infantry, was
not given that attention it should have received. This neglect was due to the officers.
The State has adopted Kennon's manual of '' Duties of Guards and Sentinels." It
issues to each company organization twelve copies. In most instances regimental commanders have ordered practice of the same before going into camp, and yet men signally
failed in the performance of this important duty, and always through ignorance. My
experience, gained from observation, is that the rank and ·file cheerfully and willingly
perform their part of the duty when they know how. In the Eighth Infantry sentinels
were given the countersign, and yet instructed not to challenge. In the Third Infantry
one guard visited was without an officer or non-commissioned officer except the corporal
of the relief on post, though senior and junior officers of the guard, two sergeants and
three corporals, were mounted as part of the guard. In the Fifth Infantry the sentinels,
once posted, could not be located. No. 1, or post in front of the guard-tent, invariably
bad the countersign, and in many instances was as liable to give as to receive it from
the challenged party. Though generally instructed in the salutes, they know not how
to distinguish the rank of an officer. Knowing their own officers, they usually made
the proper salute to them.
During the whole encampment the guard was turned out but once to a general officer,
but never within my knowledge to the officer of the day, the commanding officer, or to
the governor of the State and commander-in-chief, yet he visited every regiment in camp.
This was not because the men were wanting in respect, but for the want of instruction,
for which. the officers are to blame. The artillery i:naintained a park guard.
TARGET PRACTICE.

The State is particularly fortunate in its inspector general and Second Brigade inspector of target practice. The patience, zeal, and interest which they gave to this part oi
the encampment is shown in the progress made by the regiments. While possibly one•
half of the companies have had limited advantages outside of the camp and required by
orders to be exercised in pointing and sighting drill, none except the First Infantry have
~wer pursued a system of gallery practice, yet the enthusiasm displayed augurs well for
the future.
,
One copy of" Blunt's Rifle and Carbine Firing" was issued to each company. The
sys~I1l. of scoring is different from t~at in the Army, so that no comparison can be made,
~nd 1f made would not be just.
The followin~ table from the target reports shows the result of the practice during the
encampment, viz:
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* Two companies were excused from skirmish firing by the commanding officer.
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SUPPLY.

The adjutant-general is ex officio quartermaster and commissary general, and all that
pertains to these departments is under his charge. It would seem that a di vision of the
work would not be undesirable. In the arsenal at Springfield surplus stores are kept,
and are in good condition. During the encampment the State issued to Battery A two
Gatling guns, rotary feed; to Battery D, three Gatling guns, rotary feed. Medical supplies were purchased under direction of the surgeon-general in open market. The system pursued in the commissary and quartermaster's department is by advertisement for
bids, when contracts are made paid on vouchers, which are certified to by the adjutantgeneral, approved by the commander-in-chief, and upon these the auditor issues his
warrants on the State treasury.
· The First, Second, Third, and Fourth Regiments of Infantry and Battery D form the
First Brigade.
The First Infantry is the oldest organization of the guard and the best drilled. Its
able and efficient colonel is a retired Army officer. The skirmish drills of the different
companies were excellent, and would reflect credit on any organization. Inspections1of
the camp and kitchens were made daily by the commanding officer and his quartermaster. The police of the camp was thorough, the kitchens and cooking utensils in excellent order, and the camp was left in the very best condition, surpassing all others. Ceremonies (guard mounting and dress parades) excellent. The regiment owns a Gatling
gun (caliber .45). The gun detachment was under the command of Sergeant Doubleday.
The manual of the piece, saber and pistol drill was excellent.
·
Battery D (four 12-pounder guns and caissons, horsed for the time by the State) went
into camp with the re·g iment. The drills were very good, showing that good use ~ad
been made of the short time allowed. The battery was commanded by a second lieutenant; the captain and first lieutenant were absent on account of sicknes~. The harness out of repair and worn. The guns, etc., are owned by the Citizen Association of
Chicago. In addition to the above the battery has four Gatling guns issued by_the
State-one caliber .50 and three caliber .45. It is the intention to replace.the caliber
.50 by one of caliber .45. At the inspection arms and equipments were in good order,
the police of the camp and kitchens very good; discipline of the whole command very
good.
The Second Infantry has for its colonel an energetic officer and a good disciplinarian.
The regiment labors under the disadvantage of consolidation; four companies were added
to it which formerly formed the First Cavalry. More men have been discharged from
it than from any other organization. '£his was the first encampment for a large pe~centage of the command. The advancement was rapid · under the instruction of their
officers, which was careful and painstaking. Discipline was rigidly maintained, a system of passes carried out, and absences punished. At the inspection of the regiment I
found C company's tents in the best condition, bed-sacks rolled, blankets folded, blan~etbags, haversacks, and canteens in place. Rapid progress was made in the ceremomes,
and on the last two days were very good.
In the 'l'hird Infantry the colonel and his staff, except the chaplain, every :fielcl officer,
and one-half the line officers, are appointments or promotions since last encampment,
and until this encampment never exercised command in their•present positions. In the
battalion drill the instruction was progressive and the improvement noticeable. In the
ceremonies fair progress was made.
·
The Fourth Infantry was the last in camp. The colonel possesses :fine administrative
qualities, and devoted a 1arge portion of the time to the instruction of the commissioned
and non-commissioned officers. Battalion and battalion skirmish drills were held, and
fair progress made in each. The company skirmish drills of D and F were the best; the
drill of D by the bugle excellent. The drill of Company E, though not strictly tactical,
was excellent. The ceremonies were fairly well conducted.
The Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Regiments of Infantry and Battery A form the Second
Brigade.
. In t~e Fifth Infantry, the colonel, enthusiastic and energetic, determined to give durlll~ this yearly opportunity all the time possible to battalion and battalion skirmish
drills. Great advancement was made and satisfactory results attained. The regiment
wa unfortunate in the lo of its adjutant on the third day of the camp. Guard mountings th~reafter were_ not_ as well conducted; dress parades were very good. Two new
compam
, orgamzed m May, and A, in July, deserve mention for the progress made
in drill.
and C were in advance of the others.
.
The i th Infant_ry leads in. drill in the brigade. · The colonel gave to these drills his
mo t careful at~ n~on. ~he lll truction was thorough, and the return was rapid. improvem nt gr~ti.fyrng to him elf and the command. II and C of this regiment were the
o t. By r gimental orders a cour e of in traction for a period prior to the encamp-
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ment was prescribed for the companies, viz, January, skirmish drills; February, guard
mou:qting ·and guard duties; March, dress parades. The ceremonies were well perform~d.
Battery A, four 3-inch rifle guns and caissons (belonging to the organization), equipped
by the State and horsed for the encampment. The drills were very good. At the inspection the arms and accouterments were in good order; ·the camp in good police. The
State issued two Gatling guns to this organization, making it a three-gun Gatling battery, two of which are rotary feed and one straight feed.
In the Eighth Infantry fair progress in the drills was made. Company H presented
the best appearance at inspection, and the company skirmish drill was especially good.
D company was also in good condition. The colonel took great interest in target practice. The regiment ranks first and G company leads, carrying off the special prize· offered.
The brigade commander visited the regiments in camp. The brigade inspector was
present and aided me at the inspections.
Not a single organization but derived benefit from the encampment. The increased
interest that target practice received will prove exceedingly beneficial.
It is recommended tha,t the men pitch and strike their own tents; that the kitchen
range be dispensed with, and the luxuries cut down, as tending to "promote the usefulness of the troops." Let the men "rough it" for a week. I think I know them
well enough to say they want to learn, and this is the only way they can learn to take
care of themselves in service, so that if necessity arises they will be prepared to do so.
I wish to express my thanks to the adjutant-general and his able assistants for many
kindnesses.
I am indebted to all of the guard for their uniform courtesy. The spirit with which
they received instruction showed them ambitious to reach a higher s-tandard, and their
ze~l proves them worthy of the great State that bas done so much for her "citizen
soldierv.''
i am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JACOB KLINE,
Captain, Eighteenth Infantry.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
Inspector-General's Office, Sa.int Paul, Minn., August 27, 1887.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C.:
Srn: I have the honor to report that in compliance with paragraph 4, Special Orders,
No. 170, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, July 25,
1887, I proceeded to Ottumwa, Iowa, on the 8th of August, to inspect the First Brigade,
Iowa National Guard, and on the 22d of August to Waverly, Iowa, to discharge the
same duty at the encampment of the Second Brigade.
ORGANIZATION.
The Iowa National Guard consists of six battalions of infantry, organized into two
brigades of three battalions each. The Second, Third, and Fifth Regiments constitute
the First Brigade, and the First, Fourth, and Sixth Regiments the Second Brigade.
Each regiment is a single battalion of eight companies, with an average strength of 4;5
enlisted men per company. The regimental and company organizations are substantially
the same as those of the regular Army. Each company consists of not less than 40 nor
more than than 64 enlisted men. Enlistments are for five years; commissioned officers
are elected for the same period. The adjutant-general discharges the duties of quartermaster-general.
The military code of the State provides for the enrollment of able-bodied citizens of
the State between the ages of eighteen and forty-five (with certain exemptions) into a
military force. The active militia, however, is recruited by volunteer enlistments, to
be armed, uniformed, disciplined, and equipped in conformity with the regulations of
the regular Army.
The camp of the First Brigade, at Ottumwa, . was located in the vicinity of that city,
on grounds well adapted to the purpose. The brigade line was formed in numerical ·
-Order from right to left.:_Second, Third, and Fifth Regiments. The companies were
sheltered under wall-tents, comfortably floored with dressed lumber. The mess-tables
and kitchens were located immediately in rear of each company street, sheltered from the
sun by flies or paulins. The cooking and mess arrangements were very comfortable
and complete. Brigade headquarters was lo L:ateu in Tear of the line. The camp was
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illuminated at night by a number of electric lights placed at intervals along the color
line :at brigade headquarters, the guard-house, and other points within the grounds.
This met,h od of lighting the camp contributed not a little to the comfort of the troops,
and suggested com pa.risons between the enterprise of the staff of the National Guard and
the conservatism of the service. The troops did not pitch their tents in either camp;
the work was done by laborers employed by the brigade quartermaster. In rear of the
right and left of each regiment in the First Brigade, and at other points driye-wells
.
supplied an ample quantity of excellent water.
The camp of the Second Brigade was located on ,the bank of Cedar River, about 1
mile from the town of Waverly, on the line of the I)linois Central ~ailroad. The site
·selected was an admirable one, combining the advantages of shade for the tents with
ample grounds for field maneuvers and good natural drainage. The configuration of
the ground did not admit of the camp being laid out strictly according to regulations.
One regiment was separated by a railroad trestle from the other two. The interval,
however, was less than 200 yards, and had the advantage of allowing the brigade headquarters to be located centrally and in such a position as to command a view of the regimental camps and the parade on which all the military ceremonies and evolutions were
conducted. Water was supplied for drinking and cooking purposes by means of drive·
wells located at several points within the camp.
.
In both brigades frame shelters had been provided for the safe storage of the commissary supplies, and all the details necessary to make the camps comfortable and convenient had been carefully planned and completed by' the efficient brigade quartermasters, Capts. W. C. Wyman and William A. McNaughton.
SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

The troops are subsisted while in camp by the State. The components of the ration
are those of the regular Army, the men being at liberty to add to the bill of fare if they
so desire. I inspected the beef, bread; tea, coffee, beans, rice, hominy, sirup, etc., from
time to time, and found the articles of excellent quality. The cooking was done by the
companies, each company providing its own mess furniture.
INSPECTION.

The regiments in the First Brigade were inspected in the following order: The Fiith,
Col. George H. Castle commanding, at 6.30 p. m. the 9th instant; the Second, .Col. .P.
W. McManus co.mmand:i:ng, at 9 a. m. the 10th; and the Third, Col. J. G. G1lchnst
commanding, at 6. 30 p. m. the 10th .instant.
In the Second Brigade: The First Regiment, Col. W. L. Davis commanding, at 8 a.
m. the 23d; the Fourth, Col. A. G. Stewart commanding, at 8 a. m. the 24th; and the
Sixth, Lieut. Col. C. W. Boutin commanding, at 7.30 a. m. the 25th.
.
The following table shows the strength of the commands as reported by the captarns:

Date.
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;FIRST BRIGADE.

August 10

9

Field, staff, and band, Second Regiment ......................... .
Second Regiment ............................ .. ............................... .
Field, staff', and band, Third Regiment ......................... ..
Third Regiment .................. .................... ,..................... ..
Field, staff', and band, Fifth Regiment.. ......................... ..
Fifth Regiment .................... ......................................... ..

11

21
13
20
11
16

15
273
15
225
18
189

5
2
4
3
1
2

119
125

88

31
415
3Z
373
30
295

SECOND BRIGADE.

23

24
25

Field, tatf, and band, First Regiment............................ .
First Regiment ......... ....................................................... .
Field, taff, nnd band, Fourth Regiment ............. ........... .
Fourth Regim nt........................ :.................................... .
Field, staff, and band, ixth Regiment.. ......................... ..
ixth Regiment ............ ....... .... ....... ................................ .

,15
14
6
17
12
21

16
178
16

222
19
254

4

.....63.

7
1 ···116
3

108

31
259

29
356
31
386

The in pection include the .battalion and company formation ; military appearance
of ~be troo under a~ ; old1erly bearing of officers and men; kind, condition, and
~hber of the arms; bnd and condition of the equipments; the m:litary dress of the
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officers and men ; military instruction of the troops ; their proficiency in the matter of
drill, guards, ceremonies, etc. The police of camp, the observance of t~e dis~ipline of
the command, the administration of the staff departments, etc., were mvest1gated at
such times as not.to interfere with the routine of duty.
The battalion formations for inspection were generally correct ; a few errors in details
were·cornmitted. These were to be expected under the circumstances, for it must be
remembered that the companies only served with the regimental colors:fi.vedaysineach
year. The military appearance of the troops was fair; their steadiness in ranks good.
Occasionally a man would turn his head or eyes to watch the movements of the inspector.
In tl;le matter of clothing, one-regiment, the Third, conformed in general style to the
uniform of the Army. The clothing was not in all cases cut strictly according to the
standard pattern, but the general effect was good. In other regiments little uniformity
existed, t,he companies appearing in clothing ranging from the old style regulation
(light-blue facing) to the most pronounced style of so-called "fancy" uniforms. One
company carried this so far as to appear on parade duly equipped with rifles and
bayonets, but no cartridge-boxes. Military efficiency was sacrificed to display. Uniformity in dress throughout a regiment is very desirable. It is contemplated by the .
State code and should be enforced.
The arms were Springfield breech-loading muskets, part caliber .45, part caliber .50;
some with bright barrels, others bronzed. These arms were generally in fair serviceable condition; in one company in excellent order, showing careful attention to cleanliness and preservation from injury; others were rusty and dirty. The chambers of
many were clogged with oil and dirt ; too much oil had in some cases been used to
lubricate the working parts. In Jpany cases the stocks were much marred. The average condition was, however, much higher than I expected to find. Very few, of course,
approached the standard of cleanliness required in the Army. I can see no reason why
this standard should not be reached in the Guard.
The boxes, belts, and bayonet-scabbards (part leather, part metal) were in almost
every case old, worn, and, although serviceable, showed little care and attention. It
was evident they were not blackened and polished from time to time as they should be.
This work requires little labor on the part of the men, and should be insisted upon by
the company officers. The care of his arms and accouterments is a matter of first importance with the good soldier. There were a few exceptions to this neglect; these
seemed to make the untidy ones more conspicuous.
The blanket-bags and canteens are generally new and in good order .. Haversacks are
not issued by the State. In general, there was a lack of proper '' setting up.'' Many
of the company and a few of the regimental officers were worse in this respect than the
men. Whatever excuse may be urged for the enlisted men on the score of lack of time
in company drill, there is certainly little to be said for the officers, who have the whole
year to perfect themselves in these purely personal matters.
INSTRUCTION.

The military instruction of the troops was displayed during the drills, reviews, parades, and other ceremonies held almost hourly during the encampments, Company
drills, apart from skirmishing, were not required by orders. In this I fully concur, for
the limited time of the annual encampment should not be consumed in a class of evolutions that can be perfected at home. Such was the zeal, however, of the company
officers, that almost without ~xception every company in camp availed itself of time not
otherwise allotted for drill. A few of the companies executed the movements incident
to the school of the company with great precision, and made a fine soldierly display.
Others, with less favorable opportunities at home for drill, were indifferently instructed,
and showed a low degree of proficiency. When the battalion was formed and evolutions
in that school were attempted, the lack of instruction in the elementary principles of
the tactics on the part of the companies referred to was very n9ticeable. Again, many
of the officers appeared to be entirely ignorant of the school of the battalion, and evidently expected to be instructed therein while attempting to execute the movements on
the drill ground. This necessitated detailed instruction on the part of the battal~on·
commander, and the movements 1vere slow, labored, and at first awkwardly performed.
Blank cartridges were frecly used in the battalion firing and in the skirmish drill, to
the manifest improvement of the men in precision in loading and steadiuess under the
shock of discharge.
I noticed that the battalions were rarely properly formed for drill.· In some cases the
adjutant and field officers (all or in part) would . be absent, and their places were not
filled by others. The custom in the Regular Army is to apply the principle of paragraph 177, Tactics, to the battalion, and replace absent field officers on drill by the as-
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signment of senior captains. Paragraph 372 was not observed. None pf the battalions
had more than two markers. Right and left general guides were notalwaysappointed,
and when they were they were not provided with the small flags inserted in the muzzles
of the pieces, to readily distinguish them, as now required in the sertice. The neglect
of these details increased seriously the labors of the colonels, and added considerably
to the difficulty of executing smoothly and rapidly the evolutions contemplated. No
colonel can discharge successfully his own duties and those of field officer, adjutant, and
guide.
The brigrade parades and reviews were handsomely done. Each one was an improvement on the preceding, as errors in details were corrected. This can also be said of the
battalion parades and regimenta.l guard mounting. Much .attention was given in the
Second Brigade to skirmishing with a free use .of ammunition. This drill was alwnys
spirited,and greatly interested the troops and the crowds of spectators. The simple movements of this drill were soon acquired, and theimprovementin rapidity and ease of execution was apparent from day to day.
·
'
EQUIPMENTS,

The troops are armed with the Springfield breech-loading rifle, caliber .50 and caliber
.45. All the arms are provided with the triangular bayonet. The cartridge-boxes are
of the McKeever pattern ; waist-belts of black leather ; bayonet sea bbards, part ofleather
part of metal; the canteens and blanket-bags are-the regulation article. Haversacks
and woven field- belts are not issued by the State.
The camp equipage consists of about three hnndred wall-tenis of different sizes. These
tents have been issued to the State by the Quartermaster-General of the Army. 'I'bey
are new, of first-class material and construction, and will be serviceable for many years
with proper care. In addition to the above the State owns a number of'wall-tents of no
particular pattern. These are inferior in material and construction, and show the signs
of bard usage, but are still serviceable.
DISCIPLINE.

I was most fa-..-orably impressed with the personnel of the commands. The officers are
me1;1 in the prime of life, and, as a rule, active, intelligent, full of zeal, anxious to know
then duty, and apparently willing to discharge it to the best of their ability. The rank
and file are,_ alm?st without exception, young men, ranging from 20 _to 30 years of age,
generally w1~b fine J:>hysiques and bright, intelligent faces.
.
The cheerf~l obedience of the troops, the alacrity with which they responded to the
calls to duty-not only under the favorable conditions attending the Waverly encampment, where the weather was cold enough for the most active exercise, but under the
very trying circumstances of intense beat and blinding storms of dust that prevailed during the encampment of the First Brigade at Ottumwa-impressed me with the feeling that
the material of the guard was excellent-a body of men capable of being molded, by
drill, discipline, and the stern experience that comes from active service in the field, into
a splendid corps of soldiery.
The general quiet and good order of the camp was noticeable. Discipline in other reSJ:lects was not as strict as it should have been. It was a rare thing for a soldier to recogmze the presence of an officer, either by standing at attention or giving the customary
salute.
Too much familiarity exists between the officers and the men. Good discipline requires
that, w~ile und~r ~be <:0lors, the social equality of civil life !3hould give way to the re erve
and arbitrary d1strnct10ns of the military system. I think if the true idea that the deference is paid to the rank more than to the man was better understood by the ''guardsmen," there would be less reluctance to pay the respect military rules require. Company and regimental officers should not mess with their men. In the familiarity of
the mess-table men and measures are likely to be discussed with a freedom injurious to
di cipline.
. Th~ calls _were not generally promptly obeyed. There was an improvement, .however,
rn tb1S ~articular each day, and formations were, before the close of the encampments,
ma~e with less delay. Still, great improvement in this particular could be made. Companies were not, as a rule, formed promptly at reveille and tattoo.
ALLOWANCES.

The State furn· h tent.age for the annual encampments, $50 per month to each company fi r rent of armory, and $JO per annum for stationery, postage, etc.; pay at the
rate of 1.50 per day for each ~fficer and man while in camp. Four dollars per man
P r annum fi r forty men to a ·ompany i allowed for clothing; one blanket, one bed-
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sack and one ration per man while in camp, and transportation to and from the encampments. The total appropriation by the State for military purposes is $35,000. All
expenditures must be kept within that sum.
GUARD DUTY.

So far as. my observation goes, guard duty is indifferen~ly done m the N~tional_Guard,
It seems difficult to get the men to understand the importance of domg this duty
according to the prescribed forms. They will do their duty after a fashion; but to learn
them to walk their posts, to carry their persons and pieces in a soldiery manner, to
master the routine and then practice it, is difficult to atfain. The average guardsman
thinks he is only playing soldier, and, unless under the immediate eye of his office_r, or
is on some conspicuous post, is inclined to make an unwelcome duty as easy as ~oss1ble.
Hence, I was not surprised to :find, in my quiet walks about the camps durmg the
night, a sentry here and there off post, comfortably seated at the foot of a tree, and, if
not asleep, at least oblivious to his surroundings.
In the First Brigade each regiment had guard mounting in the morning. The regimental guards were then assembled, :;i,nd brigade guard mounting was held. The regimental guard mountings were, considering all things, very well done. Practice would
take away the stiffness and awkwardness manifested by officers and men alike. Regimental adjutants especially should know their duties thoroughly, and be able to promptly
correct errors in detail.
The brigade guard mouritin~s were less satisfactory. The ceremony is not set forth in
sufficient detail in the tactics to enable inexperienced officers to conduct it properly.
The State should furnish a "guard report book," such as is in use in the Army. It
would be of great assistance to the officers in learning their duty.
. Guard duty in the Second Brigade did not differ materially from that in the First.
There was no brigade guard mounting, however. Each regiment mounted its own
guard and had its own officers of the guard and of the day.
POLICE OF CAMP.

The arrangements for disposing of the refuse from the kitchens were very good. In
the First Brigade barrels wei'e provided for each cook-tent. These were emptied morning and evening, the contents being removed by wagons from the camps. In the Second
Brigade the system was substantially the same. I saw in rear ofsomeof the company
kitchens pits had been dug, into which the slops were thrown. This arrangement
would answer for a few days, but if the encampment extended a week or more they
would become objectionable. The absence of proper tools and implements for policing
interfered with the thoroughness of this work.
·
The general police of the camp was not provided for in the First Brigade, so far as I
could see. The parade and grounds in rear were strewn with loose papers and other
articles, giving the camp an untidy appearance. Of course these articles did not affect
the sanitary condition_ of the camp, for nothing of a perishable nature was left uncared
for; but it began to look disorderly before the last day. In the Second Brigade this
matter was in a slight degree better attended to.
There was an absence of uniformity iu the arrangements of the tents. Bed-sacks are
furnished by the State; these are :filled with straw by the men aner their arrival in
camp: In my inspection I did not see two tent~ arranged in the same manner. This
matter could safely be left to the captains, who should adopt some uniform plan for
arranging t p e bedding, arms, equipments, and clothing, and see that all conform to it.
Uniformity throughout the regiment is desirable, but oot essential; but neatness, order,
and cleanliness in quarters are, and should be insisted upon.
TARGET PRACTICE.

Target practice, as the term is understood in tbe Army, is not observed. The system
is to issue one thousand rounds of ball cartridges to each company per annum. There
is no return required, and no system for its expenditure. If any man wishes to take
part of this ammunition and expend it, he is at liberty to do so. It is not compulsory,
however.
The following was the procedure in the First Brigade: When the companies arrived
in camp company teams of five men each were called for. These men fired five shots at
each of the 200, 300, and 500 yard ranges, the highest company score taking the regimental prize. It will be seen that this system does not provide for the inst.ruction of
the whole company in the important duty of rifle practice. It is fair to presume that
the five men selected to represent the company in the contest referred to, as there is to
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be a prize awarded, will be the best shots. The remainder of the men are left uninstructed, unless the zeal of the captain leads him to give personal attention at home to
the .expen~iture of the one thousand rounds allotted his company.
TRANSPORTATION.

The system by which transportation is procured from the railroads is analogous to
that in use by the Quartermaster's Depar.tment of the Army. A printed request is _filled
in, giving the name of the individual or organization to be transported; this is signed
by the officer in charge of the detachment; the ticket agent or conductor, over his signature, acknowledges its receipt and certifies to the fact of passage over the line. The
request is then sent to the adjutant-general of the State, General W. L. Alexander, and
payment is pro~ptly ordered. The State owns no transportation of any kind. _
REGIMENTAL OR BRIGADE CAMP . .

I found in talking with officers that a difference of opinion existed 'in regard to this
subject. Some of the colonels naturally preferred regimental camp. More freedom of
action, better opportunity to instruct their commands, etc., were the arguments used. I
think the majority of the captains and the men prefer the brigade camp. I can not see
any miiitary reason that applies to regimental camp that has not equal force in favor of
assembling the brigade organization.
I do n_o t know how the brigade encampments are managed in other States, but as conducted this year in Iowa they have combined all the advantages of regimental camps with
those alone attainable where the brigade is assembled in one place and under one command. The diversity of opinions of regimental commanders can be harmonized; the
character and amount of drill can be regulated; uniformity of instruction in the cerem~- ·
nies can be attained; the spirit of emulation is excited bet,ween companies and regiments. This is a most important factor in volunteer organizations, and has much to do
in their improvement and progress. The brigade commander bas an opportunity to see
bis troops and to make bis authority and influence felt. It is not certain that guard duty
would be better done in a regimental camp than under the brigade organization. It
might be well to bold regimental camps occasionally, but I am decidedly of opinion that
the brigade encampments should not be wholly omitted. This matter, however, is one
for the State authorities to settle, and can be safely left to the sound judgment of bis
excellency's chief of staff, General Alexander.
GENERAL REMARKS.

· I am decidedly of the opinion that the terrn of the encampments should be extended
to at least eight days-say from Saturday until the following Saturday. The troops arriving in camp on Saturday and spending the Sabbath quietly woulc.l be ready for duty Monday morning, and five days' instructions, instead of three and a balfat most, would result.
The only additional expense to the State would be the cost of subsistence and the per diem
of the men:
The chief items of expense incurred by the encampment are transportation for troops
and material, the erection of the tents by hired labor, and the work necessary to complete
the camp in details absolutely required by a due regard for the comfort and convenience
of the men and the maintenance of good sanitary condition. The grounds must be cleared
of rub bi h, shelter must be provided for stores, wells sunk or water otherwise procured,
sinks constructed, tents floored, etc. These expenses are now incurred for five days; the
extension of time to eight or ten da-ys would not increase these items a dollar. Indeed, the
work once clone, the camp could be occupied for a month with no additional expense sn.vf'I
in the matter of supplies and per diem. Considering the great advantages to be gained,
in a military point of view, by extending even a few days the time the troops are with
the colors, _the people should cer~i~ly b~ willing to meet the increased expense.
The ahonal Gu~rd should a s1m1late mall particulars as closely as possible tQ the regular Army, o that m case the troops are mustered into the United States service the officers will be in some degree prepared for the new relations established. One of the most
embarr ing things to a company officer entering the volunteer service in 1 61 was the
book and retur1:3 he was imm diately required to keep and make up. It would be a most
v_alaabl eda ~ton to the office:5 to require them to keep at all times a company descript~ve_
k and 11;1 cam~' m rmng report and ick report. The sy tern of clothing the
• att nal oar<l: 1 o d1fli r n_t f:om the ervice that the company clothing book would be
ofno n · .
e~mental de. riphve book , con oliclated morning reports, and guard reports
boulcl he furw h d acb r 1mental heaclquarters.
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A few implements, such as handbarrows, split or stable brooms, rakes, and shovels,
should be provided for police purposes.
Great benefit would result from a thorough inspection of each company of the gua.rd
at its armory by the brigade inspector. The inspection at the time of the annual encampment must necessarily be hasty and imperfect. In the armory the inspection could be exhaustive, entering into every detail of company drill, and the know ledge and proficiency of
each officer and non-commissioned officer could be tested, the exact status of each com~
pany could be arrived at, and the value of the company as a military organization clearly
ascertained. The value of an inspection is not only in the information gathered for the
superior who orders it, but in the efforts the organization inspected puts forth to meet it in
a satisfactory manner.
Officers' school should be made a more prominent feature of the encampments-more
time allotted and system adopted in conducting them. The time should be utilized principally in giving instruction in general matters of discipline, company management, duties
of officers in the matters of inspections, roll-calls, guards, police, inspection of quarters,
making the returns required by the regulations of the camp and the State code ; such personal matters as the sword exercise, salutes, and tone. and manner of command, etc. The
general principles of tactics only should be discussed; the details should be acquired at
home.
Much t;i.me is lost during the annual encampments by officers coming to them unprepared by previous study to discharge their duties in the matters of battalion drill, guard,
etc. Officers should study their tactics at home carefully and thoroughly, and not be
satisfied with a mere ,smattering of information, but aim to acquire such a knowledge
of the drill and the details of guard a-nd other duties as would enable them to enter
upon the exercises at the camp at a point of proficiency far in advance of anything they
are able to attain during its brief continuance.
I am satisfied it would be of material benefit to the service and the National Guard
if from time to time a battalion of regular infantry was required to take part in their
encampments. Preferably the battalion should come from some regimental headquarters, and be accompanied by the adjutant and band, in order that the ceremonies might
be conqucted in full form and with close attention to details. The cordial feeling existing now so generally between the National Guard and the service would be increased
by bringing then; together.
A most pleasing feature of my visit to the encampments of the Iowa National Guard
was the universal readiness to receive such suggestions as I made from time to time.
The one motive that seemed to actuate the officers of all grades was to do their duty
correctly. If they tailed in this in any particular it was from lack of experience, and
not from indifference. My inspection was necessarily very general. An inspection approaching in thoroughness and detail those I am accustomed to make in the service wasnot contemplated by my instructions, and would have been entirely out of place, consuming the time of the troops without adequate results. Detailed inspections, however, should be made by the brigade inspectors in the manner I have already suggested.
From my experience with the militia in years past, I was entirely unprepared to find
the National Guard on such a high plane of discipline and general efficiency as I :find
that in the State of Iowa. The guard of that State is worthy of the support and confidence of the people, for it is a body of soldiers of which any State might be proud.
To General Alexander, the able and efficient adjutant-general of the State; to General
Wright and General Beeson, and to the gentlemen of their staffs, especially to Colonel •
. French and Colonel Weeks, adjutants-general of the First and Second Brigades, and to
Captain Wyman, quartermaster of the First, and Captain McNaughton, quartermaster of
the Second Brigade, I am indebted for many personal favors. I desiTe to express my
appreciation of the courtesy and thoughtful consideration for my comfort and convenience constantly shown me, and for the generous hospitality of which I was the
recipient.
Respectfully submitted.
.
EDWIN C. MASON,
Lieut. Col. Fourth Inf., Act' g Insp. Gen., ·u. S. A.

WOOSTER. OHIO, ~eptember 30, 1887.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.:
SIR: In compliance with paragraph:{, Special Orders, No. 140, current series, Headquarters of the Army, dated Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, June 18, 1887, and
letters of instruction from the same authority dated June 21 and August 19, 1887, I have
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the honor to submit the following report ofmy inspection of the troops and camps of the
Ohio National Guard from July 4 to September 11, 1887:
ORGANIZATION.

In compliance with instructions from the governor of Ohio, I officially visited and in.spected the following-named organizations, encamped at places and dates opposite each:
First Infantry, Washington C. H., July 4-8; Second Infantry, Findlay, August 10-15;
Third Infantry, Union City, August 17-22; Sixth InJantry, Delaware, August 3-8; Ninth
Battalion Infantry,Wilmington, July 28 to August 2; Thirteenth Infantry, Dayton,July
,8-12; Fourteenth Infantry, Lancaster, September 6-11, and Seventeenth Infantry, New
Lexington, August 23-28. I also visited unofficially, and merely for my own profes!"ional
pleasure and profit, the First Artillery at Delaware, the Fifth Infantry at Coits, and the
Eighth Infantry at Galion. I thus had the benefit of closepersonalobsenation and comparison of all the troops in the State except the Sixteenth Infantry, which I was unable
to reach before the end of its encampment. In every camp I was received withcourte~y,
and in those in which I was on duty I was iurnished with a horse, quartered on thelme
·Of field and staff officers' tents, and provided with proper personal attendance. Every
facility was afforded me for the performance of the duty with which I was charged. I
was requested by both the adjutant-general and the difterent regimental commanders to
,criticise and correct all violations of tactics, regulations, or customs of the service which
might come under my observation. In nearly every camp, at the request of the commanding officer, I drilled the battalion once or twice, an<l conducted the daily schools
for officers and non-commissioned officers. Each day I visited the kitchens, streets, ancl
sinks in every camp; sometimes with the commanding officer, officer of the day, or surgeon ; sometimes alone. I carefully examined sentinels both by day and night, observed
roll-calls and formations for drills and ceremonies, visited 1he guard tents, watched the
issue of rations, and endeavored by every means thoroughly to acquaint myself with the
personnel of the command anrl with the spirit and quality of the troops. Near the close
of each camp I made a formal inspection of the entire command, incli1ding arms, accouterments,clothing, tents, bedding, messing, cooking, sinks, police, hospitals, supplydepartment, administration,etc. At the close of each· day .I carefully revised and comple1;ed my
notes,not failing to record many impressions of professional interest which I had rece1 ved<J.Uite as val uab1e as any I may have imparted.
MOBILIZATION.

A general order issued from the adjutant-general's office prescribed the times and places
for each camp. The troops assembled at their armories at the appointed hour, and were
transported to the various camp grounds by rail. The· contracts for this transportation
were made by the adjutant-general, the regimental quartermasters being relieved of all
responsibility in this direction. If practicable, it would seem advisable to give these officers as much experience in this regard as possible, the transportation of troops and supplies being an important part of their duties in war. In some cases the camps were centrally located, in others at a considerable distance from the district furnishing the troops.
This latter plan is the better, as it is wise to get the men as far beyond the reach of home
influences, excursions, and picnic parties as possible. The time allowed for each encampment being so limited (six days) , it should be the supreme object of the commander to
employ every hour to the utmost advantage, and to put in to effective practice that w bich
,can he acquired in armories only in theory. Arranged as the regiments now are, in
compact geographical district , it would be a long s.tride forward if the troops could rendezvous hy rail early in the day at a point 6 or 8 miles from the camp ground, march
to the designated place, and pitch their own tents. The nece sary camp and garri on
equipage should accompany the train and be handled and cared for by the troops themRelve -a very important feature of the soldier's education. This plan wafl adopted by at
lea ~ one organization (in another State, however), Company F, Third Iowa Iufantry,
bavmg marched 30 miles from its armory to camp. E:itperience is the only school in
which the art of marching can be learned.
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STRENGTH.

The consolidated morning reports for three days in each camp give the following exhibit:
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Seven companies (belonging one to the Second, one to the Third, two to the Fourteenth,
ancl three to the Seventeenth Regiment) enjoyed the honorable distinction of having 100
per cent. of .t heir enrolled strength in camp.
CAMPS.

The camps were all located near towns or cities, and as a consequence were thronged
daily and nightly too with visitors, who strolled through company streets, peered into
tents, gathered in great crowds around the officers when assembled for school, and otherwise deprived the camps very much of their military appearance. Although but six
days were allowed for each camp, the dates were so arranged in all cases as to include
Sunday. This was the great day for excursion trains, which came from every quarterr
pouring thousands of visitors into the grounds, converting the camp into one vast picnic.
Nothing can be more hurtful to the morale of a command, and the faithful work of five
days may be largely undone by the 'relaxation and abandon incident to one of these gala
Sundays.
·
The camps were generally well laid out, notably those of the First and Seventeenth Regiments. The tendency seemed to be to pitch tents too much in the ~hade. Canvas should
be exposed to the sun, and not placed under trees where the water may drip and keep the
tent wet long after a storm has passed. Surgeons were seldom consulted in the selection
of grounds or the location of latrines. It was a common practice to have the tents pitched
a day or two in adva:i;i.ce of the arrival of the troops. In some cases this work was done
by hired (civilian) labor. This practice is not military, especially in camps of instruction. 'l'he troops should pitch their own tents, and it would be an excellent drill to
have them struck and pitched again several times during camp. The soldier cannot
know his duties too well, and every hour should be turned to some good account.
The water supply was not satisfactory in all cases, and only one camp (the Sixth Regiment) had proper bathing facilities. Personal cleanliness is a prime consideration in
maintaining the health of the soldier in camp, and where no stream is at hand a bathhouse (or tent) should be provided.
·
POLICE.

As a rule the police of company quarters and streets was excellent. General police
was not so satisfactory. Kitchens were more or·less neglected, and garbage barrels not
properly cared for. No qisinfectant was provided for sinks, and in some cases they be·
came very offensive. In the Thirteenth and Seventeenth Regiments officers and men
used the same sinks, and in several camps the vaults were located outside the guard-line
and accessible to throngs of visitors. In two or three camps in fair' grounds, sheds and
cattle-stalls were resorted to by the men, and soon became foul and noiso01e. The surgeons generally exercised a close vigilance, discovering and reporting these disorders. in
advance of the officer of the day, but their warnings did not seem to receive the attention
they deserved.
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TENTS AND BEDDING.

Ohio owns wall-tents only, of which she has 1,182. They ~re of good quality, well
made, in good condition, and serviceable. Nearly all of the tents were provided. with pine
floors, loaned for the occasion. Two regiments owned hospital and headquarters messtents, purchased out of the regimental fund. With the exception of three companies
all the troops I inspected were provided by the State with substantial single blankets.
Several companies owned bed-sacks, and a few had cots. Straw was furnished on the
ground gratis. The beds were neatly piled or made up, but the bedding was not aired
nor the tent floors raised during any of the encampments. This should be done by order
once at least, if only as a matter of instruction.
ARMS.

The field and staff were not in all cases provided with the properside-arms, but where
each one is required to purchase his own saber no just criticism can apply. In like manner the non-commissioned staff were frequently found without swords. 'l'he men are
armed with the Springfield rifle, caliber .45, nearly a:U of which have been cleaned, remodeled, and furnished with new stocks within the past seven years. With the exception of one company in the Sixth Regiment, they may be pronounced serviceable; and ~n
the larger number of companies I found them clean and well cared for. One company m
the Thirteenth Regiment had every gun in perfect condition, while others in the same
command were discovered to be in a state ofcriminal neglect. It may be impracticable
in some cases to require the men ~o care each for his own gun; it is, nevertheless, a most
important part of the soldier's education, and should not be wholly neglected. The
soldier should be made familiar with its construction, and be made to realize the importance of keeping it free from rust, sand, and rude shocks. This he can best learn by
being required to clean it himself.
ACCOUTERMENTS.

Canteens, knapsacks, haversacks-all of late pattern-and the McKeever cartrid~ebox are furnished to nearly all the troops in Ohio. One or two regiments failed to bring
their canteens and haversacks to camp, and, indeed, there seemed to be a disposi_tion to
underestimate this part of the equipment. The equipments were in good serviceable
condition, but not in all cases as clean as could be desired. The brass parts should be
polished bright and the leather blackened. This adds immeasurably t.o the neat appearance of a command, and should certainly be a requirement for inspections. I was
gratified to observe that one company of the Thirteenth Regiment had the brass parts exceptionally clean, and in the entire Fourteenth Regiment they were quite generally so.
CLOTHING.

The fatigue uniform (the only one furnished by the State) is identical in patte~n and
color with that of the Army. Three regiments have provided themselves, at theu own
expense, with dress uniforms. I saw but one-that of the First Regiment--w hich is similar to that of the Army. The clothing is of good quality, neat-fitting and well made.
Overcoats similar to the U. S. Army pattern, are also issued, and all save one company
are so provided. The buttons on blouses, caps, and great-coats are stamped with the
coat of arms of the State.
MESSING.

As a rule field and staff officers messed together-the First, Sixth, Ninth, and Seventeenth Regiments under canvas. I Wil.S informed that others had dining tents, but
preferred to use the buildings available. The non-commissioned staff messed with the
commanding officer and staff in all except the First and Third Regiments. Line officers
gen~rally messed with their men. The exceptions I noted to this were the entire First
Regiment and one or two companies each in the Third, Fourteenth and Seventeenth
Regimen . In all regiments messing was conducted by companies-~on-commissioned
offi~rs and priyates together. All company messes were under canvas, except in t~e
Tbuteen_th Re~ment, 'Yhere the whole .command was in-doors. Nearly all compames
are provided with serviceable mess-chests some of which displayed considerable ingeuuity in their construction and arrangem~nt. They were generally found to be clea!1
an<l weet, but not alway o. Each company is provided with serviceable m
furmture for tbe field, and a. few have ub tantial iron cranes for cook fires. Cooking wa
done over camp fir and toves, the latter being rented for the occa ion and protected
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In the larger number of cases cooking was done by hired.
( civilian) cooks.
In the interest of discipline, officers should have their mess Eleparate from the men,
and this is far more necessary in the Na~ional Guard than in the Army. The familiarity of the mess-table is utterly incompatible with the requirements of true subordination.

by temporary shanties.

RATIONS,

The food was good and sufficient, except the bread, which was too fresh. Beef, pork,
and one or two vegetables with coffee, bread, and other elements of the Army ration
were issued. Each officer and man was allowed forty cents per day for subsistence. In
two camps the companies were allowed to open an account with a grocer and make their
own purchases. In these regiments the surgeons informed me that the sickness was
largely due to overeating.
INSTRUCTION,

Schools.-By a general order from the adjutant-general's office two schools-one for
officers and one for non-commissioned officers-were appointed to be held daily in each
camp. With .one or two exceptions, these schools were well attended and kept up •till
the close of camp. Great interest was manifested, and all seemed anxious to learn.
Drills.-The "setting up" exercises had evidently been neglected. Men hung their
heads too much and cast their eyes to the ground near their feet, but many were recruits, and as well drilled as could be expected. I saw many companies, however, which
executed the manual oft arms beautifully, and yet marred it all by standing with heels
apart or by raising hands or turning their heads: The school of the company was better,
but, strange to say, did not equal in proficiency the school of the battalion.
Rifle practice.-No target practice was had in any camp, owing to lack of time or
sufficient range.
CEREMONIES.

These were well performed. The manual of the sword had apparently been neglected,
and :first sergeants did not at :first report their companies correctly; but tile adjutants
were zealous and painstaking, and the progress of instruction from day to day was very
marked. The neglect of the school of the soldier was apparent in some regiments, where
the men were restless and inattentive, raising their hands in ranks and turning their
heads, and some were even seen to spit.
GUARD DUTY.

Very few men had been instructed in this important duty before coming to camp.
Guard mounting would be performed with such evident understanding that it was surprising to :find such a misconception of its meaning and of the grave responsibilities for
which it is merely the preparation. Men who belonged to beautifully drilled companies,
and whose bearing in ranks was soldierly and self-confident, seemed to feel ill at ease,
awkward, and apparently unconscious of their dignity and authority as sentinels. Very
few saluted correctly, many failed to recognize officers at all, some halted, sat down,
and conversed with the next post. I noticed quite a number marching their posts at
quick time, halting at the end, coming to a carry, facing about, resuming the right
shoulder and the march. I also saw sentinels challenging at 10 o'clock in the morning,
and others rendering salutes after retreat.
ADMINISTRATION.

Each regiment and company is required to keep the books and official records commonly in use. These are not furnished by the State, however, and very few organizations have provided themselves with complete sets as prescribed. The papers which
were submitted for inspection were generally neat and correctly made up, those of the
First, Second, and Fourteenth Regiments deserving special mention. Quarterly returns
of men and property are rendered by regiments and_by companies, troops, and batteries.
CONCLUSION.

Upon the whole I am prepared to pronounce the National Guard of Ohio a splendid
body of men, deserving the respect, support, and cordial co-operation of all good citizens ·
of the State.
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In conclusion, I desire to make my acknowledgments to the regimental commanders
and other officers for courtesies received, and to extend my thanks to the War Department for the great professional benefit I have derived from the performance of the duty
assigned me.
.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALFRED C. SHARPE,
First Lieutenant, Twenty-second Infantry.

FORT WAYNE, MICH., August 11, 1887.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.:
Srn: I have the honor to report the following as the result of my observations o~ a
visit to the camp of the Fifth Regiment, Ohio National Guard, in compliance with Special
Orders, Nos. 140 and 169, current series, from Headquarters of the Army:
I proceeded to Cleveland, Ohio, arriving there at about 5.30 a. Llf·, August 4, 1~87.
The regiment had not yet left the city. I visited the armory and found preparations
going on with a view of leaving on a special t,rain at noon for Coits, a suburb of Cleveland, about 7 miles distant. The six companies (A, B, D, F, G, and H), headed by
the band and drum corps, and under the command of Col. F. H. Flick, marched to
the depot of the Lake Shore Railway in good style, got aboard the train, and star~e~
five minutes after arrival. Arriving at Coits Station, they marched to their camp, which
was situated on the banks of Lake Erie. Two men from each company had been detailed to report to the quartermaster at Coits on August 2, 1887, for the purpose of
pitching the tents, so that the camp was laid out and ready for occupancy when the
troops arrived. Guard details were made and sentinels posted at once. The balance
of the afternoon was spent in putting the tents in shape for comfort. A flag-staff 65
feet in height was raised and the colors hoisted, at which time the camp was named
'' Camp Garretson.''
On the 5th the routine laid out in general orders was strictly carried out. The men
fell out to roll-calls in nearly every company promptly and in their uniforms. The rollcall ·.· as superintended by a commissioned officer, and he reported the result of the same
to the adjutant. The men were marched to their meals. Sick-call at 7 a. m. was
attended by Surgeon F. H. Clark, who informed me that no case of a serious nature
occurred during the encampment. A few of the men were overcome by the heat at
drill; some few aases of fever and diarrhea; otherwise the camp was an exceedingly
healthy one. There was no hospital tent, and I saw no need of one.
At ~.30 a. m. the companies were out for company drill for one hour. The me?- were
attentive and the officers well posted; they explained the movements, corrected mistakes.
when they occurred.
At 8.30 a. m. guard mount took place. Adjutant Herman Mayer I found to be well
acquainted with his duties, and the ceremony improved each day while in camp.
At 10 a. m. the regiment was turned out for battalion drill, lasting one hour and a.
half. Col. H. F. Flick commanded and drilled the battalion in a very creditable manner. The field in which the drill took place was too small, being only about 100 yards
square. Only three drills took place, but a decided improvement was noticeable in the
drills t~at took place the second and third days, and I am satisfied that with more ti~e
the regiment would show an excellent,standard in battalion drill. Going into camp m
the afternoon, that day is lost; Sunday in camp is virtually lost; and the day of muster
and. inspection, although it has its lesson, does not take the place altogether of drill.
Agarn, the day that camp is broken is considerable of a loss, but with this regiment they
had a good drill during the morning.
·
School-call at 1. 30 p. m. was att<,nded by all the non-commissioned officers. One of'
~be captains or a bright and well-posted lieutenant took charge, and, in addition to findmg out what the men knew, explained to them such points in tactics as he deemed
mo. t essential.
At 2.30 p. m. akirmish drill took place by company. The movements, as far as I obrved, were well executed. The men seemed to take considerable interest in the drill.
The ski~ish-drill signals were taught to the men during the rest in one or more of the
comparu~. Dr parade formed quite an attraction in the camp, and was witnessed by
large audiences from Cleyeland each evening. The ceremony was very creditably executed t~e fi t ume and improved afterwards. The staff officers, including the surgeon
and
tant nrgeon, turn d out on each occa ion .
.At 7.30 p. m. chool-call for officers was ounded, and a full attendance gathered in
fr~nt of the C?l?nel's tent each evening. At these occasion I talked freely to the
offic rs, explammg to them the nee ·ity of study and drill, of military discipline and
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courtesy, and my willingness to answer any question or give any information that, might
be of benefit to them. I was very much pleased to have some of them take advant,age
of my offer. I found one or two officers somewhat timid in regard to giv~ng comm~nds.
To them I explained the necessity of overcoming this fault and of learnmg to_ be mdependent, not waiting and relying on others to give the commands and executmg them
after seeing some one else, giving them to understand that it woulil. be better to make
an occasional mistake o.r blunder in being self-reliant than to be dependent on some one
else. I was gratified to see an improvement in this particular at the next battalion drill.
The officers of the regiment I found to be young men, bright and intelligent, who
had not only been elected by the men, but who had been examined by a board of
officers before being recommended to the go_vernor as qualified and of good character to
fill these various positions. The enlisted men were all bright, young fellows, who, I
am satisfied, are good material for soldiers. They were quick in picking up information, and improved constantly in the performance of their duty while in camp.
Col. H. F. Flick, commanding the regiment, is a soldier in looks and actions. A
strict and just disciplinarian, he has the confidence of his men, all of whom, bothofficers
and enlisted men, were prompt to carry out his orders.
The regimental staff I found to be very efficient.
Guard duty was very creditably performed; in fact, I think better than I have noticed
in previous camps of State troops that I have visited. The enlisted men walked their
posts in a soldierly manner. They repeated their orders when called on by those entitled
to question them. Grand rounds was made every night. Sentinels seemed to understand their duties, and carried them out in a creditable manner.
The regiment was supplied with 120 tents, 9 by 9, belonging to the State. These
tents, I understand, have been in use something like ten years, and appear now as good
as new. This is owing to the excellent care taken of them. They are stored when not
in use in the armory at Cleveland; are .never put away unless perfectly clean and dry;
all rents and other damage is repaired at .the armory; and the tents are aired two or
three times during the year. These tents are used by the line officers and enlisted men.
The tents used by the field and staff belong to the officers. All the tents are floored.
These floors are in sections, and are taken up and stored in the armory. They are the
property of the regiment, af.'I also are the tables, mess outfit, and furniture at regimental
headqua.rters, and tables used by the company messes: Each company has its own mess
outfit. The stoves and ranges used in camp are hired for the occasion.
Each man is paid 40 cents per day for subsistence. Requisitions are made by the
company 0ommander on the quartermaster for such articles of food as may be wanted,
and he sees that they are supplied, keeping at the same time a regular credit and debit
account with the company. Any credit that may be due the company over the total of
40 cents per man is paid to the company commander, who takes it up as a company
saving. If the company has lived beyond its means ( 40 cents per day per man), then
the shorta,:;e must be made up and paid over to the quartermaster to settle the account.
None of the companies seem to have been restricted in the articles and quantities required, and I was informed that the average of about$25 per company was saved. The
pay of each enlisted man while in camp is $1 per day.
On Monday, the 8th of August, the command was mustered and inspected. AdjutantGeneral H. A. Axline was present and mustered each company after inspection.
The troops were formed for review at 10 a. m. They presented a very :fine appear- .
ance and passed in review very creditably. Some of the commissioned officers failed to
salute, and some who did salute failed to cast their eyes toward the reviewing officer.
The marchfog was very good with exception of the time, which was about ninety per
minute. The uniform was fatigue, and very much resembles that of the Army; the
material is very good. Uniforms in good condition, and with the exception of a few
light-colored blue trousers in every company except one, presented a neat and soldierly
appearance. The rifle used is the Springfield, caliber .45, and has been in the bands of
the regiment for an average of over ten years; condition good and serviceable. Most of
the barrels were bright and clean on the inside, but the breech, chamber, and lock had
been overlooked. Six of the pieces had no :firing pins. Three pieces had the firing pin
rusted in the breech block so tightly that I could not move it-a very dangerous conditfon to have a rifle in. The knapsacks appeared new; were in good condition. The
men handled them well in unslinging, opening, and slinging.
I called attention at the time to all error.s that I noticed, and found both officers and
men willing and ready to recei Ye instructions.
The manual of arms was very good. An inspection of the quarters followed the inspection of troops. The sheets were very clean; the tents were kept in good shape;
blankets in most cases folded and piled up. Many of the tents had gun-racks. One
company had two-story bunks for four men . . These bunks were very easily taken down
and rolled up, and when in use only took up one-third of the tent. They were made of
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hard wood, bottoms of canvas, and the men using them spoke vocy highly of them.
They certainly added very much to the neat appearance of the tents. All the companies
had camp-stools, which they carried to and from the mess tents and their quarters. The
mess tents or shelters were all together, as were the kitchens-at one end of the camp.
The tables were furnisheil. with all the necessary furniture, and the food was plenty,
both in quality and quantity, as well as being properly cooked. The garbage was collected in barrels and disposed of twice a day.
Altogether, I would say that the regiment is in good condition for active S8rvice if
called upon, and I have no doubt would answer very promptly any call that might be
made on them.
The average attendance during camp was 416, or about 85 per cent. of its strength.
Target practice during the year has taken place. The percentage of figure of merit
has averaged 50.
.
The ca.mp broke at 2 p. m. on the 9th, and the troops, greai improveil hy the instructions received, paraded through the city of Cleveland. ·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. T. HASKELL,
Capt., Twenty-third Infantry .
FORT WAYNE, MICH., Septe1nber 14, 1887.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL

u: s.

ARMY,

Washington, D. C.:
SrR : I have the honor to report that, in pursuance to instructions contained in
Special Orders, No. 169, current series,. Adjutant-General's Office, I proceeded to the
camp of the Sixteenth Regiment Ohio National G.uard, near Port Clinton, Ohio, arriving there at 8 p. m., August 17, 1887. All the companies of the regiment arrived on
the 17th, the afternoon being occupied in arranging for the comfort and convenience of
the troops. It rained during the day and evening.
On the 18th the regular camp routine was carried out, commencing with assembly of
trumpeters, a march played by the band, and then reveille. Sick-call was attended by
a few m~n .who had colds or other -light complaints common to the first days in ca~p,
but MaJ. Arthur L. Osborn, regimental surgeon, assured me that no case of a senous
nature occurred during the camp.
Company drill at 7.30 a. m. was attended by all the companies, and the movements
executed, as well as the perfection in drill, exhibited a knowledge of tactics that I hardly
expected to see. .
Guard mount at 8.45 a. m. was at first a little awkward, but both officers and men were
interested, and not only willing but anxious to learn, and to the extent of repeating
movements that were not at first correctly gone through, so that before camp was broken
they all became much better posted and performed the duties pertaining to guard mount
quite proficiently.
Battalion drill at 10 a. m., the companies responding promptly. At first there was a·
slight delay in forming line, too much time being taken up waiting for one company to
be dressed before another would move toward the line. This was soon corrected, and
the line formed in very short order. Colonel Keyes commanded the battalion during the
drills, and showed a thorough knowledge of tactics, varying the movements at each drill.
At first the men were a little clumsy, but they soon settled down to busine s, paid strict
attention to the commands, and seemed to be quite interested. They drilled one hour
and three-quarters in the morning and one hour in the afternoon. The drill ground was
very long and movements were not in any way restricted for want of room, giving a decided ad vantage to the regiment in this respect.
_In th~ afternoon, after an hour's battalion drill, the companies we.re drilled in skirmISh dnll, and, I believe, every company was found proficient in this drill. I saw the
eigh~ co~panies drilling at tlil.e same time, the drill ground being sufficiently large to
admit of1t.
Dr
parade was held each evening, and an improvement made on each occasion .
. At l. 3 p. m. non~commi ioned officers' school was attended by all the non-commiss1oned o~cers, upermtended by one of the captains, who not only que tioned the men
as to th~ir kno\.~l~ e of their duties, but explained to them such point in tactics and
the dutl pertaming to the gua1d as e med mo t e ential.
A 7.3 p. m. the offi rs were a mbl d in front of the colonel's tent and I talked
to th m in a neral ,ay r arding the object of the encampment, their d~tiei ;1,nd why
I had be n order d to att nd; explaining to them that while I remained among them I
h_ uld b m t happy to give them my a. istance and an wer all que tions that they
rut~ht
fi_ t_ • k. I [ou~d them well informed regarding their duties, anxious to
1 rn, an
111mg t re ·e1ve information.
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Grand rounds were made during the night, and several of the officers accompanied me
for instruction.
·
.
Col. Charles M. Keyes, commanding the regiment, I found to be well informed regarding all his duties; not too strict in discipline, looking at all times after the welfare of his
men, and very much interested in drill.
Lieut. Col. H. S. Bunker accompanied me on almost ev~ry occasion in my visits around
the camp and in making the gr~nd rounds at night. He was quite energetic in correcting mistakes made by sentinels, and in instructing men regarding the police of the camp.
roll-calls, and other essential points.
On the 18th and 19th a team of :five men from each company had a shooting match of
10 rounds per man at 200 yards, using the "A" target. The competition was quite
interesting. Maj. M. B. Lemmon had charge of the match, and conducted it in accordance with Blunt's instructions of rifle practice. The team of Company B, having made
highest score, was made the custodian of a very handsome gold rifle badge, the property
of the regiment, to be held by the captain of the company until lost by the successful
competition of some other company next year or later.
The police of the camp, which. was called '' Camp Phil Sheridan,'' was excellent in
every respect. Tents were put in order, streets cleaned, and cook-houses and mess-tents
policed inside and out every morning and at intervals during the day; garbage carried
off in barrels. Sinks were attended to and kept in order. Water for all purposes was
hauled in wagons to the camp.
The camp was supplied with 108 wall-tents and 1 hospital tent, belongiug to the
State. The tents used by .the regimental headquarters are owned · by the regiment.
The tents were all floored, the floors being the property of the regiment. The regimental headquarters own their messifurniture. The companies own their mess furniture,
but rent the stoves and ranges used in camp. The kitchens were frame, floored and
roofed in; each company mess tent or shelter and kitchen were at the end of its line.
The companies are allowed to purchase their own subsistence, the bills being sent to
the quartermaster, who settles the same, and if any credit remains ov.er the allowance
of forty cents per day allowe<l by the State, the balance goes to the company fund,
otherwise the deficit is made up by the companies. I found the food abundant, of ex@ellent quality, and well cooked.
His Excellency Governor Foraker visited the camp on Saturday. the 20th. The troops
were marched into Port Clinton that afternoon. They paraded through the streets and
passed in review before the governor, after which the ceremony of dress parade was gone
through and the troops then.marched back to camp.
On Sunday, the 21st, I inspected the regiment. Adjt. Gen. H. A. Axline was present
and received the review. The uniforms, which were fatigue, were in very fair condition. Rifles (Springfield, caliber .45) were serviceable, with but few exceptions, where
:firing-pins were missing and broken ; 6 had the firing-pins rusted or jammed into the
breec.h block so- that they could not be moved, the point projecting making it very dangerous and for the time useless, as in attempting to load . the piece the cartridge is
bound to be-fired while closing the breech-block. The regiment did not turn out with
knapsacks ; all the men had them. The men made a very creditable appearance ;
marched excellently, handled their pieces well, and I believe would he ready at a few
hours 1 notice for active service shonlrl they be called on in case of necessity.
About 80 per cent. of the entire str~ngth of the regiment went into camp.
• All of the companies have had target practice during the year.
· The camp hroke on the 22d of August, and was, in my opinion, one of great success as
far as instruction and drill were concerned.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. T. HASKELL,
Captain, Twenty-third Infantry.
0

FORT WAYNE, MICH., September 14, 1887.
ARMY,
Washington, D. C.:
SIR: I have the honor to report that in compliance with the instructions contained in
Special Orders, No. 169, current series, Adjutant-General's Office, I proceeded August
23,_1887, to the camp of the Eighth Regiment, Ohio National Guard, at or near Galion,
Ohio. I found on my arrival that all the companies were in ca~p, guards posted, and
the camp routine, as laid out in General Orders, No. 9, current series from headquarbeing the first
ters ~tate of Ohio, being carried out. At dress parade that evening,
day lil camp, the 8 companies turned out very promptly with 3 :field officers and 24 line
officers. The ceremony was gone through with very creditably.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL
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At 7.30 p. m. school-call for officers was souBded. Col. A. L. Conger was present
nnd directed the officers to assemhle in front of Lieut. Col. G. R. Gyger's tent. I was
introduced to the officers, and informed them of the authority under which I was pres·
~nt with them, the object and manner in which I proposed to instruct them. I -vas
very much pleased with the intelligence of the officers. I found with few exceptions
that they were very well posted ·in their duties. The,meeting, which ordinarily would
have occupied a balfbour, was prolonged an hour and a half, and at asubsequent meeting occupied three hours, most of the officers remaining and evidently very rnuch interested.
On the 24th reveille was sounded on time, after which the camp was policed and tents
put in order. At sick-call there were no cases except simple complaints common to the
first day's camp life. Drill-call at 7.30 a. m. All the companies turned out and executed company movements including skirmish drill. Guarµ. mount at 9 o'clock. The
,details were a little slow the first day, but afterwards came into the line very promptly.
This ceremony improved every day.
Lieutenant-Colonel Gyger commanded at battalion drill. A thorough soldier, one who
has seen bard service, he takes more interest tha.n any officer I have met in many day~.
Not contented with doing well, I found him on all occasions studying to improve. His
commands when given the first time were always prefaced with an explanation of how
the movement was to be executed, and then the command was given in a tone that
could be distinctly understQod . . Maj. C. V. Hard and Maj. E. T. Taggart both drilled
the battalion at times under his supervision. I found each of the field officers, includ·
ing Colonel Conger, very well posted in regard to battalion: movements, and each and
every time the battalion was t1,1.rned out it improved. The men were quiet in ranks,
gave their attention to the commands, and took an interest in trying to do their best.
The afternoon drill was also in battalion movements, making three hours and a half battalion drill each day.
Major Hard was designated to take charge of the non-commissfoned officers' school in
the afternoon, but not only did he attend, but Colonel Conger, Lieutenant-Colonel Gyger,
Major Taggart, and several of the line officers. The non-commissioned officers turned
out in full numbers, and showed by their questions and answers that they were well,
posted and willing to learn rµore of their duties.
Dress parade was held each evening, Colonel Conger commanding. The companies
turned out more promptly and came into the line in less time on each subsequent occasion. The attendance of officers and men was something to be proud of, there being so
few absentees.
The camp at night was unusually quiet-no loud talking, singing, or other noise to
disturb those who desired to sleep.
.
The companies were supplied with rations similar to the Armv ration, with the addition of fresh vegetables. The issues were made by the quartermaster. Thf> saving made
goes into a regimental fund, which is expended under the supervision of the colonel ~nd
a council of administration, composed of the lieutenant-colonel, surgeon, ::tnd one maJor.
Although this may give satisfaction, I think a much better plan wou1d be to let each
company require for such articles of its own subsistence as they may desire, and the
credit, if any there be, rt1turned to them as a company fun<l. The kitchens, mess fu_rniture, tables, and benches might be improved on without making them appear luxurious
or expensive.
.
The camp was supplied with 108 wall-tents belonging to the State. Five tents used . •
by field and staff are rented by the regimental officers. The companies own their tables
and mess furniture. Regimental headquarters own their mess furniture.
It took a couple of days to get the camp thoroughly policed, but'wben it was completed it was kept that way during the balance of the encampment, and reflected credit
on the regiment. Surg. A. C. Belden accompanied me quite frequently on my inspections made during the day of the camp, and looked carefully alter the sanitary condition
of the en t-ire camp.
Water was brought into camp through pipes laid by the city water-works.
The walls of the tents were rai ed each morning, the bedding aired, and the blankets
folded and piled on one side of the tent. A very great difference was perceptible among
some of the companies.
Company D, from Wooster, had two-story bunks sufficiently large to be occupied by
four men .. These bunks were made of hard wood., stained nicely, and gave the tent a
neat a~d tidy appea.ran~ that reflected considerable credit on the company. At the
same time other compames bad come to camp without sufficient beddina
to make them
0
~mfortab~e.
ome did not bring bed-sack , and one ca e I beard of where the man
did not bnng blanket.a beca e be was told to bring no baggage. Some of the tent bad
tloo . I would recommend that all have floor . I am ure it i a aving in the health
of the command, and that better work can be got out of men when they are made comfortable.
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I made my inspection of the regiment on the 27th of August. Maj. Gen. H. A.
Axline, adjutant general, was present and reviewed the troops. They marched by in
excellent style, handling their pieces very well. I found the uniforms (fatigue) only
fair. The regiment has evidently not recei Yed its full share of new uniforms. The
light-blue old-pattern uniform trousers do not look well alongside of the new pattern,
which is of a much darker shade. The guns (Springfield rifles, caliber .45) were in fair
order, and, with the exception of two with firing-pins fastened in breech-block, were
servicable, although old and had been in use a good many years-I shollld say not less
than ten years. The tents, bedding, streets, kitchens, mess, shelters, and general police
of the camp during inspection was excellent. That . afternoon the regiment paraded
through the streets of Galion and presented a very creditable appearance.
·
On Monday, the 29th, camp was broke and companies returned to their stations, having spent one more day in camp than they received pay for.
I consider the regiment in good trim for active service, and have no doubt that under
the command of its colonel, who passed through the late w'.lir, and assisted by his lieutenant-colonel and two majors, Adjutant Bartlett, who lost an arm in the service, and
his most efficient quartermaster, Lieutenant Taggart, all of whom were in the late war,
the regiment would promptly respond to any call that might he made by the Genera.I Government in case the emergern:y should arise, and do itself and the State credit.
Eighty-five per cent. of the total strength of the regiment was present in camp.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. T. HASKELL,
Captain Twenty-third Infantry.
FORT YATES, DAK., September 17, 1887.
U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C. :
Srn : In obedience to paragraph 13, Special Orders, No. 182, current seties, Headq uarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, and letter of instructions dated August 9,
1887, from the Adjutant-General's Office, I have the honor to report the result of my
observations while at the camp of the Dakota National Guard, September 1 to 6, inclusive.
I was accompanied upon this occasion by Capt. John Pitman, Ordnance _Department U.S. Army, who obtained a short leave ofabsenceforthis purpose. He rendered
me great assistance, and his services were of the greatest value to the officers of the
Dakota National Guard.
During the encampment new arms from Rock Island Arsenal were receiv~d, which
were verified, issued to companies, old arms turned in, boxed and made ready for shipment, and all necessary papers made out. All this was done under the supervision of
Captain Pitman, thus avoiding endless confusion. His labors in this regard can not be
too highly appreci~ted.
·
We arrived at Huron, Dak., September 1, and found the troops about going into camp
at the fair grounds, a little less than a mile from town. It was situated upon a level
plain, having but slight drainage. Luckily, with the exception of the night before the
encampment regularly began, little or no rain fell, otherwise it would have been exceedingly unpleasant.
The camp was laid out substantially as prescribed in regulations and tactics, with the
usual intervals between regiments. The quarters of the commanding officer of the
camp were in rear of the center. On the left flank was a line of tents assigned to the
governor of the Territory and the members of his staff.
,
His excellency Governor Louis K. Church was present during the entire week, and
took the greatest interest in the movement of the troops.
The troops in camp consisted of the First. and Second Regiments Dakota National
Guard and one battery of artillery without guns, serving as infantry. In each regiment
were nine companies, making present in camp nineteen companies.
During the past year the terms. of service of officers and men, being but for two years,
had expired. In some cases officers had failed to be reappointed, among them the former brigade commander, and there was still a vacancy in that office. The camp was,
the!efore, by order of the governor of the '£erritory, placed under the command of the
semo~ colonel,· Col. Mark W. Sheafe, Second Regiment Dakota Guards, who was assisted
by Lieut. Col. Robert W. Burns, assistant adjutant-general. Colonel Burns appeared
to be the only brigade staff officer on duty with the camp commander, excepting the regime~tal s~ff officers of his own regiment. Colonel Sheafe retained command of his own
regiment m addition to his duties as commanding officer of the camp .
. This being the third year I had been detailed to observe these troops, I was very desuous to note a marked improvement over former years. I regret to state that I did not
ADJUTANT-GENERAL
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so find, but that there was a decided falling off since a year ago. To a very great extent this is due to the circumstance alluded to above, that during the past year enlistments generally expired; in many instances large numbers failed to re-enlist; in several
instances entire companies were disbanded and new ones organized in other towns, composed of entirely raw men. By act of the Territorial legislature last winter enlistments
are now made for a term of three years, and it is to be hoped that this will result in
keeping the companies intact until a reasonable amount of instruction can be imparted.
Notwithstanding -these adverse conditions, I am glad to state that officers anu men ·
worked faithfully, and much improvement was shown during the latter part of the week
upon what was done during the first three days.
Theceremonies, exceptguard _mounting, were reasonably well performed; even brigade •
dress parade was creditably executed. Guard mounting, however, was very faulty
throughout, and guard duty by the sentinels was wretchedly done. Generally, sentinels
were incorrectly instructed in their duties, if any instruction was at all given. I am
certain the men desired to do their duty properly, but they have very few competent
instructors.
Battalion and company drills were held daily, and there was exhibited some proficiency, though very i:nany erroneous commands were given. One or two brigade drills
were also attempted, but I think the time would have been spent more profitably in
other direction,:. Some attention was given to skirmish drill, which was not done in
former years, and marked interest was exhibited therein. The lessons so learned will
no doubt prove of great value in the future.
After the new arms were received target practice was taken up, and every compan:Y had
an opportunity of testing the new pieces on the range. No firing was done 4t a greater
distance than 200 yards, but some excellent scores were made at thait distance, and such
instruction given as will prove of value if the practice is continued during the ensuing
y~~

.

The police of the camp was not very good. A great deal, however, is due to the locality,
it being the county fair grounds, which is al ways a dirty place, the refuse and debris of a
series Qf fairs for several years remaining upon the ground. The litter from the straw
used by the men as bedding could not be well cleaned up, and added to the untidy appearance.
·
The discipline of the camp during the first two days was very poor. Too much liberty
was granted both officers and men, who were absent from camp in the city at all hours of
the night, and in some cases acting very improperly. This was soon sharply repressed
by orders, and during the remainder of the encampment the behavior of officers and men
was unobjectionable.
.
Military courtesy was generally observed, though in a very awkward manner, showing
great want of instruction.
The troops were subsisted by contract, at a cost to the Territory of 50 cents per day
per man. The companies were marched by their non-commissioned officers to a large
mess-ball, covered with canvas, but operi at the sides, containing a number of tables sufficient for standing room for all the men, but no seats. The tahle furniture was of the
plainest description-tin plates and cups. iron knives: forks, and spoons. The officers
messed by themselves in a building near by, and bad a little better outfit. During the
first few days great complaint was made by many of the men both as to the quality of the
fare and also the service. This was remedied, and towards the latter part of the week
all appeared well satisfied.
The tentage consisted of extra large size wall-tents, the same as was used by these
troop at the two precedinj?: encampments.
At the Res ion of the legislature l~t winter the offices of quartermaster-general and
commissary-general were consolidated, the chief officer being called the "chief of supply." This po t was filled by Brig. Gen. James Kingrase, who was present during the
encampment attending to all business pertaining to those departments.
The medical department was under the general supervision of the surgeon-general of
the Territory, Col. Charles. C. Huff, M. D. The sick were attended to by Maj. and
nrg. G. A. Pettigr w, M. D., Second Regiment. There was no general hospital and
the ick were treated in their tents. There were quite a number more or less ill, owing
mo tly to change of diet, water, and the irregularities of camp life.
unday. eptember 4, upon invitation of the regimental commanders, I inspected
each regiment. The jnspection was preceded by a review, at which was present his excellency Governor Loni K. hurch and the memb r of bi taff.
The, cond R iment, Col. L W. , heafe, commanding, wa first inspected. This
regiment con is of_ nine . ompani , coming from as many different places. It ha
generally th re ulation um form and the men app ar to be excellent material, and with
are \ ill ruak_e xcell ~t ·oldi~rs. The arm in the hands of the men of this regiment
wer n w, pnngfield 1:-fl , caliber .45 model 1 ·1. The equipments were of old pattern, ame
u. d durrn two year pa t, the new quipments not having been received.
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The strength of this regiment, present and absent, was 33 officers and 444 enlisted men.
There were present in camp 30 officers and 261 enlisted men.
.
The First Regiment, Col. William A. Bentley, commanding, was the~ reviewed
and inspectetl. lts strength, present and absent, was 33 officers and 329 enlisted men;
present in camp 31 officers and 226 enlisted men. This regiment does not prese_nt the
uniform appearance of the Second Regiment, its companies, nine in number, havmg the
same variety of uniforms as during the encampments at Fargo, in 1885, and Aberdeen,
in 1886. It is composed, however, of fine material, and some of the ?ompanies hav:e
attained considerable proficiency in company drill. The arms and equipments of this
regiment are as described above for the Second Regiment.
Battery A, Dakota National Guard, was also inspected. This battery has ?nits rolls
3 officers and 47 enlisted men. There were present 3 officers and 28 enlisted men.
They have been waiting for two years or more for guns to equip this battery, and are
now daily expecting them. In the mean time they have been drilling as infantry, and
have attained some degree of proficiency. They have the regular artillery uniform, and
bid fair to become efficient soldiers.
It will be noticed that a very large proportion of each organization was absent. This
was due, I was informed, to its being the harvest season, when all are most closely
engaged in their business avocations. While regretting that these troops were not
farther advanced in the knowledge of their military o.uties, yet I feel compelled to say
that on account of great disorganization, due to termination of enlistments and a change
in the militia law of the Territory during the past year, it could hardly be expected to
be otherwise. Both officers and men evinced great zeal and determination, and I have
no doubt that anotb~r year will show a marked improvement.
Monday, September 5, the troops were reviewed by the governor of Dakota, which
terminated by a march through the town. The brigade made a very creditable appearance, and marched with great steadiness. I noticed, however, that a number of officers
failed to salute as they passed the reviewing officer.
Tuesday, the 6th instant, a competitive drill took place, in which three companies
took part. The prize, a handsome silver cup, was carried off by Company E, First
Regiment, from Yankton, Dak. A beautiful gold medal, pr~sented by the ~djutantgeneral of the Territory, Brig. Gen. N. N. Tyner, and to be given to the "best
drilled soldier," was competed for immediately after the company competition, and
was won by Corporal A. W. Ransome, Company D, First Regiment.
On the morning of September 7, the troops began to leave for their homes via the
various railroads, and by 2 p. m. of that day all bad gone.
In conclusion, I would respectfully recommend that for a few years the encampments
be by regiments instead of by brigade, one regiment marching into camp as the first
marches out. I believe better results will be obtained. There will be no inducement to
attempt brigade movements, for which these troops are not yet sufficiently prepared, but
much more time can be devoted to company and battalion instructipn, which is much
need~d.
Guard duty should be closely studied and pract~ced during the year, and this can easily
be done in the armories. This is the weakest point exhibited by these troops during this
encampment, and 'as there are so many books written on this subject, thecostofwhich is
so slight, there seems to be no good excuse for ignorance on this very important branch
of the military art.
The men should have a great deal more practice and instruction in the ''setting-up ' '
drill and the manner of making a graceful and military salute.
I would recommend, also, that each officer and soldier be provided with a bed-sack
similar to those issued to soldiers in the Army. The cost is slight, an~ when filled with
straw would make a cqmfortable bed. It would also prevent the untidy appearance of
tents and streets occasioned by the litter from the loose straw upon which the men laid
their blankets when preparing to retire for the night.
It would be well, in my opinion, if ground for encampments could be obtained at other
points than the county fair grounds. That is always a dirty place, and proper instruction
upon the police of camps can not be given, because it is originally so dirty that it can not
be made clean before the encampment is over. The men have little or no idea of what
constitutes a clean camp.
·
If practicable-and lean see no reason why it should not be so-it would be an excellent
thing if a company of infantry from the Regular Army from a post not far distant from
the locality selected for the encampment be permitted to go into camp with these troops.
It _would serve as a model for them, and they would get a much better idea how many
thmgs about guard duty, camp police, 1:tc,, should be carried on than in any other way.
I would not presume to make this suggestion were it not that I was often spoken to by
officers on the subject, and a wish expressed that such an arrangement might be made.
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Ali before stated, this being the third successive year that I have been detailed to observe
the Dakota National Guard, I feel especially interested in them, and have been therefore
more free in my criticisms and recommendations than perhaps I would have peen under
other circumstances. It is an excellent body of men, full of zeal, and 011lyffequires to be
directed. rightly to make splendid soldiers.
I can not close this report without expressing ·my warmest appreciation of the great hospitality shown me and my associate by all officers connected with this encampment, especially his excellency Governor Church, General N. N. Tyner, adjutant-general of the
Territory, the general staff officers, as, well as the colonels commanding the two regiments
encamped. Nothing was left undone that could in any way add to our pleasure or comfort.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. F. TOWNSEND,
· Colonel Twelfth. Infantry.
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REPORT
OF

THE ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL.
'WAR DEPARTMENT,
JUDGE-ADVOCA'fE-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

October ~o, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to snbtrnt thP following report of th e business
of this office for the y~ar ending September 30, 1887:
Commissioned officers tried by general courts-111art ial :
N nm ber of records reported upon and su lmti tted to the Secre to,r y of vVar
for the action of the President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Numher of records received, revised, and recorded, not requiring t,he a ction
of the President ( convicted 6, acq uitted 4) ...••........ "........ ......
10
Cadits of the U. S. Militar.v Academy tried by general courts-rnartial:
Nuwuer uf records repurted n_puu aucl submitted to the Secretary of \Ya r.
5
Number of record& received, revised, and recorded, not requiring furth er
action (convicted 2) . .. ... ... ................. . . .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Enliste<l men tried by general courts-martial. .. ..... . . ....................... 1, 609
Military convicts tri ed and coo'victed by general conrts-martial ... .... . .. .....
7
Total number tri ed by general courts-martial ...... -~- .. .. ............. 1,640

I have the honor to invite your attentfon to th e following tabulated
statemen t, presenting, as it does, statist ical facts worthy of consideration. It shows tbe number of trials by general courts-martial for the
last eight years:
o-th 0 f I Numberoftrials
S t.ren~.
by general
th e Ai my. j courts-ma1 tial.

-

.

~;

For twelve months ending September 20-

I

1R80 .. ...... .... ... .. ..... . .... ...... ... ..... ... . . • . • .. . .•. . .. . ...
1881 . . . ........... ... ...... •.. . . .. ......... .. ..... ... ····- . .. . ..... - .
1882 . . . ........... .. . •••... ....... _.. .. .... ...... ... .... ... ... .. __ . I

!IH+LLHHE// +++ :H
* On September 30.

·26. 263 [
~24, 90-l
*25, 700
*25, E,60
*26, 881
t2 6, 859
t26. 5-14
t26, 436

1,543
1, W2
1,850
1,985

2,280
2,328
1,983
1,640

t On June 30.

It thus appears tlJat from 1880 u11til lbb5 there was a gradual increaSP, in the number of trials hy genenil cuurts-rn,1rtial, a:ml that since
then there bas been a •tery marknl <lecn. . a:--e. uompciriuo· the tweh·e
months ending September '30, 1886, with tlw preee<li11g twih-e months,
th re was a decrease of 345; and this year there is a further decrease
of 3-1-3. Or, comvaring the number of trials by general courts-martial
had thiR year with tbe number h,Hl hrn years ago, there has been a
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decrease of 688-nearly 30 per cent. There have been fewer trials by
general Qourts-;111artial this year than for any year since 1880.
Number of records of courts of inquiry received, etc .. ____ .. _- --- .. __ .... ___ .
2
Number of reports and opinions rendered upon proceedings of courts-martial,
miscellaneous questions of law, applications for clemency, and other official
1natters __ . _ . ____ .. ____ . _. _- . ____ .. _. - _... _- - .. - - - - ... - - ... - - _- . . . . . . . . . . . 1,461
Number of official applications from the War and Treasury Departments, and
Pension Office, for abstracts of proceedings of trials, answered ... - -. . . . . . . . . 1,291
Number of copies of records of proceedings of general courts-martial furnished . ____ .. ____ .. __ •... __ .. _____ . __ .. __ ........•. -. - - . ____ . - -... - -.... 210
Of these, 166 copies, containing 9,802 pages, were furnished to parties tried,
and 44 copies, containing 1,343 pages, were furnished to the Pension Office
and other executive offices and Departments ; total number of pages ... - - -. 11, 145

The following schedule exhibits the number uf convictions in the
Army of the offenses indicated, as shown by tl!e records of general
courts-martial received at this office during the past year:
For absence without leave ..••... ·-······-· ______ .... ______ .................
For allowing- prisoner to escape __ ......•.. _____ .. __ ... _.. : .. _•... _. __ .... : . .
For assault and battery ..... __ . _...•••........... __ .......... _... . . . . . . • • . •
:For assault with intent to kill .••. ····-· ...•.....•.. ·-····--·· ____ ..........
For breach of arrest. ____ .. ____ . __ ...........•...... _........ _ . . . . • . . . . . . . . •
For desertion ....•. __ ... _.................•.......... ___ .... _ .......... _. _.
For disobedience of orders.~-- .......... ····-· ____ .... __-__--·· ..••.. ·-···· -For disrespect to superior officer ...••....... _..•.....••.. __ . __ ..•. _...... -. ..
For drunkenness._._ ... _... ·........ _....• _•.... _••••... ___ ....••... _.... _. _.
For ~lrnnkenness on duty ...•... _.•... ____ ............. __ . _.... _.....•. _. __ . For embezzlement, etc __ .........••••.... _....• _... _..... _....... _... __ .... For failure to attend drill, roll-call, etc ........ ., ••. _..... __ .... _........ _...
For larceny .. ___ ... __ . ___ ·_.. __ .... _..... _.... _•................ _.... _.. . . . •
For mutiny and mutinous conduct ...... ··--··-----··----· .. _____ ,··-···--··
For neglect of duty .. __ ... __ .........................•••....•...•• _.. . . . • . . •
For presenting fraudulent claim . ____ ............. __ ......... _..... _... _. _..
For offering violence to superior officer ___ ..... _...... _ ...•.... _.•....... _..
For quitting guard or post as sentinel_ ___ ·-·····-~-- ............. ··--···-·-··
For quitting platoon or division. __ .. ____ . _______ ...... ___ ........ ··-· .. --··
For sellin_g, losing, or wasting government property ............••••...... __ •
For sleeping ou post. _____ .. ___ .. _. ___ .. __ ._ .....•• __ ......••....... ___ .•.•
For_ conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman (not included under previous heads) .. ___ . _. __ . _. _..... ,. _............... ___ .. ___ ......... _.. _-. . . .
For disorders, etc., charged as "Conduct to the prejudice of good order and
military discipline" (not included under previous heads) . _........... _....
For miscellaneous offenses ( not included under any previous head) ... __ ... _..

339
12
1~3
8

25

318
109
57
177
165
8
191
94

1
77
3
8
99
3
129
64
4

729
39

The number of records of garrison and regimental courts-martial,
which have been received and filed in the departments in which the
courts were held, is as follows :
·
Department of Arizona . ____ .. ____ .... _.. __ ........... __ ... _____ ... __ .. ____ .
Department of California .. ___ . _________________ .. _______ . ___ . ...... . .. ___ ..
Department of the Columbia·--······-·· ______ .... ·----· __ ·__ ····-··-··.·-··
Department of Dakota . . ___ .. _.... _.... _... _. _ .. __ ... ____ .. ____ ... _..... _..
Department of the East .. ____ ··---· .... ··---· __________ ··-·-····-·· ______ ..
Department of the Missouri . _. __ .... __ . __ ... ____ .... _.... __ ... __ .... ___ ....
Department of the Platte._ ... _.••. ___ ... _... ____ .. ____ ...... ____ .. __ .. __ . __
D partment of 'fexas. _._. _... ____ . ____ ......... . . __ . .. __ .... __ .. ..... __ .... Courts-martial convened by commanders of corps under the 81st Article of

,var. _..... __ . _... __ . __ ... ____ .. _.... _.. ___ .. _.... ___ .. ____ . ___ .. __ .. ___ _

1, 1:35

510
9fll
1, 05
1,2~6
1,143
1,420
920
386

Total . __ . _. .. ___ .. _... ___ ... _... __ ... _.... __ ....... _..... ...... ... __ _ 9,496

ar f ca·
r of ca

tri cl by gen ral court -martial._. __ . __ .. _...
tneu by int rior courts-martial. ___ .. _... . . . .

343
7:J9

.... ···--· .............. . . .. .. .. .. . . . ---.. -.... -.. -.... -..... -- .

1,072
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Of the whole number of ca8es tried by inferior courts-martial (9,496)
257 resulted in acquittals; while 6,007 represents the number of difter~nt
enlisted men tried, many men having been tried more than once durmg
the year.
REVISION OF THE ARTICLES OF WAR.

In the last two annual reports from this office, attention was invited
to· the necessity of revisi11g the Articles of War, so that obsolete and
useless matter might be eliminated, the Articles be confined to what
would properly be a military penal code, a gradation of punishment be
adopted, etc. Thoroughly eonvinced, as I am, of the desirableness of
such a revision, I take the liberty, at the risk of being considered importunate, to again invite attention to the subject; and I accordingly
repeat what I took occasion to say in my last annual report:
In my last annual report I took occasion to invite attention to a subject which
seemed to me particula.rly to demand it. I refer to the r evision of the Articles of V1' ar.
I still rerqain of the opinion that their revision is very desirable, and there'fore would
again ask that the matter may be considered. I take the liberty of extracting from
the report of 1885 so much as rela,tes to this subject:
'' The 128th Article of War directs that the 'foregoing articles' shall be read and
published, once in every ·Aix months, to every garrison, regiment., troop, or company,
in the serv"ice of the United Stateli'. The 'foregoing articles' cover 12 pages of the
Revised Statutes of the United States. The consequence is, that it is not done, bnli
only a part is read ;· and, in truth, of the 127 'foregoing articles' there are but 54
that need to be so read, as they alone constitute the penal code of the Articles of
,var. The remainder may be divided into two classes. One of these has nothing
whatever to do with the administration of military justice, and should be entirely
eliminated from the Articles of War, and placed where it belongs, amongst the General Regulations for the Army.
"Take, for example, the 11th article, which is as follows:
"•Every officer commanding a regiment, or an independent troop, battery, or company, not in the field, may, when ~ctually quartered with such comman.d, grant furloughs to the enlisted men, in such numbers and for such time as he shall deem consistent
with the good of the service. Every officer commanding a regiment, or an independent troop, battery, or company, in the field, may grant furloughs, not exceediug 30
days at one time, to 5 per centum of the enlisted men, for good conduct in the line
of dnty, but subject to the approval of the commander of the forces of which said
enlisted men form a part. Every company officer of a regiment, commanding any
troop, battery, or company not in the field, or commanding in any garrison, fort, post,
or barrack, may, in the absence of bis field officer, grant furloughs to the eulisted
men, for a time not exceeding 20 days in six months, and not to more than two persons to be absent at the same time.'
"What business has this regulation amongst the Articles of War 1
"Another class of articles relates to the constitution and proceedings of courtsmartial, or, generally, to the administration of justice through the medium of these
courts. These are not properly articles of war, or at least form no part of the penal
code, and should be grouped separately.
·
"By this process, the military penal code would be made to stand by itself, and
would become easier to grasp and handle.
'' But the Articles of War seem to me to require revision in a more important particular. It haFJ, from time to time, been deemed necessary to engraft new principles
upon them, and I believe it would be well were this now carried somewhat further.
As it is not the object in this place to discuss the subject in full, I shall refer to but
four or five points in illustration.
"FIRST: DUTIES OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE.

"It has now become the recognized right of the accused to be represented by counsel before a court-martial, and, when so represented, the prosecution is apt to be conducted with an amount of interest which must unfit the prosecutor for -any other relationship to the court. Yet, under our system, the judge-advocate, besides beiug
the prosecutor for the Government, is the recorder and the legal adviser of the court
Th~se functions are apt to be irreconcilable with that of prosecutor, as is also his relation t9 the accused. Particularly, I think, should the judge-advocate be excluded
from the secret sessions of the court, where the accused is unrepresented; for here be
may, _by _a word, or the inflection of a word, or by a gesture, even unwittingly, influence its Judgment-to say nothing of a possible BuppreBsio veri, or expressio falsi.
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'' The importance of separating these dut.ies is recognized in the English code, which
provides that no person acting as prosecutor, or being a witness for the prosecution,
shall also act as judge-advocate at a trial. This principle, I think, it would be well
for us to adopt. It would not prevent officers of the Judge-Advocate-General's Department.being assigned as prosecutors.
"SECOND : DEPOSITIONS.

"In my last annual report I had the honor to invite attention to the subject of
deposition evidence, and have had occasion to do so several times since, in submitting the proceedings of certain courts-martial for the consideration of the Secretary
of War.
"It bas become a not uncommon thing to take this evidence before an officer of the
Army other than the judge-advocate of the court-martial before which the deposition
is to l,e read. There is no authority of law for such a proceeding.
'' The 91st Article of War is as follows :
'' 'The depositions of witnesses residing beyond the limits of the State, Territory,
. or District in which any military court may be ordered to sit, if taken on reasonable
notice to the opposite party and duly authenticated, may be read in evidence before
such court in cases not capital.'
"There is no other statutory provision on the subject now in force.
"The 74th Article of War (0. S.) provided that. on the trial of cases not capital, before courts-martial, the deposition of witnesses not in the line or staff of the Army
might he taken before some justice of the peace, and reatl in evidence, etc.
"The present 91st artfole provides, generally, that the deposition shall be d1tly authenticated. This necessarily means that it shall be authenticated by some•officer by
law vested with the power to do so; that is, by some officer competent to adminis~er
oaths in the State, Territory, or District in which the deposition is taken. Otherwise
it can not be said to be duly authenticated.
"Except in a few cases, officers of the Army are not empowered to administer oaths.
'' Under the 2d Article of War, an officer can administer an oath of enlistment. Under the 84th, 85th, and 92d articles an officer can administer an oath in swearing
in the members of a court-martial and its judge-advocate, and to a witness giving
evidence before it. Under section 183 of the Revised Statutes of the United States,
an officer or clerk ?f _an Executive Department, detailed to investigate frauds on _the
Government, .or any irregularity or misconduct of !l,ny officer or agent of the Umted
States, has authority to administer oaths to witnesses attending to testify or depose
in the course of such investigation.
.
"But by no statute whatever are officers empowered to administer oaths in the taking of depositions intended to be used in evidence before courts-martial. Nevertheless, it is a power eonstantly assumed.
"The authority is supposed to be derived from paragraph 1752 of the Army Regulations. In my opinion this paragraph is void, for the reason that the vesting an officer
with such a power is, in itself, the ~xercise of a legislative and :p.ot an executive
power, and that, therefore, an Army regulation is inoperative. But, independently
of this consideration, the paragraph referred to was never intended to convey the
power claimed under it. The paragraph is as follows:
'''.Affidavits or depositions may be taken before any officer in the list as follows,
when recourse can not be bad to any before named on said list, which fact shall be
certified by the officer offering the evidence: 1st, a civiJ magistrate competent to administer oaths; 2d, a judge-advocate; 3d, the recorder of a garrison or regimental
court-~artial; 4th, the adjutant of a regiment; 5th, a commissioned officer.'
"This paragraph is found in the Regulations, under the general title of 'Property
accountability,' aou the sub-title of 'Responsibility for company clothing, arms,
&c.,' and mu t be constrned in connection with the paragraphs, in pari materia, in
whose company it is found. Thus regarded, it is manifest that it was intended to
relate only to th~ ettlemeu t of property accountability, and not to the administration
of justice. in crirui_n~l trials. This was also the opinion of Judge-Advocate-General
Holt. (D1_g t Op1n10n of Jmlge-Aclvocate-General, edition of 1 O, page 347.)
"Th 'refor ', deposition evidenceJ thus taken, is taken without the sanction of a
le al o_ath, and a fa] e statement on a material point would not be perjury.
"It 1 , of_ c ur~e, oft .n extremely expensive to ummon witne ses from a distance,
and ow t11~1 1mpo_ 1ble t.o have the deposition duly authenticated at the place
~,her th w1 ne. re 1d a, b cause of the absence of any officer competent to admil!1 t r oath . It 1 , ther for , dE:sirable that the commissioned officers of the Army
hould be v t d with this pow r.
11
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''Ir JW tfnlly invit att ntion to a.notb r uhj ct, which I briefly cliscu din my
la t annual report. I r £ r to the l ck of military juri 'diction, for the purpo e of
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trial, over military convicts who have been discharged from the service and are confined
elsewhere than at the 'Military Prison' at Leavenworth.
"Section 1:361 of the Revised Statutes of the United States is as follows:
" 'All prisoners under confinement in said military prisons undergoing sentence of
courts-martial shall be lial>le to trial and punishment by courts-martial under the
Rules and Articles of War for offenses committed during the said confinement.'
"The use of the plural word 'prisons' in this section is an error. The original act
of March 3, 1873, providing for a military prison, designated Rock Island, Ill., as the
place for its estabUshment, aud by act of May 21, 1874, the location was changed to
Leavenworth, and this is now the only military prison provided for by statute.
"At the Leavenworth prison only can convicts who have been discharged the
service be brought to trial for offern;es committed during their imprisonment. There
is no good reason why this provision of law should be restricted to one prison. · The
same necessity for it exiAts elsewhere where military convicts are confined; and a
provision of law seems to be required, extending the jurisdiction of courtA-martial
over all such military convicts, wherever confined, for offenses committed d.u ring
confinement.
"FOURTH : THE ONE HUNDRED AND THIRD ARTICLE OF WAR.

"Without undertaking to enter the wide field of discussion which this article presents, attention is here only invited to the very conflicting views which have been
expressed with reference to it, particularly as regards its application to the offense of
desertion. It seems to me to require legislation to set this matter finally at rest.
"I have the honor, in addition to the foregoing, to call attention to the remarks
made in the last annual report from this office on the subject of' contempts of court.'
"But without going further into the matter, I feel sure that I am not expressing
my opinion alone, when I say that the whole subject o_
f the revision of the Articles
of War is of sufficient importance to justify the appointment of a board of military
officers for its consideration."
These particular points were dwt1lt upon simply as illustrations of a general proposition. To go further would perhaps too nearly have approached the appearance of
au effort on the part of this office to submit a revision of its own. This it was desired
to avoid, and a reference of the whole subj ect to a board of military officers was
therefore recommended. As to the composition of t,he board I would, however, here
suggest the iuterruixtnre of a civilian legal element, to assist in keeping it in uninterrupted view of the ordinary law of the land. The assistance of men learned in the
law would be u10st useful, and would add strength to the conclusions of the board.
There are those-although, I believe, comparatively few-who doubt the advisability of undertaking such a work; fearing, perhaps, that there may be some danger
lurking in it, or believing that what has sufficed our wants until now will continue
to do so. Yet it is certainly true that no code of laws can be devised suited to all the
changing circumstances of a growing nation. The code to which we so tenaciously
cling is of English origin, and intended to be adapted to English wants and institutions, which in important respects differ from our own. There certainly can be no
reason for adhering to a collection of words on the ground of their antiquity alone.
The English themselves have not done so; having, on the contrary, from time to
time, ingrafted new principles upon their code, thus giving it a new life, and satisfying the needs of to-day much better than our own. We have, it is true, made some
important additions to our code 1 but it is very far from being free from fault and beyond improvemeu t.
The revision of the Articles of War is not, however, a, work which can be accomplished in a day ; and, in the mean time, the administration of military justice is apt
to be obstructed for want of legislation. To some of the subjects upon which legislation is desirable I have already referred. I shall briefly invite attention to a few
mote, touching also upon some of the particulars wherein the English military code
seems to be in advance of our own.
SUMMARY PUNISHMENT,

The large number of trials by garrison and regimental courts-martial for the year
ending September 30, 1885, attracted the notice of those in authority, and subsequently a bill was introduced into the Senate giving to certain officers the power of
summary punishment in certain cases. This, however, failed to become a law.
It may be safely stated that the Army is of one opinion on this subject, and that
this power, within certain narrow and well-defined limits, may without danger of
a buse be intrusted to commissioned officers. The advisability of such a measure has
not, I think, been questioned. 'rhe principal queRt,ion seems to have been as to the
person to whom. the power should be intrusted. One plan proposed is to vest this
power in the second in command at a military post. As to this, I am of opinion that
it i not sufficiently elastic to meet all cases, inasmuch as the second in command
JUay, in consequence of his relations to the offender, his own personal unfitness, or
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other reasons, be disqualified for the important trust. But it would not be difficult
to devise a system, if the principle cau secure recognition. Summary punishment
is provided for by the English code, by virtue of which the commanding officer" may take steps for bringing the offender to a court-martial, or in the case of a soldier may deal with the case summarily.
.
"Where he deals with the case summarily, be may" ( a) Award to the offender imprisonment, with or without hard labor, for any period not exceeding seven days; and
'' (b) In the case of the offense of drunkenness, may order the offender to pay a fine
not exceeding 10 shillings, either iu addition to or without imprisonment with or
withont hard labor; and
" ( c) In addition to or without any other punishment,, may order the offender to suffer any deduction from his ordinary pay authorized by this act to be made by the
·commanding officer."
*
*
¼
*
H
*
*
A co1'lstant resort to formal courts for the punishment of trivial derelictions of duty
is extremely disheartening and demoralizing to the offender, and, moreover, is sometimes, in the absence of the necessarv number of officers at a post, accompanied wi'th
serious delay.
'
.
Officers differ in their understanding of 1hefr relation to enlisted men, as well as
in their character for independence. The consequence is, that whereas one company
commauder will bring every case, bo"·ever insignificant, before a court-martial, anothe.r will find a more expeditious way of disposing of trifling lapses from duty, as,.
for example, by a deprivation of privileges. Such a diffP-rence in the treatment of
S()lcliers sbonld not exist; it is not just. For these, as well as other reasons, it is desirable that the power of punishing summarily i,bould to som!3 extent supersede the
trial by garrison or regimental _courts.
CIVILIAN WITNESSES.

In the present condition of the law, to procure the testimony of a civilian before a

court-martial, may sometimes be impossible. In an opinion of this office dated Augn1=:t 27, l8t:15, it was held that, in the absence of legislat,i on to that effect, a courtmartial had no power to punish for contempt a civilian who, having been summoned
as a witness, and having ap11eared, refused to testify . An opinion to the same effect
was afterwards given by the Department of Justice, and the War Deµartment bas accepted these opinions as correct. This, however, leaves the conrt-martial in a very
helpless condition, one which is likely sometimes to lead to an entire failure of justi ce.
ArticlA l:!ti of the British army act provides as follows:
"126. (1) Where any person who is not subject to militar.v law commits any of the
following offenses: that is to ~a.y:
(a) On being dnly summoned as a witnees before a court-martial, and after payment or tender of the reasonable expenses of bis attendance, makes default in attending; or
(b) Being in attendance as a witness(i) Refuses to take an oath legally required by a court-martial to be taken;
or
(ii) Refuses to produce any document in his power or controllegally required
by a court-martial to be produced by him ; or
(iii) Refuses to answer any question to which a court-martial may legally
require an answer,
the president of the court-martial may certify the offense of such person under bis
hand to any court of law in the part of Her Majesty's dominions where the offense is
committed which bas power to punish witn sses, if guilty nf like offenses in that
cot~rt, ~nd that cou~ may thereupon inquire into such alleged offense, and after eJannnat1on of any w1tnes es that may be produced against or for the penwn so accu ed,
and after hearing any statement that may be offered in defense if it seem just, pnnish uch witness in like manner as if he had committed such offense in a proceeding
in that court."
In _thi country there is no appeal from a military to a civil court, and no such pro~ chug as carr rng a con~empt of the orders of the former before the latter for pun1shru~n t. If t~1.ere were, 1t would probably not accompli h its object, as our court mart!al f~ n sit ~t too reat <listauces from any civil courts to make this a practical
olu ion of the d1fficnlty. It would, in my opinion therefore be best to intrust thi
pow r to the court-martial it lf.
'
'
In the article· for tb goverument of the Navy this i provided for· Article 42 of
that cod b iog
follow :
'
"ART. ~2. Wb nev r an_y per n refuRe_ to giv l1i. evid nee, or to gi\'e it in the man~ r pr v1d d by th
article , or pr ,:anc~te , or_ behaves with contempt to the court,
1
hall be lawful for th court to 1mpnson btm for any time not exceedin(1'
two
0
months."
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MEASURE OF PUNISHMENT.

The great latitude allowed by our Articles of War in fixing the amount of punishment for military offenses is a noticeable and objectionable feature. By forty-two of
the fifty-four articles which constitute the penal code, the punishment is left to the
discretion of the court-martial. The consequence is that, owing to the differing composition of such courts as to the age, experience, and characteristics of their members, and of the different convictions maintained by rev.icwing autl10rities, similar
offenses are often punished with greatly varying degrees of severity; and t~is
again often leads to a subsequent partial equalization of punishment by an exercise
of the pardoning power. Punishment is most effective when evenly awarded and
rigorously enforced, and it seems to me to be very desirable that, so far as possible,
a scale of punishment should be adopted which would reduce the amount of dissimilarity now existing. This dissimilarity is very marked in the case of desertion , but
it is not confined to that offense.
As an instance of what is possible under our present system, attention is invited to
the following cases, reported in one of the annual reports of the Department of Texas,
viz:
"At Fort A, Private B was found drunk while a sentinel on post; the commanding
officer caused him to be tried by- a garrison court-martial; he was convicted and suffered confinement at hard labor for one month, with forfeiture of $10 of bis pay during the same period. At Fort B, Private D was found drunk while a mernber of the
po.st-guard; the commanding officer forwarded his case for trial by a genera.I courtmartial; he was convicted and sentenced to confinement for six months and forfeiture
of $10 of his pay for the same period. The records did not exhibit any mitigating
features fo eith~r case. Thus, the soldier who committed the greater offense received
one-sixth of the punishment awarded the one convicted of a violation of the same
article of war, but consisting of an offense of a lesser degree."
An equalization of punishment was undertaken by General C. C. Augur, when in
command of the Department of Texas, by recommending in orders (General Order
No. 19, Headquarters Department of Texas, San Antonio, Tex., September 19, 1883)
a scale of punishment for the adoption of the courts-martial of his department, and
the result is understood to have been very satisfactory; but the evil should be remedied
by legislation applicable to the: entire Army.
ONE HUNDRED AND THIRD ARTICLE OF WAR.

I have observed, since I ha·rn been in charge of this office, that tlie
two most prolific subjects of discussion, in the administration of military
law-the two with reference to which there seems still to exist tlle
greatest difference of opinion-are the military statute of limitations,
as applied to desertion, and the obligations of enlisted minors, arrested
for or convicted of military offenses, to satisfy the demands of military
justice, before a claim for discharge on the ground of minority be entertained.
The statute of limitations is as follows:
ARTICLE OF W .AR l 03. No person shall be liable to be tried and punished by a general court-martial for any offense which appears to have been committed more than
two years ?efore the issuing of the order for such trial, unless, by reason of having
absented h1mself, or of some other manifest impediment, he shall not have been amenable to justice wit,hin that period.

Under date of January 20, 1877, the then Secretary of ,var held as
follows:
·
.
I _decide that tho old interpretation of the late 88th, now 103d, of the Rules and
Articles of War, under which a deserter might be tried by court-martial without rega~d to tho lengt1?- of his absence, notwithtitanding the limitation clause in the said
art10lc, shall contmue to be in force.

This ruling bas been confirmed by the War Department under date
of June 14, 1887; it being then announced that, "The decision of J a1ma~y 20, 1877, has, since its promulgation, been the rule for the guidance
of officers of the Army, and will so remain until officiallv set asicle."
The civil courts have h eld that the statute of limitations is a matter
to plead. in defense, and when so pleaded, a court-martial bas plenary
8925-w 87--ID
.
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jurisdiction in the matter, and therefore that no civil court can interpose to oust the court-martial of such jurisdiction. Nevertheless, they
intimate that for a court-martial to refuse to entertain a plea in bar,
based on tlrn statute of limitations, in the case of desertion, would be a
yiolation of law.
Unless the question should happen to go to the Supreme Court, it
can only be settled bj~ legislation . Courts-martial tbemselves are not
uniform in their rulings on the subject; and I am, therefore, strongly
of opinion that it would be advisable to have it thus permanently determined.
.A.MEN.A.BILI'I.'Y OF MINORS.

As to the amenability of minors to military jurisdiction, this office
has always held, and it has been the ruling in numerous cases in the
civil courts, that the contract of enlistmeut of a minor, without the
written consent of his parents or guardians, is voidable only and not
void; tltat until the contract is lawfully arniJcd by the minor, he is
legally in the military service and amenable to its laws, n,ml that he
can not be permitted to assert his rights as a rniuor by committing an
offense punif.,bable by the jurisdiction to wliich Le has Yoluntarily submitted; but in such case he must abide the sentence of a court-martial
before t lie validity of his enlistment can be con tested, or an application
by liis parents or guardians for his release be entertained.
Of late, some courts haYe taken the view that the contract of enlistment of a minor without consent of parents or guardian::; i~ not Yoida~le,
but absolutely Yoid as to the parents, on the ground of tlic _right which
they llave to the custody and services of the minor. In the case of
Baker (~3 Fed. Reporter, 30), which was a habeas corpus, issued on the
petition of the father of Baker for the production of his son, who was
held for trial by the military authorities on a charge of desertion, Baker
was discharged, tlrn court saying: "My conclusion is tlmt tho enlistment is -void as to the father and must be so beld on his application."
The court did not fiud it necessary to decide whether the minor coul<l
have been discuarged on his own application alone.
. .
In my opinion, in view of the importance of the subject to the d1sc1pline of the Army, all doubt upon the question should be set at rest by
legisla,tion.
ALLOW.A.NOES TO OFFICERS ON COURT-MARTIAL DUTY.

In my annual report of 1884 I asked attention to what seemed to me
to be an injustice, viz: that no allowance for expenses was made to officers ordered away from their posts on court-martial duty. Tlrnse -expenses are sometimes quite embarrassing, tlie officers llavino- iu many
instances to maintain households at their regular stations. be.,ides supporting thcmsel VCR at the place where tbe court-martial sits. If, as is
often the case, tlie place de ignated for the sitting of tlic court is a city,
and the sitting of tbe court are prolonged, the members of tlie cotJ.rt
an th ju lge-ad vocate are compelled to re ort to their personal m an
t <l fr,. y the livino- .'penscs which a, military order has rendered jt
ar for h m to incur. And thi i to a large extent true when
urt-martial i om· n d at a, military post.
T
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h ,r t fi r invit <1 att n_tion to the requirements of the
f
partment . The e officers hold very important
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as

positions, llaving charge--,-so far
giving advice is concerned, and ofte?
of appearing for the United States in important cases-of the le~al business of tlle military department. Tllis business freqnentl;f :nvolyes
questions of law outside of the ordinary routine of the adm1mstmt:on
of military law, audit is absolutely necessary for tlleru to have _workrng
libraries. A.t some stations public law libraries are not accessible, an_d
nuder all circumstances the Department judge-advocate sbould have his
books of reference at band.
A.n appropriation for this purpose is, in my opinion, so desirable that
I take tlrn liberty of urgently asking the attention of the Secretary of
\Var to the matter. Even so small an appropriation as $200 for each
department would be of material assistance.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. NORMAN LIEBER,

Acting Jiidge-A.dvocate- General.
Hon.

WILLI.AM

0.

ENDICOTT,

Secretary

of War.

Extract frorn the rnport of Lieut. Col. Thomas li'. Barr, Deputy Judge-Advocate-General,
Judge-Advocate Division of the Missouri.

*
A question affecting the entire service is the injnsticc visited upon officers ::tppointed
as members of military courts, held n,way from their proper stntions, int.he failure to
provide for Lhe reimbursement to them of the expenses imposed by tile duty they can
not avoid. This injustice flowecl·from the interpte.tation of the provisions of the act
of Jnly 15, 1870, which changed the system of payment by different allowances to
one of stated amounts. Prior to that time, officers entitled to forage had been allo\'ved
$1 per day, and those not entitled to fornge $1.25. per clay when serving as members
of a court. Judge-advocates were allowed $1.25 ::tdditional while employed. This
was the law a.t the date of the approval of the act mentioned. That act provided
that tbo rates of pay of officers therein established "shnll be iu full of all commutations of quarters, fuel, forage, servants' wages aml clothing, longevity rations, and
all allo.wances of every name anu nature whatsoever." Section 1 of the same act
made an ::tppropriation of $5,000,000 for the geueral and incidental expe»ses of the
Army, enumerating amoug other items for the expenditure of said sum, "expenses of
courts-martial, military commissions, and courts of inquiry, including the addUiona l
compensation of judge-adwcates, recorclers, rnembers and witnesses, whUe on tlwt service,
under the act of March 16, 180Z."
It is an estaLlished ru1e of law, found concisely stated on page 462, vol. 1, of Kent's
Commentaries, which is held to control the interpretation of a statute, that the intention of the lawgiver is to be deduced from n, view of the whole and of every part of
it, taken and compared torrether. "The rea.l intention, when accurately ascertained,
will always prevail over the litera1 sense of terms. When the expression in a statute
is special or particu1ar, but the reason jg general, the expression should be deemed
general. Scire leg es, non hoc est vetba earurn tenere sed vim ac potestatem, and the reason
and intenti9n of the lawgiver will control the strict letter of the la.w, when the latter
would ~ca<l. to palpable injustice, contradiction, and absurdity."
. As will be seen, the act under discussion expressly referred to the law granting per
d_1em t<? members and judge-advocates of military courts, which had been in force for
s1xty-e1ght years, and made provision for its continued execution. Up to the time of
the passage of this act, such per diem hau never been viewed as an allowance or
emolument.
Paragraph 406, page 61, Opinions of the Second Comptroller, edition of 1865, reads
as follows: "Per diem for attendance at a court-martia.l is not an emolument, but a
reimbursement of expensP-s. Act of March 16, 1802."
It is oftentimes a great hardship to officers to be taken from their proper stations
~ucl made members of a court at another point, involving them in expenses they can
illy a.fford, and which should not be imposed upon them. Snch duties must be per~
form~c1, however, and it js but just that the Government should reimburse the officers for the expenses enforced upon them. This question hr.s occupied the attention
of Congress and been favorably reported npon by the Military Committee of both
Houses. It seemed, however, that when a Lill to give these views the force of law
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was unch,r discussion, the opinion prevailed that officers were demandinf! an allowance never before provided . . Jn fact it was so 8t.ated by a Senator. It is believed
that, should a thorough exposition of tho question be made to Congress, the injustice
now so keenly felt would be remedied.
In conclusion, I beg to call attention to the embarrassment nnder which officers, assigned to duty at military headquarters as jll(lge-ad vocates thereof, lauor through the
failure of any provision to supply them with clerks of a character suited to the important nature of their duties. Until quite recently, snch clerks were employed under
the authority of the Secretary of War, and paid b_y the Quartermaster's Department
out of the appropriation for incidental expenses. The n.ttention of the auditing officers of the Treasury having been called to the matter, they held that such payments
were illegal, and the clerks then employed were dismi1:,sed. It is recommended that
legislation be asked to authorize the appointment of a, clerk for each judge-advocate
serving at a military headquarters, in the same manner and under the same conditions
as paymasters' clerks arc appointed.

Extract from the report of Maj. H. P. 0n1'tis, Judge-Advor-ate Division of the ..dtlantic.

*
(1) I am satisfied that desertion could be lessened in some degree, and the service,

to that extent at least, benefited if, when men arc found gnilty of scandalous offense_s,
aud particularly of desertion, there should be adopted n, form of puulic tlegradation 111
the presence of the command. The deterrent effect upon tho men of the vost, and the
stigma it would fix upon the crime, ,voulcl be educatio nal.
(2) There might with advantage, I think, be established two grallcs of pri soners
whr-ncvt~r pos1:,i b]e: one, of those who arc to return to the service; the other, of tlrnse
who n.re dismissed with dishonor. The treatment of the former sllould point in tho
direction of their future military efficiency. Tho la.tter should distinctly bo kept
n,pal't., and pe.rhaps disti11guished from tho former class by greater ignominy oflabor.
(:3) Tllo garrison court, as u, dispenser of justice in petty cases, is too cumbrous _a
machine to be worked with tho facility required to mete ont justice promptly, and it
demn,~cls the attentlaucc, during many fatiguing ltonrs, of officers whose time would
be better devoted to higher duties. I think tho following eystem would bo found to
work wit,b far greater efficiency: Let the second in com maml, ho his rank what it
may, or, "better sLill, tho post commander himself, as in the English service, be autbori¼ccl to sit as a court, and each morning let all coli1:,ted men accnsed of those _dLsor<lcrn, 11 cglects, absences, etc., which now como w ithin the jurisdiction of the nunor
conrtA, be brought before bim for trin,l. The court shall ask each accused if be bas
any ol,jcction to be tried by llim, and, in caso of au answer iu the affirmative, sb~ll
ce rt,i fy t,ho caso for trial boforn the ordinary garrison or regimental court. My bel!ef
is tha.t, Hhonld this system ue legally autborized, nine-tenths of tbe men awa,it,ing tnn.l
und er Lhe minor charges named above would eagerly accept tho altemativo off~re1l
thern. A one-officer court for minor offenses, stripped of its dangerous ancl unJnst
preroga.ti vo of unchallengeal>ility, would, I a,m persuaded, add much to the discipline
and not le s to tho cont utment of tho rank and tilo of the Army. Three-fourths of
all tho en, cs now tried by tho harassing machiner,y of garrison courts are those of
short ahso11ces, failures to attend roll-calls, simple drnnks, and tho like, 1,llo pleas to
which are "gnilty," autl Lhcir 8entoucessmall tines or brief confinements under guard,
or lio Lh. In 1rnch ca cs few would to the instauce8 in wbicl.J, ou any reasonable ground,
oLjectiou could lie made to trial l>y a one-officer court.

Extract from the report of Ca1Jt. J. G. Ballance, ,luclgc-A dvocatc /J rp a1'fmc11t of Te:ras.
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personal experience that these complaints are well founded, and that the insufficency ·
of the ration is the direct cause of many desertions in Texas; and prevents many men
from re-enlisting. · It is a fact that the enlisted men serving in Texas felt co~pelled
to contribute the laro-o sum of $12,000 during the past year to supplement the rnsufficicnt ration supplied'uy t4e Government. Itis impossible for anyone to doubt that
this is one of tho most important causes of desertion. It is asserted by a few that, ~he
ration is sufficient,, if only the components were changed. The change most f_requen tly urged is the substitution of bacon for the issue of fat salt pork; the mot1 ve
bein .,. that bacon can be sold to citizens, whereas salt pork can not be; and hence a
greater sum may be realized to purchase potatoes and onions .. There i~ no_de~an_d
for salt pork iu Texas. No corporation but the Government thrnks of 1urmshrng 1t
to people iu Texas. The consequence is, that the hucksters of the Army ( company
cornman<lers) aro compelled to sell the salt pork to the Subsistence Department, for
which they receive the price paid where pork is the cheapest,-at the centers of pork
tra~le, Kansas CitjT, Chicago, or Saint Louis. This w?uld seem to be just, if the a!t.icles
whwh aro 1rneded for the company messes were furmshed under the same cond1t10ns.
Potatoes arnl oni,ins are 1,he principal articles bought with the money realized from the
sale of the salt pork. Those are not bought where potatoes are cheapest, but are
bol!ght iu Sau Antomo, where the outrageous freight charges of California are added,
and thus tho (]nantity of potatoes that can be bought for the savings is reduced in
both ways.
Tho necessity of providing a law library for the offices for the judge-advocates of
departme'1ts uecomes more pressing every year. This office is called on to express
opinions on a variety of subjects, and, in order to give one based on the proper authorities, frequent trips have to be made to San Antonio to borrow from the attorneys
the books which every attorney considers essential to have for daily reference. If an
appropriation of :if},000 was made the first year, and an annual appropriation thereafter of $100, the library would be snfficient for all ordinary needs, and kept in proper
condition. The necessity of provitling this office with the current legal literature is
self-evident, yet not a single legal pamphlet or periodical has over been provided.

Extract from the report of Capt. R. G. llill, Acl'ing Judge-Advocate, Department of the Missouri.
Sinco my last report 29 men have been dishonorably discharged from the service
on citation of previous trials and convictions. (Since August 21, 1886, 32 men). Iu all
but two cases where these have gone before the court the sentence has contained dishonorable discharge. •
There is a-marked reduction in 1,he number of men tried three or more times by inferior courts, as sbowu !Jy a comparison of the figures of this and of last year. In
studying tho e~ect of this procedure on organizations 'where it has been applied, I
observe, comparison being made ,vith other organizations at tho same post, that its
eftect ou discipline is excellent. There are fewer desertions and trials by inferior
courts. There is no q nestiou that this procedure is of much value to the Army .

.,.

"

"

*

*

A considerable gap is left unfilled under the present procedure. Company commanders do not submit these orders (publishing previous trials) except iu extreme
cases, as the sentence is uniformly dishonorable discharge. Courts wisely consider
that a long period of confinement in the post guard-house, retaininO'
0 tho soldier in
service, is not an efficacious punishment. Dishonorable discharge is a light punishment to many of t,hese old offenders; to the thoughtless young soldier it is too heavv·
and in this connect~on I submit further for consideration that generally better resuft;
would be accomplished by sentencing thoso men to punishment in a cfowiplinary
corps, establis~ed by l aw or ord~rs_ iu each dop~rtment, whe~e men would be sepa!ated for a period from old associations, and sul>Jected to a umform and rigorous punishment.

Extract from the report of Capt. W. S. Groesbeck, .Acting
Dakota .

Judge.Advocate, Department of

. The record~ of garrison c,~n~ts_-martia~ reveal gre_at inequality in the punishments
1mposeu for hke offenses. Ibis 1s sometimes remedied by commandino- officers exercising their discretion in mit:gating sentences when too severe, and ,~hen this is in-
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telligently ::tnll conscientiously clone, littlo is left to criticise in present methods. But,
as a rule, post commanders approve uniformly and without any attempt at equalization the sentences of their courts. Whether a field of.ficers' 0ourt would prove an
acceptable substitute for the garrison conrt-mart,ial or not, is a q uestiou admitting of
some doubt. Tuat a greater uniformity of practic·c, antl a better know ledge of the character of offenders would obtain in a field officers' court, adrn its, however, ofli ttlc doubt;
and the weight of opinion favors the change.
A subject meriting general consideration is, whether fines shonl<.l not be more generally imposed in lieu of confinement. Men once accustomed to the guard-house, find
a prized compensation in escaping that most irksome task of the soldier-guard duty.
Generally speaking, the garrison prisoner does not labor hard or many hours during
the clay, and night brings opportunity for snf.ficient sleep, unvexe<1 with demands for
standing guard in storms and cold. Well fed, clothed, and housed, the -garrison prisoner seldom fears guard-house punishment. Besides, too general resort to this mode
of punislunent reduces the number of men on the duty roster: which in 0111· small company organizations is never large. In fact, in such cases tbc good soldiern find they
have their own share of duty to perform, that of their Lalf malingering comrades,
and the added duty of standing guard many extra hours over them while they perform their tasks as prisoners.
Hence it is confidently believetl that offenses under the 31st, 32d, and 33d articles
especially, and most laid under the 62d article, should more generally ue punished
by fine only, and the offonders held to the performance of their foll share of duty.
Again, trials for petty offenses are too frequent. Authority should be restored to company commanders to punish light offenses by imposing extra tasks of police and fatigue, and by so far relieve good men of necessary but often distasteful tasks.
In conclusion, I quote from my report to the Department Commander, <lated August
8, 1.887:
"The operation of General Orders No. 41, War Department, Adjutant-General's Of&e, Sf'ries of 1886, is believed to be decidedly in the foterests of discipline. Under
the provision of this order worthless men can, by judicial inquiry, be eliminated from
the service; and this elimination of guard-house frequenters tends not only to lessen
the number of trials necessary, but to elevate the standard of character of enlisted
ID~.

.

"Under a just enforcement of the order, men can not multiply occaRion for trials,
without fear of dishonorable discharge, with confinement at hard lauor.
"No method of discipline, ofrecent adoptioll, is so deterrent in its effect. It is, therefore, eo11fidently believed that the ensuing year will show a still further reduction in
tho uumLcr of trials uy courts-martial in this department."

Extractfroni the report of Capt. W. E. Birkhirne,·, Acting Judge-Advocate, Departrnent of
the Columbia.
•
.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The practice of appointmgfull courts, i.e., of thirteen members, bas been continued
with Ralntary results. 'fhis approach to the venerated common-law principle of trial
by jnry accords with correct ideas of tlle administration of military justice.
The Articles of War adopted for t,he Continental Army by Resolve of Congress, June
30, 1775, in so far as they prescriue the nnrnucrs and rank of members of general
courts-martial, followed the British, which fixed the numlierofmembern at 11.iirteeu,
the presiilent to uc a field officer, except that, wbrn lieyond the senA nrnl 110 field
officer to be had, a captain might preside. The nnderlsingideas were, :fir.:it, to :ulhero
tothcjnry system; second, uy the rank and number of the members, to lend dignity
aud solem'!.lity to general court-martial proceedings. Tho right of trial uy thirteen
officers was pre erved throughout the Revolutionary War. It was prized too Lighly
to be oither abridgo<l or jeopardized. This was first done in the articles adopted
by Congre s May 31, 17 6, which provided that" generalcourts-ruartialrnayconsi 'tof
any number of con.uni ione<.l officers, from five to thirteen, inclusively; but they shall
not con ist of le s than thirteen, wl.t n that nunibcr can l>e convened without manifest
injury to tho servic ." The reason for tho cbangc, a stated in tho Re ol ve of Congre , was to pre ' nt criminal wholly<' caping, Lecaus , in ibe scattered situation of
th:e £ w .troops th n ins r;ic~, it was impracti aul to convene a general court-martial
with tb1rt n mcmb r. fln pregnnut fact should 1rnvcrbc lost io-ht of.
~t ]!as lJ n d ·id _<l hy th_e, upr "me 'omt of th
nit <l 'tates, that the officer appointing th
onrt JH th Juclg wh ,tlJ ·r or not thirte n ruembera can l.Jo convened
with u manif
i.njnry to tb Acrvice. But, wh n w con icler the ircunrntances
un<l r whi ·h 1h rn.il1tary c·o111m11u.ity wa_ dc1,riv(•1L of tli privileg ofb ing tried by
uch :\CourL- tha it wa :i ·a o 0111cc · · 1ty 1mch aH now rarc_y or never exists; that
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rank and numbers add not only import.ance to ~ho occ?sion, b1;1t? thro~1gh di y:rs.ity ?f
view8, establish an additional safeguard to thennpartrnl aumrn1strat1on ~f Justice, ~t
is conceived that the soldier should not, except for cogent reasons, be dcpri ved of this
security, which bis ancestors considered their birthright.
.
.
The library of this office is not what it should be. This deficiency, when occasion
demanded, bas been met, so far as possible, by borrowing from those more high!y favored. The War Department bas been requested to supply means fo~ p~rchasmg a
few of the necessary books, in each in8tance the reply being n n authorization to draw
on any surplus "contingent fund" of the Adjntant-General's Office .. Through the
generosity of the Assistant Adjutant:General of this Department, sufficient was appropriated from his allotment to purchase a few of the most _essen~.ial works; but st~ch
precarious resources are not io be depended on; and, even 1f available, are totally madeqnate to the purpose contemplated-supplying the office of the acting judge-advocate with a proper professional library. It is greatly to be desired that the Ju~geAd vocate-General's Department have its independent" fund" to supply thes~ d~fic1~ncies. As things are it has no "fund" of its own; that of the War Department 1shableto
be sealed to it, and, for the most important things, it isturnell over to the boµnty of
another. This does not comport with the position of the Judge-Advocate General's
Department, nor is it, looked at from any point of view, for the best interests of the
service.
In 23 cases tried by general courts, records of previous trials and convictions were
introduced, as provided in paragraph 894-½, A. R. The practice has had the happy
effect of ridding the Army of many incorrigible offenders, and for that reason deserves
every commendation. The only drawback to its efficiency as a discipliniz~r results
from the circumstance that when men, because of their records, are sentenced to be
<1 isclrnrge<l and immediately turned loose, there is, in ma,ny instances, no way to prevent
. their going straight to another post and re-enlisting. In numerous cases nothing could
please them better. For this ,reason it is believed that nuder these circumstances the
interests of discipline would be subserved by invariably joining bard labor for a longer
or shorter term to the sentence of dismissal.
The number of cases tried by general courts was 25 less, and by garrison courts 25
greater than last year; the number of desertions was 31 great.er, equaling the average
of the two previous years.
Of the cases tried by ger1eral .courts 28 per cent. were for desertion, perjury, larceny,
and misappropriating Governruent property, offenses involving moral turpitude. Unauthorized absence is the principal cause of courts-martial, 20 per cent. of the general
and 60 of the garrison cases berng for this offense.
Four and four-tenths per cent. of the enlisted strength of the Department was .
brought before general, and 33 per cent. before garrison, courts-martial. The former
embraced 75 cases and 67 men; the latter, 951 cases and 508 men. Fifty-five per cent.
of the 508 were tried but once. Forty-five per cent. of the garrison cases were confined to 104 men.
·
Nine hundred and :fift,y-one cases of garrison courts-martial among 1,534 men sounds
like trying pretty much the whole command; yet the facts cited show that, could
these 104 court-martial veterans be eliminated, but one-fourth of it wouhl have been
tried during the year j nst past..
There have been no desertions from Company K, Fourteenth Infantry, garrisoning
Fort Klamath, Oregon, nor have any of its members been brought before courtsmartial.
.
General court-martial cases, in the other posts of the Department, vary from 5lo
per cent. of the enlisted strength at Vancouver Barracks to 2 per cent. at Fort Townsend all(l Boise Barracks. Garrison cases, from 45 per cent. at Vancouver Barracks
and ~ort Sherman, to 15-?cr per cent. at Boise Barracks; desertions from 15 per cent.
at Bo1s6 Barracks to 3l·cr per cent. at Fort Sherman. While Boise Barracks leads all
others in percentage of desertions, yet it has the least percentage of garrison courtmartial cases, and, except Forts Townsend and Klamath, the least per cent. ~f general court-martial cases. Fort Sherman joins hands with Vancouver Barracks in perccnta~e of garrison cases, yet in percentage of desertions it falls far behind all other
posts m the Department, except Fort Klamath. This demonstrates bow unsatisfactory _are all conclnsions drawn from theso data as to the relative military condition
of w1~ely-separated posts, the comII_landing officer of each of which bas bis particular
and d~sti?ct theories of duty and discipline. Yet theso data, being.facts, are useful.
They rnc1te to an investigation as to the causes of the differences, which may result
beneficially to the service.
Official records show that the enlisted forco of onr Army is about equally of American an_<l foreign birt11. Assuming the rnlc to bold in this Department, it is seen that
desertions of the former are more frec1 ncn t t lrnn of the latter.
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Causes of desertion, set forth, furnish little tha:t is instructive or which will throw
cle;tr light on the vexed question, "Why do meti. desert f" In 49 cases the cause is
stated to be unknown, and in nearly all the otllers is confessedly conjectural. In
few instances were the inciting causes so manifest that they could be certainly stated.
Thirteen were known officially to have served prior to present enlistments. The
hoards of survey, however, while they had no conclusive proof of the fact, frequently
expressed tho opinion that the delinquents were · old offenders who make a practice
of joining and deserting at one point, only when convenient to repeat it at another
point.
Eighty per cent,. desertetl in the pay months; 41 per cent. in the months of May
and November- tho pay-clays next preceding the semi-annual settlements of clothing
accounts. One evident reason for selecting these particular months was to avoid
these settlements, and decamp while the Government was a creditor to a considerable
amount for clothing overdrawn.
· :F orty per cent. desertetl during the first year's service; 52 per cent. had at no time
peen tried by court-martial; GO per cent. were given good characters by the hoards ?f
survey. From these three facts the inference seems fair that, whatever may l>e said
of the generality, there wns nothing so malicious in a large proportion of these men
as io render them particularly obnoxious to military discipline, and that they ,vere
not hardened criminals; not only this, l>ut from these. facts it seems reasonable
further to suppose that a large proportion, becoming dissatisfied with surroundings
which were not in all respects what they had auticipated, were discouraged at the
prospect of serving five years, and in this frame of mind, before their characters as
soldiers were formed, deserted to escape the long term of apparently disugreeable ~ervico yet before them. If these inferences be just, it follows that one way of reducmg
the number of desertions would be to reduce the term of service from five to three
years.
Whether or not tlrn ol>ject to be attained is worth the sacrifice; whether or not the
attaching this floating army population more firmly to the ranks would be too de~rly
purchased at the price of other considerations profoundlv affecting the whole service,
is for others to determine.
"
·
The substantial fact remains, however after making every reasonal>le allowance
in their favor, that these deserters consiQercd so lightly the ol>ligations of an oath
that, despite attendant risks, they violated it upon any, tho least, pretext or fancied provocation. Men of fixedness of purpose do not act thus; snch conduct places
on deserters, as a class, t,he stamp of beincr trifling aud inconsiderate. Popular syn1pathy is generally with them, securing th~m in many instances immunity from arrest.
Strangely enough, too, many prefer dishonorable service at a military prison to honorable clnty with their colors.
In ad<l.ition to reducing the term of service, before mentioned, two plans for al>ating the evil of desertion are suggested; first, to mark iudelil>ly, and by tattooing-, each
one apprehended with the letter "D"; second, to disseminate more generally the
knowledge that $30 is paid for apprehension. The latter is suggested from a firmly
rooted belief that the cash value of the sympathy extended to deserters uy ~ost
people, and which is not unlike in its nature tbo communistic and socialistic notions
now pushing themselves into bad prominence, is, under existing orders, $30. Let the
average sympathizer kuow that this sum is to be bad, aud he is no longer the deserter's friend and apologist, but promptly surrenders him.
Markino- is proposed, not as a punishment, but as rt preventive measure. It can
and should be clone in such manner as to wholly di vest it of those odious£ atures
which have caused the practice so generally to be reprobated by modern civilization.
Properl~ put iu execution it will not expose to oblOCJ.UY, for it will n?t be known. to
the o~ts1cle worlc11;1nless the deserter essays to repeat his tactic8 uy trywg ~o re-e~hst.
He .will then find his career cut short, uut of this he has no rig lit to complam; u.es1de~,
he 1s not the only one to ue considernd · tlio Government whose military service his
conduct has serionsly impaired, and ,:hich pays tho biils, also deserves attention.
To refuse tho Government this protection Lecanso of a prejudice founded on possil>le
embarr~ mont to evil-doer , yet onlv when th y are auested in attempts to perpetua.~o t~o1.r car r of imposture, scerui1 to uo a.l>clicatiug sound reason at the bidding
of m1sd1rccted sentiment.
Extrnct front the re1JOrt of Capt. II. K. Bailey, Acting Judge-./J dvocate, De11artment of Arizona .

•

•

•
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incurred in arresting an<l delivering the deserter to the nearest military post, an<l the
necessary traveling expenses of the marshal, or other officer, returning to his home.
Enlisted men should also bo allowed the reward. The United States Statutes should
require marshals and their deputies to arrest deserters wherever fonnd and deliver
them to the nearest military authority, the expenses incurred to be reimburse<l to
the Depa,rtment of Justice Ly the War Department. Every deserter should, on conviction, he sentenced to confinement in a penitentiary and have the letter D tattooed
in Indfa ink on his left hip, the tattooing to be done by the post surgeon or nuder
his personal supervision. Recruiting officers should be required to exercise greater
care in the enlistment of recruits, and accept none who can not furnish satisfactory
evidence as to cha.meter, and possess sufficient knowl edge of the English langnage to
understand the Articles of War, and such portions of the Regulations as refer t o the
duties of a soldier, which the recruit should read, or have read and explained to him,
before he is sworn in. The ration should be increased by tbe addition of fresh vegetableR, and competent cooks culisted to cook it. Comfortab1e reading-rooms, g-ymu~i.siums, and bath-rooms should bo lmilt at each post, and the men encouraged to visit
them. ·wash-rooms attached to barracks should be built so men can have accesR 1o
them without lJeing compelled to gq out of doors, and should be supplied with hot
and cold water, and heated.
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QUAR'l'ERMAS1'ER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington D. G., October G, 18~7.
Sm: I liave the honor to subm it the an unal report of the operations
of the Quartermaster's Departmeut duriug the fiscal year ending June
30, 1887.
The llalancc in the Treasur.v to credit 0f the Qnartermaster's Department at end of June 30, 1886, was l>y last report (incln<ling $21,589.3~,
pertaining to Signal Service, disbursed by the Qnartermastcr's Department.) . ___ ..... __ ..................... . .................... _..
$ill, 883. 21
AJ,propriations for the fiscal year for the service of tl1e Qnartermaster's
Departmeut, etc., were as follows: Acts of Ma,v 17, Jnne 28, J unc
:30, July 1, 2, 3, 8, 15, 28, and 29, Augnst 3 autl 4, 188G, and J a,u uary 17,
29, February 17, 23, .March 1 and 3, and June :30, 1887 (including
appropriatio 11 of $18G,2G'.3.8-l pertaining to Signal Service, disllursed
by Quartermaster's Departm ent) .................................. 10, 8JO, 256. 67
Awonnts deposited to 1he credit of appropriations and received from
sales to officers. . _. _...... . ..... _. _..................... _. _.. . . . . .
G7 4, 402. 10
Total .............•....... _... __ •............ _........ _....... 12, 116, G41. 98
Remittances to a·isllursing officers have amounted to .... $9, 083, 258. 40
Requisitions tQ pay settfurneutf! made ::it tlie Treaisur)7
on claims and account::;. ........ _..... _.............. 1, ~~SG, 979. 48
Carried to surplus fund (Act J nnc 30, 1874) ..•••.. _.....
175, 561. 17
'fransferrerl to S ignal Corps nnder decision of the Secretary of War June 16, lf;87 ............ __ ........... _.
31,503. 37
- - - - - 10,647,302.42
Leaving balance in Treasury nndrawn at end of June 30, 1887..

1,469,239.56

Tlle tables, statements, abstracts, etc., which accompany t!Jis report
will be found to give the items of appropriations, expenditures, and disbursements in all their details.
DUTIES OF TUE QUARTERMAS'l'ER'S DEPAR'l'MENT.

Under sections 219 and 220, Revised Statutes, and the authority of
the Secretar_yof vVar, the Quartermastel''s Department transports troops,
munitions of war, equipments, military property, a,ll(.l all articles of sup-

plie~ from tlle places of purchase to the several armies, garrisons, posts,
recrnitiug places; provides for the safe-keeping of such articles; the
distribution, a<lequate and timely supply of the same to the regimental
qual'ternrnsters n.U<l to such officers as may, by virtue of the Secretary
of War's regulations, be intrnste<l wir,h the same; and the officers of
thi1-; department pay for store rent and storage necessary for keeping
1.such supplies.
a1Hl
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By section 1133, it is further made the duty of the officers of the Quartermaster's Department, under direction of tlle Secretary of War, to
purchase and distrilmte to the Army all military stores and supplies
requisite for its use which other corps are not directed by law to provide; to furnish means of transportation for the Army, its military stores
and supplies, and to provide for and pay all incidental expenses of the
military service which other corps are not directed to provide for and
pay.
Section 1139 provides that the Quartermaster-General, under the direction of the Secretary of War, shall prescribe and enforce a system of
accountability for all quartermaster supplies 'furnished to the Army, or
to officers, seamen, and marines.
It is provided by acts of Congress and the regulations founded thereon
that the Quartermaster's Department shall secure grounds for national
cemeteries; to preserve from desecration the graves of all soldiers who
fell in battle or died of <lisease in the field or hospital in the rebellion; to
secure suitable burial places in a national cemetery, free of cost, for all
honorably discharged soldiers, sailors, o:c marines who served during tlrn
late war, either in the regular or volunteer forces, dying subsequent to
the passage of this act (approved March 3, 1873).
Provision is also made by 11w for the Quartermaster's Department
to furnish suitable bead-stones to mark the graves ofall soldiers, sai~ors,
or marines wl10 served during the late w.ar, whose burial is provided
for as above, or who may have been buried in. private cemeteries.
By act approved August 4, 1H86, further provision is made for continuing the work of furnishing bead-stones for unmarked graves of
Union soldiers, sailors, and marines in national, private, city, town, and
village cemeteries, naval cemeteries at navy-J;ards and stations of the
United States, and other burial places.
Under these several acts above recited and otliers of like import, the
Quartermaster's Department provides the means of transportation. by
land and water for troops and materials of war for the Army. . It also,,
under the law (as amended) for arming the militia, provide~ tile meau_s of
transportation for ordnance and ordnance stores issued by the United
States to the several States and Territories, and is also cbarged witll
the duty of purchasing and transporting the quartermaster's stores and
camp equipments for said militia. It transports the property for other
Executive Departments on proper requisitions, payments therefor being
made by the respective Departments to the carriers upon accounts forwarded through the Quartermaster-General's office for that purpose.
It provides wagons, ambulances, carts, saddles and horse equipments
(except for the cavalry), and harness (except that used b.v theart11lers),
This Department provides vessels for water transportation, lmilds
wharves, con truct and repairs roads for military purposes, pays tolls,
and builds all nece sary military bridges. It provides and distributes
~lothing, tents, and equipage, fuel, forage, stationery, lamber, straw
tor bedding for men and animals and all material for camp , allll for
helter of troop and ~ tore , furniture for barracks, such as bunks,
. nche., hair , table, , and lockers, heating and cooking stoves for n e
m pu 11 barra ·k and quarter , tools for mechanics and laborers iu tlic
c. rt rma t r
partment, and lights for _all military po t an 1 build-
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Under provision of act of Congress, approved July 5, 1884, the ·Quartermaster's Department, under tbe authority of the Secretary of War.
contracts for all horses for artillery, cavalry, mounted infantry, and
scouts, but in number not to exceed the enlisted men in service required
to be mounted.
·
Under the same act this Department, under the Secretary of War,
prepares plans and contracts for tue construction of all buildings at
military posts.
.
Under the provisions of section 21D, Revised Statutes, "other officers"
than "regimental quartermasters" to the average number of 135 have
been detailed in the Quartermaster's Department in doing its duties in
various ways in the care and "distribution of the stores of the Quartermaster's Department, under the Secretary of War and his regulations."
INSPECTION BRANCH.

This branch is in charge of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, U.S. Army, an~l the duties pertaining thereto are principally the conducting of all correspondence relative to the assignment
of officers of the Quartermaster's Department to stations, and to matters relating individually to officers, clerks, agents, and others doing
duty therein. It also acts upon all matters relating· to the application,
examination, appointment, and assignment of post quartermaster sergeants, U. S. Army .
.The biennial and annual report, monthly roster, monthly return of
officers, and pay-rolls of employes in Quartermaster-General's office are ·
prepared in this branch.
.
The station book, historical recor<l of officers of tlle Quartermaster's
Department, and of clerks in the Quartermaster-General's office, and
book of decisious, are kept in this branch, and allot.her necessary record
hooks required in CQnnection with the above-described work.
The post quartermaster sergeants authorized by the act of July 5,
1884, are on duty at the various stations, and their services are reported
as generally satisfactory.
Nine thousand two bnndred and four letters were received, 1,741
written, and 107,376 orders and circulars distributed during the last
fiscal year in this branch.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Tllis branch of the office is in cl.large of Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy
qnartermaster-general, U. S. Army.
.
During- the tiscal ;year the construction of 71 new buildings at military posts was autllorized. These buildings consisted of barracks,
officers' quarters, stables: gnard-houses, store-houses, granaries, shops,
magazines, etc., and were erected in the States of Michigan, New York,
Rhode Island, Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, Kansas,
Colorado, Texas, and California, and in the Territories of Montana, Dakota, Wyoming, Utah, Indian, New Mexico, Arizona, and Washington,
at an estimated cost of $150,638.
The cost of repairs made at the various posts, including labor, ma
teria], and tools, was $282,706, and at the independent posts, recruiting
stations, and depots, $47,700.
In sundry civil bill, approved August 4, 1886, Congress approp1:i~ted,
for the construction of buil<lings an<l the enlargement of snch nnl1tar.r
posts as in the jn<lgrnent of the Secretary of War· may be necessary, the
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sum of $225,000, of which the sum of $15,000 may be used for the purchase of additional land near Atlanta, Ga., for a ten-company post
being erected there, and the Secretary of War distributed the funds
as follows:
To
To
To
To

Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

Russell. .. ___ . _... ___ .. __ .....•.. _... _..•...•••.. _.............••.
HolJinsou ...•...... ____________ ..••...••. . .. ... .. ____ ........••••.
San Antouio. _... ____ ...... _____ . _... _..• __ •••••... ___. ____ . . ......
Porter. __ .. _. _.. __ ... ..... _. _..... __ ....•• _.. ____ ... _.... ___ .. . . . .

$20,000
20,000
50,000
35, 000

~~ r~:~n~~~~:::::: .·:: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.-: :::-~:::::::::::::::

!~: ii~

To Atlanta, for additional land _______________ ....•... _____ .. ____ ... . .. -- .. . 15,000
To cover Treasury settlements in the Crowhiy case, as issued by accounting
officers ... _ .. •••.....•... _.... ____ . __ .. ____ .••. ___ . _ . _........ _....... _.. _ 1,677
Total . _. _.. _. _.... _.... ____ .. __ ..... __ . _. _.....• _ . __ . . .. _••.... _.. 225, 000

By act of Congress approved January 29, 1887, the Secretary of War
was authorized aml directed to complete tbe quarters and barracks at
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., at an expense not exceeding $30,000. This
sum with the $20,000 above referred to for Fort Russell were combined
by the Secretary, who approved plans and estimates for work aggrega_ting $50,000.
Likewise at Fort Robinson the $20,000 apportioned was not used,
but the Secretary of War having been further authorized and directed
by the act of January 29, 1887, to complete the quarters and barr~cks
at Fort Robinson, Nebr., at a cost not to exceed $55,000, h e combrne~l
these two amounts, aggregating $75,000, and approved plans and estimates for the necessary work.
The Secretary of War has approved plans and estimates for tlic work
at Sau Antonio, $50,000; l~ort Porter, $35,000; and Fort Ri ley, $40,000,
res pee ti vely.
For Atlanta, the Secretary of War approved pla,ns and estimates for
four double sets officers' quarters and guard-house, which called for
$52,390. 'rhe difference between this sum and the $43,323 apportioned
was made up by savings, viz, $8,691 from the apportionment of t~e
previous fiscal year and the supply of $37G from the annual appropriation for barracks and quarters.
The additional land as authorized by law was duly purchased, ~he
Department of Justice having rend~red a favorable opinion regarclmg
the title to the same.
SPECIAL PROJECTS.

Fort Brady, Mich.-Congress by act approved July 8, 1886, autl10rized tlle Secretary of War to sell the reservation known as Fort Brady,
iu the village of Sault Sainte Marie, State of MiclJjgan, wW1 certain
exceptions, and also authorized him to purchase grounds in or near
said village suitable and sufficient for fortifications aud for garrison
purpose , and con truct thereon the necessary buildhigs, etc., sufficient
for a four-compa,uy po t, to be known as Fort Brady, cost not to exceed
120,000. Tlli office is not au vised of the present status of this projct, nor of ~be action, if any, taken by the War Department.
e ,port Barraclis, Ky.-By act of Congr s appro,·ed March 3, 18 7,
the
r tar of War wa. anthorizecl and directcu to ell tue propert
\: n l ~ h
ni~ cl tate ' in tbe ·ity of Newport, tate of Kentucky
1 n , n c, h
mt l ta
barrack. prop rty, and a] o to pnrcba
, 1
to xc l , 60,000. a nitabl . ite for th location of barrnck. omr r,· qm rt •r., ancl other n c .·'cry hnilclio · in Uampb 11
onnt · 1 y., , ncl a.· JH ar the rity f
wport a, nitable ground
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for that purpose can be procured, an<l that the sum of $100,000 be expended under direction of the Secretary of vVar in tho erection of
necessary and suitable builtliugs all(l tlle coustnrntion of other necessar.v improvements upon tue grounds purchased.
Under the provisions of tllis act the Secretary of War selecte:d the site
known as tlle Bigstaff, Happensack, Bloom, anil Shaw tracts, co-rering
111 acres, for which the United States is to pay $43,100, the title pa.pcrs
being uow nuder examination by tlle Department of Justice. The
Quartermaster-General liaviug been charged with the preparations of
plans for quarters, etc., the subject is now re·ceivi11g his careful consideration and study.
Denver, Oolo._:._By act approved :February 17, 1887, Congress authorized and directed the Secretary of War to establish a military post near
the city of .Denver, Colo., provided that a good and sufficient title be
first made to the United States, free of cost by the State of Colorado,
of not less than G40 acres of land. and authorized the expenditure of
$100,000 under the direction of the .Secretary of War in the commencement of the work of constructing the necessary buildings, quarters,
barracks, etc., for said post.
TIJis oftice is not advised of the present status of this project, nor of
action, if any has teen taken, by the War Department.
Fort 1-l-iley, Kans.-Oongress by act approved January 29, 1887,
appropriated the sum of $200,000 for the establishment upon the military reservation at Fort Riley of a permanent school of instruction for
drill and practice for the cavalry and light artil1ery service of the Army
oft Le United States, and for the purpose of constructing such quarters,
barracks, etc., as may be 11ccessary.
'l'lle Secretary of War has, therefore, approved plans for this work
aggregating $183,606.
New York Depot.-By act of Congress approved l!..,ebruary 2, 188G, the
sum of $250,000 was appropriated for the purchase of the old Produce
Excliange Building and site, New York. City, for Army purposes, and
the sum of $200,000 for remodeling tlle same.
.
On March 20, 188G, tl.Ie purcha,se of this building and site was com:pleted, and the Govermn011t obtained possession of the property. Arrangements were at Ollce made for remodeling the building, and on May
22, 1886, 3Jfter advertisement, proposals were opened for tearing down the
walls, etc, and contracts made for the work, and upon its completion
work was commenced 011 tue foundation, and thereafter the mason, iron,
and carpenter work was pusl1ed forward, all under contracts and upon
plan8 and specifications approYed by tbe(~uartermaster-General; so that
at the present time the exteriol' walls of the building are nearly completed, t!Je roof lJen ms arc u earl,y on, and the roof will be completed
during this month. rrbc wiuclow frames are nearly all in, and the entire
building will be iuclosc11 and the sashes in, and t,he interior work contracted for co111plett cl this autumn.
'
Tlie building will have eif.b t stories and a basement, and will be -fireproof and well ventilate1l a11d lig!Jt. a.JI around, and provided with passenger and freight rlen1.tors, lieatiug apparatus, electric lights, etc., of
the latest approvc<l p~tt,ern8. It is proposed to use the basement and
the first three stories for storage purposes, and the floors above as
offices.
The expenditures made under contract for strcngtheuing foundation,
rebuilding walls, iron work, etc., chargeable to this appropriation are
$109,05 '.85, leaving a balauce of $41.15 unexpended after the present
contracts are completed.
8925 w 87--20
1
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· To complete the building it is estimated that about $86,000 will be
needed. This additional amount is required in consequence of increasing the height of the b'uilding by two stories, and it is believed that the
increased accommodations fully justify the additional expense. It is
recommended that an appropriation in the sum stated be asked for,
and that the fonds be made available at the earliest moment.
San Antonio, Tex.-Co1igress by act approved Januar_y 8, 1886, authorized and directed the Secretary of War to acquire by purchase a
Yalid title to, for the United States, a certain tract of ' land lying iu
Bexar County, Tex., near San Antonio, consisting of 310 acres, and
being the same now held by the United States for a drilling ground
under a rental contract, and appropria ted ihe sum of $5,000 therefor.
The land above referred to has been duly purchased, the Departmeut
of Justice having rendered a favorable opinion regarding title thereto.
Chicago, Ill.-By aet approved l\forcb 3, 1887, Congress authorized
th e Secretary of War to accept deed and conveyance of a certain tract
of land from the State of Illinois to the United States, known as the
"Highwood" tract, in Lake County, Ill., containing 598~ acres, lying
on Lake Michigan, north of the city of Chicago aud distant 25 miles,
this land being a tract do11ated by the Com mercial Club of Chicago
for military purposes.
The title papers concerning the aborn 11am not as yet reached this
office.
Fort Winnebago, Wis.-Oongress in sundry civil bill a.pprornd Marcll
3, 1887, provided for the placiug of an iron fence arournJ th e cemetry
near the site of old Fort Wiunelw,go, Wis., the sum of $2,500, the expenditure of which has been dul.Y a.uthorize<l hy the Secretary of War
and work committed to the depot quartcrmaste.r at Chicago, under the
direction of the division quartermaster.
_
For improving the water supply at, m·il itary posts, for drainage, sewers, wharves, roads, and various other improvements, the sum of
$113,919 has been authorized an.d expended.
By act approved June 30, 1886, tlle sum of $ 100,000 was authorized
for construction and repair of hospitals, r..nd the sum of $ 10,000 for shelter and shooting galleries an<l ranges and repairs therefor.
By the same act the sum of $12,500 was appropriated by Congress for
construction of quarters for hospital stewards, including the extra-duty
pay of enlisted men employed on same. Of this fund the Secretary of
War apportioned to the several posts tlrn sum of $11 ,700, leavin g a balance of $800 on band June 30, 1887.
·
Hot Springs ]Jospital.-In tlle Army bill approved February 9, 1887,
c.on gres_s ~roYided for one hydraulic passenger elevator for central hospital bmldrng $2,000, and for fi.nisLiug in bard oil the inside wood work
of all buildings and for painting the same, $5,000. The necessary orders
have been issued for the execution of the above-described -:vork.
~ite <"!'t Fort B_rown, Tex.-The status of this case, so far as known to
tlns o:ffic , remarns the same a reported last year, viz, that tlrn U ni't.ed
States has been unable thus far to secure a good and valid title.
PO T CEJ.\-1E'I'ERIES . .

l_,, rra ·k.·, .F ort. Ou ,t r, IC ogl1, Bayard, Bli
I u:l\"e , au exp •nditurc of about 3,000.
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RESERVATIONS.

The Prcsi<lent of the United States, on December 13_, 1886, set al?art
certain tracts of land within the limits of tlrn Crow Iudmn Reservat10n,
Mont., for military purposes, in connection with tl1e _p_ost at Fort C_uster, an<l also by Executive order of May 25, 1887, a military reservation
at Fort Washakie, Wyo.
'l'R,ANSFERS.

Fort Colville, Wash., Fort Ellis, Mout., Fort Ifalleck, ·Nev., Fort
McDermit, Nev., and old Dragoon Barrack lot, Saint Augustine, Fla.,
have been transferred during the tiseal year to the Interior Department
as no longer reqnired for military purposes.
FIRES.

The losses by fire during the fiscal year bave been as follows: Officers' quarters at Fort Snelling, store-lionse at ,Jefferson Barracks, laundry huil<ling at Fort Assinniboiue, sergeants' quarters at Fort Pike,
officers' quarters at Fort Riley, smith shop at Fort Missoula, administration building at Fort Dn Chesne, cottage bnilding at Fort Meade,
sbop building at Fort Reno, and cngine-Ltousc at Fort vVayne.
TRANSPORTATION-REGULAR AND MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS AND ACCOUNTS.

AND

These lmmcl.tes of tl.tis office ure in charge of Lieut. Col. Charles G.
Sawtelle, deputy quartermaster-general, U.S. Army.
TRANSPORTATION.

During the fiscal year transportation was provi<lcd by the Quartermaster's Department by rail, water, wagon, and stage for 187,549 persons (including 154,699 persons transported and ferried by Gornrnment
vessels), 145,010 tons of freight, and 7,G98 animals, costin~, as reported,
$1,418,0!.)2.53, of which $412,394.~6 has been paid for transportation of
persons, and $1,005,698.27 for the transportation of liYe stock and
freight, leaving the sum of $ 250,80!.52 still due on outstanding accounts not settled at the close of the fiscal year.
These amounts are for actual transportation mily; other sums and
purchases payable from the Army transportation appropriation have
swelled the total expense to $2,832,908.09, of which $290,861.68 remained unpaid at the close .of the fiscal year.
.
The expenses of military transportation not paid out of the appropriation" Transportation of the Army" comprises that provided over
the bonde<l Pacific railroads, their leased lines and branches, in value
$477,142.23, which is credited at the Treasury Department ou the debts
of those railroads as required by law, and that provided over land-grant
railroads, to wbich 50 per cent. of the tariff rates are paid under act
of Congress of June 30, 188G (24 United States Statutes, page D7) making special appropriation of $85,000 for that purpose.
'
MOVEMENTS OF 1'ROOPS.

The larger movements of troops duriug the fiscal year were as follows:
Second Cavalry: One company from Department of the Columbia to
Department of California.
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Fourth Ca l'alry: One company from Department of the Missouri to
DepartmPnt, of Arizona.
Ninth ('aralry: One company from Department of the Platte to Departmeut uf the Missouri.
111,irst Artillery: One company from Department of California to Department of the Colnmbia, aud one compauy from Department of 1Lo
Columbia to Department of Ualiforuia. ·
First Infantry: HraL1qna,rters and nine companies fromf; Departnw11l
of Arizoua to Department of California, alHl one company from Department of the M.issonri to Department of Ualiforuin_.
Second Infantry: BetH1quarter8 and ten companies from Department
of tlie Columuia to Departme11t of the Platte.
Fonrt,h Infantry: Headquarters and lline compa,11ies from Department of the Platte to Department of tue Oolumuia, and 0110 comvany
from Department of tbe .Missouri to Dep:utment of 1he Ooluml>ia.
Sixth Infantry: Two companies from Departmt'nt of tlle Platte to
Department of the Missouri.
Eighth infantry: Headquarters and teu companies from Department of California to Department of Arizona.
Eighth Infantry: Headquarters aml ten companies from Department
of Arizona to Department of tlrn rlat.te.
Ninth Infantry: Headquarters and teu compa11ies from Department
of the Platte to Department of Arizona.
.
.
Eleventh lnfcintry: One compa11y frolll Department of tlrn Missouri
to Department of Dakota.
·
Thirteenth Infantry: Oue cornpai1y from Depiutment of Arizona to
Department of the Missouri.
Seventeenth Infantry: Heatlqnarters and ten companies from Department of Dakota .to Departwcnt of tuc Platte.
·
Tlie removal of 320 vVarm Spriug- an<l O1Jiricahua In<lians, with mi! :.
tary guard, from Fort Apache, Ariz., to Fort Mario!1, Fl:,t., and th~11cL'
to Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., was also ma,lo (lunng the fb;eal
ytar uuder the direction of the Quartermaster's Department, at a cost
of $37,728.35.
The total cost of the exchauging stations of regiments and moving
Indians above specified \fas $254,971.05, of which the sum of $8u,235.GG
was for transportation oYer tl.tc uoudetl Pacific railroads, an,l $1GS,735.39 was <lrawn from the Army transportation appropriation f'or 1887.
1

RAILWAY SERVICE.
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BONDED P A.CIFIC RAILROADS.

Aceoums agg-regating $41,879.15 for Army transportation over the
unsulJsidize<l portion of the Central Pacific Railroad (operated by the
Southern Pacific Company) have also been settled by the Treasury ·
during the fiscal year and made payable in cash out of the appropriation for ''Army transportation," the payment of which has been suspemlell by tl.10 circular of the honorable the Secretary of the Treasury
of June 23, 1887, hereafter referred to.
Settlements of the accounts of the bonded Pacific railroads ha,e continued to be made during the year, the same as set forth in the last
annual report of the Quartermaster-General 1 except in the case of the
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad.
Under tlate of November 12, 1886, the honorable Attorney-General
rendered a decision establishing the right of this company, under act of
July 2, 1SG4, to payment of 50 per cent. of amouuts earne<l oYer the
subsidized portions of the road in casll, and declaring tlrnt this road is
not within the scope of the sinking-fund act of May 7, 187d, arnl settlements during the year have been made in accordance with this decision.
The honorable the Secretary of the Treasury having on June 4, 1886,
directed bv circular letter that the accounts a1Hl claim of the Central
Pacific Railroad be adjusted under decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States of May 10, 188G (No. 1201, October term, 1885), settlemeuts have been issued in favor of the Central Pacific Railroad Uompany, drawing upon the appropriation "Army transportation" of the
Quartermaster's Department, fiscal year 188G, for transportation on the
unsubsidized portion of the railroad. 'fhat appropriation having been
exhausted l>efore the settlements were received at this office, no requisitions for the amounts so awarded l1ave beeu issued. If this method
of settlement is to be con tinned, the sum of $906,314.42 asked for by the
honorable tlrn Secretary of War on estimates )repared in this offi·ce and
submitted June 7, 1886, will be required as a deficiency in tlie Army
transportation appropriation to execute this decis.ion. (See Rx. Doc.
No. 270, Forty-ninth Congress, first session.)
LA.ND-GR.ANT RAILROADS.

The sum of $70,93G.98 was paid during the :fiscal year for military
trausportation over land-graut railroads upon accounts adjusted in this
office and settled through the accounting officers of the Treasury, being
50 per cent. of the tariff rates for like transportation performed for the
public at large, as prescribed by the laws appropriating money for their
payment. Of this sum $28,834.12 was paid from the appropriation for
the fiscal :ynar, and $42,102.86 from similar appropriations of previous
fiscal )·ears.
INDEBTED RAILROADS.

The last aunual report of the Quartermaster-General showed that
four such roads had on June 30, 188G, unadjusted accounts with the
Uuite,l States, representing an aggregate of $1,306,467.96. Under a.
joint resolution of Uongress approved February 27, 1887, the honorable
the Secretary of vVar and the honorable tlle Attorney-General were
authorized to adjust and finally se!tle tlle accounts of one of these
roadi:;-the Mobile and Ohio-an abatement of 25 per cent. on the
appraised value of the l)roperty purchai:,e(l being directed. The matters involved in this account are set forth in a report of the Quarter-
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master-General to the honorable the Secretary of ,Var, Ma_y 3, 1887,
and the account as stated showed a "balance dne tlie company of
$150,518.12.
.
·
This report was au.opted by the Secretary of War m1<1 the AttorneyGeneral and made the basis of the final settlement authorized by joint
resolution of February 27, 1887, and 'Treasury settlement dated May 31,
18S7, was issued in fa,or of tlrn company for: this amount.
'r.he matters invo1ve<l in the relatious of t.he ot.her three indebted
roads remain unadjusted. T.hey were folly explained in report of the
Quartermaster-General for year 1885, a11d legislative action recommended. looking to the final adjustment. Nothing has been paid upon
the indebtedness of these three roads d nring the last fiscal year.
WA.'l'ER TRA.NSPOR'l'A. 'l'ION.

There were moved by water during tlJC last fiscal year 2,G09 persons,
503 animals, and 18,510,837 pounds of material, not iuclu<ling 194,756
persons, 118 animals, aml I0,2UG,7G2 pounds of freight transported or
ferried ou the U11ited States ,essels controlled or operated by tile Quartermaster's Department. 'r11e cost of this service, excepting the wages
of the crews of United States vessc1s, was $182,267.53.
The total coRt ofrepairing, nrnuing, 'a nd maintaiuing the vesselsowne<l
by tl.iis (lepnrtment, iucludiug the wages of the crews during the fiscal
year as reportell, was $100,271.67.
Tlle steam launch Oeneral Green, having been pronounced unsafe,
was sold at auction June 2, 1887, for $730. Steam yacht Lillie Lee, on
the ujght of October 8, 188G, was totally destroyed by fire, the work of
an incendiary. Steam launch Despatch was sold at public auction March
3, 1887, for$ I ,700. The object aittained in dispensing with the launch
was the reduction of expenditnres und er Army transportation at Vancouver Depot. Steam propeller General McPherson, having been_ repeateuly reporte(l as worn on tin tlrn service and unsafe, was ad vert1sed
for sale aud sold at public auction March 31, 1887, for $7,755.
Under the authority of the bonoral>le tlie Secretary of War, proposals were invited. for the construction of a new vessel for San Francisco
Harbor, and a bid of $5G,180 from the Union Iron ·works Company accepted. This steamer was completed au<l delivered to the United States
November 17, 1886, an<l named by the Secretary of War the General
McDowell. The trial trips have been reported as satisfactory, all(l from
the date of completion she bas been employed in San Francisco Ilarbor.
Nineteen rn sel of diffcre.,t kinds arc reported by officers of this Department to llave been em ployed at various times during the fiscal year,
at an expense of $34,890.67.
·
WAGON TRA.NSPOR'l'A..TION.

Tl~ . Department tran ported by wagon carriage 135,747,703 pounds
of m1h~a~ uppli s durin_g the fiscal Jcar, at a cost of $310,100.57. The
um of $,15,743.10 was st1ll due on outstanding accounts at th close of
the ft ·cal Y ar. On lrnmlred and fourteen coutracts for wae:on transp rtati n w r filed lurino· tbe year.
~
'1'.i.GE TRA.N PORTA.TION.

Thr , t_h n., 1Hl two 1rnndr .<l an1l w lnty-,· ven p rson. and 7, 06
P un 1.· of '.'tu ha~gagc~ n•rc~ tra11:portC'<l hy F;tag dnring th fi cal
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year at a cost of $30,753.38. Of this sum $2,788.72 was due on outstaudiug accounts June 30, 1887.
1'ELEG RAPHING ON ARMY BUSINESS.

Under the provisions ·o f the act of Congress approved June 30, 1886,
the cost of telegrams on official business, received and sent by officers
of the Army, is again made payal>le by the Quartermaster Department
from the appropriation for incidental expenses. This necessitated the
preparation of regulatious and general orders to govern this matt.er,
and their promulgation to the Army, directing the methods of preparing and paying accounts for telegraphic service.
Much labor and care bave been involved in the large correspondence
required to make the matter folly understood by the several telegraph
companies and officers of the Army, so that the accounts could be settled in conformity with the rulings of the accoun ting officers of the
Treasury.
Tlie total payment ·on account of telegraphing for the Army during
the fiscal y.ear has been $4,558.39.
.
There remains in the Treasury unsettled the accounts for telegraphing
for the Army, involving the use of lines constructed and operated
along the bonded portions of sullsidized railroads, which have been
transmitted by this office to the Third Auditor of the Treasury under
decision of Second Comptroller of December 26, 1885, and February 5,
1886.

By act of .June 30, 1886 (24 Stat., 97), the sum of $2,800,000 was
appropriated for Army transportation for the fiscal year endiug Ju11e
30, 1887. From a compilation of disbursing officers' accounts fln<l
Treasury settlements, exhibiting the amounts expended during tlte
year, and the a.mounts of outstanding accounts due and payable at the
close of the year, it appears that the aggregate cost-of this _service for
the fi8cal year was $2,832,908.09, showing that a deficiency approximating $33,000 exists to be provided for by Congress to pay legitimate
outstanding accounts.
11 RANSPORTATION ACCOUNTS AND CL.A.IMS.

Four thousa:nd and nineteen transportation and telegraph accounts
and claims, amounting to $1,039,355.W, were adjusted during the year.
Of these 4,005, amounting to $1,022,743, were referred to the proper
bureau for settlement; 4, amounting to $129.55, were unfavorably
reported upon and rejection recommended; and 10, amounting to
$6,483.24, were suspended for additional evidence; 34, amounting to
$1,614.46, were at the close of the fiscal year awaiting action or under
adjustment.
REGULA.H, AND MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES.

U nuer the authority of the Secretary of War, harness, mess tables and
l>enches, company field desks, stoves, and ranges, and stove furnitnre ,
at a total cost of $27,952.54, were manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth Military Prison during tLe fiscal year. Stoves and ranges of
standard manufacture and extra parts therefor were purchased at ge11eral depots to the extent of $18~965.53.
ANIMALS .

One tltonsand four lmrn]rel1 aud fi,e cavalry an<l nrtillery l1orses were
procured dnrillg- the fiscal year, costing $189,H>5.58, au :werage of
$134.65 per l.teau.
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Fo::':' tllc Army trains an<l. special service 6l draft horses were purclia,sed at au average cost of $210.95 per head, and 6~5 mules ut an avernge cost of $156.37 per head.
Tile sale of 1,011 cavalry and artillery horses, 69 draft horses an(l 4DG
muk~ is reported for the sum of $73,558.59, all .of wbicll waH <leposited
in 1be Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts, excepting such
small sums as were received from sales to officers.
'l'J1cro were 25 cavalry and artillery horses, 11 team hor::;Es, and 230
mule's lost, stolen, and died during the fiscal year, leavi11g on harnl
J1111c :30, 1887, 8,776 cavalry .and artillery horses, 435 team horses, 5,400
mnkH, aud 6 oxen.
VETERINARY SUPPLIES.

Urnler section 322 of the Army Regulations, veterinary supplies were
purelrnsed <luring the fiscal year from the Medical Department to the
extent of $4,219.87.
ILLUMINA'l'ING SUPPLIES.

Dnriug the fis·cal year there were purchased 1,728 lamps (pendent
and bracket), 420 street lanterns, 41 street lamps, 2 hand lamps, 4 stage
la,mps, 1 clrnmlelier, 1,815 lanterns (oil an<l ~andle), and tbe necessary
chimneys, wicks, and various extra parts, at a cost of $ 11,002.13.
Eleyen hundred ga11ons of gasoline were pnrcllased at a cost of
$3i9.50, and also 320 1 00.0 gallons of mineral oil in 5-gallon caus, at a
cost of $45,507.97. making- .the aggregate expen<liture 011 account of
illnmiuatiug supplies $5i,789.62-less than tbe cost last fiscal year by
$6,103.42.
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS .AND ACCOUN1'S.

One thousand .;four lmndre<l and eighty-two of these claims and accounts, amounting to $3 11,343.S::$, re(·eived final action <luring the fiscal
~·ear, aud 10,800 claims aud 270 accounts, amounting to $8,380,960.61,
rema.iue<l on file at the close of the fiscal year.
The e~amiuation of these claims, many of them for small sums d~e
for serY1ces rendered as teanistcrs aud laborers during tlle late war, 1s
neceRsarily a slow and t edio us pro eess requiring the careful examiuation _of the monthly reports of office;s, sometimes quite ~olumino~s,
~earing many tbous:1Ud names of persons employed, and often reql!1r10g much correspondence in order to verify the statements upon which
the claim is ba. ed.
A large number of Youchers issued bv officers of the Quartermaster"
Devartment for tore purchased and 11\ p:.1,yment of services rendered,
are included a.mollg tbc number reported 011 hand, the persons in whose
favor they were isRucd being nu known.
.
Under the provi ioH of Army Regulations, para.graph 538, readmg
matt r, con. i ting of ncw.,paper. , has been su pplied. to the libraries of
13 l military po.-t ·, ind 'pen<le11t arse11als, receiving <l.epots, etc., at a
cost of "1 u32.G4.
'LAD1S UNDER AC'l' J LY 4,

1864.
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There were investigate<l aud reported npon by the agents during the
past :fiscal ,ear 893 claims, ealliug for $4:GU,710.82.
li'inal action was taken 011 3,913 claims, amounting to $3,567,827.Gl;
988 of which there were allo·wed $144,023.7<>, and disallowed $611,432.28, arnl 2,925 ('.ntirely rrjected, amounting to $~,811,471.57.
Also, i11 compliance with tlie rnstructiou of the honorable the Secretary of War of April 5, 1887, to enalJle the Secretary to comply with
a resolution of the United States Senate of March i, 1887, an agent
of this Department has hwestigated the claim in favor of John R. Reynolds, of Daytou, Ohio, for quartermaster and subsistence stores, stated
· at $74,713, alleged to have been taken near Natchez, Miss. The claim
is 110w undergoing examination in tliis office and will soon lJe in readiness to return to the honorable the Secretarv of War.
The following statement sltows the number ancl amount of claims
presented under act of July 4, 18G4, arnl action taken thereon:
Number of claims presented to Juue 30, 1887. ..•... ....•. .... .••... .... .... 58,257
Number of claims allowed to ,Tune 30, 1887 ..•.•...........•.•..•.•.. 19,:n7
Number of claims disallowed to June 30, 1887............ .•. . . . . . . . 37, 4:34
- - - 56,751
NumLer on lrnnd July 1, 1887 ......................... ~-... .. . . .. . ...

1,506

Amount of 58,2G7 claims prcsente,l. ......... ~ ........ _.............. $40, Hi9, 408. 03
Amount of 66,751 claims acted upon .. ~ __ .................... _.. . . . . :38, 763, 1:~6. (i5
Claims remaining on hand (1,506) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,406,271.38

CLOTHING AND EQUIP A.GE SUPPLIES.

This branch is in charge of Uapt. John ·F. Rodgers, military storekeeper, U. S. Army.
The clothing- aud equipage for the Army are contracted for or manufactured at the general depots of this Department at Philadelphia, Jeffersonville, a11d Sa.u Francisco. Tlrn Loots and shoes, etc., are manufactnre,l at tlie Military Prison at Fort Leann worth, Kans.
The a,mou11t appropriated by Congress for tbe purchase of cloths,
woolens, and materials, and for the manufacture of clothing for the Army,
el c., for the last fiscal year was $1,250,000. The sum of $76,292.75
was place(l on the books of the Treasury to the credit of the appropriation from sales to officers aud other sonrces, making a total of
$ I ,.326,292. 75. The e.xpenditures chargeable to the appropriation were
$1,277,532.60, leaving on the 30tlt of ,Tune, 1887, a lJalance of $48,760.06
in_ the Treasury, which, together with a part of such amounts as may
still be placed to the credit of the appropriatio11, ,-vill be l'equired to pay
outstanding liabilities and contracts entered into prior to the expirntion
of the fiscal year.
GENERAL MANUFACTURES.

The principal marufactures at the general <lepots duriug· the fiscal
year were 7,645 canvas ca1Js, 7,Hll overcoats, 4,G25 uniform dress coats,
40,392 blouses, 10,691 canvas fatigue coats, 5,5GD stalJlc frocks, 7,321
overalls, 14,192 canvas fat.igue trousers, 31,757 <lark blue tfauncl sliirts,
108,862 drawers, 11,260 canvas mittens, 7,836 gold lace chevrons, 9,144
cloth. ch.evrobs, 800 barrack -bags, 300 mattress covers, 11,153 mouuted
made trousers, 23,173 foot, made trousers, 9,465 mounted unmade tronser8, 25,26G foot unmade tromwn,, 31D conical wa11 tents, 116 Sibley
tents, 256 hospita.l tents, 003 wall tents, and 2,070 common tents.
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There were made· at the Military Pdson at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
during the fiscal year the following: 9,738 pairs boots, mounted, sewed;
33 pairs boots, brass-screwed; 1,959 pairs boots, old style, brass-screwed;
841 pairs shoes, old style, brass-screwed; 1,061 post shoes, brassscrewed ; 31,248 pairs post shoes, sewed ; 32,271 pairs campaign shoes,
sewed; 1,267 pairs boots, tapsoled; 6,555 pairs campaign shoes, tapsoled; also 23,042 corn brooms, 1.00 whisk brooms, and 4,152 barrack
chairs.
ISSUES '11 0 THE ARMY.

The principal issues from the general depots during the fiscal year
were as follows: 9,354 helmets, 6,793 cork helmets, 41,355 forage caps,
·1,162 fur caps, 9,536 canvas caps, 24,446 campaign hats, 11,061 overcoats, !J78 fur and canvas overcoats, 8,375 uniform·dress coats, 43,946
blouses, 20,330 canvas blouses, 9,923 stable frocks, 12,577 overalls,
81,093 kersey trousers, 30,661 canvas trousers, 1,742 linen trousers,
18,983 suspenders, 40,916 :flannel shirts, 19,093 boots, all kinds, and
84,6U3 shoes 1 all kiu<l.s, 88,826 undershirts, 95,442 drawers, 142,158 woolen
stockings, 153,903 cotton stockiugs, 480,267 white Berlin gloves, 8,277
woolen mittens, 10,218 fur gauntlets, 9,587 mittens, canvas, 9,034 gauntlets, leather, 9,018 arctic overshoes, 3,036 barrack s}:loes, 24,938 woolen
blankets, 13,117 gold lace chevrons, 12,286 cloth chevrons, 4,022 barrack
bags, 1,835 wire-woven bunk bottoms, 3,185 mattresses, 7,948 mattress
covers, 4,154 pillows, 16,973 pillow cases, 25,389 bed sheets, 6,878 mosqui to bars, 5,828 axes, 5,4D6 shovels: 2,095 miscellaneous tents, 7,176
shelter tents, 36,778 corn brooms, 4,683 barrack chairs, and 16,918 scrubbing brushes.
.
No complaints as to the quality of the clothing an d equipage furnished
by this Department to the enlisted mei1 of the Army have lJeeu received
at this office. ~l.1hese supplies it is desired to have as near perfect as
human thought and foresight can make them.
Tho foot-gear for the eulisted men of the Army, however, has not
reach ed that state of verfection so desirable. So far as the material purchasecl, therefore, is concerned, it is the best that can be procured, but
tho manner of fastening the soles to the uppers, so as to adapt them to
the use of the military service, is the main difficulty to be solved. The
subject, howevcr,.is under consideration and study.
ISSUES TO THE MILI'l'IA OF THE STATES AND TERRITORIES,

. Under act of Congress amending section 1661, Revised Statutes, mak~11 annual appropriation to provide arms and equipments for the
~mlJ tia of the States and. Territories, the Quartermaster's Department
1s charged with the duty of purchasing the ,, quartermaster's stores and
camp quipments."
Under _the regulations promulgated by tlrn honorable the Secretary of
\Var, no 1~ ' U s ?f. . tor,, or ,•qnipa,gc were made during the last fi cal
;yea,r , but rn an t1e1pati011or r0qnisitio11::-- the Department ad vertisecl and
contractccl for ~L, ufficic11t 111u11 l>L·r of h~sllita1 wn,11 aml common tent
ha. <1 to ~L certain nxle.11t upo11 the allowm1ce fdr the Army of tlle United
tat ,·.
·
1
r m r qui .·_iti 11.' ,'inc r c ive<l it app ar that the larger officer
,·all t nt.·_ar< rn gr at 'r <l 111a111l tlnL11 tl1e ,· ma.Her wall t ut iuteud d
~or th'. ~tl1.·~('<l me11 n11 d_ a.· :L ·011Hl''11tt•11ct·, th l' ·npply of the form r lla.v111g 1> 1~l\ l'<1 111ad1·q1int1· ,t h<'<'illllP llt><·<·H~;arr to lay in a, furtb r upply.
h!!·tl 11 .:.1·~·;1. ·m_1:111111'1_11111 tl11' f:1C't, thnt tlll' r;·q11i. ·ition,-;c:un v rydo ly
t
th 1 ,rnd J 11 · hl'fon• t Ii<! trnc,p:-- w1·11 i II to camp, ~om l li tl d lay
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oocurred in filling requisitions, bnt by nrnkingnse of tl1e tents in process
of ma11ufacture for tho .Army proper, the requisitions have been :fill ed,
and uo inconvenience llas rci:mlte<l to the eucarnpments for wl.Jicll tlle
tents were intended.
All the purchases had to be made from the appropriation for clothing
aud equipage for the Army, but of course this appropriation will be I eimbursed to the extent of actual issues to the militia. As a consequence,
the Department will carry a. larger stock than would otherwise have
been the case.
·
To guard against similar difficulties in the future, it is suggested tlrnt
tlrn respective governors be called upon in the early part of tlle calendar year to prepare estimates of supplies that may be needed during
the next or coming fiscal year, and that tllese estimates be forwarde<l
not later tbau the early part of March. This will enable this office to
accurately ascertain the quantities actually needed and to be pror,ured,
resultiug in a more economical and prompt administration of business.
Some of the governors construing the law in regard to the issue of
quartermaster's stores to embrace also made and unmade clotbiug and
clotLing- materials, tlrn Quartermaster-Gelleral expressed his opinion to
the honoral>1e the Secretary of "\Var that clothing and materials might
be considered as stores. It Las l>een decided, ''in Yiew of the desirability of uniformity between tbe equipment of the militia of the several
States and the troops of tlie United States, that uuder the aet for arming
and equipping the rniiitia the rt>gulation uniform for tbe Un ite<l Sta,tes
troops may properly be issued as quartermaster stores; * * * tlrnt
the clotll, kersey, etc., manufactured U1Hh r contr[Cct for the Quartermaster's Department may also properly be issued to the militia as quartermaster stores for the same purpose for which they are supplied tlie
regular· troops,'' Yiz, for the maldug of the regulation uniforms, and for
this purpose only. In making such issue the Quartermaster-General will
inform the authorities of States and Territories rPceiYing the same, wlJcn
notifying them of the issue, that it is made with the understanding that
it is to be used only for the purpose of making the United States regulation uniform.
·
.
Congress having made no appropriation to clothe the Apache Iudia11s,
prisoners of war, confined at Forts Marion and Barrancas, Fla., and
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., the Quartermaster-General) under the
decision of the Secretary of War dated July 7, 1886, ordered tlJc purchase of such articles of cloths, flannels, calico, etc., as were ueedccl
especially for the women and children. The cost of such purchase
duriug tue last :fiscal year amounted to $3,181.77. Also, under tlie decision of the War Departrne11t of May 28 last, tlle Quartermaster-Gr.11eral is ttutl10rized to issue damaged and obsolete military c1ot1Jiug tl1at
may be available for the purpose.
·
'l'he Yalue of this clothing, etc., that has been issued to these 1ndia11H
has become a charge against the already limited appropriation for clot liiug and equipage. It is recommended that an appropriation be made
by Congress for this purpose, and if not needed it could be turned i11to
tlte 'rreasury at the enu of the fiscal year.
1

TENTS FOR SUFFERERS FROM EAR'.l'IIQUAKE .

In September of last year tents to the value of $3,4.03.28 w<•rc se11 t,
by direction oftbe Secretary of ,Var, to the mayor of the cit,v of Uharle:-ston, 8. U., to shelter snch of the citizens of tmid city as were rr11del'ed
horne1e8s b;y tl1e cartl1qnake catastrophe. 'l'liesc tents lJaYe 11ot l>e1·11
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returned, arnl their vafoe has co11sequent1y become a total loss to the
clotlling appropriation.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

On May 15, 1887, the of'iice of national cemeteries, under charge of
Lieut. Col. H. N. Batchel<ler, dt.-'pot quartermaster, Was!Jington, D. C.,
was trausferred to aml made a permaneut branch of this office, and is
now under charge of Lieut. Col. J. G. Ohandler, deputy <J.nartermastergeneral, U. S. Army.
·
At the commencement of the fiscal yfar there were 82 national cemeteries. No changes have been made since; the number, therefore, remains the same.
·
]'our superintendents were appointed during the fiscal year, 3 discharged, and 1 died; leaving 73 in service, the number allowed by law.
Removals of remains of deceased soldiers were made duriug the year
from Fort Halleck, Nev., to the natfonal cemetery near San Francisco,
Cal., and from David's Island, New York Harbor, to Cypress Hills National Cemetery, near New York City.
.
Nine thousand head-stones to mark the graves of United States soldiers, sailors, and marines buried in post, private, village, and city
cemeteries, were provided under tbe regular appropriation for that purpose, and 2,500 for unmarked graves iu national cemetel'ies were provided from the appropriation for the care and maintemwce nnd improveme11t of national cemeteries.
U11der authority from the honorable the Secretary of War contracts
were made for three monuments, in lieu of head-stones, for graves of
unknown soldiers in the post cemeteries at Plattsburgh, Madison Barracks, and Fort Niagara.
The extension of inclosing wall at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and the
iron gateways at Knoxville, Tenn., and San Antonio, 'rex., national
cemeteries have been completed.
A new brick 1odge and outbuildings at Cypress Bills, New York, and
on tbuildings for Loudon Park, Maryland, national cemeteries have also
been completed, and repairs made to the lo<lges at tLe uatioual cemeteries near the cities of Mexico and San Fraucisco, Cal.
Tl.Je roadways authorized by Congress leading to tlrn 11ationa1 cemeteries of Cbalmette, La., Knoxville, r:renn., and Natchez, Miss., aud repairs to the Springfield, Mo., roadway have been completed, and tuo e
leading to the national cemeteries near Richmond and Dauville, Va.,
a.re now under construction.
A tatement showing the expenditure on account of the cemeteries
during the fiscal year is herewitl.J.
In conclusion, it is clue to tbe officers associated with the Quarterma tcr-General in this office, and to those elsewhere doing duty in the
D partruent, that carefnl testimony should be borne to their coutinued
d~votion to ~he pu?lic intere t, their integrity, and their zealous aucl
~ai~bful erv1ce, which, a herl3tofon•, continue to be marked character1 t1 s of the officerR of the Department.
Th cl rks and cmplo c, attached to this office have given eYen
gr a t viden than in th pa1-,t of their capacity and efficiency. Th
f :" rk di.·1 < tcbed, witlt its quality, is the best evidenc of
rg rnzati u alHl faithful11<>, H to duty. To a.11 of them ar du
·11 rfnl acknowl d~nwntH.
'
~ . 13. Il LADIRD,
(Jwtritrmasta-Gencra,l, U. '. Army.
JI 11. \\ ILLIA:\I C. h.'l>IC ' u 'J 'J,
, '",, l'l, , r !J ,,J' \\ 'ar.
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List of papers accompa11yi11g the annual report of the Quarterrnaster-Generalfor the fiscal
yeal' end'ing June 30, 1887.
1. Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, U.S. Army1 of
t,he oper-ations of the inspection brancb' of the Quartermaster-General's Office durmg
the fiscal year ending Juue 30, 1887.
·
.
2. Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S. A_rmy, of
the operations of the finance branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office d unnp; the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
3. Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, U.S. Arm,y, of
the operations of the money and property accounts branch of the QuartermasterGeneral's Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
.
.
A.-Statement showing number of accounts and returns exammed, etc.
B.-Statement showing the amounts received from sales of quartermaster's stores
to officers and soldiers.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended under the various heads of
appropriations ( excepting appropriations for transportation of th,e Army), and supplement pertaining to fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
D.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month, as reported by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on their report of person for
June, 1887.
E.-Statement showing amounts expended by each officer serving in the Quartermaster's Department during fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
4. Reports of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, U.S. Army,
of the operations of the clothing equipage returns branc.h of the QuartermasterGeneral's Office during fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
5. Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S. Army,
of the operations of the barracks and quarters branch of the Quartermaster-General',;
Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
A.-Statement compiled from reports thns far received showing expendituruH
actually made on account of repair and construction of public buildings at varions
posts dnring fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
. B.-~tatement showing property rented by the Quartermaster's Depu,rtment and
rn servrne June 30, 1887.
6. Report of Lieut. Col. Charles G. Sawtelle, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S.
Army, of the operations of the transportation, regular supplies, and miscellaneo11s
claims ancl accounts branches of the Quartermaster General's Office during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887.
A.-Statement of all troops aud property transported under direction of the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
B.-Statement showing principal movements of troops during fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887.
·
C.-Statement of vessels owned or purchased by the Government and employ cu in
the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year ending June :10, 1887.
D.-Statement of vessels chartered, impressed, or employed by the Quartermaster's
Department during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
E.-Abstract of contracts for wagons and water transportation entered into by the
Quartermaster's Department received at the office of the Quartermaster-General
tlnring the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
F.-Statement showing a detailed cost of transportation of the Army dnring tlte
fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
7. Report of Lieut. Col. B. C. Card, deputy quartermaster-geueral, U. S. Army, of
the operations of the claims branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
8. Report of Capt. John F. Rodgers, military storekeeper, U. S. Army, of the operations of the clothing-supply branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
A.-Statement showing articles of clothing, equipage, and materials on hand at tlto
issuing depots of the Quartermaster Department June 30, 1886 ; the quantities purchased, manufactured, received from posts ancl depots, taken up, sold, transferred to
general depots, expended, issued to the Army, and the quantities remaining in depot
June 30, 1887.
B.-Detailed statement of articles of clothing, equipage, and materials pnrcl1::.u,; ed
by the Quartermaster's Department and paid from the appropriation for clothing aud
equipage during tbe :fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
C.-Statement of amounts received and remitted by the Quarternrnstcr's Department on account of clothing and equipage during the fiscal year endiug June :30,
1887.
D.-Sta!ement showing r erni t tauces on account of clothing and equipage ~1uring
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
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E.-Staternent showing articles of clot,liing a111l equipage manufactured at the :Military Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., for the Quartermaster's Department clnring
tbe fiscal year ending June 30, 1887; a,]so cost of material, labor, etc. ,
·
P.-Statement showing value of labor performed for the Qnartermaster's Department by the Military Prison at Port Leavenworth, Kans., during the fisual year endiug .June ;10, 1887.
·
G.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage issued to tho Military
Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during tho fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and
money val ne of the property.
.
H.-Statemcnt showing articles of quartermaster's stores issued to Military Pnson
at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and money
value of the same.
!.-Statement of tentage transferred and issne<l to the mayor of Charlestou, S. C.,
for earthquake sufferers, and money value of the property, dnriug the fiscal -year enuing June 30, 1887.
K.-Statement showing number and cost of articles and materials purchased for
issue to Indian prisoners during the fiscal year ending June :30, 1887.
L._-Statement showing amount,s of clothing, equipage, and materials issued to Indian prisoners during t,he fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1887.
.
M.-St.atement showing average prices at which tlto various articles of clotlnng
and equipage are charged to tl.J.e Army of the United States from Jnly 1, 1887, to
Juno 30, 188R.
9. Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, dcpnty quartermaster-general, U.S. Ar~iy,
of the affairs relating to the care and maintcuanco of tho national cemeteries uunug
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
A.-Statement of disbursements of appropriation for national military cemeteries
dnri ng the fiscal year ending J uuo 30, 1887.

1.-.Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, depufJJ quartermaster-g13neral,
U. S. ArmJJ, of the operations of the inspection branch during the fiscal
year ending June 30·, 1887 ..
QUARTERMAS'l'ER·GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., Jidy 13, 1887.
I llavc the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the inspection branch of this office during the fiscal year ending June
GENERAL:

30, 1887.

The duties pertaining to this branch are, principally, the conducting
of all correspondence relating to the assignment of officers of the Quartermaster's Department to stations and to matters relating iudiviclnally
to officers and clerks, agents, and other employes doing dnty therein,
aud also the preparation of biennial, annual, and other reports; tile
prPparation of the montllly rosterR, and monthly return of oillccrs of the
Quartermaster's Departme11t, and also the semi.montll1y and ruouthly
pay.rolls of the clerks, messengers, etc., of the office of the Quarterma ter-~eneral; the distribution of orders, circulars, pamphlets, and all
other prrnted matt r for the use of the officers of the Quartcrma. ter's
pep_artment;. action upou all matters relating to the application, exam·
rnat10n, apporntment, and assiO'nmcnt of pos·t quarterma trr-sergeant ,
. . Army.
The tation book, book of decision·, historical record of oflieer, of the
nart rma ter pepa_rtment, and of clerks in Quarterma tcr-G neral ,
me_, ar~ k pt m ~ht· 1?ra11cll: an<l all other necessary reconl ho k
r ·qmr cl m c un tion Y1th the above-de ·cribed work.
};dt •r r~ ci_e<l<1nr_in,,.th lastflscalycar ........•...•......•...••........
U,204
-' ';1i";11u1_~ 'l t10nr; wntti-n_ th:- la t fi,wal ycal' . _..... _. _ ....... ___ . .• ___ ..... 1,741
1
en cul r, ·tu., l1 ti 1h11t •,1 tl11, la Ii ;,;~l year ........•......•..... 107 37
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The 80 post quartermaster-sergeauts, as autbo~ize<l by the 3:ct of ~uly
5, 1884, are now in service at the various stat10ns, and their services
are reported as generally satisfactory.'
.
The officers of the Qnartermaster's Department (regular establishment) are, 1 Quartermaster-General, 4 assistant quartermaster-generals,
8 deputy quartermaster-generals, 14 quartermasters, 30 assistant quartermasters, and 4 military store-keeprr's.
Very respectfully, your obedient servaut,
J. G. CHANDLER,
Deputy Qulirtermaster-General, U. S. Arrny.

2.-Report _of Lieut. Ool. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general
U. S. Army, of the operations of the .finance bra,nch for the .fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887.

This branch has charge of matters relating to the procurement and
distribution of funds, the compilation and preparation for Congress of
the annual estimates of fonds for the service of tlie Quartermaster's
Department and for funds required for the Quartermaster-General's
office; the examination of estimates of funds received from disbursing
officers, a:nd the issue of requests on the Secretary of vVar for requisitions in favor of such tlisbursiug officers; the issue of requests for the
funds required on account of settlements made at the Treasury; the
abstractiug of weekly and monthly statements of fnnds for comparison
w1tlt the Treasury records, an<l the conducting of the necessary correspondence, and the keeping of the prescribed record and · necessary
memorandum-books connected with the foregoing.
From the balance books upon which all debits autl credits are recorded, the following statement has been prepared:

Balance, in
Treasury
unc1ra-wn
July 1 •
1886.

approprintions.

I

Placed to
credit of
appropriatious dur- Total to be
accounted
ing the
for.
Date of act year, being
· proceeds of
sales to
1oflicers, etc.

Appropriated.

Amount.

1871 a11clpriorycars.

Id
I

Reqni,;j.
Balance in
Trea sur
tions issue<l Amounts
carried to uudr ?.w
on
settle·
Remitted to ruents made surplus
June 30,
Total ac.
disbursing at Treasury fund, act
1887, :re.
counted for.
officers.
quired for
June 20,
of claims
outstanding
1874.
and ac.
obligations.
counts.

~

t=;

·r~::~:t:.1~1:'.t_i~'~.:~.~~~~~~.~~~1.~~.e!:.~~~.·. ............ .............. ..............

$ 356 _59 j

$356.591·· ··· ·· ·· ·····1

$186.87

""C
0

I

$356. 59

$169.72

tliceri,' trnnsportntiou ........... . .. . . ~···· ······ · ············ ·· ~.:..:..:...:..:..:..:...:. _ _ ~

14 · 20

,

j·············Y··········I

C
14 20
·

14. 20
1············f=-

~ j ·····::.:..:..:..:..::..:. ··············I·~·_-_········

267. 75

267. 75

267. 7f.

t"j

. ................... .

tar supplies...... . ............... .
t;lTir,!!11
n1 hiug,
camp and ganisou (:.qui page .. .
B111Tacks
quarters ..............••.•.

-------

and

. .. .... ... ·············· 1

558.45 , .. .... _......•

4~: g~ 1:::::: ::::::

248. 52
9. 93
300. 00

---------·····
................. .

1··············1············1

558.451···· ···· ··· ··

I

58.45

i...........

1883 antl 1Jrior years.

i~Jrn~:r1!1 rr~i:is~~: :: :::: :::::::::: :: :::1:::::: ::::::
1

$8,092.77 June 30, 1887 ..•....•••..
4, 76-l. 67 .... do . .... ............. .
1
8,624.12 ... . do ..................
.

Horse>3 for cavalry ancl artillery......... . ... : ...... .
Barracks , nd quarters ...... . .... .. ..... . .
16, 13i. 88 .... do.
Transportation of tlrn Army aml its sup·
plies . .. .. .......... . . .
. .......... .
128,635. 08 .•.. uo ..... ............ . .
Clothing, camp and ,garrison equipage ... , ........... .
56. 53 ... . do ............... ... .
1''if"ty per ceutum of arre:ns of Army
t,rflJ1$pOrtation duo curtain land.grant
rail.roads .............. ........ . ....•.. . ,. .•....•••..
- - - t--2,_6_93_._n_\· : · .do . ....... ........... .

······1·

::m:~~ 1:·····-·······

8,624.12 ...•.•.....•• .
16,137.88 .
128,635.08
56. 53

...... -...... ·1117, 6~t ~i

2,693.73 . •• . . . . • . . . • •.

Total ...................•..........

Rc1?:n1nr 8\lJ)plit:FI .••.•••.••••• ••••••• ••••
1noltkutn\ l·xpcuses ..... .

169,004.78

169,004.78
- - --

10,169.97
1,251.47

1

~:

300. 00

248. 52
!J. ua
300. uo

500. 00

5;';8. 45

:=·=:====
8,092.77
4,764.67
8, fi24.12
16, 13i. 88

to, 944. 64 I

m: ~+ I:::::::::: ::::I:::: :: ::::::

3. 'i9

128,635.08
56. 53
2,693.73

2,693.73
158,056.35

·= = =1- - - - - 1- - - - · l 1---

:r::::::::::::, ............. .

200. 00

8,092.77
4, 76-l. 67
8, 624. 12
16, 137. bS

1

188-1. and prior years.

-~
m

1R82 ancl p,·ior y ear/i.

Total

r-:::

j

1

Regular ,mpplies ..... . ....... . .......... .

e-~

~

·rans/er account, 1871 andpnor years.

lSi!l ancl prior y ears .

~
t,!)

0

-----

lli9, 004. 78
3. 79
10,944.64
= - - - ·1- 1- - - JO, 169. 97
], 251. 47

10. 1C9. 97
l, 251. 47

(")

;:v

trj

i-3

>

~
~

0

rrj

~

>
~

N::::~:~~:~~r;,:,r..~-~-"''i)'"'':::::::::: I:::::::::::: I::::::::::.:: :::: :: :::::::. Iii::;;
1

~
I

'.l.'ranspol'fatiou of the .Army and its sup·
plies...... ...... . . . .... .............. ........... . ............ .............
Clothing, camp and ganison equipage ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~==-:.~~······ .............

Total ..............................

,li::;

,'1, 627.10

26. 77
1,627.10

14,057.22
701. 71

14,057.22
701. 71

14,057.22
.701. 71

14,057.22
701. 71

27,834.24

27,834.24 , ......•.......

1.

1,

26. 77

............

27,834,
••••••••••••
27,834.24
I=
= =24
= I =====I=====

1

Transfer account, 1884 and prior years.

f~~<4~i1i ~~~;r; ; , :~.~ :: :::: ::l: : :;:: ;:;:

1

: : : : : : : : : : : : :

Ulothing, camp and garrison equipage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... .
,-... Construction and repair of hospitals..... . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .
~

1

3,733.44
1,693.27
333. 49
3,910.32

3,733.44
1, 693. 27
333. 49
3,910.32

190. 00
121. 75
218. 49
3,910.32

3,543.44 , .•.•.. ·•····
], 571. 52
115. 00 I · • · • • • • • • • • •

3,009.55
125. 69
2,895. 67

3,009. 55
125, 69
2,895.67

13.15
51. 20
2,895. ti7

2, 9~t

!~

I: : : : : : : : : : : :

1 - - - - - - - - - -1- - - -1- - - - ~---- ----Total .............................. , ...... . .... . , .... ... .. .... .
15, 701. 43
7,400.58
15, 701. 43
8,300. 85
- - - -1==-c==-·1=====1-- l·-----r---===--- - ,- - - - ,- - - - · , - - - I .• •.• • ..•••••.

I ••••••

•••••.

3,733.44
1,693.27
333. 49
3,910.32
3,009.55
125. 69
2,895.67

--

15,701.43

C:

>

:;:o

,...,
t_rj

1885.

~

Regular supplies . ...............•••.....
Incidental expenses .................... .
Horses for cav~lry and artillery ........ .
Barracks and quarters ........... . ...... .
Transportation of the Army and its sup·
plies .. .. ..........•... · .. · · · .. ·. · · · ·
Clotl.tiu:r, camp and garrison equipage .. .
National cemetel'ies .............. .... .. .
Pay of superintendents of national cem.
eteries. . . . . . . . . . ..................... .
Construction and repair of hospitals .... .
Fifty per centum of arrears of Army
trnusportation due certain land.grant
railroads .............................. .

82,579.14
1,431.37
1,122.59
3,991.87
95, ooo. oo I .Aug. 4, 1886
68, ooo. 00 .... do ...... .

4. 83

132. 72
81. 02
365. 68
2,286.30

757. 53
2, 249. 32
75. 00
124. 36

83,336.67
3,680.69
1,197. 59
4,116.23

632. 20
2,711.29
10. 50
1,195.19

2,357.81
1, H/4. 86

97. 362 61
69, 327. 58
81. 02

97,062.34
55,993.04

142. 93

39,767.43

. L
I

Total . ..... . ............•.••..•.. .. 131, 762. 95

I

163,000.00

I

6,901.81

Regular supplies ............... · - - · · · · · ·
Incidental expenses ..•..... -.. - ... - · · - · ·
Horses for ca,v alry and artillery ... - ... - .
Barracks and quarters . . ......... · ·······
Transportation of the ..Army and its sup·
. .... .. ......... ···· · · ··· · ·

Clothing, camp and garrison equipage ..
National cenwtni:it>s . . . . . .
. ....... .
Pay 1>f suptiriute11dents of natioual emu.
eteriEls . .......................... ..... .

16,945.67
5, 79J. 37
. 06

100,814.06
17, 225. 12
506. 64
4,761.60

814.43
318, 46
1:?0. F8

81,282.25
98,245.43
1,859.58

22.8. 51

2!J, ;iO

83,336.67
3,680. ti9
1,197.59
4,116.23

>
(fJ

81. 02

97,362.64
69,327.58
81. 02

Q

300. 30
13,334.54

119. 29

365. 68
2,809.94

365. 68
2,429.23

39,767.43

2,008.55

37,758.88

39,767.43

;io1, 664. 76 1- ...... ...... I 159, 1~2. 40

I 128,297.52 I

45,532.24
4,729.77
407. 20
1,131.03

117,759.73
23,016.49
506. 70
4,761.60

82,053.00 . ...............
37. 28
30,834.16 . .................. ..................
................. .. ........ . ...... ....................

6.40
67, 729..73
l, 990. 46

82,096, 68
98,563.89
1,990.46

258. 01 .••••••••. •.... .•••• ••• ••· ., ••• , .,. ,. .

258, 01

258. 01

82,096.68
98,563.89
1,990 46

,

~

t:,,j

~
I

t_rj

zt_rj
~

>
t"'

13,634.84 1~ 1 , 66~- 76

24,686.99 .................
4,704.45 . ................
99.50 . ...................
1,802.40 .................

47,540.50
117,759.73
23,016.49
13,582.27
506. 70 ..........
4, 76l. 60
1,828.17

~

82, ,04. 47
969. 40
l, 187. 09
2. 921. 04

365. 68
2,429.23

= = = =\= = = =

1886.

pliPS. . .

,!i.)

~

NJ

.....

6,
Placed to
credit of
appropriations duriug the
year, beingDate of aot. proceeds of
sales to
officers, etc.

.Appropriated.
Balance in
Treasury
I uudrawn
J11ly 1,

A pproprintions.

1886.

J,m,tnwU""18Montlnood
o o<l ,opofr of hospitola

...

1·

.Amount.

~J;~

$1". 05 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FirtY 111•r l·N1fum of arrenrs of Army

1,i111spurt:1tion 1luo cortnin lnucl-grant
r:iilrt•tuls • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

76, 60t 46 .. ..... ·. . . .

------

Totnl . . . . . . . . . . . . .••• .• . •. . . . . . . . . . 100, 9~9. 89

Total to be
accounted
for.

$1,881.64

$1, 725. 59

- . - - - . - .... - ...... . .....

Balance in
Requisitions issued .Amounts Treasury
carried to undrawn
on
settleRemitted to ments made
June 30,
Total acsurr.ius
disbursing at Trea.sury fun<,
1887, recounted for.
act
officers.
quired for
of claim·s
June 30,
outstanding
1874.
and
obligations.
accounts.

·-----·-······ . . .............

-76, 60L 46

-------------

$40,115.60

407,439.66

$93,822.38

153,461.94

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 306,449. 77

-----------·
-----------·
-------·---·

I
$1,881.64

~
t_:rj

$1,881.64

36,488.86

76,604.46

1-3

160,155.34

407,439.66

0
"J

1-3

::q

Ro)?nlnr snppli<.'s ......... .••..•..••..... . .............. $2, 678, r,oo. oo
Incith•utal oxprnRes .................. . ·· ·······--·
675, Ouo. OU
llon11•s fur 1"11vnlry and artillery ..... .. .. -----------l 30, ooo. 00
Han:wks arnl quar!ors .. . ..... . ... . .. ... ........... .. ..
6:!0, ouo. 00
Transportation of tho .Army and its irnpplit>s . . . . . . .. ....... .. . .. . .
. ..... ·-··--·----- 2,800,000.00
Clothin!!, ramp 1111(1 ~nrrison equipage . ..
1, 250, OOll. 00
N,1tion:1l l'0111l'te1ies . ....... ..
. .. ... --- ----··--100,000.00
Pay of supcri ntcncl entsofnational cemoterfo:,i . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .......... ·····--···- 60. 440. 00
Constn1ution and ropair of hospitals .... .
100. 000. 00
Fil'ty por l't'utnm of arrears of .Army
tn!nsportation due certain larnl grant
rmlron.ds . . ......... ... .. . . . .... . ...
8\ llOO. 00
Shootin/,! gn,llcries aud ranges ............ -----------10, 000 00
Cn11stn11 ·tion of quarters for hospital"
>1towards ............... .. . ........... . ---- --- ---- ·
12, 500. 00

·-·--------·

------------

Indefinite and special.

------------

- -- -

PnrchMo of site for Fort Brown, Tex:...
25,000.00
l'nrcluuH1 of Fort Brown Reservation,
Tox
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 160, 000. 00
R omo<loliugol\l ProclucoExchangoBuilding, Now York City........... .. . . . . 1R2, R23. 00
M.ili tm·~ 1,ot1t" . . . . . . .. . • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . .

~

0

~

1887.

Total ...... ........................

~

t,.!)

70, 0:!8. o7

_8, 520, 940. oo

......... . ....

Juno 30, 1886 111 522. 73
... . do.......
146. 98
. ... do . . . . . . .
480'. tiO
do .. .. ; . .
9, 420. 70

2, 789, 522. 73
675,146.98
130, 480. 60
629, 420. 70

2, 756, 279. 66
22, 034. 32
668,023.01
5,651.47
130, o16. 27 . . . . . . . • . • • •
6:!8, 649. 74
241. 39

. . . . . • . •••• .
. •• . • . .•• • ••
. •.·. _. . • • • • •
. . . . . ••. •. . .

11, 208. 75
1,472.50
464. 33
529. 57

2, 789, 522. 73
675, 146. 98
130, 480. 60
629, 420. 70

. . do .. ... . .
5,870.76
... do......
76,292.75
... do . .•. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

2,805,870.76
1, H26, 292 75
IOU, 000. 00

2,620,307.83 176,778.90 .•• • • . . . . . . .
I, 277,532.69 .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ••• .
99,921.13 .............•• , • . ••• • • .

8, 784. 01
48,760.06
78. 87

2,805,870.76
1,326,292.75
100,000. 00

60,440.00
100,162.70

60,349.82
60. 00 •••••• •• • ••.
100,149.15 . . . . • • •. . . . . . •. . • • •••• ••

30. 18
13. 55

60,440.00
100,162.70

.... do......

do . . . . . . .

....
162. 70

UJ

t_:rj

0

~
t_:rj

1-3

>
pj
~

0
.. .•do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . do ....... ...... . . . . . .
. .. do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

. . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 203, 8~ 22

·----·------- -

.............

------------· ---------··--· -----------225: ooo.' <i<i.

t_:rj

. A;:.-;;_-

,i: iss6

···i: 674: 35.

85,000.00
10, 000. 00
12, 500. 00
8,124,837.

u

...
I . . . JO,. . . 000.
00
12, 498.

r,o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 36.3, 721. 80

25,000.00 ····-·----····
160,000.00
182, 82:l. 00
20G, 70'.!. 4'.!

28,849.86 . _..... •• • • . 56, 150. 14
• . . • •. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

233,615.94 . __ •... ____

85, 000. 00
1o, 000. oo

1. 50

12, 500. 00

.I 127,493.48

8,724,837. 22

--------·-·· -----------·
·------------ ---- ------- -·--------no. ooo. oo
-----------1,677.00 -----------2-tG, 446. 55

25,000. 00

25,000.00

160,000.00

160,000.00

!l2. 823. 00
~tl, 578. 87

]82, 82:'I. 00
206,702.42

~

~

>

fd

Military posts for the protection of the
Rio drande frontier .......... . ........ .
. 67
Milital'y post at ..l<'o1·t McKinney, ·wyo .. .
206. 00
.Milirnry post n ear the northern bound·
ary of Moutana (Fort Assinaboine) ....
. 25
110.75
Fort Gratiot Ceruotery, Michigan .•• . ....
Carson City Cemetery, Nevada .. •• ••.••.
512. 50
Road from Chattanooga to the national
cem etery, Tennessee .................. .
53. 87
Road from .B'ort Scott to national ceme.
873. 70
tery, Kansas ... .............•. .. . . .....
Road from Springfield to national ceme·
tory, Mi.;isouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
3, 550. 00
Road from Ba ton Rongo to national cemo.
tery, Louisiaua.. . . . ... . • . .. . .• . . . . . . . .
6,000.00
Road from Marietta to national cemetery,
Georgia.................... . • . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00
Headstones for graves of soldiers in pri.
vate cemeteries, act F ebruary 3, 1879. .
2, 547, 97
Academic .Building, Military Academy ..
Gymnasium, Military Academy . .. . .. . • .
Payment to Salt Lake Rock Company
for land and water rights in Utah . . ... .
R einbursement to Mobile and Ohio Rail·
road Company · ...........••....••...•• ,
Relief of Kam;as City, Fort Scott and
Gulf Railroad Company ...... . .. ..• . .. I .••••• : .....
Relief of Frances H. Plummer, widow of
J.B.Plummer,deceased .... . ....•... . , . ....• . .••..
Thomas Mc Bride for loss of barge Henry
Bartlett . . .... . ......... . .. . .......•.. , .•••••...•..
Relief of the heirs of Andrew F. Mc.
Millen .. .. . ............... . .•...••. . .. . , ........... .
Relief of the legal representatives of
Jolin M.Robeson .••...••••.....•...• .. , .•••••.•.••.
Relief of the legal representatives of
Francis Gilbeau (Gui.lbeau) ...•.•...•. ........... .
Relief of John A. Coan .............•..•...•...•......
1
Relief of J. A . 1Vilson, administrator of
Gregory ,Tarratt, deceased ...•• ••.••• . •
Reliefof William J. Gamble .........••.• , ...•... . .••.
Relief of trustees of Christian Brothers
College, Saint Louis, Mo . ........• . •• .
Relief of Bangs, Brownell & Co • •,••..•.. ... . .... . .. .
Rel~efof Alfred McMurtrie . . ............ . .• . .•... · ·.
Relief of representatives of E. P. Mc.
Neal. .... . ..•........ .. •. . ..•••.... .. ............
.
1
Relief of J. M. Enofo,h administrator of
e~tate of RichanlFitz'patrick, deceased . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Relief of estate of Joel Frazier ........... .
F~t~ Hrarly military post, Michigan ........•....•..•.
Military post nea.1· Denver, Colo .•••...•..
1

• (j7

. 27

. 09

206. 00

. 67
206. 00

200.

. 25
110. 75
51~. BO

. 25
1l0. 75
512. 50

.25
110. 75
512. 50

. G7
l)()

54.14

34. 14

54. 14

873. 70

873. 70

873. 70

3, 5~0. 09

. 0!)

3,550.09

6,000.00

6,000. 00

6,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

70, 000. oo I Mar. 1. 1887 . . . . . . . . . . . .
35, OtJO. 00 ..•. do ....... 1 .

2,545.97
70,000.00
35,_000. 00

20,000.00

I Ma<. 3, 1887 , .... . .......

20, 000. 00

150, 5l8. 12

Feb. 23, 1887 , ....... . ....

150, 5l8.12

150,518, 12

150,518.12

18,725.35

June 30, 1886 , .......••..

18,725.35

18,725.35

18,725.35

1,434. 17
1, 111. 80 . . . . - · · · - · : : I · 65;
5,000.00
I, 000. 00 : : : : : : . : : : : : 1: : : : : : : : : : . . 34, 000. uo

ooo:oo:

l ·......:.....1·.......... l .. .. ...... .

20,000.00

2. 545. 07
70,000.00
35,000.00

20,000.00

1,000.00

July 29, 1886

J, 000. 00

1,000. 00

1,000.00

1,000.00

Jnly 1, 1886

1,000.00

], 000. 00

1,000. 00

204. 00

204. 00

204. 00

I .••• • •••••••

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000. 00

2,600.00
350. 00

2,600.00
350. 00

3, 478. oo·,..•......... ,.
125. 00

3,478.00
125. 00

204. 00

May17,1886 , ...... . .....

1, 000. 00

July 15, 1886

2,600.00
350. 00

Aug. 3, 188~
,July 3, 188ti ..........•.

I° ...........

2, GOO. 00

3,478.00 .. .. do ......
12:i. 00 June 28, 1886 , ..•..... . ...

3,478. 00
125. 00

i-····· ......

350. 00

l!'J, 888. 40
5,000.00
ll5. 00

Aug. 3, 1886
Jan . 17, 1887 ...••••... .
J nly 3, 1886 .. . ..•.. . ...

15,888.40
5,000. 00
115. 00

15, 888. 40
5,000.00
115. 00

15,888.40
5,000.00

12,781.81

Feb. 23, 1887 , .•..••.... . .

12, 781. 81

12,781.81

12,781.81

12,000.00
], 908. 00
120,000. ()I)

ioo, ooo. ?O

Mar. 3, 1887 ...... . ....
Feb. 2:.1, 1887 ... . .. . .....
i', 1886 ............
Fcb.17, 18l<7 1.. . ... : .. ...

,July

12, 000. 00 1· ............ -1 12, 000. 00 1 · . . . . . . . . . . · 1 · . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 908 00
. .. •..... . . ..
l, 908. IJO . •••••••••••••••••.• . .•
120, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120, 000. uo
100, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • •• . •• . . . 100, 000. uo

t!D

~

· ::.,~

1-3
t_rj

~

~

~

r:n

~
t_rj
~
I

Q

t_rj

zt_rj

~

>
~

115. 00

12,000.00
1,908.00
120,000. 00
100,000.00

CN

NJ
~

Ap11roprintiom1.

I

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
.Jnl_y 1,

I

1886.

Appropriat,t·ll.

I

I .H,eq \iisi- I

· 1~1acP<l to

credit of
npptopriations tlur-

.

Total to bo
accounted
for.

iug ti.Jo

.Amount.

Date of act. proceeds
year, being
of
sales to
oflicers, etc.

Balance in
twns issued '. Amounts
Treasury
Remitted to 1 .. on 8ettle· 1 c.trried to undrawn
June 30,
Total acdi8llursing lme,~ts made _surplus
1887, recounted for.
oflicers.
Int _Ireasury fund, act
quired for
of claims
June 20
aud ac1874. ' outstanding
obligations.
counts.

trj

?llilitnrypo~tntFortD. A._RnssPll, Wyo. ........... .
.Military post at Fort RobmS0,!1, N~br . . . 1 · ·. · · · · · · · ·
Military post near Nt-wport, 1'..y., sttt' .. . ........... .
1\lilitnr.r poet DC'llr Newport, Ky., bnildo.r"drill 1Ot~~~l ·;;nr Sau A~: ... ........ .
touio, 1.'ox . • • • • . •
. . . . . . . . . . . .. .... , .••••..•••...
lluihlin" for Ca,alry and .A rtille1·y
Sl'hool, l!"ort Rill'Y, Kao,; . . . . . . . . ..
, . .......... .
Rond from Natchez to Nittio1ml Cemetery, Miss ....... . ... .. .. ......... .. .. ........... .

g
0

Rf~~-~~ ~~~~~~1~-~~~1~~~~?.~~ ~~1'.1_1~110~~~· 1.•• .••.•••• _.

$:JO, 000. 00 , ,Ta11. 29, 1887 . . . .. ..... .
f'.5,t -Oo.'OO . ... do .................. .
li0, uoo. 00 Mal'. 3, 1887 1 .•....•• . ..

5,000.

At/:1~~,~~~V~.

100, 000. 00

100,000.00

100,000.00

ooo. no
:200, 000. co

8, 1886

5, 000. 00

$4,655.00

345. 00

.Jan. 29, 1887

200, 000. 00

2, 500. 00

197,500. 00

200, OC'O. 00

July 2, 1886

10,000. 00

July 28, 188G

I.... do ....... I . ..... ... . •- 1

10,000. 00

Feb. 23, 1887

1~, 00~. 00

I Mar. 3, 1887

3o. 952. 00

n!i~tsfo;_~;·:ro~-g~;;,·i; ot" ;oidi~;.;: :::: J .:: ::: :::: ::

$30, ouo. 00
· 55,000.00
60,000. 00

I

6. 000. 00

~~~~~~~-~.~~~~t_e? _~~~~-, ......••.•.
Road from Vicksbmgb to the National
Ucmetery, Miss ........................ , .. ........ .
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs,

$30,000.00
55, ouo. 00
GO, vOO. 00

.. .. .. .

oo July

25,000.00

$30, 000. 01,
55, ouo. 00
GO, 000. OU

I.... tlo

100, oco. oo

25,000.00 ,.... do _..•...

Road to tho National Cemetery, Kaox.
,ille, Tonn ........................ .
Roat! to National Cemetery ueiu· Ricb1uond, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .......... .

Total ..................... . ........ l$~5G, 701. 78

40, UUU. OU

I 1,368,615.68

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000. 00

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000. 00

6,000.00

6, 0Q0. 00

G, 000. 00

25, _000. 00
10,000.00
10, 000. 00

.. . . . . . . . .. .

........... .I

35, 952. oo
40,000.00

35, 952. oo
37,000.00

· • • · • • •• ••• •I

1, 867, 025. l i

25,000.00

10, 000. 00 .

10,000. 00

. ....................... I, 10, 000. 00

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1,820.61 . .. ....•... ·

1

1,179.39 _

Pacific roaus, 1884 and prior years ..... · · ~ ·......
···

_l887 ·~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·_ ::::::::::::

Signal Serl'ice, 1881.
Incillontnl oxpun,1<H . .• . •. . . ••• • . . . • . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .

1-d
0

pj
~

0

'tj

8

P:l

t_zj

rn

t_zj
Q
pj
trj

ooo. ~o I

25,

...... ... ... ,

A up:. 4, 1886
.. . . do
. .. . . . . . . • . .

5,

10, 000. 00
3fi, 9:;2.

oo

8

fl>pj

-<
0

'tj

40,000.00

468,587.72, 231,303.09 1 ········:·_· 11,167,184.36 1 l ,867,025.17

~
~

~

Army transportation.
1885 . • • •• . • • . . •• . • • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • •• • • . •• • • .
1886 ·••••··· .· ··•··••··••·••·•····•··•·· ·· .•••.•.••••.

~

t.:c

Indeji11ite antl spuial.

1':i~~f:n-~o.

~
~

17,378.19 June 30, 18X7 ......••.. ·1 17,378.19 ..•.•• .••.. .•. 17,378.19 . ... .• ...... ,. .. . . . ... . •.
m, oa4. 97 .. .. tlu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67,034.97 . . • • . • . . • . . . . . 67,034. 97 , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . .
215, 181.fi9
tlo ......
$328.!<3
215, 510.52 . ...... . . . .. . . 215,510.f>2 . . .. , .. ... . . .. . ...•• . •.

~~~-

__ <lu ______

_!::::: I ,:::::

---12,616. 4.5 ..••................. .... . •

12,016. 45

: :
.. . . . .•. .. . . .

17,378.19
67,034.97
215,510.52

~~==[ : : .:::~:
·
12,010.45 : .......... - ... · · . ··: ··

12,016.45

I
I

Appropriated.
Place<l to
Balance in ,- - - - - - ; - - - - - _ J credit of
Treasury
a:ppropria· Total to be
undrawn
t10ns dur.
accounted
July 1,
ing the
for.
1886.
.Amount.
Date of act. year, being
proct>eds of
sales to '
officers, etc.

.Appropriations.

Requisitions
issued on 11et.
Remitted to
tlements
disbursing
made at
officers.
Treasury of
claims and
accounts.

I

Trans.
ferred to
Ralance in
.Amounts Treasury
Signal
un·
to <lrawn 30th
Corps un. carried
Total ac.
surplus
der decis· .fund,
June, 1887, com1ted
for .
act
require«l for
ions of the 30 June,
ontstanding
Secretary of:
1874.
obligations.
War, June
16, 1887.

Signal Service, 1885.
Regular. supplies . .......
Incidentalexpenses .....
Ilarracksandquarters..
~~~t~.!~~ ·ai:iii~~:·

~111
61rison
equipage.........
Total. •••...•......

_
1

$1,787.22 J · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501.20
$7,002.10 .Aug.4,1886 . ....•.•••..
127.18 .. .......... . ..... .....••. .•.••.......
10,316.98

j·············· .............. ............

$1,787. 221~···~········ \
$3.13
7,593.30 ............•.
7,070.10
127.18 ...........•• .............
10,316.98 ............. .
906.28

430. 07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

430. 07 . . . . . . . . . •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

Signal Service, 1886.
Regular supplies . ...... .
Incidental expenses .... .
Barracks aml quarters ..
Transportation ......... .
, Clothing, camp and gar.
rison equipage ..... .

I

13, 242. 74

••.........•.

·,

Tota.I . .. ....••.. • • . , · • • · · · · · · · · ·

-2o,254~ ... . .. .. . . .. .

7, 988. 51

$1,787.22
7,593.30
127.18
10.316.98

,!O

430. 07 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

430. 07

~

12, 266. 33 . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20, 254. 84

C

P>
--:3

M
~

6,440.23 ·--····--·····
2,947.95 ...................
2, 222. 31 .....................
12,811.50 ................

$3,286.38
], 009. 20
2,212.64
4,553.24
(10. 92

11. 87

.. . . . •. . . •. .
. ••• . . •••. . .
.. . •. . . .. . . .
. ••. . . . . .. . .

=~

········I

, ......... • ....•••.
.......••..... • ... •. ..... .
.•••... . .... . ...... .. .....
. ..... .. . . ... , ..... . . . ... .

~

7. 85 I
3,146.00 I .Aug. 4. 1886
59. 00
1, 879. 75 .... do . . ... . .
0. 67 .......••.....
8,258.26 ....•.••••.............•••.•

Total. ............. ~
346.·
651
Signal Service, 1887.
· Re~ular supplies... . . . .
Inc11lental expenses. . . • .
Barracks and quarters . .
Transportation..........

7, 002. 10

$1,784.09
514.29
127.18
9,410. 10

5, 025. 75

160,619.54

Grand total .....•. I 711, 883. 21 110, 830, 256. 67

2,947.95
2,222.31
12,811.50

72. 79 ................ .................

72. 79

72. 79

Q

24, 494. 78

z[.tj

·············

i===i

45. 80

I

P>

5,651.15
1,152.65
2,188.31
9,579.36

---- - - - - - - -5,850.52
-11,122.38
24,494.78

54, 5b8. 37 .Ang, 4, 18861~1.
80
772. 00 . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84, 009. 17 . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
21,300. 00 .. do . . .. . . .
14. 00

6. 440. 23

789. 08
1,795.30
34. 00
3, 23.l. 14

54, 570. 17
772. 00
84, 009. 17
21,314.00

- - - -,- - - -,- - - -1- - - - 18, 644. 26

I

\

$54, 265. 50 . . . . • . • • • . . . . .
655. 00 . . • . . . . . . . . . .
84, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18, 250. oo
2,902.06

304. 67
117. 00
9. 17
161. 94

-------- -------160, 665. 34

I .. .... ..... : .I 574, 402. 10 I12, 116, 541. 98

-o

I •• • • • • ••• • ••I••• • • • · • • • • • • ·

157, 170. 50

2, 902. 06

9, 083, 258. 40

1, 356, 979. 48

. . . . . • • •• • . .
. ...·.. • . . • . .
... . . . .. . . . .
. . .• . . . .. . . .

r.n

~

t."'.l

~

'

M
~

P>
. . . . . . . •. . . . . .
. . . . •. . . ••. . .
.. . •. . .. •. . . •.
.. . . . . . . . . . . .

592. 78 ...... : . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

31, 503. 37 $175, 561. 17 $1, 469, 239. 56

. 54, 570. 17
. 772. 00
84, 009. 17
21,314.00

t'1

160, 6(;5. 34
12, 116, 541. 98

NOTE.-Of the $360,686.56 appropriated by acts of June 15, 1880, and March 1, 1881, for claims for "quartermasters' stores and commissary sup:vlies," r equisitions have been
issued from this office during the :fh,cal year fo1· $387.50. Of tlrn $267,857.01 :-ippropriat01l hv act of Jul_v 5, 1884,-for claims for" quartermasters stores and commissary snp·
plies," l'equisitions 11ave been issue<l from this otl:ice for $110. Oft he $224, IR2.7fi appropriat<;d hy act of February 20, 1886, for claims for'' quartermast eri,' stores and commis·
sary s~pplies," requisitions ha,vo been ii,snecl from thii, office for $15~.50. Of 1ho $305,926.61 apprnpriated by act of MHy 17, 188{;, for cl aims for '' quarte rmasters' stores and
commissary supplies," rt>quisitions liave l>ee11 fosued from 1.his offic!' for $2:.>,847.72. Of the $181.633.07 appropriate<! 11y :,ct of March 3, 1887, for clainrn for qnartermasters'
etores and .commissary Rnpplics, req1\isitions have lrnen issue,l from thi,i offine for $179,666.10. Of the $1 ,082.51 appropriate<l by act of August 4, 1886, for 20 p e r cent. additional
compensation prior to July 1, 1883, covered by war-relief warrant No. 12, the books of this bra11ch show payment of$830.71.
·

~

~
01

nic following ta bleH, made up from

the book containing the analyses of estinrntes of funds rt:>ceived from disbursing
{>flitcrs of tlic Q11nrterrrn1ster's Departmcut, show tl1e awouuts asked uy them and the amouuts supplied from tho regular
appropriatio11s for tlle fiseal year 1886-1887, as well as from the indefinite or special appropriations disbursed by the
Quarterwastor's Department.

C>-:l
N.)
~

Amounts estimated for from regula,· appropriations.

lk~111ln,r
supplies.

Ili\"l,.iom1, (h•partments, oto.

Di,i>1ivu of thoAtlantio ---------- 1 $194, OUl. 61
Ifoallqunrll11">1 DiYisiouoftho MisAuuri ______ . ___ . __- -- -- . - - - - - - - - .
Dl'Partnwnt pf t Ii\\ :\lhisouri. _- - - lh•partmout of J)akuta . _____ ...• __ ,
lh•part111unt of tho Platto . ____ ___ _
I>,•p111 t111e11t of '£oxas ______ - .... __
Totnl Division of the Mis-

l 1, 92:J. 61
305, !)17. 15
461, 58/J. 5!)
372, ]93. 7l
24:!, 874. 58

I

Cav.i,y
Iuciuental /
aud
expenses, artillery
horses-

!$72, 1()8. 8!) , - ----- -

--

I

80Ul'i _ •••• - • ______ . __ • • ___ . 1],

I

~ $162,725.60

,$97, 790. 50

29,14&711· ···-· ··-· 120,376.IO
6:J,867.41

51,15L50 - --·-- ·-· 68,557.51 · - -- - ----67, 7!16. 76
$640. 00
48, 597. 08 . - .. _- - - - - -

I

5!,841.49
78, 422.44
48, 529. 34

- - - - -1- - - -

1

Pay ?f
ConstrueBona k T,·anspo,1~ I ClotMog, I Constmo· 1 N .
· 1 supeno · Shoot;og tion of
'ando s tion of th e
0arnp a mt
tion and
atwnal teitents
galleries quarters I
0
• naArmy and
l!anison
.repair of
ce~_ne anu
for bosquarters. its supplies. equipage. hospitals.
t eu es.
~i~~~
ranges.
pital
teriesstewards.

1",634.171
472. 371. 26
3:18, 650. 82
2-12, 333. 07
17l,H7.88

1·

394, 489. 6'1 265, 251. 50

640. 00 266, 036. 78 I, 35!), 407. 20

1

D,1p:11tmo11t of California. . ____ . __ . 230,160.33 -40, 209. 74 1-· · · _-····- 41,182.44
DepartmoutofColnmbitt . . ________ 151,461.22 31,377.59 - --·-· - ---- 37,576.05
Dt,partmen t of .Arizona. _____ . ___ , 603, 266. 60 681 047. 341 2, 50~. 00 69, 756. 7':J

159,339 54
182,689. 69
359,733.83

TotalDh-h;ion of the Pacific_ l 984,888.15 13!), 724. 67
2,500.00 148,515. 24
= = =1= = = =
-- ---Dl,pot at Wnshini,:ton ____________ _1==
33, ll66. :::2 26, 556. 20 I - • • - - - • - - - - 4,919.01
l>(' J>Ot ot I>hiJadelpltia..
4,232.29
7, 771. li7 27, 236. 66
D1·11Ut nt Now York _____ __... ___ _ -GO, 017. 78 37, 868. 07 - .• - _. __ • _ 31,753.55
lkpnt n L Joffersou,illo ...... ____ .
76,517.42 34, 456. 66 _. ••... ___ . ] 8, 015. 35
Dopot at Son J<'raucisco ________ . __ 15,713.13 19, 9!)0. 76 - ___ _____ - . l I, 814. 96
Depot nt Saint Louis ___ . _________ _ 14,289.35 18, 401. 57 75, 623. 76 21,611.45
3, 935. 63 - . - . _. __. __ 3,527. 30
10, 5!14. 03
Col11ml>11s13iirracks ----·--·-----~
6, 528. 40 _.. ______ _ 4, 813- 80
J efforAon .Barracks . . __. _. . _ __..
'..'5, 257. 01
5, 60 I. 25 _• . ___ ___ . 15, 0-ll. 11
David'!! falaucl, New York Ilaruor _
8,541.90
26, O!l8. 85
3,000. 00
\\'('St l'11i11t, N. Y. - - . --- --- - ---- __
!), 418.
LouiSYillfl, Ky ., di11liurs iug ,igen('.Y
2, 535. 00 51, 48!l. 27
240. 00
t31U. 00
\Yi\l<,l'Rl'oiut, New York Harl.Jor·_
1:35. 78
l , 638. 43 . - . - . - ..•• S1ningfioh.l A.nuory .• _. __ ... __ ••..
2,310.80
360. 00 . - - . - -·· •••

701,763.06

1

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

___ 00
. __ _....•.•• _
826. 00
42. 00
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

The following table shows the amounts asked and supplied of certain
appropriations made for the support of the Signal Service of the Army,
and which the honorable Secretary of War, by General Orders No. G6,
A.G. 0., June 12, 1885, directed for convenience to be disbursed by the
Quartermaster-General :
·
[Officer disbursing-depot quartermaster, Washington, D. C.]
Object of appropria·i,ion.

Supplied .

.A.sked.

Signal Service:

~!~~t~fi~'.~;::::::::::::::;:: :: ::)::::: : : ::: : ::: ::: : : :~; ill !i

$; !!! ~

!l:'otal ... . .... . ··-·· .................................. ·--- ...... --- ....... _...... -· --- .... ,-1-5-7,-17-0-.5-o·,,--1-57-, 170. 50

I

Respectfully submitted.
J. G. CHANDLER,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army . .
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

·

September 19, 1887.

3.-Report of Lieut. Ool. J. G. Oha,ndler, deputy quartermaster-genera,l,.
U.S. Army, of the operations of the money and property accounts branch
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887.
·
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERl\fA.STER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

W,a,sh-ington, D. C.., September 20, 1887.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a re.port of the operations of
the money and property branch of this office during fiscal year euded
30tn of June, 1887.
The duties of this branch are the administrative examination of the
mouey accounts and returns of quartermasters' stores rendered by officers serving in the Quartermaster's Department before their transmission to the accounting officers for final action. It also takes action on
certifica,tes of deposits of funds pertaining to the appropriations for the
Quartermaster's Department, received from sales to officers and soldiers,
sales at ·auction, and other sources; and upon boards of surve_y; and inventory and inspection reports of quartermasters' stores no longer fit
for issue or use.
·
The accompanying statements exhibit more in.detail the work done in
tbe branch, and are marked1.-A statement showing number of accounts and returns examined,
etc.
·
2.-A-statement showing the amounts received from sales of quarter.'
masters' stores to officers and soldiers.
3.-A statement showing in detail the amounts ex~ended under the
various heads of appropriations for the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1887
(excepting appropriation for transportation of the Army, which will be
found in the report of the transportation branch of the office), and supplement pertaining to fiscal year ending June 30, 1886.
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4.-A statement showing the number of civilians employed by the
month, etc.
5.-A statement of amounts expended by each officer serving in the
,Quartermaster's Department.
Very respectfully, ,your obedient servant,
J. G. CHANDL1m,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army.
"The QU.A.R'I.'ERMASTER-GENERAL OF THE

ARMY.

I·

l.-Statement showing the nnmber of rnoney accounts ancl ref nrns of quartermasters' stores
received a11d diiiposed of diiring the fiscal year ended Jzine 30, 1887.
MONEY ACCOU.:\'TS.

On band July l, 1886 .•••.......•.. ·_... . ....•. _.. . .••..... ; ••......•...... 2, 318
Received during the year . _______ ··---····--· .. ____________ ...... -··· ____ _.___ 2,883
Total . __ . _.. _.... .. ..... .... __ .. __ ..... _. _.. _..... __ ... ....... _.. _. . . . 5, 201
Examined and sent to the Third Auditor···-·· .... ______ ·-···· .... -· ____ ··-· 3,370
Remaining on band June 30, 1887 ..... _...••........••....••·•. -· -· --·· 1,831
RETURNS OF QUARTERMASTERS' STORES,

On band July"'l, 1886 .. ____ ...•••.•••.. ··-··· ..•••• ·-·· ··-··· ··-··· ····-· --·· 1,603
Received during the year . __ . _.....•....••....... . .. _................. _... . . . . 3, 187
~

Total ................ - . . . . . . . . . - .... -................ - . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 4, 790
.Examined and sent to the Third Auditor .. _................................... 3,210
Remaining on hand June 30, 1887 .••••..•••••.••...•••• •.....•••.. - . • . . 1. 580

'2.-Statement showing the amoun~ received from sales of quartermasters' stores to officers
and soldiers of the .,frmy during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887.

From returns made to this date there have been received from such sales .. $160,603.97
This amount has been credited to appropriations as follows:

r:~~::t:r~1::i~~~~ -_:·_: ·.::: ·_ -_: ·_: : -_: ~::: -_ -_ -_:::::::::::·_:::: ·.-:::::::::

$1H>,

93

i~

~:
627. 00
30. 35

Cavalry and artillery horses .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Army transportation _.....•...........·....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clothing and equipage ... _.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . .

44, 001. 00

Total •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . .

160 1 603. 97

:3.-Stalemc11t showing in detail the a11to1rnts expended from the i,arioits appropriatfo11s 1nade fur the Quartermaster's Department for the fl8cal year 188i,
ill the divisi ons, departments, independent posts, ancl general depots of the tfrmy, as shown by the accotints of officers, from July 1, 1886, to July 1, 1887,
so far as accounts have been received in this office, not including appropriation "Army transportation."
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Forage.

Stoves.

Fuel.

Division and post.
Hay.
-

- - -- - - --

-

Oats.

Barley.

Corn.

- - - - - - - - - -!

Division of the Atlantic and Depart.
ment of the Ea-st.
Headquarters, Goveruor's Island, N.
Y.H .................................
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lloston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Buffalo, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..

Bran.

Straw.

Wood.

,- - - -,- - - -,- - - - -

Coal.

Commu.
Charcoal Itati~n for I Heating I Cook
_
· enlisted
·
·
men.
1- - - - \- -----1

-----l

$3,502.43 1 $4,406.48 ...........
$40.76
1,482.80
1,238.84 . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,820.39
5,440.49 . . . . . . . .. . . .
00. 04
2,100.26
3,244.83 .. . . . . . .. . . .
. 281. 68
76 43
~
..

$102.80
20. 25
349. 68
52. 02

$838.. 33
465. O(l
885, 09
40 :. 87

$1,297.00
4, 838. 81
4,275. 72
4,129.79

··········I

$11,782. 79 .•• ••. : •• .
4,082.33 . . . . . . . . . .
$9. 00
1'.l, 540. 79 . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18,893.34 . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

$489.05
211. 02
67. 82
872. 79

N owport Barracks,
312. 83
:J\1adison Barracks, N. Y.............. .. .... .. .. .. ............ ...... . . ... . ... ......... . ..... ... . . ..... .. ...... .... .. . ... ... ..... .......... ..........
126.61
Plattsburgh Bari-acks, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 50
Littlo Rock Barracks, Ark........... ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .... . . . . . . . . .... . ... . ............. .. .. .. ......... . ..... .... .................. . .... . ... .
l•'ort Monroe, Va......................
1,259.81
1,320.07 ... .. ......
103. 22 . .. . .. . . .
312. 30
710. 00
5,203.91 . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
614. 00

tmf:l~~f:!fr):::::::::::) i) :::: ::::::::: )): ::<::)::::: i::::::: ):::::: :::<::: ::::::::::: j;;. ):::::::

111111\~!!i:::;•1::i : •iii::;::::: •:;;;:;::::: •
Division of the Missoitri.
Headqua-rte:c:s, Chicago, Ill . . .. . ... ... .

18,620.84

i :i

20,800.65 . . . . . . . . . . . .

65.2. 38 \ . 614. 59

3, 967. 78

20, 4.fi9. 50

I
~il'l.~2~

1, 1~9. 65_. ~ ·· ··::; _ _ 5. oo

:;;;; I

1

1:: :: ;::: 1::1::: :1: ;::: ::; ••; :;;:••::: t ll~: ~;::::: ::i: :: ;::;:: :;::::•

Total.······.·................. ..

q

>
~

w~:1t~tt~SB~:r;~k;,
·n·.·6::::: :::::: ...~. ~
=.~~~~ ~~- .::::::::::: ..... ~~'~·- ~~- ... ~~·. ~= .. ~·. ~~~·. ~~ .... ~·. ~~~--~~ .. --~·- ~~:~ ~~ . :: :: :: ::: : :::::::::: l, ~~ti~
Ky . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... ...... . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .
0

,0

!.... ..

55, 332. :w

,- - - -,
112. 23

.... .. . . .

:i

•;;; ;: : : ; •1.i:.:~

4. 20

9. 00

1

$738. 80

~

252. 94
352. 80
375. 75
73. 68

>
l'l1

126. 10
97. 30

';!!i

:~I

8, 261. 83

9.

~

i-3

M
~
I

Q

M

ztt::

~

>

r

!! · •

3,497.74

\

4,008.49 l· . . . _.... · \ .. .... ... :

i-3

M •

76. 88
86. 76

54 1

c.,.:i

40. 25

~

~

~

:t-Stcilt111t"11I 1iltowi11g i11 di-tail tlle anwiwts expended from the 1Jal'ious app1·opriat-ioiis made for the Quarf,er?na8te,.'s Departmnit. etc.-Continued.

~

~

HEGULAU SUl'PLIF.S.

Stoves.

Fuel.

Forage.
Division nnd post.

Commu·

Barley.

Oats.

Hay.

Corn.

Bran.

Wooll.

Straw.

Charcoal. I

Coal.

t;!\?~t!t I Heating. I

Cook.

~

t_rj
l'Tj

men.

0

!;:cj

.-3

fli1partmmt of the .lfissottri.

0

JIP.1clqui1rtors nntl depot, Fort Len.ven·
worr h, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $61, 150. 84
D1•11n•r, Colo ... . .. ...... . ............ .
61. 73
Fort H..:110, 1ml. T... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637. 69
Fort lln _
, R, Knn!l ............................ .
Fmt ~ill. fotl. T . ...... .. . ..... . .. ... . .
142. 57
Fort Hih•y, Knns . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . .
137. 0!)
Cn11tnn111t•nl 011 Uucomp:i h/!re, or Fort
C1~t\\ ford, Colo ........ ... .. ........ .
154. 80
Fort (lihsm1. 1utl. T . .... ........ .... .
47. 44
Fort Rlliott, Tt•x . • ....... . ... .•.•.•...
1,161.95
1"01 t L,•wis, Colo
.. ..... . . . .. ...... .
325. 60
In tlw tiflld , or Camp Martiu, Incl. T ..

$33,580.30
99. 00
11. 85
13. 47

I.!~~~ 6~~:~:. I $21•:it~~ I::::::::: :I::::·::::: :I!~~~!:~~~ .1.!~~ ~~~-. ~~

:::: :: :::: ::1.!~~·.~~~-.~~. I!~~~~~·. ~~l • ~ ~: ~~
1 1

118.' 1,i· i::::::::::: :

iI !!

5411.85

9

50. 00

Totnl .. . . ................ .. ..... \ 63,819.71 1 34,423 ..: ~_J

89. 86
122. 67
24. 01

_:..:...:..:.:.:..:...:..:...:I

~

59. 73

t_rj

48. 00
32. 00

620. 00

m.
t_rj

132. 50 1...... ... ..... .

339. 30

I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •I • • • • • • • • • ·

333. 00

!: !!!!!

~ ~ i: !:~ ~~~~~~~:I::::: :~i.: ~~ ·1::::::~~~~~:I: ::::::-::: I:::::::::: I:::::::.:::I::::::::::

56 0~9.il2 , 6,132.68 , 2,541.6S

1~~·~1~~~~1 .......... 1.. ........ i 1,077.21 1

1,116.32

Department of the I'latte.

0
p:1
~
~

~
~

><:
0

~

Il oaclrpiartC'rS, fort aml 1lopot, Omaha,

N ebr... . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70,045.06
Cbeyom,o Do1)ot, w·) o . ...............
336. 59
O)!den, Utnh ......... ................ . .......... .
Fort Washakie, , vyo...... .. . . . . . . . . .
163. 73
Fort l>ouglas, Utnh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 88
l•'ort MoKinney, Wyo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,237.91
Fort Lammio, \Y_yo .... . . . . .•.. ~.....
370. 27
Fort RC.'binson, Nubr . . .. . . .... .. . . . .
51. 28
Fort nu Uhesuo, Utnb . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .
3,559. 01
Camp 1\fr<lfri11 11 Bnttr, Wyo . . . . . . . . . .
28. 82
CnmJJ on North Montezuma Creok... .
35. 00
'l'otnl . ••• . ••••..• • .• . ••..••.•••.

~

8

I 76,~~o.

m: ~i I:::: ::::::::

58

24, 40\J. 48
18. 90

I 2, 186. 96

68,732.19
'
42. 25
·-·--------· ....... .. . .... ------------ ---------· ------ -- -· .......... ........ .
22.81 . . ....... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ....... .. . . .. : ... .. ..... .... .
158. co
$115. 00 .....• . ..•. . . . ............ . ................

f>5 \

·m:~! :::::::::::: ········:60

2

5,930.04

:::::::::: ·::::::::··

.•• · · · . .......•• · . ........... · . . .•. ... .
... •. . . . .
1, 762. 45 . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • .

'13, 221. 97

64,128.36 \

I

3, 155. 49

I

4, 045. 95
169. 00

~!U1
1. 50

39. 50
23. }2

40. 00

1 · •..•.... · 1· ....•...

I . • · . • · . · • •I · • · • • · • • · · • · - · • · • • • · ·

202. 69

317. 69 \

24, 4~~· ox =-2 ~86. 06 lc!·~3o. o4 \ Gfl, :.!OL. 42 \ ~ . :!51.

_:_i........ ··1·... ....... 13, 155.

-HJ

4, 2L4.

05

~

>
~

Department of Dakota.
Iloa<lqn:utors, Fort Snelling and
Saint P a ul, Minn ......• . ...........
Helena, Mont .. ...... ... .
Fort .Buford, Dak . .•....
Bisruarok, Dak . ...... . .............. .
Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont ............ .
Fort Maginnis, Mont ................ .
.F ort Meade, Dak .. ..................•
Fort Custer, Mont .....•..............
Fort Sh itw, Mont .................... .
l•'ort E llis, Mont .. .. .
Fort Keogh, Mont . ...... .
Total ........... ... .

• I

53,718.73
15, 86L 43
755. 37
3. 86
335. 08
036. 88
164. 79
1,165.20
532. 60
1,412.50
702. 55

~~M
~~w

75, 588. 99

~~00

I

••••••..•... , 11, 834. 0712, 879. 341

67,446.99
1,494.00

691. 00 1 107, 650 92

N~ITT : :: : : : : :: : : : .• ~~~~'.·~: ~'. .. :·. ~~~: ~~ . . .. :~~~ ~~.

25, 68g:

~H
u~~

~i

616. 74
181. 39
1. 25
290. 50

~00

It~

~an

~n
aw
~00

$207. 80

I••••••.... 1 2,097.35 I a, 133. 97

n: gg I:::::: ::::

3

2,725.61

2. 50

22, 811. 94

I 4, 982. 98

899.25 1134,432.21T 7.1,666.60 1-207.80 .......... 2,507.851
1
1

3,133.97

>
~

H oa<lqnarters and depot, San Antonio,

FiiBli~;; ·:r~;.· :::::::::::::.:::::::::I____
.. ~·.~'.~:~~. ,

53,938.83 1············ 1 43,220.32

'Iotal ... .... . .. ... . .. . ......... / 54,070.06 I 53,938.83 1

D epartment of California.

= =c:.-=

H eaclquartors, San Francisco, Cal . . . .

11,766.53

!S~!t~-t;.s1i1a~~~ c·~i :~: ::: :: : : : : ::: : ::
Fort Ga~ton, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For!,McDermit,Nev... ...... . .. . .....
Fort Bidwell, Cal. . . . . .......... .. ..

:: : : :: :: . ~::I.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Department of .Arizona.
Whipple Barracks, Prescott-, Ariz.,
anu Los A ngelus, Cal . . ..• . . . . . . . . . .
Santa Fe, N. Mox....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fortlinachuca,A riz..................
Fort. Gmn t,, .A.dz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bowio RI atiou, Ariz. .... ...... . . . . . . . .
the ficl,1. N. Mex............ . ......
ucson,.A.riz ..........................

tu

t!D

q

Department of Texas.

5,963.99

206. 84
150.50
578. 99

···········I

.... '.:50

1-631. 80

6. 50

1

6, 155. 73

"I::;

I 38, 761. 66

1. . .

3 0
'.

89: 01 I ."0:''.. [::::::: :: 00°:02 I .4'.'75 30

J

3, 089. 01

l, 110. 85

J

180. 35

9,678.76

... I

30. 00

1. 75
40.00

I 1, no. s5

25,171.36
17,277.51 . 2,612.62
19, 728. 9-!
360. 05
119. 73
57,489.48 6, 258. 15
23, 223. 82
1,691.90
103.87
111.26
. ....... . .... ... . . . .. .
17, 987. 59
15. 68
09. 87 1,215.09 I 3,997.58
•• •• •• •. • ••
40. oo ... ..... .
76,519.86
7,557.58 ~95~G5 j~ 84.llj 24,212.161

2,282.06
11,317. 35

9, 738. 51

, _ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,_ __

32. 50

41. 75

1•••••• . •• - 1. • • - ·: • • • •

l =l = - = - l == l

I

375. 30

~

~

>

>-3
M
~
I

0

!t ~~ I:::::::.::::I:::::::::: I.::::::~:· 1:::::::::: I:::::~:::: zM
29, 345. 20

I

\4,

>-3
M

M

I

63t. 80

•

2, 000. 02

J

29,345.20

-- - -1- - - 1 - - -·I - - - - -

I== = =.

1-........ .

2. 50

55.20 · · ······ · ······ · ······ •· ·-······
242. 59 .... .. ............. .
7,410.41

I '·

00

..... ·1·......... ·1 ·.......... ·1· ....... .
191. 74 . . . . . . . . .......... . ............. .
...... . .
........

I

43,220.32 1 7,178.89

7,112.62

------------

22, 702. 86

I 7,178. 89

38
'

I

~
~

~

I

j
25,550.80

1,882.34

77, 307. 81 ! 26, 904. 01
1,428.50 I
6. 50 '.
27, 027. 713
8'. 00 1.
24, 5:-t-1.95 \

i

Total . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155, 943. 34
- -- - -

I

G5. 00
1. 81
.••. .•.•

12.3.26

362. 44

284. 25
45. 00

1 •••••• ••• •

1

:1'·~~I~~~~· I
44

82, 484. 12

u.

366. 29

I 2. 659. 25 I

459.16
1,3114. 22.I

62(;. 50\ ... . ......

... . ...... ....... . . .

I~~~~ I ~ ......... ·\
1

n. 273. 76

1

309. 25

......... .
1

~
~

Ol

J.-..Sle1/c111t'11 t ,~lw11'i11g in detail tlw aniou nls expended froni the 'va1·ious appropriations rnade for the Q'Uarterrriastn·'s Departrnent, etc.-Continued.

~
<:,).:)

O':>
REGULAii SUPPLIES.

Fuel.

Forage.

Stov_es.

Division nrnl po1:1t.

Oats.

]lay.

Barley.

Bran.

Corn.

,____ _ _ _ - - - --

I Straw.

Wood.

Coal.

l----1----l-~----'----l-----1----,-

Vail('ouver l:nrra.cks nud depot, ·w nsh. $11, 758. 42

$1, 519. 25

$924. 53 ...... - - - - - -1

$300. 42

Po~_t!and, ?ro~ou . . .. . . . .•. . .. . . . .. . .
18, 9~_J. 01
28,187.47
2, 5ti2. 31
$1?7. 36 1,077.25 1$2, 183. 84
Do1so Bnnnck1:1, Idnho . . .. ... .•. ...... .
3. 50
3.12
_....... - .. - .... - -··. -- - . 1''01 t Walla. Walla, Wash..............
887. 00
1,021. &l
81. 17 -..... _. .. . . .
171. 00
Fort Canby, Wasb . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
_ .. . . . . ___. _.. _.. ...... . . -....... .
lt'ort Shcnnllll, Idaho . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
Fort Klamath, Oregon............... .
Fo1tSpokauo, Wash..................

75.14
308. 71
87<!.48 _

I

Total ..••.. .... .. ....... .. . . .. .
Independent posts.

32,886.26

,

-=-=

I

10, 732. 69
4, 411.83 I

75. 01 . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
254. 42
4.14 ......... · 1 ··· .... ·
792.70 .... . .
.... .. .... .........
31,853.88

3,572. J5

4,250.48 ...... _.....
5, 341.03 . .. . . . . .. . . .

407. 36

322. 51
682. 09

'

1······
..
343.75

1,548.67 j 2,527.59

r~~~ttI!Ifi;f~tt? ]ft l!lii t+: )t <>
fili~t~~If.~If:'J~.++~~S~:·1J\ji'JH! :}}++ :E

$:'., 022. 22
$42. 48
:.!8, ,41. 83 .. . . _..... _.

lJ~t·i! l,m:i~ ::::::::::::

l!J, 003. 45

-

H, 4U5. 81
----

85. 33

I· .........
$100. 00 . . . . . . . . . .

. _ ....... · I

1

~

t'tj

t-3

~

1······· .. ·1·· .....

11. 00 .. . ..... ··
··1 ~
·· ·.•........••.
··
69.28 ................................ ~ ; : : : . . . . . . . . . .
31,008.03

0

_t_rj

·=

42. 48

160 00 ......

1

. ~ - 08

00

1,825. 851
395. 31

I, 410. 84
4,072.88

6,476.21 , .......... , ... ... ... .
2,388.63
42. 50

!I!! :::rn:: :lill!
1

9,531.53

J~

l!H!

15. 40
542. 74

54. 06
650. 95
. 60
1.35

t> tu )rn : : : : :

l:!j!jj
:++?\/::)}
_l,~~nt :::::::::: .::::::::: :::::::::: :::.:::::::
2,564.47 · ···· - ···· .... . ..... 1,920.17
3. 75 . . . . . . .. . .
77. oo

911. 60 2,985. 83
s, :io~. 6K
23, 59~- uu
4G. 25 -- - -... -- _.- - - ~ - - - - ----== ======:c:= =-=-::- ::;:;;:-:= -

1,164.33

$193. 98
9,327.55
10. 00

$206. 10
2, 728. 98

60. 00

55. 00
108. 70

r~Jt~~~:~t~·mo.?,.~l~I'll~~~.e:'.
I
]52."79. ::::::::~: l~t~~ -- · -311.5t
ColnmbnsBarrncks.Ohio ............
400.60
975.18 ..... . .... .......•.... ........•
179.21
116.55
Davitl's IR!nntl, N. Y. II .......... . .. . ........... _1 .. _............ _......... __ ........ . . _..................... _.... _

Total . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . • . .. . . .. . . .

0

00

t_rj

a

~
t_rj

t-3

786. 6i
10-!. 96

I

1

- - --, - - - - , - - --

~
t_rj
1-,:j

t-3

Department of the Columbia.

West l'oint, N. Y......... .. .........
.Jefferson Barrack:<, Mo .. ........... .

CommuCharcoaLlt!~i~:t!ir: Heating. I Cook.
men.

5.00
5,677.45

2, .,8() s1 6,395.41
-

-

-

---

>
~

i-<
0

t'tj

~
t>
~

General depots.
Wnsbin!!t•m. D. C ...... .
New York, N. Y ... .................. .
]>bilatlelp!Jia, Pa .. ................... .
~ Jetfe1·so1Hille, Intl .................. .
l,:J San Francisco, Cal. .................. .
e;, Saint Louis, Mo ..................... .
Military prison, Fort Leavenworth,
~
Kans .............................. .

'708: 55
1,033.23
499. 77
1,095.73

9,668. ]0
2, 4]8. 1-,5
83!l. ]6
1,638.11
1, 121. 51
1,145.81

Total ..............••...........

12,036.46

16,831.54

I

r
(X)

It-'

t:,:,

6,960.01
J 739 17

::: ::::::: ::!......ii:"

113. 45
23. 8G

202. 53
02. 10

241.18

11, 986.
425. 85
26
I

6, 786. 04
!l6. 16
178. 60
59. 60
190. 79 . . . • • . . . . . . .
104. 76 . . . . . .. . . • . .
138. 93
430. 45

13, 144. 28 . . . .. . . . . .
15,835.83
71. 51
1,945. :w . . . . . . . . . .
2, 106. 79 . . . . . . . . . .
4, 226. oo
5. oo
2, 315. 9-! • . . . .. . . .

.... .. . . . .
271. 90
... ... .... l, 858. 51
. . .. . . . . . 297. 96
. . . . . . . . . . 4, 104. 45
. . . . . . . .. . 2, 356. 5i
. . . . . . . . . . 1, 524. 20

·--~~=1···· · · · · · · · · · ··1~ =~=~
199_ 41

I 3,025.19

1, s12. 25

39,574.

rn

76. 51 ....•.....

25. ;;o
3,043. 75
24. 87
561. 35
13,537.09
725. (jJ
1,752.58
19,670.78

,0

q

>
~

~
~

rd

~

>
r.n

~

t_-rj

;d
I

0

t_-rj

!Z
ti:l

~

>
r"

~
(),:i
~

3.-Statemen t showing in detail the amounts expended from the various appropriations madefo1· the Q·um·tennasto·'s Depat·tment, etc.-Continued.

~

~

00
REGULAR SUPPLIES,

Lights.

Di"l"isiou null p ost.
L nmpsnud
la uterns.

Miner al
oil.

Light.

Forage
masters and IStatiouery.
agents.

Printinf.omateri~.

.Advertis·
ing.

Other ~
employes. I Printing.

Lawn.
mowers.

Printers
and
pressmen.

~
t,,j
1-cj

0

~

D friBion of the .Atlan tic and Depar t.
111e11 t of

r-:3

the East.

H rn,lqu nrt<' rs, Go, ernor's I sland, N.
$81.-04
Y. JI ..... .... . . . ....... . .. ... .. . . .. , . .......... . , ........... .
40. 72
Dn lt imon'. M el
23. 05
l3os'()II, .Mnss . ••••. . .•....... . .. •.•.•• .
$27.
18. 26 . ......... ..
Il u tfolo, X. Y . ..... .. . ... . . .... . . .. . . . .
97. 15 . .......... .
N t•w OrlennR1 L a . .. . . . ... . . .. ... .. .. .
Sniut A u g u1,1 riuo and Sni nt Francis
·1
3. 02
Bnrr:ick's, }'l a .. ........... .. .•.... . ..........
W nshi ngtou Hnrrncks, D. C . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 192. 10

$75. 77
28. 97
7 t7
!. ~.99

96 1···--· ..... .

$3,510.00

30. 70

··I···· .......

1
~ ~ : ~~

f,~;1~!~~aB~~-~~{s;:a1~::::::: ::. :::: :: ::: ::: :::: ::::: :::
M ntlisou Bnrrnck <", N . Y ..... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Uf
8. 1~

P lattsbu r g-h Barracks, N . Y . ......... . ...... .. :. . . . . ... . . . . . . .
L ittle Rock BaI'l'ac k s, .Ark............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. 03

Fort i\1onroo, Ya... . . . . ....... . ....... .. . .. . . . . . .. . ..... ... .. .

$385, 66

$21, 60

$693. 00

$11. 21
140.00
8. 56
, F5. 00
60. 00

21. 84
65. 00

!ll!{~~;~~Jf.[ ;.;;!!

. .. . . . .. . . ..
... . .. ... . ..
. . .. .. . . . . ..
. .. .. .. .. . ..
.. . . . . . .. . . .

::r:l

t,,j

'/72

tt.:l

~
trj

r-:3

>

9. 78

9. 00

21. 12 . . . .. . . . . . ..
9. 10 .......................... . ......... . ........... . ...................... .
4. 85 . ... . ................. . ................................................. . .......... . .........•..
1-1 . 00 . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . • . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ..
27. 50 ........... _
3. 80 . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . _.................... _
3. 39 .............................................................................................. ..

·1~~~1•~

[!'.:[[ '.: ••;:: ::!i!• •[[![: :[: !;

~

r-:3

0

Jm ~~1r~YFt?;::~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::-:::::::::::: J~i ,:::~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~·:~~ -::::::::~:: ::::::::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Preble, ]Ho........ . ..............
~- 01
Fort Trumbull, Conn . . .... . .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort .Adams, IL I... ... . ..... . .. . .. . ... . . .. .. . .. . . .
Fort Ilnmilto11 , N. Y . H . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .
06. 00
F o!·t \Yallswort h, K . Y . H. ... .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .

0

!!!! ;::!·; '.\\'.: !!\'.!!: ·;;!!!::;!!; ;::;

~~ •::::;;!\!!:I::i[:!!!:!!· •~~;•

11; }•:.:; :::::: :::

~
~

0

~

~
-~

Divuion of the Missouri.

Headquarters, Chicago, Ill ... . ..• . .••.
D_e-partmenPof the Jllissou1-i.

l=--=-------=--=I

661. 48

1.:.:.:.:.:.:. ••••..

. I=== = =----1====1====1===-1----1==== ====I====

,._.I~--- 12. 81
7. 50
7. 79
13. 09

3.46
3. 94
9.81
16. 39
14. 26
11.93
1. 26

.0

~

~

1-3

123:-;-1~37. 50

510. 00

t_zj
~

~

P>-

u:.

54. 32
2. 20
1. 00
11. 80
21.19
17.67
1. 00
9.30
4. 00
5.00
19. 00
13. 00
5. 00
12.45
1. 73

178. 66

1,435.00
8.15. 00

], 284. 59
19. 80
41. 45

393. 33

1-3
t_zj
~
I

~
t_zj

tz

t_zj
~

rP>-

2,280.00

1----- -----1----1----- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1, 4i3. 53

90. 69

===1--------="-'~I

341:i. 38

5,204.94
720. 00

720. 00

ig:
ii I·....:~~·. ~~.
17. 85 .••• . ... ....

2,439.32
I ••••••••••••

2. 80

1,345.84

5,924.94

1,371.69 , .• ... . ..... .

========I

·

354. ~~ .1 ·...... 7.' 65
............

1, 205. 46

1---

393. 33

,---

345. 00 , . ••. •..•••..
~
~
~

-J.-Si<lil'111t·nt sho11'i11g in <letail the amounts expended from, the various appropriaU011 s m.adefor the Quarterinastm·'s Department, etc. -Continued.

~

1-f:.

0
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Lights.

Dldsion nlld post.

Lamps and
lanterns.

Mineral
oil.

Light.

Forage
mastez:s andl Stationery.
agents.

Printing
material.

.A.dv'ertis·
ing.

Other
employ es.

Printing.

Lawn.
mowers.

Printers
and
pressmen.

rt111tr.t of Dakota-Continued.
l'vrt I'1'111~inn, Dak .••...........•.....

}~~:'} ~t\~,\~'. }3;l~~~:::: ::: ::::::::::: I:::::::::::: I::::::::::::
1

Ft>rt Cu ll'I", .\font

}'ort Shaw-, "liont. ........•............
Fort Si""l•tou, Oak .........••.•••..... , .••..•.•....
1''ort R,ndnll, Dak .......••••...•...•.
J.'ort ..\.. Lincoln, Dak .

t~H iff~~f~1~t: : : ~:: : : ~ ~: ::::::,::::::~:: :

Camp Poplar Ri,er, Mont .......•....

p:,

>-3

~~

~o

0

31. 24

1-:j

n~
uw

>-3

~~

~

aoo

trj

~IB

~~

00
trj

~M

n~

Q

p:,

illW

trj

Totnl. .............••.•••..•.....

~

IJ;,-

Department of Texas.
Ilcndqunrters and clepot, San Antonio,
Tex ............ . ... . . ............. .
Fort Cl.11 k, Tex. .................... .
Fort Dads, Tex .... .
Fort Concho. Tex ..•..•.
Fort :Brnwn, Tex ......... .
Fort Uancock, Tox. .•..••.............
Fort Hin~gold, Tex ................. .
Fort Mc fotoRh, Tex ................ ..
Camp Pl'IHL Colorado, Tex
Camp Del mo. Tex .................. ..
Camp Engle Pass, Tex ............... .
Fort Bliss, Tex ...............•........
Totnl. ..............••.••........

~
trj

>--o
0

~
~

$75. 00

0

~

~

~

1- - - - 1 - _ _ ,_ _ _ _ , _ _ __

888. 50

19. 00

75. 00

Department of California.

:i:t~:::i~a~~~ -~~·~~~~~~~'.~~:::::I .......:: ~~., ........... .

Alcatraz Island, Cal ..•.•.
Ang-el Tsln.nd, Cal . ... ................ .
Ileni<'i:t Barracks, Cal ... .........••... , ........... .
Fort Ifalleck. Nev . ...... .
Fort Winfield Scott, Cal ............. .
Fort Gaston, Cal . ... .
Fort McDermit, Nev ................. .
Fort Bidwell, Cal .................... .
San Diego Barracks, Cal
Total .........•..

183. 22
5. 80
10. 53
8. 98
5.18
. 63
1. 37
3.14
11. 99
4. 68
4. 71

185. 58

t

:h::::: :::

I:::]: 74': :: 1.::'.: '.'.'.: I :;::::::::

251. 00 I ..... ...••• , I .••..•...•. - 1-: .•. ·. - - - - · •

240. 23

'°c::>

51. 08
207. 29

~

8

28. 26
24. 30
38.14
22. 50
20.12
40. 88
18. 36
14.10
21. 00
18.38

----\----

tr.l

~

~

ti>

w.
8

tr.l
~
I

Q

tr.l

ztrj

6.15
18. 36
12. 81
4. 00
15. 37

~

>

1--------1-----~--------561. 08
~ro

r

45.00

. 75
60.00

~M
6.12

&W

ThOO
~ll
3~~

u~

21.~

Total. .•..•..•.

I

205. 03

I

~08. 44

l

6, 833. 991, ••••••••••• !

20Lli3 \

~

3,619.23
=1=5:=;6.=0=0cl====

60. 75 , .......••••.

~

,.....

3.-Stntc111ent shotci11g in detail the amomits expended from the various appropriations made/01· the Qttartermaster's D epartment, etc.-Continued.

ex,
~
N)

REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Lights.

DiYiaion nud post.

Mineral
oil.

L3mpsand
lanterns.

Light.

Forage I
.
I Printing
masters and Stat10nery. material.
agents.

.A.dvertis·
ing.

Other
employ es.

Printing.

Lawn·
mowers.

Printers
and
pressmen.
~
trj

"O
0

Indtpendent posts.

~

1-3

Q

~

1-3

l:Il

trj

m
trj

a

p::,
trj

1-3

>~

Total. .......... .

117.10

3,162.96

!)0(1, 00

317. 36
763. 41
630. 62
4. 20
518. 90
318. 50

866. 66

104. 37 , .•••••.•••..

442. 09

5.10

93. 00

0

General depots.

~

Washington, D. C •.••...•......•...••.................•..••...
New Y-ork, N. Y .....••...•. .••..••••• $9,548.68
70. 00
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
3. 8:1. .••••••••••
ieifersonville, Ind.....................
. 60 46,408. 23
San Francisco, Cal . • . . • • . • • • • . . • . . . . • .
885. 19
200. 12
Saint Louis, Mo...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
78. 55 .......•••..
Military prison, Fort Leavenworth,
Kans . ................••.••......................
Total. .............•.•.•.......•. I 10, 516. 86

,<

I

46, 687. 35

..............

·-----------------------------------·-·----- ·

---·-------·
2,552.99 1

1,030.18
6,034.63
333. 34
627. 41
7,512.61
285. 55

900. 00

14. 96

1,766.66

15,838.68

75. 37
715.10
51. 30

$7.00

2,

ii:: ~i 1······40: 10·1·····isi: oz" I:::::: ::::::

.....~~~:~~-I m:~~ 1......~:-.:~

42.19 ...•.....•...•••.• ·••••·
1,200.00

7. 00

1,284.64

77. 06

~

>-

~

3.-Staternent showing in detail the amoitnts expendedjroni the various appropriations rnade for the Quarterrnaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Di,ision and post.

Engi·
neers.

Watch·
men.

Labor.

Firemen.

Feeding
and
stabling.

Hay
scales.

Rubber
Paulina. I stamps.

Gar·
deners.

All
expenses
Type·
Jn.
not
writers. spectors. otherwise
enumer·
ated.

I

· Gate·
keepers.

.Division of the Atlantic and Department
of the East.

..0

C:

H endqnarters, Governor's Island, N.
Y. H....... . • . . . . . • . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •• . . . . • • .

$450. 00 . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$15. 95 . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . .

$200. 00 . • . • . . . . . .

j:~~tl<tf~'.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::. :::::::::· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
:::::::::: :::::::::: ... ~~~:~~- ::::::::::
New Orleans, La ................•••.....••....••. ·· .· ·······.•••.......•••.•......•••...•.............. . .••...
3. 00 .••....... •••..•.... .......... ..........
Saint Augustine and Saint Francis

$296. 15

i~J~
688.75

3

·

5f~f!tt.t~:~:::::::::::: )!~'.::: : : : : : :::::): : : : : : : : : : : }'!\;~: :::::::) :::::::::: :):::) :)~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::····iii
Little Rock Barracks, Ark • • .• • • • . • . . . . . •• . . . . • • . . • • • . • . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . •• • • . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

;~~! f;!:i~l.~.~1a: :::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::: :: : :::::: :::: ::::::: :: : ::::::: ::: :::: ::::: ~ :::: :::::: ::: :::: ::: :::. :::: :: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :: :::: :::: :: ::::::::::
Fort Warren, Mass..................... .•••••.•.. .....•..•. .••••. ... . .•.•.. .•.. ...•...••. .....••••. .... ...... .••. ...... .••. .••••. .... ...... .... •••••. ..........

Fort Preble, Me .................. ,..... .......... ....... .. . . .. . ...... .... ...... .... .... .. . .. . ...... . . . . ... . .. . . .. ...... . ... ...... . ... . .. . .. . .. . ...... .... ......

i~~nd~~~~~J~~~= :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::: .... ~~-. ~~ _:::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::: ::::::

Fort Wayne, Mich . . .•. •• . . . . .•• •.• • . . . . • .• • • • . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . •. • . . .• • . . ..• . . . • • . . .. . • . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .•• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . . • . . . .
Fort Mackinac, Mich................... .•.•••.... ..•....... .•........ ........•. .....••••• .•••....•. .......... .•• •...•.. .•.•.. ..•. .••... .... ........•. .••..•....

11. 50

.Division of the Missouri.
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill .. .•..... , ...

I

900. 00

I· .. ... ....... ......
~

I· ......... I·. -.. -... +....·.....

.Department of the Missouri.
Headquarters and depot, Fort Leaven·
worth, Kans .••••.••••••.••..••••••••. I 2, 065. 00

I

$!80. 00

J

$800. 00

~

~

>

(fJ

~

t"'.l
~-

0'
t"'.l

34. 38
4

~

164. 95

i: g~

22. 01

230.19

zt"'.l

>

~

l - -1- - 1 - -:- - 1 - -1- - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - -

450. 00 , ......... .

. · · .... · ·.
1

~

t"'.l

t ig

28

iia ilif1Y;_:~:::::::::::::::;: :::::::::: :::::::/I:::::/:I::)::::):::::: :: :::: ::::: :::::::::: :::):::: :\::::::::::::::::i :::)::: )):::: 'i : fl
Total. ........................... ·

>
~

380. 00

7.50 !.......... ..........

$15. oo

I

157. rn

18. 95

I•••• • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •

300. 00

1••••••••• • 1

11.69

~1··········1

263.30

l=-:..::.:. ~j_·_40.80

$112 25 - ••••••••

J.........I..........

1•••••••••• 1 $186. 67 1

3, 104. 44

569."

~
~
~

3.-Statement shoil'ing in detail the amounts expended from the various appropriations rnade/01· the Qua1·termaster's Depa1·tment, eto.-Continued.

~

;+:a-

~
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division and post.

Engi.
neers.

Watch.
men.

Labor.

Firemen.

J

Feeding
and
stabling.

Hay
scales.

Paulina.

Rubber
stamps.

Gar·
deners.

Gate.
keepers.

Type·
writers.

All
expenses
In.
J
not
speotors. otherwise
enumer.
ated.

1 - - - - - l - - - - 1 - - - --1 - - - - , - - - -

:a: :~: ~:~:.~~~~~~~~·o·~~~·~:
imr1;fJ£t~::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 2:u~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: : : ~;~·:~~
Hi::.-:.·.~-·~ ' .'.'.··~- ~'.~'.~~~~~~: ........
~
I::::;;J k:::::L:::J . . . . . . . . .t:: :: J· . . ..
·1· ......... =]··
.............·... ·1 · ........ ·1 · ........ ·1 · ........ ·1· ........ ·1 ·-· ...... ·1 ··· ...... ·1 · ........ ·1 · ........ · 1· ........ · 1

Totnl. ..... .

---

$480. 00

••••••.••. ,$2, 065. 00

---$800, 00

I••••••••••

252. 60

$157. 50

2,0 00 $1,363."

,- - - ,-----

95. 00

696. 35

3,129 88

=~nt~:¥1~~:':~~~~ ~;~~;?:~;:~ :~~~~~:1.~,.~~~-.~~·I··~~~-.~~·I::::::::::1::::::::: :1::::::::: ~1:: : : :::1::::::::: :I ...!~~-.::·I ::::::::: 1: : : ::::I ...!~~·.~~ ·1::::::::::

Fort Meade, Dak . ......................................... . ............................. . ............................................................ . ....... .
FortShaw,Mont .. .............................. . ............................. . ............................................................................. .
Fort Randall, Dak ...... .
Total.
..................•...•.....
1 1,860:-00\
Departmentof
Texas.
==

1-·· -r--1-1--1- -1- -1-- i- -,-~ i- -

oo
···········1
~ ······ ·· ·· ··········=:~_63· 33

765

Headquarters anu depot, San Antonio,

Fitniiss/1:"~~::::::::: ::: ::: ::::: :::J ...:~~-.~~.I. ..~~~·.~~. 1:::: :: :::.
Total.. ........................... !

900.00

I

385.00 \. .•.....•.

! ~.......... \

5.40

····:····· ····;;,····

14. 50 , ... ...... . , ....... · .. , ...... ·

--3

8

~f{~!~~~~I~~~!.~_~:: : : : =0221~~ ~~~~2=1i===1~1=~ --:~~:~

1

~

0

Department of the Platte.

1···· .... · 1

"ti
0

$ 3. oo

$186. 67

$112. 25

~
t_zj

1, '.!15. 39
19. 50
10. 00
104. 65
7. 00

...... .... j 1,356.54
2,324.33
9. 05

5.40 l~.:.:..:..:.!_ 1 4 . 5 0 1 ~1········· · 1···· · ····· 1·········12,333.38

~

~
t_zj

m

t_zj

0

~
t_zj

8

~
~
~

0

~

~

~

~

I>epa1·tment of Oalifornia.
Headquarters, SanFranoisoo, Cal..........................

350.00

:::~~~tJ········· ::::::::}········· ..........

$983.33

$310.00 .••..•.•.. .••.•••.•.

206.18

fW-ii~~t~t•:i:i}itii /)\::: Eii:::: /):: illlliJi/\:: iliiliJ:/i:/: ___
{:::::: ____
/II ____
{ii:::• I:)1: I:):: ··:::~:11
,

,

Total. .......... .

•• 1•••• : .

=c==i-350. 00

555. oo

I·........ ·I·........ ·I·........ ·

,

310. 00 , ........•. , .••.......

1, 2s3. 33

I · .........

2,420.99

1

.Department of Arizona.

i~~~i~f~:)~~'i;

l\

:~ i::

~

j~~1·1:l!l!!!l l:I!!! ~l!!!!i 1: Ill!!i!\i!:I:l!iit:11• !!!!!ll!!i !!!!!!!i!: :;;;~\!!: !!l! j~~!\: .l!!l!!!!!:!!!1!!!!!! :!~:!!!!!!I::::~!

Department of the Oolumbia.

=l====-=1

1====1====1====1===='====

------1---

/:)

c:l

~
1-3
t_rj
~

~

p,,-

w

1-3

ifa?t~i'ik;.~t?7t : : : : : :::::): 2~: : : : :~~ ::::::::: :?;:'.: :::::).: ::)?: :::::::::: :::::):: \''.':!~- :::::::;:

Fort Townsend, Wash ................ . .....................••.......................... . .......... . ...............................•..••.......•...............
Fort Klamath, Oregon ..................••...................................• . ... . ..••....••.•...........•.............•..•..••....•.. _•.............••..•....
Total. ........••...........••..... J . . . . . . . . . . J . . . . . . . . . . 16407o°1~ = 1 ~ ~ 1

45.001·········· 1

55.50 \··········\·---······\ 1,132.25

!.......... \

559. 09
632.10
1,637.16
23. 30
64. 00
36. 00

t_rj
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zt_rj
~

2,951.65

Independent posts.

p,,-
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ill£ill·········1Jllillil
.......... §·········c2··
···· .... ·········· 1··········1··········1··········

36. 60
West Point,
N. Y ..........
............ .......... ....... ... . . . . . . . . . . ........... ......................................... ....................................... .
Jefferson
Barracks,
Mo .......................................................
133. 55
1
1
. 75
~at~~ks~
i:
713. 25
930.
48
David'slsland,N. Y.H ..............................................
1
1
1
1
1
- - - -,- - -:
Total. •.....•..•••••••..•••..•..... 1~7o° _490.
_ _ , _ __
1. oo I· ......... .......... .......... ......... · I 1, 814. 63
00 I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • · I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •
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General depots.

1

1

1

4. 44
249. 99
::a~h·itrt~
~y~::::::::: :: :::: :::: :::1 ·i," 000: oo· 1::::::::: :1 ··· ·9s: iio ·1···iii: oo· 1: :: :::::::1::::: :: :::1::::: :: :::1· ··.. i~ io· 1::: :::::::1:: :: ::: ::·
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . • . .••••• . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •• • • . . • • . • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • . .
4. 50 ••••••....•••.•••... ···io2: oo ·1
::::::: :::

23.45
3,664.74
130. 69

~
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,,.-..,tateme11t sho1('i11g i11 detail the amoun ts expended f r om the various appropriations m adefo1· the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
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RJLGU LAR SUPPLIES.

Di\"ision and post.

E ngi.
neers.

Firemen.

Wat ch.
men.

Labor.

F eeding
and
stabling.

H ay
scales.

Paulina.

Rubber
stamps.

Gar.
deners.

Gate.
keepers.

All
expenses
Type·
In.
not
writers. spectors. otherwise
enumer.
ated.

I

!;o
t_zj

>--o

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - -- -1-- - -I - - -- I- - - - I-- - -I
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Gmtral depots-Continued.

Jl'ffori,onv!llo, I~d ...... . .•......... . ... .... . . . ... .. .... . .. . ...... . ... , .......... , .. . ...... .
Snn Fri\ne1sco, Cnl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .......... .. ....... .
. ... .. . . . . . . ... $5,636.87
Snint Lnui<1, :lfo ................... . .. . ..
1 . . . ... .. ...
1 .............
1
~!~~~~? ~~·i·s·~~·.. ~~~~ Lea~enworth,

..

1-3
$432. 00 1$2, 626. 24
89. 00

- - - -,- - - - , - - - -1- - -1- - - -1- - -

Total ...... . . .._. ... .. .. . .... . .. .. . 1$1,000. 00 1·-······--1

$95. 00

I

$114.00

I 5, 636. 87

$5. 00 1· . . . . . . . . · 1· . . . . . . . . · 1· ·· . . . . . . . · 1· . . . . . . . . · 1 $2, 209. 69
134. 28 . • . . .••••• . .•• .• . • • .
$93. 20 .; .. •. . •• . 2,047.91
12. 00 . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . . . • • • • • . • . . . • • . . . • . • .
201. 06

521. oo I 2, 626. 24

3,030. 90
156. 88

I.•• .•••••. I•••••••••. I

199. 64

I $249. 99 I 11, 308. 44
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3.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the va1'ioi1s approp1·iations made for the Qua1·termaste1·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Civilian employes.

Extra duty.

Division and post.
. .
.A.dver.
Postage. I Prmtmg.l tising.

1- - - - , - - - - , - - - ,-

I

School· Meehan·
teachers.
ics.

Clerks.

--,----

Messen· ILaborers.
gers.

Clerks.

Laborers.I Messen.
gers.

$14,866. 44
1, 800. 00
2, 750. 00
2, 750. 00
4, 399. 92

1$1, 055. 671$1, 317. 66
..........
600. 00
10. 00
550. 00
.••. •. . ••.
550. 00
. •. •. . . . . .
540. 00

Watch· I Janitors.
men.

Division of the .Atlantic and Depart.
ment of the East.

.0

Headquarters, Governor's Island, N.
Y .. H. .•. . . . .. .. . • .•. . •. •••••• .•• •..

$20. 00 .••••• .• •. ••••••.•..

$178. 00

$183. 00

$7. 00 .••. •. . • . .

$610. 99

$180. 00

$840. 00

Baltimore, Md ....•.....•................•....•............•••••.............. .......•.............••.•..••..••.......
Boston, Mass ....•...........•.••......••.........•...•.•..........................................••.................
270. 00 I ••• . . . ••••
Buffalo, N. Y ......•...........•.••••. .......... .••..•....
$S.40 ................................................. .
New Orleans, La .........................•..................•........•........••.•...................................
Saint Augustine and Saint Francis
Barracks, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
109. 20 . • • • • • . • . .
316. 05 ..... ...••..• ••••• · • • · .••..•... ·, ..•..•••• · 1· · · · · · · · · ·
Washington Barracks, D. C ...•.• .... . ...••.••. .... ...... ..••.• ....
182. 50
304. 75
100.10 ·••·••• ••·
406.10 ···· ·· ·•···• ····•• ··· · · ••· ······1···· ·•·•·· ....... · ··
Newport Barracks, Ky.......................................................
261.00
117.25 ..•.••••••
131.45 .•••••.•••...•.•.•.••..••..••••.

l~~!I~~¥Jf+? ::\{/}/CI <Ill
iH! ;;;mm; /t} ]:ff
<tWW tt: EI/ +IY?::::
m:
m: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::····

i~~t ~~r~::~I;, ~fa: :::::::::::::::::: ·········· :::::::::: ::::::::::
Fort Warren,Mass.. •••....•....•... ........•. .......... ....••••..

gi
138.50

Fort Preble, Me...................... . ••....••. . .•. ...••. . . . . .•. . . .
Fort Trumbull, Conn . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . • • • . . .
Fort.A.dams,R.I ............ ~........ ....•..... .•••....•. .••.•••.•.

167. 50
68. oo
163.00

~g: gi :::::::::: ::::::::::

Ill_ •;•:~;: ::):11:11:

111,irl?~ililllllilli illliii11i 1:11:11111 111111:11: :::1:11~: ___
Total ...•.........

25. 00 , .•..••.•..

8. 40 I 2, 166. 50

~~

oo · ::::::::~:

1
02:
153,00
119.70 .••..•.•..
285.25 ..•...•...•..•...•.••..••.••.•...••..•.....••••..••.
262. 00 .•••••..• .. ..•....• . ••.........••.•.•..••..••• · • •• •· .•••••.• · · - • • · •.••.• ·. •· · · · · · ·
239. 00 . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . .
292. 25 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .•..
343.30
117.45 .....••• • .
329.50 .....•••.••....••••••..••..••.•..••..•.•••..•..••..•

I 6, 558. 40 Ii=
1, r
115.
oo-i
=-

Ii

121.10 j 6,649.09
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zt_zj
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29,394.2811, 065. 6713, 557. 66

!
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542. oo

840. 00
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3.-Statemrnt showi11,q in detail the amounts cxpencledfrom the various appropriations rnadefor the Quartermaster's Departnient, elo.-Continued.
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INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Civilian employes.

Extra duty.
Di\'isiou nntl post.

. .
AdverPostage. I Prmtmg.j tising.

School· / Meehan.
teachers.
ics.

1- - - -1- - - - 1

Clerks.

MesSl)n. !Laborers.
gers.

Clerks.

Watch. I Janitors.
men.

Laborers.I Messen•
gers.

1 - - - - - - 1 - -- - 1- - - -1 - - - - l - - -- -1 - - -- - l

,- - - -,- - - -

.Division of the .Jlissom·i.

;d

Hon<lqunrtors, Chicago, Ill

$48.80

'··········l··········l··········l·········· ~ I $19,0i6.o8

$649. 2;; l$2, 320. oo

I

$510.

oo

Dt-parlment of the .Jlissottri.
Ilendquar tcrs nntl depot, Fort Leaven.
wortb,Knus . .......................

l

$2.00,.... ......

5.25 . ••. ...... 1$1,368.00

$82.90

$136.35

$276.30

16,234.08

820.00

~

1,147.oO

2,000.00

$900. ~o

=

540. 00

lfi!l\fJ:if•I+•:•iiiii:i• ••:•C[ ·III ::::rnI ···r:r11· ···m:·11 •::::;:;;: ••::tr ···1im :::))1:I ;::•t:: /II ::::•:::••1·:········

nntonmcuton Uncompnbgre, or Fort
Crnwfonl, Colo..................... . . . . ... . .. ...... .•. . . .. . ... . ..
182. 50
FortGil>son,Inc1.r ...........................................•.•........... .
Fort J~lliott, Tex. . ................... .... .. . . . . .... .. . . . . . ... ......
240. 50

13. 50
99. 40 .. . . .• .•• .
277.50
100.88 ..........
676. 50 . . . . . .. . .. . •• . .••...

197. 40
136.55
221. !JO

Nebr...............................

1.50

$20.00

30.00

203.5011,290.00

I

97.65 1··········1

350.95

49.
70
~~t ~~.I::::::::::
I:::::::::: 1::: ::::::: ••••283.
••....
125. 50
1!&: ~g 1::::::: :: : 417. !JO30
993. 70
541. 95
419. 00

==:: : : : : :: : ::: : : : :::: :::: :: : ::: :: : ::: ...
Fort Douglas, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .•. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • .
323. 00

im~~F.ti?/IE\ \:::::://!/I(:::: ~:I
Fort D. A, Russon, Wyo............. .•••...•.. .•••.•.••. .••..•. ...

800. 50

125. 50
540.00
509. 50
687. 50
GOO. 65

16,557.12
4,400.00
200. 00

904. 50
140. 00

11, 620.
00
600. 00

1,295, 00
420. 00

540. 00

112. 70

1

i~: ~~ I::::::::::

119. 00 , .•........

253. 40
587. 75
699. 06
387. 45

~
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Department of the Platte.
Headquarters, fort and depot, Omaha,

J-3
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1mu~:~Ar:.T:•:•::::••••••::••• ...i::-:: •••••••• ••·•••••• i:H! ~t:!! :•••··•••• :••:•••·•• ~Hi ::•:••••:••[ • •::•••i :••••••• •:•••••••• ••••••••
In th•:.::· .,_c~~-P .M.'.~~'..r~~ ~:: ~ ::: :: ::: ;. ·;:~ ·;:;;~;; ~ .·;;~·~ i. ·; ;·; a,~::: ·;;::;:: ~- . ~;;: ;; i·;;;: ;; I;:;;;:;; 1
~. ~;:;;

~i!f~;~~t~t~r : :: : :

~
t_rj

"ti
0

17.85 \.••....••. J •••••••••• 1··········1········· ·

~

~

0

~

~

>
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Gilllli
.........[2
.....

Fort Rol,inson, Nebr .. ....... .. ..... . ..........
321.00
1127.50
Ji~:E~i~e:sn':Y8t~ii.·: :::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::·::::
~~~:~i
Camp Medicine Butte, Wyo.......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Camp on North Montezuma Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . .
35. 20

- -1. 50

1

Total. ....... .
Department of Dakota.
Heaclq m1rters, Fort Snelling and
Saint Paul, Minn. . .. ... . ..... .. ....

15. 00

20. 00

94.15

2ilil.........

287.75 ssllil6.801 .••.••..•. ·•••••·••·

··········t·····=····

474. 60

1,355.00

ZiJg
.... 43.
~~·.~~- :::::::::: i~~:~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
40 . •. . • . . . . .
45. 85 .•• . .• • ..••.... •..•••...•.•.•••..•.. .......••....•..
21. 70 . . . . . . . . . .
281. 55 . • . . . . • . . . . . . ••.••..•........••..•••••..•.. • • . •.•...
------ ------------- --540. 00
60l = = I 5,406.91 I 21,191.77 , l, 044. 50 I 2,220.001 1,715.00
~- 00 I 2, 341. 30 I 6, 711.
=782.
=
10

326. 42 . ••. .• • •..

182. 50

615. 50 . .. . .. .• • . ..••••. •• .

Ji;~~t;~'.~r,tri;k :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::: :: :::: ···sis.' 50 .... 748:oo. :::: :: ::: : ::::::: ::: ... 328: 90.

Fort Missoula, Mont. . ... ...... .•....
Bismarck, Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . . .
Fort Assinniboine, Mont........... ..
Fort Pembina, Dak . . . . ... . . . . . • . . . . .

.... . . . . . .
.... .. ... .
... . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . .

.... .. . .. .
.. . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . .

. .. .. . . . . .
167. 50
380. 00
82. 25
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . .
357. 00 1,001.00
120. 75
. . .. . . . . . .
179. 00
144. 40 . . • . . . . . . .

••••••. • • .

526. 75

1,530.00

670. 00

u~i: g~ :::: :::::: ·--~~~: ~~ . ::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::::
.•••••...•....•••••••..••••••••..••••.•••.•..•••.••.

655. 05
349. 98 . •••. • .. •. .•••••.••..•••••.••...•••• .,•••
542. 40 . . . ••. . . . . • .
420. 00 . .••••..•..•.••.•••..•••...••.
336. 90 . ••••........ •••• •.••..••••• ..•. .•••••.•• .••••• •.••.
1

. •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . •••. . . .
. . . . . •. • • .

18,416.53

1m~111vi~i~~~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: mJ~ 1.HH~ :::::::::: :::::::::: mJg ·mJg ::::::::::::::;~:ii: ~:::::::::::::::::::
398. 85
259. 99 .••..•..•..•••...•...••.••.••..••....••.
680. 35 . ••. . ••.•••..••...•••. .••• •..••.. . •.. .. •....•..•••• .
62. 30 ..... .. .. •...•••.•.•• ..••. •• .••.. •• ..•.-•...••.•..••.
845. 00
200. 00 . .••••.....••• .•.. •. .•• • ••.•• ..••••.••• .
430.15

>u:i.

954. 50
235. 20 . • • . • • . • . . 1, 004. 55
580. 00 . . • . .. . .• . . . . . •. . •• .
171. 95

Fort Sully, Dak. .• . . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Ellis, Mont . . . • . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Keogh, Mont . . • . . . . • . . . . . . •. . . .
Fort Totten, Dak .... .. ....•. . .. ...•.

177. 50
335. 00
22. 50
167. 00
292. 50

315. 00 . ..... . ••.·
283. 00 . . • . . . . . . .
36. 50
32. 20
897. 00 . • • • . . . . . .
361. 50
99. 25

;~~:
~:~d~t E:1: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m: ~g !~~: ~g ···25i oo · :::::::::: m: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort A. Lincoln, Dal:: .... .. .•...•. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .•. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .
. . . •. . . . . .
.. . ... .. . .
... . . . . . . .
... . .. . . ..

. . • . •. . . • .
. . •. . •. •. .
. • •. •• . •. .
.. •. •. . . •.
.•••••. •• .

r:¥/oi!rI~t?~~~r~:~~~~:: : : : : ~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::_ }~;:_~~:- -~; :_~~- :::::::::: ::::::::·: ~!Ui ::::::::::::[::::]:::::::]::::::~:::!::::::::::
-----,---,

,_____

,.._ _ _-<----

1- - - -1- - - -1 - - ---1-----1

326. 42 I..... _.... I 4, 196. 50 I=
9, 216.
70 I 821.651··········18,926.451 25,446.39
670. 00
Total. ..... .
946. 75 I 2,180. oo I 1, 355. oo
==
I- 15. 00 t====l====l====F
Department of Texas.
Heaclquarters and depot, San Antonio,
Tex . .. . . _...........••.••••••.... ,.
36. 00 • • • • • • • • • .
5. 10
167. 00
463. 58
95. 37 .••••••••. 1, 008. 03
13, 370. 83 5, 879. 33 1, 700. 00 3, 255. 00
600. 00
Fort Clark, Tex..................... . . .. . .. . . . . .•.. .. . . . . .•. . . . . • . .
471. 00 1,466. 50 ......•••..••••••••.
153. 65
1, 000. 00 .•••.•.•..•••••.•••..••.•••••..••.••.•••
Fort Davis, Tex...................... . •• . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . .
152. 00
665. 00 ..•.....·•..••••••••.
612. 50
1, 100. 00 .•••••.••..•••••.••.••••••.•••.••••• • •••
Fort Concho, T ex . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
318. 50
668. 10
46. 55 .•••••.•..
74. 80
860. 00 ..••.•.•...••••..••. . •••••.••...••••••••
Fort Brown, Tex.................... .
5. 00 .••. •. . . • . .•. • •• . • . .
167. 50
180. 50
99. 75 .••••.•••.
541. 25 .•••••...••..••. . .•.•..•••••.•• . .•.•••.••..•••••.•••
392. 35 . • • • • . . . • • • .
35. 00 • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . . . ••.••••••
Fort Hancock, Tex . ...............•...•..•..... --... - -.•.. · -.. - .... --- - · - . - - · · · - - -· · · - · · · · · -·. - · · · · · · · · · • • ·
Fort Ringgold, Tex . . . . . . . • • . • . • • . • • . . •• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
152. 00
394. 75
64. 75 .••••..•..
235. 05 .•••••..• .. ..•••••. .• ..••••••••..••••••••••••..•••••

iiiCti~i~~ttH/\ II\:\+ I/( :::S~: ···ffii EI/++
Total. ......................... .

41.00

5.10 I 1,804. oo

I 5,195.83

306. 42

~

>-3

183. 00
319. 50

.. . .... . . .
... ...... .
.. . . . . . . . .
. ... .. . . . .

~

600. 00 .••....••...•.••.••..••.••.••..••.•..•••
833. 30 .••.....•..••..••••..••.•.•••..••....••.

Fort Custer, Mont . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Shaw, Mont.. ........ ....... .... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. .. . .. .

.. . ... . . . .
. . . . . . . . •.
. •• . . . . . . .
.•.•.. . .. .

.0

215. 45
583. 45
36. 25
129. 40
64.05

I·

4,046.23

I

16, 330. 83

I 5, 914. 33

1 1, 700. 00

I 3, 255. 00

600. 00

t_zj
~

~

1-3

t_zj
~
I

~

~
t_zj
~

>~

~
~
~

3.-State11w1t sho1cing in detail the amounts expended from, the 'various a1)propriations niade for the Qitartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.

~

01
0

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Oi'l"i>1iou nud 11ost.
Postage. !Printing.

Civilian employes.
Extra, duty.
Adver. 1- - - -- - - -------:--------:-----j- - - - - ; -- ·- - - , - - - - - , - - - - - , - - tising.
School- Mecha.n- Clerks. Messen. !Laborers.
Clerks. Laborers. I ~ee~ss~n· 1
I .Janitors.
gers.
jcs.
teachers.

'!i!~.h-

0

~

Drpart111e11t of California.

lfondquarters, Snu Frnncisco, Cal. __ .-- ------- ·- --------·---------·
],'ol'l :ltasou. t'nl --·- ·-------· ·- ·- -- · ····-···· - --··-····· · ·· · ··· ·· .;.\lc:1trnz lslnml. Cal-·-·----·· ··-··· ··- · ·-·· ··--·········-··--····-

t:1~~t;~1~!ri~~
enc:.:::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::::: :::
No,------ ·· ·----· ···· ·· ··--····- ·· · ······ - -· ···--· ..

}'ort llnlll•rk,

~
t_zj
~

·l- - - - t - - - -- 1 - - - 1- - - -1 - - - - 1

$153.00
137.00
181. 50

;J~
9. 00

$796. 00
177. 00
34. 50
760. 00
260. 00
77. 05
54. 00
203. 00
253. 25
379. 00
135. 25

;:i:.i
~;l~--~:~~t~~I~~~~,-~~\::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::::. --i8i°50~
Fort McDermit. Ne,_·-._._ ........... _. . _-· ... _....•••.. _... -··...
119. 50
1
§:~~ :Jn~~~~r~~~k~;cai ::::::::::::: ::: :::~: :: ~::: :: :::T::: :::: :: ·- ·iiii: oo·
Total. ·- ·· · -····-.
I 96~- 00 I 3, 129. 05

$81.10 -··-·····- $1,367.55
. _. _. __ • • . • ••• __ ..• 553. 24
.••. _•. _. _
$9.11)
696. 25
170. 80
. . . _. ____ _ _• _..• _. - . - - . _•..• - •••... - - • .
265. 65
·- -·-·-··- ····-····4. 55
··-· ··--·- ··- · · · ····
82.25
45. 50 ... _... __ .
179. 90
84. 00 .• ••.. _...
117. 60
. _...•..•. ··-·. - - . • .
215. 60
49. 35 . . . . . • • . . .
53. 90

l- - - -l- - - -l -- -1- - - -1- - - -l- · - -I

259. 95

9. 10 I 3, 707. 29

$260. 00

1-3

0
I - .. - - - - .... - •

~

....... , ..... ., ·........ .. 1 ................ 1 .............. . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1-3

.... - .. - . . . . . I : - - • • - .. - - •

I. - - - - - ..

~

.. -

::0
t_zj

Ul
t_zj

-1- - - - i

12, 520. 02

I

Department of .Arizona.

Whipple Barracks, Prescott, Ariz.,
auu Los Angeles, Cal . _.. _........ .
$60. 00 .... _..... $119. 10
45. 50
931. 30
Santa l<'e, N. Mex·----·-···-·-···-···
45.00 ······-··· · ·······-- .~---·---·
167.50
Fort Thomas, Ariz ..... - - ..... - ....• - ..•... _.. .. - _..... - _ .. _.. __ . _.
167. 00
155. 85
Fort Lowell, .Ariz-····· - --·. _....• ..•
6. 00 _••..••. ·- .••. ___ _.... .... . __ .
264. 50
Fort Bowie, Ariz ... ·-- ··--·--····-···
10.00 ···- ······ -··--···-· · -· ···- -- · ·······--·
Fort Win~nte, N. Mex ____ ._ . . . -·····
12. 00 .•••..••...•. _. _.• _.
94. 50
629. 25
For~Stantou,N.:llex .. _.. _. ___ , .....
15.00 ····-··········--···
167.50
537.75
Fort Bayard, N . Mex _... _..... _.....
12. 00 . ••. .•••.. . . _. _. _...
258. 00
402. 25
Fort Hnacl.mca., Ariz .. - •.• - - ·- . • ·- _• .. . _. -·-·. _ .•••• . _••..•••.. _•• .
167. 00
422. 35
Fort Mojnvo, Ariz . _.... .. __ ..... _...... ___ . __ . ....••.... __ .. . _.. . _ . _... .. . ..
206. 50
Fort Grant, Ariz--·-···· -···········
5.00 .••.•.•••. ·-···-··- ·
221. 55
290.75
Fort Selden, N. Mex. __ ...• ...•..••••
4. 00 .• _. .• • . • _ .. _. .••. __ . .. . . _. . ... _.. . _....

$12, 520. 02 1$1. 090. OU 1$1: 072. 00 [$1, 012. 83

I 1, o9o. oo I 1, 012. oo I 1, 012. 83

,----

260. 00

,---

a

~
t_zj
i-;;

~

l;:d

...•• • ..• . _••••. _...
-· · ···· - -· ·········.... _... __ • •• • • • . . • .
. __ . ·-· _... .•. ··- · ·146.30 -········.... ··- _. _ . •• . .••• ..
6.65 . ••.....•.
72. 80 _... . • . • • .
40. 25 .•.• ··- .. .
.... . . . _. _.........
23.45 ···-·---··116. 75 . _...• - . . .

323. 90
340.79
97. 90
249. 75
413.30
268. 00
406.45
221. 00
268.10
157. 30
337. 45
174. 95

~tftiif.~t1tw:mi:mI :::::rn: ;um:\ \mt;1: ---:!ii ···iii::· ::;::II :t\\\J:·~ii::

9,264.9611, 037. 00 11,160.00
4, 799. 99
682. 00
480. 00
400, 00
300. 00

g~g:g~ 1::~:::::::

I •• • • - • • • - - I • • • • - • • • • - I• • • - "• • • • " ' . • • • "• • • • -

,-<

C

~

~

rd

filtl~;!:N~~~~:::::::::::: ::::::1:::: :;:;; :::: :::::: ::::;;:ii :::::: ::: .. l~ ;i
Total. .... . ........ - - . .....•....

"m:00 . . . .... . . .
=

.Department of the Columbia.

-

141. 65

1, 607.

o:; 5,377. 30

::::::: :: :::::: :: :: _~ ~ :::;,:;;;:;;: :::: :::::: :::;;;:~:1: ::: :::::y::;;;:ii
517. 50 . . . . . . . . . 4,070. l!J J:7,768. 28 1,719. 00 Ts96. 67

:1,487.50,

120. 00

--. ===============--=-)=
I

~~r:ian~~r~~r(~~rciaii·o ·.::::::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::~ :::138.
::··C·O· ··-278.
42: 70 · :: : : ::: : :: ····is: 50 I... ~·. ~~~·. ~~. :: : :::: : :. .. _: ~:~~.I::::::::::I::::::::::
276. 50
152. 95 . . .. . . . .. .
110. 60
1
ig;!¥~~~~~;}~sh::.::::::::::::. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: !tgg 5m:gg .... ::·.~~- :::::::::: 3i6:~~
j~~~i~!~~tt i~.::gn:~~~~::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: m:~g
~ug ,.....118.~:~~.
:::::::::: 380.
itii45
Fort Spokane, Wash.............. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146. 00
316. 00
30 . . . . . . . . . .
Vaucou"VerBarracksnnddepot, Wash. .... ...... . ... ......

74.14

407. 50

2,826.15

145. 40

••....... 2,034.10

7,199.94

1,278.00 ...............•..•. ·.•••••....

85 · · • ·

Fort Walin Walla, Wash . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ........ . . ...... ... .

Total ... . . . . ... .. .... .. ...... .. ... . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .

74.14

1,224.45

4,

632:001~ ~ ... ..... .. ~~~,

11,599.9411, 278. 00

Independent posts.

t~rlitlt{~~,fi!~:

,~~I~'. . . . ..

~

~
~

.,..::

t,j
~

~

:i ::;;:r:r::

::::::::::

Da,id 's Island, N. Y. H .... .. .. .. . . . .
1. 00 . • •. .•. ...
92.16
WilletsPoint,N.Y.H ..•......•.....................•............
1
Total. ••.••.....•••• ~ ••.•••.•••. I

General depots.
Washington, D. C ....................
New York, N. Y ........•..... ·. ..... .

i/11!\l! •~1ii:~~ ::;i!~I!: :~:i!~11· •;·.!if·~• ·::::ii1· r::·: ~::::~-!~::::: ::::;::ii!li~:i~ii ::

;;;;11·1:: :

183. 50
152.50

J, 131. 80
458.00

229. 25 . . . . •.•• ..
65.90 . • •.......

634. 00
1,599.96 .•• .... .. ......•.•. . .......•.......•...•
748.00 ..........................•.............•..•••......

196. 35 I 5, 718. 23 I 12, 093. 48 1.:..:...::..:..-=---=--=---: I

66. 00 /· ......... I

139. 43 j 1, 164. 50 j 6, 178. 92

5.00 , . . ......
60. 00
$119. 75

15.00 .•...••... ··~······· .... .... ....•............• •. ..
921. 55 . . . . . . . . • . . . •. .. . . • .
104. 65
81. 20 .••..•••..

- - - - t = ---

791. 70

11,195.69
13,943.16
20,026.31
12,801.63
9, 94.9. 91
8,132.14.

fi¥i4{l~;1~;:;;;:;:)•:::::::: ~!! c••::) •:::;;;:: :•: : : : ::::/:: ::i:::::: ):::::: :::::::::
Military prison, Fort Lea,enworth,
Kans . ................. . ... . ........ , .......... , ......... .
Total .. .. ... .. ..... . .......•..

126. 97

3,631.44
780. 00
138. 88
440. 00
2,563.50
1,040.25

] , 440. 00
,.

t-3

t_zj
~
I

0

t_zj

zt_zj

~

>

~

133. 00

'120. 00

>

U)

395. 00

i: ii:
ii ': 747: 00 1-. .2'.~: ~~
74.7. 07 3,738.31 ........•.
740. 00
1, 505. oo

1

I

60. 00
760. 00
638. 75 ........••

I

455. 29

119.75 I l,687.03 1.......... 1. . . . . .

116. 90

~1

104. 65 ,-

81. 20

I

~00.001········· ·

116. ~o ·1 77 I 84_8, 84

i

i8

1

59i, 07

8, ~::: :: , . ~.-

~;~~ ~~ ·

1· . ~.-

~~~~ ~~

~
~

Ii-

:t-Statcmc11t sho1l'i11[J in netail th e am o1111ts exp ended front the va1·ious appropriations rnade for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continu~
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INCIDENTAL EXPE NSES.

Interments.

H orse and mule-

Ci, ilian employes.
Dh·isiou nn d post.
D rau"'bts· j Store·
Far riers. I me~.
keep er s.

Spies,
guides,
etc.

W agon
and
forage
mas ters.

Shoe
nails.

Shoes.

j Medicine.j

Recg;ery

Ofoffi..

cers.

Of en·

listed
men.

Tele.
graph
and tele.
phone
oper·
ators.

Tele·
grams.

trj
~

0

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- l -- - -1-- - -1- - - -1- - - -1- - - - 1 - --

- '- --

- l - - - I · -- - 1-

---1-

- -- •-

- -- ,-

---

t;rj

1-3

Divi1io11 1>/ the .tl tlantic and Depart.
mei.t

t;rj

()l the East.

0

~~~.~~~~~'.~ .~~I·a·~~'.

I
~~~tl\~.~~~~:':.ia::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: ··$900:00· :::::::::: :::::::::: ····2s:oo :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
:::::::::: ....~~·.~~. :::::::::: ..... ?.~~
Saint Augu stine and Snint Francis
·

n~~11;iu_~~l~~~·.
.~·. . . . . . . . . . . $3 99. 99 . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • . . • •• • • . • . .
$4. 25 . ....••••........•• . .....•..... . ....... · 1· .. . .. . ... 1$1, 080. oo
$252. 63
Ilaltimon\ Md...... . . ... . . ... ... . .. ... . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . ..... ... . .. . .... .. . .... .. . ... . . . . .... . . . ... ...... .. ........ . .. . ..... .
$15. 00 ...••••.. .. ••••.....

~~fflJ'.~~:~~St\:1,;:::::::: ::::;:: ::::::::: :;;:::::: :'.[; ;;;: : : : ii :::;::::: :::::;:: :::::::: :::):: :::~nt : : ~); : : :;: :\\)\)

f~)ti~~;,ri!~·]t?+ /'.:'° \/\ : :;:.;: <L :;~::it /H ~}} H\ /t t+ :)ii t+ }/
l!'ort I,rebll', 1\le... . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 25 .. . .................................................................. .
FortPorter,:N".Y ..... .. . . . ... .... : .. . .......... ... ...... . . . ........ ..... ... .. . ......... .......... .......... .•••••.... ........ . . . .........
15. 00 ................... .

Ii~tt~ n~~~.i;;cr~.lf:::: :: ::::::::::::: :::~::::::::::: ::: .::: :::::: ::: ::::::: :::: ::: ::::::: :::::·.:::::::::: .... !~·. :~. :::: :: :.::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: ···--··: 9i

~

1-3
~

trj

U!.

trj

0
t;rj

trj

1-3
P>
t;rj

r<:
0

~

1

Total. ... . . . .. . ...... . ...... . ... .

36. 00

Dfrision of the .Jiissouri.

1· - - -i- - - - - 1- - - - 1- - - 1 - - - 1 -.- - 1 - - - 1 - - ---,- - - i - - -i-808.
-256. 42
50
29. 50
1. 25
. 75
oo I 1,271. 66
99. oo I
78. 52 1, 080. oo
===I
11- i
I
I
i = = i = = - - _ ,1

399. 99 I 1, 356.

lhntlq unrtcri!, Chicago, Ill. .. . ........ , . ....... . .
- ,- - - - •- - - -,= = =l- - --

J>,partment of tho llisaouri.

142. 75
·1-

- -- 1- - -1= 1=

=

= 1

- ' - = =I

--1

265. 09
-

Rl'n<lqunrh•rs nml dcoot, Fort Lcnsen·
wu1·1h,:Kn11s
.... . . : . .. .... ... ........
840.00 \ .. .... ... . . \ 300. 00 \ ···· ··· .. ·) ········· ·)
5. 50 \· ········· \ .......... \
$5.00 \ ········· ·\
26.131 J,'.!61.00 t
198. 20
Fo1·t
nl'ltO, lu~. T ... .... .. .. ............ .. . . ........... ... ......... . . 1, JOO. 00 ......... . ......... . ...... . ... . ········· · ......... . ......... .. ...... ... ......... . ......... .
Fort ::>11\, lull. r ....... ... ... .... ...... . . . ....... ...... ..... ... ...... .
900. 00 . .. .. . . . .. .... ... ... . ······ ~·· . . ... . .... .... . . ... .. ......... · ······· · ·· ······ · ·· · · ···· · · ·· ·

I

~

>

~

10. 00 , .••.•..••. , .•••••.••.

808. 73
Fort Riley, Kans .•••••••••••••••..••. ......... ._......••... .......... . ••...... .
Fort Supply, Ind. T . . . . . . . • . . . •• • . . . . . 1
81. 67 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1,100. Ou
1- ·
1
1
1
808. 73
300. oo I 3, 100. oo
Total .... . .... . .. .. ............. .
9~1. 67
,l = = = = = t =l= =l= = I
~
Department of the Platte.
~ HPndq~rnrters, fort and depot, Omaha,
,..
_

25. 00
5.50 , . .. ... . .. . , ... ...... ·

.1

30. 00

36. 13

I 1, 261. oo

198. 20

,_____ ,_ _ _ , _ _ _ ,_____

..

f

c~;~~e riei>o·t;·wro· ::: :: ::::: ::: ::: ... ~~~·. ~~ ... ~·- '.~~~~~. U~g: g~ .... ~~·. ~~. :::'. :::: :: ... ~~~·. ~~: .....'.·. '.~. :::: :: :: :: :: :::::: :: :: :: :::: :: .... ~~-. ~~. :::: :: :: ::I::::::::::

~

i~~rn~tf:!~:yutah::::::::::::::::
.... i5."oo· :::::: ::::. :::::::::: 4i~:~~ :::::::::: ...i55.·oo· :: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
::::::::::, ......... .
Camp on North Montezuma Creek.... ..... . .. . . . ....... ... . . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . ... .. . ... .... .. . .. . . .. ... ... . .. . .. .... . ... .. .... . .. . .. .. ..
15. 00

:1miw~~;tr
Iti\i:
I

••1••••••· :•t111•••· :/:;:::: •:E::
215. oo

Total....................... .. ...

1,780.51

3, 005. oo

21 ,rn6: 69

==- - - - -

50i. 80

471.10

- - - ._- - -

7. 75 . . . . . . . • . . . •. . . . . • . . . •• . . . . . . .

55.

oo

;11:11

I

974. 67 , ..••......

l:ff

!:•: ;: ::i: :

1

]lll;;:1::\:;!l;i; :;;;ll!!l• •ii• i[\:il• ·•;:il li: :;·:i

::---

l;lj
~

~

~

>

rr., ·
~

!

1

I :i• ;:::\l-\!•::1:!\J::: •::'.lliI;: l:l•['. \J l:::::::::~ •::[!'.!•~•·:::::·:;

- - - - · f - - - -1- - - -1- - - - 1 - - -1 - -1- - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 -·- - - , - - -,- - 81.69
546. 33
808. 50
10.00
507. 83
33. 75
75. oo I ....•.... I 5, 148. 32
65.00 I • • • • • • • • • •
70, 00 I••••• •• ••·
- - - · -1- - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 = = 1 = = - 1 = - - -

Total. ..........•....

Department of Texas.
Headquarters and depot, San.Antonio,
Tex . . ..... . .........................
1 1,449.99 11,200.00
22.001··········1128.651
24.50
7.05
45.00
110.001
55.001··········1
185.24
Fort Concho, Tex..................... . . . . ... . . . . ........ . . .. ... . . . . . .. . . . .• . . ....... .. . . ... . . . .. . .... .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .... .. . ...
7. 21
Fort Ringgold, Tex . .... . ............ . . ....._.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. 00 .............•......
Fort Mcint-0sb, Tex................... . ... . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . .... .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . .. . . . . . .
3. 00 ...... . ... ... .... . . .

l.:........

Total. .•...
Department of Oalijornia.
Headquarters, San Francisco, Cal ... .
Alcatraz Island, Cal ................. .
Angel Island, Cal
Total. .......... .

I:)
~

M

Department of Dakota.
HeadJuarters, Fort Sn elling and Saint

IUf

•::ff: ::t••·•• :t/•i •t·••••• tt•••• .........:· •·I; •

I

I

I

I

- - - -l- - -l- - -l- - -1- - -1- - - 1- - -1- - - 1 - - - -1
1, 449. 99 I 1, 200. oo
22.·00 , ......... .
128. 65·
110.00
24. 50
7. 05
45.00
----1---1-1- - -1- - - 1 ---l==---,-1
6JO. 00

~30.00

600. 00

I

600.00

I••• •••••••

I==:\

60.00 ,.••.•••••. , .••.••.••. , .•••...•.. , .•••••.••. , .•.•.•.•..

60.00 1· ·········1·--·--··· ·1······ · · ·

75. 00

l~:.:.:.:1-··--·····IEl

73. 00

M

l;lj
I

0
M

zM
l;lj

>

r

192.45

. . ~~:~~· I

5~t ~i I· ......:~:

2o.001

600.011- .83

10. 00 .. ....... . ......... .

~

01

~

3.-Slatemcut sholt'ing in detail tlle antoimts expendedfr01n the 1,arious approp1·iations niadef01· the Quarterrnaster's Departrnent, etc.-Continued.
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~

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES .

Di,hdoo nod post.

]Farriers, I Draugbts· j Store·
men.
keepers.

Interments.

Horse and mule-

Ci,ilian employ6s.
Spies,
gnides,
etc.

Wagon
and
foreign
masters.

Shoes.

Sh.oe
nails.

jMedicine.j Recovery! Of offi.
cers.
of.

Tele.
graph
and tele.
phone
opcr·
ators.

Of en.
listed
men.

Tele·
grams.

~

t.".i
t-o
0

p:

I-:
D,·partment of Arizona.

ifi ];;;!~!'.li! /tt IHU HI\ :J~!!I ?HI :'.HH YH UH'.:?II )frt >+ HI\ UII

il\~11'.f

K~I~~}ii~:~~1;~\~~:: ::::::::: :~.:.:::: :::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::: :::: :::::: l~Ul : :::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: ::~: ~~-: ~~: :::: :::::::::::::::: :~: :: ::::::::::: :: :
'l'ucso:~::·:~:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::·· ·~~.·~~· ::::::::::: ::::::::::
1
•

Buwie Station, .lriz................... . ......•. . .. ....•... . ..........

45.00 . ..•...... .••..• .. •. .•..•.... ..........

25.00 ..........

10.00 ... ...... .
37.01
$12.00 .•.......

]tort Dlii,$, Tex......... ............... ...... .... .. .. . ............... .. .. .. .... .......... .......... . ....... .. .......... ... ... .... .......... ..........
7,:::::: .::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::;:

Department of the Columbia.

I

,ancotn·er Barracks nnci depot, Wash. . •. . . . . •• . . •••••...• . .•••......

3::::: ····~~.· ~~ · · · ··~~~~~· ····~~-· ~~· ,

I
10. 00

$808. 50 . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30. OD

'
I

9:::::

I
999. 96

Inclependentposts.

j.......... ... .... .... ..........

I

47. 00

808.60 =23.60

136.60 .... ...... ·

5.00 ......... .

100.00

•

I

!J99.!J6 !=188.10

j

i~~t1~It]~i;~;u?H:H: tr\\\\:'.:• •:\ L\/1.I //1\ \ :;\.•: :•( L\• .::I\y• •\•••••••H: • •::; : ;ti.l.}l•. l•I··.·1;;
;1

'T.:

,-:::

~

~

U!

t:::

0

~
t_,,j
~

>~
I<!

0

"'%j

188. 10

i~ff~;~~!,:i~fii~~~:::::::::::::f ~::::::: ::::::::::: : : : : ;: : :i :~~:: ~: : : : : ~~;:~~.: :~'.~~--~~ ::::::/: ::::t~~: :::::::::: : : ~~~~~-h:: : : ::::::::::
Total.. . ......... .. .•.....••.....

0

~

~

. ..•... . ... .•. . . . . . . . . . • . .•. . . . . . . . •••• •. . •• . ... . . . . • . . .. . . . . . • . . .• ••.. . ••• •• • •• . . . . .. ... .. . . .. .•. . . . . ••••...•.
·····················1··········1···········1··········1
. . • . . . . . . . . .••.••... . ··········1
. . . . . .. . . . ··········1··········1··········1··········1··········1
. •. . . . . . •. . ••••..... . .. . . • .. . . . .. . . . . • • . .••• .. . . . . . . •. 75.00
. .. . . . . •. • •• . . . . . .. . .. . . • .

.A.tlnnt,t, Ga. ... .............. .........
103. 95
Hot Springs,
Ark
Columbus
Barracks,
Ohio. ....... .....
10. 00
D a,id's L:,!and, N . Y. H. .... . ... ... .. . . . . . ... . ..
1VilletsPoint, N. Y. H...... ... .. ... .. .... ......

.. .• ...... . . ......... .....•.•• . . . ...•..•. .•........ .......•.. .•..... . . . . ......... ...... .. .. 1

1- l - - - -

Total .... ... .

General depots.

7. 19
20. 04
13. 85
10.00 1.....• •••.....
. ... •.
1

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ········;..·

. . . . . ...... . ... . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . ... . . . . .. . . ... ... . . . . . . . ... •. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
1- - -1- - -1

Washingtou , D . C ..........................•••......................·....•..... .. •......•.

1- - - 1 - - - - 1- - - - -

1----1----

5. 50 , . ......... , .......... , .••••.... .
1,553.95 1··········· 1·········· 1~
..:....:...=.:.1······ ····
- - -,- - -, -- -,- - - -1- - -1- - -1
f===---j
295.11 ......... . ··········~·········

75. 00

300.00

113. 01
64. 75
l====l==I==

30.00 ......••• .

445.55

ft1:tKft~~j:i/II/i·:: : ?;~: ; rm::,. $~i~it ··:;E;: tit!:· -:~:;;:ii· ·;:;mii :!:E;: : : : i: : t?:::: :::~mii_ ·::;~::: 1rn
..

T otal.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

156. 00

3, 225. 00

4, 163. 29

150. 00 .. . • . . . . . . 3, 590. 06

2, 365. 18

I

1. 90 . . • . • . . • . .

300. 00

1, 151. 87

560. 00

775. 86
1

,0

c::::

>
~

~

t_tj

i;:o

~

>
U1

~
t_tj
~
I

0

t_tj

!Z
t_tj
~

>
t""

~

c.:,,
c.,-,

3.-Slt1lemc11t s71 01d11g in detail tlle amounts expended f1'0m tlle various appropriations made for the Qita1·termaste1·'s Department, etc.-Continued.

~

01

~

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES .

Di\'isiou and post.

Hire of
telephones.

- - - - - -- - ----1-- - -1

Snbscrip·
tions to
news·
papers.

Office
furniture.

Apprehen· Disin·
sion of
deserters. fectant.

.Affida.
Other I Superin· 1
fo .
employes. tendents. spectors.
vits.

Not
otherwise
enumer.
ated .

l - l - - - -1- - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - -- 1 - - - - l

1- -- ~- - - -

ir-i1ion of the .ltlantic ancl Department
of th e .J:..'aat.

Shoeing. Targets.

~

0
$1,237.82
102. 75

.. 1;;;;:

3~g: gg I:::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: : $Si: fg ···$2i oo · ::::::::::I:::: ::::::
168. 60 ••••.• _... . • • . . . • . • .
$4. 80 . • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . • .. • .

$

~

1-3

$~gg:
f~
121. 77

;<'."]!\:;;;: ·:$~:::· :\;;: ;<;:;; :::;;;;; /:;:::: ;;;;;:::;: . . . :~;~;
1
• • • • • • • • • • • • •••• •• • • • •

60. 00 . . . . . . . . . .

118. Su .••....•....•.....•............••...•....•.•••.••.......•••••.
9~. 70 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • . . ••.•.. . _.

· ........·····;, '° i: :::::; ~ \) J :::;;:;;: :::::~: ) ~:): ::;:;; ::;:::;;::::::::::: !Hi
34. 00 . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
108. 85 . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . .
2. 61
10. 00 . •......•..••• - •..•..•..•..... . ••• - ..••..• _.......
38. 37
2. 25 . . . . . • . . • . . •••••.....•..... - . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • .
27. 93
82.25 ········- · ···•••·••· ·••····••· . ••..•.••. ·•··••····
31.45
....••..•. , ........•.. ····••· •. ····-····· .••••• ··-· ..••••..•. ····•·•·•·
92. 25
111. 60 . . • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. 75
136. 00 . . . . . • . . . . . •.•••.. - . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . ••..•. . ..•.
•••••••••• I ••••· .. •••
• 80
·---· • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. ·-•-•- • • • ......•.....••......•..
85. 00 . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . •.• .•.. •...... .. _. .
120. 77
66. 50 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • .
8. 00 . • • • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . .
24. 22
120. 00 ·····•···· ·•••••··• · .•... ..... ·-----···· ·•••••····
125.50
8li. 40 . • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • . . . • • . . . • • . . •. - . • . . • . . • . . . . . . • .
88. 08
163. 00 . • . • . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . ..•..••• - ••
6:l ···········i-······· ·· 1··········1·········· 1··········•············
48. ,- - -1- -

Total

pj

tr.l

1, 158. 60

I

6._~~..J 1,423.13

I

8. 86 1_54. 05 \_158. 95

I=~~~.· I· ........ ·I

2,472.13

0

>-lj

~

~

tr.l
[fl

~

a

pj

tr.l

1-3

>
pj
~

0

!'rj

~

>

?:1

Division of the Jiissouri.

I~ I 1~1~

H endqunrteni, Chicago, Ill....... . ......

450. 00

$11. 00

1, 2 ~

570. 00 ~·~

578. 16 ........ -- 1

8. 25 1

909. 19 j · ........

·I· ........ ·I

898. 99

Department of the .Jlissouri.
Hendquarters and depot, Fort Leaven·

D~~:::·c~1i.~
:: :::::::::::::: :::::::::: ..... :~~: :'.. :::: :: ::: ::: ..... :~~-. ~~.
Fort Reno, Ind. T.............. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~igjg
.... :~·. ~~ ::: :38.
:'.::::
:::: ::2.:26:::
30. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
00

~g .:~ ~~~: ~~. ::: ::: :::: :::: :::::: .... :•. ~:~·. ~~

16
:
1~. 75 .......•. . ...••• .... ........•............•
Fort Sill, Intl. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
145. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .......... .
FortRiley, Kans . ......................
50.00 .••......... ..• . ........ .....•.. . .. . ......... .
41.16 .•••••....
.75 ..•....... ....••.•• . . •.••.... .
138. 73

Cantonment on Uncompabgre, or Fort
Crawford, Colo . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•••.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. 75 . . . . . . . • • . . • . • •. . . • . . • . . . • . . ..
5. 05
FortGibson,Ind.T.....................
23.33 .••...•........•.........................•.•..••.............................•....••.. ..... . .•...•...•..............•
Fort Elliott, Tex .... ..........••.•...... . ...... . .. s. . • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • .
90. 00 . . . . . • • • . .
28. 30 . . . . . . . . . .
. 61 ..........................•...............
2
9i: i3a· : : : :: : :: : :: : :::: :: :::::: ...... 60.- iiii. :: :: :::: :: ..... :·. ~~. :::: :: : : : : .... ~·. ~~. : :: : : : : ::: : ::: : : : : : : : : :: ::: : : : : :: : : : : :: : ::
Fort Lewis, Colo...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41. 50 .................... . ....•.•.......••....•
In the field, or Camp Martin, Incl. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
126. 32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .. .. .

~~~:a~.tt-B~~:~: :: ::: ::: :: ::: ::::::: ......

- - - - -!

Total . .. .. ......•......... ....•. . ..

628.13

Department of the Platte.

- - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - -1- - -.- - -:- - -1- - - - i
119.11 1,223.82
101. -!2
1,225. (;0
240. 80
2. 26
16. 00

~,~

----, -~ - - = i -- -- i- - -i= =i= = l=

l= = I

1,192.37

I====

,0
~ -

P>-

~.-3

t_rj_
~

~

P>Headquarters, fort ancl depot, Oma-h a,
Nebr. .. ....... . ......................
Cheyenne Depot, Wyo....... . ..........

710.00
HO. 00
5 5
~: '.

6. 40

00

~fi:~~t
li"a",. w·y~:: ::::: :: ::::::: ::: ......
Fort Douglas, Utah ........... . . . . . . . . . .
190. 30
6~~l1cff~it°~~Iie;"¾;~:::::::::::::
::
::
:
:
:
:
:
:::::J::::::::::: :· ·
Fort Sidney, Nebr ..
11

UJ.

............ ,..... ~~~:~:.I..... ~~~:~~. i....~~: ::.1 ···i62:1. oo·

65. 50
4. 00
2. 00

50 1........ . · ....... .
5.. 76

8. 84 : : : : : : : : : :

2. 00

390. 00

::: ::

12. 00

Total .. ....................•...••

HWat1~~~~s·_ ~~:~. ~~~1:~~~. ~~-~ .~~~~.

1-:l
t_rj
~
I

0

t_zj.

zt_zj

~P>--

29.15

~

3. 00

89 1......... ·1- ......... \ 39.

4. 50

20. 25
120.
20 1· .... ' ... · 1· . . . . . . . . .
27. 50 . · · · ...................... · · '. · ·••• •· · • · · ·· ·••• . .. . I · • • • • • • • • • ••
17.00 ·· ···· ·········· ····
16.00 .••... . ............
25.19

Department of Dakota.

Fort BufoFd, Dak ... .....•.•..•••••... .
Fort Missoula, Mont .......••..••......•

8. 90
15. 00

1· ..... . .

...... .... ,.... ~:-.~~ I. .... ~·. ~~. 3ug

Camp 'Medicine Butte, Wyo . .......... .
Camp on North Montezuma Creek ..... .

I..... 105.
oo ·I::::::
::::.1---· -·-- ..... ............
..........

852. 38

92. 90

Fort Laramie, Wyo.
Fort Niobrara, N ebr .. ........................... : .. ....... . .. . . , ........... .
:Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo...............
oO. 00 . ......... .

l~li ~if~i:~ :;:):••:•••:: •• ••::••i ••.• ·:·)·:] ::

399. 99

58. 77

460. 89

====,
40 40
·

413. 36

121. 25

1
· • • • • • • • • · ' • • • • •

560.19 , ..•...... , ......... .

930.18

1= - =1= =1= = 1 - - - - -

1: oii ·\... ~~~·-~:.I:::::::::: I::::::::::I.... ~·.~~:·.:~

~

Ot
-l

: t -Slate111c11 t

,~holl'ing

i1i

detail the amou n ts expendedfro11t the various appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.

~

or
00

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Subscrip·
tions to

Division nutl post.

---------4----

Apprehen- Disin·
s10n of
deserters. fectant.

Office
furniture.

Affida.
Other I Superin- 1 Jn.
employes. tendents. spectors.
vits.

Shoeing. / Targets.

1 - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1-

Not
otherwise
enume r.
atecl.

'"d
0

Dtpcrrt111tnt of Dakota- Continued.
$4.20

Jl i~m,ll"l'k, D1lk •. •. ..... .... •••. . •.... . .

1-'or t ~\.s,tinuibol ul', :Mon t ..•. . . . .... . .. .

1''t11t l't•m biun. Dnk .. .•..••••• .. . . .••••.....••..

11~~\~;llt~~ ;,;t·::::: :::::: ::::: ::: ::::: ::: ::: .1 ··· ....... .
t:i::~:fi1£t>:t1lo,

.Ft>rt

D 11k.. •• • • • . •• • • . . . . . . • . • •

F ort (.'11,th>r, :\[out . . .. .•..........•••..
Fort S lniw·, l\[out ... ....... . ..... . ......
Fort J{11111l nll , D,1k....... . ... . . • . . •. . . . .
.Fort ...\.. Linrolu, Dnk .. .. . .. . ... . .... . . .
Fo, t Ellis. lfout.. .. ... . .. . ... .. ..... .. .
F ort 1..:oo!!h, llout. . .. ......... .. . . . . . . .
}·ort Tottou. Dnk..... .. . . . . . • • •••••.• •.

$7.- 62

44. 00 . . . .. • • . . •. . . . • . . • •. . . . .
24. 00 . .. • •• . ••• . . .••• •• .•••..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
2. 00

30. 00
60. 00
30. 00
30. 00
.•••••.••••.

21.
81,
37.
70.
24.
6.

$6. 00

oo

50 ..•.....•..•••••••....••••..• . ·••••• ... • ..
00
20. 00 . . . .. • • • • . . • • . . . . • . . ....•......
80 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . •• . •• . ••• .• . • . .
3. 60
00
45. 00 . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • • . • • .
3. 93
00
11. 00 . • • • . • . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . ••••.•....•
:!5 ..... .. . . . . ..•• .• . •• . ..•••• .••.
1. 40

..........I:::::: ::::I:::: :::::: .... :~·. ~~. :::::::::· :::::::::: ······soi 63

I

126. 80
100. oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .. ... _ . . . . . . . .
3. 50 ... . .•.••. ·•••••· . .. .•••••••••.•••••.....•
15. 00
.•..••....•••.•.•.
. 1.•••••.••. 1. ••.•••. ... .
1

f:':~~ ¾~rt1iE.~~~~·-~~~.~:: :: :: :::::: :: ::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: ::: ::::::::: ::: :::::::::
Totnl .. .. .

$c40.

$90. 50

~2. 30
1. 12

10. 25
25. 75
38. 60

$210. 00

. ...... .. .
. ... . ... . .. .
... .. . . . .
. .. . ...._... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ••• •• .••••.

I • . •.

$6. 00

$ 75. 00

. .. . .. .•••.

$24. 80

42. 40 , .. .... . . . .

420. 00

182. 20

62. 97

31. 04

776. 99 , ..•. . ••... , . . ...•. • •

483. 35

t;d
t_zj

- - - l - - - - 1- -- - 1- - -- • - - - -

1,487.04

D1tpartment of Texas.

l:d
8
0

rtj

8

~t_zj
Ul
t_zj·

0

~
t_zj

8

>

~
~

0

>-%j

Ilendqnnrters nnd clepot, San A n tonio,

·I ....:~·.~~. I.-.~~~-. ~~ .
i~~:~ g~~\;;/~!~·:: ::::::::: :::::: :::::: ...... 49:50· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::: · :::::: :::· ·::::: :::·1 ······. ···1······ ··· 1······. ·· 1······. ···1 ······ ····1······ ..... . rO~
T<.'x • •• . . • ••• ••••••• ••• • ••••••••• ••• • •

510. 00

2. 55

1, 295.20

I-......... 1..... i 30

i~l!:i!~it~i,:~~;:iL; ::::: : ::::: i:;: \ \: : >::: : :: ;: : :: : : : :\; ; _
__!J : ;:i :: :;:::::: :::::: :: :)::: : ·:)}
0

Totr• l . ..... .

Ilonclqunrters, San Fran cisco, Cal .•.•..
F ort Mnlloll, Unl .•.... • ... . . . •• ••••. . . ..
Alcatrnz Island , Cal

1- - - - -1- - - 1- - - - 1- - -1- - - -1- - -1- - - - -

1===1

I

_

2. 55

1- -

I

38. 45

I

8. 48

I

75. 95

l == = l

31. 75 , . •.•..... . ,
6. 00
4.8. 51 ·•• • •··•• · • ·• · ·••• ·
. 50
44. 00 . •• . ••••• · · • • ••••• •·

······ · · · ·1

I

468.

- --

oo

I· ...... _.. .......... _ 1, 396. 91
1 -- - 1
-·- -

54.1. os I· ......... $ 1, 214. 94
12. 50 . •• • .• • • •. 1·••••• .••.

796. 81

J~~l°liaN!~ri:/~~:::: ::: ::::::::::::...... ~~: ~~. :::: :: ::: ::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: fg: ~~
2

~li !~t~gi~i::::::::;:::::: : : : : : : ::::::::::: :::):::: ::::>) ::::): ·]::

3g: gg I:::::: ::::I:::::: ::::1········6." i5
3. 85 , .....•••. . 1.. . . . . . . . . 1.. ·. . . . . . . .

1- - - -1- - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1

Total

311. 44

1 050. 42

48. 50
35. 44

E03, 55

D epartment of Arizona.
Whipple Barracks, Prescott, Ariz., and
Los Angeles, Cal .. .
Santa. F6, N. Mex ... .
Fort Lowell, Ariz ..... .
Fort Winga,te, N . Mex .... .
Fol't Stanton, N. Mex ..
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ..... .
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ..............•....
Fort Grant, Ariz . .
Fort A.pache, Ariz ......... .. .......... .
Fort Union, N. Mex
Bowie Station, Ariz ..... .
Fort McDowell, Ariz .....•.
FortB!i~s, Tex .......... .
Tucson , A.dz

471. 09 ·, ..•.......
802. 96
150. 00
44. 00
10. 35
592. 08 I.•••••.... I 1,214.94
t = = = = i = =l- - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - · - - 1 = = = =

60. 00
210. 00

20. 00
795. 60

5. 02

m:~~ 1::::::::::

89. 50
64. 50

4. 20
7. 49

100. 00
30. 00

............ ,............ ,............ ,:::::::~~ ~~·1:::::;~:::I ::::~( ~~.

··········1··········1··········1············

104. 50 . . • . . . . • . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . • . . • • ..
111. 00
150. 00 . • • • • • . . • . .. • • • • . • . .

182. 97

Total ........... .

803. 55

1- ~ =l-

r

450. 00

345. 00
22. 90

't :& I::::::::: :::: ::: :: -::: :::::: .. --.. ,8._ '.'55

• 97
4. 62

- - 1 - - - - - 1- -60.
· 00
-

179. 00
69. 90
1. 50
6. 00

93. 00

. 59
23. 63
358.
51
18. _
00 ,,_____
.•••...... ,_ _ _ ,_____ ,_ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,_ _
664.13
27. 50 1,433.68
22. 89
406. 60
r• • • • • • • • • •
871. 35

•••••••••

•

I ••• •••••••

.---l==='======l

l==l==l==I

eO

d

>
~
~

t_,,j
~

~

>

U2
~

t_,,j
~
I

Q

t_,,j

481. 57
140. 80
60. 00
105. 00
86,45

Total ..... .

$60. 00

··············1···:::::::::i::::::::::::

~

3~k gg I::::::::::I::::::::::

I· ... _........... _............... _.............. __ .

5. 40 . .• • • • . • .
137. 20
6. oo
57. 84
. 90 . • • . . • • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . .•..•...••.

1----1---,----,--660. 00

24. 00

!===== =====!===== =====1 ==

West Point, N. Y ........•••• ··•····•··
Jefferson Barracks. Mo.
Frankford Arsenal; Pa ......... · • • · · · · ·
Rock Island Arsenal Ill. ••••...... ··· · ·, ·
Benicia Arsenal, Cal'. .•......•.•.• ·•····
Watervl.iet.A.rsenal,
N. Y
Hot
Spnngs, Ark ...•..•..••••.•••••.•
·· ··•
Atlanta, Ga . ..•.•...•••••••••••••••••••

zt:,,j

1······7...00-·1·. .......
··1· ....... ··1· .. , .... · 1· ..........
.
••. . . . •. . . ••. . . . •. . . . •. ••. . . .
7. 25

24. 00

114.75 , .. ...••.•... , .•.•.•.•• .
691. 55

365. 84
170. 48

51. 00
660. 00

2. 30

60. 00

Independent posts.

274. 83
301.'n

200. 44

3. 20

58. 00

450, 99

I ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

>
~

549. 57

1·· - - - , - - - - , - - -----,-----___ ,_____ ,____ ,_ _ __

?~?! ~:~~:it j!!!!!!! ····:ti H\C YI/ UH'. :::)'.'.'.

C),:)

C.,.""t

c.o

3.-Slafemcnt showi119 in detail the amounts a:rpe11dedfr01n the various appropriatious rnade for the Quartermaste1·'s Department, etc.-Continued.

~

-~
0

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Dl~ision nDd post.

Subscrip·
tions to
news.
papers.

Hire of
telephones.

.Apprehen·
sion of
deserters.

Office
furniture.

Disin·
fectant.

A:ffida• I Other / Superin -1
In·
vits. , employes. tendents. sr,ectors.

Shoeing. I Targets.

Not
otherwise
enumer·
ated.

olumbu,1 Bnrrncks. Ohio ......• •.••••.
Davill's I,1lnutl N. Y. H
1

54. 00 ·I

:rotnl

~~ffo~~~: ~o~~::::::: ::: :: :::: :::::':
Military prison, Fort Lea~enwortb,
0

418. 20
288. 77
868. 00
244. 76
376. 20
199. 96

$2,162.40
2,947.42

1,885.89

5,109.82

I

, 37. 50
120. 00
$8. 50 . ••••••.•
188. '.!6
720. 00
11. 15
118. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
269. 50
210. 00
24. 40
205. 40 . . . . . • . . . .
818. 31 . . • . . • • . . . . .
7. 00
114. 50
$0. 80
1, 717. 20 . . . . . • • . . . . .
41. 43
147. 00 . . . . •. . • .
21.10
690.00 ·••••····
128. 64 .• : •••.••

· ·· ··------·
---·------- ·
·-·······--·
---·········

I

l=

====i

...... ····i- ········· ..........

Kans

Total

'!

l- - - l- - --1- - -1- - - 1- - - 1 - - - ~ - - - 1
103. 17 , ......... .
233. 47
3i7.16
51. 00

l====I

Gtntral depots.

WMhln~ton, D. C
New York, N. Y .............••.. ..•• •..
Philadolphin, Pa ..•.. .
Jetlenwn,·illo, Ind ..................... .

_.._.!~~~~~.I ....!~::·. ~~-I::::::::: l ..$6i: s4· 1······ ····1··· iis.' is 1: ::::::: ::1:::: :::::: 1::::::::::

$54. 00

I

2, 996. 87

I

1, 740. oo

I

92. 48

713. 54

. 80

$237. 36
1, 502.20

1 - - - -1- - -

~~

1===1==1

~

"'O
0

/11dr1>t11de11t po,ts-Continued.

~

--3

0

1-rj

1-3
2. 00 $1, 980. 00
14. 25
50. 00
76. 00
8. 00
75. 35 2,884. 00
35. 00
50. 00
101.00 3,078.15

$433. 33
300. 00

7, 500. 15

855. 04
6,281.50
1, 269.68
6,716.97
3,821.55
525.11
1,788.84

67. 04 .••••.. • .
370. 64

---·-···--

733. 33

20,758.64

~

trj
00
trj .

a

~
trj

1-3
tJ>-

~
~

0

rrj

~

p,

3.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various appropriations rnade for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Rent~fDh-ision ancl post.

Purchase
of tools.

Quarters.
For
officers.

I

----------------1----1----

Offices.

.Ach-ertis-1
j
ing.
Printing. Con_struct10n.

Store- Stablesanc1 I
I bouses.
· j grounds.

Repairs.

I

c~:~:~-

For
troops.

I Painters.

,----

Headquarters, Governor's Island, N.
Y. H ... ________ . ___ ......•. _•.. __ . ___ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . $1, 500. 00 . . . • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $10, 248, 82

>
t;rj

I

liiiI~::L:::):::::::::::::::::: <? : : :;: : :L : J!!!! :; ;: : : :):::) )::::: : : : : : : :;~~~: ·--,::::!: )::):: :\:::\::::
Saint Augnstine and Saint Francis Bar-

I:)

q

Division of the Atlantic and Department
of the East.
$4, 446. 31 $1, 200. 00

$540. 00

~

t_,.j
~

a::

>

00

l'-3
t_,.j

t;rj
I

0

t_,.j

zt:j
~

>

~

~
~
,-.

:t.-Sl11tcm c11 t sho1ci11g in <letail the a1xon11ts expended from, the various appropriations rnade for the Quartermaster'sDepa1·trnent, etc.-Contiuued.

~
O':)

t:-.:) ,
BARRACKS A::-ID QUARTERS.

Rent of-

Didsioo and post.

Pnrchase
of tools.

Store·
houses.

Offices.
For / For
officers. troops.
- - - - - -· - - - - - - - - -,

.A.d:vertis-1 Printing.
mg.

Quarters.
Stables and
grounds.

I Co~struc.
t10n.

Repairs.

Carpen
ters ..

Painters.

~

1-----1---- -

1 -- - -1 - - - 1 - -- - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - l · - - - -

,____

ir~f~e.E~~r:.:.6~~~li!~rrtment

mvi~ion0

$2. -·95 I $589.
60·
---

DiL'ision of the Jli8so11ri.

I

15. 00

I·......... ,

~ ~ ,~~1.:.. I $3,225. oo

113. 40 / 16,155.00

I 2,250.00

I

$136. 40

I

$156. 79

$5,864.85

1--- - -1- - - - 1

,~~,~~~I 53,232.31 1$1, 200. oo

16,312.48

Fort Elliott, Tex . ...................... . .............................................................. .

J~~~ t~~~s,ccifo: :: :::::::: :::::: ::::: :~ :::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: ..... i.' 20 : : : :: : : :: : : : ::::: ::: : : .. ::: :: ::: : : .

730. 00

- - - ,- - - - -,- - - ,- - - -1- - - - 1 - - - -1- - - -

17,042.48

60. 00

21. 50

- - -,- - , ~ - - , ~1,486.08
= =\= = = = = = =!= = =

·I

~ ~~~·- ~~-

100. 6: .\. -~·-

g~d~~~{,et~h~~~~·- :':.:~.: :::::: ::: :: :: ::: :::::: :::: :::::: :: :: :::: :: :: ..

t,,j

~
t_,,j

i-3

cc:~,~f~~d~
Coo1o~~~~~~~~~~~: ~~- ~~~~ ...... •.•• · 1· ....... · 1· ........ · 1· .......... · 1· ......... · 1· .......... .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ... ........................•........•... . ......... ..... ..............................

73. 95 1. _....•..

i-3

P:1

Q

=l== = = = = = =l= = I = = =

:::::::::: :::::::::: .... ~~: ~~ .1:::: :: :: :: ::,... ··60.·· 00

Il~~\~~~'.-~~:·~:-~~~~ ~.~~-~~~~~·-~~~~~'.·I

$540. 00

1,157.97

Ilendqnnrters nnd depot, Fort Leavenwortb . Knns... ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
101. 50 ................... .
Df'lo\"Cr, Uolo ..... .......... .......... ........... .. .................. .
Fort Reno, Ind. T ................................. ................... .
Fort J-Inrs, Knos ........ ... ........... . ...... ..... . ........ . ........ .

101. 50 , ......... .

$f~:: t~ I: ::::::::.I: :::::::::

U1
t_,,j

824. 00 I====

Dipa rtment of the .Jfissottri.

Total
D epartm ent of the Platte.

i-3
l'zj

Tllt:\l ... ..

:~~~ fiWl~;~;t~s- :: ::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::

0

;:d

0

i-~~·~)1~~~-~~s~~~~:.~~:::::::::::::::::::j::::::::::j:::::::::l:::::::::1:::::::::::l::: ....... 1 = = ~ 1 - - -lieadqunl'ters, Cbiongo, Ill ..............

~
trj

240. 00

1
\ ••••

~~~-- 0~ I._ .. -~~~·-:~.'
35. 00 · · · · ••.•••

:u~ ·.. ·.... ··
..I. ... ·······
1

:::: : :: : : :
1

13,129.41

16,766.87
120. 00
4,797.24
24. 30
463. 75
2,366.40

1,100.00

338. 33

440. 70

546. 00

0

l'zj

~

>-

299. 27
706. 79
354. 62
235. 88
1, 994.-00
28,129.12 11. 540. 70

>
-<

~

~

884. 33

600. oo
1,501.24

Fort Wnshnkie, Wyo . .................. . ...... . . . ......... . .•... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Dor[ilas, Utnh . .....•..•.................. . . . 1,000.00
870. 00
360. 00
75. 00 .•• • • . •. • • • . .•• • . • . • • . . .•••••.••

635. oo
2,146.70

~~~1~~~oi~lri~7.~:~: : : : : : : : ::::::: : ::::::::
:::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: : : ::::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::~~~·: ~~ ...~·.~~~: ::.,:: : : :: :1:::: ::· :::
·:::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::. :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::. m: gg :::::::::: ::::::::::

:~~~ ~~~b~i:;,i~~~: ::::::::::::::::::. ·:::::::::

!Ilt~~~1;~t;:0:iULt :;};; \fo: t/ }}{\It/[\\()\\ IIFAmrn : : ~.i! ++IE+
1 0

:

T otal . ..... .

158. 95

I 1, 837.80

975. 67

- - - ,- - - ,~ --

5,280. 00

761. 00

201. 70

171. 92

27,572.21
38,090.47
1=--=-------=--=1==---=----------1---1= =

.l= = = ==l== = ==i===== =====1

D epartment of Dakota.

ct

>

H eadqnnrters, Fort Snelling and Saint
P au l, Minn...........................
4.13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H elena, Moot .. .................................. . ......... .. ······ ... .
Fort .~.li s~on~a, ~lont ............................. ......... . .......... , .
Fort .A.ssrnmbome, Mont ........................ . 1...................
.
1
Fort P erubina, Dak . .. . ... .. ............ . ......... .

150. 68

97.11

13,090.23

19,779.23

70. 00
50. 00
309. 45

91. 35
1,260.00
712. 50
2. 87
230. 50
4.06. 50
919. 23

Fort Custer, Mont..................... . ......... . ................................
825.00 .• . ..••......•••••..•. . ..•...••..
Fo1·t Shaw, Mont . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - . . ... -.......................... -.......... · · · ...... · ·.. . · ....... - . .
Fort Sisseton, Dak .............................. .. .................. . ........................................... - - · ...... · · ·· · .. · ..... - · . · · · · · · · ·· · · ·

i!!~l!?.rt.;n/tH'. tH: Ht\//} 2{+ iU+ }HH \\'.\\//'./Ht :::::::!
6.00

I• • • • · · • · • ·

'.'"lo~'~:

920. 00

825. 00

- - -.1

1

_ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,

Department of Texas.

R~!""ariO,' ,~d..dep~t'. .s~.

61 20 ... '.Ol: 20 .. as:. oo ..1,

34• '' I ·. 14'.:00

llrrtf;I~~1iiH+IEH\ E+ : : : : : :; :; : : :; ; · · · · · ·

i= = = =I.

4,935.61

150. 68

I

97. 11

371. 11 , ...••.....

- - - - 1- - - 1- - -1- - - - 1 - - - -61. 20

-=

I

261. ~o

I

459.

oo I

1, 361. 15

170. 00

~

>

71. 50

~ .

~

130. 00

I

76. 00

Q

t_,,j

361. 50

zt_:i:j

403. 00
24. 00
105. 46
1,404.68

10. 00

~

>

r

I= =

1, 266. 29

19,834.84
360. 00

697. 00

1==="1=== = = = , ! = = =I.

00

t:::.i

I 2,819.11

240. 00

546. 00

89. 00

60. 00
114. 00
2,380.81
730.01

70. 00

10, 551. 11

I 3, 435. 11

1- - - - - ,- - - - - 1- - -1- - - 1- - - 1 - - - -1- - - 371.11

8

~

119. 00
336. 00
213. 45
60. 00

- 1 - - -1- - - It =13,=609.=68=I-=24,-=-920.=-11=
I 4, 656. 92 468. 00

262. 24

4,935.61

:=,j

t_,,j

1- - - - 1 - - - 1

275. 00

30. 00

Fort Bliss, Tex

Total

710. 43

,- - - 1- - - -1- - - -

4.13

3 10. 50

1,499.83

175. 00

i~~rn:fi!~t~~~~~:::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :: :: :::::: :: :: ..... 6:oo· ...... 95_. oo· :::: ::: :: :· :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: :::::::: ::

Total

,0

21, 154. 08

I

===1----1

329. 00

CJ.:)

C':>
CJ.:)

3.-Statcme11t slio1t'ing in detail the amounts expended from the various approp1·iations made for the Qna1·ter11iaste1·'s Department, etc.-Continued.

c,).!)
0)

t,i::,.
BARRACKS A..i.'W QUARTERS.

Rent of-

Di~isiou nml post.

Purchase
of tools.

Quarters.
For
officers.

Offices.

I troops.
For

Storehouses.

Stables and
grounds.

. 1 Printmg.
. I Construetion.
.Ad :ert1s·
mg.

$3. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15,840.00

$540. 00

$45. 00

$19. 94 . ..•.......•..........

=i •;; ;: •

3.

oo

I 1,240. 0-1

76. 80

5,840.00

= =1= =1= : - =,____ _

5-!0. 00

45. 00

Carpenters.

!;:tt

19. 94 , ......... .

3,557.79

$4,252.65
2,280.12
3,634.93
3,539.39
4,436.00
66. 00
14. 50
1,353.77
520. 00
20, O!J7. 36

$280. 00

$70. 88

328. 00

'"Ct
0
!;:tt
8
0

~

8

p::

148.00

~

ch
~

756. 00

70. 88

0
!;:tt
~

8

i:Siti~fif:.}}1f: >::::::::::::::i i::::::: :::::::: t!~} /~1:~ )

11

1

} ::: '. :}: ::::::::::: ::::::::: ::: :: :••

:: ::

;;;:;;J : ;;:;;

1rnrJ~~{f1tI••I•lil j1'\i1 IL::• t•·•••• ••••.••••••• c•••:••• •••••••••••• ••••Ill •I•I•• •::::m(!! !:!llt! •:::lifi
i~~~~~t~~I:/(\ \ •H/ •i'.•·'.•:'.tu;'.= •H•\ •: ~ :+ ·-:;•E:r H\•'.••\•\ _
\'.• \i:••:\·• \~: :• \. ··:~~i ~ . .'.;: .
1• '.'.:: ;; . •;;;;

Total .•.•••..•... .••••.••....•. ... j

Painters.

-----1-----1----1----

lii\ll~(t;~;[{I;II!!II !!!!!;;••j)U} trI; ·I I([;;•)ll••;:•'.••: : :••:••:; • •'.;•••:)I;I'.
Total .......... .
Department nf Arizona.
Wbipplo Hnnack!I, Prescott, .Ariz., and

I

~

l - - - - 1 - - - - 1 -- - -1- - - -1- - - - - - - - - - /

Department of California.
IIc111lqn11rh•r~. $nu Frnncisco, Cnl. .. . . .

Repairs.

19. 23 \

71. 67 ~

,

51 424. 82

812. oo

757. 33

18. ao . . . . . . . . . .

10,844.65

15,308.44

~

0

I-=;'

~

1

>-

••::::::::

••••••••••

1,630.92 1

>!;:tt

70 - oo

~

Department of the Columbia.
"'Vnncou,or "Barracks ancl depot, Wash.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .......

79. 20

700. 00 .......... ..•• •.••..•.

·1]···.illlli
...... ~--·
......12,

303. f7

~~:J~"B~;.1~:.1fi~)rc1~i;o· :::::: :: ::::::: :: ··.. si' ii; ::: : : : :: : : ::::: :: : :: ..... '.~~·. ~~ ..... ~~~·. ~~. ·:: : : : :: :: : : ::::::::::: ::: ~:::: :: · · · ··;79. 66

lilli~k~II~!¥7++> :}ff++ :rn+ /1'.'.° ++ ++ ++ :E/ : ;: :;1;
Total ..... . ...... .

79. 20

222. 74

1,655.00

360. 001 ..........·.. 1......... . 1.•.•.•.... 1 11,779.43

629. 50

6, 8i8. 71
1, 767. 44
2, 801. 20
593.]8
379. 58
1, 163. 54
3,731.36
17,285.01

1 144. 37
... ; .... . · 1· . . . - . . . - .
191.00 ····· "····
, ..... ... .
..•....•..
......... .

!

964. 87

Independent posts.

ftfi~f};t(t+++ /H )~:,;: +> \iL /\/ //\ i\B.; ::::;;n, <lllll /} ii /2/ i?t
~tiri1J:;;!l]:ri:~t~~i;;~~::::: ::::~~·t_ :::::::::: ::::::::~: ::::::::::::
Total ..... .

~6. 97

General depots.

288. 00 , ......... .

6-t 00

370. 91

27. Oi l 10, 243. 95

qiui :::::::::: ::::::::::
SH. 37

11,513.50

C

>
~
H

t_zj
~

~

[£

H

t_zj

I···· ..... ·j

Washington, D. C. ... . . .. ........ ......
3. 00
252. 00
New York, N. Y .... .... .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .
156. 00
432. 00
Philadelphia, Pa .............'.......... .
2. 38
.Jeffersonville, Incl.... . .... ........ .. .. . I, 565. 67
San Francisco, Cal .. :.. ................ .
792. 52 , ........ •· j 144. 00
Saint Louis, Mo ................................. . ................... .
Total .......... .......... a •••• • •• . I 2, 363. 57

-460. 00

~:~:: 6~.:~~: :::::::::::: ::::~~~·:~~: :::::::::: :::6·:~~~·:~~:

.0

156. 00

828. oo

-25. 94i 97" :: :: :: :: : : :

2,403.96
1, 650. 00
. 333. 36
30. 00

32. 79
249. 00
65. 50

41. 67
150. 00
446. 22

1,336.34 ........ .. .
200. 00 . ......... .
10, 049, 96 .......... , I · · · · • • . . • • · , I• • • • • · • • • • · I • • • • • • • • . . I• • • • • •
4, 089. 96
3, 620. 00
1,125.00

I 41,619.23 I 3, 620. oo

5,542.32

347. 29

I• • • • • • • • • ·

• • • • • •

637. 89

605. 07 1,540.00
56(i. 00
1,858.42
55. 00
1,113.22
4, 974.75 - . - . -- - - - .
14,569.48 1,114.00
4,046.38 ----- -----

- - - ---27,167.32

3,275.00
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270. 00

·· ····---40. 00
----······
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3.-Stalement BholL'i11g in deta il the amounts ex1Jendedfro1n the ,,arious appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Depa1·t1nent, etc.-Continued.
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Henclqunrters nncl depot, Fort Leaven-

i:rn~f.~tf\~:~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::--~;;:_~~- ~~~:~~: ::~~t ::::::::::1:::::::: ::::::::::: :~~~~-:~~: .. :~~;:_!~:::::::::::: :::::::::: : : : :L~~~~:~~: :~~~t -·-~:: ;

Cantonment on Uncompnhgre, or F ort
~
Crnwford,Colo.. ... . . . . ....... . ...... .......... . . ...... .... . ... . ......... ........ .......... ..........
.30 ............................. . ................ . ....... .
FortGibson,Ind. T . . .. ......... . ............ . .. . ........ ................ . ....... . ......... . ............................... . ................. . .......... 18.50 ...... ..

imi: ~~B~:'.t?:???::? ~~~.~ : : : : : ? ::::::: <;•;;· :::::: <:::::: ::::::::: ··::: :;;,·;;I: '.! I~
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Departm ent of the Platte.
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Il~~\?l~~~-~~~-~·.~~~-~-~~~ . ~.~~~~·. ~~~~~: ·1·........ ·1 ·...... ·1·...... ·1· ........ ·1-- ..... ·1 ·· ...... . ·1· ........ .

340. 00 , ........ , .••.. ••.

76. 99
5. OU
6. OU

Fort ,vasbakie, \\' yo . ............. ........ ............ · · .. · ·. · · ···· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ···· · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · ·

tmi;~~1tY~it~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::~~·t :::::::::: ~i~6:66: :::::::::: ::::::::~:

27. 25
3. 75

·27, 25
91. 74 , .......••• . , .....•••.. , .••..•.
70. oo 1 . . • . • • . . . . I 660. oo
340. 00
Total
= = 1 = =1=
1- - - 1 - - 1 -.- - 1 -- -1 -- - 1 - - . _, _ _ _ , _ _ _ ,._ _ _ ,__ _
Department of Dakota.
Headquarten, Fort Snelling and Saint
Paul, Minn . .........................
8. 00 403. 90 . . . .. • • . . . • . .••••. . • . . . . . .•.•••....
302. 92
84. 50 . ..... . .... ....... ..................... .
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Department of Texas.
H eadquarters anrl depot, San Antonio,
Tex . .................. .. .
Fort Clark, Tex ..... . .
Fort Brown, T ex ..................... .
Fort Hancock, Tex ................... .
Fort hlclnto~b, Tex 1. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ............ .
Camp Del Rio, Tex .. ..... .
Total

i!• ii!!!. !Ill!!!.!i•i\~'.[: •!:\ji.::. ::;i!t!t!••·•• l!!!!•t\!i!•l1:. ii i :~ ii!!!! i!I!li li!ll!!!(i; •:! ~.I:jj:'.•

- - -,- - -,- - - , - - - - 1
443. 10 I 826. 20 I 361. 67 I .. •. . • . . . I 916. 63

I .......... I 2, 370. 69

- - - - 1 - - - - -1

206. 33
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94. 50 1.......... 1........ 1......... . \ 307. 00
26. 00
344. oo I 186. oo
120. 00
50. 00
28. 00
36. 00
20. 00
150. 00 I........ ,........ ,.......... ,·····.·. , ... . ...... ,.......... ,... .... .. .
• • . • • • • • . I ••••••• . I •••••••• ' ••••••••••
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1 = = • = =•= =l= =I
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~~;: ~:,%'::, '6~1·: :: :::::::::::::::: :: : ::: ::::::: :::: ::: .::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::: ::.... :::::: ::: !!&: gg 1· .......... 1· ........ I........ , . . . . . . . . . I . . .... 1· ...:.::.:
:San Diego Barracks, Cal .............. .:..:.:..:..:..·..:..:..:. _:_::.:...:..:..: :..:.:_:.:....:..:..:. :..:.:..:..:..:.:....:..:..:. .:...:..:..::..:.:..:. .:..:.:..:..:..= ____
----- ---- --- - - - - - Total
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detail the anww1ts expended from the various app1'opriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
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BARRACKS AXD QUARTERS .
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$560. 00 ...••..••..........•••••.•.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
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. 75
188. 80
100. 00
91. 80
1,037.06
• 40

1, 418. 81

••••••.•••••••••••••. . • •••.•.. ••.• •,. .•..••••••• • ••••••••
••••.•• . ..• • ••••••.•• . ••••••..•••••• •••.•••••••.•••.••••
•••..•••••...••••••...••••••.•••...• - . - - •••••••. • •••••••
89, 828. 50 $2, 218. 50 • • • • • • . . $105. 00 •••••••.••• . ••••
•••..••...• . •••.•••....••.••• . .••...••..•••••••.••••••••
78,285.50 •••.••.••. $235. 08 2,007.62 •••.•••. • •••••••
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s.-Statem~nt ahowfog in detail. the aniounts expended froni the various appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.-
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HOSPITALS.

Division and post.

. ..
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mmt of the E~t.
New Orloanst...La . ...•.........••..••. , ..•.•.•. , .••..... 1........ ........ .......... .•......
Waebin~ton .uarracks, D. C •.••.•••...••.•••. ······ ··I .•..... 1........ 1 $130. 63 1.••.•••.

$909. 78
1.25
872. 70
8.-26
59.00
20. 00
67.00
09
39.00
196. 25

0

~
~

$94. 21

1•••••.•••• 1

$542. oo

·1 ..•.••..•. I....••.... I......•.•.. I....•..•...
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Divi.aion of the Mw,ouri.
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j::-----1--------1

s:H 1--------1 <,,oaos

I ••1-891

Headquarters, Chicago, ill ..•..••.. 1..•..... 1.·······l········•········•··········•········
D,partmtllt of the MiB1ouri.

H:1!~~~~sa~~~.~~~~·.~~~.t.:~-:_~~:1· · · · 1· · · · ·1
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I'·'"·" l-------::-1---------F----::+:::::::::

.... · 1· ......... , _ _

i-............................. -- .

·······1 12, 00 1· ...... . 1,Ml.371137.451··········1
95.U0 .•••••.••.•••••••••..•••.•.••...•••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••.
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Fort Elliott, Tex ...•..•...•...•..•••...••..•..•....•..•••.•...•.............•.......•..
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Total .......................... 1.•••.

···I····· ···I
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206.37

$12.001·

.......... ......... . ...........•...........

1

677. 37 . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • •
799. 92 .••••••••••••••••••.
196. 85 ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• .
57.00 •••••••••· .••..••••.
287.00 1.••••••••• 1••••••·•··

1~.00

I· .... ···11, 103. oo I· ..... ··I

2,367.59
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Department of the Platte.

HN:b%~~~~~~~·-~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~. .~~·.
8

238.991 295.94
45. 50 .....•....•........•....•......•............ 8,028.00

.......... .......... .......... .......... , .......... .

•••••••• •••••••. •••••••• •••••••. •••••••••• •••••••.
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Headquarters, Fort Snelling and
Saint Paul, Minn .......•••••.•••....•..• :.
8. 80 204. 70 $82. 00 . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . • • . 2, 725. 37 . . . .. . . . . .
1. 50
462. 43 ...••..•...•••••.••.
Helena, Mont........................................ . ...........................................
242.27 . --······ .••........•••••.•.....••.....
Fort Assinniboine, Mont............. •••.. ••. .••.. ... . . . .. .• . 18. 00
99. 00 ......•....... . ....••........•••••.....•.•.......••... ......••...••.
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Fort Shaw, Mont . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sisseton, Dak .......••••••.•••••....••........• ~ 80. 00
Fort Randall, Dak................... . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort A. Lincoln, Dak................ .••..••. ..•..... ... ....
:Fort Sully, D~k...... .•.. .• ••••••.... . . . . . .. . . ••. . .. . 52. 50

.. . .. . . .
165. 60
. . . . . . . . .. . . •. . . . .
. . . . . •. . . . . •. . . . .
........
60.00

........
20. 67 . . ....... .. .......• .. .••.•.••.........• .• •••••.•..
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . .•••..••..•.........••....••.
. . . . . •. . .•. . . . . . . .
49. 99 ...............•..•..•••••......••...••.
......................... . .. .... . ................................... , . . .••..•.. .

· ~:·. :~ -\ : : : : : : ==: ~
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. ......... ··········\ ········1···········
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_ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,____ ,____
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Department of Texas.

~

Headquarters and depot, San An·

I

~tt

~

lfil(i~lif)!III\ TI: 5) ·:;rn ;~:~:<II<< '.·~i tn} :::f~ : 1:~1 T> /It. . . . . .
Total ......................... .

,----,
-48.--1
- --,---,----,--,-----,---,-----,
43. 80
80 I 557. oo I 164. oo
53. 50
2,904.14 1 2,373.54

Department of California,.

I

I

474. 30

I

:::tdl°a~~;tca~~~.~.r~~~~~~~~~~~ :::j:: :: :: ::j::::::: :j:: ::: :::1::: :: :::j ... ~~~:~~.,: :::::: :j· ··iao~96. j: :: ::::: ::1:::: ::: :::1::::: ::: ::[:::::::: ::j:::: :::: ::1::::::::: ::[:::::: :::::

.Alcatraz Island, Cal . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . , • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

32. 88 . • • . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • . .•• • • • . • . . . •• . . . . . • . . • • • • • • . . • . •
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3.-Slntement ahowi11g ;n detail the amownt expendedjroni tlle va1·ioua appropriations madefor the Quartermaster's Departnient, etc.-Continued.
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CLOTHING.
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.All
Hospital
expenses Steward's
~rint· jA.dyer· ,Carpen·jMason&j Painters 'Plaster·, Repairs ICon_struc-,
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·
t1on. otherwise
men.
enumer·
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Cutters. I employes. of mate·
rial.
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- - - - - -- - -- - - --J- - -1-- -1---1- - - 1----1--- 1 - - - - I - - - - I - I

0

l;d

.D,portm.nt Qf Cal\{ornia.-Cont'd.
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Angel Island, Cal . ....•••••...•...•. ........ ........ ........ .. ...... .•..•••... ... .... .
l3erilola Barracks, Cal .••••..••••.• •.. ••....• .••.•••.... . ..... .. •..••. 1................. .

$218.55
306. 20
107. 50

:~J: i1~°eii,<a'~::::::::::::::::::~.-::::::::::::::::
.~-.-1
~~.::::::::
::::-::::::
::::::::
1---1---1-1-1
- -,~~1=.:.:.:.:.::1•••••• ..
1

1

1
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I

Total
Department of Arizona.

l;d

1

1

1

40. 00
$248. 00 I · • • • • • • ·
1·= = 1 ~ ,

891. 60
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t:J:l

I• .. •••••• •
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.j:::z
.

t_rj

wa~1Slf~s~~~~~~:.· !a1~~~~~~·.~~~-~ ......... ,................ ........ .......... ...... ~. 858.45 .••. ••••••. ••. .•• •.. ·••··••··· .•·•••• .• • . ,••••••....
i~~iar!tJ{·
!1~!:::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :: :: .i9ii." oo· $162: 00. :: ::88.::::::
:::: ::: : ... ~~~: ~~. : ::: :::::: ...$54:oo· :::: :::::: :::: ::::: :, ......... .
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 130. 66 120. 00
00 . . . • • • . .
100. 00 .••. ...... .•.••••..... ...• •.•..•.•••••..
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l;d
trj

f~IiilitFll::r:::::::::::::: ~::::::: :::::::: :~~~-:~~: :::::::: ....~:~~. ::::::::...~;;:~~.~.:~ii:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
fgi,!j:tff;;~~:)~::!) ::::::: :)): :::::::: :::):: :::::::::: '7 .: ;: : : ::::::): :):::::: : ; ,;:~: ::)::::: :::::::)::::::::::
1
: :::.::::::

Fort Verde, .Ariz ... ... ........ . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . ... . . . . .. .. .. . .

t_rj

'(T,).

131. 75 .••..•.........••.•.•..........••.••.•......••••••

Total · ·.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 448. 66 282. oo
245. 50 104. 50 2, 541. 21 1 3, 349. 00
Department of the Coumbia.
= = = == == I====l====l=== ----- = =

=

54. oo

148. 96 .•...• •. . .. ... .• ....

l====l====l=== =i====

Im~~~~~~~~~·;;::;~~~1 ~~ ~~ : :l~~.~;'.I} ::~:/ ·:~]~~.::;t:;~: :;;:t:'.'.: :::;~:;;~ ~ ~,----

l'-3

>l;d
~

0

~

~

~

I ndependent pos~.

~g:1ft:~ttt/:i)::~ :::::::: :::::::: ·:~1 :i:::::: <rn :)): Jli:~ :::::(:: ::::\;;: : : : : : :::::):: : : : /--·· · ·--··---·-·-----

£f~ii1~t~:f~ifi0i~::~::::~:::: :~~~:~: .;;::-::- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ---ttnr -~~;~;·:~~:

~n~

: : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::[::::::?::::::::·:

39.25

i- --------· i··---------,---···.- ·· -----· --··r······---

1 - - -1- - - - - 1- - -1- - - -1- - -1

Total. - . - - - . --- -General depots.

~
1

~13 , 287.01

1

_______ _
1
1

136.61 , ---·---- , 3,569. 68

1

4,793.92

1

1

New York, N. Y . _____ -----· ·-·-· ...... ··- ... _... __ .............. ·-. -···-· ..... . ... -- . ·-···· .....•.•.. . .. . ·-·- ... ·- .. ___ .. . . . . ......... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 38
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r:Ue
~~t~Aie,PTo.d ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::: ::: ::::::: ::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::
::: ~~:~~~~
~~- .. !~~~-- $lO, t~t i~ 5!ggug
San F rancisco, Cal ...... __ ................. . . _.... _.. _- .. - .. . - _.. - - ..... - ....... - ... _. 1,797.77 ....... _.. ·-· _•.. - . .
4:iO. 01
720. 00 3,724.50
3,283.80 143,627. 28

Saint Louis, Mo . ... .. . . ........ _.. _. . ...... ... ... __ .. _- .. _....... __ . . - - - ... __ ... _.. __ .. __ ........ ___ .......... . ... _, . ___ ... . . .
584. 55 ....... _..
Military prison, Fort Leavenworth,
Kans . . ...•. - ........... - ........•. . .... - - . . - - .... . ... . • - - .. - - ........ • ..... . . - ............... . . __ .....• _ .. - ...... . . _•.. __ - •......... _..•. _.. . . . .

Total

·-····· ·l ·--··--· 1·--····· l·-_· · ·-- l ---·····- 1···----- l l,797.771-------··· 1---------· 1

450.01

1, 050. 00

962. 49

1, 100. 00

183, 236. 97

I 5,524.55 I 4,319.12 I 16,894.95

\ 881,070.63
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3.-St'atement showing in detail the mnounts expended f1·om the various approp1·iations made for tlie Qua1·termaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
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Divh1ioo and post.

Manuf~ot- 1 1:rint. ,Ad~ertis·i Clerks.
ure ot.
mg.
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Ware·
house.
men.

In·
speotors.

'.l.'rim·

mers.

Engi•
neers.

I Carpen.
ters.

.
Repairs.

1- - 1 - - > - - - ~

I

·exp~~ses1~~fi~;\~;
not
and
otherwise ranges.
enumerated.

t:,,j

---,--

"'O
0
~

Diri,ioll (Jj th~.& tlantic and Department
of thtJEast.

1-3

lJt\r~~~~~'. ?.O.~~~~.r~~. :~!~~.<~,..~·., •••• •• •••• •.,.••••••. ,. •• •••••.. j. ••••••... ,.•• •••..... ,. ••..·.•••

$83. 00

•j • ••• • • • • • •j • •••••••I•••••••••• I••••••••••,.

$,uut A uj?11Stme and Samt Francis Bar.
rnckl'I, :Fla ........... .. .............. .
W11~hington Barrack~. D. C .......... ..
Newport lfarrac ks, Ky .. .............. .
Mnch11ou Bnrrnoks, N. Y ... .
Pl11th1burgh :Barracks, N. Y
Little Ro<lk Barracks, Ark
Fort Monroe, V11, . .. ...... .
Fo1t:McHcnry, Md ...... .
Fort Barrnnoas, Fla ...•....

·

............ ,......................................
······· ............ ·1· .. .. .. . .......... ........
.. ..... .. .. ... .... .. ....
. . . . . .. . . .. .. • . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . • . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • . . .. .
$10. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
.....••. .......... .••....... .......... ...... . ... ········•· ····•··· ·•·•······

::::::::::::i:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::iii:::::::::::::::::::::::

Total .............
:...:.:..:.:.·.··· ..
Department
of the ................
Mi.ssouri.

369. 38

515. 5~
1.00 .............................. .
4

. ................................................................ ..... ·••••· .. •. .. . . . .
. ........................... ·····•···· ................................................
........ .......... ..•....... .......... .......... .......... ....... . .. ...•.••.
12.00
.••... . .. ....... . .. .. .. . . .. . .•.•..
5. 00
......•••. ,.........• ,. ...... ... ,.......... ... ....••• ........ .......... .•...•... .

. . . .. . . ..•..
············
············
. . ... . ... . . .
. ...........

16. 00 , .....•..••..

Ileadqnarters and depot, Fort Leaven·

pj

::JI

$9. 00 .•..... ·. ..
··········
115.84
..........
1.20
..........
1.13
..........
141.84
130. 30
2. 26
2. 30
2. 38
1.16
180. 63
969. 02

i::::::::::

100. 00
2. 25
271. 02

·rt;·······
··········1:.:.:...:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::..:..:..:.:.:.:.:.:.::..:..:..:.1
.....
~~
~6· ·· ·· ·-·· ·-·~
. 0 0 ( : ~ . 0 01
3,358.97
--;
-····
---9..........
·

F:i:rn~~!.ar~~--T
:::::: :::::::::: :: :::: ::::::: :: ::: ::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :: :::: ::::: ::: :::::: ::: : :: :::::::: ::: :::::: ::: :::: :: ::: :
~or·t S111, Incl. T . .. • • • . .. .. • . • • .. • . .. .. • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • . • . . .. .. • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • .. • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • . . ........ .
lortRlle),Kans..... .................. ............ ......•. .......... .......... .......... .. ..... .. . .......... ........ ..........

41.00 ............ ..........

J
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J:2. 33~:

9.17
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~i~ir{~~~~;;~;:~~~;;::~~ :~~;~:1::::::: :: :::1::: :::::1: :::::::::1:::: ::::::1::::::::: :1::::::: :: :1::::::::: :1::: :: :::1 ::::::::: r:: ::::::

3. 36
1. 75
7. 69
16.10

Fort Lyon, Colo .............. . .................... . ... . ... . ........................................... . ............. - .
Fort Lewis, Colo .................... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................... .. ...... . . . ..... . ........ . ....... . ........ . . ,..... . ... .
Total. ............................ , .......... . .

Department of the Platte.

--

41. 00

- - - -,=

1= =1=

1= 1 = = = = 1

I

====i

374. 24

--

--1=====

• • • • .. • • • I • • • • • • • • • •I• • • • • • • • • • I .. • • • • • • • • • I • • ., • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • I • • ,;. • • • • • • • I . .. • • • • • • • •

~
1= =1=

1= 1= ==1===1

11.00
1=1=
=1

480. 61
26. 00
1. 50
13. 59
2.48
. 68
1. 70
1.89
528. 45

I

I
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i-3
trj
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~

::::::::I:::::::::: I:::::::::: I:::::: ::::I.::::: ::::I::::::::::I:::::::: I::::::::::1···iai." 90.

········1··········1··········1··········1 ·········1··········1·· ······1··········1··········

... . .............. ······ · ··· ....... .. . ...... ... . .... . ..... .. ...... ...... .. . .
.................. . ......•........... ...... .. ....•....... ······· · ......... .

161. 84
40. 00
45. 00
17. 50

at gg \······ ~·.~~

15. 00 . ·..... . ...
1.12
4, 34

.... . ........ ---------. ............
···· · ··-· ·

..............

16. 80

- - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - -1- - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1

1. 00
4. 34

- ---70. 80
19. 50

>
00.
i-3
trj

::0
I
0
t.,rj

ztrj
::0

>
r4

122. 81
4.46
9. 80
4. 32
2. 20
4. 49
4. 54
6. 48
2. 13

Total .... . .•..••.••••.••..••.•••

r--:..--::.--::-:.1 .... ~
.... ,: .. ~~~=1
~ =1-·--···~~l ·····=l·········+~···· ··lt=:·c··=····i=
·l·····=·
···-l- ---·····--·I- -:- -161. 23
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:J. - Stlllrmrnt showing in detail the aniounts expendid from the various approp1·iation& made for the Quarte1·master's Department, etc.-Continued.
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Ware•
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Ct!fs~n: / Repairs.
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All
Shooting
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- -1 - - -- - 1 - - - - , - - - -

~

Departmmt <>I Oalifornia.
.............. -- 1-·-··-··1······ .. ·· . , ................ , ............._.... 1................ ,................. , ............... ,............ 1---··-··--

····· ··· ····1~:: :::: :1::::::::: :1:::: :: :: ::1: ::: :::.::: 1:: :: :::::: 1:::::::: ::1:::::: ::1:: :: ::: ::: 1· ···$6." oo ·

$1,455.20
4.10
1. 14
4. 96

.............................

I

............ 1:.......... ,.,.. . • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • ••I•••••
- - -,=
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I

I

I
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••I••••••••••

l===l===t:===
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1,465.40

1. 00
460. 50
4. 40
2. 15

::::::::1 ::::::::::1::::::::::1:::::::::1::::::::1:::::::::1::::::::1:::::::::1:::::::::i-···········1··········
l = =I...

····1··········i- ·········1· ········ ·1 ··········1··········1········1··········

6. 00

............. 1 ................ 1• • • • • • • • • · 1 .. • • .. •• .. • • • l • • • ............ l ....... • • • • • • l • • • • • • • • l • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •

_____ ,_:_: .:.:. :.:.J:. :. :. :. ~···· l:.:.:..:.:..:..:..:.:../· · .. ··· . ··1· ········ -i- ··'··· ···1·--·· ·· ·1 ·---- · .... 1··· ··· ··--1===
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3. 56
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1. 08
89. 97
1. 13
. 50

564. 38
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~
439. 05
2. 40
309. 86
79. 73
22. 45
2. 53
6. 00

862. 02

Indtpendent posts.

............................................................
~ .... ·I· ..........,......... ·I· ........ ·I·· ....... I· ........·., .......
·I· ........ ·I ,. I........... ·1· ....... ··1 ·· ......·57
··· ····· ·········· .......... ,............ ..........
85

Colum bus :Barracks, Ohio
Willets Point, N. Y. H . ••...••..•••.••.
1-----1

1--·-I

1---------1-----1-----1

I

General depot,.

iioo," 660."

.57

1. 85

Total. .............••..••••••.•......•••.•....

·$66.' s5 · ii;

l===i

ii. if oss."is· $i."sas: ao· $4; 2so: oo· ii; oso: oo· iooo: oo · ··$iiis: oo· ::: ::::::: ·$ii,.i,i,S: ,io ·1--·aiZ: 52·

::Jale~;t·itP~: ::: :: : :::::: :::: :: :::.
61 ·
iii."
Jeffersonville,Ind ....••.....•••..•••••. 16,433.86
62.08
355.53 8,824./iO
San Francisco, Cal..................... 30,077. 68 . . . . . . . .
80. 33 4, 528. 65
Saint Louis, Mo........................ . . • . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2,572.14
Military p1 ison, Fort Leavenworth,

1,283.37 2,566.63
450.00 ..•..... 2,052.67 ..........
1, 599. 96 1, 688. 89 . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • .
900. 00 . . • . . . . . . .
1,152.00 . . . . . . . • • . . • •. . . • • • . . . • . • • • .
780. 00 . . . . • . . • • .

4,514.00
7,061.33
4,852.75

37.46
260. 46

1

I

48 75
.
48. 08

Kon;;,~;·.:·: . :·.::::·.::::::::::::: 14:::::: ;;;:;; ·;,-;;;: ~ ~.-;;;:;;·1·;,·~~ !:: :: : ;:;;;:;;·1~;:;; ;:;;;: ~ :::::::: ··;;:~;; I:: :::: :: I ,:: ::
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RECAPITULATION.

~

~

Divisions, departments, general depots, and
independent posts.

Regular sup.
plies.

Incidental
expenses.

Cavalry
Barracks and Hospitals. and
artillery
quarters.
horses.

Clothing.

Shooting
Hospital
stewards' galleries and
ranges.
quarters.

Total.

>00
~ I

t_rj·

~I

Division of the Atlantic and Department of the
East ......................•.......•......•...
Division of the Missouri ...........••••.........
Department of the Missouri .••.••..•••.........
Department of the Platte .........•...........•.
Departm ent of Dakota ..........•......... . ••..•
Departmeut of Texas .........••.•. . .•..........
D epartment of California ......••.•••........•..
DP-partm ent of Arizona •...••........ ...••.......
DeJ:artm ent of the Columbia ..•.•......••...••..
In ependent posts .•••••.•••.••••..........•.•..
General depots ..........•..•. , .....••...........
Total .••.........••••.••..••.••••••........

~

$145,976. 88
10,304.93
296,575.75
350,222.25
400,077.90
218,782.98
87, 790.15
510,766.60
133,475.09
87,630.35
214,198.32

$64. 594. 66
28,554.07
47,271.71
56,008.28
65,954.93
45,518.87
30,654.36
49,289.09
28,983.41
32,310.78
165,670.97

$100,581.03
20,713.37
51,414.10
75,871.46
51,057.25
44,459. 73
32,850.56
37,350.60
32,911.24
24,165.94
88,502.07

2, 455, 801. 20

614,811.13

559,877.35

------

$5,029.58

-·---·-----·
3,732.49

·-------·----........ . ........

$125. 00
11,749.23
340. 00
5,243.47 ...................
6,227.78 .................
1,179.60 ···--·········
7,058.87
3,060.00
10,868.09 ....................
9,019.13 ··--------·-··
1,797.77
117,675.20
61,906.01

. 121, 200. 20

$1,341.91
$78. 00
8. 40 ----·------41. 00
1,293.29
51. 50
·----·
492. 64
900. 30
474. 30
6. 00 ----···----10. 80
148. 96
...................
799. 80
1. 85 .................
450. 01
1,136,096.37

··---·

----····-- ·- ···

1,136,786.56

5,408.57

$3,358.97

...............
374. 24
528. 45
19. 50
161. 23
1,465.40
564. 38
862. 02
. 57
125. 02
7,459.78

. $320, 961. 03
59,580.77
400,827.58
494,771.17
523,745.99
315,624. 1-9
153, 9-16. 07
608. i49. 30
207, 1'99. 65
153,128.62
1, 724, 515. 73

'.

t_rj;
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t_rj'
~

j
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----4, 963, 250. 80

~
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UPPt.F.MENTAL,-Statement showing in detail amounts expended f1·01n the various appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department for the
3. _ se11l year 1886, in the di1,isions, departments, a.nd general depots of the .Army, a,11 shown by the accou.nts of officers from .August, 1886, to June 30, 1887,
· wt hf1·elofore ,·eportcd, 11ot <inclitding appropriation ''.Anny transportation." _
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REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Stoves and ranges.

Fuel.

Forage.

Dl\"isjon and post.

JLamps and lanterns.

t:tt

Hay.

Bran.

Corn.

Barley.

Oats.

Wood.

Straw.

Coal.

Lamps.

Light.

Cook.

Heating.

[zj

"'d
0

pj
~

Diririon of the .Jitlantic- and Department of

the East.

nll~lrb~~~~~·.~-~~~r~~~'.~~~~~:.1~.~~.~~~:. ···-~·······2·····J···· .......... ·········-··········LS········· ··········1········ ..1············1
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Bostou! Mass .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . • .. . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . • . . • . .. . . . . . • . • . . . . .. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • •$44.05
. . . . • . . , ....••....
$3. 00 , .........
........ . .

t:°~~~fl"Ji~~~ ~-. ~:::: ::::::: ::::::::: :::::: ····$1ao:1a· ::: ::::: :: .. $764.'iiii · :::::: :: :: ::::::: :: : :::: :::::: ....$i 67 · ::::::: :: : ....!'.~~~ ~~. ::·: :: :::: :: :::: :::::: :::::::: ::

~~r,··········i

- - - - ----- -----

Total

I

Department of the Mi8louri.
Santa. F6, N. Mex

730.73 ..........
1

-764.98 ...........
1

329.19 1

$0.25

-

!

700.00

44.05
1

3.00 1......... .

Total.

~

928.~4 1······· ..

·1

647.12 \···· ..

····1········· i······--··~·I········· 1············1······.~·····1···· .. ····

~

1-q
1
••••••••••

0

"%j

. . . . . . . . . . . . _._._._._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
1

900. 96

318. 84 , ......... .

181.74

....._..... .......... , ........ .
1

1

191. 51

......... ·1~----·· ..... ·1··· ........ ·1· -- ....... ,......... .

Department of California.
Headquarters, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
Fort Bidwell, Ca.I . ....••.••........•........

t?=j'

I>-

Department of Texas.
Headquarters, San Antonio, Tex ..••........

m

t,rj

t:tt

1 6 . 3 5 _ ~ d ~ ~ · · · · · · · · · · 1 · · · · · · · · · · · ·1············1·········· 1··········

~artment of Dakota.
SaintiPanl, Miun ............................

~

t:rj,

a

1

Department of the Platte.
Omaha, Nebr .................. .

,.,

········1··········1··········1··········1··········1
1-78.7979 1..~.
.. . .... ...... .... .. .... ....... ... ..........

t===···········1··········1··--······

1>0. 00 . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • .. . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . , • 678.
• • • . 90
• • . ......................
$16. 25 .•••••••••••.•••••••••••. • • • • • • • • · . · · • · • .. • · •
28.
678. 90

~~ ........... - ..•... - ....................... ..

~

~

Departma-nt o/ Ari'zona.
Whipple
Barracks,
Prescott,
Fort
Hnaohnca,
Ariz
. . . . . . . •Ariz..........
. . .• . . . . . • • . • • •
Total

15,105.67
577. 73

453.
242. «
52

15,683.40

695.96

I

7, 361.
76S. 55
74

8,127.29_
1

'=='

I

······1············1··········1··· ......

70. 60
.••••••••..•••.•
53.
50 . . $234.
. . . . . 94
. . . ..••......
$5. 50 4,326.84
. 67. 72 .•...••.•..••••.••••••.•.•.•••.....•••••..•.....••.•••
124.10

234.94

~

4,394.56

l···.·······I············ ................................

Department of the Oolttmbia.
Va.nconver Barracks and Depot, Wash ..•..

General depots.
New York City, N. Y .
Jeffersonville, 1:nd

15. 75

13.85

1, 787. 30

..................................
··········1··········1········· 1····:=t:==1
=i= . ... .........

8.00 1·········· 1·······
6,470.10
.... ············
17, 135. 75 1··········
72. 60 1••• $945.00
•••..• .

Total ............ .

10

Independent posts.
Benicia .Arsenal, Cal ..... .

I ••••• • • • • • • • 1 · · · · · • • • • · 1· · · · • · • • • •

.. '............ '::::::::: :,::::::::::,:::::: :: ::,:::::: ::: :, ::::::::: :1 ~:: :: 1:::: :: ::: :

1... : :

47::

.••

~

::·.::·:75. .: .:~.:: .i.... ..:::

.0

q

>
~
>-:
t:j

~

~

>
00

~

t"j
~
I

.

0
tr.1

zt_,,_j'
~

>

~

~

-l
i:.o

~
(X:

3. SUPPLE:\IENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amounts expended from the vatious appropriations, etc.-Continued.

0
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division I\Dd post.
Stationery. JPrinting. J .A ~vertis·
.
mg.

-----------------~----1----1----1

Not
other·
wise.

Lawn
mowers .

Paulina.

Desert.
ers.

Printing. I Guides.

I

Horse
Horse
Messen· 1and mule and mule
gers.
nails.
shoes.

1- - - -l- - - - l - - - -1 - - --1- - - - , - - - - , - - - - , - - - -

·ri•ion of the .iJ.tkmtil' and Department of
the East

~

·1----...... , $30. 00 , .••. ·• .... , ...•.• · • ·· 1·· ···· ·.. .
B;!~~~: Ma~s· :: :::::::: ::::::.::: ::::::::::.· __·____ 1~ ············ ············ ·········· ~ ··········.° ·· ··· ···· ·········· ·········· ··· ······· ·· ···· ····
lll\11,l'.lunrtors,
Gor-oruor'sisland, New York/··· ........ .......... J. ........... , . ........... , ......... . , ... ,;.;;; . ;.;. ·J · ........
0

l'otal ......... ..... .
D e-partment of the M1·uouri.
lloadquarters and depot, Fort Leavenworth,
.Kaus . . . . . . .. ........ .
Santa FO, N. Mox.
Fort .Reno, Ind. T .......... .

18. 00

1== = =1= = 1

Total ............. . .

I

I

1====1

30. 00 I • • · · · · .••. 1·......... . ,. ... .. •••·
1= = 1 = =1= 1 = =•--- - - -

$11 774, 16

::::::::::lli::::::::::I:::::::::: :::::::::~ --··so.'oor:::::::: ::::~~:::: ::::::::::
..... ······1···· ······1·=1=1··········
oo. oo ....... .. . ......... . ..... ····1------ .... . ................. .
I• • • • • • • • • •

1,774.16 · · · · · · · · · · ~ ~ : . : . . : . . : . ~

Department of .Arizona.
Whipple Barracks, Prescott, Ariz ... •..... . · 1·

I=

$122.15
159. 30

90. 00 ~:.:..:..:. .- ········

30.00 !··········.:..:..:..:..:::.:..:..:.::..:..::..:...····

~

0

l'rj

550. 60

$2i9. 86

············1··········~···················1··········
··········1~··········1··········
..................... ·r ·..:= ......_
....
oo
1

$68. 33

1

I

60.

$75. 00

$7. 50

$20~. 08

~r··· ····· ···1 ···· ·--··· 1··--··.-·· ·1 ······· ···1.··· ··• ··· ·1···· ·· ····r·----·--·1--·· ·· ····

ii.~gtltt)::::::):::::::) ;~; ~;~: ::::::::i :::3:::: \i~i i~~~:1;t~~~~~1:~~;:~: :ji~:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:;~~;:~:::~;;;:~;

=

San Francisco, Cal. ..... ..•. ... ....... .••... .. .. . .. . .•.. . ... _. ....

16, 513. 49: . . . . . . . • . •

lndependent poata.
.
WestPoint,N.Y ................ ......... .. ............

\

90. 82 ..................... .. ... .. _............. .............................. .:.::.:..:..:...:_:.:_: .:.::.:..:..:...:.:.:..:.
1
4,448.11 \= 7 5
oo . 1, 662. 53
11. 50 ........................•..... ~~ ~~

219. 52

~

t'-1

00

t,rj:
Q
~

tr.,

==I==--------..,,-.,
,..J _ _ _ _
1

General depot,.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . . .

pj

8

D epartm ent of Texas.
Headqnnrters, San .Ant-0nio, Tex ... ....... . , ............ , ......... .

Department of the Columbia.
Vancouver Barracks and Depot, Wash .. . .. .

p::j,

1-tt
0

I

40. 50 \--··-- ··· ··· ...................... ·········· ........ . . ·•·· ·•···· ·• · ·· · ···· · ··· · ·· ··· · ········ · ·· ········

~

~

p:,
~

0

~

-~
~

;:-,

3. SUPPLEMXNTAL.-Statenient showing in detail amounts expended j1·om the i·a1i<Yus appropriations, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENT.AL EXPENSES.

Division and post.
Affida·
vits.

D<vi,i,m of U,, Atlantic••• Deparlmm< of

I

b

Recovery
Shoeing. I of :~dses I Targets.
mules.

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Hire
of tele.
phones.

Office
furniture.

1· . . . . . . . . .

. .. .. .... . . .

HJ:!X,~"'.~:'."';;;::~.".~ ~'.'.': ':'.~~ ..................·......................·

Iotherwise.
Not

Public offices.
Office.

I-~

Construe·
tion.

I Carpen·
ters.

$260. 00
5,414.13 1 $447.00
1, 604. 50
189. 80

. .. .. .. .. .

-~

200.00 .........

94.00

534.21 ... .......

7,278.63

j

636.80

q

$654. 00 ,• .• $820." 00

,

__ __
,

654. 00

= = =====l=====l====~======~====i======'===:=l=

Department of the Missouri.

Masone.

,0
. .. .. .. ... ..

Fort Ha111ilton, New York Harbor .......................................... ,.... ... .......... ............ ...... ...... ..........
Fort Niagara, N. Y. . . • . .. • .. • . .. • •.. • .. .. • . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . • . .. • . .. . $200. 00 . .. • . . . . . .
$94. 00
$534. 21 . • . . . .. .. .
Total. ................................ ~ ~,....................

Repair.

820. 00

I= =

>
~

1-3
t_,:j
~

a::

>

U1

Headquarters and depot, FortLeavenw~~~~:.I

$2. 251 ......... ·1 ..... ····1 .......... 1.......... I

167. 90

I

126. 251 ...... ····1 ...........

'.I

416. 44 1::::~:: ::

:1: ::: ::::::

iltiir6~~!)//}\}ii\ :::::::)<it:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}:::::::: :::::ii:\!::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::< :::: ::::::::::
Total

1-----l·----l

2.25

1----1

-----l-----l

167. 90

1. 00

-----

186. 25

l, 317. 44

,_ _ _ , _ _ _

416. 44

Department of Dakota.

=, ......... ,=:=.~=...........,............

t_zj

zt_zj

l=J
..................

.......... ...........
l .........
260. 05 ............................ ..
5!6.00 ...... . .. . ............... .
1
1 806. 05
44. 00 , ...•......

FortAssinniboine,Mont ....................
44.00
Fort Sisseton, Dak.......... ... • • ... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. • • • . . . . . .. • .. . . • . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .
Fort Custer,Mont .......................... .......... .......... .......... ...... . ... .......... ............ ...... ...... .•.•.. .... .
Total ................................. , ... ~ ..

I

0

~

910. 00

l. . . . . l=J
. . . . . . . . . .l. . . . . l=J
. . . . . . . . . . .1

t_zj
~

>
r'

Department of the Platte.
Omaha, Nebr

1-3

Department of Oalifornia.
San Diego Barracks, Cal_.................... 1. . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . ·, . . . . . . • • • ·, . . . . . . • • - • 1 • . . • • • • •

• •

23.00 ,.......... , ............ , .......... , .......... , ........ ..

~

00
~

~

3. SoPPLEMENTAL,-Statement sho10ing in lktail arnounts expended from the various appropriations, etc.-Continued.

00
~

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Division and post.

Recovery
Shoei.ng. j of ~des I Targets.
mules.

Affida.

vits.

Hire
of tele·
phones.

Public offices.

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -l- - - -1----1----1----1----1
JMpartm~nt of Arizona.

Not ·
otherwise.

Office

furniture.

Construe·
tion.

Carpen.
ters.

I Masons.

Repair.

-----1----1----1----1----1----

I

I

32. 50

l:_zj

0

I

$46. 22

I

46. 22

l

179. 23

50. 00

1•••••.••• ·I·•······ ·· I ·

P:I
1-3

$257. 50

•• •• $493.-68 •1 ••$277: 35• /$i; i1s: 00

••I••••••••••
••I••••••••••

257. 50

I.

493.68

277. 35

Department of the Oolumbia.
V ancon ver Barrncks and Depot, Wash...... . . . . . . . . . . . ..........•.••......•••••..•.

$194. 38

a, 441. 12 I 1, 840. 61

General dtpou.

1, 175. oo

1

00

•I•••••

•

•

•

0

I· ........ .

I11depe-ndmt poau.

1-,:,j

1-3
~

788. 05

$480. 00

Yli~~~~:~~~i~~l~!~i.L!~! ? ;;:;'.t::: ;;;t::: ::~/~: : :~:/: ;:::rmr~: : : I:~:! !: :'.~: ?:/:F:/::+~2:: :/::]!/~!!!!

t_rj
00
t_rj

Q

P:I
t_rj

1-3
~
~
~

0

1-,:,j

······1······ ····1··········1· ··· ······1· ··· ······1··········1·
1:::::::::
==-:-:-:-:1 .......... 1. ..... ....1.......... 1. .........1............ ,............ I·--·······

Benicia Arsenal, Cal ... ..............•
David 's Island, New York Harbor.......... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................•.......•.........•.......... 1.
Total ....... .

P:I
1-d

Wblpplo Barrnoks, Prescott, Ariz .••••...• ·
$32. 50 $166. 10
$50. 00 1· . . . . . . . . · 1· · · · · · · · · · 1· · · · · · · · · · · ·
F<>rt Ilnaobuoa, Ariz. . . . . . . . ••. . .• . . . . .• . . . . . . . . .. . . .
13.13 ..•........•••.•.....•••••.••..•.•...•••..
Fort Grout.Ariz ............. ..••..•.•...•• ...•.... .. . .....................•.••......•..........••....••.. ,.
Total

Office.

525. 00
10,507.50
11,032, 50

~

3. SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statenient showing in detail amounts exp<mded frorn the va1·ious appropriations, etc.-Con tinued.
CAVALRY AND
ARTILLERY HORSES.

,g"'

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

CLOTHING.

J~
Ce<!

Division and post.
Labor.

Watch·
men.

Advertis·
ing.

Not oth.
erwise.

::,.,a,
....
~

1;;P<

Purchase. I Printing.

Purchase.

§

Manu.
facture.

AdvertiS·
ing.

Not other·
wise.

0

Divi8ion of the .Atlantic and Department of
the East.
$81. 00
$280. 00
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor .... ·••··· l======r-=====l=====:1====~====~=====1=====~=====l=====l=======h====
Department of .the Missouri.

£)

q

>

~
~

Fort Sill, Ind. T ............ .
Fort Lewis, Colo ..... .

t_zj
~

t:s:

6, 565.671·----· ...... , ........... .

Total. ...

>

m

~

t_zj
~

$800. 00

I

~

zt_zj

18,964.00
12,834.50

Fort Grant, Ariz ........... .
Los Angeles, Cal

~

>

31,798.50

~

$75.00 , ......... .

New York City, N. Y ....... .
Philadeiphia, Pa .. .................. . .... . .
San Francisco, <..:al
Saint Louis, Mo ............................ .
Military prison, Leavenworth, Kans ........ .
T o tal. .................... .

.......... , . ........... 1. . . . . . . . . ..

$1,289. 94 • $5,647. 75
85.60 .......... .

1-----1-----

1,334.40
94. 50

32. 00

I•••• . .....

23,102.90

8,574.36

1,375.54

5,647.75
I

~

00
~

(:)=>

3.-SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amou,nta expendedfroni the various approp1·iations, etc.-Continued.

00

~

RECAPITULATION.

----Divisions, departments, genera.I depots, and lndependent posts.

Regular S'.lP·
plies.

$2,263.43
3,034.84
1,575.86
181. 74
1,533.46
773. 94
29,425.05
2,647.36
45,887.57
277. 20
87, 600.45

/

Barracks
and
quarters.

Incidental
expenses.

Cavalry and
artillery
horses.

Clothing.

$9,750.43
1,733.88
910. 00
806. 00

$858. 21
387.40
44. 00

······ ··2a.'00·

Hospitals.

1

•••••••••• • • •

722. 86
194. 38
9,341.38
11,571.23

36,199.49

6,565.67

32,941.19

15, 63!. 97

Total.
~

$12,872.07
11,721.79
2,485.86
1,031.74
1,533.46
2,482.99
64,412.63
11,467.12
71,195.64
11,309.70

-~

190,513.00

l:rj

l:rj

1-t,

0

~

0

_l'tj
~

~

m
l:rj

C':l

~

l:rj
~

>
~
~

0

l'tj

~

>

~

385

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

4.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month, and pafd by th.e
Quartermaste,·'s Department, in the divisions, departments, general depots, independent
posts, and recruiting depots of the Army, on what duty employed, their grade and monthly
pay, and the app1·opriatio·n froni which paid, as reported by officers of the department on
their reports of persons and articles hired, for June, 1887.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC AND DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,

Incidental expenses.
CQ
c,:,

CQ
~

Divisions and posts.
0
~

~

,Ii
.,!,j
~
cp

6

, Total...............................

ci:i
ci:i
c,:,
c,:,

M

~

i

~

<l)

6

--

*

te

"'
::!

g

rri

~

~

0

-- -

~

0

*tti
~<I)

6

0

c,:,

0
M

CQ

~

d

"'
- , .,!,j-

~

~

flT
~

<I)

~

"'

~

~

~
-~
p.

6 -6 0
-

-

f

A

1:,1)

r::l

~
~

0

-

A

0

~

g

~

~

-!fr

.;

.;

~

.;
$

~

~

~

00

cp
cp

~
cp
~

~

~

~

od

e, e, ~
~t-4 H~ ~

-- -

-

ll')

""' *
... ...

~

<I)

~

-

IN

0

~

§

~

--

9
Incidental expenses.

Divisions and posts.

Total.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . .

8925 w 87-25

----------------------1
1
1 4
1 1 1
2 1
1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 01!' WAR.

4.-Statement showi"g the n-urnber of civilians employed by the month, and paiil by the
Quartermaster's Departm ent, etc.-Conti nued'.
DIVISION 01!' THE ATLANTIC AND DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST-Continued.

Barracks
and
quarters.

Army transportation.
.,;
0<0

0<0

Divisions and posts.

ici
CQ

~

~

...

.;-

A

$

<I)

e-

A

a:,

A

Q

.bl)

P:l

~

A
~

al

<ii

0

a:,
a:,

a:,
a:,

<0

.

i

Q

:2

*r£ *

00

~

,.!;,j

~

·ca
p.,

al

0

0

.i~ .ii

<0
ii,-

$

~

r£

0

r£

t

.abli

.bl)

~

~

A

,....

.;-

al

~

lo<°
a:,

g ~ .,;....
·E .~... ii,- .Qa:, ffi'r

A
A

~

g ~
ii,ii,-

]

~

Q

~
~

=
;

0
QI)
~

s.:-

Cl)

-A

lo<°

0

0

~

8

~

-~

P-t

o$

p:;

a:,
Q

,Q

::s

-1---; ~ ~ ·..:~.:. i:__:i_:..·:_i_:. :::: ::~: ::i: :::~

Ji:tdN:~~~:·tao~.~~~~~·-s.~~~~~~·-~·.:.::: . --~- ~ New Orleans, La .... .................... . ...... ... .... . .

~11::!;I::!~f;~·t~::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::::: ~:: .t ~ :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::::

i~ttr:a!iii\?t:::::::::::::::::: : : : ::::: : : : : : : ~: .

i

Fort Schuyler,N. Y ...................... ..... .... . ..... ... . .... ...

J~~rn~Jilt~n~ili::::::::::::::::::::. ::::: :.:::: ::::: :::: :::: "i
Total. .............................. _2_

1_ -2- -

f :::: :::: :::::::: :::: ::::
~ :::: :::: :::: :::· . ... .. .

.................. ..

3 61 _ l _ -1

-

Army transportation.

g

ii,-

.;-

a:,

g

p.
4)

Cl)

~

.Q

.;-

-"'...

A

a:,

Cl)

p:;

p:;

Q

I>
al

al

-

':fl

Q

r:r.,,

-

.. 18
8
ti)

A

fJ

ell

8

-

.. . .
. . ..
.. ..
.. . .

<ii

Cl;)

-

<0
ii,-

.i

. ... . ... 1
.. . . .. .. .. ..
.. . .. .. .. ..
.... 1 ....

.... 1
.. . . . ..
.. . . . . ..
.. . . .. ..

Steamtug
Lau11ch Launch
BarMonroe. rancas. General
Wool.

- - - ----.,; 0
i:i •

bl)

·.:::

~
4)
Cl;)

'

-

1 .... --~ - .. i.
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4.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by tlte month, and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC A.ND DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,

Incidental expenses.
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4.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month, and paid by tM
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.
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Incidental expenses.
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4.-Statement showi;g the number of civilians employed by the month, and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc. -Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA-Continued.
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4.-Statement showing ·the nurnbe1· of civUians eniployed by the nwr1'th, and paid 'by the
Qua1·te1·maste1·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT 01<' THE COLUMBIA,
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4.-Statement showing the numbel' of civilians eniplo,ved by the month, and P"'id by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.

Incidental expenses.
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4.-Statement showing the nu,rnber of civilians mnployed by the month, and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

4.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month, and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
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4.-Statenient showing the number of civilians employed by the month, and paid by tht
Qua1·ter1naster's Depa1·tnient, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTl\'lENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

4.-Statement showing the flumbe1· of civilians ernployed by the month, and paid by the
Quartermastet·'s Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE-Continued.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE-Continued.
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4.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month, and paid by the
Quartermaster's Departmen t, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT

OF TEXAS-Continued.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

4.-Statement showing the number of ci1,iZia11s employ£d by the month, and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
GENERAL DEPOTS, AS PROVIDED BY ARMY REGULATIONS, 1823, .AND SPECIAL ORDER
172, A. G. 0., 1884.
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4.-Statement showing the nurnbe1· of civilians employed by the month, and paid l>y the
Qu,artermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
GENERAL DEPOTS, ETC.-Continued.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

4.-Statement showing the nitmber of civilians ernployed by the month, and pai£l by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continned.

GENERAL DEPOTS, ETC.-Continued.
Clothing and equipage.
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4. - Staternent showing the nurnber of civilians ernployed by the rnonlh, and paid by th,
Quarterrnaster's Department, etc.-Continue<l.
INDEPENDENT POSTS.

I midental expenses.
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4.-Statement shoicing the number of cfrilians employed by the month, and paicl by the
Quarte1·master's Department, etc.-Ooutinued.

RECAPITUL.A.TIO~-Continued.
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Total ........ ,.......................................... .
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f1r~~e~;!~!;Jr;!~fi~ ::::: ::: :: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ::.:_:.
Total. .................. '. .............. --.... ---······ ·_._ ·

8
27

](j

.pepartrnent of the Jlissouri.

g1tr~~:tit;rr~~;·•••·•:••.••·•••••·••:•••: •:

Clothing, camp and garrison _equipage ............ ..............
Total. ........................ ... ...................,... .

5

79">. 00
2,980.00
160. 00
7, 70Li. t6}
516. 66 i

161

12, 158. 33½

4
44

270. 00
3, 9il6. 66

8
164

· 491. (l(l
7, 73'.L 33

10
34
2
110

!),
35,
1,
91

(i:

5-10. 00
760. 00
!J.0. t·O
480 00
201!. 00

145, 900. 00

Departrnent of Dakota.

t~~1;:t:rH~~~n;ft~-: ~- ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Army transpo1 tation ............. ............................. .
Total. .................

3,240.00

4 7, 2:l9. 92
5, 899. 92
92, 799. 9(1

220

12, 431. 65

14!J, 179. 80

6

4 r·5, 00
3,615. 00

D,;partrnent nf th e Platte.

!~!\~tm:;:;,:;:··•••
••••••·· ·•••··••••••••••••••••••••.·
Total ....... .............................................

101

(), 511. 66

4,860.00
43, ~80. uo
2, 9.J-11. LIO
78,139.92

159

iO, 776. 66

120,319.92

50
2

24,5.

co

Depa t1nent of Texas.

3!
t~Ii;:~m;~~:
:fe~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: :
Armytran11pu1tation ...........................................
,3

2·m: ~~

U1U~

2

3,6!3.00

43,716.00

=~' 704. 66 I

i::o, 455. 02

]6.3. 00
JO, 025. 33
00
00
6G
()7

1,980.00
120, 30:(. 96
], 800. 00
2,760.00
58,111.92
183, 120.0!

455. 25
168. 33

5,463.00
2, 020. 00

- - - - - - -)- - - -

'

Total. ... ..... .... ..... .. .. .. ........................... =

119

Genera l depots.

i ~~\lti :t~~~fifrHH: ++>+ • +

2
116

1
3

l 50.
230
4, 8-12.
15, 176.

Clothing, camp ant.I garrison equipage ........................ . 12178
------Total. .................. ...... ........................... .- -321- - 30,-58!J.
6()
367,075. 92
Independent posts.

~l~~~et~!~ e;gr~~!fi~ :::::: ::::: :: :::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::: ... .

6
3

-Total. ................................................... . - - -9 - - -623.- -58- - -7,483.00
Recruiting depots.

~:~~~:r:I£ifat~: ~:: : ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ---- - - - - - - - Total. ............... : ................................... .

2
4
5

150. 00
5:lO. 00
386. 661

1, 800. 00
6, 24(1, 00
4, 6!0. 00

11

J, 056. 66}

12,680.00
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4.-Statement slw.oing the number ~f civilians ernployed by the month, and paid by the
.
Quartermaster's Departrnent, etc.-Continued.
RECAPITULATION-Continued.

From what appropriation paid.

Monthly
pay.

No.of
employes.

I Yearly pay.
I

Total amounts

by

l

a_ppropriations.

Regular supplies ...................................•..•••......
Incidental expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .
Cavalry and artillery horses . ............... . ............. ..... .
Barracks and quarters . ....................... ................ .
Army transportation . ............ . ............................ .
Clothing, camp and garrison equipage . . .......... ............ .

53
410

126

$3,546.66
35, 3L9. 21
150. 00
1, 7.,36. 66
44, 989.11%
15,693. 33%

Total ................................................... .

1,386

101,434. 98!

1
24

772

$42,559.92
423,830. 5i
1, 800.00
20,839.92
539,869.40
188,320.04

I

1. 211,219.

so

5.-Staternent 8howing the amounts expended by ojficer8 pf the Qita1·terma8ter's Department
during, and on account of the apropriatfons for, the fiscal year ended J-une 30, 1887, and
balances in th eir hands so far as shown by accounts received at this office.
Names of officers.

Expendi·
tures.

Balances.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - Atwood, E . B., captain and assistant quartermaster .. ....• ...•••............
Ayres, J.C., captain Ordnance Department ..... ......• .....................
Augur, C., captain Second Cavalr'y .................. ....................... .
Andrews, H. M., lieutenant First Artillery ....... .............. .........•...
Andrews, G., lieutenant Twenty.fifth Infantry .....•...................... .
Almy, W. E., lieutenant Fifth Cavalry . .................................... .
Anglum. D. F., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry ................................ .
Ayer, W. E ., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry ...... .. ................ ... ....... .
Amlrus, :E'. ll., lieutenant Fourth Infantry .. .. ............................. .
Anderson, ,J., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry .............................. .
Adams, T. R., lieutenant Fiftlt Artillrry ................................... .
Ayres, C. G., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry ......... ...... ........... ...... .... .
Bingham, J. D., colonel and assistant quartermaster.general .......... -· ... .
Batchelder, R. N., lieutenant.colonel and deputy quartermaster.general ... '.
Batchelder, R. N., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster.general, Sig·
nal Service account ...... ............................... . ................ .
Belcher, J. H., major and quartermaster .................................... .
Barnett, C. R., captain and assistant qu~rtermaster ........................ .
Bird, C .. captain and assistant quartermaster ..............•................
Booth, C. .A., captain an<l assistant quartermaster . .............. . .......... .
Baker, F., captain Ordnance Department .... . ............................. .
Barrett, A., captain ancl _military storekeeper .............................. .
Best, C. L., ir., lieutemmt First Artillery ................................... .
Barry, T. H., lieutenant First Infantry ..................................... .
Blauvelt. W. F., lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry ............................ .
:Bowen, W. Il. C., lieutenant Fifth Infantry ................................. .
Brown, G. R., lieutenant Eleventh Infantrv ................................ .
:Blow, W N.,_lieutenant !l'ifteent_b. Infantry ................................ .
Brett, J.E., lieutenant 'I wc•nty.fourth Infantry ............................ .
Burbank, U.S., lieut nant Tenth Infantry .................................. .
Brennan, J., lieutenant ."event enth In fin try ......................... .. ... .
. ................................ .
:Byrne, C., lieutenant Sixth Infantry.
:Brook , E. II., lien tenant Twenty.first Infantry ............................ .
rnrnham, ,v. P., lieutenant , ix1h Infantry .. .................. .... ..... .. . .
D. Il., lieutenant .'ev nte nth Infantry ........................ . .... .
BID/! am, . , ., li ntenant, .. -inth Ciwalry .......... .................... .... .
B n{c,n, E. · , Ji ut na.nt Third .Artillery ................................... .
J. L., lieutenant. 1''l"Pnth Infantry ................................ .
/ 1
1
p,oot 1, . .A., lleut naut 8ev nth Infantrv .................................. .
w t
Ji ut •nant Tenth Infantry ............................... .
JJ n. n, I r-t' 1 •ut nant Fourth Ca'l"alry .............. ..... ............... .

-t,1t,

'i°'c'
1/ Ii 1~ 'f.-·
1 . T·.', 'ifr~Jt~ ~~rifutfoms ...................................... .
Br~;.~~£'
13 11 • J :\ J'
rt1 I r:v .•..••.••••••...••••••••••..•..•••••
Bfo'nt
X'.' ·.~ ii' ~t~a~~Fift~n1\l'1{antry
· ······ · · ··· · ·· ··· · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · ·1
B
1 k, • J 1'
ery ................ · · · · · · · · · . · .... · · · · · .
nr\W~;~~- ,f. j}'.• '1\:.:~ '.n~!f F;r~tc~J:ta~try ............................... .
1

1

I tant iia~· ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •• • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Camp •·II . L. I:,, c·aptaln a111\
C~oo , G. 11., apt iu 111111 v I lnnt, ua~ rn}a nna t r .. ··· · ······ · ···· ··· · ·· ·
1
f,1 ,,J.L,c· puiiotincla i I t,1 uarten 11 a: ;·············-··············
bin', · 'l., P In 11\ i t nc I> artm
· · · ·· · · · · • .- · · •· · · · · · · ·· · • · ·1
Clar , ; 11., II I n nt rein n D rrtmc nt . ... ........................ .
•,\:. O., uteuant. 1-lfteenth Wantr .................................
nt · · · · ······ ···· ·· · · · ·· · · · ···· ··.

-,

$38,329.33
5. 60

$273, 044. 80
2,808.42
1,792.66
20, 78L. 11
3,557.18
4,241.87
1,056. 4:.!
3, 246. 1 l
3,170.51
2, 910. 14
3, 319. 99
1,040.16
10, 211. 'i6
248, 06 . 32

4,816.01
23,614.06

150,148.49

]45, 1:n 72

4, ~74. 47

1,;5,2 7.64
127, 875. 97
36, 9 2. 58
4, 213. 26
386, 344. 70
529. 4:.l
11, 917. 90
1,013. 4(i
2, 620. 00

17,80 .63
994. 06
1,273.00
1 I. 25
2 I 584. 39
261. 68
. •••••.•. .

111. 2
0, 042. 93
40. 94
, 5, 323. 39
33. 82
7, 511. 62 ........... .

UiU~

--····2·9~·~

12, 15. 75
2 !). 09
322. 0~ ....•.•••.•.
9i7. 7l ············
2, I 2. fi6 ..•....••••.

:J, 331. 53 ··••·· ..... .
5, 21l0. 97

70. 85

35 1 220. 20
t,~6:J{ ...... ~~~~~~

5, 266.

017. 00
10. 00
1, :,3,).16
2, 911. 36
537. 50
39.f!O
67. 60
212,407.30
39, o 6. 68
5, 09 . 27
0, 0 5. 75
2,456.6
645. 92

...•••.•••••

...... ······
. .......... .
1, 693. 15
.•.... ...••.
... ..•...••.
·•···· ••••·•
10,356.75

I

I

s, ooo. oo

725. 2!
.•••••.•.•••
..•• .• .••.••

1. ••••• ••••••
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G.-.Arnounts expe nded by o.{ficers of the Quarterrnaster's Depart1nent, etc.-Continued ..
Nnmes of officers.
Churchill, C. A., lien tenant Fifth Infantry ......•.. : ...... .....•••... . ......
Clark, L>. H., Jie11t, mmt F1f't,eent h Infantry .... ... ...... . ....... - ... - . . ..... .
Coll.n,i, C. L., lie11t,.uaut Tw euty -fourth Infantry ... .. ........ .... .......... .
Carland, J ., li en tenant t;ix th 11,fautry ....... ........................ . .. .. .. .
Cla1k, S. E., lientennnt Secornl Iufantry ... . ... ..................... -- .... . -·
Cornman, U., lieutenant Twent~·-first Infantry ..... .. ....... .... . .. . ..... .. .
Crawford, M., lieutenant SecOU(l Artillery .......... . ....... ... . ... ... . .... .
Curtis, A.. F., lieutenant Second Artillery .. .. ... , .......................... .
Cummings, A. S., li eutenant Fourth A.rtillery ..... ...........•..............
Clagett, J. R., lieuteuant Twenty-third Infantry . .. ........................ .
Chamberlin, L.A., lieutenant First Artillery . .............................. .
Carter, \V. H., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry ....... ... .. •.... . .... . ..... ... ..... .
Cranston, J. R., lieutenant Tenth Infantry .................... .. ...... ..... .
Clarke, C. J . T., lieutenant, Tenth Infantry ... ... ........................... .
Clayton, B. T., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry ... ........................... .
Chynoweth, E., lieutenant Seventeenth Infantry .......... . .. ............. .
Chase, C., lieutenant Third A.rtiller~' . . . . . . ......... ... . . .. . . ... .. ........ .
Dand_v, G. B., maj or and quartermaster . .................................... .
Duff, R. J., lieutenant Eighth Cavalry .. . . ....... · .· . .. .. ....... ..... .. ..... .
Ducat, .A.. C.,jr., lieutenant Third Cavalry ... .............................. .
Depray, J. A .. lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry .....•••••.•.•...•..........
Dodds, F . L., lieutenant Ninth Infantr_y ....... .. . .. . .. .. .......... ..... . . .. .
Dravo, E. E., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry .. . ..... _. . _............•.•....••...... .
Davis, E., lieutenant Third A.rtiflery ... ........•.•....•.....................
l)evol, C. A.., lieutenant Twenty-fifth Infantry ... ." ..............•......... .
Dent, J.C., lieu tenant Twentieth Infantry .................•••..............
Davis, T. F., lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry ....... .. ... .... .. ...•........... .
Eltonhead, F. E., lieutenant Twenty-first Infantry ...... . .......•..........
Evans, G. H., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry ....... ...... .. ....•••....•........
Egbert, .A.. R., lieut enant Seconrl Infantry ..............•••.............•....
Eggleston. M. F., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry .. ...... ... ... .. .............•..
Elliott, W. G. , lien tenant Ninth Infantry .. ..................••.•..•.........
Foster, C. W., major and quartermaster ...... ... ..... .. •• ........•........
Furey, J'. V., captain and assistant quartf'I'master ..... .. .............. ... .. .
Forsyth, L. C., captain and aRsistant quartermaster ............... - ..... . . .
Flo.vd, D. H., captain and assistant quartermaster ..... .....•• . ..• .. ..... . ..
Farley, J'. P., major Ordnance Department . ...... ......................... .
Fish, W ., lieutenant Fourth Artillery ............ . . ... .... ....... . ........ .
Fuger, F., lien tenant Fourth .Artillery ... . .......... ... ..... ...... ... ...... .
Febiger, L., lieutenant Twenty-third-Infantry .............•...............
F~e1;1ch, J. T .,jr., lieutenant Fourth .Artillery . . .... ............ ...... ...... .
G1lhRs, J'., major and quartermaster .......... ............................. .
Grealish, M. J., captain Ordnance Depa1tment . .......... • ••. .••••••.... .. ..
Green, J'. 0. , lieutena11t ·Twenty-fif'th Infantry ... . . . .•••••.••• ........ .... ..
Gerlach, W., lieut enant Third Infantry ... ....................... .... ...... .
Greene, L. D., lieutenant Seventh Infantry ................................. .
Gifford, J. H. , li eutenant Second A.rtiller_y . ..... . ............. ... .. . ....... .
Goodwin, W . P., lieutenant Fourteenth fofantry ......... ....••............ .
Gustin, J. H., lieutenant Fourteenth Infantry ...... ........................ .
God win, E. A., lien tenant Eighth Cavalry . ................................. .
Garde,ner, C., lien tenant Nineteenth Infantry .... ... ..... .. ......... .... .. . .
Gillmore. Q. O' M., lien tenant Eighth Ca,alry ...... . ...... ........... . ..... .
Griffith , E., li eutenaut Thirteenth Infantry .. .......... . ................... .
Gilman, B. H .. lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry . ... .......... .. . ........ . ... .
Galbraith, J'. G .. lieutenant First Cavahy ..... ... .. . ... .... . ................ .
Hodges, H. C., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-gen.,,ml . ...... .
Humphrey, C. F., captain and assistant quartermaster .. .... .............. .
Hathaway, F . H., captain and assistant quartermaster ... ...... ... . ........ .
Haynsworth, H.J., captain and :issistant quartermaster .................. .
Heath, F., captain Ordnance Department .... .... ••.. .. .. .. ............... .
Heistand, H. 0. S., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry .... . ..............•.......
Hor, R. W .. lieutenant Eleventh Infantry .. .... .. ..... . ............ . ...... .
Ho brook, W. A.., lieutenant First Cavalry ..... . ..... ... .. .. . ..... . ....... .
Huston, J. F., lien tenant Twenti eth Infantry .... .......................... .
Hodges, C. L., lieuten ant Twenty-fifth Infantry . ........................... .
Hovey H. W., lieutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry ......................... .
Boyt, 0. S., lieutenant Eighteenth Ir fantry ... .................... .. ...... .
Hinton, C. B., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry ......... ............... .. ... .
Rardin. E. E., lieutenant Seventh Infantry ................................. .
HoweC E.W., lieutenant Seventeenth Infantry ............................. .
Rafi, ., lie~tenant Twenty-thir<l Infantry ... ... . .. ............ ........... .
Ha I, C. B., hen tenant Nirn,t.eenth Infantry .. .....•.•.. .. .. ...... . .. ..... ....
Hardy, F. H., lieutenant 'l'hil'cl Cavalry .......... .......•...... . .... .. ......
:u2bes, W . N., lieutenant Thirteenth "Infantry ........................... .
B olley, D. E., ii en tenant First Infantry ............................. _... _. __
H nbbarcl, E.W., lieutenant First Artillery ...... ... ... ............. . .. ..... .
H a non, M. F., lie utenant First Artillery ............ ... .... .... ....... . .. .
H n , G. A., captain anil military storekeeper ...... ...... ................... .
H ejrn, L._J ., lieutenant Twenty.first Infantry ............................. .
Ha
hent nant Engineer Corps ...... .......... _... ................ _... .
HD. c .. li~utenant ~hi.rd Artillery .................. ........ ..... .
g
, . ., captam and a1,s1stant quartermaster .•••••••••••.•........•.•.
0

11

tr.,
Inosa1i~sc/

Expenditu res.

Balances.

$1,211.33
10,382.41
676.14
12,547. 28
8, 3113. 90
894. 83
9, 057. 88
685. 06
242. il
4, 319.63
1,515.28
25,090.45
5, 394. 88
2,601.91
1, 293. 35
987. 28
88/l. 75
394,047.11
990. 89
498. 85

······ ·••··•
. ... . ...... .
........... .
........... .
........... .
........... .
$945. 74
. ...... .... .
.. . .. ... ... .

498. 05
. .. .... ... . .
........... .
636. 89
1. 55
1. 04
176. 82
315. 86
98,091.66
1'

. . . . . . . . . . . ..

.... .. . .... .

15,,4it
i~ I::::2,::533.
::::::
428. 69
43
278. 10
5,394.65
R70. 05
4, 599. 01
4, 693. 03
6,548.43
4, 141. 95
1,715.16
l, 219. 60
245, 953. 53
155, 894. 25
35,091. 75
39, 820. 60
200. 00
18. 50
8,844.48
1,374.72
3,446.03
281, 135.96
715. 06
4,006.88
7,915. 25
305. 40
5, 224. 05
4, 333. 33
3, 128. 93
217.18
5,179.40

........ .. . .
. .......... .
67. 51
132. 61
59. 92
...... . . . .. .
], 778. 74
267.47
141. 05
9, 581. 50
85. 28
4, 220. 58
411. 92
. .....•..•.
..... ...... .
. ......... . .
.......... .
32,745.73
........... .
27. 60
182. 05
.. . .. .
1. 85
34. 26
6. 00
. ... ..... .. .
........... .

3, 4:~: g~ I... ___ 1~~~ ~~

20, 891. rn
135. 14
7, 900. 49
39. 40
365, 706. 64
67, 865. 15
59, 777. 5 l
7,154.57
22, 438. 47
202. 55
372. 14 .... . .. . ..•
206. 01 ........... .
7, 955. 85
129. 21
2,973. Vl .......•..••
4, 850. 76 I _ . . . . . . . . . . •
17,157.4 7 1
625. 69

t~t J: .... 2:898." 23

1::
2, l 14. 36 ... ... . .... .
1, 130. ii4
9, 008. 29 I
2, 462. 67
::!3. 110 I • • • • • • • • • • •

I···· ....... .

~:5, 47/l.
~t~: 1)8~~ I....
~·-~~~:~~
. ..... . .... .
10·( 7U
1, 4li3 Ol
1,218. /16
3, 78,,. I,~
13, 203 . 20
8, 319. 43
558. 28
48. 00
29, 708. 68

..••••••••••

,

2. 97
•• •• •• . •••• •

868. 10
3,261.88
136. 73
51. 27
••••• • ••••••

27, 187. 12
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·5.-Arnounts expended by officers of the Qn-artermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
Names of officers.

Ives, E. B .. lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry .............................. .
Jacobs, J . W., captain and asdistant quartermaster ......................... .
Jones, S. R., lieutenant Fourth Artillery ................................... .
Johnson, F. 0., lieutenant Thircl Cavalry .........................•..•.......
Johnson, C. P., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry ... .... ........................... .
Jam es, W. H. W., lieute-nant Twenty-fourth Infantry ...................... .
Kirk, E. B., major and quartermaster ....... . ............................... .
Kimball, A. S., major and quarteTmaster . .... .............................. .
Knight, J. T., lieutenant Third Cavalry .................................... .
Kinf!sbury, F. \V., lieutenant Second Cavalry .............................. .
Ludington, M. 1., lieutenant·colonel and deputy quartermaster-general .... .
Lee, J . G. C., major. ancl quartermaster .............................. . ..... .
Lord, J. H., captain and assistant quartermaster ......................... .
La Point, H. C., lieutenant Second Cavalry ...•.•........................... .
Lassiter, W., lieutenant Sixteenth Infantry ...... .......... ........... . .. .. .
Long, O. F., lieutenant Fifth Infantry . .. ... ... ........ ...••............ .....
London, R., lieutenant :Fifth Cavalry ... ......... .... ........ ............... .
Lester, C. H., lieutenant Eighth Cavalry .......•.... ...................•....
Leahy, M., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantr:v .................. ..............•.
Moore J. }4:., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general ......... .
McGonnigle, A. J., major and quartermaster ............................... .
Marshall, J.M., captain and assistant quartermaster ...................... . .
Miltimore,· A. E., captain and assistant quartermastiir . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
McCauley, C. A.H., captain and assistant quartermaster ................•...
Morgan, A. S. M., captain Ordnance Department ........................... .
Metcalfe, H., captain Ordnance Department . ... .... ... ..................... .
Morrison, C. C., captain Ordnance Department ...........................•..
McCrea, 'l'., <!aptain First A1tillery ..... .. .- ..........•..................... .
Mason, J. S., jr., lieutenant First Infantry ................................. .
Myer, A. L., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry ............ ..................... .
Manley, J. A., lieutenant Twentieth Infantry .... ........ .................. .
Miller, W. H., lieutenant First Cavalry . ... ................................ .
Mills, F. H., lieutenant Twenty.fourth Infantry . .. ......................... .
McClellan, J., lieutenant Fifth Artillery . .. ........................... .... . .
Mumford, T. S., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry .. .............. . ... ....... . .
McDonald, J.B., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry . .......... .'.................... .
Maxon, M. M ., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry .................. ............ .. .
Minbaelis, 0. E., captaiu Ordnance Department ..... ........ : .............. .
MansfielJ. F. W., 1ieutenant Ele,entb Infantry ........... ... .............. .
Mackay, J. 0., lieutenant Third Cavalry ................................... .
:Morgan, G. H., lieutenant Third Cavalrv ......... .............. ............ .
Michie. R. E. L., lieutenant Second CaYalry ................................ .
Mott, S., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry ....... ........... .. .. .. ........ ........ .
Miller, C. P., lie~tenant FouTth Artillery ... ........................ ... ... .
'.Murray, C.H .. lieutenant Fourth Cavalry .... . . . .................. . ..... .
More, E. C., United States consul-general at Mexico City .................. .
Niles, L., lieutenant Secoud Artillery .... .. .............. ... ............... .
Newton, J., li ntenant ixteenth Infantry .................. ............... .
Nordstrom, C. E., lieutenant Tenth Cava\ry ................................ .
Neall, J.11., lieut •nant Fourth Cavalry .................................... .
O'Bri n, J. J., lieutenant Fourth Infantr-y .................................. .
Ostheim, L., lieutenant Tllird Artillerv .................................. .
Perry, A. J., colonel an<l a iiistant qua'iterma ter-g;eneral .................. .
Patten,\\'., ., raptain and as istant quartermaster ........................ .
Pond, G. E., captain and as. istant quartermaster . .......................... .
~~\lman,f W., captain an<l_assistant ~uartermaster ....................... .
\ , J. "., captarn and a. s1 lant quait rmaster .. ........... . ........... .
Pb1pp., F. Il., major OrclnaucP Departm ut ............•....................
Pettit, J., ·., lieutenant Fin1t Infantry ....................................... •
Pitman, .J., n{'tain Or1l11anco lJ(•partment .•................................
Paddoek, '. I ., lieut naut Fifth Cavaln· ....... ........................... .
ratkhtH t,C. D., Ji, ... t naut Fourth Artllli:ry ..... ......................... .
;ialt, E. H., lil'ut i,nut TwPnt,·-third Infant'n· ............................. .

r,~;~;:
~~.-. H;:,))~~;~;1~ ·1t~N1~~1i~1;~~?:::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::: ·
r ·u · "'.}· D. <,., heutcuant. t·cond Ca,·alry ............................ _..... _
0

l'] iry,,. A .•, l11·1111·naut Truth Infaut1 v .. ..•.........••.......... ...•... ... .
P nrn_m •r, E. TI., II 11tn1ant '.rn1th Infontrv. . . ............ . ... ... ....... .
P llllw, ,J. II. I_I., Jli,nt••nant 1 hirt nth Infantry .......................... .
Patch, .• I., 11 ·ut •uaut Fo111 th CnYalry ........... . .. ....... ........ .... .
J. w·., i11t .. ll. t
con. nl·l!eu •1
ico City .................. .
Palnwr, A. 1., h. Ul('U 1.t Tw nty-fourth Iufo.utry ................. .. ...... .
j, rkf!r,tam •11 h 111 ·n nt_Fourtl, Ctl\'alry ...... ~ ......................... .
1• Y;1 1·1·, ,·, lflUl~ n nt. n 1, ..11th lufantr~ .... .. . . ... . .•. . ..............
• no' , · '- ,, 1 nt nn11t-ro\011 ·l anll d puty-quart rma. t r-general ..... .
1t ,in n,A. ,.,m nrnm\qn rt•n1rn hr.
\
1.t un,A. :,,Ill Jor 1111 •1nartmua tn,·\~~i° -- ~~ico·~cc~"u°~t:::::·::· ·
w 11, .1-.,m r 1111 q, 1t rm t r
n
~a
h. .,jr., p a o Orel! an I> JP rtm ·nt ............................ .
·o nU rat Infantry ........ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
• lJ. .,I

Por h,

1:

t•·

I, I

':If:: & ,'~ i·:rii: ~rJ:a-rt~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.

Expenditures.

Balances.

$1,329. 73
80,816.59
$50,174.86
381. 2t
3,916. 60
500 93
60 00
40. OU
265. 09
], 4~1. 90
4,624.51
44, 171. 78
37,154.52
6,260.53
3. 53
1,491. 30
535. 50
13,224.42
73,836.02
530, 8-!8. 80
13,105.61
156, 176. 6J
1,523.33
57,027. 37
7,722.01
51. 38
6,419.06
3,177.79
1,114.75
26. 05
554 60
74. 06
780. 4:!
42, 768. :;2
17,121.75
14,334. Z7
383, 9/i5. 59
2, 2()1. 46
28,456.22
27,437.10
223,018. us
1,221.02
89,032.32
4.80
80 . 70
1,221. G3
4, 038.88
2.n. 77
1, 630. P7
], 081. 40
3,452. 75
15,662.11
11,292. 9<!
14::l. 00
431. 94
1, 9-il. 20
3. 432. 03
9, 43:'i. 53
908. 17
40. 01
5, 3 0. 54
19. 44
], fl32. 1
4. 11. BO
2,424.37
677.20
252. 20
263. 50
2,211.40
40.17
1, OH 27
4R6. 22
4. 5
10, 95::!.10
3, 944. 33
1, 27. 14
14, 665. 10
60. 33
30, 84-1. (i2
], 351. 0-1
15, 3-!1. 31
50.i. !17
33,027. 70 ··2?: 655. 'i6
, 23. GO
7!J, 400. 03
46, R52. 31
l~. l!O- 0~
2L 1 -1:J,. 0/
170, 01'0. ::l·I
I, 399.
22;, 1 o. 56 1
671. 69
2,400. !-5
:l!l2. (l0

····· ·12:io

40!1. !J

-11; . on
2, lfl6. -!'.!

6i2.

ti•6. ~-0

15, l :l. 07
20, 101. OL
547. Sil
1, b-lb. 4U
], ,Jlli -!5
2!, 176.00
1 6i0 13
2,0:l\J. I-!
'.iO·J. 2-!
], 215. 34
5. 6!0. 27
5-!, 9-11. 13

377. 71

463,404. 00
4-2. 530. 39
685. 30
3, 7 .10
3, 20!. 30

...... ···: .. i
3,1

[.4,

77. 3,

...... 039~ ..
!13.

Ji, 3 • 16
16t, ;

···. "24i: ··
113. 23
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5.-Arnounts exptnded by officers of the Quartermaster's Depal"lrnent, eto.-Oontinued.
Names of offi<;ers.

Rice, F. S., lieutenant First Artillery ............. ....................·...... .
Runcie, J. E , liautenant First Artillerv .. .................................. .
Rnhlen, G. , lieutenant Se,enteentb Ini'antry .. .................... -- ....... .
Ro11rliez, L. S., lieutenant Fiffoent b Infantry .............................. - .
Robinson, W. W.,jl'., lieutenant Seventh Cavalry .......................... .
Reilly, H.J., lieutenant Fifth Al'tiller.\· .................................... .
Robinson, H. E., lieutenant Fourth Infantry ......................... ..... ..
Richards, W. V., captain Sixteenth Infantr:, . ............ . ................. .
Robertson, E. R, lieutenant Ninth Infantry ............................... .
Ray, P.H., lieutenant Eighth Infantry ... ...... . ........................ -.. .
Russell, .A.. H., captain Ordnance Department ..•••.•.••....••..••.••••.. . ..
Rey~olds, B., l!eutenant Th!rd Cavalry ...... ......•...•..•..•....•.•...• - . Robms, E . S., lieutenant Third Cavalry ................................... ..
Reilly, J. W., major Ordnance Department ................................ . .
' Saxton, R., colonel and assistaut quartermaster-general ..••••••.••.........
Scully, J. W., major and quartel'maRter .... ........................... ; ..... Smith, G. C., m3:jor and quartermaster ............... •· ................... Simpson, J., captain and aARistant quartermaster ......................... ..
Strother, L. H., lieutenaut First Infantry ....... ··•· ...................... ..
Slocum, H.J., lieutenant Sewnt.h Cavalry ... ............................ . . .
Stiles, D. F., lieutenant T enth Infantry ...... .............................. .
Stottler, V. E., JiPut enant T enth Infantry .................................. .
Saite1-lee, C. B., lieutenant Thil'd Artillery ... .............................. .
Smith, S., lieutenant Second .A.rtiller.v... . ................................ .
Stotsenbnrg, J.M .. lieuteuant Sixt,h Cavalry .............................. ..
Summerha_\·PA, J. W., lieutenant Eighth Infantry .......................... .
ScbuylPr, W. S., lit' utenant Fifth Ca<:ah-y .................................. .
Starr, C. G., li .. utenant. First Infantry . ..................................... .
Stewart, W. F., lieutenant Fourth .Artillery . .................. . ............ .
Scantlin. ,T . C .. li t> nt e11ant S,·co11d A rtill er.v ... ............................ ..
SteedmH u, R.R.. li e11t enant ::5ixt,·euth lnfa.ntry ........................... ..
Stemhel, J. MrB. , li ent.,11ant Ninth Infantry ............................... .
Shaw, ,r. J .. lie11t ella 11t Sixth Inf'Hn tn·. .. .. ............................... .
Stivers, C. 1'., li,!11tt·ua11t Xi 11th Infantry . ................................. ..
Stone, W. ]>., lie11tP11anr s.. cm1d Artillery ... ............................... .
Schenck, A. I•., li1·111t-rn111t Spc,md Artillery . ...... ... ............. . ........ .
Swift, E., lieut, ·um1t ,Fifth C:1vall'.\'
. ............... . .. .... . ........... .
Tompkius, C. Fl., col,mel an,! as,::i:,tant quartermaster-general. ....... . . .. . .
TownsPIHl, C. 1Icl ,., lit;111tt-rnrnt Engillf•Cr Corps ..................... . ... . .. .
Thies, l<'., lit>nt,,ua111 Thil'd ·l11ta11tr_y _ ... ................................... .
Thompson. C. ll. , Ji.,111e11a11t Fifth Infantry . ....... .................. . .. . .. ·..

1~Wi:.:'
t~v ~il~;:t ~:~~~"nL:r1~ J~~;i~;r: .·: :: :::::: ::::::::::::::::: :: :::: .
Truitt, C. ~I.. lieute.mrnt T,,e11t~·-fil'st Infantry .. ·.......................... .
ltifli1:i1t£~:~:H'~{\~~~1i}f:I:i~:t_r:~:::::: ~ ~ ~::: ::::::::: :~~::::::: :: ::::
1

1

Varne.,, A. L. , i·aptnin U1cl11a11c1· D .. partment . .. ....... . .................. ..
Van Orsrl ale, J. T., lie11tPr. ,rn t Sc,enth Infantry ................. . ...... ... .·
Vernou, C. A., captain ~iIJt'tePnth Iufautry . ........ ....................... .
Vedder, S. C .. li e11tr11n nt N 11etPe11th I11frmtrv ...... ....................... .
Von Scbrarler, F., li1•utcw1nt Twelfth Iufantry ........................... .
1iPute11ant Fifth AI'till,·l'y . ............. ........ •.......... ..
Vog:des, .A.
'W'eeks, G. H., niajor and quartennastPL ................ ............. . .... .
Wilhamfl, C. ·w., captain and assistant quartermaster ... .................. ..
Wbeelel', D. D, ca ptain an<l assistant quartermaster ... ... ................ ..
We,er, B. S, lieutenant First Iufontry ........ ....... .... ........... . ..... .
Wil,ion, IL H., lieutenant Eightb Infantry .... ........ . ................... .
Wainwrigl1t, R P. P., lieutniant li'irst Casalry ............................ .
'\Vri!!l1t, H. H., lieutenant N111th Ca,alry ... : ........... : ...... .......... ..
'\Vood, 0 E, lienteuant Fifth .A.l'tiller.v ................................... .
Walke, W., lientenaut Secom! A.1tillel'y ................... ................ .
Wotberspoon, '\\'. W ., lieute11a11t Twelfth Infantry .................•.......
lte1v_enant Twe!fth Inf'.1~tl'.\': ....... '. ......................... .

,v.,,

;b?~~lr~ i,,

1

1

10

West, P. \v.'. li·:u~:~ 1~(';~a,~t~l~?a~\\~ ~ _'3_: ::~:: :::::: :::: :: ::: :::::::::::::
Webster, .T.1fo.A., lkutC'1ia11t Tweni~--sccond Infantry .. ................... .
Whipple, R. S., licntPna11t Tenth Ca\·alr, ....... .......................... .
Water , J. ll., lieutenant Twentieth Infantry ............ .............. .... .
William A, C . .A., lie11trna11t Twenl \' first Infantry ....... , .................. .
,vetberill. A. M., li eutenant Sixth. Iufantry .... : ............. ............ .. .
White, J. V ., lien tenant First .A I tillerv . .................... .......... .... .
Waltz, M.F., liC'UtPnant Twelfth Iuf'antry ·································
Woodward, C. G., lieutenant Third Artillery .............................. ..
\Vhitall,, . R., lien tenant Sixteenth Infantry ............................... .
Wheeler, F., lieutenant Fourth Cavalry ............. ............... .. .... ..
Wilson, J.E., lieutenant Fifth Infantry ............ .. . ..................... .
Young, A.. II., ca~taiu and assistHnt quartermaster ......................... .
Yeatman, R. T., ieutenant l<'ourteenth Infantry ........................... .

Expenditures.
$,5, 989. 04
249. 22
504. 60
5,210.92
15,413. 82
2, 10+. 07
9,462.81
12,426.46
222.10
874. 50
413. 90
1,329.46
477. 01
1,065.76
30,732.57
57,841.99
26,334.98
38,059.68
1,363.98
2,116.04
4. 00
4,255.57
1,748.49
6,317.05
16,942.50
5,509.59
15,626.00
7, 4!l9. 61
2,118.46
3,491.14
2, R45. 72
3,542.55
375. 55
36~. 65
430. 70
214.86
119. 63
39,238.15
1,640.82
10, 64!l. 05
8,350.79
4, 677. 07
17,742.32
34,044.86
14, 901. 81
437. 01
1,289. 78
902. 29
4,708.35
475. 94
8,545.11
3,099.39
1,260. 35
380,129.48
115. 56
133,991.48
155. 00
99. 62
2, Oi3. 30
4,280.04
3:n. 52
90. 00
5,615.60
19,059. 27
3,614.41
878. 14
15,861. !)4
4,036.76
_9, 577. 40
3,345.79
22,029.04
7, e7'2.. 19
591. 59
8,973.81
6,860.16
2,085.70
2, 004. 15
33, 58 ,. 78
10,799.47

Total .................................. . .... .......... . .............. . 8; 026, 099. 55

Balances.

$86. 40

.................
...............

7.82
519. 73

······-·····
1,283.14
...............
. ..............

... •...........
140. 35

..............
...............

...... . . .... .
14,806.96
2,683.36

...............

9,613.36

... ..... ......
..............
.............
.

4,500.00
. .. ............

...........

1,716.90
869. 03
........ . ......

...... ... .....

. .. ...............
............
21. 00
8. 80
...............
18.13
.. ...... ....... ...
18. 37

·--·--------

67,652.26
................
156. 48
2,896.50

------

··---

54. 82
........... . .. ...
.. ................
. .. ........... .
112. 6!1
69. 60
......... . . . .....
200. 90
203. 17
1,928.65
26,979.55

..................
3,363.14

···-----··--

................
... ..............

.. .............

...............
······--·--·

...............
.. ... . ....

44. 63

.....

····2: ao·g: oi
130. 23
85. 40
82. 34
1,705.39

···· · · ·30." oo

36. 67

.... ..........

...... .... ....

----·· ······

1, 785. 58
3,883.00

935,000.40
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4.-Repor't of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general,
U. S. Army, of the clothing and equipage returns branch O, for the jiscai
year ended June 30, 1887.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFIOE,

TVashington, D. C., August 29, 1887.
During the last fiscal year eight clerks have been employe<l in this
branch of the office. Their duties are to brief and enter letters received, and to register returns received, to examine returns of clothing
and equipage, and replies to remarks on the same, to write letters based
on examination of returns, and on examination of replies to remarks, to
verify transfers of property from one officer to another, and to ascertain
if money received from sales has been accounted for, to register settlements made by the Second Auditor, to make copy extracts of returns,
a11d to copy letters sent containing remarks, or removing them. The
amount of .each class of work acconiplished is shown by the annexed
tabulated statement:
•
Statement of work done in branch C during the fiscal year encled J1ine 30, 1887.

Returns on hand J nne 30, 1886........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Returns received during the fiscal year ................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, ltl6
3, 6 7

Tot.al ......... _............................ ......... ...... ·. ..........
Returns examined during the fiscal year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,873
3, 692

Returns on hand for examination June 30, 1887............... .. . . .. . . . .. . •• .
Letters received, briefed, and entered ...................................... Letters written . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
L etters sent, recorded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RepliPs to remarks examined .. _................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Auditor's settlements registered .........••......................•........ - .
Transfers of property verified... ... . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sales at auction, and to officers, verified.................... . .. . ... .. .. . . . . . . .
Copy extracts made-Form 45 .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,181
2, 6~0
6,469
;1, 66
l, :192
1, 4 :J
12, 061
2. 012
2, 9 6

Respectfully submitted.

J . G. CHANDLER,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. A.rrny.

5.-Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-gener~l,
U. . Army, of the operatfons of the barracks and qiwrters branch }or
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887.
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the preparation of drawings, specifications, estimates and studies for
various work, under heads above noted.
Congress, by act approved June 30, 1886, appropriated, under bead of
barracks and quarters. ______ .. ___ .. ____ ... _....... _.......... _.. . . . . $620, 000. 00
To this, add amounts credited to the appropriation during fiscal year...
9-, 420. 70
Total to be accounted for ...•..... _.... - - - ... - - - .. - - - - ... - - ... - - - 629,420.70
Remitted to officers for rents . ___ . ____ . . ____ .. ____ ...... __ . $121,413. 42
Remitted to officers for repairs, constructions, and hired
labor . ____ .... __ ... ___ .... ____ ... _.. __ .. __ .__ .. ___ . . . . . . . . 507, 236. 32
Requested on Treasury settlements ... _......•.. _...... - . . .
241. 39
628,891.13
Balance on hand June 30, 1887 .. _........ ............................. .

529.57

NEW CONS'.l'H,UCTION.

During the year the construction was duly authorized of 71 new buildings, cousisting of barracks, officers' quarters, stables, guard-houses,
store-houses, granaries, shops, magazines, wash-houses, bake-houses,
offices, corrals, sheds, etc., at an estimated cost of $150,638. These
buildings were to be erected at the military posts in the Statrs of
Michigan, New York, Rhode Island, Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, Kansas, Colorado, Texas, and California, and in the Territories of Montana, Dakota, Wyoming, Utah, Indian, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Washington.
REP.A.IRS.

Based upon special estimates, authority was given for repairs, alterations, etc., to public buildings, and for the purchase of building material
and tools for use at the various posts, to the amount of $282,706. .
.Recapitulation of the expendUu1·es authorized Jo1· new buildings, repairs, etc., and how distl'ibuted.
Construction .

Designation.
Department of Dakota . ...... . .........................
Department of the Platte...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~:~:~~::~~ if. ri:!~u-~i.::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::::::::::::::
'l'otal Division of the Missouri....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of Arizona .....................•..........
Department of California ................ .. ..•........ .
Department of Columbia . ...............•...••.........
Total Division of the Pacific. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
Divisionofthe.A.tlantic ...•... .. -......................
'.rotal. .... . .... .. ......•.......•.... .••• ..... .....

.,

R epairs .

$17,760
44, 161
3
::

$26, 987
27, 962

~~~

~i: ~~g

--·-----1- - - - - -,
100, 091

122, 374

13,756
4,489
16, 148

37,710
28,497
18,888

34, 393

85, 095

- - - - - - - - -- - -

l======I========
16,15-1

-----

150, 638

Total.

75,237

----282,706

$222,465

119,488
91,391
433,344

In addition to the above, the following expenditures were authorized
!or barracks and quarters, repairs and improYements, at the following
mdependent posts, recruiting stations, and depots :
Designation.
J efl'erson Barracks ................ . .. .
~aint Louis clothing depot ............ .
olumbus Barracks ........ .......... . .

1'Philadelphia
:~~i~: is~~n\i::
::: ::: ::: :::::::: ::::::
depot .............•......

Cost.
$7, 108
4,000
2,915
1,864
15,658
2,783

Designation.

Coat.

Jeffersonville tlepot . ........•...•......
West Point . .. . . ... .. .•...............
Washington depot ............•..... - - .

$10, 162
3,000
210

Total······-········· .......•••..

47,700
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MILITARY POSTS.

In sundry civil bill, apprond August 4, 1886, Congress appropriated
for the construction of buildings "at, and the enlargement of, such
military posts as in the judgment of the Secretary of War may be
neces1-ary $225,000, of which sum $H>,000 may be \lsed for the purchase of additional land near Atlanta, G a ., for a 10-company post being
erected there."
The Secretary of War distributed the fund as follows:
To
To
'l'o
To

Fort RuRsell ....... _. _.•••• _. _..•. __ . _..... __.. _. . . _... _.......•••.••..
Fort Ro bin son .......••.. _.•............... _.....•••...............•• _..
San Antonio .. _.•...........•...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . .
Fort Porter .• ___ ... _•......... _. _•..... _.. _.... . ....•. _•.. _•.. _.... . . . .
1
~:." _- -_:::::::::: :-: : ·.:::::::: ~:::: ~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
To Atlanta "for additional land" . _............. ___ ...... _.• _... . . . . . . . . . .
To cover Treasury settlement in "Crowley" case, as issued by accounting
officers . . . . . . _.. ___ . _.... _............ __ ... _. _.. _..... _. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

i~ i~f!n~~

$20, 000
~O, 000
50, 000
35, 000

!~:
~~~
15, 000
1, 677

Total ................. _...... _.... _ .•..... _.................•.•..... 225,000

At Fort Russell, the $20,000 not having been used, and Congres
having by act approved January 29, 1887 (G. 0. 9 of 1887, A.G. 0.),
further authorized. and directed tlrn Secretary of War '' to complete th e
quarters and barracks at Fort n. A. RusselJ, in the Territory of Wyoming, at an expense of not exceeding $ 30,00U," he combined these two
sums, making a total
$50,000, and approved plans and estimates for
the following work:

of

Converting quartermaster store-house iuto barracks .... ...............••.
Converting commissary store-house into barracks .............. ----··....
Coal-house .............................·................................
Infant ry barrack s ... . ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Field-office r s' quar ters . ........ _........ . ... .. .......... . ............••..
Quartermast er's store-house .................... . ......... _.. . . _.........
E-n l>sistence store-h ouse ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Siu glfl sets oilicers' quart ers .... . . . .... . .. . ... . _. . . .... . . .......... ... ...
Reserdng to meet expense of converting old hospital into offices, a nd fo r
contingencies ... . .. . ..• _.. . .. . . . . . ........ .. .. . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1, 663. 0
1, 6 2. 09
2,437. 00
5, 553. 11
10,000.00
3,642. 00
3, 971. 00
15,000.00
~

6, O.>l. 00

Total ._ ...... __ . .. _. _. . _. . _ . . _.... . ...... _. . _. _. _. __ .... . __ . .. .. . . 50, 000. 00

At Fort Robinsou , likew ise, the $20,000 apport ion~d wa no~ u ed,
bnt tlrn Seoretary of , Var, h a Ying been further autlionzed a ud direct d
by act approYe<l Jan uary 20, 1887 (G. 0. D of 1887, A . G . 0 .), " to compl te the quarters aucl l>arrack , at Fort Hobin on, in th State of Nebra, ka, for a garri~on of 10 companies at a co t not to exceed $55,000,
h combined the. ti;vo amounts, aggregating $75,000, a1)d approYed
plan and e ti mate for the followiug work:
5 ·avalry harm.ck!:! .............. _... _..... _... . .... __ . . ... _.. .... . ... .. ~31, 10 . 00
S clo11 blc · t offic r.- 1 quart r .• __ • ......•.• _• •. .•••• _••••. _. . . • • • • • . • . . 30, 60:l. 0
5 '!avalr · tal,1 s....... ...... ...... .... . . .... .... ...... ... .. . .. .. ... . . .
3,V,2.06
1 oflice-hnilcliug ....... . .. . . . _.... .... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 29 . f.5
L·a,·inffforcontiur ncies. .. ... . . . .... ... . . . ... .... . . ..... . ... ... . . . ...
5,0li.4

75,0 0.10

and :ti24, 0
10, 00
12,

T

· ·········· ······ ······· ·-··· . . ....... ············

6,000

. .......•.•• • • •. • · · • • · · · • • • · · · · · - - • - . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • .

50,000
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For Fort Porter, the Secretar,r of War has thus far approved plans
and estimates for tlie following work:
B a rracks for two companies . •.. .... .•..... . .. . .. • .....•...•.. , . • - • • - - · - $24,192.00
G uar I-house . ........... ... . .. . .. .... . . . . .. .. . .. . ............. -•• - - · • - - - 3,500.00
Su l>sistence store-house ..•••. .. . ....... .... ... ..•• . .. . .... . .. - - - - - • · - - - 2,149.00
B a k e-house ...... . ...... ... . ... . ... .. • • •.. . ........ -- -. - - .. -.. - - - · · · - · - 2,164.00
6!'>8.90
Compan y wat er- closets ... . ............•. .. .. . .. ....•........ - . - - - - - - - - 256.50
Additional work on barracks . . .••... .... .•. .. . ......... . ..............
2,079.60
Leaving for contingen cies . ........•• .. . . . .... . ................ - . -.. - - - -Total ..... _... .. ... . . .. . . . . ... . ............................. - .... .

35,000.00

For Fort Riley, the Secretary of War bas thus far approved plans aud
estimates for the followi ng work:
2 double sets officers' quarters ... . ........ . ..... : •........••....•...••..... $14,521
2 don ble barracks.... . _. • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 22, BOO
Contingencies ...•...... ·... .. . . ......•.•.......•••... . ..........•.•.......· :2, 679
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

40, 000

For Atlanta, the Secreta ry of War approved plans and estimates for
four double sets officers' q uarters, and guard-house, which called for
$ 52,:W0. 1.'he differen ce bet ween that sum and the $43,323 apportioned was made up by savin gs, viz.~ $8,6Hl; from a former apportionment of the previous year and the supply of $376 from the annual
appropriation for barracks and quarters.
The additional land as a uthorized by Jaw was duly purchased, the
Department of Justice having rendered a favorable opinion regarding
title.
SPECIAL PROJE CTS.
FORT BRADY .

*
*
*
SEC. 3. 'f b at the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to sell t he military r eservation known as Fort Bradj', in the village of Sault Sainte Marie, in t he Sta.te of
Michigan, except that portion lying north of Water street extended, wbicll shall ue
reserved for canal and wharf purposes, and except the plat of ground now occupied
as a military cemetery, whicll shall also Le reserved. In c1isposi ui of said prnperty
the Secretary of War shall cause the gronncls to be platted iu blocks, streets, and
a11eys, corresponding as near as may be with the plat of the village of Sanlt Sainte
Marie, and in lots not exceediuO' one-quarter of au acre in e~cll, uuless with due reference to the requir<.::ment s of tl1e hou ses and buildings now located on said grounds.
The Secretary of ,var shall also cause the lots to be appraised a11d' sold at public or
private sale, at not less than the appraised Yalue, having first been offered at public
sale. The expense of advertising, appraisemeot, siuyey, and sale shall he paid out of
the proceeds of said sale, and 1he balance paid into the Treasnry of the Uuited States.
SEC. 4. That the Secretary of War is also authorized to purchase grounds in or near
the village of Sault Sain to Marie, snitable and sufficient for fortificatious and for garrison purposes and constrnct th ert>o11 ·the necessary buildings, with appurtenances,
su_fficieu~ for a four-company milit ary post, to Le known as Port Brady, in accordance
with estunates to be prepared l>y the \Var Department; and a sufficient snrn of money,
not exceeding one hundred .and twenty thousand dollars, is hereby appropriated, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to enaule the Secret,ary of
War to comply with the provisions of this act: r,.ovided, That the title to lands authorized to be purchased uuder the fourth section of this act shall be approYed by the
Attorney-General.
'Ee. 5. That in platting these grounds the Secretary of War, in bis discretion, rnay
re erve all that part of the reservation lying south of Portage street, to lie set apart
and kept b? t he municipal authorities of Saul t Sainte. Marie, as a public park for its
citizens and the people of the United States.
.
SI£c. G. That section three of this act shall not be of effect until the purchase of a
new site, provided for in section four, shall h ave been e.ffecte<l.
Appr oved J uly 8, 1886.
·
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Regarding present status of this project this office is not advised, nor
of action taken, if any, by the War Department.
NEWPORT BARRACK S, KENTUCKY .

.AN ACT to authorize the sale of the United States Barracks property in the city of Newport, Kentucky,
and the purchase of a new site and the erection of buildings thereon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assernbled, That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereuy, authorized and
directed to sell the property now owned by the United States h1 the city of Newport,
State of Kentucky, known as the United States Barrack.s property, at public auction
or private sale, as may be in his judgment most advantageous to the Government.
Before disposing of said property the Secretary of War shall cause the grounds to be
subdivided and platted in blocks, streets, and alleys, corresponding as nearly as may
be with the plat of that part of the city of Newport in which said gro unds are situated, and having reference to t,he location of the buildings thereon. He shall cau e
the lots and parcels to be appraised· separately, and shall not sell any lot or parcel for a
less amount than its appraised value. The expenses of advertisement, appraiseruent
survey, and sale shall be paid out of the proceeds of said sale, and the remainder
shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed to pnrcha e,
at as early a day as practicaule, a suitable site for the location of barracks, officer's
. quarters, and other necessary buildings, in the county of Campbell, State of Kentucky,
and as near the city of Newport as suitable grounds for that purpose can be procured,
but the same shall not cost more than sixtv thousand dollars, which sum, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated for the purpose aforesaid, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
.
SEC. 3. That the sum of one hundred thousand dollars ie, also herel>y appropnated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be exp~ncled un~er
the direction of the Secretary of War in the erection of necessary and smtahle bmldings, and the construction of other necessary improvements upon the groun~s purchased by him under the second section of this act; but be.fore ,mch purchase 1s completed the title to the ground proposed to be acquired shall be approved by the
Attorney-General of the United States.
.
SEC. 4. That the Secretary of War shall transmit to Congress a report showing the
amount realized from the sale of said property in the city of Newport, t~e expense
connected with such sale, the price paid for the new site, and the location and description of the same.
SEC. 5. That the provisions of the first section of this act shall be inoperati. ve until
the Secretary of War shall have obtained for the Government of the United ~tates
the option of the right to purchase such suitable land as he may select for a site, at
a price to be approved of by him.
Approved March 3, 18 7.

The Secretary of War selected a site known as the Bigstaff, Happensack, Bloom, and Shaw tracts, covering 111 acre , and for which the
United State i to pay $43,100, the title papers being now under examination wi~h the Department of Justice. The Quarterma ter-General
having been charged with the preparation of plans for quarter , etc.,
the subject is now receiving his careful consideration and study.
DENVER, COLO.

o. 1 .
Tb followin
of all concernec :

i

OF TIIE AR:11IY,
ADJUTANT-GENERALh OFFICE,
Washington, Febmary 2 . l 7.
act of Congre s is published for the information and gov rum nt

GE .IBRAL ORDER ,

5

HEADQUARTER

A,.T ACT making au appropriation for the establishment and r ction of a military post near the city
of Denver, in the tht of Colorado .

. B ~ it .nacf d by the enat and House of N presentativeSJ of the United States of.America
ono, B aBBtmb.led, Th~~ the ecretary of War b , and be i hereby, authonz d aud
du t cl . tabli. ha 11nhtary po t n ar th city of
nver in th
tat of Colorauo
?m mt~bl. 1,tn !.oh· ·lP.ct cl by th Lien't uant-General of the Army, aud ap1,r t" '1 1~. htrn · lro,u7 d. 1:'hnt :i, good and ufficient title, to b approved by the
m • - 11 ral_ of b<· n1t •cl, tate , b fir t mad to th United tate fr of c t
0 1
~ 11 1 humlr and for y acr of land in a compact body including the

1 '.
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SEC. 2. There is hereby appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of one hundred thousand dollars to be expended under
the direction of the Secretary of War in the commencement of the work of constructing the necessary huildings, quarters, barracks, a,n d stables for the post to be
estab lished under the provisions ot this act: Pro1,ided, That no part of such money
shall be expended until the State of Colorado shall have ceded to the United States
jurisdiction over the tract of land which ·may be selected under the provisions of
this act.
Approved February 17, 1887.

Regarding the present status of this project this office is not advised,
nor of action taken, if any, by the War Department.
FORT RILEY, !{ANS.

GENERAL ORDERS, (

No. 9.

5

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARM-Y,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washi11gton, Febntary 9, 1887.
The following act of Congress is published for the information and government of
all concerned:
.A.N ACT to provide a school of instruction for cavalry and light artiller_v, and for the construr.tion
and completion of quarters, barracks, and stables· at certain posts for the use of the Army of the
United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress asstmbled, 'That the Secretal'y of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and
d~rected to establish upon the military reservation at Fort Riley a permanent school
of instruction for drill and pra.ctice for the cavalry and light artillery service of the
Army of the United States, and which shall be the depot to which all recruits for
such service shall be sent; and for the purpose of construction of such quarters, barracks, and stables as may be required to carry into effect the purpose1:1 of this act the
snm of two hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is
h er eby appropriated out of any money in the T1easury not oth erwise appropriated[.]
Approved January 29, 1887.

The Secretary of War has thus far approved plans calling for the
following expenditures:
Barracks . __ ... __ .. _______ . _. ___ .... - . __ - .. - - . -.... - ...... - . - ...... - . - .. - . $33,889
Stab 1es _. _...... _... ___ .. _. _... ____ • . __ . __ . __ . _. _........ _. . . . ___ . . ... _. _. 21,011
Gun-sheds . _...... __ .. _____ .... _..... _ . ____ .. _____ . ___ . _ ...... _... ___ . __ _ 12,612

2,068
602
1,003
double t:!ets officers' quarters_ ......... __ . ___ . _. _. _.. ____ . ___ _____ . ______ _ 32,704
double sets officers' quarters _________________________________ _-_______ .... 38,650

~~~~i!h_~:~:::
~: ·.::::: ·_::::::::::::::::: :::::::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Latrines __________ . .•... ·---··---···-· ...... ____ -----·-----·---· ......... .
4
4

Quarters for post commander ______ ... ____ ·-····. ____ . ______ -----· __ _____ _
1 double set officers' quarters ___ ___ -----· . . ___ ...... _____ ; ··--·· _________ _
Quarters for senior artillery officer_ . _.. _.. _. __ .. ____ .............. _....... .
t1s~j~~!t~~~~~~-~~-i~~i-~~------_-_-_-. ~::: :: : : : : : : :: : :: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : :::::: ::::
Sewer system .............. _.. _.... .....•.•. __ .... _. _. _. _______ ... ____ ... _

9,955

7,650
8,697
9,248
720
4,797

Total_._ ........ . _..... _.. _. . ____ .... _... _....... ___ .. __ .. _.. ___ .... 183,606

Competition by bidding under public auvertisement may somewhat
diminish or increase the above :figures.
NEW YORK DEPOT.
GENERAL ORDERS, (

No. 9.

5

HEADQUARTERS 01<' THE ARMY
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S 0F;ICE

Washington, F'ebruary 11, i886.
The following act of Congress is published for the information and government of
all concerned:
.A~ ACT making an 3:ppropriation for the purchase of the old Produce Exchange building, and the
site bounded by Whitehall, Pearl, Moore, and Water streets, New York City, for Armv purposes .

. Be it enacted by the Senate and Hoitse of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, be, and hereby is, appropriated for the purchase
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of the old Produce Exchange building ancl site, bounde<l by Whitehall, Pearl, Moore,
and Water st.reets, New York City, for Army purposes, and two hundred thou and
dollars or so much thereof as may l>e necessary for the alteration auu remodeling of
th~ b:U ihliug, so as to make it suitab~e in_all respects for Government use, said appropriation to be expended under 1he duect10n of the Secretary of War: Provided, 'l'hat
before the expenditure of any of the appropriation hereby made, good and valid title
shall be secnred to the Unite,l States for the land and improvements thereon contemplated by this act, ant.I the consent of the legislature of the State of New York outaiuet.l to the purchase thereof.
Approved Fel>ruary 2, 1886.
By command of Lieutenant-General Sheridan.
R. C. DRu:.r,
Adjutant- General.

A succinct history of the necessity for the above purchase, pre eut
status of work, existing contracts, and. amounts neces~ary to complete
the building is gi-rnn in the following report of Lieut. Col. H. C. Hodge
depot quartermaster at New York Uity, dated Septeµiber 2, 1887.

*

*

*

*

*

For many years the Army bas occupied a building hired for office
and storage purposes at the corner of Greene and Houston street in
this city. This has answered very well generally; but it locat~on ~
not as com·enient as it should be, and in character of construct10n 1,
unsafe on account of extreme liability to destruction by fire. It contains large quantities of Government property and important record
plans, etc., of the several departments, many of wbjcb., particnlarly
those of the Engineer CorpE!, are very valuable Rnd probably coul<.1 not
be replaced. The rental varied with the fluetuation in real estate, the
rate now paid being $25,000 per annum, or at tlie rate of 4 per cent. on
a valuation 'of $625,000.
In the early part of 1885 a proposition was made by the ~e~ York
Produce Exchange for tho sale to the United States of the bmldrng and
site lately occupied as the Produce Exchange, and known a tlle old
Produce Exchange building. The property has a frontage of 10!) feet
on Whitehall street, 78 feet on Pearl, 109 feet 6 inches ou Moore, ao1l
95 feet 5 inches on Water street, and covers au area of about 9,400
square feet. The price asked was $250,000.
Upon inquiry .and.investigation the ofter was found to be a favorable
one. The location is admirable, being in the lower part of the cit,r
ea ily acces ible, and near the United State Treasurer' office, banks
po t-office, and bu ine generally, al o to Governor' I lan<l, th h adquarter of the Divi iou of the Atlantic. The acqui ition of thi property enabled the Government to provide a suitable fire proof buildiu <1
adapted to it requirements. The offer was approved by the Quart rma ter-General and accepted by the Secretary of War, ubject to an
appropriation by Congre . In the next followiug es~ion au appropriation to cover the purcba e and for remodeling the building wa
mad . _The act i approved February 2, 1 G, and upon cornpleti u
of th tltl -paper.' and c . ion of juri diction by the State, th
o\erum ut c mpl t l the purcha an l obtained po e ion of the prop rty
on th·. 29th of ofarcb, 1 "'6.
rrang m nt w r at once made for r 11? l hog th building, and ou th 7th day of Iay, 1 6 after ad ,erti m nt prop ·al wer
pen d for tearin · down the wall~, tc., but
n . c· un of · rtain iuforrualiti
th y wer reject a, and new one,.
wlll ·h w r aclY rti d f r, w r op n u on l\lay 22, 1 6. Contra ·t
wa th 11 <lul · mad i r tll w rk, and upon it, compl tion work w~
· mm n l u th foundation, for whi ha c ntra t had meanwhile
n
m <1 , an l ther ft r the ma on, iron, and carpenter work wa p h l
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forward, all under contracts and upon plans and specifications approved
by the Quartermaster-General; so that at the present time the exterior
walls of the building are nearly completed, the roof beams are one-half
on, and the remainder will be on during the next week, and the roof
will be completed also this month; the window-frames are all in except
in the janitor's rooms, and the entire building will be inclosed and tile
sashes in, and the interior work contracteu for completed this autumu.
The work was continued during the winter, but,, on account of the
very severe and inclement weather, its prog·ress was greatly retarded.
All was done, however, that could be done under the circumstances,
and no further interruption of any moment on account of the weather
is a pprebended or likely.
.
Tile building will have eight stories and a l)asement,, and will be fireproof and well ventilateu and ligllted all around, and provi1le(l witti
passenger an<l. freight elevators, heating apparatus, electric lights, etc.,
of the latest approved. patterns.
It ii:; proposed to use the basement an<l. the first three stories for
storage purposes an<l. the floors above as offices. The first~ second, and
third stories will each have 8,160 square feet., an<l. the fourth, fifth,
sixth, seventh, and eightll eacll 7,296 square feet.
The contracts made for strengthening foundation~ rebuilding walls,
iron work, etc., chargeable to this appropriation, are as follows:
Robert L. Danagh & Co., strengthening foundation ... _...... - . . . . . . . . .
Morarr & Armstrong, mason work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Post & McCord, iron work ... .... . _............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J ameR Lowery, carpenter .work ...... -~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$10, 041. 85
103, 39:3. 00
69, 624. 00
16, 900. 00

Total ............. ···-·· .................................•......

199,958.85

The appropriation made for remodeling is $200,000, of which $41.15
will remain unexpemleu after the present contracts are completed.
But to complete the building about $~4,000 additional will be needed,
as follows: ·
Carpenter's work, including glass ....•.................................... $:.25,000
Mason's work, plastering, etc ........ .........•.........•..........•••..... 21,890
1,200
Watchman's roon1 .............. . ......... _.....•......................• .•..
Steam- boilers ~1nd heating ...............................•....••••......... 15,840
Plumbing and gas-pipes, tixtnres, etc ...........•.......................•.. 10,334
7,150
Elevators ............... . ........ _......................................•.
2,486
Miscellaneous ......•..... .. _......... _....................•••.............

This additional amount is required. in conseqttence of the necessity of
increasing the height of tlrn building by two stories, in order to accommodate the Army offices iu that city; l)ut it is believed that the increased accommodations fully justify the additional expense. The
funds should be made availaule at the earliest moment.
In a subsequent report of Colouel Hodges, of September 7, 1887, he
mod·ities the estimate referred to so as to read as follows:
Carpenter's work ......................................................... $25,000
Mason's work, plastering, etc ....... ............... _....................... 21,890
Watchman's room . .........................................................
1, ~00
Boilers and steam heating ............... _......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 15, 840
Plumbing, gas-fittings, fixtures, etc .............................•...... _... 10,334

!\;~~1ru~fl~~::~~~: ~:: ::::::::::~:: : ::::~ ~ :::::~:: : : :::::::::::::::: I~~~
.

84,500

It 1s found that, in order to provide marble tiling and steps for first story, as
also flag-staff, there shoulu be added an additional . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .••• .. . .

1,500

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . .

86, 000
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SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assernbled, That the Secretary of War be, and is, authorized and directed
to purchase and to acquire a valid title to, for the United States, a certain tract of
land lying in the conn ty of Bexar, in the State of Texas, near the city of San An tonio,
consisting of three hundred aud ten acres, more or less, and being the same now held
by the United States for a drill-gnnmd under a rental contract with John H. Kampmann, and dated July first, eighteen hundred and eighty-five.
SEC. 2. That in order to make said purchase and to acquire said title the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, upon the order of the Secretary of
War, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of five
thousand dollan;, which is· h ereby appropriated, for the purpose of purchasing and
acquiring a valid title to said tract of land.
Approved July 8, 1886.

The land above referred to has been duly purchased, the Department
of Justice having rendered favorable opinion regarding United State
title thereto.
CHICAGO, ILL.

l
5

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, March 22, 1887.
The following joint resolution of Congress is published for the information and government of all concerned :

GENERAL ORDERS,
No. 26.

JOINT RESOLUTION authorizing the Secretary of War to accept certain lands, and so forth, near
Chicago, Illinois.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ainerioa in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Wa,r be, and be is hereby, authorized and
directed to accept deed and conveyance of a certain tract of land, when the State of
Illinois shall cede jurisdiction of the same to the Uuited States, described as follow!!:
Known as the Highwood tract, in Lake County, Illinois, containing fiv~ hunclre~ and
ninety-eight and one-half acres, lying on Lake Michigan, north of the city of Ch1ca~o,
and distant twenty-fl ve miles; this land being a tract donated by the Commercial
Club of Chicago (represented l>y John A. Doane, C. B. Farwell, and Alexander P.
McClurg} for military purposes: Provided, That the title proposed to l>~ conveyed
shall be approved by the Attorney-General of the Uuited States as sufficient ~o ve t
the fee-simple of the said above descril>ed land in the United States, free of rncurobrance, before the Secret.ary of War 1,hall formally accept the same.
Approved March 3, 1887.

The title papers concerning the above have not as yet reached thi
office
FORT WIXNEBAGO, WIS .

Congres , in sundry civil bill, approved March 3, 1887, authorized
"for placing an iron fence around the cemetery near the ite of old
Fort "\Vinnebago, Wi ., 2,500," the expenditure of wlrich ha been duly
authorized by the ecretary of "\Var and work committed to the depo
quarterma ter at Chicago, under the direction of division quarterma t r.
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E~pe,n dituru authorized for wetter, clrainage, sewer , wha1J, roacl, anll various other irnprovements chargeable to the appropriation fo1· Army transportation.
~
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--------·:-----------11--------·1---I- -------Fort Brady ...... _.
Fort Porter ...• . . _..
Fort Niagara... .. ..
Fort Ontario... .. ...
Fort Preble.. ...... .
Fort Warren ...... .
Fort Adams . . . •. . .•
Fort Trumbull ......
Fort Hamilton . .. . . .
Fort Wadsworth . . .
Fort Columbus.....
Governor's Island ..
Fort Schuyler . . . . . .
FortMcHenry. . ... .
Washington Barracks .. _..........
Fort Monroe..... ...
Saint F1·ancis Barracks..... . .. .....
Fort .Barran0as .....
Mount Vernon Bar·
racks . . . _. .. . . . . . .
Jackson Barracks..
Madison Barracks ..
Little Rock Bar.
racks ....... . _....
Newport Barracks..
Atlanta ...... _. .. . .
Fort Marion . . . . . . . .
Fort Myer ..... . . . . .
Fort Buford . . . . . . . .
Fort Cnster.........
Fort Sisseton..... ..
Cheyenne Depot....

$102
21
956
72
266

... . . .
$73
.. . . . . .
..•. .. .
... . .. .

$48
. . •••. .
•.• • •• .
. .. . •• .
.......

... . .. .
.......
. . .•• . .
. . .. . . .
. . .• . . .

26 .......... ..... ... ...
1,350
114 . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . .
2,629 7,339 ..... . . $1,100
812 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . .• . • . . . . .. . . .
2,834
500 ..• ..... .... .. ,
216
9
228
486
844 1, 668
68
1, 785 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •

I

114 . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. .. . . .
106

. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .

748
4CO • . • . .
947
153 . . . . . ..
1, 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 482
1, 710
6,421
358
737
306
405
341
829

.. . . • • . . • • . • • . . . . • • . .
. . . . •. . . . •. •• . . . . . . . .
13,538 . . • . . . . . . • • . . .
. . . . . . . . . •. •• . . . ••••.
. . . . • .. . • • • . • . . . • . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . • • . .
. . • •. . . . . . . •• . . . •. . •.
........•.. . ..... .. .
•.••................

i~~iti~teiL::::: ···i25· ::::::: ::::::: .. .~~~.

Fort Niobrara.....
Fort Omaha . . . . . . .
Fort Robinson. . . . .
Fort Washakie....
Fort Leavenworth.
Fort Hays ... . ... .
I<'ort Lyon... ... ...
Fort Reno.........
Fort Riley . .. . . ... .
Fort Sill .. . . . . . . .
Fort Supp1y...... .
FortDavis... .. ....
Fort Ringgold . . . . .
San Antonio.......
Fort Union.... ....
Fort Apache .. .....
Fort Bowie . .. . . . . ..
]'ort Grant . . . . . . . .
Fort Huachuca....
Fort Lowell.
FortMcDowell , ...
Fort Thomas
Alcatraz Islii,nd .. .
Ang-el Island .. . . . .
Benicia Barracks. .
Presidio . . . . .. . ..
J efft>rson Barracks
David's Islaml . . . .
Col um bus Barrack&
Jeffersonville Depot
Philadelphia Depot
Fort McClary.. ....
Fort Scammell.....

$105
200
214
5,396
484

$3, 000 ..••.•. - . - ••• •• - - . - .. - - •. - · - · - - - · •
.....•..••••.. .. .. • - .•• - - - ...•• - - · - . -- - - •
..•. - . - .•••. · - - . - - - · 196
425 . - - - .. .. - - - - · · . · - - - · 1,150 .. •..•.......... - . - - •
3,852 .• ......•.•.. .. ....••
100 .•••• - .. - - .. • - .. • - - · •
1,473 ... - -· ..••••• - - · - · · • 430 ....••. --····· .. •• •.•
9 . ..... . -•• - ... .. - - - - •
992 ...• •.. .••... . ..•••••
800 .. .. ..... •• • . . ······ . . . . . . . 1, 000 .••••....•••• 187 . . . . ... ..... .. - .••. - 1,620 .. . •....•••••... .••• 750 .••.......... .. .•••••
1, 200 .•......••... . ...•..•
684 ...... .. . ••.... ..•...
4, 715 . . . . . . . . . ..... .• •. .•
.............. $6,691 ... .. .•
.. . . . . . .. . . . . 5, 975 ...... .
2, 640 .. .... .... ..........•
. .. .. . . . . . . . . 4, 505 ..•••.•.
467 . .... : ..........••...
4,020 ........•••••....•..•
150 ....••...••..•
3, 400 .. .... ...• • ...
300 2, 717 ........ . .... •
4
50

Total .... . .... 60, 575 32, 657 10, 154

$1, 533 :

Aggregate, $113,919.

'' For shelter and shooting galleries and ranges, and repairs thereof,,,
Congress, by act approved June 30, 1886, granted $10,000, authorized
distribution being as follows:
Station.

Designation.

Cost.

Madison Barracks . . . Rent. . . . . . . . . . . . $415. 00
Plattsburgh Barracks.
do . . . . . . . . . .
60. 00
Fort Trumbull .... .. .. Rent and mate178. 25
rials.
175. 00
Fort Porter .. ......... Reut...... .... .. 175. 00
'Fort Bradv . .....·.. ...... . do . . ......... 100. 00
Fort Prebfe .... ....... .. .. do . . . . . . . . . . .!35. 00
Fort Omaha . .. . . . . . . Rent and mate· 1,202. '77
rials.

Creedmoor. .. ...... . .. Rent and cards.. 361. 25
Little Rock Barracks. Rent............
50. 00
Fort Niagara ... ...... Materials, etc... 598.15
Fort Leavenworth .. . .. _.. do . .. . .. . . . . 488. 92
Presidio of San Fran- Lumber, etc .... 1,300.00
cisco.
WashingtonBarracks ..... do . . . . . .. . . . . 515. 58
aint Francis Bar ..... do . . . . . .. . . . . 362. 00
racks.
Vancouver Barracks ... .. . do . . . . . .. . . . . 509. 10
Peon. Colorado . . . . . . . Materials . . . . . . .
44. 65
Fort Bridger .•.•••.... . ... do .. ..•..... . , 20. 00
Fort·Douglas. .. .. ... . .. . do .. .. . .. ... ·1 60. 00

8925-w 87--27

!

I

Station.

Designation.

Fort McHenry...... .. Materials ... ... .
Fort Hamilton ...... .. . .•. do .. ..... ... .
Fort Wadsworth .. .... Spar buoys .... .
Fort \Vall,L Walla . . . . Material,; .• •.. . .
Fort Townsend . . ... ... .. . do . . ... . .... .
Fort Lowell .... .. .. . .. . do . . .... . ... .

I~~~:a~r:i!~d:
:::: :: ·ii1~~~ :::::::::::
Benicia Barracks ..... . . _. do .......... .

FortBidwell .........
:Fort Sr.ott . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of Ari·
zona.
Department of Mis·
souri.
New York Depot ....

Cost.
$115. 25
40. 88
8:3. 63
310. uO
:W.50
7'2.00
456. 00
4. :16
3. 30

:i. 06

.... do ... . ...... .
Flour, etc ...... .
Flour .. .... .... .

47. 80
118. 00

.... do . ...... . . .

55. 00

50. 00
Matflrials to meet
calls.
Fort Can by . . . . . . . . . . Materials . . . . . . .
78. 73
Fort Point ...... . .. .. . Repairs. . . . .. .. .
150. 00
San .A.monio . ... . . . . Materials, etc ... l , 720. 8::

Total ... .. .. ... . · · ····-··········· \10'. 000.00
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·

By act approved June 30, 1886, Congress granted $100,000 for con·
struction and repair of hospitals.
·
The following table gives the locality of t'.he hospitals and the amount
authorized at each:
·
Department and post.
Atlantic:
Fort Wayne .. .. . ..... . ........... .
Fort Brady ............ .. . . ....... .
Fort Mackinac ................... .
Fort Porter .. ... ... .......... ... .. .
Fort Ontario ....... . ... ...... .. ... .

~~~\t~~~b~~. ~~~~~~~·s·:::::::::::::

Fort Warren .................... . .
Fort Adams . . ...•................
Fort Trumbull ................... .
:Fort Hamilton . ....... ........... .
Fort Wads worth ................. .
:Fort Schuyler . ................... .
Fort McHenry ..................•.
,Vashington Barracks ............ .
"Fort Monroe . . . . . . .
. .......... .
·saint Francis Ba!'racks .......... . .
·F ort Barrancas ................... .
Mount Vernon Barracks .... ..... . .
-Jackson Barracks . ..... . ......... .
Little Rock Barracks .. . .......... · 1

Amount.

16
70
910
749
500

l<~rankford Arsenal ............... .
Camp neal' Atlanta ... .. . ......... ·.
Total Division of the Atlantic .. .

18,478

Dakota:
Fort A. Lincoln . .... . ............ .
Fort Assinniboine . ................ .
Fort Bennett .................. . .. .
Fort Buford ...................... .
Fort Custer .. ..... . .. ..... ... . ... .
Fort K eogh . ...................... .
Fort Meade ...................... .
Fort Missoula . ................... .
Fort Pero bin a ..... ......... .. .... .
Fort Randall . .. . .............. . .. .
Fort Shaw .................... . ... .
Fort Sisseton .... .. ............... .

367
600
25
325
2~5
2!i0
332
33

95
2::!8
338
2~\J

~~~: s~ul~i~.~:::::: ::: : :::::: ::: : ::

~~t I

Fort Totten ...................... .
Fort Yates . ........ .••........... ..
Camp Poplar River ............ . . .
Camp heridan ................... .

:~:ltr. :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::

~~~i
~~~ ~~;.1;~~8 :::::: :::::: ::::::::::

J~~~~~t~~:~::::::::::::::::::::
F r Robin on . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .

Fort Omaha....................... .
Fort Wa b, kir .... .. .... .. . .. . . . ..
}'ort ud1e I.if'...... • • . . . . . • . . . • • . .

701
336
] JO

048
5, 8~2

14,

~~

3

m
m

T exas:
Fort Drown . ......•................
Fort Clark ....................... ··
Fort Davis .... .................... .
Fort Ringgold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ·
San Antonio ...... , .............. .
Camp P eua Colorado ......... ..... ·
Camp Del Rio ... ... .............. ·
Total Department of Texas .•....
Arizona :
::iauta Fe .... ..................... .

9,095

--1,021

1, 30
936
1,889

1,559
264

llS

7,095

==
252

i~!:~
~:r;f::_:: .·.·:::::::::::::::::::
Furt Stanton . ...... .. .......... · - ·

3.349
511

i~~:~ fi~lt!~::: :: :::::::::::: :: :::

147
155
17
09
01 0
1, 500
70
220
75
460

Fort Union

56i

n

. . ..... . .......... · ·

Fort Bowi ,1 .. .. ...... . ........... ·
Fort Grant ... . .... .. ...... ....... .
Fort Huachu<'a .... ... .. .......... .
Fort Lowr ll .. ...... . ............. .
]!'ort McDowell ............... · · · ·
San Carlos .. .. ........... .... ..... .
. l!'ort, Vorcle . .................... · ·
Whipple Barracks ...... . ........ · ·

Total Department of Arizona ... .
Cll lifornia:
A lc:Hrnz Island . .... . .. .. . .. . .... .

9, 58

==
33
219

~r~~\}~~1;/~cks·:::: :: ::::::::::::

308
11>4
;i2

Fort Bid well •..........•.......•. .
Fol't Ga!lton . ..................... .
l~ort Hallerk ...... . . .. .... ....... .
Fol't :iI::ison ... .. ................. .
Pre idio of San Francisco .. ...... .
Total Department of California ..

Columbia:
Boise Barr:1cks .•.................
:Fort Town encl .....•........ .. .•.
Vaucouve!' Barracks ............. . .
Fort Wala W alia . ........ ... .. .

!)~,

1 .

309
1, 3 5

=-==

2-16
73

25:! •
10,000

247

118
Ill

Total Department of Columbia ..

1, 050

J1"ffer11011 Banacks ........ ........ .
Oavi<l' I laud . ...... . ...... . ... .. .
Colu mhn,i llarracks ............... .
Wr.· t Poiot ............. .......... .
Willet Point . ..... . . ........... .

Total D 1,a m n ofth Pln.lt ··1-=18,310
.Ii mul:
FOJ L v nwor h . .••••.. •....••. .I
fut ,ih on.. ........ ... ..... ......

I

133
416

1, 40l
299
76

Total Department of Dakota ... .

Total Department of Missouri. ..

17

11,658

$331
28
2,000
00
473
215
4,500

~~!~ i,~~r;~~<i:::: :::::: :::::::::::

202
404

115

Amount.

Mjssouri-continued:
Fort Elliott .. . .......... .......... .
Fort Lyon . . ...................... .
Fort Reno . ....................... .
Fort Riley ............ ............ Fort Sill .......................... .

$198
28
201
160
280
22
8
396
169
50

~~t~~~~-~ A~·~e;;~i:::::::::::::::

PIAtte :

Department and post.

273

215

Grand total. .... .. .............. .

~

10,571

:- =

7-10

3, l'.!3
1, 507
255
14, 012

-100,000

---- ~----------,-- - -
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
HOSPITAL STEW.A.RD'S QUARTERS.

For construction of quarters for hospital stPw:1,rds, including the ~xtradnty pay of enlisted men employed on same, Congress appropriated~
J nne 30; 1886 .......... . •.•. . ...• - .............. ~. - - . -... · ~ · • · - · - -· · · $12,500.01)
Of this fund the Secretary of War made the followrng apportionments:
Fort Mackinac ..• _•. ~ .. _•.........................•.. - - - •. · $661. 61
Fort Ontario._._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 799. 91

~~~i Wec!1~f:I. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~::: :::::::::::::: ~~~: ~~

Fort Yates ....................................... _..... _..
FortNiobrara ...... ............•.. -·······················
Fort Leaven worth . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Elliott ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

~~~l ~~!is:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Mcln tosh .•. _.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

;~~:
~~:~f~ :::::::::::::::::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Sherman ........ _--· ...... ··--·· ......... _...........
Fort Spokane . _. __ ... _........ .. ___ ...... . ..•. - . . . . . . . . • . .

724. 72
799.G3
800. 00
800. 00

;~~: i~

l-100. 00

~~~: 3t

800. 00
799. 80

11,700. Ol'>
Balance on han~ June 30, 1887 ...............• ... : .; .........••.

800.00

HO'I.' SPRINGS HOSPITAL.

In Army bill approved February 9, 1887, Congress granted "for one ·
hJdraulic passenger elevator for central hospital building $2,000, and
for :finislling iu hard oil the insidP, wood.work of all buildings, painting verandas, and for painting exterior brick.work of all buildings,
$5,500."

Orders ha,e alreaclv Leen issued. for the early execution of the above
authorization.
':
· ·
SALE OF BUILDINGS.

It having been reported that on completion of the new quarters at
Fort Porter, N. Y .• a number of old buildings utterly useless for any
purpose whatever to the post would be left standing, the Secretary of
War bas authorized sale thereof at public auction.
SITE OF FORT BROWN.

Congress, in sundry civil bill of "March 3, 1875, granted for purchase
of site of Fort Brown $25,000. The owners having declined to sell for
that amount, and nothing having been accomplished in that direction,
Congress, in sundry ciYil bill of March 3, 1885, granted. i.e., to enable
the Secretary of War to acquire good and valid title for the United
States to the Fort Brown Reservation, Tex., and to pay and extinguish
all claims for the use and occupancy of said reservation by the United
States the sum of $160,000: Provided, That no part of said sum shall
be paid until a corn plete title is vested in the United States, and the
full amount of tbe price, including rent, shall be paid directly to the
owner of the property.
.
Tl.le status of this case, so far as known to this office, remains the
same as l~st reported., viz, that the United States has been unable thus
far to secure a good and valid title.
·
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POST CEMETERIES.

Under this head remains of soldiers have been transferred from Fort
Wadsworth and David's Island to Cypress mus Cemetery; from Fort
Myers to Barrancas; from Fort Stevenson to Fort Lincoln ; from Fort
Ellis to Fort Missoula; froni Dallps to Vancouver Barracks, while fence
improvements have been made at Plattsburgh Barracks, Forts Custerr
Keogh, Concho, Bayard, Bliss, Lewis, and. Mojave.
.
For this work an expenditure of about $3,000 has been authorized.
RESERVATIONS.

By Executive order of December 13, 1886, the President set avart
certain tracts of land within the limits of the Crow Indian ReserYation,
Mont., for military purposes in connection with the post at Fort Ouster.
(1) Post Reservation.
(2) National Cemetery of Custer's battle-field.
(3) Limestone Reservation near old :Fort C. F. Smith, as also by
executive order· of May 25, 1887, a military reservation at Fort Washakie, Wyo.
. .
The following reservations have been transferred during the fiscal year
to the Interior Department, as no longer required for military purposes: Fort Colville, Washington Territor;v; Fort Ellis, Montana 1'erritory; Fort Halleck, Nev.; Fort McDermit, Nev. (Hay); Okl Dragoon
Barrack lot, Saint Augustine, Fla.
Losses by fire.

Post.

Proper~y _destroyed or 11
lllJured.
,

Post.

I

Property destroyed or
injured.

- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -- Fort Snellin!? . . . . . . . . . . . .
J efferson Bai-racks . . . . . .
Fort A ssinauoine . ... .. - .
Fort Pike ...............
Fort Riley .. ..... . . .. ....

Officers' quarters.
Storehouse.
La undry l,uildinir.
Sergeant's quar ters.
Officers' quarter s.

I Fort Missoula . . . . . . . . . .

l

Furt Dn Chesne _... . ..
Fort MP.ad e . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Reuo.. . . . . . . .. . . .
Fort Wayne...... . .....

Smitli-sbop.
.Aclministratiou lmild'g.
Cottage buildillg.
Shop building.
Eugine-bous..-.

In connection with this report a statement is submitted compiled from
latest data on file, i:;howiug the actual expenditures made durin g tile
fi,c'cal year on account· of barracks and quarters at the various post· and
. tatiou , the particular buildings repaired., etc.; also a statem~nt sb~wmg property rented. by the Quartermaster's Department and m service
June 30, 1887.
J. G. CHANDLER,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. . Army.

The Q

ARTER11ASTER-GENERAL,

U.S.

AR}'IY.
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.A..-Statement compiled from report8 thus far 1·eceived showing expenditu1·es actually rnade
on accoiint of repair ancl construction of public buildings at 1•arious posts diwing fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI.
DEPARTMEXT OF THE MISSOURI.

Post.
Leavenworth depot ...... .

Designation.
Commanding general's quarters ................ .
Medical director's quarters .................... .
Chief paymaster's quarters .................... .
Chief quartermaster's quarters ..............•..
Chief commissary subsistence quarters .......•.
Acting judge-advocate's quarters .....•.........
1:nspector.general's quarters .................... .
1.icl.de.camps' quarters ......................... .
... ... do .... ... . .. . ............................. .
.Acting enginRer officel's' quarters ...•...........
Chief ordnance officers' quarters ............... .
Depot quartermaster's quarters ............... .
Assistant :idj utant.general's quarters .......... .
Office chief commissary subsistence .....•.......
LeYee sto:re.honse..... . . . . ............•. .... .
Commissar_y and qnartermaster's store-house .. .
Headqrnnters building
..... .. .............. .
Office depot quartermaster .. .. . . . . ............. .
Depot issue rooms ............................. .

Cost.

Total.

$400

82
323
54
104
181
680
41
52
2
180

116
260
49
11
106
33
26
4

23
~ !fe~~!~~pim~~::: : .. : ::: : :: : : : : ::::::: ::: ::::::
Employes' quarters Nos . 27 aucl 28 .............. .
Depot, stahles .. .. ... ..... ........ . ............. .
D epot grain-house........... . ................ .
School building . _........................... .
Ordnance detachment quarters ................. .
Depot mess.house. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
Employes' quarters No. 37 ...................... .
Emµloye::i' quarters No. 38 ......... .. ......... .. .
Fort Leavenworth ........ . Officers' quarters No. 1 (frame) ................. .
Officers' qmnters No. 2 (frame) ... ... ... . ....... .
Officers' quarters No. 3 (frame)_ ................ .
Officers' qnarters No. 4 (frame) ................. .
Officers' quarters No. 5.(frame) ................. .
Officers' qu::u ters No. 6 (brick) ................. .
Officers' quarters No. 7 (brick) ................. .
Officers' quarters No. 8 (fltonel ................. .
Officers' quarters No. 9 (frame) ................. .
Officers' quarters No. 10 (frame)_ ......•.... .....
Ollicers' quarters No. 11 (brick) ...... ......... ..
Officers' quarters No.12 (brick) ................ .
Officers' quarters No. 13 (frame) . .... ........... .
Officers' quarters No. H (frame) ................ .
Officers ' quarters No. 15 (frame) ................ .
Officers' quarters N o.16 (frame) ................ .
Officers' quarters No.17 (frame) ................ .
Officers' quarters No. 19 (brick) ..... . ....•......
Officers' quarters No. 20 (brick) . ... .. .......... .
Officers' quarters No. 21 (brick) ................ .
Officers' quarters No. 22 (brick) ................ .
Officers' qnartt1rs No. 28 (brick) ............ .... .
Officers' quarters No. 24 (brick) .. ....•..........
Barracks No. :!5 (frame) ........................ .
Barracks No. 26 (frame) .. ............•..........
Barracks No. 27 (frame) ............•............
Barracks No. 28 (brick) . .............••.........
Topogra]Jhical building . . .................•....
Academic building No. 30 ...................... .

9

36
7

7l
95
55

82
20
27
101
38
25
532
126
60
166
126

~ffi~ir~~r~e;~at:~~~~:::::: ::: : :: : :::::: ::::::::::
Quartermaster's store·honse No. 35 ............. .
Barn,ck bath.houses ....... .................... .
Mess.kitchen ............ ... .................. .
Guard-house ................................... .
Saw.mill ............................•..........
8
.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::::::

36

~!.; ~t:~1~:4~~ :~~-:~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::

Store.house .................................... .
Banacks No. 8 ... ... ...... ... : ........ ......... .
Officers' quartocs No. 9 ...... .......... ......... .

$3,003

:iO
71

66
189
40
25
18
18
18
18
18
.18
30
30
53
98
300
25
35
40
155
70
25
218
8

~:;i;; :tt!;1~es
Fort Crawford, Colo . ...•..

8

12
27

98

3,073
61
5

98
21.

90
7
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A.-Staternent com11ilecl Jroni reports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DF.PARTMEXT

OF

THE

M ISS0URI--Continued.

Post.

Designation.

Fort Crawford, Colo.-Continued.

Officers' qnarters No. 11.. .. .. . .. . .. . .... .. ...•..
Ot:licers' quarters No. 13 . ...... ..................
Officers' qnarters No. 17 ................... -.....
Officers' qnarters No. 21....... .. ... . .. . . .. ..•.. .
Guard-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 27 . ....•............. .-.....
Officers' quarters No. 29...... .• . ... . .. . . . . ... . . .

Fort Elliott, Tex .••....... Officers ' quarters No. 1... . ........ ........ ... .. .
g:cers: quarrs ~o. :·························

Total.

Cost.
$7
19
78
7
5
20
5

1---65

g;Im:i![flfi ~I~ r~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~

i~

~

Officers' quarters No. 7 ...•••. •..•••.•• .••. .••••.
Employes' quarters, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 12 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 13.......... ... . . .... .. . ... . . . .. . . .
Barracks No. 14.......... . .•.. .. .... .. . . . . ... . ..
Barrack I'< No. 15 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Offices No. 16... . . ... .... .. ...... ... . ...... ......
Guard-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commissary-sergeant's quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stables............ . ....... . .....................

45
69
69
92
91
94
35
35
30
35

Fort Riley, Kans .......••. Officers' mess (stone) ............ . ........ - .... --

2P8
188

g~~:~k~l~iig3: ~-.-.·.-.: ::·.: :: : : : :·.-.::::::::: ::::::
Barracks No. 4 ...................•.•....•..... - Barracks No. 5 ...............•.................
Barracks No. 6 . . . . . . . . . . ...................... .
Quartermaster's store-house . ...............•.. - .

395
395
395
395

i~t~~bti~;: ~~o~~:~~~-s_e_ ::::: :::::: ::::·::::::::::
Ice-house (built) . ............. . ............. - - . .
Fort Rays, Kans ... . ...••.

l iill11!!1l!l !•;;;;;;li:[i;!ii[;[)!lii!l
Offi cers' quar te rs Nos. 10 and 11. .•..... . ........

g :~:~tsq~/~;,tr; s -~~-- ~~ : ::: : ::::: : : : : ::::: : :::.: .
Barrack s No. 14 ...... .. . ... ... .. ... .. . ... ... .. .
Ban-ack s :No. 15 . .... ... . . . . .. . ...... . .......... .
Post headquarter s . . . . .. . . .. . ..... . .. . •.. ... .... .
Qnartnma ter's stable ... . .... .. . . .... . .... . . . .
Ca,alry tables ... . .... . . . . . .. . . ... . ..... ...... .

CN~~~.i~:~1~,? ~-~i~-bm;se: :::::: :::::::::: :: ::::::
011-commuHnoned staff quarters . ..... .... .. . . .

it~:~~~~~~~~~:~t~::
~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Quart rmaskr's st-0re-house . . .. . ... . ... ...... . . .
r~'\~:~fi.
e. • :: . : .· . : : :::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::.

£~~tahl1~t~.'\;
·,i1~~rt~~-: ·. ::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::
•s ...• ... . ....... . .... ... ... ••.••. .... . ... .
¥~\ks_::::::::.._:::~::.~::::::::::::::::::::::::

Yo

R no Ind. T . . ..•....

$423

900

183

163
123
800

3, 325

63
62
52
35
75
43
47
36
75
67
48
177
210

214
47
37
4

5

110
114

6
180
5

142
106

10

30
15
13-1
10
160

·149

70
150

147
67
68
193
19

2 1

4i3,

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL

A.-Statement cornpiledfrom reports showing expenditnres for repairs, etc.-Continued ..
DIVISIO~ OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEP.ARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
Post.
Fort Reno, Ind. T.-Continuecl.

Cost.

Buildings.
Barracks No. 17 ................................ .
Company kitchen ............................. ..

i~mitil!~i: ~::::: ~:::::~ ~:::: ::::::::::::::

Barracks No. 24 ................................ .
Ba·rracks No. 26 ................................ .

Total.

$205
18
10
12
16
169
170
$:l:,.800

1 quart~rmaster's stables (b~ilt) .....•...... ... }

1 commissary store-house (built) .............. .
1 quarterwaster's store-house (built) ......... . Not given.
2 double sets officers' quarters (built) ........ .
1 ice-house (built) . . . . . . . . . .................. .
Fort Supply, Ind. T ....... . Company officers quarters No.1 . ............... .
42
Staff and company quarters .................... .
470
Barracks No. 10 .. .............................. .
20
Barracks Nos.11, 12, and 13 ..................... .
20
Barracks No.14 ........................ , ...... .
13
Barracks Nos. 15, 16, and 17 .................... ..
21
Ordnance-sergeant's quarters ................. ..
7
Guard-house .......................... : ....... ..
1
Smith-shop . .................................... .
12
Store-houses .... : .............................. .
8
Post quartermaster-sergeant's quarters ......... .
1
Commissary-sergeant's quarters ............... .
7
Commissary store-room..... . .................. .
12
Quartermaster's store-room, etc ................ .
23
Non-commissioned staff quarters .............. ..
1
Grain-house ................................... .
23
Employ<is' quarters ........................... .
18
Quartermaster's stabies ........................ .
3
ScLool-house ................................... .
7
7
53

~~b:i!?.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Sill, Ind. T ........... . Commanding officer's quarters ................. .
Officers' quarters No. 2 ........................ ..
Officers' quarters No. 3 ......................... .

50
5
25
75
15
20
25

HmI mlEE Ii: r:::I::::::::::••• t:::

10

Officers' quarters No. 11. ....................... .
Barracks No. 12 .... ......................... .. . .
Barracks No. 13 ................................ .

~:~~!~~: M~: f~: :::: ::·:·::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::
Office No. 16 ...... .......... _•...................

~~;:«n1~;~~-:::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Bakery ...................••............••..•... .
Quartermaster's store-house . .............. .... . .
T eamster's mess ................... ............ .
Quarlermaster-sergeant's quarters ............. .

8:~~r:; ~~~i-ai::::::::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :: ::::

Quartermaster's corral ........ ..... ....... .... . .
Ice-house..... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. •.............
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ....... . Commanding officer's quarters ................. .

~;;.EL~~!~;~;-~_~:.~: : : : : : : : : ~: : : :

Gu:1.rd-house ................................... .
Officers' quarters No. 6 ........................ ..
Subsistence store-house ..... ......... ........ .. .
Headquarters building ......................... .
Forap;e-bouse .. ................................. .
J?ost q nartermaster-sergeant's quarters ... ..... .

10
100
105
120
120
10
25
25
5
75
75
20
20
400
150
100

- - - 48-

t1Ei1i:~~~~~ ~~:i~i:;;:::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::::.:::
Fort Lyon, Colo............ Officers' quarters No. l. ........................ .
Officers' quarters No. 2 .... ... . ...... . .......... .
1 Officers' quarters No. 3 ................ . ........ .

769

1, 585i

216
220
136

7

98
17

24

15
6

20
60
13
880
28

40
26

REPORT OF THE SECRET ARY OF WAR.
.A. -Statement cornpilecl jl'om repo l'ts showing e..cpenclitures Joi· repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPARTMENT

OF THE

MISSOURI-Continued.

Post.

Buildings.

·F ort Lyon, Colo.-Contin·
ued.

Officers' quarters No. 4..................... ... ..
Officers' quarters No. 5..... .. . .. .. . . . . ....... ...
Officers' quarters No. 6 ......................... ;
Oflicers' q narters No. 7...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Officers' quarters No. 8.......... .... .. ... .. . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 9 . . . . . ..• . .. ........... ..
Officers' quarters No. 10...... .. . .. ... . .. . . . . . .. .
Officers' quarters No. 11............... .. .. ... . . .
Officers' quarters No. 12.. .. . .. . . .. .. ...•.• .... ..
Officers' quarters No. 13 ........•............ ,...
.Barracks No.1 A................................
Barracks No. 2 A ..... ..••.•...••.. .......•.. . ..
Banacks No. 3 A................................
Barracks No. 4 A................................
Barracks, stone..................................
Store.houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .

Cost.

Total.

$26
27
26
11

26
26
26
27
27
27
79
87
77
80
63
15
1-----j

Fort Lewis, Colo ......... . Company ancl band quarters.....................
Barracks No. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 3 . ............... . ......... ..... · · ·
Barracks No. 4 ........•............. ....... · · - · ·
Barracks No. 5 . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 6 ............ ..... .... ... .... ···· ··
.Barracks No. 7 ...... :... ...... ...... ...... ....•.
Barrncks No. 8 .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ...
Officers' quartns No. 14 .... ....... ............. .
Officers' q uarters No. 15. .... .. ...•.. ...... ......
Otlicers' quarters No. 16. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 17........ ... .. .... .. ... . . .
Oflicers' quarters No. 18 ........ · · · · · · .. · ·· ······
Officeri,' quarters No. 19 ....................... .
Officers' qnarters No. 20.. ... .. . ....... ..........
Officers' quarters No. 21. .... ............. .... . ..
Officers' qua,r ters No 22 .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .......
Officers' quarterR No. 23 ........ - ... · · · ·· ··· ·· · ··
Quartermaster's store-house No. 30 .. . ......... ..
Qnartermaster's store-house No. 31 ........ ···· ··
Post ball ... . . . . ..... ..... . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Office building .. .... . ....... · · · ... · · · · · · .. · · · · ·
Quartermaster's corral, etc .. -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1~~

95
7~
9
10
1~
4
15
7
1:
25

ig

70
40
200
20

::;~~111::
:: ::::.::::.::: :.:::: :: ::::: ::: :::::::
Non-commissioned staff quarters................

2~~

Cavalry stables ... . ....... .......... ... .... · · · · ·

1-----1

Total Department of the Missouri . . . . . . . . . ... · · · · · · · ·
DEPARTMENT

1, 9 1

20,669

OF TEXAS.

Fort Blis , Tex .. ......... . Officers' quarters No. 1 ......................... .
Ollie rs' qna.rt •rs No. 2 .................•........

g:~::::: ~:: ~~=~: :i: !::: :::::::::: :: :::::: :::::
Bnrrn<'ks No. 6 .......................... ..... .. .
Q11a1ten11aRter's corral ............... .. ........ .

Fort Clark. Tex ......... .

$744

400
250
:~

$271
237
330
355
625
115

10
30
36

. 1,933

425

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Stateni~nt conipiled fr01n reports showing expenditures for repairs, etc. -Continned.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF.TEXAS-Continued.
Post.

Buildings.

Total.

Cost.

Fort Clark-Continued .... Barracks No. 4 .......................... -. .. - . . .
Barracks No. 5 ......... .. . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BarracksNo.6..... . . . . . ............... .. .......
Ba Hacks No. 7 . . . . . . . .. . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Barracks No. !) • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Banacks No.10 . .... . . ... . .. .... .. ....... ...... .
Band quaners..... . .. .. ... .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster's store.house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster's store.house No. 8 .............. Guard-house. . . . ..... .. ... .. .. ..................
Quartermaster's corral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cavalry corral.. ... ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$23
7
16
5
3
19
187
1€8
8
21
9
10

Fort Brown... . ...... . . . . . . Commanding officer's quarters . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters Nos. 1 and 2 ........ . ..... .. ...
Officers' quarters Nos. 3 and 4 ............. ;. .. ..
Officers' quarters Nos . 5 and 6...... .. . . . . . . .. . . .
Officeni' quarters Nos. 7 and 8 . ....... ...... .. . ..
Officers' quarters Nos. 9 and 10 . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . .
Officers' quarters Nos. 11 and 12................ .
Officers' quarters B. .. ... ............ ... . . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters Nos. 13 and 14 ....... .. .. . . . ...
Officers' q narter;, No. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters Nos. 16 and 17.. .. . . . ... . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 18..... .. . . .. .. .... . . ......
Officers' quarters Nos. 19 and 20. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ...
.Administration building . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
School room.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 36. ...... . . . .. . . ...... .. . . ... ......
Guard-house.......... . . . ..... ... ... ... . ....... .
BanacksNo. 53. . .. .. . . ........................
Cavalrystab les... .............. ........... . ....
Shops .. ...
. ... . . . . .. . . ....... ... . . . ..... ...
Quartermaster's corral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster's store.house.. ... . ....... ..... ... .
Reservation fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

93
95
95
83
95
98
83
42
8
82
4
1
5
11

5
66
55
15
183
40
2
4
'.!

4
284

San .Antonio, post of.... . . . Minor r epairs to buildings .............•..................
·348
San .Antonio, depot and Medical director's quarters. ............ . ....... .
headquarters.
Chief paymaster's quarters... .. .. .. . ...... .....
381.
Chief commissary of subsistence quarters... ... .
286
.Assistant adjutant-general's quarters . . . . . . . . . .
250
Offi cers' quarters No. 5...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
Commanding general's quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
224
.Aid·de.camps'· quarters.......... . . ..... ........ .
373
Inspector general's quarters . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371
Chief quartermaster's quarters.. .. ............ ..
309
Post surge()u's quarters.... . ....... .. .. . ..... ...
852
.Acting judge-advocate's quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565
Post commander's quarters ........... ; . . . . . . . . . .
420
Officers' quarters No.18. .
. . . . .. . . . ......
206
Post quartermaster's quarttsrs No. 14...... .•.. ..
183
.Assistant quartermaster's quarters No, 15. ... . . .
346
Dep~rtment headquarters building..............
6, 034
Engine-house...... . ..... .. .. . ... ..... ... .... ....
200
Corrals and stables . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 199
Fort McIntosh .••...... . .. Officers' quarters No. 2 . ••••..•.•.•. ••• ••.••••••.
Officers' quarters No. 3 ..................... .. .. .

iiiff igfil[l ii t: :: :: : iI):::::i: i

, Officers' quarters No.12 ...•. .. ........... . .. ....
Barracks No.14 . .......• • .......................
Barracks No.15 ..... ................... .... ... . .

tr~c~s

I,"~ . 16 -· ~··:· •••••• · ·· ··· .• • ..•.• ..•••. •

mm1strat~on bu1ldm g ........ .... .... : ...... .
Granary (bmlt) ................... . ... . . . .. . ... .
Officers' quarters No. 27 ....... .. .... .. . .. . ..... .

Fort Davie ..•..•.•.....•..

21
17
16
21
12
13

1,455
5-00

•

12,013

li

253
262
242
20
980
14

8fil~:;:: ~~!~~:;: ~~: ~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ----!~Officel's' quarters No. 3 ...••• .•••••. .•. .•••.•....

$3,450

48

1,886

426

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WA&

A.-Stateqne11t.cornpiled from, rfports showing e·cpenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued,
DEPARTMEKT
Post.
Fort Davis-Continued .

OF

TEXAS-Contin ued,

Buildings.
Officers' quarters No. 4 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 5 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 6 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 7 ........................ ..
Officers' quarters No. 8 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 9 . ....................... ..
Officers' quarters No. 10 ....................... ..
Officers' quarters No.11 . ....................... .
Officers' quarters No. 12 ................... ..... .
Officers' quarters No.13 ....... ... .............. .
Officers' quarters No.14 .................. ..... ..
Banacks No. 2 ................................ ..
Barracks No. 4 . .. . ............................. .
Band quarters .............. . .... .. ............ .
Forage.house ................................... .
Ordnance.sergeant's quarters .................. .
Guard-house ............ .. .... . ... ... .......... .

i:: :: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::

~~~~fry~~·r·r~i No:
Cavalry corral No. 2 . ........................... .

8:;!}g
~~~~~} ~~: t :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::
Cavalry corral No.
5 . ............ . ..... .. ...... .

Quartermaster's corral ... .. ................. .. ..
Subsistence store·house ........................ .
Barrack ti No. 6 .............••......•.•.•.••..••.
Banacks No. 7 ... . ............ . ............... .
Officers' quarteni No.15 .. ...................... .
Officers' quarters No.16 ............ . ........... .
Officers' quarters No.17 . ....................... .
Cavalry'corral No. 6 ....................... ..... .
Fort Concho .............. . Commanding officer's quarters . ................ .
Officers' quarters No. 2 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 3 .....................·. . ... .
Officers' quarters No. 4 ........................ .
Officers' quarters No. 5 ........... . ............. .
Otticers' quarters No. 6 ... ...................... .
Officer.. ' quarters No. 7 ..................... ... . .

g:~:~::i~:~~:~-: ~~: g::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::
Officers' quarterti No.10 ........................ .
Ollice building .. ...................... .. ....... .
Barracks No. 14 ................................ .
B arracks No. 15 .. .... . . .. ...................... .
Bnrracks o. 16 .... ....... . .................... .
Barrackti No. 17 ................................ .
Bana.cks No. 18 . ............. .................. .
Barracks No. 19 . ......................... .. .. ..
Barracks No. 20 ... . ......... . .. ................ .
Barracks No. 21. ....... .. ........ . . .... ..... . . . .

Camp DelRio ......... .. ,

Cost.

Total.

$53
47
48

23
48
48

53
53
53
53
46
700
800
250
125
30
60
100
29
29
29
29
29
316
40
700
938
16
16
16
29
$4,950

50
35
86
71

75
41

63
30
41
35

66
102
102
102

102
102
102
102

102

8tfJ~~t~~? ~~~~~~!:~~~:: ::::: ~: ::::~::: : :~: :~

119

Quartermastel"s corral No. l. .......... . .. ...... .
Engine·bow1e .... .. . ...... . . ... .. ........ . . . .. .
Marrit·d soldier ' quarters .................... ..
Mes!l·hall ....... ............ ................... .

28
61
09
86

Commanding oflicpr's quarters ............. .... .

7
3
25
1

g~~:~!: ~~~:~i:~: N~: i:::: ::::::: ::: ::: :: :::: :::

;it,{~i;::tttt·:•+•• • • • • • • • •

26

5

8

3
7
1

C mp
E glo P
...... . • ·011 rna<l 1lnnng ,·par..... . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .
. ... ...
.For Ilaucock . . . . . . . . . .. . Go111111antli11ir ofllc·cr' quart r . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . ... .
2

itfi~;p;:.JJ::••:::•••••••••••••:••·
bl ~·0:10::::::::::::::::::::.::::::
Ca,· lry
Prlv, . ..... .............. ......... . .. .... ......

1, 33

15:I

li

1!~ I
15
-----

530

427

Q U ARTERl\IASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Statement co mpiled from reports showing expe ndit1,1,res /01· repairs, eto.-Continu~d.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPART::.IEST
Post.

OF

TEXAS-Continued.

Buildings.
Commandini officer's quarters ................. .

Camp Pena, Colorado

g:~:~:: i~:~:::·: :~: L::::::::::::::::::::::::

Officers' quarters No. 4 ... .... ,. ........•........
Office . .... .. . ....... ... ....•.......•.•..........
Store.house ... ...•.•••...•••..•..••...•.........
Barracks No. 9 ••• •• •.•••••••••••••••••••••••..•.
Stables .. ....... ... .. ••. ........••.•.............
Carpenter shop .............................••...
Wash.house ... . . ........ . .............••.•......
Fort Ringgold ............ . Officers' quarters Nos.1 and 2 ..••..••....•...•..
Officers' quarters Nos. 3 and 4 ............. . ... _.
Officers' quarters No. 5 .....•••••••..••••••••.••.
Officers' quarters Nos. 6 and 7 . . ..•.•.......••••.
Officers' quarters Nos. 8 and 9 ..••••••..••••••••.
Barracks No.14 ...............•..•.•............
Barracks No. 15 ....•••..•..•••••..•...••••.•••••
Barracks No. l 6 ..... .•••••.••...•.•••••••••..••.
Barracks No. 17 ................................ .
Barracks No. 18 ...••••.....••..•••••••••••.•..•.
Bake.house . . .... ......... . ................... .
Married men's quarters ..............•..... . ....
Guard.house ...............•.......••...........
Telegraph store-house . ......................... .
Commissary.sergeant's quarters .........•......
School-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•.......•.•..
Ordnance-Aergeant's quarters ............... . .. .
Engint-·house, etc .............................. .
Quartermaster's corral . .. ....................••.

8!~!~1J :!;~l~: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :: ::::

Cost.

Total.
$3

21
6
6

40
393

21
24
35
4
$553:
282
286
287
280
289
222
222
214
219
219
22
84
77
6

27
39

54
608
384
261
588

-----1

Total Department of Texas .... .......... .
DEPARTMEXT

OF

THE PLATTE.

~!~!~~s~t~~~~~~~.::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::Fences, etc ........... .......... .. .............. .
.Alterations and repairs ... ..................... .

Fort Omaba ...............

Omaha Depot ........ ~ .... .

4, 670·
33,928

~!f~~ :~:l~s·::: :: ::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

WaJl repairs ........ .... ... .. . ...... .. ..... .. .. .
Roof repairs .... . . ....... ..•. .... .. ...... . .. .. ...
Wood-silrd .. . . ........ ....... ...... .. .......... .
Watch-l1ouse ..... . ...... ....................... .
Wall on uorth an ,l east ....................... .
Drains and sewers ...... .... .. . .. -. ...........•.. ·

$1,000
860
340
4,000
$6,200
225

30
350
1,000
60
35
500
:!00

Fort Du Chesne . .. . . . . . . . . Buildings new; no repairs reported ........ . ... . . .. ... .. .. ..
Cheyenne Depot .. . ........ Depot quartermaster's qua1ters . ....... .. . . . . . ..
259
Depot commissary quarters. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
110
Ordnance officers' quarters . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
85

[tt!t:iri~:~!rt.~.-~:::: :.: ::_: .:::: ::::: ::: :: ::
Quartermaster's clerks' quarters... ... . ....... ..

I Chi_ef packer's quarters . ..... . ... ...............

S1mth-shop. ... . . . .... . ...... ... ... .... ... .. .. .
Commissary clerks' quarters ....................
Employes' quarters.... ....... .. ............ ... .

:!~
15
122
13
4
27

Fort Bridger ............. . General repairs ......... . . ..................... . Not stated.
Fort Laramie ............. . Officers' quarters No. 1. .•...•••......•...••.....
18
Officers' quarters No. 2 .•••••..••.••.•..•••••....
16
33
Officers' quarters No. 3 .•••••••••••.•••••.•••.••.
14
Officers' quarters No. 4 ..•••••••• ••.•••• ••••••• • .
11
Officers' quarters No. 5 .. ..•. ···············-····
4
Officers' quarters No. 6 ..... •.•..•• ..... ..... ... .

gm~:;::
i~:~i:~rn~: L::::::::::::::::::::::::
Officers' quarters No.
!J ......................... .

2, 40(),

30
27
16

1,139

428

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

A.-Staternenl compiled froni reports showing expenditiire8 for repai?-s, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPARTME~T
Post.

OF

THE PLATTE-Continued.
Buildings.

Fort; Laramie-Continued., Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Offi c,-rs'

quarters No.
qua.r ters ~o.
quarters No.
quarters No.
quarters No.
quarters No.
quarters No.
qu arterR No.

Total.

Cost.

10 .••..•... . • ... _•••.•...••

$23

11. ..... .. . .............. - ·
12 ..•.........•........•...
13 .. ...................... .
14 ..•••••.•• .• •••...•••.•..
15 ..••.....••••••.•••••.••.
16 . ..•••. . •...•••..........
17 ..... .... ............... .

18
6
22
13
VI
11
10
12
JO
225
74

<,;_~1~1~~s~ti~t~:;eb~1ifding: '.: ::: : : : :::::::::: ::: : ::
Baud qui.trters
............................ · ·
Comprmy lllflSS·I'OO llJS ..•...••••••••.••• , .••..••.
Guard·bOU!,e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ · · · · · ·
Barracks No. 25 ....•..•. ·...••...••..•..••. · ... ·
Company kitchen .........................•.. · Banacks No. 32 . .....•.......•••.... . ......... ·
WarPhonRe No. 33 ........ . ......... .. ..... ·· · · ··
Warehonso No. 34 ...... . .•..•.....•••..... ·••···

46
3
58
146
11
3
91

gt~i)1!f
~: .3.9... ·_ ·.:.: :·.:::::: :: ::: :::::::::: ::: :::
Commissary store-house . - ..........•..... -- . - - ·

30
12

ai~i~~~\~%~ri~;;;~
·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Non.commissioned staff quarters ...........••...

5
415

Fort McKinney ............ Officers' quarters Kos. 1 and 2 . .. . .... ......... · ·
Officers' quarters No. 3 ........................ ..
Officers' quarters Nos. 4 aud 5. . ..... ... . . . .... ..
OfficerR' quarters No. 6
. .. . . . . . . . . . . .•• . • . • • .
Officers' quarters :Ko. 7 and R...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 9 . . . .. •• . . .•• . . • . . . . .••••.
Officen,' quarters No. 10. . • .. . • . . • • . •• • •• • .•••••
Officers' quarters No. 11.. •.• . . .• . • . • . ••••• .••• ••
OfficerR' quarters No. 12...... . . . . • • • . • . . . . . • . . • .
Officers' quarters Nos. 13 anrl 14 . ..•... ...•.. .••.
Officers' quarters No. J5 . . ....... .. ..............
Officer::i' quarterR No. 16 and 17........ .• . . • . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 18
... ·. .... . ............
Officers' quarters No. 19 and 20......... .. . . .. ...
Cavalry barracks No. 23 . . . . . .. .• • . . . . . . . . . . •• .
Cavalry barracks No. 25 . . . . . . .•• • •• •..••• . .•. ••
Infantry l1arrackR No. 27.................. ... .. .
Infantry barracks No. 28 . • . .. •• . . • . . • . • . . . . • .
Subsistence store.lJouso Xo. 32 .......... . .. •.•.•
Subsistence store-house No. 33....... ... . . . .. . . .
Cavalry stabks No. 36 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .
Cavalry 11tables No. 37 . . . .. • • . . • • . . . . . . • •. . . .. . .
Qul!-rtermaster·'s corral .............. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
S'm1tb·sbop ................................... · ·
Non.commissioned staff quarters............ . . . .

9
26
75
49

34

70
152

45
95
63

91
12
87
45
33
195
59

34

~~

29

2

Fort D. A. Russ 11 . . • . . . . .
lfort lclney . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30
35
~~

~~~

~:~;~~e.::::: :::.:: :::::: ·.::: :: :::::::::: ::::::

I

Fort Robinson ......... : .. . Non.commissioned Rtafl' quarters (built)· . . . ... _.
Cbap<>l, tc. (bnilt) .................... ... .......
1

125
_ _ _1_,_50_0_
1

Not stated.
~

27
9

23
22
34
15
3 1
1

2
i
1

]0
9

bk

2,344

l, 000

38

w

$1,460

21
16

1

2,500
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Q U ARTERM.A~T ER-GENERAL.

A.-:-Statement compiled f1·om reports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE ~IISSOURT-Continued.
DEPARnIEXT OF THE PLATTE-Continued.
Total.

Cost.

Buildings .

. Post.

FortWashakie...:..cont'd .. .. 'Barracks........... .. ... .. .. .............. .....
Guard.house....................................

$30
19

i~

~~~~fcit,~~;e· ;t~~.~:b~·;;~ :::: ::: ::::: :: :: :: :::: :::

Saw.mill...... .... ... ... . . . . .... ..... ...... ...
Bake.house (built) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

290
1, 304
1, 134
1-----1

Fort Douglas ..........•... Officers' quarters Nos. 1 and 2 .. ~. ....... .. .. .. ..
Officers' quarters Nos. 3 to 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officers'q uartersNos 2lami22 ... : ............ .
Office1·s' quarters Nos. 23 ancl 24.. ... . . ..........
Officers ' quarters Nos. 25 and 26. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks ... .....................................

35
950
51
52
41
1,391

·.~~~~~d~l~i~~:rs'. .~t.~ ~:::::::::::: :: : : :: :: : : : : ::: : :
.A.rtiller.v stable (built) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·water.closets (built). ...... .. ....... .. ..........
Gun.shed........................................
Non.commissioned staff quarters .......•• : ......
Subsistence store house.........................
Quartermaster's stables. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 746
3,011
1,095
15
152
155

$2,903

~~

11, 739'

Total Department of the Platte ...................... .

13,315

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Fort Bennett -~·-·· ........ Officers' quarters No. l. ........................ .
Officers' quarters No. 2 .•........................

g:~:!::: ~~!:~:i:~:: :~::. .......•....................
:::: :: :: :::::::: ::::::::::

Barracks . . . . . .

flt:!~::·~~~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

]j..,ort Assinaboine ......... .

100,

1
1
6
1

Guard.house ................................... .
Grain-house .. .. . .... .... ....................... .
Stables......
. ............................ .
Sergeant's quarters ... .... .............•.........

15

~:~:~~sq~~~·\e~~ .~~.· .l.~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

247
1,447

Guard.house ................................... .
Chapel
..........................•.........

f~i\l ~1r~~;•• :••: :• •:: : :.:•i; •:: ;;;:
St.ables..................... .. . ......... : ...... :

~~Y~~r:g · ~ffi~-~ ·· ·_·: .·. : : :: : : ::: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :

Tt-amsters' quarters ......................... ··-·
Non.commissioned staff quarters ............... .
Married soldiers' quarter!! ............. ·-·· ..... .
Fort Snelling .••••.........

$53
52
52
52

6

9

!J'34S

8

1t

I

18

41

370

6

28
,!

:!
11
3!)

'.', 198-

§~;gm~~::_!~ !•:i::: •:•••:;::•: •• •::•::•
Barracks No. ~ ................................. .
Prison ..... . ................... _. _.... _........ .
Guard.house ................................... .
Non-commissioned staff quarters ...... _........ .
Officers' quarters Nos. 9 to 19 ................... .

rii s;~~;IIUiHI/Hi/i

36n I

50
27
49
35
2

r~ I

133
9

70
22
25
32
12
34
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REPORT OF THE SECRET.A.RY OF WAR .

.A..-Statement compiled f1·orn reports showing expenditu1·es /01· 1·epairs, etc-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
Post.
Fort Sully ... . .......... .

Buildings.
Officers' quarters No. 1 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 2 •••••••••••........••.....
Oflicers' quarters Nu. 3 ......................... .
Officers' quarters Nos. 4 and 6 ..••• . •.•...• ..••..
Officers' quarters Nos. 5 and 7 . . ..••.....••.•....
Officers' quarters Nos. 8 and 10 ....•............ .
Officers' quarters No. 9 .•••.•.••......•...•.•..•
Officers' quarters No. 11 .. ...................... .
Officers' qnarters Nos.12 and 14 ................ .
Barrack~ No.15 . ...... ... . ................ .. .. .
Guard-house . ..... ..... . ..................... .. .
Barracks No. 17 .. .. ............................ .
Lil.Jrar,y, etc ................................... ..
Commi,;sary store.bonse (built) . ............•....
Offices . . ..... .... .................. . ..... ...... . .
Non·COmmissioned staff' quarters No. 29 ........ .
Non-commissioned staff quarters No. 30 .......••.
Married so!di~rs' qnart~rs........ . ... ...... .
Nnn-comm1ss1oned staff quarters No. 31 .... . ... .
N on.commissil,ned staff quarters No. 34 .. .•.... .

~~~~~~1r~s~~~!~t~~~
.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Barracks No. 43 ................................ .
Coal-shed (built) ..... , .. . . . .................. .
Eruployes' quarters No. 46 ..................... .
Fort Randall ............ .

Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Office1·s'

quarters No. l. ........................ .
quarters Nos. 2 and 3 ............. ... .. .
quarters Nos. 4 and 5 ............. ..... .
qnarters Nos. 6 and 7 . .•......••..•••.•.
qnarters No. 8 ......••..•...•.•••.•• • . .
quarters No. 9 ... .. . .. ... . ......... .. - .
quarters No. 10 . ...... ...... ... ........ .
quarter., No. 11 . ..... .............. .... .
quarters No. 12 .......... ... ..... ... ... .

8fil~:~::i~:!:~~: ~~: 1! ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Barracks No. l .. ............................. ..
Barracks No. 2 . .. •.......••..•..•••..••...•.•.•.
Barracks No. 3 . . . . . • • . • ..... . ................ ..
Barrael,b No . 4 ...... _... .. .. .....•....•...... . .
Commi11sary.sergeant's quarters ......... ..... . .
Office building ............ ... .................. .
Store-rooms ..... .... ........................ . . .
Bake·house . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ........ - - ..
Guard·house........ . .... .................... .
Onlnance-sergeant's quarter6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Post CJuartermaster-sergeant's quarters (built) ..

Cost.

Total.

$49
61
17

29
49

29
30
30
32
81
10
46
6
1,908
I
11
26
19
33
6
(!1

16
17

23
77i
51
$3,417

23
20
36
47
6
11
3
7

24
8

3
40
54
43
56
8
22
6

3
6

8
166
1 - - - - -1

Camp Poplar River .. ..... .

!~~lt~f~\1iLHF ii/Ill//

' tore·honse ............................. - ... - - .
Barracks ................ .. ..................... .

5!11

Camp b ridan .... . . ... . . . Barracks (built) . .. . ........................... .
Warehouse (built) ............................. .
Goa.rel-ho nae (built) .. ....... . .............. ... .

1,300
600
100

Q~~~!:{m~~~~!l". -~tibi~:::::::::: :: :::::::::::: ::

100

Foll A. Lincoln .......••• ..
For Lincoln onlnaoc cl .

900
3 000

Not rep'td.

J1(1(.

Yat .. .............. .
For Tott n . ............. .

.l-01t

600

. . . do .. ...
17
04
32
55

15
16
30
130
140
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Statement compiled from 1·eports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEP ARTME~T OF DAKOTA-Continued.
Total.

Cost.

Buildings.

Post.

Fon Totten Continued ... Barracks No. 14 ....... ....... ........ - ........ .
. Commissar.v store.house ........................ .
Quartermaster's stahle ......................... .
\\Tagon.shed ...... ... .............. .. ···· ·· ···· · ·
Stable ............. . ............................ .

$130

8t~:::: i~:~t:~: ~~: L::::::::::::::::::::::::

65

Fort Buford .............. .

Officers'
Officers'
Officers'
Officer,;'

quarters No. 3 ....... ... •......... ......
quarters No. 4 . ............... ......... .
quarters No. 5 .•••••••..•••••••.••••..•.
quarters No. 6 ..............••.•...•...

gfil~E:: !~:H:f: !~: i::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Officers' quarters No. 10 . .. . . ..•...•.••.•..••...
Officers' quarters No. i.l ....••... ...•.••••..••...
Officers' quarters No. 12 .............. .......... .

;mi: li~J!l 11 m•l::/[l:?l::::::::
Officers' qnarters No. lR .. ...................... .
Officers' quarters No. 19. : ................... , .. .
Barracks No. 20 ..••..•...••.. ••..••.•••..••.•••.
Barracks No. 21 .... ..••...•..••......•...•...••.
Barracks No. 22 . ...................... ......... .
Barracks No. 23 . .•••••.••..•.•••••••••.••.••••••
Barracks No. 2i . ......... .. .................... .
Banacks No. 25 .. ......... .. ...... ..... ......... .
Barracks No. 26
. . . . .... ...... .•....
. .. .
Non.commisflionefl staff quarters Nos. 27 and 28.
N gtcomruissioned staff quarters Nos. 30, 31, and
Rtore.bouse . ............ .. ............ : ........ .
Shops . ................ . ........................ .

$749

30
9
25
20
15
20

15
16
22
10

12
9
6
5
6
7
5
3

101
95

1118
128
118
100
8
10
8

40
20
30
10

22
30

§iEff mtEii fi: L::::::::::::::::::;::

21
27
22

Officers' quarters No. 5 ......................... .
Officers' ouarters No. 6 ......................... .
Officers' quartern No. 7 ....... ................. .

2!m:: i~!::lm !ft::::::::::::::::::::::::~

Officers' quarters No. 11. ....................... .
Officers' quarters No. 12 ..... .......... . ........ .
Officers' quarters No. 13 .. . . .. .....•......... __ .
Barracks No.15 ................................ .
Barracks No. 16 ...... .. ......••................
Barracks No. 18 ..• .... . ... .. ....................

~J:~:~~:f t:

9
:::::: ~::::::::::::::

=::::::::::::

&~![{'fa~~~·f~~::::::::::::::::~ ~:: : : ~: :.::::

j[i\!~];}t

i;;i::i~i: :::: : :: ::::

10
30
20

i~i:ni~
:j~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Qiiartermaster 's stubles .............. : ......... .
la1~\7o:,~~Ar~e·
:::: :: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::
Quartermaster's office ....... . .................. .
1

Fort Shaw .•••••...•....•..

60

5

5

1,228

28
20
31

33
28
27
34
22
30
28
48

40
42

49
45

10
30

31
329

975

··,rtora; )l);) I\::!;.:'..• -::-:-: -: -::_1_!_:

Non.commisswued staffqnn,rtC'rs.. .. .... .. ..... .

34
724.
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REPORT OF 'l'HE SECRETARY OF WAR.

A.~Statement cornpilecl froni repods 1,howing expenditures for repairs, etc.--Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
Post.

Buildings.

~~1~~

Fort Yates ........•....... . None reported .. .... ... . .... .•... ....... . ......... ..........
Fort Meade . .......•...... .... ... do . .................................................... .
Fort Missoula ...•......... Officers' quarters No. l.. .. . ... ...... ...... ......
$30
Offici>rs' quarters No. 2.......... .... . . .. . . . . . . . .
29
Officers' quarters No. 3 ... ........... ....... ·... ..
32
Oflicer11' quarters No. 4.... .... .. ....... ... ..... .
43
Officers' quarters No. 5................ .. . . ... .. .
21
Officers' q ua~·ters No. 6. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
28
Officers' quarters No. 7.... ...... ...... ..........
7
Barracks No. 8 . ••• • . . . • . • • •• • • . • • • .•••• ••••..•• .
50
Barracks No. 9 .• . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . •• ••••••
50
Barracks No.10. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
50
Barracks No. 11 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • .
50
Office......... . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . ... ... ..... . .. ....
10
N on-0ommissioned staff quarters................
50
Stables, etc................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......
40
Bath.house.......... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..•. .•. . . . . . . .
50
Saw.mill . :.. .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . .. ..•........ .. .. .. .
8
Fort Pembina ... .......... . Officers' quarters No. 1. ...................•.....
Officers' quarters No. 2 . ........ ...... .......... .
Officer:;' quarters No . 3 •..•••••••••••.•••••••••
Officers' quarters No. 4 ..... ........ ........... .
Non.commissioned staff quarters (built) ....... .

~:~~::~t: ~~: ~ .:: '. :::::~ :.:::·.:: :::::::::::::::

·1

I
Fort McGinnis .. . . ...... .

Company kitchen No. 1. ...•....••......••.
Company kitchen No. 2 ... . ..................... .
Guard.house (built) .... . .. ............... ..• ....
Bakery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... .
Store·house . . . . . . .
. . . .. . ......... .. ........ .
Quartermaster's stables .. ...... . .............. .
Coal-sheds .... . ............... .. ............... .
Root.house ..................................... .

s!mr !~mE: ~~: L:::::::::::::::~~:::::::

Barracks . ... . . .. .... ...... ...... ..••... .........
Headquarters .... . .. ... ....... ...............•..
Store.house . . ..... ....... ... ...... ........ .... .
Gymnasium . . . . . . .......................... .
Library ................ ... .................... .
Guard .bouse .............. . .................... .
Bakery......
.... .. .... ..
· ··· ········
Non.commissioned 1,tntf quarters (built) ....... .
Non.commissioned staff quarters ............... .

.. .. ,to ........................... ........... .

~l:/~i;~~.,~~~~:;t~~~.:::
:: :::::: ::: :::::::: :::::.::
tables . . ...... .... ......................... ..•.
Oil-house . .................. ... . - -.. -. ··· ·· ···· · ·
~~1i1~~~~p~.::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::
aw.mill ...................................... ..

$MS

102
95

105
104
864

187
202
51
49
1,075
55

492
8

29
61

3,479

·451
528
502
923
64
134
86
43
55
25
615
39
12
66

27
70
3
19
4

124

3,790
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Statement compiled from re1Jorts showing expenditures for repairs, etc. -Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
REC.APiTUL.ATION.

i!i~Elii t1~;,;:\:: : ::):::: : : :: : : :::::): :: :)\: :: : : :: :::·1!: il!
Total Division of the Missouri ...... ...••.. ......•••••.......•.•.••.•..••......••..•••.. 108,473

A.-Staternent compiled from repurts showing expenditnres J01· repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC.
Built.lings.

Post.

Cost.

Fort Barrancas ............ Barracks .. ........... . ..........•...............
Officers' quarters ...•.............•.........•.•..
Store-houses ........•...........................

~i!Jfes b~iicii~g·:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

Bake-house .................................... .
Stables ... ....... .... ...................•........
Fences . ......................................•..
I'ort Porter ...••..••...•... Officers' quarters No.
Officers' quarters NI).
Officers' quarters No.
Officers' quarters No.
Officers' quarters No.

l. ....... . ................ .

Total.

$800
2,100
230
340
100

30
70
200
39
24

2 ......................... .
3 and 5 .......•......•.....
4 and 6 .................•..
7 and 9 ..............••..•.

$3,870

19

21
20
45

&!:irtot~!l':~~
Store-houses No. 11 . ......................... .
Barracks No. 16 and 17 ...........•..••••••...•..

fl/.-.~~::::::::::::::::::~::::::

100

Fort Warren .............. Officers' quarters .......••........•..•...•..•..
· Non-commissioned staff quarters, etc ........... .

18
93

72
46

386

t:~fr:ri ~~idi~~;; ·q~;~t~~a: :: :: :: :::::::: :::::: l Not stated.

~gffi_'.~h~i:i~~~~.: ·.-.:::: ·. ·. :·. ·.:::::: ·.: ·. ·.::::::::::: J
Saint Francis Barracks .... Officers' quarters No. l ......••••...•••.•.•.••....
Barracks No. 2 .............................••...
Baud quarters ...................•...•......•....
Non-commissioned staff quarters .......•...•..•.
Commi!'lsar_v-sergeant's quarters ............••• .

-----·
240

~Z?:iii~t~: ~::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::

Stable . . .......... ........ . .................... .
~~f~1n0~e~!~~!~~~-t:~. ~~~-r_t~-r~.:::::::::::::::::::
Band-stand ..................................... .
Commanding officer's quarters ................. .

~~F.;:~~.~ i~,::.\::! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Hamilton ...•.. ...... Officers' quarters No. l. ........................ .
Officers' quarters Nos. 2 and 3 ............. . .... .
I Officers' quarters Nos. 4 an1l 5 .................. .
Officers' quarters No. 5½ .........•..........•....
Officers' quarters No. 6 ..... _..............•.•••
Officers' quarters Nos. 7 and 8 ..........•...•....
gfficers' quarters Nos. 9 and 10 ................. .
fficers' quarters Nos. 11 and 12 .........•......
Officers' quarters Nos. ]3 aud 14
~fficers' quarters Nos. 15'and
attery stables .. ..........................•....
~at:ry uu-shed ...... . .............•..........
·Ca ry arracks ...... . ........................ _
wrnpanr quarte~s (built) ...•...•.........•.....
S 11:iir-hoset (b_mlt) ....................•.•..... .
0
F~~ce·; .. .~

I

rn::::: :::::: :::: ::

f

?~~~~:::: ···························

8925-w 87-28

111

250

158
158
40
8
3

176

68
85

50
8

75
53
71
6

1,443

307
7

7
7

74
74
74
37
7

21
2.i
10

11,910
480
370
2,097
15,552
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

A.-Statement cornpiledfrorn 1·eports sltmdng expenditures fo1· repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF TEE ATLANTIC-Continued.
Post.

Buildings.

Cost.

Total.

Madison Barracks ........ . Cornmandir.g officer's quarters ................ )

!:l~!ftli:' t:: :~ : ~ : :: : ::::::::::::: ~: : I

Quartermaster's stables .. ........ ..... ........ L Not stated.
Store-house ................................... (

Ei~~~~~-~-i~~~~~~-~ ~~~~ _q_~~~~~~~:::::::::::::: I

Guard-house .... . .... ....... ......... ... ..... .
Smith-shop.... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . J
Non-commission<'d staff quarters (built).........
Fort Mackinac .••••....... Officer~' quarters No. 1 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Guard-house ................••••.•....••........
Barracks . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . .
Offices, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ... ..
Coal-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
Bakery...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 19.. .. ... . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . .

,1, 025
450
50
230
20
26
1-----1

Fort Ontario .............. . Commanding officer's quarters . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Officers' quarters No. 2 E...... ............ ......
Officers' quarters No. 2 W.. ... . . ....... .. . . . . . ..
Store-rooms, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
:Barracks No. 6 ................................. .
Water-closets . . .................... -..... - ... · ·
Magazine ................ . ................... -. ·
Commissary-sergeant's quarters . ... . • . .... . . .. .
Bake-shop . ....... ·. ........... . .................

Fort Columbus ........... . Battery officer's quarters . ............. - - - ..... ~
Battery barracks .................. ·•·· -··· -· - · 5
Ordnance-scrg eaut's quarters . -. · - -· - · · · · · · · · ·
Officers' quarters No. 1 . ..................... - .
Officers' quarters No. 3..........................
Officers' quarters No. 4.... .. ....... .. . .. . .. . . .. .
Officers' quarters No. 6 ........................ - .
Officers' quarters No. 7.... . ... .. ...• .. . ... .. . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 8.... .. ... . . . .... .. . . .. . . . .
.Battery L quarter11.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . .
Battery C quarters . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . ........ •. . . . .

2~~

z

15
1

s:

140

g:s~b::r#o~2i
~-·:: ::: ::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: ::
Quartermaster's stables No. 21 .•........... .. .. .
, cale-sl1ed No. 22 .... . ............ ....... ...... .
Fences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .

900

1. 250

·, 11 1;
1 ;1 7
78
78
7~
82
fl~

,

'*

·- - - - -1

Castle Williams ..••...... . Casemate quartPrs . . . . . . . . . . . . .....•....... I
Fort Preble .....••.... . ... . Commanding offic11fs quarters No.1 ... .........
Offiuers' quarters ll o. 4 . ..... ....... .... ... .. . . .. 1
Officers' quarters No. 5 . . . .. ... .. . ... .. . .... .. . .
Guard-bou&e No. 0 . . ....•.... ....... ..... .......
Store-rooms, etc., No. 8 ........................ - .
Bakery kitchens No. 9 . . ........................ .
Battery quart1·rs No. 10 .... . ...... .. . • . ...... .. .
farried solclier-... ' quarters No. 13...... .•.... ... .
Macried soldiers' quarters No. 12 .... •. .... .. . ...
Married soldiers' quarters No.14 . . . ..•. .. ... . ..
8~an!!~~a~;;,::~:i:~!~8i~~-a11Je~-~- ~ ~--~~::::::::::
Ordnance-sergeant's quarters No. 17 . ....... .....

880

40
6
30

~t:~i~~e~_:
:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::
10
Ordnance-sergea;.t's quarters .................. _ _ _1_20_

l<'ort cbuyler ..•......... .

$1,025

~~

3,049

180
94
62
~

°

2

99
105

17
17
17

~r

17
2

g

9~
350

l,12~

761
09
1, 'j
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Statement compiled from reports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC-Continued.
Post.

Total.

Cost.

Buildings.

Fort Wadsworth-Cont'd .. Barracks J..... .. .. . .. ...... ...... ... . . ... ......
Barracks K . . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . .. .•.••..... .•.. ..
Engine-house . . . . . ...... ...••..... ... .•. . .•.. .. .

$36
11
125
1----,.--l

Fort Wayne .••............ Officers' quarters............... . ................
Barracks.............. . .........................
Non.commissioned staff quarters.... . • • . . • . . . . . .
Store.houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Stables . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shops ... .......... ............... ·: .•. . . . .•.. ..
Office building..................................
Pump.house . ............... ~..... .. .. .. . • • . . . . .
Company sink...................................
Bath.house .. .. . ......... . • . .. . . . • . .. .. .. • . • • . . • .

~~f!1ey~:::::: :·:: :::::::::::::::::·::::::::::·

;g

Fort Adams • .•.•.. .... .. .. Commanding officer's quarters . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • .
Officers' quarters No. 2.... .• ... . .. ... . .. •..••• ..
Offi1;ers' quarters No. 3.. ...... ...•.• ...... •••...
Officers' quarters No. 4 . . . . . ... .•. . . . . ... .•. . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 5 ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ...•..
Officers' quarters No. 7.................. ........
Officers' quarters No. 8...... ....•. ....•. ..•.....
Officers' quarters No. 9 ......... ...... ..........
BarracksNo.10 ..........................•..••.
Barracks X o. 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • .
Guard.house . .. . . . ... . .. ... ... ...• .. .... .. ... . . .
Battery stables..................................
Non-commissioned staff quarters................

341
18
45
133
130
372
372
372
7
706
1,642
312
45

1-----1

1------1

Fort Brady ............... . Barracks No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • .
Barracks kitchen, etc . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . • . . . . . .
Non.commissioned staff quarters...... . . . • . . . . • .
Officers' quartera :No. 5.... .. . . . . .•••••. .•••.. ••.
Officers' quarters No. 6.... .. .... •. .•• . .•. . •. . .. .
Officers' quarters No. 7 ...... ·. .•. .. .. .. . . . . . .•. ..
Dock warehouse............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .
Guard·house ..... . . . ............••......•..••...
Adjutant's office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 24. ...... .. .•.••. ..........

150
70
30
18
16
17
1
39
35
16

Washington Barracks .•••. Commandin_,g officer's quarters ................. .
Company omcer's quarters Nos. 2 and 3 ..•......
Barracks No. 6 ....................•..... . ......
L buildini:i; No. 8 . ... ...... . .................... .
Officers'-quarters No. 15 . .......•............ ..• ..
Officers' quarters Nos. 18, 19, and 20 .......•.....
Officers' quarters No. 16 . ........•.•...•..•......
Coal.shed . ........................•............

250
95
95
151
1,313

Little Rock Barracks .•••.. Office building ..............•••.... ..••.. .•.....
Officers' quarters No. 3 ..................•..•••..
Officers' quarters No. 5 .. ....................... .
Officers' quarters No. 6 .. .....••••..•...•....... .
Officers' quarters No. 7 ..•••..•...........•.••...
Officers' quarters No. 8 ......•••..•.........•....
Officers' qua1te1·s No. 9 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 21. ..•...••••••............

:::tii:~ ::::::::::::.- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Newport Barracks ........ .

i~;;f~~;~rt~: : ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

764

4,495

392

9

3,962
173

, 6,048

16
384

65
20
20
30
1,424
38
200
299
74

2,496

63

28
96
92
82
61
91
61
65
130
~s~~u~i:~-~~~
286
Fort Myer . ................. ~fficers' quarters No. 4 .....•...•.•........•..... _ _ _1_0_
arracks . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . .. .. . • • . . . . . . . . • • •
8
Office.r s' quarters No.
Officers' quarters No.
Officers' qnartE'rs No.
Officers' quarters No.
Ofcers; quarters No.
gffi cers, quarters No.
ffi cers. quarters No.

$2,848

84

65
30
275
25
80
50
45
30
30

8 ...... ................... .
9 .................•.......
10 .... ..............•..
11. .................... ::::
12 ........................ .
13 ....•....................
14 . .....•...... ... ..••.....

.~.~-. ~~::::::::::::::::::::: ....

1,129
18
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

A.-Statement compiled from 1·eports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE A. TLANTIC-Continued.

Poat.

Total.

Cost.

Buildings.

Plattsburgh Barracks ..... Officers' quarters No. l. ................... ..... .
Barracks No. 2 .. . .. .•..••.••• ••• . ... ••••••••••••
Office . . . .. . .. .. .. . . ... : .................. ..... .
Non.commissioned staff quarters ............... .
Stables .......... .. . .. . ......................... .
Bake.house .................................... .
Fences ..•... . ............. ............. .........

$97

Fort McHenry .•••••••••••• Barracks No. 1 .• .••..... .. ........•.............
Barracks No. 2 ........ · · · · ..................... .
Barracks No. 3 •••••• •••••••••.. •••••• • •••• .••.••
Officers' quarters No. 4 .•••••••• • ••••••••......•.

22
22

53

28
5
80
9
100

$372
15

1,901
500

i~)lJ~Eil JI:_H\))n)):

839
501
660

747
39
146
26

Married soldiers' quarters No. 11 •............•..
Married soldiers' quarters No. 12 ... . . .•..... ....
Store.house . . • .
. •. .
. . ........ - ... - .... .
Company water.closet (built} ................ - - .

10
485
1 - - - - -1

Fort Monroe .............. . Commanding officer's quarters ............... - ..

Company officer's quarters No. 3 •••••.•• - ••• - - ••
Barracks No. 5 ......••••••.•••..•••••• .•••••..• Officers' quarters No. 8 . .. . .... •............. ... .
Recitation.room .. ........ ...... . .......... . ... School-room ...... ... ........ ... .... ...... .. -- .. .
Officers' quarters No.14 ....................... - .
Officers' quarters No. 1:; .•••••..•••.•••••.•.••.• .
Officers' quarters No.16 ... .... ............. .. - ..
Officers' quarters No.17 .............. .. ........ .
Officers' quarters No.18 ..............• ••••......
Officers' quarters No.19. ! ...................... .
Officers' casemateNo. 20 .. ..... . . ..... .......... .
Officers' casemate No. 21. ........•.........•....
Non-commissioned staff quartert!, cademate .... .
Engine·house (built) ................. . ....... - - Guard-house . . . . , . .................... -- . - -- · ·
Stables .. ......... ... ... ........................ .

i1!i;f~;~~p
q~~;te·,:;::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: :: ::: :::
Quartermaster's store.bouRe No. 40 ..•........•.
Quartermaste1·'s store.house No. 43 .. .....•......
6ffic~:!~r~~~~!e~~--45:::::::: ~::::::::::::::::
Commantng offir.er's office .. ................... .
Store.house No. 49 ......... ............ •..•.. ..•.
Officers' quarters No. 50 .••...•.•••• .••••••••••.
Officers' quarters No. 51 ......•......••••...••. - •
Shops .. ... ... ... ........ ....... , ........•.... .. .
Officers' q11arters No. 55 ..• •••• ...•••••••••••••••

774
604

21
2
99
8
164
577
452

466
302
216
72
4,800

23
]6
25
13
12
2
8
353
35
53
481
142

73
268

i~~re~u-~
-~~~~:~~~s.~:::::::::: :: ::: :::::::::::::
Coal.shed . ................. .. .....••.............

3
10

Governor's Island ........ . Commancling general's quarters No.1 . •.• . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 2 . .......................• .
Officers' quarter'3 No. 3 ......................... .
Officere' qnarters No. 6 ...................•......

272

gm~e!:f
i~:~;-:~: ~~: ~ :::::: :::::: ::::::: :: :: :: :
Officers' quarters No. 9 . ........................ .
Offic rs' quarters No. IO •.•••••.•••..••••••.••••.

6,'913

194
146

1

10,415

49
25
55
69

61
70
30
152
~2

:i~!~l!~~~!:i'.\'.\l)\\)'.l'.I'.:

TI ndqnartrrs bnilding .•......................•.
Bnildin~ ........................ ...•...... ...

~~lt\l~~ ~-}~g'~Li·:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::
~~~·-if~ to_ ~~~~~~.i~-~ ~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~ ~ ~

~:::::

13
93
109
661

26
26

236
585
1 9
4

3')7

6,277

5,385

15,198

437

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A..--Staternent compiled fro11i 'reports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Contimied.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC-Continued. ·
Post.

Buifdings.

Cost.

Jackson Barracks ........ . Commanding officer's quarters . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • .
Officers' quarters No. 2 ....... .. . . . .... .. . . . . .• • .
Office .................... !.......................
Officer<1' quarters No. 4 ... .. .. ...........·.. .. ....
Officers' quarters No. 5 .... .• .. . . . . ... •.. . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 7 .... .. .... .. .... .. . • • •. .•.
Barracks No. 8 . . .. . . . . . . .. ... ... •.. . .• .••• •• .• •.
Barracks No. 9 ... . . . .... .. . .. .. . ...... .••. .. . . ..
Barracks No. 10 . ...... ... . .. ...• .• ... . .. . ••... ..
Barracks No. 11 . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . .
Company privy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • •
Quartermaster's store-house .............·.......
Guard.house, etc..... . ... .. ... ............... .. ..
Non-commissioned staff quarters, etc. . . . . . . . . . • .
Stables..........................................
Bakery........ ... ............ ...... ............
Ordnance.sergeant's quartMs...... ... . .. . . . . . . •.

i~iE.ii~~~~::::::
::: :: ::::::: ::::::. ::: :: ::::: :::
Coal and wood yard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Fort Trumbull•.•.•.••...•. Officers• ·quarters No.1 .... . . .....• .•.. .. .. .. ....
Office buildin~, etc., No. 2. .. . .. . . . . .. .... .. ... ••.
Barracks No. 3 . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Barracks No. 4 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ... . .. ... ... ....
Non-commissioned staff quarters...... . • • • • • . . . .
Laundress's quarters No.11 ......••.·•. ...•••.. ..
Oil-house .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• • . . . . . .
Casemate, officers' quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bath-huuse...... ...... ...•.. ...••. ....... ... ....
Fences..........................................
Hay scales ....... ·.-... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

·

Total.

$1, 551
509
76

989
833
994
839
173
36
148
30
2
24
29
55
2
12
2
22~
2

1-----1

775
23
231
236
361
19
62
175
60
100
75

$6,532

2,117

Fort Niagara .•.........•.. Lodge building .........•...........•.•..••.......•.•........
Mount Ver».on Barracks ... Officers' quarters Nos. 2 and 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162
Officers' quarters Nos. 4 and 5 . . . . . . . .... .. . .. . . .
110
Officers' qnarters Nos. 6 and 6½ .. .. .. ..•••. •..••.
148
Officers' quarters No. 7 ...... ... . . . ..............
46
Officers' quarters No. 9 ...... ...... ...•... ... . ...
13
Barracks No. 11 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • .
185
Guard-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26
Office . ..... . . ...... ...... ...... ... ....•.•..•.
26
Officers' quarters No. 15 ......•. ·• •. .. . •. . • . . ..• •.
168
Stables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
43 ·
75
Non.commissioned staff quarters No. 28 . . . • . . . . .
Non-commissioned staff quarters No. 29. .• • . . . . .
75
Wall repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . • • .
20

4,890

Total Division of the Atlantic ..•..••.••.•....•.. . ..••.

95,024

1,097

DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

Presidio of San Francisco .. Officers' guarters No. 1 ...................••.....
Officers' quarters No. 2 .•••••.••.••••••••••••••••
Officers' quarters .No. 3 ...................•••....
Officers' quarters No. 4 . .'.............•.........

g:~:;:: g~:;i·:;: :~: ~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::

Officers' quarters No. 7 .........................•
Officers' quarters No. 8 ...... .......•...........•
o:cers' quarters No. 9 .......................•..
0 ffi cers' quarters No. 10 .... ... .. ........•.......
0 <lers' quarters No. 11. ...........•.......•....
OfficPrs' quarters No. 12 .... .................... .
Officers' quarters No. 13 . •••••••••••••••••••••••.
Officers' quarters No. 14 .............•.......•.•.
Ofcers; quarters No. 15 ........••...••••••..•.•.
0 tfi cors, quarters No. 16 . .....•...•..........•...
0 cers~narters No. 17 ....... ............•••••• ,

~::E:l Ni· t:. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..::
Assembly.room ..•• : •..•..•.•••••....•..•••• : : ..

$118

249
172
250142
225
30
35
324
190
192
199
121

4
187

15
10
95
24

461

438

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

A •...:...statement compiled from reports showing expenditures /01· repairs, etc.-Continned.
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF C.A.LJFORNI.A.-Continued.
Post.

Buildings.

Total.

Cost.

Presidio of San Francisco- Officers' quarters No. 21. .•• . .• . .. . . . ...... .•.. ..
Guard.house....................................
Continued.
Office, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . • • • . . . . .
Quartermaster shops............................

$85

9
90
10

l~~~ik~ N~~ ·20::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
0

23~
273
50
256

Barracks No. 30......... ............ ...... .•.••.
Kitchen and mess-room . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
B,i,rracks No. 32 • . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Kitohen, etc., No. 33. ...... ...... .•.. •• ....... ...
Barracks No. 34...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .. .
Kitchen, etc., No. 35. . .. .. .. .. ...... ...•. .......
Barracks No. 38 ... ... ... •.. ••...• ...... ...•.. .. .
Barracks No. 37. .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . .... ......
Non.commissioned staff quarters...... . . . . . .. . ..
Barracks No. 72. .. . ... ... .... .. ...... ...... . •...
Barracks No. 88 .............. ,.... .... . .. ......
Banacks No. 1,9 • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Officers' quarters ~o. 91.. .. . . . ... . . . ... . .. .•....
Officers' quarters No. 92. ... . .. .•••.. ...... .... •.
Officers' quarters No 03.... ....... ...... . .......
Officers' quartera No. 94..... .. ...... ...... ... .•.

40

225
8

80
75
55
400
280
280
100
100
190
190
1------1

Fort _Mason .••............. Division commander's quarters . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Division commander's stable... . . ....... . .......
· Post commander's 9uarters.... .. .•.... .... .. .. ..
Officers' quartet's No. 2...... ...... ........... ..
Officers' qm.rters No. 3 . ............. ······ ......

•

i~:

81:;:J\iuus~r~~~-~ .~~.·. ~.: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::
Barracks No. 6.... .. ... . .. ...•.. ...... ....... ...
Me11's sinks.....................................
Shot.houses . ............. .. ..................... ·
Stables...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • . .
Married sol<liers' quarters No.10...... ..•.... ...
Married soldiers' quarters No.11...... .......•..
Stable men's quarters...........................
Bake-house . ... .. ...................•....•.•·••.
Store-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• .• • • .
Commissary.sergeant' quarters..................
Scale.honse .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . • • .
OrdnRnce.sergeant's quarters .. .. . .. .• . • • . . . • • ..
Coal.shed . . . . . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • .
:~~;o~·e·s··.:~~~t-~r~~: :::: :: :::: :: : : :::::: ::::::::

80
280
11
13
139
52
86
179
85
170
80
21
46

31

~~i

1------1

Benicia Barracks ......... . Commanding officer's quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Guard.house . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..

!i~:::~~-

~

~
869

11~8;t
Quartermaster's store-house .. .. • . .. . . .. . . . . . • • .

~:

Barracks No. 11 . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . • . . . . • . .
Barracks No. 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • .
0
.~~ ~~-- ~~::: :: : : : ::: : : : : : : : :::: ::::::: :::

i'ort Bidwell .... .• ..•. ...

Alcatraz Ialan ........... .

88
148

:1:6 -: : ::: : ::: ::: ::: : :: :: ::: : :: ::: : ::

{f

$6,079

18
19
1~1
1'*9

851

115

Subsi11t nee store-bouse............. .......... ..
Post q11art rmaster·sergeant's quarters (built)..
Officer 'quarters NoR. 2 and 3. .. ... .... ....... ..
Officel's' quarters Nos. 4 and 5.. .• . . ... . . . .......
Officer ' quarters Nos. 6 and 7.. .. . .. . . . . . . ... .. .

45
748
195

~~kc;.bs;a\~a~-~~~~-~-~--~_:::: :: : :::: :: :::::: ::::::
~uarterrnast r 's stable..........................

• ·1g

M:ir~zi~r~~-~~~'.-~~~~-·-·_-_-_-_-.: ::: :: ::: :::: ::: ::::::

:

440
165
39

NC)t stated.
350
'r1
142
185

25
25
25
63

2,223
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Statement compiled from reports showing expendit·uresfor re1Jairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA-Continued.

Post.

Total.

Cost.

Buildingi;..

Alcatraz Island-Cont'd.. . Library. etc...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • .
Barracks No. 17 • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .
.Fir,,;t-sergeant's room No. 18 .....••....•••••.. ,.
Fir!<t-serµ:eant's store-room,......... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wa~h-rooms and shops..........................
Prison shoe-shop . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Prison.................. .. ......................
Hose-house. . . . • ••• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Shops, etc . , . . • • • • • . . . • • • . . • . . • • . • . • . •• • • • • • •• •
Store-rooms . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • •
Prison wash-house, etc..........................
Kitchen and mess-room.........................
Casemate No. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . • • • .. . • . .
Company water.closet (built) . . . . . • • . • • . . . . • • . . .

$85
951
52
53
47
18
322
5

305
38

360
110
40
148
1 -- - - -1

Angel Island••••••••••···· Officers' quarters No. 1...... ....... ... .. . . .. ....
Officers' quarters Nos. 2 and 3. .... .• . ... .. ...•..
Officers' quarters No. 4. ... .... .....•.... .••. ..•.
Officers· quarters No 5.............. .••. •• . .. . . .
Officers' quarters Nos. 6 and 7........... . . . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. -8 . . . ..•••• .•.. .. .• •• . .. ...
Otficers' quarters No. 9 . ... .. .. . . ...... .... .. . . ..
Officers' quarters No. 10.. ... .. ...... .••. •. .•••..
Officers' quarters No. 11.. .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ••.
Officers' quarters No. 12.. .•• .. ...... .... .. .••••.
Quartermaster's store.house No. 1. .•••••.•... ...
Quartermaater's store.house No. 2.. ...•.• ••. . ••.

0

~~~~J.~~ ~e;~s ~~a.1:t.e_r·s·::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::
Reading-room, etc. . . . . . . . . . •• •• . . • . . . . . • • •••• ••
Headquarter building...........................
Barracks No. l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 2. ..•... ... .. . . . . . . . .• . . . .•.• •• . •• .
Barracks No. 8.... ... . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . .. .•... ••.
Barracks No. 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . .
Bake.house... .. ... . . .......... ..................
Non-commissioned staff quarters No. 1 .. :. . . . • • •
Non.commissioned staff' quarters No. 2..........
Non-commissioned staff quarters No. 3 •• • • • • . • • .
Married soldiers' quarters.......................
Chapel, etc...................... ... .. ...........
Coal.house . .. , . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .
Walks, etc . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . • . .

i~~~~l. ~~~~i·r·s·::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

ig

1
80
120
40
40
830
830
20
585
30
80
10
40
30
500

igg

Fort McDermit...... . . . . . . Barracks . . . . .. • • • • . • • . . • • • . • . . • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • •

120
50
80
15
30
15
40
15

Fort Gaet.on ..•............ Officers' quarters No. 2. ......... .•. ... .• • . •.•. ..

12
14
28
182

Commanding officer's quarters . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Officers' quarters No. 8 ...... :.. . .•••.•.. ........
Office..... . ......................................
CompimJ kitchen . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commissary.sergeant's quarters.................
Store-house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . •• • • . .. • • • .
Quartermaster's office...........................
Barracks No. 1. .. . ...... .•.....•.. ........... ...
Officers' quarters No. 5.... .• ... . .. ......... .....
Barracks No. 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • .. . . . . • • • .
Commissary-sergeant's quarters . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .

t3,32CI

45
80
30
80
85
30
30
25
25
25
400
20

3,371

365

70

306
Total Department of California. •.....••••......••..••.
DEPARTMXNT OF THE COLUMBIA.

Vancouver Barracks . ..... .

······1

Officers' quarters
quarters Nos.
Nos. 12 and
aud 82...........
Officers'
..••..••......••.
Officers' quarters Nos. 12 and 18 .............. .
Officers' quarters No. 14 .. . .. . ...... ..•••. .•• .
Double set officers' quarters (built) .......... .
Officers' quarters No. 20 ..••..•••....•.....••••
Barracks No. 45 .......... ... ........ ........ ..
Barracks No. 46 .............................. .

Not atatc,d.

19,517
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REPORT OF THE SECHET ARY OF WAR •

.A..-Staternent co1npiled fr01n reports tJlwwing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Contwued.
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLlJMBIA-Continued.
Post.

Total.

Buildings.

VancollverBarracks-Con- School-room. etc .••••.•.••••.•••••..••••..•••.•
tinued
Barracks No. 48 ••••••••••••• •••.•••• ••••••••••
Ba1-ra cks No. 49 .•••••••.••.. •••••.•• ..••..••••
Barracks No. 50 .•••••.••.. : •.•••••. .••.•.••••.
Barracks No. 51 .••..••.•••..•• .•••..••.•• ••••.
Company water-closet (builtJ .......•..••. ....
Barl'aCk8 ~ o. 53 ... ...•.....•••.••..•...•.• ..• .
Office llnilding .. . ....•...• ...••..••..••.• •••••
Barracks No. 56 ••.•.• .••••• •••••••••••.•• •••••
Baud quarters . ... . .............••.•••••.••.•..
Musicians' quarters . ... ....•.•• ......•• .• •••..
Bakery ......... . . ... ...•••••..••....••.. •.•..
Battery quarters No. 61 .••..•• . ..••.••••••••••
Vancouver Depot.......... D epartment commander's quarters .•...•...••.
Offi cers' quarters .No. 6 ..•....••....••.•••• ••••
Officers' quarters No. 28 ••••.• . .•...••••••••••.
Officers' quarters Nos. 31 and 32 ...•...... .••.
Officers' quarters No. 33 ....... •.•...••..... ••.
Officers' quanters No. 34 ...•••.•••••..••••.••• .
Officers· quarters No. 35 ..••.•.•.•.. .•••.••••••
Officers' quarters No. 30 ... . . .••••••••••••••••
Officers' quarters NOR. 36 and 37 .•••• •.••••.••.
Ofl:i cAI'!'' quarters No. 40 ...••••••••••••••••• •••
Ofti1:er8' quarters No. 41. ...•.•••••••••••••••••
Quartermaster's store-house .•.....••.•.••••••
Cnmmissary store-house .•.....••...•.... .••••
Stables ....................••...•..•.•••....•..
Corrals .........•..............••••••••..••••••
Granaries ......................••..•.••.••.••.
Shops, etc .•.••....•.•....•.......•.....••..•••
Vancouver Ordnance De· Commanding officer's quarters ......•••••.....
pot.
·
Office, F<tore and shop rooms .......••.•.••••••
Fort Townsen.d ............ Commanding officer's quarters ......••••••.••.
Officers' quarters No. 2 . •••. ••••••••••••••• ••••
Officers' quarters No. 3 .•••••••••••••••••• •••••
Officers' quarters No. 4 .•• . .• • •••••••••••• •••••
Officers' quarters ~b. 5 ••.•••••••••.•••.••••••

~~~:~ts41~~t;~~-~-~-.~::::::::
:::::: :-::::::: ::
Barracks kitchen, etc ...•••...••.........•••..
Store-house ............ ... .......••.•••••••••.
School, chapel, etc .................•...•..•...
Married soldiers' quarters ....••••••••••.•••••
Fort Spokane ............. . Officers' qu:;i.rters No. 1 . .. .. ...••••••.•.•••....
Officers' quarters No. 2 .•••••••••••••••••••••••
Officers' quarters No. 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Officers' quarters No. 4 .•..•••.••••••••••••.•••
Barracks No. 1 .......................••.......
Barracks No. 2 .••. •••.•••••••••••••••••••• ••••
Barracks No. 3 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~rn~~:~: :t~.: ½tL::::::::::::::::::::::::::

l'on Walla Walla ......... Commanding officer's quarters ............... .

Olli cers' quarters Nos. 2 and 4 . ••.•.••..••..••.
Officers' quarters No. 5 ...................... .
Officers' quar1ers No. 6 . .. . .................. ..
Officers' quarters No. 7 •••••••••.••••••••••••••
Officers' quarters No. 8 .••.•••.••••••••••••••••
Barracks ... ..... . ......................... .
Water-closet ......... . ....................... ·
chool, etc ......... . ......................... .
Cbit,f musician's quarters .... .... ............ .

J'en C~or d'Alene....... .

fj\~t~~:•;-11~~j~)'.~: : : ~~!~~~~:

tore-bouee No. 1 ............................ .

Barracke ,To. 1 ............................... .
Barrack o. 2 ............................... .
Barra ks

'o. 3 ............................ . .. .

Ja~!ct! N~--

L:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Offic rR' qnart r Noe. 1 and 2 .••.•...•..••••••
~ffi ·er · 'j!la,t •r To •. 3 and 4 . ••••• . ••••••••••
flluma?1 m,:z offic r' <1uait rs ......... . ..... .

omc"~ · ~~~~!!~

-:~-\-~iid 1:::::::::::::::::

Not 11tat.d.
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QU ARTERM:ABTER-GENERAL.

A.-St<£tenwnt compilcclfl'om rep01·ts slio1ci11g e:rpcnclitures for 1·epairs, etc.--Continned.
DIV1SIO~ OF THE PACIFIC-Continued.
DEPARTMENT
Post.

OF THE

Cou:mnA-Continued.
Total.

Cost.

Buildings.

Officers' quarters Nos. 8 and 9 ............•.... 1
Oilicers' qm~rtcrs Nos. 10 and 11. ..••••....•.•.
Otliccrs' quarters Kos. U and 13 ..........••...
Oflicers' quarters K ~s. 14 and 15 .... _ ... . ... . .
Guard-house . .... .... ....... .. . .. . . .. ....... ..
Non-commissioned staff quarters No. 19 .••••••
Non-commissioned staff quarters No. 20 .••••••
Non cowmh;sioncd staff quarters No. 21. . • • • • •
Not stated.
Non.commissioned staff quarters No. 22 .••••••
Saw.mill ........... ...... ... .. .. .. .........•..
Shop ....................... ······ ············
Mess-i-oom ancl kitchen ....................... .
Recitat,i on liall ...................... : ........ .
Qu:irtormaster's Rtore-house .. ................ .
Officers' quarters Nos. 16 and 17 .............. .
Fort Klamath .•............ No repairs made ...... .......................••..........•..
Fort Canby ........•-........ No repairs reported ........................................ .
Bois6 Barracks........... Offic,-rs' quarters No. 1. .. • .. .. . . . • ... • . . . • . . . . • .
$60
Officers' quarters No. 2.... .... ... . . . ... . .. ......
64
Officers' qua1ters No. 3. .. .. . . . .. .. ...... .. . .. ..
83
, Officers' quarters No. 4..... ... ...... . ..... ......
1,547
I Office and store-room............ . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .
10
t Granary. etc . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
I Commissn,r,v·sergeant's 9:uarters . . . . . . ... . . . . . • .
30
Fort Crour rl'A.lene-Con"iinued.

I ~~~~~~~~:est~~--~~~~~.a-~: ~. ~~~~~~~~: :: : : :: : :::: ::

~:ti:;if:t~r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~

10g

Cavalry stables...... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . .
· 75
Barracks No. 17 ..................................•..••......
Mess-ball, etc., No. 18.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . ........
100
Library, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
20
Guard-house.........
........................
10
Corral. . .. .. .....................................
10
$2,160

Total Department of Columbia ....................... .

DEP AHTMENT

2.160

OF AmzONA.

~~:/Tlfo~!s· :::::: ::~~: ~::

.~~~~d~e~~~~~'~:::::· : : : :::: :::: :: :::::: :::,: :::::: : :: : ::::::::
Fort Verde ........•...... . ...... do . . ..................... . . ........................... ..
SantaF6 ................... Officers' quarters No. 1 . .. . . .. ..... .... ... ......
$20

g:~:~:: i~~;~:~:: ~~: L~::::::::::·.::~:::::::::

Officers' quarters No. 4...... ....... ... .... .. . . ..
Barracks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stol'e-houi1P, etc . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Office builuing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fort Mojave .............. .

8t~:~:: 4~~;I:;: ~~: L:::::::::~::::::::::::

Officers' quarters No. 3 ....................... .
Officers' quarters No. 4 .. ... ................. .
Store.room . .... . . .. .. .......... .' .............
Commi&sary.sergeant's quarters ... . .... ...... .

San Diego Barracks ..... . .

Fort Selden .••••...........

1
iShed
:~1a~...........
k~ ·No. 'i: :: ::...:........
: :::.: :: :: : : :: : :::: : ::: ~::
.. . ......... . .... .

ff{~:i:::~~-·~ ·_.·_·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: :::: :::::::::: : :: ::

Officers' quarters No. 3 ...................... ·

l

M.

21
200
200
100

$577

I Not stated.
}J

Minor re.
pairs.

1
1

gm~:;:: i~!;~:~:: ~~: L:::::::::::::::::::::·. r

Not stated.
(?tlice am] i;ibop . ...... ........................
Scuool-house ......... .......... ... . ...... .... .
Guard.house . .................... . .......... ..
Mag:azine . ............ .. .. ...............•....
TeamstPrs' quarters ........................... J
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

A.-Staternent compiled from reports 1,ho1ci11g cxpe11dituns for npairs, ctc.-Continued.
DIVISION 0]' T.llE P .A.Cll~IC-Cont,inne<l.
DEPAitTM];JNT

Post.

OF .A.P.IZON.A-Coutinued.

Buildings.

I

Fort Howi.E< .•...•.......... Officers' qnarter11 No. 1. •.•...................•..
' Officer11' qna-rr.crs .No. 2 .•••••.••. .• ...••..••.... .
1 Ollicers' <JUarcers .No. 3 . . ... • •••••... . .....•.•..

!

iiilit~¥.ijiilti{i}:::::::::::+::
Mess-hall ..No. i> •••••• •• • ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••
Barracks No. 10 . . .. . .••...•••.........•..••..••.

~~~~1:~:i~~F·~~~;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
g:~m: ~:~~::~~::= ~f L::::::::::::::::::>

c,-:__1

Tow. :

$65 I

65 :
65 1
65 I
65
· 65 I

I

65 i

120

·78

I
I

I
mo,

120
100

I

120

I

Fort McDowell .•••........ Office1·s' quarters No. 1. ...•••.........•....•••

Barracks .No. 11 .............................. .
Barra0ks No. 13 .... . .... . ....... ..... ........ .
Married soldiers' quarters .. . .. ... ... .... ..... .
Store-rooms ... ... . . ... . ..•. . .. ......... .•.•..

Fort Lowell .•.......•. .....

g~!fi!~!!:t :~:;.:i::: :::::::::::: :::::::::
Officers' quart.era No.
Officers' quarters No.
Officers' quarters No.
Officers' quarters No.
Officers' quaners No.
Officers' quarters No.
Olhcers' quarr.erii No.
Officers' quarters No.

2 . ..... .. ........ .... .. .

Not stated.

3 .•..•••.••.•••..••••••.
4 . .••.. • .. •.•.••.• ••• . •.

5 ........ .. . ....... . .... .
7 .• . • •..••. .••.••••.• •••.
8 .••• .•... .. .•• ••••. ••. .•
9 •••••••••• .••..• •.. •• .••

10 .. ..•...••. . .•........ · 1

i<;1~~\-~~~,~~ ~ ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Non.commissioned staff quarters .. ... .. ... .... J
..l!ort Union .•••.•••........ Officers' quarters No. 1. •.••...•.................
Officers' quarters No. 2 .. .. .................. ... .
Officers' quarters No. 3 • •••••••••••••••••••••••• .
Officers' quarters No. 4 .•••••.•••••.....•• . ...•..
Officers' quarterti No. 5 .. ................ .... ... .
Officers' quarters No. 6 . ....••..•....•.••••.••••.

§'Jiiii~~~g.~I}~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Barracks No. 11 ................................ .
Barracks No.12 ... ............................ . .
Barracks and library No. 13 . ••..................
Barracks No. 14 . ...... ..... . ... ... ...•...•. .....
Barracks No. 15 ....••...........................
Prison ....... ..•••... .•• ..•....... .... ... ..•• ...

Guard.house ................ ... ................ .

i:t:~ ~~: ~~ :.::::: :::: :::::: ::: :::::: ::: ::::::
Depot ......•.••••.••• . ....

50
50
50

34
49
49
00
40
39
244
224

224

256

280
143
17
9
106

174
2,086
40
32
30
16

17
19
75
69

27
26
23

28
7
8
7

20 I

lor

pach ............. .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

A. -Statement compiled from reports showing expenditures for repairs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA-Continued.
· Post.

Buildings.

Fort Apache-Continued .. Officers' quarters No. 6 ...... . .............. .. .
Officers' quarters No. 7 .•••••••••••••••••••••••
Officers' quarters No. 8 .......•..... . ... . ....•.
Officers' quarters No. 9 ....................... .
Officers' quarters No.10 ........ ........ . .•....
Officers' quarters No.1½' ...................... .
Officers' quarters No. 3½ .............•........
Officers' quarters No. 4½ ...... ....... .. ....... .
Officers' quart,ers No. 9½ ..................... .
Officers' quarters N o. 10½ . .... ................ .
Barracks No. 12 . ..................••• ~ ••..... .
Barracks No. 13 ................... ...•........

Total.

Cost.

Notstatod.

~:~~:~t: ~t ~t: :::: :: ::: ::::::::: ::::::~:::::
Barracks No. 16 .............••••••.••.•••.•••.
Library (built) ......... ........ . . ... ......... .
:Stables .... ....................•. .............

!~::~r/~~~~t!.
:::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Storc.lJouse (built) ......... .. .. .. . .•.•.....•..

Fort Grant ••••.•........•. Officers' quarters Nos. 3 and 4 ......... ... . ..•...

Officers' quarters Nos. 5 and 6 . . ••.•••.•••.••••••
Officers' quarters Nos. 8 and 9 ..•.•...........••.
Officer~' quarters No. 7 .. . .... .................•.
Officers' quarters No. 8 .•••••....••••••.••.••••••
Officers' quarters No. 10 ................ . ....... .
Officers' quarters No.15 lbuilt) ................. .
Officers' quarters Nol'.16 and 17 (built) ......... .
Barracks No. l ............... .. .. . .. ...•••..••• .
Barracks No. 2 .. ...•.•. . . •• . .••.•..••. __ •.••••••
Barracks No. 3 ... . ... . .....................•....
BarracksNo.4 ....... ·.. ..........•......••...•.
Barracks No. 5 ............ .. ................... .
Barracks No. 6 . .•••. .••.• .•••.••• . ••• .••••••
Barracks No. 7 (built) ...........•........ ....••.
Corral No. 3 ............................ . •. ...•..
Corral No. 4 ... .. . ... ....... _....... ..•... _. ... .
Laundress's quarters ..... . ....... .....••••.....
Store-house .. .. .... ...........•............. _..•.

Fort Bayard.............. . Officers' qua,·ters No. 1 ......................... .

Officers' quarters No. 2 ......................... .
Officers' quarters No. 3 .............•....•.......
Officers' quarters No. 4 .................••.......
Officers' quarters No. 5 ...... . ... : ......•.......
Officers' quarters No. 6 .•• ..•.. . ••..••.••.••.•••.
Commanding officer's quarters No. 7 . .. ~· ...•.•..
officer's quartenrNo. 8 .•.••••• •••••
officer's quarters No. 9 . ..•.......•.
officer's quarters No.10 ........... .
officer's quarters No.11. .......... .
officer's quarters No.12 ........... .
officer's quarters No.13 .........•..
Barracks No. l ...... . . ..... ••••• . ....••••..••...
Barracks No. 2 .•••••.••..••..••..••..•••••.•••••
Barracks No. 3 .....................•............
Store.house (built) ........ ............... .... .. .

Fort Wingate ••••••••••.... , Commanding officer's quarters .•.....•.....•..•.
Officers' quarters Nos. 2 and 4 ... .......•........
Officers' quarters Nos. 3 and 5 .................. .
Officers' quarters Nos. 6 and 8 .. .. . .........•....
Officers' quarters Nos. 7 and 9 . . .•..••..•••••••••
Officers' quarters Nos. IO and 12 ..••..••.••••.••.
Officers' quarters Nos.11 and 13 . .•..............
Officers' quarters Nos.14 and 16 ..••.•••••••••••.
Officers' quarters Nos.15 and 17 ................ .
Chapel .......... . . . . . ........................•
Officers' quarters Nos. 21 and 22 . ............... .

1rft~:i •:: •:••:: ••. • •:•:: •:•• • •• •:

Quartermaster's store.house.....
. .......... .
Quartermaster's corral ... . ..................... .

~:;~::hlc~~·~~~·::: ::: ::: ::::::: :::::::: :: :::::: ::

$10
16
65
2
3

38
2,429
3,695
6
6

159
36
32
21
5,326
3
3

67
96
14
14
14
14

$12,013

14

14
14
14
14
14
14

14
14
1,167
1,167
1,167
7,800
95
144
162
88

290
218
67
150
75
104
105
60
77
115

44
66

88

50
1,529

11,483-
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A.-Statement compiled.from r1ports showing expenditm·es /01· repafrs, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE P ACIFIC:-Cohtinued.
DEPARTllfEXT 0l, AIUZ0NA-Continued.

Post,.

'Total.

Cost.

Buildings.

Fort Wingate-Continueu. Kon commissioned staff quarters............ .. ..
Officers' quarters No. 51.
.
.•.•.. ... . ..
Miscellaneou,:i !'('pairs ................•..... '. ...

$21
53
36_3-1

____

$3,964

1

Whipple Barracks ....... . None reported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... -. - . . ....•. Fort Stanton ........ ...... . Commanding officer's quarters ............ . ... 1
officer's quarters No. 2 ......... ,
officer's quarters No. 3 .•.. .. •.••
Barracks No. 5 · .••...•••... .• •..•• .. ....•••••••

~:~:~t: ~~: ~ ::::::.::: ::: :::::::::~ ::::::::: ~

Not stated.

i;th~tint~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J
Officers' quarters No. 13 ..•.... ..••••.••••• - .•.

Fort Huachuca ........... . Officers' quarters No.

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

1. .....••.•.......•••... -··

Officers' quarters No. 2 ..................... - .••.
Officers· quarters No. 3 ..................... ..... .
Officers' quarters No. 4 ..•.•••..••••..••••••••. -·

g:~:~:: ~~=~:f:~: :i: ~:::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::::

8:t~~
~:: i~:~~!:: :~: L::·::·:::::::::::::::::::
Officers' qua1·ters No.
Officers'
Officers'
Ofilcers'
Officers'

quarters
quarters
quarters
quarters

No.
No.
No.
No.

9 .••..••.•••.•••.•••••••••.
10 ..••.•••••••••••••••••• ••

11. .....•..•........... - .•.
12 . .........•.••..••.••••••
13 . .......••... ..•... •..•. -

585
32,275

Total Department of Arizona ....••..... - -. -. · · · · · · · ·

RECAPITULATION.
Department of California .................•........................... • ......... -·-··········· $l~'. ~~i

B:~:~!::~t~f ~:~:~1~. :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::: :· ·::::... .. .
Total Division of the Pacific............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • • . • • • . .

32,275

53, 952

A.-Statement compiled from reports showing expenditwres for repairs, etc.-Continued.
RECR':JITING STATIONS.
Post.
Jefferson Barracks ....... .

Buildings.

ToW.

Cost.

g!~Et]~i?.i~~~_:.~::::: ~: ~:::::: ~ ~:::::::::: $!~~

Library, etc. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78
Barracks No. 6 . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . •
1, 070
tore-boo , etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 88
Hot-house ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....
60
(Other repairs made with material on band) .. . .. .... - ..... -

David's Island .......... .

,002

;;51
6
3
3
9

2
125
5

13
5

2
376

l , ~~

I
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A.-Statement compiled f1·01n reports showing expendit·ure8 for repairs, etc.-Continued.
RECRUITING ST.A.TIONS---Continued.
Post.

Cost.

Buildings.

David's Island-Continued, Barracks No.16. ...... .•.... . ... .... .. ....... ...
Barracks No. 17 .................. .,_. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 18 ...................... : •.. : . .. . ..
ila.n ..u;ks No.19.. ..... ... . .. . ... .. .... ..•. .. . . ..
Barracks No, 20. . .... .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . ..
Guard.house No. 21.............. . . • . . . . . .. . . .. . •
Launu.ry building. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . • •
Band.sergeant's quarters ..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bakery...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
School-boni'le
....................... ~...... ...
Qn:1r~ermi!s~er'~ stable..........................
Cb1l'! mus1c1an s qu arters .......................
Coal·shc<l . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boat.houso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Urinal (built) . . .. . . . .... .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . .•.
Oil·houso (!milt) . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . • . . . . • . .
Columbus Barracks ....... Officers' qu'artcrs Xos. land 2 ......... , .........
Officers' quarters Nos. 3 and4. .. .. . ... . ... ......
Officers' quarters Nos. 5 and 6,. .. . . .. . . . . . ......
Stables...... . . .
. . .. .. .... .....• ...... ... ...
Comman<ling officer'1; quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Barracks No. 10 .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barracks No. 11 . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
Guard.house .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Store.house ................................... ,
Bakery . ..... .. ... . ..................••........ ,
Non.commissioned staff quarters............... .
...... do...... ....
.
........................
Officers' quarters No. 22.... ... ... . .. ... .•. ... . ..
Office building .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Total.

$1,253
380
1, 253,
374
1,258
1
660
6
44
215
36
23
320
37
601
152
1

1
____

3_5_
35
35
50
213
1, 886
452

$9, 33..

180

151
47
56
56
212
43

Total recruiting stations ................... .......... .

2,871
18,207

INDEPE:ND~NT POSTS .A.ND DEPOTS.
Willets Point .............. Commanding officer's quarters No. 1 .......... ..
OfficerR' quarters Nos. 2 and 3 , ......... ........ .
Officers' quarters Nos. 4 and 5 ............... ... .
Officers' quarters Nos. 6 and 7 ................ .. .
Officers' quarte rs Nos. 8 and 9 . ... ............. ..
Officers' quarters No. 10 .............. ........ ~.
Officers' quarters Nos. 11 and 12 ................ .
Officers' quarters Nos. 47 and 48 .. .............. .
Sergeant,-major's quarters . .................... .
Ordnance.sergeant's quarters .................. .
quart~rmaster-~ergea?t's quarters .....•........
Comm1ssary-se1geant a, quarters .....•.. ........
Barracks No. 21 ..... ........................... .
Barracks No. 22 _........................ ..... .. .
Barracks No. 23 ............................... . .
Barracks kitchen No. 24 . .......•••..••..•......
Quartermastel''s store·house . ................... .

~~ii~t:t·i~~~:: ~: ~:: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::
Quartermaster's stables ..................•......
Stable barrack ................................. .
School, etc . ............ . ......•.........•.•...•..
Chapel .. ... . .......... . ................ , •...•..

~~:ru~\!~~!5.:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Saint Louis clothing depot. Warehouse No. 2 ............................... .
Warehouse No. 3 .................... ..... ...... .
Warehouse No. 4 •.••• . •.•••.•••••.•..••..••.••.
Warehouse No. 5 ................. ........ ..... .
Warel.louso l~ o. 6 , .............................. .
Warebouso No. 7 .. , ........................... ..
Employ(!s' quarters No. 8 ...................... .
Store.house No. \J ..... ........ .'•••••••••••••••••
Employes' qua.l'ter·s No, 10 ...•.....•••..........
Officers' quarter!! No. 13 ........... ......•• .... ..
Store.house No.14 . ............................. .

$121
2166
232
236
1
1
5
478
26
24
30
30
157
' 171
158
37
2
1
4

10
9

41
35
4
30
4

65
55
230

55

15
98
32
102
62
1,105
52

$2, 08S
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A.-Statement compiled from reports showing expenditures fo1· repairs, etc.-Continued.
INDEPENDENT POSTS AND DEPOTS-Continued.
Post.

Buildings.

Saint Louis clothing depot- Officers' quarters No. 15 ........................ .
Continued.

f[!·
~!i:~~!g;f1/:.: :: :·.::::::::::: :: ::::: .: ::.
Store.houise No. 19 ......•.•••••..••••.••••..•••..

Total.

Cost.
$65]
1119
85

Store house No. 21 ...•.•••.••.•...••••..•••..••••
Fences .............•.••.........................

190
110
257

Philadelphia depot. . . . . . . . . Warehouses and shops ......................... .
Officers' quarters ...................•...........

1,030
462

$3, '.133
1,492
1, 491

.Jeffersonville depot...... • . Miscellaneous repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

1----

Tota_l independent posts and depots ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 299

GENERAL RECAPITULATION.
Division of the Missouri. ...... ... ..•.•...•. .............•. ...•.... . ................•........ $108,473
95,0'.14
Division of the Atlantic ....... . .................. . .... ................ ... . ............... . . 53,952
Division of' the Pacific .. ........................... ... .. ....... ... . .................... · · · · · ·
tc1!;~~d!n~t;!it~sa~ild~p"o°t·s·: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::::: :::: :: ::·.::: :::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::

18,207
8,29:I

Total (as ~ar as reported) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

288,955

B.-Statement showing property rented by the Quartermaster's Depa1'tment and in service
June 30. 1887.
Designation.

Post.

San Francisco . .••.•.......... . One buildinl? occupied as offices by the pay, medical,
subsistence, and quartermaster's departments, and
by quartermaster's stable.
Storage for mineral oil .. ..................•..•.....•• •.
Quarters for post quartermaster.sergeant .•..••....... ·
Offices . .........................•......................
Headquarters Division of the Stables ............ .. .........•............ .. ..........
Pacific.
·
Office for quartl_lrmaster's agent . ........•..••... · .•. ···
Saint Francis Barracks........ iaarters for 1 lieutenant at post ......•.•.......• .•... ·
uarters for Lieutenant Wilcox ....• .• ...••.........• ·
Fort Marion...................
uarters for hospital steward ........... ..•. •••........
Yorktown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . uarters fur soldier io charge of monument ...•........
New Orleans .....• ..•........ .. Store.house for quartermaster and subsistence departments.
Offices for quartermaster, subsistence, and pay departments.
Baltimore ......... ..•... .•......•.... do ......... ..•. ........•.........•.•• • ...•........
Boaton . ............. ~ .......... Offices for quartermaster, subsistence, pay, and ord·
nance departments.
Buffalo . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Offices for quartermaster and pay departments ....... .
Atlanta ... . . ................... Offices for pay department .. ....•.•..••.••.••... . ..••••
Detroit ............................ do .............................................. .
Chicago . .. . • .. .. .. . . . •• • . . . . . . Headquarters and depot offices, and quartermaster's
store•hou e.
Offices and store-house, depot commissary of subsistence.
Stables .....•...............•.......•......... ... .......
W hlngton ....• .............. Lot 9 and 10, in square 231, for subsistence department.
quar 232, for quartermaster's department ........... .
table for Lit·uteoant-General ....... .... . .. .... . ..... .
Looi vill . .••• •• .•• ••• . . . . . . . .
Phllad lpbi • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
•• w

York . ...... ····· · ··· ···· ·\
•

8m~~
...f~·r·~~. ~i·~·l·~:e~.~r.~ ~~ ~=~:.~~~~~~·8·~?:::::
ffic and tab! for quarterm ter's department ..... .

llice for att nding surgeon . .....•.........•....•• ....

n~d;f:1a'
i ~~::cl'A·q~~rte~··:::::::::::::::::::.:::::::
ttloe an,l store-boa building ................... ... . .

·table .• •••••....••.•••••••••••...••..•..•...•.••...... I

Monthly
rent.
$883. 83¼
00.00
l'.l. 00
750. 00

90. 00

12. 00
2i. 00
24. 00
7. 00
5.00

150. 00
90.00

83. 33!
95.00

76. 75
26.UO
25. 00
1,245.00
800. 00

15~. 00
20.33
125. 00
45.00
21. 00

20.00

}".li
1 . 00
20.00
H.00
2,500.00

137. 50
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B.-Statenienishowing property rented by the Quo.rterrnaster's Depa1·tment, ctc.-Continued.
Designation.

Post.

Cold Spring.................... Office for ordnance officer ........... _-_ .............. ~..
Saint Louis .................... Office and ware-house for medical department..........
Office and warehouse for subsistence department......
Office for atten<lin(J' surgeon . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Office and store-ro~m for pay and quartermaster's de.
partment.
Quartermaster's stable . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corral for subsistence department.....................
Portland ............... ~ ... . . . Office of quartermaster and paymaster.................
Store-room... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .

~ti~~;~~~:::::::::::::::::: .

~;~;:~~.~r~~;.~:.~~r~~:~~~~~:::::: ::: ::: :: : :::::: :::: ::
Holbrook ............................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . • . . . • . . . .
Huachuca Siding .............. Telephone office.......................................
Tucson . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Office for paymaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . • . .. .
Office for quartermaster's department..................
H
Quartermaster's stable.................................

M1fi fu~~-))\\ ~~:: : : i :f ;;~:~·~j~j'.'jj!;\::; :::::: :::::::~;::;:;;:

Los Angeies................... Headquarter's buildtng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
San Diego . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Building for hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quarters for quartermaster-sergeant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quarters for officers ......... , ......·... ..•.. .... .. . ...
Santa Fe • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . Quarters for commissary.sergeant.....................
Quarters for hospital steward..........................
Quarters for non.commissioned staff ...•............... Omaha . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Readquarter's building........ ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ..
.
Headquarter's stable lot...............................
Salt Lake City................. Paymaster's office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . .
Quarters for Company K. Sixth Infantry..............
Ogden ......................... Quartermaster's store-house and office.................
Carter ............................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . .
Price ................................ do . .. .. . ... . . . ...... ...... ...... .••... ..•. .. ......
Luok ................................ do................................................

~~~~~~~~:

:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ~~~:~~r:::~:~ii;~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Custer......................... Quartermaster's store-house...........................
San Antonio................... Quarters for 2 ser~eants . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . • • . .... . • . . ..
Quarters for vetermary surgeon.......................
Quarters for chief musician............................
Quarters for officers . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • . • •• . . .
Marfa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office, quartermaster's agent . .. . . • . • • . • . • . . • • . . .. . .. • .

~~!~~ii·:::::::::::::::::::: "si~~~~ioo~:: :: :::::::: :: :::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: :::: ::::
i~~ i~~~~~: :::: :: :::::: :: :: :: -~~~~-d~ ~~~~ ::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

f:~tb;l~~~~~:: : : ::::::::::.;~~1~~;~ :
0

·~ ~~~~::::::::::::::: ;~:::::::::::::::::::

~:~Pai;,rl·a: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :::: ::i~ :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::

~~~a~u·s·s·: :::::: :: :::: :: :: :: ::
Denver ....... .................
Leavenworth . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Dura!lgo............... .. . . . . . .

~!!~:~:~~t~!~eet~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::
Offices, quartermaster and subsistence department....
Offices, paymaster's...................... . • . . . . . • . • . . . .
Office, quartermaster's agent .. .. .. •. .. . .. . . . . .•• . . . . ..

Monthly
rate.
$10. 00
2:5. 00
150. 00
20. 00
245. 83¼
40. 00
35. 00
115. 00
5U. 00

~:

~

6. 00
10. 00
70. 00
50, 00

i~: gg

!i: ~

500. 00
40. 00
12. 00
120. 00
15. 00
15. 00
100. 00
390. 00
16. 6~ .
30. 00
184. 00
25. 00
16. 66~ •
30. 00
25. 00

~~: gg

75. 00
24. 00
12. 00
12. 00
48. 00
20. 00

ii: gg
~g: gg

2

ii: ~~

1g: g~i
1!g: gg
60. 00
50. 00
15. 00

fi!ftr-:~: : ::: : : : : : : ::: : : J~ :::::~: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,_____~g: gg_
a

ord Arsenal............. Quarters for surgeon . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • . . • . .

24. 00

~!'!l~;:!~::::::::::::::::: :: ::::: :: ::::::::: :::::::::::.-.-.-:::: _. :::::::.-:::::::: 1~8: ~~i: ~~
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6.-Report of Lieut. Col. Charles G. Sciwtelle, deputy quartermastergeneral U. S. Army, of the operations of the transportation, regular
supplies, and miscellaneous claims a,nd acco'unts branche8 of the Quartermaster-General's Office, du_ring the fiscal year endea June 30, 1887.
VV.AR DEP ARTMEN'l',
QUARTERMASTER-GENER.AL'S OFFICE, .

Washington, D. 0., September 30, 18 7.
I have the honor to submit the following report of the
operations of this office pertaining to transportation, regular and mi ·
cellaneous supplies, contracts and purchases, and miscellaneous claims
and accounts, during.the fiscal year en_ded June 30, 1887.
GENER.AL:

TRANSPORTATION.

A general ·s upervision of matters pertaining to Army transportation
is exercised through the transportation branch of the office, in which
are employed twelve clerks: one of class 4, one of class 3, five of cla s 2,
four of class 1, and one at $1,000. Of these clerks two of those of cla s
1 and the one at $1,000 are females. A female messenger is also employed in the branch.
Drafts of general orders governing Army transportation are prepared for issue from headquarters of the Army. Information, instructions, and decisions are communicated to officers of the Army, railroad
companies, and others interested in the subject of Army transportation. Reports are made upon calls from Congress, the Court of Claim ,
p,nd the honorable the Secretary of War. Routes of travel and di ' ·
tances are officially fixed. Rates and estimates of cost of movement of
troops and stores are ascertained, and there is a constant stream of
correspondence with people throughout the countr:r upon matters ari ·
ing from the busiuess of the branch.
The work performed also comprises the adjustment of railroad, water
wagon, stage, and telegraph accounts, the accounts of turnpikes, ferries, and bridges. This work embraces not only that of a curren
nature, but also the accounts and claims arising out of the transportation service of the Army during the war of the Rebellion.
'rhe accounts of the
nded Pacific railroads for Army tran portation are sent to this branch for administrative action; also the account
for Army transportation involving service over land-grant railroad ,
together with the similar accounts of the remaining railroad of the
country, and the accounts for wagon, stage, or water transportation,
telegraph ser\:ice, and toll , which for any reason are not settled by the
di bur ing officers of the Department.
The preparation and revi ion of transportation contracts are made in
thi branch, and the proper interpretation of the terms of the e Contract , and in truction for settlement in disputed claim ari iug th r under, are given.
A c_o~pl te record i kept of payments from the tran portation appropr1at1 n, ho.~ing the amount expended in any military department
t any d .P t, mil1t~ry po t, or ar enal, when and to whom paid, and the
n tur f th erv1ce r purcha e £ r which each expenditure i mad
n . 11 ttlem n
f th Tr a ury for Army tran portati n ar
nt
t th1 branch f r x mination and r cord.
h a cou. t n all m tter p rtaining to military railroad , and to
uth rn railr
mpanie which ec me inde ted to the nit d
t
for rail
m t rial purcha d at the clo e of the war of th
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rebellion and pertaining to the purchase, charter, and repair of vessels by the Quartermaster's Department during the war, are in charge
of this branch.
The large business done by the Quartermaster's Department in transporting property for the civil departments of the Government, fo:r t~e
Soldiers' Home for invalid pensioners journeying to procure artificial
limbs, etc., is ;upervised, and the' accounts arising therefrom are adjusted by this branch.
Owing to the peculiar nature of this work, the War Department, on
a;p inspection of the office, decided that it should be conducted separately from that of any other branch of the office, its books, records,
and files forming a distinct system and a complete organization.
From the records of this branch it appears that during the year
ending June 30, 1887, the Quartermaster's Department provided transportation by rail, water, wagon, and stage for 187,549 persons (including 154,699 persons transported or ferried by Government vessels),
7,698 animals, and 145,010 tons of material, as exhibited in statement
hereto appended, marked A.
The cost of this service, payable out of the appropriation "transportation of the Army," as reported by disbursing officers and as settled by
the accounting officers of the Treasury, will aggregate $1,418,092.53, of
which the sum of $412,394.26 bas been paid for the transportation of
persons, and $1,005,698.27 for the transportation of live stock and
freight. The sum of $250,804.52 was still due on outstanding accounts
not settled at the close of the fiscal year.
These amounts are for actual transportation only Other services and
purchases payable from the Army transportation appropriation have
swelled the total expenses to $2,832,908.09, of which $290,861.68 remained unpaid.at the close of the fiscal year.
The expenses of military transportation not paid out of the appropriation ''transportation of the .Army" comprise that provided over
the bonded Pacific railroads, their leased lines and branches, in value
$477,142.23, which is credited at the Treasury Department on the
debts .of those railroads, as required by law, and that provided over
land.grant railroads, to which 50 per cent. of tariff rates is p~id under
the act of Congress of June 30, 1886 (24 U.S. Stat., 97), making special
appropriation of $85,000 for that purpose.
·
The larger movements of troops during the year are set forth in the
statement marked B, and may be briefly sta,ted as follows:
Second Cavalry, one company from Department of the Columbia to
Department of California.
Fourth Cavalry, one company from Department of the Missouri to
Department of Arizona.
Ninth Cavalry, one company from Department of the Platte to Department of the Missouri.
First Artillery, one company from Department of California to Department of the Columbia, and one company from Department of the
Columbia to Department of California.
Fir~t,.Infantry, headquarters and nine companies from Department
of Arizona to Department of California, and one company from Department of the Mi sonri to Department of California.
.
The expen e incurred on account of this movement of the Pirst Infantry was $24,136.86, of which $1,001.02 was for transportation over
the bonded Pacifi~ railroads, which amount is withheld by the Treasury
D~p3:rtment, leavmg the sum of $23,135.84 payable out of the appropnat10n for Army transportation.
8925-w 87-29
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Second Infantry, headquarters and ten companies from Department
of the Columbia to Department of the Platte, costing $40,149.54, of
which $27,202.44 was for transportation over bonded Pacific railroad
leaving the sum of $12,947.10 payable out of, the appropriation ''tran portation of the Army."
.Fourth Infantry, headquarters and nine companies from Department
of the Platte to Department of the Columbia, and one company from
Department of the Missouri to Department of the Columbia, costing
$31,169.22, of which $18,338.67 was for transportation over the bonded
Pacific railroads, which amount is withheld by the Treasury Department, leaving the sum of $12,830.55 payable out of appropriation for
Army transportation.
Sixth Infantry, two companies from Department of the Platte to Department of the Missouri, costing $4,908.43, of which $4,635.59 was for
transportation over a bonded Pacific railroad, leaving the sum of
$272-.84, payable out of the appropriation for transportation of the
Army.
· ·
Eighth Infantry, headquarters and ten companies from Department
of California to Department of' Arizona. The expense incurred on account of this movement of the Eighth Infantry was $16,233.97, of which
$1,931.75 was for transportation over the bonded Pacific railroad ,
which amount is withheld by the Treasury Department, leaving the sum
of $14,302.22 payable out of the appropriation for Army transportation.
Eighth Infantry, headquarters and ten companies from Depar~meot
of Arizona to Department of the Platte. This movement of the .Eighth
Infantry cost $42,715.40, of which the sum of $13,594.47 was for tran_ ·
portation over bonded Pacific railroads, leaving $29,120.93 payable m
cash from appropriation "transportation of the Army."
Ninth Infantry, headquarters and ten companies from Departm~nt
of the Platte to Department of Arizona, costing $34,974.27, of wh_1ch
$6,166.25 was for transportation over bonded Pacific railroads, le~v111g
the sum of $28,808.02 payable from appropriation for tran portat10n of
the Army.
Eleventh Infantry, one companyfrom Department of the Missouri to
Department of Dakota.
Thirteenth Infantry, one company from Department of Arizona to
Department of the Missouri.
Seventeenth Infantry, headquarters and ten companies from Department of Dakota to Depar.tment of the Platte, coRting $22,955.01, of
which $13,365.47 was for transportation over bonded Pacific railroad
l aving the sum of $9,589.54 payable in cash out of the appropriation
for Army tran portation.
The removal of 320 Warm Spring and Chiricahua Indians with military guar from Fort Apache, Ariz., to Fort Marion, Fla., and thenc
to M unt Vern n Barrack , A.la., was made during the ft cal year under
th direc ion f the Quarterma ter' Department, costing 37,72 . 5
payab1 fr m he appropriation for tran portation of the Army.
It 11 a p c r that th um of 16 ,7 5.39 wa drawn from th Army
!r n, rtati? ap r priati n of 1887 to defray the expense of exchangmg h
t1 n of r gim nt and moving Indians a, above speci:fi. d.
R ILROAD TR.A.NSPORT.A.'.I.'ION.
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This service has cost (1) by payments out of the appropriation '' transportation of the Army" $944,280.09, of which $3~4,154.30 was for transportation of persons, $424,373.98 for transportation of live stock and'
freight, and $195,751.81 for payment of outstanding accounts at the
close of the fiscal year; (2) by credit on account of indebtedness of
bonded Pacific railroads $477,142.23. of which $180,332.66 was for transportation of persons, and $296,809:57 for transportation of live stock
and freight; (3) by payments to land.grant railroads out of special appropriation for the purpose of $85,000; total cost to the United States
of railroad transportation furnished to the Quartermaster's Department
during the year, $1,506,422.32.
The following is an abstract of payments ,luring the year to railroad
and express companies for military transportation out of the appropriation for transportation of the Army upon accounts settled by disbursing quartermasters stationed throughout the country, and through
the Quartermaster-General's Office, and the accounting officers of the
Treasury:
I

Paid from appropriation for fiscal I
year ending June 30Total.

Company.

Adams Express...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
American Express .......... '..... .............. .. ...
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe......................
Atlantic and Pacific.......... ............. ... . ......
Baltimore and Ohio . . . . . . . .. . . . .•. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Baltimore and Potomac..............................
Boston and Albany......................... ........ .
Boston and Maine . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska.........
California Southern....... ................ ... ........

1885.

1886.

1887.

.. . . . . .. . . . .
.... .. .... . .

$8. 35
25. 67
15, 802. 75
8,835.37
761. 70
56. 70
1,503.13
41. 81
182. 60
115. 00

$286. 73
266. 95
100,462. 4-9
...... ......
95,815.97
. ... .. . . . . . .
7,984.59
...... ... . . .
1,065.85
404. 46
I, 102. 31
. . . . . . . . . . ..
167. 22
59. 24
503. 50
.... .. ... . . .
4-, 432. 94
192. 50
350. 70
120. 85
Chicago and Alton . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .
85, 34613. 94
2,773.04
3
42.24
ctrt1:dt~r~;k: ::: : : : :::: :::::: :::::::: ~: : ::: : : :::: ::
~~:
4,646.96
Chicago and Northwestern . .. . ..... .. .. . ... .. ......
837. 95
2 035.15
5,783.42
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy.....................
415. 81
' 91. 72
2,345 01
Ch~cago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul..................
2,219.46
2,319.58
10,514.69
C~cago, n~ck Isla~d and ~acific....... . ... .. . .... ..
236. 53
2,858.02
17,276.62
Chicago, Samt Loms and Pittsburgh ...... _......... . .. .. . . . . . . .
654. 72
2,973. 95
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis ancl Omaha . . . . . . . .
3, 898. 59
412. 20
694. 36
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Chicago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24. 26
80, 81
rnncinnati, Washington and Baltimore.............. . ... . . .... ..
64. 29
115. 00
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis... . . . . . . . . . . . .
72, 77
1,129. ]9
Oolumbus, Cincinnati and Midland ......................................... .
2,255.63
Columbus, Hocking Valley and Toledo ............... ·-···· ................. .
1,462.13
1 643. 24
Commercial Express Line ....... .................. _.. . . . . . . .. .. . .
Delaware and Hudson Canal. .......................... _.........
' 66. 11
660, 37
D elaware, Lackawanna and Western ........................ _...
50, 46
2,414.12
36,019.36
209. 76
11,188.17
East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia.··-··........ . . ...... .. . . .
68, 76
139. 69
854. 00
4,438.58
3,060.35
633. 98
Fort Worth and Denver City ............... _..... . . .
163. 03
615. 82
3,619.53
Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
376. 00
640. 25
47,857.24
G-alve~ton, Harrisburg and San .Antonio............. 12, 385. 37
405. 25
72.37
128. 97
Gulf, Co!orado and Santa Fe . ........................ . .. . . . ... . . .
63. 87
3,426.21
H ot Springs . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
4- oo
124.49
IlJ~ois Central_......................................
1,745.03
1 296: 18
4,147.63
In~ana, Bl?omm~n and Western.................. ...... ......
' 36.17
4,339.87
Indianap~lis and aint Louis .................. _............... _.
43. 74
111.28
~ac~onvme Southeastern Line ............ ·--··· ........................... .
138.20
~ onOi e, Tampa and Key West ...... _.... . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
70. 20
2,321.31
nsas ., ty, Fort Scott and Gulf....................
20. 23
67. 65
45.68
$27, 132. 57

8mm ~:¥it:i~~~r :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·::::: :::::: :::::: i~;:
8tl~!i~ !~~

~~

f:~;:f ~~! fl\{ i{fii~ tit:::~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::.::~·: ~~~: ~~:

ii!i:}foii:::): : : : ::::::::::::::::):ii::: i:::: :::: :: :: : :::::
i:~'r'fi~k :::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :: .::: :~ ::::::

~t~:

$295. 08
292. 62
143,397.81
104,651.34
8,746.29
1, l2Z. 55
3,009. 90
209. 03
745. 3·1
4,547.94
192. 50
350. 70
12.6. 32
3, 472. 32
39tl. 36
4,693.48
8,656.52
2,852. fi4
15, 0.33. 73
20, 371.17
3, ()28. 67
5, OOfi.15
105. 07
179. 29
1,201.06
2,255.63
1, 462. 13
1,643.24
726, 48
2,464.58
43,925.19
209. 76
11,188.17
208. 45
354. 00
4,735.31
3,060 35
927, 80
4,398.38
48,873.49
12,700.62
101. 80
151. 30
3,490.08
128.49
7,188.84
4,376.04
155. 02
138. 20
2,391.51
133. 56
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Paid from appropriation for fiscal
year ending Juno 30·Company.

Total.

Kansas City, Saint Joseph and Council Bluffs........ . .. . . . . . . . . .
Lak!) Shore and Michigan Southern.... . .. . ..........
$228.15

t~~;fl~:!~i?.::
::::::: :~ ::::: ::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::: :::: :: 95.::::::
Louisville and Nashville .. ... . . ... .... ...............
28
Louisville, New Orleans and Texas .. . . . ..... .... .......... ... ...
Manhattan ............... . ..... .. . . . ................·. ...... ......
MemphisandLitt.leRock . .. .......................
113.94
Michigan Central.. . . . ... . .... .. .... ... ..............
21. 86
Minneapolis and Saint Louis..... . .. .. ........ ...... . . . . . ... . . .
Minnesota and N orthwestcrn. .. . ................... .
Missouri Pacific. . ....... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,647.25
Morgan's Louisiana and .Texas..... . ................
971. 57
Multnomah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Mexico and Arizona ...... ......................
414. 58
New Orleans and Nor th western . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York :md New England . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .... .. ......
N ow York Central and Rud.son River............... ...... ......
Now York Central Sleeping Car..................... .... .. .... ..
New York, Chicag-o and Saint Louis . . .............. ...... ......
New York, L ake Erie and Western . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
New York, New Haven and Hartford............... . ... .. ......
N!lwYork,Ontanoand Westem.. ... ....... . . .. . .. .
Now York, Philadelphia aml Norfolk... ... ......... . ....•. .... ..
Newpoi-t News amlMississippi Valley........ . .. .. .
Nortliern Pacific Railroad and Express.............. 21,661.11

8mc~~~~~.is~~~~i~~~::: '.: '. . ::::::::::: : : : :: : :: : :: : : : : ...... ~~: ~~.

1887.

1886.

1885.

$133. 79
261. 95

t ~i

1

$2, 110.&3
1,S<i9.03
1,663.44
253. 08
14,701. 98
108. 25
140. 25
113. !J4
1,450.45
1,678. Ol
150.00
(l!l, 209. 86
1,173. 74
750. 00
8, G77. 07
111.75
159. 20
11, 46!!. !l6
443.50
1,119.0
4,662.41
946. 08
JOO. 50
282. 74
379. 60
15t, 038. 08
7, 8-14.13
\.116. 38
28,510.67
744.8
4,615.19
11,656.16
322.16
520. 32
471. 79
3, !)58. 71
6,206.00
252. 76
5,585.74,
1,209.41

$1,977.14
1,358.93

l,

J 924. 31

~~:~~

12,682.39
!OH. 25
140.25
............. .••. .......
446. 01
982. 58
. . . . . . . .. . . .
1,678.04
lfiO. 00
10, 102.18 49,460.43
69. 48
·132. 60
750. 00
2,090.77
6,172.62
7. 09
J Oi. 66
21. ~4
137. 96
2,547.77
8,922.19
182. 00
26l. 50
67.19
1, 051.EO
765. 4<!
3, 806. 97
332. l7
6l:I. 91
18.29
8:l.30
6. 28
276.<!6
... ... ......
379. 60
11,825.13 121,451.84

.... '. . . . . . . .
.. ..... ... ..

6~t!~
7, ~~t ~~
566. 10
27,053.57
~~~~~~;fv!~r:~~~p~~y ::·.. :::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::: 1, 5:: ~i 3, ii~:~
Pennsylvania Railroad Company ......... .. . ·. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 213. 85
9, 1<!2. 31

Oregon R ailway and Navigation. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

Phih1dclphia 11,nrl Readi11g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Philauelphia, vVilmin~ton and Baltimore............
P.it.tsburgh, Cincinnati ancl Saint Lorris............. .
P1-escott and Al'hrn11a Uentr:11 .... . ..... -·. . .... . . .
Pullman Palace Car............... . ........ . .. ......
Richmond 11,nu Danville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RioGrande ...... . ................. . ........... -.....
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg..... .. .. .. . ..... .
&int Louis ancl Cairo Short Line........... . ....... .
Saint Louis and Sau Francitico .. .. .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Saint Louis, Keokuk and Northwcstem. .. . .. . . . . . . . .
Savannah, Flol'icla.and Western .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shenandoah Valley ... .............................. .
Silver Cit*- Deming anu Pacific.......................
Southern .n.ansas . ... . . . .. . . . . . .. •• . •.• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Southern Pacific (Atlantic System).... .. ........ . ..
Southern Pacific of New Mexico .............. . . .'. ...
tarUuionLin, ..... ..... . ..........................
T exas and Pa<Jific. .. .. . . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Utah Central . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Vandalia Lin . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
·wahash, ai nt Louis an<l Pacific.. ...................
WWelli~, Fargo antl Company's Express.......... . . . . . .
es~ hor (New York Central antl Hudson River
WR.ailroad, lessees) .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . ........ ... .... ... .

.. . . . . . . . . . .

35. 67
10. 60
149. 99

. . . . . . .. . . . .
. .. . . . . ... . .
.. . . . . .. .. . .
........... .
. ... . . . .

597. 00
. fiO
873. 58
97. 50
440. 26
1,384.18

13. 47

. ... .. . .. . . . ............
.. . . . . . . . . .
536. 96
. .. . . . . .. . . . ... ... . . . .
437. 22

1,369.78
973. 21
12,162.75

. .. . . . . . . . . .
2,538.77

.... .. ...... .... .. ......
............
J,294.10
. . . . .. . . . . . .
5,121.19
... . . . .. . . . .
171. 05
... . .. ......
140. 56
..... ......
J, O!l6. 15
.. . . . . .. . . . .
3, 672. 92
..... . .... ..

28. 80

10·17 ····-· ......
w 6:~~~ ~!!~~}i1.iri1;ii~~·~~a.· iti;~ta·~~a:weat
1
w ;~~!~i;;·c5;~i~~i:::::::: ::::: :::: · · ······ ......... . .. .. .. ... . ...
50. 80
P..:1ilroall a" nt all(l various rorpo~;ti~~a·ic;·~bi.~h· ············ ,· ······ ·····

pay•.;0: ~ ~.f. ~ .~~.~~~~.~~~~.~~~.~ ~..~~ .~~~~::~: : ·..·:1

286. 49
509. 72
321. PO
3, 958. 71
5,609.00
252. 26
4,712.16
1,201.91
29. 10
7, 509. 56
001. 22
4,620. 78
1,372.32
.......••...
1,817.79
20,348.35
Jl:i. 00
5,557.98
6,914.16
2, 057. 44
2,100.72
9,257.30
5, 727. 55

482.92
8,893.74
OOL22
5,157.74
1,37'.!. 32
1,807.00
2,791.00
35,040.87
ll5.00
6, 2.0
12,035.35
2,229.30
2, :!41. 28
ll, 253. 51
0,40 1.47

4,271.94
318.

4, :;oo. 74

1,053. !i2
1,303.10

1. 113. 32
1,;,03. l!l

02 1

337.19

2,9U.41
121. 40
6, 283. 02

I

718. 00
118, 226. 70

2,131.02
I 52 . 28

174

I

953,038.09
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BONDED P .A.CIFIC RAILROADS AND THEIR BRANCHES .A.ND LEASED
LINl<~S.

Eight thousand six hundred and twenty-nine persons, 2,517 animals,
and 17,039 tons of material were transported for the Department over
the bonded Pa,cific railroads and their branches and leased lines during
the year.
The service performed by each road is shown in the following table:
Freight
Animals
Persons
transported. transported. transported.

Company.

Union Pacific .•.• , •...... .... .•..•...•... .....•.....•......
Central Pacific (branches and leased lines), operated by
the Southern Pacific Company .....................• . •.•.
Sioux City and Pacific . . . . ........•.......... ..... ...... ...
Uentral B1·anch Union Pacific ..........•........•.•.•.•••..

Number.

Total. .....•...•.•...•••.•.••••....•••.......•.••..•..

Niimber.

Pounds.

4,008

1,274

19,100,084

3,931
687
3

1, 2f3

14,000,835
97:3, 037
3,627

....... .... .......

---·····-···-·

8,629

2,517

34,077,583

The amounts which will inn.r e for this service to the credit of the respective railroads upon the books of the Treasury, computed at the full
rates of their published tariffs, aggregate the sum of $477,142.23.
The amount inuring to each road is shown in the following table:

Company.

Amount of Estimated
accounts
P~opo!tion Proportion
referred to ofamount
murmg
inuring Proportion Proportion
accounts
unsub·
Treasury
for
for
subsidized. sidiaed.
not
for
troops.
stores.
settlement. rendered.

Total
amount.

Union Pacific . .. $194, 716. 13 $50,796.19 $107; 764. 11 $137,748.21 $204, 593. 60 $40,918.72 $245~ 512. 32
Central Pacific,
operated by
Southern Pa.
cific Company. 172,357.80 57,000.00 71,317.41 158,040.39 78,943.12 150,414.68 229,357.80
Sioux City and
Pacific ........
1,910.54
334.41
1,248.11
1,946.34
996. 84
29.86
2,244.95
Central Branch
Union Pacific.
17. 04
10.12
3. 03
24.13
16. 74,
10. 30
27.16
Total. ..... 369,101.47

108,140.72

180,332.66

296,809.57

285,499.80

191,373.56

477,142.23

The following statement shows the amount of the accounts of the
Pacific railroad companies, which, during the year, were prepared by
the Quartermaster's Department, acted upon in this office, and referred
to the Treasury for settlement, in aggregate amount $506,463.99:

Company.

Union Pacific_···-·- ..........•...•.............•...••......•......... . ...
Central Pacific, operated by the Southern Pacific . ....•.....••. _._ ....... .

Amount
Amount re.
referred for
ceived
settlement
cluring fiscal
during
year.
fiscal year.

tJ;l:i P:wili~:::::::::::: :: ::: ::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::

$258, 559. 18
246,123.83
1,763.94
17. 07

$258, 559. 18
246,123.83
1,768. 94
17.07 .

Total. .•..........•.....•...•.........................•..••••...•..••.

506,463.99

506,463.99

~~;t~aY~~ct
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In audition to the above, seven accounts of the Southern Pacific
Company, for wood and water furnishe<l. United States troops and
public animals, have been received, in amoun t $165.80. These were
forwarded to the Third Auditor of the rrreasury for settlement.
Of the above amount, $50G,463.99, accounts aggregating $3,840.65
were for transportation performed under provisions of law of July 5,
1884, for other Departments of the Government, as follows:
For what Department.
Total.

Company.
State.

Treasury.

Interior.

Navy.

Union Pacific . . •. . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . ••. . . . . . .
$34. 48
$568. 20
$1,442.04
Central Pacific, operated by the Southern
Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 06
285. 49
1, 082. 94
Sioux City and Pacific ..... .. .. ....... . .................... . ..........•....•.
Central Branch Union Pacific .. ... ............................ . .
Total ..•••••.•....•••.•..•• •........ .

46.54

853. 69

2, 524. 98

$228. 44

$2,273.10

111.18
73. 99
l. 83

1,491.67

415.44

3,840.65

73. 99
1.83

In the Treasury, accounts of these companies amounting in the aggregate to $257,166.50 awaited settlement at the close of the fiscal year,
to wit:
Of the Union Pacific Railroad Company ••••.....••...•.•...•••••....... $83,795.77
Of the Southern Pacific Company ...................................... 171,673.77
Of the Sioux City and Pacific Rail way Company ...... . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . .. 1,696.96

The following table shows the total settlements upon accounts adju ted
in tbe Quartermaster-General's Office and the Treasury Department, a
indicated by the records of this office, for military transportation over
these roads, from the date when they were first opened for traffic up to
the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887 :
Union Pa.
cific.

Central
Sioux City Branch
and
Union Pa.Pacific.
ciflc.

Central PaCitic.

Kansas Pa·
cifl.c.

Paid in cash, under
act of .July~. 1864 $1, 693, 360. (i9
Credited on bonds,
under act of .July

$261, lOG, 21

$881, 733. 98

$4,078.23

................

2, 1864 ·· ·•·• ...... 1, 693, :}GO. 87

261,010.29

881,733.98

4,078.23

...................

Withheld,und ra.ct
$64. 01
of Mar ·h 3, 1873 .. 3, 219, 311. 09
49,509.12
691,132. 83
940,175.01
Withheld,nnderact
1
3, GOG, 172. 79 1, 998, 076. 92 ................... ................. ................
·
port•dt.oCon/IT s. . .....................
505, 2;Jl. 81 ........... .... . ................ ...............
r <li <l, under
a~r m nts with
omvany .........
83.01
164,401.98
8,935.83
30, G64. 74

w°Jhfard !!la ~-: ·

-- ------------ - - ---3, 716, 65-!. 06

Total ....... . . . 10,376, G07. 42

2, 734, 307. 71

66,601.41

147. 02

Total.

$2, 8-LO, 279. 11

2, MO, 279. 37

4,900,192. 00
5, 604, 249. 71

505,231. 1
204,085.
16, 894, 317. ~
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Settlement of the accounts of the bonded Pacific railroads has continued t? be made duri~g tile year as se~ forth in ~h~ las~ annua~ report
of the Quartermaster-General, except m case of the ::310ux , City and
Paci.tic H,ailroad.
Under date of November 12, 1886, the honorable Attorne~-General.
rendered a U('cision establishing the right of this company unaer act ot
July~, 1804, to payment of 50 per centum of amoun_ts earned o~er th~
subsidized portions of the road in cash, and declarmg tllat tb1s roau
"is not witltiu the scope of the sinking fund act ot May 7, u;7_8," 3'.n_d
settlements during tile year have been made in accordance with tms
decision.
Of date June 23, 1887, the houorabte Secretary of the Treasury issued
a circular prescribing the mode of settlement in future in case of the
bonded Pacilic railroads, as follows:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.

u., Jitne

:.!3, 1887.

MEMORANDA IN REGARD TO SETTLEMENT OF PACIFIC RAILROAD ACCOUNTS.

Union Pacijic.-Separate settlements will be made for transportation service over
the aiued aud non-aide<.l lin es, one-half of the aid.ell service to be applied to interest
n.cconut, anti. the other half, with the whole of the non-aided service, to be credited
to tho sinking-fond account.
Kansas Pacijfo.-t\eparate settlements will be made for transportation service over
the a il.led and non-aided lines, the whole of the aided service to be applied to interest
account, and t,be whole of the non-aided service to lJe credited to the sinking-fund
account of tho Union Pacific.
Central Branch Union Pacijic.-Separate settlements will be made for transportation
service over the aided and non-aided lines, the whole to be applied to the interest
account of the company.
Sioux City and Pacijic.-Two settlements will be made for transportation service
over the aided lines, and one settlement for service over the non-aided lines, one-half
of the aided service to be applied to interest account, and the other half, with the
whole of the non-aided service, to be suspended by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Centml .Pacific.-Separat,e settlements will be made for transportation service over
the aided and non-aided lines, one-half of the aided service to be applied to interest
account and t\10 other half to the sinking-fund account.
Requisitions issued in settlements for non-aided service wiil be suspended in the
Secretary's office until otherwise ordered .

. The honorable the Secretary of the Treasury having, on June 4, 1886,
directed by circular letter that the accounts and claims of the Central
Pacific Railroad be adjusted, under decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States of .May 10, 1886 (No. 1291, October term, 1885), settlements have been issued in favor of the Central Pacific Railroad
Company, drawing upon the appropriation for Army transportation of
the Quartermaster's Department, fiscal year · 1886, for transportation
ove~ the unsubsidized portion of the railroad. That appropriation
lJavrng been exhausted before the settlements were received at tllis
office? no requisitions for the amounts so awarded have been issued.
If this method of settlement is to be continued, the sum of $906,314.42, ·
asked for by the honorable the Secretary of War on estimate of this
office submitted June 7, 1886, to execute this decision (see Ex. Doc. No.
~70, Forty-ninth Congress, first session), will be required as a deficiency
Ill the Army transportation appropriation.
LAND-GRANT RAILROADS.

The_sum of $85,000 wa~ appropriated for payments for military transportat10n performed durrng the fiscal year over certain land-grant rail-
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roads in the act appmved June 30, 188G, making appropriations for th
support of the Army, to wit:
l'.'or the payru~nt of_Army transportation lawfully due such land-grant railroad
as have not recerved aid in Government bonds, to IJe actJusteu IJ_y the proper accounting oilicers ~n accoraance with the llec1sious of t..he t:;upreme Court in cases ctec1decl
under such lamL-grant acts, but in no case shall more tnan 5U per cent. ot tbe toll
amount ot the service be paict, ljll~r>,uuu: 1-'i·oviaed, That such compensai10n shall I.Jo
computed upon the basis of tne tariti:' rates for 1ike transportat10n perrormed for tbe
puolic at large, and shall be accepted as in tull tor aH aemantLs tor such services.

The foliowing is a statement showing payments made durjng the
fiscal year ending June 30, 18ts7, for military transportation over lanct·
grant railroa<ls, upon accounts adjusted in the Quartermaster·Ueneral's
(Jffice, and settled through the accounting otticers of the 'freasury,
being 50 per cent. of the taritt' rates for like transportation performed
for t~e public at large, as prescribed by the laws appropriating money
for their payment:
For services during fl.seal year
ending J uue 30-

Total.

Na.me of company.
1885.

1886.

1887.

~ft~~~~ ;ist:;.i:-i~ ~~~~~ .~~-::::::: :::::::::::::: ..!~: :~~: ~~..!~~: ~~~: ~~.

~~

$12, o2g:
l3urlington and Missouri River (iu Nebraska).......
5. 06 . .. . .. . . .. . .
.13
Chicago and .Northwestern .........•.....•.... ............ _.....
542. 86
2,119.66
Cincinnati Southern.*...... ........ .. ...... .......... . .. . . ... . . . . . ... .. . .. . . .
2. 25
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis*.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 07
1. 80
Chicago, l3urlington and Quincy . ....................
168. 90
21. 19
34t ~~
Cincinnati, .New Orleans and T exas Pacific......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . ... ..
. 80
. 06
Ci~cinnati, Indianapolis, Saint Louis and Chicago*.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha. .......
99. 09
868. 75
1,178.99
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul. .•.......... ·--· . . . . . . . . . . . .
365. 34
488. 38
~hicago, Rock Islan0; a!Jd Pacific .. ·:................
306. 86
4,443.49
4, 81~:
ast Tennessee, V 111ma and Georgia ...................................... .
Florida Railway an Navigation..................... .... .. .... ..
. 70
3. 76
Grand Rapids and Indiana........................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 90
9.14
Galveston, Harrisburgh and San Antonio *. ......... . . . . . .•.....
202.13 ...•.••.....

i~

!;~~tit~~:;~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: .... ·«~:;:. ·· ~.- ~~f ~r

Jacksonville, Tampa ,and Key West*................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . •
1. 93
Leavenworth, Topeka and Southwestern............
3. 28
. 53 .. ..... .... .
Louisville and Nashville . .. . .. ....... .. . ...... .... ..
. 70
780.17
1,505. 98
L~ke b_ore a!Jcl Michigan Southern................. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .• . . . . . . . . .
17. 75
M1ssolll'1 Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 03
361. 35
795. 62
Minnea:r,olis a?-~1 Saint Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. • .
149. 41
l.'lorgan s Lou1smna and Texas Railroad and Steam·

~~~~t;;~ Pacific·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ······ 9a.°20·

1, 3~i: ~~ ··· 2; nii:01·
,,.e1 York Central and Iludson River* ...... ·-··.... ....•. ..... . ....... ... ..
1. 29

Nor o6ktnd Western* . . ................. ........... ..••.. ...... ... ... •.....
. 73
ew r
and Northeastern• . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
1. 49 .•..••......
0 r~gond J~w~y~nd_ avigation • .....••........•.... ··-·········
6.36
8.51

:ii:!1

1

f,"

a;{v~Y:::ilaW/~~~ :.·: ::: ::: :::::::::::::::: ::: :: : ... .... .'.~~- ....... .'.~~. ···•·· ·1: 35.
d.. ._. .. L .. :.;... .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .
1. 50
. 88
Richmond
Danvill~;_n amt oms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 43 ........... .
~~

l'~~ng~r;billC~~:~~~y*.
and

-~tt n~t ~t d~~t~c1N~rt1;~e~~~~~: :: :: :: :::::: ::~ ~:?~: ::::::::::::.......~: ;:.

:-'.,int
vann b~\1~~id:a!:':d
~VrtLi~:-··················· .. ......... .
·
•\in Lo
Lo
~I1 •.an dran ·i tcor . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
96. 83

t •• ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

ll!II

32.50
57. 93
003. 74

1.60
577. 74
695. 84

~.~~t:1!tti\;t:~~·;~\ :\~~::: ~: : :::/t ---"i'f:!! ::: :;;t:
a111\ li- I in *
\'," h, /a10

'f

... . . . . ••• . . . . . . . ... • . . . . • . .

1. 02 .... ... . ... .
2

i:~ui· ·a~i1·r~1n·;::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

..................................................

I, 086. 68

t~

· ·····

·nf

28,834.12

$42,974.70
2.23
5. 1!I
2, 66~:~~
L87
536. 74
6.30

. 6
2,146. 83
853. 72
9,562.93
7. 16
4.46
20.31
202.13
2.46
5. 91
1,545.62
1.93

3. l
2,286.85
17. 75
1,157.00
149. 41
25. 92
4,189.00
l. 29
. 73
1.49

14.87
.43
7.35
2.
. 43
1.31
4•
. 14
34.10
635.Gi
1,4 .41
1.15

343. 93
1.
3.
L 15.7
2. '.!8

70,036.
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WATER '.l'R..A.NSPORTA.'.l'ION.

Tllere were carrie<l. by water for the <l.epartmeut during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887, 2,60!) persons, 503 animals, a~d 18,519,837 po~nds
of material, not including 194,756 persons, 118 ammals, and 10,296,762
pounds of freight transported or ferried on the United States vessels
controlled or operated by the Quartermaster's Department.
The cost of this service, by payments under special and annual contracts, by payments for the charter and employment of vessels be,
longing to private parties, by payments to commercial lines as commo_n
carriers, and by payments for the operaUon, maintenance, and repair
of vessels belonging to the United States (excepting the wages of the
ere\vs, which are included with other transportation employes), .aggregate the sum of $182,267.53, of which $18,037.17 was due and unpaid
at the close of the fiscal year.
_During the fiscal year the following named vessels, owned by the
War Department, have been in the service of the Quartermaster's Department, viz:
.
Steamer Chester A.. Arthur, purchased June 30, 1876, for $26,000, employed in New York Harbor. This steamer has been run (manned and
victualled) under contract during the past year; the United States furnished the fuel. The cost of repairs to this steamer during the fiscal
year was $15,333.76; the cost of running expenses, including fuel, was
$10,047.73.
·
Steamer Ordnance, purchased June 30, 1876, for $18,000, employed
exclusively in the service of the Ordnance Department, running betwePn New York Cit,y and the proving ground at Sandy Hook, transporting men, material, aud ordnance property. This steamer has been
run (manned and victualled) under contract during the past fiscal year;
fuel furnished by the United States. Cost of repairs during the year,
$1,181.11; cost of running expenses during the year, including fuel,
$6,720.89.
Steam-tug Resolute, purchased November 14, 1879, for $17,947.46, employed in Boston Harbor, Massachusetts; during the past year the sum
of $1,643.50 bas been paid for repairs, and $8,147.37 for running expenses.
Steam-launch Monroe, purchased November.30, 1875, for $15,200, employed at Fort Adams, R. I.; the sums of $210 for repairs and $2,417
for running expenses have been expended during the fiscal year.
. Steam-tug Atlantic, purchased October 15, 1878, for $13,865.56; durmg the year $8,302.95 have been expended for repairs, and $9,178.64 for
running expenses; employed between Governor's Island, New York
Harbor, and the Battery, New York. This steamer is fitted with pumps
designed for putting out fires; a sufficient head of steam is always kept
· up so that they can be used in case of fire on the island.
Steam-launch Barrancas, purchased November 7, 1874, for $5,750,
employed at Fort Barrancas, Fla., running between that post and Pensacola, Fla.; the cost of repairs <luring the fiscal year was $573.13; cost
of running expenses, $2,602.47.
Propeller General Wool, purchased September 1, 1883, for $27,870.80;
cost of repairs during the past fiscal year, $81.75; cost of running expenses for same period, $4,144.28; employed at Fort Monroe, Va., beween the fort p,nd Norfolk, .Va., also in carrying targets to and from
the Ripraps, and rendering relief for vessels in distress.
Steam-launch General Greene, purchased March 3, 1874, for $5,250;
cost of repairs during the year, $51.40; cost of running expenses, $147.
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No permanent crew was provided for this launch, a temporary crew
being furnished as needed fron, the steam-tug .Atlantic. This ve: l
rendered comparativelJ little service for the department from July 1
to December a1, 1886, and none after the latter date. Having been
pronounced unsafe by sea-faring men, owing to the rotten condition of
the timbers in her hull, no further expenditures for repairing were recommended as necessary, and under the authority granted by the Secretary of War of April 25, 1887, she was transferred from Governor'
Island to the depot quartermaster, New York City, to be sold at auction
after due public advertisement. She was sold June 2, 1887, for $730.
Steam-launcli Thayer, purchased October 8, 1874, for $7,200; employed for various periods at Governor's Island, New York Harbor;
the sums of $384.81 for repairs and $1,598.36 for running expenses have
been expended during the last fiscal year.
Sloop Belle of the Bay, purchased July 25, 1882, for $275; employed
at Saint Francis Barracks, Fla., during the fiscal year; repairs_ to the
extent of $86 were required on this sloop; no account of runmng exp~nses during that time has been reported.
Steam-yacht Lillie Lee, purchased July 23, 1879, for $6,075, including
a set of machinery sent from Philadelphia, Pa.; in charge of the po t
quartermaster, Fort Totten, Dak., and in service on Devil's Lake up to
October 1, 18~6; no expenditures for repairs or running expenses have
been made during the past year. On the night of October 8, 1886, _the
Lillie Lee was destroyed by fire, supposed to have been the work of an
incendiary. A board of survey was convened at Fort Totten ~odetermine the cause of the fire and fix responsibility for the destru_ct10~ ot
the vessel. Jj"'rom all evidence obtained, and after careful exammat10n,
the board expressed the opinion that the vessel had been saturated
with oil and then set on fire by some party or parties unknown and
totally destroyed, but the board, after thorough investigation, could obtain no evidence against any one.
Steam-launch Hamilton, purchased February 1, 1875, for $7,800; employed at David's Island, New York Harbor; during the last fiscal year
$1,778 for repairs and $3,584.98 for running expenses have been expended on this vessel.
Steam-launch Amelia Wheaton, purchased August 24, 1880, for $8,000;
employed at Fort Sherman, Idaho (formerly Fort Coour d'Alene); the
sum of $60.92 for repairs and $210.31 for running expenses have heen
expended dming the past year.
.
Steam-launch Dispatch, purchased November 28, 1879, for $3,510; m
charge of the a si 'tant quartermaster at Vancouver Depot, Wa hington
Territory; the sums of $150.50 for repairs and $1,099.97 for running ~xpen
have been expended during the past fiscal year. Under authority
grant d by the ecretary of War October 18, 1886, this steam-launch w
adY rti ed for sale at public auction at Portland, Or gon, ixty day
u tic b ing given from date of adverti ement. 'fhe sale took place at
I r l~nd, Or gon, March 3, 18 7. She wa sold to George ·T. Mye:
tlt h1 b
bidd r, for 1,7 O. The object attained in di pensiu~ with
c
'l am-le uuch at Vane uver Depot was the reduction of expend1tur
uud r th appr priation ' rrny tran portation."
_
t ' m- r P 11 r General McPher on, purcha ed September 1, 1 6 ,
f r ..,-..:,,.v,,v · ru1>l s di 'an iranci co Ilarbor, California, up to o, · on which 1a
h
ecan di abled by breaking h r
l · th moun p, id for repair during the p riod f h r
uly 1 t
ov mber 2, 1 86, wa
38.20. For sever 1
1
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years frequent reports were made to the War Department from Headquarters Division of the Pacific that the steamer G1~neral McPherson was worn out in the service and an unsafe uoat, but tlle scant
appropriations for transportation of the Army deterred the Department from incurring the expense of procuring a new vessel in her
place, although she was no longer suitable for the increased service
required by the quartermaster's department in San Francisco Harbor,
and her condition was such as to require constant and expensive repairs. Finally, upon a report from the major-general commanding the
Di vision of the Pacific, dated June 16, 1885, that "some great disaster,
involving the loss of many lives, may occur with further delay," the
honorable the Secretary of War authorized the construction of a new
and larger steamer for that harbor, and the sale at public auction of the
General McPherson upon the completion of the new vessel. Accordingly, proposals were invited by public advertisement for the construction of a new vessel, the hull to be of steel, and otherwise in conformity
with plans and specifications prepared under direction of the Quartermaster-General. Two bids for construction and delivery of the vessel
were received; that of the Union Iron Works Company, of San Franciso, Cal., for $56,150, being the lower and more desirable, was accepted,
and contract executed accordingly with that company by the chief
quartermaster, Division of the Pacific, March 10, 1886, the boat to be
built in accordance with the approved plans and specifications, and
completed in five months thereafter. Not having been completed within
the time stipulated in the contract, and the reasons given by the contractors for the delay being satisfactory, the Secretary of War authorized an extension of sixty days. The steamer was not, however, completed and delivered until November 17, 1886. The penalty for nondelivery was remitted by the Secretary of War.
The dimensions are as follows:
Feet.

Length on water-line .. _.... __ ....•• _•....... _....••... __ •.. _. ___ . _. _•.. ____ . 118½

~:~~hJiiJ:~~ ~ ~ ::::::::::::::~::::: ::::::::::::·.::::::: :::::~ ::::::::::~: :: 1~t1

Depth from top of floors to top of deck-beams . ___ ... ____ . ____ . ___ .. _. __ . _.. _ 10½
Height of deck-house amidships-----···---··--· ____ ···- ..•••......•.... ·----·
8

Hull provided with transverse bulk-heads to form two fresh-water
tanks of 15,000 gallons collectively. The boat was named by the Secretary of War General McDowell. The trial-trip of this steamer is reported by the chief quartermaster, Division of the Pacific, and the United
States local inspectors of steam vessels at San Francisco to have been
satisfactory; the engine and other parts of the machinery worked well,
and a speed of 12 miles an hour was made. From the date of completion of this steamer (November 17, 1886) she has been employed in s~m
Francisco Harbor. For needed alterations and slight repairs the sum
of $1,544.04 has been expende<l. to June 30, 1887, and for running expenses for the same period an expenditure of $13,437.45 has been made.
The propeller General McPherson was advertised for sale by the
chief quartermaster, Division of the Pacific, the sale to include such
property as was then aboard of her. Sale of the vessel under the
advertisement took place March 31, 1887, and she was sold to Williams,
Dimond & Co., of San Francisco, Oal., for $7,755.
A tatement showing the vessels owned or purchased by the Government and employed in the Quartermaster's Department during the
fi cal year i herewith, marked C.
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The total cost of repairing, running, and maintaining these ves 1·
inclmliug the wages of the crews, during the year, as reported to tbi.·
office, was $100,271.67.
·
Nineteen vessels of different kinds are reported by officers of the
Quartermaster's Department to have been employed at various time
under charter or by the trip, as the necessities of the service required,
during the fiscal year, at an expense of $34,890.67; statement accom·
panying, marked D.
The following is an abstract of payments during the year on account
of water transportation out of the appropriation, "Transportation of the
Army," upon accounts settled by disbursing quartermasters stationed
throughout the country, and through the Quartermaster.General's Of.
flee and the accounting officers of the Treasury :
Paid from appropria·
tion for fiscal year
ending Juno 30-

Contrnctors, steamers, or individuals.

1886.

.A.laba.ma River Association......................... ....... . ... ... .
$a2. 52
Baltimore Steam Packet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boston and Hingham Steamboat . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ts~n1r1 hiladelphia Steamship...... . ....... . ...... .. .... .. .. .
~-

1887.
$119. 44
810. GO

100. 25

I
&~
L.:rlso~:::::: :::::: :: :::::::::: :: ::: ::::: :: :::::: ::::::: :: : .......53.~·..45..

~t: l~
~: it
9

Bo;e~,
Central Vermont Railroacl and Steamboat ......... ..... . ....... .. -

340. 00

l~~i:lJi{!t~F9~:l\IUH\/HU~:: ):;d:;; -----;ij:~
I

~e~ry_, C. ·cf Col.· · d ·s · · · · · ·N· · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ··· ·· · · ··· · · ·
nfa:~~~nJo Li~"e~ ~~ ... ~~~~ . . ~-~i~~~~~~:: :: : : : :::::::::: ~:::: : ::::

tii:;:,:J.8i~~~~~~~;r!;~~~~~~~~~~:: : : :::::::::::::::::: : : :~: :::: ::~~: ~Gr:md I sland Steamboat·· ·· ············· · ········ · ········ ·· · ·· · -

:l: ~~

2

· · · ·· ·87 ·64 ·
o: 25

41

59.47

~~: ~~

27. 00 .•••••.... •.

~it~~iHi)/t::\\\:\H\///(? :;; ;;L;; ~:;
Ilwaco Steam Navigation....................... . . .. . ..............
Inland Scaboardt:oasting .... ...... ..... ... .. .... . .... ... . . .. ..... .

113. 40
102. 09

1. 80

401.13

175. 01

32 . V7

i~fi::~i~tL\l\i\\\i:\;: ::::\\)::::I\:\::::::::::::::: :: ::;;;:ii: •.,i~
1

Lako Michi,:ran nnd Lake uperior Transportation.................

E~~5i[CH'.X\HHY/I'.'./}t•:\~;; : :~I
f •rch:ints' and Min rs' Transportation... ... ........... .. .. . .... ..

165. 83

84. 69

J1:~~f~!i n:i~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::: ~t ii 2~i ~
0

M orAat11 Lotti i n:i, and To. o.s Railroad and team hip............

370. &7

837. 44

~t~~ii:i\t)\\\\i/\U%\/I/\ \\::\/i\~~· :::1ii:i: __'·!:~.
1

01 k

.'

w

"

n\ :· ttmor

'1'1 .m

portntion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

k 1!1 t , I·1r1 \ n ·~ m lii11..................... ... . .. .. .
~;, {.. \r'o~kl_
~:U~~-nP •;L,~i~100,Lt.................
.. . . . . .
1 1~
n............ ... .. .. ...... . .
'"

15. 01

GO. 00
14 . 51
"i.20

Total.

1 I. 77
77. 0-J
lGO. L
244. 79

1151. 96
810.60
L00.25
28.~,2
65. 00
340. 00
117. !l
917. Ou

9.J6. 00
489.00
27. 00
2 .OG
508. 03
173. 05
247. Ou
118. 00
65. 72
4,855. 'i
600. 00

28. 00
27.00
75. 00
28.00
120.

299. 50
719.44
115.26
503. 82
40. 00
30.
4, ! . 2-l
36. 5
50:1. 0
29:!.;,
o, 34:!. f-0
1.·
I, 199. '.!I
;:;_ 10

5, 70-.!. 43

47.
250. f,6
• r.:~

. ,9
276. G3
1,214. l
1, 10·.4·
2 .1 o:.
74.,ii,
2~1.

.4i
107.
143. -
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Contractors, steamers, or individuals.

Paid from appropria.
tion for fiscal year
ending June 301886.

Total.

1887.

§rfg~~~i~Fi:~i~ti:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $HUI $i~U~ $iiHi
Ore~on Railway and Navigation........... ..... ....................
4, 133170.. 6704
7,405.72 11,723.36
Pacific Coast Steamship............... . ...... ... ...... . . .. . . .. . . . .
2,"302. 91
2,433.61
P eople's Line of Steamers........... ......... ......................
6. 50
69. 20
75. 70
Philadelphia, Richmond and Norfolk Steamship Line . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
352. 98 . . . . . . . . . . . .
352. 98
Plant Steamship Line..............................................
10. 00
20. 00
30. 00
Polhamus & Mellen .......... ,.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . .
1,309.50
l, 309. 50
Portland Steam Packet ............ _................................
39. 31
79. 87
119.18
Potomac Steam boat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . .
10. 36
171. 04
181. 40
Power, Thomas C . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 376. 72
16, 980. 72 19,357.44
Providence and Stonington Steamship . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . •. . . . . . .
2. 25
64. 62
66. 87
Quill, James F.. .. . . . . ... . . ....... .. .. . ....... ...... ... .. .... .. . . . .
157. 76
834. 46
992. 22
Richmond and York River Line....... ... .......................... ...... ......
281. 23'
281. 23

~~~:i;1ct 1§~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 2s: 00.

1~~: g~

1~~: g~

Saint Louis and New Orleans Anchor Line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202. 73
Saint Louis and Saint Paul Packet Company.......................
148. 57
Shea, Daniel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237. 00
Southern Pacific. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sparks,Eclwin ...... :. ..................................................... ...
Starin, John H . .. ............ .. . . .... .. . ... .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. . .. . ...... .... ..

· 286. 32
1,710.50
703. 00
9, 849. 79
97.68
129. 52

Theresa, schooner . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 23
Traveller, Rtearner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
}2. 22
Van Brnnt,.JamesA............................................... ............
Vanconver Transportation.........................................
31. 79
Wasllington Steamboat Transportation .......... ...... .... .. ... . .. .••.. ... . . .

75. 25
174.80
485. 95
92. 25

349. 71
87. 47
174.80
517. 74
92. 25

~i:gg
31. 74

itgg
50. 42

i!r:;tfo';:~, s~iir~·e";:::::::::::: ::: :::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: ... --~~:: ~~: ......341.
53." iiii.
48

~r~t;;t;:.B..............................
i-.::::.~.?.~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::,
:: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Woods, ,J.
Various individuals to whom payments of less than $25 have been
made . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40. 86

Total........ .. .......... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

13, 775. 91

18. 68

334. 051
80, 694. 50

489. 07
1,859.07
940. 00
9, 849. 79
97.68
129. 52
1

t~: gg

374. 91
94,470.41

In addition to the a.hove amounts, the sum of $202.61 was paid for
water transportation out of the appropriation 1884-'85.
WAGON TRANSPORTATION.

One hundred and thirty-five million seven hundred a.nd forty.seven
thousand seven hun_dred and three pounds of military property · were
transported by wagon during the fiscal year, and $310,100.57 were paid
to wagon contractors for services performed during the same period.
The sum of $35,743.10 was still due on outstanding accounts June 30,
1887.
One hundred and fourteen contracts for wagon transportation made
by officers of the Quartermaster7s Department throughout the country
were received at this office during the year, an a11stract of which, showing the names of contractors, routes of' supply, date of each contract,
and date of its expiration, and rates payable, accompanies this report,
marked E.
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The following is an abstract of payments during the year on account
of wagon transportation out of the appropriation '' Transportation of
the Army" upon accounts settled by disbursing quartermasters sta.
tioned throughout the country, and through the Quartermaster.General's Office, and the accounting officers of the Treasury:

Contract.ors, transportation lines, and individuals.

Paid for services dur·
ing the year ending
June301886.

A.dams & Wickes . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Adams Transfer............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!!a.~~.;~.
:i~it~:i.:: :::::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::·:::::: ::: : :: :::: ::
Ifair, 'l'homas . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . • . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
86
$858.

Baker & Johnson....... . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Bald win, Levi...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . .

~!~!~'t~·. !f;_!e~·w:::::::::: :: :::: ::: ::: :::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: .--.. s9i2s.

1887.

$44. 80
3,230. 58

~~~: ~

1,
4,407.40
1, 950. 73
483. 50

Barth, Nathan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..••... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Bender, Joseph A. .... :........... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bernes, Thomas.............................................. ... . ... . .. . ... ..

37. 50
9,239.45
49. 80
964. 57

Bund, George ...............•.•.•.................•. - - ... - ... -..... --- -- . -.•. ·

~~

i~i~lt:t:~:.i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~~:;~: ~: ~i3i~:t E

l~@lt\\?IHEL\H/E:c\:fa _,._t~Jl_

11f

ii:1tk~'
.~~:~~~~:::: :::::: :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ......401.
~::~~. ... ·iso: oo·
Burns, John L. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ....••.• •. • • • . . • •. .••• •• ••• ••. . ••.
88 .••.•.......
Carrol, John. . ................................... .. ............... .••... .... ..

399. 60
2

;t ~~

8t!!~~~;;, ~i%:~t: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

g[{f~TI~it :::::::::~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::~:::: :::::::::::: t ifil: ii
Clark, Thomas J . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cleveland, Larkin................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clute, E. R . .. . • . . . • • . . • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . . . • .
Coltan, John R . .. . . . .•. •• . . .••••. •••••• .•. ••• . . ..•••• •. . •••• •. . . .
Conrad, Charles E. •. • •• . •.... .•. . •• ...••. •••.•. .••• •• . .•• . . . . . • • .

.... .. .... . .
............

. • • • • . •• • . • •
. ••. . . • . .•• .
. . . •• . ••••••

30. 00
93. 75
405. 29
11,821.00
12,376.72

g~~i:1t:{~~~-;: :::::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::: : ::::: :~: : :: :::~~~ ~~: -·j::~:~::Cunningham, P. W . • . . . • • •• • • • . •• • • • . •. • • • .•• • . • . • . • •• . • • • • • . . . .

180. 35 .

4,016.13

~!1t~?tt.t1~~~:: :: ::: : :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :~: :: : :::: .•••• 848:85· ...~·. ~~-. ~~

Ei~i:: ¥ho~;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::

f!il~f l! l

1

•

m: !~

!:; !!'.I
~~~)~;~~;t?HH:\\\\\+/+IItli:/:: .::lil 1'
\\:~)~it4-iiU\'./'./'.:/:/\//\/H; ::JJ1:)ijl
ii\\;\\\ \i ii\\); ii\ii)\\\\[\\iljliiii!ii\\!!! :::::::\i~: '. '.

~:;in'

·

•.• i.......... .. ......................... ............ .

2,935.20 ....••..•••.

...... ....... . ................. ..... ............ ..................

Total.

06. OU

·Iucluding th eum of 2,346.41 p~id for eor~lc s during ft oal year 1885.

$44. 80
3, 230.58
258. 3!
1. 030. 66
5, 266.26
1,950.73
483. 50
37. 50
809. 28
9,239.45
49.80
964. 57
8,703.89

l,:IBl.Si
70.00
378. 96
60. 00

364. 00
2,423.18
29.49
4,323. l6
99. 51
150. 00
401.
399. 60

225. 00
42.50
1,097.74
1,367.92
6!. 32
30. 00
93. 75
405. 29
11- 821.00
12,376.72
316.
36. 06
1,023.65
4,196.4
3,249.39

84. "'
1,832.0
97fl.16

268.
124. 00
*4,584. 32
12, 13:t. 37
2. 73
61.9-!
1,232.44

200. 00
3, 3:.0.
1,300.

40.00

301.
216.
5-i. 1
2, ]55.~

2,935.'
606. 3'.?
3,861.
3,020. :!l
1,074. 14 431.6'

G,37~ ~

96.
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Contractors, transportation lines, and individuals.

Paid for services dur·
ing the year ending
June301886.

1887.

it;~~:',{::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::: ::::!~~~~ ~~: $~: m: ~~
Johni,on, CharlesJ................ ..............................
73.90
Johnson, Peter................... ..... .. ... ...................... . ...........

~~3;~·JYi:::.~.::::::::
:::::: :::::::::::: ::::::~::::::::::::::: ·--~~:~~:~~.
Kennene, l1: . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . • • . • • . • • • • .
15. 00
Kervin, James ..•. .. .... .• . ... . . . . .. ........ . .•..... .• ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Knox, G. W......................................................
102. 00
Knox, W. W................................. .. ............. .• . •.
118. 72
Ryes, Asel....................................................... . . . . . . . . . . .
Lee, William..................................................... . . . . . . . . . . .

117.65
574.34

l,

m: i~.

391. 48
874. 05
1oi. 00
56. 85
2,289.23
729. 70

Ii\?l.~1tIIUI!ll!!IlUIIYYII }S~i : ;~.:;

-----·······
1,743.44
·······
··-- ·
...............
129. 66
120. 55

1mmtrr~: :::::: : ::::·::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::: :::::: : :;:~~~:;;: :~t ~~
5
,

Sullivan, Jobn. .... .. .... .• . . . . ....•. .•.. .. . ... .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ...•... ... ..

Total.

239.13

J!i!\~{ib~~.;~i::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: :::::::::::·.:::~~: ~~: :ii: g~

l,
Trimble, W. L........... .................................... .. .. ............
75. 00
Trob se & Santleben..... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136. 23 .•..........
Tutein, E . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56. 50 ........... .
171. 24
Vanderhoff, E. J .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............
Wahler, John....................................................
92. 61
• 25
\Valker, Ed......................................................
150. 83
500. 63
Watson, Thoe. C....... ..... . ......•.............................
70. 90
Webber,Chr .. ...................................................
173.36 ........... .
Whitney, Frank S . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... · I 3, 078. 27
*Including the sum of$1,304.51 paid for servicee durinp; fiscal year 1885.

$9,198.36
3,447.55
150. 00
191.55
574. 34
3,547.37
141. 47
406. 48
874. 05
204. 00
175. 57
2,289.23
729. 70
3,590.38
701. 50
1,684.55
10,125.36
165. 00
246.45
16,316.40
77. 40
1,953.48
766. 94
646. 45
2,726.79
184. 46
5,021.81
94. 05
731.16
944. 94
70. 00
407. 25
304. 22
1,213.16
580. 95
2,619.79
2, 150. 98
524. 69
1,401.20
1,892.62
983. 60
29. 29
142. 38
160. 33
330. 42
724. 61
314. 78
463. 68
28,503.98
2,660.32
15,251.08
8,080.98
4,325.49
19ll. 6(.1
78. 40
2,062.10
104. 59
147. 00
366. 91
29. 04
26. 08
*5, 303. 55
5,453.90
75. 00
2ll9.13
1,365.69
348. 80
25. 00
75. 00
136. 23
56. 50
171.24
92. 61
151. 08
571. 53

173. 36
3,078.27
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Contractors, transportation lines, and individuals.

Paicl for services dur· ·
ing the year ending
June301886.

1887.

!Ei;flff-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-;-;·:-ii:)i:)-:-~:-:.::: :::::::::::::::::::: : ~~:: i : •'.~:~;f,•
Winterbottom & Winters .. _•........••..••..••... _••..•••. __ .. __ .
Wood, David ...•. ____ •• __ .••..•.•••.....•••••••••.••.. ______ ...•.

878.10
41. 80

;;~~~t.i:~~-: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::::::

i:t;~~· I~~~~~~

: _-.-: _-_- _· _-::::::::::::::::::::: : : _·::::: _-:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : :
Various individuals to w horn payments of less than $25 have been
made ... _...•...•.. _•.. __ ...•.. _....... _•..... __ .. _.. _____ . __ . . .
70. 61

Tota.I _.••..•.•••.•••••.. _. • __ .••••.•.••. __ ... . ___ _. __ . _____ .

46, 048. 80

Total.

6,076.85
639. 50

7
'

nt ~~
m: ~i
568. 43

$2,035.01
34,893.43
1,006. 31
470. 69
6,954.95
081. 30
7,946.38
112.02
225. 00
262.40
*642. 04

310, 100. 57 t359, 803. 29

*lnclud!ng the sum of_$3 paid for services iuring fiscal year 1885.
tlncludmg payments for service in 1885 (see above notes).

STAGE TRANSPORTATION.

By stage 3,227 persons and 7,396 pounds of extra baggage were transported under direction of the Quartermaster's Department during the
year, at a cost of $30,753.38; of this sum $2,788.72 were due on outstand·
ing accounts June 30, 1887.
The following is an abstract of payments made during the year for
stage transportation out of the appropriation " Transportation o.f the
·Army," upon accounts settled by disbursing quartermasters stationed
throughout the country and through the Quartermaster-General's Office
and the Treasury :

CoJBpa.»y or individual.

Paid from appropriation for fl.seal year
ending ,Tune 301886.

!if!~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .-. $642:4i.
0

!~::rlnaf
~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::171.
::::25:::
Barnett, J.R .•..... .•.... ............•... ...... ......•••.. .......
Bair, Thoma.a ................................................. _.__

ir:~a~'!;[F~rl -Y~te-8::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

80. 00

M: gi
lt:.~;Hhi;.~~
~~~. ~ -~~~-~!~~~. :::: :: :::: :: :::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::: ::::
Broadwater, McCulloh & Co ..•...•.••......•..•..... _.•. _•... _. .
111. 25
Bismarck and Pierre .••..••.•.....•••.•.••....••..••... _......... . ••.. .•. . .. .
8

1887.

1~t6~:
ig
2

~t :

1,440.00

~~: :

126. 00

1:: gg

1,062.55

i~~!:\1r~i::::: ~:: : :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::: ~ :::::::::: : 3~: ~
aliromia, Oregon, and Idaho ..•...••••.•••••.••..••..•• _........

278. 00

1,101.83

i~\ft?f2\H\llt}:t/I/ . . .]:! . . .~.~.
Don

~f~O.

an<i°T~n-~ r

n

r

..••. · ---·-··················-·····
30. 00
.• - . -- .• :::: ::: : : : :::: :: :::: :: ::: : ::: ::: :::::: . - ••.•
&.i.

2s:

:r<l:,Jo!n
:ir·····--·········--·-········· -·· ··········· -····· ····---·····
,d n,
··::::::::::::::::::···························--- --··········
,Cbarl

...•...•.. .•..•..•... :·.:::::: :::::::: · · ·- ·••· · ···-· · · · · · · ·- ·• •·

;.;·· ··-·- ·· ·ii~<i

Total.

364. 00

-.... ~~: :~.
30.00
102.00
0

~f: g

-it~····:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ····" j:fif --·~· aoi·ao·

$143.10
1,748.56
234.50
26.00
1~1. 25
1,520.00
46. 50
105. 80
126.00
76. 00
188. 55
], 173.
36.00
56.30
372.

1,4-09.
48.00
901.10
77.
392.05
130,
39-l 00
13-!."·

.6'

30.00
102.00
34 00
71. 30
25.
1, 7.
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Company or individual.

Paid from appropria. tion for fiscal year
ending J nne 301887.

1886.

fi~1~~~~.fcf~:~~~:::::::::::
:: :::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::::: :::: :::: :: ·-···$7i oo · ·m:
~g
Kelly, 'iVillia1n ..........................•.............. . .....•........ ; . . . . . .
37. 00

Kiunon & Roso......... ...... ....... ... . ......... .....•.. ......
Leuuou, 1\1............................. ............ ..............
Leouanl,J. H.. .. .. . . ...... .... . ..•.. ...... .... ........ .•.... ....
Liu k ville and l!'ort Klamath...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McUouo & Williamson ..................•....••••.......... '.. ....
McCormick, Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jl,faxwell, A. J.......................... ... .......................

. ... . .... ...

87. 00
53.69
56. 25
1!)5. 70
21. 00
403. 20
70. 50

........ ... .
. ..... ... ...
12. 00
188. 40

.. . .. . . . .. . .

. . . .. . . .. . . .

:~~::,nt.-z·:::
:::::: :: :: ~:: :::: :: :: ::: .::::::: :: :: :::::: ::: .:: ::: ::::: :: :: :::
ll!orris, W. F., & Son . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

1J~: gg
52. 00

lllulhollancl, A. A.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .. ...... ......
30. 00
:\Iullcw, Jos.......... . .• •• . . . . . • . . •• . .•. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . .
30. 00 ..••... ... ..

~ftA~;:1~
.~~
Northwestern...................................................
0

~:: :: ::. :::: :: :::::: :: : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : :::: :: : : : : ·•••••

.is: 09· ..... ~~~:~~-

. .. ... ... ...
55. 00
North westem Express, Stage and Transportation...............
35. 50
2,899.80
NorthwestemStagoa:odTransfer .......•••.•........... _.........
1,085.50 .....•......
K ortoll, ,r. II . .. . .. . ...... .... .• . .. . .• . .• . . .•• . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . ... . . ... . ..
76. 20
Norton&Stewart. ....... ........................................
574.74
401.30
Olsou, Sercn............. ... .. .. ... . .. ....... .. . .... .. .... .. .... . . ...... ......
30. 00

g~f~~~. t1~~i~·:: :: ::·:.·.::::: :: ::: :::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::

• sg~: ~g
I'.~~~~~~-,,~~-~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·
·
·
·
·
·
io: oo · 1• m: ig
Power, '.r. C., & Bros ............................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
108. 00
142. 00
1;~~~i~i~ .~~~.~~::::::: :::: :: ::::: ~ :::::::::: :::::::: ::: ::: :::::::: :::: :: ::::::
2g~:~g
Reed, J os . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28. 00
1~:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: ::: ::::::: ::: ::::::: ~~t ~g l, r:g:
f{~;~ot1~it~c!
~g
Reynolds & Tisdale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
613. 00
1

Hico & Musser................................................... ...... ......
lloot, M. F . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . • . • • • . • . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . •

275. 72

646. 88

i~i!;e~~:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::: ......ifgg' ·····~:;:~:Schofield, Thomas J...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

28. 00

itt~~rJ;~:: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: :::::::: :: ll ~~
2

Smith & White..............................................................
SmitlJ & Lollie.................... ......... ......................
21. 00 ,.

~~~N;~~~~t!f.! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

41 ~:

31.00
. •••.

r~ ... ~it ~g

~pokane Falls and Fort Spokane.................................
13. 00
Stearns & Kirkland.............................................. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total.

84. 50
30. 00'

~~:1~r~1&~~:: :: ::::.:: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :: ::::::~i:ii: ......;~: ~~.

Vaughn & L ester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
179. 40 ...... ... .. .
\Vablor,Jobn .................................................... ............
414.50
,vakefiel<l . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . ... .. . .. . . .
71. 00
,vol>b, Il. L . . . .. . . . . . • . . •• • . • . . • . . •• • . • . • • . . . • . . •• • • • . • • • . . • . . . .. . . • . • • • . . . . .
168. 00

~ri~~:,lr~~.~~~~:::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: :::: :::: :: ::: ::: 1~t ~g

11;1t~1Il~!.:l)'.1::ii1l!!ii!!l!:i:i::::::l;:::::;::!;;:;;:i:11~: ...t Ji:

i.

$68.uO
460. 50
37.00
87. 00
53. 69
56. 25
207. 70
209. 40
403. 20
70. 50
72. 00
190. 00
52. 00
30. 00
30.00
195. 00
48.09
55.CO
2,935.30.
1,.085. 50
76.20
976. 04
30.00
1,362.65
25.50
1,115.75
232. 20
250. 00
37.50
2:!5.40
28.00
I, 535. 00
505. 00
613.00
275. 72
646. 88
351. 50
37. 00
117. 25
28.00
GS.00
289. 00
28. 00
31. 00
21 .00
39. 00
603.67
97. 50
30. 00
90. 00
32. 00
86.85
179.40
414.50

7l.OO
1G8. 00
36. 00
192. 00
30. 00
1,714.85
1,251. 0-i
36.00
1,013.10
28. 00
855. 25
H5.00
30.00

Various individuals to whom paymouts of less than $25 li avo beon
ruado... ..... .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

145. 50

583. 85

729. 35

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 835. 30

27, 064. 66

34,709.96

In addition to the above amounts, the sum of $74.60 was paid for
stage transwrtation out of the appropriation 1884-'85.
8925--w 87-30

•
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TELEGRAPHING ON ARMY DUSINESS,

•

Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved June 30, 1886,
making appropriations for the support of the Army for tbe fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887, and for other purposes, the "cost of telegrams on
official business received and sent by officers of the Army," which,
since 1884, bas been included in the appropriation for "pay of the
Army," was again made payable by the Quartermaster's Department
from the appropriation for incidental expenses. This necessitated the
preparation of regulations and general orders to govern this matter
and their promulgation to the Army, directing the methods of preparing and paying accounts for telegraph service.
Much labor and care have been involved in the large correspondence
required to make the matter fully understood by the several telegraph
. companies and officers of the Army, and arrange rates and routes in
such a manner that the accounts could be settled in conformity with
the rulings of the accounting officers of the Treasury, and the apparently conflicting interests of the companies and the United States
reconciled. This, however, seems to have been satisfactorily accomplished. Existing orders require that the following described accounts
for telegraph service shall be forwarded to the office of the Quartermaster-General for transmission to the accounting officers of the Treasury for settlement:
(1) Accounts for telegrams which pass over any of the lines constructed and operated along the bonded Pacific railroads.
(2) Accounts for reimbursement of amounts paid by officers of the
Army for telegraphic service.
(3) Accounts for telegrams on public business of a confidential na~ur~,
~here, in the opinion of the officers receiving or sending them, it. 1s
improper that copies should accompany the accounts, or where copies
can not be procured, or where it is questionable that the telegrams are on
official business, or tha.t the telegraph should have been used. All other
accounts for telegraphing for the Army are paid by disbursing offi~er
of the department designated for the duty-one for each of the eight
military departments, and one for each general depot, ind~pendent
post, and arsenal. With the exception of a few companies which have
not accepted the conditions of the act of Congress of July 24, 1866,
telegraph service has been furnished during the year subject to the
provisions of the circular of the Postmaster-General fixing Government
.
rates l?ursuant to the authority vested in him by that act.
Dunng the year 283 unpaid telegraph accounts have been received
in this office, amounting to $4,725.29; also 95 accounts for rein:bur ement to Army officers of amounts paid by them for telegraphmg on
public business, amounting to $475.65, which have been duly forwarded
to the accounting officers of the Treasury for settlement. Of these, 1 6
account , amounting to 1,365.59, have been settled. The dislmr ing
officers of the department have paiu 456 account , aggregating 3,192. ·
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The total payments on account of telegraphing for the Army during
the year have l>een as follows:
Payees.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

No.of
accounts Amount.
settled.
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company ..••.•.........••..••.•••...••..... · · · · · ·
Erie Telegraph and Telephone Company ...•..•.••....•.•••...........•...•.•• • • ·
Great Northwestern Telegraph Company ......•....................•..•..•••.. · · ·
I uteroceanic and "\Vestern Union Telegraph Company .....•.....••.••.•••........
Puget S'JuL•d Telegraph Company .......................................••....•..
Union Pacific Railroad, to be credited upon debt to the United States .•••.•......
"\Vestern Union .................•....••.....•..........•...•.......••...•..••...•.
Officers of the Army for reimbursements ...............•......•........•..•......
Total. .............•.....•. ·.· ·· ........... ································~·

21
12

$86. 24
35. 45

2

1. 73

I
1

7. 78
• 70

11
175

542. 96
3,060.90
822. 63

642

¾, 558. 39

41,0

There remain in the Treasury, unsettled, the accounts for telegraph
ing for the Army, involving the use of lines constructed and operated
along bonded portions of subsidized railroads, which ba"e been trans·
mitted by this office to the Third Auditor of the Treasury under decisions of the Second Comptroller, dated December 26, 1885, and February
5, 1886.
RAILROADS INDEBTED 1'0 THE UNITED STATES FOR RAILWAY MATERIAL
PURCHASED UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDERS IN 1865 AND 186G.

The last annual report of the Quartermaster.General showed that
four such roads bad, on June 30, 1886, unadjusted accounts with M1e
United States, representing an aggregate of $1,306,467.96.
Urn;lcr a joint resolution of Congress approved by the President February 27, 1887, the honorable the Secretary of War and the honorable
the Attorney.General were ~utborized to adjust and finally settle the
accounts of one of these roads, the Mobile and Ohio, an abatement of
25 per cent. on the appraised yalue of the property purchased being
c:lirected. Tho matters involved in this account are set forth in a report
of the Quartermaster-Geqeral to the honorable the Secretary of War,
of date May 3, 1887, and the account was stated showing charges upon
the company as follows:
For material purchased ___ ..•••••• ____ •. ____ ... __ ••.. __ •••. ___ •. • • • • • . $400, 107. 78
For interest on deferred payments .. _______ •• ___ •• _.... _..............
18,620.50
Aggregating ..•••....... ____ .........•.. ____ ..•.•..·.••••...••...

418,728.28

And that credits were due upon the accounts as follows :
By cash payments ...... ___ .. ____ ...• __ ... _. _.. _. _................ __ .. $180,230. 86
By military transportation ...•.. ____ ...........•••.........••......... 189,799.18
By transportation of United States mails ........................ _..... 201,509. 67

Total ........•••.. ___ .. __ .. __ . _.. _~ ...•....... __ .. ____ . __ .. . . . . . 571, 539. 71
Showing an excess of credits of. ___ ._ . _. __ .• ____ .. _........... _... __ • _. 152, 811. 43
From which was deducted, on account of errors in previous settlements,
the sum of. __ ••. ____ . __ ... ___ .. ____ .. ____ . ____ . ___ •.. ____ .. ____ . . . . .
2, 293. 31
Leaving balance duo the company .. __ •.....••..........•.•••....

150,518.12
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Thi~ rnport was adopted l>y the Secretarv of Wnr and the AttorncvUe11ernl, aucJ IllaL1C tho basis of the final settlement authorized by t~ •
.10111t. resolution of February 27, 1887, and Treasury set.tlement date<l
l\1:iy ::H , 1887, was issued in favor of the company for this amount.
'l'l.te matters involved in ti.le relations of the other three roads remaiu
u 11atljustcd. They were fully oxplaino<l. iu the report of the Quarteruim:tor-General for the year 1885, and legislative or legal action recomIIH'IHleL1 looking to their final adjustment.
Notlling Las been paid upon the indebtedness of these three railroad ·
during- the year ending June 30, 1887. The sum of $67.46 llas, however, ·been withheld in settlements with the Louisville and Nasl..tvillc
Hailroau Company, being the amount earned by that railroad comp::wy
<luring ti.le year for Army transportation over the railroad between
Nashville and Guthrie, Tenn., formerly known as the Edgefield au<l
Kentucky Railroad.
TRANSPOR'.l'.A.'l'ION PROVIDED BY THE QU.A.R'.l'ERMAS'.l'ER'S DEPART. MENT FOR OTHER DEPARTMEN'.l'S OF '.l'HE GOVERNMEN'l'.

The Quartermaster's Department has continued during ti.le fiscal yca1
to receive public property from other departments of the Government,
and provide transportation therefor, as required by the act of Congre s
of July 5, 18$4 (23 Statutes, 111):
That hereafter the Quartermaster-Geueral and his officers, under his uirections
wherever stationed, shall receive, transport, and !Jo responsible for all property turned
over to them, or any one of them, by the officers or agents of a,ny Government survey-,
for the National Museum, or for the civil or naval departments of the Go".'ernmentm
Washington or elsewhere, under the regulation goveruing the transportation of .A:rmy
supplies, the amount paid for such transportation to be refunded or paid by tho bureau
to which such property or stores pertain.

The following is a list of the divisions anu bureaus of Departmen t
which regularly call upon the Quartermaster's Department for the
transportation of freight un<ler the co11ditions above stated:
Of the Treasury Department.-Uustoms, Mint, Internal Revenue,
Light-House, Life-Saving, Revenue Marine, Marine Hospital, Independent Treasury, Steam-boat Inspection, Cq,ast and Geodetic S~ryey.
Of the Navy.-Yards and Docks, Navigatwn, Ordnance, Prov1s10n
and Clothing, Medicine and Surgery, Equipment and Recruiting, Naval
Observatory, Marine Corps.
Of the Interior Department.-General Land Office, Indian Bureau,
Geological Survey.
·
APPROPRIATIONS FOR ARMY TRANSPORTATION .A.ND TIIEIR DISBURSEMENT.

. By ae:t of June 30, 1886 (24 Stats., 07), t};le sum of $2,80~,ooo w
appropr1at l for rmy tran portation for the fiscal year endmg June
30, 1 7.
mpila i n lla been made from di bursing officers' accounts and
' r a · ry t lem nt xhibiting the amounts expended during the year
an th m nnt f out tanding accounts due and payable at the clo.
f th
r arr nged in item a follow :
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--·--·- - - ··· - - -- - - - - - ----.----~--.------.----Total cost of
Amount
Amounts
transportaof payments due and un- tion service
duringthe paid July 1, <luring the
y ear ending
year.
1887,
June 30, 1887.

Nature of accounts.

Rail:

wa!!;f;gr~.: :: :::: :: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::~:.

$324,154.30
424,373.98

$42,628.98
153,122.83

$366, 783. 28
577,400.81

~!~¼ii;: : i: :~;~: ~:::)iii)\::::;:;;:;;;;;

13,973.89
66,720.61
310,100.57
27,064.66

883. 71
15,637.18
35,743.10
2,788.72

14,857.60
82,357. 'j!)
345,843.67
30,753.38

6!0,674. 62
83,320.75

10,293.43
2,812. 76

659,968.05
86,133.51

36,911.56
25,8!8. 00
20,776. 30

422. 54
756. 00
337. 74

37,334.10
26,604.00
21,114.04

45,516. 21?
68,303.60

200. 34
1,823.32

45,725. 62
70,1~6. 92

Employes:
Civilian ............. .• . ......•......... . .. ......... . .. .
Ves!f:~a duty ...•.........•.. ..... . .... , ................. .
Purchasing, operating, and maintaining . ..•......... ..

Mea~~!~;~:_;.~;~,: : : ::: :: ::::::::: : : :::
~epai~'ing and purchasing material for repairing ..... .
P ublto ammals and harness:
Draft horses and mules .............................. . .
Stabling, watering, and attending publi c animals . .... .
Purchasing and manufacturing harness ....... ..... . .. .
w a~;~~~i1; ~:dnse:!~;ag~
0

; •

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

-

•

•

-

•

•

Totnl. .•.. ...........................................

- ----- . - -- . -- .
1,091.60
------ --------

45.61

107,641. 08
20,506.90
51,276.88
2,140.06

38,806.10
78, 446..15
35, 530. 74

4,013.80
657. 83
9,751.41

43,719.90
79,103.98
45,291.15

18,553. 59
11,816.49

----- --- -----·
270. 00

18,553.59
12,086. 4,9

26,127. 50
4, 202. 34
5,073.67
3,714.21
18,401.43
23,117.46

1,065. 00
407. 85
1,716.54
82.11
1,050.85
2,340.43

27,192.50
4,700.19
6,790.21
3,796.32
19,536.28
25,472.89

2,542, 046. 4 l

290,861. (]8

2,832,908. 09

•

:::t~~~l~~1:ii!~!de_~:::: :::::: :::: :: : :: : : ::: :::: ::::::
Constructing and repairing . .... _.................... . . 1,
W harves and bridges:
Constructing and r epairin g ... .. ........... .... ·...... .
Rent of wharves and whaifage ..... . ..... . . .... . . .. .. . .
R oads, harbors, and rivers: Constructing and repairing
r?ads, and removing obstructions from harbors and
T
I'lVOl'S. -- . ••••••• ••.•••• ·• •••• .••.•••••••••••••••••••.
odlls o~ turnpikes, ferries, and bridges ....... ___ ...... .. .
A _ve1't1soments, publications, and printing .. ...... . .. .
R
ni~!~~~~t:~~~sa~ti~l;s -i~; p~{~klrig ·a;;;i p~~t~~ti;ii t\:~ight:
Lumber, rope, and miscellaneous articles and services .....

107,641.08
10,415. 30
51,276.88
2,095.35

The foregoing statement indicates that the aggregate cost of the
transportation service during the fiscal year was $2,832,!)08.09, and tllat
a deficiency approximating $33,000 exists, to IJe provided for by Congress to pay legitim ate outstanding accounts.
In addition to the payments above reported ($2,542,040.41) the sum of
$393,243.60 was expended during the year to pay outstanding accounts
for transportation services and supplies incurred during previous fiscal
years.
IncJosed is a statement, marked F, showing in detail the transportation service of tlrn Army dnriug the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887,
under the various items of expenses prepared from Treasury settlements and from reports of disbursing officers iu each military department, at each <l.epot of the Quartermaster's Department, and each military post, armory, and arsenal, together with a statement of the number of persons arnl pounds of froigl.it transported under direction of
the Onartermaster's Department during tlie same period.
Ily act of June 30, 188G (24 Stat., D7), the sum of $85,000 was appropriated. for payments of Army transportation over certain landgraut railroads <.luring tlJC fiscal year. Of this appropriation the surn
of 2 , 34.12 was paid out on , ettlements of the accounting officers of
t.11 ~rea ury during the year, leaving a balance of $56,165.88 on band
to pay outstanding claims. The additional sum of $42,102.86 was also
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paid from similar appropriations of previous fiscal ,years, making
total of $70.,936.98 paid for such services during the fiscal year.

fL

TRANSPORTATION ACCOUNTS AND CLAIMS.

Four thousand and nineteen transportation and telegraph accounts
and claims, amounting to $1,029,355.79, were adjusted in the transpor·
tation branch during the yea,r. Of these, 4,005, amounting to
$1,022,743, were referred to the proper bureau or office for settlement;
four, amounting to $129.55, were unfavorably reported upon and re·
jection recommended; and ten, amounting to $6,483.24, were suspended
for additional evidence. Thirty-four, amounting to $1,614.46, were at
the close of the fiscal year awaitiug action or under adjustment.
REGULAR SUPPLIES BRANCH.

This branch bas charge of all matters relating to the procurement
and distribution of supplies furnished. to the Army by the Quartermaster's Department, excepting clothing, camp and garrison equipage,
and such other supplies as are assigned to the barracks and quarters
branch, including means of transportation, horses for t,he cavalry and
artillery and other troops authorized to be mounted.; to the procure·
ment of the prescribed blank books and forms authorized by the regu·
lations, and of conducting tbc necessary correspondence and k~eping
the necessary books and record of the transactions connected with the
work of this branch.
This branch has also charge of matters relating to all contracts to
wh"ch the Quartermaster's Department is a party.
REGULA·R AND MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES.
ANIMALS .

The following statement shows the number of cavalry and artillery
horses purchased during the fiscal year, their aggregate cost and average cost:
Cavalry and artUlery horses purchased.

Number.

For what military uivision.

i\~:l~~ ~~ tt:
t\:~~~·:: :: :::::: ::: :::::: ::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::
the Pacific . .......••.•....•....••............ . .....

44
717
644,

Tot.al. ..... . .....................................•..... . . .

1,405

1vision of

Total cost.

Avernrre
cost.

$5,938.76
96,777.26

$134. 7~
134.',!l
134. 2

189,195.58

134. 65

86,479.66 1

1

valry and artill ry horses for the various divisions were pnr1~<l r anth ri~y of the Seer tary of War, and were in pected l Y
ti n, as r quued by l w.
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The following statement shows the number of draft and pack animals purchased during the fiscal year, their distribution, aggregate
cost, and average cost:
Mules and team horses purchased.
Mules.

Horses.
For what department, depot or post.
No.

Division of the Atlantic . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23

~otal cost. A~i~tge

$4, 283. 36

$186. 23

iiiiimiitt~~t
: ::: :: : : : : :::) : :::: : : : :: : :
~:~:~:::~i ~?1tri~~~~~-i~.: :::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::::::: :::: ::::::::::

No.

11
59
150
100
154
26
114
3
1

Total cost. A~i~:.ge

$1,906.63
8,797.28
22,349.00
16,444.57
24,577.66
3,609.50
15,272.25
522. 00
182. 00

Department of California....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
1, 195. 00
239. 00
Saint Louis depot . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
1
169. 00
169. 00
New York depot.......... ..................
2
600. 00
300. 00 ---- ...
Washington depot......... .................
12
3,325.00
277. 08
West Point, N. Y. . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
8
1, 460. 74
182. 59 -- --·· .................
Hot Springs, Ark................. . . . . . . . . . .
2
329. 70
164. 85
l
149. 43
.Jefferson Barracks, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
492. 00
3
Willets Point, New York Harbor...........
3
510. 00
170. 00 .......... ...............
DavM's Island, New York Harbor .................................... .
1
190. 00
285. 00
2
1
149. 00
149. 00
~~k~ago de_Pot ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ..
PhitJ0 nvipe, Ind..........................
2
425. 00
212. 50
a clpbia, Pa............................
2
433. 78
216. 89

$173. 33
149.11
148. 99
164.44
159. 60
138. 83
133. 97
174. 00
182. 00

---·-------· ---------·
--------------- --··-------- ----------

Total................. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .

61

12, 880. 58

211. 16

625

94, 777. 32

149. 43
164. 00

---------190. 00

142. 50

151. 64

The following is a summary of the number of animals purchased,
sold, died, etc., during the fiscal year, and remaining on hand at its
close, as indicated by reports received at this office:
Cavalry
and
artillery
horses.

Team
horses.

1
~~r~t~~ei1:1:~ . .'. :~~~:::: :: : : ::::: :: : :: : : :: : : : ::: :: : :: : : : : : : ~-:
Taken up, etc .............................................. -

8,609
1,422
14

454
61

5,493
625
8

6

Total to be accounted for .....•.....•..................

10,045

515

6,126

6

Sold ....................................................... ..
Died ........................................................ .
Lost and stolen .......................................... -.. -

1,011
242
16

69
11

496
221
9

8,776

435

Total sold, died, etc .................................. ..
On hand .July 1, 1887 .................................. .

Mules.

Oxen.

---- - - ----1,269
726 . - .... ·----80
--- --------5,400

6
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~lie following is a tabular statement of the sales of puulic auimals io
tile differeut (lepartmcnts and at general and other depots <luring tlif
fiscal year, as reported to this office, showing the number of eacll cla '.
sold and the.total amount realized:
Cavalry and
artillery'horses.

f h
Dra t orscs.

Mules.

Where sold.
No.

·1t

Division of the Atlantic._....................
Department of the Missouri.............. . ....
Department of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dcl)(tttrneutof the Platte .... ·..... . . :... .....
Department of Texas........................ .
Dcpartm,·,nt of the Columbia...... . ...... . ..
Department of Arizona,.......................
Department or California ...... _..............

206
l!l7
77
117
71
278
G

·w est Point, N. Y .. .• .. . .. . .. .•......... .. . ..
Jefferson ;I3arracks, Mo............. . ..... . ...

9
.7

Amount.

No.

Amon~ No. \ .Amount.

$371. 9'
8
$768. 50
15
$1,028. 72
2,460.0I'
45
10,119.75
5,650. l!
10,253.00 ······ ...... ······ 113
5, 636. 2i
99
4,476.60
3,013. 2i
95
3,785.40 .... 4. ...... 00.
895. 5(
25
2,648.25
3,586. 2t
83
15
450. 00
12,687.75
271.0(
10
3
94.
00
164. 50
443. OC
8
8
448. 00
90.00
1
1
50. 00
1
12. 00
15
1,103.50
137. 50 ...... ·······50:iJ-0
2
1
30. 00
2
57. 25 · • •• 5. . ... ·· 179. or
1
70. 00
674. 00
3
106. 00
1
43. 00
193. 50

iS:

;r~lii!~~:~~i~:~~ ~:: ~:::: ~:::.::::::::::::::-.. ~:......::::. ~~ ~l~~l!~·!}l!L::::;:;:: :;::):::: :::!)::::::::::::
Total. .................................. 1,011

47,458.47

69 1' --3,-3-41-.-75-l--4-P.6-22,~8.~
1

HARNESS,

Under authority of the Secretary of War harness was manufactured
at the Fort Leavenworth Military Prison for the QuartermaRter's Department during the year as follows, viz:
$3, 13 . 75
3,067.68
2 6.80
45.54
4~2.08
1,064.40
11. 79
4 9. 29
135.00
74. 25
24.14
26.60
1.32
94.10
137.54
7.63

59.15
491. 9-l

170.10
1 .72
4.30
247.72

9.
12.00

4.3i

t 1

>

,

n r por ,1, of.. - ................ - .. - .. - ... - . - . - ... ~~
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MF.SS-TATI LE S AND llRNCIIES.

There were manufactured duriug the fiscal ;year, under authority of
the Secretary of War, at Fort Leavenworth Military Prison, viz:
30 small mess-tables ____ .. ___ .. . _.... __ . _. ____ ...•........ - .. - . . . . . . . . . .
12 small mess-ben ches. __ ..••..•• •••........•.. _..•.. _. __ ... - .... - .. - . . .
44 mess-tables (special) _.... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - • • • • • • • • 120 mess-tables and 239 benches . ..... _..... _.. __ ... ·-· ..... ·-._ ........ -

$27. 60
9. 48
324. 28
1, 809.20

Or a total cost, as reported, of_ .. . .... _................ - .... ~ ..... -

2, 190. 56

COMPANY FIELD-DESKS.

Thero were manufactured during the fiscal year, under authority of
the Secretary of W ar, at Fort Leavenworth Military Prison, viz:
65 company field -desks .........• .•......••• . . _......•... _..•............. - $518. 91
sro,VES AND RANGES AND STOVE Fl'RNITURE.

The following descri°bed articles of stove furniture were, under au thority of tbe Secretary of War, manufactured at Fort Leavenworth
Military Prison, viz :
1, 308 wasb-hoilerA, Army range _____ ........••••..........•.............. $1,474.77
379. U
714 coffee-boilers, Army range _. _. _...... • ........... - . - •..... - .. - - - .. 56:3. 26
1,078 tea-kettles, Army range ...................•.. ·-···· .......•.••. ··-·

~~~ ~,~et~~~=!~tl~j~;a~[;g; ~:: ~::: ~:::::: :::~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

703 ha.kc.pans, Army range, large . . ....•.....••••. ~ ... - ......... - .... .

794 bake-pan s, Arm y range, small. ._ .......... __ -·. - .... - - - ........ - .. .
51,vasli-hoilers. ····-- ----·· ......................••. ·-·· .••.........

~g :O~e~-t~\11:1~; c_o.~:~1::::: _·: :: :::..·::::::::: .·::::: ~::::::::::::::::::

58 coffee-b oilers, l<'. auu S. ·- -- ·· ·-·· ........ -·-·-· .••• -·---· ......... .
li co ffee- boilers, galvanized iron .................•........•••...•....•
6 coffee-boil ers, round, extra heavy, F. and S ........... --···· ....... .
:11 8 ronnd boilers, F. and S ·-···· .... --···· ............ .... ·-·-·- ..... .
111 round boilers, without P . and S .••.....•••. -··· .•.••••••.. : .••.••..
l:H square boil ers, F. and S .. ............................ -.. .. .......... .
f,19 sqnaro boilers, without F. and S .••••...•.....•.........•..•...... ·.
24 copper boilers ........ - - · · -·· · ................•........•.......... 1 copper boiler, round-··- ... ... -··--·····-· ...•............•........
l:l copper boilers, round, F . and S : ... .......... ·-·· -· ............... .
G copper boilers, square .... . _....••.. _.. .. ..............••••....... 10 copper l>oil ors, square, F . and S .......•.........•..................
8 boilers, 2 fa.ucets .......................... ·- .••••..... ·- .. -· -- ... .
15 boilers, 2 lids, bar across the top ......................••.......... 9 boilers, with steamer attached ...•.....••••..••....••.....••••.•••.

~g ~i:t~~;tn~: _!.;~~ ::::::::::::::::::~ :::::::::~:: ~ ::::::::::::::~: :~

2

6 tea-kettles, galva,nized iron . . ........ _..•...•••..........•.. - - .... .
50 tea-kettles, copper .• ~ •• ~ ..•••........•.....•.................... - - .

~ ~~!~~~~r (~.

!!!

:~-~r:~~ .":::: _-_-: _-: :::: _-:: .": _-: _-_- .-: _-_-_-_-: :::::: ·.: _- ::: :_- :: _-.

!l ~i~i~/!'.!I::!i::IiI! i::
;_i: !

184.2j

30. :~o
342.70
236.22

63.65
40.96
15.03
144. 13

15.96
15.44
661. 38

164.65
260.04
812.24
62.40
2.90
. 42. 64

23.15
51. 55

45.76
29.55
21. 78

~f>.25
96.33
18. 7j

15.36
76.50
3.30

1.18
.f>2
17.70
113.77

iii;i::i:::ii;:ii

2:)6 stov -pipe, common, 4-inch ····-· ·-···· .. . . --·· --·- ............ -···
33 stov -pip , common, 4-i·inch . ·-. __ ... -- .... - - ...... ......••. ·- ... - .
2.50 tovc-pip ,common,4t-inch ·-·-·····-·········---· ········· ·······
l,612 !ltovo-pip, common, f>-inch ··--·- ...... ·-·- --···· .••••.............

17.68
18. Bl
14. 9G
1. 80

~0.40

20.48

3.30
~1.25

145.08
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358 stove-pipe, common, 5½-inch ...................................... .
9,480 stove-pipe, common, 6-inch .... ................ .......••••.........
50 stove-pipe, common, 6-½-inch .......... .......... ......•............
3,696 stove-pipe, common, 7-inch --·· ____ .... _______ ___ ···- ............. .
1,274 stove-pipe, common, 8-inch .............. _................••.......
147 stove-pipe, common, 9-inch ...•....•.•...•.• _. .••.••.•.••.••••••....
30 stove-pipe, Russia, 4-½-inch ..•.••...•.......•..•..•...•••...••.•.•..
198 stove-pipe, Russia, 5-inch ........•. •.........•• ••...•..•••....••••.
461 stove-pipe, Russia, 6-inch .••••....•.. .•.•.....• .....•...•••••..••..
125 stove-pipe, Russia, 7-inch .... ...•••••.••••..•.••.• •.••.............
72 stove-pipe, Russia, 8-inch .••••.........•••..... ~--· ••••••..........
10 elbows, common, 4-inch .. ___ ..•••••..........•••..••••........••••.
10 elbows, common, 4¼-inch ......•...•...•.... .•..••• ••••..•..•••.....
100 elbows, common, 4½-inch . ... .. .. ......•..•.••••.•.• •••...•..•....•.
638 elbows, common, 5-inch ...••••.. ..••.••.•.•••••.• ..•....•..........
98 elbows, common, 5-½-inch .... _...••••.......••••••••••.•.•••........
2,299 elbows, common, 6-inch ................ ...•...••. ••••..............
24 elbows, common, 6-½-ineh ..........••...•••....••.•••••..••••....•..
1,077 elbows, common, 7-inch .•. _.... _...............••...•...•••.•......
385 elbows, common, 8-inch .........•.....••....•..•••••.••••••...••••.
18 elbows, common, 9-inch .....................•...•••••....••........
6 elbows, common, 9-½-inch ....... ...•...•.•• .. .••• .....•..•••••.•.••.
10 elbows, Russia, 4-½-inch .......... .....•...••..•.. ..................
59 elbows, Russia, 5-inch .............•................•.••••.•.......
128 elbows, Russia, 6-in<·-h ....•.........•••.........•••.............••.
46 T-joints ......•••...•.......................••..............• -..• -172 flue-stopp ers .................•.•. ................•. .•.•........ -- -112 dampers ....••..••••...•.•.............••.............•••..........
6 collars, taper ...•.....•.........••••. ............. .....•••.........
L, 520 collars .........••••..........••..........••.....••.......• -•. - -- -·

2!7 fl~:~m~bfe~
adjustable elbows .......•...............••••...•........... - - -- ---·

37. 5!)
!)95.40
7. 00

619.
2fil. 61
36.0-2
. 70

61..
154.44
44.63
30.
1. 30
1.20
14. 00
70.1
10. 7
270.13
4.56
207. 3'2
84..42
6.12
2. 16
2.30
9.44
23.04
12.11
13. 76
7. 84.
1. :{2
70. 93
1. 76

0

1.
3.50

~ :: :: : : :: :: : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: :: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : :::

Or a total cost, as reported, of. .....................•....... -- - ---

----

9,382. 3

Stoves· and ranges of standard manufacture and extra parts therefor
were purchased at general depots to extent of $18,965.53.
IIAND·CARTS AND DUMP-CARTS.

During the fiscal year there were purchased 120 hand-carts at a co t
of $1,668, and GO dump-carts at a cost of $2,155.80.
VETERINARY SUPPLIES.

During the ft cal year, under Army Regulations 322, veterinary upplies were purcha ed from the Medical Department to the valno of
$4,2H).87, against a cost of $2,266.95 for the fiscal year 1885-'86.
ILLUMINATING SUPPLIE .

of

n ac ount f illuminating

f illuminating u pli
n1ar . n p I l i

1

•

t

ffi
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ESTIMATES AND REQUISITIONS.

Estimates for annual supplies and miscellaneous requisitions have
been received and acted upon during the fiscal year as follows:
From
From
Prom
From

Division of the Atlantic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Division of the Missouri. ......••....• __ . . • • • • . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Division of the Pacific .•.. _... _. _.. _•••.....•...• _.. _.. . . . . . • . • . . . . • . • .
general depots, independent posts, etc.................................

735
585
184
390

Total ....................•........................••..••••............ 1,894

There were also received during the fiscal year 9,410 letters on the
subjects of regular supplies and contracts, and 7,324 letters written
upon the same business.
CONTRACTS.

During the year ending June 30, 1887, 1,961 contracts were received,
examined, and filed in this office. Nine hundred and seventy-eight
were for 110,711 cords of wood, 180,251,657 pounds of coal, 50,340 bushels.
ofcharcoal,17 ,674,600 pounds of corn, 30,558,250 pounds ofoats, 7,455,000
pounds of barley, 3,556,100 pounds of bran, 88,351,386 pounds of bay,
0,241, 720 pounds of straw, 52,000 pounds of shorts, and 52,000 pounds
of middlings; 3 for indefinite quantities of fuel, forage, and straw; 17
for work on national cemeteries; 1 for furnii;:hing headstones; 106 for
clothing, camp and garrison equipage; 22 for horses and mules; 28
for transportation ; 3 for office furniture; 1 for bob-sleigh; 1 for
hydraulic ele-rntor; 1 for scales; 1 for boats; 83 for buildings ; 9 for
stationery; 4 for lamps, lanterns, lamp and lantern parts; 41 for miscellaneous supplies; 1 for lamp-chimneys; 38 for water and water supply ; 2 for rubber hose, &c.; 3 for manning and navigating steamers ;
8 for furniture for .Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, .Ark.; 3 for
wagons and wagon parts; 1 for lockers; 1 for drop-lights; 1 for handcarts; 2 for record-books; 192 for services; 50 for building materials;
7 for mineral oil; 43 for shoeing public animals; 30 for stoves and stove
parts, and heating app:1ratus; 2 for packing-boxes; 144 for leases ; 11
for telephone service ; 6 for supplying gas ; 1 for drilling well ; 1 for
lamp-posts; 5 for lumber used for packing and miscellaneous purposes;
1 for l~p-robes; 1 for table furniture; 2 for refilling hektographs; 1 for
ltitchiug-posts; 3 for gravel; 1 for horseshoe nails, and 1 for wheels
with vulcanized tires.
RECORDS, FILES, AND CLAIMS BRANCH.

'rhis branch has the custody of the general records and files of the
office since its organization on June 15, 1818, and such other records
and. papers as are, from time to time, transferred by the several other
branches for safe keeping.
·
. It also keeps record of all requisitions on the Public Printer for printmg and. binding for the office, and for books and blanks issued by the
depot quartermaster in this city to officers of the Army, and receives
and distributes the work when completed.
It has charge of and. acts upon claims for extra-duty pay to soldiers;
for reimbursement of expenses incurred on account of the Quarterma t r's Department; for expenses for the interment of officers and enlisted men ; for services of employes; rewards for the apprehension and
lcliv ry of d serters; tor the recovery of lost or stolen public animals,
and the cxpens s incident to their pursuit; for commutation of quarters,
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and fuel for officers and soldiers, during· the war and since, ancl of all
other claims and accounts not assigned to auy other brancll.
It acts upon calls made l>y the Adjutant-General, Commissioner of
Pensions, and other bureaus of the Government, for record of service of
civilian employes an<l. enlisted men on extra duty during the war of the
rebellion and the Mexican war, and has charge of all miscellaneou '
matter not assigned to other branches, or to the chief clerk of the
office, or the superintendent of the building, and conducts the necessary
correspondence, and keeps the records of the transactions connected
wHh the branch.
It also conducts the correspondence in relation to supplying the
libraries at military posts with newspapers for the benefit of enlisted
men under Army Regulations 538.
In this branch is also a sub-branch, which has charge of the receipt,
distribution, and dispatch of the mails.
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS AND ACCOUNTS.

At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on file in the office
10,669 miscellaneous claims, amounting to $8,434,146.12, aud 249 accounts, amounting to $82,569.47; aggregate, 10,918claims and account ,
amounting to $8,516,715.59. During the year there were received 1,643
claims and accounts, amounting, as prei:;ented, to $175,588.85; to_tal
claims and accounts 12,561, amounting to $8,692,304.44. Final actlOn
has been taken upon 1,482 of these claims and accounts, amounting to
$311,343.83.
.
Of these, 80 claims were approved for payment of $1,310; 35 cla~m ,
amonntingto $7,369.7U were refer-red to other Departments; 548cla1m ,
amounting to $53,978.31, were transmitted to the Third A.uditor of the
Treasury for action of the accounting officers, and 153 claims, amounting to $118,096.27, were rejected. Of those approved for payment and
referred a reduction of $18,643.42 was made in their amount as presented to this office. There were 237 accounts, amounting to $17,561.0:3,
approved for payment, in which a reduction of $201.60 was made rn
their amount as presented ; 369 accounts, amounting to $65,592.93, were
referred to other Departments, and 60 accounts, amounting to $28,581.4 ,
were disallowed.
.
·
At the end of the fiscal year there remained on file in the office
10,800 miscellaneous claims and 279 accounts, amounting in the aggregate to $8,380,960.61.
The examination of the e claims, many of th.em for small um du
for service rendered a teamsters and laborers during the late war, i
n_ c arily a slow and tediou process, requiring the careful xaminat10n of the monthly r port of officers, ometimes quite volnminou
b aring many thou and name of per on employed, and often r quirin rr
mu~h corre pondence with claimants or their attorneys in order t
nfy h tat ment upon which the claims are ba ed.
_u ·h laim contina to be pr ntecl, but the evidence ubmitted in
~ 1r npp rt, wing to th I ng time which has elap ed ince the r1 • • w r ! od r <~, and to the ignorance of the claimant , i of littl
valn
th1 offi m making the r quir d exa,minati n.
1, r , n m1 r f v u h r. i · ·n d y offic r of the Quar rma ter ~
J 'l · r tn n_ £ r, r , pur ·h
cl an<l in pay m n .C>r servic r nd r d
• 1• ~ _n fil 111 thi · fli · f' r af 1· pin g and , r in ·lud dam nrr tll
h ·r ·111 1 ·p r • l , · n h; 11(1, 11 • wh r , n . of h p r. n. in who
a· ,r llf' ' ·, r · i u <l h •ing n11h1 wn.
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Staternent of rniscellaneous clairns ~nd accounts in the Qu,artermaster-General's office for
the fiscal year ending Jnne :10, 1887. .
·
Number.

Amount.

Ou hand July 1, 1886, which had previouslr been suspended. or had received
no decisive action:
Claims....................................................................
Accounts ..... ·; ..........................................................

10, 669
249

$8, 434, 146. 12
82,569.47

10,918
947
696

8, 5L6, 715. 59

Claims received during the fiscal year ......... ...................• ~- •........
Accounts received during the fiscal year .................................... .
Total number on hancl and received......... ....... ..... ....... ...... ..

12,561

8,692,304.44

Claims approved....... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . • . . . • . . . . .
80
Claims referred to other departments ....... ;....... ..........................
35
Claims referred to Third Auditor for action of accounting officers............
548
Reduction on claims approved and referred ............................................. .

iig;~tiitit:!~i;:~~~~~~i~::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::: ......~~!.

91,715.07
83,873.78

1,319.00
7,369.79
53,978.31
18,643.42
118,096.27
17,561.03
201.

uo

Accounts referred to other departments......................................
Accounts rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .

369
60

65,592.93
28,581.48

Total upon which final action has been taken...........................

1,482

311,343.83

Remaining on hand July 1, 1887:
Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . •. . . . .

10, 800
279

8, 326, 454. 40
54, 506. 21

Total number and amount .............................................. · 11,079

8,380,960.61

NEWSP.A.PERS FOR POS'l' LIBRARIES.

Under the provisions of Army Regulations, paragraph 538, reading
matter, consisting of newspapers, has been supplied to the libraries of
131 military posts, independent arsenals, recruiting depots, etc., garrisoned by a force representing 465 companies, at the rate of $10 worth
for each company, costing $4,632.64. The newspapers furnished were,
weeklies 84, semi-weeklies 5, dailies 53, total .142.
The papers most desired by the enlisted men at military posts during
the year were the following:
Namo of paper.

Posts.

WEEKLIBB.
·Army and N :wy J oU:rnal.. ............... .
Army and Navy Register . .......•...•.... ·
Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper . ...
Harper's Weekly ..........•.•....•.••••..
'.l'he Scientific American .••....•••........
Detroit Free Press ............•••.••.•....

;rn:.
~~~-~~:::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::: ::::::
New York Clipper ....................... .

Puck .................................... .

Name of paper.

Posts.

WEEKLIES-continued.
45
100
66
86
13
21
16
13
23
76

Saint Louis Globe-Democrat ....•......•.

15

DAILIES.

New York Herald .............•••.......
New York Times .•......••.....•.......
Pioneer Pl'0ss (Saint .Paul) . ............. .
Saint Louis Globe-Democrat ............ .
San Francisco Chronicle . .........•......
The New York Tribune ......•......... .
Tho World {New York) ................ .

57
14
17
29
11
5
8

REQUISI'l'IONS FOR PRINTING .AND BINDING.

During the fiscal year there were recorded in this branch and transmitted to the Chief Clerk, War Department, for approval, 378 requisition upon the Public Printer for printing and binding, the total cost
of which was $15,154.12.
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The requisitions were for record books, indexes, blank forms, etc.,
used by the different branches in this office; and also for all the book
and blanks requiredfor use in the Quartermaster's Department through·
out the Army. All this work, when completed, job by job or in part,
was delivered to this branch for proper distribution to the other
branches, or to the depot quartermaster, this city.
The character of such requisitions varied from a label costiug 25 cent
to blanks costing over $500. An estimate of each job wa~ required and
considered before the work was :finally ordered, with a view that the
cost total for the year should not exceed the allotment made for thi'
Bureau by the Secretary of War.
The work consisted, in part, of the following, viz:
Books made. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
470
Blanks and blank forms ........•...... ............... ....•.....•..... ... 1,601, 9".-0
Roster of officers of the Quartermaster's Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~, 000
Specifications for clothing, camp, and garrison equipage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,550
Printing and furnishing envelopes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99,500

together with many other items, such as letter· lleadings, labels, Y~wel
and alphabet tags, circulars, Congressional reports, printing and bm<ling of Quartermaster-General's report, tablets, and the binding and rebinding of general and special orders, and books required for constant
use and reference.
I am, General, very respectfully, _your obedient servant,
.
c. G. SAWTELLE,

Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army.

Brig. Gen. s. B. HOLABIRD,
Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army.

A.-Statentent of all troops and property transp01·ted under direction of the Quartermaster's
Department during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.

IBy railroad.
Passengers:

Officers . • • . . . . . . . . .

Men . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . .
Animals:
Hors s . ........... .
Males ............ .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . .
aarterma t.er's . . .

Ord~anco .. . . .... ..
• dical .••. _.. .•. . ..
I gnal

n'lCO . . • • •

l11 cellaneous . . . . .

Number.

1, 502
25, 512

By water.* By wagon.

Number.

Number.

184 . _. __ ...... __
2, 425 . __ •.. _. . . . . .

By stage.

Number.

241
2, 080

ByGovern-1
ment vos- Grand total.
sels.t

---I
Number.
25, 786
27, 663

Number.

128, 063

150, 866

l- - - -~---- 1 - - - -·1----1- - - -:- - - 27, 014

2, 009 ... • . ....•.. _

31 227

154, 609 _ _18_7,_M_!>

4,566
2,511

117 ...............•..• ·•··•·
386

117
1

7, 077

503 .•.••....•....•..••. •••• •

118

4,

2,

- - - -1 - - - - 1 - - - -1-----1-----:- - - -

=--l===f===i====l===I
==:==:===
Pounds.
l'uund,.
Pounds.
Pounds.
Pounds.
45, 092,548
54, 733, 081
13,171,074
2,112,212
1, OOi, 289
0, 334, 001

0, OiO, 504
7, 052, 1G2
3, 500, 053
3 , 057
319,127

1,102,134

34, 586, 168
67, 105, 0411
5, 020, 280
2, 539, 855
513,104

.. . . . . .. . . . .
.... .. ......
.... .. ......
.. . . . . . .. . . .

25,082,251 ·•• · · ·

1: aoo·

1, 609, 878
2, 325, 008
500, 615
45, 0
341

5,631,032

1 - - - -1- - - - - - - ··- - - 135,747, 703

7,396

10,200, 762

200, OHl,

d p. rlm n
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B.-Table showing the pt'incipal movements of troops during the fiscal year ending Jiine 30,
1887.
Regiment and
company.
Second Cavalry:
M .............
Fourth Cavalry:
L ............. .
Ninth Cavalry:
L ..............
First Artillery :
D ..............
L ..............

From De.
To Depart·
partment of'.- ment of-

Stations b efore move.
ment.

Stations after movement.

ThoCol'mbia California ... Fort Klamath, Oreg ..... Fort Bidwell, Cal.
The Missouri Arizona.. .. . FortLoavenworth, Kans F?rt Stanton, N. Mex.
The Platte .. TheMis'louri Fort McKinney, Wyo ... Fort Leavenworth, Kaus.
California ... TheCol'mbia .Alcatraz Island, Cal .... Fort Canby, Wash.
TheCol'mbia California ... Fort Canby, Wash ...... Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal.

l!'irst Infantry :
Headquarters . . Arizona ........ do
A.... . . . . . . . . . . . ... do . . . . . . . . • . . do
B ............. .. ... do .......... do
U .•............... . do ..... , ..... do

..•....
. .. . . . .
.......
.......

Fort Grant, Ariz ....... .
Fort Apache, Ariz ..... .
Fort Grant, Ariz ...... .
ForLHuachuca, Ariz .. .

D .••........ ... ... . do ....... .. .. do ....... Fort McDowell, Ariz ...
E .•........... .. .. . do .. .. ....... do . . . . . . . Whipple Barracks, Ariz

! :::::::::::::: ::::i~: :::::: ::::i~ ::::::: ~~~t ii~Ta~~. ti\~·::::::

H .............. TheMissomi . .. . do ...... ]'ortLea,enworth,Kans.

I. ....... . ...... Arizona . .. . .... . do ....... Fort Bowie, Ariz ...... .

K .................. do . .... ...... do . ...... Fort Verdo, Ariz ... .... .
Second Infantry:
Headquarters .. TheCol'mbia The Platto . . Fort Cre ur D'Alene,
Idaho.
A .................. do ...... ... .. do . ..... . Fort Townsend, Wash ..
Boise Barracks, Idaho ..
Fort Spokane, Wash ....
D ................. do. ·..... . ... . do ...... . Fort Creur D'Alene,
Idaho.
E ............. . .... do ...... . ... . do . ............ do ................ .
.I!, .......... . . .. . . . do . .... : ..... do . ... .... ..... do ..............·.. .
G ....... . .... . . . do . ..... .. .. . do . . . . . . . Fort Spokane, \-Vash ... .
H .......... . . . . ... do ...... . ... . do . . . . . . . . .. . .. do ...... . ......... .
I ........... . .. . . . . do . . . . . . .. do .. . . . . Fort Klamath, Oreg ... .
K ........ .. ... . .. . do ...... .... do ..... . . Fort Creur D 'Alene,
Idaho.
Foa rth Infantry:
H eadquarters Tho P latte .. ThoCol'mbi.a Fort Omalrn, N ebr . .... .
A . ... . ......... ThoMissouri ... . do ....... FortLeavenworth,Kans.
B .. . ........... Tho Platte ...... do ....... Fort Omaha, Nebr ..... .
C .... ...........••. do .......... . do ....... Fort Robinson, Nebr ... .

t::::::::::::: ::J~ :·:::::: :::·i~ ·::::::

t:::::::::: ::. ::::i~ ::::::: ::::i~ :::::::

Angel Island, Cal.
Benicia Barracks, Cal.
Fort Gaston, Cal.
Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal.
Benicia Barracks, Cal.
Angel Island, Cal.
Do.
Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal. ·
Fort Halleck, Nev.
San Diego Barracks, (;al
Fort 'M:~ermit, Nev.
Fort Omaha, Nebr.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.
Fort Omaha, N ebr.
Fort Robinson.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.

Fort Creur D 'Alene, Idaho.
Fort Spokane, Wash.
Do.
Fort Craur D'Alene, Idaho.
Do.
Do.
·~·o·r·tjgi.~~~:-~~~:::::::
Fort Spokane, Wash.
Boise Barracks, Idaho.
Fort Creur D'Alene, Idaho.
Fort Spokane, Wash.
Do.

t:::.: : :••::• •::fI:\I::]! :•t ~j_ij.f~i~~fsFI

Sb:th Infanlry:
II .............. ThePlatto .. ThoMissoul"i Fort Douglas, Utah ..... FortLeavenworth,Kans.
I ............ ... .. . do . . . . . . . . . .. do . . . . . . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .
Do.
Eighth Infantry:
Headquarters.. California. .. Arizona.. .. . Angel Island, Cal . . . . . . . Fort Lowell, Ariz.

L:::::::::::: :::·~~ ::::::: ::::~{~ ::::::: .~~~i~c{~~~r.1~a.~~~'.~~l.: ::

I/// Il!\I• }!!II li!~i!tf

ii°"'.

i~~1~~:~t f~f!:

!!iliitt::

Ileadq11arters .. Arizona. .... The Platte .. Fort Lowell, Ariz ... .. . . Fort Niobrara, Nebr.

j;:;I••:;;}

!i i!'.(\ ••]!:(;•:i!ii!~~tti : : t:::::·:.::

I ......... ..... .. . do ........... do .. ... . . F ort Graut, Ariz . ....... Fort Robinson, Nebr.
Do.

.K .......••..•.. .... do ......... . . do .. ..... Fort lluachuca,.A.riz . .. ,
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Table showing ilie prinGipal mot'ernc1its of troops during the fis cal year, etc.-Continued.
Regiment and
company.

From De-

Ipartment of-

To Depal't-1
mcnt of-

Stations before mornment.

Stat: :)lls after movement.

----------1--------

Ninth Infantry:
Headquarte1s.. The Platte .. .A.l'izona .. ... Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. Wh:pple Barracks, Ariz.
.A. ..•• ••....... .... do ..••...... do ............ do ..... .......... . Fort Apache, Ariz.
B ............. . ... do ........... tlo ... ... . Camp Mctlicino Butte, Fort Thomas, A.riz.
Wyo.
:Fort ,vingate, N. Mex.
-~~.r~-~~A:.~~-~s-~l~,.~_:>:~: Fort Thomas, Ariz.
Fort Winirate, N. Mex ..
Whipple Hauacks, Ariz.
Fort Apache, Ariz.
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.
-~~.!:_~.t~~~.~~;lr~~::>:~:
Do.
K . ..... ............ do . .... ...... do . ............ tlo ............ ... . ]fort V ertle, Ariz.
Eleventh Infantry:
G ............. . The Missouri Dakota ..... FortLea'"enwortb,Kans. Fort Abraham Lincoln,
Dak.
Thirteenth Inf'try:
K ...... ........ Arizona ... . The Missouri Fort Scldeu, N. Mex ... . Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Seventeenth Inf'ry:
Headquarters.. Dakola..... Tho Platte .. Fort Yates, Dale ...... . Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Do.
.A. .............. .... do ......... . do ... . . . I!'ort .A.uraham Lincoln,
Dak.
CarupMedicineButto,Wyo
.
.Il .•••...•....•..•... do .......... . do ...... . Fort Yates, Dak .. ..... .
I) •••••.••..•••. •••. do ........... do . ..... . Fort Totten, Dak ..... . . l!'ort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Do.
D ..•............••. do ... ....... . do . ..... . Fort Yates, Dak ....... .
Do.
E .•....... . ... . .... do ........... clo ...... . Fort Custer, Mont ..... .
Do.
F ... . ........... ... do ... . . . . ... do . .•.•.. Fort Totten, Dak ...... .
Do.
G ................. do .......... . do . .. ... . Fort Abraham Lincoln,
Dak.
H . ................. do ........... do ...... . Fort Yates, Dak .. .••.. . Fort Bridger, Wyo.
I ............•..•.. do .. .•..... •. do ...... . Fort Totteu, Dak ..•.... Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Do.
K ... ... ......•. ·•... do .•.•....... do ...... . Fort Custer, Mont ..... .

i:::::::::::::: ::::a~::::::: ::J~ :::::::

~ ::::::::~
::::.::::i~ ::::::::::~ i~ ::::::::::.::?i~ :.::::.::::·.::::.

t.:.:.:.:_::::::::: ::J~ ::::::: ::J~ :::::::

C.-Statement Qf vessels owned

01· pu1·chas~d by

the Government and employed in the Qua1·termaster's Department during the fiscal yea,· endir1g June 30, 1887.

00

~
~

Name.

01

Class.

~

Tonmtge.

~~:~!~~built.

Estimated
cost ·or
value.

By whom employed.

Where employed.

Amount
paid for
repairs.

Amount
paid for
running expenses in- Total expenses.
cJ:e~~r
wage!!.

00

f

Chester A.. Arthur1

__

Ordnanoe1 __ ______ __ .
Ci;! Resolute ___________ _
I-Monroe ______ . __ ··--·
Atlantic _____________

Steamer-------· 178. 70

June 30, 1876 $26,000.00

Lieut. Col. H. C. Hodges, deputy quartermal!ter-general
U.S.Army.
____ __ do. _____ ----------··---·
Depot quart6rmaster . ___ .. __
Post quartermaster_._. ___ . __ .
______ do------------------···-·

76. 00 June 30, 1876
70. 30 Nov. 14, 1879
62. 35 Nov. 30, 1875
60. 31 Oct. 15, 1878

18,000.00
17,947.46
15,200.00
13,865.56

Barrancas ··-··· --- -· Steam-launch ...
General Wool. __ .. __ . Propeller----·-·
General Greene6 _____ Steam-launch ___

28.01
97.00
25_ 20

Nov. 7, 1874
Sept. 1, 1883
Mar. 3, 1874

5,750.00 ··----dO ----····-·------··---··
27,870.80 · ·----dO -··---··-·-···-----·--·
5,250.00 ______ do---------------------- ·

Thayer __________ _... ----do ___________

32.36

Oct.

Propeller - ---- __
Steam-tug . ____ .
Steam-launch. __
Steam-~ug . ____ .

8, 1874

:Belle of the Bay _. _. . Sloop _. _. __ .. __ .
Lillie Lees .. ___ •.. __ . Steam-yacht _.

16.00 July 25, 1882
40.00 July 23, 1879

Hamilton··---· ______ Steam-launch .. .

37.68 Feb. 1, 1875

Amelia Wheaton . __ . .... do-···---··-·

40.00

A.ug. 24, 1880

Dispatoh9 ..... _. _.... ____ do· · ·---··-··

15. 00

Nov. 28, 1879

General McPhsrson10 Propeller .. ___ . _ 104. 23

Sept. 1, 1867

General McDowell ... ··-do···- · ··-·-· 160. 00

Nov. 17, 1886

Total ....... _. . - ...... --- .. ---.... -- - ---·--

-·--·------···

1 Run

under contract.
Paid for temporary hire of vessels, $12,127.
Paid for temporary hire of vessels, ~3,283.
'Paid for hire, $12; · for ticketEi, $73; freight, $27.25.

7,200.00 ------do--·- ··-· -· · -------··-· -

New York Harbor ______ _ · ·- · $15,333.76
------do ____ ________ __________
Boston, Mass._ .. ·----····- ..
Fort Adams, R. I __ . ___ . _. _..
Governor's Islanll,N ew York
Harbor.
Fort Barra.ncas, Fla ... __.. _.
Fort Monroe, Va _____ ___ ___ .
Governor's Island.New York
Harbor.
Governor's Island and Fort
Hamilton, David's Island,
and Fort Wadsworth,
New York Harbor.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ____
Devil's Lake, Dak. _____ ____ .

275.00 ···---dO -·-- · -···-··· ·-·--·---·
6,075.00 Post quartermaster, Fort Totten,Dak.
7,800.00 Depot quartermaster. __ . _... _. David's Island, New York
Harbor.
8,000.00 Lieut. H. E. Robinson, Fourth Fort Sherman, Idaho . __ ... _.
Infantry, acting assistant
quartermaster.
3,510.00 Capt. W. S. Patten, assistant Vancouver Depot, Wash ____
quartermaster.
40,000.00 Chief quartermaster, ·Division .San Francisco Harbor, Cal ..
of the Pacific.
56,150.00 ..... . do ................. ···-·. ______ do. _____ ..... ________ _
........... . ....

2

5
6

5

7

·· ··--·-----·---·-----------·--

$10,047.73

2

$25, 381. 49

1,181.11
1,643.50
210. 00
8,302.95

6,720.89
8,147.37
2,417.00
9, 1,8. 64

37,902.00
49,790.87
2,627.00
17,481.59

,!:)

573.13
81. 75
51. 40

2,602.47
4,144.28
147. 00

3,175.60
4,226.03
198. 4-0

t_tj

384,81

1,598.36

1,983.17

~

!;:O

~

~
00

~

t_tj

t;lj

-----··----·

86. 00
(7)

1,778.00

3,584.98

5,362.98

60.92

210. 31

86. 00

·----------- -----···---·

8271.

23

I

0

t_tj

!Z
t_tj

t;lj
~

r4
159. 50

1,099.97

1,259.47

38. 20

5,506.15

115,544.35

1,544.04

13,437.45

14,981.49

-----------· ---····-----------1 31,429.07

68,842.60

100,271.67

Sold at public sale, June 2, 1887, for $730.
Destroyed at wharf by fire, October 8, 1886.
None.
8 Includes $127.75 extra-duty pay. ·

~
t;lj

9
Sold at auction, March 3, 1887, for $1,700.
IOSold under sealed bids, March 31, 1887, for $7,755.
11
Includes $187.34for advertising sale.

~

00
lo-'-

~

D.-Staftme11t of vessels chartered, impressed, or employed by the Qnm·termaster's Depa1·tnient during the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1887.

00
~

Clas.,.

Name.

Ton·
nage.

I chartered.
When

Period of service.
Rate of pay.
From-

Total
earning.

}ret•u,~ich 1 ••••••••• Steamer .. 67.12 .Tuly 1, 1886 .Tuly
Bowen 1 •• ••••••••• do ..... 67.12 Oct. 21!, 1886 Oct.
Oct. 27, 1886 Oct.
.Ropublio 1 • • • • • • ••• • • Bar~e ... . (2)
(2)
Oct. 27, 1886 Oct.
}.letn 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Steamer ..
Junrn1diowl)n 1 ••••••••• • do ..... 67.12 Nov. 1, 1886 Nov.

1, 1886
29, 1886
27, 1886
27, 1886
1, 1886

July
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

1, 1886
29, 1886
28, 1886
28, 1886
1, 1886

$67 p er day .......
3$80 per day .. ....•
3 $50 per day .......
$200 per day•......
4$67 per day .......

. ... . 67.12 Nov. 13,1886 ~ ov.
Nov. 29,1886 Nov.
.. .. . (2)
..... 67.12 Dec. 1, 1886 Dec.
(2)
Dec. 1, 1886 Dec.
.....
. .... (2)
Jan. 1, 1887 Jan.

13, 1886
29, 1886
1, 1886
1, 1886
1, 1887

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Deo.
Jan.

30, 1836
30, 1886
31, 1886
31, 1886
4, 1887

4$67 per day ....... 1,301.48
4$67 p er day .......
152. 48
4$67 per day .. •••.. 2,280.28
4$67 per day .... ... 2,295.68
4 $67 p er day . ...•..
268. 00

J11111t•!l

llo ... ........ . . , ... .do
011sro' ....... ........... do
,l1um'sBowen 1 •••••••• • • do
011><1·0• •• ••••••••••••••••• do
1-;.11. Webster 1 •••• ••••• • do

,To~l'Jlh ::-tiokney 1 •••• ' •••• do .....
O:<-.l'O' ...••..•.. •• . ' .••. do ... .
Jo<1t·phStickney 1 •••• , •••• do ....

(2)

O~Sl'<> '· .................. do . ... .
• •• do . . . . .

(')
(2 )

.J o~cph Stickney 1 •••••

(2)

e)

.Tan. 5, 1887 Jan . 5, 1887 .Tan. 31, 1887
.Tan. 1, 1887 ,Tan. 1, 1887 J an. 31, 1887
Feb. 1,1887 Feb. 1,1887 Jan. 28, 1887

IMar.
~.Iar.

4

$67. 00
98. 48
100. 00
400. 00
134. 00

$67 per day .•••••. 1,809.00
p er day ..••... 2,267.96
$67 per day ....... 1,876.00

4 $67
4

1887 1

1, 1887 Mar. 1 1887 Ma.·. 31,
'$67 po, d•y . . .... . 2. 291. 21
1, 1887 Mar. 1'. 1887 Mar. 2, 1887 4$67 per day .......
134. 00

Jnmes Bowen 1 ••• • • •••••• do . .... 67.12 Mar. 3, 1887 · Mar. 3 1887 Mar. 31, 1887 4$6-:' per day ....... 1,943.00
O~!ll'O 1 ••••••••• •• •••• • • do . . . . . (2)
Apr. 1, 1887 A.pr. 1: 1887 Apr. 30, 1887 1 4$57 per day . ...... 2,210.20
JnuwsBowon 1 •••••• ••••• do ..... 67.12 Apr. 1,1887 Apr. 1.1887 Apr 26, 1887 4$67 per day .. ..... 1,742.00

·a ............

os~co 1•••••
do . . . . .
J . ...\.. Bishop ........... . do . . .
Mn;r Wittich 5

(~)
()

May l , 1887- May 1, 1887 May 28, 1887 4$67 per day . ...... 2, 045.40
.Tuly 10, 1886 ,Tuly 10, 1886 July 10, 1886 $75 per trip . . .....
75. 00

•••••••

... . do .....

(2)

Oct. 25, 1886 Oct. 2.3, 1886 Oct. 25, 1886 , $29 per trip .......

•••••••••••••••

.... do .....

(~)

Aug. 11,1886 Aug. 11, 1886 Sept. 11,1886 $56 per month ....

56. 00

Schooner

10. 00

July 1, 1886 July 1, 1886 Dec. 31. 1886 I $20 per· ~10nth . .. .
8. 00 .Tan. 1,188, Jan. 1, 1887 June 30, 1887 II $2o- p er month ._.. .
6. 00 July 1, 1886 July 1, 1886 D ec. 31, 1886 $10 per month . .. .

120. 00

$8 per month .....

$50 per month ....

48. 00
600. 00

Nov. 5, 188tl Nov. 6, 1886 No,·. 17, 1886 $50 pel" day ... ... .

600. 00

$i5 per clay ... •••.

225. 00

2!J. 00

I

Julin 6

Billy Marcy 7

••••••••

I

Nati'"e 7 • ••••••••••••• Sloop .. .. .
Nollil.' 7 ••••••••••••••.••• do . ...

Sylph 7 ••••••• ••••••• ••• •• do ..... 11.00 Jan.
RelioP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Schooner . 1 (2 )
Oct.
Et11:i 8

•••••••••••••••

Tug .•.•.. 24. 00

llN·onh•11a ..•........ .... do ..... 48. 00

No\·.

Remarks.

To-

1, 1887 ,Tan. 1. 1887 Jane 30, 1887
1, 1885 July 1, 1886 June 30, 1887

3, 18~0 Xuv. 3, 1~86 Nov. 5, ld8U

150. 00
60. 00

~

Coal, $18.48.

t_zj

Coal furnished by Quartermaster's Department on Gov.
ernor's Island, N. Y. H.
Hire, $1,306; coal, $95.48.
Hire, $134; coal, $18.48.
Hirn, $2,077; coal, $203.28.
Hiro, $2,077; coal, $218.68.
Coal furnished b_y Quartermaster's Department on Governor's Island, N. Y. H.
Do.
Hire, $2,077; coal, $190.96.
Coal furnished by Quartermaster's Department on Gov.
ernor's Island, N. Y. H.
Hire, $2,077; coal, $214.21.
Coal furnished by Quartermaster's Department on Gov.
ernor's Island, N . Y. H.
Do.
Hire, $2,010; coal, $200.20.
Coal furnished by Quartermaster's Department on Governor's Island, N. Y. H.
Hire, $1,876; coal, $169.40.
Transporting garrison from Port Barrancas to Pensacola,
Fla.
Transporting garrison from Pensacola to Fort Barrancas,
Fla.
Transporting garrison from Fort Trumbull to Fisher's
I<!land and back. Target practice.
Transportiu~ mail and supplies from Mobile, Ala., to Forts
Gaines ana Morgan.
Do.
TranRporting mail and supplies from Biloxi to Ship Island,
Miss.
Do.

TranRporting mail and supplies from K ey West to Fort
J efferson.
As su h ,;. titute for steame r G e,leral McPherson, broken
dowu, San Francisco Hnrbor.
Do.

1-'d

O

~

1-3
0
1-zj

1-3

p:j
t_zj
00

t_zj

a

~
tzj

1-3

·

>-

~

.,<
0
1-,:1

~

>,
~

·

Sea Lion 8

••••••• • ••

·1 · ... do

.... · I 93. 00

!

Hercules 8 ••••• ••••••.•• do ..... 48. 00
General Canby 9 ..•..... . do . . . . . 44. 88

Total ......... .

1 Dec.

14, 1886 1 Dec. 14, 1886 Dec. 24, 1886 1 $75 ner day .... . ·

I

1

750. 00

Apr. 14, 1887 A pr. 14, 188i Apr. 19, 1~87 $55 ~er day . . . . . .
27~. 00
A.pr. 30, 1886 .July 1, 1886 I June 30, 1887 $24 . and $27 per 8,486.50
1
trip.
J

As substitute for steamer General McDowell, nndergoing
repairs, San Francisco Harbor.
Do.
Hire, $8,319; extra trips. $144; extra detentions, $23.50.
Not used exclusively by Quartermaster's DepaL'tment.
Service between Astoria, Oregon, and Forts Stevens,
Oregon, and Canby, Wash.

. ... , ..•........... , . •.. .. ••.. . .• . , .•• . ....•.. ... .. ..•. ,34, 890. 67
1 Charter-moneypayable

at NewYorkCity; employed by Lieut. Col. H. C. Hodges, deputy quartermaster-generaL
Unknown.
Including crew.
With engineer and fireman.
Cha1·ter-money payable at Fort Barrancas, Fla., post-quartermaster.
6 Charter-money payable at Fort Trumbull, Conn., post-quartermaster.
7 Charter-money payable at New Orleans, La., depot-quartermaster.
8 Charter-money payable at San Francisco, Cal., Col. Alexander J. Perry, assistant quartermaster-general.
9 Charter-money payable at Portland, Oregon, Lieut. Col. C. A. Reynolds, deputy quartermaster-general.
2

3
4
6

.D

~
~

1-3
t,;l

P::l

~

>al

""3

t,;l

P::l
I

~

t:_1j

zt:_1j
P::l

>-

r

~

00 '
c:.,.:

bslract of contracts for wagon and toater transportation entered into by the Qua1·termaster's Department, received at the office of the QuartermasterGeneral during the fiscal yeat· ending June 30, 1887.
C1l11trnrtiug ofllo(lr.

Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

Date 0£ ex.
pirationof
contract.

John Connelly ........ July 1, 1886 June 30, 1887

Nature of con.tract, etc.

Hauling in and around Newport and
Fort Adams, R. I.

Rates.

$1 per 1,000 pounds.
~
t:_zj

Michael Ahern ....... .... do ....... .... do ....... Hauling in and around Buffalo, N. Y .. Various.

'"d
0

J. D. & T. F. Kimbell .. Aug.17, 1886 .... do ....... Hauling in and around Hot Springs, 2i cents per 100 pounds.
Ark.
George T. Speer ...... July 1, 1886 .... do ....... Ferriage between Fort Preble, Me., $3.12 for 125 ferry tickets.
and Portland (125 tickets p er
month).
William Lee .......... June 21, 1886 .... do ....•.. Hauling in and around Baltimore, Md. 7-.fa cents per 1.00 pounds.
~
I

~

L

~

l'zj

Hauling in and around New York City. Various.

Disinter and remove 74 bodies, more
or less, from David's Island, New
York Harbor, and re.inter them in
the national cemetery at Cypress
Hill, Long Island.
DanielSbea ........... June 15, 1887 June 30, 1888 Furnish vessels to take the places of
steamers Atlantic, Ordnance, and
Chester .A. A.rthurfor service in New
York Harbor.
P. D. Sayres .......... July 12, 1886 June 30, 1887 Hauling between depot at Lewiston
and Fort Niagara, N. Y.

Pa.trick Kelly •..... .. . May 26, 1887 June 30, 1888 Route No. 1, between Watervliet Ar.

senal and any freight station or
wharf in Troy, any freight station
in the town of Watervliet, or other
points withiD the limits of the city
of Tro:r ancl the town of Watervliet.
Route JS o. 2, within the arsenal
limits.
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Kyran A. Murphy .... Dec. 22, 1886 June 30, 1887

L

~

Robert Chambers . .... July 6, 1886 .... do ....... Hauling in and around Atlanta, Ga ... 50 cents for each and every load hauled, the
maximum load not to exceed 1,500 pounds.
T. Libby & Co ........ July ], 1886 ... . do ....... Hauling in and around Boston, Mass .. Various.
Rict.ard H. Walsh .... June 6, 1887 June 30, 1888

i,;::..
00

i,;::..

Joseph A. :Bender .... May 27, 1887 .... do ....... Hauling between .Allegheny Arsenal
aucl Pit ts burgh, Pa.

t_zj

$5.43 cents for each body removed and re-interred.
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>
$67 per day for each vessel employed, including
engineer and fireman, and $10 per hour when
employed by the hour, and for the remainder
of the crew, when required, $13 per day.
5 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
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75 cents per load of 1,500 pounds or less.

{O cents p er hour for single team,
per hour for double•team.

~
~

~

cents

20 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distunce.

New Rochelle and Pel· I Jan. 15, 1887] June 30, 1887 Passenger transportation from 5 cents for each passenger and baggage, and' $1
ham RR.Co.
David's Island Ferry at Neptune
per trip for platform cars.
Honse Dock, New Rochelle, to the
depotoftheNewYork, New Haven
and Hart.ford Railroad, in the town
of New Rochelle, and from said
depot to said doc'k.
Thomas J. Conry ..... , June 8, 1887 Jm:ie30, 1888 Hauling in and around Baltimore, Md .. 20 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

Capt. G. H. Cook.t..A. Q.M.,
David's Isla.nd, r,iew York
Hnl'bor.

Maj ..G. C. Smith, Q. M., Balti.
more, Md.
Col. R. Saxton, depot Q. M.,
Jeffersonville, Ind.

Edward C. Eaken .... June 23, 1887 .... do ..••••. Haulin.e: in and around to and from
Jeffersonville, Ind., and other
points in t1':le vicinity.
M3tj. E. B. Kirk, Q. M., Atlanta, Robert Chambers .... · 1 June 16, 1887 .... do ..•.... Hauling in and around Atlanta, Ga
Ga.
Maj. James Gilliss, C. Q. M., Thomas Dixon.. . . . . . . June 3, 1886 June 30, 1887 Hauling between Fort Riley, Kans.,
Fort L eavenworth, Kans.
and the railroad station at Fort
Riley and Junction City, Kans.
Maj. James Gilliss, C. Q. M.,

Various.
50 cents for each and every load hauled, the
maximum load not to exceed 1,500 pounds.
2.74 cents per 100 pounds between the post of
Fort Riley, Kans., and the railroad station
at Fort Riley, and 3.74 cents per 100 pounds
between the post of FortR~ey and the railroad
station at.Junction City, Kans.
4½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance. or
25 cents per load for loads less than 500pounds.
25 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

Isaac Zeigler .....•... June 16, 18861 ..•. do······· Hauling between Fort Hays, Kans.,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
and Hays City, Kans.
Do
David Wood .......... June18,1886 .••. do .•••... Hauling between Cantonment on the
U ncompahgre and Montrose, Colo.
Col. J. D. Bingham, C. Q. M., Matthew Gallagher . . J nly 19, 1886 .••. do .....•. Remove all manure from the stables $18 per month.
Chicago, Ill.
used bythe quarterma::1ter'sdepartment in the city of Chicago, Ill.
Do ...........•...•....... : Adams Transfer Com. I June 26, 1887 I.... do ..•.... Hauling in and around Chicago, Ill ... 54 cents per ton of 2,000 pounds.
pany, by S. W.
Adams, president.
M:&j. James Gilliss, C. Q. :M., Samuel -Cunningham .. , May 10, 18871 June 30, 18881 Between Caldwell, Kans., and Fort $1.04 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
Department of the Missouri,
Reno, Ind. T.
and all points within the bounqaries of the
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
route.
Do .................. .
James Rennie ....... ! Mar. 24,1887 j •••. do ....... ) Between Paul's Valley Station and $1.10 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
Fort Sill,.Ind. T.
and all points within the . boundaries of the
route.
Do ....................... ! Owen Duffy . ......... ! Apr. 7, 1887 I- ... do ....•.. j Between Kiowa, Kans., and Fort $1.14 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
Elliott, Tex.
and all points within the boundaries of the
route.
Maj. C. W. Foster, Q. M., Saint Timothy Ryan ..•.... · 1 May 19, 18871 .... do ....•. · 1 Hauling in and around Saint Louis, Various.
Louis, Mo.
Col. J. D. Bingham, C. Q. M., Charles R. Adams ..•. June 2, 1887 .... do . . . . . . . H~1ng in and around Chicago, Ill .. · I 2¼ cents per 100 pounds.
Division of the Missouri,
Chicago, Ill.
Maj. James Gilliss, C. Q. M., Jose Mascarinins ...•. , May 28, 18861 June 30, 1887 Between Fort Lyon, and West Las
10 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Animas, Colo.
A. L.Va.rney (Ord.), A. A . Thomas Bermes .....• June 15, 1886 .... do ...... . Hauling between Rock Island Arse. $1 per load of less than 1. 500 pounds, and 5 cents
. M., Rock Island Arsenal,
nal and railroad depots and wharves
per 100 pounds per load of 1,500 pounds or over.
1.
in the cities of Davenport, Rock
Island, and Moline. ·
Hauling between all points at the ar· 1½ cents per 100 pounds.
senal and cars on the arsenal tracks.
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E .-.&batraot of 0011traots for wag01i and water tranaportation entered into by the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.

00
O':)

Contractor.

Contrnotln~ officer.

Date of con·
tract.

J

D11;te (!f ex·
p1rat1on of
contract.

Nature of contract, etc.

William Percival .. ···/ May 28, 1886 1 June 30, 18871 Between Fort Gibson and Gibson or
Muskogee, Ind. T.
John A. Anderson .... June 3, 1886 . .. do . .... .. Hauling at Fort Lea,enworth, Kans.,
and between Fort Le:1venworth and
Leavenworth City, Kans.

Vaj. G. B. D!\Dd.,, C. Q. M .,

Samuel P. Harvey

Dl:'pllrtment of the Platte,
Omabn, Xebr.
Do ..• . ....

····1 June

J. M. Thacher ........ I .Feb.

1, 18861··· do ... .... 1 Between Rawlins and Fort Washakie,
_Wyo., 140 miles.

9, 1887 1· ... do ...... . I Hauling in and around Thacher,
N ebr., and between Thacher and
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.

A. E. Bradbury ...•... 1 Sept. 18, 1886 I Oct. 31, 1886 Between Price Station on Denver and
Rio Grande and Western Railroad
and Fort Du Chesne, Utah.
Do .••••....•..
J. S. Winiiton . . ...... . I Oct. 1, 1886 j June 1!0, 1887 Between Price Station, Utah, Denver
and Rio Grande and Western Rail·
road and Fort Du Chesne, Utah, 76
miles.
Do ...••.........•.... . .. . I Shepard Fales ....... . I Oct. 20, 1886 I Feb. 15, 1887 To disinter the remains of two soldiers
at camp on White River, Colorado,
and remove and reinter the same in
the national cemetery at Fort Mc.
Pherson, Nebr.
Do ..............•....... . I John D. Watson . .... . I Apr. 25, 188i I June 30, 1888 Hauling in and around Carter, Wyo.
Do ...•..

l

Do . .••..•..••............ L eno~n. Sheppard ... . J··· ·do ······ ·J ··· ·do ······· J Hau~gin andaro?Dd D?uglas, W:-fo·.
Do ..•.•....•...••... . ... . Petet Johnson . . .. .. . . ... do ...... ... . do . .... .. HaubngbetweenS1dney and Fort Sid·
ney,Nebr.

Rate.

14 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance;

ferriage to be provided by the United States.
1! cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance

between all points on the military reservation
of Fort Leavenworth, and 2 cents per 100
pounds between any and all points on the res·
ervation and any and al! points in the city of
Leavenworth. For the transportation of coal,
30 cents per ton of $2,000 pounds between all
points on the reservation.
$1.43 per 100 pounds for the whole distance, and
$1.31 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
the route.
10 cents per 100 pounds for coal ; 9¼ cents per 100
pounds for grain in sacks; 35 cents per head
for transferring horses, mules, and cattle from
or into cars ; 10¼ cents per 100 pounds for all
other classes of stores.
$3.50 per 100 pounds for the whole.distance.
$1.24 per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $1.86
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and

all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
$200 for service stated.

2i cents per 100 pounds for all classes of
stores ; 25 cents per head for transferring
horses, mules, or cattle from or into cars.
4-r'b- cents per 100 pounds for all classes of stores.

i~g

0
~~~lsefo; ~Fi!n!s s~~t~~!~;d: i:::t~s te~r
pounds for all other classes of stores; 25 cents
per head for transfe1-ring horsfls, mules, and
cattle from or into cars.
Do .••••.............. .... L on o>. B . ~bopp!\rd . ... \... do . . . .... 1..•. do .. . .... \ Hauling at Lusk, Nobr . ...•.......... 41 conts per 100 pounds tor all classes of stores.
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E. R. Clute . .......•... , .••. do- . ... .. · 1· .. .do ....... : Hauling betwetin Salt Lake City and
Fort Douglas, Utah.
·

Do .....

6 cents per 100 pounds for all classes of stores; 50
cents per head fo1· transferring horses, mules,
and cattle from or into cars.
Do .
Richard C. Major .. ....... do ... ........ do . . . . . . . I Between Fort Washakie and Fort $1.74 per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $1.25
Rawlins, Wyo., 140 miles.
per 100 pounds p er 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
Do.
.•.•...... , ...... do.
.... do ....... !.... do ....... 1 Between Fvrt McKinney and Raw· $4 per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $3 per
lins, Wyo., 216 miles.
100 pounds per 100 miles between any and all
other points within the boundaries of the route.
Do ...................... . I Peter Hanna and J. L. , . .. do . ...... , .... do ....... , Hauling between Cheyenne City and 3½ cents per lCO pounds for coal and grain in
sacks, and 12 cents per 100 pounds for all other
Murray.
Cheyenne quartermaster's depot.
classes of stores; 50 cents per bead for transfer·
and between Cheyenne depot and
ring horses, mules, and cattle from or into cars.
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Do ........•••.•.....•.... 1 Chas. J.Johnson ...... I . . . . do ...... . I . . . . do ...... 1 Hauling in and around Rawlins, Wyo. 1½ cents per 100 pounds for grain in sacks, and 2
cents per 100 pounds for all other classes of
stores.
Do ..••..•.•••••.....••... I Peter Ha,n na and J. L. , .• -do ....•.. , .... do ....... , Hauling between Cheyenne City and 7 cents per 100 pounds for coal and grain in sacks,
Murray.
·
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
24 cents per pound for all other classes of
stor"s; 50 cents per head for transferring(horses,
mules, and cattle from or into cars.
Do .......... .
George H.Jewett ..... , .••. do ...... . , .... do. ······1Hauling at Price, Utah
2 cents per 100 pounds for grain in sacks, and 3
cents per 100 pounds for all other classes of
sto1·es; 25cents per head for transferring horses,
mules, and cattle from or into cars.
16½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
l)o ...••••..••••••••••••.. John D . Watson ······l····do ·······]····do······· ) Between Carter and Fort Bridger,
Wyo., 11 miles.
Do .••.••..•...•.••....... MatthewR.Farris .... j •••• do ........... do ....... ! Hauling between Valentine and]'ort 5 cents per 100 pounds for coal and 6 cents per 100
Niobrara, Nebr.
pounds for !!rain in sacks, and 7 cents per 100
pounds for all other classeR of stores ; 20 cents
per head for transferring horses, mules, and
cattle from and into cars.
Do ...•..••.. .••••..•..•• . , Wm.Dalton ··········1····do ·······1·-··do ·······1 Hauling between Omaha and Fort 4 cents per 100 pounds for coal; 4½ cents per 100
Omaha, Nebr.
pounds for grain in sacks, and 4½ cents per 100
pounds for all other classes of stores.
Do....................... Nathan B. White ......... do ........... do . . . . . . . Between Fort Du Chesne and Price, $1.12½ per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $1.50
Utah, 86 miles.
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
Do .. . ~ ................... I Wm. Dalton .......... !..•. do ....... 1• • • . do ....... ! Hauling in and around Omaha, Nebr . . 2¾ cents per 100 pounds for coal and grain in sacks
and 3½ cents per 100 pounds for all other classes
of stores.
Do .
J.M.Thacher ......... 1····do ·······1····do ······ ·1 Hauling between Thacher and Fort 9-nfir cents per 100 pounds for a11 classes of stores;
Niobrar:;i, Nebr.
25 cents pet· head for transferring horses, mules,
and cattle from or into cars.
Do ...................... C.E.Clay ....•........... do .........•. do ....... BetweenDouglasandFortM:cKinney, $1.49 per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $1.25
Wyo., 148 miles.
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all points within the boundaries of the route.
Do ..................... . E.J. Daker and Iver
do ······· l····do .... .. Between Lusk and Fort Laramie, 49½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance;
,Tohnson.
Wyo., 45 miles.
$1.10 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
the rout e.
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E.-..:fbatraots of contract for wagon and water tranBportation entered into by the QuartermaBter'B Department, etc.- Continued.
Date of ex:.
Dato of con· j piration of
tract.
contract.

Contractor.

!lntTtwtl.ng otl:loor.

Nature of contract, etc.

Larkin Cleveland . . .. j Nov. 27, 1886 I June 30, 1888 I Between rauroad depot and Govern•
ment warehouse at Lusk, Wyo.

l(.-J. G. B. Daudv, C. Q. M.,
.Dt•partnwot o( tho Plo.tte,
Om11bn, Xobr.
Lfent. Col. J . .\\f. Moore, C. Q.
l( , n~•p.1rttnoot of Dakota,
}'oi-t Stw lling, Minn.

Thomas C. Power ..... j Mar. 15,1886 j NoT. 15, 1886 j Missouri River, between Yankton,
Dak., and Fort Benton, Mont.

!

I

Do ... ... . ..•......•..... . Fletcher M. Towar ... June ~5, 1886 J June 30.1887 Hauling in and around Saint Paul,
Minn., and between Saint Paul and
Fort Snelling, Minn.
Do .. ... . ..••. ....•. . ..... I William H. (.)arr .•... . I JW1e 8, 1887 I June 30, 1888 Hauling in and around Saint Paul,
Minn.·
·Hauling between Saipt Paul and
Fort Snelling, Minn.
Do ......•........•....... I James .A.. Clark . ...... j Sept. 28, 1826 I June 30, 1887 Between Cinnabar, Mont., and Camp
Sheridan, Wyo.
Isaac McNutt ......... I Mar. 80, 1887 I June 30, 1888 Route No. 2, between Cu ter Station
Do
and Fort Custer, Mont., 30 miles.
Do

Paul McCormick .... . I... do . ...... I.... do ..••••. I Route No. 3, between Custer Station
and Fort Maginnis, Mont., 13miles.

Do

Jos. H. Graham ....... 1 .. do . ...... l .... do ..••... 1 Route .No. 4, between Broadwater
Landing and Fort .A.ssinniboine,
Mont., 110 miles.

Do ..•.......•......••••.. l Ambrose Fitzgerald .. 1. ... do ....... 1.•.. do ...... . Route No. 6, between Cinnabar, Mont.,
and Camp Sheridan, Wyo., 8 miles.
Do
HofatranclBros .......
do . ······1····do .....•. Route No. 7, between Totten Station
and Fort Totten, Dak., 11 miles.
Gusta.,e Lindner and . .. . do ........... do ...•... Route No. 8, between Britton and Fort
Do
Sisseton, Dak., 15 miles.
Robert Glen.

l....

Do

Thomas Fortune ..•••• 1. ... do ..••••. 1•••• do .••.••• 1 Route No. 9, between Bismarck a.nd
"Fort Ya.tes, Dak., 60 miles.
Route No. 9, between Mandan and
Fort A. Lincoln, Da.k.

~

00
00

Rate.

2/o- cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance;
15 cents per head for transferring horses, mules,
!l,nd cattle from and into cars.
OfficerR, 4 cents each per mile; enlisted men, em·
ployes, or prisoners, .3 cents each per mile;
horses, mules, or cattle, 5 cents each per mile;
stores, 20-& cents per 100 pounds per 100 miles.
2¼ cents per 100 pounds in and around Saint Paul,
Minn.; IO cent11 per 100 pounds between Saint
Paul and Fort Snelling, Minn.
11 cents per 100 pounds.
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8 cents per 100 pounds.

.-3

18i cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

t_zj

37 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance;
$1.24 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
route.
31 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance;
$1.24 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
the route.
$1.37per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $1.37
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
201 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
18 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
20 cents per 100 pounde for ihe whole distance;
$1 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
· the route.
69½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
7½ cents per 100 pounds,for the whole dista.noe.
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Do ..••..........•........ ! A. W . Lavender •••••• 1•••• do •.••... j •••• do ....... ! Route No. 10, between Armour and
Fort Randall, Dak., 25 miles,

Do ....................... / PhilanderE. Sparks .. j .••• do ..••... j•••• do ..•.•.. j RouteNo.12, betweenRapidCityand
Fort Meade, Dak., 28 miles.
Thomas C. Power .... I Mar. 24, 1887 j Oct. 31, 1887 j Missouri River, between Fort A. Lin·
coln, Dak., and Fort Benton, Mont.

Do

Do •••••••.•••..•..••••.•. ! Hiram R. Lyon ••••••. j•••• do .•••••• j Nov. 15, 1887 I Missouri River, between Yankton and
Bismarck, Dak.

:M:aj.A.J.McGonnigle,C.Q. M., D. L. Bogard ......•.. July 15, 1886 June 30, 1887 Between Spofford Junction and Fort
Depar~ent of Texas, San
Clark, Tex.
Antomo, Tex.
Do ........••............. August Adelle ........ June 4,, 1886 .••. do •.••••. Stage passenger transportation be·
tween Marfa and Fort Davis, Tex.
Do ..•.•••••••.........••. William Kelly ..•..••. :May 25, 1886 ..•. do ....... Water route ~o. 4, Fort Brown and
Fort Ringgold, Tex.

Do ....................... ! SouthernPa.cifioCom· l····do ·······\····do
pany (Atlantic sys·
tem).

·······I

Do ..••.•••.•••..••..•.... / Edward G. Gleim ..••. ! Apr.29,1887 I Jwae80, 1888

l

l

W:;i,ter transportation:
Between New Orleans or Morgan
City and Galveston.
B etween New Orleans or Morgan
City and Corpus Cbris: i.
Between New Orleans or Moriran
Cit-y and Ilrazos Santiago.
Between Galvest.on and Corpus
Christi
Bet.ween G:;i,lveston and Braz-os
Santiago.
Routt, No. 2, between Mnrphyville
and Fort Davi::;, Tex ., 24 miles.
Route No. 2, between Marfa and Fort
Davis, Tex. , 22 miles.

Do ••••.•.•.•••••••.••••.. John E. ::Mix •••••••••. Apr.25,18871····do ·······1 Route No. 3, between Fort McIntosh
and Fort Ringgold, Tex., 120 miles.

Do....................... H. C. Niccolls .. • ...•..••. do .••• .. . •••• do....... B etween Ballinger and Fort Concho,
Tex., 37 miles.

32½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance,
32½ cents per 100 pounds per 100 iniles between
any and all other points within the boundaries
of the route.
32 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance;
between any and all other points within the
boundaries of the route various rates.
Officers, 4½ cents per mile each; enlisted men, au.
thorized employe, or prisoner, 3½ cents per
mile each; horses, mules, 'Or cattle, 5 cents per
mile each; stores, 26½ cents per 100 pounds per
100 miles.
Officers, 4½ cents per mile each; enlisted man, au·
thorized eroploye, or prisoner, 3 cents per mile
each; horses, mules, or cattle, 5 cents per mile
each; stores, 29½ cents per 100 pounds per JOO
miles.
7.8 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
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95 eents for ea.ch passenger.
Whole d istance by river 300 miles; officers and
clerks, $12 each; enlisted men, laun<l.resses,
and ernployes, excepting clerks, $8 each; animals, $12 each; freight, 60 cents per 100 pounds,
by land, 117 miles.
Various.
Do.
Do.
Do,
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Do.
21 cents p er 100 pounds for the whole distance.
15.97 ce1.Jts per 100 pounds for the whole distance;
80 cents pt-r 100 pounds per 100 miles between
any and all other points within the boundaries
of the route.
$1.40 per 100 pounds for thew hole distance; $1.15
per 100 ponnd,iperl00miles between any and all
other points within the boundarii>s of the route.
27 cents '()er 100 pounds for the whole distance;
79 cents per 100 l)Out1ds per 100 miles between
any and all other points within the boundar-ies
of the route.
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E.-Abstract of contractafor 1.oagon and water transportaton ,mtered into by the Qum·termaster's Department: etc.-Continued.

~

e.o

0
'nntmt'tlng ofllcor.

Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

I Date

of ex.
piration of
contract.

H~J. A.J. McGuunigle,C.Q.M.• / Wm. Kelly .... ....... , Apr. 25, 1887 j June so. 1888 j Hauling in and arouud Brownsville,

Dt'J1nt1mN1t of '.l'ox81!, San
Tex.
A,ntooio, '£tilt.
l>.i ......... .......... .
D. L. Bogard ......... j..•• do ....... j .... do ....... j Between Spofford ~unction and Fort
Clark, Tex., 10 m1les.
Do ............ ........... l J.E.Mugge .....•..•. j .... do ....... j •••• do ....... j H~~!~gin and around San .Antonio,

l!~.. Geo. H Weeks, Depot
~1101 t<'rmastor, San Frnn·
Ol<ICO,

I Nath•1 Hutson ........ j June 21. 1886 I June 30. 1887

(;ul.

Do.

. ......•..•.•.... do

Col. A. J. Perry, C. Q. M., De.
pnrtment of California. San
Frnncisoo. Cal.

I D. W. Earl

Hauling in and around San Francisco,
Cal.

..•. do ....... !.... do ...... . Hauling between San Francisco and
Pre,.idio of San :Francisco.
Hauling between San Francisco and
Fort Mason, Cal.
Hauling between San Francisco and
Fort Winfield Scott. Cal.
Apr. 18. 1887 I June 30, 1888 Route No. 1, between Reno and Fort
McDermit, Nev.

Do .........••............ l P. W. CUDDingbam .. j ••• do •...... 1•••• do ...•... 1 Route No. 2, between Winnemucca
and Fort McDermit. Nev.
Maj. George II. Weeks. quar.

IMax Popper. ·········1 June 10, 188'7 l.... do .....•.

Rate.

Nature of contract, etc.

2 cents per 100 pounds.
7½ cf\nt~ per 100 i:,ounds for the whole distance;

>-ti
0

38 cents per 2,000 pounds stores; 60 cents per
1,000 feet lumber; 10 cents per 1.000 laths; 10
cents perl,OOOshingles; lOcents pe1· IOOpounds
of safes, iron : 25 cents for each vehicle; and
10 cents for each animal.
Various.
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$3.90 per 100 pounds for tbe whole distance;
$2.25 per JOO pounds per 100 miles be.tween any
and all other points witbin the boundaries of
the route.
$1.90 per 100 pouncls for the whole distance; $2.50
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundarie~ of the
route.
Various.

Hauling in and around San Francisco,
Cal.
termD~~~~:
.~~~~~i·s·c·~·.... Wm. S. Edminster ........ do ........... do ...... . Hauling between San Francisco and
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
Hauling between San Francisco and
Fort Mason, Ca.l.
}
Do
Hauling between San l!'rancisco and
Fort Winfield Scott. Cal.
Mn.I- A. S. Kimball, C. Q. M. I Wm. H. Hatcher ...... I May 7. 1886 I June 30, 1887 Route No. 1, between Ash Fork and $1.25 per 100 pounds for the wbole distance.
Depnrtment of Arizona.,
Whipple Depot.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
Route No. I, between Ash Fork and $2.80 per 100 pounds for the whole distance ..
Fort McDowell.
Route No. 1, between Ash Fork and $1. 70 per too pouncls for the whole distance.
Fort Verde.

~~

~
['.tj

$1 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
the route.
Various.

~

t_rj

>-3

>
~
~

0

>'rj

~

~

Route No. I, between Maricopa and
Fort McDowell.
Route No. 1, between Maricopa and
Whipple Depot.

Do .••.•.••••...•••....... l H. A. Rogers ..••...•• !.... do .••.••. !.... do ...... . Route No. 2, between Bowie Station
and Fort Bowie.
Route No. 2, between Bowie Station
and Fort Thomas.
•
Route No. 2, between Bowie Station
and San Carlos.

·······1

M.M. Stewart .••..... , ... do . ..... . , .... do ....... j Route No. 2½, between Willcox and
For.t Grant, Ariz.
Do . ...................... Nathan Barth ....•....•.. do .......... . do ....... I Route No. 3, between Holbrook and
Fort Apache, Ariz.

Do ....... , .......

85 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
$2.09 per 100 pounds for the "°hole distance; $2
per 100 poundR per 100 miles between any and

all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
19½ cents per 100 pounus for the whole distance.
62½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

$1.04½. cents per 100 pounds for the whole dis·
tance; $1 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between
any and all other points within the boundaries
of the route.
22½ cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
$1.38 per 100 pounds for the whole distauce; $1.52
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
9.9 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

Do ..•.................... , WilliamNeal ......... 1,· ··do ....... , .... do ...... . Route No. 4, between TucsonandFort
Lowell, Ariz.
Lieut. W. H. Carter, Sixth I B. W. Maginn ......... 1 June 22, 1886 .••. do ...... . Between Fort Bayard, N. Mex., and 2 cents per 100 pounds per mile.
Cavalry, A. A. Q. M., Fort
such camps of the United States
Bayard, N. Mex.
troops as may be established from
time to time during the period men·
tioned.
Capt. E. B. Atwood, A.. Q. M., J D. Z. Moore .• •••••.... J July 1, 1886 I•••• do ...... . Between Datil Creek. Horse Springs, l¼ cents per 100 pounds per mile.
Santa F6, ~. Mex.
Turkey Springs, and such camps of
Unitf'd States troops as may be
established in the vieinity of the
points above mentioned . .
Edwin Parish ......... l•••. do ....... !..•. do ...... . Between quartermaster's store.house 2 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
at Deming, N. Mex., and the rail·
road depot at Deming.
Do ....................... 1 B. W.Maginn ......•.. 1. . . . do ....... 1. . . . do ...... . Between Deming, Separ, and other 2 cents p er 100 pounds per mile.
points on the Southern. Pacific Rail·
road in New Mexico, and such camps
of the United States troops as may
be establish ed.
Do ....................... I A. E. Rouiller ......... I May 15, 1886 J . . . . do ..... . Between Lava and Fort Stanton, N. $1 per 100 pomids for the whole distance; $1.25
Mex.
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
Do .. ......•••............ William Brewer ...... ,.... do ..•••.. , .... do . ..... . Between Fort Lewis and the railroad 24 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
station at Durango, Colo.
Do .. .... .
B. W.Maginn ........... . do ........... do . ... . . Bet"°een Fort Bayard and the railroad 15 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
station at Whitewater, N. Mex.
l>o ..••.••.•..•••.••••.•.. l James T. Newhall .... l .... do ....•.. l .... do. ...... . Between milit'lry reserva1ion. of ]'ort
Marcy and railroad station at Santa 5 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
F6, N.Mex.
·
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E.-..!1.bstract of contracts for tcagon and water transportation entered into by the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.

c.o
t-.!l

Contractor.

Contracting officer.

I

Date of con· / Date of ex·
tract.
piration of
contract.

Oapt.E. :B.Atwootl, A. Q.M., H. D. Reinken ..•..... , May 15, 18861.Tnne 30,1887 Between Fort Union and Watrous,
N.Mex.
18
. :.·••••••••••• Adam Ranna .....••...••. do ...•.•..... do ...•... Between Fort Wingate, N. Mex., and
the railroad station at Wingate.
JI". A . S. Kimbn.11, C. Q. M., S. Goldwater •••••..... May 1, 1887 .Tune 80, 1688 Route No. 1, between Whipple Bar.
lkpartment. of Arizona,
racks and Fort Verde, Ariz., 50
Whipple Bnri-ncks, Ariz.
miles.
Route No. 1, between Whipple Barracks and Fort McDowell, 129 miies.
Route No. 1, between Maricopa and
Fort McDowell, 46 miles.
Route No. 1, between Maricopa and
Whipple Barracks, 129 miles.

Satt~.~~:~:~.

Do . .....•••••••.••.•..••. 1 John R.Norton .•.•••. 1•••• do ..•••.. l .... do ..••... Route No. 2, between Willcox and
Fort Bowie, Ariz., 26 miles.
Route No. 2, between Willcox, Ariz.,
and Fort Grant, 26 miltJs.
Route No. 2, between Willcox and
Fort Thomas, 70 miles.
Route No. 2, between Willcox and
San Carlos, 106 miles.
Do .. .••..

Charles Pessels ....... l.... do ....... l •••• do •.••... 1 Route No. 8, between Holbrook and
Fort Apache, Ariz., 90 mHes .

Do
Do ..••.••
Do

Rate.

Nature of contract, etc.

F. L. Austin .•.•.. ····1· ••. do ..•.• ·· 1····do •.•..•. Route No. 4, between Tucson and
Fort Lowell, Ariz., 7 miles.
.r. Golclwater ••••••..•..... do •.......... do ...... . Route No. 5, between Huachuca and
Fort Huachuca, 7 miles.
A. E. Roniller .......•...•. do ..•.•...... do ...... . Route No. 6. between Lava and Fort
Stanton, N. Mex., 118 miles.

Do .. •••...••......... .... l R.D.Reinken ..•..... 1.••• do ..••... l •••• do ..•.... Route No. 'i, between Watrous and
Fort Union, N. Mex., 9 miles.
B. W. Maginn .••.••.. 1.... do ..•.... 1.•. do ...... . Route No. 8, between \Vingate and
Do ..•..
Fort Wingate, N. Mex., 3 mi!es.
1)0 •• •• •••• •••• • •••••••••. 1•••••• do
.... ,.••. do ....... 1•••• do ...•... Routo No. 9, between Silver City and
}fort Biiynnl. N. Mex .. 12 milos.

8! cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
7½ cents per 100 pounds for whole distance.

~

$1.10 per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

1-cj

t_zj

0

p::j

$1.29 per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

~

75 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

0

$2.09 per 100 pounds for the whole distance; $2. 75
per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any and
all other points within the boundaries of the
route.
25 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.

>-zj

~

:::q

t_,,:j
00

19 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
53 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
83 cents per 100 pounds for the wholo distance;
84 cents per IOU pounds per 100 miles between
any and all other points within the boundaries
of the route.
$1.233 per 100 pounds for the whole distrrnce;
$1.37 per 100 pounds per 100 miles between any
and all other points within the boundaries of
the route.
0.9425 cent per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
10.5 cents perlOO pounds for the whok, distance.
98 cents per 100 pouQds for the whole distance;
3
afte~t~2/;~i~~
ir~~eb~~~a:~fe~~
the route.
8 cents per JOO pounds for the whole ilistRnco.

~l

~1lt:

5 cents per 100 pounds for tho whole <listanoe.
15 cents per 100 po11ntls for tho whoh• di>1tanoo.
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;;t:~~·~:.·;~~:~.; ~;;:i~::::::::: I ·~~~:~ ~:

~~~~·

Route No. 10, between Santa Fe and
Fo1·t Marcy, N. Mex., 1 mile.
.Furnish two six-mule teams complete,
including wagons, harness, mules,
and drivers, w troops in t,he field
at camp on Datil Creek, N. Mex.
Ca_pt. E. B. Atwood, A. Q. M., I B. W. Maginn ........ j Sept.18, 1886 l.•.. do ...... . Between Fort Bayard and Silver City,
Santa F6, N. Mex.
N.Mex.
Lieu~:.·~:
Infantry, A. A. Q. M.

:·e:

~~~~- 1-;~~deo3~:

4 cents per 100 pounds for the whole dista.nce.
$8.50 per day for each team for each and every ·
day employed.
20 cents per 100 pounds for the whole distance.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

F.-Statement showing in detail cost of transportation of the Arniy during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887, with a recapitulation.

Thjs statement includes expenses by rail, water, wagon, and stage transportation;
for purchase of draught animals; for purchases and repairs of Army and spring wagons,
ambulances, and harness; for supplying posts with water and sewerage and digging
wells; for purchasing, repairing, operating, and chartering vessels; for building and
repairing wharves and wharfage, and for clearing roads, constructing temporary
bridges, and removing obstructions from roads, harbors, and rivers; prepared from
reports of disbursing officers in-each military department, at each depot of the Quarmaster's Department, and at each independent military post, armory, and arsenal;
together wit-ha statement of the number of persons and pounds of freight transported
under direction of the Quartermaster's Department during the :fiecal year-appropri•
ated by Congress, act June 30, 1886, $2,800,000.
Respectfully submitted.
C. G. SAWTELLE,
Deputy Qiiarterniast~r-General, U. S. Army.
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

September 30, 1887.

FOR RAIL TRA.NSPORT.ATION.
[Excluding allowances for services of the bonded Pacific railroad companies, $447,142.23 (see page 10),
and of certain land-grant railroad companies, $85,000 (see page 10).)
By accounts
paid prior to July
1, 1887.

By outstanding
accounts unsettled
July 1, 1887.
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Department, depot, or
post.

r~-~

~~bl

q::I

rtJ

~

;H~

;a~~

~~

<l)

P,cn

fa<.t

Pounds.
The East..... . . .. _....
The Missowi ....... __.
The Platte . ........ _ _..
Dakota. .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,549.63 $8,520.24
92,201.11 127,856.23
2, 450. 03 1 2,335.41
26,666.05 33, 003. 6:!

.
Th e C o1um lJ 1a............
N ew Y ork , N . Y . . . . . . . . . .
Washington, D. C . . . .. . . .
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . .
,l ffE?rsonvill r, Ind .... _
Lou1svtlle, Ky...........
San Francisco U:il . . . . . .
Sai~t Louil'!, Mo.. .. .....
Ch1caao, lll .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

14, 867. 57
28, 758. 01
5,416.71
1,041.48
14, 012.11
62. 25
1, 872.90
20,236.43
37,325.60

1

$137. 61 $2,471.19 $12, 678. 67
9, ow. 76 31,046.68 260,177.78
90. oo
516. 01
5, 391. 48
560. 90 8, '.l39. 35 68,470. 01

2,601 5,570,068
1,975 11, 82-i, 5-1 3
3, 843 24. o.in, 077
3, 682 12, 10, 737

{;!it~:~~~:~:::~:::::: -.;: : : -~~ . ~::-: : ~: . .-: ~:- ~: .~~~ ::: :~ . ~~:- ~~::-: ,I :J~i 1:: mJio
1

919 . 10 "9
13, 718. 58
. 50
~ , 505 . 75
~ oo·:>. 68
9, 336. 50 5, 558. 31 2, 252. 77 4.,,
2,467.01
666. 12
555. 62
9,105.46
3,357. 74
HO. 75
864. 77
5,404.74
9,594.32 _... .. .... . . . . . . .. . I 23,606.43
313.17 1
147. 70 2,589.77 1 3,1 02.891
6,937.26
55. 05
270. 24
0, 135. 45
14,434. 08· 8,300. 00 15,760.00 5;1, 730. 51
55,507.59 4,276. 2:1 84,688.61 131,888.03

:~if£'
.:~!~f : : : : ::·······;:ss::::::::: :: :::::: ··· .,J
~~1d~~I8~~7.c\'i.~~~k ._____ .. __ . ______ .___ . ______ .__.__ .. _____ .____ ... __ ·I
Harbor . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
~Iambus llanacks, Ohio.

11. 90 . • • . • • . . • • . . _. _. _ .. _. . _•. _____ .
11,717, 43
228. 50
872. 63
93. 66

11. 90
12,912.22

~1;}1~ ~!~; :;,;) ::::::: :::: : '.'.:~ :::::: ::::::::::: .....
l

r

• Lincoln ordnance

·:~··A

l5 65

5· 00 . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... ...... . 5."

oo,

1, ~83
1, 936
30
44
5~

I

3.i~

133 7,640, 4:,7
2,343 6, • 6,163
97 15, 236, li7
1

'!l7I ':~~'
10 • 311
270 . . . . . . .. - 1, 1~~
~
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QUARTERMASTER· GENERAL.

F.-Statement showing in detail cost of transpo1·tation of the Army, etc.-Continued.
FOR RA.IL TRANSPORTATION-Continued.

By accounts
paid prior to July
1, 1887.

Department, depot, or
post.
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National Armory, Spring·
field, Mass . .. .......... ............... ······----- ---------·
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.
..............
·----······
flleghen_y Arsenal, Pa ... ··-------- - ......... .......
...............
ugusta Arsenal, Ga ..... -----·- ---- ...............
. ................
Quartermaster -General's
Office and the Treasur_y. $55, 279. 56 $110, 559. 12 $16,818.17 $33,636.35 $216, 293. 20
Total ....... . ..

..

p..~

r1l

.;Pg-~~
~ ...... <+=I

P'-1

Pounds.

------···· ·----------

324, 154. 301 424~373. 98 42,628.98 153,122.83 944,280.09
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ac~Ju~~!st~~~i~fed
July 1, 1887.

14
1
6

342,108
29,829
32, 44521,848

.................
27,014 125, 448, 195

FOR WATER TRANSPORTATION.

~he E~st .. ·:... . . . . . . . . . .
$632. 37
'IheM1s8ouri............. ....•.. . ...
The Platie...... ... . ..... .......
Dakota ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 137. 95

l:~ir~i~~:.·.·.·.·.-.·.::::.::: ····-~~-0~

$14, 184. 54

$11. 50 $1, .L38. 37 $15, 966. 78

~~~~~--~~-

gi:g~ ··········

4 5
'

ir:gg

5 8
'

Arizona...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
271. 00
3, 806. 19
4, 077. 19
The Columbia . ..... ·. .. . . . 2,742.12 14,563.98
14. 00
229. 81 17,549.91
New York, N. Y .•.. .. . . . .
702. 91
9,742.98
466. 50 1,501.70 12,414.09
Washington, D. C .. ...... .
23. 90
561. 86
120. e9
706. 45
Philadelphia, P a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.4-6
51. 01
121. 47
Jeffersonville, Incl . . . . . . . .
44. 50
66. 72
8. 00
119. 22
Louisvme, Kv .. ........ _. .
3 oo
1. 50
4. 50
San Francisco, Cal.. ...... . i,"ss7.' oo· .. i,. 996.'ii.
57: 00
356. 56
3. 746. 67
Saint Louis, Mo...........
10_. 25
2, 052_. 04 ..•..•••••... . . ._. . .. 2; 062. 29
Chicago, Ill . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
599. 54
24 00
3 04 07
271 47
United States Military
Prison, Fort Leaveri.
worth, Kans ......
,1, •

................ .

......

94, 958

. . . . . . . . . . ___

............

.

....... --

....... --

-

--

-·

i~;r·a:~ks; M~-: :: :::: :: ::::: :::: :: ::::: ::: ::: :::: :::::::: :: :::::: :: :::

fe1:a~.!~'n
David's Island, New York

5, 262. 570

], 598,668
40,2r:
1, 903, 916
62
48,570
753
2,215,062
9,333
8,650,281
44 ·
167,061
24, 111
10,873
4
169
3

Kennebec Arsenal, Me .. .. . ....................... : . ...... .... _. .. . . . _...... . .. . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster General's
Office and the Treasury.
15. 89
143. 04 . . . . . • • • • • . •. . ......
158. 93
66,720.61

883. 71 15, 637. 18

97, 215. 39

1, 151,317
563,489
428,665

1 ......... .
6,954
2

ill~ti;I it/I Ht/IHI i\tt \//: 6}1
Total. .•...• . ... .. . . , 13,973.89

Pounds.

. ...... . .. ........ .. ... . .. .... ........... ........
17,778
...... . . .. . ..... ....
. ..... . ........................ .
14, 618. 00
323. 71 10, 690. 09 33, 769. 75
749
5,086,603.

197,365

_':;f fil
51,346

28,816,509
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.'

F .-Staternent showing in detail cost of transportation of the Army, etc.-Continued.
FOR WAGON TRANSPORTATION.
For freight.

Freight
transported
under direcTotal cost
tion of the
during the tis- QuartermasBy accounts By outstandaccounts
cal year.
ter's Depaid prior to ing
partment dur.July 1, 1887. .Junsettlecl
uly 1, 1887.
ing the fiscal
year.

Department, depot, or post.

Pounds.
The East ......•..••...•..•...•••............
$4,367.17
$131.66
$4,498.83
157,571
The Missouri...... . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . ..
52, 304. 16
5, 394. 54
57, 698. 70
23, 233, 623
The Platte................................. .
57,934.05
4,896.05
62,830.10
27,349, 92
Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28, 241. 60
8, 138. 82
36, 380. 42
5, 983, &36
Texas........................................
10,238.30
1,097.06
ll, 335. 36
3,923, 188
California...................................
21,820.39
1,632.25
23,452.64
754,404
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78, 677. 09
10, 007. 52
88, 684. 61
21, 211, 875
The Columbia . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17, 587. 02
1, 574.18
19, 161. 20
1, 6!l2, 530
New York, N. Y. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 536. 70
750. 65
7, 28 3o•
7, 003, 261
12" 25
Washington, D. U.................... . . . . . . . .
125. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238, 170
Philadelphia, Pa.............................
642. 85 . . . . . . . . . .. . .
642. 85
2, 220, 955
.Jeffersonville, Ind . • • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. .
9, 219. 11
449. 62
9, 668. 73
5,658, 772
Louisville, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ - --. · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
3,288.36
185. 49
3,473. 8-5
12,632, 78l
San Francisco, Cal...........................

3._

~\{1~ttitt:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:HU~ :::::::::::::. ~:HU! ~:~*i:l i
1

David's Island, New York Harbor ....................... .... ........ ......... · .. · ...... ....... .. .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.. . . .. . • .. . . .. . . . . . . .
1,557.26 .. . . . . . . . . .. .
1,557.26
2,389, COS
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. _...... _. _.. .. . _........... _
3. 00 . . .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
3. 00 . -- - --- - - - -- - ·
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y...............................

391.48 ....................
. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . • .. .
.. . . . .. . . . . . ..
-- . · - · · · · .. · · ·

Frankford Arsenal, Pa . __ .. _..... _...·.... _.. _...
426. 95
Augusta Arsenal, Ga . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112. 02
!itn1.bec Arsena\ Me . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . ..
. 25
eg_ e~y ArAsenka , Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49. 80
2. 49
H ot ::;pnngs, r . .. . ..... .... ....... .. .. ...
Benicia Arsenal, Cal............ .. ....... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .
Quartermaster-General's Office and Treasury .
8,615. 70

Total ...•.•.........•.................

1,485.26
35, 743. 10

345,843.67

--- - · · · · .. · · · ·
... .. ..... .. .
.. . .. . . . . . . .

3l0, 100. 57

391.48 ---------·---. ------------·
71,825
· · · · · · .. i4; 385
_. _...... __ ...

426. 95
112. 02
- ~~
49 ·
2, 49
.. . . . . .
10,100.96

724,439
. - -... · ·· · · ·· ·.
135,747,703

I

FOR ST.AGE TRANSPORTATION.

I

For passengers and
extra baggage.
Total c~st
of Aerv1ce
By acBy ont- pe1'formec1
dunng the
cou~ts paid ::~~~nt~ fiscal year.
prior to
unsettled
.July 1, 1!!87 . .July 1, 1887.

1- - - - - - - - --1

Department, depot, or post.

Persons
Extra.
transported baggage
undel' cli- transported
rection of
under
the Quar- direction of
tel'masrnr'8 Qua.rterDepa.rt- ma ter'sDemeut dor- partment
ing tbe
daring
fiscal year. fiscal year.

- - - - - - - - ----1----1----1---~----'-PQUndB.
-$283. 19
3,106.47
8,403.95
7,999.93
850. 00
54. 00

$816. 15
1,098.19
69. 63
506. 00
218. 75

303

$283.19
3,922.62
3,403.95
9,098.12
919. 63
54. 00
7,055.02
l, 763. 20
5. 75
3. 50
11.50
3, 14 . 50
5. 50

•)

373

-, 9!19

306 1

~~~

260

······ -~·-~~~

142 ······ ······
614
il9
314
1,165
46 ........... .
33 ·· ···· ..... .

::::

ir~~~~~ ~~~~~~

135 ·· ···. ·•·•••
2 ---······· ··
3l .......... ..
70 ........... .
4 ........... .

••. . ........... ·•••••·••••

····· ......... .......... -...... -

::::'. ~~.,.,:: :: I

2 ........... .

<:~ !--····::'·
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
FOR TRANSPORTATION EMPLOYES.

F.- Statement showing in detail cost of transportation of the Army, etc.-Continued.
[Including agents, wagon-masters, hostlers, packers, crews of v essel s, etc.]
By payments made By amounts due and
unpaid July 1, 1887.
prior to July 1, 1887.
Civilians
employed
,
---1---------Department, depot, or post.
during
1 To enlisted
enlisted T . T
June, 1887. To civilian To
o mv1 ian j men on
m en on
employ es. ex tra duty. employes. extra duty.
1

1

Total cost
of service
during the
.fiscal year
ending
June 30,
1887.

I

The East .....• .. .......... .
The Missouri . ...... .. ......
'l'he Platte............ . .....

f :~:~ _·_·_-_._.::::::::::::::::

54
110
101
1

~i

$3~ 1 377.33
72,171.17
84, 684. 79
1

it m: ~!

$125. 00

$9,873.15
3, 909. 21
10,989.55
12,020.39
14, 184. 18
3,810.70
12,626.81
8,872.55

2,087.07
976. 70
165. 00
California....... ...... ......
40
37,687.22
6,851.66
A rizona.....................
94 129,929.47
28. 00
The Columbia... .. .... .... .
42
39,681.42
New York, N. Y ...... ......
13
20,902.17
Washington, D. C ....... ...
27
17,336. 84
Philadelphia, Pa............
8
7, 297. 71
Jeffersonville, Ind...... . ...
19
15, 947. !:11 .•..•. . .... . ...... .. . .
Louisville, Ky .......... .. ..... .. .. . .. . . .. .. ... . ... .
San Francisco, Cal. ....•....
6
4,399.96
Saiut Louis, Mo . .......... .
6
7,446.37
Chicago, Ill .... .. . ........ .
8
7,054.51
U. S. Military Prison, Fort
L eavenworth, K ans ..... .
1,200.00
Atlanta, Ga . ... . .. .•. ....... . ...... . .. .
556. 50
Jeffflrson Barracks, Mo . ....
60. 00
482. 00
1,284.93
David's Island, New York
Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
4, 218. 31
965. 79
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ... . ................ ..... .
692. 00
West Point, N. Y
. ....•. .. ....... .. .............
3,424.50
576. 99
~~¥!;!1fetit;s!~ai N ." Y::: :::::::: :::: ::::::::::::
Fort A. Lincoln, ordnance
depot, Dak . .. ... . ....... .
360. 00
Benicia Arsenal, Cal. .. .... .
540. 00
Watertown A.rsenal, Mass . .
434. 70
.Frankfort Arsenal, Pa ..... .
999. 96
)lot Springs, .Ark .... .. .... .
240. 00

Total .. .... ... .... ... .

775

649, 674. 62

I 83, 320. 75

10. 293. 43

$104. 00
8.05
2.10
162. 84
671. 05
137. 00
1,727.72

$49,479. 48
76,178. 43
95,676. 44
129,578.74
57,249.77
41, 799. 92
151, 135.66
48,581.97
20,902.17
17,336. 84
7,297.71
15,947.91
4,399.96
7,446.37
7,054.51
1,200.00
556. 50
1,826.93
5,184.10
692. 00
3,424.50
576. 99
360. 00
540. 00
434. 70
999. 96
240. 00

2, 812. 76

746, 101. 56

FOR VESSELS.
By accounts paid prior to July 1, 1887.

Department, depot, or post.

Purchasing, Chartering
operating, ancl from private
maintaining.
parties.

The East .... ........ ......................... .
Dakota .......... .. ....... _.......... _.... _. .. .
California .................. . ......... . . .... .. .
The Columbia ... ... .. ......................... .

ie:l~~~is~·,
l~i:.::::: :::::: .::.::::::::::::
David's Island, New York Harbor ........ ... . .
Total .. .. ..... . . .... . . ... ....... .... .. . .

$10,637.34
18. 84
6,270.88
113. 2G
18, !)23. 58
947. 67
36,911.56

Total cost
of service during
the .fiscal
ending
Repairing. year
June 30,
1887.
$2,295.47

23,983.00

1,523.29
161. 30
16, 606. 99
189. 25

*$13, 111. 31
18. 84
t9, 818. 41
t l, 030. 55
§59, 936. 11
947. 67
189. 25

25,848.00

20, 776.30

86,052.14

$1,865. 00

* Of which $178. 110 for repairing was clue an<l uupaicl July 1, 1887.

t Of which $15!l.24 fol' repairing was due and unpaid July 1, 1887.

1Of which $756 for· chartering from private parties WM dne antl unpaid Jnli l , 1887.
9 Of which $122.5:1, for opera.ting and maintaining was due and unpa.icl .Tuly , 1887,

8925-w 87- -32

·
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

P.-Statement showing in detail cost of transportation of the .Jrrny, etc.-Continne<l.
FOR ME.A.NS OF TRANSPORTATION.
By payments ma.de prior to
July 1, 1887.

By amonnts due and un·
paid July 1, 1887.

Total cost
the
For pur·
For rnpairing Fo~ pur. For re.pairing fi~cal year
. chase_s
chases
( 1 d'
(includin"
endin~
. rn_ ~ u mg
( I d " 1
,-.
June 30
(inclnding
=ehi'cles ,~ud sc.rvices and
ID~ u ID,., 1 services aud
,
'
,.
II
vehicles and rnisceJianeous
1887.
arts
of
m1sce
.
aneous
parts
of
P
vohicle:a).
purchases).
vehicles).
purchases).

1 - - -- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -1 during

1

Department, depot, or post.

The East.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$409. 53
The Missouri................... .
518. 77
The Platte . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
2, 614. 07
Dakota.. . ................... . . ..
1,175.83
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 290. 3G
California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23. 00
Arizona . ............. . ........ . ........ . .. .
The Columbia................ ...
5,928.64
New York, N. Y. •••••• •••••• .•• .
GOO. 63
Washington, D. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
158. 00
Philadelphia,, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
704. 50
Jeffersonville, Ind...............
19,407.14
Louisville, Ky ................................ .
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11, 384. 72
Saint Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
u62. 80
Chicago, Ill......................
604. 75
U.S. Militar.v Prison, Fort Leav·
on worth, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 00
Atlanta, Ga... .......... .........
17. 50
J e:fferson Barracks, Mo ......... . ............. .
David's Island, New York H11,r.
bor ..... .. .................... . ............. .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ........ .. ... .... . .. . .
West Point, N. Y............ .. . .
14. 04
Total: .................... .

$2, 9C8. 5G
2, u6L 95
u, 378. 40

$121. 63
285. 98
125. 50
9-!7. Ou

3,601. 07
3,770.20
1,211.78
4,033.19
8,644.24
2,766.75
1,163.58
64. 22
15,888. 31

:!6. 00
51. 75

$80. 00

J5. 40
2. 75

129. 34

4. 45
23 1. 80

$3,378. 09
:i, 302. 35
o, 27 . 5!
4,902.4
6,007.62
1,270.78
4,164. 9-!

14, 5 . 2
8,499.47
1, 32L 58
773.17
35,527.25

1:00· ···u;1oi43

13,316.71 ...• :::::::::: ........ .
390. 13 . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
862. 10 . . . .. . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
80. 00
3].45
423. 67

82. 00
48. 95
423. 67

29. 20
18. 00

29. 20
18. 00
14. 04
1, 823. 32

209. 34

68,303.60

45,516.28

1, 052. 93
1, 466. 85

115, 852. 54

FOR PUBLIC ANIMALS AND HARNESS.
,,;l
~
<Sl

,.d

ep
p.

C/l

Department, depot, or post.

~

...

0

~
.gi.()

~

,,;l
~
,:,:
Q
I,.

,:;

..Q"i3
~8

Ace~

p.

dS

A

C/l

C/l

<I)

"i3

...8
.a

bl)

§

- bl)

-~-::$
~ ~-§
~ ... ~

c:,

A
- - -A

By payments made prior to July 1, 1887.

,.d

Cl)

~ cti

0

Cl)

bl)....

Q

dS

~,o.O
.0 AP
p.

A

rn

p

I,.

Harness.

1-,"0 dS

.s,:,:

:g bn
:s~

.... C':!.8

1-g~
p~'+'<

p..

bi)

.El...

·;,e

p.

Cl)

~

*$6, 787. 33

t854. 42

963. 33
+9 103 50
§?'
7 _. .,
403: ~ 7
114,912.97
5,507.74
4,407. 2
4,125.
614.
17,101.61
33, o53.
14, 7 .
63,3, .'.!!
9 L 11

i:

.01

4.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENEllAL.

F.-Staternent showing -in detail cost of tra1:sportation of the ..irmy, etc. -Continued.
FOR WATER SUPPLY A.ND SEWERAGE.
By paymcuts maLle prior to July 1,

By amounts due and"
unpaid July 1, 1887.

1887.

Total cost
<luring the
Mat,erial
fi
soal year
Department, depot, or post.
put'c!Jased
entlin_g
.
Construct J1me 30,
Water-reut Matena 1 iug anti re- \Vator.rrnt nnrl con·
1887.
arnl taxes. purchased. pairing.
and taxes. structing
and repairing.
Tho East . . __ _·- -- -·-·- · ··. .
The Missouri..·-··_ . . __ _.
Tlw P latte.- .. .. ··-·-····-..
Dakota .. ... . _.. _........ _. .

$7,147.45
6, uOO. 00

$9,507. 25
7,065.46
G, 822. 35
6,215.62
5,749.34
440. 30
1,040.39
9,080.88
3,056. 17
277. 63
5. 20
6,631.09

0, 87J. 78

143. 96

6!ttf.i;~i;:::::::::: ·:::::::: ~· ~~t· ~~

.Arizoua ······ · -· ···· - -· ·· ·
2;636: 83
The Colaml>ia __ . . . _.. _..
4, 692. 00
New York, N. Y ---- · - · ---408 90
Wasbington, D. C .. __ . ___ . _ . _.. __ . _~ .. .
P hiladelphia, Pa . _. .. __ . __ __
148. 05
J effersonville, Ind ___ ... _. . . . ___. __ . __ _
Lou isville, Ky . _____ . ___ . __ .
7. 00
San Francisco, Cal . __ . __. __.
758 85
18,534. 45
Saint Louis, Mo .. __ . ____ . __ .
356. 50
2,136.20
Chicago, Ill .. _. . _. _. _. . ___ .
239. 93
316. 60
U. S. Military Prison, Fort
Leavenworth , Kans .. __ _. . __ .... . __ ..
22. 50
A tlau ta, Ga . . _.. ... __ . _.. __ . ___ ........ .
Jefferson Barracks Mo
522. 90
Dadd 's Island, N~w y~;k· ·--- ·· ·· ·--·
Harbor···-· · · · . · 55. 59
Colurubas Barracks, -Ollio -: '. . --i,- 500.-oo·
566. 23
Hot Springs, Ark .. _. ___ __.
107. 05

Total - -- - . . .. .. -. . - - .

3~, 806. 10

I

78, 446. 15

$13, 120. 09
$3, 808. 56
2, 431. 40 - - - - - - .. • • - '.'l8l. 00 I . - • - - - - - . .
368. 23 i
89. 89
2, 543. 50
698. 50
2, 532. 17 . _.. _. .... _.
663. 50
114. 65
5, 268. 71 . .• 195. 20
'.106. 12 . -- ___ . __ . _

!

J

52. 05 ···- ·· ·-- - -·
7. 00
42.42 _··- . -· · -·· ·
175. 71 .......... ..
12. 05 · ··· · · ·····3,067.49
10. 50

$1. 20
1,786.83
1, ~75. 00
10. 00
179. 69
1,098.18
2,337.75

--·-·- .... _
.•... ··-- .. _
-····- ····- ·
- .....• • ....
. ·-·· ···-- -·
3,697.09

4,735.00
34. 80
35. 539. 74 /

4, 913. 80

I

$~3. 584. 55
17,283.69
14, 750.13
6,822.70 .
14,805.61
5,125. 69
5,553.55
21,379.34
4, 56'). 27
483. 75
153. 25
6,683.14
14. 00
19,335. 72
2,668.41
568. 58
22. 50
6,764.58
533. 40

23. 50

4,790.59
2,066.23
165. 35

10, 409. 24

168, 115. 03

FOR WHARVES, BRIDGES, ROADS, HARBORS, AND RIVERS.
By payments made prior to July 1, 1887.

Department, depot, or post.

For COD·
Total cost
structing and during
repairing
the :fiscal
Constrnctin g For rent of
roads, and year ending
11nd r epair- wlJarves and for
removal Jun e 30,
ing wbarve1:1 wharfage.
of obstruc.
1887.
and bridges.
tions from
harbors and
rivers.

The East---··- .. .... ··-· ·-- ··· ···-·-·--....... .
$2,428.30
The Mi1:1souri .. _... -···-· ...... ···--·· - __ ·· ·-·· . __ . _.
The Plat te .. . . _. -. -... - . - . -- _.. - . -.. . __ . _. . . _.
549. 90
Dakota·-- -·- ............ ---· __ ..... -· -· · ....... __ .. . .. -· ..
Texas············ - --· · -· · ····-· ·· ····---···· ·····- ·
. ____
California ---·- · ··- · ·········· --· ·-·· ·--· ··· -·
13,641.00
.Arizona · ··-·· ··-··········--······ ·· ··- ---· ·- ·
8ii4.40
The Columbia .. . -. - _- .... _. . ....... _. _ . .
707. 40
N ew York,N. Y-···- - ····-··· ·· ---- -·- -.. ....
342.50

$1,101.96

. .. .. ... ... .
- - .... . .. - . - .

-·· .... . . _.. .
· ·-·-- ····-· - ·

l,82l.05
-- -···-- ··--- 93. 48
9,000.00

1
J~4~~~~
l1fe,pi;a:::: :::::::::: :::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::::::: ·:: :: :::::::: ·
San Francisco, Cal. .. - .. . . ... ___ ... _.. _- .... _... __.... _.. .. . . . .. . -·. -. .. ..

Atlanta,Ga . ... __ --·· -- ·-····-··· ·-···-··-··· .. ---· ~--·· · -·-· ··- .. ·-.Teffen,onBarracks, Mn ...
·· - ·· ······· · ··-· .... . ... ..... . · ··· ··· ·- ---·
David's Island, New York Harlrnr.- .. --··-·- · · ··· · - ··· ··- ·
300.0J

Colnm;:B_~:·:~:k::~bio : : : : :

l~_;;, ;;

. ;;:~;

40

$6,175. 00
63. 00
28. 00
130. 80
486. 40
870. 50
18. 75
], 906. 39
32. 77
2,721.25
2,335. 9(1
123, 15
11,048.59
27. 00
]00. 00
26,127.50

*$9, 725. 26

o:t oo

I

577. 99
130. 80
486. 40
15,832.55
!)03.15
2,767.27
!J, 375. 27
2,721.25
t3, 400. 90
123.15
11,048.59
27. 00
t550. 00
100. 00
57, 832. 5i

1
_:_------'-------'---*Of which $·~ o r,,r whal'fagc w:is 1lue fl.nd unpai1l July 1, 1887.

tofwliich $1,065 for constrnctinp. J'MHl wHs du,, anrl tmpaid J'uly 1, 1887.
; Of which $~50 for wbarfagc was due and unpaid July 1, 1887.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

F.-Statement showing in detail, cost of transportation of the Army, etc.-Continued.
[For tolls, advertisements, publications, printing, reimbursements, boxes, and other articles for packing
and protecting freight, lumber, rope, and miscellaneous articles, and services.]

By payments made prior to July 1, 1887.

By amounts due and
unpaid.July 1, 1887.

ti!Q •

a,C,-

<i=~
<D'"'

Department, depot, or
post.

rtf

.6~

e·~

$,o

~*
-~
p,.C

-<",o

P.S

- p.

AA

rn

~-S

Ceil

-

~.~
.......

......

~~

rnA

t~ bD

,t~.s
<11

p."O

A-eil

oOP.

~

~

H

l:l.0(1)

A

<Drn

s -

A
~,d
A$

0.;

~-S

~

ffS::
p,.c

ii.

sp

~-~

.; P.

-<""O

A C<S

(I)

AA

~.;l

<1J

rn A

<l'j

·=.. I-:)§

,g l:l.O

(I)

<lldj

.P'O

P.o

a5

·*~

f3g

~

~ibii
!le 9§]
£f6 ,t;.q.S
p

...
...
0

_..,.!:!

a,'0

eil

OA

Q <!)

§

$~

p.

ol»

,<I

Fl

- - - - - -- - - - -

- - - - --

The East................. $281. 66 $245. 21 $81. 75
The Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . 698. 80 220. 34 470. 71
The Platte . . . .. . • . • • • . . .
112. 00 928. 53 453. 90
Dakota ... . .... . .......... 1, 728. 65 239. 05
83. 27
Texas....................
70. 45 541.10
43. 70
California................ . . . .. . . . 296. 62 300. 50
Arizona.................. 140. 20 325. 551,119. 25
The Columbia . .. . . . .. . . . 645. 55
43. 33 387. 58
NewYork,N. Y ..........
64.00 529.56 291.68
Washington, D. C... . . . . .
74. 88
63. 03
97. 07
Philadelphia, Pa.... . . . . . .
2. 00 115. 38
62. 20
Jeffersonville, Ind........ 435. 25 881. 45 257. 60
Louisville, K,,. _.. __ .. . __ .. _.. __ ... __ . . __ ___ . ___ .
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .
55. 28
19. 00
Saint Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . .
20. 00 283. 11
46. 00
Chicago, Ill ....... . . _... .
76. 20 ..... _. .
TI"nited States Military
Prison, Fort Leavenworth, K;i,ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 00 . • .. . • • .
Atlanta, Ga . . . . .. .. . . . . . .
9. 40
75. 57 . . . . . . • .
Jefferson BaITacks, Mo... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .
David's Island, New York
Harbor . ........ . . . .
131.42 ........
Col um bus Barracks, Ohio.
4.00 ......•.
West Point, N. Y ..... . .
. 50
14. 94 ........
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y.
9. 00
Quartermaster-General's
Office and the Treasury ...... ... .... ... .. __ .. __ .

~(I)

• ... bl)

8A

A.S
A,.._..,

eil.£

~

<D.p

o~bJJ
'O

s
·a:;

(l)rn

§A
_(I)

~;g~

(I)

<lldl

ij.;

'O

: ~-!:!l

s
~
,.c

cii.

~F!.
(l)<D

~~~

~
(I)

p. ...

AA

.,.!.,O

i,

$36. 39
23. 65
684. 29
82. 44
28. 40
. . .. . . . . .
661. 82
.... . . __ .
790.41
. .. .. . . .
4, 389. 98
8, 048. 72

. __. ____

1, 967. 70
1, 706.13
42. 00

~

---

$819.14 ...... I $75. 98 $735. 32 $2,275.4
724. 78 $5. 00 . . . . . . . .
38. 39 2,181. 6'1
1, 938. 25 . . . . . .
28. 00
5. 50 4,150.47
2, 444. 82 333. 35
52. 67 405. 49 5, 369. 74
1,143.33......
55. 00 ..... - - . 1,881. 98
2,042. 50 .......... ... .. .. ... . - 2, 639. 62
4, 825. 26 18. 00 121. 00 548. 84 7, 759. 92
1, 258. 94 27. 00 . . . .. . . . 338. 01 2,700.41
546.ill ...... 288.60 283.38 2,794-~
324. 83 . . . . . . . .. . . ..
63. 36 623.1
294. 05 . . . . .
80. 55 988. 90 5, 933. 06
208. 42 . . . . . . 980. 45
55. 9510, 867. 84
24. 50 . . . .
13. 25
37. 75
2, 536. 70 . . . . . .
34. 29 . - ..... - 4, 612. 97
37. 91 ....... ... .. ... - . .. .. . 2, 093. 15
58. 07 . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • .
176. 27

29. 50 1, 376. 51 . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
6. 00 1, 416. 01
.. . .... . .
12. 00 ... .......... - -..... - .
96. 97
32. 90 . ... .. . .. . . . . . . .... . . .
32. 90

.. . .. .. . .

980. 00 . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . .. 1, 111. 42
20. 00 . - . - . . -. - . . . . . . . - . . . ..
24. 00
.50
23. 94
··· ···•·· · ······ • · ---··· .. ... ..... ..... .
·········
··•······

.... _. __ . 1, 492. 14 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 1,492.14

Total ............... 4,292.345, 073. 67 3,714.2118, 491. 43 23,117.46 407. 851,716.543, 482. 39 60,295.89

RECAPITULATION.

Nature of accounts.

The East.

T~:u~ts- The Platte.

$12,678.67 $260,177.78
1

!:~~ug

"51,"iios:10·

$5,391.48

'"ii2,"sso:io"

283. 19
3, 922. 62
3. 403. !15
49, 479. 48
76, 178. 43
95, 676. 44
13,111.31 ...... .. ... . .... . .... ..
9,278.54
3, 378. 09
3, 302. 35
94 .83
6, 739. 83
686. 75
14. 50
47. 50
167. 67
14,750.13
33,584.55
17,283.69
5-!9.99
3,550.26 ...... ······
28. 00
6, 17.'l. 00
03. 00
112. 00
703. 80
281. 66
321.19
81. 75

220. 34
509.10

956. 53
459. 40

Dakota.

I

$68,470.01 $51. 178. 75
33, 769. 75 1 5, 897. 60
36,380. 42 1 11,335.36
9, 098. 12
9l!l. 63
129, 578. 74
5i, 249. 77

4,o5~:~
1,365.49
7,738.01
6, 22. 70

291. 72
94.27

36. 30

23. 65

684. 29

82.44

1, 55-i. 46

724. 78

1, 938. 25

2, 839. 3i

151,7~

421, 662.66 197, 022. 43

I_T
_exas
__·_

··--ii:001:re

1

2,43~1,81.·99:.

14,

5. 61

5 .10

. iO

1, 1

33

303,5~02f 1si"----
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F.-Statement showing in detail cost of transportation of the Army, etc.-Continued.
RECAPITULATION-Continued.

Nature of accounts.

California. Arizona.

Rail ................. ... .••....
Water .................... . .. ..
Wagon · ···········-----·-· · ·-·
Stage -- · -··---·· -· · ......... ...
Emplo_yes in the transportation
servrne ...............•......
Vessels ........ _. . __ .. __ ... _...
Means of transportatior.. .......
Draught animals and harness ..
Stabling public animals._ ......
Water supply and sewerage ...
Wharves and bridg.es ..........
Roads, harbors, an ·rivers ..... .
Toll~ on turnpikes, ferries, and
bridges . _........ __ .. ___ . ___ .
A~ vertis!)m_ents, publications,
nd prmtmg. -- -··· __ ________
Reimbursements ______ . __ . . __ .
Boxes and oLher articles for
protecting freight .. _: ___ . __ .
Lumber, rope, and miscellaneons articles, and services ..

.............. $5, 708. 02
$21. 00
23,452.64
54. 00

IDepots, inCo- dependent

The
lumbia.

,.,_ 75
17,549.91
4,077.19 ,,,.
88,684.61 19, 161. 20
1, 763. 20
7,955.02

41,799.92 151,135.66 48, 581. 97
9,818.41 ............... 1,030.55
1,270.78
4,164.94 14,588.28
5,351.41
1,367. 87
432.15
156. 30
36. 00
4,480. 82
5,125.69
5,553.55 21,379.34
14,962.05
800. 88
884. 40
1,966.39
870. 50
18. 75

posts, and
arsenals.

r"··

Quartermaster- I
General's
Office and
the
Treasury.

Total.

$216, 293. 20
158. 93
10,100.96
178. 90

$944, 280. 09
97, 21/i. 39
345,843.67
30,753.38

96, 421. 15 . ..............
61,073.03 .................
68,959.54 ...............
141,693.27
7,554.11 ................
48,809.77 .................
9,892.50 ................
17,453.66 ...............

-----------·

746,101.56
85,052.14
115,852.54
161. 058. 92
20,506. ~o
168,115.03
30,640.08
27,192.50

876...
19,774.23
31, 700. 85
3, 174. 75

158. 20

672. 55

639. 53

................

4,700.19

296. 62
300. 50

446. 55
1,142.15

43. 33
510. 83

3,617.83
850. 16

..................
...................

6,790.21
3,796.32

18, 019. 29 1· . . . ........

19,536.28

2,042.50

5, 351. 20

........ . ......

661. 82 1-.. -.... : .
1, 473. 70

Total··--· ···· · ·- ··· -···· 101,418. 48 280, 855. 03 /164, 535. 62

1, 492. 14

25,472.89

I 831, 227. 78 / 228,224.13

2, 832, 908. 09

6, 717. 68

7.-Report of Lieiit. Col. B. 0. Oard, deputy quartermaster-general, U. S.
Arrny, of the operations of the claims branch during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER -GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. O., September 6, 1887.
I have the honor to submit the following report of th~
operations of the claims branch of this office for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887.
The duties of the branch are as follows :
First. The investigation and adjudication of claims for quartermaster stores taken or furnished for the use of the Army during the war of
the rebellion, in States not in insurrection, as provided for.in the act of
July 4, 1864, section 300 A, Revised Statutes of the United States.
Second. The examination of certain miscellaneous claims, consisting
of (1) cases hased on certified accounts and known as '' regular purchase
vouchers;" and (2) cases known as '' soldiers' claims," being claims for
private horses turned into regiments and appropriated to the public
service, or for horses lost in service by officers or soldiers.
The most of these miscellaneous claims are referred to this office by
the Third Auditor of the Treasury, and after rec~iving an administrative examination in this branch are returned with an appropriate report
in each case, for settlement by the accounting officers of the Treasury
under any law applicable.
.
Tile third section of the act of March 3, 1879, provides that all claims
under the act of July 4, 1864, not presented and filed prior to the 1st
day of January, 1880, shall be forever barred. Consequently no new
claims are now being received.
.
During the war, however, many_claims were presented to c~rt~m
military boards and commissions, appointed by department and d1str1ct
GENERAL:
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commanders, and received a greater or less im7estigation, but no final
and complete action.
The Quartermaster-General in 1880 held that the presentation of
claims before such boards and commissions was such a presentation
and filing as to save them from being barred under thR third section of
the act of March 3, 1879. During the fiscal year last past, tbre~ Lm:dred and seventy-two of this class of claims ha·ve been called up rn thrn
office by the parties interested, and have been considered under the act
of July 4, 1864.
In addition to the military board claims above referred to, there were
a number of claims originally filed in this office, under act July 4, 1864,
during 1865 and 1866, which were returned prior to January 1, 1880, to
the claimants or their attorneys for certain information. Sixty.four of
this class of claims have been refiled in this office during the past fiscal
year, and have been considered.
The following t able shows the names of the agents employed, the
total amount pairl for salaries, for per diem, and for traveling expenses
to each, the number of claims investigated, and the average cost of
the investigation of claims for each agent for the past fiscal year:
rn

Period of service.

Cl)

.A.mount paid to each.

I>
A~

•.-<Cl)

Names of agents.
From-

To-

Salary.

Per diem Expenses
of trans·
while
traveling. portation.

- -1887.
June30 $1,400.00
June 30 1,400.00
June 30 1,400.00
1,293.48
June30
1,400.00
June30
1,400.00
June30
1,400.00
,Tune30
1,400.00
June30
June 30 1,400.00
1,084.46
Apr. 10
117. 93
July 31
1887.
117. 93
John S. Cooper+ .. _.... . Julv 1 July 31
117. 93
William M. Ek;nJ . .. ... Culj, 1 July 31
117. 93
0. D. Kinsmant ......... July 1 July 81

J. C. Dougherty* .......
Ernest Hawkins ... .. ..
Josepb Livsey• .. _......
.A.lex. Lynch ........ .. _.
James Putman• ........
Timothy Quinn* . _ . . ..
Thomas J. Saunders ....
Fred. A. Sawyer .......
C. W. Taylor. . ........
T. M. Thatchert ... .... .
Wiley Brittont .... .....

1886.
July 1
July 1
July 1
July 1
July 1
July 1
July 1
Jul.v 1
July 1
July 1
July 1

Total .......................
1

14,049.66

.A.verage cost per claim by all the agents

----------

* Discharged June 30, 1887.

Total.

-~~
_a:,
QI>

~-S§

fl ce
6
- - - -- - ;:::o. .. :;:

-~~

$925. 50
908. 25
865. 50
763. 50
862. 50
838. 50
858. 00
913. 50
750. 00
687. 00
93. 00

$445. 15
292.10
172. 50
345. 75
205. 40
361. 25
100.10
465. 75
232. 85
210. 80
52. 30

$2,770.65
2,600.35
2,438.00
2, 4C2. 73
2,467.90
2,599.75
2,358.10
2,779.25
2,382.85
1,982.26
263. 23

93. 00
93.00
93. 00

30. 70
40. 20
37. 76

241. 63
251. 13
248. 69

8,744.25

2,992, 61

"""Cl)

~P<bll
0

70 $39. 58
41. 27
63
30.10
81
104 23.10
29.03
85
27. 65
94
30.23
78
28. 07
99
32. 64
73
21. 78
9l
18 14. 60
12
12

13

20.13
20. 93
19.13

------893
25,786.52
28. 88
= ==
----------· - -. - .... -- . -- --------- --·· ·

t Resigned April 10, 1887.

+ Discharg~d July 31, 1886,

During the year the investigation of claims has been :finished in_ t?e
States of Keiltucky, Ohio, Indiana., Missouri, KanE:as, West Virgmia,
Pe~msylvania, and Maryland. This completes the investigation of _all
claims .on hand, except about fifty in East Tennesst=•e. The complet10~
of the mvestigation of claims scattered over so great an extent ?f te~ritor;r has bee_n attended with many difficulties, and bas resulted rn qmte
an rncrease m the average cost of the investigation of claims as compared with previous vears.
T?e force of clerks and others employed by the Quartermaster.General
durrng the yeai: in the investigation of claims under the a.ct of J_ul~ 4,
1 64, as a~thoi:ized by the act of July 31, 1886, making approprrnt10n
tr th 1 g1 lat1ve, executive, and judicial expenses of the Government,
as follow :
One clerk of cla s 4, one clerk of class 3, eight clerks of ciass 1, one
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clerk at $1,000, one copyist, three assistant mes· ngers, and ten agent
at $1,400 each.
While the act of March 3, 1887, making appropriation for the current
fiscal year, provides for the payment ot five agent at 1,400 ea h ~·
part of the regularly authorjzed force of t be office, it mak no pro 1 ·
ion for the payment of auy persoHs, as first provided for in the act of
.August 5, 1882, "to be employed by the Quarterma ter-Gen ral in the
investigation of claims." Consequently all tbe work of tlle claims branch
for the current fiscal year will necessarily <levolve upon the regular
clerical force of the office.
The total number and amounts of claims investigated and reported
upon by agents during the year and the amounts recommend d by them
for allowance, ar~ as follows :
Between what d<1,tes.

July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887 .. ......... . . .. •.. ... . .. . . .

:Nuwber of
claims.
893

A mount
claim ed.

Amount
recommended.

$4 69, 710. 82

$i6, 786. 27

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

The following statements sl.Jow the nuwber aml amount of claims reported on band July 1, lb86, number of claims presented to military
boards and commission s and called up in the Quarterruaster-Geueral's
Office during the last :fiscal year; number of e;laims origiually filed in
1865 and 1866, returned to claimauts and attorneys and refiled during
the last fiscal year; number of claims adju<l icated by the QuartermasterGeneral, tbe amounts approved in full or ia part, the amounts disallowed, and the number and the amount of those remaining on hand
July 1, 1887:
No.
Zi_.1\~and July 1, 1886 .... .... ...... .. • . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
R 1fiia~y b~ard claims called up ... ....•.•......... .... ..•............•..... 372
e e claims ....... _. . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
.
Total on band and received during the year ..••.•.....••••.......•. . .... .

I

4, 983
436

.Amount.

$4,616,577. 95

1

857, 521. 04

5,4191 4, 074, 098. 99

Upon the above, action was taken as foUows:
No.

Amount.

ti_f;·ot~~~~ ~i':i~\'!e(~;8~r~ge~:
~~;· ~iI~-;~d $i44;92s:1ii ;~i ~1i;~ii~~~d "i!iii,4s2:2s: .. .. ~~~ .... $756: 356.- 04
JleJected . . . . . .
. .....................•................ . • ..•.. . . ..... ...... · / _:, ~ _ .....:_ 811, 471. '.J7
1

'.fotal _o~ which action was had . .... .. ............••..•..•..............

·1.__.:.~

l:lemammg on hand July 1, 1887. .. . . . . . . . . • . . .• • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

1, 506

3,567,827. til
1,406, 271. 38

In aduition to t1e foregoing claims under the provisions of the act of
Jul_y 4, 1864, t_bere were receiveu durillg the year 210 miscella~eous
clarn1s, amountmg- to $7,890.21, and 273 of that character, amountrng to
$23,020.20, received action aud were reported to the accounting officers
of the Treasury.
In obedience to the instructions of the War Departmellt of April 5,
1887, to enable the Secretar.v to comply with a resolutiion of the United
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States Seuate of March !3, 18S7, au agent of this Department has inves·
tigated the claim of Johu R. Reynolds, of Dayton, Ohio, for quartermaster and subsisteuce stores, stated at $74,713, alleged to llave been
taken nea,r Natchez, Miss. The ca,se is now undergoing the usu al exami·
uatiou in this offie(', and will soon be in readiness to return to the honor- ·
able the Secretary of War.
The following statement shows the total number and aggregate
amouut of claims presented under act of July 4, 1864, section 300 A,
Revised Statutes of the United States, and action thereon since the
passage of the act:
Total received.

Year when pre.
sented.

.Approved.

1- - - - , - - - - - l·- - - - - , - - - - - - 1

I

_N_o_
. _ ,__ .A.
_ m_o_u_n_t·_ __ N_o_._

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

.A.mount.

Disallowed
in claims on
which al.
lowances
were made.

Wholly rejected.
1 --

-,-- -- -

No.

I

.A moun.
t

I

1

186!-'65 · .. - . . . . . . . . . 2, 890 $1, 687, 858. 25
783
$273, 860. 80
1865-'66 . · .... .. ··-.. 13,219 7,731,253.83
2,230
877,151.76
1, 197
479, 640. 84,
1866-'67 · . .... . . . .. . 7,068 3,307,903. 24
1867-'68 . ... .... .. . . . 2, 778 1,602,870.74
401
248,124.71
1868-'69 ·. .. .. . .....
847
670,542.82
173
106,406. 78
1869-'70. · ·.. .... .. . .
637
610,707.22
119
66,681.45
1870-'71. . . . .........
590 1,800,094.58
47
26,216.71
1871-'72 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 124 1, 483, 314.18
665
367,102.72
1872-'73 . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1,963 2, 0:.!4, 725.16
642
296,775.90
881
495,234.38
1873-'74 ··········· · 2,606 3,144,572.34
1874-'75. . .... .. . . .. . 2,044 2,345,315. 22
403
188,581.63
1875-'76 . . .. ... . .... . 1,098 1,204, 834. 38
302
186,229.50
1876-'77 . ..... ... .. ..
836
679, 202. Oi
460
155, 272. 52
1877-'78 .. ..... ...... 1,408
902,490.99
967
255, 08!. 99
1878-'79 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,640
961,420.00
635
121,568. 26
1879·-'80 . . . . . . . . .•. . 12 1 757 7,527,051.56
594
157,650.70
44
37, 290. 08
11 149 1 227, 680. 39
1880-'81........... . .
1881-'82. .. . .. ......
124
142,9 16.05
1 389
296,346.39
188Z-'83 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7t
44. 388. 91
1'. 870 I 312, 151. 70
]883- '84 .... .. ....
113
90,867.82
1 033
198 315.-00
1884- :85....... . . . .
142
82,334.371 1: 064'
235: 647. 14
1885-,86. . . . . . . .. . . . 3, 822 1,330,023.21
1,316
235,243.32
1886-87 ..... ....... r- ~ ~ ' . ! ~ ~ , - 988 ~,923.76

:j:56, 736. 17
280,008.30
263, 470.61
157,449.77
47,645.51
24,596.98
47,765. 42
410,234.95
318,436.52
537, 250.47
352,882.33
237,210.51
295,796.44
337, 791.09
199,517. 37
156, 8:4. 19
344, 898. 93
349,691.41
573, 383. 13
334,942.74
355,587.09
403,382.32
611,432.28

1, 404
7,419
3,102
603
222
113
60
274
325
528
871
1, 254
642
1, 345
1,032
021
1, 995
1, 630
3, 114
2, 935
2, 269
2,451
2,925

$1, 023, 420. 87
4,792,306.79
1, 63!, 068. 81
387,704. 80
142,006.45
196,598.18
132,148.17
396,100. 75
443,689.75
694,152.19
1, 3li, 460. 2!)
1,995,767.89
l, 352, 159. 88
1, 7.0, 197. 811
1,077,212.92
738,420.46
l, 885, 173. 82
1,302,700.82
2, 60u, G73. 38
2,413,295 . 38
1,507, 979. 12
517, 190. 72
2,811,471.57

Total . . . . . . 58, 257 40, 160, 408. 03 19, 317 5, 951, 891. 35 6, 696, 924. 53 37, 434 31 , 105. 900. 87
Less amount previou sly reported in column of disallowance on c aims allowed in part,
which again was included in column wholly rej ected.... .............................. 4,991,580.10
26, 114, 320. 77

REC.APITULA.TION.
Numberofcla~mspresente,1.from.July4, 1864, to.Juno 30, 1887 . ..... ····· · · · ······ · · · ····;··· 58,257
Number of cla1m1:1 approved m whole or in part from .July 4 1864 to June 30 1887 . . . . . 19, ,!17
Number of clairus disallowed from .July 4 1 186i, to .June 30, 1887. '. ........ .. ..'..... ... .. 37,434
Total actetl upon .........• .. .... .... •••..................••.•..•..•........ ... ... .. .... .. 56, 751
Number on hand .July 1, 1887 ....... ....... •......•• .• •.•.......... . ••••...•... ..... .• .........

1,506

.Amount of 58,257 claims presented .. ......•...•........•.......• ·.. ..• ...•....•.. .. ..... $40, 169~408. 03
Amount of 56,751 claims acted upon .... .... . .. ..•..•.....•....•.. __ .••••••.•...... . . . 38, 763, 136. 65
Remaining claims (1,506) . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J, 406,"2il. 3S

Very respectful1y, your obedient servant,
B. C. CARD,
Deputy Quartermaster· General, U. S. Army.
The

QUARTERM..AS'rER· GENERAL,

u. s.

ARMY.

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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8.-Report of Oapt. John F. Rod,qers, military store-keeper, U. S. An~iy,
of the operations of the clothing-supply branch for the fiscal year eniling
June 30, 1887.
QUAR'l'ERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

W a,shington, D. 0., September 15, 1 87.
Herewith I have the honor to submit the annual report of
the operations of t,he clothing-supply branch of the Quarterma ter-General's Office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
GENE.R AL:

GENERAL DUTIES.

The duties pertaining to said branch are:
(1) The purchase at tlie general clothing depots of the Quartermaster's Department at Philadelphia, Pa., Jeffersonville, Ind., and San
Francisco, Cal., of such articles of clothing aud equipage as are required
for issue to the Army and which can not be manufactured at said
depots.
(2) The purchase of the textile fabrics and other materials required
in tbe manufacture of articles of clothing and equipage.
(3) The manufacture of such articles of clothing and equipage at the
depot-s referred to as in the opinion of the Quartermaster-General may
be most advautage(ius and to the best interests of the service.
(4) The manufacture at the military prison at Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., ?f boots, shoes, barrack chatrs, and corn brooms needed for the
troops from materials purchased under contract by the Commandant of
tbe prison, under tlrn direction of the Quartermaster-General.
(~) The issue, upon annual and special estimates, of the clothing and
eqmpage required by the Army from the general clothing depots specified, ~nd also from tbe principal depot at Saint Louis, Mo., where the
supplies required in tile departments of the Dakota, Platte, Missouri,
and 1:1exas are concentrated, so that issues may be made as rapidly as
practicable.
·
. All purchases are made by contract after public notice and competit~on of the lowest responsible bidders, as required by law anrl regulations. No formal contracts are made in cases where the amount involved does not exceed the sum of $500.
The abstracts and bids for the articles called for in annual and subsequent advertisements are forwarded to this office by the officers in
charge of the general purchasing and manufacturing depots, and the
awards are made by the Quartermaster-General. In no case has an
appeal been taken from the awards as made.
APPROPRIATION.

of

The appropriation for the purchase
cloth, woolens, and materials
for the manufacture of clothing for the Army; for issue and for sale at
cost pl'ices according to the Army regulations; for altering and fitting
clothing, washing and cleaning when necessary; for equipage and for
expenses of packing and handling, and similar necessaries for the last
:fiscal year, under the act of Congress approved June 30, 1886, was
$1,250,000. Seventy-six thousand two hundred and ninety-two dollars
and seventy-five cents were placed on the books of the Treasury to the
credit of the appropriation from sales to officers and other sources,
making a total of $1,326,292. 7,5. 'fhe cxpt>nditures chargeable to the
appropriation were $1,277,532.69, leaving on the 30th of June, 1887, a
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balance of $48,760.06 in the Treasury of the United States, all of which,
together with part of the credits which may still accrue, will be required
to pay outstanding liabilities and contracts entered into prior to the
expiration of the fiscal year.
The accompanying statement (D) shows the amount.of money and the
particular depots, divisions, or departments at which the expenditures
were made. The remittances to the principal depot at Philadelphia, Pa.,
amounted to $720,390.66, showing at a glance that the lallOr involved in
the transactions a,t this establishment has been very extensive. More
than one-half of the entire appropriation was disbursed at said depot.
Almost the entire purchases and manufactures of the clothing and equipage for that part of the Army stationed in the divisions of the Atla11tic
and the 1\1:issonri were made at Philadelphia, while the purchases 3'.nd
manufactures of the suppJies required for the division of the Pamfic
were · made at the San Francisco depot, involving an expenditure of
$234.918.06.
Th·e purchases and. manufactures at the Jeffersonville depot of the
~nartermaster's- Department, which supplies part oft.be troops sta~i?ned
m the West, amounted to $106,242.92, while the Uoitetl Statrs M1htary
Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., absorbed $202,267.29.
GENERAL PURCHASES.

' The following is a list of the principal articles of clothing, equipage,
and materials purchased during the past fiscal year, together with au
approximate statement of their cost:
_ _ _ __ A_r_t_ic_1e_s._ __ _ _ __
Q_ua_n_t1-·ty_.1,

Articles.

Quantity.

1

Helmets ...... ... .............. ...... .
Cork helmets .............. . ........•.

(;J;iff:::i:::::::::~. •::~;,:~.

Wool 1;1tockings .. ........... ... . pairs ..
Cotton stockings ................ do .. .

t~~lJttt:~~- :.~ ~::: ~::::: ::::::~~:::

Fur gauntlets ................... do .. .
Leather gauntl&ts ............... do .. .
Arctic overshoes . ........ ....... do .. .

f f~-~~c~oil~~:s. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.·.·. ·. ·. ·. ·.·. ·.·.·. ·• ·-~~: : :

Woolen blankets . . .................. .
Iron bedsteads with wire-woven bunk
bottoms ........... ...... .. ...... .. .

4, 027 1 Mattresses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
6, 407 Mattress cov6rs ............ -. - . · · · · ·
21, ~00 I ~!Hows ...... ... .... ....... .... ... -.
18, :>18 , flllow cases ... . ................ ---· ·
5, 006 I Bed-sheets ...................... --- · ·
66,112
MoFlquito bars ................... . - ·
145,878 Axes .. ........................... - · ·
119,884
Shovels ......... ... .... .... ....... . -·
180, 092
Scrubbing brushes .. _...... ... ..... .
15,017
Dark blue cloth .......... ... yards ..
7,985
Facing cloth ....... . . . ......... ,lo - .
15, 000
Cotton duck for tents . . . . . . . . <lo . -· 1,000 Brown duck for canvas clothing.do ...

5, 100
23, 148
,16, 702

1

Canton flannel . . : . ............ . do . . .
Dark blue l.llouse flannel . ...... rlo ..
Shirting flanuel ........ -. . . . . d" · · ·
Kersey ..•.•............ . ...... du ...

5, 000
20,670
5,000
20, 004
41,548
4, 99-l
3, 997
4, 000
Hl, 087
16,224
3, 13-!
145, 844
li, 000
225,545
55, 720
46. 88+
l 19,674

2,085

The articles of clothing, equipage, and materials purchased <l.uring the
last_fisca,l year are fully described in the accompanying statemeut (B).
It g1ve~ the names of the depots and places at whicb the purchases were
"?~de, sh?ws whether they were made b,y contract or otherwise, tl.Je qua~tities, price of each article, cost, date of purchase, and name and residence of the persons of whom procured.
.
GENERAL MANUFACTURES.

Of th artic~ o~ clotbing and equipage manufactured under the
clirect upervi 10n of the Qual'termaster-Geueral at tlie depots at Phila-
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delphia, Pa., Je:ffersouville, Iud., and San Francisco, Cal., d11ri11g th last
fiscal year, the follo wing are the principal items:
Articles.

x!~;:ia~:v~- : : : : : -_: ~:::::::
Uniform dress coats .. ..
Blouses .... ..... . . . . .. .. : : :
Coats, canvas, fatigue ..... .
Stable frocks .. .... .. . . . ..
Overalls . ..... . .. . ..
Trousers, canvas, fatig~·e ·::
Shirts, dark blue . . . .·..... .
Drawers . ... , ......... . ....
Mittens, canvas ---- ----·- Chevrons:
Gold lace .. ..... ..... .
Cloth .................

Quantity.

Cost of
making.

7,645
7,911
4,625
40,392
10, 691
5,569
7,321
14,192
31,751
108,862
11,269

$0. 56
1. 64
2.30
. 85
• 49¼
. 25
. 20
I 39
. 50
. 26½
• 08¼

7,836
9,144

I

Co t of
making.

Qnant.ity.

Articles.
Barrack bags _ _ ... . ........... .
Mattress covers ...........
Trousers:
Mounted, made . ... .. .. .
Foot, made . ............
Mounted , unmade ...•.
Foot, unmade .. . .......
Conical wall tents .........
Siuley tents ·-- ---------··
Hospital tents ............
Wall tents .... ------·--- Common tents ---- -- -·····

800
300

$0.13

11,153
23,173
9,465
25,266
319
116
256
903
2,070

1.10

.15

. 84
. 05
.04

7. 50
5.24
8. 33
3. 76
3. 15

The accompanying tabulated statement (A) shows the quantities of
all the articles that have been mauufactured at the geueral manufacturing depots, as well as the articles that have beeu made at t!Je Unjted
States Military Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., under the direct
supervision of the Commandant of the prisou referred to, from materials
purchased under contract made under the authority of this office.
THE MILITARY PRISON AT FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS.

The accompanying statements (E to H) give a complete resume of tbe
transactions between this department and the military prison at Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.
~be remittances to the prison authorit~es were $202,267.29, as stated.
This amount was expended ·a s follows:
Civilian labor employed in supervision of work such a8 foremen, fospec-

R;;~tt;tiu·
~~~hi~~~~- :: : : : : :: :: : : : :: : : : : :: : :~:::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : ::::
Materials, parts of machinery, etc .. _......................••••... - - · · ·

194, 365.51

Total expenditures . .. ........... _. _........ ____ ..... __ .. . . . . . • . .

202, 267. 29

to

$4,800. 00
3,101.79

By ~dding
tbis the amount of $8;7(>1.34, representing the value of
ma~erial ?n hand June 30, 1886, and expended during the fi scal year, _for
wbieh this report i.s made, and further adding the sum of $27,879, berng
the value of prison labor performed for the Quartermaster's Department, the cost of the artieles manufactured at the prison, on accouut
of clothing and equ ipage, is ascertain e<l to be $238,907.63.
~here were m~ue at the prison during the fiscal year the following
articles of clothing and equipage :
Articles .

Quantity.

Cost.

II

Article!!.

Quantity.

Cost.

I

Boots :
Shoes:
Mouutetl, sewed .... pairs. 9,738 $3!), 965. 41 j
Campaign, sewed .. pairs . 32,271 $85,801.07
Mou_nted, b, ass-screwed,
Boots, tap-soled. . . .... do ... ], 267
3, 797. 65
p airs .. . . . ...... . . . ... ...
33
H 6.7!J 1 Campaign, t~p-soled .... do . .. 6,555
Old _style, brass-screwed,
I
Brooms:
5, 64!). 19
Corn . .............. .. .... 23,042
Shoes ~a1rs . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1,959 5,348.78
13. 99
100
Whisk . .. ................
Old _style, brass-scn,wetl,
6,025.66
Barrack cbairA ......... ... . .. 4,152
pairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
841 1, 538. 17 I
- ·-Post, brass-screwed. pairs· / 1, 061 I 2, 86 '· 14
238,907.63
Total. ....·.......... -. -· ·
Post, sewed .. . . ...... do . . . , 31,248 87,758.78

J

I

1=~~
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The commandant of the United States ~rnitary Prison reports the
average cost of the several articles of clothing and equipage, inclusive
of prison labor, to be as follows:
Average
cost.

Articles.
Boots:
Mounted, sewed. __ .. ___ . . per pair . .
Mounted, brass.screwed ...... do . . . .
Old style, brass.screwed ..... do ... .
Shoes:
Old sty le, brass.screwed ...... do ... .
Post, brass.screwed .......... do .. .

Avera~e
cost.

Articles.

Shoes:
Post, sewed ...... .. ...... per pair ..
Campaign, sewed ........... . do ... .
Brooms:
Corn ...............•.. __ .... each ..
vVhisk ...................... do .. - .
Barrack chairs . ............. do - .

$'4. 10
4.45
2. 73

l. 83
2. 70

$2. 81
2. 66
25
14
1.45

The prices of these articles differ ~lightly from those . given in the
annual price.list of clothing and equipage; but this is accounted for by
the fact that the latter are based upon calculations for the period c?mmencing May 31, 1886, and ending May 31, 1887, while the former pr.ices
are for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887. The amount realized
from the sale of scrap-leather was $6,041.57~ which, under the law, w~s
covered into the Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts. This
is really a loss to the appropriation for clothing and eqni page, f~r if the
amount could have again been used in the purchase of materials .the
cost of the boots, shoes, and other articles would have been proport10nately lesR.
The commandant of the military prison, who, under the orders of the
honorable the Secretary of War, has exclusive control over the purchase of tbe materials which enter into the manufacture of clothing anu
equipage, bas contracted for a large supply of cropped sole-leather, the
use of whieh will, it is thought, result in lessening the cost of the boots
and shoes.
The principal articles of materials· purchased at the prison during tbe
fiscal year were as follows :
_ _ _ _ _A
_ rt_ic_·le_s._ _ __ _ 1__
Q_ua_n_ti-ty_. I
Counter.leather .. -..... __ ... pounds..
Sole.leathe1 ............ .. ..... . do .. .
Wax upper.leather ..... . square feet..
Pebble.grain leather ............ do . .. .
Welt.leather . ... . ........ pounds..
Calf-skin leather, heavy ........ do....

l

20,000
209,375
246,000
59,998
21 ,900
45,000

A,ticlo,.

I Quantity.

I Eyelets.
_._._ .•... _............. -- - -.
Lacing.studs........................
I Shoe.tongues
Shoe·laces .... . .............. . pairs..
.................. do.-- ·
Broom·corn ............... pounds..

1,540,000
6CO, 000
1 t~~

~5·,

47, 980

From the monthly prison reports it appears that the value of prison
labor, of all kinds, performed for the Quartermaster's Department
am~unted to $37,225.05, of which $27,879 is chargeable to clothing and
eqmpage.
~~ a partial offset for the labor, clothing and equipage to the v:alue
ot $i,938.08 and st01 es to the value of $222.01 were issue.d to the prison.
n

ISSUES TO THE ARMY.

The pro1!1ptne with which tl1e various articles have been procured
and manuf~cturecl at tlie general depots has enabled the Department to
fil~ tbe var10u po ·t and otber estimates almost as fast as they were re~ei ved .. A. f~w of th , ~ze, of some of the articles, of which it would
ot b JU<~1c10u. to lay rn a large supply, were issued as fast as they
wer r c 1 ed from. tile coutractors.
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The following are the quantities of t~e principal articles that have
been issued from the general depots durmg the last fiscal year:
Articles.

Quantities.

H elmets ...........•..••••••. ....... -·

·~~iw:j)tti)))It

Overcoats, fur and canvas ..... .. . ... .
Uniform dress·COats ................. .
Blouses . . . .................. .......•.
Blouses, canvas ............. . .. ..... .
Stable frocks ........................ .
Overalls .. ................... .. ... ... .

~;g~::;:: !:i:::1:::::::::::::::::::::

ifft~~\~£:;~:::::::::::::::::::::::

:~~!s, all k~nds, pa~s . ........ ...... .
s, all kmds, pairs .........•. .....
Undershirts ..............•...•.......

f{~1i~~!: iit~~~:::::::::::::::::::::

Gloves, white Berlin .•...... number ..

9,354
6,793
41,355
1,162
9,536
24,446
11,061
978
8,375
43,946
29,330
9,923
12,577
81,093
30,661
], 742
18,983
49,946
19,093
84,693
88,826
95,442
142,158
153,903
480,267

I

I

Articles.

Quantitie . '

Mittens, woolen .........•.••........
Fur gauntlets .. ..................... .
Mittens, canvas ........•.............
Gauntlets, leather ... .•.•............
Arctic overshoes . •.........•..•.... .
Barrack shoes. . .••.•....•.....•...
Blankets, wool. ................•....
Chevrons, gold.lace . ..... . ......... .
Chevrons, cloth . .. ....• . .........•...
Barrack-bags . ...................... .
Wire.woven bunk bottoms . . . . ..... .
Mattresses ......................... .
Mattress covers .......... ·.......... .
Pillows . .. . .... .. . . . .... ......... . .. .
Pillow-cases. . .......... - -. - - - .. -. -•.
Bed sheets .......•...................
Mosquito-bars ........ , .... .. - .. -- . - Axes .... ..........................•.
Shovels .. . .. ..... . . . ..........•.....
Tents, miscellaneous .............. - .
Tents, shelter .................... - - Corn brooms . ...................... - Barrack chairs ..................•....
Scrubbing brushes ...••..•..........

8,277
10,218
9, 5 7
!I, 034
9,018
3,036
24,938
13,117
12,286
4,022
1, 35
3,185
7,948
4,154
16,973
25, 3 9
6,878
5,828
5,496
2,095
7,176
36, 79
4,863
16,918

Fuller and more precise information can be obtained from the accompan_ying statement (A), which shows in great detail the stock of the
various articles of clothing, equipage, and materials on hand at the general depots at Philadelphia, Pa., Jeffersonville, Ind., San Francisco,
Cal., Saint Louis, Mo., and at the military prison at Fort Leavenworth,
~~ns., June 30, 1886; the quantities received from all sources; the quai;itities transferred, sold, -expended, and issued to the Army during the
last fiscal year; also the quantities remaining on hand on the 30th of
June, 1887.
ISSUES TO THE MILITIA OF THE STATES AND TERRITORIES.

Under the act of Congress amending section 1661, Revised Statutes,
making an annual appropriation to provide arms and equipments for
t~e militia of the States and Territories, this Department j.s charged
with the duty of providing the "quartermaster's stores and camp equipage."
Under the regulations promulgated by the honorable the Secretary
of War no issues of stores or equipage were made during the last fiscal
year, bu,t in anticipation of requisitions, the Department advertised and
contracted for a sufficient number of hospital, wall, and common tents,
based to a certain· extent upon the allowance for the Army of the United
States.
From requisitions since received, it appears, however, that the larger
officers' wall-tents are in greater demand than the smaller wall-tents intern1ed for the enlisted men. As a consequence, the supply of the former
having proved inadequate, it became necessary to lay in a further supply.
For this reason, and from the fact that the requisitions came very closely
together and just before the troops went into camp, some little delay
bas occurred in .filling the requisitions. But by making use of the tents
in process of manufacture for the Army proper the requisitions have
been filled, and no inconvenience ha& resqlted to the encampments for,
which the tents were intenqed,
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All tho purchases had to Le maue from tl.Je appropriation for clothing
aud equipage for the Army.
·
The appropriation will, of course, be reimbursed to the extent of the
value of actual issues to the militia. As a consequence tlrn Department
will carry a larger stock tlJan_wonld otherwise have been the case.
To guard against similar difficulties in the future, it is thought that
t would be wise to call upon the respective governors, perhaps in the
early part of tlle calendar year, to prepare estimates of supplies that
may be needed during the next or coming fiscal year, and that these estimates be forwarded not later than the early part of March. Tbi1S will
enable this office to accurately ascertain the quantities actually need~d
and to be procure<.1, resulting in a more economical andJ)rompt aclmmistration of business. Some of the governors construing the law in regard to the issue of quartermaster's stores to embrace also made aud
unmade clothing and clothing materials, the Quartermaster-General expressed bis opinion to the honorable the Secretary of War that cl_otbing and materials might be considered as stores. It has been decided
'' in view of the desirability of uniformity betweeu the equipment of the
militia of the several Stat,e s and the troops of the United Stat~s, th3:t
under the act for arming and equipping. the militia, the regulat1011 umform for the CT nited States troops may properly be issued as quartermaster's stores,
*
*
*
that the elotb, kers.ey, etc., manufactured under contract for the Quartermaster's Department may also
properly be issued to the militia as quartermaster's stores, for the same
purpose for which they are supplied to the regnlar troops, viz, for the
making of the regulation uniform, and for this purpose only. IJ?- ~ak-.
ing such issues tbe Quartermaster-General will inform t.b e authorities of
the State or Territory receiving the same, when notifying them of the
issue, that it is made with the understauding that it is to be Psed only
for the purpose of making the regulation United States uniform.''
CLO'.I.'HING FOR INDIAN PRISONERS.

Congress having made no appropriation to clothe the Apache Indian
prisoners of war confined at Forts Marion and Barrancas, Fla., and
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., t,b e Quartermaster-General, under the
decision of the honorable the Secretary of War, dated July 7, 1886,
bas ordered the purchase of such articles of cloths, fl.a:nnels, calico, etc.,
as were needed, especially for the women and children .
. Stateme~t K accompanying this report, shows the articles thus purchased durmg tile last :fl.sea.I year the cost of which was $3,181.77.
Under the <leeision of the War 'Department of May 28 last the Quarterm~ster-General is authorized to issne damaged and obsolete military
clotbrng that may be available for this purpose.
Statement L. herewith shows the total quantities of clothing, etc.,
that ha,,e bee1! issued to these Incliarn~, the yalue of wl.Jicil bas become
a c~iarge aga1rn~t the already limited appropriation for clotlling and
eqmpage. The_rc should be an apprnpriation made for this purpose.
I_f uot needed 1t could be turned into the Treasury at the end of the
fo,cal year.
TENTS FOR 'l'HE UFFERERS FROM EARTHQUAKE .AT CH.A.RLES'.J.'ON, S. C.

.-~ecified in Statement I, accompanying this report, tents to the
3 ,4~3, 2~ w re sent, by direction of the honorable the SecreI:rtYu· 1\
ar,
S ptember last, to the mayor of the city of Charleston,
0
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S. C., to shelter such of the citizens of saiu. city as were rendered
homeless by the earthquake catastrophe. The tents have not been returned, -and their value has consequently become a total loss to the
clothing appropriation.
QUALITY OF CLOTHING AND EQUIP AGE SUPPLIES.

Scarcely any, and certainly no general, complaints upon the quality
of the clothing and equipage furnished to the enlisted men of the
Army have reached this office, and with the exception of the boot and
shoes, the improvement of which still forms the subject of study, the
clothing and equipage supplies are about as perfect as human thoug·bt
and foresight can make them. Whenever au advantageous change is
suggested, the Quartermaster-General endeavors to comply with auy
judicious demands that may be made upou tlie Department.
FUR CAPS.

A desire having manifested itself that the issue of fur caps, in lieu
of the blanket-lined canvas caps or hoods which are issued gratuitously
to the enlisted men, be again authorized, the Quartermaster-General, ou
the 31st of January last, recommended to the honorable the Secretary
of War that the fur caps be issued whenever called for by officers on
du_ly authorized requisition. The Secretary of War having- approved
~his recommendation, a paragraph was inserted in the annual price-list
~ust promulgated amending existing regulations by permitting the
issue of fur caps in connection with the fur gauntlets heretofore authorized.
CAMPAIGN HA'J' CORDS AND TASSELS.

F!om the requisitions of clothing and equipage received at this office
durm~· sev~ral years past, it has been observed, especially since the
adoption of the drab-colored campaign hat, that there was scarcely any
demand for hat cords and tassels, of which a very large supply was left
on hand at the close of the war. There were still in ..store at the general depots of the Quartermaster's Department on the 30th June, 1887,
32,855 of these cords. Only 3,049 were issued during the last fiscal
year.
With a view to absorb them, if practicable, the Quartermaster-General
rec?mmended to the honorable the Secretary of War that those on hand
b_e ISsued gratuitously to the enlisted men. This bas been published by
~:mcular from the headquarters of the Arroy. Notwithstanding this free
issue, there is scarcely any demand for them.
LINEN COLLARS.

The board of officers, consisting of the Quartermaster-General and
Inspector-General of the Army, convened under the orders from the War
Department of January 20, 1885, for the puqiose of preparing the new
edition of the work entitled'' Uniforms of the.A. rmy,'' on the 24th November, 1886, recommended to the honorable the Secretary of War the issue
of white linen collars to be worn in connection with the uniform dress
coats of the enlisted men. This recommendation, which was approved
by the Secretary of War on the 11th of December, 1886, was based upon
the fact that on account of the chin or neck of the wearer coming constantly in contact wjtb the facing on the coat-collars, freque.!1-t refacings
of the coats, involving considerable expense to the soldier, became a
continuous necessity.
.
.
The decision of the War Department has been announced ~n general
orders . . They are now being supplied to the Army at cost price, at the
rate of ~ix per annum, but their money value does not form a part of the
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clothing-money ailowance, and while their issue will be a great benefit
to the soldier in saviug the more costly coat-facings, the appropriation
for cloth~ng will suffer no loss.
FACINGS FOR CAVALRY UNIFORMS.

Since the introduction of the bright-colored facings for the uniform
dress coats of the enlisted men, it has been found very difficult, if not
almost impracticable, to procure positively fast colors. All high colors
are more or less fugitive upon exposure to the sun. For this reason it
was found necessary to change the facings for infantry from sky blue
to white.
The samedifficultyhas been experienced with the yellow color adopted
for the cavalry arm of the service. Purchases of yeliow facing-cloth
under different contracts showed a marked difference in the shade of the
color of the facings upon the coats. ·
To remetly this difficulty it has been determined to hereafter purchase
cloth of a darker shade. It is hoped that this will prove satisfactory.
The change will be made gradually, and will necessarily require that
the color of the hair-plumes, aiguilettes, and ·shoulder-knots, trumpetcords and tassels., etc, for the cavalry arm be made to conform thereto
GOLD-L.ACE CHEVRONS.

· The Quartermaster-General, in December last, ascertained that the
excessive dema11 .i for gold-lace service chevrons (the money value of
which i~ not charged against the soldiers' clothing acco/unt) was entirely
due to the fact that they were being misapplied. He therefore recomwen<.led to the War Departm ent that the attention of the Army be calle1l
to such improper use. A circular was promulgated to the Army ~No.
12, Headquarters of the Army, 1886), in which instructions were given
that the issue of said chevrons must be confined to the number of coats
allowed by existing regulations. Any number of pairs issued in excess
of sucl.l allowance to be charged to the soldier at cost price. The demand for service chevrons has since been considerably diminished.
1

TROUSERS, LIGHT SH.ADE.

There were on hand at the general depots of the Quartermaster's Departmeu ton the 30th of Juue, 1886, 27,257 pairs trousers, light shade.
Of these there were issued to recruits, at the rendezvous and depots,
about 2,447 pairs, as required under the orders from the War Department of February 6, 1886. Five thousand two hundred pairs were,
under the special authority of the honorable the Secretary of War? sold
to the treasurer of the Soldiers' Home in this city, and to tbe president
of the_ Natio_nal Home for Disabled Volunteers, at the reduced. prices
esta,bhshe~l m the circulars Nos. 2 and 4, headquarters of the Army,,
1886, leavmg ~9,610 pair, on hand at the general depots on th~ 30th of
June last, for issue to recruits under the orders referred to above.
BOOTS .A.ND SHOES.

rrhe :uhject of p~oviding proper and suitable foot-gear for the enlisted
m~n ol tlrn ~rmy 1s still under consideration.
The materials purchased are the best that can be procured in the
marlnti awl uo reasonable complaint as to their quality can be made.
But the mauuer of fastening the soles to the uppers is the great de idratum tQ be olved.
1 eport._ re iv d at thi office from the officers in command of troop
ng . ·d m th rec nt Apache campaign ·bowed conclmlively that the
mac11 u · ·ewed lto w~ ot ada ted to the military service in that part
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of the country, and as a consequence all the boots an~ _shoes OJ?- band
in the Department of Arizoua were ordered to the Military Prison at
Fort LeaveuwortlJ, Kans., to be tap-soled by means of brass screws.
Tliis llas peen <lone, and thus fortified they have been returned to the
posts from whence obtained.
The soles of the boots and shoes now made at the prison are sewed
upon the machine by means of thread known to the trade as " metalin."
It is the common machine-thread, having a strand of fine metal wire
inserted. The commandant of the Military Prison is of opinion that this
class of sewing will prove much stronger and more durable than that
formerly employed.
Congress in the act making appropriations for clothing and equipage,
for the present fiscal year, limited the expenditures at the Military
Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., on account of clothing and equipage, to the amount of $125,000, and manufactures will be limited to
that amount.
·
In order to test the relative merits of hand-sewed, as compared witll
machine-sewed work, the Quartermaster-General, under the special authority of the b011orable the Secretary of War, invited proposals for
supplying the <lepartmeut with 2,500 pairs boots and 5,000 pairs shoes,
all to be band-sewed. The advertisement called upon bidders to submit
samples of such boots and slloes as in their opinion would lJe best
a<la pted to tlle military servicP. Contracts have been made witll tbe
lowest bidders upon their samples, witll the proviso that the goods must
be equal in :fiuisli to the standard samples.
The awards were made at the following prices: Boots, $3.94, and
sf ?es, $2.4~ per pair. The machiue-sewed boots made at the Military
I r1son_ durrng tlie last fiscal year cost $4~10, and the machine-sewed
campaign shoes $2.66 per pair, including cost of prison labor. If the
liar~d-sewed boots and slioes were to be procured in larger quantities
their cost would undoubtedly be somewhat less.
They are now in process of manufacture, and it was the intention to
make them upon the same kind of last used at the Military Prison (the
Waukenphast). The depot quartermaster at Philadelphia, Pa., after
con~ultation with the manufacturers, recently recommended that a
strmgliter last he used, and authority to do so has been given. The
boots, however, will be made upon the Waukenphast last.
'fhe following illustration shows the advantages which a straighter
last is claimed to possess over the Waukenphast.

Natura? Foot.

8925-w 87--33

Wa:ul!enpnast.

Strai9hter.Last,
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Several years' trial in active service bas finally demonstrated that the
post shoes, the uppers of which are made of calf.skin, are too light for
military service. These shoes were originally designed for dress occa~:dons, not for rough usage for which tlrn campaign shoes are intended.
The enlisted men, however, preferred the former for all occn.sions anu
wore them in all kinds of weather. .As a consequeuce, they soon proved
unserviceable. Complaints as to tlieir inferior quality and workmanship were made, and the only remedy that suggested itself to prevent
the difficulty experienced was to discontinue the manufacture of the
post shoes. ·
.
Orders have been given by the honorable the Secretary of War to
this effect, and published to the .Army in General Orders.
So soon as the calf upper leather on band at the Military Prison shall
have become exhausted, the manufacture of post shoes will cease.
FIELD SHOES .AND POST SHOES, OLD LASTS.

The field shoes, and also the post shoes made upon the old straight
lasts, adopted some years since, never found favor with the enlisted
men.
As a result, a good number of -them, issued to posts, were returned to
the general depots of the department, where they now remain.
There are on hand 6,465 pairs field and 2,435 pairs old last~ post
shoes. Those at the Saint Louis depot were submitted to the act10n of
an inspector and recommeHded for sale at auction. The price offered
at the sale ($1.02~ per pair) was considerea too low by the Quartermaster-General, who obtained authority from the lionorable the Secretary of ,var to issue them at the auction price to the enlisted men.
No call has th us far been made for any of these shoes.
They should, however, not be sacrificed, being suitable for issue to
military convicts and general and Indian prisoners.
CA.NVAS BARRACK SHOES.

Soon after the distribution of part of the 5,000 pairs of canvas barrack shoes, specially autho_rized to be procured by the honorable the
Secretary of War in April, 1886, it was ascertained that this class of
shoe, as was anticipated, proved a very acceptable article in the outfit
of the soldier. Oonsequ·eI)tly the Quartermaster-General, on the 2d of
May last; recommended the further purchase of 30,000 pairs. The Secretary ?f War, having approved of the issue, the permanent su~ply ~t
cost price, at the rate of one pair per annum, has been authorized m
General Orders.
Th~se barrack shoes, like the linen collars, do not form part of the
clothmg money allowance of the enlisted men, and consequently the
cost price reverts to the appropriation from which they are procured.
LEGGINGS.

The subject of supplying suitable canvas leggings to the enlisted men
of the Army bas also been under consideration. Samples have been
procured, and the su~ject was laid. lJefore the honorable the Secretary
of War, who approved tbe recomrncm1ation of this office that be be auth?r~ze<.l to J?IOcurc fr~m time to ti me snch 11 urn ber of leggings as in hi
01 m1on tu mter ·t of tbe enice urny require.
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They are to be issued to tl.le enlisted. men at cost price; butt.heir
money value will not be added to the annual money allowance of tl.le
soldier. The cost of clothing the Army will not be increased thereby.
Steps have been taken to procure 5,000 pairs for issue during the present fiscal year.
TRUMPET CORDS AND '.l'ASSELS FOR INFANTRY.

The stock of trumpet cords and tassels for infantry, left on hand at
the close of the war, having become exhausted, it became necessary to
purchase a new supply.
The facings for the infantry arm of tll e service llaviog been changed
from blue to white, a corresponding cllange in the cords and tassels has
been made. New standards have been procured, specifications conforming thereto prepared and adopted, and a limited supply purchased
for issue.
PRO'.l'ECTION OF SILKEN COLORS.

It having come to tllc notice of the Quartermaster-General that some
of the silken colors only recently supplied to tbe Army bad become
damaged by rain, the red color having- ruu into the white stripes, .;t
was deemed nec-essary to a<lvisc the Army, by means of tne circular
publishe<l from the headquarters of tbe Army, in May last, that all
silken colors, standards, and guidons should be provided with waterproof coYcrs to protect them from damage. Should, however, by accident, the colors be exposed to the- rain, then they should be hung up
lengthwise, so that the water may drip straight down each stripe.
SPECIFICA'l'IONS.

The following specifications were adopted and distributed to the
officers of the Quartermaster's Department duriug the last fiscal year:
Canvas caps, linen collars, lyTes, helmet hair plumes and cords and
bands, cavalry aiguillettes and shoulder-knots, music-pouches, suspenders, boots (sewed), campaign shoes, barrack shoes, blouse-lining
flannel, D B. flannel (fine quality), cayalry standards, drums, and pillowcases.
S'.l'ANDAIWS.

Standard samples for the following articles of clothing ~tnd equipage
allCl materia!s were adopted, sealed, and distributed to the general pur
chasing and manufacturing depots of the Quartermaster's Department,
Yiz:
Blouses, trousers, trouser-stripes, fo1en co11ars, suspci1ders, knit under .
shirts, sewed boots, barrack shoe~, aiguillettes and slrnulder-knots,
llelmct hair-plumes and cords and bands, Cavalry. Sky-blue kersey
(heavy, light, and fine qualities), trumpet cords and tassels, musicpoucbes, cavalry standartls, drums, flags, and pillow-cases.
CLERICAL

,,roRK.

There has been no increase in the clerical force of this branch of the
office during the past fiscal year.
_
Tl1c work is ke11t up to date. Two thousand eight hundred arn.l fortythree letters ,vere recefr,•d an<l acted npon, arnl 5,9:3G letters have been
writtcu.
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In closing this report the attention of the Quartermaster-Heneral is
invited to the accompanying statements, viz:
A.-S(;atemeut showing articles of clothin~: and equipage and materials on hand at
the i ssuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department June 30, 1886; the qu:1Dtities
purchased, manufactured, received from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred
to general depots, expended, issued to the Armv, and tho quantities remaining in
depot June 30, 1887.
•
B.-Detailed statement of articles of c}othing, equipage, and m~te~ials purcba~ed
by the Quartermaster's Department, and paid for from the appropna~10n for clothmg
and equipage during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
.
C.-Statement of amounts received and remitted by the Quart~rmaster's Department on account of clotbing and equipage during the fiscal y~ar ending June 30, 1~87.
D.-Statement showing remittances on account of clothing and equipage dunn g
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
.
..
E.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage manufactured at the M_1lit'ary Prison, Fort Leaven worth, Kansas, for the Quartermaster's Department dunng
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887; also cost of materials, labor, etc.
,
F.-Statement showing value of labor performed for the Quartermasters Department by the Military Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887.
·
..
G.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage issued to tbe M1htary
Pl'ison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during' the . fiscal year 011ding June ::lO, 1887,
and •noney value of tbe property. ·
.
..
H.--Statement sbowing ·art.icles of qnarterrnaster's stores ISsued to tho M1htary
Prison at Port Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and
money value of the propert;y.
!.-Statement of tentage transferred ar,d issued to the mayor of Charleston, S. C.,
for earthqnake sufferers, and lllOne;y value of the property, duriug the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
IC-Statement showing numuor and cost of nrt,icles and materials purchased for
issue to Indian prisoners dnring the fiscal yea,r ending .Juno 30, 1887.
.
L.-Statement sho,-ving- a.ruonnts of clotbing, eq uipage, and materials 1ssuecl to
Indian prisoners during t.Lo fiscal )'Car end ing June JO, 1887.
.
M.-Statement showing :werage prices at which the various articles of clothmg and
equipage are charged to the Army of tbe United States, from July 1, 1887, to June
30, 1888.

I am, sir, Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN F. RODGERS,
Captain and 1.ltilitary Storekeeper, U. S. Army.
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U.S. ARMY.

A.-Statement showing a1·ticles of clothing and equipage and rnaterial on hand at the issuing depots of the Quarterrnaste1·'s Depa1·trnent June 30, 1886, the
quantities purchased, 1nanu,factu1·ed, received from posts and depots, taken iip, sold, t1'ansfen·e1. to gene1·al depots, expended, issued to the .tfrniy, and the
quantities remaining in depot Jime :10, 1887.

.Articles.

On hand

I June

30,
1886.

I chased
Pur-

Mann· factured.

---Helmets:
U ntrimmed ... . .. . ........ number.
Cork ........................... do ..
H elm et hair plumes ............... . do ..
H elmet cords and bands ..•• ..•.. .. do . .
H elmet top base'! .............. .... do ..
H elmet plume sockets ............. do ..
H elmet top pieces of sockets ...... do ..
H elm et spikes ..................••. do ..
Helm et eagles ... ............. .. .•. do ..
Helmet scrolls and rings . .•........ do ..
Helmet &ide buttons ...•••••.... . pairs.
Helmet numbers .. ..........•.. number.
Helmet devices . ........... ·... ..... do ..
Helmet chin straps ................ do ..
Straw hats . ........................ do ..
F orage caps ....................... do ..
Forage-cap covers ................. do ..
Fur caps ....................•...... do ..
Canns caps, blanket-lined ..•••... , do ..
Campaign bats .. ................... do ..
Campaign-hat cords and tassels .... do ..
Forage-cap crossed cannons •...•... do ..
Forage-cap crossed sabers ......... do ..
Forage-cap crossed rifles .......... do ..
Forage-cap castles . ............. . . . do ..
Forage-cap shells and flames .•.... do ..
Forage-cap crescents .............. do ..
Forage-cap wreaths ..•••..•••.•.... do ..
Forage-cap bugles ...•............. do ..
Forage-cap numbers ...........•.•. do ..
Forage-cap lyres ..•...•.........•.. do ..
~etters, brass .....••••..•...•••••.. do ..
vercoats:
Kersey, made ...•••.••••••••••. do ..
Kersey, unmade ..•••...••..••. do ..
Buffalo ........................ do ..

14, 885
7,515
10,399
10,159
50,154
19,632
37
31,931
50,364
44,369
103,373
125,437
5,403
29,897
62
374
1,794
15,952
35,452
11,329
20,145
26,345
246
· 646
368
1,429
28,829
183,327
19
184,709

----

.............
................ .
................
. ............
............... ..............
4,027
6,407
1, 253
1,254

---------·
·---·-·--·
........... ..............
...............

............

....... .......

------·--·
---------..............

............. .................
2,000
182
100
21,000
3,420

---------18,518

Received Received
from
Total
from
Gained. received.
general
post,s.
depots.

'

----

6,823
2,400
1,716
670
5,459
2,037
2,817
5,083
3,173
10, 829
1,652
22

7,645

·--------·

1 ·•·•···••·

25, 195

707
6,905
13,485
500
1,500
7,328
1,680

...............
---------· ...............
---- ......
1,500
.............
35
·---------.. ---------.............
25
............. ·--------·
150
............... .......... ...
---------............. ..............
3,457
2,500 ............
115

·---····-·

9,716 ................
820
2,521 . .........

---- ---351
1,460
22
141
166
70
9
267
273
24
386
2,180
238

... . .........
--- ... - ... - .
~

......... ..

··----·--·
... ..... .....
..............
...............

---------·

620
.............. ---------·
............... ·-·-···--· ...............

·----- ---·
---------·

5,305

2,606
···------- ...........

TransIssued to
ferred to
Exthe
general pended.
Army.
depots.

Sold.

·········
338 · ....... . ....
28
• 180
1,872
547
367
578
2,513
37
• 76

26
6

·-----·--·
............
..............
.................
6

21
13
3,442
11,238

.. .... .....
...... ......
...........

2,226
131

.............
. ..........

3,841

-- ---9,133
-- -- · ...........
-------···

4,926
1,285
28

........... . ···----···

Total
issued.

Remaining on
hand
June 30,
1887.

---- ---- ---- ---26,086
17. 782
13; 390
12,224
55, 779
21,739
46
35,015
55,720
47,566
114,588
129, 26!)
7,663
802
100
76,430
116
4,687
16,344
49,827
36,500
13,196
28, 051
30,538
1,783
763
414
1,592
32,271
198, 022
2,634
197,683

88
485

22, 173
4, 842
2,549

387

8

3
9
8

42
8
59
12
137
569
12
6:!0

6,574
2,970
2.191
1; 175
5,446
2,074
2,617
5,483
4,806
12,382
3, 15~
219

18

-----·--··
·--------·
1

. ... ...... . .
1
1
2

-- -------·2
............... ---------·

51
23,145
5
116
307
2,036 ............ .
10
6,311
3
95
11,384
24
45
500
51
139
1,600
500
426
7,328 ............. .
1541,680 . ............ .
3
............
3
35 ........... ...
3
75
31
150
1
24 .......... .. ..............
801
7,657 ··········
~90
616
5,343
1,000

5

5,103
1,074
14

2
63

······ · -- ·

9,354
6,793
2,681
2,601
5,936
3,536
4,520
6,618
3,647
13, 67ti
7,426
780
182
41,355
1,162
9,536
24,446
3,049
2,988
8, 192
11,134
839
213
65
5"!4
327
21,399
2,144
26,948
8, 132 1
2,929
793

16,034
10, 248
4,880
3,779
11,392
5,618
42
7,146
12,161.
8,465
2ti, 197
11, 147
1,013
802
6!, 556
116
3,505
15,860
35,949
3,645
5, 2;17
15,946
12,968
842
~51
14.3
706
351
29,857 .
2,434
33,907
13, 624 1
4,066
812

10, 052
7,534
8,510
8,445
44,387
16, 121
4
27,869
43,559
39, 101
88,391
118,122
6,650
100
11,874
1,182
484
13,878
32, 855
7,960
12, 105
17,570
941
512
271
886
31, 920
168, 165
200
163, 776
8,549
7i6
1,737

I:),

~

>~
8

t_:tj
~

~

>rn

~

t_,::,j
~
I

C-2

t_,::,j

zt,i:j
~

>~

01
1---1,

-:t

A.-Slatement showing articles of clvthing and equipage and rnaterial on hand at the issuing depots of the Qnarterniasfer's Department, etc.-Coutinued.

c.n
)-I.
00

Articles.

n h an d
Io
June 3o,
1886.

I

Purchased.

I

I

I

I

Mann- (eooivod
from
.
Total
Reooivod
factured. ~enfral
f~or;.
Gamed. recei,ed.
nepots.
p s

I

_ _ _ ,_._ __ ,_ _ _ , _ _ _ 1 - - - 1 --

O,erconts- Con tinned.
Cnn,as, blnnket-lined -.. -.number.
O-rercont-cape linings. -.. -......... do ..
oiform dreS'S coats:
)Iusicinns',footand moun,ted, made,
number.· - ·· ··· ·· ····· · ··· · ······
Musicians', foot and mounted, un.
made. __ . - ... - .. ... -·- . __ number.
Pri-rates', foot and mounted, made,
number · · ·-··- ................... 1
Pri,ates', foot and mounted, nn·
made_-·· .... ·-- --· ...... number.
Crescents . ...... _·- ...... ·-- __ . do ..
Castles·--·· · . ....... _....... -.do ..
Shells and flames ..... .. ....... do ..
Blouses :
Lined, made ......... .... .... _.do..
Unlined, made ....... s.- •• - . . . . do..
Unmade ................ _... _.. do..
Can-ras, made . ................. do..

fe~red
Tcansto
genera l
depots.

I I I I
ExIssued to
the
pen d e d . Army
·

Total
in g on
Remain.
d . · ;r hand
issue
30

~~t

7. •
1- - - - 1- - - - 1- - -1- - -,- - -

-

~

2

1,337
1

115

1,119

199

83

142

141
4

1,563
120

278

69 , . ..••••••.

5

1 • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • ••

105

1,565

449

2,003

1,651

19,934

5,480

1,364
401
50
936

2,179

672

116
45
57
39

4,331
446
525
075

19
421
470
853

.... ......
..........
.... ......
.... .. . . ..

25,043

9,464

8
15,349 1
10,691

6,697
13,115

], 158
132
21
72

6

1,542
328
Stablefrocks ........... - .......... do..
7,708
5,569
Overalls:
2,355
86
Cavalry and artillery _.•..... :pairs.
7,321
8, 360
40
Engineers' .............. . ...... do . .
529
Trousers:
3,709
Mounted, made ........... _... . do..
26, 093 . • . • • • . • ..
11, 153
11, 913
12
6,936
Foot. made .................... do ..
36,469 ..........
23,173
12,345
998
Mounted, unmade ....... . ..... . do..
6,291 .••••• ....
9,465
6,817
2,946
Foot, unmade .. ................ do..
3,579 .••••..• •.
25,266
15, 154
67
Canvas, fati&_ue, made ......... do..
32,222 .••••.... .
14,192
13,730
Suits for Indian uoys .......... number . ......... . '
260 ................ . . . .
Trousers:
Linen, mude ... ............... pairs.
1,-!33 ..........
1,318
56 -. . ....... ...... . _. .
Linen,u;1macl? .... ··-·- ..... . .. do ..
For Indian pnsonors ...... . .... do ... _. . .•.. .. . .• . . .. . . .
68 . ... .. ... . .. .. ..... ..• ....... .
Sus1)encle1·i1 .... ... ...... . ... . .... .. do..
40, 832
5, Cl06 .. _.......
11, 610 1
96 1......... . 1

12

121 ................................... -............ ..

52,639
465
22,547
59,178
1
34
23, 148
8

15, 147

185
115
. 481

8

14
1,233

16,968
330
480
35,300

49

23

8

15,047

~!~i:f~~}~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~ ~:f!~~i: : : : ~: ~~~~~~ ;~~~ ;:;:;:;~~:I~~~~~~~~~~\::::::::: :i:::: :: ::: :

l

I

Sold.

1,499 , ... ~ ......
674

40

21

2

12,305

7,629

2,555

3,288
421
475
856

1,043
25
50
119

.......if :~ ~::::: ~: ::::::::::I:::::: -~~.
44

1,920 .. ·--·-·--

9,923

18,122
569

7
1

2,355 , ......... .

12,577

52,880
78,935
23,571
46,945
60,211
260

3,767
1,3HI
741
469
45

2,807 I

7

.... _..... .. _..... ..

57, 5U I

665

1 14, 100 1......... .

12
1.. ······-- ...... -............. \
68 ....... -·· ·· · ··-. ·-· ···-· - ··-·

586

13

248
9, 414
2 _ 28, 665
154 . - ... _. - . .. . _... --29
6, 675
22
15, 252
60
9, 415 .. • • • • . .. .
29, 330
1 .......... --·· · --·-- .... --·--·

38
38
355
1, 6i5

979

5, 326

5
3

11,076
11, 472
5,565
15, 518
10,586

r~~ I.-··-~·.~~~

15,774
30,924
11,035
23,360
30,661
6-0
1.

1ig68 I

18,983

t:1j

'"o

0

~
~

0

r'rj

~

.....
~

38,329
14,310
]83
282
21, 949
59&
38, 805
20,373
1 -·····---34 ·---- -· --·
12
23,136
6
2
11,887
3,260
14,939
1

3,183
568

30,655
43,750
17,696
40,962
41,286
60

32, 275
35, ] 85
5, 875
5,983
18, 925
200

1,737
12
68
33,748

1,070

I

23,796

t:,:j

00
t:1j

Q

~
t:1j
~

>~
~

0

r'rj

~

>-

?O

\

Shirts:

~!~~~t ~~~k°bi;~; ~;a."e·.----~~~g~~:

Vl~mnel, dark blue, unmade .... do ..
Knit, under .....•...••.....•... do._
Drawers :
Canton flannel. .. _... _....... pairs ..
Suspensory ...••...•........... dO-Stockings:
Woolen .•.............••....... do ..
Cotton .• . • .. ... .•.••.•••. •••.•. do ..
Felt . ......••. ...••. •...•••..•. . do._
Gloves, white Berlin . •••.• .••. number.
Mittens:
;:~o-1~~-_-_-_-_-_-.._.. ·_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-: _- _- _-::
Canvas .•.....••.•.•.•••..•••••• do ..
Gauntlets:
Fur ...•...••••...••••.•••• ·..••. do ..
Leather .....•.••••..••••.•••••. do ..
Boots:
Brass-screwed .••..•••.••...••. do ..
Sewed .••..••• ••.••••••.••..•.. do ..
Sho!~l~ .••.•..•••••.••...••...••... do ..

~-1~~:

Brass-screwed •..•••....... , •.. do .•
Post .•••.....•......•••••...••. do ..
Field .....•••.•....•••••..••••. do ..
Campaign .•••.•.•••••..••..••.. do ..
Overshoes:
Buffalo .••............•••...•.•. do ..
Arctic .............•••....••••. do ..
Barrack, canvas ..•••••.....••.. do ..
::5now excluders .•••.. . ..•...•...••. do ..
~f~!t~\~r:s, foot and leg ..•..••..•.. do ..

13, 134 .•••••. - . 60,275 ·•·••· •••.
1,582 ............
54,055
66,112

I

6,920

101
995
313
680

.......
--·
...........

.............
,. ..........

20,155
114,732
2,184
157,844

201
331

6,216
' 23,000

'

--.~: ~~: I
---------·

933
48,212
331
88,826

· 103,862
79,539
5 .•...•..•.

40,955

531

·---------2

229,887
7

319
7

_40, 755 --- :; -·····

95,442

136,516
7

93,371

79,361,
145,878 ............
119,884
109,995
72 ............ .... ..... .....
360,184
187,846

84,000

212

---------·

309,454
296,421
72
782,009

119
318
72
13,975

79,800 ............
83,909 ....... . ........

142,158
153, '103

87,377
E8, 291

··4sa: 2ti1·

222,077
238,130
72
729,342

29,150
226
22,626

637

3,413 ............
8,277
225 ........... ...............
10,670 .............
9,587

12,327
225
20,258

16,823
1
2,368

D

7,058
11,200

31,462
289

..........

:!3.000

............
36,997

·------·-· ---·-----· -------···
----···-··

66,209
333 ............
--------·· ·--------·
------·--- ----------

15, 017

8,790
226
2,436

.........

4,011
8,495

7,985
15,000

-- --------

227,080

4,726

----------

4,413

930

11,269

8,921

. .. ..... . . .

... ..... ........

.... ........

1,992 .
10,219 ......... . ...
9,738
8,226 ............
..............
............
3
13,006 ...............
14,785
5,873
31,278
1,252
9,282

---------·--------·
1,000
5,100

814 ,
32,309
.

32,261

...........

7,783 ..............
164
12,000
5,166
9,497

1,490
1,583

2,503
26,881
813
46,951

2,261
3,730
5,016
1,328

... -.. ---. ........ .... ...

3,366

31,619
38,812
24,170

Gold-lace, all kinds. ·········;airs.
Cloth, non-commissioned sta and
first sergeants' .........••.. pairs.
Cloth,re~imentalquartermasterser.
geants ..••••...•••••••••••. pairs.
Clot~, regimental color sergeants',
clahs
·······•·•·•·•••••··•···••·•·
ot , sergeants'
•••..••..•••. pairs.
O1 oth, corporals' .••..... ~ •..••. do ..
C
loth, farriers and pioneers'/ ..• do ..

6,927
2,450
21
49
3,205
4,103
392

............ 11,650
............ ---- -....... ................
........ ... ---- ..... -.
------ --- .. 7,836 ·····----16,702

··--------

582

.............. .
...............
1
6

.......... .. .
2

·-·-······
............

·········
·
...
· ........

. ,..... ......

1
2

Woolen .........••••.•••.•. number
Rubber .......•.•....•••••••••• do.:
f~~~~~~·/ubber .•• .: ••.•.••....••••. do ..

·······--·

2,173

·--------·
............ .

1,277

461

64
964
1,231
904
293

··········
.............
...........
.............
.. . . . . ......

........... --··-····· .............. ............
............ ---······ ·
--------·· 3,91895 ·······-··
...........
1,589
813 ...........
...........
3,675
1,975
467 ..........
..............

179

50

2

..........

rn, 779

35,659
18,867
29,045
9
18,611
77,707
11,702
111,118
1,252
14,230
5,100
1
2

6

91

.............
1

39
21

533
91
1

.......... ... -..

2

15,667

22

4,481

365

292

29,634
39
45,642

16,387
71,543
378
117,267

1,806
40,587

52,677

17,317
20,261

2,462
15,398

>
~

............

5,534
13,559

11,184
24,020
9

7,683
5,025

~

.. .... .......

10,694
68,358
4,390
84,567

7,917
0, 349
7,312
37,251

...........

---------·
.............

--------··1

7,135
38,633
4,350
38,925
266
5,931
3,036

. .. .... . ...... ....... .. .. . ...............

610
9,018
3,039

642
5,212
1,961
1

2

.... ........

..... ... ... . .............

24,938
10,177
1,778

34,968
12,825
3,273

25,067
26,951
22,128

.............

4

13,177

13,143

2,524

2

1,639

2,437

2,044

9,300

431

80

q

10. 218
0;034

637

............ .......... ........... ............. ...... .......
3
37 ...........
3
43
469
1,989
4,942
7,400
466
2,124 .... ........
5,512
8,102
28

3,768
43,189

2
6

3,026 . ...... ... ......

344 ...............
21
3,066
2 .•.•• • •••.

93
2,648
1,495

144
9,525
10,220
623

··234," sos·

134
5,515
30
10,431
9 ·••····••·

50,035
39,776
25,401

21

28,340

11_

14

190

312

~

t.:r;

~

>
UJ.
8

m
pj
I

0

m
zm
~

>
~

21
101
2,125
2,118
311

Ct

1--L

~

A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and material on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Con tinued.

01

~

0
Received Received
I chased.
Pnr· I Mann- I from
from
I JIB;
factured. general
posts.
·
depots.
On hand
30

Articles.

6

,

Total
Gained. received.

gi}}J~~(::::::::::::::===::::it:

Fncings for uniform dress-coats ... sets.
:Blouse trimmings .................. do ..
'!'rouser trimmings .....•.....•.... clo ..
:Barrack bags ...•............. number.
~~~~s~l~~~---_·_·_·_·_·_·_-.·_:·:.·.·.·.·.·-~·.·.·.·-~~~~:
Wire-wo,en bunk bottoms .... number.
Wire-wo,en bunk bottoms, corner irons
f<:>r ..... ... . ................. number.
Irnn brdsteacls with wire-woven bunk
bottoms and mosquito-bar fl"ames,
number . ..... . .............•.•.......
Mattresses ..•.........•.....•. number.
Mattress covers .........•.•.•....•• clo ..
Pillows ...................•• ....... do . .
Pillow-casos ...... ................. do ..
Pillow-sacks ............. ...... .••. do ..
:Bed-sacks, single aml double ....... do ..
Beel-sheets ...................... . .. do ..
Mosquito-bars ....... ......... ..... clo __
Mosquito htoad-nets . .... ........... do ..
Pots, iron ... ....... ................ do ..

i~::

i:!~.e!e~~~-~:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : :
Axes ················-···········--clo ..
Ax helves .....................••.. do ..

•~~t~t~s~:-:
...: :: .. :.::: .. :~~-::::: :~~~Hatchet helves ................... do_.

............ ..............

17,103
6
17
16
100

112
·······-·
·
802 ..........

8,439
8,722
1,615
1,988
83

16

.............

2,281

............

-----··--·
250

l, 156
7,118
12,071
796
3,678
989
1 ·•··•··•··
121 ..............
800
962

12

1

12
415
428
1,821

1,948

·--------- ·--------............

11

1,085

78

.............
---------·
21

375
3. 013
4; 500

195
3,312
3,587

Trans•
ferred to
~eneral
epots.

Issued to
Ex.
the
pended.
Army.

Total
issued.

Remainingon
hand
June 30,
1887.

---- ---- ----

---- ---Chevrons-Continued.
Cloth, service, peace and war. pairs.
:Bed casters ..•......••••.•••... number.
:Brassards ............••....•....•. clo ..
Ai.iruillettes nncl shoulder-h-nots ... do ..
Sig.nnl Corps devices ....••.•.•.... do ..
Trouser~stripes:
Non-commissioned staff...... pairs.

Sold.

156
3,091
69
1,396

19,462
18,878
6 ·•••••·••·
145
839
1
113 ...............
1,738
13,858
20,586
796
16,875
1
121
9,678
5,918
2,057
2,575

3
454
417
723
6,699
1
13
1
867
645
6

7 . .•.......

7
1,000 ............. .............
563
2,584
5,000 ·······--·
3,379
20,670
300
11,037
14,346
2,215
3,354
5,000
1,624
20,004,
3,810
.............
.
8,393
............
36,568
3,276
8,220 ............. ........... .
2S, 048
41,548
1,360
3,469
4,994 .................
3,158
180
90 ...............
997 ·······--· ...............
2,650
13,122 ------·--· ..............
1,500
74,605 ---··----· ............... .
3,352
3, -997 ............
3,544
8,980
18,202 ...............
5,259
924 .•••.•....
500
32, 57\5 .......... ......... .
14, 6-10
4, 998 ........... ----------

-------------------

--------··

29'
592
1,596
717
760
6,700
5,146
1,6i4
1,517

...........
---------...........
.............

---------14

...............

--- -. -.. 8-. ---------·
·----··-··
.............
---·-----7 .................

......... T..... -.. ·\

716
35
28 .............
47 ...............
3 ··•··••••·
334

----------

---------·

........... ···-···--· ······---........... . ...............
16

1

.............
---------........... ...........
350
4,174
5,702
1,270

.......... .

............
...........

...........
.............
..............

·-----------------·
·--------· ·--------·
962

............... ..............
12 ............

----------

7

87
760
2

1,052
6,704
12,636
18
4,120
108
4, 02!
1,503
1,623

............. .

18,878
104
761
2
1,405
11,332
18,755
741
12,089
1
121
4,023
3,332
645
1,641

584
6
41
78
111
333
2,526
1,831
55
4,786

.............

5,656
2,586
1,412
934

7 . .............

~
t:_zj
~

0

~

r-3
0

l'zj

r-3

P:l
t:_zj

rn

t:_zj
Q
~
t:_zj

""3

I>
~

1, l:i92
11,555
47,949
11,286
26,198
51,721
16,656
72,620
13,138
270
1,005
15,779
76,821
10,928
32,469
971
33,079 \
19,972

10

15
12
16
19
1,831
4,042
55
798

50
2,572
11,025
2,203
7,600
2,775
2,686
28,000
3,480
63

................
.............. .
........... .
...........
3
37,780
378

...............
... ......... .
,

---------·

6 --··-·· -·· ·-···----·
7,982
1
159
22,199
1,500 .............
2,752
36
3
23
38
7,480
8 .......... .............
165
9,528
500
2,913
23 ...•......

812
3,185
7,948
4,154
16,973
6,234
114
25,389
6,878
205
19
2,111
1,625
5,828
14,726
8
4,277
3,658

872
5, 772 ·
18,985
6,373
24,595 .
48,620
7,220
58,444
11,156
270
25
10,454
25,324
8,619
22,267
16
14,470
o, 594

720
5,783
28,964
4,913
1,603
3,101
9,436
19,176
1,982
9RO
5,325
il, 497
2,309
10,202
955
18,609
13,378

>-<
0

1-zj

~

I>
~

Hatchet slings ............•.•...... do ..
:--pades .....•.. ....•. . .. , ....•••... do ..
Spad~ heh-es ...................... do ..
t-pade·slinrrs ......... .............. do ..
Shm·t'ls, short and long handle .... do ..
Siio,·el handles . ...............•••. do ..
PiekaxPs
. ....•. . . . . •• .• ••••• . •. do ..
Pickax helves .........••..•......•. do ..
Pickax slings .......... ·.• .......... do ..
lJrums, complete .... ...........•.. do ..
Drum·heads:

896
25 ..•.•...•. ·•••••··•·
70 , ..•...•••.
16, 237
76
99 ..••...... ··••· ...... . .•. .... ..
18
3,265
4, 000 . . . . . . . . . .
2, 428
68
60
156 ...•...•.. .•••........•..•... .
10,245
950
16
1, 74/)
8,059 , ......... .
1,935
8
64
20
--i391
9

991
16,264
88
117
9,761
216
11,211
11,742
84
402

f!!;:r .·.·.-.·.·.-.·.-.-.·::::::::.-:::::J~:: U~!
....... :~. ·::::::::: :::::::·::: m
5
E~~:
;~icfr.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-:::::::::::::i~::
!!
····· ·305· ::::::::::
2~i ...•... :~.i::::::::::
Drum hooks ............•.......... do..
80 ..•..•.................•...... . ........

], 704
2, 57.0
598
732

Drumsticks ...................... pairs.

E~~:si~~~;~~~i.~~~~::::::::·.-:.~~~gi~:
Drum snares ...................... sets.

}g :::::::::: :::::::::: ........ ~. ::::::::::

:::::::::r:::::::r····

4,785 ....•• .•.. ...•.. ..•. ...... . .. .
2

·m :::::::::: :::::::::: ······ ·io·

3,955 . . . . •. . . .. . . . . . .• . . . . • • . .•.•..

49

~~

123

1
6

Drun1 keys .... .. ... . .......... number. ..........
12 ...... . .....•................. , ..•.......
Drnm cases .... ................•.. do..
471 . ....••.•.
45 ...... 93
17
Trumpets ......................... do ..
798 . • •. . .. . . . .•. . . • . . . .
297
38
Trumpets, extra mouth.piece ...... do..
145 . . . . . .. . . . .•.•.•.•.. . . . . . . . . . .
22
Trumpet.crooks .................. do . . l
61
76 .. ....•••.
108 1
124
Bl1gles ..... . .......... ............. do..
107 :.... .••... .......... ..•••• ....
8
Cords and tassels, trumpet and bu·
gle . ....................•.. number ..
1
Fife,\ .....................•........ do ..
l\Iusic·pouches ..................•. do ..
19
809 ···· ·•· •·· ..•..•..•............•.•...••.
Books:
Company clothing account .... do ..
3,310
Company descriptive .......•.. do ..
3,615
Company letter ................ do ..
156
9 .••..••••.
Company letters sent . .... ... .. do ..
458
200
190
Company letters sent, index ... do ..
458
200
179
Company letters received ...... do ..
445
200
180
Company letters r eceived, in·
dex ...................... number.
434
200
178
1
Company morning report ..•... do ..
67
45
4
~ompany order .... ............ do ..
763
200 I • • • • • • • • • •
181
4
ost, letter ..............•..... do ..
341
7
1
Post, letter sent ............... do ..
122
150
58
2 J··········
Post, letter sent, index .... . .... do ..
125
59
1
150
Post, letter received ........... do ..
123
150 .....•....
60
1
Post, letter received, index ..•. do ..
129
150 ..••••....
63
1
Post,order .................... do ..
62~
7
6
R egimental descriptive ........ do ..
283
3
Regimental general order ...... do ..
84
1
R egimental index ......•...•... do ..
97
1

u~ I--·- ·~~:-I:::::::::I······~~~ ·I

~~ I·······~~·

:i 1::::::::::

1······ ....

80

4,834
2, 846
691
4,078
12
626
1, 133
167
369
115
3,341
2,578
828
3,349
3,658
165
848
837
826

6 ·••·••••··
172

····-----24

------·-·
............... ···------ ..............
18
9 . ····•··•·

63
1,828 ---------........... ... ......... ...........
46
950
2
1
1,935
25
7 .••••. ··- ·······--·
131
1 .••..•..•.

27
40
413

·---···-··

34
1,294
24
32
5,496
136
1,205
3,312

·····--·-· ··-····--·
............

·--------30
293

------- 24-- ·

40
1,490
24
59
7,387
136
2,203
5,273

4

11

57

189

386
156
56
116

413
196
499
433

··- ------ ----- ---· · -- -······· -···--- --· ------ ---·
12
200
261
478
·· ····-·
··
100

346
660
10
81 --········

490
17
2
18
110
25
10

28
.......
52
12
32 ---·······
37
295 ········ · ·1
508
•••••••••• 1
6
108 ...............
179
..... ........
1 .... ·•····

······---·
---······· --- -

...... -·~-1

540 .
1

2
1

............ . .... .... .... ............
3,336
3,545
119

..........

. ...........

·---------

............
.............
............
160
149
150

813 ............ .
148
116
112 ..............
1,148
195
151
349
93 . .. . ........
332 "····---- 58
335 ·-···----59
334 ··-·······
60
343 ..... . ........
63
636
76
50
286
40 ..•...... ..
85
38 ., •..•....
98
1 ··········

553
153
474

---------·6 ·····----·
..••..... .
43

........... .

3
291

474
670
136
12
559
820
8
305
111
1,120
165
474

951
14,774
64
!58
2,374
80
9,008
6,469
73
213
l, 291
2,374
99
299
80
4,361
2, 372
21
3,942

...... ..... ....

67
313
159
64

4
2,221
2,413
354

3,336
3,551
165
451

--- ------397

393
112
1,057
215
213
200
213
202
322
40
46
88

420
4
91
13-l
119
135
121
141
314
246
39
10

13
107

............. ............. ............... ..............
........... .
250
400
426

···-· ·· ···
.............
336
119
··········
.....••••.
·•·••···•·
. ·········
38

245

.............
375
3
155
141
153
139
158

········-- ·······--1
80

7
7

!:)

~
~

8

M

~

~
~

00
;-3
t,:j'.
~
I

a

t_rj-

z

~
~

>
t-+

C.,'""l'
ts!).
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A.-Statemenf showing articles o:f .clothing ancl equipage and niaterial on hand at the issuing depots of the Qua1·termaster's Department, etc.-C0ntiuned.

Articles.

On hand
June 30,
1886.

Pur· / Mann·
chased. factured.

I

I

I

Received Received
'l'otal
from
from
Gained. received.
general
posts.
depots.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - 1 - l - - - - - - - - - - j- - - - l - - - - l

Books-Con tinned.
Regimental letter ......... number.
Regimental letters sent ......•. do ..
Regimental lt1tters sent, incl.ox.do ..
Regimental letters rocei ved .... do ..
Regimental letters received, in·
clex ..................••. number.
Regimental orders ....•...••... clo ..
Inspection ..................... do ..
Bri,gade letter ...........•..... do ..
Tents:
Conical wall ................... clo ..
Sibley .... .. ................... do ..

W>:it~~~ ::: ::: :::::::::: ::: ::::~~::

Common ....................... clo ..
Common, with wall ..........•. clo ..
Bell ...........•............... . do ..
Shelter, halves ................ do ..
Pyramid ................... .... do ..
French, wall .. ... .............. do ..
French, common ........ ....... do ..
Pattern ........................ clo ..
Pattern, with tripod and poles.do ..
Marquee ...... .........•...... . do ..
Conical wall, model ............ do ..
Felt .............•............. do ..
Flies, hospital ................. do ..
Flies, wall ..................... do ..
Flies, wall, French ............. <lo ..
Flies, pattern ........•......... do ..
Poles, 8ibley ................... do ..
Poles, shelter, upright ......... do ..
Poles, hospital, 11pright ........ do ..
Poles, hospital, ridge ..... ..... do . .
Poles, wall, ridllje .............. do .. \
Poles, wall, upnp;bt .....••..... do ..
Poles, common, u,:>rip;bt ..•..... do ..

l'oh-s, common, r1dge .......... do ..

30
93
107
87
100
123
29
3

34

1········· ·1··········1······ .... ,......... .

50 , .......••. , .•••.•.... , ....••..•. , .•••...•..

162

319

116
256
903
2,070

100
150
358
950
550

2

58
373
249
25

4

4

9,000

547

41··········1

1. 263

27

29
26

29
41

150
123
29

28
51

28
71

122
52
29

2

2

595
355
682
2,042
1,782
3,194
67,713
4

2
2
3

2
2
3

]

1

2
1

1
116
128
96

33

291 .........27 .

157 .••• .• . ••. . . • . . .• . . . •••• •• •••.
15 .••••• .••.
137

4

20

2 ,......... .

180 I

31

iig 1·~·····7s·

21
21
628
9 ..•.......
1
1, 968

I...... .. . .
. . . . . . . . . .

28 ,

m
2281

100
1. 111
828

I

411

!~i
1, 349
120
2, 825

,.

I

··· ·i," iiii · ···· o; ooo · ··· ·s; iio·d ··· ·f iiii. ·· ·2i;4os·
1

3
3

210
944

264
400

135 , ...... . .. .
200
100
25
170
1,000
500

120
569
90
2,965
300
600
100

!~ 1::::::::::
3

803
141
74
60
120
596
298

653 .
2,059
2
2

184
113
211
G93
662
369
4
46,220
4
2
2
3
1
3
1

1

3

17,008
1,488
1,417
2,846
5,958
12,062
7,186

Remain·
ing on
hancl
June 30,

Total
issued.

143 .......... .......... .•••.••••.

4

56,903

Issued to
the
Army.

1887.

4

114
137
218
. 404
583
549

2
2
747

Ex.
pended.

,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ ,_ _ __

4

50
50
50

Trans.
ferred to
general
depots.

Sold.

Ol
N>
N>

23
18

156
619

12
3

224

724

:::::::::: ·······lio ········s· ······216·

975
20,776 .... .••••.
6
1,822
3
1,591
15
3,231
30
6,848
14
13,658
5
8,084

••••••. .•. .•••••....
. •.. .•••••
146
.••. .••...
73
300
2
600
4
...... .. ..
56
. .• • . • . . . .
28

1,931
231
. 113
403
864
1, !l61
1,212

415
1,364
369
1,931
383
189
720
1,498
2. 031
1. 245

I

3
238
695
2
2
606
18,845
1,446
1,402
2. 511
5,350
11,627
6,839

~
t_zj

""O'

0

t,,'j

8
0

rtj,

8

P4

trj

[h

t_zj

0

~
trj

. '":3-

>
~

,<

0

~

~

>

~

Poles, b ell . . .. ................ . (1-0 ..
Poles, py1·ami1l . .. . .•.. .• ..... . sets.
Pins, all kinds . ... .. ....... number.
Gu,rs .. .. ... .. . ........... . .... do ..
Straps ... ..... ... .........•.... do ..
Slips ........... .....•...... .' .. do ..
}lings .. . . .. .... . ............... <1o ..
Rings, Sibley ............. . ... . do ..
Sto,es, Sibley .................. do ..
Sto-e·pipe, Sibley ... .. .. .... joints.
Chains, ISibley ............ . number.
Tripods, Sibley ......... . ...•.. (!O ..
Pole·sockets ... . . ..... ....... .. ao ..
Flag;~st _...... . . ......•........... do ..
Garrison . ... ................... do ..
Rwrm and r ecruiting .......... do ..
Recruiting: ..................... do ..
Designating _. ... .............. do ..
Post and field hospital. . ....... do ..
Gener al hospital .... ...•.. . .... do . .
Colors :

6 ' .•••••.••. ••••·•••• · ·••••••••· ••••••.••..••. •••••.
4 : •••••..••.••••••.••..•••••.•..•••••..••.•••••••••.

275,!i~
32, 172
8,426
13
3:!7
3, 287
2, 539
1, 386
49

I:::~;:~~~::::::::::: ...:~·.~; .: :~~:~~~:: : : : :
32, 500 . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11, 437
.....••............. .......•........ _.
.... .. . . . ...••.. .. . ... . . . . . . .
15
6
400 . . • • . . . . . .
88
78
84
3, 466 . . . . . . . . . .
1, 000
36
.. . .... . . . ... . .. . •. .
13 • • • • • • .. ~• I • • • • • • • • • •
.. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
220
99
13 . •• . .••. •. .•• ••. . •• .

28i
259
(;08

250

9

136

11

202

88

19

9

fiO

600

5~g I···········
........ ·I··········1··········1··········1·······iio
·......... .......... .·········_ 18

128 .
62 ... . .•.... · · · ............•• •. . . .... •. ...

.

Ji~;;:~,;i::::::):::::::)f ,JI · . . :;::;:::::: :::::\: . ·--il .....:::

4

f,~l}ifiil1~ultO~::::::::::::::i
t:~{1: ;~d.~~~·e·s· ::::.-:::::::::::::::~~::

l! : :::;;: :::::::::; :::;::::: ::::::'.;: ····,;
~

........ 4.

:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

f~1F:gf;::,;;;~~t::::: :JL i!! ::::/ ::;;;):: ::;::::::: ::::::\ ::>:::
!JR~~f~~~~;;,; ~(;; ;:::::::JL ,) i:::::::: ):;:::: ::;;;:): ::;::::;:: :::::::::
~~1\;if;}!fEfJI:r\@! . . ::;ij·,i:::::;; T+ ;::::E ::::s t+
Color cases ....... . ................ do..

25 ..........

Garrison and post .............. do..

423

~rooms, corn ................•.... do..
rush es. scrubbing .•.....•.•...... do. ·.

17,901
5,876

4 ... ....•.

300 . • • . . . . . . .

114·

5, 500
23, 04-2
16,087 .•••••••..

20,434
8,524

1

2

18

37 .••.••.•..

48 ........ .
32
10-1

6
4

419,425 ····4:495. ···60;,ii2·
690 . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
74[ . . . . . . . . . .
92
76,109 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

--··s:467 ...i46;9o4· ··224;s6s·
690 . .. . . . . . . .
366
1'08
48, 163
120

8, 42u .••• •• .• • . .••• •• . . . .
:!8

9lJO
7,873
2,552
1, 705
71
697
318
l, 498
()0
518
]88
80
18
109
278
358
125
13

6L
!)l

...•.. .... .••.•... ..
7
100
18
l, 000
675 . •. • • • . . . .
220
13
6

1
2

480

...... ....
..........
. •. . •. . . . .
598
3
... . .. . . . .

144

242
188
365
60
498
17
13

233

50
44
4

...... 266·1
:::·······
117
. .. . .•.

65
38

:::::::;i ~~~i)~~.......{

1
13
7

15
16
151
49
2
2

45
1,617

3~

690
561
48, 283

3

433

5
264
1, 951
10
269
14

2, 969
l, 283
492
27

170

5u2

5
371

15

204

444

1,044
60
498
(i7

57
3

16

4

106
157
354
122

92
50
5

9

11

61
90

12

12

6

6

1········a·1········2·1··· ····ii.

l
49

...... ;~~·1::: ::: :~~:I:::::: ~ii:i·~~:: : ~ :1 ··· ... Jt·
I
I

874
41 .•.••••...
160 •••.•. .•..
10
257
2,300 .•.... .••.
62
700 ..•....... ·••·•· .••.
106 ..•••.... .
197 ·••·•···•· 1···•··· ·· · .•••.. ..• .
64
491
50
20
55
15 ......... .,.......... ......... .
14
66,925
20, 144
550
36,798
30,623
8,500
149
16,918

,

468
62
106
64
125
14
57,492
25,567

6
4

195,057
180
27,826
7,943
23

538
4,904
1,269
1,213
44

135
114

454
20
121
23
2
3

121

..0

q

>
~

>-:3
trj
~

a::

>

4
3
4

U2

1
1
1
1
15
16
150

Q

>-:3

trj
~
I

trj

zt,:j
~

>

r

2
2

27
1,076
40()
2,238
594133
376
1
9,433
5,036

o,
1:--.:)

C).j

A.-Stafement showing articles of cloth'ing and equipage and rnate1·ial on lianrl at the is.ming depots of the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Contin ued.

I
I

On haucl
.June 30,

.Articles.

1886.

Purchased.

I

I

Sold.

Trans.
I ssued to
ferred to
Ex.
the
general I pended. Army.
depots.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - l - -- - l - - - - /- - - - 1 - - - . - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1

.A..lphnuets:
Oue·iuch ...•...••••..••••.... . sets.
IInJf.inch .... .. .. . .... ..•..... . do ..

UlgWi¥i:h· ::::::::::::::::::::::i~: :

19
10

I• ••••• •• •• ,··•• •·· · · ·

10
10

~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: .......~~.

X
.Bnrrnck chairs ................ number .

1,019 ..•..... ..

~~~::8f;~l~~~:::::::::::::::::::::J~::

5,4~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ......

4,152

730

~~~.

4

4

l

12

20
20
20
·20
9

~

l~}t~~i:~tt?A~~; +J ::?;! !III I>I ?Si II5

if~!;iei,.~ed·::: ::: ·. :·.-.::::: ::·.·.:·.~~d~~: :::::::: :: 1~: ~g~ ::: ::: ::: : :::: :: :::: :::: :: ::::.::::::: :: :
rr ~~~L:::: :: :::::::::: :: ::::~~d~~: :::::::: :: ......:~:. ::::::: ::: ::: ::::::: :::::::::: ··· 2:i: iis1 ·

.Buttons:
1

iiiil~I}[\\'
.
\
);i~
/HI ::tf :::;\I IH/ [})\ H\t
1~2~~:~t:·.-·.·.-·.- . :·.-. . . .::..
1:

:.-·.-·:·.-:;11!t ....... ~~ ........ ~:. :::::::::: :: :::::: :: :: :::::: :: :::::::: ::

Awls:
Assorted ................... . dozen .
Sewing ... ................ . number
l'rickiug .. .......•......•..... . do..
Ilnfts, nssortecl .....• . .....•.. do..

118
2,619
100
376

36
2, 736
100
108

i··········i··········1··········i··········

Tilnnk
..•........
...•.••..••..
109,400
Bl\1111µ; forms
.presses
. .... . .......
...... clo..
do. . ..•.......
17 .••........••....••..•••.......•......•..•••...••.
Hnlinl,(·nec<llcs •.•.•••••...•• ••..... do..
36
48 ............ . ........• .•. ..........•.•..
H111Hl 1mws .•••••••••.•••• ••• ••.•• • . do..
B11!1kl'l11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . do..

1 .......... ... .................................... .
2 ................. ......... ..... ........ .. ........ .

Total
issued.

Remain·
ing OU
band
.June 30,
1887.

,- - - -, - - - - , - - - -,- - - -

53

.IO

44

10

6 1

3/

61
2
20
46
730 ·
:i:i ·
5,922 · · · · · · · · 2·
6,130 ....... ...
600 ........•.
151
59 .•. . •...•...... . ..•.

I······ I··-···i

7

7
4,863
3,520
2

19

18

3-t
26

29
7
5,728
4,120
61

32
39
194
~. 010
90

2

2,250
1,232
2
17
10
10,858
3,506

~

~

I

I

Mann· Received
from
Received
factured. general
from / Gained.
T~tal
depots.
posts.
received.

~

2

750
487
2

::::::::::I::::::::::I-...... :'. i·... ~. ~~r

,-::::::::::.::::::::::,:::::: ::::. 1: o::

750
487

1,500
745

2

17
10

3,858
1,000 ,

7,000
2,506

:::~~: ~~~: 1:::::: ::::I:::::: :i~: ::::::::::
:::::::::L:::: ::::

15-!
5,355
200
484
109,400

29
3,516
100
153
100,800

29
3,516
100
153
100,800

17

84
1
2 , ...........

60 , ......... .

1................

1 ........

60

---- 1· ----· ...... ,........... .

p::t

~

0

1-zj·

~

O:l
ttj

w

108
24
84
23,687
23,687
24
24
36 ·· ···· .•.. , ........•..••.•..•..........•..... ·•····
36
12
.•••.. .... ....... .. . ·•••······ .•.... ....
12
30,000
20, 61~ : : : : : : : : : :
20, 61~ .•... :·. ~~'.
8
100
100 ......... .
100 . •. . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . .
200 ...... ... · 1·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200
200 ......•...
37
62
12

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::~~:

~
tr,'

t-o
0

ii

125

], 839
100
331
8, 600
17
24
l
2

t_,j

0

p::t

t_,,j
~

>

P::::I

~

0

/ozj

~

>

~

Beeswax . ...................... poumls .
213
Blades, cloth.cuttingmachine .. number.
30
Butchers' steels .................... do .......... .
Bolts and nuts ..... ...•••...... number .......... .
Boot.trees, feet for .... ......... .... do ........... .
Books :

Text .. ......................... do..
20
Pass .......... . ......•........ . do .... ..... . .
Scientific .. ......... • ..•..•... . <lo..
5
Boot crimping forms ............. pairs.
2,244
Boot seam rubbers ............ number.
2
Hoot trees, automatic, with table ... do ..
7
Boxes:
Pasteboard .... ......... ........ do ........... .

::::~.·g~:: ::: ::::::·

(i:28
730
480

741
30
1
730
4~0

300

20
300

1

5

2,244
2

4

1 . ...... . • • • · l • • • • • • - • • • I · • • • • • • • • ·I •• • • • • • • • •

11

1,200
1,950

12 1, . ........ --- - 1----- - ·-- - 1------ .....

1, 2('0
1,962
40

Bra~:ct~ff;;: :: : :.· ::: : :: ::::
40
Brads, stee wire ...•..•.....•.... gross . . ........ .
2
Brah!, worsted ........ . ..... .. ... yards.
12, 655
1,728
Bristles, sewing .. ............. pounds.
1
5
Broom corn . .............. . .. .. ... . clo . .. ..... .. . .
47, 980
22,000
Broom handles . . .... . .... ..... . number .......... .
400
Broom twine .... .. ... ..... .. . .. pounds.
Broom wire ............. . ... .... . . . do .. , ......... .
800
Brus bes:
Button ..................... number.
2
Cloth .. . ... ..................... <lo ..
12
lnk, fiat ....................... . do ..
.131
60
Ink,ronnd ...... .. ...... .. .... do . .
2!7
1013
Bristle, round . ........ .. ... .. . do ..
5
4
Stencil. . ........ ............ ... do . .
16
18
fj
Paint ........... .. .. .......... . do ..
6
Buckles:
Gilt ............................ do . .
52,574
46,997
Snoe, automatic . ............... do . .
63 100
I
22
Buckram ...................... yards.
Bunting . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . do ..
50
Burlaps .. ........ . ............. ... do ..
842
Button .e:auge ... ..... .......... number.
1
Buttons:
Coat, large . . . ....... . ......... <lo.. 163,152
290,016
Coat and vest, small . ......•.. .. do. 3, 232, 9H
240,336
Rubber, large .......... .. . .. gross.
267
i;: 10
Rubber, small ........... numuer
103, G81J
193, 531i
Shirt and fly . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
rlo . . 5•19, !)36 1, Oi7, l'..0
Ruspencler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. do.. '.!93, u1n
550, 8t0
Brownlasting . ... .... . . . ... . gross.
42
50
Casf's. glass :mtl n,sewood . .... nuUJhcr.
3
Casting,; . ........... ... ........ ... tln ..
Ii
CbannP.l cement .. .... . ....... !rallons
10
:w
Clrnlk .......................... .- boxes.
8
:.:IJ
Chrome ~reen ...... ··:··· ..... pounds.
100

··········i····z;sio·1·······22·1::::::::::
63
60

705

8,148
.

-- - -- . - . .

·-- --- ·-· ·
·· · --- ·

-·· ·· - . . . .. .

130, 608
116,208
320
86,400
34\J, !l~0
3-1.8, 4~0

---- -·-- · · ---- ··--·

I .. . ....
144 I
..

....i; oos ·1:::::: :·:::I:::: ::::::I:::::: ::::

... ..:: ~: I

......... .( ········1······ ...

5

1,008

1,236
2

10
2,316

l, 200
1,549
40

1,200
1,559
40

2

2

6,739

794

9,819

(i

6

47, 980

47,980
2·> oou
-, 361
800

2') 000

-, 361
EO:.J

403

,D
(i,

872

102
60
2

5 ,. .....

······. 68.
124
5
2L

12
123
231
4
13

4

8

92,603

106,868

9, 6!9
63,100

50
2,657

50

68
124
. .••. 4
17

12

4

116,517
63, 100
~2
50
8 !JUO
1

81

.:::::::::!:::::·::::! ·::::::::::~:::::::: ill

300

11

16, 721
6
47,980
22,000
45:i
860

16, 560
fiOO, 480
3iS, 86-1 3, 9li8, 352
l , B97
33:1, 6J{i
12, 09G 1,!i8!l,U72
15~, ;;52 l. ,,., .,,

730
20

300

3-1

2, i62

280

480

2
12
191
355

14, 18:t

36
30

705

1
450

2

!)

1 · · · · · · . ; ••

14, 18-1

22

49, 536
3, 5l3, 968
.. . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . .
.•... ." ..

123,408
395, 280
116, 208
279, 648
490
338
86,400
233, 568
3:36,9CO 1,288,512

I ........ "'· .,, ,,,....

2,657

6,333
1

7,776
576,000
6,192 3,926,016
21
849
319,968
13, 248 1,638,720
288 1,224,432
48

2<!, 480
42,336

:l< t/ . :~[/\

q

~

~
1-:,
t_rj
~

~

>-

Ul
1-:,
tzj
~

0'

t_rj

zt_rj
~

~

548

63,648
350,352
130,896
44
3

17
39
24
100

1
4

c.,,
t.:)

c.,,

°'

A.-Stateme11t showing articles of clothing and eqiiipage ancl material on hand at the issuing depots of the Qiwrtermaste1·'s Depa1·tment, etc.-Cont.inued.

On hand
June 30,

Articles.

1886.

Pur· ·
Manu·
chased. factured.

____ ,____

,____ ,

j~~~;~~~f

~.~i!~.~~~~~~i- : ·:~~~~iL

Cloth b::iling ..................... yards.
loth:
D:irk.lJlul' uniform, 6·4 ..... ... . do..

8~~-!t~~.t~~~·e·t~.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·.-.·.·.·:.-.·_-_···J:;~ti:
tent; . ..............•••••....... fett
worsted ..... ............... . yards.

from

general
depots.

Total
Gained. received.

from

posts.

22,856

3,600

4,051

139
2i
1
30,507

9,401
6, 789
1,778
2,878

16,224
3, 134
1,913
2,650

..... . . . .
4,626
397
2,256
.... .. .. •.
6
28 ..•. .....
.... .. . . .. .. ... . .. . ... ... . . . .
552
.... .. . ... .... .. . . . . . .. . .. . ...
354

. 32,904
9,957
4,243
5,882

l~~ I::::::::: t :: :::::::1 ::::::::: :1:::: :::: ::

I· •••••••••

1"ad11g ..........•..•••• .. ...... rlo..

Irnli:in ........................ do..
rnrmket ....................... do..
Ilol,lers ................... numuer.
"\\'"eights ...................... do..

Received 1·Received

4 .•••••.••....... .• •..••••.•••..•.•...... ·•• • ••·••·
6 .• . ....••..•••••.....••••..•...••••..•• . .••••...•.

4

~; ~~~ ::: : :: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : ··· · · · 330 · ::: : :: : : : :
119,902 ........•............................... ..........
(>, 365 .... .. . . . . ... ....... .... .. . . . . ..•. ... . . .
724

402,500
7,552
119,902
6,089
1,351
12
1,005
193
43
11
168,309
750
1,575
467
648
250
352
118,811
10

l ggg

1

33

i~ .... ~~~~~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

3

Crim~:t;tr·e·;ka·_-_-_-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-.·_-_-_'if1~~b~~:

~i\i~f~~;~~~tsft()~~~~~~~~j[ l,~11 ;;;;;;;t :~~~~!~~~~~~~~~!~)~~~)~ii:~~~~;~~~~:
8~U~.!!s\~}}!1~!!·.·.-.-.·.·.·.-.·.-.·.-.-.t~!b:~:

ir:!~~~~~i!t~~.:~~~~~~:::::
::::::i~::
1

1
•

~~~

:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. ~~'.·.~~'..

m···· ·· ·52· :::::: :: :: :::::::::: :::::::: :: :::::::: ::

~~~~
~~~
~~~.
Dressing, shoe ................ gallons.
2-!4
98 . . . . . . . . . .
Drilling,¾ .................•••.. yards.
10, 80!
82,765 . .........
Dryer, pa tent ........•....••... gallons . . . . . . . . . . .
10 . . . . . . . . . .
Duck:
121, 22!
15~, 844 . . . . . .. . . .
0
577 .... ······ .... ......
02, 080
Ci, 000 . . . .. . . . . .
Brown ......................... clo ..
287
192 . . . . . . . . . .
Edge !)lanes, with pressers .... number.
12 ............... ·. . .. .
Eclµ:o sha,es ...................... do ..
7
25 . . . . . . . . . .
"EtUery l)Owder ..•....•••••..•.. pounds
Epsom salts ..•.••..••••........... clo ..
2
40 . . . . .... ..
50, 500 1, 540, 000 . . . . . . . . . .
1t-~~o_t.s_-::::::::::.-:::::.-.
74, 44(i
89,400 . . . . . .. . . .

1:~~~~:~:~_e.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~~~b~;: ...... .......

~1~~ ~.·::.·.·:.·.·::::.·:::.·:.·:.·.·_J~~d~~:

·.-.-.-.-.-~'.~l'.l~ x~~-:

:::::::::: ........ ~. ······250· ::::::::::
10 .................. ..
23,207 . . . . . .. . . .
i, 035
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •........

23, 146
.... .... ..
31, 611
... . .. .. . .
...... ....
. . . . ... . . .
. . . . ..... .
. . . . .. . . . .
12, 960

Trans·
ferred to
Ex.·
_general pended.
depots.

Sold.

123
201
153
34

Issued to
the

Army.

6,933
4,731
1,723
3

Remd~
ing~

h~d

June3~
1887.

14,506
4,134
451

Total
issued.

14,629
8,870
7
115

20,138
5,342
1,872
3

139
2-!
1
15,877
12,766
4,015
2,371
5,879
4

l, 09±
. . . .. . . ..
. .. . . . . . . .
...... ....
3
236
... ... .. ..

242,500
15
126
........ . . 119,902
. .. . ......
6,089
........• .
114
................... .
.......•...... ... · ·
. ....... ..
28

160

242,500
], 395
119,902
Ci,089
114
3

23(i
28

9 .................... , .... ·••••·

J

10
23,207

... . . . . ...
.. . . . . . . . .
. .........
... . .. . . ..

151
86,147
10

161
109,357
10
100

1,' 237
9
709
Hi5
3-!
11

350
1,

~on

466
130
250
191
9, 45!
- --- .

23
23
10 .... •·····
10
.................... 1,428,000
91, 74!) . . . . . . . . . . 105, 231
12,960

32
162,500
73,033

52, 243
195

25,520
284

12

1· ......... \

0

rtj

>-3

.·s:962

577

5!,758

~

>-3

t_,j

273, G23
577
107,012
195

273,521

2

522

400
375
1
518

0

fj

.. i6s: 300· :: :: :: : : :: ::: : :: . : :: :: :: :: : : :: --iiis; 30 j ·
.......... . ...... .. .
400
.•. . •. . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
375
1 ·········· .. ........
4,8
1
39

~
t_,j
~

160,000
(i, 157

6

. •. .. .. ..
1,.935
29D, 149
...... .... .... ... . ..
577
...... ....
15,683
115,974
.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
4i9
...... ... . . ... .... . .
12
3::l
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. ... ...... . . . . . .. . ..
42
. .................. 1, 590, 500
. . . .. . . . ..
1,458 I 178, 264
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0-::,

9

~

w.
t_::,j

0

PO
t_,j

>-3

>
~
~

0

rtj

~

>
~

Eyelet machines ... . ..........•.•.. do ..
Eyelet.hook machine .............. clo ..
1
F eath t r dusters ... . ............. do ..
4
Flann f>l:
Canton ...................... yards.
55,04,7
Cape linin,g .........•.•........ do..
1,965
Dark.blue! blouse, A. S. and :fine
quality ... . . .............. yards.
45, 32G
Dark.blue, blouse lining ....... do ........... .
Gray shirting .... ... ...... ..... do..
10,441
Dark.blue shirting,£ ........... do..
53,159
Crimson lining . ... . .. . . .... ... . do..
3
Flat.irons .. .. ................. number.
5
Figures, steel .... ...... ....... .. . . sets.
4
7
F iles, for heel.filing machine .. number.
Hektograph com pound ......... pounds .......... .
Glue .. . .. ... .... . ............... . . . do ...... ..... .
Goose.iron s . ........ .......... number.
·
7
Goose-iron stands .. ..... ...... .... . do..
2
Grommets, brass ........ ... ....... . do..
18,906
Grease. cylind er ............... pounds.
20
Gnm camphor: .........••.... . ... do . . ......... .
' Gum tn1gacanth .............. ·... . <lo..
50
Hammers, Hammond . .... ..... numb er .
12
Heel burnishers ... ... . . .... .... .. do..
11
Heel s haves ... . .......... . ...... . d o..
233
Hooks .............. . . ......... ... . do..
80, 254
Illustrations of French uniforms plates
32
Ink:
.Burnishing ............... . gallons .
31
Incleliule ................... bottles
993
Indelible ... . ................ . pints.
27
Iron:
3, 100
::~~.~~l~s :
300

2

1

iti~~d ::::::: :: :: :~::::::

i!~r~~.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:r1ii;;:

Jacks:

fii!: fr1~pi~;: :: :::::::::: ::: ::i~::
0

Japanned slides .................... do.
Jeans, corset .................... yards.
l!~!:!/kY·blue, i ......... . ...... do ..

6
21
3
3
31
709
2,265
25, '141

Skiving . ................. . number

L

f~;w:t: : ~: : : : :: : ::::~~::. . .~~~.

tripp~ng .........••....... '. . . do ._ ........ .
ead.penc1ls .......••.............. do .. ... . .... .

I •,."••,..,••.,

J • •

•

••.,"•••I••"•,.

•'"'•.I.•••••••,.•

4
1
5·

4 1··········1 · ········ ·1· ··· · · .... , . ... ·····
1
6

225, 545 ..•..•••..
7,558

4,810

·--------- 4,000
G, 413
. -- ...... -~
............. ... . ........

55,720
4,287
36,749 .............
10,135 .............

12,830
5,346

202
79

11,518
1,282

297,122
14,884

497
26

392

8, 60G

117
51

5,326
700

116,457
4,287
65,463
69,391

..... ·--- -- ··-·---·-··

4,810
354

253, f>/36
JO, HlO

11,276
451

270, 14910,991

26, !J73
3,893

220

5,3W
12,703
15,014

91,387
2, 172
41<, 333
43, !)33

9,639

201
107

3, 8f!O
1,323

]0f3, 569
2,338
05, 1:n
GO, 377

9,888
1,949
336
9,014
3
5

1
15
300

6

3

2

166

5

6

I • • • • • • • • • ·! • • • • • .. • • •

6

1 , . ......... , .. . .... i5.
15
300 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
300
7

15
300

7

2

45,360

15,568

20 1··········1······
55
36
89,

it~ I:::: ::::::1···j 2: iiiJo ·1·.: :: ::::::1····2:ooo ·
140
. .......... 1, .... . ........ ·.1

· ..

··--····1··· ··· ····

79,834
20
20
105
48
11

581
184,614
32
171
993
~7

2,056
7,000

5,156
7,300

400

421
3

48
1,440
24,875
119,674
49
816
' 2

75
1
72

196
522

3,029
. 70

1, 67,1
1,358

3,319

• • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • t • • • • ........ I ... • ...... ~ . ... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
79
2,149
31, 840
149,462

49
1,531

..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8

....................... . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .

75
1

... ......... ,... ......................... , .......... .

72

12, 960

22
1

-- ·

· - • . . . . . . . . . . - · ..... .

(j

• • • • • • • • • • I • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! • • • • • • • • • •

62, 148
20
20
72
1

62,148
20
20
72
1

I

128, 219 , .••..•....

19G
141, 701

171 . .... . .........
9
143
14 · ······-- ·

171
174
14

3,331 .............
7,300 ............. .

3,331
7,300
6
421

6 .••. ·••···

421 . ..

1:::::: ::::1::::::::::
2-1
14
3, 029 I 22, 758
720
4, 998
134, 339

···---

I:)

7
2
17,686
33
47
11
385
42,913
32

1,825

3

1

2

I

2,125
6,039
3,613

70:l , . ••..••••. ,

703

828

5, 792
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819
13
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2-l
25,801
145, 3,19
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A.-Sfatcmeut showing atlicles of clothing and eq uipage a.ncl matel'ial un ha11cl at the issu'ing depot8 of the Quarter-master's Depru·tment. c--tc.-Coutinuecl.

I

I

(~'.~,~Teoeivod I . I

On h,nd
Pu,M,nu3o, chased.
I June
factured. general

Articles.

dep ts.

1886.

9

from
posts.

Gamed.

Tot,!
n;ceived.

I

Sold.

I

T.ansto
ferred
general
depots.

I

Exp euded.

I'

Lssiig to
A rm:,.

I

. Total
issu ed.

I

~

1

Remsln
hfn°J1
Ju 118 3o,
l88i.

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - / - - - -l- - - -l- - - -1--- -1- ---1----1----1- - - - 1 - -- -1- - - -I

·m I ~uii :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::~:::

Lncin " i-tucls_ .....•..... •.... number.-, 338, OOQ

t~~~:;~tr·.·.·--.-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.-.·.·.·.·_·.-::r~J::
Lau,pl<:
!>licroscope_ ......• •.•..... number l~it -·····-······ ······-·· -·-··-do,_
Lnmpl>lnck _................... pounds.
Lasts-_._ ... _................... _.pairs.
iron-··········· .....•... -.number.
calf boot __ .. __ ............... pairs .
Lathe, complete ............. __ nmnber_
Lay figure!'! _..................... _.do ..
Lentbtn-:
Counter ....... -............ potmdsRnssett._ ..................... -feet-

600,000 , -..•.•. •· ,- • • · ·•• • •· 1 · · · ·
1

14

1
36
5
4,396
9
1
1
62

·· · · · ·

1,848

26 , .••. ······I-••• ...... ,.... ...... ,.... -·····
785 , .......••. , .••.. .••. . , .•.... · ... , . .•. ·····-

5,344
20,000 .••. .•••.. ···-·····- -·····-··· -···-····278 -····· ·· ·- ···-······ ···-·····- ..•...............

.~~~·.~~'..

fJri~tt+E7EfE '.l:l ! · !:m \IT+::?++ : : :
275 .••.•. _. •. , .••....•• _, .... ..•• _
388
2,030
1
5,739
357
140
1,369
907

ff~:,\~;t:::: ::::: ::: ::: :::::: ::. .~d~~. ··· 2i; 978.
t!~i~/'
i~~~·:::::: :::: :::_. :: :: :::1~};,:t~~: :::: :: ::::
Lino, gilling ... ...... ........... pounds
Lumber:
·
Hiokory ..... : ........ - ... .... . foet.

i~~~:e:~:~: : : : :::::::::: ::Jt: ···2ti~g·
1,400

I

29,000

1i1:t~~ ::::::::., .... ...... ,...... ... .

2

78
1
2

52
1,886
291

i····-·····'····-·····I··········

Machines:

Baucl-knifo . ..•...••. . ..... numbet·
J3c,·clor, extra. parts for . ....... do ..
Unmishiu~ .•••.•..•......•••.. llo __
llntton.f'n11tl\ui11g ...•... ... _.. .. do . .

I ·.••· - • • • ·

845,500
95,689
7,876

100

815, 500
95, 78!1
7,888

92,500
19, 648
6,776

12
5
10

50

1
12
5
10

I· • • • - • • • • • !• • • • • • • • •.

9

2

0

1
62
5
5,181

12

1
1
62

~~i!~.:::::::::::::::::::::::.~~d~~: ···25,"is2· -·2oii:S15· :::::::: :: :::::::::: ::::::::::

Linen:
Brown .............. . . ...... . yards.
White _, ...............•....... do..

938,000
115,437
14, 6U4

!•• • - • • · · • • I • • • • • • .. • • • I • • • •

315

25, 344
278
114,447
23+, 557
293, 192
81,635
30,958
1,153
62,538

!-··--····-

275
2,470
1
29,603
357
140
2,567
30, 400 I .. . . _. . . . . _.. . . . . . . .
11, 400 1· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
127, 795 . . • . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • .
1,000 . ..•...••.•••. •. .. .

33

14,070
19-i

1-i, 070
194
114,447
230,820
252,544
70 333
21: 057
1,153
47,188

230, 820
252,544
70. 333
21; 057
1, 153
47, 188
275
l, 812
1
14,426

99
357
140

2,285
30, 400
11, 400
127, 795
1,000

.. • . . . . • • •
. . •. . ••• •.
. • • • . •. • • .
-·········

275
1,812
1
14,525
357
140
2,285

~
~

0

~

~

~

t_rj

11,274
84

en

·3,- 737

a

40,648
11,302
9,901

t_rj
~

i5: 350

.

658
15,078

t_rj

?;:;:
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>-<

0
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>282

30, 400
11, 400
127,795
1,000

ib~~~~~~:. )~~~~~~: i~~~~~~~~~ ;~~~~~)~ ~)~)~;

7
•••• · I •••••••••·

114,4-!7

33

5,171
9
1
1
29

~

t_rj
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0

2
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1
2
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1

i1~1!~fci
~tIBti~~~~~:~:::::::::::JL
t?;U][ •::::::ti ••••••:: •;;;:/ii
Skiving, counter ...... . ..•..•. do..
Skiving, Tripp's power .... . ... do ..

2

2

2
1

1

::!:ill!!! 111: :i/:i iii!i/1!/I
!!!!HI! •!!![!/ii: :!!(!ii!

i!ti~~~~!~~:::~:::::::::::::JL · I :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

Steel clie ......... .•..•......• •. do..
Strap.hole cutting .......... .. . do..
· Stripping .................. number.
Turning ...........•........... do..
Tying ..................... .. do..
Welt, extra parts for .......•... do ..
Magnifying.glasses . ...........•.•. do ..
Measuring table ..........•.....••• do ..
Marking paste .•..••............ boxes.
Microscopes . .......•..••.•.••. number.
Muslin:
Unbleached . ..•...•.•••..... yards.
Nau!!·own. · -· - - · ·•·· - •. · - .... .. .. do..

25,221 \
5, 126 .•••••.• •.
6, 573 . . . . . . . • . . . •• • • . . . • .

~::!fi:.•

; t~: . . i. : ~ : : ll)!:::[j: ::i:

1

1 ..•.............•..••.......••....•.................

1 .......... . . . . . ... .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . ..... ... .
1
... ................... ,.......... . ,............ .
2

... . ........ ,.............................................. .

306 ... ............. ... . ..................... ... ........
1···. ······1 ·- . ······1···· .•••.. ,.. ... ••. . . , .•..•.....
......... . . . . 1 - - · · · .. • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ................ ..

11
4

::::::::::.:.:1:.:[!f:i :;:

43 , ..•..•••.• , .•••••.... , ... . ·•·••·

.. . ...... ............................. . ...........................................

!

2

4
2

1 ............. . .................. .. .... ............ .

i

6

1
1
1

10

:::::~::i:
:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::·:::::
.. . ..............•..................... ..• .•••....

4

1
98
1

4,000 . .•• • • • • •.
10,308
13,311 .•.•.•.••.. _.·.•... _.

327
2
1
3j)

603
1
l
1
3
2

l
2

58 , .••.....

1

58

40

· • • · • • • • • • 1 .......... ... , . . 1 • • • .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. ............ .

............... , ... ......................... ... ............................... .
....... ... ...... ........... ...... ................. .................................

········i-i::::::::::1:::::::::1:::::::::i-·······i"
........... ....................... ........................... ............... .
........... ....... .............. . . . . 1 ................ 1 ................. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
................. 1 ............................... , .............

.... ........... .

..................................... ,. ........................................ .
................. , ................ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ...............................

•

................................. 1 ...................................... , ................ .

:::::: ::::1:::::: :::r···· i4a-i:::::: ::::1 ······ i4a·
............................................ 1 .............. . .............. .
............................... , .............................. J ............... .

::: :::::::1:::::::: ::1····· ··a2 ·1:::: :: :::·1· ·· ··· ·a2·

.......................................................................................

.........................................................................................
.. .. .. .. .. .. - . . . I . . . . ~ .............

I· - . ...... - .... I .............

~

.............. - •• .

. .. . . . . . . ·1 ······ ... ·1· -....... ·1·........ ·1· ........ .

1 .. .......... 1... ··········
................. ··········
................ . ··········
................ ..............1.
3
1 .......... ······ .... ...... ....
1
1 ................................................................. ... ........ . ......
1 . ............... 1 ....... ~....................................................... .
1 • • • ...... • • "' .. • .. • .. • .. • .. • • • • • • • . ........ • - • .. • • ...... • • • • I - • .. • ...... • ....
2 ....................... ............. .......... ......... ...... ,...... ....... .
4

306
3

1
54

::::::::::I:::::::::: 1·..... ·95 ·1::::::::::1··. ····95.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

: : : : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : : : : 1· . . . . . .
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1· ... · · ·
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1· . · . ...

20·

4

44,655
19,884
4,660
8,038
14,313
1,853
100

1

2
2

1
5

1
1
1
2
,. 4

10
2

184
2

1
30
571
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2

4

211
3
1
28
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t_,,j
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17,311
.••..•••.•.•••......
. . • . . .. . . . ... . •. . • . .
.•.•...• ·••······ ·
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• . .
..••• •.... . • . . . .•••. 1

23,266
15,791
2,840
4,037
7,335
1,437
100

40,577
15,791
. . ... . . ...

. . . . .•. . ..
··········
... . . . . . . .
1. . . . . . . . . .

'.[[i :: ::: •• :;;;• 3,~g~ :::::::::: ::::::::::1 1.g~g 1::::::::::

4,078
4,093

2,840 I
1,820
~· 037
4,001
,,335
6;978
1,437
416
100 ... .. . .. . .

1.m I 1,1~g

1,oog ,:::::::::: .•..... ~~ ....... ~~~. :::::::::: ... ... ~~~.
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A.-St<ttn11 e11I sho111i11g articles 1,f clothing and equipage and material on hand at the issui11g depots of the Quartennaster's Department, etc.-Continued.

01
C).;i

0

Articles.

On hand
June 30,
1886.

Received
.
Manu.
from · Received/
ft:om
Gamed.
factured.. general 1 posts.
,
depot.

I

Pur.
chased.

Ireceived.
Total

Sold.

Trans·
ferred to
general
depots.

Issued to
Ex.
the
pended.
.Army.

Total
issued.

Remain·
ing on
hand
June 30,
1887.

1- - - - 1- - -- 1 - - --1- -- - ~ - - - - -- -- -

Needles:
Assortlld ..••.•..••... . ..... papers.
Broom ............••..... .. nuruber.
Goodyear & McKay ............ do ..
,Vax.thread .. .....•........... do ..
Wheeler & Wilson ....... .. .. . do ..
Sail . .................•......... do ..

~~Ef.t~·
.~·r·~:::: :·. ·.::::·.::::: :i;~~~d~:
Oil.cups ..... . .... .. . ..... . ... . number ..
Oil: Miueral ................... _pounds. I
Neitt's.foot ... . ........... . gallons. I
Sperm ... .............. . .. ......do ...

pj

289,760
3

1,700
2,568
2,020
114
14
30
48

268, 500
20
5,700
2, 640
2,500

..•.•..•..·
2, 675
...••.•.. · ·•··•··• ·
.. .. . ................
. . . . . •. . . . . . . . • • . . . .
··········I ......... :

................. ··········1······· ··· ··········.

.. . . .400 ~ :::::~:::: ::: ::::: ::: :::::::: : . :: ::::::::

167

274
120
25

3
4

1

01i.Kil\\~~·.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~g~t~;:

P:uhling ....... . ................ yards.
Palms . ................. . ...... number .
Paper:
Pattern . .. .. ............... pounds
Petroleum .......• . ..••........ do..
Wrapping . . .. . .....•....... . reams.
Wrapping . . .... .•........ .. sheets.
Sand, molued ... .............. rolls.

~~:u·a":::: ::·.:·.:::~: :·.:::: ·.·}~!~::

Patterns .. . ..................... . sets.

. •• . . •. •.
125, 408 '
····••·•• .....•••..·
··· ·•• ·•• .•...•••. .'
. ••.. ; . • . . ••...... .I
•••.••..••••..•••..•

20
72
52,117

9,288
34

::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::.1·.:::::::::·
...................... 1............ 1-----···· ·

. ---·· ..... ,...... -.. -.•····· ----·'I··-- .. --- ·,
. • • • ••••••I•••

i.7: 530 ·1:::::: ::::1
·•••••285 •

441
123
29

................ ,.....~---

318
123

318
123
14
1
20
14
72,591

14

l

1
20
14
55,045

20
72
79,220
34

· -·····iii·

184
65, 865
443
5, 066
58
138
37
8
3
576
10
26

.••.. - . . . . . ••• - . . . . .
80
109
17, 560
39, 597
. •. . . •. . . . . . . ••. . •. .
233
. •. . .. . . . . . . . •. . . . . .
4, 826
.••..••......• . . ...
24
. •. . •. . . . • .•. . . . . . •.
128
. • • . . •. . . . . . • • . . . . . .
11
.•.••...•...•..•.•...........
.........•.••....•..... . ...•. ,
75 . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
.••..•...•. -·· .••••.
10
.. •........••........•.....••.

1· · ·

i1;5ao·

····; ··•· . ••••.••••i •••••• :::~· :::::: ::::,:::~~::;~:

80
10,936
319
4,946
58
1~

.

1041·::::::::: ... i4;589 \·: ·:::::::1·······12
40,3tg ::::: ::::: :::::::::· ·.
120 .....•....
120
30

3

(\&~;{.):/\))1~1t -·{ : :;-: f/)1\rn\I III\ \\U\\\t
Ra.wbido:

Seats and thongs .. . ..........•. do.. . .. . .•....
ii~1r!t: .·.~·.-.-.-.·.-.-.-.-.::·.:::::i:;,;ms:!~:\
Rinjl;fl, galvanized iron ... •. ... :pounds .

686, 343 . . . . . • • . • •
66, 875
205, 294
6, 050
278, 219
23 . • • . . • • • . • • -· • • • . • . .
23 .•••... - . .
23
7, 400 . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . • . . .
6, 240 . - • - .. . - . .
6, 240
5, 208 . • . • . • . . . • • • • • • • . . . .
1, 296 . . . . . . . • .
1, 296
3,300 ·-·. .. . . . .
3,300
4,520 .••• ..•.• J •••••••••·
114 .........•..•..... ·-· ......... ··---· ........... . . .
14 ··-······ ...... ... : . .. . ... : .. .............. ·····
430 ! ...•••••. J • • • • • • • • • •
130 . • • . • • . . ..
130
17 .....• . •. .
i7
48 ·--······· · ··-·· .••.

8~ \

742

4,500 .... ······1··········i··········i· ....•••..
••

~~~.

:::::::::: . ::::::::: :·::::::::: :::::~:::·\

1,335 . . • . .• •• •. . . • . . •• . . . . •. • . . . • . .

217

.: . .... . .
1, 340
3
240

80
58, 606
236
5, Ou6

408,124
1,160
3,912
1,220
114

4,500 1·......... . .. . . . . . . .
4, 1521
230 . • • • • • . . . . ,. • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . .

74

230

~

t-3

0

123

t-3
p:1

~

trj

15
<fl
trj

58
6,629
34
104
7,259
207

24

2!

4,226
274
230 .....•••.•

2,2i! ...... 20-\:::::·:::: ··--i:727 ::::::::::l····i,-747.

0

n

300
31

.....•....
34
128
10
. •. . . • . . . .
..........
11
26
·-· •••.. ., . . . . .•. . . •
3
.•...•.... . ·· · ·····•
3
. • • . .• . . . .
75
501
..•. ••••··
10 .....••...
. : •. ······ .•.••. .••.
11-6

3~ ········2·1:::::::::: ...... ..i. ::::::::::1········3·

trj
""lj

5:~

Q

~
trj

t-3

>

~
~

0

~

$:J

>

~

l~~ri~~;)s~~e:~. .~~~~::::::::::::j;olf:d:~...... '.~~ 1I······5io· ::::::::::· :::::::::· ::::::::::
::::::::: :
·
0

Rope:

ti!~~:
::::::::::::::::::::::::~~··
Manila .... ...... .......... .... . do..

Rosin .... ............•......... poundR.
Rulers ......................... numb·?l'.

i~\~!~~r.::
::: ::: ::: :::::: ::::·"J':!~\~::
Saws for baml.knife machine . ..do,.
~~:l::·:~~~ight;~·c"h;,~(1i"t~;::::::~~::

Scalt>s:

Silk, trip ..... . ...••.. . .. . ... . .. do ..

·.p!~~ ·

Scis~~~t~~~--· ·.·:::.: :·_-_-_-_-.::: : ·.·.·_Scratch b.,nes . ..... . . . . . . . . . . number .
Screws. . • • . . . . . . . ....•••.••..... gross .
Screw wire ..•........... . .••... pounds .
Seals:
No. l ................ • ... . . number.
C andE ... ..............••..... do..
0
~.~~l.~t.:::::::::::::

U!~

i:~~g :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::.:::·

i~g

12,342 .....•... ......• .••..••••..•....•..•....... .. .....
240 ............ .....••..•••••... . ..••... ·....••...••.
1 .. . .... : . . .............•....•......•.......•......
54~ ..•.

~·.~~~. : ::::::::: ::::::.:::: ::::: ::::: : : : : ::::::

1 ...........•••...••.•••........•....•.••••••.•..

~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::.·
1
1
1
12
203

446

1 •········· · •······· ... , .... ······•···· . . ... .

g~ 1:::: :: ::::1:::::::: :·:1:::: ::::::,···· ··205·

1 , .......... , .•....... , .......... , ..........•.........

2

2 1.••••• ·.•• . 1•••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

i •··········•··········•··········• ······. ···•.. ·..... .,
2t
·1------ ---·
5, 460
13,000
4
~~~:ti~~/~~~~~. .·.·.·.·:.·::.·.-::.·.·::~~~:: .... '.. j7.
~ r:::::::::1:::::::::1:::::::::1:::::: :::

~:~;in~ ~!ffsn~
:i~::
~~:;J
~~e~~~~.:·.·::.·.·.
·
.
·.·:.·.:::::
·.p!~~:
Sheepskin skivers ....•... . square feet.

3

............ .. .......... ~. :. •• 1----~--.:. ...

783
510
3,615
2,806
12,342
240

. ... · •···· ..••... ...
... .. ..... ·•··••····
.... .• .••.. ....... ...
. ... .. . ... ..•.....•.
1 ..........• ..........
3,345 ..•.••...· ...... .•..
9

Steel .. ....••.•••.......... number.
Rubber ••••••..........••...•.. do ..

9

31

510

2,410
2,755
5,125
240
1
2,565

2,410
2,755
5,125
240
1
2,565
4

...•...... ••••••

1 ·········· ...... ....
1

783
1,205
51
7,217
780
5

1

1

1

2

2

1
1

1
1

2

2

!:)

217
200

>PO

l
4

t:_rj
~

12
556
1,201

339
1, 001

339
1,001

1
4
4

9

4

32

18,460
45
22

4

1 •···· ..... .

1
17, 398
45

17,398
45

3

3

8

101
696
1451
18, 940
24

9,813

668
722, 500
704

34,500
13, 124
455
306,791
76,949
3,404
15

40

44,454

!'.ii

200

~ 1:::: :: ::::1::::::: ::1::: ::::::1:::: ::::::

12
32

19
5

..-3

~
1:---

00

19

Q

3,723
2

13,820
1,268
. . . . . . . . .1, 098, 231
76, 973
4,108
15

q

4
31
1, 06:!

8

o, 839

2, 251
1,182,666
108, 807
2,056
14

..-3

t:_rj
~
I

t:_rj

z~

~

>-

~

4

9

1
25

u

4

9

Shoetrees, extra backs for . ... number.
8 .....•••.• .•••••.••• .••••••••..••.•••••••••.••..•
8
Silesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. yards.
7, 767
26, 023 . . . . . . . . . .
9, 812 . . • . . . . . . .
41 575·
48,177
Silk:
Measure . ................. number.
. 2 .............•..... . ............. . ...............
2
Sewing •••..••••.......•..... spools.
5,120
2,252 ..........· 14,865
2
1,420
23,659
Sewing ...•.•.....••••••... ounces.
.i, 683
737 .••... ; ••. . .. . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . .
99
3,519
Sewing .. ....... ............ . yards. 1,' 312, 483
940,000 .... .. . •.. .... .. . . . . .. .. ... . ..
28,414 2,280,897
Twist .. ·.........•.......... : .. do... 226,603 ....... c•.. •••••.•.•. ••••••.•• . . •••••.•• .
19,177
245,780
Twist . ............••....... 01mces.
2, 455
1, 96.0 ...•..... ·
1, ,108 . • • • • . • . .
641
6,164
29

iltftt)\}~ii?tidI .·'.·· ;!·•:: ••;~; \!~~ii~I'.(!~I~: ;: ~: : : i~\i

4

510

25
200
9

,..... . ······~r••••;;:

25
200

0
1

9
2

10

2

10
25

7

3

Ot

~
~

A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and niate,_·ial on hand at the issuing depots of the_ Quartm·master's D<'pa1·tment, etc.-Contmued.

On hand
June 30,

Articles.

1886.

·

MannPur·
chased. factored.

I

Received Received
, Total
from
Gained. received.
from
generaf posts.
depots.

-,i

!I:!ic~t~~·:·:·:: : ·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·:·:·:·~£~!: !: : : :~~~:!~· · ·· ·4~·I:::::: ::::I::::::~:::El::::::::::

I

Sold.

Trans·
ferred to . Ex·
general I pended.
iiepots.

Issued to
the
Army.

1887.

1

1 - 1 -1-

206
40

2~~ .

I::::::::::

206
40

1•••••• •••·

3

3

1
42

1··········1···· ·····1··········1······ .... ,......... .

.l'.fi:'::~:'=: : :::::::::::::::::

iL\ ..... }~;.

,vWa(\olnv;
lrl\ Rpt-lng steel................ clo . . .••.••
.... .•.•.......•••...•. sheets .
17,445

1,120 .... ····_·· ............................. .
1,

1
m·::: ::::::\:::::::
::: :::::::::: ......~~~.

113 .. .. .....• ...•... .. .1. ... .. . .. .
215
25 ·····••••• ·••••••••· ·········· ......... .

... . .. .

~~. :::::::::: ::::::::: :\::::: :: ::: :::::: :::

.

1,850
315
l, 330
486
25
19
17,445

1 ,......... .

262
187
632
187
2
19
(), 987

::::::::::1·:
-----··-··

9

1
2

28
12
806
526
973
3,500
30,048

·······96r::::~: ::i- ··· ·-- 96.

7~g

~
~

Remaining on
hand
June 30,

Total
issued.

StickR:
1
1
Pants . .....•..•...•••••........ do . .
44 .... ·••••· .•• • .•••••
2 ••••••••••
2
Assorted .•.•..••.•.•••......... do ..
. 44
' 9_ •••.••• ~ • • •••••••••• ............................. .
9
Yard ........................... do ..
2
Stovos ... . ........................ do ..
2
1 .................... ···· · ·····
2 ........................................ , •••••••• •
Stoves, g!l.S ........................ do ..
2
Tables :
28 1··········1· .. . .••••• 1••••••.••. , .••..••••. , .•.•••.••.
Cutters' ........................ do ..
28 l·•••••••••I • ••• •••• • •!••••• • • •• · l••••••••• • I• • • • ••••••
12
Automn,tic boot.tree ........... do ..
12
Tacks :
La-sting, steel .. ........... . . gross.
891
668
223
85
85
Lasting, Swede ........... . pounds.
3,669
949
2,720
3,143
3,143
Tinned ..................... papers.
595
424
1,019,
46
46
Tags, shipping .•.••..••.... . .. number .
12, 100
1, 100
11,000
8,600
8,600
Tape .. .. ........................ yards
13,061
43,694
46,800
60,216
73,
50';
·
163,
771
133,723
60,216 1········'·
Tape-measures . ............... number .
3
3
6
Tailors' crayons ................. boxes.
327
312
639
Thread:
Maciliue ........ . ... . ..... . pounds .
l, 448
2,882 .......... • • 500 ...... .......... ... .
4,830
2,965
2,965
Cotton . ..................... spools.
81, 113
70, 582 ..... ~·...
66, 560 . • • .. • • • • .
22, 522 . 240,777
68,400
108,716
178,052
936
Linen ..........•..... ..... pounds .
1,502
2,692 . • . . .••• .•
600 · . . ... .....
3,192
7,986
1,180
24
3,935
5,139
D. B. & W. B ............. . .... do..
808 . . . . .•.• .. .••• .•••••
80 .................. .
888
286
286
Metaliu ........................ do.. . ... . .
60 ............. ; ......••• ••• .. .. ;_ .... ..-.•.
60
Silk ...... ..... ....••........... do..
275
220 ... ..•• ••.••••.•......••...••.-....•.••.
495
255
255
Shoe, hand................. ..do..
706
260 ..•..••..............•.•••...... .. .....
966
421
421
23,991
StrapH, wire box ........•.. ... . ... feet...........
23,991 .....••.• : ... ....••. .•.•...••.. ••.....•.
23,991
23,991
Turpentine ...... .. ............ gallons.
9
9
9
9
Twiu!1:
835 ... : : .•... .... ; ..... ..........
234
7,351
Cotton . ........ .•.• : ...... ."pounds .
6, 282 .
2,129
2,129

1!~~'Y
_. :::::::: ::::::::::::::: :i~::

01

6

543
1,865
62,725
2,847
602
60
240
545

~
t_rj

'"d
0
~

1-:3

0

1-rj

1-:3

~

t_rj

00

t_rj

C".::!
~

t_rj

1-:3

>
~

>-<

0

1-rj

:a>
~

5,222

262
187
632
187

I....

i~
9, 9881

1,588
128
698
299
23
7,457

Wax :

it;~r1.·_·_·_·_-_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.g~t~~:.

341

f~ffn~~ ::: :::::::::::::: :::_~ud~~.

1,818
111

9

Webbing:
Cotton . .. . ............•..... . yards . ..... . ... .
Linen .......................... do..
17,442
105
W elt trimmers ............... . number
Wire, spring brass ............. pounds . 1. ........ .

4,700
36
I, 300
757
568
41,545
31,504
96 1. -·. ······1······ ....
6 ···••· ..• . ....• ... •

5,

120

54

o!~ I: : : :: :: : : :I: ::-::::::

3,916

3, 118 1-.................. .

26
979

868 .•.....•...••. -· ····

323

oo.~~g

3,916
26
323

10.~:~

--·ss·1···21;iii1·l··-i9;si2 I
20~ I:::::::::: ::::::<1
5i ::::: :: ::::
-··

1,125
19
2,139
545

979
282

57. 7~~

I

6

.

286
32,869
146

1

.D
~

>
~

1-3

t:r.:

~

~

>
00
1-3

trJ

~
I

Q
tr.:l

z

trJ

~

>
r'

O'!
<:.>:

~
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B.-Detailed staternrnt of articles of clothing, equipage, and rnattrials purchased by the
during the fiscal year
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.
Cloth, D. B. coat . ........ Lewis Bros. & Co., Philadel·
phia.
Cloth, D. B. coat, fine .......... do ...................... .
Cloth, blanket lining .... . B.Y. Pippey & Co., New York.
Cloth, facing . . . . . . .. .. . . Horstmann Bros. & Co. , Phil·
adelphia.

Date of con·
tract.

Quantity
delivered.

Cost.

June 2, 1886 5,164½ yards ..... $10,277.36
.... do ....... 5,249½ yards.....
June 4, 1886 2,509& yards.....
.. do . . .. . . . 1,717t yards.....

J-;;h~

10,971.45
4,366.97
4,074.47

ii; iss6· "i;cioofy~;a.~:::: ·

o-io:

Cloth,~faii~1;:: .-.-: :.-: :: : : : ·
·Alb~rg~;. ·Phii~d~·lphi~: j~I;;~.
···i; iii.
Cloth, waterproof _.. _. __ . . _____ . ____ .. _................ __ .......... __ . .. ................ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - · · - · · · - - ·

;:;;a.~::::: ·· 44,ioo· oo·
30,600.00

Do ........................................................ . .
30,000
Kerselj~: ~-.~~.~~:.:::::: . ~.· ~:
~ ~.e.~.~.~~~: -~~~lo ~·. ~~~~. 20,000 ya;rds.... .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. Bullock, Philadelphia... . Aug. 30, 1886 20, 910i yards. . . .
Do................ R.Y. Pipfiey&Co., New York Apr. 11, 1887 15.000 ya;rds.....
3,193! yards.....
Kerse1) 0S:~·.:i~~~::::: :: : .~~an~: .: ~~.i~~~.~-~~.~~~~ :
~~~~ 3,000 yards......
Flannel, D. B. b 1 o use B. Y. Pippey & Co., New York Apr. 11, 1887 6,000 yards.....
lining.
Flannel, gray b lo us e ...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . June 4, 1886 15,000 yards. . . . .
lining.
·
Do . . • . . . .• • • • • • . . . . Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia . . Aug. 5, 1886 15, 025¼ yards .. . .
45,000 y,rcts .... .
Flannt~c~.~~~~.: :: : :: : : : · : : : : ·:
.~~~lo ~'. :.8~-6. 130,000 yards .
Do . . . . . . . . . ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Apr. 12, 1887 20,545¼ yards ... .
Flannel, D. B. blouEj.e ... .. B.Y. Pippey&Co., New York. June 4, 1886 20,000 yards . ... .
·
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco Pioneer Apr. 9, 1887 18,000 yards .... .
Woolen Factorv, San Fran·
cisco.
·
Flannel, D. B. fine .............. do . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Aug. 27, 1886 5,000 yartls.... ..
Flan·n el,D.B.shirting ... B.Y.Pippey&Co.,NewYork. June 4·1 1886 4,993½yards.....
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Ifrancisco Pio n e er June 11, 1.886 5,000 :v.ards... ...
Woolen Factory, San Fra11·

ri~~? ?.~·:

i;~~ g:

:i~:: :: ::·::.·.·:.:: :: :::::::

Do . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~sd~ ...................... .
Flannel, cape lining..... . Thos. G. Hood, Philadel::(Jhia ..
Do ................. T. A . Ash burner, Philadel·
phia.
Do ....... .. .... ... . San Francisco Pi on eer
Woolen Factory, San Fran.
cisco.
Do ................. B.Y. Pippey &Co., New York.
Do . ... .. ._..... ..... T. ~- Ashburner, Philadel·

39, 730. 19
26,100.00
4,056.06
4,650.00
1,695. 00
3, 372. 00
3,512.12
3,415.50
10,127.00
1,639.51
23,400.00
22,995.00
7,950. OO
4, 693. 89
4, 700. 00

Apr. 9, 1887 8,000 .rards. .....
June 8, 1886 1,510¼ yards . .. ··
.June 9, 1886 2,510¾ yards.....

7, 920. OO
1,359, 49
2,347. 55

June 11, 1886 4,000 yards......

3,760. OO

Nov. 3, 1886 1,959½ yards.....
Apr. 22, 1887 3,000 yards .••.. ·

1,802. 74
2,753. 40

~~.\i~ ................... ._.. ...

Do ....................
do . . . .
2. 000 yards......
1, 835. 60
Flannel, blouse, old Thomas Kent
Clift O n Jan. 17, 1887 3,978! yards.....
3,978.37
standard.
Heights, Pa. '
Flannel, red. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Do . . ...... ........ ....... .
. ..................... .. ........................... .. ......... .
~oeski~. S .. B ............ ThomasG.::Iood, Philadelphia Nov. 4, 1886 241¼ yards......
l,
~~
lacks1les1a_. .................. do . ........... . ......... . June 8,1886 20,ulOgyards ..

:i:

Canva:oE~.~~~.: ::: ::::: :::: ·:clo . . :::: :::::: :: ·:: :::: : :
Black padding...... ... . Thomas G.Hood Philadelphia
~~~etjeans ·:···· · ······ .. . ... do ........ . '. .. .. ........ .
1te cotton Jeans . ... ................. .. ..............

Cotton drilling........... Thomas G. Hood, Philadelphia .June 8, 1886
Do.·········· .. .... .John Wanamaker, Philade]. Feb. 5, 1887
phia.
White linen . ... . . . ...... William P. West, Philadelphia .June 9, 1886
Cotton duck, 12.ounce . .. . Aug. Thomas, Philadelphia ... June 2, 1886
CottonDl~ck·, ·10
T.A. Ashburn er, Philadelphia May 17, 1887
Do . ... ........ . .. . . tug. Thomas, Philadelphm. June 2, 1886
Cotton duck, 8.ounce.....
.A. Ashburn er, Philadelphfa May 17, 1887
Do ....... . ........ iug. Thomas, Philadelphia .. June 2, 1886
Cotton duck, lirown......
.A. A11hburn r, Philadelphia May 17, 1887
John Wanamaker, Philadel· June 7 1886
Glo
h·t
.
phia.
'
I
v Dw
Berhn · .... T.A. Ash burner, Philadelphia June 9, 1886
0
Blanket ·w···
···
········
··
··
·
do
.
··················
...
Feb.
1,
1887
D • 001 n .... . ···· B. Y. Pippey & Co., New York June 4, 1886
o ... ·· ··········· ...... do ..................... . ... . do .. .... .

·. ~~~c~::::

~~·~~~.~~~~~.::::

: : ::~~.: ::::::
1,097.60
June 8 1886 25,007¼ yarcls .... · · · 685_- 5ii°
... . do '. ..... 22,000yards ... .
1,315.60
........ .•... . ................ · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·

i:

42,013 yards ... .
10,003 yards .. .

2,411, 54

2,029½ yards .. .
49,980¼ yards ... .
20,000 yards ... .
42,629 .rards ..
45,000 yards ... .
7,986 yards .... .
10,000 yards .... .
5, !199! yards . .. .

1, 004. 60
7,184.66
3,610.00
5, I0ti. !15
6, 8-10. 00
773. 8-1
1,139.00
629. 9i

594. 17

110,095 pairs . .. . 1 12,440. i3
5,420.00
50,000 pairs .... .
5,000 ............ , 18,950.00
5,000 ........... . 19,100.0
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

Q11a1·tf'rmasteris Depa1·t-ment, and paid froni the appropl'iation for clothing and equipage,
ending June ~O, 1887.
·
PHIL.A.DELPHI.A., PA.
Total.

Purchased in open market.

From whom purchased.

D ate ofpur.
chase .

Quantity
purchased.

Quantity.

Cost.

Cost.

5,164½ yards .. ..... $10,277.36
5,249½ yards . ...... 10,971.45
2,509£ yards . . . . . . . 4, 366. !:17

adelphia.
...... do .................... . Apr. 8, 1887

:s~~;: &c~.: Pii1i: ·.j~-;;~ · s:iss;i ·ioo ·:va~a.s·:::::: ·

$237. 25

½yard .•.....•..

1.50

H~~a: ··B~~t>;iiiit.. &.. ci~.:

1,600¼ yards . . .... .
.iif:va~a.s·::::::: .... i1: 21· ....
....... .... .. .. .

u~~~~~i"i~

July 19, 1886

1,817! yards .. - ... .

Philadelphia.
. . . . . . do .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . May 23, 1887 315¾ yards . . . . . .
132. 22 357! yards ...... . .
Geo. Bullock, Philadelphia . .. Aug . 28, 1886 4, 879! yards. . . . . 8, 539. 34 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. ...

4,313.22
1, 04lJ. 16
149.49

.: ::: : :::: :: : :::: : . : :: : :: . : : : ::: : :: : : ::: : : : ::: : : : :: :: :: ::: : :: ::: : : : :: : . .90;i!ioa yards . : : . : : 14 g,' 669.' 58

············ ················· ·····-- --···-- ·················· ·········· ·ii:i!isi :i~;ci~ ·::: ::: .. s: 1gii.· 06
Th~~as
.. ·ir~iit~ .. ·c Yi.ii~·~ "i ~;o"~:fr;iss1· .siiifvi~~1s· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 6,315i yards..... . . 1, &~1. 30
Heights, Pa.
----···· ···· ...................... .. ... . .. ............................................. ···-·-·-··

...... . ..... . ........... ..

-- -- . --.. -. - .. -- --- .... - ..... -.... -... -- -- . -· ....

. - - - . - ....

. . - . -- .. --- .... --.. -

-· ..... -- .

30, 025k yards ..... . 6, 884. 12
--... - . .. . - . -- . -- . .

.... ..... ::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::~: : :: . ·igs,'si5fia~a.;::::: 15,1s2.01

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::.:::::::: :::::::~:. ·as:oocira~cis::::::: · 46,-395:oo
· ·· · · · · · ·· · · · • .•• .• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 yards........

7,950.00

···-··· ····· ··········-······ ..................................................... ·········-----·-··-- ... ...... . .
............. ................... ··········-··· .................................................................. .

·•·· ·· ·•··•• - ... .. . ...• .• . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . .. .... .. .. . . . . . . .. 17,993½ yards...... 17,313.89

·········--- .................. --------···--- ········-········· ·······--· ......................... .
·- -- --. ---·. -----. ---- .......... - ... - . -.. -.. -- .. --...... --- .... -.. ---........... -. -........ ··- ....
................ ....... . ........... ......... .. ..... . ... ......................... .............. ..................... :-···

- - ... - . - - - .

..... - ............... ---..... -....... ·. . . . . - ... .... . - - . . ....................... -.. . ........ -- . . - . - " · ..... -. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . - . - - . . .... ..
... . ... . ...... . ................. . . ... ... . . ...... -- ·-·············· ........... ------··············
~

··-- · · --· · -- · ·· · · · .. ......... . ..... . _..
B.Y.Pippey&Co.,NewYork D ec. 15,1886

.. .........•.•. ... ....... 14,981k yards ...... 13,858.78
304yards .......
313.12 4,282ttyards .. •.... 4,291.49

John Wanamaker, PhiladeJ.
phia.
H enryC.Harper,Pbiladelpbia
B .Y.Pip&ey&Co.,NewYork
Wm. P.
est, f>biladelphia ..
'rhos. G. Hood, Philadelphia .
Wm. P. West. Philadelphia
Thus. G. Hood, Philadelphia .

Jan . 8, 1887

1,000 yards . .... .

179. 50

June 28, 1887
May 10,1887
,June 3, 1887
Jan. 28, 1887
June 3, 1887
. . . . do . . . . . .

:.!,500 yards ..... .
221ttyards ..... .
1,000 yards .... . .
3,000 yards ..... .
1,500 .vards . .... .
2,0341 yards . . .. .

431. ~5
748. 24
110. 00
299. 10
165. oo
148. 91

A u g. 31, 1886

804! .ya~ds· ~:::::

33. 79

Hood,Bonbrigbt: &
adelphia.

c~.-.-Pbil.

3,500 yards ....... .
463g yards . ...... .
21,0lllk yards ..... .

610. 75
1,589. H6
1,808. 86

·i5;49fi~~as· ::::::

1, 561. 70
1,834. 44
1, 315. 60
33. 79

27,042g yards .... .
22,000 yards ..... .
804½ yards ....... .

52,016 yards . . , . ..

3,005. 71

·· ··· · .... ·· . .. -- ........ .... .. ........................................ 2,029½ yards ...•..

1,004. GO

:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: .::::::::::::: ::::::::.:::::::::.:::::::::: .69:980¼ y~~ci~::::::

10, 794. 66

· ····· .............................................. , ....... . .......... 5,999¾yards ... .. .

629.97

:::: :: :::: :: :::::::::: ~::::: . ~ ::::: :::::::: :::: :: :::::::::::: :::::: ~ :: ~ ·87:629 y~;as::::::: -ii; 946: 95
:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ·i1:9sfva~ds·:::::: ··1,-!iii~4

:: : : : : ::: : :: :::: :: :::: :: : : : : : :::::::::::::: :::::: :.:: :: : ::: : :: :::: :: : : : : ·iiio,o95 ·pai;;:::::: ·i1."s60: n,
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailed statement of articles of clothing, equipage, and materials
PHILADELPHIA, P A.-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

Quantity
delivered.

Cost.

-----1-------- ----Blankets, woolen ..... .. B. Y. Pippey &Co., New York June 4, 1886
Blankets for cap linings. Aug. Thomas, Philadelphia .. June 2, 1886
Forage caps . . . . . . . . . . . . • Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil· June 4, 1886
adelphia.
Stockings·, woolen . . . . . . . A.H. & C. B. Alling, Birming. June 2, 1886
ham. Conn.
Stockings, cotton ........ A. E. Karelson, New York ... June 3, 1886
Do ...••..••••............ do ....................... Apr. 9,18i;7
Suspenders .............. Hood, Bon bright &Co., Phila· Aug.16, 1886
delphia.
.
Do ....................... do .......................... do......
Linen collars . .. . .. .... •. Thomas G.Hood, Philadelphia June 14, 1887

5,000 ......•..... $19,300.00
150.. .. . . .. ...••.
403. 50
20,400........... 10,582.50
120,878 pairs....

33,090.35

50,000 pairs.....
40,000pairs .....
1,224 pairs......

4,416.65
3,500.00
213. 56
767. 99

3.777 pairs ..•••.
40,000 pairs.....

2, .256. 67

Do .••..............•.................. ........... .......................••.•...•. ·••••·······
Knit nnder.shirts ..•..... A. V. Morris~ Sons, Amster. June 7, 1886 51,399 .......... . 24,928.51
· ' dam,N.Y.
2,617.83
Do .•.•....•............ do ....................... Feb. 9,1887 5,133 ........... .
5,340, 00
Cork helmets .••......... CharlesF.Lehmann,NewYork June 16, 1886 6,000 .......... ··
1,215.00
Helmets, untrimmed .. ~ .. Raymold & Whitlock, New June 5, 1886 1,000 .•••••.••••.
York.
Hats, straw ............. . . ............. . ... . ...... -- ......................................................... ----- Hats, drab campaign ... . J. S. Isaacs, New York ...... June 3, 1886 12, 004 ...•••..... 13,924.64
7,225.00
Gauntlets, muskrat ..... . Van Alstyne & Keck, Johns ..... do ....... 5,000 pairs ..•...
town. N. Y.
11,440.00
Do ................ . Lyon Brothers, New York ... Apr. 9, 1887 8,000 pairs .•....
4,650.00
. .............. do ....... 5,000 .......... .
Caps, muskrat .......... . . .. . . . do.... . . .
3,929.45
Mittens, woolen ....... . Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia. June 8, 1886 15,017 pairs .. ·.. .
2. 750. 00
Arctic overshoes ...... . Rich. Levick's Son & Co., . ... do ....... 1,000 pairs ..... .
Philadelphia.
Barrack shoes ......... . Chas. Hewitt, Taunton, Mass. June 14, 1887 25,000 ·pairs ..... 23, 687. fiO
2,487. 5ll
Flags, post ..•.......... . James Martin & Son, Boston, June 2, 18861250. ······ · ······
Mass.
1,475.
00
_ Holt, Lowell, Mass ..... ,Tune 10, 1586 50 ..........•••••
Flags, garrison ......... . John
1,650.00
Flags, storm and r ecruit· W. H. McDaniels, Lowell, June 16, 1886 600 ..•..•..... · · ·
ing.
Mass.
Fl a gs, headquarters ................................... .. ..... . ..................... ---------········· ............... .
A.l'my Tennessee.
"Guidons, cavalry . ... .. . ........ ..... ...................... - ............................................................... .
Do .......................•...................................................................
Do ..........•........ . ..............•.............•......................•...........
Do ..... ......... . ....... ........ ....... ........ ............ ... . . .••...........••........•....

8~!~~:e:!~~~~~ti1i~~;; ·c·. ·i .- iI"a~i ·&. ·c~:: i>'iiii~d;1: · Xiig: 2ii; iss6· ·s:::: :::::::::::: ·····62i 50
Colors, regimental artil·
leryschool.
Colors, national cadet
corps.
Colors, national infantry
and cavalrv school.
c~~~~ rationa1 artillery

0

phia.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. .... . ........................ · · · · · · · · · · ·

........ . .. .. .. _...... __............ . . ........ .............• ·• · · · · • · · · · · · · · ·

... .. _....... _...... _.......... _............ _.. . __ .............. _. . . . . .. ..... - -.. -. .. · -· · -· -· - · · ·
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............•.............. .

Standards, cavalry. . . . . . . Horstmann Bros. & Co., Aug. 25, 1886 10 _..............
Philadelphia.
······ · ·· ···· · ................. · ·· ·········· · ··················

500. 00

~~::::::::::::::::: ·- -· ................................................. ..... .. ....................................
······· ..... .
. ............................ .. .......... ................................................. .

Flags, markers .. .... ... .

Fla11:s, 11:eneral guides ........................... ... .................... ........•......•... · · · · · · ·
Gui don cases . . . . . . . . . . .
··
Axes ................. ... ·Ro~li~a.· A.' .Robbi~~:. Ne;;. "j~~e 23; is1!6° .497:::::::: :::::: ·····241.'in

Yod~·

Do.............
Ax h ;es······ ·· ·· :::: 'ji~~iJ .. Fieici;Phiiicieiphi~::: ·j~~~o

745. 5()

~:~~L:::::::::: 775.00
Batch ; hei~es ·. :·.:·:.:::: ::: :::~~.·_-_-_-::::: :·. ::::::: :: ::: -~.~~-. ~~'. ~~~:. .~'. ~~~:::::: :::::: ..... '.~~-.~ ~.
2:issii
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
p1trchased by the Quartermaster'.~ Dryartrn ent, etc.-Continued.
P H IL A D E LPHIA PA.-Cont!nued.
Total .

Purchase<l in upen mark et .

I D ate of p ur
I chase.

From whom purchased.

Quant ity
purchase<l.

Cost.

Quantity .

Cost.

- - - - - - - - - -.----- - - -- -- - - - - - -

120,878 pairs . . . . . . 33, u90. 35

c"h;~ies· if:o;~sii~1~:·:ei~11~:· 'i~~'. ·gi; i8i31·

90,000 pairs . .. . .. .

7, 916. 65

's,"oss::::::. :: ::: ... sis:oo

5,001 pairs . ...... .

981. 55

332. 50

50,248. .. .. . ... ... .

2,897. 17

delphia.
Horstmann Bros. & Co., . .. . do . . .•. .. 5,160............
Philadelphia.

c"h~s: F:i:eiiii:ia~·~)i~~y~;k '.ip;: 2s: 1881· ·4:: :: :::::::: :: :: .... ·5. oo

i~oii:~::::: :: :::::: 2i; m: ~&

. ..... · ···· ················· · · •· ···· · · ·· ··· ............................ 1.000 · · ············
John Wanamaker, Philadel· June 29, 1887
phia.
P. Herst., Philadelphia .. . . . . May 31, 1887

100 .........••...

33. 33

1. ...... . ....... .

2. 75

100 .............. .

1,215.00
33. 33

12, 005 . . .. . . • . . . . .. 13,927.39
12, 000 pairs. . . . . • . 18, 665. 00
5. 1100 . .. . .. . . . .. 4, 650. 00
15, 017 pairs. . . . . . . ii, 929. 45
1, 000 pairs. . . . . . . . 2, 750. 00

...................................... . ___ _____ ___ ,, __

C. A. Hart & Co., Philadel.
phia.
Horstmann Bros. & Co.
Philadelphia.
'
... ... do . .. .. .. ....... . ..... .
.... . do .............. . .... .
C. A. Hart & Co., Philadel·
phia.
.•.... do .••..•............ • ..

. .... .- ................

. ............ . 25, 000 pairs. . . . . . . 23, 687. 50
250.... . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 487. 50

50 . . ..• •• . . .. .•. . ..
600................

1,475.00
1,650.00

July 30, 1886

2 ....•••••.•.....

89. 50

Oct. 25, 1886

2 ....••••••. •••..

18. 90

May 17, 1887
June 4, 1887
,June 9, 1887

1. .............. .
1. •••••. • •..•••..

Sept. 3, 18~6 .

1.......... . . . . . .

8. 95

1. ... . .......... .

135.00

1 ..••.•.•••••......

Horstmann Bros. & Co. .Aug.10, 1886 1. ..... ....••.. . .
Philadelphia.
'
C . .A. Hart & Co., Philadel. D ec. 14, 1886 1. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
phia.
-... . . do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D ec. 27, 1886 1. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

55. 00

1. ............... .

55. 00

61. 75

1. ................ .

61. 75

61. 00

1. ................ .

61. 00

lC.. •• • ••••• • •••••• .

500. 00

57. 00 · l. ................ .
62. 50 l. ............... . .

57. 00
62. 50

1. •••••.••..••••.

2 .•••••.••••••..••

9. 45 ·······•·•··· ...... .
9. 45 ····•• ··········•·· ·

9. 25

5 ...•••.••••••.....

47. 05

1. ............. .. . .
... . . .. .. . .. . ...................... . ..... 5 .••••••••••••••••.

8. 95
622. 50

. .... . do .................... . D ec. 27,1886

... .. • do ........ . ....... . ... D ec, 14, 1886
Horstmann Bros. & Co. June 6, 1887
Philadelphia,
'
C. A. Hart & Co., Philadel. D ec. 14, 1886
phia .
.. . . . do ..... . .. . -' · ... . ... ... . . . do . .. ... .

1 . . . . .. . . . . ... . .
1...... .... .. . . . .

P aul J. Field, Philadelphia. May 31, 1886
do . .. ..... .. ..... . ..... : Jan. 28 1887
Tumer, Day, Woolworth I .Apr. 1; 1887
:\fo nu!acturing Company ,
.
Louisville, Ky.
J. H. Wilson. Philadelphia . . July 28, 1886
Paul J. Field, Philadelphia . .Aug.23, 1886

135. 00

4 . ... ...... ......

32. 00

4 . .... . .......... ..

32. 00

2.... ••. . . . .. . . .

14. 00

2 .... . ........... .

14. 00
3. 80

: H??::~l:?P"~: IJuly": 1886 :~•• :::: ::: :::::: :::::3. 80 . .;\;;:::::::: ::::::
1

F.-9. 50

1,052...... .. • . . .
2, 500 .. .... . . . ...
4, 998 . . . . . . . . . . .

152. 54 ..... . .••.••....... .
370. 00 13. 552 ...... . •••...
149. 94 4,998 . ....... . . .. . .

25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 009 ............

29. 25
128. Oil

I 25 .

. ...... . .... . .
6, 009 ... . ·: ....... ..

9n.51
2,037. !'i4
. 149. 94
29. 25
763.14
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailecl statement of articles of clothing, eq-iiipage. and materials

.

PHILADELPHIA, P A.-Continued .
Purchased under contract.

Article.
Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

Quantity deliv·
ered.

Cost..

Scrubbing.brushes ... ... Rowland A. Robbins, New June23,1886 10,000 ........... $1,344.00
York.
Gilt buckles . . . . ........ James R. Michael, New York. June 9, 1886 15,000. .. . . ... ...
96. 88
White.metal buckles . . . . Horstmann Bros., &Co., Phil· June 4, 1886 2, 016 . ...... .. . ..
7. 84 ,
adelpbia.
Shovels, long handles .................•............. .....• ........................•........ · · · · · · · · ·
Shovels, short handles .........•.•..•••.•.••.•. . ..........•.. ...•......... .... •.••.•.... ······ ·· ~· · ·
~E~~:!·~~~!1!:,n1~~;: · ~:: ::::::::::: .·.-.·.·.·.· ::: : : : : : : : : : :: :::: :::::::: :: :::: :: ::: ::::::::: :::: ::: ::: : :
~~1Ii!:as~ct:;!~a.!i~~: :-:: ·j--a:~~·s·R,-Mi~h~~ijf~;y~;k ·

Butto:s~~~~~~~: ·;~:~~::: · ;~~:: ·~;

·j~;;~ · 0~

issa· ·2; 500 ·i~~~;:::::: ..... i5o:oo· I

·~~~~: ·;~~~~~~~~~i~: ·;~~~. ~: ~~~~· ·~~~ ·~;~:: :: ::~~~· ..... ~~~: ~~· 1

Buttons, rubber, l¼·inch ......• .. ................................. ··
· ············ ·········ii i
Buttons, rubber, small... Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia. ,rune 8, 1886 1 000 grnss .... ··
399.
Buttons, rubber, shirt ................................. ................. .... ......... .... .. ".. ................................... .
Buttons, fly .............. James R. Michael, New York. June 9, 1886 5,000 gross ..... .

258. 33

Buttons,lasting, brown ...... .. ................................. ~ ..............••.................. ~.

Buttons, assorted .......... ........................ ..... .... ............. .............. - - ..... -.. - - - . ---· ---· ····· · · ·· · · ·
Do .. . . .. ...... ... ..... . •... . ............•..............•.......... .. : ..•..••...... ············
Do ...... . .....................•.•............... , .. ....•.......................••. ········· ···
Do ............•....................... ........ .................................... ··· ·· ·······
Buttons, coat, large . . . . . Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil· June 4, 1886 1,500 gross ..... ·
adelpbia.
Do ................. Thoe. G. Hood,Philadelpbia. Nov. 4,1886 514 gross ....... .

2,790.00

Buttons, coat, small . . . . Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil· June -t, 1886 1,000 gross ..... .
adelphia.
Do ................ . Tbos. G. Hood,Pbilade1pbta. Nov. 4, 1886 310 gross . . ..... .
Tape, white . . ........... T. A. Asbburner, Philadel· June 9, 1886 36, 000 yards ... .
phia.
Tape, brown ....•.•....... .. .................... . ...... .

920. 00

!H4. 92

275. 00
110. 00

Do .................. : .... ....... .... ........ . .... .
Silk, black, sewing ...... John Wanamaker, Philadel· Feb. 5, 1887 500 spools . ..... .
phia.
Do................. Tbos. G. Hood, Philadelphia . .Apr. 12, 1887 2,000 spools.'. .. .
Do . .... ·.................. do ....................... Apr.12,1887
Silk, white, sewing . . . . . James R. Michael, New York.
~~i~' ye.How, sewing ........... ddo .............. . .... ....
1
, crimson, sewmg .... . ... o . . . . ..................
Silk, scarlet, sewing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

June 9, 1887
June 9,18 87
June 9,187
8
... .. . .. . .. . .

500spools ... ... .

50spools....... .

~o~0~;iie~e~.:: ::

m~

27. 92

::t~

~htw!~t~h~~~o;;:::::: ,::::::i~: :::::: :::::::::: :::: ::

~:

23. 80

600 spools.......
36. 00
4
802SsJJp oosl~:::::::
50 0 0 1
. ................. · · · · · · · · · · ·

S~tk,bu:fl',sewing ........ JamesR.Micbael,NewYork. June 9,1886

~~~:

28. 12

g:ii

50
102. 50

3~fto~~1!~:i~~~~~~.:.:: :\- ia~~·s·ii."-Michael~ ·N-;;~;y;;;k: "j ;1"oe. 9: is~u I. 5~ .,iis ·s·p~~i;:::: ...i; 768. 5
l::::::: .·.·.·.·.·.·::::::::::::::.:::I::::::::::::: f :::::::::::::::: ::::::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ •

!::::::::::

Threa<l,D.B.,No.90 .... 1 Wm.._":ii:Good~an, Phil~del~·

·Feb.--i:iss1·

~tr~~~
DD. BB., NN'o. 80 · · ·· ·l1 ···~~ <to ...................... ·1Feb.
r.,...,., · ·, o. 70 ·· · · · Hord t ma~:m Bros. & Co., Phil · June

··o·po~cis:::: ::: . .... i4 .00

1

a e1ph1a.

1, 1887 1 500 pounds......
4, 1886 500 pounds......

25. OO
735. OO

I
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

pU1·chased by the Quarte1·rnaster~s Department, etc.-Continued.
PHILADELPHIA, P A..-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.

From whom purchased.

Date of purchase.

Quantity
purchatied.

Quantity.

Cost.

Cost.

Pickerini & Colescott, Phil- May 31, 1886 3, 000........... . $402. 00 13, 000............. $1, 746. 00
adelpb1a.
Wm . .A.Wheeler, New York. Jan. 28, 1887 10,000. ....... ...
45.14 25, 000....... ......
142. 02
······· ··· ·· ·········•·•· ···· ...... . .. . .... ··-· · ....................... 2,016............ ..
7.84
Maxwell, Rowland & Co., May 31, 1886 1,000 ........... .
Philadelphia.
Chas. J. Field, Philadel· May 31, 1886 1, 500 ........ ... .
phia .
. . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 6, 1886 18 ..........••...

: :: :~~ :::: :: ·.·.·.·.·:. :::: :.·::::
Horstmann Bros. & Co.,
Philadelphia. .
Harrington & Goodman,
Philadelphia.
India Rubber Comb Corn.
pany, New York.
, ... du ......... . .. .. . ... .

-~~~do2~'. _1_8_86
Sept. 6, 1886

~~: :: : : : : ::::::::
500 gross ....... .

310. OD

1, 000 ............. .

310 00

472. 50

1,500 ........•..•..

472. 50

6. 30 18.................
6. 30
7. 92 72...... ....... ....
7.112
5.10 36.... ... .... .. . . . .
5.10
30. 83 ..... ...... ····· ............ .

June 17, 1887

25 gross ........ .

2. 29

3, 025 gross ....... .

183.12

July 20, 1886

500 gross ....... .

275. 00

800 gross ......... .

421. 70

May 31, ·1886

10 gross ........ .

12. 50

10 gross ........ .
1, ODO gross ....... .

12. 50
399. 00

161. 00 ' 46 gross . . . . . . . . . .

161. 00

.j·;~·e·;. ii:. iiich~~i;. N~;. ·:Ii'~i;.' i4; i8i37 .a5o ·g;~~~ ~::::::: ......... .
York.
Horstmann Rros. & Co.,
Philadelphia.
Hood, Bon bright & Co.,

1

·- ·~-h~~d~. ~.~~~· .......... .. .
· -.... do . .. . . . . . . ... . ...
Henry C. Harper, Philadel·
phia.
Tho!l. G. Hood, Philadel·
phia.

Sept. 6, 1886
Dec.

1,200 gross......

64. 00

6, 1886 50 grost-1. . ... . . ..

11. 25

July29,1886
Jan. 8, 1887
June 28, 1887

90dozen........
200 dozen . . . . . . .
900 dozen.......

June 28, 1887

100 dozen ...... .

II

6, 200 gross . . . . . . .

322. 33

5o ·gross . .. . .. ...

11. 25

2.25 .a ••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••
9. 00 .................•............
25. 03 ........•..•...............•..
2. 50

1,290 dozen ....... .

35. 78

. . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2, 014 gross........

3, 704. 92

Thos. G. Hood, Philadel- Jan 28, 1887 204 gross.. . .. ...
phia.
. . . . . . do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 3, 1887 154½~ gross.... . .
Hood, Bon bright & Co., Dec. 16, 1886 35 gross yards ..
Philadelphia.
Jay ~sk. R. Michael, New A pr. 1, 1887 6, 000 yards .....

181. 39
133. 20

1, 668¼~ gross......

36, 000 yards . . . . . .

1,510.49
110. 00

6, 420 yards ...... .

43. 58

22. 75

20. 83

0

L~ohl!~d 0 . Smith, Philadel· June 24, 1886 6,500 spools.....
The Winsted Silk Co., West Sept. 30, 1886 5, 000 spools. . . . .
Winsted, Conn.
Wood, Bro.wn & Co., Phil· Jan. 28, 1886 2,000 spools.....

37 3.~·. 75
7 ,, 00

._ -_ .- ·_ ·. -_ -_ .
- .·.-·. ·_ ·. .
· .··_ -_ ·. ·. .
· .·.·.·.· .·.· ·_ ·_ .· ·.
1

24. 00 , 16,500 spools ... .. .

552. 59

... ~~-el~.~i.~.. _. . _... ___ ..... _ ...... _... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..... [ 600 spools ........ .

36. 00
48.12
3. 00
6. 25

s~~~l~~:::::::::
6. 25 , 500 spools ........ .

: : · · ·: : : : : : .·.·.·.·.·.· : : : : : : ·:::: '. : : : : : : : : : : : : : · : : : : : : · '. · · ·::::::: : : : : : : : : : :! ~~
Wood, Brown & Co., Phil- Jan. 28, 1887

500 spools.......

Wood, Brown & Co., Phila· June 6, 1887

500 ounces......

2

:::tt':~·: : ::::::··. :·:: : :::::::::::::::::: :: ::: ::::::::::: ::::::Jf'.,:~~':,~o,~·::: :::
delphia.
Jas.
R. Michael, New York ..
Wm. M. Longstreth, Phila.
delphia._
Jas. R. M1ch_ael, New Yor~ ..
Hood, Bon bright & Co., Phil·
adelphia.
...... do .....................

July 16, 1886 28 ouflces. .... ..
Jan. 28,_1887 10,800 spools....

216. 25

705 ounces ..... .. .

3. 00
500. 00
318. 75

15. 68 11 28 ounces . .. ..... .
15. 68
346. 50 )......... ........•..... .......
1

,June 27, 1887 1,500 spools.....
July 29, 1886 10 dozen........
·
Jan. 8, 1887 750 spools.......

50. 00
5.17
28. 59

I·............................ .
............. ................ .
1

67,588 ssools......

2,198. 84

;;;;:;;:;;:ii-:-: :::;;;;;:;;;;: :::: ;: :;;: ::::::;;;; ;:; ;:::::;;:::;;;::;;:I;,·;;;; :: ::;: ;;: ;;

•
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailed statement of articles of clothing, equipa,ge, and mate,·ial&
PHILADELPHIA, P A.-Cont'inued,
. Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Date of COD·
tract.

<Jon tractor.

Cost,

Thread, D. B., lap, No. 35. Wm. E. Goodman, Philadel· Feb. 1, 1887 250 pounds......
$195. 00
phia.
Thread, W. B., No. 70 .....•....................... ............................................ · ·····
Thread, W. B., No. 30 ..........•........... . ...... . .............. •••..................... · · · · · · · · ···
Helmet hair plumes ............•.•......................... ...................•..•..•. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Do ... ................................... . .......... ............. .. ............................ .
Do ....................................... . ... . .............................................. .
Helmet cords and bands. Horstmann llros. & Co., Phil· June 4, 1886 1,250. ... .. ......
.
adelphia.

550. 00

Helmj5i~1~--~~~~~.s.:::::: ::: :: :: : _-_-_-_-_-_-:: :: : . : : :: :: :: : : : :::::~:::: · · · · ::·:::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Cap caduceus............ Horstmann Broil. & Co., Phil· June 4, 1886 1,000 ...... ·.·....
15. 00
adelphia.
·
Cap castles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .......... .. ........ ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · ·
15. 00
Cap crossed pen and key Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil· June 4, 1886 1,000 ........... .
adelphia.
Grommets, brass, No. 3 ......... ..................................................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Do ................ .... ... ... ..... ............... ............... .. ...................•........

Grommets, brass, No. 4. __ .......................................................... -- . ..... ···· --···· ······
Grommets, brass, No. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••............ · · · · · · · · · • · · · -Do ........................................................................................................................................ .
Grom m et s, dies and
. ..................................•......•.•......... · · · · • · · · · · · · · -punches for No. 3.
Gt·omm ets, dies and ....... ........... . .............. __ ............... .................... -----· ······ ······
punches for No. 4.
Grommets, dies and ........................... . ... . ............................... ············
punches for No. 5.
Rings, galvanized iron ... Aug. Thomas, Philadelphia .. June 2, 1886 500 pounds......
72. 50
Do ........................................................................................... .
Do ......................................... . ...... . ...... . ... ..................... ·····•····· ·
Do .. ...... ........... .... ... .... .... ..... ............... ....... . ............................ .
Do ....................................... . .................................................. .
Mosquito.bars ....... . ... The John Shilleto Co. , Cin· Jan. 16, 1886 4,994 . . . .. . .•••..
4,038.90
cinnati, Ohio.

~~i~nl~~:t~if;;,8:ii~:i:

:::::: :::::·:.-.-.-.-.:::::: ::::: ::· :::::: :::: :::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::

::~:l~t:~;t;~t~~:.~.~:.~~ ::::::: :·:·:·:· :·:·:·: : : ::: ::::: ::: :::::::: :: :::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::
Do ................ ...••....•..••..••.•.•..... . •.........••..•.. .... ... .......•....••........ .

Tent

£'o1e~,"Si.biey:::: ::: :::: :: :_-_-_-_- :::::::: ::::: :: :::: : :::: :: :::::: :: :::::::::::: '.::::: :::::: ::::::

lEJ flil~~i! ~isii{ ::: i :_:_:_:_-:·:·:·: : : :::: :: ::: :::::::: : ::: : :::::: :::: : : ::::::: :
June 23, 1886 1,537 pounds....
June 23, 1886 1,051 pounds . . . .
1
...... . . .. .... ·················· ···········

R

. .............................. .. ..................... . ... .

2

Do................. . .....

"j~;;~2a;i886

·s,"i5ip~~d;:::: ·····ssijo·

Manila line, 6•thriad .... Row1a"i;<i"i.>R~bbhl~;·N~~·
M . .
York.
M:~tl: ~:· ~ ~fheadd. · · · ···· .do ................... . . .
R
tto' ¼. rea · · · ······do . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
ope, co D, ·IDCh . ....... , .. · ·••••· ....•...•.....•.. .

l~n~

G?fifii:f;~!~N~:·s·: :::::: :::: :: :·:·:·:·::::: :::::::::: ::~::: :::::::::::: :: :::::: :: :: :::::::: :::::: :: ::::
· · ·- · · · · - · · · - · ·•· · · · · · · · · · · -............. - - .. -- ( ' d Dbo 1_.d. . d. - - . .. - . - . - .. . -- .... - ...... ·· ......
T:in'. , ~~ t~n·.~~~~~. : : : ·········· ....... ::::::::::::: ..... . ........ ············· · ···· ···

·-- ------------ ----------- -- --· .....................................................

Hrai,l , wor ted . . . . ...•..
0111

- -- · ............ .. .................. .... ...... . .. .

m ,hair · ··· · · · · ·· ·· Hor tmann Bros. & Co. , Phil· June 4, 18 6 5,000 yards . . . ..
a tr • (, . . . .
adelphia.
Tho. · G. Hood , Philadelphia .. June 8, 1886 5,000. .. . . . . . . .. .

----------··
----------··
300. OO
10,224.00
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
purcha.sed by the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
PHILA DELPHIA, P A.-Continued .
Total.

Purchased in open market.
'
From whom purchased.

I
S. Goodman, Philadelphia ...
Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil·
adelphia.
H. V. Allien & Co., New York.
Edw. Eicke, New.York ••••••
Horstmann Bros. &Co., Phil·

D ate of pur.
chase.

Quantity
purchased.

Quantity.

Cost.

Cost.

250 pounds ....... .

$195. 00

400 pounds . ...... .
79 pounds . . ...... .

580. 00
15. 80

Nov. 8, 188li 400 p ounds .. . ••.
.Jan. 31, 1887 20 pounds .. .... .

580. 00
15. 80

.June 3, 1886 625 . ...... . .••••.
.June 3, 1886 624 .••........••.
A pr . 11, 1887 4 .. ........•. . .. .

237. 50 . .. . .... •.•..••..•............
237.12

..~~~!K!~~: ................. . A pr. 11, 1887

4 . . ..... . .••..•..

3.oo

·i;isa::::~:::::::~: ····411:62

4. 00

1,254 .••.•••••••••.

544. 00

35 . 3740 ·1·8·2· .· ..
· ··.·.·•·•·. ·.·•·.·.·. ••
• ·.· .... ··9·.· M

.. .... do .. ..... .............. Sept. 6, 1886 lCO............. .
Chas.F.Lehmann,NewYork. Mar. 11, 1887 82 . . .....•..•• . ..
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . •• •.... . .........•. ·.••••. . ••. . . . . . . 1,000. . ...... • . .••.
~¥7~~~d & Whitlock, New

Aug. 31, 1886 1,500 . .. .. . •. . . . .

Paul .J. Field, Philadelphia .. May 31, 1886 100 gross ..• . .••

150. 00

15. 00

1,500 . .. . .. .•.••.••.

150. 00

1,00!) ...••...•.•...

15.00

160. 95

84. 95

Horstmann Bros. &Co., Phil. Uct . 15, 1886 100 gross .••...•.

76. 00

200 gross .......••.

25 gross .........
50 gross .. . ......
HorstmannBros. &Co., Phil- Dec. 28, 1886 40 gross . ..•..•..
adelphia.
.
.•... _do ..... : .............. Dec. 28, 1886 2 sets ........•..

22. 50
122. 50
95. 00

25 gross . . . ·······-

22. 50

90 gross . ...••...•.

217. 50

2. 35

2 sets ..••......••. _

2. 35

...... do . .•... ••.••.•.•..... . Dec. 28, 1886 2 sets . ...•....•.

2. 50

2 sets .. _•.. _• . . • • .

2. 50

2 sets . . • • . . • • • . . • .

2. 70

..~~.~1ag~~: .................. D ec. 28, 1886
Paul .J. Field, Philadelphia . . May 31, 1886
...... do ..••..•.............

Dec. 28, 1886

Pitkin & Thomas, Philadel.
phia.
Paul .J. Field, PhiladelEhia . .
Pitkin & Thomas, Phi adel.
phia .
..... . do ........ . ...•.•......
...... do .......... . ..... . ....
· - · . · -...... - . - ... - ... . . _. . . .

Oct.

S. Roebuck, New York .... .
Isaac Townsend, -Philadel.
phia.
·
...... do ....•...............
. ..... do . •• • • • . • . . . . . . .. . . . .
...... do .....• -..•. .- . . .....
...... do ......·............ . .
· do ....................
Francis Cundey, Phi.la:lel.
phia.
.
...... do ....................
H. C. Roberts, Philadelphia ..
Paul J. Field, Pliiladelphia ..
John Hunter, Philadelphia ..

2 sets . .......••.

2. 70

2, 1886 100 pounds ......

17. 50

Nov. 19, 1886 100 pounds .. :; ..
Dec. 27, 1886 175 pounds ... ~ ..

16. 90
·30. 60

i;~~~cis·:::::: ....4, 088.
208." 85
90

Dec. 27, 1886 310 pounds .•.••.
49.60
21. 75 . i,"335
Apr. 25, 1887 150pounds ..•• ;:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _. . __ .... _... . . . .. . . . . . . 4, 994 . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
May 18, 1887 90 . ..• . . .- •..••••.
Dec. 27, 1886 500 . . ... , •• . .•. .
Dec. 27, 1886
Dec. 27, 1886
Aug.19,1886 :
Oct. 14,1886
Nov. 1, 1886·
Sept. 3, 1886

1,000 .. ,... ......
10,000 . . •• • • • • • . .
6,000 ...•••... ·. •.
5,000....... . ....
10,000.. .• . .••• ..
35 . .... ..........

31. 50
50. 00

·so. 00
475. 00
285.00
237.50
475. 00
40. 25

90 . .....••..••..•• .
500 ......•..•...••. .

31. 50
50. 00

1,000. .•. .... .••••. .
80. 0
............................. .
;.................••......•... .
[- -- · ················ .....•.•..
, 31,000. .••.. ••. . . . . 1,472.50
1 35... .• . . . . • . .••••.
40. 25
I

July 28,1886
Aug. 23, 1886
.June 9, 1887
Sept, 15, 1886

· · · • · • · · • - · • • • · · • • • • · • • • • • • • • .. • • · • . . • • . - .

11.00 i 1,000 ............. .
178. 96 / 5,150 ............. .
13 . ..... .. ..... ..
4. 42 13............•.••.
100....... ••. ....
171. 00 . 100 .. . ........... .
. .. , • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • •..•••... j 3,151 pounds .•....
1,000...... .••...
5,150 ..•••• .•••••

11. 00
178. 96
4. •12
171. 00
381. 90

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . l, 537 pounds . . .. • .

··•·· .. - . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . .. . ... .. . . .. . . .
Isaac Townsend, Philadel- Oct. 14, 1886
phia.
. -.. .. do .. -. . . . • . . . . . . _. . Dec. 27, 1886
Paul .J. Field, Philadelphia .. Jan. 28, 1887
Isaac Townsend, Philadel· Oct. 14, 1886
phia.
. -.. - . do .................... D ec. 27, 1886
. -... do -................... May 23, 1886
Pitkin & Thomas, Philadel· D ec. 27, 1886
phia.
·
Horstmann Bros. &Co.,Phil- Sept. 27, 1886
adelphir...
. • . . . •. . . . . . . . . • . .•••••...... . . . . . . • . .•• • . .

186. 28
. ...... . .....•....•...•..... 1,051 pounds......
122. g7
' 625 pounds ..... .
95. 31 . ............................ .
504 pounds. . . . . .
2,150 pounds....
605 pounds......

76. 86 1,129 pounds .. ~...
172. 17
137. 60 2,150 pounds.:....
137. 60
98. 31 .................... . ........ .

302 pounds . .....
1,009 pounds....
400 pounds......

49. 08
322. 88
80. 00

907 pounds ....... .
1,009 pounds ..... .
400 pounds . ...... .

1,728 yards .....

16. 20

1, 728 yards .....•.

16. 20

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . • . ••• • •. 5,000 yards . . . . . ..

300. 00

147. 39
322. 88
80. 00

••••••••••••••••••··••··•···· ......•.••..• . ················- .••.•••... / 5,000 .••..••..••••. 10,224.00
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REPORT OF THE .SECRETARY OF. WAR.
B.-Detail ed statenien t of articles of clothing, eq1tipage, and materials
PHILADELPHIA, P A..-Oontinned.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.

Date of con·
tract ..

Cost.

Pillows ................•. Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia ..
Pillow.cases ..••.... . .... JQhn Wanamaker , Pbiladel·
phia.
Mattress.covers ........ . Jas. R. Michael. N ew YoFk ...
Sheets, bed ...•••••.•••••. Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia ..
Gold lace ............... . Jas. R. Michael, New York ..

June 8, 1886 5, 000 ........... .
June 7, 18136 20,000 .......... .

$1,468.75
1,750. 00

June 9, 1886 19,635 ....... , .. .
June 8, 1886 41, 548 .. ........ .
June 9, 1886 11, 997! yards .. .

12, ';62. 75
10,968.67
9,478.21

Linen webbing, l·inch ... , Horstn;iann Bros. & Co., Phil·
adelphia.

June 4, 1886 16,000 yar4s . . . .

j

1, \60. 00

~~1i~nw;~:iw;il?~~h:: ::::::~~.:: ·:::::::::::.-.-.:::::: .~~.~~. ~: ~~~~..~~·. ~~ .:~~~~.::: ... ~~ ~~5· 65

Needles, Smith's cut ..... J~mssR. Michael,NewYork. June,9, 1886 250;QOQ .•...... ,. .
327.50
Do ........ ~ ...••• , ............. ·.···· · ······ · ·••··· ..................... . .......... ············
Do ................................... . ....... .. ............................................. .
Clothing size.tickets ... '....•••...••.••.••••...•....... : .. . ....•••.•........... •• · · · · •• • · · · •• · • · · ·• · ·

Do ................. ....... , ............... . ....................... : ... ,, ................. , .. · r ·
H,~:i!1.and eyes, whit~

,"•••e••r······.· ········ ··· · .... ···,·····~··:·· ·······.~········r· ············

Do ....•...•••.• ,.,•..•••••. , .............. . ....... . ... .. ............................ ·•·•········
Drum.rods ......•..•...•..•••••••••••.•......•• , .............•...... ·· ····•· .•••••••.• ~. ·•···· , ...•.
Do ..••••......•••• , ...................................................................·....... .
Do ................................................................................ ·•·····

~~~:t~ii'.~s:·bati~;:::::: ::::::: ::::::;::::::::..-.- :::::: :::::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :.....
50.00
Trampe~ cords and tassels Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil· Aug. 25, 1886 100 .......••.....
·adelphia.
Do ..•..•......••.•..........••...••..........•.....................••... · •..••••.. ·••·•·······
Do .....•.......••••.•••.•.•.•••.•••••. · ·· "·· · ····· .. , ......••. , ...•... ,.., •.•.••.•. ·•••········
' Trumpet-crooks ...........•..• ·~···· .•••••••• •••..•••.................•••.•..•.•• ·-···· ·•·· · · ·

Do

~

·

........................ ·••···

Beesw~f: :: : :: :::: :: : : :: :::::: ·:·~-~·~·:·~·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~·:·:·: ::: : :: : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :::: :: : :: : : : ::: : : : ::::::
Do ................................................................................ •••••·······
Mark\jfs.t.~~?.~:::::: ::: ::::::::.:·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- :::: :: : : : :: : :: :::::: :::: :::::::: .•..•..••..•......
Do ...•.••..•..•.•...••• : •••••.•........••• . ...........•...........•..........••••. ············
Markip~~~: :::::::::: ::::::: :: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :: :::: :: : : ...•.......•.•....•.. •·· ·:::
Do . ............................................ . ........ ........................................... ············
Stencib:~~~~~~:::: :::::: :::::: :::: :·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.: :: : :: ::: : : : : : : : ::: : :::::: : : :: : : : : :::: :::::: : : : :: :: : ::: :
Flag.halliards; ....••..... Uhler&English, Philadelphia June 9, 1$86 3,281 pounds....
685. 73
Paper, wrappmg .............. ... ............. .. ... . . ... ............. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..
Paper, petroleum ......•..•••.. . . .. .. .. . . ..... . .. . ....... . .......... ·.
Do................ . ....... . .... . ...
. .... ...... . ............................... . .......... ..
Do ............................. . ............... ... ... . ..... . .. . ............................. .
0

· · .· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·•·.·.·•·.·.· ·.: •. ·. · ·.. •. ·.. .· ·.. ·.. ·.. ·. ·-...
· · ·-.· ·. ·.. ..· ..· ·. .· .· .· ·- .· .·...· ·-.......
. .
TailorDs• ,,_."r.a··y·o·n·s· ·. ·. ·. •. ·. .· ·. ·. ·. ·. ..
........... -. ............
- . . .. - . . ..........
,-

Shoulderknotaandaiguil. Horstmann Bros. & Co., Phil· June 4, 1886 800..............
lettes.
adelpbia.
Music pouches, large . ... H.V.Allien&Co.,NewYork. Aug.25,1~86 50.......... .. .. .

1,024. OO
282. 50

B~ ::::: :·.-.-.-.-.-.::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: ............
Mn.

lnYL>ii:::: ~;jiiLJ/ZL~ i~i~;(\~~: :;;::);)))J:~\i~~:l
0

. ... .. ...... . ... • •••• • •••••••••••• • •••• • • • ••••• •••••••••••••• ·••••••••••••••••• ....... .. .. .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
purchased by the Quartermaster's DPpartment, etc.-Continued.
PHILADELPHIA., PA.-Qontinued.
Total.

Purchased in open mal'ket.

From whom purchased.

Quantity
purchased.

Date of pur.
ch ase.

Quantity.

Cost.

.r~h{i·w;;~~~~k~;.·i>ii:ii~d~i.phia.

·ii~·/26; iss6· ·4:: :: :: : ::: ::: : :: · . · ·$0: 44.

ii~~~t,;;aii~ B~°ci~·.-&.c~:.Phil..
delphia.

°..ip;.- 2i; iss1· .i . y~~;i:: ::: :: ::........... i" 63.

Cost.

5,000.................. $1, 46 . 75
20,004.................. . 1,150. 44

...................................... ...... .............. ...... ................................. ................ lr::L::::-::::::: t~:m:i~

H~~d.° . &~b~ight .. &... c;.;·

Philadelphia.
·
........ do..... . .......................
W ooc., Brown & Co., Phila..
delphia.
Henry C. Harper, Philadel.
phia.
John Wanamaker, Philadel.
phia.
Thomas G. Hood, Philadel..
phia.
Hood, Bonbright&Co., Phil..
adelphia.
Horstmann Bros. &Co.,Phil..
adelphia.
R. Wurlitzer & Bro., Cin..
cinnati.
......... do ........................... .
. ........ do, ................................... .
..... . do ................................. .
B. A.. Thinnes, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Horstmann Bros. &Co.,Phil..

11, 998! yardii . . .. ...

9,480.84

16, 000 yards ....... .

1,160.00

25, 544! yards . . .. . .
568yards ..............

1, 085. 65
5.68

268, 500 ............... - .

352.77

45. 98

1

Sept.16,1886

.568 . y~~d~. ::::::: ....... s:iis.

July 29, 1886 1, 000 ............... ..
Jan. 11, 1887 i 5, 000 ............ ..

1. 39

June 28, 1887 12,500 ............ ..

16. 44

July 14, 1886 100,000 ........... ..

25. 75

Feb. 14, 1887

7.44

76, .000 ............ .

20. 23 ·176, 000 .............. ..

July 10, 1886 300 gross............

154. 20 . ......................... .

Jan.

300 gross ........·.

141. 00

July 28, 1886 220 ..................... .

3, 1887

55. 00

Sept. 27, 1886
Apr. 2, 1887
Mar. 11, 1887
June. 9, 1887

1. 00
14. 00

50 ................... .
125 ................... ..
12 ................. .
24 .................... .

Feb. 4, 1887 1............ ...............

· . ~~.ela!~~: ............................ Mar. 11, 1887 500. .......... ........
. ....... do ................................ Aur. 11, 1887 4 .................... ..
R~i!!lftzer & Bro., Cin. July 28, 1886 26. ............ ...... ......

600 yards .......... .

295. 20

~t ~g siis: :: ::: :::::::::: ·--.. ioi: so
12. ....... ...........

24 •• ; ... • • .. • .... .........

1. 00
14. 00

1. 00 ........................... .
23 0. oo . .. . .........·•••• .....••••••••••• ...................... .. .. . . .. .
4 00 605
285 00
10.-33 ................................................ ..
9. 87
9. 95

·1ic:: :: ::::::: ::: ···--so: is

: : : : : :~~: :::: ::: :::: . . :: : ....... : . . SMeaprt.. 27, 1886
51 1886
Paul J. Field, Philadelphia May 31, 1886
...... _. .. do ............ :...........
Dec. 27,1886
Peiffer Bros., Philadelphia.. Aug. 21, 1886
............ do ............................... Jan. 5,1887
S. H. Quint & Son, Philadel· Apr. 18, 1887
phia.
•
Peiffer Bros., Philadelphia .. Jan. 5, 1887
.......... do ....... .. ................ , Jan. 25, 1887
S. H. Quint & Son, Philadel· Mar. 15, 1887
phia.
Peiffer Bros., Philadelphia .. Jan. 5, 1887
........... do . ................................ Jan. 25,181:l7

25 ...................... .
25 ......................... .
200 pounds ........ .
264pounds ...... .
1 ......................... .
6 .......................... ..
5 ............................ ..

56. 00
71. 28
4. 00
18. 00
15. 00

.i2: ::: : : . :::. .... . . ..

37. 00

6 cans ........... .
12 cans ........... .
25 cans ............. .

. 90
.80
2.50

···--···········---·
43 cans .. : ........... ..

------ 5. 20

6 ........................... .
12 ................... .-.... .

d8 ·is::::::::::::·::-::: ....... i:so

:i3~iki~y; R~i~~i &c~:.i>hff..

May 31; 1886. .

4: iiJo ·p~~1;;d~:::: -..22S: 60.

May 31, 1886 25,104 pounds .. .

627. 60

Pafe &Jowitt, New York ...
:Bu kley, Raiguel & Co.,Phil·
1
... ~~.~
Harrington & Goodman
.Philadelphia.
'
Horstmann Bros. & Co.,
Philadelphia.
H. -:~r:-llien & Co., New

Jan.
Jan.

136. 62
63. 25

Oct. 1, 1886 18 .................... .

112. 50

......... do ............................ .
......... do ............................... .
......... do . ................................ .
......... do ................................... .
.. ......... do ................................ .
.. ....... do .............................. .
........ do ....................... . ...... .

Oct. 26, 1886
Jan. 15, 1887
Apr. 19, 1887.
Apr. 11, 1887
May 23, 1887
Oct. 1, 1886
Jan. 15, 1887

287. 50
98. 00
21. 00
14. 00
125. 00
107. 85
66. 00

adelphia.
W~~rl.~ A. Wheeler, New

E~~~:......... ..... . . .

3, 1887 3,036 pounds .... .
3, 1887 2,200 pounds .... .

Feb. 9, 1887
Aug. 7, 1886

10,000 p1mnds .. .
300 boxes ........ .

Apr. 11, 1887

2 ........................... ..

46 ................. .
14 .................... .
3 ........... ............. ..
2 ...................... .

20 .. : ................ ..
19 ... -·-- ............ .
11. ................... .

3, 281 poumls.. .. • .. .
4, l,60 pounds..........

685. 73
223. 60

·--------------·---,:. ·--------40, 340 pounds . .... .
300 boxes .......... .

1,227.47
90. 00

4. 00 · 802 ...................... .

1,028.00

400. 00
90. 00

·isi:::::: :::::: ::: ·. . . 940: so
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REPOR'I' OF THE SECRETARY OP WAR.
B.-Detailed stateme1tt of articles of clothing, eq1iipage, and materials
PHIL.A.DELPHI.A., P .A..-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contr~ctor.

Date of' con. Quantity deliv.
tract.
ered.

Cost.

Music pouches, small. .............................•....•..............••......................... · ·
Do ............ ....................•......... . .............. ..............•................ ...
Lyres ......... ......•..................•.••.....................•..............•..•...... •····· ······
,ffalliard devices: ................•..................•.............••.•...•.. ...................... . · · ·
tron bedsteads ...•....... Woven Wire Mattress Com. Dec. 17, 1886 1,000.. ... . .. .• •.
pany, Hartford, Conn.
Head pieces for iron Manley & Cooper Manufact. Mar. 7, 1887 500 .••••••.••••••
bunk;i.
uring Company, Philadel- 1
•
phia.
.
B~~!!i!:fmentalletters · Jas. ~- Michael, New York .. June 9, 1886 50 ......•••••••..

f3, 410. 00
665. 00
105. 00

35, 00
Books, regiinentalletters .. .... do ........................... do ....... 50 ............. ..
received, index.
100. 00
Books, regimentalletters ...... do ...................... . ...,.do ....... 50 ............. .
sent.
35, 00
Books, regimentalletters ....•. do ......................... : .do ....... 50 .••.••..••..••.
sent, index.
Books, company letters Detre & Blackburn, Phila. June 3, 1886
received.
delphia
Books, company letters ...... do .. : .....•.................. do . ..... .
617. 95
received, index.
Books, company letters ...... do .......•..........•........ do ...... .
sent.
Books, company letters ..••.. do ...........•............... do ...... . 200
sent, index.
Books, compr.ny order ....... .. ·- ...........•............................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Books, post letters re. Detre & Blackburn, Phila· June 3, 1886 150}
ceived.
delphia.
B~~t!~n~te~.tters re. . ..... do ...................... ; ... do . . . . . . . J.50 . . . . . . . • • • • •
879. o

::}············

Books, post letters sent .. ...... do .......•................... do ....... 150
Books, post letters sent, ...... do ... . ....................... do ....... 150 J
index.
Sibley tent stove pipe
··
. - ......... · · . · ·· .... · .:. - · · · · · · -· ·
Japanned slides.~ .... :::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::: :::: ::::::::::::: · ...... ······ ······ ···•·· ·····
Tailor's tape measures ....••....•.•.............•........•.•.............. · · · ·· · · · ··· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Wire rope ... : ................................................. · ... ·· · · · · · ·········· ·-·· ··•····· · ···
Tailor's shears ............ ... ......................................... ........ · · · · · •· · · · ·•• • · · · · · · · ·
Scissors ............................................................................................ .
Pasteti~-~~.~~~~:: :: : :: . :::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::::: :::::

:!:: :~ ::::: ................. ::

f!!~f:.:!~'t[:!~~~.t~·r·s:: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Cloth·shrinkingmachine. Wm, Hebdon, Chicago, Ill ..•. Sept. 1, 1886 1. ••••••••••• ·• •·

1,400.

ii

i~r1ii!;~.rt;:~ :~~~~~~~ ::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::t::::::: :\:::::::::::::: ::::t:::.
Do .....•................•...•....••..•....•... : ................ .............................. .
Shr~~!\~omen's and child· .................................................... .... ............... .... .

~t::::::::::::::::
:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
.................................................. .................................. ........................ ..... .
Do ......................................................................................... .
Do ..................................................................... .............. ....... ..

~~: :::::~:::::::::: ...............................
·············· ··················
············
····-- ...............................................................
..............
.......... .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

ptirchased by the Qua1·ter-master's Department, etc.-Continued.
PHILADELPHIA., P A.-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.

From whom purchased.

H. V. A.llien & Co., New
York.
...... do .................... .
J. H. Wilson, Philadelphia ..
Isaac Townsend, Philadel·
phia.

Date of pur.
chaso.

Quantity pur·
chased.

A.pr. 11, 1887

2 ..••••....•.•.•.

$12. 00

AP,r. 19, 1887 12 .............. .
May 31, 1887 2, 500 ........... .
.A.ug.19, 1886 700 .....•..•••.•.

72. 00
43. 75
52. 50

Quantity.

Cost.

············· ················ .................... ·····-············ ......... .

Cost.

109 . ••••••...•.. .•.
2,500 .•..•..•......
700 .••...•... ...•• .

$611. 60
43. 75
52. 50

1,000 ..•...•.•.....

3,410.00

500 ..•. ·········•··

665. 00

50 ..•••••.••.••••..

105. 00

50 ..••...•..••..•. .

35. 00

50 .. ·•··••·········

100. 00

50 .......•..••..•• .

35.00

{

.................. ··········

1 ........................... .

1;;;:::::: :::::::: .-~;;:;;

Jos. H. Mann, Philadelphia. Oct. 16, 1886 200 ..•. ..••••••••

····························· ·············· ....................

.................. · · · · ·
---·------ I
l·
160. 00

200 ..•. .• .......... . .•. 160. 00

................................... .

600: :::::: : :::: :: ...• 879.' 00

John Hunter, Philadelphia .. Sept. 15, 1886 400 sets ........ .
S. Goodman, Philadelphia . .. May 31, 1886. 10 gross ........ .
Hood, Bon bright & Co. July 13, 1886 3 .••....•••.•..•.
Philadelphia.
'
J~~· Roebling's Sons & Co. , . ... do .... ... 144 feet .... .... .
Irenton, N. J.
Detre & Blackburn, Phila. July 14, 1886 1 pair .•..••.....
delphia.
Paul J. Field, Philadelphia . . ... . do .. . .
... . do .......... .
A.. Gent.zsch, Philadelphia ... .Aug. 9, 1886 1;000 .•.••.....•.
. .... do ... .. . .................. do ...... . 200 ......•..••••.
Paul J. Field, Philadelphia .. Aug. 19, 1886 72 .............. .
• W. E. Sharps & Co., Phila. Aug. 23, 1886 1. .•...•.•••••••.
delphia.

96. 00
18. 90
.45

400 sets .......... .

~~ .~~~~~::::: ::::::

96. 00
18. 90
. 45

17. 00

144 feet .......... .

17. 00

1. 24

1 pair ............ .

1. 24

. 74 .... do............ .
.74
125. 00 . ...........•..............•.
30. 70 1,200 . . . . . . . . . . . • .
155. 70
1. 25 72.......... .• . . . • .
1. 25
47. 00 1. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
47. 00

1.......... . .....

7. 50

1. ................ .
1. ................ .
100 ..•..•....••.••.
1 .... ............. .

1. .............. .

6. 50

1. ................ .

31 pairs ..... ... .

26. 35

.r;~·e's ·si>~~;, .Pii.ii~<i~iphi~·:: ·s~i>i:. 9:iss6· .ioo:::::::::::::: .... so: oo.

Chas. E. Winnik; Philatlel· Dec. 2, 1886
phia.
Leary, Foster & Bowman .... do . . . . . • .
Philadelphia.
'
Hood, .Bon bright & Co. July 29-, 1886
Philadelphia.
'
-..... do ..•...............••..... do .......
...... do ......................... do ...... .
John Wanamaker, Philadel..... do .......
phia .
..••.. do ................ . .... . ... do · ... ...
Hood, Bonbright & Co., Jan. 8, 1887
Philadelphia.
- .. -.. do ......................... do .......
Graff, Son & Co., Philadel. Jan. 11, 1887
phia.
...... do ...........•...........• . do .. .... .
...... do .......•......•• . ........ do ...... .
..•... do ......••..••......... .. . . do . ..... .

7 ppaa1:rrss ....•..·•· ...·.· ·.·.
4
1

5. 74
3. 00

14 pairs ........ .

5. 60

6 pairs ....•.....
34 pairs .......•.

4. 20
19.63

66 pairs . ........
225 pairs........

45. 04
225. 00

37 pairs ........ .
53 pairs .......•.
10 pairs . ....... .
9 pairs ......... .
-~~nde/:'.~~~?. 6 pairs ...... ... .
...... do ...•. ........... ......... do ...... . 169 pairi! ....... .
•.•... do . .... . .. . ............... <lo . ..... . 17 pairs ........ .

35.15
45. 05
3. 75
3. 38

:::: ::i~:::::::::::::: :: :::::

8025--w 87--35

3. 00

126. 75
15. 30

1,400.00
900. 00
30. 00
7. 50
6. 50
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR,
B.-DtJtailetl statement ~f a,·ticles of clothing, equipage, and materials
PHILADELPHIA, P A.-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.

Date of con- Quantity deliv·
tract.
Med.

Contractor.

Cost·.

Shoes, women's and chil· ... ............................... ....................................... ·
dren's.
Do ............. ... .... ............................... ........................................ .
Do ........................................................................................... .
Do ........................................................................................... .
Calict~::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :: .............. ..
Do ........................................................................................... .
Do ............................................................. . ............................. .
Do ............................................ . ................................... ··•········ ·
Stockings, women's and .. ; ....................... ....... .................. · .... · · .... · · .. · · · • · · · · ·
children's.
Do ........................................................................................... .
Do ............................................................................... .
Do ... .... .......... ..
·s~i,'t: ao; iss6· ·500
Tables ot" names of com. ·B1i;ii: · &· M~Fei~idg~: ·
manders of corps, divisdelphia.
ions, brigades, etc.
Lithographic prints of ...... do ........................... do ....... 500 sets ....... - .
designating flags.
Coats and trousers for . .. . . • . . .. . .. . • . . .. . .. • .. . .. . . . . ............... · .. · ...... · .... ·
boys.
·
Do .......................... : .................................................... .

·;~i;::::::::: ··$i; ai5: oo

i·hu~: ·

850. 00

Naphthaline .................................. ........... .......................... · ... .
Bedstead.casters ............................ . ... . .......................... · .. · · · · •· .. ·

~::;~~~~-~~~~~~:~~~~-~~:: :::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Letters-received book ........................................................... · .. • · · · · · · .. · · • · · · ·
Letters-received book in- ..................... .......... .................... · .... · .... • · · · .... · · · · · ·
dex.
Hat cord and tassel ....... ...... ~ .................................................. ·· ······ ···· ·· ···· ··
Circulars to bidders . . . • . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .................. • .... · · · · · · · · · · · .. • · .. · · ·

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Wo.olen blankets ........ ·San Francisco Pioneer Woolen June 21, 1886 3,000 ............ $11,970. OO
, 093. 18
Factory, San Francisco.
4
•
Dark blue cloth ................ do ..................... . .... do ....... 2,072¼ yards · · · · ll,
450 00
Dark blue blouse flannel. ...... do ..... ..................... do . .... . . 10,000 yards .. -..
Dark blue flannel, fine .................. . ..................... -.. - -·· ...... ······ ............ ·0 ·
9 30· 0
Axes...... .... • .. • • . . . . . George T. Hawley & Co., San June 21, 1886 1,500 ...... - · - · • ·
Francisco.
630. oo
Ax-helves ..................... do ........ . ...............•. do ....... 3,000 ........... ·

·aoo:::::: :::::::: .... 'i25.· 00·
Shovetl~~g ·ha~ci.i~::::: G-~o-rge T." ii~~i~y &° Co.; s·~~. 'j ~;;e 2i; issii" .j ;ooo::::::: :: ::: ..... 76il. 00
~k~!:}s11:~dl!i!1.~~~:~: ::: :::~~~?~~~~::. :·::::::::: ::: ::::::~~.:: ::: :: -~~~~::::::: :::::: ..... :~~:~~Spade-handles .. ............... .
Manilla line -. . . . . . . . . . . . George ·T: H~~iey .&. c";.; S~~. -j-~;;e ~i, iss6·
.
Francisco.

Picka~hel:;e~ ·.::::::: :: :

·o~~~-g~·T. ii:~~iey·&·c·~.; si~-

j~;;e 2i; iss6·

Francisco.

0

7,680.00

Campa1gnha.ts .......... . Ra.vmold & Whitlock, New .... do ...... . 6,000 ···• ·••••••·
Stock.in
woolB n li. . . . . . .
Glov gs,
whit
· ppey&Co.,NewYork . .. . do ...... . 25 000 pairs .... -

7, 125.00
2,48!"1. 75

.•••.. do .•.•. • ...•...••••. ... . Feb.

24,909. ]~
2, 13li.ll

8

B--~·nt

Kene{j!~:_blu/..~::::: ::::::~~ ::::::·:::.:::::::::::: ·::·i~ :::::::
6 1 1887

19'.998 pairs .... .
15,00~ yarils .. .

l,143f yards .. ..
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
purchased by the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
PHILADELPHIA, P A.-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.
From whom purchased.

Date of pur.
chase.

Quantity pur·
chased.

Cost.

Graff, Son & Co., Philadel. June 27, 1887 20 pairs.........
$20. 00
phia..
...... do . . ...... . ............ .... do ..•.... 151 pairs .••.. ••.
143. 45
Geo. F. Roedel, Philadelphia ..... do . ..... . 77 pairs ........ .
40.0i
...... do . . .................. .... do ...... . 27 pairs . ......• .
22.41
275. 72
Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia . June 28, 1887 269 pairs ..... ~· .
John Wanamaker, Philadel. July 29, 1886 857½ yards ...•..
38. 58
phia,.
Hood, Bonbright & Co., Jan. 8, 1887 3,000 yards .•••..
127. 20
Philadelphia.
Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia. June 28, 1887 1,000 yards......
50. 00
. . . .. . do ................ ......... do ....... 6,000 yards......
253. 80
Wood, Brown & Co;, Phila. Jan. 11, 1887 750 pairs . .. . . • .
60. 00
delphia.
.
Henry C. Harper, .Philadel· June 28, 1887 635 pairs . •......
44.85
phia.
36. 21
Thos. G. Hood, Philadelphia ..••. do .... •. . 550 pairs........
.••... do ....... : .......... ....... do .. .... . 315 pairs........
21. 66
.. · · · • · · · · . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • • . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • . • • .

Cost.

Quantity.

............................. .
... ... ........... ......-. ·• ••·•
·•····•··•••·•····· · ·•••••····
.i,-232
ii; 068: 56

ji;ir~·:::::::: .

............ • •·• ••· .••••.•••.

.•••.•• .. .•...• •.• •..•.•• .. ...
10, 857½ yards . . ...
469. 58
............................. .

............................. .
2,250 pairs .. .. ....
162. 72
500 sets . • • . • • • . • • . 1, 315. 00
500 sets .•..••.....

Strawbridge & Clothier, Jan. 8, 1887
Philadelphia.
Jacob Reed's Sons, Phila. June 24, 1887
delphia.
Guarantee Tar Chemical Apr. 11, 1887
Company, Philadelphia.
Wire Web Bell Comp~ny, June 25, 1887
New Britain, Conn.
·
. ..... do ......................... do •••..•.
John Wanamaker, Philadel. Dec. 1, 1886
phia.

60 suits .•• : ..••.

850. 00

159. 00

200 suits ....... .

500.00

260 suits ..........

659. 00

1,000 pounds .•••

100. 00

1,000 pounds ......

100. 00

24 .............. .

.90

24 .................

.90

24 ..•.·.......... .
10 yards .••..••.

2. 70
7.50

24 ..•• ~............
10 yar s .... . .....

2. 70
7. 50

~~~: .~d~~~.~·. ~.~~~.~~ ?.~~~: ~ -~~.°ci/:: :~~~- L:::::::::::: }

17.00

f!.1..••...•..••.••
............... }

17.00

4.00

1 .•••••.•••.••..••.

4. 00

66.85

500 ................

66.85

1

Horstmann Bros. & Co., May 31, 1886 1 ............... .
Philadelphia,
Edw. Stern & Co., Philadel. Apr. 12, 1886 500 ..•••..•••.••.
phia.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL .
. ............... ........... . . · .......................................... 3,000 .............. $11,970.00
....
Francisco Pioneer Feb. 7, 1887
San
Woolen Factory, San
Francisco .
.••••• do..................... Oct. 20, 1886
Hawley Bros. Hardware Dec. 2, 1886

3,442i yards..... 5,990.16 3,442i yards.......
500.... •• . .... .•.
315. 00 "2,000 ...... •• ......

.. ~.~~J>:~::~~~.~~~~~i_s.c_~·.. · Oct. 20, 1886
· · .••• do . .. . • . . .. • • • • . . . • .. . . Dec. ,2, 1886
...... do ....... .. .•.•....... . Oct. 20, 1886

650..............
1,000 . •• • • • . • • • • •
450.... ....... •••

149. 50
230. 00 6,650 .. • .. • • • • • . .. . 1, 009. 50
99. 00 ............................. .

· ..•.. do..................... Dec. 2, 1886

1,000. ••••• .... ••

220. 00

5,072£ yards . .... $6,074.61

2,072¼yards....... 4,093.18
15,072£yards .. •••. 17,524.61
i,, 990.16
1,245.00

2,050 ............ ..
1,000 .•••.••.•••••.

445. 00
760. 00

~~~~1;~t~;~.~!~~j~~.~: :~~:~ ~·~~~~~: ·::: ~:~ ~ ~: :~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ····::~·!:- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

380. 00
9.12

2

:r~~

· • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • •• . • . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • •• . • • • • • . . • • • . . • • . .. • • • • 500 pounds ...... ..

2.28
62. 50

6,000 ............. .

7,680.00

.••.•• ••••••. .•. • .••••• ...... .............. .••••• .••••• .••••. ......... . 25,000 pairs . .•. . ..
• . .. • •• • •• • . • • . . . .. . . • . . .. • • • . • . • • • .. . .. • . . . .. • •• . .. • .. . •• • • • . • • . . . • . • . 19 998 pairs : . . . . . .

7,125.00
2,489. 75

....................................................................... 16,148-l yards ......

·21;i>41:2,
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailed Btate-ment of articlee of clothing, equipage, and maforia!s
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Date of C~· Quantity 1eliv·
trae,.
ered.

Contractor.

Cost.

Kersey, sky blue, :fine
quality.
1

Cloth,
dark blue, fine
quality.
,......
Clotb,Italian .........•. B.Y.Pippey&Co.,NewYork June21,1886
Canvas padding ............... do ...•.•........•...••...••. do ..•..•.
Silesia .......•........ - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Flannel, blouse lining ... . B. Y. Pippey &Co., New York June 21, 1886
Flannel, canton . . . . .• . . . . Thomas G. Hood, Philadelphia ..•. do . . •. • . .
Flannel, cape lining ............ do ..•..••••••.•..••......••. do •..•...
Corsetjeans .•........•...•••.. do .•••.•.••......•....•..•.. do ..•.••.
Brownmuslin ..•..••...•. .•..•. do ...................... .... do •..••..
Vest padding ..... _.......••••. do .•••••••••••.••••..••..... do ....••.

···••··
312¾yards ......
$231.43
3,517° yards.....
436.10
. ........ -- . . . . • . . -. -· · · · · · · · ·
7,506½ yards . . ..
1,764.02
30,000¼ yards .. - .
2,616.02
1,0541 yards.....
1,053.69
2,070¼yards.....
138.28
5,026¾yards.....
324.22
5,592 yards.....
497. 68
21
' :::~
Buckles . ........... ..... JamesR.Michael,NewYork .•••. do •.•••.. 20,000 ...... ....
144.44
Thread, linen, No. 90 .......••.. do .........•.•••..•..•....•. do....... 186 pounds.....
465. 00
Thread, linen, No. 80 ......•..•. do ..••.•.••..•.•.........•.. do .•..... 276 pounds.....
621. 00
Hooks and eyes...... . . . . . . . • • • . • . . • • . . • . • . . • • • • . • . . • • • . . •.•••.••..••..•••••..••..•..•...........••.

~~~!tfl:;:: :::~:: :::::~ ::::::i~ :::: ·:::::::. ·:::::: :: : ::::i~: ::::::

~~2:i2J:::~.::::

................................. .
................... ..................... .............. .
¥h~~1&~·.:h!f
ee~!1~~--:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ---····-······
Thread, black silk . . • • • • . . •.••...••••...•••........•••.. ............ .... ................... ············
Chalk .•••••...•...••..••..•••••.•••••..••...••..•.•••••.

·············· ........................ .

Pins ..••.•••..•..•..••••..•.•.•...•.•.••...•..••...•.••..•••••..•...•.... ....•.•.•.•.•...••.... .....
Stockings, cotton ........ A. E. Karelson, New York ..•. June 21, 1886 20,040 pairs.....
2,179.35
Under.shirts •.••.••...••. Rowland A. Robbins, New .••. do ..••.•. 9, 580............
6,025.82
York.
467. 96
Scrubbing brushes ...•...••.•• do ..••..••..•••••..•...•..•.. clo .••.... 3,023 ·••···•····
315.86
Thread linen, No. 30 . .....••••. do .•••••.••..•••....•........ do ..••..• 340pounds ..... .
65. 79
Ratline .......•.••...•.•..•.••. do ...•..•.....••..••......••. do ..••••. 510 pounds ..... .
78. 54
Twine ........•••••.•..•..••.•. do ..••..•...•••..•••......... do ...... . 385 pounds ..... .
508. 80
Silk twist ..••••.•..•...•..•.... do .•......••.•.•••.••••••..•. do •..•.•. 80 pounds ...... .
Le:i,ther gauntlets ....... F. G. Conklin, San Fr~cisco...••. do ..••... 15, ooo pairs .... . 18,150.00
940. 90
Wire.woven bunk bot· HartfordWoven-Wire~attress ..•. do ...•.•. 485 .•••.•.•...•..
toms.
Company, Hartford. Conn.
475.00
Tent pins, large ...•.•.... Enterprise Mill and Building .••. do ...•... 10, 000 .•..••.....
Company, San Francisco.
562.50
Tent pins, small...... . • • . . ..... do . . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . .•. do . • • • • • • 15, 000 .•••••.....
Tent pins, shelter .••..••..••.••.•••••••••••••.•••.••••....•••••••.•••..•••••.•••...•. · · · · · · · · · • · · · · ·

i::a~i:~~~~ll.~prigb.~: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::: ::: :::::::::::: :::: ·· ···· ··· ... ··
Do .••••••.•••••......•.••••••••••••••..•...••.•••..•••••..•••••• ··········;······· .•••••..... .
Tent poles, wall, ridge .•..•••••••••••••••••••.••••.•.••..••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•.••..•. • • · · · •
Tentp:oi:.s,common,ridge .•••••••.•••••••••.•••.••••.••..•••.••.••••••..• ~ •.••••••.... ·: :::::: ::::::
Tent poles, hospital.ridge
.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••.•.••••• ·•· ··
Tent poles, hospital, up. . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • . . ••••••••••• • • • • • · · • • · • • · · · · ·
ri~ht.
Ten poles, common, up. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • · • · • · ·
right.
Tent poles, Sibley . • • • • • • . • • • • • •• • • • • •••••• • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • •• • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . •. • · · • • • · · ·
Tent stovepipe, Sibley •••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••••.••••••••..•••••••••.••• ••.•••..••.....• • · • · • • • · · ·
Tent

~.;;e;Si'bl~y:::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Corn 1n~ms . .•.•••.••.•..•••••••••••.••••.••••••..•••••••••••••••••••.•••••. .•••..•..••.••.••.•••. .
D ........................................................................................................ ................................... .
Sewing

~iik:::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::·,

Canvaa ••.•.•••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••.••.•••••••.•..••••.••••••.•••..

············I

Ticket6, cutters ...•........•••••••••.•••••••••••.. ,. ••..•••••..........••.••••••.•••..•••••....•.• j
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

purchased by the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
S.A.N FRANCISCO, C.A.L.-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.

Cost.

From whom purchased.

Cost.

Quantity.

Golden Gate Woolen Manu. Oct. 20, 1886 3,053} yards ... . $7,543.07
facturing Company, San
Francisco .
...... do .................... .... do ..•.•.. l,866k yards .... 5,169.16

3,053! yards ....... $7,543.07
1,866¼-yards. ......

5,169.16

231. 43
312¾ yards ....... .
3,517 yards ....... .
436.10
470. 22
5, 015! yards ...... .
7,506½ yards .• .••.• 1,764. 02
30, 000¼ yards ..... . 2,616.02
1,C54f yards ...... . 1,053.69
138. 28
2,0701 yards ...... .
324. 22
5,026¾ yards ..•••..
5,592 yards ....... .
497. 68
30,272 yards ...... . 2,149.31
88. 32
1,280 gross ....... .
144. 44
20,000 .......•••...
............................................. .............................................................. 186 pounds ....... .
465. 00
621. 00
276 pounds ....... .
i:i~~~t~~~~· ·B~~~.- · &.
15. 00
3, 000 .•.•.•..•.....
Philadelphia.
76.13
870 irross ......... .
115. 00
250 dozen .. .. .... .
H. onklin, San Francisco . ...... do ....•.. 20 pounds.......
130. 00 120 pour.ds ........ .
130. 00
oprstmann Bros. & Co., ... do . . • • • • . 20 boxes . . . .. . ..
S. 60 20 boxes ... ...... .
8. 60
hiladelphia.
•..•.. do ......................... do ..••... l0gross.........
38.40 10 gross ......... ..
38.40
······ .................................. .
20, 040 pairs ..•... . 2,179.35
9, 580 ............. . 6,025.82
. ---....... -............ -........ -...... --.... -.. -.... -..... --........ ---

·c5o.; · "i~~a ·4;iss6· ·a;ooo:::::: :::::: ····is: oo ·
~::~J~:: :: ::: :: :::::::::::: ::::~~ ::::::: ~~i ~~~~~::::::: 1i~: i~
--

-

.....................................................................................

3, 023 .......•......
467. 96
340 pounds ....... .
315. 86
510 pounds ....... .
65. 79
385 pounds .... ... .
78. 54
................... . ............ .................................................. . 80 pounds ... ..... .
508. 80
15, 000 pairs ...... . 18,150.00
1, 085 ............. . 1,990.90

...............................................................................

······

·-·--· ......................... . ...............

-:•••

-· ............ .

.................................... . 10, 000 .. .. ... .. ... .

475. 00

25, 000 ..•.•........

912. 50

2,500 .....•...•••..

75.00

Jo!~co~igmore, San :Fran.

Dec. 2, 1886 10,000 .......... .

350. 00

Enterprise MillandBuilclinoCompany, San Francisco."'
Robert Stitt, San Francisco .
EnterprisB ~ill andBuildinoCompany, San Francisc0."'
~es & Detrick, San Fran.

Oct. 20, 1886 2, 500 .•....•.....

75. 00

Nov. 24, 1886 196 ............. .
Oct. 20, 1886 20 .............. .

29. 40 196................
29. 40
15. 00 ................•••... . .......

Dec. 2, 1886 150 ............. .

75. 00

170 .•••••.••••.....

90. 00

EnterpriseMillandBuilding .... do ..••... 25 ..••...• : •••...
ComJ:any, San Francisco.
···· · o .......... .. .. . .......... do ....... 250 ............ ..
.A.~es & Detrick, San Fran ..••. do .... ... 250 ............. .

14. 75

25 ................ .

14. 75

ClSCO·

CISCO •

112. 50 .......•••.•..........•.......
i12. 50 500............ . . . .
225. 00

...... do ....... ..... . ............ do ....... 100 ............ ..
.••... do ..............•.......••. do ..•••.. 200 ..•...........

90.00
140. 00

•••... do ......................•.. do ..•••.. 1, 000............
Enterprise Milland Building
Company, San Francisco.
W.W. Montague & Co., San
Francisco .
.•.... do ................... ..
George H. Tay & Co., San
Francisco.
Zan Bros., Portland, Oregon.
J. Unna, fan Francisco ......
R. W. Sim son, San Francisco
Ya~es & onklin, San Fran·
CISCO .

6

.A.::~o~ Detrick, Sa.n Fran.

100 ..........••••..
200 ...... .. ....... .

90. 00
140. 00

600. 00

1, 000 .........•....

600. 00

Dec. 28, 1886 100 ............ ..

69. 00

100 ........••.•....

69. 00

Oct. 26, 1886 166joints .•••...

24.90

Nov.24,1886 500joints •••••• .
.... do ....... 50 .............. .

70. 00
127. 50

666joints .....•.•..
50 ................ .

94. 90
127. 50

Ang. 24, 1886
July 8, 1886
Oct. 20, 1686
.... do .......

513. 50 ...••. ··•·•• .•..............••
227. 04
462. 50 ·
552. 50 85 pounds. . . . . . . . .
552. 50

2, 054 .......... ..
946 ........• •••..
2, 500 .•••••......
85 pounds ...... .

Nov. 2, 1886 500 yards ...... .

.A.. L. Bancroft & Co., San .A.ug. 24, 1886
Francisco,

7,000 ..•..•...••.

s: soo:::::: :::::::. ··i;2oi" 04

327. 50

500 yards ........ .

327. 50

8. 00

7, 000 ........ ·•·••·

s. 00

I"
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

B.-Detailed sfaternent of articles of clothing, equipage, and mate1·ials
SAN FRANUISCO-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.

Date of contract.

Quantity deliv.
ered.

Cost.

Tickets, size ......•......
Do ..•.......•......
Tickets, operatives ..... .
Do .........•....••.
Tickets for trimmings ...
Tickets, clothing .••.....
Receipt rolls ............ .
Hook-tags •.•.....•....•.
Do ............... .
Books, record .•....••..•.
Do ..•..............
- Books, pass ............. .
Books, abstract ...•...••. . .. -. -... ----.. -----" --. -... -~ -. .. . --... --...................... --..... -.
Letter-heads ............ .
Letters of transmittal. .. .
Hektograph ....•...••••.
Hoop.iron. _.. . .•.........
· Sugar.pine lumber ...... .
Do ........ . ..•.....
Packing.boxes, large .... .
Packing.boxes, small ... .
Yellow ochre ........... .
Do ....... . ....•....
Sewing-machine oil .•••..
Ammonia .. ............. .
Linseed.oil . . _......•.....
Spirits of ether .... ..... .
Grommet setting.ma.
chine.
Cutters' knives .•••••....
Butchers' steels .....•....
Sail-needles ............. .
Screws ................. .
Shoe.knives . ........... .
Hollow rmches ......... .

tt~~il~ .

1
:~.::::::::::::::

Beeswax .... .. •.•.•.•... .
Flour ................... .
Cotton twine ...•........
Paint-brushes .......... . ........................................ .......... ...................... ............................... ············
Rubber revolving stamp . ............................................... ......................... ------············ .............. .
DeP.ot seal .............. . ........................................ ... ................. . ...................... ············
Tailors' square.·- ...... .

··-···-······----···-···-······ ........................................ .

'Xrimmers' shears .... ... .
...................... ........................ ................ .
Scaling.wax ............ . ...............................................
... .......................................
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QtrARTERMAST~R-GENEl{At.
purcha8ed by the Qua1·te1·master's Departrnent, etc.-Continued.
SAN FRANCISCO-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.

From whom purchased.

Date of pur.
chase.

A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Ang. 24, 1886
Francisco.
H. S. Crocker & Co., San .... do . .•..• .
Francisco.
Cunningham, Curtiss & .... do .......
Welch, San Francisco.
A. L. Bancroft & Co., San June 9, 1887
Francisco.
H. S. Crocker & Co., San Aug. 24, 1886
Francisco.
A. L. Bancroft & Co .. San June 9, 1887
Francisco.
·
...... do .................... Aug.24,1886
.•••.. do ................ ..... June 9, 1887
H. S. Crocker & Co., San Aug. 24, 1886
Francisco.
Cunnin~ham, Curtiss & .... do . ..••.•
Welch, San Francisco.
H. S. Crocker & Co., San .... do . . . . . . .
Francisco .
•.. ... do . ............ . .......... . do ..•••. .
..••.. do ......................... do ...... .
••••.. do ................. .... . . do ...... .
.•.... do ......................... do . •• .•..
Cunningham, Curtiss & .•.. do ••••••.
Welch, San Francisco.
Hawley Bros. Hardware Nov. 2,1886
Company, San Francisco.
Lewis &Swift, San Frnncisco .... do . . .. . . .
Enterprise Mill and Building Dec. 9, 1886
Company, San Fr:rncisco.
Hobbs, Wall & Co., San . ... do .. . . . ..
Francisco .
...... do ...... ................... do......
Whittier, Fuller & Co., San Nov. 2, 1886
Francisco.
1

Quantity pnr·
chased.
25, 500 .•••••.•••.
40, 000 .••••....•.

Cost.

Qnantity.

Cost.

$10. 20 ...•...•...•.•..•••...••••.••.
14. 00

6,400 . ... ...•••••

3. 84

7, 500 ........... .

75. 00

65, 500 .••.••.•••••.

$24. 20

13, 900 ........... ..

78. 84

20, 000 .•••••..••.

5. 00

20, 000 .• . ..••......

5. 00

160,000 ..•.••••••

63. 00

160, 000 ...•••.•••..

63.00

1,000 ........... .
3, 500 ....••..•.••
2, 500.... . •••.•

25.00
12. 25
4. 00

1, 000 ...•........• .

25. 00

6, 000 .•.•.• ·••·•·•·

16.25

2 ........••••••••

21. 00

2 ..•.•......•....

13.65

4 ................. .

34. 65

25 dozen ....... .
1,000 ··•·•· ....•.
2, 000 .......••.•.
15 pounds .••....

13. 25
17.00
6. 00
8. 50
11. 10

25 dozen ........ ..
2 .............•.•..
1, 000 ........... --·
2, 000 .....•.....•..
15 pounds . ....... .

· 6. 00
8. 50

1,006pounds .•..

47. 52

1,006 pounds ..... .

47. 52

1,000 feet ..••••.
1, 000 feet .....•.

24. 75
30. 00

2, ooo feet ....... ..

54. 75

500 . ............ .

575. 00

250 ............ ..
100 pounds ..•• ..

250. 00
4. 00

750 ..••............

825. 00

300 pounds .•...•
1 pint .......... .
~'.
1 gallon ......•..
...... do .................... .. . .. do ...... . 20 gallons ...... .
Re~ington & Co., .San Fran· ... . do ...... . 1 pound ........ .

12. 00
25
1. 00
10. 00
60

400 pounds ....... .
1 pint ............ .
1 gallon ..•...•••..
20 gallons ....... .
1 pound ..••.......

16. 00
.25
I. 00
10. 00
.60

3. 50

1 ..•••. ••·•••·•····

3. 50

9. 00
1.00

2. ···•·•••• ••··•·•·
1 ... .............. .
4 dozen ......••...
80 gross .......... .
12 ...........•.••..

9. 00

2 . ••••••••••• • •••

::::::at:::::::::::::::::::: .~.~t ! ~~

13. 25
17. 00

11. 10

CISCO.

Ames & Detrick, San Fran. Jan. 25, 1887 l. .............. .
cisco.
Hawley Bros. Hardware Jan. 11, 1887 2 ...... ......... .

.. ?.~~Jo~~::~.~~~~~~~!~~~: ...... do ..•....

:::: ::~~:: :: ::: ::::::::: :·:::: .~~do1~'.~~~:.
.•.... do ......................... do ...... .
...... do .............. . .......... do
..•... do ......................... do
C . .A.. Klinkner & Co., San .... do
Francisco.
·
Whittier, Fuller & Co., San .... do
Francisco.
Hammer, List & Co., San . ... do
Francisco.
R. W. Simpson & Co., San .... do
Francisco .
..•... do ......................... do
C. Schenck & Co., San FraI.t· .... do
cisco.
. ..... do ........... . ...... .... ... do
Stein, Simon & Co., San .... do
Francisco.
...... do ........................ do
A. L. Bancroft & Co., San .... do
Francisco.

1. .......•.•.•...

4 dozen ........ .
.80 gross ..••• . ••.
12 ..••.•......••.

1.44

...... . 6 .••••• ••••••••••
...... . 12 ..••••..•...••.
...... . 3 sets ...•..•..•.

18. 50
1.80
1. 50
5.16
1.50

1.00
1. 4-i

12 .....•......•....
3 sets .••..........

18. 50
1. 80
1. 50
5.16
1. 50
13. 75

6 . •••••.•••••••.•• .

....... 50 pounds ....•..

13. 75

50 pounds ..••.....

....... 200 pounds ....•.

3. 20

200 pounds ...... ..

3.20

. ..•... 50 pounds ..•.••.

15.00

50 pounds ........ .

15.00

...••.. 6 .....•••••..••..
.•••••. !. .............. .

3. 30
7.00

6 ••••••••••••••••• .

1 ..... . ........... .

3. 30
7. 00

..••.•. 1 ............... .
....... 1.., ............ .

1. 75
1.25

1 ....•........•....
1 ................ ..

1. 75
1.25

....... 1 .......•..••....
. . • • • . . 100 pounds ..... .

io. ~ J fao·po~;;.;:::::::

1. 50
30. 00
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailed staternent of articles of clothing, equipage, and materials
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
Purchased under contrac~.
~rticles.
Date of contract.

Contractor.
Axes................... Rowland A. Robbins, New
York.
Ax helves ..........•.•.. Paul J. Field, Philadelphia ...
Pickax helves . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . do ....... . .... _. . . . . . . . .
Scrubbing.brushes .... .. . Rowland A. Robbins, New
York.
Sibley tent stoves... ... . . A. F. McNaughton, Jefferson·
ville.
Sibley tent stove.pipe . .. M.A. ~frrney & Bro., Jeffer·
sonv1.le.
Wall.tent pins, large . . . W. G. Scott, Scottsville, Ind ..

Quantity delivered.

Cost.

June 23, 1886 1,500 .......... . .

$745. 50

June 2, 1886 5,000 ... . .•.. .•.
Aug. 3, 1886 5,000 . . . . . . • . . . • .
June 23, 1886 10,004 .•.. .. . . . ..

775.00
634. 99
1,344.54

Oct. 25, 1886 250 .•.••...• • ..• .

450. 00

Oct. 14, 1886 2,000 joints .....

220.00

Sept. 9, 1886 10,142....... .. ..

116. 63

Blouse.flannel ...... ... . B. Y. Pippey &Co., New York June 4, 1886 20,000 yards . . . .
Blouse lining flannel.. ......... do ... . ....... . ......... . June 4, 1886 14,217~ ya1·ds . . .

23,399.99
3,196.09

~~Ni~~~:::: •: :.:::::::: :: ::1:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:: ::::::::
~:=~=~~g:: : : : : :???~~?:~:,: : · : :~::?~f:::::'-7:::::: :::::?0:
·_-_-_-_-_-i :: :

Tailors' crayons ...•...•..••..••..•.....•......•••.•..•..••...•..••• -.. -• • • • ·•• • · · · · · · · · · • • • • · · •• · · ·
Baling cloth ..•• .•• •. . ••...•. .••. . .••..••.••••••.••...•..•• . .. ...•••...•• -- - .• -• -· · • • • • · · · • · • · • · · · · ·
Do ...•...•.•••..••..••.••••••.......•......••......•••••..........•.••••••..•..••..••.•••.....
Pattern paper .. ..•••.•• ..• •. ..•...•...•.......•...•.......• -• •. -... - -- · -- · • · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · • · · • • · · · • ·
Brass stamps .••. . ..... , . ........ ........................... ...... - - · · · • • • • • · • • · · • • · · • • · · • • · · • • · · • • ·
Lumber, oak ..............•.•..•••••••.••..••••..•........•..••..••..•.. -- -- .••• · - -·• · · · ·••••· ·•· · · ·
Do ....................•...••..••......••••••........•..••...............•..•...•••.••..••.....

ij~l;if~: :~~~) : : ::t-:-:-::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::;:::::::::: ::::::::: ::: :::::: ::i:::::::::

p:1~;~-.-.... ------------.---.---------.-.,------------.--------------I-.... --------.--------.------SAINT LOUIS, MO.
Hoop iron . . . • .. . . . • . . . . . A. F. Sharpleigh & Cantwell Nov. 19, 1886 1 000 pounds ....
Hardware Company, Saint

$31. 00

---~~ti·.~~·................. . Nov. 19, 1886

Screws ..... .. ...... ....
Steel·wire brads ....... .. ...... do ................ . .... .
Sealing.wax . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.M.Skinner, Saint Louis, Mo.
Shipping tags ................. do ..................... .
Iron brackets............ M. M.Buck & Co., Saint Louis,

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

3 gross .......•..
19, 1886 2 pounds .......
19, 18~6 50 pounds ......
19, 1886 5, 000 .. . ... ......
27, 1886 40. .... .......... .

Bolts and nuts ......•. ... ... ~~do . ...... . ............. . Nov. 27, 1886 450 .. . ..•.... ....
Packing-boxes . ......... . Eagle Box Manufacturing Nov. 19, 1886 550 ... ... . ... . ...
Company, Saint Louis, Mo.
Do .... --. . . . . . . . . . . N. W. Cameron, Saint Louis, Nov. 19, 1886 ' 50 ... ... . . ......
Gum camphor .. ..•.. .....• . ~~: ...•• •. .•.. _....••...•• _ ..•

.42
.17
16. 00
32.50

}

5. 90

8-l7.50

49.00

Patent dryer ..........•.......•. _•••..•••...•..••........•......••....•.•••.....•.•.••..•••••.•. -· ·

f~!trer··················
························· ...................................... ············
......... -............ ---- . .... -.. .... ---- .. --. -. -- -........ - .. -- . -............ -... --- -.............. .
0

Cbrom~ giee~ · ..... -......... · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · ··- ··

··· · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · · -· · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · ··· · · ···· ··

. --. ··- .. -.... --. ---. -- -..... -.... -. - . --. --.... -........ -- . -.............. -............... --····
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
I
purchased by the Quarte1·rnaster'B Depa1·tm,ent, etc.-Continued.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
Total.

Purchased in open market.
From whom purchased.

wi.iii:~iii~i:i"a~~:N~;;.·i~rk:

Date of pur·
chase.

Quantity pur.
chased.

Cost.

·j~i;:. a; issii ·i: :: : ::: :: ::: :: :: ii,"400: cici .

...•.. do.............. . . . . . . . Sept. 3, 1886 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

900. oo

:r;lii;i;,;~;:·;~;:~:: ii~~::;; ;;;~-1:;;:;;_;i~::::::::: :::::i:~:
The Otis Hidden Company,
Louisville, Ky. ·
Von Borries & Co., Louis.
ville,Ky.
Sea,sonii:!)04, ME:nderson &
Co., Cmcmnat1.
· -· · · · do. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
Bradley Gilbert Company,
Louisville, Ky.
Charles C. Bossing, Louisville,Ky.
Ed. J. Howard, Jefferson.
ville, Ind.
M.A. Surrney & Bro., J effersonville, Ind.
···· .. do. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .
.•••.. do ...............•.....
.•.... do ...............•..•..
···· .. do ..•..••....• . ..•.....

Cost.

Quantity.

1,500 .....•.....•..

$745. 50

5,000 ·••····•····•·
5,000 ·•· ··••·······
10,004 ......•......

775. 00
634. 99
1,344.54

250 .•....•......••.

450. 00

2,000joints ..•.....

220. 00

1...... ... . . . ......

10,142.............

116. 63
1,400. oo

1. . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . .

900. 00

20,000 yards ...... . 23,399.99
14,217½ yards ..... . 3,196.09
130,000 yards ..... . 10,127.00
8. 55
45 yards ......... .

June 20, 1887 25 pounds. . • • • • .

2. 50

25pounds ....... .

2. 50

Apr. 25, 1887

3. 60

12 boxes ......... .

3. 60

12 boxes........
·
Nov. 19, 1886 3 000 yards......

772. 50 ..................... • •· • • · • • •

Jan. 25, 1887
May 16, 1887

600 yards . • . • • • .
104 pounds . . . . .

154. 50
9. 36

3,600 yards ....... .
104 pom:.ds ...... .

927. 00
9. 36

July 16, 1886 1 ......•..••..••.

11. 00

1. •····•· .... ·•·••·

11.00

Feb. 10, 1887 624 feet ..••...•.

24. 96

June 30, 1887

264 feet ...•.•••.

10. 56

888 feet ...•._..... .

35. 52

June 30, 1887
June30,1887
June30,1887
June 30, 1887

50 feet . . . . . . • . . .
2 .....•..••..••.
5................

1....... .. . . . . ...

100. 40
34.54
37.00
15. 00

50 feet ........... .
2 ..•...••..••...•.
5 ......•...•.....•.
1 .....•••.••.......

100. 40
34-.54
37. 00
15. 00

.•••.. do .................... June 30, 1887 4 .....••..••.. ••.

72. 00

4 ............ ······

72.00

• • • • • • • · · · • • . • • • • . . • . . • • . . • • . . . . .. • • . • • . . . . . • • . . • . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . 1, 000 pounds .•....

$31.00

3 grosfl ........•••.
2 pounds .......... .
50 pounds ...•.•...
5,000 ...... ·····••·
40 ...•..••.••..•••.

.42
.17
16. 00
32. 50

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

.................... -........................... ---· ............ -.
.......... ~ ..........................................................

{

450 ..•..••.........
600 .....•...••...•.

Meyer Bros. & Co., Saint
Louis,Mo.
N. A. Nelson Manufacturing
Company, Saint Louis, Mo.
...... do ......... . .........•.
Theodore Bloess, Saint Louis,
Mo.
...... do .....................
Rir.hardson Drug Company,
Saint Louis, Mo.

i
5

5.90

876. 50

Oct. 11, 1886 20 pounds ....•.

$5.40

20 pounds .••......

5. 40

Oct. 13, 1886 10 gallons .....•

5. 00

10 gallons ......•..

5. 00

Oct. 13, 1886 200 pounds ..••.
Oct. 2, 1886 6,900 feet .......

29.50

200pounds ....... .

29. 50

90. 00

Nov. 6, 1886 2,000 feet ..•••.•
Oct. 28, 1886 100 pounds .•...

70. 00
8. 00

8,900 feet ........ .
100 pounds .•......

160. 00
8. 00
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REPOR1' 01? THE SECRlTARY

or

WAR.

B. -petailed statement of articles of clothing, equipage, and materials
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

.A.wls,pricking ...... . .. . ,John,K.Krieg,NewYork .... June22,1886
Awis, strip . . .... .. . ..... Edwards & Castle, Philadel· ... . do ..•••..
phia.
.
Brushes, round bristle ... Whitcher &Emery, Boston ... .. . do ...•...
Dusters, feather ... ...... George A. Eddy, Leaven· .... do . . . . . .
worth, Kans.
Steel figures ............. Whitcher & Emery, Boston . . . ... do .......
Awl.hafts, patent ........ Edwards & Castle, Philadel· .... do . .•....
phia.
Hammers, Crispin . .. . . . . Whitcher & Emery, Boston ...••. do . . •. . . .
Do................... Laing & Maginnis, Philadel· . ... do . . .. . . .
phia.
Hammers, Hammond ... . Edwards & Castle, Philadel· .... do ..••...
phia.
·
Jacks, Crispin......... .. Whitcher & Emery, Boston . ..... do . . .. • . .
Knives, breasting . . . . . . . ..... do ....... .................... do .. .•...
Knives, cutting .......... Edwards & Castle, Philadel· ... . do . . . . . . .
phia.
Do ................... Laing & Maginnis, Philadel· . .• . do .••.•..
phia.
Do .... ... ............ John K. Krieg, New York ....... do .•••...
Knives, guard ......... ........ do ..... ... .. . ....... .... ...• . do .•.•••.
Do .......•.•..... .. .. Mantle & Cowan, Louisville, ..•. do .......
Ky.
Do ... • .. .. ........... Laing & Maginnis, Philadel· . .•. do .......
uhia.
Knives, heeling·machine .... : .. do .. . .... . . ............. .... do .......
Do . . . ....... . ... . ... . John K. Krieg, New York ........ do .......
Knh-es, skiving.machine E. E. Spencer, New York . ........ do .......
D o . ........... . ..... . JohnK.Krieg,New York . ....... do .......
Do ................... . . ... . do ... . ............. .. : •.. Dec. 10, 1886
D o... ......... ...... . Whitcher & Emery, Boston .. Juno 22, 1886
Knives, pow.er.stripper . . .. .... do ............ . ............. . do . . . . . . .
Kit.lamps . . . ...... .. ..... John K. Krieg, New York ........ do ...... .

t~:t:: ~~t~i~t~d~: :::::: .~~~~!~~:

~:~~· i:: }:~

Quantity deliv·
ered.

Cost.

100 ............. .
36 ...•••..•......

$3.00
4.80

4 ............... .

2 ............. ·

13. 00
1. 50

2 sets .......... .
108 ............ ..

4.30
9. 00

36 ............. · · ·
36 .............. ·

24.00
24.00

36 .............. .

9. 00

48 ............ · · ·

128. 64
·9.84
9. 33

48 .••••• • •...•• · ·
112 ........ : ••• · •

112 ............. .

9. 33

112 ........... . ··
104 ............. .
104 ............. .

9.33
9.10
9.10

104 ............. .

9.10

38...............
37 .....•... ..•.
24... .. . .. .......
21...............
3 ..... ..........
108..............
1................
26 . . . . .........
9

19.00
18. 50
15. 60
25.20
4. 80
9. 72
4. 59
7. 54
1

~! p~i~~::::: :::

~~~.~e~~·.?.~i.~~!~.:
t eei/ etters ..... . .. ..••.. Whitcher & Emery, Boston ... June 22, 1886 3.................

it:g
t~g

::~tlm: ½t?iti/~: : :~ :::::~~~.·.:.:.-.:.:::::::·::::::::::: ::}~. ::::::: .~:::::::::::::::: .......~:~
Machines, national wax. Mantle & Cowan, Louisville, ... do ....•..
thread.
Ky.
Machines, W. & W ...... W. & W . Manufacturing .... do .......
Company, Saint Louis, Mo.
Do ................ , ....... do .......................... do ..... ..
MMach~nes, Cha~e sk~ving , Turner & Ray, Chicago .......... do . . . . . . .
achmes, st1tch1 g, G. & McK. S. M. Company, .... do ...... .
parts of.
Boston.

3

6

2. ....•. •.. .... ..

215. 00

1. •.•••......... .

20. 00

1. ..•.•....••.•..
1. ............. · ·

25. 00
12. 50
78.26

~~:::::::::::::::::
:::::·i~::::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ~~~. ~~: m~ ~~ ~:~::::::::::
~o .. .... ........... John K. Krieg, New York .... June 22, 188G 2 parts . ........ .
Machin~a:~~ii,"i;~~t;~t:: .~-.~jg~~~~~·.~~~:~~~::::: ::::i~ .:::::: ::J~ :::::::::::
Do.·· · .... - ... .... John K. Krieg, New York . .. . Aug. 13, 1886 12 parts . ....... .

Deo . 10, 1886 . . do .......... .
June 22, 1886 119 parts .. . . .••.

37.13
14. 01
. 36
. 36
4. 28
11. 96
3. 60
68. 53

;~rt:~~

Dec. 10, 18!<6 142 parts . ...... .
Jdne 22, 1886 8 varts ......... .

56. 75
4. 60

Macrthiiie~
Jlaa
or.

welt·skiver, ... .. . do .•...•.•..........•........ do .. ..... 11 parts ....... ..
.
channeling, ...... do .......................... . do . .•• . . . 2 parts . .. ...... .

4. 'l7

12 parts .. ...... .
48 parts . ... .... .
36 parts ... .. . .. .
76 p arts . ....... .

2. 40
12. 00
8. 64
115. 55

M~~~~sf. W. and W., ..... . do ......•. ..•................ do . ... •.. 229 parts . .•..••.

28. 00

lJo . ...... · •· · •· · · · · W. & W. Manufacturing Com ..... do . . . . . . . 184 parts ..•.....
Do
paoy, Saint Louis, Mo.
l'ince ·ii
.... ········· J-Vtt~er &: Emery, Boston ...... do ...••.. 190 parts . ..... ..
rt1, 8 ank ·••••· ·• •· o n . Krieg, New York ........ do •..• ••. H4 ............. .

51.13

M

Do ..•.•.................. do ... . .. ......... . ...... .
Do.···· .. . ........ . G. & McK. S. M. Company,
Boston.
hpo . ·•••·· ................ do..... .... .............
welt.groover, . . .... do ....... . ...............

;~~t~~1

1•

Dec. 10 1886
Do ···· ·· .. · ....• ....... . do................... .
~o. ······ . ......... John K. Krieg, New York:.:: June 22; 1886
Macbin~·b··i;···--····· ~-E.Spencer,NewYork .. .• ... . do ...... .
of'.
, ee mg, parts "ohn K. Krieg, New York .... .... do ... .. . .

230 parts .... . . ..

2. 46

13. 55

62.
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QUARTERMASTER-GEN:gRAL.
purchased by the Qu.artermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON.
Total.

Purchased in open market.
From whom purchased.

Date of pur·
chase.

Quantity pur.
chased.

Cost.

Quantity.

Cost.

·----- .............................................. .
100 .••.•••••••••••.
$3. 00
.............. ................... .................... .
36 .•_••••.••.••••••.
4.80
...............................................·........ ............................ .... ...... . 4 .••••••••••••••••.
13. 00
2 .••••••••••••••••.
1. 50
··············· ..................... ................. .................. .
2sets ..•......• : ..
4. 30
---·······
............................... ·----- -------·
........................ ·······-···· .............................................. .
108 .••..•••••.••...
9. 00
······ ..................... --......... -- -.. --... - ..... -........ --.... --- --... -... -- ... -... -·----. -... -- .. -- -..
................................. ---·.· ··· · ................. _ . ............................... . 72 .....••••••••....
48. 00
.. -................ -............... -......... -.... -.... - ...... -....... -... --. .... -~ ...... -. 36 .••••••••••••••..
9. 00
.,

48 .•••.••••••.••••.

128. 64

• ••••••· ......................................................... 336 .••••••••••••••.

27.99

... -........ -- ............ -..... -.. ·-- ................... -- ....... -..... - ........ --. 48 ................ .
9.84
····--·· ....... ·- ............................................................... --·-·· -..... ··--·- -........................... .
. ... .. . . .. . ..... .... .. .. .. . . . ....... ... ...... ......... -- ............................................. -............. -- ..... --... --......... .
... ·- ............ - - . - • - .................................. - .......... t ... .

·-

.

..................................................... .. ................................................ .. ..........................................
.
. ... -....................... - ................................................... -.............. - ... -...... -........ -....... - .

-·

.. . . ... . ..... -· .................. · · ...... · .••••. · · · · · · .. · .... - - ... - .. - ... - . ..... .. ... .. .. .. . 312 ........ ........... -- .

27.30

........ ·-· .................... -.... -. .
.....................
. . ~ ................. ~~ :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~ "'7£::::::::::::::::: ..... . 37:50
. ..
-.............. -....... - ..... -.... -... --.................................................... --.... -.... - ...... -.. -- .... --

· · · ·· ·· · ::. · -· -· · . . . . . . .. . . . . :::::: ::: :::: : :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::: :: .48:::::: :::::::: :: : .....45." 60
· .............. · - .. · · .. - .... - .. · ... - . ...... ... . .. .. . . ..... .... .... .. .... . .. . . . .. .. .......... 108 .... .:. .... .. .. ... .
· · · .. · ....... • .. · .. - · · · .. · · · - - · - - - .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . 1. ~........................
................................................................... . .......................................... 26...........................

9. 72
4 . 59
7.54

. ..................... ·. -:: . : :. ::::::: :: ::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :: : : ·aia ·p~1~;:::::::: ::

...... ia1.-20

...........................

.

······ ······················· .......................................... 3..................
2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

· · · · ·.- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - .... r............. . . . . . . . . . .

M.L.Ed«iy;Bosioi:i·· ······· ·.ii~;:is;iss;i

1. 50

35. 50

L:::::::::::::: ···i6a:ss· L:::::::::::::::: 10U~
215. 00

.......... · · · ... · ...... · · · ......... - - - .. - - ......................................... ... ...... ·-. 2................ ......... ..

........ -............................... --............... -.......................... ~........ . .. -........... -. -...... --.. -.. --... -...... -...... .
· · · · · ....... · · ...... · · .......... - - .. -- -- .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. ..... .... . . . . ........ 2..... .. .. ... .. .. .. . . . . .. ..
..... · .......... .. ......... · ...... ~ ....................................... -· ......... . .. .. .. .... .. .. . . 1. -- .......... -- ... . .. .

45. 00
12. 50

.........................................................................................................................................
..........
......... . .. -- ..... --.... --...... -........................ ·- -................................. -. -.................. -..... -.
........ ....... ... . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . ...... ......... . -................................ -......... --. -.... .

:::: :: . .. . . . .......... : :: :: : :::: :: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :: : : ·a21 -p~;i;: :: :::::: : ·· .. iao: 02

...............................................................................................................................................
..................... ......... .................... .......................... ............. . ., ....................................... .
......... ................................... .................... ......................... .............. . ........................... .......... .
-......... -............... -......................................... ···--· ....... -- ........ -.......................... .
··-·... ..................................
-.......... --- ......... -.. -........ -....... -..... -.... -. 287 parts .••.••.... 145. 12
. ... .. .. ...... .... ......... . - .............. -.. ·-- -................................................ . 8 parts ...•••......
4. 60
11 parts .......... .

4. 27

.. .. . .. . ..... .. ...... .... ........... --... -.................. --...... --................................ -.................................... -..
. .. ... ..... .. ... .. . .... . . . . .. . .. .. . --.... -................................................... - . -..... -................... - ......... -. .
• •••••• •.:::::::::.::::: : : : : ::: : :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: ::: : : : ::: : : : : : : : .98 ·p~;i;::::: ::::::

•••••• •··• ·· ............ . ... . .......................................... 76 parts...........

.....115.
25." 50
55

. ... -........ ...... -........................... ........... -. . ... -.............. -...................... -........ -.. .. . .... .. .. .. ........... --.
....................................... ....... ................... ............................... ............. ................................... ........... .
••• - . . . • . . • . ••• • . • . ... . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. • •• . ... . . . .•. . . . . . . 603 parts ..•..•.•..
, ••••••••••• •••••• ....................................... ......... ... . , 144 .•••••••••••••••

92. 68
62,80
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REPOR'r OF 'rHE SlW RETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailed statement of articles of clothing, equipage, and materials
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles
Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

Quantity deliv·
ered.

Pincers, shoe ...••.. ... . .. George.A.. King,Leavenworth, June 22, 1886 120 .. .........••.
Kane.
Planes, edge with presser . ........ . ......... ......................... .. .................. ....... . ..........
Plates, nail driver ..•. ~ . . . McK. & B, H eeling Machine Aug. 16, 1886
Association, Boston.
Repair of nati~nal wax. E. E. Spencer, New York ..... June 22, 1886
thread machine.
W. and W. machines ..... W. &W. ManufacturingCom· .... do .......
pany, Saint Louis.
Brass seals . ............. Charles Sparrow, Leaven. .A.ug.10, 1886
worth, K ans.
Heel shaves ....... •.... . . Laing & Maginnis, Philadel· June 22, 1886
phia.
·
Shears, Gallagher's .... . . E. E. Spencer, New York ......... do ...... .
Emery sticks .......... . . J. K. Krieg & Co., New York. Dec. 11), 1886
Measuring straps .. .... . . Turner & Ray, Chicago ... ... June 22, 1886
Punching tips ..•••..... . Whitcher & Emery, Boston ..... . do ...... .
Welt trimmers . ... •• .... ...... do .... .. ..... . .. . . ..... . ... . . do . .. ... .
Oxalic acid ...•••........ Theo. Egger::1dorff, Kansas Jan. 5, 1887
City, Mo.
Sewing awls ............. Edwa1·ds & Castle, Phila. June22, 1886

Cost.
$i2. 00

·········· ··

2 .•••••.••• -, -- - ·

10. 00

7 ...•.••••••••...

278. 90

11 ..••••••••••••.

121. 00

1. •••..•.•••••••.

1. 75

348 ........... · · ·

159. 50

36 . ·····• ·• •···· ·
12. ········ ···•··
24. ············· .
9u .••••...••.•••.
20 pounds ...... .

13. 25
6. 30
. 65
4.00
38. 00
3. 00

1. ••••• ••··••··· ·

19 gross .... ·•· ·

23. 75

....... 5 pounds .....•.
. ...... 60 .••••..•••..•• .

85. 00
2. 75

.. ... .. 108 . ......•.. . ...
....... 30 gallons ..... ··

2. 70
24. 00

...... . 98 gallons ...... .
...•... 7,500 yards .... .

67.62
1,237.51

...... . 12½ pounds ...•..
...... . 12½ pounds ..... .
...... . 1,000,000 ....... .

. 75
. 75
64.90

Do .•••••.•.•..•... . ... ... do ..••.•..•.••••••••..... Mar. 1, 1887 500,000 .....•....

32. 34

Sewing bristles......... . .. ~~:~~~~: ............... .... ..... do
Brushes ink, flat ........ Laing & M11,ginnis, Phila· . ... do
delphia.
Brushes, ink, round .. .. . Whitcher & Emery, Boston ...... do
Channel cement . .. . . . . . . Mantle & Cowan, Louisville, .... do
Ky.
Shoe dressing ...•..•.... . E. E. Spencer, New York . . . . .. . do
Cotton duck .••....•...•. C. N. Stevens, Leavenworth, .••. de
Kans.
Emery flour . . . . . . • . . . . . . Whitcher and Emery, Boston ..... do
Do.. .. ........ . ... J. K. Kreig, New York .. ..... . . do
Eyelets .•...•.•.•.•..... . E. E. Spencer, New York .. : ..... do

Flour, rye ................ ..................................................................... ······ · ···· · ·····
Do .•............... . . .

. -. ·-·- ............ -·. --- --.... --... --.. - -. ·-·. ·- . ·- --- --· .. .

24. 75
Gum tragacanth ...•..... Laing & MaginniR, Phila· June 22, 1886 55 pounds ... . .. .
delphia.
53. 20
Burnishing ink ..••.••.. . Turner & Ray, Chicago ...... ..•. do . .... .. 140 gallons .... . .
Iron, cast . ... .... . ......... . .......... ............ ........ ______ ......... - ... - . ...... ··· · ·· ··· · ·· ······ ······
900. 00
Laces, linen .•••••.••.... . George .A.. King, Leaven· June 30, 1886 30,000 pairs .. . ..
.
worth, Kans.
1,356.25
Laces, porpoise ..• ..•... . Lainj?; & Maginnis, Philadel· . .. . do ....•.. 35,000 pairs .. - -·
phia.
1,365.00
36,400 pail's .. .. .
45,000 pounds .. . 30,825. 02
Leath~t~aiisk~::::::: : .E~gi_~~d· &.:ii;j~~; ·Phil~dei."

J!~~ i8; mJ
:::.a~:::::::

L th
pb1a.
20,000 pounds ..
L!:th!::
·A~e~~~~o~ii:"ieath~;·c·o"~: ·
59,997¾ square
feet.
Leather, sheep.skin slriv. ~any, Cincinnati.
ers.
hitcher & Emery, Boston ...... do ..•.•.. 13,000 square
feet.
Leather, sole . . . • . . . •. . . . American Oak Leather Com· .... do . ..... . l 00, 000 pounds ..
pany, Cincinnati.
Do.··············· En~l.and & Bryan, Philadel· .••. do .. ••... 109,375 pounds ..

~~bbl:~g~~i~::::

Leather, waxupper ......... ~
.......
Leather, welt............
do
d0
Lumber, maple ......... . ·c".-N. s~~~~;,·i~;."-iei:i.~~~th.. ·Mar. j;iss;i
Nails .A.
.
Kans.
'
Nails' br~encan. ··•···· · J. S._Barron&Co., New York . June 22, 1886
88
'
•••••• • •••• • • · Whitcher & Emery, .Boston,
Mar. 28, 1887
Do.....
Mass.
May 3, 1887
June 30, 1886
May 17, 1887
1
ede ············ J.S.Barron&Co.,NewYork. June 22, 1886
1
.. ~~-····· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •••• do

: ·1t.~~~i::::: :: :::.:::: ::it:::::~::~:::::::::::::

5,800.01
13,127. 51
647. 40
31,080. 00
33,609. 36

246,000 sqnare
feet.
21,900 pounds ...
500 feet . .•. . ....

42,834. 01

3,700 pounds . .. .
50 pounds ...... ·

144. 30
8. 50

350 pounds ....•.
1,440 pounds ... .
200 pounds . .... ·
7,500 pounds ..• .

105. 00
136.

6,839.00
40. 00

1 00

411. 00
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

purchased by the Quartennaste1·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.
From whom purchased.

Mantle & Cowan, Louisville,
Ky.

June 22, 1886 192... ••• • • . . . • . .

Cost .

Cost.

Quantity.

120 . .•.••......... ·

$52. 00

$312. 00

192 •• . ............

312. 00

············ ················ · .... .. . ......... .

2 . ••••••••••. . •... .

10. 00

7 .••••..••.•• • •••. .

278. 90
121. 00

..................... ............. . ................ .

11 ......•.....•....

························ ····· ................ .

1 ............ ····· ·

1. 75

···--· ..........................

348 ..•.••....••.•..

159. 50

I. ............... .
............. ............................... ··-···· ····--· ............................ .
..................... ............. ................ .
36 ..•..••..•.......
12
...•..•..........
············----------..... . ---····· ·-- --.................................... ... .............. . .. . ......................... . ........... . . . 24 ......... . . ··•···
............. ........................ ·····--------· ............................... . 96 . .•.............
....... .......... ..... .... . .. ........ ... . . . ..................... -.................. -.. -.. . 20 pounds ........ .

13. 25
6. 30
. 65
4. 00
38. 00
3. 00

.... . ..... .............................................. . ...... .

·-----

~

.................... ........... ....... . ... . ... .... ........................... ............. .
........................................................ . .........................

19 gross ......... .

23. 75

5 pounds . ... . .... .
60 .•............. . .

85. 00
2. 75

.............................................. ................. ... . .

108 ...... ···•·•··•·
30 gallons ........ .

2. 70
24. 00

............................................... ........................
.............................................. . ................ . ...

98 gallons . ....... .
7,500 yards ....... .

67. 62
1,237.51

.... ......................................

.... . ..... .. ........ .

.......................................... ............. .....

....................................................

·:::: :: · :::::: :::::: ~:::::
i1nl~ .s~:1;~~a.~;,- ·ie·;;~~: · ::::::
Mar. 17, 1887 5,000...........

worth.
E. E. Spencer & Co., New Mar. 21, 1887 .
York.
Vogel & Fritsch, Leaven. .Aug. 23, 1886
worth, Kans.
A. H. Budlong & Co., Fort Mar. 5, 1887
Leavenworth, Kans.
.. . . . .. . . ........... -.... --- ........ - .... - .......... - . . . .. .. .

.

······ ···· ·25·p~~as::::::::: ......i..5o
. 75 .•••••.•.•.•..........•....••.

35,000 .••...•....

3. 42

2,100 pounds ... .

52. 50

500 pounds ..... .

13. 75

........... -. -.......... .

1,540,000 ...•.....

101. 41

2,600 pounds ...•..

66. 25

55 pounds ........ .

24. 75
53. 20
. 85

.................................................................. . .......................................
30,000 pairs ...... .
900. 00
............................. ............. . ....................... ........................... ................. ............................... . ................. .
............................................. . ...................................................................... 71,400 pairs . ...... :!, 721. 25
...................................................... . ............. ....................... . ...............
..........................................................

....... "' ............................................................ . ............................................. .

45, 000 pounds. . . .

30, 825. 02

20,000 pounds. . . . . 5, 800. 01
59,997¾ square feet . 13,127.51

•••••• ·•••••• .•.•.••...•..•..••••••.....•....••.•••••••.•..•..••••••••. 13,000 square feet.

647. 40

....................... -.... .. ...... -............ -.............. --. . ................................... -...................... -- ........... -............. --.
"'

•••• •••••••••.. . •• • . . . • • . . • • . . • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . .. • • • . •• . • . .• • • •• • • • . 209,375 pounds.... 64,689. 36
•••••• •••••• · •. ••• . . • • • .. • • • . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . •• • • • ••• • • . • •• • . . . • . . . ••• • . 24._,ooo square feet. 42,834. 01
21,900 pounds....
• •• • •••• • ••• ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •• . • • . . . . . .•• • • • • •• . • • . . . . . .
•••••• - • • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . •. • • • . . . • . • • . . .• • •• . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . •• . . . 500 feet........... .

6,839.00
40. 00

•••••••••• ••·· •••..•••••.•.. . ......•••.•• .• •..•••••••••.•... ·.•••...... 3,700 pounds......

144. 30

400 pounds ..•.....

113. 50

: ::: ::: : :: :: .·:.·::.·.-: :: ::: ::: : ::: : :: :::::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::: :::: ::::: : "j;li4o ·p~~·~ci;:::::: .... j54_. 80
• ••• •• ••••••. •.• . . . . • . . . .• • . • .••• •• . . • .. . • . . •• • • • • .. •• • . ••••• . . . . .• . • • . 7,500 pounds......

411. 00

658

REPORT OF- TllE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailcd statement of articles of clothing, equipage, and materials
FORT LEA. VENWORTH MILITARY PRISON-Continued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.

Date of con·
tract.

Quantity delivered.

Needles, G. andMcK1,1,y..
Do·-···············
Needles, National wax
thread.
Needles, W.andW ......
.
Do . . .......•..•• , •.
011, mineral..............

E. E. Spencer, New York .... June 22, 1886 4,400 .••••...•.. ·
.•. • .. do ....................... Feb. 15,1887 1,300 ..•.........
Laing & Maginnis, Phila· June 22, 1886 2,640 ........• ···
delphia.
Tumer&Ray,C.hicago .......... do ...... 1,250 ..•....•....
E.E.Spencer,NewYork._ ...... do ..... . 1,250 ........... .
George .A.. Eddy, Leaven· June 30, 1886 273½ gallons ... ··
worth.
Oil, neatsfoot. _•............... do.....................
June 22, 1886 120 gallons ..... ·
Oil, sperm .•............. E. E. Spencer, Now York ........ do .... . .. 25 gallons.·····
Epsom salts ..•....•..... TheodoreEggersdorff,Kansas Jan. 5, 1887 · 40 pounds ······
City, Mo.
Sand.paper .••..••....... Laing & Maginnis, Phila· June 22, 1886 6 reams ..•. ·····
delphia.
Sponge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ......... ........... _. . . .. . do . . . . . . . 18 pounds ...... .
Lacing studs .••......•.. Lacing Stud Company, Bos- June 30, 1886 600,000 ......... .
ton.
Steel, round ............. C. N. Stevens, Leavenworth, Mar. 1, 1887 40 pounds ...... .
Kans.
·
Tacks, Scotch lasting... Laing & Maginnis, Phila· June 30, 1886 288gross ..••••••

.......................

Do .. _................. ~~~s~~~:
racks, Swede........... Whitcher & Emery, Boston..
Do................. Mantle & Cowarr, Louisville,
Ry.
Do ................. Whitcher & Emery, Boston . .
Thread, linen........... JamesR.Michael,'NewYork
Thread, machine . ...... Laing & Maginnis, PhiJa.
delphia.

~~~::a: ~!~!1!.~hi~e: ::: .Lai~g..& ..Magi~~i;,--

d~

$149. 60
42. 90
55.40
16.88
16. 88
41. 01
72. 00
25. 50
1. 60
21. 00

36. 00
1,403.00
2. 00

50.16

do . . .. . . 380 gross ..... ..
. .. do....... 1,560 pounds ... ·
June 22, 1886 960 pounds ..... .

94. 68
175. 50
97. 9::l

May 17, 1887 200 pounds .... ··
June 22, 1886 140 pounue ..... .
June 30, 1886 2,472 pounds····

18. 00
278. 00
2,200.08

PhiJa. ·.j~~~
delphia.
Do................. Whitcher & Emery, Boston .. May 17, 1887
Thread, silk ........... _. Henry Bruns, Leavenworth, June 30, 1886
Kans.
Thread, shoe, No.10 . .... J. S. Barron & Co., New York .- June 22, 1886
Tongues, shoe ........... Mulford, Uase& Conklin, New .A.ug.19, 1886
York.
Beeswax................ . George A. Eddy, Leaven. June 22, 1886
worth, Kans.
Wax, liquid .............. Whitcher & Emery, Boston .. . .. . do .......
. ·wax, machine ........... Turner & Ra.,, Chicago... .. . .. do .......
Wax,Rewing .................. do . .. .. ···· · ········-·· .... do .......
Do .. - . . . • . . . . • .. • . George A. King, Leaven· June 30, 1886
worth, Kans.
Do................. Whitcher & Emery, Boston .. May 3, 1887
Wire, brass ....••........ U. :S. Ste,ens, Leavenworth, Mar. 1, 1887
Kans.
Wire cable, screw. . . . . . . . ......•••••.•...•.............
Do ..... - ......................... _............ __ .
Do .. .............. . .......... ·-·······--········
Wire, steel . •• • • • . . . . . . . . ............................. .
Glue.................... Whitcher & Emery, Boston ..
Do ....................... do ...................... .
Iron, round .•.•••.•.. ... . C. N. Stevens, Leavenworth,
Kane.
L bDoh··············· ...... do ... ............ .... ... . Feb. 15, 1887
um er, ickory . ...... .... .. . do ...................... . Jone 30, 1886
Feb. 15, 1887
Nute,~r~~·-:::::
:·.:::::: ......
···· · do
do ...
···················. June
22, 1886
D
.....................
Sandpa~e~:::::::·.::: ::: .... . clo . .......... ······ ····· Feb. 15, 1887
June :!2, 1886
Do·· ... ·.•. . . . . . . . ·i ·K.clKr~ig, ·N~;; Y~~k· · · · ·
do .
Do.· -- -- · .... · • -- .. C. N. Stevens, Leavenworth, Feb. 15, 1887
Ra h'd
t
d
Kaus.
w 1 e sea san thongs Enll,and & Bryan, Philaclel· June 30, 188G
Rawhide thonga ............ ~..
Do .•.•••. ·-···---·· W. H. P-r~bl·e: ·chi·~;go ::::::·
Do.······· -- · ·· · .. · Eog1cand & .Bryan, Philadel·
ph1a..
B
SigfriedBieneastok, St. Louis
Marcus A. Kelly, L oaveu B
h dl
worth, K:ms.

Cost.

so: issii· .siio ·P~~ci~:::::.

259. 20

50 pounds ...... ·
220 pounds.·····

38. 00
1,427.80

260 ponnds .•....
30,000 pairs···· ·

168. 74
800. 00

14 pounds ..... ..

3. 50

36 gallons ...... ·
1 300 pounds ... .
1'.350balls . ..... .
1,350 balls .. ·•···

23. 37
65. 00
5. 40
5. 40

2,000 balls ..... ··
6 pounds ....... ·

9. 00
2.18

. ....................................... .

----·-----------· ............. ...... .
....................... ............. ..... .

1,750 pound3 ....
21,000feet .......
8,000 feet .......
300 pounds ....
100 pounds .... .
30 quires ........
30 quires ........
20 quires .......
4,500 ·· ···· ······

1

57. 75
1,218.00
440. 00
211.85
8.50
6.45
6.15
4.50

3,555.00

ept. 27, 1886 91. .•...••.•.....
Dec. 6, 1886 100 ..... .........
Feb. 14, 1887 30 ...... .•.......

40.95

,fu11e 30, 1886 24,090 pounds ...
. . . do.---··· 23,980 pounds ...

1,920.
], 91.40

room. an e ·••·····•·· J,S.Barron&Co.,NewYo,k. J Ulll> 22, 1886 20,000 ........ ...

2-iO.OO

rooD~~:::::: :::: :: ·..

25.

7.50
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

purchased by the Quarte1·maste1·'s Department, etc. -Continued.
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.

From whom purchased.

I

D at.~ of purchase.

Quantity purchased.

I

Cost.

Quantity.

Cost.

mi : :

:::::: :: :::::::::·: ::: : :: : :: :: :::: :::::::: : :::::: I
$i:fli
::::::::::::::::::.·.-_-_-_·::::::
:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ·2:soo:::::::::::::: ··--·sa:16
- - - - - . -- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~73½ gallons. . . . . . .
41. 01
120 gallons .. ..... .
25 gallous ........ .
40 pounds ..... .. . .

72. 00
25. 50
1. 60

Greams ..... ..... .

21. 00

18 pounds . .... .. . .
600, 000 .. ......... .

36. 00
], 40J. 00

40 pounds ........ .

2. 00

· · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · - · · · ·. · · · · -.. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 668 gross .... .. ... .

144. 84

2,720 pounds .... . .
140 pounds . ...... .
2,472 pounds ..... .

291. 42
278. 00
2, '200. 08

60 pounds . ...... .

63. 00

410 pounds ....... .
220 pounds ..... .. . .

297. 20
1,427.80

30, 000 pairs ...... .

800. 00

J. R. Leeson & Co., Boston .. June 6, 1887 60 pounds ..... .

Jame~ W. Brooks, Boston .. .
. . . . . . do ..... . ... . .......... .
• . . . . . do . .. ............. . •..
Chas. J. Field, Philadelphia .

May 9, 1887 200 pounds .••...
May 11, 1887 150 pounds ..•. .
June 30, 1887 200 pounds . •••..
May 26, 1887 19¾pounds ...•..

$63. 00

14pounds ........ .

3. 50

36 gallons .. . ..... .
1,300 pounds . . . . . .

23. 37
65. 00

4,700 balls ..... . .
6 pounds .... .. . .. .

19. 80
2.18

110. 00 .................. .
84. 91 . ........ . .......... ······ ... .
110. 00 550 pounds........
304._ 91
4 64
4. 6.4 19¾pounds .....•..

::: ::: :::::: _._._._._._._._·_-_-_-_·_-:: · :::: :: ::::::: : ·::: :: :::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::: · ·soo·p~;.·~ti;:: :::: :: ··· ··45.· oo
•••• • • •••••• •·•••· .••••.•......••••..•..••..••••.•••..••..•............ 7,000 pounds ..... .

199. 50

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: ~.::.::::::::::~::~ ~::::::::: ·29,' oOOf~~t:~::::::: ··i;658:00
400 pounds ....... .

29. 36

4,500 . ••••........ .

3.355.00

...•....•.... . .. . :. ..... .. .• ••.. .•. .. . . . . . 221 ... .. .... .... .. .

73.45

•••·•••••···•••••·•·••·····•···•····•·····

.•.•...•....•.•...........
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Detailed statement of articles of clothing, equ-ipage, and materials
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON-C011tinued.
Purchased under contract.
Articles.
Contractor.

Broom hanrlles ....••.••
Wire, nails ..•..•••••....
Broom-needles ...........
Tacks .••••..•.•..•....•.
Broom twine .............
Flax twine ..•...•........
Hemp twine ...•.•.......
Broom-wire ..•..........
Do .................
Steel box bands ..........
Pine lumber .•.... _......
Nails ..•..••••...•.......
Screws .......•••.......
Wire box straps ..•• _....

Marcus A. Kelly, Leavenworth .
Joseph w. Park, LeaYcnworth.
Marcus A. Kelly, Leavenworth.
Mantle & Cowan, Louisvi1lo,
Ky.
J. S. Barron & Co., New York
Mantle & Cowan, Louisville,
Ky.
..... do ......•.••............
.... .. do ...............
tsil!;fried Bienenstok, Saint
Louis.
H. Frank, New York ........
Robert Garrett & Co.,Leavenworth, Kans.
Joseph w. Park, Leavenworth, Kans.
J. S. Barron &Co., New York.
A. Reinheimer, Philadelphia .

Quantity delivered.

Date of COD·
tract.

Feb. 15, 1887 2,000 ·••··• ·•·••·

Cost.
$33. 00

--·· ·

7.50

.June 30, 1886 20. ·•··••· - ---···

10.00

June 22, 1886 100 pounds

June 22, 1886 424 papers ......

29.68

400 ·p ounds ......
120 pounds ......

83. 60
22. 20

.... do ....... 113 pounds ......
do ...... 400 pounds ......
June 30, 1886 400 pounds ......

14.69
26. 00
26. 00

June 25, 1887 1,250 pairs ......
June 30, 1886 105,000 feet ......

18. 75
1,559. 25

June 22, 1886 6,000 pounds ....

191. 25

: ... do ....... 300 gross ........
.... do ....... 23,991 feet ...•..

56.16
71. 97

do ......
:: do ......

NEW YORK, N. Y.

I·················· I............

Corner irons for bunk 1···················--··········1······-·······
I
.
•
bottoms.

DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI.

I,on lug, ..........

······1 ······ ........................·1 ······ ········[········ ...... ····[···········

Bolts and nuts .......................................................................... --··········
DIVI8ION OF THE PACIFIC.

Broom, ...

l

··············!················ ·············· I············ I················ I······· .. ·· I
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

,purchased by the Quartermaster's Department, eto.-Continued.
FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON-Continued.
Total.

Purchased in open market.
Date of pur.
chase.

From whom puchased.

Quantity pu:r.
chased.

Cost.

Quantity.

Cost.

22,000 ....•...•.•..

·············-···· ............ ..................:. .................................... .

$273. 00

l00pounds ....... .

7.50

20 . .•..••.••• ·•·•··

10. 00

424 papers ..•.....

29. 68

400 pounds ....... .
120 pounds ...... ..

83. 60
22. 20

113 pounds . ...... .

14.69

• • .. · · · · .. • .. • · .. · • · · ·... . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . .. .. • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 pounds. . . . . . . .

52. 00

....................................................................... 1,250 pairs........
........... · .... .. .. .. .... .. . .. . .... • • .. .. . .. . .. ... . . . • ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 105,000 feet . . .. . . .

J, 559. 25

• • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. ••. . • .. . . . • • • • • • • • . .. • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 6,000 pounds. . . . . .

191. 25

.. • .. • .. • • • .. • ...... • • ·• . . • .. . . . . . • .. • • . . . . . .. .. • . • • • .. . • .. .. . .. . . . • . . . 300 gross. . . . . . . .. .
........... ··• ...... · .... .... . ... .......... .... .. . ... .... •• .. . • • . ...... 23,991 feet .. .. .. ..

56. 16
71. 97

18. 75

NEW YORK, N. Y.

WNire WBe~ ~ed Company, j .ran. 31, 188717 sets .•.•••....
ew ntam, Conn.

·I

$2-" / 7 ................ ·

I

$2. 35

DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI.

I

!

CarletonCSpring Bed Com· Dec. 2, 18861140 ..............
pany, h1cago, Ill.
.•..•. do ................ . .... , .... do ....... 280 . ............. ,

$7.00 1140 .••....•..•••... 1

$7. 00

1.40 1280 .............. ~./

1.40

DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC.

G:;l~ter & Son, Proscott,

IOcC 28, 1886 j 12 .•.•.•••••••••: I

8925-w 87--36

$4. 80

I" ................ ·I

$4.80
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Sta!ement of amounts received and remitted by the Quartermaster's ~epartment on account of clothing and equipage du1·ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
Appropriated by Congress . . . . . . .
Deposited in Treasury to credit of
app~opriation for clothing ~nd
eqmpage •••••• ·..•••••••••.• . . . .

$1, 250,000.00

Total.......................

1, 326, 292. 75

76, 292. 75

Remitted for purchase and manufacture of clothing and equipage............................
Balance in Treasury, and due on
contracts not yet complete.....
Total . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • ..

$1,277,532.69
48,760.06

1-----1, 326, 292. 75

D.-Statement showing 1·emittance,9 on account of clothing and eguipage during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887.
Division of the A.tlantic. .. . .. •...... ... .• . . .. . .••••• ..•..• ... ••• •••••• .••••• •..•.. •..•..
Division of the Missouri . . . . . . . . •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$92. 00
8. 40

Department of Arizona ....•.....••.•.•.•..•...................•••••• ···••· · ·· · · ·•· · · · ·

~i:g:t gggg

~:im;m ~ii:!lf:;~;\::::::::::::~:: _: ::=::_:_: : :_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::_:

1

~ilJi l~i!{ii~ttii i ![[f{i\{)!ii!\ii!\!i!!!/!)(!iii/ I~:I
Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans ....•••••••••••.••.•.•••.•.•..••••••••.••.•... __2_02_,2_6_7._2_9
Total ..•••••.••.••••• ··~··· .................................................. _.....

1,277,532.69

E.-Statement showing articles of clothing and eq·uipage manufactm·ed at the Milita,·y
Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., for the Quarte1'mast!ff's Deparl'nient, during the fiscal
yea,· eri,ding June 30, 1887; also cost of materials, labor, etc.

.Articles.

No.
made.

Boots:
Mounted, sewed .......•... pairs .. 9,738
Mounted, brass-screwed .... do ..•.
33
Old style, brass-screwed .... do .... 1,959
Shoes:
Old style, brass-screwed ..•. do . ••
841
"Post," brass-screwed ..... do .... 1,061
"Post," sewed ........•••.. do .... 31,248
Ero~~~~mpaign," sewed ....... do .... 32,271
Corn .•.....•••.••••••.. number .. 23,042
Whisk .•.•...•...•.••...•.. do....
100
Barrack chairs ....•. ..••....••. do.... 4, 15-2
Tap-soling boots and shoes .••..••..••....•••.•
Total ..•••.•.•••••••••.•..•.•.•.

==

I

Prison
labor.

Roy.i.lty
on macbinery.

Total.

$563. 68
1. 85
113. 52

$4,874.50
16. 50
545. 75

$410. 08
.17
9. 51

$39,965.41
146. 79
5,348.78

1,385.44
2,563.96
75,562.19
72,350.16

46. 62
58. 94
1,801.05
1,867.99

102. 00
233. 75
9,100.50
10,252.50

4.11
5. 49
1,295.04
1,330.42

1,538.17
2,862.14
87,758.78
85,801.07

4,269.23
7. 99
5,214.16
2, 1!48. 30

...........

1,333.00
6. 00
811.50
603. 00

46.96

...........
..... ......

5,649.19
13. 99
6,025.66
3,797.65

27,879.00

3,101.78

Material.

I CMlian
labor.

$34,117.15
128. 27
4,680.00

1 203, 126. 85

............
346. 35
4,800.00

---

...........

238,907.63

:;:1ue of scrap leather sold during the fiscal year on account of shoes ..••• ••.•••••••••••.••• $5,670. 81
ue of scrap leather sold during the fiscal year on account of boots.......................
370. 76
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E.-Statement .skowing ai-tioles of clorhing and equipage manufactured at the Military
Prison, Fort Leavenw01·th, Lans., etc.-Cont1nued.-

Prison
labor.

Avera.ge cost of-

Boots:
Mounted, sewed ..........•..••...••..••....... per pair ..
Mounted, brass.screwed ... .........••• •••...•..... do ....
Old st.vle, brass-screwed .....••••...•.............. do .••.
Shoes:
Old style, brass.screwed .......•.••.....• .......... do ....

: f~;;}5;,;d::~:~~::::::::::::::::::: : ::: ::·::!~::::

Brooms:
Corn ..............•..... ••..••.••.•••......•......• each ..
Whisk ..•..............•• • .............•••••....... do ... .
Barrack chairs ............. .•......•....... .....••...•. do . .. .

Material, ro)· ·
alty, and civil
ian labor.

Total.

$0. 50
• 50
. 28

$3. 60
3. 95
'.l.4.5

$4.10
4. 45
2. 73

. 12
. 22
.29
.32

1.71
2. 48
2. 52
2. 34

1.83
2. 70
2. 81
2. 66

.06
• 06
• 20

.19
.08
1. 25

1. 45

. 25
.14

F.-Statement showing value of labor ptrfo1·medfor the Q•arterrnaster's Department by the
Military Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal yea1· ending June 30,
1887.

Days' work.
General work ..........•.. , ...•....•..•...•.......•.•.••..•

Mal~ifi~:;:-:::~~;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::::::::::::::::
Brooms .. . .......••......................•....... ·•····

tJ::j!::~::::~i: ~:: : ::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Tables and benches ..•..•....••••..•..•.•••...•••.••••.
Field desks . ......... •... ...•..••••••••..........•••••.

13,548
/\1, 457
3,007
3,217
2,617
1,612
52½
1,555
758
493
2

~~~ffiIHIUiHii!!!i!:ii!tiit:

73
4
7

Rep~k1!~:i:i:a~·-:::::
::: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::
Blacksmiths ...........•...•...•.•.•..•. ..• ..••...•..••.••.

20
14
60

Stand for letter.press ..•...........•.. ••.••.• •..••.•...

3

2
4

Per diem.
$0. 35
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
• 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50
. 50

Total ...................... ..... ..................... ~.~ .•••.•........

·''~~f.;J~---..:; ·

Total.
$4,741.80
25,728.50
1,503.50
1,608.50
1,308. 50
806. 00
26. 25
777. 50
379. 00
246. 50
1.00
4. 50
36. 50
~- 00
3. 50
1. 50
1. 00
2. 00
10. 0()

7.00
30. 00
37,225.05
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G.-Staternent showing articles of clothing and equipage issued to the Military Prison at Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and money value of the
property.
Articles.

Quantity.

Boots:
~;!S:ci8.c.~~~-e-~ _- _- _-_- _- ~ _-_- _-: _- _·_- _- _- _- _- _-: _-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-~di~~::
Shoes:
"Post.," sewed .........•..........••....... do. . . .
"Post," brass-screwed ...........•........ do....
~~:~~i!r!~s:r~~:::: :::::::::::~ ::::::::

J~: :: :

I Condition.

Amount.

Price.

311 New ..... .
51 ..•. do .... .

$2. 73
4. 21

$849. 03
214. 71

358 .... do . . . . .

3. 04
2. 80

1,088.32
33. 60
550. 02
59.84
142. 56

12 .... do....

2~: :: .~~,-: :: :

i: ~~

Com::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~-~~:::1 .......'.~ :::.~~-.::: .........:24

2,938.08

H.-Staternent showing articles of quartermaster's stores issued to the Military Prison at
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, and money value
of the property.
Articles.

Quantity. Amount.

Letters-sent book ...
L11tters-received book::::::
Tongues, ambulance .......
Army-wagon felloes ........
Army.wagon spokes .•••....

1
1
1
50
200

$9. 50
9. 00
2.00
4. 75
13.00

Articles.

Quantity.

Army-wagon tongues .....
Army-wagonwhe.els, front.
Army-wagon wheels, hind.

20
12
12

Total. ................ ...........

Amount.

$34. 00
71. 88
77. 88
222. 01

!.-Statement of tentage transferred and issued to the mayor of Charleston, S. C.,for earthquake sufferers, and money value of the p1·operty, during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1877.
Articles.
Hospital tents ....••........ .
Conical wall tents ...•........
Common tents .............•.
Hospital tent flies ...•.•.. ·.•..
Hospital tent.poles ..... sets ..
Conical wall tent poles .......

No.
69
3
28
12
69
3

Value.

Articles.

No.

$2,477.49
76. 59
243. 32
]07. 88
~69.10
2. 94

Common tent poles ... . sets ..
Hospital tent pins, large ....
Hospital tent pins, small ... .
Common tent pins ..........

128
1,242
1,656
551

Total .••••.............

1-·······

Value.
$128. 00
37. 26
49. 68
11. 02
3,403.28
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K.-Statement showing the number and cost of articles and materials p11rchase<l for issue to
Indian prisoners during the fiscal yeu,1· ending Jiine 3<J, l 7.
Articles.

Cost.

Quantity.

Articles.

- - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - 1 - - --

Red flannel ...... . . . yards ..
Straw·hats '. · · ·-· . ·-·· ..... .
Buttons ........... . dozen ..
Spool cotton .. . .... spools ..
Needles . . ...... - .. papets ..
Frying.pans . . . ............ .
Shoeij,, women aJ1d c)lil·
dren s • . ••••••• • ••• pairs ..

-l l- - - - - --

3,500
100
1,290
2,370
740
100

$610. 75
33. 33
38. 78
83. 77
25. 27
30. uo

1,232

1,068. G6

I Quantity.

Cost.

-----,

Calico ... ... . ...... yards . .
Stockings, women and
children's ........ pairs ..
Coats and trousers for boys,
suits ................ . .. .

10, 57½

$469. 59

2, 250

162. 72

2CO

059. 00

Total .......................... .

3, 181. 77
1

L.-Statement showing articles of clothi ng and matel'ials issned to Indicin _priso11e1·s of war
by the Qua1·tl!nnaste1·'s Department, U. S . .1frrny , diiring the fiscal 11ear rndi11g June 30,
ltl87.

!

I Quantity.

Articles.

--------------

I

Ooats, canvas ... .. .......... number ..
Trousers, canvas ....... . .... .. pairs ..
Shirts:
Dark.blue flannel .. .... number ..

~

Artirles.
- -- -- - - -·- - - - - - -

Quantity.

,---- -

89 , Shoes-continued:
Women's and children's .. pairs ..
89

Boots, brass screwed .......... do . . .
Trousers .............•....... do . .. .
Boys' suits .. ............... number ..
Woolen blankets .....••...... . do . ...
Flannel:
Red ....•....•.• . ........ . yards . .
Canton .•••...••........... do ....

82
6
89
95

~tt;~:

Dra!~!'.~~.~~~ :::. :. : :. :. :.::~.: :. :. :.
Stockings:
Cotton, men's ....•......•.. do ... .
Cotton, women's ..... .. ... . do ... .
Cotton, children's .......... do ... .
Sho!?olen .................•... do . .. .

635
221
137
82

Brass screwed .............. do ... .
Fieltl, ....• . ••...•....•..... do ... .

80
17

But~~~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_"!~~:~::
Calico ......•••.............. . yards . .
Cotton ........•.•..........•. spools ..
Needles .....•.•••.......... number ..

487
74
82
51
250
94
600¼
2
290
3, 877½
793

5,943

M.-Statement showing average prices at which the various articles of clothing and equipage
are charged to the Army of the United States fro11i July 1, 18:37, to June 30, 1888.
Articles.
Helmet,
Helmet,
Helmet,
Helmet,
Helmet,

I Overcoats,
kersey-- Continued.
Made, artillery and infantry ..... each .. $10. 67

without trimmings ..• . ..... each .. $1. 22
hair plumes ................. do ... .
. 34
cord and band . ....•....... . do ... .
.46
top piece or base ............ do ... .
. 02
plume socket ...... ... ...... do ... .
.16

l!}::t
!f!fee_::::::::::: ~::::: ~::::: ~~::::
Helmet, scroll and rings ............. pair ..

Made, light artillery and cavalry .do .... 10. 62
Unmade, staff, ordnance, and engineers,
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 24
Unmade, artillery, light artillery, and
cavalry ......•.......•........ each.. 9.17
Unmade, infantry .............. . do.... 9. 22
Uniform dress.coats:
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
made, staff . .. . ................ each.. 7. 79
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
maJ.e, ordnance and engineers, each.. 7. 04
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
made, artillery and infantry .. . each.. 6. 99
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
made, light artillery and cavalry,
each.............. ....... ... . . ...... 6. 76
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,

.07
.04
. 02
. 01
• 02
. 01
. 85

H elmet, side buttons ................ do .. . .
Helmet, eagle device ..•••• . ......... each ..
Helmet, number (white metal) ...... do ... .
Cork helmet . .. .. ...... . ............. do ... .
Fatiue or campaign hat:
·
lack, wool. ....•................ do ..•.
• (i5
Drab, fur .......... . ....... . ..... do . .. . I. 18
Cord and tassel. .......... . ...... do ... .
• 07
Forage cap .....•............... . .. .. . do ... .
. 49
Forage cap, crossed sabers ·.....•.... do . .. .
• 02
Forage cap, crossed cannon ......... do . .. .
. 02
Forage cap, crossed 1ifl.es .... ........ do . .. .
. 02
Forage cap, shell and :flame ........•. do . .. .
• 02
Forage cap, bugle .................. do ... .
. 02
Forage cap, castle...... . ........•.. do . .. .
. 02
Forage cap, crossed pen and key .... do ... .
Forage cap, crescent . . . ............ . do ... .
Forage cap, caduceus .. .............. do ... .
. 02
Forage cap, wreaths ..........•••.... do . .. .
. 03
Furcap ...............•.............. do . .. .
. 93
~etters, brass .....•................ . do . .. .
umbers, brass . ....•..•. .. .....••... do ... .
. 01
.01
Overcoats, kersey:
Made, staff, ordnance, and engineers,
each .•••••.•.......••.............. .. 10. 60
:

~~

Cost.

Articles.

Cost.

~~:!~~~. ~~~~ ..~~~~~.~~· .~~~l

1'

I

e~~t.

Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
unmade, artillery and infantry, each..
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
unmade, light artillery and cavalry,
each . . ................. ... .. ..... .. .
Musicians, made, foot ........... each .
Musieians, made, mounted ...... do ... .
Musicians, unmade, foot ........ do ... .
Musicians, unmade, mounted ... do ... .
Privates, made, foot ............. do ... .
Privates, made, mounted . ... ... . do .. . .
Privates, unmade, foot ··· · ·~ · ... do ... .

5. 29

5. 24
5. 01
8.13
7. 91

5. 13
4. 91
6. 79
6. 57
5.04.
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M.-Statement showing average prices at which the various articles of clothing and equipage
are cha1·ged ta 11'£ .!ill'»ty of the United States, etc.-Continued.
Articles.

Uniform dress·coats-Continue<l.
Privates, unmade, mounted ..... each .. $4. 82
Blouse:
Fine quality, for non.commissioned offi.
cers, made . ....... ..... . ...... each. , 4. 71
Fine quality, for non.commissioned offi.
cers, unmade ............ .. ... . each .. 3. 71
Musicians and privates, made .. do .. . . 3.83
. Musicians and privates, tmmade . do . . . 3.08
. 06
Lmen collars ........................ do ... .
Stable frock ...... . ...•............. . do ... .
• 74
Overalls:
Engineers ... .•.. ... ......... per pair .. 1. 47
. 59
Mounted ........................ do ..
Trousers:
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
staff and foot, made ........ per pair . . 4. 31
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
mounted, made ........... per pair .. 5.43
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
staff and foot, unmaue ..... per pair .. 3. 31
Non.commissioned officers, fine quality,
mounted, unmade ......... per pair .. 4.18
Privates and musicians, heavy, made,
foot .. ........... . ........ . . per pair .. 3.11
:Privates and musicians, heavy, made,
mounted ...•••.•.•••..•••.. per pair .. 3. 97
Privates and musicians, heavy, un·
made, foot . . . . . • . .. . . . . • . . per pair .. 2.36
Privates and musicians, heavy, un.
made, mounted ...••....... per pair .. 2.97
Privates and musicians, light, made,
foot .. ...................... per pair .. 2. 87
Privates aud musicians, light, made,
mounted .................. perpair .. 3.67
Private;-1 and musicians, light, unmade,
foot . ....................... per pair .. 2.12
Privates a,nd musicians, light, unmade,
2. 67
1
Snspe:dir~t~~-- _- .·: _-: _- _- _-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_- _- --~.~
: 17
Shirts, dark·blue flannel:
Made ....... .... •....... ·........ each .. 2. 38
Unmade .......•••.•.........•... do ... 1. 93
. 52
Knit undershirts ....•...•......•.... each ..
.49
Drawers ......•..•............... per pair ..
Stockings:

:E:~~::

~i~~~n.: ::::::::::::: :::::::::: :~~:: ::
~:~~il!{~~es ....•.. ................. do ....

.26
.09
.11

~~~t~~~. :.- ::::: :::: ::::::::: :::: :~~: :::

.98
1.43

:i::~s, woolen ..................... do ... .

.28

Mounted, sewed ............•.... do ..•. 4.11
Mounted, brass screwed .. ...... do .... · 4. 27
Sho;:,1~ pattern, brass screwed ...... do .. . 2.75
~ld pattern, brass screwed . ..... do ... .
post, brass screwed .......... . .. do ... .
oat, sewed ..... ..........•..... do ... .
Campaign, sewed .......... ..... do
B Cakpaign, brass screwed . ....... do.:: ·
~~c shoes ........ ............... do .. .
Bl;nk~i:~~~f:: · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·······do· · · ·
Chevron~, cloth: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··each· ·
Orduanc_e and commissary sergeants.
per pau . . ...... .. ....... .. . .. ..
Poat q,uartermaster sergeants. per pair ..
Hospital Blewar1ls. .... .
do
~olor and first sergean~:::::::. do : : '.

. ~?ll~1;~a~~ ~~~~i~i~: : : : : Jr: -

CCh VTon dev1co for Signal Corps .... ea~b.::
h vron , golcl lace:
Ordnance and post-quartermaster ser·
; lll
"r... ........... per pail- ..
Ho pit.al sfu
fi.seauts . ··· ·· .... do .. . .
war ···- ···········do ... .

~t\i .. ·a

1. 83
2. 70
2. 82
2. 64
2.48
. 95
2. 80
4 . .:!8

. 70
2.27
• 84
. 70
.38
. 30
. 71
. 47
3. 80

3. ll
1.g9

Cost.

Articles.

Cost.

Chevrons, etc.-Cantin ued.
.
Sergeimt majors, engineers .. per pair . . $4-51
Sergeant majors, artillery, mfantry,
cavalry, and SignalCorps._per pair .. 4.06
Quarterina.stersergeantsengineers, per
pair ........................•.... ···· 3.48
Quartermaster sergeants, artillery, in·
fantry, cavalry, and Signal Corps,
per p_a ir ...... . .....•...••..•.••. : . . 3.87
Chief trumpeters . ....•...... per pair .. 3.56
Principal musicians ......... .... do ... . 3. 30
Saddler sergeants ............... do ... . 3. 56
Color sergeants . ...... . ......••. do ... . 2. 81
First sergeants en<1ineers ...•..• do ... . 3.40
First sergeants, :i'rtillery, infa~try,
light artillery, cavalry, and S1g~al
Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per pair .. 3. 01
Sergeants, engineer1:1 . ... .... . .. . . do ... . 2. 57
Sergeants, ordnance, artillery, inf3:ntry,
light artillery, cavalry, and S1g~al
Corps . ........•..........•. per pair .. 2. 21
Corporals, orJnance, artillery, infa_ntry,
light artillery, cavalry, and S1g?al
Corps .. ...... .......... .. . . per J:a1r.. 1. 58
1. 85
Corporals, engineers. . . . . . . . . . . . . o .•
Stripes for trousers :
. 23
N on•COmmissioned staff .. .. . .... do ... .
.29
Sergeants engineers . . . . . . . .... clo ..
Sergeants; ordnance, artillery, infa_ntry,
light artillery, cavalry, and S1g?al
.17
Corps . ... . ...... ..... . : .... per pair ..
Corporals, ordnance, artillery, infa:ntry,
light artillery, cavalry, an<l S1g?al
.11
Corps . ................. . .. . per pair ..
.23
Corporals, engineers ... ......... do ..•.
.46
Musicians, engineers .... . ....... do ... .
Musicians, artillery, infantry, and c~V·
. 23•
alrv .... .... ............... per pair ..
Facino-s for uniform dress-coats, including
silk~
Non.commissioned staff, ordnance, and
.68
engineers .. .. . ..... . ....... . per set ..
. 63
Artillery and infantry . . .... .... ~o ... .

~~~~~~:'.. ~~~

p~;~~f~.
Li(S~:p:.r.t!:l.~?·..
Brassar<ls .. . ........ . ... .. ........ each ..
Chevrons, gold lace, service, peace, or war,
per pair ......................... .... ····
Canvas cap or hood, blanket.lined .. each ..
Canvas fatigue coat . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. do -. .. -

8:~;:: ;!ff

fe~es t.r. .~~~~~:: _-:: _- _-: _- ~.~~
Poncho,rubber ············-···· .. each ..
Blanket, rubber . . .................. do ... ·
Aiguilettes and shoulder.knots ... per s~t ..
White trousers, linen .. ... ..... . per pair ..
Lyres for helmets or forage.caps .... each ..
Music pouches, large or !'<mall ....... do ... .
Dark.blue cloth, ¾, Army standard,
0

E!~~::

nf:k.bi:! bi~~·s·e· fl~~~·~1;. i: ·x_;;;y ·s~1;d~

. 53
. 25

. 51
1. 59
1. 01
. 83
.15
1. 55
1.13
1.16
. 93
• 02
5. 95
2. 03
1. 35

ard ...... ........ . ··- · ........ per yard ..
Dark·blue shirting flannel, !, Army stand·
anl... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ........ per ya.I'd ..
Sky.blue kersey, light, t, ~rmy standard,
per yard ......................... .. .... .
Sky.biue kersey, heavy, t, Army standard,
per ya.rd .. .... . ................ ......... .
Canton flannel, ¾...........• ... per yard ..
Blouse lining, flannel, i .·..... ...... . do . . ·
Dark.blue doth, 1, fine quality ...... do . .. .
Dark.blue flann ,1, . fine quality .... do ... .
Sky.blue kersey, £, fine qnaJity ... ... do .. ··
Iron bunk without slats or bunk.bottoms .
Iron bedsteads, with wire.woven bank·

. 99

148

1. 62
. 09
. 32
2.14
1.6!
2. Zi
3.•

3.41

w:~~!\~~;e;; ·b~~·k:b~t~~s·, -~ith. ~~ppo·rt: ·1 3.17

mg sprmgs ............................. .
Wire·~rnv n .bunk.bottoms, without sup·

2.48
~i;;~~:e!p.~.1:~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _-:::::, 2. 19
1
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M.-Statement showing average prices at which the variouc articles of clothing ancl equipage
are charged to the Army of the United States, etc.-Continue<l.
Articles.·

Cost.

Articles.

Cost.

Tent tripod ...... . ............. . .......... . $2. 24
.19
Tent pins, conical wall or Sibley .. . ... set ..
Tent, Sibley, complete ...•.............. ... 25. 26
Tent, hospital
. . . .... . ............ .... . . 37.18
Tent fl.,, hospital . ............ . ...... . ... . L2. 35
Tent poles, hospital. .. . ......... . ... . . set .. 4.16
Tent pins, hospital . .. .............. . do .. 1. 12
• 79
T ent, hos piL.i.l, comple te .................. . 54. 81
1.50 T ent, wall .. . . . . ............... . . . .... . . .. 18. 90
• 38 Tent fly, wall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7. 00
. 25 Tent polr s, wall . ........... . ......... set. . 1. 58
.41
• 54 Tentpius . .. . .. . . ... . . .. ............. . do . . .
. 16 Tant, wall, complete . . . . . ............ . ... . 27. 89
• 31
Tent, common , closed corners ............. . 10. 32
. 40 T ent, common, lacerl corners . ... .. ...... . 11. 09
• 03
Tent poles, comruon ... . ............ .. se t .. 1. 00
. 34
.24 T ent pins, common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . clo . .
. 40 Tent, common, closeil corners, complete .. . 11.66
. 32 Tent, common, la.ce<l c-orners, complet e . .. . 12.43
. 32 Tent, shelter, each lJalf .... . ..... . ... ... .. . 1.00
. 63
• O&
Tent poles, shelter ................... set ..
.12
. 18 Tent pins, shelter ........ . .......... do . . .
6. 20 Tent, shelter, complete ................ . .. . 2. 20
7.25 Tent pin, hosr.ital, large or small .... , .... .
• 03
. 52 Tent pin, wal, largo .. . ................... .
.02
. 38 Tent pin, wall, small or common . ......... .
. 01
. 49 Tent pin, sh elter ..................... . .... .
. 02
. 11 Tent stove, Sibley or conical . ... . .. each . . 2. 00
• 23 Tent-stove pipe, Sibley or conical. .... do ...
.13
.11 Flag:
. 30
Garrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 29. 50
. 29
Post .................................... 10. 20
1. 61
Storm and recruiting . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3. 00
.46 Flag halyards:
.44
Garrison and post. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 1. 36
. 25
R6cruiting .......... _. . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . .
. 26
. 17 Colors:
National . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 61. 75
. 75 I
Regimental .••...••......•.••.•.••...... 130. 00
1. 20 Standard...... . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • . • • . . • . . . . . . . 50. 00
• 70 j Guiclon:
1.10
9.45

Mattress co,ers .............•...•......... $0. 65
• 30
Pillows ....................... . . . . . . . . . ... .
Pillow-cases .................. . .. . .•.......
.11
Bed.sheets ..............•.... . .... • ...••..
. 29
Bed.sack ........ . ........................ .
.59
.13
Pillow·!lack ............. . ...... .. ... . ..... .
.57

~~;;~h!t!;:::::: ::::::::::~:::::::::::::
~~:t-~!ttl~·.:
:· :·.:: :::: ::::::: ::::::::::::
Mess-pan ....................••........••. .
Ax .... . ............................. . ..... .
Ax.helve .................................. .

t!t~t~f :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hatchet-helve ..................•...••.....

f;;3~e~:~l~~~: ::: :: ::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::

Shovel, Rhort.handled ...•...••.••••.••.....
Shovtil, long-handled ..••....•••••.••..••••.
Pickax .............••.•.....•• .. ••.......
PickaJt helve ...................••.....•...
Drum, complete, plain shell .............. .
Drum, complete, polished shell ..•••....•..

i!lll(fi{riii!!!i!iiii!iiiii~f

;p·umpet, with extra mouth-piece ...... . .. .
rumpet corrl and tassel. .. • .. . ............
Trumpet crook ............•....•......•.•..
~rum pet, extra mouth-piece ...••...••. . ...
•
or C ••..•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.
13
8~:p:ny rrder . ... ·.- _........•••••.••.
p ny etter received .....•..••••...
Company index letter received .••.....
Company letter st-nt . . ......•...•.••...
Company index letter sent ...•.........
• 70 1
11. 87
Regimental order ............•..• ·..... . 1.00 Guide, regimental general ..........•..•... 7.00
Regimental letter rrceived ...•.. . ..... 1.05 I Marker . ...............••......•.•.•..••••. 8. 00
Regimental index letter received .•....
• 35
Color belt and sling ..............•......... 2.36
Regimentalletter sent ........... . ••••. 1.00 1 Camp color ................ · · .. · · · · · · · · • · · · 1.37
Regimental index letter sent ......... .
• 35
Company marking stamp ................. . 1. 84
Post order . .......................... . 5. 50 Stencil plates ..............•..•............ 1.05
iostletter received .......... •• ..•••••. 2. 89
.14
ost index letter received .......•••...
. 24
• 70 i ~~~~b::~I;;:r~~~-:::: :: ::::::: ::: :: :::::::::
Post letter sent ....................... . 2. 78 I ~arrack chair, rawhide seat . ........ each .. J. 42
T Post in<lex letter sent ..... . ...• _..... .
• 25
. 70 Shoe·file ............................. do .. .
T enL, conical wall, coruplete . • .... . ....••. 31. 27 1 Card holder for bunks ............... . do .. .
. 01
ent, Sibley .................. . ........... . 21. 85 Buffalo overcoat .................... . . do .. . 12.95
Tent pole, conical wal_l or Sibley ...•....•..
• 98
Canvas overcoat, blanket-lined ....•.. do .. . 9. 04

~~kf

x~r~I~ry::: ::~ ·: ::::: :: :::: :::::: ::: :::

I

9.-Report of Lieut. Col. J. G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster.general,
U.S. Army, relative to the care and ma,inten<mce of national military :
cemeteries during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

.
Washington, D. O., September 15, 1887.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of affairs .
pertaining to the care and maintenance of the national military ceme- .
teries for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887.
On May 15 the office of national cerueteries, under charge of Lieut.
Col. R. N. Batchelder, deputy quartermaster.general and de.pot quartermaster, Washington D. C., was transferred to aud maue a permanent
branch of this office.
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The duties of this bra11ch consist in providing for the care, maintenance, and improvement of .the national cemeteries and the approaches
thereto, and in exercising a general supervision over the proper disbursement of the funds appropriated by Congress for that purpose.
Also to provide for the ~mpply of headstones to mark the graves of
Un_ion ~oldiers, sailors, and marines in national, post, city, and village
cemetenes, and othe~ burial-pb1ces, under the acts of Marcll 3, 1873, and
February 3, 1879, and acts subseqnent thereto.
·
At the commencement of the fiscal year there were 83 national cemeteries, and no changes having been made, the number remains the same.
Seventy-three of these a.re unuer the care of superintendents, and are
classed as follows, viz: First class, 25; second class, 20; third class, 16;
and fourth class, 12; tlie remainder being small cemeteries adjacent_ to
military posts, or within the confines of city cemeteries, do not reqmre.
the constant supervision of a superintendent.
There are also four lots, designated as soldiers' lots, within the limits
of public cemeteries at Albany, N. Y., Baxter Springs, Kans., Brattleborougb, Vt., and Carlisle, Pa.
At, the close of the last fiscal year there were 73 superintendents, t1:e
full number allowed by law; during the year 4 were appointed, 3 _dischargerl, and 1 died, leaving the number as at the close of the previ_ous
year. There is also one assistant superintendent, now on probation,
whose term will soon expire, when he will be eligible for appointment
as superintendent should a vacancy occur.
The total number of iuterments in the national cemeteries at the close
of the year was 324,536-known, 175,855; unknown, 148,681.
Removals of remains of deceased soldiers were made during the year
from Fort Halleck, Nev., to the national cemetery near San Francis~o,
Cal., and from David's Island, New York Harbor, to Cypress Hills
national cemetery, near New York City.
Nine thousand headstones to mark the graves of United States s_oldiers, sailors, and marines buried in post, private, village, and city
cemeteries were provided under the regular appropriation for that purpose; and 2,500 for unmarked graves in national cemeteries were provided from the appropriation for care, maintenance, and improvement
of national cemeteries.
The last-mentionPd stones are of the same general dimensions. as
those provided under the regular appropriation for that purpose, with.
the exception that they are only 2 inches in thickness, an~ many _of
them have been reported as having been somewhat damaged m t~an~it;
a number so much so as to render it necessary to provide others m lieu
thereof.
Under authority from the honorable Secretary of War contracts were
made for three monuments, in lieu of headstones, for graves of unknown
soldiers in the post cemeteries at Plattsburgh, Madison Barracks, and
Fort Niagara.
During ~he year ten wrought-iron flag-staffs were purchased un_der
contract with the Composite Iron Works Company, of New York City,
for the sum of $325 each .
. The extension of inclosing wall at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., an~ the
uon ga~ewa.) at Knoxville, Tenn., and San Antonio, Tex., national
cemet nes ha.ve been completed.
A n~w_ bnck lodge and outbuilding at Cypress Hills, New York, and
out mlurng for Loudon Park, Maryland, national cemeteries have al 0
h _n c mpl t d, an<l repairs made to the lodges at the national cemetem~~ uear the citie of Mexico, in Mexico, and San Francisco, Cal.

,.,.
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Rostrums have been erected in the national cemeteries at Cypress
Bills, New York, Loudon Park, Maryland, Memphis, Tenn., Little Rock,
Ark., Wilmington, N. C., and Nashville, Tenn.
The roadways, authorized by Congress, leading to the uatfonal cemeteries of Chahnette, La,., Kuoxville, Tenn., and Natchez, Miss., and the
repairs to the Springfield, Mo., roadway have been completed; and
those leading to the national cemeteries near Richmond and Danville,
Va., are now under construction.
A statement showing the expenditures on account of the cemeteries
during the year is herewith submitted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. G. CHANDLER,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army.
The QUARTERMASTER- GENERAL, U. S. ARMY.
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A.-Statement of disb·u1·sements of app1·opriation for national
Inclosures.

Lodges.

t1.l

ig

ai

.hf
"':::l _g

Name of cemetery.

-~;a
§
gsi:i.

~-~

8

- - - - - - ·- - - - - - - -- - - -

I

Alexandria, La. . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . $300. 00 $57. 66 $75. 00 . . • . . . . . $449. 99 . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . $69. 91
Alexandria, Va..................
367. 75'
7. 00 ............... .......................... - - -- · -A.ndersonville, Ga................
582. 08 104. 91 430. 46.. •. • • •. 119. 83 $45. 00........
75. 00
Annapolis, Md . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
111. 50
50. 45
45. 00 . • . . . .
66. 00 ........ I........
5. 50
Antietam, Mel....................
377. 00
2-t 32
16. 50.. •. . . . . . . •. . . •.
2. 00 ..•...•. · -· · · ·•·
.Arlington, Va .................... 6,317.91' 499. 25 434. 38........ . . .. .. .. 400. OO' •••••••• • -· -- - ••
l3all's Bluff, Va...................
37. 50 ...... _.
. ............... . ............... .. -- · · - ·
Barrancas, Fla....................
~68. 00
34. 80 110. 00 ........ . ....................... - · -- · ·• ·
Eaton Rouge, La . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
360. 00
39. 23
50. 00 .. • . . . .
5. 00 . . . .. . .. . . • . . • . .
10. 00
Eattl~ Ground, D. C. . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .... : .. · 1 25. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -....... · ••• · · - · · • • • • • · · · • · · · · · ·
1
58
3
~·- ~~I
~: ~~
~~:
Erown::iville, '.fex....... .. . . . . . . .
420. 00
30. 00 ...... ..•. .• •..••...•..••..••.....•• .,
72. 80
Camp Butler, Ill . ... . . • . . . . . . . . . .
220. 00
32. 2a
14. 50 .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . .• • •. • . • •• • •• . .
4. 80
Caw p Nelson, Ky ........ , . . . . . . .
180. 00
1. ~5
4. 401. · · · · · · · - · · .. · · · • • • • • · · • • • • • · · • .. is.' 75
Cave .Rill, Ky.................... . . . . . . .. .
1. 10 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .
. ..••...•• - • • · ·
48 18
(;hal mette, La... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 126. 63
51. 03 133. 75 .. . . . . . . 261.. 38 1-._ -. -. -. -. .· ·. . -_ ·. ·. ·. ·. .- .·
.
99 25
Chattanooga, Tenn............... 2,423. lJ2
4~. 90 149. 99 . . . . . . . .
29. 87
City Point, Va . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
171. 50
6. 20
53. 50 ... . :. • .. . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • .. • .
49. 50
Cold Harbor, Va................. . .. . .. . . .
11. 33 .. . . . . .•..•.. .... .. . .... ... ..... ••.
10. 00
5
Corinth, Miss....................
777. 50
49. 96 10~-- oo1 ._ .-._._ ..._._ ._._ ._ •. ·.•. ·.·.: · ·.:::::: : : :: : : ::
30
9
Culpeper, Va.................... .
161. 00
8. 64
u
Cypre::is Hil:ls, N. Y..............
500. 00
11. 90 488. 00 .. . . . • . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . $5,950-00 - - - . - - ..
Dauville, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
75. 00
8. 115
16.- i5 : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... 20: iii>
Danville, Va.....................
88. 00
41.00
25.00 .......
3.50 ................
95.92
]'ayetteville, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
12. 73
74. 97 . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . • • .
4. 82
]'inn's Point, N. J .............. ..
38.89
41.45
..
.............................
.
Florence, S. C....................
150. 00
1. 58 191U5 . . .. . . . 278. 04 . . .. . . . . . • . . . • •
26. 30
Fort Donelson, Tenn ... ..........
102. oo,
]'ort Gibson, Ind. Ter...... .. . .. .
100. 00
74._
2~-. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : !8!:
:Fort Harrison, Va........... .....
25. 00 1
25. 00 100. 00 . • • • • . . .
20. 00
l!'ort Leavenworth, Kans.........
400. 001 29. 53 133. 25 $2,403.50
31. 70
4. 501 . ......
15. 00 . . .. • • . . . • . • . . .
42. 90
:Fort McPherson, Nebr. . • . • • • . . . .
200. 00
73.
81
36.
00
..
.
..
.
..
52.
07
.
.
..
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
•
.
18.
67
:Fort Scott, Kans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
200. 00
7H. 93 105. 6.i .. • . • • • . 270. 00
15. 00 . • . . . • • . 200. 00
Fort Smith, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
249. 98
17.
34
.
..
..
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
188.
85
..
.
.
.
.
.
•
•
•
.
•
•
.
104.
00
Fredericksburgb, Va . ............
549. 00,
Gettys burgh, Pa . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
759. 49
Glendale, Va ........................... .
Grafton, W. Va...................
145. 00
15. 841 16. 13 . • . . ..
1. 50 ...................... ..
Hampton, Va.....................
297. 75
34. 40
8. 65 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . 144. 00
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ........... 1,100.00
23.
35;
16.
50
..
.
.
.
•
•
.
30.
00 . • .. • • . • • • • • • • .
40. 25
JeffersonCity,Mo................
149.4:l
15. 00
20. 08 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
15. 00
Keokuk.Iowa ................•....... . . .
25.
35
49.
90
..
.
..
.
..
20.
00
198.
70
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
56.
00
Knoxville, Tenn..................
160. 00
2. 28 . . . . . • ..
19. 90 . . . . . • . . . . . . . ..
30. 30
Leuanon, Ky. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
75. oo
-L~xington, Ky...................
45. 00
..•. - . - · -••·· • •· · · -- ··•·
L1ttle Rock, Ark.................
300. 00 · · 35_-00 · · ·29_-22 :: : : : : : : :: : :: : : · . . . . . . - --·. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Loudon Park, Md................
179. 31
14.11
66. 98........
99. 89
6. 75. •. . . ...
13. 20
Marietta, G-a • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • .
915. 6il
60. 97
75. 00 . . . .. . . .
49 95 . . .. . .. .. . . • • • . 100. 00
Mempbh1, Tenn .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 569. 25
80. 40 100. 00 .. . . . . . . 128. 50 .. . . .. .. .. .. . • .. 150. 20
Mexico City, Mexico.............
215. oo 117. 95........ . . . .. . . . 375. 00.. .. .. . . .. . . .. •. 500. 00

lfl·::::: :· ··-io:oo: ::: :::: ::::: :: . ·--so: oo

~:~~!-?;\fl:::::::::::::::::.::: ...

i: gg

it ~g

1

~~ii~•~ 1l!s'. .~~:: ·.·.·.·.·__··.·. ·.·.·..·.· .· ·_ ····
1

~3.·o·u

V

1

:~~nc\fit~ Ill . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
449. 87
. v1 e, enn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 79u. 95
Natchez, Miss............... ... ..
570. 00
New Albany, Ind . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .
26-i. 54
New Ilerne, N. C • • .. . • • • • . . • • • . .
160. oo
Philadelphia, Pa • • • .. .. • • • • • • • • • •
799. 75
Pittsburgh Landing, Tenn.......
360. 00
ioplall Grove, Va . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
223. 25
o~-t uclson, La. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ..
244. 00
1/1n_cy,
Q
111....... ... .... . .. ......
25. 00
R~ 1~h, N. C. ·•··· • · ·•• -· •. • . . • ..
180. oo

f
&c
(t ° and,
d, Va. · ·· · · ··· · ·· · - --·...
S { 11
111............... .. .
!I

sa 1t11ury,

.c ..... .... ..........

tfat~~t}::t~;\:::::~~~:::::::

• au

ntouio, Tex

Sprin f\1-1'1 M 1

&int.iugu'

.c ..............

tin~:fi°l::::::::: ·..·.· --.

407. 23

.. 961:::::::: .. ~~

ii

~H~i--~: :- ~::: :: ::::::~~~--~~ -::: :::: :::: :: :

~~: gg

3 44
··
· ·,.· ·,.· ·•.,
· · .· •o ·• ·• ,· ·• .· .· · · ·49,
· · · 86
66,· 20 . ·, ·. ·.,· ·•.,
49. 88 154. oo;.• •. •• . .
77. 50 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..
~:
1. 00 26 2. 53,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ - - · · - · ·
40. 91
!J!J. 68 .. . .. . . . 202. 48 . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .
69. 60
80
I
· ··· · · ·· -- ····
24: 95 .. 25_-00 : : : : : : : · ·: : : :: : · :: : : : : : . :: . . . . ..
54. 00
70. 23
48. 48 . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
22. OO
52. 00 153. 10 . . . . • . ..
20. 00 .. . . • . . . .. . . • .. .
23. 30
20 . 95
16. 00 . . . . . • . . 1U8. 13 . . . . . . . . . ..... ~
2v
58. 95
50. 00 . . . . . . . .
50. 00 .. . . . . . . . ..... ·
... ..
19. 80 ... 2i.' 55 :::: :: :: :::·:::: ::: : :: :: ·::: :: :: ... 15. 72
53. 93
3. 50........
13. 50
................... ··

·· 45.
····-I
60,

gi

t

. ..
177.'73 ... ii49 ··2to5:::::::: ···1a:34 ·:::··-- ........... ii.~
127. 00 . . . . .. . .
29

21. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

249. 90 ...... ·

45. lo

~:f~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ~·.~~-.~~ :::::::: ~:~
80. 00 174. 99 .. ...................... ·•·••· .. ······so

2
~:~~

902. 77
249. 96 137. 44
25. 00 . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • .
7. 50 . • • .. • •
12.
75. 001. ....................... ••••••·• ·••••··· ·•••·••• ...... ..
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$27. 50 .. ...... .. . . ............ . $1, 076. 93

: : .::::::::;;::: $::;:1
••;;: :: •:::::;'.;::~ii;;

:~?iH; ~ Hl !); '. l: : i ~
!!

5. oo
15. oo ........
10. oo'
1. 70
30. oo
15. oo
•o. t7 . . • • . . ..
.... .. ...........•.•.... · ····· ...• .. ...... ...... ••••••·· ·••••• ··
15. 00
15. 00 . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . .
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3.00 ................
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2.75 ........
42.72 ........................ .
150.00 ....... ............... .. ..... . .. ..... ... ..... . .. . ....................... ·•••···•·
4. 42
10. 00 . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . .
M. 04 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • .
30. 00 .•..•.....•...••.••.. - - .
52. 50
24. 92 . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
71. 25 . ............. . .. - ••••. . - • • • - • • - • • .• · • • ·
23. 00 ..................... • - - - ••••• • · · • • · • • • · · • • · · · •• •
• . •• • • . . 117. 25 417. 75 .. . . . . . .
....... · 1· . . . . . . . . ...... '
1. 001. . . . . . . .
10. 00 . . . • • . . .
30. 00 . • • . . • • . • • • • . • • . • •••.•••.

:::::: :: :::~~: ~~ :::~~: ~~ ::::::::::::~-: ~~ :::~~-:~~ :::::::::: ~~:~: :: ::::::::: :::: :::::::::

1,566.77
2,722.82
1,257.95
18.09
296. 66
873. 33
2,851.73
1,170.71
289. 33
361. 20
1,176.17
776. 02
413. 23
581. 72
25.00
57
529.63
150. 00
347.17
00
3,513.00
86.65
1,157.76
553.40

292.

592.

75.00
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------------!---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --Staunton. Va. .••••• .•••••.. •• •.
$43.12
$5. 4,0 $56. 00 . . •. . . . . . $10. 00. ••.. ••. . . . .• . ••. $17. 00
Stones River, Tenn .•• . • • . . . . . .
541. 00 . -~.....
83. 15 . . . . . . . . . 449. 20 . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . .
81. 00
Vicksburg, Mis8 .....•...•..... 3, 04'0. 00 85. oo 4,51. 24... .. . . . . 182. 00 $18. 00. ••• . . •• . 179. 50
Wilmington, N. C . • • • • • . • • . . • . .
94. 50
30. 10
36_. 60 . _· ._ .-•__· ._ .- . · • ; - ·_- - - -. •• _·_· ·• •. •. _· ·. _· •••· _· •· •••••· · · •90_- 30
Winchester, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
185. 75
12. 76
24 13
.,. 24 25

fo~'
i~1:~ ~~~~~~)·-~--~·--.:::: 1182.~Ji50 ....•••••...........•••••....•••.....•••••..••••••••.
ii."47 .. iioo ::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ····s:oo
Soldiers' lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-• · • • • · ·
Miscellaneous .................. 11, 006. 84 . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . ..... - • · · · • · · • · ·

Totiil ...•.....•........... 46,201.112, 821. 735,501.50 $2,403.50 ,, 552. 05 3, 0¼2. 85 $5, 950:00 a, 805.16
Total disbursed during
the year ..•...... ·....... ............................•........•.......... ·· ······ · ·· ···•·· ··
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225. 00 $25. 00 292. 85 . .. • . .. • 505. 65 118. 50 • • .. • • • .
93. 48 . • • . . • • . . • • . . • .. . ....••••
596. 00 . -• -• - • . . ... • . • • . . .. •• .. •
5. 00
............................... .........

6. 16 . • • • . • • .
175.50 .••••••.

44. 02 . • • • . . • . . • • . . • • . . .••..••.
64.60 .••......••..••. ··•·•··•·

::::::::
:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ···a1:so :::::::: :::::::: :::::::::
· · • · • • • • - • • . • • • . . ••.• -• . . • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . .
· · · · · · · · · • • · - - •. • • • • . • • . . .. .. • • . . .. .. .. • . • • .. • . .

Total.

~

'$5. 50 . • • • • • . . . .. .. • . . $'.!55. 23 $2, 414. 88

$172. 78
1,174.35
5,216.22
812. 38
977. 29
150. 00
124. 27
182. 50
13, 682. 45

---------1----1----1----1----i----i---~--------68. 00 2, 686. 34 $48. 00 255. 23 2, 414. 88 92, 928. 68

6, 290. 021, 564. 212,087.88 $217. 431,062.571, 956. 22

• .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • ••• •.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • . • • • • . • • • 92, 928. 68
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REPORT
OF THE

COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBS I ST EN CE.
WAR DEPARTMEN'.I.',
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, D. O., September 23, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the Subsistence Department for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887.
.
RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the aggregate fiscal resources ana.
expenditures of the Department for the year mentioned,' and the balances at tp.e close of the fiscal year.
RESOURCES.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1886, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1885...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . $37, 454. 89
Signal Service subsistence, 1885 .... ···-·· .... .......
7,343.20
Subsistence of the Army, 1886. ___ .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 142,342.24
Signal Service subsistence, 1886. __ ........••• _.. • • . .
12, 344. 38
Amounts to the credit of officers of the Subsistence Department, and
of officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department, with the Treasurer, assistant treasurers, and designated depositaries, and in their
persoual possession on June 30, 1886, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1885 _.. _.• . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .
$5, 038. 47
Subsistence of the Army, 1886. ...... .... .... .... .... 348,812.84
Signal .Service subsistence,-1886 .... .... .. .... ......
rn, 473. 05
Amou~ts refunded to the Treasury near the close of fiscal year, but not
car~ied t~ the credit of the appropriations by June 30, 1886, since
covered m, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1884 and prior years .... ·--~
$1,000.90
Subsistence of the Army, 1885 _... _..................
36. 73
Subsistence of the ~rmy, 1886 .•.••. .... .... .•.• .....
33,744.80

$199, 484. 71

366,324.36

34,782.43

Amounts appropriated forthe Subsistence Department £or the :fiscal
year ending June 30, 1887, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1887, act of June, 30, 1886.$1, 745, 000. 00
Subsistence of the Army, 1883 and prior years, act
August 4, 1886 ........ __ .... ____ .... ______ ______
5,320.27
Signal service subsistence, 1887, joint resolution,
July 1, 1886 _. _. __ .. ____ . _... _..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 88
Signal Service subsistence, 1887, act of August 4, 1886. 148,737.50
Claims for quartermaster's stores and commissary supplies, act July 4, 1864, per act March 3, 1887, being
portion for commissary supplies . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . .
371. 78
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Amounts appropriated for the Subsistence Department for the fiscal .
year ending June 30, 1887-Continued.
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States, and to soldiers on furlough, prior to .July 1,
1883, act August 4, lt386 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21, 146. 45
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in reber
States prior to July 1, 1883, appropriation warrant
:36.05
No. 3-J .•••.•.•••••.••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••.••••
Twenty per centum additional compensation prior to
July 1, 188:3, act August 4, 1886...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251. 80
Relief of Richard H. Porter, act February 19, 1887 . . . .
9, 350. 00
Relief of William En·in, act February 21, 1887 . . . . . . . · 7, 650. 00
.
- - - - $1,938,395. 7'3
Amounts collected from various sources and refunded to the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on the books of the Treasury
during the fiscal year 1887, as follows:
· Subsistence of t,he Army, 1884 a'tl<l prior years......... $3,916.26
Subsistence of the Army, 1884 and prior years, transfer
4,325.26
account. ____ .......... _........... _..... _•... _....•
2,730.64
Subsistence of the Army, 1885 .. _..................•..
11,768.76
Subsi~tence of the Army, 1886 ... _.... _.......•..•••..
6,071.75
Subsistence of the Ar:uy, 1887 ____ .....••• ...•........
28,812.67
A]_llounts collected from various sources during the fiscal year 1887,
in process of cover into the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1887, as follows:
$141. 87
Subsistence of the Army, 1885 ...••..................
58.48
. Subsistence of the Army, 1886 .....••••. .· · .......... .
200.35
A.mounts collected from various sources during the fiscal year 1884, in
process of cover into the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1887, as follows:
5.55
Subsistence of the .Army, 18~7 ....................•.... ~ .. -- - - -- - ·
Amounts received by officers of the Subsistence Department and by
officern doing duty in the Subsistence Department from sales of subsistence stores to the following purnhasers during the fiscal year 1887,
and taken up for immediate disbursement under the following appropriations:
Subsistence- of the Army, 1886:
Sales to officers and enlisted men not previously reported ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
$443. 47
Subsistence of the Army 1887:
Sales to officers, $360,101.48; to enlisted men and to
companies, detachments, and hospitals, $420,918.94;
to civil employee, $13,172.18; to Fort Leavenworth
Military Prison, $21,138.82; to U. S. Geological Survey, $56~. 78; to Quartermaster's Department,$232. 73;
to Headquarters of the Army, $6.25; to Indian agents,
$784.74; to Ordnance Department, $7.70; to Smithsonian Institution, $81.14; of surplus and condemned
stores and p_roperty at auction, $1,738.29; of b_oxes,
barrels, etc., $274.37; of garden seeds and agncultural implements, $97.65, total ... __ ... ... . ...•. .... 819,117.07
819,560.54
Amounts taken up by officers .doing duty in the Subsistence Depa~tment
on account of reclamations for stores lost, damaged, etc., and m cor
rection of errors in their accounts, etc., during the .fiscal year 1887:
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 ....... •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$597. 21
Subsistence of the Army, 1887 .. • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
564. 43
1,161.64
Amounts in bands of representatives of deceased officers to be collected:
Subsistence of the Army, 1878 ...• .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... .
$109. 84
Subsistence of the Army, 1882................ .• . ... .
248. 63
Subsistence of the Army, 18o3 . . . • .••..... .. . . .. . . . . .
70. 95
429. 42
Amounts transforr~d on books of the Treasury in settlement of deceased
~fficers'. accountability during the fiscal year 1 87:
47.04
· ubetstence of t~e Army, 18 4 and prior years, transfer account ...
Amount charged agam t d ceased re igned and dismissed officers, on
accoun~ of fund all ied to bav~ been lost by theft etc. as follows:
3,()()0 ....
• ub 1stence of the rmy, 1879 and prior years ... ~ ...• '...•.•••.. • ·

-----
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Amounts charged against officers still in service on account of funds
alleged to have been lost by theft, etc., and fo~ which relief can only
be obtained in the Court of Claims, under sections 1059 and 1062, Revised Statutes, as follows:
$549.71
Subsistence of the Army, 1879 and prior years ....•...
393.96
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ...........• - ... - ...... .
2,783.00
Subsistence of the Army, 1881 and prior years ....... .
39. 18
Subsistence of the Army, 18t32 ...................... .
109.16
Subsistence of the Army, 1883 ..••••..••••....•.••• -·
Totalresources ......•••·•...• ... :._. : ... ..· .. .' ...••••...••.....•.

$3,8i5.01
3,396,080.34

EXPENDITURES.

Amounts expended on the books of the Treasury from the appropriations of the Subsistence Department, during the fiscal year 1887, as
follows:
Claims for quartermaster's stores and commissary sup$371. 78
plies, act July 4, 1864, per act March 7, 1887 ...•...
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States, and to soldiers on furlough, prior to July 1,
1883,actAugust4, 1886 ....•.........•....•.•.....
21,164.25
5, 320. 27
Subsistence of the Army, 1883 and prior years. . . . • • . .
Subsistence of the Army, 1884 and prior years, trans·
29.38
fer -account ..........................••...........
496.25
Subsistence of the Army, 188G ....................•.•
3,760.08
S~bsistence_ of the 4rmy, 1886_.... ~-..-._. ... ~ ....•.....
730.49
Signal Service subsistence, 1886 . ......•.••...........
14.00
Subsistence of the Army, 1887 ................ ~ ... _.. .
Twenty per centum additional '<ompensation·prior to
251. 80
J nly 1, 1883 ..........................•.•..........
9,350.00
Relief of Richard H. Porter, act February 19, 1887 ... .
Relief o'f William Ervin. act February ·24,· 1887 ·.·..... .
7,650.00
49,138.30
Amounts disbursed by officers of the Subsistence Department, and officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department, during the :fiscal year,
1887, as follows: .
Sn bsistence of the Army, 1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •
· $21. 96
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . ••. . . 181,701.90
Signal Service subsistence, 1886 ..••............••• _..
7, 193. 40
Subsistence of the Army, 1887 ....•.•••.•• •.......•.. 2, 193, 395. 08
Signal Service subsistence, 1887 . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 138, 315. 40
2,520,627.74
Amounts dropped by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department
in correction of errors in their accounts during the fiscal year 1886:
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 . . . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ·
$1. 00 '.
Subsistence of the Army, 1887 . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 28
Amounts transferred on books of Treasury, act March 3, 1875 (18 Stat.
L., 418):
:
.
Subsistence of the Army, 1884 and prior years, transfer account ...
Amounts carried to the surplus fund on June 30, 1887:
$4,917.16
Subs~stence of the Army, 1884 and prior years........
Subsistence of the Army, 1885 .....•.......-. . . . . . • • • .
44,742. 52
Signal Service subsistence, 1885 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . .
7, 343. 20

81. 28

4,342.~2

,57,002.88
Total expenditures~ ..............••..••••............•... ,. - - .
BALANCES.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1887, as follows:
Subsietence of the Army, 1886 ...•.. ···-·· ··-·. ··---· $:352, 246. 34
Signal Service subsistence, 1886 ...•...••..... _. . . . . .
16, 893. 54
Subsistence of the Army, 1887.. ..... ..• ••. . . . . . . .. . . .
18, 712. i5
Signal Service Rubsistence, 1887 ...•. ; ..... .- . . . . • . . . .
269. 38
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough prior to July 1, 1883,
act August 4, 1886 ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
18. 2fl

2,631,193.12

=====

388, 140.2~
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Amounts to the credit of officers of the Subsistence Department, and of
officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department, wfth the Treasurer, assistant treasurers, and designated depositades, and in their
personal possession, on June 00, 1887, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 18~7 ........ ____ ...... ,..... $354, 339. 99
Signal Service subsistence, 1887 ... __ ... ~ _.. . . . . . . . . .
10, 684. 60

$365,024.59

Amounts ref1,mded to the Treasury near close of fiscal year 1887, but not
carried to the credit of the appropriations by June 30, 1887, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1885 ....•. .. . .••... .... .•.•
$141. 87
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58. 48
Subsistence of the Army, 1887 ........ : ......... ___ •.
4, 216. 70

4,417.05

Amounts in hands of representatives of deceased officers to be collected:
Subsistence of the Armv, 1878. .... .. .... ....•. .. ....
$109. 84
Subsistence of the Army, li:!82 ..... ____ ·-·--· .. ______
248. 63
Subsistence of the Army, 1883 .... _..•......... .... ·. .
70. 95

429. 42

Amounts charged against officers ( deceased and resigned) on account
of fuµds alleged to have been lost by theft, etc., as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1879 and prior years ..... ···-·· ...... -· Amounts charged against officers still in service on account of funds
alleged to have been lost by theft, etc., and for which relief can only
be obtained in the Court of Claims, under sections 1059 and 1062, Revised Statutes, as follows:
$549. 71
Subsistence of the Army, 1879 and prior years ....... .
393.96
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ..•....••......••.....•
2,783.00
Subsistence ot the Army, 1881 ..............•........
39. 18
Subsistence of the Army, 1882,. ···-·· .••••....... ....
109.16
Subsistence of tp.e Army, 1883 .•• __ _. ........•••••.•..

3,000. 89

-----

3,875.01

Total balances ....•..•••••.............•••••.. - - - - . - - - - · · · · · · ·

764,887.22

Stateme·n t of the average contract ptices pet pound ( indepvndent of quantities purchased) in
each State and Territory for the fresh beef supply of the Army in the fiscal years 1887
and 1888.

State or Territory.

.A. verage price /
per pound.
1887.

Maine ....••.......•••.• .........
Massachusetts ................. ..
Rhode Island ................... .
Connecticut .................... .
New York ...................... .
Pennsylvania ................... .
Maryland ...................... .
D!st1;ic_t of Columbia .....•.......
V1rg1nrn, ........................ .

llliuoit; .. . ...................... .

iil~~~!~l
Miunesota ...................... .
1

: :·. :·:.:::::: :: : : : : : : : : : :

Nebraska .................. .. .. .
KansaA ...... .................. .
~<i1an _Territory ................ .
0

'Dl
o~~~~-::: :::~~~:: ::~:::::::::
New Mexico . ................... .

1888.

9. 75
9. 63

8. 50

11. 75

10. 00
8. 00
9. 26
11. 50
7. 00
10. 07
5. 24
6. 95
9. 25
6·. 14

9. 00
9. 86
10. 72
6. 75
7. 42
5. 16
7. 75
12. 37
6. 48
5 44
7. 31

7.14
8.15
8. 86
8.72
7.34

8. 61

5. 51
6. 99
5. 95
6. 62
9.11

7. 85
6. 22

I .A.verage price
per pound.

State or Territory.
1887.

1888.
9. 00

7.68
8. 63

5. 99
6.16
11.00
5. 85
7.45
R 06

7. 20
8. 32
6. 71

!!. 9Z
7. ?.7
8 25
15. 00
8. ?.5
13. 37

.Average price_. ............. -8~I - -.-16

Durin the fiscal year ended June 30 18~7 29-! newspaper adverfrement. and 354 circular and posters in;itiug' proposals for subsistence
upph w re report <l to this office. Thel'e were also reported 2, 9
contr~ct f ':ariou kind for fre h meats, complete rations, and other
upplt r qmred for the subsi tence of the Army.
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ISSUES TO lNDIANS.

Subsistence supplies were issued to Indians during the fiscal year
.ended June 30, 1887, to the following amounts in value:
To destitute Indians near Fort Bid well. CaL ......•••.... -- - - .. - - .•.• - • • •
$491. 05
To dest,i tute Piute Indians at Fort Mc:O ermit, Nev ......•. - - - - . -.. . -. . . . . 1,857. 38
To destitute Hualpai Indiaus at Hackberry, Ariz ...••. - - -.. - - - ....... - - . 4,997. 99
To destitute Cree Indians on or near South Fork of Sun River, near Fort
. Shaw, Mont ____ ............................ ____ .............•.... ____
380. 46
To destitute Cree Indians at Fort Assinniboine, Mont ........ ---· .... --··
2. 58
To Chiricahua Inctian prisoners of war, in the :field, and at Fort Apache,
Ariz. ; at San Antonio, Tex.; Saint Augustine, Fort Barrancas, and Furt
Pickens, Fla., and Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala._ ...........•• -- ....... 18,948.47
To Chiricahua Warm Spring Indian prisoners of war, at San Carlos, Ariz.
208. 59
266.-57
To White Mountain Indian prison ers of war, at Fort Apache, Ariz........
194.17
To Indian prisoners of various tribes, and at different posts..............
3~1. 35
To Indians visiting posts under Army Regulations 2182 and 2183 . . . . . . . . .
Total. .. _.... _............. _•.... _..••••.. _.·........•.,. .. _.... . . . . 27, 73 . 61

The sum of $7,726.88 of the above. amount bas been transferred by
the Interior Department to the credit of the appropriations for .Army
subsistence.
·
MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES A.ND EXPENDITURES.

Issues were made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, under
orders from commanding officers, as follows:
Rations.

To ·citizen prisoners._ .••.. __ .•..•..•••......... _. _•............. _........ _. .
152
To destitute citizens ...................•................................... ." 1,117

The disbursements for liquid coffee for enlisted men traveling by
cars, stages, etc., amount to $b,013.44, an increase over previous year
of $2,508.58.
·
For extra.duty pay of enlisted men detailed for duty in the subsisten.ce department at posts there· was ex.pended the .sum of $20,338.42,
berng a decrease from previous year of $802.37.
There was disbursed for advertising during the year the sum of
$11,893.82, an increase of $820.80 over the previous year.
LOSSES OF STORES A.ND PROPER'l'Y.

The value of stores reported lost in the fiscal year 1887 by accident,
wastage in transportation, and while in store, etc., for which no one
has been held accountable, except in the item of $138.47 per statement
below, was $6,940.68.
Included in the foregoing sum of $6,940.68 are the following special
items of loss:
·
Where reported.

C ause of 1oss, per report.

I

When re.
ported.

Value.

theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July, 1886...
;~~~ fi<;f!~~J~:'::~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :: : B.Y
By heavy fall of rain ...••• . ... do . . . . . • ..

$5. 80
43. 09
7. 62
27.47

i~::~Bo:/iii!
¥~;:::: ::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: .~~.~a~·::::::::::::::::::: f:i:: mt:
.F ort. McDowell, Ariz .....•..•.•...•..••.......... By theft . . ... .. ........... May,
1887. ..

1~: ~f
138. 47

Total. ....................................... . ....................................... .

257. ~9

.Fort .Assinniboine, Mont ....................... . By high water ...••. ... .•. Sept., 1886 ..
Camp Datil Creek, Ariz ..•...................... . Bytire ..... ; .......... . ....... do.......
Fort Thomas, Ariz .......••.............. . ....... By pack mule running into
Gila River...... . . . . . . . . Nov., 1886 . .
1

2. 76

Fort Bnford, Dak..... ••• • . . • . . . •. • •• . • •. . . . . . . . . By wrecking of train...... .Tune, 1887 .. _ _2_.a_a

Stores lost during fiscal year in transportation and Tesponsibility :fixed
amounted to .. _......... _.... __ .. . ... _...........•.....••..••••...•..... $642. 89
Of this amount there has been collected .. _. ~ ....••.. _.. _......... . . . • • . . . .
50. 19
.Balance to be collected.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • •••• . • • • • • . • • • . • 592. 70
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STORES TNSPEC'l'ED .A.ND CONDEMNED.

Value. ( original cost) of subsistence stores inspected and condemned
durmg the fiscal year 1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . $14,569. 90
From sucp. as were ordered sold there was realized the sum of..........
1,559.95
Net.loss on account of stores condemned ............•....•....... ~

13, 009. 95

From sales of condemned subsistence property there Jvas realized the
sum of $128:53~ . · · ·
COOKED RATIONS FOR RECRUITING PARTIES
RENDEZVOUS.

.A.ND

RECRUITS

.A.'l'

· There was disbursed in the fiscal year the sum of $41,661.75 for the
subsistence-ofrecruiting parties and recruits at rendezvous; the amount
being $8;034:64 in excess of 't hat expended in previous year for the
. same purp.ose ...
COMMISSARY SERGEANTS.
Nnmber of commissary sergeants in s~rvice at the commence~ent ~f the last
fiscal year ...............• _. .· ...... _............ _......... : .............. - . . 118
During the year the following casualties occurred :
·
Discharged .....••••...................... - -- · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

~=~f::(~~:: :::::::·. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
;1

• ·- · · -

10
101:j

Appointed during the year .........•.......••••..•.. ·.~-~-~ .•••.. --~--- .••••. ·..

9

Total in service June 30, 1887 ... _... . . _....• _..............•..•.... - - - - · - 117
CLERICAL WORK OF THE OFFICE OF THE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF
SUBSISTENCE.
MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION.

There were received and recorded in the miscellaneous division of
thfs office during the year 2,807 communications, and there were written
and sent out during the same time 2,344 letters and 1,198 indorsements.
ACCOUNTS AND RETURNS DIVISION •

.Accounts and returns on hand June 30, 1886, received, examined, etc., during fiscal year
ended June 30, 1887 .

.On hand June 30, 1886, accounts current ...... _........................
518
Received during the year ............. _..........•.... __ .. _... _• . • . . . . . 2, 415
.
- - ~,933
On hand June 30, 1886, returns of subsistence stores ................. - - 469
Received during the year. __ ............ __ .. .. __ ..... _••............... 1,918
.
- - - 2,387
On hand June 30, 188G, returns of subsistence property................
148
Received during the year .. ___ .. _.. _.... _... _. _..... __ ............... - 829
i
9 7

Examined during year ended June 30, 1887:
.
Accounts curren_t (accompanied uy 38,568 vouchers) ...................... 2,589
Returns of subs~stence stores ( accompanied by 33,134 vouchers) .... - .. -- . 2, 0"5
Returns of subsistence property (accompanied by 1,954 vouchers) ..... - - - 959
On ~ncl June 30, 18 7, awaiting examination:
ccounts cnrrent ..............•• ____ ..................... --· -· - ··· ·· ·· · ·
~eturn of f-lu b istence stores ........ . ... _... _..•. _........... - - . -- - - · · · ·
eturns of subsistence property ...... _...... _..... _. _ ......... __ ........
1

~t!

Th accounts and return received during the year were rendered by
461 offic r .

f n_ conn ction with th examination of these accounts and return
3 , Gu lett r w re written, 1,405 referred, aud 115 papers copied.
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Examinations and reports on 3,812 applications for certificates of nonindebtedness were made, and certificates issued, or the indebtedness, if
any, reported by letter to the Second .Auditor, United States Treasury.
CO~TRACT DIVISION.

During the fiscal year 2,700 communications were received and recorded in the contract division, and 1,888 letters and indorsements sent
out.
CLAIMS D1VISION.

Act of July 4, 1864 ( sec. 300, B, R. S. ).

There were, at the commencement of the fiscal year ending June 30,
1887, on file in this office, awaiting examination under the third section
of the act of July 4, 1864, and the acts and joint resolutions supplementary to said act, 3 claims; during the year, 14 more were received
from the Third Auditor of the Treasury, and, in addition, 3 old claims,
m which no formal decisions had been rendered, were taken up.
Formal decisions were rendered during this period in 13 claims, of
which 6, amounting to $849.5.0, were allowed in the sum of $285.20, and
recommended to the Third .Auditor of the Treasury for payment; and
7, amounting to $3,136.50, were disallowed.
· There remained on band July 1, 1887, awaiting examination and decision, 7 claims of this class.
Joint resolution of July 25, 1866, and third section of act of March 2, 1867.

At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on file in this office
1,251 unexamirn.>d claims for commutation of rations of Union soldiers
w~ile held as prisoners of war, and during the year 1,281 more were received, making a total of 2,532 claims of this class for examination. Of
these, 1,355 were examined and transmitted to the Third .Auditor of the
Treasury, 730 being recommended for disallowance and 625, amounting
~o $15,323.36, for payment. In addition 177 old claims were re-exammed and transmitted to the Third .Auditor of the Treasury, of which
127 were recom_mended for disallowance and 50, amounting to $1,139,
for payment.
Miscellaneous claims.-There were at the commencement of the fiscal
year 467 unexamined miscellaneous claims on hand, and during the
year 405 more were received, making a total of 872 claims of this class
for_ examination. Of these, 355 were examined and transmitted to the
Third Auditor of the Treasury, 222 being recommended for disallowance and 133, amounting to- $1,935.75, for payment. In addition, 31
old claims were re-examined at1d transmitted to the Third .Auditor of
the Treasury, of which 19 were recommended for disallowance and 12,
amounting to $208.84, for payment.
.
Letters and indorsements.-In connection with t,hese three classes of
claims mentioned 13,288 communications were sent out during the year.
DUTIES AND STATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE DEPART·
MENT.

The duties and stations of officers of the Subsistence Department on
the 30th <lay of June, 1887, will appear from the roster hereto appended.
During the year the officers of the department have been actively
employed, and have performed their duties with their accustomed zeal,
fidelity, and efficiency.
·
·
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. MACFEELY,

Commissary-General of Subsistence.
The SECRE'l'ARY

OF WAR.
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Roster of the Subsistence Department, United States Army, June 30, 1897.

Nameand rank in the
department.

Duty and station.

Rank by brevet,

COMMISSARY-GENERAL
OF SUBSISTENCE.

B1·igadier-General.
Robert Macfeely ... ..... .. ..... . ••..... ..........•• .•.. Commissary-General of Subsistence, Washington, D. C.
ASSISTANT COMMISSARIES·
GENERALOF SUBSISTENCE,

Colonels.
Marcus D. L. Simpson : . . Bvt. major-general, March
13, 1865.

William W. Burns. ..... . Bvt.
brigadier - general,
March 13, 1865.

L ieutenant-Colonels.

Chief C. S., Division of the Missouri, Chicago, Ill.
Chief C. S., Division of the Atlantic and De·
partment of the East, Governor's Island,
New York. N. Y

Amos Beckwith . .. .. .... Bvt. major-general, March Purchasing and depot C. S. at Saint Louis,
13, 1865.

Beekman Du Barry...... Bvt. colonel, March 13, 1865 .A:i~tant to the Commissary· General of
Subsistence, Washin gton, D. C.
George Bell.............. Bvt..
brigadier · general, Purchasing aml depot C. S. at New York
City, N. Y.
April 9, 1865.
COMMISSARIES OF
SUBSISTENCE.

Majors.

Michael P . Small .. .. . . .

Chief C. S., Division, of the Pacific. and D e·
partment of California, San Francisco, Cal.
Chief C. S. , D epartment of the Platte, and
purchasing and depot C. S. at Omaha,
Nebr.
Purchasing and depot C. S. at Baltimore, Md.

Jeremiah H. Gilman ..... Bvt. lieutenant-co 1 one 1,
December 31, 1862

.Assistant to the Commissary · General of
subsistence, Washington, D. C.

Michael R. Morgan . . . • . . Bvt. brigadier. gen er a 1,
April 9, 1865.
John P. Hawkins ........ Bvt. major-general, March
13. 1865.

Bvt. brigadier-genera 1,
April 9, 1865. Thomas C. Sullivan .... . Bvt. lieutenant--c o 1 one 1, Purchasing and depot C. S. at Boston, Mass.
March 13, 1865.
John W. Barriger ..... -~ . Bvt. brigadier- gene r al, Purchasing and depot C. S. at Chicago, ID.
March 13, 1865.
Thomas Wilson ......... . Bvt. brigadier.genera 1, Chief C. S., Department of t}le Mi ssouri, and
purchasing and depot C. S. at ,Fort LeavMarch 13, 1865.
enworth, Kans.
Purchasing
C. S. at Denver, Colo.
William H. Bell . . . . . . . . . Bvt. major, March 13, 1865.

Captains.

Samuel T. Cushing .... .. Bvt. major, March 13, 1865. Chief C. S., Department of T exas, and p~chasing and depot C. S. at San .Antomo,
Tex.
William A. Elderkin..... Bvt. major, March 13, 186fi •. Purchasing and depot C.. S., Newport Barracks, Newport, Ky.
.,
Charles B. Penrose...... Bvt. lieutenant-colonel, No- Chief C. S., Department of D8;kota, and J_)U:: ·
chasing and depot C. S. at Samt Paul, Mrnn.
vember 11, 186':'
William H. Nash........ Bvt. major, November 17, Pnrchasing and depot C. S. at New Orleans,
La.
.
1865.
Charles P. Eagan ... .. .. ...... . ... .. .... .. ........... . Purchasing and depot C. S. at San Francisco,

Cal

. t

Fred. F. Wl1itehead...... Bvt. major, March 2, 1867 .. . P11rchasing _and depot C. S. at Wasbmg on,

D. C.

A

John F. Weston ....... .. ..... .. ... .. ............ ..... . Chief C. S., Department of Arizonii , Los ngeles, Cal.
.
d
Charles A. Woodruff .... .. ........ •......• . ..• ..•• ..... Chief C. S., Department of tbeColnmb1a, an
purchasing and depot C. S., Vancou,er
Barracks, Wash.
d
John J . Clague ....................................... . Chief C. S., District, of New 1!Pxico, an
post C. S. at Fort Marcy, N. Mex., Santa
Fe, :N. Mex.
Wells Willard ... ........ Bvt. captain, March 2, 1867 On leave.
Henry G. harpe ............. . ... . ...... . .. .......... . On leave.
Frank E. Nye ... ........ . . . .. ............ ..... .... ... . D epot and post C. S. at Fort Monroe, Va.
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SURGEON·GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. O., October 10, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith a statement of expenditures
made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, from the appropria.
tion made by act of Congress approved May 28, 1886, for the expenses
of the Medical Department of the Army, and the balance on hand at the
close of said fiscal year, viz :
Medical and Hdspital Dcpa1·tnient, 1887.

Anropriated by act appro;ed May 28, 1886 ........................... . $200,000.00
Refunded during the year:
·
By Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., for supplieb furnished....................................... $4, 163. 13
By U. S. · Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., for
supplies furnished . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:103. 34
By Army Medical Museum, for supplies furnished.......
418. 75
By Quartermaster's Department, for veterinary medicines
furnished . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:3, 667. 78
On account of supplies lost .... __ .... ~ ... _.......... .. . .
4. 00
8,557.00
Total to be accounted for .................•.•............... - .. · · 208,557.00
Disbursed to June 30, 1887:
For medical and hospital supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. 58,949.35
For expenses of purveying depots............... . . . . . . . .
4, :t36. 32
For pay of employ es, viz:
Medical purveying depot;, New York, N. Y. $12,049.82
Medical purveying depot, Saint Louis,
.
Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 639. 96
Medical purveying depot, Sau Francisco..
6,317.46
Office medical director Division of the At·
lantic ................•............ ! ..
1,800.00
U. S.Army Dispensary, Washington, D. C.
3,000.00
35,807.24
For advertising ....................................... .
:393. 50
For medical attendance, medicines, nursing, etc ....... .
4,282.93
For miscellaneous expenses ....................•.......
761. 96
104., 4:n. 30
Balance to be accounted for July 1, 1887....... •••. .. . . . . . . . . ... . 104,125.70
As follows:
,
Balance in U. S. Treasury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 55, 831. 28
In hands of disbursing officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, ~94. 42
104,125 70
587
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Nearly all the balance remaining on hand at the close of the fis~al
year has already been, or will be, expended in the payment for supphes
contracted for and other obligations incurred prior to July 1, 1887.
The money value of tlie medical and hospital supplies actually issued
during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1887, was $159,366.95, and t1:1e
cost of the supplim; required for issue during the current fiscal year will
undoubtedly exceed that amount. I base the estimate of the probable
cost of the medical and hospital supplies which will be required for
issue during the present fiscal year on the fact that the average money
value of medical supplies issued annually during the fiscal years July
1, 1876, to June 30, 1887, was approximately $177,515.JS, exclusive of
all other expenses.
In this connection I respectfully invite your attention to my estimate
of appropriations required by the Medical Department of the Army for
the service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, submitted to you on
the 15th ultimo, as follows:
For the purchase of medical and hospital supplies, including disinfect'.1nts for general post sanitation, expenses of purveying depots, pay of employes, medwal ~are and
treatment of officers and enlisted men of the Army on duty at posts and stat10~s, for
which no other provh1ion is made; for the proper care and treatment of cases 11;1 the
Army suffering from contagious or epidemic diseases; advertising, and other miscellaneous expenses of the Medical Department (the amount to be expended for pay of
employes not to exceed $38,000), $220,000.
.
For met.lical and hospital supplies for the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Sprmgs,
Ark., $4 1000.

The estimated amounts will, it is believed, be necessary to meet the
wants of the Medical Department for: the purposes stated for the ensuing_ fiscal year. It becomes necessary from time to time to add to the
standard supply table new remedies, new instruments, and new standard medical books, and provide them for use by medical officers of the
Army in the proper diagnosis and treatment of disease.
.
The limited number of contract surgeons allowed by law nece~sitates
the employment of private physicians, under existing regulat10n~, to
furnish . medical attendance to officers and enlisted men at stations
where there is no medical officer of the Army. These physicians are
paid by the visit · from the "medical and hospital appropriation."
Added to this ii,, the necessary expenditure for the employm_ent ?f
skilled nurses for the proper care and treatment of cases of epidemic
and contagious diseases.
I respectfully recommend, as specified in estimate submitted, that the
limit of amount of the appropriation to be expended for the pay of employes of the Medical Department be increased to at least $38,000.
I haYe the honor to renew my recommeudation made in my last annual_ rt-port that, in order to facilitate the purchase and delivery_ of
medical an<l. hospital supplies and for the best interests of the service
with a view to economy, Cong~ess be requested to grant authority in the
purchase of medical and hospital supplif's ,vhich cost less than 500 to
!11ak_e such purchases, after due advertisement for uids, without ente~mg mt? a formal written contract. In many insta1.1ces a strict complla1.1ce with the letter of tlrn law aud existing regulations in preparing t~e
formal executory contracts, five copies of which are required, entail
an xpen e to the GoYernment in clerical time and labor fully equal to
the cost of the article for which tlrn coutract i made. It is not belie,ed
th a~ uc~ ~a the int ntion of the framers of the law relating to purcha e of Gov rument upplie .
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Medi cal and Hospital Department, 1886.

Balance on hand July 1, 1886 ..........•.................•...••........ $127,176. 3:5
Refunded during the year . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 . 82
Total to be accounted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .. . •••. •••••. . . . . . .
Disbursed during the year :
For medical and hospital supplies ..·........••••..•.•..
For expenses of purveying depots ................... ,- .
For pay of employes .......................... - .... - - .
For medical attendance, medicines, etc ............... .
For miscellaneous expenses .. _. . .. __ ......... - - - .... - - .

127, 6~fi.17

$79,670.96
1,856.48
316.66
2,230.6!>
115. 79
83,690.54

Balance to be accoun tecl for July 1: ·1887 ...•..................•..
As follows:
Balance in U. S. Treasury._ • .....•••• _ . • • • • • . • • • • •
24,415. 82
In hands of disbursing officers .•• ~.. . . . . . . . • • • . • • • •
19, 528. 81

43,944.63

43,944.63

Medical and Hospital D epa1·trnent, 1885.
Balance on hand July 1, 1886...... ..•••. .. .. .. .••••• ..•••. .. .... ...•.. $13,275.07
Disbursed during the year. ___ ••... _.. . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . .
$135. 15
Transferred to surplus fund ...•..•••.. _...•...•• ~ . . . . . • . . .
13, 139. 92
13,275.07
Medical and Hospital Department, 1883 and prio1· years (reappropriated).
Appropriated by act approved August 4, 1886 .......•.••....••...... ~ ..
Disbursed during the year ...... _.....••••..................•...•......
Medical and Hospital Depa1·tment, 1882.
Balance on hand July 1, 1886 ....................•••......••••.•••.....
Balance to be accounted for July 1, 1887 ...•..•••...•••••.••••.••.•....

$486.62
486.62

=====

$452. (:o
452.00

Signal Service, Medical Depa1·tme11t, 1887.
Appropriated by act approved August 4, 1886 .....•...•.....•••.....••.
Disbursed during the year ......•••..............•••.....•••••..•.•••••.

$2,000.00
1,655.53

Balance to be accounted for July 1, 1887 .•.••.•.•..•.•......•....

344.47

Signal Service, Medical Department, 1886.
Bahtnce on hand Jiily l, 1886, viz:
For medical attendance and medicines ................. ._ •••.......
$3,243.90
For medical attendance and medicines tor officers of the Army doing ·
100.00
duty in connection with the Signal Service ........... ·----· ..... .
For medical and hospital supplies at Fort Myer, Va ................ .
18~.55
For work and supplies at Fort Myer, Va ...•••.................••••.
.13
For medical and hospital supplies to officers and enlisted men of the
1,000.00 ·
Signal Corps from U. S. Army purveying depots and dispensaries.
Total to be accounted for ................••••..•••.............
Disbursed during the year :
For medical attendance and medicines .........•••.....
$744.05
:J.75
For medical and hospital supplies at Fort Myer, Va.
For medical and hospital supplies to officers and enlisted
360.96
men from .purveying depots and dispensaries ••..•••••

4,527.58 ·

-----

1,108.76

Balance to be accounted for July 1, 1887 .....................•••.

3,418.82
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Signal Sm·vice, Medical Department, 1885'.

Balance on hand.July 1, 1886, viz~
. .
·
For medical attendance and medicines ..... ...........••...•••..••••.
For medical attendance and medicines for officers doing duty in
connection with the Signal Service . ....... . .................•.•. For medical and hospital supplies for Fort Myer, Va---------· .•.. For material for repair of hospital at Fort Myer, Va .•..............
For medicines to officers and enlisted men of the Signal Corps from
U. S. Army purveyini depots and dispensaries ••.•.•• ~ ......•... Total to be accounted for ...........•........•••••....•.••.... Transferred to surplus fund .......................·..........•......•...

$2,973.06
97. 15
42.06
. 04
524.26

----3,636.57
3,636.57

=====

.Artificial lirnbs, 1884 and prior years.

Balance from previous fiscal year .. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . • . •
War warrant, under section 5 of the act of March 3, 1875.... • • • • • . . • • . .

$1, 443. 20
92. 48

----1, 535. 68

Total to be accounted for...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disbursed during the year......... . .......................
$92. 48
Carried to the surplus fund ...•.•.••...••....•••..•••... ~..
1,443. 20
Artificial limbs, 1885.

1,535.118

,

Balance from previous fiscal year.~ .....•...-._-_-_·_-.·._. ..........• - - - - -- - Disbursed during the year...... . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
$18. 15
Carried to the surplus fund................................
1, 743. 38

$2,602.51

Balance rem~ining June 30, 1887 ..••••..••.•........•.•.•..... - - - .

840.98

1,761.53

=====

Artificial limbs, 1886.

B~lance from :previous fiscal year ....•..•......•......••••... : .... - - • - - $99,995.93
Disbursed during the year ..................................... : ........... - 16,307.89
.

-

.

Balance remaining June 30, 1887 •••••••••••....•...••..•.•.. - . -- -

83,688.04

=====

. tfrtijicial limbs, 1887.

t:ptopriated ?Y.ac~ of August 4, 1886 _:_._. ·-· ..• _... ,._... _,•.• ·- : • ••••..•••.... $20~,
_1s ursed durrng 1 lie year . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
9 ,
0

Balance remaining J urie 30, 1887 .•• _.. . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . .

ggi-. ~~·>

107, 693. 25

.Appliances for disabled solclie:,·s, 1885.

$1,697.50
1,697.50

Balance from previous fiscal year .••••.•..•........••...••••.....•.....
Carried to the surplus fund ..................... ...... ......••••.......
Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1886.

~!~~~~eefdrodmuripnrevtihous fiscal year ..••.•........... _.....•... _• • • . . • • • . .
8
g e year. . • • • • . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . .

$1, 65 8. 5 0

Balance remaining June 30, 1887 •...•.•••••••••...•....•........ -

1,648.50

10· 00

.Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1887.

~lte ;e!~~~~~::.~~~~ :: :::: :: :::: :::: ::::: ::::::::::::
0

tffb~~~;~:ri1;g

Balance remaining June 30, 1887 ____________ •••••• _••••• _•• . •. . . .

$2, ~: gg
1,357.00

--=--
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Medical and Surgical Bistory.

Balance from previous fiscal year .........•....••....•••. ---------- ••••
Pisbursed during the year ...•...•.•...••••.•.••..•••....•.. --···· ..•.
Balance remaining June 30, 1887 ..••••.•••...••••..• - ••.•••••••.

$8,565.22
4,311.00

----4,2M.22

=====

Museurn and libra1·y, 1886.

Balance from previous fiscal year ............................... - - •.• - ..
Disbursed during the year ......... -~ ................... - ........ - • - - ..

$2,439.70
2,439.70

=====

Army Medical Museum,, 1887.

Appropriated by act of .June 30, 1886 .•••••.•.••. ---~-- ......... : •• --·. Disbursed during the year ....................................... - - - ..
Balance remaining June 30, 1887 ................................ .

$5,000.00
4,309,50
690.50

=====
Libm1·y of the Surgeon- General's Office, 1887.

Appropriated by act of June 30, 1886......... •• • . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • •• .
Disbursed during the year .................. ____ .......................

$10, 000. 00
9,675.63

Balance remaining, June 30, 1887 __ •• _•••. _. • .. • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • • . .

324. :17

Maintenance of Army and Navy Hospitai at Hot Springs, Ark., 1887: Expended for pay of civilian employes from September 1, 1886, to June
30, 1887 .•.......••••.•• __ ••••. __ ~ _. _.__ • __ • _ . ____ •. __ ...••••.....• __ .
Amon1;1t expended in furnishing trusses under sections 1176, 1177, 1178,
Rev1aed St1;1,tutes ........ ______ •.•. ______ .................. ____ ......

$6, 086. 48

5,061.98

There were furnished during the year:
In kind:
Trusses .........••... _. ____ .. ___ ..• _••.... _• • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . • • 878

±~~i
i~i:1 li!r.-.-.-:: :.-: _-:: _._. _- _- _-: .-.-::_-_-_-.-.-_-_-_-_ ·_-_-_-_-_-_: : ::::: ::: :: :_-:: _- _-:: _-::: · r3
Artificial arms .. _••.. ____ .• __ • __ •.••••. __ •. _•••.•••••••••••••••• ___ ..... _. .
10

By commutation:

·

±~i~~t:~ i:Ir.-.-.-_:-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ -.-.-.-.-.~_-.-_-_._._._._._._._._._._._._ -.-.-.-.-.-.-~·:.-.-.: _-:::::::::: _-::: 3n

Artificial arms .. _........••••.............•• _.. _. _. _.. _. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 390
Artificial hands ...•.. _••...... _... __ ...•• _•.....••••..••.• _... . . . • . . . • . . . .
6
Apparatus for legs ..••••................•....... ·..•..••.•... ~- ..•........• 343
Apparatus for arms ••.•.••••.•••••.••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 517

HEALTH OF THE ARMY FOR THE CALENDAR
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3J, 1886. ·
On account of its small size, and the nature of the service which it is
called upon to perform, the Afmy of the United States is broken up into
sm~ll co1!1ma:nds, which are scattered over a vast territory comprising
regions differmg 'widely in physical features and climatic conditions. In
~tu_d~ing the influence exerted upon the health of the troops by peculiarities of eleyation, temperature, rain-fall, drainage, etc., it is necessary that the country shall be divided into regions, each of which sh~ll
be characterized by physical features and climatic conditions distinct
from all others, but uniform, or nearly so, throughout its own area.
That division which seems most nearly to meet these requirements, and
to be the best adapted to the purposes of this report, is a modification
of one made by Mr. Henry Gannett, of the CJ. S. Geological Survey,
and used in the compilation of the mortality and vital statistics of the
Tenth Census, and is shown in the accompanying . map. The Tegions
are eleven in number, as follows: Tpe Atlantic Coast, Eastern T~mbered Plains and Hills, Appalachian, Northern Lakes, Central Timbered Plains and Hills, Alluvial, Gulf Coast, Prairies, Great Plains,
·
·
Cordilleras, and Pacific Coast.
On account of the great extent, north and south, of some of these
regions, they have, for purposes of comparison, been subdivided into
groups of posts.
During the year 1886 no troops were stationed in the Alluvial region,
which comprise!» only the swamp lands of the Mississippi and Red River
valleys, and consequently no mention is made of it in the succeeding
pages of this _report.
Under the head of each region is given a brief description of its distinctive features, and a table showing the military stations within_its
·limits, together with the mean strength of command, a~missions to s1?k
report, number constantly non-effective, deaths, and discharges for disability for each station, followed by a general consideration of the subject of the health of the troops serving in the region during the year.
Following this are given the principal facts in relation to the health of
the whole Army; the surgical record for the year; vaccinations; the
health of colored troops, of Indian scouts, and of civilian attac~es;
marriages and births at military stations; the special reports of medical
officers; and the hygie:pe of the Army.
REGION . OF THE ATLANTIC COAST.

This region comprises only a narrow strip of territory along the ~tlantic sea-board, lying between the ocean and the region of Eastern 1=11mbered Plains and Hills. In the northern portion the surface is mamly
undulating and hilly, and presents substantially the same features as
the region on its west. Along the coast of New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, and Virginia, the ground is low, sandy, and, in place~,
marshy. From Virginia southward a large proportion of the area 1s
592
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swampy and differs but little in general characteristics from the coast
swamps 'which border the Gulf of Mexico.
Two or more subdivisions of this reg'ion mig·ht properly be made, but,
as all but two of the fourteen posts in the whole area, from which reprots of medical officers were received during the year, are situated in
the northern part, and are subjected to practically the sam~ climatic
conditions, it has not been thought advisable to arrange them rn group ,
as has been done in other regions, iu different portions of which very
dissimilar conditions prevail.
The following table shows the average of all the observations on temperature, relative humidity of the atmosphere, and rain-fall, reported
from stations in this region during the year:
Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit).
Average
maximum.
Region of the Atlantic Coast ... .....

Average Averafe
relative
I,
A.verage Avera~e humidity. rain-fa
inches.
Av~rage
daily
annual.
m1mmum.
range.

92

7

58. 7

15

77

49. 17

The fo~lowing table shows the stations in the region of the Atlantic
Coast, with mean strength of command, ratios of admission to sick report, constant non-effectiveuess, discharges, and deaths:
Mean
Cases.
Admission Average
strength
rate
number Discharges
(correctper 1,000
for
D1-1atbs.
sick
ed for
of mean
disability.
Disease.
Injury.
Total.
daily.
time).
. sti-ength.
------ -Fort Preble, Me .....
40
38
13
51
1,275
2
. 97
Fort Warren, Mass ..
76
68
25
93
1,224
5
1
3. 27
Watertown :Arsenal,
Mass ..... . .....
32
33
1
34
1,062 ,
1. 24 . .................
1
Fort Adams, R. I ... .
232 '
167
49
216
931
6. 70
7
2
Fort Trumbull, Conn
72
42
9
708
51
1.43
2
1
F ortColumbus, N. Y.
153
117
16
133
869
3. l3
5
3
F ort Schuy)er, N. Y ..
72
68
23
91
1,264
2
2
3. 03
F ort Hamilton, N. Y
182
136
38
174
956
2
3. 32
1
.F ort Wadsworth,
N.Y ...............
42
46
12
58
1,381
2.16
2 .............
D avid's Island, N . Y .
506
778
99
877
27. 69
8
1,733
4
w illets Point, N. Y .
383
632
155
787
22. 47
5
4
N ewYorkCity, N. Y.
62
•• 055
3
3
97
6
1. 64 .......... ........ .
F ortMonroe, Va .....
255
307
35
342
1,341
12
ll. 16
1
s t. Francis Barracks,
Fla ............... .
103
164
36
200
1,942
4. 54
4
4
F ield .. : .............
15
2
3
5
.10 --------·--· ---·--·Names of stations.

I

Total ......... .

-----2,225

2,601

517

3,118

.,, I

1,401

92. 84

56

24

T~e force serving in this region during the year consisted of 27 compames of artillery, the battalion of engineers, 2 detachments of ordnance, and the general service recruits at David's Island, N. Y.
The mean strength, including officers, was 2,225 men, of whom 2,194
were white and 31 colored (of .African descent). The total number of
admissions to sick report was 3,118; of this number 1,6~0 were treated
in quarters, 1,493 in hospital, and· 5 in the field. The number of men
daily non-effective on account of sickness averaged, in quarters, 33; in
hospital, 60; total, 93. The discharges for disability numbered, from
quarters, 22; hospital, 34; total, 56; and the deaths, in quarters, 15;
hospital, 9 ; total, 24.
·
·
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The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was 1,401 for all men
who were excused from any portion of their military duty on account
of sickness, but for those cases which required admission to hospital
the rate was 671. The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean strength was
11, in the proportion of 4 in hospital and 7 in quarters; that of discharges for disability was 25, in the proportion of 15 from hospital and
10 from quarters; and that of constant non-effectiveness on account of
sickness was 42, in the proportion of 27 in hospital and 15 in quarters.
The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
in hospital, 15 days; in quarters, 7 days; in the field, 7 day 1,;. for all
cases treated, 11 days; and the total loss of time on account of swkness
averaged 15 days for each soldier in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
were returned to duty was 10 days, for those .who were discharged for
disability 59 days, and for those who died 27 days, in each case. The
ratio of recoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 963,
of discharges for disability 18, and deaths 8.
The following table shows the number and classified cause~ of all
admissions to sick report, deaths, and discharges, together with the
relative position in order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each
cause of admission for the region:
Relative
position
1----c-------,-------1 of causes
ofadmisDissionin the
.Admis- Deaths
sions.
· charges. region.
Number of-

Classified causes of admissions, deaths, and discharges.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1--- - - - - - - - - Injuries·--··-·····-····-····· ·· ·--············ ·· -··········
Diseases of the respiratory system ........ _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the digestive.system .. _. . ................... . . _.
Diarrhooal diseases ........... . ......... _.............. . . . . . .
~~~:rs::1 °ilst:a~i~t-~~~~~~~~? ~!.s_t_e_rr:_::::::::::::::: :: :::::
Diseases of the locomotor system...........................
~te\i~id\:::::e_s_: :: : ::: ::: ::: :: : :::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::::::
Zoogenous diseai;es . ...... .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
DC iseat~te st?f th ed~ervous system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ons 1 u 1ona1 1seases .................................•. - - -

~~::::::
~i :~: :r~::: -_ -_: -_-_::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::
Diseases'of the reproductive system . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .
Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D~seases of the lymphatic system .. _. . . .. . ·_..................
~~seases
tt~e u_rinary system._............................
1seases o
e c1rcu1atory system ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parasitic disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

oj

t1~!~~:;~er3tl~1 ;;o~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::_-:: :::::::::::::

517
410
409
312

10
3

m
m

180 . .. . • . . . . .

-~
8
2
2
6
3

l ........ i'

152 .. -. -- · · i · · · · · · · · · ·
4
144
7
3
83
2

~~

1

18 . . . . . ... . .
1
17
2 . -· · · · · · · ·
14 -- -· --· · · ·· · ·· · · · ·
2
2
13
3
1
12
7 ........ -. --.. -· · · · ·

~

._._.... ~ . ::::::::::

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21

22

~~~f~~~IB:t~ . ~~~~~~~~:::: :: :::: ::: : .-: : ::::::: :: :::::::::::: ·······as· :::: :: ::::
~
----------

:f~t:'
.i ~r:i~:;ge~: :::::: :::::: ::::::· ::::::: :: :::: :::: :: ::::3,::::118:: ..•..••.
_...... ~---\·····
···56.
Total cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
··· ·· ·· · ·

SPECIAL DISEASES.-For pneumonia the admission rate was 4.94 per
1,000 of mean strength; for bronchitis it wa.s 30.56; for catarrh and com~on colds, 134.38 ;_ for articular rheumatisrn, 28.31; for muscular rhe1tmatism, 69.66_; for diarrhrea (acute and chronic), 124.49; for dysentery (acu-pe
and chronic), 5.84; for paroxysmal (malarial) fevers, 69.66; for typhoid
.
fever, 3.15; for pulmonary phthisis, 6.74.
. Of the ~la s of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, 17 admIS·
sions to sick report, or a rate of 7.64 per 1,000 of mean strength, were
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reported in the region during the year; none of these cases occurred
among the colored troops.
.
Typhoid fever caused 7 admissions to sick report, 4 of _wbrnh occn_rr d
at Fort Monroe, Va., and 3 at St. Francis Barracks (Samt Augustm ~),
Fla. Two deaths from this disease were reported, both from tbe latter
station.
Measles caused 4 admissions, 2 at St Francis Barracks, Fla., aud 1
each at Fort Preble, Me., and Willets Point, N. Y.; 11ii1,mps 4, at Willets Point; whooping cough l, at Fort Adams, R. I.; and dengue 1, at St.
Francis Barracks.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS .A.MONG TROOPS.-Counting all cases of disease and injury, the period of rireatest sickness among the troops serdng
in the region of the Atlautic Coast during the year comprised the months
of June,J·u1y, aud August, when the constant non-effecti\Te rate averaged
45 per 1,000 of mean strength. The principal causes of this uon-effectiveness were, in the order of their relative importance, injuries, venereal
diseases aD:d alcoholism, malarial fernrs, and diarrhreal diseases.
July showed a greater number of admissions to sick report than any
other month of the year, its rate being 152 per 1,000 of mean streugtll;
during the same month, also, the constant non-effective rate was 48 per
1,000, the highest of the year. The greatest number of deaths in any
one month was 6, also reported for July.
The period of least sickness appears to have been duriDg the months
of September and October, the constant non-effective rate for this period
being 35 per 1,000 of mean strength.
. In the above computations all cases of disease or injury have been
mcluded; but if, in order to obtain :figures which will show the relatfre
healthfulness of different, localities, or of the same locality at different
seasons, cases of injury, venereal disease and alcoholism are excluded
from the calculation, it is found that, while the period of greatest sicknes~ remains unchanged, the prevailing causes of sickness duriug the
period were malarial fevers, diarrllreal disease8, and diseases of the
iutegumentary system; and that the constaut non-effective rate ,Yas
33 per 1,000 of mean strength, that for the whole year being 29.
Excluding the class of cases mentioned above, the period of least
sickness comprised the months of September, October, aud November,
the constant non-effective rate being 25 per 1,000 of mean strength.
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.- Willets Point, N. Y., furnished the
highest admission rate for the year, 2,055 per 1,000 of mean streugtll;
also the highest constant non-effective rate, 59 per 1,000. St. Francis
Barracks, Fla., gave the highest death-rate, 39 per 1,000 of mean
streJJgth.
CIVILIANS Wl'l'H COMM A.ND.--With a mean strength of 2,225 · officers
and enlisted meu serving in the region of the Atlantic Coast, there was
constantly present during the year an average of 1,911 civilians, comprising the families of officers and enlisted men, servants, civilian ·employes, etc. Of tliis number 292 were adult males; 728 adult fomales,
and 891 children. The admissions to sick report numbered for the adult
males 90, and the deaths 2; for the adult fomales 432, and the deaths
8 ; for the children 444, and the deaths 8; or an aggregate of 966 ad.
missions and 15 deaths.
The oeriod of greatest sickness among the civilian attaches comprised
the month of March, the prevailing "diseases being those of the digestive system, malarial diseases, and catarrhal affections.
The least sickness among civilians was reported during the month of
October.
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REGION OF EASTERN TIMBERED PLAINS AND HILLS.

This region, lying between the Atlantic Coast region on the east and
the Appalachian Mountain region on the west, extends from th~ northern boundary of Maine to the coast swamps of the Gulf of Mexico. I_n
Alabama, below the southern terminus of the Appalachian system? it
meets, and is continuous with, the region of Central Timbered Plams
an_d Hills. It comprises areas differing considerably in te~pera~ure,
ram-fall, and elevation, but is uniform in the fact that it is qmte umversally covered with forests except where they have been cut away by ~he
hands of man, and that it nowhere presents any high degree of rel!ef.
The New England part of the region is somewhat billy, and, exceptmg
in northern Maine, is largely cleared. In the southern At~antic Sta~es
it constitutes the Atlantic plain, which, near the mountams, contams
some outlying bills of the Blue Ridge, while eastward it slopes very
. gradually and uniformly toward the sea.
.
.
Of the 10 military stations in this area, 9 have elevations rangmg
from 36 to 600 feet; and 1, Camp Hancock, Georgia, is 1,129 feet above
the level of the sea. The following table shows the average of all the
observations on temperature, relative humidity of the atmosphere, and
rain.fall reported from these posts during the year:
Temperature (degees Fahremheit).
Average
maximum.
Region of Eastern Timbered Plains
and Hills ......•...... . ......... ..

Average Average
relative rain-fall,
Average Average humidity. inches.
Average
daily
annual.
minimum. range.

--- ------

17

-1

95

51. 74

73

56. 3

The following- table shows the stations in the region of Eastern Timbered Plains and Hills, with mean strength of command, rates of admission to sick report, constant non-effectiveness, discharges, and
deaths:
Mean
strength
(co1·-

Names of stations.

Cases.

I

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

1
0
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,._·~-i~-e~_/_._
r .__e~--~__

!_:___

Injury. Total.

~dmis· Average
Dis.
s10n rate number charges D th
per 1,000
sick
for dis· ea s.

ifr::ih.

daily.

ability.

I

Kennebec Arsenal, Me ....
Springfield Armory, Mass
West Point, N. Y ......... .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa .. .
Philadelphia, Pa . ......... .
~ort McHenry 1 Md ....... .
ort Myer, Va . . . . . . . ..
Washington B'ks, D. C ... .
Augusta A.r11enal, Ga .... .
Camp Ilancock, Ga .. ... .

17

42

st~

3~~

36

22

6:

4b~

50

2, 941

6

28

778

8

U~~

1}~ ···'ii,i' ·· ·· ·is· .... i29· ····u1a·
2!~

~~

4~~

ig

~~

:

m
~g

i: ~g~
~: igi

1---l-- - - - - - - -

Total. ............... .

016

1,146

193

1, 339

1,462

. 78

1 · · · ·· · ••

9: ~~ ········2· ··· ·· ··2
. 87 .. • · • · · · · · · · · · · · • •

3:g~ ······· 2 ·······3
11:

~g ···· ·· 12

· ······i

:~~ ........i. ::::::::

----1---1--18
28.22

The fore~ serving in this region during the year consisted of porti.ons
of two regunent::; of artillery, one company of the engineer batt~l10n,
an~ detachments of ordnance, of the signal corps, and of unassigned

artillery and cavalry at West Point, N. Y.
The mea~ s~rengtb, i~clnding officers, was 916 men. The total number of admi ·s1ous to isick report was 11339; of this number, 993 were
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treated in quarters, and 346 in hospital. The number of men dai1y
non-effective on account of sickness averaged, in quarters, 1 ; in bo pital, 15; total, 28. The discharges for disability numbered, from
quarters, 5; fro m hospital, 13; total, 18; and the death , in quarter ,
5; in hospital, 1; total, 6.
The admission rate per J ,000 of mean strength was 1,462 for all men
who were excnsed from any part of their military dut.Y on account of
sickness, but for those cases which required admis ion to hospital the
rate was 378. 'l'he ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean trengtll wa 7, in
the proportion of 6 in quarters and 1 in hospital; that of di charge
for disability was 20, in the proportion of 6 from quarters and 14 from
hospital; and that of constant non-effectiveness was 31, in the proportion of 17 in quarters and 14 in hospital.
. The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
rn quarters, 5 days; in hospital, 16 days; for all cases treate<l, 8 days;
and the total loss of time on account of sickness averaged 11 days for
each soldier in the command .
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
w_ere _r~turned to duty was 6 days, for those who were discharged for
d1~ab1hty 72 days, and for those who died 66 days. The ratio of recoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 965, of discharges
for disability 13, and of deaths 4.
The following table shows the number and classified causes of all
admi~sions to sick report, deaths, and discuarges, together with the
relative position in order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each
cause of admission for the region:
·
Relative
position
of causes
1- - - - - , - - - - - - - - J of admisAdmis· /·
Dission in
sions
Deaths. charges
th_e reNumber of-

Classified ca~se& of admissions, deaths, and discha1 ges.

I

.

.

·

g10n.

- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - fi~ea.ses of the respiratory system _. _. ______ . _____ . __ . ··-· ..

;i,i1::~1 ~lis~;;s~·s.::: : : : ~ : : : : : -. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::::::: : : : : : :
Di!~;h:td~~!a~~~estive system. __ . . ... ·-----·----· ..... ___ .
~ ~nereal dis eases : ~ : : ~ ~ ~: : : : ~ : : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : : ~: ~ : :
D~seases of the nervous system . . . .... ...... --·.--··--··--- ..
C 1se~~:9 the i:itegumentaTy system . ___ _.. ___ .. __ ... ___ ..
D?nS 1 u 1~nal diseases . __ ... .. _. . ____ . .. _.. __ ... _. _. _.. ___ . _
Di!ffcs~!s~~;~:. ~~comofor system. __.. __ . . __ ___. __ .. __ .. ___ ..

t'!f

~f::;::: gf {~! ::ir~~~~i{~~ :~;:~~i~: :_: :: :::::: ::::::::::.::.

S~emfic folmle and acute infectious diseases. __ .. _.......... .
g(seases of the urinar.v system __..... _. __ _. ___ .. __ ........ .
z,~i~~~~;u~ c{i!:~:;iulatory system .... __. . __ .. __ .. _. .. __ .. . _.

262
193
187
158
•143
72
64
63
56

3

1
1
5
3
••••••••••

1

. . . . . . . . . . . NO,

1
1

r; ·--····-·· ---··--·2·
48

12
9
8
5

D"

4

IIf~1i~ti~\1:~j ./it!\\!)!!!!!i\<U

1
1
1

f
.... ·· ·-·· ···--- ... . ·----· ·--···· ··· ... .. .
]);:::::: ir!~:
!r~phaticsystem . ..... ······--·-·----- · --- -·

1
3

1 ·--·-···-·

4

2

.............. -------- -1

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1t

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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SPECIAL DISEASES.-For pneumonia the admission rate was 2.18 per
1,000 of mean strength; for pulmonary phthisis, 3.28; for bronchitis, 88.43;
for catarrh and common colds, 171.40; for articular rheumatism, 60.04;
for muscular rheu,matism, 41.48; for diarrhwa (acute and chronic), 145.20;
for dysentery, O; for cholera, morbus, 10.92; for paroxysmal (malarial) fevers, 204.15, and for typhoid fever, 8.73.
Of the class of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases 9 admissions
to sick report, or a rate of 9.83 per 1,000 of mean strength, were reported
in the whole region during the year.
.
Typhoid fever caused 8 admissions, 7 of which occurred at West Pomt,
N. Y., and 1 at Washington Barracks, D. C. No deaths were reported
from this cause.
Concerning the prevalence of typhoid fever in the cavalry detachment at West Point, N. Y., Surgeon J. P. Kimball, in July, says:
One case of typhoid fever was reported taken sick last month, and three m?~e
have been taken sick this month, all from tbe detachment of cavalry, U. S. Military Academy. There have been in the command nine cases of typhoid fever since
July 5, 1885; eight of these have occurred in the detachment of cavalry and one
in the detachment of artillery. Repeated and most careful examinations of .the
barracks and their surrounclings, water supply and drainage, have been made without discovering any unsanitary condition or source of infection. Three of th~ four
cases now under treatment are men who do not live in the barracks, and their surroundings may be passed over in searching for the source of the disease. As eight. of
the nine cases have occurred in the cavalry detachment, which numbers not quite
one-fourth of the enlisted men of the command (cavalry detachment, 70 ; tot.al stre~gth,
291), it appears reasonably certain i,hat the men of this detachment are especially
exposed to the typhoid poison in some manner not in common with the others. Tbe
special duty of the cavalry detachment differing from that of the otber enlisted men
at the post consists in the stable duty. The cavalry stables are situated nearly half
a mile from the barracks and are seldom visited by any one except cavalr,vmen. Clo~e
by the ~tables is a spring of clear, cool, sparkling water, from which th~ men are. m
the habit of drinking freely. This sprino- is on the bill-side below the p1nrn, on whrnh
stands the cadet barracks, officers' qua,r ters, and other buildings of the Academy, and
some portion of the drainage of this plain doubtless finds its way i nt.o it. I am unab_le
to suggest any more probable source of contamination of its waters by the typhoid
poison than the supposition that, by some. of the cases of typhoid fever which have
occurred in the past, some of the cesspools (now closed) may have become infectP-d,
ar~ that the poison from them has at length found its way into the sources <;>f the
sprmg. The one case of typhoi<l fever occurring in the artillery detachment 1s corroborativ<:, rather than otherwii-e, of the supposition that this spring ~ay be the
source of rnfection, since the patient in this case was engaged on duty which brought
hi1;11 f~eque~tly near the _cavalry stables, and be states that ~e was in the habit of
drmkmg daily at the sprmg in question. Until some further light can be thrown on
• th~ origin of th~se ?ases of fever, I would respectfully recommend that the use of
this water for drmkmg be discontinued.

One case of measles was reported to have occurred in the command at
Fort McHenry, Md., in July.
.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS .A.MONG TROOPS.-Counting all cases of disease
and_ injury, the period of greatest sickness among the troops serving in. the
reg10n of Eastern Timbered Plains an<l Hills during the year comprised
the months of July, August, and September. During this period the
number constantly non-effective on account of sickness averaged 35
:per 1,000 of m_ean strength, and the principal causes of this ~on-effectiveness w~re, m the order of their relative importance, malarial fevers,
venereal diseases and alcoholism and typhoid fever. The rate of constant non-effectiveness for the ye~r was 31 per 1,000 of mean strength.
Augu. t and September were the months which showed the greate t number of admi sions to sick report during the year, the rates per
l,OOO~fmean trengthbeingl48foreacb. Tbenumbercon tantlynonff .ctrv-e on account of sickn ss was ~-reatest in September, the ratio
per l,OOO of mean trength being 39. The greatest number of deaths
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occurred in January and February, 2 having been reported for ach
month.
The period of least sickness appears to have been during the months
of April, May, and June, the constant non-effective rate beino- 24 per
1,000 of mean strength.
In the above computations all cases of disease and injury have be n
included,.but if cases of injury, venereal disease, and alco~10li m are excluded from the calculation, it is found that while the perwrl of greate t
sickness remains the same, the principal causes of disability are malarial fevers, typhoid fever, integumentary diseases, and articular rh umatism, in the order of their relative importance. The constant noneffective rate for this period was 28, and for the year (still excluding·
the aboYe-mentioned diseases), 21 per 1,000 of mean strength.
According to this calculation the period of least sickness, a beforef
comprised the months of April, .May, and June, but the constant noneffective rate was 16 per 1,000 of mean strength.
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.-Kennebec Arsenal, Jlfaine, furnished
the highest admission rate for the year, 2,941 per l ,0U0 of mean trengtb;
also the highest constant non-effective rate, 46 per 1,000; but, as these
r~tes are based upon a mean strength .of only 17 men, they are not considered reliable. The next highest admission rate, 2,409, was reported
at Fort Myer, Va., and the next highest non-effective rate, 42 per 1,000,
at Washington Barracks, D. C. Fort McHenry, Md., gave the highest
death rate, 27 per 1,000.
There were no colored troops or Indians stationed in this region during
the year.
.
~IVILTANS WI'.I.'H COMMAND.-"With a mean strength of 916 officers and
enlisted men serving in the region of Eastern Timbered Plains and Hills,
~~ere was constantly present during the year an average of 596 civ1hans.. Of this number 112 were adult males, 238 adult females, and
246 children. Tbe admissions to sick report numbered, for the adult
males W, \\ith no deaths; for the adult females 151, and the deaths 1;
f?r the children 175, and the deaths 5; or an aggregate of 336 admiss10ns and 6 deaths.
·
The period of greatest sickness among civilian attaches comprised the
months <_)f February and March, the prevailing diseases being those of
the respiratory and digestive systems, and catarrhal affections.
The least sickness among civilians was reported during the month of
May; the prevailing diseases wne those of the digestive system.
REGION OF THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS.

This mountain region lies between the regions of Eastern and Cent:al ~imbered Plains and Hills, and extends in a southwesterly direct10n. from the northern boundary of Maine to the northern central
port10n of Alal>ama, where it ceases. It is in general densely covered
with forests, and enjoys a heavy rain-fall. Its greatest elevation is in
the extreme uorth anrl south, and much of its area ranges from 1,000
to _7,000 feet above sea-level. Lying between the numerous ranges
whwh make up the system are many valleys, whose elevation is much
below the general leYel of the region.
There are but twq permanent military stations in the whole area,
both arsenalR, and occupied by a very small number of men. In addition, one battery of artillery was encamped at, and en route to and
from, Gettys burgh, Pa., from June 23 to July 9.
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The following table shows the average of all the observations on
temperature, relative humidity of the atmosphere, and rain-fall reported
from posts in this region during the year:
Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit).

Avera.ge Average
rela1ive · rain-fall,
inches.
humidity.
Average
:
A
ve~age
:
Average
Av~rage
maximum. minimum. j 1
annual.

,:!~!. \

'--- ------

Re~ion of the Appalachian Mountams------------------------------

-UI

91

I

I

18 1

77

48. 0

52.1

The following table shows the stations · in the region of the Appalachian Mountains, with mean strength of command and ratios of admission to sick report, constant non-effectiveness, discharges, and deaths:
I

Cases.
IAdmission,
Mean
rate per
strength
1,000 of
Names of stations. (corrected
mean
for time)- Disease. IInjury. Total. strength.

I

!:::?[? ·Discharges Deaths.
1

sick
daily.

for
disability.

-Watervliet Arsenal, N. y _________
Allegheny Arsenal,
Pa -·-· ________
Field,
Gettysburgb,
Pa ______________
Total. _______

34

39

2

41

1,206

26

10

3

13

500

3
63

1
1
---------· - ---

49

-6

55

. 27 .................... .... .......
.40

-----·----··----------·

...........
...........

--1---- --333

. 02

873

. 68 - - - . - - --- - . - - - - -- - - -

The force serving in this region during the year consisted of two detachments of ordnance (and one battery of artillery in the field for 18
days only).
The mean strength, including officers, was 63 men. The total num b~r
of admissions to sick report was 55; of this nnrn ber 51 werp; treated _m
quarters, 3 in hospital, and 1 in the field. The number of men da1ly
non-effective on account of sickness avera.ged in quarters .54, in hospital .12, and in the field .02; total .68. Neither discharges nor deaths
occurred in the region during the year.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was 873 for alJ men_
~ho were excused from any part of their military duty on acc?unt of
srnkness, but for those cases which required admission to hosp1t~l _tb e
rate was 48. The ratio of constant non-effectiveness on account of ~1ckness was 11, in the proportion of 9 in quarters and 2 in hospital.
. The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
m quarters 4 days, in hospital 15 days, in the field 6 days; for all ca es
treated 5 days: and the total loss of time on account of sickness averc:J ,ged 4 days for each soldier in the command.
Tbe average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
were retu:~·ned to duty was 5 days.
The rat10 of reccveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was
1,000.
SP:BXJIAL DISEASEs.-For bronchitis the admission rate was 111.11 per
~,000 of mean. trength; for catarrhs and common colds, 31. 75; for nu~cular rheumatism, ~5.24; for diarrhrea (acute and chronic), 126.98 i for
paroxysmal (malarial)fevers, 31.75; abscesses and boils, 47.62.
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Of the class of 8pecific febrile and acute infeotiou,s disea.ses no ca e~
were reported in the region during the year.
.
.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS AMONG TROOPS.-Oountmg all ca es of d1 a 0
and injury the period of greatest sickness among the troop' e~vi II er i u
the region of the Appalachian Mountains during the year comprh: •<l th
months of January and February; during this period tlle 11t1ml>rr eonstantly. non-effective averaged 22 per 1,000 of mean strengtllJ and tlic
principal cause of this non-e:ffectivenes · was injuries.
February showed a greater number of admissions to ick report tlJau
any other month of the year, the rate per 1,000 of mean strength b 'iug
131; also a higher rate of constant nou-e:ffecti veness, 22 per 1,000.
The period of least sickness was during November and December, the
constant non-e:ffeetive rate being 5 per 1,000 of mean strength.
In the above computations all cases of disease and injury have been
inc]u~ed; but, excluding from the calculation injuries, veuereal disea es
and alcoholism, the period of greatm;t sickness covered the month of
May, June, and July, and the principal causes of admission were diseases of the integumentary system. The constant non effective rate
during the period was 12 per 1,000 of mean strength, that for the year
being 8.
Excluding injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, the period of
least sickness comprised the months of September, October, and No-rnmber, the constant non-effective rate being 4 per 1,000 of meau strength.
CIVI~IANS WITH 'l'HE C0MMAND.-With a mean strength of 63 officers
?'nd enlisted men serving in the region, there was constantly present durmg the year an average of 124 civilians. Of this number 6 were adult
males, 4u adult females, and 72 children. The admissions to sick report
numbered for the adult males none; for the adult females 31, and the
deat~s _3; for the children 32, and the deaths 4; or an aggregate of 63
adm1ss10ns and 7 deaths.
The period of greatest sickness among civilian attaches comprised the
~onth_s of July and October, the prevailing diseases being tl.Jose of the
d_1gest1ve organs and of the respiratory system. The period of least
sickness was during the months of January and February.
REGION OF THE NOR'l'HERN LAKES.

This region includes the area bordering on the St. Lawrence River
an~ the ~heat Lakes, together with the interior of l\fich1gan, northern
W1sconsm, and northeastern Minnesota, which are lacustrine in tlrnir
character. The greater portion of the region is covered with heavy
forests, which, together with the proximity of the Great Lakes and
other smaller bodies of water, tend to reduce the extremes of temperature.
~here are 11 military stations in the region of the Northern Lakes,
which range in elevation from 262 to 840 feet above the level of the sea.
The following table shows the average of all the observations on temperature, relative humidity of the atmosphere, and rain-fall reported
from these posts during the year:
Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit).
Region of the Northern Lakes.

Average Average
Av«;1rage
daily
maximum. minimum.
range.

~::~~re

17

44. 2

.Average Average
relative rain-fall,
humidity. inches.

--92

-

17

75

31.14
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The following table shows the stations in the region of the Northern
Lakes, with mean strength of command, ratios of admission to sick report, constant non-effectiveness, discharges, and deaths:

Names of stations.

Mean
Cases.
.A.clmis
Average Disst.rongth - ~ - - - - 1 sion ntte number c!1ar~es Deaths.
(cor.
\
per l, 000
sick
for dis·
r ec.te!l for Dis· _In· !Total. of mean
daily. ability.
time). ease. ,J ury.
strength.

- - -- - - - - - - - 1- - Fort Brady, Mich ................. .
Fort Mackinac, Mich .. . . . ..... .. . .
Headquarters Departm ent Dakota,
Saint Paul and Fort Snelling,
Minn .......................... . .
Fort Snelling, Minn _. . ....... ... .
Plattsburgh Barracks, N. Y _..... .
Madison Barracks, N. Y .. ...... .. .
Fort Ontario, N. Y ........... .. ; .. .
Fort Niagara, N. Y ............... .
Fort Porter. N. Y ... _............. .
Fort Wayne, Mich ............ . .. .
Chicago, Ill ..........•.............
Total .......•.••........... .

70
72
31
302
42
238
42
85
77
175
58
1, 192

---35
18

21
12

1 .. . . . .
131
57
20
4
250
57
35
6
33
13
61
7
138
29
2 .. . . . .
724
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I

--.- - -- - -1 ······ .-

56
30

800
417

1. 94
2. 07

1
188
24
307
41
46
68
167
2

32
623
1,290
976
541
883
954
34

. 01 · · ·
6. 93
9
. 57
7. 40
2
. 67
1. 82
1
2. 26
1
[t. 90
2
. 44 ... · · · · ·

· · ·· -· · ·

030

780

-19

10

571

30:cia

3

· · · · · · ·i
2
4l
·· · · · · · ·
· -· ·· · · 2

I

The force serving in this region during the year consisted of two
entire regiments, and a portion of a third regiment, of infantry, together
with one battery of artillery.
~
The mean strength, including officers, was 1,192 men, of whom 989
were white and 203 colored. The total number of admissions to sick
report was 930. Of this number 387 were treated in quarters, and 543
in hospital. The number of men daily non.effective on account of sickness averaged in quarters 9, and in hospital 21; total 30.
.
The discharges for disability numbered, from quarters, 3; hospital,
16; total, 19; and the deaths, in quarters, 6; hospital, 4; total, 10.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean ~tre11gth was 780 for all men
who were excused from any portion of their military duty on account of
sickness, but for those cases which required admission to hospital the
rate was 455.
The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean strength was 8, in the propor·
tion of 3_ in hospital and 5 in quarters; that of discharges for disability
was 16, m the proportion of 13 from hospital and ;1 from quarters; and
that of constant non.effectiveness on account of sickness was 25, in the
proportion of 18 in hospital and 7 in quarters.
. The 3:verage duration of each case of sickiless was, for those treated
m hospital, 14 days; in quarters, 8 days; for all cases treated, 12 days;
and the total loss of time on aecount of sickness averaged 9 days for
each soldier in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
w.ere ~~turned to duty was 11 days; for those who were discharged for
d1sab1hty,_ 55 days, and for those who died, 60 days.
The ra~10 of reeoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was
9,)9; of d1sch~rges for disability 20, and of deaths 11.
The followrng table showH the number and classified causes of all
admi_ 'ions ~<? si~k report, deaths and discharges: together with the
relative pos1t!o~ rn order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each
cau e of adm1ss1on for the region.
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Relative
po>1iti 11
of tau '8
.
of admi .
DisRion in tho
barge . n•gion.

I

Classified causes of admissions, deaths, and clischar"es.

~ -- -- - - - - - - - -- ·- - - -- - -1- - - - - Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the respirator.v system ........ . ..•.......... - - - Diseases of the digestive system ............... ........ . - - -·

~~i:::e~t1f::::::~ :: ::::: :::::::.:::::::::::::::: ::::: ::: ::.

200
l 29
114

Diseases of the nervous system ............•............... - .
Diseases of the integumentary system ........ .•.. ...... - - - . .
Dietic diseases . __ .. __ . __.......... _.. __ .......... _............................ - - .
Malarial diseases ............ . .................... -.... - . -- - Diseases of the locomotor system . . . .................. -. -- - Constitutional diseases ...... ... .. ...........•...... - - - -- - - -.

~g ·····.. ·~ -·.. --·

2
2

9 · • • • · · -- i · ·· · · · · .. i ·
7
1
1
5
3 . -- • -- . - - • . - •••• · • - ·

~ ·::::::::: : : : : : : : : : :

\ta:i~~i:: :: :::::::~ ~::::: :: ::: ~::::: :::::: ::: ::~

i ::: ::::::: :::::: ::::

~!~!!~!~ i\1

·•• ••· ·

a

4
5

~

55
55 · - - · - - - - · · - - · · · · · · · ·
39 -- - - - - · - - - - --- - - - - - ·
33 · · · - · · · · · · · ···· · · · ·
2
29
28

1
2

1
1
3

i~ ·······--······ ····
10 --- - -- -- - - -- -· -· - - - ·

~~t~!S:iu~f d1~!a~!: :::: ::: : : : :::: :: :::::: :::::::: ::::: :::::::
Diseases of the lymph atic system .. _. . _............................ - Specific ftibrile and acute infectious diseases ...... --- - ... - - ·
D~seases o~ the cir_culatory system .........••.... - ... - -. - - - ·
Diseases of the urmary system............... .... ...........
Diseases of the ear .. .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~i;tfcsdis~~;~se reproductive system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~t~~~m::r.~1 -~~~~~~~~::: :: : : :: : :: ::::::::: :: ::: :::::: :::: ::

1
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

i4 · ::: ::: :: : : ........ ~.

Total ..............•.........•....•.•.................. --930

--10,-.--19

SPECIAL DISEASES.-For pneumonia, the admission rate was 1.68 per
1,000 of mean strength; for pulmonary phthis·is, 3.36; for bronchitis,
40.27 ; for catarrh and common colds, 48.66 ; for articitlar rheumatism,
15.10; for muscular rheumatism, 2~.49; for diarrhma (acute and chronic),
65.44; for dysentery (acute and chronic), 1.68; for paroxysm,al (malarial)
fevers, ,27.68; for typhoid fever, 1.68.
O~ the class of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, 9 admissions
to sick report, or a rate of 7.55 per 1,000 of mean strength, were reported in the region for the year; of this number, 3 cases, all rotheln,
were reported among the colored troops.
Typhoid fever caused only 2 admissions to sick report during the year,
both of which occurred at Fort Wayne, Mich., and both recovered.
One case of scarlet fever, terminating in recovery, was reported, also at
Fort Wayne.
.
There were 6 admissions for rotheln, 2 at Fort Wayne and 4 at Fort
Snelling, Minn., with no deaths. Concerning the outbreak of this disease at the last-named post Surgeon 0. H. Alden, the post surgeon says:
This disease, as it occurred at this post during the last winter and spring, presented characteristics that distinguished it ,ery clearly from all other eruptive disor9-ers. It has been so recently acknowledged to be a distinctive exantheru, that a
?nef account of its symptoll!S and course during the epidemic referred to may be of
mterest.
Scarlet fever, measles, and rotheln were all prevalent in · 1885-'86 in the cities of
Saint Paul and Minneapolis, within a few miles of Fort Snelling, but no cases of the
two former diseases occurred here. The first person here attacked by epidemic roseola was a female servant of one of the officers, who was taken sick on December 29,
1885. She had returned ten days before from a few days' visit to Saint Paul, where
she had been exposed to the contagion. The stage of incubation in this case could
not have been less tLan 10 days, and was probably about 14. Another female servant
in the same family was next attacked. She had not been absent from the post, and
there can be no don bt that she contracted the disease from the first case. The date of
seizure was January 18, 1886, 21 days after the first. Two young children and 2
adults (the officer and his wife) in the same family escapeu, showing that the disease was not highly contagions. The next cases were in the adjoining double house,
where two officers' families lived. A female servant was attacked February 1, and 3
children February 9, 14, and 22. After that those affected were scattered through
the garrison ; 68 cases, occurring in my own practice and that of Assistant Surgeon W.
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L. Kneedler, were recorded. !fhere was doubtless n, number of other cases to which,
from their ·mildness, our attention was not called . Of these 68 cases there were
atlnlt ma1es rn, adult females 21; total adults, 33; children, 35. No adults over 30 and
no children under 3 were affected. Two officers and 5 enlisted men were among those
at.tacked. Of these, 1 officer and 2 enlisted men were not off duty.
The epidemic was, on the whole, as already stated, a mild one, and yet there was
~ striking difference in its intensity as it affected adults and children. In the former
1t~ onset was sharper, the eruption more abundant and brighter, the temperature
h1ghcr, aud the pharyngeal and bronchial symptoms more pronounced .
. The stage of incubation could, as just shown, be tolerably well fixed in the earhe~· cases and lasted from 14 to 21 days, the period given by most writers. When the
epidemic l>ecame general, it was necessarily impossible to determine the date of exposure. The length of time it took for the disease to exhaust itself-Januar_v to Mayin connection with the shortness of in<lividnal attacks and the comparatively close
contact of persons at a military post, point to a prolonged period of incubation. The
a_ppean-,nce of the eruption was in most cases the first symptom that attracted attent10n, bemg noticed on the patient's arising in the morning. In these ~he proclr_omal
symptoms may have passed unnoticed dnrinosleep. In some, precedrng mala1s~ of
0
a_few honrs' rlnration was distinctly noticed. In 2 cases (both children) the eruption
dHl not appear until from 24 to 36 honrs after the feeling of languor began . In both,
enlargement of tile posterior auricnlar nncl occipital lymphatic glands precederl the
rash by about the same length of ti me. It is probable that this period did not represent the stage of invasion, but rather that in these individuals some cause not apparent delayed the emption .
.. As seen, the eruption usually appeared with little or no _w arning. ~t. showed
itself :first upon the neck and face, and progressed downwards with such rap1d1ty, that
generally before the night of the clay on which it first appeared tho whole bo~y was
affected. In a few cases it was not folly developed for 24 hours. The eruption resembled that of true measles, but was somewha,t redder, and showed no disposi~ion
to a crescentic arrangement. In some of the adnlt cases, those of greatest seventy,
the rash was of a very bright red, a,nd so closely covered the surface as t? be almost
confluent.. This was specially trne of tho face, yel- it never quite lost. ns macnlar
cbaracter.. The eruption la8ted from 2 to 5 days, the longer periorl bemg rare, and
only in the severest adult cases. There was, in these, a desqnamation of :fine scales,
but none.occurred ordinarily. No itching was complained of.
.
The highest temperature observed was 10t0 , occurring in an adult durrng the
height of the eruption. It was persistent at near this point for about two days. In
a large majority of cases there was, I am satisfied, no rise of temperatur:e,
No prodromal sneezing or other catarrhal symptoms were observed m any case.
It~ ~he severer ones, dnring the eruptive stagt, there was some nasal catarrh, ~haryng_1t1s, and bronchial irritation. Most of the children escaped these coi:nplic!l't1ons entll'ely. In no case were they of serious nature. The urine was exammed m several
cases, but was never found to contain allrnmen. Diarrhcea came on with the erupti~n in one ~ase, and lasted for several <lays after that symptom hacl disappea!ecl,
bemg annoymg more from its persistence than its severity. Di.zziness was complarnecl
of by 2 adults when the rash was at its height and se'vere lumbar pain by 2 others
at the same period.
'
Enlargement of the posterior auricnlar, occipital, and snperficial cervical glands
at the hack of the neck was a marked feature of the disease. In 21 cases, 12 adults
and 9 children, these glands were very considerab ly swollen and could be distinctly
f~lt . In 2 cases, :1s already stated, the enlargement of the glands preceded ~he eruption. It was notICecl that this glandular enlargement occurred in cases iu which there
were.no pharyngitis and no catarrhal symptoms whatever. There wa:s evidently no
relat10n bet.ween t_hem. A feeling of stiffness and soreness in the back _o f the neck
was c_omplamecl of by a number of patients, and in some there was a shght gen(;r~l
swellrng of the _parts. This was probably due to an engorgement of the lymphatw
glands, s_o that 1t would probably be safe to say that iu two-thirds of the 68 ca es the
lymphat 1? system of this reo-ion was involved. In one case two enlarged glands, one
on each sHle, were not~ced high up on the back of the bead, probably as ~igh _at:1, or
a~ove, t~e up~er margm of the occipital bone, and much above tbe usual situation.
~~e drngnos1s was _made withont difficulty. In the first case that occnr_red ~he
character of the eruption, want of prodromata, and of catarrbal symptom~, w 1tb tact
prob~bl"} exposure, settled the matter. In after cases the diagnosis was of conr!-e
111 easier. _These fonr characteristics, the peculiar appnarance of the rash, redder
nmf~rm t~a.u measles, its development after a, very brief stage ?f. inYa,.ion
h' ~t3:ge ?f mvasion at all, the mildness or Antire absence of pharyno-1t1s or bron1
c
irritation, nnd lastly, though not least important, t,he swelling of the lymphat_ic
g 1 18 at th0 nnpo of the neck, are quite sufficient to determine the nature of the di-Tirn laS t symptom when it occurs is almost pathognomonic In my experience
clos~i;?~h~o 0th e\hffection. As it occurred here the disease res~mblecl me~les more
,loubt.
any O er exanthem, but by no means closely enough to give use 1iO any

~f,
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PERIODS OF SICKNESS .A.MONG TROOPS.-Oonnting all ca e' of di, ea e
and injury, the period of greatest sickness among the troop serYing in the
region
the Northern Lakes during the year comprised the months of
March, April, and May. The constant non-effective rate for this period
· was 27 per 1,000 of mean strength, and the principal causes of thi: noneffectiveness were, in the order of their relative importance, iujurie ·,
venereal diseases and alcoholism, bronchitis, and malarial fevers.
August showed a greater number of admissions to sick report thanany other month of the year, its rate being 94 per 1,000 of nwan
strength; but the number constantly non-effective from sickness wa ·
greater in May, the ratio per 1,000 of mean strength being 28.
The greatest number of deaths in any one month was 4, rnported fur
August.
The period of least s-ickness appears to have been during the months
of October, November, and December, the constant non-effective rate
for this period being 23 per 1,000 of mean strength.
In the above computations all cases of disease or injury have been
inclu_ded, but if cases of injury, venereal disease and alcoholism are excluded from the calculation, it is fouud that the period of greatest sickness covered the months of April, May, and June, and the prevailing
causes of disability were malarial diseases, bronchitis, and muscular
rheumatism. The constant non-effective rate for this period was 16
per 1,000 of mean strength; that for the whole year being l 5.
Exclusive of injuries,venereal diseases, and alcoholism, the period of
least sickness coinprised the months of September, October, aud November, the constant non-effective rate being 13 per 1,000 of mean
strength.
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.-Maq,ison Barracks, N. Y., furnislle<l
the highest admission rate for the year, 1,290 per 1,000 of mean streugtll;
Fort Wayne, Mich., the highest constant non-effect,ive rate, 34 per 1,000;
and Plattsburgh Barracks, N. Y., the highest death rate, 48 per 1,000 of
mean strength.
COLORED TROOPs.-The mean strength of colored troops stationed in
the region of the Northern Lakes was 203; their admission rate for
the year was smaller than that of the white troops, being 562, as against
~25 per 1,000 of mean strength for the latter. Their constant non-effective rate from sickness was also smaller, being 19 against 26.
~xcluding from the calculation, injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, so as to estimate more accurately the effect of locality, it appears
that the colored troops had nearly as much sickoess as the white, the
former furnishing a constant non-effective rate _o f 14 per 1,000, and the
latter 15 per 1,000, of mean strength. The period of greatest sickness
among these troops occurred during the months of August and September, there being an average of 16 per I,000 of mean strength constantly non-effective during those months.
In this region the greatest disparity between tbe two races is observed
to exist in the rates of occurrence of the following diseases: Malarial
fever and diarrhcea, in favor of the colored troops, their rate for these
diseases being, respectively, 4.93 and 14.78, and for the white troops,
:12.36 and 75.83 per l ,000 of mean strength; in favor of the white troops,
pharyngitis, bronchitis, and pneumonia, their rates being, respectively,
2.02, 36.40, and 1.01; and for the colored, 19.70, 59. 11 and 4.93 per 1,000
of mean strength.
·
CIVILIANS WITH COMM.AND.-With a mean strength of 1,192 officers
and enlisted men serving in the region of the Northern Lakes, there was
constantly present dqring the year an fliverage of 841 civilians. Of tlli§

of
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number 139 were adult males,337 adult females, and 365 children. The
admissio11s to sick report numbered for the adult males 98, and the
deaths 2 ; for the adult females 453, and the deaths 1; for the children
414, and t~e deaths 9; or an aggregate of 965 admissions and 12 dea.ths.
The period of greatest 8ickness among the civilian attaches co~pr1~ed
the month of July, the prevailing diseases being those of the d1gest1ve
organs.
The least sicknes8 was reported during the month of October, the prevailing diseases being those of the respiratory organs.
REGION OF CENTRAL TIMBERED PLAINS AND HILLS.

This area presents substantially the same featnres as the region ?f
Eastern Timbered Plains and Hills, with which it is continuous m
Alabama, and from which, to tbe northward, it is separated by the
Appalachian system. Except the alluvial region of the Mississippi and
Red Rivers, it includes all that area lying between the region of the
Northern Lakes and the coast swamps of the Gulf of Mexico, and the
Appalachian Mountains on the east and the region of the prairies o"!l
the west. In Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, and southern Ilhnois the conntry is somewhat broken, while in the Ozark region of Arkansas, Missouri, and Indian Territory the hills are still more abrup~.
In southeastern Arkansas, Louisiana, and eastern Texas the surface 1s
comparatively level, and is densely forested. Two or more subdivisions
of this area might properly be made, but, as the number of garrisoned
posts within its limits is small, it has not been thought advisable to
arrange them in groups for purposes of comparison, as has been done
in other regions.
In the region of Central Timbered Plains and Hills six military stations
were occupied by troops during the year. They range in elevation from
155 to 740 feet above the level of the sea. The following table shows
the average of all the observations on temperature, relative humidity
of the atmosphere, and rain-fall reported from these posts during the
year:
T emperature (degrees Fahrenheit.).
.A.ve,ag•
maximum.

Region of Central Timbered Plains
and Hills .. ......... .. .... ... . ...

I

Average Avera-ge
relative rain.fall,
Average Average humidity. inches.
A vecoge
daily
annual.
minimum. range.

- -- - - - - - - - - -

94 1

18

-5

57. 7

44.19

72

The following table shows thP, stations in the region of Central Ti~·
bered Plains aud Hills, with mean strength of command, rates of admission to sick report, constant non.effectiveness, discharges, aud deaths:

I

Names of stations.

Mean
Cases.
strenirth
Adm.is- Average
Dis·
(cor· i - - - - - - - 1s1on r&tes number char~ed !Deaths,
rec ted
per l, OOO
sick
forchs·
for
Dis· . In· Total. of mean
daily.
ability.
time).
ease. Jury.
stre;:igtb.

_________ ,_____
Columbu!\ Barracks, Ohio...... .
N wport Barrack!!, Kv.. . . . . . . .
Indianapolis Arsenal 'Iud
,LJ<:fft•u;<m BaJTackt:!, l\Io ·::·: :
1tt 1o Ro k BarraC'ks, Ark.....
fount Vernon Barracks, .A.la . .

360

44

26

513
107
64

Total··············· ...... --1,114

-- - -

510
37

7
92
1
1, 370
164 1 1,543
154
]6
]70
53
14
67

51.17
4. 78
2. 65

2,21 8

2,222

83. 08

8

55f<
45

I

257 , 2,475

,--

-·--

1,550
1, 023
31 538
3,008
1 589
1: 047

85

48

22. 68
1. 08

l. 61

7
1
1
19
5
1

1
•
1
'· ····· · ·
11
········
· ···· · ··

--34,~
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The force serving in this region during the year con isted o~ five
batteries of artillery, one detachment of ordnance, and th una_ wned
recruits at the recruiting depots at Columbus Barrack,, Ohio, and
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
The mean strength, including officers, was 1,114 ~en, ?f :whom 1,~""8
were white, and 86 colored. The total nurn ber of adm1s ion to wk
report was 2,475; of this number 1,314 were treat d in quart rs, a nd
1,161 in hospital. The number daily non-effective on account of 'ickness averaged in quarters 18, in hospital 66, total 84 . Tbe di charge
for disability numbered, from quarters 6, from hospital 28, total 34;
and the deaths, in quarters 3, hospital 10, total 13.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean streugth was 2,222 for all men
who were excused from any portion of their military duty on account of
sickness, but for those cases which required ad mission to hospital the
rate was 1,042. The rat,io of deaths per 1,000 of mean strength was 12,
in tbe proportion of 9 in hospital and a iu quarters; that of discharges
for disability was 31, in the proportion of 6 from quarters and 25 from
hospital; and that of constant non-effectiveness on account of sickness
was 75, fo the proportion of 16 in quarters and 59 in hospital.
. The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
m quarters 5 days, in hospital 21 days, for all cases treated 12 days;
and the total loss of time on account of sickness averaged 28 days for
·
each man in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
w_ere ~~turned to duty was 11 days; for those who were discharged for .
d1sab~hty 108 days, and for those who died 12 days. The ratio of re·
~ove~ies :p~r 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 940, of discharges
for d1sab11Ity 14, and of deaths 5.
The following table shows the number and classHied causes of all ad11;1i~sion~ ~o sick report, deaths, and discharges, together with the reJa.
t1ve pos1t10n in order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each cause
of admission for the region :
Relative
position
of causes
of adDis· mission in
charges.
the
region.

Number of-

1 - - - - , - - - - - : -- - - - - 1

Classified causes of admissions, deaths, and discharges.
Admissions.

Deaths.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

!rl::~~~~!~~~~;;~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Diseases of the uigestive system .. . . ........ : ..•.. ...........
Venereal diseases . .. .................•.......................
D!seases of the respirator_y system ........................ .
Diseases of the nervous system ...................•..... .•.. .
Diseases of the integumentary system ................... ... .

571
407
257

4

1
2
1

D~seases of the lymphatic system ...........•.••.......... ...
D!seases of the urinary system ..............•...•........ ...
Diseases of the ear ........ . .. •..••. . .........................
Septic diseases .. ........... ... . ..... ....................... .
Diseases of the circulatory system .................. ... ..... .

3
246
7
203
4
197
5
142
108 . ......••.. • • · .••.••
91
1
46 . . . . ......
3 .••...••••
36
1
23
21 -............ .
2
18
16
2
15
2
13
2
11
11
4 ------·-·· ------·-- ·
1
4

Unclassified .... ....... . . • .........•.............•...........

2
1
32

~~~!f.ft~~fo!!~e~r::~~~;::::: :·::::::.::'. ::: ::: :: :::::::: ::: :::

Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases ........... .... .
Diseases of the locomotor system ................ .......... .
Parai;itic diseases ...... .... ·......................... .. ..... . .

Nf
!tfcsd!s~;;!~ ~~~~ ::·. ·.:: ::·_ ·.:: :::::·.:: ·. ·.:::: ::::::::::::::::
Diseases of the reproductive system .....•...................

irs~~~~~~}a~~! !~::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

------

Total deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13 ........ . .

~~1:1 ~~:~~~~~-~~:::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::: :::: .... 2: 475. ::: :::: ::: ...... .~~-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

JO
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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SPECIAL DISEASES.-For pneumonia, the admission rate was 7.18 p~r
1,000 of mean strength; for pulmonary phthisis it was 3.59; for pleurit~s,
1.80; for bronchitis, 30.52; for ca,tarrh and common colds, 131.96; for artwular rhe1.t-mcttisn-i, 39.50; for diarrhma ( acute and chronic), 350.09; for
muscular rheiimatism, 13.46; for dysentery (acute and chronic), 4:.49; for
cholera morbus, 10.77; for paro.1Jysmal (rnalarial) fevers, 5U.57; for typho·
.
1nalnrial fei1er, 1.80; for typhoid fever, 7.18.
Of the class of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, 36 adm1ssious to sick report, or a rate of 32.32 per 1,000 of mean strength, were
reported iu the region during the year, and·all but three occurred among
the white troop8; there were 3 admissions for measles among the colored troops.
·
.
T.1.Jphoid fever caused 8 admissions, all of which occurred at J effer~on
Barracks, Mo.; 3 deatbs from this disease were reported at that stat10~.
The post surgeon at Jefferson Barracks, Surgeon Ely McClellan, in his
report for December, says:
Among the cases of feyer was a group of 6 cases of typhoid. I am unable to
determine in these cases the source of infection, but aID of opinion that they developed as a sequence to the case of a general prisoner, in whom the disease developed
shortly after his arrival at this depot, and which terminated fatally in twenty days.

Measles caused 25 admissions, of whfoh Columbus Barracks, Oh~o,
furnished 16 cases, and Jefferson Barracks, Mo., 9; diphtheria, 1 admission, at Newport Barracks, Ky. ; rnurnps, 1, at Mount Vernon Barracks,
Ala.; whooping-cough, l, at Jefferson Barracks.
Except the three fatal cases of typhoid fever at Jefferson Barracks,
no deaths were reported for this class of disAases.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS .A.MONG TROOPS.-Oounting all cases of disease and injury, the period of greatest sickness among the troops serving in the region of Central Timbered Plains and Hills during the y~ar
comprised the months of September, October, and November. Durmg
this period the nurn ber constantly non effective on account of sickness
averaged 84 per 1,000 of mean strength, and the principal causes of
this non-effectiveness were, in the order of their relative importance,
malarial fevers, venereal diseases and alcoholism, and injuries.
·
October showed a greater number of admissions to sick report t~an
any other month of the year, the ratio per 1,000 of mean str~ngth berng
230. Tbe number constantly non-effective on account of swkness was
also greatest in October, the ratio being 90 per 1,000 of mean strength.
The period of least sickness appears to havw been during the months
of May, June, and July, the constant non-effective rate being 70 per
1,000 of mean strength.
In the above computations all cases of disease or injury have been
included, but if cases of injury, venereal disease, and alcoholi~m are
excluded _from the calculation, it is found that, while the p~nod of
greatest sickness remains unchanged the prevailing causes of sickness
were malarial fevers, diarrhoeal dis~ases and catarrhs and common
colds, in the order of their relative freq1~ency of occurrence, and the
constant non-effective rate was 64, that for the year being 55, per 1,000
of mean strength.
Excl_u ·ive of injuries, venereal diseases and alcoholism, the period of
lea 't -~ck1:e wa during the months of .Tuly and August, the constant
non-effective rate being 48 per 1,000 of mean strength.
_HEAL'l'II ~F INDIVIDUAL POSTS.-India,napolis Arsenal, Ind., furIll hed tb h1gbe t <~dmis ·ion rate for the year, 3,538 per 1,000 of mean
treugth, but a' th1 rate is ba ed upon a mean trength of only 26
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men it is not considered reliable. The next highest admission rate,
3,00~, as well as the highest constant non-effective rate, 100, per 1,000,
were reported at Jefferson Barracks, Mo. · Newport Barracks, Ky., gave
the highest death rate, 23 per 1,000.
.
.
.
.
COLORED TROOPS.-The mean strength of colored troops servrng m
the region was 86. Both the admission rate and the _constant noneffective rate were higher for the colored than for the white troops; for
the former they were respectively 2,651 and 106, and for the latter 2,186
and 73, per 1,000 of mean strength. Excluding from the calculation
injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, so as to estimate more accurately the effect of locality, the difference between the two races is
not so great, the colored troops showing a constant non-effective rate
of 63 per 1,000 of mean strength, while the white give 54 per 1,000.
During the months of February, March, and April (exclusive of injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism ), the monthly admission rate
was much greater for the colored troops than for the white, being 226 per
1,000 of mean strength for the former, and 145 for the latter. The diseases, in the rates of occurrence of which the greatest disproportion
between the two races is observed to exist, are tonsilitis, which caused
for the year an admission rate of 139.53 for the colored soldier, and
92.41 for the white; and catarrhs andcommoncolds,244.19fortheformer,
and 122.57 for the latter. During the months of February, March, and
April, the period of greatest sickness among the colored troops, their
monthly admission rate for catarrh and common colds alone averaged
43.82 per 1,000 of mean strength, while that for the white troops was
15.64.
No Indian scouts were in service in this region during the year.
CIVII~IANS WITH COMMAND -With a mean strength of l ,114 officers
and_ enlisted men serving in the region, there was· constantly present
durrng the year an average of 431 civilians. Of this number, 47 were
a!1-ult males, 168 adult females, and 216 children. The admissions to
sick report num beFed for the adult males 9, and the deaths 1; for the
adult femaleR 99, and the deaths none; for the children 115, and the
deaths 5; or an aggregate of 223 admissions and 6 deaths.
The period of greatest sickness"among the civilian attaches comprised
the months of February and March, the prevailing diseases beingthoso
of the respiratory organs, of the digestive organs-, and malarial diseases.
The least sickness among civilians · was reported during the month of
Sep tern ber. '11he prevailing diseases were those of the respiratory organs and malarial diseases.
REGION OF THE GULF COAST.
This region includeSi those portions of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Texas which border on the Gulf of Mexico. It is continuous with, and similar in character to, the coast swamps of the
southern Atlantic coast. Nearly alJ of it is low and marshy, with a
bot climate, tempered somewhat by proximity to the sea, and an extremely moist atmosphere.
. There were 4 military stations in this region occupied by troops durmg the year. They range in elevation from 10 to 52 feet above the
level of the sea. l'he following table shows the average of all the observations on t emperature, rela tive humidity of the atmosphere, and
rain-fall reported from these posts.
8925-w 87-39
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IAverage

Tompo,atu,o (dog,ooa Fah,onhoit).

Average
relative rain-fall,
Average Average humidity. inches.
Av~rage
A;-v~rage . daily
annual.
maximum. mrn1mum. range.

--- - -- ---

Region of the Gulf Coast. _________ .

15

15

95

67. 1

53. 80

78

'fbe following table shows the stations in the region of the Gulf Uoast,
with mean strength of command, rates of admission to sick report, constant non-effectiveness, discharges, and deaths.
M
Cases.
Admission A
ean
rate per
verage Discharged
strength
1 000 of DUJ?'.1-ber for disa- Deaths.
(corrected
'mean
ds1~k
bility.
for time). Disease. Injury. Total. strength.
a1 Y·
,
-,_
,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Names of stations.

1

___

_ _ __ ___,_ __ _____
,

________ ___

Fort Barrancas, Fla . ____ .
:>4
.Jackson Barracks, La. __ ..
80
New Orleans, La _. __ . . __ .
8
Fort Brown, Tex .. ____ ...
148
6
Field---·------·--·-··--··
Total - -. - - -. ___ .. __ . _ _ 2_9_6

i

2. 05
1 . - -- - --1,407
2. 24
2 . --- ---937
500
11:
9- . ---. --2
],
797
266
234
32
833
.11 -----------·
1
5
4
1
--5--8_,__
42_6_, _ _1_,-43_9_ ,__i.-5.-64-,-----1-2-,----3

63
63

4

13
12

76
75

4

i~ '-----.---

--368

The force serving in this region during the year consisted of 4 batteries of artillery, 2 companies of cavalry, and 1 of infantry.
The mean strength, including officers, was 296 men. The total numb~r
of admissions to sick report was 426; of this number 135 were treated_m
quarters, 286 in hospital, and 5 in the field. 'fhe number of_ men d~1ly
11on-effective on account of sickness averaged, in quarters 3, m hospital
13, total 16.
The discharges for disability rmmbered, from quarters 2, from hospital 10, total 12; and the deaths, in quarters 2, hospital 1, total 3.
The admission rate per 1,000 of ruean strength was 1,439 for all men_
who were excused from auy part of their military duty on account of
sickness, but for those cases which required admission to hospital the
-rate was 966. The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean strength was 10,
in the proportion of 3 in hospital and 7 in quarters; that of discha:ges
for disability was 41, in the proportion of 34 from hospital and 7 from
quarters; and that of constant non-effectiveness on account. of sickness
was 53, in the proportion of 44 in hospital and 9 in quarters.
The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
in quarters, 6 days; in hospital, 17 days; in the fiel<l, 8 days; for all cases
treated, 13 <lays; and the total loss of time on account of sickness averaged 19 days for each soldier in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients wlJO recovered and
were returned to duty was 10 days· for those who were discharged for
disab!lity, 83 days; and for those ~ho died, 8 days. 'rhe ra_tio of recoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 918; of du;cbarges
for di ability, 28; and c,f deaths, 7.
The following table shows the number and classified cau e' of all
ad_mi ioD: .to sjck report, deaths, and discharges, together with the relatwe po 1t101~ 1?- order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each
cause of admrns10n for the region :
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Number ofClassified causes of admissions, deaths, and discharges.

Malarial diseases .......... •.......•..•....•..•••••.••.......

iDiseases
nJ~~f::~of~!~~~~~~.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the digestive system .......•••...•..••..•.......

Diseases of the integumentary system ...........•...........
Diseases of the nervou s system . . .... .........•••....•.......
Diarrhmal diseases ...... . ......... •......•.•••••.•••........
Diseases of the locomotor system ..............•••.......... .
Dietic diseases ........... .............••..•....••....•.......
Constitutional diseases ...... ... ..................••.........
Diseases of the respiratory system ...........•...••..•.......
Diseases of the reproductive system . ........•....•........ ..
Diseases of the ear .............. . .............•..•••.•...... .
N~seases of the ey_e .......... . . . ............••...•...•...... .
1seases of the urmary system .......... ... ............... .
Specific febrile and acute infections diseases ............... .
fise'.1'se~ of the circulatory system ... ...................... .

z~t;in~:!3;:i~!~;;,~::::: :: ::::::_- _-_-::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::::::::::
~:;:!fJ:~!~~s~~~~~~~~:: ::: :::::::::::: :: :::::::: ::: ::::::::
Unclassified . ..... ..........•........•.......••....•...•.....

Diseases of the l,vrnphatic system . ...... . .........••.........

AdmiS·
sions.

Deaths.

Relative
po ition
ofcaa
Dis
of admis·
charg~s.
ion ~n
thereg10n.
1
2
3

90 . ·•••· ... ... ..•.... .
6

72

58
34
29
24

11

4

1

6

l
1 ······ ....
1

22 ·•··•·••·• •••••••••• 1

22
17
18
8

7
5
4
4

3
3

.. .............

······---·
1

·········· ........ i.
.......... ········2·

2
2
2

1
1
3

Total deaths........................................... . . . . . . . . . .

5
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

3 ......•.............

~~t:t ~!!~!~~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......426 -:::::::::. ....... ~~. ::::::::::
SPECIAL DISE.A.SES.-ln this region no cases of pneumonia, p u,lmona-r y
phthisis, or pleuritis were reported during the year. For bronchitis the
admission rate was 20.27 per 1,000 of mean strength ; for catarrh and
common colds it was 6. 76; for articular rheiimatism, 43.92; for diarrhma
(acute and chron-ic), 70.95; for dysentery (aoute and chronic), 3.38; for paroxysmal (malarial) fevers, 304.05. No admissions were reported for
typhoid fever .
. Of the class of spec-ific febrile and acute infectious diseases only 3 adm iss10ns to sick report, or a rate of 10.14 per 1,000 of mean strength, were
reported ; they were all cases of mumps.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS .A.MONG TROOPS.-Oounting all cases of disease
and injury, the period of greatest sickness among the troops serving in the
region of the Gulf coast during the year comprised the months of October, November, and December. During this period the number con.
stantly non.effective on ar,count of sickness averaged 72 per 1,000 of
mean strength, and the principal causes of this non.effectiveness were,
~n the order of their relative importance, venereal diseases apd alcoholism, malarial fevers, and injuries. The rate of constant non.effectiveness for the year was 53 per 1,000 of mean strength.
October showed a grealier number of admissions to sick reporL than
any other month of the year, the ratio per 1,000 of mean strength being
157; but the number constantly non.effective on account of sickness was
greatest in December, the ratio per 1,000 of mean strength being 77.
The period of least sickness appears to have been during the months
of February, March, and .April, the constant non-effective rate being 35
per 1,000 of mean strength.
In the above computations all cases of disease and injury have been
included, but if cases of injury, venereal disease, and alcoholism are
excluded from the calculation, it is found that the period of greatest sickness comprised the months of June and July, and the principal causes
of disability were malarial fevers, heart disease, paralysis, and articular
1
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rheumatism. The constant non-effective rate for this period was 35,
and for the year 27, per 1,000 of mean 8trength.
According to this calculation the period of least sickness was during
the mo?ths of March, April, and May, the constant non-effective rate
· averagmg 21 per 1,000 of mean strength.
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.-Fort Brown, Tex., furnished the
highest a~mission rate for the year, 1,797 per 1,000 of mean strength;
also the highest constant non-effective _rate, 75,. and the highest death
rate, 14, per 1,000.
Neither colored troops nor Indian scouts were stationed in this region
during the year.
CIVILIANS WITH COMMAND.-With a mean strength of 296 officers
and enlisted men serving in the region there was constantly present
- during the year an average of 219 civilians. Of this number 23 were
adult males, 67 adult females, and 129 children. The admissions to
sick report numbered for the adult males 5, and the deaths none;
for the adult females 9, and the deaths uone; and for the children 15,
and the deaths 1 ; or an aggregate of 29 admissions, and 1 death. .
The period of greatest s·icknes.q among the civilian attaches co1;0pri~ed
the month of June, the prevailing diseases being those of the d1gest1ve
organs.
REGION OF THE PR.A.IRIES.
This region extends from the British possessions to the Gulf of Mexico, and may be looked upon, both as regards physical features and
climatic conditions, as a transition ground, with no well-defined line_ of
demarkation, between the regions of Central Timbered Plains and Hills
and the Northern Lakes on the east, and the Great Plains on the west.
Its surface is level or gently undulating, and its timbered are~ r~u~es
from 20 per cent. down to zero. Of the 22 military stations w1thm its
limits none bas an altitude of over 2,000 feet; 16 are between 1,000 and
2,000 feet, and 6 between 500 and 1,000 feet l;l,bove the level of t~e _sea.
For purposes of comparison the posts in this region have been d1v1ded
into three groups--the northern, middle, and southern. The followiug
table shows the average of all the observations reported from the several
stations in each group on temperature, rain-fall. and relative humidity of
the atmosphere:
Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit).
Groups of stations in the region of
the Prairies.

Average
~v.erage
maximum. m1mmum .

tr::tat

Average
relative
Average Average humidity. inches.
daily
annual.
range.

--- ---

~£ii:-::::::~:::::::::::::::::':::

103
102
106

-34
-18
1

2421
22

4-2. 3
51. 9
64-. 7

73
61
66

-

19. 95
22. 31
22. 68
-
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The following t able shows the stat.ions in t~e _region ?f the prairi ,
with mean stren gth of command, r ates of adm1sswn to srnk report, constant ~on-effectiveness, discharges, and deaths:
-

-

Cases.
Mean
strength
(corrected for Dis- In- Total.
t ime) . ease. jury.

Names of stations.

..A.dmia- Average
Dission r ate number charges
per 1,000
for disa- D eaths.
sick
of mean
bility .
daily.
strength.

-- ---- --- --- -----Northern group:
Fort Pembina, Dak .•.• . . .. . .
Fort Totten, Dak .... ... ... . .
Fort Sisseton, D ak .. ..... . . .
Fort Buford, Dak . . . . . . .. .. ..
Fort .A. Lincoln, D ak . . . ... . .
Fort Yates, Dak ........ .. ...
Fort Bennett, Dak .. .. . . . .. . .
Fort Sully, Dak . ..... . . .. . . .. .
Fort Randall, Dak . .. •... . .. .
In the field ...... . ••• •...... .
Total ........•...• . .. . . •• ..
Middle group:
Rock Island .Arsenal, Ill. . . . .
Fort Omaha, Nebr ... .. .. ... .
Omaha City (headquarters
Department of the P latte),
Nebr ........... . .. . . . . ...
Fort Leavenworth (post),
Kans ...... ·.•....... .... ...
Fort Leavenworth (prison
guard), Kans ..... . . .... . ..
Leavenworth City, K ans .. . . .
Fort Riley, Kans ........ . ....
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ... .. . . . .
Fort Sill, Ind. T .... . ..... . ...
In the field .......•...•... . .. .
Total .....••.•••.••••.•....
Southern ~roup:
Fort oncbo, Tex . . . .. ... .•..
San Antonio (post) , T ex . ... .
San Antonio (headquarters
DepartmentofTexas), T ex .
Camp Langtry, Tex ........ .
In the field .. . ...•... • ...... .
Total ................ . .... .
Total for t_h e region ... . ...

83
169
91
279
161
257
39
170
172
7

20
56
141
29
12
82
48
209
38
127
59
168
6
27
140
40
86
154
1 ....... .

76
170
94

257
165
227
33
180
240
1

916
1, 006
1,033
921
1, 025
883
846
], 059
1, 395
143

1. 77
3. 55
2. 30
8. 37
3. 95
7. 69
. 81
8. 45
9. 04
.19

2
1
2 ............
6

2
2
8

... ··-·
1
1
5

··-··-···· . ........
2

1
2

4

--------- · . ........

- ---- ---- ----- - - -338- --11
28
46.11
1,443
1,011
1,428 1,105
- -58
312

- - - - - - - - - - - ·- -

-- -- 88
446

7
84

95
530

1,638
1,699

2. 20
14.12

1

3

6

. 23 ........... .

32

12

2

14

437

633

707

107

814

1,286

24.11

18

1

105
20
319
83
279
43

52
1
407
148
389
35

7
1
65
31
69
5

59
2
472
179
458
40

562
100
1,480
2,157
1, 642
·930

1. 07

3

1

1,884 2,285

. 05
13.27
3. 56
16.10
1. 03

··-·····

···-···-14- ........ -10

2
13

1

---------·
·---·-··
---- -378- - ---- 57
- --2, 663
1,413
75. 74
22

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- 267
213
33

18
15

105
43 ·

434
254

1,625
1,192

28
1
15
5
1 . ..... .

29
20
1

879
1,111
67

870 4,844

1,256

329
211

15. 56
8. 38

9
4

5
3

1. 23 . ...........
2
..39 .............. ..........
. 07 ............. ..... . .. . .

- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]54
546
738
1,352
25. 63
13
10
584
- - - -3,858 3,974

147. 48

98

43

_The fo~ce serving in this region during the year consisted of portions
of_ 8 regiments of cavalry and of 14 regiments of infantry, together
with _two batteries of artillery. Detachments of Indian scouts were
also m service, but they are not included in computing the mean
str~ngth of command or any of the ratios given below, for reasons
which are stated at length in the section of this report devoted to the
consideration of the hPalth of the whole Army.
The mean strength, including officers, was 3,858 men, of whom 3,593
were white and 265 colored . . The total number of arlinissions to sick
report was 4,844; of this number 2,681 were treated in quarters, 2,121
in hospital, and 42 in the field. The number of men daily non-effective
?n account of sickness averaged, in quarters, 53 ; in hospital, 93, and
m the field, 1; total, 147. The discharges for disability numbered, from
quarters, 35; hospital, 63; total, 98; and the deaths, in quarters, 18;
hospital, 25 ; total, 43.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was 1,256 for all
men who were excused from any portion of their military duty on
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accouut of sickness, but for those cases which required admission to
hospital the rate was 550. The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean
strength was 11, in the proportion of 6 in hospital and 5 in quarters;
that of discharges for disability was 25, in t.he proportion of 9 from
.quarters and 16 from hospital; and that of constant non-effectiveness
on account of sickness was 38, in the proportion of 24 in hospital and
14 in quarters.
The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
in quarters, 7 days; in hospital, 16 days; in the field, 11 days;. for all
cases treated, 11 days; and the total loss of time on account of sickness
averaged 14 days for each man in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
were returned to duty was 10 days, for those who were discharged for
disability 55 days, and for those who died 20 days. The ratio of recoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 914, of discharges
for disability 20, and of deaths 9.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was highest in the
middle group of posts, being 1,413; it was lowest in the northern group,
being 1,011; in the southern it was 1,352. The death rate was also
lowest in the northern group, being 8 per 1,000 of mean strength, as
against 12 in the middle aml 18 in the southern. The number of deaths
per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was but 8 in both the northern
and middle groups against 14 in the southern.
The constant non-effective rate was lowest in the northern group, being 32 per 1,000 of mean strength, while it was 40 in the middle and 47
in the southern group.
The ratio of discharges for disability per 1,000 of mean strength was
highest in the middle group, being 30, as against 24 in the southern
and 20 in the northern group; while the average duration of treatment
prior to rlischarge was longest in the southern group, being 66 days, as
against 57 in the middle, and 47 in the northern group.
The average duration of treatment in cases resulting in death ~as
highest in the southern group, being 24. days, as against 20 in the middle and 16 in the northern; for patients who recovered a?d were returned to duty it was 9 days in the middle and 11 days m both the
northern and southern groups.
The following table shows the number and classified causes of all adD?ission~ ~o si_ck report, deaths, and discharges, toget~er with the relative pos1t10n, m order of frequency of occurrence, occupied by each cause
of admission·for the region and for each group therein:
Relative position of causes of admission in-

Number ofClassified causes of admissions
deaths, and discharges.
'

I ..
n~{~~~~ss. tl~;; digesti~e- syste~:::: :
D!arrhreal diseasea .. .. . ............ .
D1s~as s of the respiratory system
Malarial diseases
· ··
D~seases of the ne~~o~s s~;sti~:::::.
Diseases ot the integumentary sys-

~r

r ti~:~li

V ~X:r~ii disea~~-s-::::::::::::::: · ....

emie of tlte locomotor system .. .. .
D~n
tioial diseases .......... : : : : :
1

n·

oy~:::: ::: :::: :: ::::::

0

of th~

. Each group.
.A.dmis- D th
DisThe
sions.
ea s. charges. region

· Northern. Middle. Southern.

- -- ----- ---870
630
600

16

564

5
1
3

1
4

534
306

802 ..........
241 ··-----·
174 ..•..••.

}~~

4
7

l

~

59 ·· •· ·••·

15
2
8
1
14
9

...... -~~.
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1

---

2

6
3
10
4

4

:1

5
8
1i
1;

~,

sI

8

I

I

lg j
11.
15)

3
5

6
9

'

;
11

12
IO
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Relative position of cau ea of admission in-

Number ofClas~ified causes of admissions,
deaths, noel discharges.

Each group.

~fo~~~- Deat bs.

ch~j:~s. r~fin.

i-----,---

Nortltern . Midc1le. South rn.
1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ ,_ _ _ - - - 1 - - - - ,1- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Di~eases of ~be reproductive system .
Zoogenous diseases . . . . . ............
Diseases of the circulatory Aystem . ..
Specific febrile and acute infectious
diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........
Diseases of the ear ...................
Diseases of the urinary system ...... .
Diseases of the lymphatic system ....
Parasitic diseases . ...... ............ .
Septic diseases ........ ...............
Diseases of the nose .................
Developmental diseases .....•........
Unclassified .. ......... ............ . .

51
46

35

4

30
28
25
22
15

5

13

3
2
2'.7

2

13

16

10

14
15

13
17

16

20
14
15
19
21
18
22

... . .... . ... .

1

······. 'i"
1

........ ---------·

-------··------·
--··---- .........

1
6
2

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

23

------- · ----------

13
13
16

13
14
16

14
17
18
19
2]

18
20
21
17
15

:w

19

22

22

...

---- ----------

SPECIAL DISE.ASES.-For pneumonia, the admission rate was 4.90 per
1,000 of mean strength in the northern group, 3. 72 in the middle, and
1.83 in the southern; for bronchitis, 44.82 in the northern, 45.65 in the
~iddle, and 47.62 in the southern; for catarrh and common colds, 65.13
1~ the northern, 98.73 in the middle, and 36.63 in the southern; for ar~icular rheumcitism, 30.81 in the northern, 27.60 in the middle, and 54.95
m the ~outher~; for diarrhcea (acute and chronic), 59.52 in the northern,
199.04 m the middle, and 146.52 in the southern; for dysenter.?f (a.cute and
chronic), 0 in the northern, 16.45 in the middle, and 9.16 .in the southern;
fo~ paroxysmal (malarial) fevers, 35.0l in the northern, 227.71 in the
middle, and 100. 73 in the southern; for typhoid fever, 3.50 in the northern, ?-84 in the middle, and 1.83 in the southern; for pulmonary phthisis,
4.90 ,m the northern, 4.78 in the middle, and 7.3.3 in the southern.
_Of_ the clas~ of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases only 30 adm1ss10ns to srnk report, or a rate of 7.78 per 1,000 of mean strengtli,
were reported in the whole region during the year; .24 of these cases
occurred among the white troops, and 6 cases (all measles) among colored.
Typhoid fever caused 17 admissions, 8 of which occurred at Fort Riley,
Kans., 5 at Fort Randall, Dak., 2 at Fort Sill, Ind. T., and at Fort Omaha,
Nebr., and San Antonio (post), Tex., each 1 case. Four deaths resulted.
The post surgeon at Fort Randall, Dak., Assistant Surgeon W. 0.
~orgas, in reporting the histor,v and autopsy of a fatal case of typhoid
fever which occurred at that post in the month of September, says:
. Two cases of typhoid fever have developed at the post during the month. No
direct cause of infection could be traced, though the disease prevailed extensively
through the surrounding settlements last fall. Both these cases developed in parts
of the garrison where the hygienic conditions are at the worst, viz., in the guardhouse and in the garden. The prisoners are confined in an ill-ventilated room of about
4,000 cnbic feet capacity, with no sleeping accommodations . . Sometimes as many as
20 men are confined in t,his room. In winter it is heated by a wood stove, which adds
to the closeness. The food is brought long distances from the company kitchens, with
no provision for keepiug it warm. Ooe of the cases of typhoid fever reported this
month was that of a sol<lier who had been in the guard-house for a month, and had
been released a few days before his admission into hospital.
The garden is surrounded on three sides by n, small stream, into which the garbage of the post is dumped above the garden, and is, besides, low ground . The odor
from this stream is quite perceptible duriug t.he snmmer months. The fatal case of
typhoid fever reported above was that of a man wbo had been working and sleeping
in the garden for a month or more before he was attacked.
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Of the 8 cases of this disease which were reported from Fort Riley,
Kans., the first case occurred in July, and the last in November; 2
were fatal. In addition, 1 death from this cause was reported to have
occurred among the civilian attaches of the comman<l. No remarks
were made in any of the monthly reports relative to the origin of the
disease.
At Fort Sill, Ind. T., 2 cases of typhoid fever occurred <luring the year;
both terminated in recovery. The post surgeon, Surgeon .\L K. Taylor,
stated in his sanitary report that the sewage from the line of officers'
quarters and the drainage from certain collections of garbage and stable
manure bad been allowed to discharge into, and thereby pollute to a
dangerous extent, the water of Medicine Bluff creek, upon which stream
were located the ranch from which the supply of m·ilk for the post was
obtained, and several camps occupied by men engaged in connection with
the quartermaster's department of the post.
Measles caused 6 admissions at Fort Sill, Ind T.; no deaths. All of
these cases occurred among colored troops. Scarlet fever caused 5.
admissions, all white and all at Fo~t Riley, with 1 death. One case of
cerebro-spinal fever, which terminated iri recovery, was reported at Fort
Omaha, Nebr.
. .
PERIODS OF SICKNESS AMONG TROOPS.-Oounting all cases of disease and injury, the period of greatest sickness among the troops serving
in the region of the Prairies during the year comprised the months of October, November, andDecemberin both the northern and middle groups,
and July, August, and September in the southern. _
During the period of greatest sickness in the northern group the number constantly non-effective averaged 35 per 1,000 of mean strength_. The
principal cau~es of this non-effectiveness were, in the order of thei~ relative importance, injuries, venereal diseases and alcoholism, _artic1;1lar
rheumatism, and typhoid fever. In the middle group, during this per10d,
the daily non-effective rate was 44 per 1,000 of mean strength, the
principal .causes being injuries, malarial fevers, venereal diseases and
alcoholism, and diarrhreal diseases. In the southern group, for the
same period, the daily average of non-effectiveness was 60 per 1,000 of
mean strength; the prevailing causes were venereal diseases and alcoholism, malarial fevers, diarrhreal diseases, and injuries. .
January showed a greater number of admissions to sick report than
any other month of the year in the northern group, and July in both ~be
middle and southern grot1ps, the rates per 1,000 of mean strength_be~ng
105, 162, and 161, respectively; but the number constantly non-effective
on account of sickness was greatest in December in the northern and
middle groups, and in August in the southern, the rates per 1,000 of
mean strength being 39, 47, and 69.
The period of least sickness appears to have been during the months
of March, April, and May in the northern group, and April, May, and
June in both the middle and southern groups, the constant noneffective rates being 27, 33, and 42, respectively.
In the above computations all cases of disease and injury have been
included; _b~t if cases of injury, venereal disease and alcoholism ~re
excluded, 1t 1s found that, while the period of greatest sickness remams
~nchanged in each of the three groups the constant non-effective rate
is greatly dimini ·h <.l.
'
In ~h_e no~'thern group, excluding the cases above mentioned, _the
pre~mhng d_1 ea e <lu~ing the period of greatest sickness were arti~ular 1 heumat1 m, typhoid £ ver di ea es of the eye diseases of themtegumentary system, and bro~chitis; and the co~stant non-effective
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rate was 24 per 1,000 of mean .s~engtb, that for _the year being 21. ~n
the middle o-roup the l)reva1lmo- eauses of sickness were malarial
i::,
a
·
fevers diarrhreal
diseases typhoid
fever, aud diseases o f t h e mtegument~ry system· tbe con~tant non-effective rate was 31 per 1,000 of
mean strength, that for the whole year being 2~. In the ~outhern
group the prevailing causes of sickness were malarial fevers, d1arrhreal
diseases, and diseases of the integumentary system; and the constant
· non-effective rate was 48 per 1,000 of mean strength, that for the year
being 33.
Exclusive of injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, the period
of least sickness comprised the months of April, May, antl June in
each of the three groups, the constant non-effective rates of the three
gronps being, respectively, 16, 24, and 29 per 1,000 of mean strength,
while that of the whole region for the same period was 21.
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.-ln the northern group Fort Randall, Dale., furnished the highest admission rate for the year, 1,395 per
1,000 of mean strength, also the highest non-effective rate, 5.3 per 1,000;
Fort Yatfs, Dak., the highest death rate, 19 per 1,000.
In the middle group Fort Gibson, Ind. T .• furnished. the highest admission rate, 2,157 per 1,000, and Fort Sill, Ind. T., the highest constant
non-effective rate, 58 per 1,000; Fort Riley, Kans., the highest death
rate, 31 per 1,000.
In the southern group Fort Concho, Tex., had the highest admission
and non-effective rates, 1,625 and 58, respectively. At headquarters
department of Texas, ~an Antonio, the highest <leath rate, 61 per 1,000,
occurred, but this is considered accidental, beca.u se based upon a mean
strength of only 33 men, leaving Fort Concho, with a rate of 19 per 1,000,
as the highest in the grnup.
COLORED TROOPS.-The mean strength of colored troops, serving in
~he region of the Prairies, was 265; 80 in the northern group, and 185
m the middle. There were no colored troops stationed in the southern
group during the year .
. In the northf'rn group the admission rate of the colored troops, countmg all cases of disease or injury, was 134 per 1,000 highe~ than that of
the white, being 1,137 as against 1,003; while their non-effective rate
was lower, being 26 per 1,000 as against 33 for the white.
In the middle group the colored troops gave admission and constant
non-effective rates higher than those of the white, those for the former
being 1,476 and 44 per 1,000 of mean strength, respectively, and for the
latter 1,407 and 40.
Excluding from the calculation injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, it appears that the non-effective rate of the colored troops in
the nolthern group was about the same as that of the white, the one
being 21.50 and the other 21.28 per 1,000 of mean strength; in the middle group it was 32 for the colored and 28 for the white troops.
Excluding the cases mentioned above, the monthly admission rate of
the colored troops in the northern group during January and February
averaged 185 per 1,000 of mean strength, being more than three times
that of the white troops, which was 58 per 1,000 for the same period.
In the middle group during March and ..April the monthly admission
rate of the colored troops averaged 149, and that of the white 88, per
1,000 of mean strength.
·
In the northern group the diseases, in the rates of occurrence of which
the greatest disproportion between the two races is observed, are catarrhs and common colds, muscular rheumatism, an<l articular rheumatism, the colored soldier showing for these causes admission rates for the
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year of 212.50, 175.00, and 75.00 per 1,000 of mean strength, respectively,
while those of the white soldier are only 56.38, 46.74, aud 28.19.
In the middle group the disproportion in the rate of occurren~e of
catarrhs arnl common colds, so marked in tl.Je northern group, 1s ~eversed, that of the colored troops being only 16.22 for the year, while
that of the white was 107.71 for the same period. Muscular rheumatism and articular rheumatism affected both races in about the same
proportion. Malarial fornrs were the principal cause of admiss!on
among the colored troops, their rate for this class of diseases berng
383. 78, considerably in excess of that of the white troops, which was
210. 71 per 1,000 of mean strength.
INDIAN scouTs.-The Inuian scouts in this region had a mean
strength of 22 for the year; of this number, 6 were in the northern
group and 16 in the middle. Only 2 admissions to sick report occn:r~d
among them during the year, one being a case of pulmonary phth1s1s,
producing the only death which occurred; one discharge also resulted
from this disease, the patient receiviug no treatment.
CIVILIANS WITH COMMAND.-With a mean strength of 3,858 officers
and enlisted men serving in the region of the Prairies, there was constantly present during the year an average of 2,780 civilians. In_ addition, the convicts and employes at the Leavenworth Military Prison
had an average strength for the year of 572, which added to the foregoing gives a total of ·3,352. Of this number, 1,017 were adult males,
1.093 adult females, and 1,242 children. The admissions to sick report
n'u mbered for the adult males 496, and the deatlls 9; for the adult females 805, and the deaths 10; for the chilrlren 694, and the deaths 36;
· or an aggregate of 1,995 admissions and 55 deaths.
The period of greatest sickness ~,mong civilian attaches, both adults
and chil<l.ren, comprised the months of July and .Augustin the northern
group of posts, July in the middle group, and October and Novembe_r
in the southern group, the prevailing diseases being those of t:he digestive ~ystem in both the northern and southern groups, and m the
middle group the'same, together with malarial diseases.
The least sickness among civilians was reported during the mon_ths of
April and May in the northern group, October and November m the
mid<l.le group, and January1n the southern group.
REGION

OF

THE GRE.AT PLAINS.

The region thus designated stretches from the northern to the southern boundary of the country, an<l. from the base of the Rocky Mountains on the west to the Prairie region, into wbich it imper~eptib]y
merges ?n the east. Its features are, in general, those of an and, treeless plam. The surface is undulating, with few or no sharp changes of
level, and its elevation ranges from about 2,000 feet along the eastern
border, to 5,000 or 6,000 along the western border, at tlle base of the
Rocky Mountaius. Toward the southern border tlrn elevation gradually diJ:nillishes until the Rio Grande is re.ached. In tbis vicinity some
of the military Rtations have an elevation of less than 1,000 feet; but,
with this e~ception, all posts in the region of the Great Plains are _mo~e
th~n 2,000 feet above the level of the Rea. The rain-fall of this region 1
m_nver ally ·mall;. timber growth is almm~t entirdy absent; the aridity
of the atmo pllere i. great and in general increases from north to south
and from ca t to we t; the th~r ,nometric' variations both diurual and
annual, are exce.' ive; and <luriuo- certain season 'violent and long~ontinu d wind- torm , ofte~ ace;oi~panied by rain ~now, or hail, are of
fr ~quent occurrence.
'
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In this region are located 29 military stations; for purpo es of comparison they have been divided into three groups-the Northern, Middle, and Southern. From the following table it will be eeu that tbe
average maximum temperature, daily tbermometric range, and total
rain-fall, recorded during the year 1886, were almo t exactly the same
in each of these subdiviRions, the only noticeable points of difference
between them being the minimum temperature, which averaged in the
northern group of posts 18° lower than in the middle, and 52° lower
than in the southern group, and the mean annual temperature which,
of course, was considerably higher in the southern than in tile middle
or northern groups:
Temperature {degrees Fahrenheit).

Groups ofh!ttf;~~f ~~a~~:. region of

I

I-----,-i-----:1:---,--:I___
.Average

A vera,,.e

Northern .. •.......... _.... ___ ... ____ .

106
105
106

f ~t:;~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

tT;rr:ee
Average hum1d1ty · inches.

r!!

_an_n_u_a__
:i.__

1

maximum. minimif'm.
-40
-22
12

;;I!:lalfi~

Av_ ge

ife.
26
26
25

l___. ., ____

iu jl

64
66
55

67. 3

14.45
15. 03
14. 73

T~e fol~owin g table shows the stations in the region of the Great
Plams, with mean strength of command, rates of admission to sick report, constant non-effectiveness, discharges, and rleaths:
N

I I

Mean
Cases.
~dmis- .A.verage Disstrength,___ _ _ _ _ _ , sion rate number cha,1·"'ed
.
per 1,000
sick
fo~ dis Deaths .
.,, t· . Dis· In- T 0 tal of mean
d .1
b'l't
.lOr imeJ. ease. jury.
ai Y·
a 1 1 Y·
· strength.

· f t t·
ames o s a wns

{corrected

Northern group:
Fort Assinniboine, Mont . . .
Camp Poplar River, Mont..
Fort Shaw, Mont . ...... . _
Fort Maginnis, Mont. . ... ..
Fort Keogh, Mont . . . . . . . . .
Fort Custer, Mont ....... _..
Fort Meade, Dak ...... . ___ .
Fort McKinney, Wyo .... _.
Total.. -.. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'
419
85
204
199
382
420
498
240
2,447

Middle group:
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .... ___ .
Fort Robinson, Nebr ...... .
Fort Laramie, Wyo . ..... __ .
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo ...
jort Sidney, Nebr ....... _..
ort Hays, Kans. ___ ... ___ _.
Fort Lyon, Colo .. ......... .
Fort Supply, Ind. T .• _... __ .
Fort Reno, Ind. T __ •..•. __ .
Fort Elliott, Texas ...... _. .

271
194
258
392
224
144
203
287
276
189

587
150
126
192
283
402
618
600

96
23
59
52
106
76
151
90

2,958- 653
219
231
166
402
346
104
228
228
324
54

73
78
47
76
55
16

:n

55
102
18

683
173
185
244
389
478
769
690

1,630
2, 030
907
1, 226
1, 018
1, 138
1, 544
2, 875

23. 41
5. 53
7. 12
9. 47
10. 58
19. <4
17. 73
14. 74

~

1,476

107. 82

292
309
213
478
401
120
259
283
426
72

1,077
1,593
826
1,219
l, 790
833
1,276
986
1,543
:381

10. 27
14. 65
7. 09
11. 79
8. 74
5. 50
5. 60
11.43
10. 12
3. 40

9
1
7
11
12
19
16
9

8
O
2
O

1
2

3
O

- ~4

16

7

5
5
0
2
2

10
7

10
4
4
5
9

11

1

1
2
0
2
2

-------------1---~---------Total -. . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .
2, 438 2, 302
551 2, 853
1, 170
88. 59
68
21
- - - - - - - - ~'-'= 0

Southern group:
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ...... .
Fort Bliss, Tex . __ .. _.. _.. _.
Fort Hancock, Tex. __ .... _.
J<"ort Stockton, Tex._ .... _..
Fo!'L Davis, Tex . .......... .
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ..
Camp Del Rio, 'l'ex ........ .
Fort Clark, T ex . __ .. __ .. __ .
Fort McIntosh, Tex ....... .
Fort Ringgold, Tex. __ ... __ .
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ...
Total. __ .. __ ... . ...... __ ..
'l'otal for the region •......

194
87
62
69
221
57
63
491
144
143
42

152
110
74
14
435
56
33
690
163
200
45

47
15
30
4
08
15
12
133
28
52
3

=1=--=------=--=,,======l====t== =

199
125
104
18
503
71

1,026
1,437
1,677
261
2,276
1,245

45
829
191
252
48

1,088
1,326
1, 7G2
1,143

2, 385
8, 849

1,516
1,870

714

6. 98
3.10
2. 81
1. 89
17.16
1. 49
1. 45
28. 09
5. 86
7. 09
. 96

3

•1

4

3
0
0
6
0
0
4

0

2

12
0

1
17
1

1

4
0

0
0

44,

15
52

- - - - - - - --- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 573
0, 458

1, 978
407
7, 238 1, 611

76. 88
273. 26

196
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T~e force serving in this region during the year 1886 consisted of
portions of 8 regiments of cavalry and 19 regiments of infantry. The~e
were also 3 companies of Indian scouts but they are not included m
computing the mean strength of the ~ommand, or any of the ratios
given below.
The mean strength, including officers, was 6,458 men, of whom 5,?59
were white, and 899 colored. The total number of admissions to sick
report was 8,849; of this number 5,051 were treated in quarters, and
3,798 in hospital. The number of men daily non-effective on account
o! sickness averaged in quarters 91, in hospital 182, total 27~. The
discharges for disability numbered from quarters 58, from hospital 138,
total 196; and the deaths, jn quarters 18, in hospital 34, total 52.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean. strength was 1,370 for all men
who were excused from any portion of their military duty on acco~mt
of sickness, but for those cases which required admission to hospit~l
the rate was 588. The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of strength was 8, m
the proportion of 5 in hospital and 3 in quarters; that of discharges
for disability was 30, in the proportion of 9 from quarters and 21 from
hospital; and that of constant non-effectiveness on account of sickness
42, in the proportion of 14 iu quarters and 28 in hospital.
The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
in quarters 7 days, in hospital 17 days, for all cases treated 11 days;
and the total loss of time on account of sickness averaged 15 days for
each man in the command.
·
The average duration of treatment for patients wl10 recovered and
were returned to duty .was 10 days, for those who were discharged for
disability 92 days, and for those who died 26 days. The ratio of recoveries per 1,000 of all a<lmissions to sick report was 962, of discharges
for disability 22, and of deaths 6.
.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was hi~hest m the
so1;1thern group of posts, being 1,516; it was lowest in the middle ~ro~p,
bemg 1,170; in the northern group it was 1,476. While the admiss10n
rate is nearly as high iu the northern group as in the southern, and
very much higher than in the middle, it is interesting to note th~t the
death rate per 1,000 of mean strength is 7 in the northern, as agamst 8
in the middle· and 10 in the southern group; and the death rate yer
1,?00 of admissions t9 sick report is only 4 in the northern, as agamst
6 m the southern and 7 in the middle group.
.
The constant non-effective rate was lowest in the middle group, bemg
36 per 1,000 of mean strength, while it was 44 in the northern and 49
in the southern gronp .
. The r~tio of discharges for disability per 1,000 of mean stre:11gth was
h1g:1iest m the northern gronp, being 34, as against 27 in the middle a_!ld
28 i~ the southern group, while the average duration of treatment prwr
to ~1scbarg~ was longest in the southern group, being 103 days, as
agamst 101 rn the northern and 75 in the middle group. In respect of
the duration of treatment b0th among patients who died and those
who recovered, the averdge was very nearly the same in each of the
three groups.
_T~e following table shows the number and classifie(l causes of all adD?-ie;s10n~ ~o si_ck report, deaths, and discharges, together with tbe relative po~itI~m m or·der of frequency of occurrence occupied. by each cau e
of adm1ss1on for the region, and for each group therein:
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Number of-

Classified causes of admissions, deaths,
and discharges.
---...,..--------1
A;dmiS·
s10ns.
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of t1rn digestive system ....... . ...
Diseases of the respiratory system . . . . . . . .
Diarrhreal diseases.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Malarial diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the integumentary system....
Diseases of the nervous system . . . . . . . . . . . .
Venereal diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Diet.ic diseases...................... . ......
Constitutional diseases . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the locomotor system. ........ .
Diseases of t.he eye .... _.................. _. _. _. .
Disease~ of the circulatory system.. ...... .
Di~.eases of ~he reproductive system . • . . .
Zoogenousd1seases........ . . .... ..........
Diseases of the ear.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Diseases of the urinary system .... , . . . . . . .
Disease~ of the lymphatic s.v stem . . . . . . . .
Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases
Parasitic diseases.... . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Septic diseases ........•....•••.•...... . . _..
•.rypho·malarial fever . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
Diseases of the nose .......•••.. -... -..... ·
Developmental diseases............ . . . . . . .
Unclassified..............................
Total deaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i!~i!i ~~~~~a~~~·s· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

I Deaths.

1, 611
1, 259
1, 094
976
607
/i23
520
488
371
370
1558

17
8
6

68
66
59
56

5

Dis·
charges.
27
l3

14

1
5.
1

152

40

2

6

g

.i
t1~
1
2
3

7

4

2
2
20
22
1
19
18

5
6
7
8

7

40
40

Relati,e po ition of cause
of admi. sion iu-

fl

10
11

12

13
14
1 15
5 16
3 17
1 18
19
. • • . • • • • • • 20
. . • . . • . • • . 21
. . . . . . . . . . 22
2 23
4 24
21
7

-di·-····
14 . • • • . • • • • •

12 . . • . . . . • . .
9
1

2
95 ~
..........

.. . . . . . . . . .

North· ~fol.
ern. di .

outh·
ern.

1
2

l
4

1
2
3
4
11
7
5
6
10
8
9
12
13

3
4
6
7
5
8
!l
10
11
12
15

14

13

19
15
18
16
17
24
22
21
20
23

16
17
14
19
18
21
20
22

.:...:....:..:._··_·-+·__
--- -.... ·----·

52 ..•...•... ! · · · ·

· s," 849 ·,: : : : : : : : : :

Each group.

:: : : .. ~~~. :: : ·

1

6

2
3

5
9

7
8
12
10

11
14
17
13
16
20
18
15
19
22
21

n

24

.........
·----·
........ .........
·---·

------

SPECIAL DISEASEs.-For pneumonia the admission rate was 2.45 per
1,000 of mean strength in the northern group, 1.64 in the middle, aud
1.27 in the southern; for bronchitis it was 66.61 in the northern, 66.04
in the middle, and 25.43 in the southern; for catarrh and common colds
it was 150.80 in the northern, 79.98 in the middle, and 61.67 in the
southern; for articular rheumatism it was 73.15 in the northern, 45.53
in the i:niddle, and 33.06 in the southern; for diarrhrea (acute and chronic)
it was 135.68 in the northern, 103.36 in the middle, and 165.92 in· the
southern; for dysentery (acute and chronic ) it was 2.86 in the northern,
11.48 in the middle, and 32.42 in the southern ; for paroxysmal (malarial)
evers it was 44.54 in the northern, 70.96 in the middle, and 206.61 in the
southern; for typhoid fever it was 3.27 in the northern, 1.64 in the mid·
die, and 7.63 jn the southern.
Of the class of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases 40 admissions
to sick report, or a rate of 6.19 per 1,000 of mean strength, were reported in the whole region during the year, and all but one occurred
among the white troops; there was one admission for mumps in the
case of a colored soldier.
Typhoid fever caused 24 admissions, 17 of which occurred at two posts,
Fort Assinniboine, Mont., which reported 6 cases, and Fort Davis, Tex.,
which reported 11. Forts Keogh, Meade, Niobrara, Robinson, Sidney,
Reno, and Bliss, each had one case. Six of the 24 cases proved fatal.
The post surgeon at Fort Assinniboine, Assistant Surgeon H. G.
Burton, in reporting the first of the series of cases which occurred at
that post, says, under date of August 31 :

The post-mortem examination in the case of Private J. C. showed general peritonitis to be the cause of the collapse and death. The ileum presented the typical appearances of typhoid fever, there being extensive ulceration of Peyer's glands. Al-
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though there was no complete perforation of the intestine, many of the glands had
sloughed down to the peritoneum, thus lighting up the in'flammation. Thus fa1; I
hav1:, not been able to trace the infection to its source. This is the first case of disease since I have been stationed here that bas presented the typical symptome of
typhoid fever, although it has been feared that tile continued fever prevailing here
eve~y fa,11 would eventually be replaced by typhoid fever, as in many cases true typhoid has replaced the so-called mountain fever of this region.

In October the post surgeon at Fort Sidney, Assistant Surgeon C.
Ewen, remarks:
Typhoid fever is prevalent in the vicinity of the post and throughout this section_ of
counLry, While some cases have been very severe, it has generally been of a mild
type .. It is sometimes called mountain fever, but I can not see that it differs fr<?m
typhoid fever elsewhere, except that many cases are of a milder character, while
others are as severe as in other localities.

The post surgeon at Fort Davis, Surgeon W. H. Gardner, in his report for August, says :
During the month several cases of typhoid fever have occurred, the original case
having been transferred from Fort Stockton, Tex., and some other cases we!e recruits from Jefferson Barracks. There bas been a large increase in the cases of mterrnitt.en t fever, due in my opinion to the very moist and hot weather; the cases from C
and M troops, Third Cavalry, alone numbering 25. One of these troops has lately
arrived at this post from Fort Hancock, and the other from Camp Pena Colorado,
Tex., which very likely will account for the amount of sickness among them, as they
are not yet acclimated.

Small-po~ caused only 3 admissions, and varioloid 2, in the whole
region during the year; a rate so small as to indicate that the troops
were very thoroughly protected by yaccination, especially in view_ of
the fact that many of the statfons have about them a large population
of Mexicans, among whom vaccination is very little practiced, and smallpox is rarely entirely absent. The cases of small-pox all occurred at
Fort Dads, Tex., and the cases of varioloid at Fort McIntosh. None
of them proved fatal. In the month of January the post surgeon at
Fort Davis writes:
. Some cases of small-pox have occurred among the Mexicans in the town surrou!ldrng the post, and one case among the soldiers of the garrison . This man, at phe _time
S1:f.tal~-pox was dis~overed on him (January 9), was sick in hospital wit~ const1t~t10nal
syph~lis. He was isolated at once in a tent 200 or 250 yards up the_ canon behm<l ~he
hospllal, and an attendant who bad suffered from small-pox deta1;ed to gua~dhu~,
auc~ a yellow :flag placed conspicuously on the tent. The ward of t,~e h~sp1tal, m
wh1c~ the ruan had been, was at once emptied of patients, all the beddmg d1smfe?ted
and aired, and the furniture and ward cleaned and fumigated. The officers, soldiers,
wom~n, and children of the post were all examined, and those that needed it were revaccmated at once.

Nat.withstanding these precautions, a second case occurred in March
and a third in April. At Fort Stockton, in January, Assistant Surgeon
Oarter says :
. Th? epidemic of s~all-pox, referred to in my last report, still prevail,~ in the v_i~in1ty of the ~ost, especially a~o~g the Mexicans, though several .Amencan f3'.mihes,
one or two m tow_n and one hvmg just northeast of the post and but a bort distance
from the reservat1ou, have had the disease. It is estimated that about 40 or 45 d9atbs
have occurred in this vicinity from this disease since its appearance. * * *

Concerning- an outbreak of purulent conjunctivitis at Fort Stanton, in
February, the post surgeon, Assistant Surgeou M. E. Taylor, remark :
. The origin of the outbreak of purulent conjuncti vHis can only be conjectured; ~t
18 not known. * * * Tho altitndo of the post is considerable the atmosphere 1 ·
rare,_ancl_tho ~onsequen~ variation of temperature between day'and night is great.
9ne 18 chilled ~n a few mmutes when out about sunset. Tho post isin a narrow valley,
~n ~ tnnnc~, a. it wc!e, at on extremity of which rises, to the hejghli of perpetual no_w,
ccgroup of tnounfa1ns, tho ierra Blanca range. After the fall of the year the ralll
. ahe almo_!it altogether. When tho un has heated the atmosphere of the valley
ac mornmg, a draught from tho cold mountain-tops is established, constituting
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wind which is rarely so mild as to be denominated a breeze; :lt more often blows
with 1he violence of a- hurricane. * * * Through the influence of the wind.
tlrn atmosphere is full of dust, and other impurities mingled with, and upvorted
~s·. dust particles. Not enough of mo~sture is precipi~ated to c1 an e the ~ir. It
1s known to observin g people that ram-water stored m receptacles llere will tako
on putrefaction very promptly. I believe that the atmosphere contains impuritir.
swept from the ground, that confer upon susceptible individuals the puruJent conjunctivitis from which several soldiers have been suffering at thi po t. The circulatory disturbances caused by the direct influence of the cold winds lend as. istauco.
The very large l1erds of cattle to be seen constantly in this narrow valley deposit an
immense amount of filth, part of which is taken up into the atmosphere above the
surface of the ground by t,he winds. Purulent conjunctivitis is not confined to this
post; it is elsewhere in the vicinity.
a,

PERIODS OF sir,KNESS AMONG TROOPR.-Counting all cases of disease and injury, the period of greatest sickness among the troops serving
in the region of the Great Plains during the year comprised the months
of August, Sept em her, and October in the northern group; March,April,
and May in the middle group; and July, August., and September in the
southern group. During the period of greatest sickness in the northern group the number constantly non-effective averaged 48 per 1,000 of
~ean strength, and the principal causes of this non-effectiveness were,
rn the order of th eir relative importance, fojuries, venereal diseases and
alcholism, and rheumatism. In the middle group during the period of
greatest sickness the daily non-effective rate was 40 per 1,000 of mean
strengt~, and the principal causes were injuries, venereal diseases and
alc_ohohsm, rheumatism and bronchitis. In the southern group the
daily average of 11on-effectiveness was 5_7 per 1,000 of mean strength,
and the prevailing causes were venereal diseases aud alcoholism, malari~.l fevers, injuries, and diarrhreal diseases (the acute form predommatmg).
August showed a greater number of admissions to sick report than
any other month of the year in the northern group, March in the middl~ group, and July in the southern, the rates per 1,000 of mean Rtrength
be!ng_ 161, 120, and 173, respectively; but the number constantly noneffect1~e on account of sickness w~s greatest in March iri the nortlleru
and mHlclle groups, and in August in the southern, the rates per 1,000
of mean strength being 49, 43, and 59.
'l'he greatest number of deaths occurred in November in the 11ortht>rn
grou\), in May and September (each month furnishing tile sawe number) rn the mid<lle group, and in December in the southern; they numbered respectively 4, 4, and i>.
'rhe period of least sickness appears to have been during the months
of Ma1, June, and July in the northern group, June, July, and August in
the 1mddle group, and October, Novembf'r, and December in the soutlJ~rn group, the constant non-effective mtes being 39, 33, ,and 44 respectively .
. In the above computations all cases of disease or injury have been
mcluded, but if cases of injury, venereal disease and alcolwli::im are
excluded from the calculation, ver,v different results from tuose gfren
above are obtained, and it is fouud tliat the period of greatest sickness
comprised the months of Febrmuy, March, and April in the northern
group, March, April, aud May in th.e middle group, and July, August,
and September in the southern group. In the first group the prevailing diseases were rheumatism, catarrh anu common colds, bronchitis,
~nd diseases of the integumentary system, aud the constant non-effective rate was 33 per 1,000 of mean strength, tllat for the whole year being 29. In the second gronp the preYailing causes of sickness were
rheumatism, bronchitis, and malarial fevers; the constant non-effective
rate waR 24 per 1,000 of mean strength, that for the whole year being
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22. In the third group the prevailing causes of sickness were malarial
·fevers 7 diarrhreal diseases, diseases of the integmnentary system, and
typhoid fever, and the constaut non-effective rate was 38 per 1,000 of
mean strength, that for the year being 31.
Exclusive of injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, the period of
least sickness was during the months of May, June, and July in bo~h
the northern and middle groups, and January, February, and March rn
the southern; the constaut non-effective rates being, respectively, 26,
21, and 29 per 1,000 of mean strength.
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POS'.l'S.-ln the northern grou_
p F01·t McKinney furnished the highest admission rate for the year, 2,875 per
1,000 of mean strength ; Oa1np Poplar River the highest constant nou. effective rate, 65 per 1,000; Fort Assinniboine the highest death rate,
19 per 1,000. ·
In the middle group Fort Sidney reported the highest admission rate,
1,790 pn 1,000, and Fort Robinson both the highest constant noneffective rate, and the highest death rate, 76 and 26 respectively.
In the Routhern group Fort Davis had the highest admission rate,
2,276 per 1,000, as well as the highest constant non-effective rate, 78
per 1,000; but the highest death rate, 34 per 1,000, occurred at Fort
Bliss. Fort Davis ahw gave a very high death rate, 27 per 1,000_. .
COLORED TROOPS.-The mean strength of colored troops servmg ~n
the region of the Great Plains was 899; 351 in the northern and 548 m
the middle group. There were no colored troops stationed in the southern group during the year.
In the middle group both the admission rate and the constantly n~neffecti ve rate were a little higher for the colored than for the white
troops; but in the northern group a very noticeable difference is found
to exist. In that group the constant non-effective rate of the colored
soldier is nearly one-fourth larger than that of the white, and the admission rate is almost twice as large.
Excluding from the calculation injuries, venereal diseases, a~d alcoholism, the contrast between the two races is still more strikmg, the
colored troops in t,be northern group giving a constant non-effective rate
of 40 per 1,000 of mean strength, while the white show only 27 per 1,000.
In the middle group the. ratios are very nearly the same for both races,
as was the case when all causes of admission were counted.
In the northern group, during the months of January, Febru~ry, and
March, the monthly admission rate for colored troops, excludmg the
cases mentioned above, was three times that for the white, being 239 p~r
1,000 of mean strength for the former, and 79 for the latter. In this
group articular rheumatism is the disease in the rate of occurrence of
which the greatest disproportion between the two races is observed,
the colored soldier showing an admission rate for the year of 321.94, or
more than ten times that of tbe white, wl.Jich was 31.49; and for _the
months of January, February, and March, the period of greatest sickness amo~1g the colored troo~,s, their monthly admission rate averaged
43.05, while that for the wl.Jite troops was 2.68. It is interesting to contrast these figures with those for muscular rheumatism, which qnly
cau_sed au admission rate of 25.64 for the colored troops during the year,
while that for the white was 69.66.
Catarrhs and common colds gave an admission rate of 398.86 per 1,000
0 ~ 1?-1~an strength for the colored, and 109.26 for the white soldier. Tonsilhti cau ed a rate of 233.62 for the colored, and 37.69 for the white .
. 1!1 the middle group, as ha been stated above tllere was very little
<hfll:r~uce between the two ract· iu respect of th~ir rates of admission
to ick report aucl constant non.effectiveness.
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INDIAN scou·rs.-The Indian scouts in this region had a mean
strength of 88 for the :year; all but 5 of them were ?O~ tautly _in th
middle group. Among tlrnm there ,~ere but 2~ adm1s ion to 1?k: ·
port for all causes, 18 for disease (chiefly malaria~ fevers) and 4 for 111juries. One death was reported, that of an Indian who was run over
ancl crushed by a railway train .
CIVILIANS WITH 'rHE COMMA"ND.-With a mean strength of 6,546
officers 'aud enlisted men serving in the region of the Great Plaiu ,
there was constantly present during the year an average of 3,034 ci,·ilians. Of this number 652 were adult males, 1,129 adult females, an<l
.I ,2;33 children. The admissions to sick report numbered for the ad ult
males 273, aml the deaths 5; for the adult females 1,440, and tbe
deatlis 4; for tho children !)99, and the deaths 30; or an aggregate of
2,712 ad mission s and 3D deaths.
.
The period of greatest sf,clcness among the civilian attaches, both a<l ults
and cliildren, covere<l the month of March in the northern g roup of
posts, aud the months of February and March in the middle group, the
prevailing <lis, ases in both groups being those of the respiratory orga11s, epidrn11fo influenza, and diseases of the digestive system , in the
order of relat i rn frequency of occurrence. In the southern group the
greatest amount of sickoeE:s am ong civilians was reported durin g the
mouths of ,July, August, September, and October, the prevailing diseases IJeing those of the tligestive system, malarial diseases, and diseasps of tlrn nervous system . In this group, as in the two mention ed
above, the period of greatest sickness was the ~ame for both au ults
a.nd children.
TL~ least sickness among civilians was reported during- the mouth of
May rn the 11orthcrn group, the months of October and November in
the middle group, aIHl Novem ber and December iu the southern group.
1

.

REGION OF '.!'HE CORDILLERAS.
The region tuns original1y designated by Prof. · J. D. Whitney, of
Cambridge, comprises all that vast area stretching from the n01·them to
the southern boundary of the country, and from the Rocky Mountains
on the east to the Cascade range and the Sierra Nevada on tho west.
It may be roughly described as a bigh plateau, whose elevation, greatest through its center from east to west, gradually falls off toward the
uortli and south from that central line. This plateau has built upon it
~1, great number of ranges of mountains and isolated volcanic cones, and
is further diversified by numerous cailons, valleys, basins, sinks, and
parks. .Over much of the area the elevation ranges from 6,000 up to
L0,000 feet. A few military stations located in the extreme northern
and southern portions of the region have an elevation ranging from
?,000 down to less than 1,000 feet, but, with tbe8e exceptions, the posts
10 the region of the Cordilleras ~re over 4,000 feet above the level of
th? sea. The nortltern parts of tlte regiou and the higher mountains
e~Joy a tolerably heavy rain-fall, so that tbey are more· or less covered
mtb forest,s. The soutlrnrn portion and the valleys, except those in
the northern part of the area, receirn comparatively little rain and are
generally treeless. 'l'he distribution of temperature is quite similar;
upon the higher mountains an almost arctic climate prevails, while the
southern and lower parts of this area are among the hottest portions of
the United States.
In this region there arc 35 miJitary stations which, for purposes
of comparison, Lave been divided into three groups, the northern, middle, and southern. The following table shows the average of all the
8925-w 87--40
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observations reported from each grou p on temperature, rain.fall, and relatiYc lrnmidity of the atmosphere:
Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit.).
Groups of stations in the region
of the Cordilleras.

I

.Average .Average
I relative rain.fall ,
Avnap:e humidity. inches.
.Average
Average .Average
daily
annual.
maximum. minimum.
range.

--Northern . .......•.•.•..• ...... ..
Middle ............••.•..... .•• •.. : :
Southern ... ........................

101
94
108

-18
-8
91

2:l
25
32

---- ----

47. 7
47. 1
(jl. 7

15. 98
16. 62
13. 71

61
59
55

The following table shows the stations in the region of the Cordilleras,
with mean strength of command, rates of admission to sick report,
constant non-effectiYeness, discharges, and deaths:
Mean
Cases.
strength
(cor·
I
I
rectd for Dis. In. T t 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ ,.__t_im
_ e_)._ ease. j u r y . ~
Names of stations.

Northern group:
Fort Spokane, Wash ........
Fort Creur d' .Alene, Idaho ...
Fort Missoula, Mont . .. .. . ...
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ....
Helena,, Mont . . ..............
Fort Ellis, Mont .... ..... . .. .
Boise Barracks, Idaho .......
Fort Washakie, Wyo ........
Camp Sheridan, Wyo .. ......
l<,ield ...... ................. .
Total ......................
M.iddlo group:
Fort K lamath, Oreg ........ .
Fort lli<lwell, Cal .. . . : . .... .
1<,ort "McD,mnit, N cv . ... ... .
Fort Fred Steele, ,Ti/yo . ..... .
Ji'ort Bridger, Wyo.' ... .... .
Fort Halleck, NJciv .......... .
Fort Douglas, Utah .... ... . .
For Du Chesne, Utah ...... .
Fort Crawford, Colo ....... .
Fort Lewis, Colo ........... .
l<'ort Union, N. Mex ....... .
Fort ·wfogate, N. Mox .... .
Fort Marcy, N . Mex .. ..... .
Camp Medicine Butt.e, Wyo ..

221
249
174
205
3
00
102
129
20
(j6

140
164
268
187
12
75
!)3
100
16
16

84
85
30
8G
130
22
450
80
80
343
14G
20R
G2
43
01
74

42
77
22
46
104
13
361
70
67
334
143
244
G-1
40
8i
GO

50
G4
74
70

·----·
25
44
3g
3

I

190
228
342
257
12
100
137
130
21

fdmis: I .Average
Diss10n r:tto num l>er charged Deaths.
per 1,000
sick
for clil'a·
of mean
dail
l>ility
strength. ___Y_· - ~ - 860
OlG
1, 06G
871

19

4,000
1,111
1, 343
1,008
1,050
287

65
112
24
62
129
1G
415
101
85
418
173
320
78
54
117
05

774
1, 318
Gl5
721
028
727
022
1,135
1, 062
1,210
1,185
1,538
1,258
1,256
l, 286
1, 284

4 ·-- ··--·
7. 61
1
3
G. 72
(j, 74
7 .. ---·
4
4
0.43
.20
1
0
2. 87
3 -------3. 80
1 ........... .
5. 04
. 28 . .. . . . . -. -. .............
. 29 ............. ............

- -(j
- - -42.-98- - - ------- -- -31
1,064
365 1, 43G
1,349 1,071
---- -- --

~icld .~~~~~ ~~~~~'..~~Y_~.::::.

Tuj:al . ........ .. .......... --2-,041 1,778
South ern group:
J<'ort Mojave, .Ariz. . ... . . . . . .
Whipple Barracks, .Ariz.... .
Fort Verde, Ariz . ... .. ......
Fort .A pa che, Ariz. . . . . . . . . . .
Fort McDowell, .Ariz........
San Carlos, .Ariz.............
Fort Thomas, Ariz . . . . .. . . ..
Fort Bayard, N. :Mex . .......
Fort Cummings, N. Mox . ...
Fort Selden, N. Mex.........
; 0 rrira~t• .Arfa . . . . . . . . . . . .
or ow1eJ .Ariz....... . . . . . .
F•ort Loweil, Ariz....... .....
1\~rt Huachuca, .A1iz . . . . . • • .
:E icld · · · · · · · -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

45
119
(l6
108
Gl
30
174
210
67
51
248
Hit
1:rn
237
854

23
35
2
Hi

25
3
54
22
18
84
30
76
14
14
35
35

2.74
1
2. 13 . ....• · · · ·
. 10
1
2. 30
1
3. 59
3
. 37
I
14. 08
18
2. 87
6
3. 07
5
15.76
10
G. 07 .. . ... • · · ·
11. 01
11
2.14
1. 84
3. 04
3
1. 46 . .. · • · • • · ·

1
.. • · · · • ·
.......4

480 2,264 --J,10973:sci'° --65,-!4

40
lOG
68
325
52
30
178
168
17
(i7
301

6
23
11

58
13
6
28
40
:l
J4
7(i
2:l
'1.7
00
l 00

5(j

21G
291
300

4-6
129
79
383
65
45
206
208
20
81
'J77
70
243
'J l
490

1,022
1,084
1,197
1, 934
1,066
1, 154
1, 184
950
2UO
1,588
1, 520
482
1, 787
1, 608
584

I

2
1. 53
3
3
2. 72
1
2. 28
1 · ·······
2
8. 03
3
1. 40 . ................
1. 84
3
7. 02
6
2
!J. 00
4
1. 02 ............ ..
1
3. 08
3
13. 06
3
~
5. 27
1
1
9. 54
9
15. G9
21
8
15. 25

i

518 j2,841

l,OGl

97.73

IJGU 6 541
I'

1 078

214. 'J:7

I

i

3

----·------ ~ - =

Total for tlw rc•gion ...... . ,-0008 5 172
I

· • • ....

f .......i1
· · · .. · ·s

Total ............. ~ .... .... , _2,678 2,323
- -

····•···
········
.... ·• • ·
.•. · · · • ·

I

I

~~
150

··
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The force serving in this reg-ion dnring the year 1886 cou i tc<l of portions of 16 regiments of infantry and of 8 r egiment of cavalry, too- tlJer
with 1 battery of artillery; there were also 2 battalions of Indian couts
but they are not included in computing the mean strength of the command, or any of the ratios given below.
·
The mean strength, including officers, was 6,0G8 men, of whom 5,410
were white and 658 colored. The total number of admissions to sick
report was 6,541 ; of this number, 3,267 were treated in quarters, 2,6Gl
in hospital, and 613 in the field. The number of men daily non-effective on .account of sickness averaged in quarters 64, in bospital 133, in
field 17; total 214. The discharges for disability numbered from q narters
49, from hospital 102, from the :field 8; total 159; and tlrn <leatbs, in
quarters 17, hospital 30, in the field 8; total 55.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was 1,078 for all .men
• who were excused from any portion of their military duty on account
of sickness, but for those cases which required admjssiou to ho pita.I
~he rate was 439. The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean stre:igth was 9,
m t~e proportion of 5 in hospital, 3 in quarters, and 1 in the field; that
of chscharges for disability was 26, in tbe proportion of 17 from hospital,
~ from quarters, and 1 from the field; and th at of corn~tant non-effect1veness on account of sickness was 3!'>, in tlle proportion of 22 in hospital, 10 in quarters, and 3 in the :field'.
. The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
m quarters 7 days, in hospital 18 days, in the fiel<l 10 days, for all cases
12 days; and the total loss of time on account of sickness averaged 13
days for each soldier in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
':ere .r~turned to duty was 10 days, for those who were discharged for
d1~ab1hty 86 days, and for those who died 28 days. The ratio of recoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 952, of discharges
for disability 24, and of deaths 8.
_1'he admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was bighest in the
1md<lle group of posts, being 1,10D; while for the nortlrnru and soutllcrn
groups the ratios were nearly equal, l,0G4 and 1,061 respectiv·ely.
The death rate was highest in the soutlrnrn group, being 13 per 1,000
of_ mean strength, and lowest in the northern, 4 per 1,000. For tbe
tmddle group it was 7. The death rate per 1,000 of admissions to si~k
report was, for tbc uorthcrn group, 4; the mi<ldle, 6; arnd the soutllern,
12 .
. The constant non-eft'ectirn rate was lowest in the northern group, berng ·32 per 1,000, wllile it was 36 in both the middle and southern .
. 1'lic n~tio of <lischarges for disability per 1,000 of mean strength was
l11g}iest 111 the mi<l<lle gro up, being 32, as against 23 in foe northern and
24 rn tllC southern, while the average duration of treatment prior to dis~1.Jarge was lon gest in the middle group, being 97 days, as against 74
Ill tlie northern and 79 in the middle group.
Tl.te a-verage duration of
treatment for tl10se who died was longest in 1he northern gro\1p, being
49 <lays, as against 41 in the middle and 20 iu the southern group. Iu
respect of the duration of treatment among patients who recovered and
were-returne<l to duty the average was very nearly the same in each of
the three groups.
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The following table shows the n n III her and classified causes of all
admissions to sick report, deatlis, and (fo;c11arges, together with the
relative position in order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each
.c ause of admission for the region, an<l for eneh group thereiu:
Relative position of causes
of admission in-

Nu1111Jcr of-

.

Classified causes of admissions, deatl1s aUtl
discharges.
'

A1lmi,;.
;;ion;;.

Deaths.

g
Each group.
·ro 1-- - - - -, - - -

Dis·
charges.

(1)

:

North· Mid· South·

________________ --·------+-------,-~-I-~~~
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D~seases of ~he digestive system . . . . . . . . .
Diarrbceal diseases....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disea~es of the respir,tt ory system
Malanal diseases ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D~seases of the nerrnus system . . . . . . . . . . . .
D1sea~es ?f the ~utegu111entary system . . . .
Const1tut1onal diseases
. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .
Venereal diseases...... . ...... .... . .......
Dietic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the locomotor system...........
Diseases of the eye...... .·...... ..... ......
D~seases of the circulatory s_yRtem . . . . . . . . .
D1~_eases of~he reprodu ctive system . ......
Zoogenousd1seases........... .... ..... . .
Diseases of the lymphatic Rystem. ... .. . . . .
Specific febrile :mu acute iufectioLts dis. ·
eases . . -. ... ...............................
Diseases of the urinary system.............
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
.:~~~~-: :::: :: :::::: :::::::::.
Parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the noso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Developmental diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~'lttftdi:~~~~

17
21
l, 3H!J
9
l
821
2
4
817
17
10
581
2
481
9
3
445
3
357 ...... . .
l7
1
305
25
:!i2
1
260
11
231
!)
117
14
6
5!l
4
1
57
49 ·· ··-----· .... .... .....
4!)
. ............. ... ..... .. . ...
46
42
36

4
6
5

6

die. _ : ~

1
2
3
4

5

10

6

4

6
7

7
5

5
7

6

8

6

10

9
10
11
12
l3
14
15

11

1(i

17
18
1!)

1
2
4
3

~

1
2
3
4

~L

ii7
7
4

I

8

8

9

9
12
14
13
17
15

11
12
16
18
13
15

19
16
18

21
14

20
221' . .. .. · 23
22
2-1
21

1!)

3

2
5
7
8
9

11
10
12
14
15
20
16
13
17
19

i23~

if22

24

23

22 · · · · · · · ·

Uncla;s~~~~~~~;,~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: --6, 54&71 .· -·.-· .· .· .· ·.fi.· :•• · 1.· _· ·. ·....
· · i.5.:.· J ·-_:
.: ·,1~.:.· :.· ·.· ~-·
.~ ..: ·.· ~
:.· :.· .
:_· ..:::.· ~.:
:.. ..: .; ~_:
..: ..:.:
~~~~l~~~~:.s.: :: : : :: ::: : : : : : : : : : :

~~t!i

SPECIAL DISEASES.-For pneumonia, tlie a<lrnh,sion rate was 0.74 per
1,000 of mea,n strength in the uortlicm group, 1.47 in the middle, and
4.85 in the southern group .; for pulmonary phthisis, 1.48 in the uorth~~u
group, 2.94 in the mid<lle, and 4.48 in the southeru group; for bronchitis,
47.44 in the northern group, 47.04 iu the middle, and 36.22 in the south·
em group; for catarrh and comnwn colds, 33.36 in the nortl.ieru group,
54.88 in the middle, and 2G.14 in the southern group; for articular rheu1!i·
atism, 57.08 in the northern group, 44.59 in the middle, and 43.3~ m
the southern group; for m,uscular rheumcitism, 48.18 in the north~rn
group, 29.40 in the middle, and 25.77 in the southern group; for di~r·
rhma (acute and chron-ic), 109.71 in tlie northern group, 83.29 in the m~d·
clle, ~nd 14~.64 in tlic sout.lH'rn group; for clyscntery (ac~te_andchronw
7.41 m the 1,10rtliern group, 0.98 in tlic middle, and 31.3, m ~he sou~h·
ern group; for cholera morbus, 1.48 in the uorthern group, 4.41 m the mid·
dle, a1_1d 4.11 in the southern group; for paroxysmal (malarial)fe1:er ·
46.27, m the 1_10rthern gronp, G0.75 in tlic middle, aud 109.78 iu_ thesou~ll·
rn group; for typhoid-fever 2.22 in the northern group, 2.45 m the mi~·
dle, and 5.97 in the 'outlier~ group; for typlw .malarial fever, uotlJiucr m
the northern group, 7.35 h1 the midule, ancl 5.23 jn the soutllern grou.1 ·
. Of the ~lass of specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, 4G admi ·
ions to ~ck repor , or a ra,te of 7.58 per 1,000 of mean treugth w
r I _rt d m th -whole rccrion <.luri1w the '-' ea,r. There were 4 <leatiJ
·
b
b
.,
'''1.ll. fr. m t .YP h OH· l fever.
Among the
colored
troop tlrnre were 10 3 ·
nn. : 1 n and 1 death.
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Typhoid fever caused 24 admissions and 4 deatbs; 2 of the cas~s with
1 deatli occurre<l amono- colored troops; Fort Hnaclwca, Ariz., r ' ·
ported 7 cases; Fort D~ugfas, Utah, nncl _Fort Grant, Ariz., 4 c~cu;
Fort Washakie, Wyo., and Fort Bayard, N. Mex., ~ cacl1; and I1 ort
Walla "\Valla, ·wash., and Union, N. l\fex., San Carlos: and FortsTboma,R
and Low~l1, Ariz., 1 each.
.
.
Epidemic influenz:a caused 1G admissions, all at Fort Avacne, 1\nz.;
they were cquall,y divided between the wllite and colored troops, t•:wh
furnishing- 8 cases, none of which were fatal.
Diphthericb.-Ono case of this disease was repol'tctl in the com111a1Hl at
Fort Selden, N. Mex., the patient being the post surgcou, Acting Assi~tant Surgeon 0. A. Sewell.
Seven other cases occurred during the course of the outbreak in th
families of officers stationed at the post, but none among the troops or
the families of enlisted men. Of these 8 cases only 1 pro,,ed fatal, tl1at
of a child four years old, the second patient attacked. After the fatal
termination of the second case, Acting Assistant Surgeon Sewell reports on March 31, as follows :
Two cases of diphtheria havino- occurred among the children of tho post, wit.hone
death, the following precautions° were taken to avoid its spread: (1) The body was
lrnriecl within twelve hours after death. (2) All articles in contact wit,h patient
were burnt. (:1) :Fumigations with sulphurous acid fumes of all the rooms occnpie<l.
(4) Isol3:tion of all persons likely to become contaminated. (5) Lime whitc~wa.shing
of the s1ek chamber. (6) Saturated solution of iron sulphate freely used rn waterc~osets and other places about the post. It is regarded as probable that the disease
<lid not o;riginate here, but was imported either from one of the Mexican townq close
by, or the railroad cars traveling by the post every day.

Notwithstanding these preca11tions, the disease continued to spread.
On April 30 Assistant Surgeon L. S. Tesson writes:
The 2 cases of <liphtheria reported last month were followed early in tho present
month b~ 2 others, children, iu the same family. On t.he 14th instant the mother
of the children affected and the post surgeon were taken down with the same disease.

On the 15th a case developBd in a neighboring family and another on
the 18th, after which no further cases were reported.
~leasles caused but 1 admission to sick report among t.he troops.
This case~ which terminated in recovery, occurred at Fort Grant, Ariz.,
but tlie_ disease was reported to be prevalent among the civilians at or
uear this post, Fort Wingate, N. Mex., and Fort Bidwell, Cal. The post
s~rgeon at Fort Bidwell, Acting Assistant Surgeon G. M. Kober, in
I.us report for March, says:
The prevalent disease of the community is measles. Since my last report this diseas~ has be~ome epidemic, affecting nearly every family in the valley, an<l also the
havf} occurred among the latter class, adults and children.
I he cond1t10u of these Indians is distressing in the extrerue, for, owing to this sickness, they are unable to provide food, and are actually suffering for want of food,
sb~Iter, and care, although the officers and citizens are doing all they can for their
rehef.
The disease has invaded tbe post, or rather the married soldiers' families, 22 children and 1 adult female being affected. The enlisted men have thus far escaped.

!)1drnns .. ~1ve deaths

Two cases of mumps were reported, 1 at Fort .Apache, Arjz,, and 1 in
the field; also 2 cases of whooping-cough, l at Fort Oreur d'Alene,
Idallo, aud 1 at Fort Mojave, Ariz.; no deaths. The latter disease was
reported to be epidemic among the children at the post of Fort Bayard, N. Mex., in June.
Two cases of scarlet fever occurred among the children at Fort Marcy~ N. ~ex., and a very severe t,ype of the disease was reported to be
ep1dennc in the neighboring town of Santa Fe from January to June.
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The diagnosis of typho-rnalarial fever was given in 29 admissions to
sick report, with 1 de~t11, during tlic year. Of these cases 13 were
reported from Fort Lewis, Colo., but tliey all odginate<l at a summer
camp 37 miles from that post at· tho jn11ction of tlle San Jnan and La
Plata Hivcrs. The medical officer of the camp, .Acting Assistant Surgeon A. I. Comfort, in Lis report for September, says:
At the c1ose of ]ast mont11 2 cases of mountain fever remaine<l un<l.er treatmen t,
and :prior to tlrn 13th instant 10 new cases appeared upon tho regi~t~r of patients,
all of Company H, 'fwenty-second Infantry. Tl:iese cases, as they ongmally bore 1~o
symptoms of a typhoid character, ·were regarded as a rernitteut fevn with a<lynamic
t e~denciesJ t1s described by Snrg-eon Smart of the Army, antl were_<1ia.gnose~ as such
pnor to theu transfer to Fort Lewis, Colo. Their subsequent lnstory ,vh1lo under
treatment at that post bas developed unmistakable typhoid. symptoms; consequently
theie diagnosis bas -been chano-ed
to that of t.ypbo-malarial fever a1-1 described hy
0
~nrgeon Woodward of the Arm y. Upon the cfoparture of Compa11y H, _on th~ 1_3th
1111;taut, the rainy season practically ceased, the La Plata receded to its ong111:1l
limits :wtl lost its obnoxious odor, and no cases of Jllonntain fever have appearecl _111
Company D. It is remarkable that t.be only cases of well-marke<l typho-malan al
fever occurring among the troops serving on the La Fla.ta "River dnring the present
Rummer have appeared during the rainy season, and iu Company II, Twenty-s~cond
Infantry. No sickness of this character bas occurred among the officers, .or 1n. the
det~cbment of ?avulry, or among the civilians serving ,vith tbe.commal!-<l., while _of the
enlisted men of Cornpany H about 3:~ per cent,. have been affected with the thsease.
It seldom rains in the valley of the La Plata Hivcr except during the rainy scaso~;
consequently a large amount of organic matter collects upou its water-shed~ and 18
at this time washed into the stream. Several 1rnndretl head of cattle were rn early
spring mired in this river, and no doubt to these circumstances may be attribut_etl the
horrid stench of the st.ream mentioned by tho undersigned in bis last consolidated
report of the Medi-cal Department.

At Fort Thomas, Ariz., 9 cases of disease were reported ns typlwrnalarial fever during the months of September,-October, anu Novem lJer.
Acting Assistant Surgeon A. P. Frick, in a special report dated October 31, says :
_ Proportionately to the size of the garrison, and especially in proportion to tho number of men in the companies to which these diseases were confined, there came under
treatment during this mouth and the latter part of September a large group of very
severe cases of remittent and typho-malarial fevers. · 'fheso cases all occurred :tmong
the white troops who came from WyominoTerritory to this post about the last of
0
July of this year.
·
Of the two compa,nies of white troops, viz, Band D of the Ninth Infantry, B company contributed by far the greater number, and graver cases. B company has been
quartered in comfortable adobe barracks ever since "it,s arrival here, and has had
no ticld service, while D company has been in tents, and \YaS out on a scout in September. All ordinary sanitary precautions were carefully observed at the barracks
( as in the tents), and disinfectants freoly ·used. Patient No. 294 bad been on detac~ed
service at San Carlos, whence he was transferred to this hospital in August, with
acute diarrhma, returned to duty, participated in the scont with bis company, aml
aft~rwards was admitted to hospital, from quarters, with the diagnosis of typbo:malanal fever. This is the only case of this disease contribntetl by D company, Nmth
Iofan~ry. Patient No. 311 was transferred to this hospital from tho post of San 9arlos, w1th the diagnosis of r~mittent fever but since here he has shown very dectdecl
a.dynamic and ataxic symptoms, "'ith delirium, carph~logia, and involuntary discharges from the bowels .
. There was co~JSiderable mental hebetude in all the cases cUagnosed as typbo-mal~rrn.l fever, and m several of the remittent-fever cases· slicrht diarrbma occurred m
only three cases. In one case only was there an eruption~ which consisted of very
~mall red patches over the chest and abdomen dnring the second week, but they were
!rregnlar m con_tour,_ancl did not resemble the rose-colored eruption of enteric fever.
Thero was also m tl_11s ca o (at tho same time) a papularoruption, which wasconfinc«l
to t~e f?reb ad. Iliac _tendern~ss was markedly absent in all the cases, exc~pt, of
com e, rn a_ case co_mph~=:i,ted w1~h peritonitis, which commenced with greatt>alll antl
t _nd rness rn the right 1h3:c, reg10n, afterward extending over the entire abdomen,
~ugh t ~p_era.tore, tympamt1s, and retention of urine. Most of the cases had mori.' or
, i'it :ornitmg, some not even retaining milk and lime water.
.
· 11 018 an t worthy fant that, of all the malarial cases tbat have occurred tlti
1
1
moTnl ,fon Yon lias a urned the intermittent typ
1
t b ' row i th r p_o,~e
..,_ <l. 111
• .connection with
• this
• group of cases strong1y sogg
certain asan·t
1
•
ary preca.ut1ons, which should be kept in view in future, and the observ-
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ance of which can well bo recommen<l.e<l. by the medical clopartmont: (1) The fact
that all these cases occurred amono- the unacclimate<l. shows the great danger to t b o
health of troops that attaches to a transfer from a cold to a hot ancl ~alariou ~limate
iu midsummer. While it might be said that the balance of the garrison ~t th1s_po t.,
consisting of colored troops, would be na,tu:ally_l~ss affect~l~ by a malarious ?lunat
tbau white troops, it is also a fact that white citizens res1dmg at or near tl11s post,
and who are duly acclimated, are ns free from typho-malarial cases as t~e colored soldiers. (2) The marked immunity obtained by t be men ?fD company, N~nth In fan tr~,
as compared with those of B company of tho same regiment, and the different cood1tions to which these two companies were sul,jected, form a most excellent and rn.tio:.rn.l
basis upon whi~h to strongly recommend that-, in future, garrisons at posts like this
mayhosentdurrngth eheated term tosomeelevated summer camp, such as wasoccu pic1l by D cornpany, Ninth Infantry, during bst Soptcmber.
It i,, a question whether had D company remainell continuously at post, aml ~nder
canvas, tlrny would not have been as seriom,ly afflicted as is B company, which did remain continuously in barracks, for, as ma,y be seen by referring to t he consolidated rep~rt from this post of last August, the preponderance of mala.ri:tl diseases then was
w1t.b D company, as it is now with B company. The inference 1s plain that the health
of~ company was improvell by their march and summer camp, short though the
penocl of their sojourn away from th is post was .

. The diagnosis of typho-malarial fever was g iven in two cases occurrmg at Fort .Mojave, Ariz; , and one each at Forts Bowie, Lowell, and
Huachuca., Ariz.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS AMONG '.l'ROOPS.-Counting all cases of dis~ase _and injury, the period of greatest sickness amoug the troops servrng m the region of tho Cordilleras during the year comprised the
montllS of June, Jnl,Y, and August in the nortllern group, September,
October, aud NoYember in the middle group, and Octol>er, November,
a_ml December in the southern group. During tL.c period of greatest
SICkuess · in tbe northern gronp, the number constantly non-e:ffccth·e
av_eraged 34 per 1,000 of mean strength, and t!Je principal causes of
~h.1s 1;1on-eftectiveness were, in the order of their relative importance,
lllJtm~s, ,enereal diseases and alcoholism, and pulmonary phthisis. In
tho m_1<l<lle group, <luring the period of greatest sickness, the daily noneff~ctiv:e _rate was 41 per 1,000 of mean strength, the principal causes
b~rng lllJuries, typho-malarial fever (cases so reported), and venereal
diseases and alcoholism. In the southern group the daily average of
~on-effectiveness was 41 per 1,000 of mean strength, and the prcvailrng causes were injuries, malarial fevers, and venereal diseases and
alcoholism.
·
·
August showed a greater number of admissions to sick report than
auy other month of the year -in the northern group, January in the middle, and June in the southern group, the rates per 1,000 of mean
strength being 112, 111, and 102, respecti yely; but the num her con~tantly non-effective on account of sickness was greatest in ·December
m the northern group, October in the midule, and November in the
southern group, the rates per 1,000 of mean strength being 37, 43,
and 43, respectively.
.
The pe"riod of least sickness comprised the months of September, Oc.
· tober, and November in the northern group, June, July, and August
in the middle group, and January, February, and March in the southern
group, the constant non-effective rates being 27, 30, and 31, respectively.
.
In the above computations all cases of disease and injury have been
included, but if cases of injury, venereal disease, and alcoholism a.re exclu<led from the calculation it is found that, while the period of greatest
sickness remains the same in the northern and middle groups, it clrn11ges
to September, October, and November in the southern group, and tlrn
coustant. non-effective rate is greatly <liminishe<l. In the first group,
excluding the ca ses mentioned ::i,h<:>ve, the prevailing diseases were, pul·
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monary vhthisis, diarrhreal diseases, diseases of the integnmcntary system, aml articular rlieumatisrn, and the constant non-effective rate was
20 per 1,000 of mean strength, that for the whole sear being 18. I u the
secm1d, tbe prcn1,iling: causes of sickness were typho-malarial fe,·er (cases
S? i;-eportc<l), malarial fever, diarrhreal diseases, and articular r~ieu matism, arnl tlrn constant non-effective rate was 28 per l ,000 of mean
str_e~1gd1, that for the whole year being 24. In the third group ~be preYmlmg- causes of admission were malarial fever, diarrl.treal <11seasf's,
(ypho-rnalarial fe,·er, articular rheumatism, all(l typhoid fever, and the
constant no_n-effective rate was 28 per 1,000 of mean strength, tlrnt for
the. year berng 25.
Excluding injuries, venereal diseases, and alcoholism, the period of
least s1elrness remains the same us when all diseases and injuries were
included, bllt the constant non-effective rates are al)o.u t one-thircl less,
being for the three groups respectively 16, 21, all(} 20 per 1,000 of mean
strength.
HEAL'l'H OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.-In tlle northern group, Fort 111.is$0Ula, Mont., furnished the highest ad misflion rittc for tl1e year, l,!>06 per
1,000 of mean strength;· Fort Jlfissoula, Mont., au,l Port· Washcikie, Wyo.,
the highest constant 11011-effective rate, each hadug the same, 3!) per
1,000; Fort Walla Walla, ll'a.sh., tlle l1ig-l1est death rate, 14 per l,00~.
In the middle group, Fort Wingate, N. ll!fe.v., furnished l>oth the lnghest admission and constant non-effective rates, 1,538, and 53 per 1,000,
respectively; Fort Halleck, Nev. 1 the highest death rate, 45 per 1,000.
In the southern group, Jl'ort Apache, Ariz., fnrnisbed the highest admission rate, 1,934 per 1,000; Fort Lou:ell, Ariz., the highest constant
non-effective rate, 70 per 1~000; Fort Mojave, Ariz., tbe highest death
rate, 44 per 1,000.
.
As stated above, the highest death rates for individual posts occurred
at Fort Halleck, Nev., and Fort Mojave, Ariz., the former reporting 1
· ueatll, with a mean strength of 22, or a rate of 45 ller l ,00~, wh_ile at
the latter 2 deaths occurred in a meau strength of 45, which gTves a
d~~th rate of 44 per 1,000. To these figures, of course, no special s~gm ilcance can be attached, because of the smallness of the numbers mvol\~ec1, hut at Fort Huachuca, Ariz., with a mean strength of 237, there
~re~e 7 deaths during the year, or a rate of 30 per 1,000 of mean strength,
wh1cli, witll the exception of tile two first given, is the highest death
rat~ reported from any post in the region.
.
.
COLORED '.l'R0OPs.-The mean strength of colored troops servrng rn
the region of the Cordilleras was 658 · 51 in the northern, 36 in the
mi<ldle, and 571 in the southern group:
. .
In the northern group the admission an<l constantly non-effective
rates of the colored troops, counting all cases of disease aud injury, \~ere
1,078 and 36, respectively, per thousand of mean strength, us agamst
1,0G4 and 32 for the white troops. In the rni<.l<llc group these rates were,
for tlic colored, 1,278 and 37, as against 1,lOG atHl 36 for the white. In
t lt e southern group, where the mean strength of colored troops was much
greater than in the other groups, and fnrni bes a more relia.blo basis for
puq~os~s of comparison, the difference js show n to be much greater, tlJC
~ 1 ~ Ill~ !Ou rates per 1,000 of meau streugtll being 1,40 Lfor tlrn c~lor~<l,
,l~ nhm~1 ,_t 069 for the white troops, au<l the constantly uon-eflect1ve
rates 4o i?r tbe former n.ud 34 for tbe latter.
~xcludrng from the calculation injnries rnnereal disea es, and alcoliol1.'m, lb con ·taut non-cffrctive rate of th'e eolorc<l. troo1> in tbe north<·r11
f: . nfl'rO up .1. s l10wn to b les,• than that of the white, th e rate of tu1.
0111 1
l ln b mg 15 P r J ,000 and tlte lat.t r 18 while i11 the middl and
u 1 rn gr up 1· t till
· r nuun8
·
.
' colored troops than f'or
l11gller
for the
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the white, being respectively 26 and 29 for Hie former, against 24 for
the latter in both groups.
. .
.
Excluding the cases mentioned above, the _monthly adnussion _rate of
the colored troops in the northern group dnrmg March and April averaged 127 per 1,000 of mean strength, or nearly three times that of the
white troops, which was 49 per 1,000 for the same period. The diseases
in tLe rate of occurrence of which the greatest disparity between the
two races is observed are neuralgia and headache, articular rheumatism,
and muscular rheumatism; the colored soldier showing for these causes
admission rates for the year of 137.25, 78.43, and 98.04 per 1,000 of
mean strength, respectively, while thm~e for the white soldier are only
47.77, 56.24, and 46.22. In the middle group during August, September, and October the monthly admission rate of the colored troops averaged 119, and that of the white 72, per 1,000 of mean strength. 1-'he
diseases showing the greatest disproportion in rates of occurrence were
catarrhs and common colds, malarial fevers, and diarrhrea, their rates for
the :rear for the colored troops being res1)ectively 305.56, 138.89, and
138.89, while for the white troops they were 50.37, 59.35, and 82.29 per
1,000 of mean strength. In the southern group the monthly admission
rate of the colored troops during April, May, and June averaged 121
per: 1,000 of mean strength, being more than double that of the. white,
winch was only 57 per 1,000 for the same period. For catarrhs and common colds, pleuritis, bronchitis, diarrhrea, dysentery, and constipation,
the colored soldier in this region gave admission rates for the year of
64.80, 12.26, 75.31, 187.39, 40.28, and 40.28 per 1,000 of mean strengtli
respectively, while those for the white soldier are only 15.6G, 1.90. 25.63,
130.52, 28.95, and 9.97.
,
INDIAN scouTs.-The Indian scouts in this region had a mean
strength of 200 for the year, 6 in the northern group, 3 in the middle
group, and 191 in the southern group. Neither admissions to sick report nor deaths were reported in the northern and middle groups. In
the southern group 23 admissions, or a rate of' mo per 1,000 of mean
strength, occurred, with :1 deaths, or a rate of 16 per 1,000 of mean
strength. The causes of death were gunshot, 1 ; va-1 n1lar disease of'
heart, 1; and of pulmonary phthisis, 1.
CIVILIANS WITH C0MMAND.-With a mean strength of 6,068 officers
and enlisted men serving in the region of the Cordil1eras, there was
constantly present. during the year an average of 2,412 civilians. Of
this number 612 were adult males, 824 adult females, and !,)75 children.
The admissions to sick report numbered for the adult males 139, and the
deaths 7; for the adult females 783, and the deaths 6; for the children 771,
and the deaths 12 ; or an aggregate of 1,693 admissions and 25 deaths.
The period of grea.test sickness among the civilian attaches comprised
the month of March in the northern group of posts, February and March
in the middle group, and June in the southern group; the prevailing
diseases being those of the respiratory and digestive systems in the
northern group, diseases of the respiratQry organs, and measles, in the
middle group, and diseases of the digestive organs, and whoopingcough, in the southern group.
The least sickness among civilians was reported during the month of
June in the northern group, September in the middle group, .and January in the southern group.
REGION OF THE PACIFIC O0..A.S'.l'.

This region comprises the whole of the western border of the country
lying between the Cascade Range aml the Sierra Nevada on the east
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and t.he Pacific Ocean on the west. The surface i-s broken by a complex range of mountains, ·known as the Coast Range, running 1mrallel
to the coast. East of this range is a great ,;-alley exten~ing from Puget's S_ound to the southern part of California, occupied in Oregon by
the Willamette and other rivers and in California by the Sacramento
anu S~n Joaqui n. The whole region has a wet and a dry seasou, correspondmg to the summer and winter of other parts of tlle country, lJut
the amount of rain.fall is not by any means uniform over tlrn whole area.
The northern portion is excessively watered, the min-fall in some seasons
exceeding 100 inches per annum, while the southern part .is, in general,
extremely arid .
.The region comprises areas of great diversity of elevatiou, rai_n-fall,
and temperature, so that a strict classification can not be made without
a very minute subdivision; but as the 13 military statious at present
occupied are, with one exception, ou · or near the sea.coast, aud _none_of
them bas an elevation of over 400 feet, it is thonglJt to be sufficient for
purposes of comparison to divide them into two groups, the northern
and southern.
The following table sliows the average of all the observations on temperature, relative humidity of the atmosphere, and rain-fall, reported
from posts in .tliis region during the year:
·

Groups of stations in the region of
the Pacific coast.

Temperature (deg rees Fahrenheit) .
.Average .Average
relative rain.fall ,
Average humidity. inches.
.Av~rago
.Avera.go Average
daily
annual.
maximum. minimum. range.

North ern ............. ·-···· ...... . .
Southern ...... ···-·· ... . . ..........

88
!16

]5
17

1G

29

-,50. 4
57.1

--55.18
21.49

82

71

The following table shows the stations in the region of the J?acific
coast, with mean strength of command , rates of admission to swk report, constant nou.e:ffoctiveuess, discharges, and deaths:

Names of stations,

Mean
Cases.
Admis· A vcragc Dis·
strength i - - , - - - : - - - i sion rate number c)1ar~ed Ocaths.
per 1,000
Rick
for dtS·
(cor.
rooted for Dis. Ju. T 0 1 1 of mean
daily. alJility. ,
time).
ease. jury.
a · stren gth.

- - - - - - - - - - - · 1 - - - - 1- - -

- - - - - - --- --- ---

Northern group:
Fort T ownsend, Wash.... . ....
Fort Canby, Wash ... . . . . . . . . .

9
7

;~l~o.~~~~-~~~~~-c.~~·.~.~~~::::

54
73

51
42

4~~ 3~~

60
49

4~~

1~;

}, Ill
671

d~1

Total ... .. .... .. .. . .. ........ --6,7 _5_2_7 _1_3_2 _G_5_9 --973 -

&!~~~'.

Sou~:~r
Cal... .......••...
Fort Mason, Cal...............

1
±~~~fi:1~~ :i~g~?~~:::::::::::
Presicli~ of San Francisco, Cal

= · 38
40

Total for tho region ..........

2;

1u~

6

. 8

21. 90 - - ; - - - ; ,

I ..... .

=

1

49
25
25

10

~i 169ti 541~ 223~g

705

ii ···.. ·j · · · · · ···i

7 =3=4=i===8=95=---=--==_- p·l
4
8
200
. 07 . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·i

7

25-1

For~ Wmfield Scott, Cal.......
43
Bcrucia Barracks Cal
58
l}enicia .A i:sonal, 'cal . : : : : : · · · ·
50
San Francisco, Ual. .. . . . . . . .
22
S~n Di goBarrackR, Cal.. .. :::
30
F1cld .... ......... ............. - - ~

Tota.I··················......

.

~:

g

o

I
I

59
33
31

~:~

878
1,372
569
G:!O

.

r~~

...............

···is· ····i· ... ji; ....... 533
2

_::

415

110

5

525

= r382 m (242 ~

a ......4

8. 53
G
1. 48
· · · · · ·· · ···
J. 68
1
l. 04 · · · · · · · ·1 · · · · · · ··

2.87
3 ·••··· ··
J, 250 - ~ .:_:_:_:~ .:.:..:.:..:.:..:.:.

I_

745

20. 74 _ _1_7

&57

42. 64

26

5
I'.!
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The force serving in this region during the year consisted of one . ntire
regiment, and part of a second regiment, of infantry, four batteries of
artillery, and a detachment of orduance.
The mean strength, including officers, was 1,382 men. Tl.le total
number of admissions to sick report was 1,184. Of this number 727
were treated in quarters, 453 in lrnspita.l, and 4 in the field. The number of men dail y non-effectiYe on account of sickness averaged in
quarters 1G and in hospital 27; total 43. Tile discharges for disability
numbered, from quarters, 11; from ho._pital, 15; total, 26; and tlrn
deaths, in quarters, 5; hospital, 7; total, 12.
The admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was 857 for all men
who were excused from any part of their military duty on accouu t of
sickness, but for those cases which required admission to hospital the
rate was 33S. The ratio of deaths per 1,000 of mean- strengtli was D,
in the proportion of 5 in hospital and 4 in quarters; that of discharges
for <lisability was 19, ju the proportion of 11 from hospital and 8 from
quarters; and that of constan t non effectiveness on account of sickness
was 31, in the proportion- of rn in hospital and 12 in quarters.
The average duration of each case of sickness was, for those treated
in quarters, 8 days; iu hospital, 21 days; in the field, 2 days; for all
cases treated, 13 days; and the total loss of time on account ot sickness
averaged 11 days for each soldier in the command.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovereu and
w_ere ~·~tm:ued to duty was 12 days; for those who were discharged for
d1sab1h~y It was 112 days, and for those who died, 12 days. Tbc ratio of
recoveries per 1,000 of all admissions to sick report was 943, of discharges
for disability, 22, and of deaths, 10.
Tbe admission rate per 1,000 of mean strength was higher in the
!1ortllern group of posti:;, being 073, tban in the southern group, where
It was 745. The death rate also was higher in the northern group, both
pe~· 1,000 of mean strength and per 1,000 of admissions to sick report,
bemg, respectively, 10 and 11, as against 7 and 9 in the southern group.
The constant non-effective rate was 29 in the southern group and 32 in
the northern .
. The r_atio of discharges for disability per 1,000 of mean strength was
h1gller m the southern gro up, being 24 as against 13 in the northern;
and the average duration of treatment prior to discharge was also
longer in the southern group, being 131 as against 85 in the nortlicrn.
~be duration of treatment for patients who recovered averaged 13 days
1~ tlie s~uthern and 11 days in the northern group; for patients who
died, 17 rn. the southern and 10 in the northern group.
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The following table shows the number and classified causes of all
admi_ssions _t? si?k report, deaths, and discharges, together with the
relative pos1t1on rn order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each
cause of admission for the region and for each group therein:
Relative position

I of causes of ad·
I , m::::·g::~p-

Numbe, of-

Class ified causes of admission s, deaths, n.nll discharges.

.A.dmis·
.
Dis·
sious. Dea1,bs. cba,rges.

11

·io
t:l
Q)

North· 1sout'··
u
crn.
eru.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - ----1--- -1
242
(i
2 , 1
1
1
Injuries .... .. ..... : ... . ................................ .
152
1 : 2
3
:l
D!seases of t.h c cligesti \"0 system .. ...... ...••••.........
111
6 I 3
4
3
D1sen.:1es of the 1·espiratory system ..•••...•...•.........
102 ..... ••.......... ' 4
5
4
Dietic diseases ......................................... .
OL
...••..•
.••••.
...
5
2
11
Malarial cliseases ........................ .... ........... .
SL
4
6
9
5
Vener,,.a1 diseases .... .... ......•........................
79
7
6
!l
Dianhreal tliseases .................. .. ..........•.......
74 ··•••••· ....... 2. 8
7
8
Diseases of the nervous system _.................•.......
67
10
G
Diseases of the iutegumentary system ... ..... .......... .
57
········ .. ..... 2. 109
8
]0
DiseaRes of tho locomotor system .. ...... .•.....•.......
44
2
3 11
ll
7
Constitutional diseases ...............•.••.••••...•......
22
2 12
12
12
Di,:ieascs oft.he eye . ........ : .......... . ................ .
13
2
1
13
14
13
Diseases of tho circulatory system .... .. ................ .
9 _................ 14
17
14
Diseases of tho lymphatic system .............. . ....... .
7
2 .••• •. . • . 15
13
19
Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases ........... .
(i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rn
16
15
~i:-,easos of t!1e urinary system ......................... .
6 ········ ......... 17
15
17
oogenons 1l1seases ... ................................. 18
]6
5 ........ .. . ••.. .. 18
l>!seasos of tho reproductive system ... .. ............... .
5 ........ ·•··•· ... 19
10
18
Diseases of tho oar .....................•••.•.........• · -

i~r~~~t1~fl~f~'
l::s~s-:::::::::: ::: ·: ::::::: :: ::::::::: ::::::
Diseases of t.bo nose ......................... . .......... .
Developmental diseases ..........................•.......
Unclassified ..............................••••...........

2 .....••.••••••... 20
2 . ....... ·••••· ... 21
1 ................. 22

20
21
22

3

........... --- · ··· . ..... ··-·--·

20
21

------·

- - - - - - - - ------

12 .•.... ···1--·· ....... --· -- ·
i~l!} ~~:~~~~~~~. :::::::::::: :: :::: :: ::: ::::: :::: :: ··i;is4· ::::::: : ...... ~~. :::: :::: :: · ··· · · · ·

Total deaths....................................... . .. . . . .

SPECIAL DISEASEs.-For pneumonia the admission rate was 2.U5 per
1,000 of mean strength in the northern group and 1.42 in the sou~lrnrn
group; for pulmonary phthisis it was 1.48 in the northern and 2.84!n the
soutllem grnup; for bronchitis, 33.97 in the northern and 22. 70 m the
southern group; for catarrhs and common colds, 42.84 in the no~tllern
group and 3.6.88 in the southern; for articular rheumatism,, 22.16 rn _the
northern group aud 34.0! in the southern; for muscular rheimrnt1sm,
45.W iu the northern and 22.70 in the southern group; for dia.rrltcea
(acute and chronic;, 50.08 in the northern and 35.46 in the soutlrnrn group;
for dysentery (acute and chronic), 1.48 in the nortllern group and 1.4~ in
~be southern; for cholera nwrbus, 17.73 in the northern and ,.,.uo_tlnng
rn the southern group; for pa,roxysmal (malarilil) fevers, 110. ,~ ~n the
uorthern group au~ 22.70 in the southern; for typhoid fever, 2.9D m the
northern and 1.42 rn the southern group.
.
. Of the ~lass of specific f ebrilo and a,cute ·infccti01.t,s <l iseascs on 1y 7 arlnu ·
s10ns t~ sick report, or a rate of 5.07 per 1,000 of mean strengtll, were re ·.
porte~l m the whole region duriug the year, aud aH but one (a case ot
typhoidf_ever) occurred in the northern group.
.
T_yphoid fever can 'ell 0 admi. ions, oue occurring at each of the fol·
P t : Fort C_anby, \Vn h.; V:rnconver Barracks, \Va, h.; antl
· Hho
of an I rn.11c1 ·co, 'a 1. 'rwo of the ·e ca ·es proved fatal, one at
1
;ol't a 11 by and tlJ otller a,t, Pr ·~idio of San ]ranci co.

~tn~g.
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Mumps cause<l 4 au.missions, all at Va,ncotn-er Barracks, with no
deaths.
PERIODS OF SICKNESS AMONG TROOPS.-Counting all cases of disea e
and injury, the period of greatcstsickncss among t~e troops serving in the
region of the Pacific coast duriug the year comprised the months of November and Decem"uer in the northern group, and January, February,
and Marc1l in the southern group. During this period in the northern
group the unmber constantly non-effective on account of sicknes averaged 43 per 1,000 of mean strength, and the principal causes of non-effectiveness were, in the ordP.r of their numerical importance, injuries,
venereal diseases aud alcoholism, and diseases of the integumentary
system. In the southern group during the p eriod of greatest sickness
the daily non-effectirn rate was 34 per 1,000 of mean strength, and the
prevailiug causes were injuri es, articular rheumatism, and venereal diseases and a1cob olism.
Decem"uer showed a greater number of admissions to sick report than
any other month of the year in the northern group, and July in the
southern group, the rate per 1,000 of mean strength being 128 an<l 99,
respcctirnly. Tile number coustantly non-effective on account of sickness was grea,test in Decrm ber in the uortberu group, and in January
in tbc southern, the rate per 1,000 of mean strength being 49 and _35, respect irnly.
The period of least sickness was during the months of August, Sep!em bl'r, and October in each of the two groups, the constant non-eflect~ve rates per 1,000 of mean strength "ueing 28 in the northern, and 2G
111 tlie soutliern group.
. l II tlie above cou1putations all cases of disease and injury have been
111eln<lecl, but if cases of injury, venereal disease, and alcoholism are exc~rnleu from the calculations, it is found that, while the period of greatest
sickness remains unchanged in both groups, the constant non-effective
rnte hecomeR much smaller. In the first group, excluding the cases
!1H_mtio11ed above, the prevailing causes of sickne.ss were diseases of the
111tl--\gt~lllc11tary systeru, catarrhs and common colds, malarial fevers, and
t,ypl10ul 1ernr, a11d the constant non-effective rate was 25 per 1,000 of
Ha:,rn_ strength, that for the year being 20. In the second group the
p1·111c1pal causes of disability were articular rheumatism, pulmonary
plitliisis, diarrli mal disease • and malarial fevers, and the constant noneffective rate was .2i per 1,000 of mean strengtlJ, that for the year being

18.

Exclusive of injuries, Yenereal diseases, aud alcoholism, the period of
~eastsielrness was during the montlis of August., September, and October
m each group, the constant non-effective rates being 17 per 1,000 of
mean streugth fo r the r1ortliern group, aud 14 for tue southern.
HEALTH OF INDIVlDU AL POS'l'S.-In tue nortuern group Fort :Townsend, Wash., furnished. ·che highest ad111issiou rate for the :year, 1,111
per 1,000 of mean strength; Vancouver Barracks, Wash., the liigbest
constant nou-effective rate, 34 per 1,000; aud llort Canby, Wash .,
the highest <leath rate, 14 per 1,000 of mean strength. In the soutberu
group, Fort Winfield Scott, Gal., furnished the Jtigllest admission rate,
1,372 per 1,000; San Diego Barracks, Cal., the highest constant non~ffective rate, 9U per 1,000; Presidio of San Francisco, Gal., the higuest
death rate, 16 per J ,OOO of meau strength.
Neit1ler colored troop.r; nor Indian scouts were in service in this region
<luring the year.
CIVILIANS WITH C0MMAND.-v'\Titu a rnea.n strength of J ,382 officers
an<l enlisted. men serving in the region of the Pacific Coast, there was cou-
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stantly present during tlie year an average of 1,297 civilians. Of tliis
number 378 were adult males, 394 adult fern ales, and 525 cllildren.
The admissions to sick report numbered for the adult males ~31, and
the deaths 3; for the adult females 293; and the deaths none; for the
children 362, and the deaths 1; or an aggregate of 88G admissions and
4 deaths.
.
The period of greatest sickness among civilian attaches comprised the
months of January and February in the northern group of posts, and
January in the southern group, the prevailing diseases being catarrh
and common colds, and bronchitis in both the northern and southern
groups. The least sickness among civilians was reported during the
months of J ·uly in the northern group, and September in tlle southern
group.

HEALTH OF THE ARMY AS A WHOLE.
The mean strength of the Army for the year, including officers and
both white and colored enlisted men, was 23,572, as shown by ~Le
monthly reports of medical officers. Of this number 21,430 were wlnte,
and 2,142 were colored (of African descent). These figures r~J)l'esent
the average number present during each day of the year, with commands from which reports were received by the .l\1eclical Dcpa.rtmeut.
But the mean strength of the entire Army, as shown by tlrn returus of
the Adjutant-General, was considerably greater than that girnu above,
heing i3, 737 white and 2,358 colored, or a total of 26,005 mcu. Tue
discrepancy between the two sets of figures is due to the fact tllat every
officer and enlisted man of the Army is accounted for on tlle return~ of
the Adjutant-General, while the consolidated reports of tlle l\fodwal
Department show only the strength of the commands from which they
are receive<l, and do not include the strength of officers and enlisted
men on detached serYice., and of those commands to which uo medical
officer is attached, or from which no reports are received.
All the ratios given under the heads of the differeut regions are basc<l
on the mean strength as shown by the medical reports, aud, wi t.11 tlte
exception of the death and discharge rates, are very nearly c~rrcct? because no cases of disease or injury are reported for that portion of the
Army whose meau strength is not reported also, and tlie number of
cases thus lost probably balances the loss in strength. But in tlle record of deaths and discharges no such loss occurs, for all must, of c_onrse,
be reported from one source or another; so that these two ratios, as
stated for the several regions, are somewhat too high, because tll_ey are
based upon the mean strength reported by medical officers, wllwll,_ as
above statel1, is somewhat less than the actual strength of the respect1 ve
commands. For the different rerrions however no other strength thau
that given in the mechcal report; is dt band, a'ud consequently it lia ,
bce~1 necessar~· to use tllis strength in calculating all the ratios for the e
reg~ou ; but for the whole Army tlle mean strength as shown by the
A<lJuta11t-Gc11eral's retums is available and bas been used in comput.
rng
t 1I mtes of death and discharge. ' ]for all other ratios the mcau
~tr ngth shown by the consolidated reports of the Medical Dcpartm 'llt
1 ~ ed, and 110t tlrnt of the Adjutant-General which woul<l make tlJC'
ra~10s too l_ow, for rca · 11. iudicated above. '
lh' In<lia.11 scouts c•mploye<l a auxiliaries to the regular troops a\·er:.~g :1 0 r ti~ yt-nr310, lm_t tlieyJnwe not been inclu~ed i~ th~ m a_u
tr<.nh th o{ tl 1 • Army, or 111 calculatiug any of the rat10s given Ill tbi

!
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report, for tlJP, reason tbnt tlley 1Jave so l_ittle iu c~mmou witll tlie_n~gu-

l:11· trnops in respect of their snrroundrngs, It;, l.Ht , ma110C'r of llvmg,
d11ratio11 of serdce., etc., tllat uo comparisons of auy yaluc can lJ' made
t'.011eer11i11g tlrn111; a111l when i:,ick they so rarely come nrnler Lie ol>scrrntio11 of medical ol'liuers that the reports of commands to which hey
;1rn attached furnish but litt.le or no information relative to tlrn a.mo1rnt
:11Hl character of siekness among tlicm.
I II tlic follow ing· ta blc the Ieadiug statistics relati rn to tlic llealth of
1110 Army are briefly slwwn:
White.
A YOrago strength as shown l.Jy returns of tlie A<ljutflnt-Goneral..
. lls showu l.Jy reportsoftl10MetlicalDopartment.
.All atlrnissions to sick report <luring tile :yoar ... . ............ .
troate<l in hospital . ..... .. ........ .
treated in quarters . .............. .
treated in the field . ....... , ..... . .
Ratio of all admission s pt>r 1,000 of mean strength .......... ..... .

!:~_~}_~~-~!-~i'i~{tl~~;j~~:: : : : : :

.All missions for <lisease .. . _.... __
ratio per 1,000 of mean strcngtli .............. .
Admissions for injuries.... .. . . . . . .. . . ..... : .. .............. .
.
ratio per 1,000 of mean strength . . ......... .. . .
Ratw, per 1,000 of mean stren_gtli, of cases treater] iu hospital . .. .
of cases treated in quarters . . .
of caees tl'eatcd in the fiolcl .. .
A \-crago nnml.Jer constant.ly non-effective during the year ....... .
ratio p er 1,000 of mean strength ........... .
for the previous :,oar ....... .
r
.
for the preceding deca,lo ... .
N uml.Jer ot days lost on account of sickness during the year .... . .
a,erage for each man of the Army . . . ...... .
for the previous ,y ear ...... .
for the preceding decade... .
.A vorago numl.Jer of days each case was trcatud .............. .
A vcrngfl days treatment for patients returned to dnt,r.... . ..... .
dischargetl for disability .. .
"'
. .
who died . . . . . . ..... . ... .
,., Ulllher of cl1scha rg<'s for disability _ . . . .. . . ..
.. ... ..
ratio 1>cr 1,000 of mean strengtl'l . .. .. . .
for the previous year ...... .
N
l.J
for the preceding cleca<lu
llUJ er of discharges for disease ... . .................... . .... .

Number of <lcaths fromf'~i/~t~~i:.'!s:: · · ··:::::: :.: : :: : ::: : : : : : : · :
ratio per 1,000 of mean strength ........... .
for tho previous yem· ........... .
1

Numuer of deaths from disease . ~-~r-~~~-~ ~~~~~l~~~ ~~-c~~~:-: :::: _
from injuries ................................ ..

k23, 737
t2+, 430
26,550
11 ,769
14,143
6:38
1,239
1,353
1,655
21,785
1,017
4, 76fi
222
M9

6!i0
BO

s:rn

3!). 0
40. !l
44. 1
303, 115
14. 2
14. 9
](i. 1
11. 5
10. 0
80. l
22. 7
i)!J2
24. D
2R 8
:12. 4
542
50
213
D. 0
7. 0
11. 2
140
73

Coloro,l.

Total.

'2,358
t2, 142
3,211
1,096
2,083
32
1, 4!)!)
1,505
1,839
2,647
l, 236
f,(i4
26:l
fill
973
15
!)3
4:3, 4
42. 4
43. :.l
33, !)88
15. !l
15. 4
15. 8
10. 6
8. 2
!l2. 4
52. D
58
I
21. 6
25. H

*26, 095
t23, 572
20,761
12, 8<i5
16,226
670
1,263
1,367
1,672
24, 4:i2
l, 030
5, 32!)
226
546
!i88
29

929
;J!) 4
41. 1
44. 0
339,103
14. 4
15. 0

I

:w. s

52
;;

17
7. 2
5. ()
13. 4
10
-7

](i.]

11.4
!), 8
81. 3
2.;_ 0
(i!/0
2J. !}
2R 5
:12. 2
5!)4.
56
230
8. 8
6. 9
11. 4
150
80

*Used jn comput~ng tho ratios of deaths and discharges for tho wholo Army.
t Used rn compntrng all ratios for tho whole Army, f'XCept those of deaths nn<l discharges.

The admission rate per J,000 of meau strcugtlt for the Army d uriug
the ye~r 1886 was 1,263, as against l,3u7 for 1885, all(l 1,672 for the
precedmg decade.
~he rate of coustant no11-effecti',e11ess was also lowered this year,
be11;1g 39.4, while that for tl.ie preYions year was 41.1, and for the precedrng decade 44, per 1,000 of meau streugtlJ. The average loss of tirue
on account of sickness for each man in tbe Army was 14 days, against
15 for 1885, and 16 for the J)recediog decad·e.
~he deatll rate ,rns 8.8 per l ,ooo, being Ligllcr than tliat for 1885,
,~Inch was 6.9, an exceptio nally low figure; bltt it was, !Jowever, considerably lower than the rarte for tLe previous <leca<le, which was 11.4.
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'l'lte followiug tables show the number and rate of occurrence of deaths
for tl1e «:ifferc11t branches of the service and for men of different ages
aud le11gtlJs of service:
'
lJeaths occurring among officers and enUsted 1ncn in the d-ifferent branches of service.
Officers.
.A1 ms of se1 vice.

Total.

Enlisted men.

Mean
Me11n
strength
Ratio p er ,;tl'eugt.11
Ratio per
serving Deaths. 1,000 of I serving Denihs. 1,000 of
iu each
streugth. in each
strength.
arm.
arm.

.

1

--------1---------------

Mean
strength
Ratio ver
serving Deaths. 1,000 of
in each
sti:-ength.
arm.

- - - - -- - - -- - - - -

7. 2
3
Engiueers . . . ...
109
1
9. 2
418
2. 5
Ordnance ........
l
59
1
3!J6
Hi. 9
8. 9
23
.Artillery .........
2,572
276
5
18.1
8. 5
60
423
7,0:!3
Cavalry ..........
5
11. 8
7. 5
83
12
lufautry ........
858
14. 0
11, O:i.8
10. 3
485
5
Signal Corps ... ~.
17 · --· ... ·--------·
6.
7
..
149
1
.................
Genernl sNvire . .
---·
10. 2
15
.. ---·--1,465
Recruitsatclepots.
Nou· com mis18. 7
8
427
1:,ioued staff..... ........... . ........ ...............
General officers
:mu comm is·
sionecl staff
17.5 ·- ······· ........... . ......... . ..
400
7
corps ..... ......

·---------

527
455
2,848
7,446
11,876
fi02
149
1,465

4
2
28
65
95
5
1
15

7. 6
4.4
9. 8
8. 7
8. 0
10. 0
6. 7
10. 2

427

8

18. 7

400

7

17. 5

Dl"alha occurring among officers and enl'istccl mm at the sevc?al years of service gi1:en.
Enlisted rneu.

Officers.

Total.

I

!
I 1\Ie:111
Mean
Mean I
Ratio p11r
Jlat io per sl rn11gth
Ratio pe1· strougth
strength
1,000 of
Dea1hs.
l,OUO
"'
H('l"\"iDJl:
SPl'Vino- Deaths. 1,000 of s1:n·viug !Deaths.
stren1Zt!J.
st eugth. in e:icl1
stiongth. in each I
in each
group.
group.
group.
I
- - - -----.-------- - - --8. 2
27
3,294
K2
27
Urnh,r one year ..
R, 287
7 - - ... - . . ........ . .
;,, 8
17
2,9:ll
5. 9
17
One year ...... ..
22 ......... ------···
2,899
7. 1
:!Ii
3,
(;:JS
7.
2
26
Two years .......
ao .. ---· ........... 3,608
6. 8
18
2, (i.!H
)7
!i. 5
Three years ......
2,625
24
1
41. 7
(j •J
14.!, .!52
6. 4
14
Four years ...... .
51 ........ . .... ..... . ..
2,201
8.5
9
1,055
9.1
9
1rive years ......
993
62 ---- ··· --------7. 0
1, )5,)
8
7. 4
(i!) . ......... .............
Six years .........
8
1,081
5. Ii
R98
4. 7
4
Reven years .•....
848
50
20. 0
1
15. 9
6;JO
lO
16.1
Eight years .... .
9
560
70
5 1
1
14. 3
~- 7
2
7;J9
3. 0
2
Nine years ......
81 ...........
658
14.1
13
922
14. 4
Ten years ........
156
11
766
2
12. 8
9.
Ii
1,353
10. 3
Tweive years . . .
12
18-!
1
], 169
5. 4
13 1
Fifteen years and
14.1!
4, 59!
13. 2
68 I
over ............
1,336
43
25
18. 6
3,258
Years of service.

---------

Total for tho
.Army .....

- - - - ----

--- - ---2,142

31

14. 5

23,953

199

8.3

26,095

--:-,---

8. 8
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Deaths occurring among offiom·s and enlisted rnen serving at the ages given.
Total.

Enlisted men.

Officers.

Ages in each quin· Mean
Mean
Mean
quennial group. strength
Ratio per
Ratiopcr st,rength
Ratio pe1· strength
servin.~ Deaths. 1,000 of serving Deat,hs. 1,000 of serving Death . 1,000 .of
strength.
strength. in each
in each
strength. in each
group.
group.
group.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Sixteen to twenty
years ...... . .... ......... . ....... .... . -- -- · ··· ·
9
198
45. 5
45. 5
9
198
Twenty-one to
twenty-five
years ... . .......
67
8,274
8.1
8. 2
67
87 ------- - ·-------- ·
8,187
Twent.,-six to
thirty years ....
32
4. 5
7,167
30
4. 4
6,824
343
2
5. 8
Thirty-one to
th!rty:five years
33
7. 8
4,208
28
301
7. 2
16. 6
3,907
5
Thirty-six to
forty years ..
33
ll.O
30
2,998
281
11.1
2,717
3
10. 7
Forty-one tofortyfive years ......
24
1,688
14. 2
379
17
13. 0
1,309
7
18. 5
Forty-six to fifty
years ...........
9
18.
900
17
371
9
17. 0
8
21. 6
529
Fift,y-one to fifty_five years ......
7
17. 8
394
200
25. 8
2
10. 0
194
Fifty-six to sixty
years.: .........
170
3
17. 6
110
16. 7
2
18. 2
60
1
O,·er sixt.y years .
5
51. 0
70
98
2
28. 6
28
107.1
3
Total for the
Army . ....

-----

2,142

31

14. 5

23,953

199

8. 3

26,095

-::-1--~

The rate of discharges for disability was 24.9 per 1,000 of meau.
strength, against 28.5 for 1885, and 32.2 for the preceding decade.
The followin g tables sh.ow the number and rate of occurrence of discharges for disability for the different branches of the service, and for
men of different ages and lengths of service:
Discharges occu1·ring in the different branches of the ser'l:ice.

Arm of service.

mEennlissetervd-

el:fl:m.

D'a
Ratiopor
1.,.
1,000 of
char ges. str en gth.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - -

~~(~~:~~~8::: ::::::::::::: :: :::: ::: ::: ::: :::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::

8
3
89
219
289

~~~~~~~!~s~iEi!~ ·iiatr: :: ::::: ::: :::: :::: ::: :::: :::: :::::::::::::::: ::

418
396
2,572
7,023
11,018
485
]49
1,465
427

36
5

6. 7
24. 6
11. 7

Total for th e Army . ... . .........•....... --·· ...•.••• ··-· ....... -

23,953

650

27.1

t:!~tt?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

if}~:J:ftit:i~~::: : :::::::::::::_:_:: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
8925-W 87-41

l

19.1
7. 6
34. 6
31. 2
26. 2
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Discharges occurring among enlisted rnen at the years of service given.
Enlisted
men
DisRatio per
1,000 of
serving
in each charges. strength.
group.

Years of service.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - 3,287
JOl
30. 7
]2-!
42. 8
~,~:~~~-~ ~-~~~ .·:. :::::::::::: ::::~: :::::: :::::: :: :::: ::: ::::::: :: 3,2,899
608
107
29. 7
_·

_- _-

_-

_-

Two years . ····----- .................................................. .
'l'hree years .............•.....••..................... ..................
Four years .................................................. ......... ..
Fivn years ....... ........... ........................... ............... .
Six years ............................................... ............. ..
Seven years ........................................................... .

'rwelve years .............................•.••..•... -................. .
Fiftet,n years and over ......•...........•................... : ......... .

2, 62:5
2, 201
993
1, 081
8415
5fi0
058
766
], 169
3, 258

Total for the Army ............................................. .

23,953

il1~,\1:;r;~ _.::::::::::::::::::: =::::::::: ==::: ==:: ~::::: ::::::::::::::
=

43
19
22
22
12
13
8
16
85

29. 7
19. 5
19.1
20. 4
25. 9
21. 4
19. 8
10. 4
]1$. 7
20. 0

650

27.1

78

-~----1- - - -

Discharges occurring among enlisted nien sm·ving at the ages given.
Enlisted
Ratio per
men
Dis·
serving charges. 1,000 of
strength.
in each
group.

Ages for each quinquennial group.

----------------------~-1---- ---- ---Sixteen to twenty years .............................................. - .

1~,1~~1,rir!=~i: ;;;;ii:;

1
::~::~::::

:;:i::::::::::::;:

Total for the Army ..............................................

194

~6
264
ln2
72
51
28
19
14

60
28

1

198

8,187
6,824
3,907
2,717
1,309
529

~ 953

3

181. 8
32. 2
23. 7
18.4
18. 8
21.4
35. 9
72. 2
50. 0
35. 7

--650 j- - 27. 1

The death rate for the whole Army, 8.8 per 1,000 of mean str~ngtb,
was in the proportion of 4.7 in hospital, 3.8 in quarters, and 0.3 m the
field; that of discharges for disability was 24.9, iu the proportion ofl 7.3
from hospital, 7.3 from quarters, and 0.3 from the field; aud that of constant non-effectiveness on account of sickness was 39.4, in tbe proportion of 25.9 in hospital, 12.7 in quarters, and 0.8 in the fiel<l.
The average duration of each case of sickness for the entire Army,
counting admissions to sick report of every description, was Ll. day~;
for cases treated in hospital it was 17 days; in quarters, 7 days; and rn
the field, 10 days.
Countin_g all admissions, tbe duration of treatment averaged l~ngest
(13 clays) m the region of tbe Gulf Coast, and shortest (8 days) m tbe
region of Easteru Tirnbered Plains and Hills. Tbe region of the Appalachian Mountains gave the lowest average, 5 days; but this is based ~n
the treatment of only 55 cases, -the mean strength being but 63, an<l 1 ·
con eqn~ntly n?t considered in making tbis comparison. Of. ca e ·
tre~ted m hospital the average duration was longest (21 days) m the
r gion of the Paci!ic Coast, and shortest (14 day ) in the region o_f the
No~tb rn Lake ; m quarters, lougest (8 days) in the last-meut10~ed
:r gion, and ort t (5 day ) in the region of Eastern Timbered Plam
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and Hil1s · in the field, longest (11 days)'in the region of .t he Prairies,
and shortkst (2 days) in the region of the Pacific Uoast.
The average duration of treatment for patients who recovered and
returned to duty was longest (12 days) in the ~egion of tbe ~acific Oo~st,
shortest (6 days) in the region of Eastern T11nbered Pla1_ns and Hills,
and 10 days for the whole Army; for those who w~re discharged for
disability, longest (112 days) in the region of the Pamfic Uoast, shortest
(55 days) in the region of the Prairies, and 77 days for the whole Army;
and for those who died, longest (66 dayA) in the region of Eastern Tim- .
bered Plains and Hills, shortest (8 days) in the region of the Gulf Coast,
and 25 da;ys for the whole Army.
The region of Central Timbered Plains and Hills gave the highest admission rate, 2,222; the highest constant non-effective rate 75; and the
highest death rate, 11. 7 per 1,000 of mean strength. The region of the
Gulf Ooast showed the highest rate of discharge for disability, 40.5 per
1,000 of mean strength, and the region of the Northern Lakes the hi ghest
death rateperl,000 of cases treated, 10.8. The lowest rates of admission,
constant non-eftectiveuess, and discharge for disability were 780, 25, and
15.9, respectively, and were all reported from the region of the Northern
Lakes. The Appalachian region is credited with a non-effective rate of
ouly 11 per 1,000, but as this is based upon a mean strength of only 63
men, it has not been considered in making this comparison. The region
of Eastern Timbered P lains and Hills gave the lowest death rate per
1,000 of mean strength, 6.6, as well as the lowest death rate per 1,000 of
cases treated, 4.5.
The following table shows for each of the great regions the mean
st_reug~h _of command, and the ratios per 1,000 of mean strength,
of adm1ss10ns to sick report, constant non-effectiveness, discharges, and
deaths:
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.

.

Regions.

Mean
strength.

Total.
Atlantic Coast .....
Eastern Timbered
Plains and Hills ..
Appalachian ... ....
Northern Lakes . ..
Central Timbered
Plains and Hills ..
Gulf Coast ______ .. .
Prairies .. .. ..... _•.
Gr eat Plains . .. ....
Cordilleras .. .. .....
Pacific Coast.· ·---For the.A.rmy.

I

Admissions to sick report.
Hospital. Q11arters.

ConDisstantly charges Deaths.
nonfor disaeffective. bility.
---------

Field.

2,225

1,401

671

42

25.17

10. 79

916
63
1,192

l, 462
873
780

378
48
455

1,084 . .... ..........
809
16
025 ... . .......

31
11
25

rn. 65
15. 94

6. 55
. ............
8. 39

1,lH
296
3,858
6,458
6,068
I, 382

2,222
I, 439
1, 256
], 370
I, 078
857

1,042
966
550
588
439
328

1, 180 i ••••••••..
456
17
695
11
782 . .... ... ...
538
101
526
3

75
53
38
42
35
31

30. 52
40. 54
25.40
30. 35
26. 20
]8. 81

11.67
10.13
11.15
8. 05
9. 06
13. 68

*23, 572

1,263

546

------

728

688

2

29

39. 41

---· ·· ·

- - - - ---t24. 90
ts. so

* As shown by consolidated reports of Medical Department.
t Compute4 on a meau strength of 26,095, as shown by returns of Adjutant-General.
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The following table shows the number and classified causes of all admissions to sick report, deaths, and discharges, together with the relative position in order of frequency of occurrence occupied by each cause
of admission for the whole _A..rmy and for each great region:
Number for
the
whole A.rmy.

~

a3

ii

i:l

·si
'O

<q

Q)

tJ.)

,;,

c:il

'.c:il3

~
Q

a,

Q)

A

-

Injuries ................................ . .... .
Diseases of the digestive system ........ _....
Diarrhreal rliseases ........................ __
Diseases of the respiratory system ..........
Malarial diseases ............................
Diseases of the nervous system ... ...........
Diseases of_ the integumentary system .......
Venereal d1seases ...................... _.. _.
Diseases of the locomotor system .•...•.... _.
Die tic diseases ... . ........................ __
Uonstit-utional diseases ..•......... ....•.....

-

A

5,329
55
12 45
3,832 801
8 14
3,450
3,365 34 67
8
2,751
5
1,782 16 86
1,737 ...
8
1, 69f> ...... 92
1,138 ..... . 47
1
3
1, 11~
l, 083 12 63
440 ...... 29
~~t~~S:Ju:fcf!!!Je~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::
421 ......
1
Diseases of the reproductive system .....•...
l
235
16
DiseaStJS of the circulatory system. . . . . . . . ..
206 23 53
Specific febrile and acute infectious dis197 23 .•..

~y;t~~:::: ::: ::: ::

Region of'O

Classified causes of admissions, deaths, and
discharges.

eases .................. . ................. ·..
.
.
Diseases of the ear
Diseases of the lympi:;~ti~~isea~~s of_ the urinary system ........•.....
aras1t10 diseases .......... ..•..........••..
Septic diseases ............•...•. •.•........
T_vpho-malarial fever ... ........ .............
Diseases of the nose ..... . ... ..•..... .•.....•
Developmental uiseases .• ••••••.•. ..•.••.....
Unclassified ...................•......••.....

Relative position of causes of admission.

169
163
154
70
52
40
24
9
306

...8

<11

Q)

~
c:S
0

0

Q

:;;

'o §
~

~ ~
- -

Q

~:§

~~

1~j

-

p.,

<q

-

..!,j
c:S

Q)

~
;..

(!),$

E.s

ct5
a,
Cll
0

9
...
...
...
. ..

18
14
17
21
20

2

9
6
7
5
10
8
11

0

...

... 22

... . ..
.. . .. .

3 3
4 4
2 7
6 11
1 1
7 6
8 5
5 2
12 8
15 9
10 10
14 14
9 19
16 12
21 17
11 16
19
17
18
13
20
22
23

rii

p:;

;..

~

C)

·a

-~
'+-<
.....
·2 ~Q.I
;::l

C)

1
3
4

A

rii
(!)

,a,

--~
z 0~
- -- -

12
13
19
1/J
15

-- ---

---

$~

0

!I

...

'd .

Seo;:l
H -~
Fl HCll
..... a,

2 5
4
5
1
3 8
7 4
8 7
6 ...
10 6
11 ...
9 ...
12: ..
17 ...
13 10
16 . ..
14 ..

19
18
3 18 17
· - -·
15
7 15 19 18
21
.. .. ---· 20 20
20
1 .•• . 21 21
22
...
3 . ...
---·22
.•..
3 23 22
.• .. 23 24 .. .. ..
9 . . . . .. ---··
1

-- -----·

(!)

$~
.§o:::, §
E-12 A
~~ ~«:p.,

1 1
2 3
3 4
4 2
5 81
6
7
8 6
9 7
10 9
11 12
12 13
13 10
14 15
15 19
16 16

·-- · 13 17 14

.,;

~$

.

-

-

1
2
4
3

1
2
3
4
5

~

;a
;..
0

0

t

c:S
0

0

Q

d

"6
Cll

~

- 1
2

1
2

::i

7

3

4
5
6
7
9
11
10
8
12
15
14
13
17

13
15

)6119

19

5

7
7 6
8 8
9 11
11 !)
10 10
12 12
14 15
13 14
15 ]3
lti 19

"

13 17

20
15
2~
18
...
...
21

«:

5

8
9

6
10
4

11
12

17
18

1
10 18 16 14

18
211

:n

...

22

17
20
21
22
23
24

18 16
22 21
21 20
20 ...
23 22
24 .••

23
--- -· ... ...
. . . ... ...
-·--· --- -

- --

-

Total deaths ..........•.•.•..•••.......
... ... ----- ... -- ..... . ... .. . .. . ... ...
230
Total discharges ...••...••....••.......
650 ... . .. ····· ... ... ----· ... ... ... . .. ...
... ... ... ... ...
Total cases ............. .••..... . ...... 29,761
·-·· .. . ... ---·· .. . .. . --···
HEALTH OF INDIVIDUAL POSTS.

Jefferson Barracks, Mo., is the station at which the greatest amount
With a mean
strength of 513, chiefly cavalry recruits, its admission rate was 3,008,
and its constantly non-effective rate 100, per 1,000 of mean streugth;
the former rate is a little less than two and one-half times, and tl.Je latter a little less than three times, the average corresponding rate f?r the
whole Army. Malarial fevers, injuries, and diarrbmal diseases, rn the
order of their relative frequency of occurrence are the leading cause
of non-effectiveness reported at this station. '
Fort Davis, Tex., with a mean strength of 221, gave the second bighe t rat_e o_f constant non-effectiveness, 78 per 1,000 of mean stren~th,
the prmmpal causes being venereal diseases malarial fevers, and d1arrli al <l.i eases_. Fort J1cKinney, Wyo., gav'e a higher admission rate
than Fort Davi , that of the former being 2 875 and that of the latter
2 ,276 P r 1,000 of I?ean trength, but the rat~ of constant non-efl'ectiven at Fort Mc inney was 61, or considerably less th~n tb~t at fort
av·,

of sickness ·among troops was reported during the year.
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Fort Robinson, Nebr., stood third in order in respect of cons~ant impairme_n t of force by reason of sickuess, its mean strength l>eu~g 1U4-,
and its non-eftective rate 76 per 1,000. The leading causes of this noneffectiveness were injuries, articular rheuumtism, and diseases of tlle
eye.
· Fort Davis, Tex., gave the highest admission rate for typhoid fever,
49.8 per 1,000 of mean strength; Fort Riley, Kans., the second, 25 1;
West Point, N. Y. , the . third, 21.1; and Jefferson Barracks, Mo., the
fourth, 15.6.
J efforson Barracks, Mo., reported the highest admission rate for rnalarial fevers,. 819 pt.r J ,000 of mean strength; Little Rock, Ark., the second, 813; Fort Gibson, Ind. T., the third, 735; and Fort Browu, Tex.,
the fourth, 507.
Fort Thomas, Ariz., gave the highest rate for so-calJed typho-malarial
fever, 51.7 per 1,000 of mean strength; aud Fort Lewis, Oolo., the second, 37.9.
Fort Davis, Tex., furnished the highest admission rate for dysentery,
171.9' per 1,000 of mean strength; and Fort Apache, Ariz., the second,
80.8.
Fort McKinney, Wyo., reported the highest admission rate for rheuinat·ism, 475 per 1,000 of mean strength.
The highest death-rates per 1,000 of mean strength were: Headquarters Department of Texas, San Antonio, Tex., 61 (2 deaths in a mean
strength of 33 men); Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., 48; Fort Halle.ck, Nev .•
~15 (1 death in a mean strength of 22 men); Fort Mojave, Ariz., 44:.
The highest rates of discharge for disability per 1,000 of mean strength
were: Fort Ellis, Mont., and San Diego Barracks, Cal., each 100, and
Fort Huachuca, Ariz., 89.
COMP .A.RISON WT'l'H FOREIGN ARMIES.

The followiug _table shows a comparison of the more important ratios
bearing· upon the health of the Army of tµe United States· with the
same ratios for certain foreign a;rmies. In compiling these statistics
the latest reports received have been used, and in all cases only the
strength actually present' with the colors has been cousidered:
Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength for-

Army.

Mean
Strength.

Hospital or
infirmary.

Quartars.

I

I

Average
Sick
time to duration
each
I Dis- Constant each of
charges non-ef- soldier case of
sickness.
Deaths. for dis- fective
·
ability. force.
Total.

Admissions.

.

- - - - - - - - - ------ - ---United States (1886).
United States 1187685,_yearly average)
B elg'lUm (1885) ......
Great Britain (1884).
Frauce (1878) .....••
It.aly (1881) . ........

Prussia and Wiirtemburg (1881-'8::!) .

23,572
23,805
46,017
167,686
440,614
191,366
353,192

~,

717

1,263

8. 8

24. 9

39.4

14

11

......... ...........

11. 4
5. 3
8. 4
9.1
10. 6

32. 2
10. 6
18. 0
13. 7
19. 4

44. 0
30. 0
56. 4
46. 6
35. 4

16

10

11
21
17
13

7
19

.'.:''.~

1,672
1,525
1,092
2,570
928

7
14

807

1,131

4. 6

27. 0

38. 8

13

11

546

], 525
1,092

324

--------

"
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SPECIFIC FEBRILE .AND .ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

Of t_his class of diseases the admission rate for the Army for the year
wa.s 8.t?6 per 1,000 of mean strength ; for 1885 it was 10.90, and for the
precedrng de?ade tlrn annual rate averaged 18.99.
.
The followmg table shows the rate of occurrence of some of tbe prmcipal diseases of this class in the Army of the United States for the y~ar
1886, an~ t~e average annual rate for the previous decade, togethe_r with
the adm1ss10n rates of the same diseases in certain foreign arm 1es, as
gathered from the latest reports accessible:
Armies.
Diseases

United
Great
States
Britain,
yearly Belginm,
1885.
1884.
average,

United
States,
1886.

France,

Italy,
1881.

1878.

181:11- 82.

18i6- '85.
-

- - - - - - - -- 1- - - - 1- - - - - - l - - - - - --

Typhoi<l fever...... . . . . . . . . . .
3. 95
T~·phns fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Yellow fever ................ ..... .... . .
1

tr~~ ~i~fd.: ::::: ::::::::::::::

:~~

Scarlet fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M11mps .......... ... .... .. ....
Diphtheria"............... . . ..
Whooping-cou gh.. ...........
Cerebro·spinal fever . . . . . . . . .

. 25
.68
.13
.17
. 04

3. 88
• 05
. 28
. 25
. 18
. 15
2. 35
. 23
2. 70
. 45
• 07
. 08

~~ii~:~·-~~~.-.·.·_·:.".·::::::::::: ..... i." 65.

4.54

Prussia
and
Wurtember~

- --

- - - - --

7.43

8. 58

1. 07

5. 53

·----····· ........... ·-------- · .............. .

--- ---·--- ....... :i2· ::::::::: : ---------- -----·· . . oi
. 46 . . . • • . . . . .

2. 35

l. 03

. 03

. 21

. 05

1. 87

·.... ·:r;o -··-- ·i os · ··· ··a: 9i · · · .. io." s2 · ·· · · · · ·.-62
2. 72

2. 04

:::: :: :: : : :::: :: :: : : : ::: :::: :. ...... ." 06. ...... j ." 63
·· · · · · .- o9 · ·· · · · ·.- oi · ::: :::: : :: ·· · · · ·:i6 · :::: :: : : : :

The admission rate for tbis class of dh,eases was highest (32.32) in the
region of Central Timbered Plains and Hills; no cases were reported
among troops in the Appalacl1ian Mountain region. The total num~er
of admissions was 197, of deaths 23, and of discharges none. The ~bite
troops gaye admission and death rates of 8.12 and 0.93 respectively,
per 1,000 of mean strength; the same rates for the colored troops were
10.74 and 0.42 per 1,000 of mean strength.
The following table shows the number of admissions to sick report, of
deaths and of discharges, caused by each rljsease of tbis class, and the
ratio of admissions for each disease per 1,000 of mean strength for the
different arms of the service:
NumberfortbewholeArmy:
Diseases.

Ratio of ad nd ssion s per 1,000 of moan strength
for-

I

Admi.s•Dis
All oth- Whole
- - - - - - - 1 - - s-io_n_s.---l--D-e-at_h_s
. charg~s. Infantry. Cavalry. Artillery. ~ ~
T yphoid fever . . . . . . . .
:easles.......... .. . . .
Infl~ci~\a:=:::::::::::
~:~~1!~ r.:;e· ~: : : ·. ·__-.· .· .• _·
V

i_jjhboving-cough. . .. .

~~;t~~rJ;Li,.'.:)
Anft1.1<·r~~"r°tbis~i;~~:
Total ...........

93
22
39 . . . • . . . . . .
}~ ·•·•······
67 : : : : : :
1
4 . ....• .. .

....... _.
.. . .. .. . .
.. ...... .

3. 03
. 73

: ~~

=: =: :. :•••:::...:::••.

.· 3079

. ..... ·- .

. 18

6. 30
. 29

3. 44
2. 46
1. 53
7. 70
1.91
1.23
·. 72!)3 .... ..••. . .... . .••• •• • • ••• • •• ••• •••
.15
. 38 . •·· ··. ..

1:!i

si

I1··········
<:i ·········
: : i - ·iij:;:; ~ i):::: :<'.':::1.:;
~

--10: ·;; : .: ::

oo ······ ··· · ···· ·· ···· ::::::
1 ··· ;

;;

.

·; ;

I

t. ~
68
.68

:1~~
·

J

/;
-~-

1>01 1----:,i
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For pulmonary phthisis the admission rate for the year was 3.52 per
1,000 of mean strength; it was highest (6.74) in the_region of ~he Atlantic Coast, while for the regions of the .Appalaelnan Mounta111s a n_d
of the Gulf Coast no cases were reported. Tbe number of ca es of this
disease recorded during the year was 83, with 13 deaths and 57 discharges; 6 of these cases, with no deaths, and 5 discharges occurred.
among the colored troops. For pneiimonia the admission rate for the
whole .Army was 2.97; it was highest (7.18) in ~he region of Cent~al
Timbered Plains aud Hills, and, as for the previous cause of admission, no cases occurred in either the region of tlrn Appalacliia,n Mountains or of the Gulf Coast. The total number of cases treated was 70,
the deaths 16, and the discharges 5; of these, 7 cases, 2 deaths, and
no discharges were furnished by colored t.roop8. For plAurisy the admission rate was the same as for pneumonia, 2.97; it was higlwst (6.55)
in the region of Eastern Timbered Plains and Hills, and, as above, the
regions of the Appalachian Mountains and of the Gulf Coast furnished
no cases. The admissions aggregated 70 and the deaths 2 ; there were
no discharges. The colored troops reported 13 of the cases, no deaths,
and no discharges. For bronchitis the rate was 45.82; it was llighest
(111.11) in the region of the Appalachian Mountains and lowest (20.27)
in the region of the Gulf Coast. The whole number of cases reported
was 1,080, of deaths 2, and of discharges 1; 120 of the cases, no deaths
and no discharges, occurring among the colored troops. For catarrhs
and com·mon colds an admission rate of 80.90 is recorded; it was highest
(171.40) in the region of Eastern Timbered Plains aud Hills, and lowest
(6.76) in the region of the Gulf Coast. The number of cases taken on
sick report was 1,907, with no deaths or discharges; 285 of tllese cases
were furnished by colored troops. For acute articu,lar rheumatism, the
rate was 3.73; it was highest (4.78) in the region of the Cordilleras;
no admissions were reported in the regions of Eastern Timbered Plains
and Hills, the Appalachian lVlonntains, or the Northern Lakes. The
n~mber of cases recorded during the year was 88, with 2 deaths and 2
discharges; 20 of the cases, no deaths, and 1 discharge occurred among
colored troops. For articular rheumatism, sub·acute and chronic, the adm_ission rate was 38.01; it was highest (60.04) in the region of ·Eastern
Timbered Plains and Bills; no cases were reported from the AppaJacbian_ Mountain region. 'rhe total number of cases admitted was
89G, with no deaths and 45 discharges; 206 of the cases and 8 discharges
occurred among tlrn colored troops. For diarrhcea, acute and chronic, a
rate of 129.69 was recorded; it was highest (350.09) jn the region of
Central Timbered P lains and Hills, and lowest (47.03) in the region of
the Pacific Uoast. 1'he number of cases taken on sick report was 3,057;
the number of deaths was 2, of discharges 9; 307 of the cases, and no
deaths or <lischarg·es, occurred among the colored troops. For dysentery,
acute a.nd chronic, the rate was 10.18; i't was highest (15.66) in the regfon of the Cordilleras; in the region of Eastern Timbered Plains and
HilJs, and of the Appalachian Mountains no eases were reported during
the year. The total number of cases admitted was 240; the deaths
were 6, and the discharges 5; the number of cases reported among colored troops was 28; of deaths and discharges, none. For paroxysmal
(malarial) fevers the admission rate was 116. 71; it was highest (512.57)
in the region of Central Timbered Plains and Hills, and lowest (27.68)
in the region of the Northern Lakes. The whole number of cases aggregated 2,751, the deaths 8, and the discharges 5; among the colored
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troops 245 cases -were reported, with neither deaths nor discharges.
For typho-rnalarial fei,er (so called) the rate was 1.70; it was highest
(4.78) in the region of the Cordilleras; the only regions other than this
reporting cases with this diagnosis ·were the Great Plains and Central
Timbered Plains and Hills. The total number of cases admitted was
40, the deaths 3, and the discharges none; no cases were reported
among the colored troops. For typhoid fever an admission rate of 3_.95
for the whole Army was reported; it was highest (8.73) in the ~eg10n
of Eastern Timbered Plains and Hills; no cases were reported m the
region of the Appalachian Mountains or of the Gulf Coast. The cases
aggregated 93 and the deaths 22; no discharges were reported; 2 of
these cases, and 1 death, occurred am_o ng the colored troops.
VENEREAL DISEASES.

The admissions to sick report recorded under this head during the year
numbered 1,695, the discharges 92, the deaths none, and the total number of days lost 41,576; the admission rate was 72, and the con.s tant
non-effective rate 4.83, per 1,000 of mean strength; 5..7 per cent. of all
the aQmissions to sick report during the year, and 12 per cent. of all the
time lost through sickness, were due to these causes. .
.
The posts showing the highest admission rates for this class of diseases were Fort Brown, Tex., Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and Fort Mojave, .Ariz., their respective rates being 392, 361, and 244 per 1,000 of
mean strength, the lowest of which is more than three times the average for t,h e whole Army.
ALCOHOLISM AND ITS EFFECTS.

Under this ·head have been grouped all cases taken upon sick ~eport,
i~ which the disability, whether slight or severe, acute or chrome,_ was
directly due to the ingestion of alcohol in some form. The figures g!veu
do not by any means represent the total impairment of force attnbut~ble to this cause, but onl.v that portion of it connected with patho~og1cal conditions of sufficient importance to require the attention of medic~l
officers, and to necessitate their excusing men from some part of their
military duty.
The admissions to sick report charged to alcoholism and _it~ effects
numbered 1,110, the discharges 2, and the deaths 1; the adrmss1on rate
was 47-, and the constant non-effective rate .52 per 1,000 of mean
strength; 3.7 per cent. of all the admissions to sick report during tbe
year, and l .3 per cent. of all the time lost through sickness, were due
to these causes.
The posts sllowing the highest admission rates for this class of cases
were For~ Siu.ney, Nebr., Fort Missoula, Mont., and Fort Marcy, N.
Mex., their respective rates being 232 2l3, aud 177 per 1,000 of mean
strength. the lowest, of which is more than three times the average for
the whole Armv.
Venereal diseases and alcoholism combined stood fifth in order of relative freque?,CY of occurrence among all the causes of admissio~ to sick
report durmg the year; the total loRs to the Government in time wa
4:6,0~8 day ; 9.4 per cent. of all the admissions to ick report, and 13.6
P r cent. of all the time lost through sickness were due to these di ·
•a

.

,

Th f Bowing table hows the nnm ber of admissions for venereal di ·
ea ', alcoholi m, and for the two combined, the ratio of admissions per
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1,000 of mean strength and the average number of <1ap of treatment in
each case for th e whole Army and for the wuite and colored troops separately :

For the whole Army.

Total number of admissions . ....... . . . . . . . .
vVbite . .. ... ...... . . . . . ...... .... ... . . .
Colored........... .... . .......... ......
Ratio of admissions per 1,000 of mean
strength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
White......... . .. .......... . .... ... ....
Colored...... ................ . ... ......
A verngenum ber of days' treatment in each
caso . ...... .. . . . . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
White.......... .................... ....
Colored . ... . . .... .. . .. . . . . .... .........

Oth or
Gonor. veno· Tota l. h.A.oll1.csoo.1. Gtortaanld.
rhrea. r eal dis·
eases.

S_vphilis.

Chan.
croid.

527
467
60

150
132
18

784
724
60

23
22
28

6
6

33
34
28

lO

8

30
31
25

25
24
26

21
21
17

1, f.95
], 544
151

1,110
1,100
10

2, 805
2,644
161

6

72
72
70

47
51
5

123
75

25
25
23

25
25
22

4
12

234
221
13

JO

119

4

16
16
21

INJURIES.

. Out of a total of 29, 761 admissions to sick report for all camies durmg the year, 5,829, or 17.9 per cent., of these admissions were charged
to iujuries of various kinds. The deaths numbered 80 and the discharges 56, or 34.8 and 8.6 per cent., respect1vely, of all deaths and discharges. The ratio of admissions per 1,000 of mean strength was 226,
of constant non. effectiveness 8.1, of discharges 2.1, and of deaths 3.1.
The average duration of treatment was 13 days for each case.
. ~~hot wounds.-The admissions to sick report during the year for inJuries of this character numbered 110, with 10 deaths and 21 discharges. In addition there were 18 cases in which death occurred instantaneously, or soon after the regeipt of the injury, so that they were
not taken upon sick report as cases treated. The whole number of
casualties of this class, therefore, was 128, of which 6, with 3 deaths,
occurred in action (with hostile Indians); 6, with 1 death, were caused
by the premature explosion of can uou or large shells; 11, with no deaths,
by accidents connected wit.h the reloading of cartridges; 14, with no
<le~ths, by accidents at target practice; 16, with 2 deaths, by accidents
wl11le hunting; 33, with I death, by other accidents; 26, with 10 deaths,
were caused by personal encounters; in 13 cases, with 11 deaths, the
wounds were self.inflicted with suicidal intent; and in 3 cases, with no
deaths, they were self.inflicted by malingerers.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

. There were 152 ~urgical operations reported by medical officers dur~
mg the year; 68 of these were necessitated by injuries, and 84 by various surgical diseases. Antiseptics were used in 71 cases after operations, 21 of which were for shot wounds, and in the treatment of 16
cases of shot wound not operated upon. ·
The followi ng table shows the number, character, and results of the
. prmcipal surgical operations performed during the year:
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,d

...

(l)

Naturt> of operation.

(l)

8

~
~ iS
- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- 1 · - - - - - - - - - - 1- -- Disease or injury.

Removal oC t11n1ors .......... ... . ............................. .
· Sebaceous cysts.............. . .. . . . . .. . .. ... . .. . ... . . . .
7

n:~~°!~:.-.-.-.-: .·.-.-.-.-.- :::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: ::

~
~

i~~illi~i
~ :::::::::::~::::::::. :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::
Epithelioma .... . . . . : .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
3

Re~1:.°;~'t!cdc~i_..;ig~i·b~iie~. ~::::: :::::: ::::::: : :::::: .. _

Remark::i.

j

~

- - ----------·21
7 Scalp, 1; face, 5; neck, 1.
1 Hant.I.
6 Scalp, 1; check, 1; sidr,
1; back, :J.
1 Neck.
2 l!'ace, 1; genitals, 1.
1 Face.
3 Face, 2; neck, 1.
9
!l

Bnllet and shot ... . .......... . Shot wounds ........... .

Opening oC abscesses ..................................... .
!'erityphlitic .................. Perit.v phlitis . ... .. . . . . .
I 1
Lum bar....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Caries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
01>e1•atio111!!l on nc1·ves ......................... ............ .
Stretching of nerves.......... Neuralgia ....... ... . .. .

3
2
1

Op!:."i~!!~;::v~.~. ~~~~.~~~: ::: : :.
i.
Excision of the eyeball. ... .. ........ do..... ............
l
Operations on the n1outb .................. ......... .
Removal of tonsils . . . . . . . . . . . . Tonsillitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Amp1;1tation of uvula....... . . . Elongated, 2; red1;ma, 1 .
3
011e1•attons on a1•te1·ics ....................... ........... .
Ligation ...................... Incised wound ..........
1
Uperations on veins .... .... .... .......... .... . .. . ........ .

2
1
1
5
2

-L~~~~~ti~~:::::::::::::: ...

:: :

1

·.:;~pii,;;,~~y .. ~~-~~~:~~~:::::::::::::: ... ~. ···

1
1
'l
2

.For fistula in ano........ . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .... .. . ... ..
5
For anal fi&suro ................................. ·~......
1
.l<'or bremorrhoids _. .. . .. .. . ..... .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
~:r:~·i!~:rs· .· .· .· ·..· ·..· .· ·..· .· .· .· ·..· ·..· .· Intestinal
obstruction
. . .. .. .. .. .. 11
Ascites............
... ..
Operations
on
urina1.•y ................. ........ .
or"aB~.
Tapping of bladder . ... . . . . . . . Lacerat.ion by kick .. .
For stricture of urethra....... Traumatic, 1; gonor·
rheal, 6.
Ope1•ations on ~enerative

opJ;;i.~~~~c:!:·b~ii"cs:::::::
:: :::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: ...63.
Removal of portions of ........ Necrosis, 5; sbot fract·

Aspiration.
Internal urethrotomy.

7

14

PA!;~~!;!o~
fo~tj~~y:::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :: :::
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shot wound, 1; com·
2 ...
Thigh.....................
Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

2

Maxilla, 1; claviclo, l;
radi us, 1; cranium, 1;
til.iia, 2.
Wiring, 1; splint, 1.

5
1

1
I.

42
:l

28

28

2

Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ffo~fb}t~-~~~~~-~'. :: ..

.:iiiacos~·:::: .. ::::::::::

fi~g

it:~~:,i:f~t\~i~

o ..

__A_g_••••n"'

2

1

Shoulder, 2; elbow, 3.
Elbow joint.
Elbow.

45

3

Too . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shot wound, 1 ; com·
Amputation for di oa
pound fracture, 1.
r ........~ .. ~~:::::::
f~igh · · · · · · · · ....... .. ... , Pof!lite1;1-l aneurism . . . . . .

circumcis·

Slittinir, 2;
ion, 9.
Tapping.

(;

5 .. .
1

.Abac~sa·:::::::: ::::::::
-~ci:i'yi~;is·: :::::::::::: ... i. : ::

Finger .......... -·........

Aspiration.

1

s

sG

2

Ulnar; silk ligature.

Incision.
Dilatiou and incision.
Li.,.atiou, 2; excision, 6.
De~'tth on third clay.
Not terminated, 1.

ure, 1.

Forearm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lodgment of missile.

5
1
8
1
2

11

11

pound fracture, 1.
Shot wound, 2; com.
pound fracture, 1.
Shot w_ound, ~2; injury,
12 ; fro:,t-b1te, 4.
Shot wonll(l, 2; com.
ponud fracture, 1.
Shot wound, 1; com·

Stumps of amputated
fingers.

2

2
17

orga11~ •

For ununited fractures . . .. . . . Compound fractures... .
Ope1.·ntions 011 joints .... . .... .... ..................... .
Recluctiou of dislocations . . . . .
Incisions ............ .. .........
Operation s on 1nuscles ..... .
Myot.omy .. . ..................
0
1

Incision and drainage.
Incision.

3

Op:~~i~ ~·;~·!~~c!l1~
~
o.1·~an s .
l'an1ceutesis of pleura . . . . . . . . Pleurisy....... .........
2
Ope1·ntions on di~estive .............................. .

orlo~~truosis ................. .

1

Flesh wounds, 7; fract;.
ures, 2.

Primary, 1; intermediate, 1.
Primary, 3.
Prima, v 14; intermedi·
ate, ,f;' seco~dary, 10._
Primary, 1 ; mtcrm edi·
at!', 1 ; secondary, 1. .
Primary, 1; intermedr·
1
In~!~'m ;diate ; double
amputation.
Primary.

f
1

~::::;::;i;:~>:•:i ;• • 1

==:=l ·· ...................... -1
"'-l'liii°

Scaln

1 double amputation; 1
a. o not tl'nntnat~ _
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VACCINATIONS.

The total num ber of prim.a ry vacciuations reported during the year
was 857, of which 444 were successful. The revaccinations numbered
6,319, with 1,465 successful results.
.
Of the primary vaccinations 344 were done among recrmts at depots,
and 513 in the .Army at large; 129 of the forrner, -and 315 of the latter,
were successful.
Of the revaccinations 3,611 were done at recruiting depots, and 2,708
in the Army at large; 641 of the former, and 824 of tlrn latter, were
successful.
Of the primary vaccinations 51.8 per cent. were successful, and of
the revaccinations 23.2 per ceut.
Bovine virus was used in 664 primary vaccinations, with 352 successful results, or a ratio of 53 per 100; and in 4,447 revaceinations, of
which 1,091, or a ratio of 24.5 per 100, were successful.
Humanized virus was used in 193 primary vaccinations with 92 successful results, or a ratio of 47.7 per 100, aud in 1,872 revaccinations,
of which 374, or a ratio of 20 per 100, were successful.
That the Army at large is very thoroughly protected by vaccination
is shown by the fact that only 3 cases of small-pox and 2 of varioloid
were reported during the year, although a large portion of the force
was constantly subjected to more than the ·ordinary risk of coutag'ion
by reason of being- stationed in the vicinitv of towns where the population is largely composed of Mexicans, among whom the disease is occasionally very prevalent, and rarely entirely absent.
COLORED TROOPS.

The colored troops in service during the year consisted of 2 regiments of infantry, 2 of cavalry, 4 orunance sergeants, 3 quartermaster sergeants, and 126 unassigned recruits, making an aggregate m,~an
strength of 2,142 men. Included in this number are only two commissioned officers, both regimental chaplains.
The following table shows the regions in which colored troops were
employed, and a comparison between them and the white troops serving in the same regions, as to mean strength, and rates of admission
to sick report, cc:mstant non-effectiveness, death, and discharge for disability. For reasons previously given the mean strength shown by the
returns of the .A.djutant General has been used in calculating the death
and discharge rates for the whole Army, but not for the several regions;
Region ofCentral
Atlantic Northern Timuered Prairies.
Lakes.
Plains
Coast.
and Hills.

w.

C.

W.

C.

W.

C.

w.

- -- Mean strength ...........
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength ofAdmissions .•... . ....
Constant non-effecti.veness ............
Deaths ...•.•.•••.....
Discharges ......•.. ..

C.

-

Great
Plains.

Cordi!}eras.

C.

w. c.

W.

--

Whole
Army.

_::_/_:_

31

989

20y,

1,390 2,194

825

562 2, 186 2, 651 1,247 1, 3741, 316 1,709 1,043 1,369 1, 2°39 1, 499

2,194

028

rnl n!

86 3,593

265 5,550

899 5,410

658 21,430 2, 142

26
41
38
39
42
77
43
34
44
100
10. 0
. 0 11.4 7. 5 8.1 7. 8 8.9 10. 6
.0 9.1 4. 91 12. 6
25.1 32. 3 12.1 34. 51 30. ill 34. 9 23. 9 45. 3 31. 5 23. 4 27. 0 19. 8

39
43
9. 0 7. 2
24.9 24. 6
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In the regions of the Atlantic Coast and Central Timbered Plains and
Hills the mean streugth of the colored troops was so small that any
comparison based upon it would be of little value; in the other regions,
however, the force was larger, and the ratios given are in consequence
more reliable.
·
In the region of the Northern Lakes the rates of admission tu sick
report, constant non.effectiveness, and deaths were decidedly in favor of
the colored troops, but their rate of discharges for <lisability was nearly
three times as large as that of the white troops. In the region of tlle
Prairies all the rates of the colored troops were higher than those of the
w_hite, except the death rate, w,hich was considerably lower. In the ~eg1on of the Great Plains the colored ·tr.oops gave lower death an?- ~rncharge rates than the whites, but higher admission and non.effective
rates. In the region of the Cordilleras all the rates of the colored
troops were higher than those of the white, except the discharge rate,
which was very much lower. For the whole Army the admission and constant non-effective rates given by the colored troops were considerably
higher than the same rates for the white troops, but their death rate
was lower. Discharges for disability occurred in about the same proportion for both raees.
The following table shows the principal causes of disability, in the
rates of occurrence of whieh a notable disparity existed between the
white and colored troops :
In favor of the colored troo-ps.

In favor of the white troops.

Diseases.

Influenza ................... .
Measles ..................... .
Rheumatic fever ........... ..
Articular rheumatism (sub·
acute and chronic) ........ .

~~~d~~ha" ::::::::::::::::::::

Neuralgia .......... : ........ .
Snow blindness ............ ..
Asthma ..................... .
Catarrh and colds .......... ..
Pleurisy and results ........ .
Tonsillitis ................... .

g~~~tipiti~;;::: :: ::: ::: ::: :::
Orchit1s, non.venereal. ...... .

Admission rate per
1,000 of mean
strength forWhite.

Colored.

. 37
1.40
3.17

3. 73
4. 20

32. 20
2. 38
24. oa

96.17
6. 07
49.49
58. 82
2. 33
8. 87
133. 05
6. 07
75.16
28. 48
48. 09

36. 21
. 05

1. 68
75. 69
2. 66
{0. 04
18. 62
19. 93
3.17

9. 34

Admission rate per
1,00C of mean
strength forDiseases.
Colored.
Enteric fever .............. ..
Malarial fever, continued .. .
Remittent fever ........•....
T_ypbo.malarial fever ....... .
Cholera morbus ............ .
Erysipelas ................ ..
Venet·~a.l epididymitis ~nd
orch1t1s .................. .
A.lcoholism and results ..... .
Insanity ................... .

i:~~l~ms·: ::::::: ::::: :::: ::

. 93
. 00
11.67
. 00
1. 40
. 00
1.87
4.67
.47
.47
. 93

White.
4. 25
2. 05
19. 04
1. 87

7. 00
2. 38
6.49

50. 21
1. 49
2.15
2.15

9. 34

INDIAN SCOUTS.

The mean strength of Indians employed as scouts during the year
was 310. Their admis ions to sick report numbered 47, or a rate of 153
per 1,000, and their death 5, or a rate of 16 per 1,000.
. ~b~ mo t frequently reported en.uses of admission among them were
mJune , malarial fever , and di ease of the eve. Sev n were taken
upon ick report for b t injurie,; 3 received their wound in action
(non fatal_), and 4 by varion accident .
d. Tw Indian c uts Ii d of con. umption during the year, and 1 of b ar
1 a e; 1 wa run ov r by a railroad train and killed, and 1 was hot
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dead by another scout, whether accidentally or with homicidal intent is
unknown.
CIVILIANS .A.TT.ACHED TO OR WITH THE .ARMY.

The civilian attaches of the Army comprise the families of officers
and enlisted men, servants, employes of the various d~partme11~s, together with their families, anc.l, in short, all persons not rncludecl m the
personnel of the Army who are allowed to reside at military stations
or accompany military' commands. Wllile tlle informat~on concerning
them, available for the purposes of this report, is of consider~ble value,
particularly as showing, in part, the great amount of profess10n~l wor!r
which medical officers of the Army are called upon to perform rn addition to their strictly military duties, it is to be regretted that many of
tile reports received are so defectiYe or inaccurate as to be of little or
n_o value, and for this reason any conclusion reached by a consolid3:tion,
either by regions or for the whole Army, of all the reports received,
must be to a certain extent unreliable. This is notably the case as regards the average stI'ength constantly present-, which, large as. it appears, as shown by the reports, was in reality much larger, because from
several stations, at which civilians are known to be constantly present,
their numbers were not reported at all, and at others tllere is reason to
believe that the numbers reported were much smaller than they should
have been. It is obvious, therefore, that any ratio based upon tlrn mean
strength as reported will be too high. EspeeiaJly is this the case in respect to the death rate, for it is fair to presume tllat all, or nearly all,
the deaths occurring would be reported, while many cases of disease
and injury receiving treatment, and terminating iu recoYery, might not
be noted; so that the error in the death rate is doubtless considerably
greater than that in the admission rate. Furthermore, the amount of
profe~sional work performed by medical officers is made to appear less
than 1t really was, not only in the reports of those stations at which no
record, or an incomplete record, of civilians treated, was made, but in the
consolidation for the whole Army as well. The attention of medical
officers has been officially called to the necessity of m·aking more complete and accurate reports of the amount and character of professional
~~rk performed by them among the civilian attaches of the Army, and
It IS hoped that in future this portion of the annual health report may
be made much more valuable than it now can be.
As shown by the consoljdated repoi'ts of the Medical Departmeut, with
a mean strength of 23,572 officers and enlisted men of the whole Army,
~here was con~tantly present during the year an average of 14,217 ciYilIa~s, of whom 3,279 were adult males, 5,024 adult females, and 5,914
ch1ldren. The admissions to sick report during the year numbered for
the adult males 1,351, and the deaths 32; for the adult females 4,496,
and the deaths 32; for the children 4,021, a.qd the deaths H4, or an
aggregate of 9,868 admissions and 158 deaths. The admission rate per
1,000 of mean strength, therefore, appears to have been 412 for adult
~uales, 895 for adult females, and 680 for children, or 694 for all civilians; and the death rate 10 for adult males, 6 for adult females, and 16
for children, or 11 for all civilians. For reasons stated above, however,
these figures are not thought to be altogether reliable.

.
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The periods of greatest and least sickness among the civilian attaches,
together with the prevailing causes of disability, have been considered
under tbc heads of tlle different grand divisions. 'l'he number and
causes of deatlls occurring in each of the three classes of civilian attaches
are shown in the following table :
.Adult Adult Chil- Total.
males. females. dren.

Diseases.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -- - Zymotic and miasmatic........... ... . . . ...... ... . . . . . ... .. . ... . . ......

3

8

~r:t~t_i~----_-.
·: _- _·_-_-_-_·.- ::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::::::::::::::4:·
Constitutioual . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .

13

24

8

12

1~

2~

~

~:;:~~,~~.~t:!u·: :: ::: ::::::: :: ::: ::::: :: :::: ::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::: ···.. ·4

3

Peritoneum ... .........................................................

2

:ii

291

91

~r~1lfif:rm;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::: i i
%1fiii~:m:~!~~:~t~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::t ::::::i:
1

~

~

H
i
~

Total deaths from disease ....................................... ,
injuries.......................................

-21

Total deaths from all causes .................................. : . .

-32 -32 -94 158

11

3

a

141
17

MARRIAGES .A.ND BIRTHS.

Upon the consolidated reports of the medical department there were
noted during the year 85 marriages, of which 12 were of officers, 5U
were of enlisted men, and 14 were of civilian attaches of the Army.
There were recorded also 529 l>irtbs, of which 269 were males and
260 females; 118 were children of officers, 323 of enlisted men, and 88
of civilian attaches.
THE RECRUITING SERVICE.

As shown uy the reports received from the various recruiting rendezvom~, depots, and military stations, 14,913 applica11ts for enlistment
were examined by medical officers during the year; of tbis number 1,261
were colored.
There were rejected on primary examination 7,948 applicants, of whom
~35 were colored, aud of those accepted and sent to depots 52 were reJected ou subsequent examiuation; of tbese rejections 6 were colored
The ratio of rejections was 53 per 100 of all examiua,tions. For whit<
appl_icants it was 54, and for colored 50, per 100.
D1seases of the locomotor, circulatory, aud digestive systems cau~ed
each about 9 per cent. of all the rejections; diseases of the reproducti,
system, 8J- p~r cent.; <li~eases of the eye, general unfit11e.-;s, and developmental <~efects, eaciJ about 8 per cent.; entbetic disease ', r.. per ce1it. ·
di ' .. a c of the re piratory system, 4½ per cent.· and dietic di8ease 3½
1 er cent.
'
Ther_ wa · al o examiued a number of fodian (542, with 6 r jection )
f r nh tm nt a cont , but they are not included in tllis statement or
m the tabular ummary of causes of rejection,
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LIST OF SPECIAL MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTS RECEIVED l•'ROl\1 l\I.l:!:DICAL OFFICERS OF THE ARMY DURING TIIE YEAR 1886.

MEDICAL REPORTS.
Name.

Reports.

Rank.

Alden, C. H. _. _. _. . . . . . Sni·geon ............. . Acute ruiliarv tuberculosis; autopsy.
Health of troops at Fort Snelling, Minn., for tbe year
1885.
Rupture of both membrana tyrnp,tni ._
.
Summary of 38 cases of venereal disease; remarKs
on treatment.
Atrophy of both optic nerves.
Diabetes insipid us.
.
..
Anderson, Charles . . . . . .A oting assistant sur- Muscular rheumatism; tertiary syplnl!s.
Appel, D. M .......... af~~i~nt surgeon .... Pneumonia; abscess of liver; autopsy.
Enteric fever; autopsy.
,
Acute peritonitis; autopsy.
Bentley, Edwin ..... _.. Surgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hepatitis; antops_y.
.
.
. .
Burton, H. G . . . . . . . . . Assistant surgeon . . . . Constipation and chrome pentomt1s; autopsy.
•
Acute peritonitis; autopsy.
B,yrno, C. B .......... . AsAistant surgeon .... Aphasia.
.
Carter, E. U .... . ..... Assistant surgeon . ... Discovery of the so-called La_veran's malarial germ.
Corbusier, W. H . . . . . . . Assh,tant surgeon . . . . Prostration from heat and thirst.
A.cute dysentery; autops,v,
_.
Pneumonia and suppurat1ve hepat1t1s; autopsy.
Repori; of vaccinations.
Cowdrev, S. G . . . . . . . . . Assistant surgeon . . . . Report of vaccinations.
Crampton, L. Vv ... _. .. Assistant surgeon . . . . Report of vaccinations
Frick, A. P .... _.. ___ .. Acting assistant sur- I Scarlatina.
.
.
geon
Prevalence of malanal diseases among troops rocently arrived from Wyoming Territory.
Gibs,m, J. R ... _. _.. _. Surgeon·------------· Typhoid fever.
T,vphoicl fever.
Gorgas, W. C . _. __ ... _. .Assistant surgeon . __ . Typhoid fever; autopsy.
Harvey, P. F .. ... ___ . . . Assistant-surgeon . __ . T,ypboid fever (ttermograph).
Typhoicl fever (thermograpb).
Horton, S. M . . _.... __ .. Surgeon·-- --- __ ·__ ·-·· Acute dysentery.
Cerebral meningitis left 1:11de; autopsy.
Kilbourne, H. S .. _.... ;\ sciistant surgeon. __ . Rheumatism; p]euro-pneumonia.
Kneedlel', W. L. __ ..... .1~• sistant surgeon. __ . Diphtheria.
Report of vaccinations.
Sporadic diphtheria; scarlet fever.
Continued malarial fever.
·
Typhoid fever.
McElderry, Henry .. . _. Surgeon ·-- ___ . _... __ . Typhoid fever (therrnograpb).
Simple contmue<l fever.
Mearns, E . .A . . . . . . . . . . Assist.ant surgeon . _.. Diphtheria; erysipelas.
Miduleton, J. Y. D __ .. . Surgeon·---·- .. _... __ Pleuro·pneumouia; autopsy.
Acute cong-estion of lfrer, heart-clot; autopsy.
Diabetes, mellitn~.
Pago, Charles.... ..... . Surgeon ..... ..... .. _ ParalyAis of pneumogastric nerve.
Patzki, J.H ·· ···------ Assistant surgeon __ _ Gall-stone colic.
Prico, C. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assis taut surgeon .... Abscess of brain; autops;v.
Robinson, S. Q .. . _... _. Assistant surgeon . _.. Poisoning hy nutmegs.
Poisoning by '' white camas. ''
Sewall, C. A . . . . . . . . . . . Acting assistant sur- Diphtheria.
Diphtheria.
Sbannon, W. C......... A~~~r~nt surgeon
Epiloptiform convu lsions.
Incipient gen eral paralysis of the insane.
Steinmetz, W.R ....... Asi,;istant surgeon._ .. Report on Jato ,jonrney to Europe.
Strong, Norton... .. .. . As,-;iKtant s nrg, ·on ... . Pneumonia, le ft lung-. ·
·
Summers, jr., J.E ..... Acting- :tssista11t sur- J'oisoning by morphine, suicide.

I

~~cte1T~~liy·::: ::::: ~~~i~~~ ::::::::::::::

g·pon.

Taylor A. Vv .. ....... . AssiKtant surgeon .... Iocipie11t }Jhtbisis.
Tilton, H. R .... _. .... . Surgeon .... .. .... ---· Chronic meuingitis of the lumbar cord, of r!Jeumatio
origin.
,
Typhoid fever (thermograpbs).
Waters, W. E ... __ .... .
A'nasarca; correct diagnosis obscure.
Wolverton, W. D ·--···
l'oisoning by hydrocb_lorate of morphia.
Wood,M.W. ·· · ·-·. A.111:1istant surgeon . __ . Acute lobar pneumoma; antops_y.
Woodhull, A. A .. _.. __ . Surgeon···-···----· .. Malignant disease of stomach and a.ujacent parts.
Worthington, J. C ____ . Assistant surgeon . __ . Erysipelas.
·
Wright, J. P. __ .. __ • __ . Surgeon .. _. ------. _- . Continued fever (tbermograpb).

~~;::g~ ::: ::::::: ::::
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LIST OF SPECIAL MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTS, ETC,-Continued.

SURGICAL REPORTS .
.N"ame.

Rank.

Reports.

Alden, C. H . . • . . . . . . . . . Surgeon .. ........... . Five cases of gunshot wounds treated antiseptically,
Burton, H. G ....•..... Assistant surgeon ... . Perityphlitic abscess, operation for.
Lacerated wound of fiugers, amputation.
Fracture of femur; conc11ssion of brain; autopsy.
Fracture of skull· concui:rsiou of brain; an topsy.
Fracture of skull,'laceration of brain; autopsy.
.
Bartholf, J. H ....... . Surgeon ............. . Gunshot fracture, knee joint, rig~t leg.
Carter, E. C ......... . Assistant surgeon ... . Amputation of finger; anaest,hei,m b.v cocarne.
Cleary, P. J. A ....... . Surgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gunshot wound, perforatinl-{ chest; autopsy.
Comfort, A. I. . . . . ... . Acting assistant sur- Gunshot fracture of cranium ; suicide.
geon.
Cowdrey, S. G ........ . Assistant surgeon .... Gunshot wonnd, perforating chest.
Gunshot wouu<l, perfornting let~ foot and ankle.
Stab wound. left chest, )Jenetratiug Lung.
Cerel)ral meningitis; injury to brain; death.
Frick, A. P .•.......•. . Acting assistant sur- Gunshot wound of liver.
geon.
Gardner, W. H ....... . Surgeon . ...... . ..... . Gunshot wound, penetrating abdomrn; au_oopsy.
Gibson, R. J .......... . Assistant surgeon .. . Gunshot wound, right forearru; reamputat10n of arm.
Gorgas, W. C ......... . Assist,ant surgeon ... . Death from freezing.
Kean, J. R ........... . Assistant surgeon ... . Dissect-ing nneurism of popliteal artery.
Amputation of thigh; a11topsy.
Kober, G. M .••.. .••••. Acting assistant sur· Gun11hot wound of larynx.
gr.on.
.
La GarJ.e, L. A . . . . . . . . Assistant durgeon .. . Foreigu uody in brain.
Lauderdale, J. V . . . • . . Assistant surgeon ... . Hemorrhage of bowels from swallowing fragments of
clinical thermometer; autop:sy.
McClellan, Ely . . . . . . . . Surgeon •• •..•........ Gunshot wound, left gluteal region .
Gunshot wound of chest.
Gunshot fracture of cranium; autopsy.
.
Penetrating incised wound of chest-, involvmg lung;
autopsy.
Sulfocation; autopsy.
Concussion of brain; an topsy.
Compound comminutrcl fracture of humerus· amputation of arm.
Death from drowning.
Meacham, F..... •. . • . . Surgeon ....••...•••. . Death from crushing; autopsy.
. .
Middleton, J. V. D . . . . Surgeon ............. . Hupture oflu11g; autopsy.
Newton, R. C. . .. .. . . . . AsHistant surgeon ... . Simple coruminutecl fracture, tibia and fibula.
Owen, j1·., W. 0 . ...... . Assistant surgeon .. . Gunshot womH.l, left leg and palm left hand.
Patzki, J. H . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant surgeon ... . Sprain, right knee.
Powell, J. L . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant surgeon ... . Operation for the removal of necrosecl bo~e. .
Raymond, H. I........ . A!!sistant surgeon ... . Gunshot fracture of 1·aclius; primary antu:1ept1c ocReed, Walter......... . Assistant surgeon ... . Gi~st~rfracture of femur, amputation of thigh.
Sewall, C. A ........... Acting assistant sur· Simple fracture, left clavicle.
Skong, Norton ......... A;s~~i~nt surgeon .. . . Abscess right side, probablo perfornti~n of ,ermi·
form appendix; extraction of small piece of graph·
ite from tumor.
'l'aylor, A. W.......... Assistant surgeon ... . Gunshot wound, right hand.
Waters, W. E ......... Surj!eon ............. . Concm1sion of spinal cord from a fall.
.
Wood, M. W .... ....... Assistant surg<:>on ... . Traumatic rupture of bladder._
Woodhull, A. A ....... Surgeon . .... . ....... . Result of gun:sliot wuuncl r eceived m 1864.

HYGIENE OF THE ARMY.

By direction of the Secretary of War, on July J 5, 1885, paragraph
2315 of the .Army Regulations ...was amended to read as follows ·
An important part of the duty of a medical officer of the ~rmy is the supervisi_on,,
nuder the direction of his immediate commander, of the hygiene of the post or command to which he is attached and the recommendation of such measures as he may
deem necessary to prevent or ~liminish disease among the troops. For this purposehe shall at least once a month examine and note in the medical history of the post
the sanitary condition of the _quarters, including all buildings_ belo_uging to the post,
the character and cooking of the ra.tions, the amount and quality of the water-supply,
the drainage, and the clothino· and the habits of the men, and make a report tl.Jereon
in writing to the commanding officer, with such recommendations as be ?Jay deem
proper. If the recommendations be approved and carried out, the medical officer
shall note the fact in the medical history of the post. If the action recommended ue
deemed impracticable or undesira.ble, the commanding officer shall indorse his ob,jections on the report and fon"ard it to the department commander. A copy of such
mclorsement shall be fnrnished to the medical officer, who shall record it in the medical history of the post. A copy of each report, and of the action of the commanding
officer thereon, will be forwarded as soon as practicable, through the usual military
channels, to the Surgeon-General for bis i?formation.

The good effect of this regulation is dearly shown by the characterof tlte sanitary reports received from medical officers during the year
1886. Some of these reports, it is true, are merely perfunctory aud con!ai~ little or no information which is of interest or value, lmt the maJorit.y of them bear evidence of careful and painstaking investigatiou
on the part of the officers making them, and a ful] appreciation of tlrn
great responsibility devolving upon them in connection with the performance of this portion of their duty.
·
.A.e is to be expected, out of the large number of reeommendatious
made on the great variety of subjects dealt with in the monthly sanitary ·
r~p_orts, a few were clearly not practicable, and concerniug a few other1::,,
differences of opinion arose between the commanding officer and the
medical officer; but by far the greater portion of the sanitary meast1res
rec<;rnimended were carefully considered, practical, and capable of bei11g
~as1ly carried into effect with the means at command, and, it is grati(ymg to note, the medical officers as a rule recAived the cordial support
and co operation of their immediate commanders in their efforts to increase the health and comfort of the commands to which they were attached. That these efforts baVf~ been atteuded with a large measure of
success is evideuced by the diminished rates of sickness and mortality iu
the .Army for the year 1880, as compared with previous years.
Of all the unsanitary conditions reported during the year, that wbicl.t
~ppears to have been most serious, as well as most widely spread, was
f?u1;1d to exist in connection with the privies, sinks, urinals, and other
smular conveniences provided for the use of the troops. The cess-pool
aud privy vault, or pit, is universally condemned as bejug a nuisauce
under any circumstances, and frequently a source of the gra,'Test danger
to health, and that they should be tolerated at so many of our military
stations, in spite of the wel1-known evils inseparably connected with
their use, and in disregard of the repeated warnings and remonstrances
of medical officers, is inexplicable upon any other ground than that the
mere matter of conveuience has been allowed to outweigh all other con8925-w 87--42
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:Sid.erations. At some of the older posts, the privies, especially those of
the officers' quarters, ham for years been erected oYer sinks dug in the
.earth an<l moved from time to time, as these pits became nu pleasantly fn11,
to oth,,r locations close by, new pits being dug and the old ones coYered
om~ with earth, until, in the language of smreral of the reports ~n this
subJect, the back yards have become literally'' honey-combed with deposits of filtb." It seems to be urgently demanded that steps Rhonld
be ta,ken not only to do away with the evils complained of, but to preYent their recurrence, by the official prohibition of the use at military
stations of such metl..10ds as are known to be dangerous in the disposal
of excrementitious matters and waste of vairions kinds, and by the adoption, iustead, of such system, or systems, as will meet as nearly as poss!ble the differing requirements of different localities, and of modern samtary science as well.
The lack of proper bathing facilities, not only for enlisted men but
for officers, is seriously felt at many posts, and is a subject which well
deserves greater attention than it 1-i.:ts heretofore received.
The clothing furnished the troops serving in the southern portion~ of
the country, while of excellent quality, and well adapted to the reqmrements of tbe men during the winter season, is thought by many officers
to be altogether too thick an<l. heavy,· and of unsuitable color, for ~1se
during the intense lleat of tbe summer. .In this connection, attention
is invited to tlrn report (p. 78) of the post surgeon at Fort Ringgold ,
Tex., relative to this subject, and the remarks made thereon by the commanding general and the medical director of the Department of Texas.
The follow ing is a summary by regions of tlle more imp?rtant co~ments made by medical officers during the year on the samtary con<htion of barracks and quarters, and on the food, clothing, water-supply,
bathing facilities, latrines, drainage, and habits of the men.
S.A.NI'rARY CONDI'l'ION OF BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Atlantic Ooast.-At Watertown Arsenal, Mass, tlle post surgeon reported that the married soldiers' quarters are in need of repairs; . at
Fort Schuyler, N. Y., that the lmrracks are old and in need of repairs,
and that the officers' quarters, as no,v a rranged, can not be ·properly
heated ;_at }1.,ort Hamilton, N. Y., that tlrn casemate quarters are dar~,
wet and unhealthy, and should be a barnloue<l; at Fort vVads\\orth, ~Y., iu July, that tbe squad. roollls are uncomfortable at night, because
it is necessary to close the windows to keep out mosq nitoes; aJJ(l at
David's Island, N. Y., in November and December, that the barrac~
are overcrowded and impetfectlv ventilated, an<l tbat to these cause:, 1 '
to be attributed the prevalence of tonsiliitis and. pharyngitis in tbe
command.
. Eastern Tirnbered Plains and Hills.-At We t Point, N. Y., it is stated
11: mo ·t ~f the repo1 ts receive(l dnring· tl.Je ,Year tuat ~mme of tlrn marne<l sol<l1ers' quarters are old, decayiug, a1Hl overcrowded. At Fort
McHenry, M<l., r epeated statem ent were 1Uade to the effect that tb e
quarters both of tb e officers and marl'i (l ·oldier::i are ohl, dilapi1lated:
hatll;y ~ocate<l, aucl in ome in tances oYercrowded. In reporting on the
comhtion of fiye 'ets of offic rs' quarter iu July Surgeon Jobn Brook ,
th• post .·urgeou, a.) :
·'
1111~t for· hahitatiou iu t!J is latitutlt',
t•~l ,lt l<',t ~ 011 • i. 111 a co11ditio11 of extrP111e <lilapiclation. • Tew 1piarters · hould b
1111
'. } on lugh •r gro1111d, ju. liack of the p1·PS<'11t J11w and, ,·ii h :1. dew to gre, r
c, " 01 ort, n w ·ll a for obvions a,nitap• rf':t!Son,-. the,·1 sbonld h • urncle to face~
.1
1I OU 1I '
· th pn·,·,
J
'
'
,·int
r.
' ' () '•1· t 0 rcce1n1
iling breeze
in the uwmc·r am] t b e u D 1

. Tt'.e hn}l 1li11g .. tl!mnsclve.- are perfect i-;lif!lls,
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~ T,he Northern Lakes.-The post surgeon at Fort Mackinac, Mich.,
Acting Assistant Surgeon J ..R. Bailey, in his report for l\Iarch, says:
As a sanitary measure absolutely necessary for the health and comfort of occupa~ts,
the officers' stone quarters, eol'ected by the English in.1780-'83, should be at ouce improved and changed in several respects. In tlieir day these quarters a?swered. the
purposes for which they ·w ere designed, viz, habitation and defense a~au~st l?cli~n
and others, within a stockade inclosure. That day bas passed, and this historic pile,
which bas withstood the storms and frosts of more than a century, though apparently
as strong and as solid as ev.e r, is but poorly adapted to its present uses.

Central Tirnbered Plains and Hills-The post surgeon at Columbus
Bar_racks, Ohio, Surgeon C. R. Greenleaf, in llis report for August,
cal1s attention to the imperfect ventilation of the main building occupied as quarters by Companies B ancl D, colored recruits, and the band
of the general service, and sa.ys :
It is a subject to which there has been more or less attention drawn for many years,
an<l for the settlement of which no satisfactory plan ha,s as yet been submitte<l. Th e
fact that all of tho latrines and most of the 1Jrinals for the garrison are located in its
cellar, and that in this bnildinO' lives over one-half of the command, renders necessary the adoption of some plan for purifying its air, particularly during the winter,
when the accessory ventilu.tion ·by windows and doors is largely cut off, and wh en, as
I know by personal obiservation, the air is very foul.

In the same communication a plan of ventilation, capable of removing
all the evils alluded to, was recommended by the pos_t surgeon and approved by the commanding officer. This plan was subsequently adopted,
and, it is learned, proved satisfactory.
The post surgeon at Newport Barracks, Ky., says, in February, that
t~e guard house is in need of repairs, and in March, that it is imposs1~le to heat the frame quarters occupied by officers, and that they are
neither healthful nor comfortable.
Prairies.-At Fort Totten, Dak., in October, . the post surgeon reP?rts that the barracks are overcrowded and badly· ventilated,; at Port
S1ss~ton, Dak., in October, that the log cabins occupied by married
soldiers are unfit for habitation and should be torn down; at Fort
Buford, Dak., in January, that the married soldiers' quarters should be
·destroyed and new ones built; at Fort Sully, in March, that the quarters
occupied by married soldiers are overcrowded and unclean ; at Fort
Randall,- Dak., that the guard-house is too small and badly ventilated;
at Rock Island Arsenal, Ill., that the hospital is an old frame building,
worn out and dilapidated; and at ]fort Riley, Kans., that t1Je guardhouse is imperfectly ventilated and often overcrowded.
Great Plains.-At Fort Stanton, N. l\fex., the post surgeon, in his
sanitary report for the month of January, says:
This post is unfortunate in havin~ few desirable structures for habitations. The
barracks are generally inadequate m air space, devoid of the proper conveniences,
not well planned, and out of repair. t. * * The quarters for officers generally
answer their purpose less well than those for the enlisted men. They are so planned
and arranged as to forbid comfort, privacy, and convenience. * * * I consider
eight nominal sets of officers' quarters here unfit for occupancy. * * * The quarters for laundresses are unfinished, uncomfortable, and unsightly.

Under date of June 30, he writes :
The unsanitary condition of all the barracks is sufficiently, but not fully, presented
by the statement that they are deficient in air space for the n't.1mber of occupants be"
l~nging to them; that -they have uneven walls, which collect impalpable sources of
disease; that the windows and doors, being directly opposite each other, invite
draughtR that produce catarrh al and other more serious affections; that some of the
bunks have to be placed so near doors or windows as to subject their occupants to the
chilling effect of strong currents of air; that the buildings have been constructed without reference to the establishing of ventilating currents by the construction· of inlets
and outlets that bear the proper rell),tion to each other; that some of the dining rooms,
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if not all, are so limited in size as not to furnish seating room for the men to be fed;
tha~ prope~ ventilation beneath the floors has been generally neglected; that conve1;11ences, mclnding bathing facilities, convenient urinals properly constructed, and
safe water-closets at reasonable distances, have not been supplied.

The post surgeon at FoPt Ringgold, Tex., in his sanitary report for
the month of October, says :
Officer's quarters: In view of the fact that the prevailiug winds in this latitude are
from the southeast and south, a se.rious error lrns been made in facing these double
sets of quarters northeast. It is verv well so far as the southeast sides are concernedr
for in the south windows of these there is nearly always a refreshing breeze, but
these (south) quarters serve most effectually to cut off the breeze entirely from the
north ends of the same sets, there being between them, of course, a continuous p~rtition wall. iVhen it is remembered that t,he thermometer shows an average daily
maximum temperature during the greater part of the summer of 103° F., or over,
and that such a temperatur.e serves to render the interior of these buildings almost
furnace-like, it can well be imagined how great a deprivation it is to be cut off from
the cooling night breezes-breezes which serve more than anything else to counteract the del>ilitating effect of the day's heat. Some plan should be adopted and carried
out to remedy the evil.
,

Oordilleras.-At Fort Walla Walla, Wash., the post surgeon, in April,.
reports that the officers' quarters are old, damp, and in bad condition, and
should be raised off the ground; at Boise Barracks, Idaho, in Septemb~r,
that many necessary repairs await the arrival of money; at Fort Le~1s,.
Colo., in April, that the guard-house is overcrowded, is without ventilation, and that its air is poisonous. In this report the post surgeon, Assistant Surgeon T. A. Cuningham, says:
During the month the guard-house has been crowded with prisoners. On thenight of the 17th instant the post surgeon took a sample of air from the priso~ ro?m,
about 9.15 p. m., which showed on analysis 15¼ parts per 1,000 of carbon d10XJ~e.
'rhis large percentage was augmented by noxious animal effluvia plain~y perce_pt1ve
to the nostrils. The total cubic air space occupied by the guard and prisoners 1s but
5,Sq5 cu?ic feet, and the number of men occupying this space varies fro;11 25 to _50r
which gives 116 to 232 cubic feet of breathing space per man, and that with vc_ry imperfect ventilation. On the night of my visit to the guard-house it was occupied by
about 45 men, and the floor space for each was less than 15 square feet. In one of
the cells in the prison room a tub was used by the prisoners, in which they passed
tl?-eir urine and excrement, and from which a.very disagreeable odor emanated. The
air space and means of ventilation are entirely insuffici,,ent for the number of men confined, and either a new guard-house should be built, or suitable arrangements made
to prevent such crowding and unsanitary conditions.

In subsequent monthly reports the same unsanitary conditions were
reported to exist up to the end of the :fiscal year.
At Fort Thomas, Ariz., the post surgeon reports that both officers•
quarters and barracks are overcrowded, and that the former are much
in need of repajrs.
At Fort Grant, Ariz., the post surgeon states tliat the barracks ar-e
poorly lighted and ventilated, and very much overcrowded.
Pacific Ooast.-At Vancouver Barracks, Wash., it was reported on
sever~l occasions during the year that the dormitories of the barrack
were imperfectly ventilated; and at San Diego Barracks, Cal., that !he
qu~rters occupied by married soldiers were badly in need of repair.
With t~e e exceptions the quarters occupied by troops, both office_r
and enlisted men, serving in this region were reported to be in a sat1 ·factory condition.
'
FOOD.

ith the few exceptions noted below, the food supplied to the troop
ufficient in quantity, of excellent quality, and u na ) .~ell cook~tl. Th opinion eem to be quite prevalent among both
mechcal and hoe officer , ervfog at out~ern po ts, that bacon honld

~f. reported to be
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be issued instead of salt pork, for the reasou that in those localities the
latter is hardly ever eaten by the men, and the saving can on~y be sol_d
at a very low price, if at all; so that the food value to the soldier of th1s
portion of the ratiou is greatly diminished. On the other hand, bacon
is occasionally relished by the men even in the hottest weather, a:ild that
which is not consumed by them always finds a ready sale at a good
price, thus augmenting the company or hospital fund, and allowing the
purchase of fresh vegetables and othtr articles of diet uot included in
t he ration; so that the soldier suffers no loss in his food supply, whatever may be the pecuniary loss to the Government through tile greater
shrinkage in weight, and liability to spoil, of bacon over pork.
Atlantic Coast ...:-Tbe post surgeon at David's Island, Surgeon A. A.
Woodhull, in his report for February, says:
Although the 'ultimate authority has declined to authorize an increased bread ration
at this depot, and while I very particularly wish to refrain from unmili.tary importunity, I feel it is proper to say that these, in common with all other recruits, do not
find the allowance of 6 ounces of bread at a meal sufficient. I commend the suggestion, lately made to me by an experienced company commander here, that for the first
month at depot men in their first enlistment should be allowed a ration and a half of
bread per day.

~it Fort Monroe, Va., the suggestion was made in the July sanitar.y
report that the diet of the men dould with benefit be varied by the addition of fish, which can be readily caught in great abundance on the sea
front of the reservation.
. Central 1'imbered Plains and Hills.-At Columbus Barracks, Ohio,
rn May, it was reported that the coffee issued to the men was insufficient in quantity; at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., in October, that the issue
of fresh pork should be suspended until winter; and at Mount Vernon
Barracks, Ala., that frequent complaints had been made of the fresh
beef, which was 0f wretched quality.
·
. Gulf Ooast.-Tbe post surgeon at Fort Brown, Tex., on several occa~1ons (~uring the year, expressed the opinion that bacon should be
issued mstead of vickled pork, and that potatoes should be made a part
of the ration.
·
Prairies.-The fresh beef furnished at a few posts was poor aud·
tough, and some complaints were made of the issue of salt pork, bacon
beiug preferred instead .
. Great Plains.-Some complaints were made of the insufficiency of
fresll vegetables, but at most of the posts in this region gardens were
cultivated by the troops and yielded an abundance of vegetables. The
fresh beef was quite generally reported to be of poor quality during the
winter and spring months. Complaints were also made of the issue of
salt pork, all officers who mentioned the matter recommending the issue
of bacon instead.
Oordilleras.-A-t some of the posts the beef was stated to be lean
and tough, and in the southern group numerous complaints were made
of the inferior quality of tlie bread made of Arizona flour, but, with these
exceptions, nothing concerning the food supply seems to bave been
brought to the attention of the medical officers serving in this region
which called for unfavorable comment in their sanitary reports.
CLOTHING.

Atlant-ic Goast.-ln the sanitary report of David's Island, N. Y., for
April, it is noted that the post shoes are of inferior material, breaking
and wearing out with moderate use. At St. Francis Barracks, Fla., the
post surgeon states that the clotL.iug is too heavy for warm weather.
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Eastern Timbered Plains and Hills.-The post surgeou of the Unitecl
States Military Academy, Surgeon A. K. Smith, reported, in August,
tllat the faulty shape and tit of the cadet shoe was responsible for the
remarkably large number of cases of blistered hee1s and toes which
came 'under his observation among the cadets. Upon this report the
Sul?erinten?ent_ of the Academy, General Merritt, took the following
act101J, which, _1t is presumed, was productive of good results, as 1;10
fmt,h er complamt was made:
. Respe?tfully referred to the quartermaster and commissary of cadets. The within
views o~ the post surgeon are concurred in. It is directed that the cadet i:,hoemaker
be reqmr~d to_ make the ~ho~ of the cadet longer and br0ader. This increase can i:iot
b~ pr~scnbe?- m parts of au mch, but the experience of tbe shoemaker should _gmde
him m makmg the required chano-e in each case. It is desired to call attention to
the fact th3:t a like report to tbe "'within was made by the post Sl_\rgeou (Dr. C. T.
Alexand.er) m September, 1H82, and again in July, 1883. It is not d1s~overed tb'.3-t~ny
change .for. the better bas resulted from these reports, and the Supermtendent rnsists
t~at th1s•t1me the instructions foregoing be obeyed, even if it is necessary to replace
with a new man the present shoemaker.

Prairies.-The post surgeon at Fort Pembina, Dak., in his NoYember
report, says that the underclothing furnished the men is hardly warm
enough for the winter season.
Great Plains.-The post surge.on at Fort Ring·gold, Tex., Assistant
Surgeon W. F. Carter, in his sanitary report for the month of November, says:
·
I have incidentally referred to the excessively high temperatures which prevail. in
this locality during very nearly seven months of the year, the thermometer durmg
the greater part of this time ranging above 100° .F., and often running up to 110°,
112°, and 113° in the shade. That these high temperatures are largely instrumental
in the production of the fevers which are now so common during the summer months,
":ot only here but throughout a. great part of the Southv.·est, I think there_ can be but
little doubt. This opinion is shared by many, if not most, of the ruedwal offic~rs
who have had them to deal with. If this be true, is it not certainly the p~rt of_ a
sonncl_policy to so adapt the hygienic conditions of our troops to the necess~ties o~ a
hot climate as best to overcome its evil effects 1 This brin 0o-s me to the consideration
of the clothing of the troops.
•
•
Personal experience and observation lead me to believe that the heavy clothrng 1s·sued to troops at this post serves greatly to increase the discomfort and a~gravate the
depressing effects of the sun's heat. Nothing can be said against it for the_ late fall,
winter, and early spring months. It is for this portion of the year, indeed, excellent.
ln quality it seems nearly all that could be desired. The point I make, and earn~stly
press upon the considerat ion of the proper authorities, is that, for that part of the
year during which ~he thermometer ranges very generally consl<lerably a~ove 100° F.
m the shad~, some lighter and cooler dress should be authorized and provided fo! the
troops servrng upon our southern border. lt is unnecesbary for me here to detail ~be
many _experiments which have been made by distinguishe<l ouscrvers to e~tal>lt h
the 1m1tableness of cloths of different material textures and colors for varymg couuitions of climate. Nothing can Lo bett er established tb.~u the facts deruonstra~cd l>y
the~e experiments, viz, that linen is a,u ex cellent conductor of heat, al>sorbs lllOI 'ture
rap1d~y, 3:nd gives it off rapidly uy eva poration; that cotton clot!Js are uot so all orbem ~i moisture nor so good conductorl:l of heat al:! linen, hut are still good; that wool~n
fabncs are bad conductors of heat, and, being thick and porous, they serve to return
the h ·at of ~he body. Of the colors; black, I.lark or deep blue, and blue are ~be 111°. t
ab orbent of heat, and white the least so. Coulier Ul'lllOnstratecl that a (white) tbm
~ottou tissue worn over a cloth eoat is sufficient to reduce the telllperatnre l:!.6c P.,
i.e., unc~er exposure to the sun's rns s. \Vhv ii; it that the kintl of clothing the very
least UJted to the con<litions of a hot clin1ate shonld he that which our troop-. are
compelled to we:~rf In the North a1Hl ,..'orthwe ·t where the dimato i cbaract ·rizt•d
h:,;• ''.Xtl'PllH! of cold, very libeml provii;ions aro m~cle for the protectiou of the Ul •n t.,y
t,1: 0 1 1!~ of fu~ overcoats, glov •s, caps, au<l arctic overnboes, an,l the. e mu.·t. h ~·"Ij
0 : l'.' 11 · tve article.; but there tho neccSbity for uch clothing pre. sc!i it elf with Jrrt'·
1 ti llle fore_, and to fail to ma.kc 1;uch i>rovisious would he to acrifice, po. ibl~·,
•oo,1 many h,·c .
Hern tb cliiua.ti! i,. chancterizd hr cxtn·m, of hi·at ·tllll thonirh tht- effcc
not o nrl<l ·u n r ·o lll,llll
. . f'c t as In
. tht>• ca· of tlw oppor;ite
' • oxtrcuie,.
•
"' till
. t l1 Y are de-
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cidedly for evil; by slow degrees the sy::,tem be?omes e~ervated _and falls a p~ey to
some slow, wasting fever or other disease, for w~ich t1Je long-contrnued deJ)r~ssion or
exhaustion has prepared the way. ,vo are decidedly apt to overlook, or fall to apl_)reciate, the extent to which these protracted hot seasons are ~ccoun~able for our
large sick reports. At least it is not appreciated by those who _might giye some snbstantial relief. If it were, I am sure they would not be slower m 1:enderrng us a good
service than they have been in extenclin o· the best possible protection to our bretb1 en
at the north. I speak from qnite a long experien~e in this south~rn climate, ~nd I
am thoroughly satisfied that the adoption of a umform better smt?c~ to the ch~ate·
would be followed by appreciable and lasting benefits. The autbonties C!f our sister
republic, Mexico, rlisplay more good practical common se11se tban we 10 the ma~ter of clothing for their troops, and I think in this we would do well to follow their
example.
I am in favor of a white cluck or linen uniform, witl1 a light cotton or mixed ( cotton anct wool) underclothing. Even the white stable frock, cut lJlous_e-like a11d made
to fit neatly, and fastened in front with hooks and eyes or the regulat10n button (l>etter a white metallic button) would do very well. The cav~tlrymen, almost without
exception, express a preference for their stable fro.ck&, and sa,y they ,vould gladly ex-change their pre1;ent dress for them in sumwer, if they could alter them to fit and be.
authorized to wear them. I have inspected a good many of tbe lockers,and in nearly
ever.v case I fiud that the men ltaYe, of t,heir own means, purchased undenihirts of
ligh_t knit or cotton goods.
.
. Let us liave at least a cool, comfortable undress uniform of white matei;ial for garrison duty, and some light, suitable undress uniform for field duty. I think for this•
purpose the brown fatigue suit now issued to the men, properly cnt and fitted, would
do very well. The campaign felt hat now furnished, well ventilated at the sides and
top, wonld be suitable for field service. The helmet would be the best covering for
the ~ead, I know, for this climate, if it were made after the pattern of the English
(Inchan) lielmet, bot as issued to our troops it is cut too short in front and rear. It
does 11ot protect the face or neck.
·

Surgeon E. P. Vollum, medical director of the department, to whom
the foregoing report had been forwarded, remarks :
~he snuject of the clothing of troops in this semi-tropical region is a matter that
evidently bas not received the serions attention that its importance demands. No
• argum~nt is needed to show that health requires cool, light clothing in a climate like·
that o! the lower Rio Grande valley, which is one of the hottest regions in the world
occupied by white troops.
·
fo t,~e early days of English occupation of India, the military commanders remained
for _a time stiff-necked against any departure from the home woolen uniform, which,
owmg to prejudice against change, was worn for some time even in southern Iud1a;
bu_t t,he suffering, iucon\'euience, and depressing effect of the heavy clothing, only
suitable for the climate of England, in time caused a reform, and quite naturally the
du_st-colored light cloth of the natives was first put to use, but this gave way to white
drill trousers and calico jackets, which a re now used for fatigue purposes throughout
lower In_dia, British West Iudies, West Co:1st of Africa, Egypt, Hong-Kong, and all
other pomts occupied by English troops iu tropical and semi-tropical countries. Holla!1d, Gerrn~ny, Fra.nce, and all other uations clothe their troops serving in hot, countrrns about m the same manner as the English do in such climates.
The Unite,l St,ates stands alone in the measure of forcing its troops to wear the
same uuifor~n ~uring all Reasons and in all latitudes; and in the twenty-four degrees.
embrli:ced vnthrn the bonml:uies of our country there are some places as hot as any
occur'.1cd by w4ite troops anywhere iu the world. In this tardiness in adapting the
clothrng of our troopR to the climate, we stand about where the English did in the
first da;ys of their occupaucy of India.
\VLere troops along the southern border are allowed to dress somewhat according
to the_ snggestions of their instinct, and the necessities of tlle climate as found out by
exr>enence, which is sometimes done on scouting trips, they throw off their woolen
un!for~ns, and nse any light garment they can find. Officers wl10 were on the campaign IU Arizona and Sonora, that was made agai11~t Geronimo's band, informed me
that tlle iufant.ry marched mo1,t of the way in drawers, aud undershirts, and that
after the men once experienced the luxury of wearing these light garments they
never put on the blue woolen trousers again ti11 their return home.
Complaints of the oppressiveness of the heavy woolen uniform in t,l1is regioii in
s~mll)er date back h1 rny uwmory 1o 1~53-'56, when I serYecl in this Stnte. At ti.mt
time the unsuitalJleuess of tbe uuiform, which was auout as heavy as His now,,, ail,
a constant topic for grum1ling and di-scontentedness.
In 1_865 report s made br Dr. Harvey E. Brown, U. S. Army, showed that duriug
ex:penmouts with a thermometer placed in the cavity between the crown of the h£l,t
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:and the he~d,. with an avei:age temperature in the open air of 90.2° Fahr., th~ temperatu!e w1thm the crown of the forage cap, worn in the sun, was 100.5°; m the
-0a_se of a black felt hat it was ~tl.:3°; in the case of an ordinary straw bat 95°; and
':~th the_c~det helmet 9i.5° . This shows the forage cap to be actually dangerous to
lite. Opm10ns of most offieers at that time favored a lio-ht cork helmet, coming well
down in front and behind to shade the face and neck~ an<l covered with white or
grey felt. If a vote were taken to-day the sarue choice would. be made. At that
time, r~g:ardin~ the blouse and trousers, every one pleaded f?r light, cool m~terial;
~ut op1mons differed as to the preference, that should be given to cotton, lmen, or
hght flannel, many inclining to the last mentioned, and the choice for color ranged
between wh~te, buff, and gra.y. This was before experience was had with the brown
,c otton clothrng used fot fatigue and work purposes; these have proved to ue most
healthful g-arrnents, and the greatest boon ever granted the enlisted men in this climate ; the men in summ er pnt them on as often as they can, and they would be delighted to wear them on scouting parties. Whatever of prejudice may have existed
against cotton clothing in this climate, before these garments were adopted, has n~w
passed away; and this silllply agrees with centuries of experience in China and In~ia,
which have similar climates to this, and where the hundreds of millions of population
are mostly clad in cotton.
In 1885 the officers and enlisted men of all arms at the post of San Antonio were
authorized by the department and post commanders to wear white t,r ousers not only
on fatigue duty, but on guard ·mounting and parades. The trousers were provided
b> a tailor of San Antonio by private contract, made of a fair quality of linen, for
$1.25 per pair. Straw ha.ts were worn during that year on all occasions except guard
mounting and parade. 'l'he use of the white trousers, excepting by the b:rod, was
-discontinued on account of changes of companies, the new comers not having them,
and no arrangements being made to provide thorn.
·
.
At the present time a good many men in this department have had their stablefrocks and overalls, after they have been bleached and have ceased to shrink, altered
to neat fitting and comfortable clothes that look neat and soldierly, and tbat can only
be distinguished from linen by close examination. I recommend that this practice be
allowed in orders. It would be a good step forward in the reform in dr~ss so m1;1ch
needed in this climate, and it would be a convenient method of testing the desirability, usefolness, and economy of a white cotton uniform.
The problem of healthfulness of cotton for garments bas already been solved bytbe
Qnartermaster's Department in allowing stable-frock1,, overalls, and the canvas clothes
for fatigue and working pmposes. Experience bas dernonst.rated that all t~ese cotton articles are healthful, notwithstanding the fact that the men, while weanng them
at, grooming horses and hard policing, perspire more than a~ any other dnty they perform in th<>ir woolen uniforms.
A light, cool uniform, especially for fatigue, of any fa.bric, cut, or color, would ue
bailed with delight by the troops in this department for summer wear. :My prefer'(lnce would be for a rnaterial for coat, blouse, aqd trousers two-thirds cotton and onethird wool and dyed a light dust color.

The commanding general of the department, Brjg. Gen. D.S. Stanley,
in forw~rding Assistant Surgeon Carter's report, says:
I have for many years been convinced of the necessity, for health, of a light summer
uniform_for troops serving in Texas, and especially in that portion of it lying 011 the
lo"er R10 Grande. The neces,sity for a uniform of this kind exists for seven m?111~ of
ilie sear. In my opinion this uni form should be of linen. It should consist of a !men
blouse of straw color and of white linen duck trousers, with a white helmet, _C!) 11 •
structed to come we~l over the neck and forehead, so as to protec.t them both. I tlllllk
the snmmer undershirt should be of knit cotton aucl the summer drawers of unblea;:hed
cotton.

Cordilleras.-The clothing furni hed the troops in this region wa..:
repo1:ted to be of excellent quality ancl well acfaptecl to the need of tlle
men rn bot~1 the northern ( cl middle groups of posts, but in the outll~rn group frequent complaiut were made. of its un 'Uitability for tll
rnteu ·el:Y hot clin~ate of that locality. The remark previon Jy mad
c?nc,•rnmg the clothing of tlie troop in the southern divi ion of ti.I
1·. ~t Plm_n_ apply ·wi~h qual force here, and fnllyillustrat th_e.1_r ' a 1hng op1rnon of_ m ~heal offic r.· a. to the a(fri ability of furm, llm
to t_li tro~p ·ervrng· m the. , liot cli tricts clothiug better adapted to
h ' 11 ' r 'qn1remen · than that now in u e.
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WATER SUPPLY.

Atlantic Ooast.-At nearly all the stations in this region the water
supply was reported to be pure and abundant, and at 1:1-one of the1;11
was any impairment of the health of the command attributed to this
source. At David's Island, N. Y., in N ovembe.r, the supply was reported to be inadequate; and at Willets Point, N. Y., in Feb_rnary,
the post surgeon stated that an additional supply of water was 1mperatiYely necessary, and recommended that it be obtained from the town
of Flushing, Long Island.
Northern Lakes.-Tbe post surgeon at Fort Brady, l\Iich., in his
January report, says that water is obtained from boles cut through the
ice; in April, that the supply is not satisfactory; and in May, that it
is better than at last report, and ample for all purposes except in case
of fire.
Prairies.-At Fort Siss~ton, Dak., in January, the post surgeon hav ing stated that the water supply was insufficient in quantity and of poor
quality, the commanding officer forwards bis report with the following
inclorsement:
.
.The post is supplied with rain water from twenty-seven cisterns; in the winter
with ?locks of ice by wagon, and with a water wagon when the supply from the cisterns 1s not sufficient. Last winter many of the cisterns froze solid, and in the balance a crust of ice formed so thick as to render them useless. There are no screens
to t_he pipes that feed the cisterns, nor :filters in t he cisterns. When the cisterns were
policed.last spring dead vermin of various kinds were found in many of them. The
first ram of the season is not :fit for domestic use. The troughs and feed-pipes are
1·usted and have never been painted.
·

No improvement is noted until October, when it is stated that the
su_pply of water is satisfactory, but that it is obtained from a lake 9
~mies f~om the post. In December the post surgeon writes that water
1s obtarned by melting ice.
At Fort Riley, Kans., in February, the post surgeon reports that the
~upply of water obtained from the Kansa.s river is abundant, but that
~ts quaiity is bad. The prevalence of intestinal disorders at the post
1s attr1buted to the use of this water. In October it is stated that
~vater is obtained from a well, but that its quality is doubtful and that
it should be boiled and :filtered before being used.
·
Great Plains.-At Fort Assinniboine, Mont., the post surgeon repor_ts, in the month of January, that the water in Beaver Creek from
wh~ch the supply for the post is taken is very low, and the quality deter10rated; that two cases of typhoid fever and two of diphtheria have
occur~ed ~uring the month, and recommends boiling all the wa,ter used
for drmkrng. . In September he states that diarrhma and dysentery are
preval_ent, due to the bad quality of the water used; that Beaver creek
is entirely dry, and that certain wells at the post are dangerous to
health, and should be filled up. In October be says that the quality of
the water is better, the supply being hauled from the creek 5 to 9 miles
aboye the post, and that only one new case of diarrbma bas occurred
~lurmg the month. In November he writes that the supply is increased
m q1~antity, but that there is danger of its being contaminated by the
herdmg of cattle in the vicinity of the stream.
;At Fort Meade, Dak., in .August, the post surgeon reports that heavy
ran~s? following a long drought, have loaded the water with organic imp~r~ties and produced much sickness; in September, that the well is
fa1lmg and the water is of very poor quality; in December, that the
quantity is sufficient, but the quality poor, that to the latter fact is due
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the increased prevalence of intestinal disorders at the post, and that
the water supply should receiYe immediate attention.
At Fort McKinney, ·wyo., in February the supply was reported to be
ample, but the quality poor because of the presence of a large amount
of organic matter.
At Fort Niobrara, Nebr., the supply was on several occasions during
the year reported to be insufficient.
At Camp Supply, Ind. 'rer., the post surgeo'n thought it too hard.
At Fort Elliott, Tex., in January and May, it is stated that the water,
which is obtained from a creek, is turbid and unwholesome.
At Fort Stanton, J's . .Mex;, the post surgeon says in his June reriort
that the post is supplied with hard water, pumped from a well in~o elevated tanks and distributed through iron pipes; that t~e well_ 1s too
shallow, and too near the bed of tbe Rio Bonito, which is descnb~d as
a stream of variable Yolume, badly polluted by sewage, and v~ry likely
~o contaminate the water of the well by seepage through the ~nterv~nmg bed of sand. To remedy the evil, be recommends that the R10 Bomto
be turned into its old channel, which is at a safe distance from the well.
On July 30 it is reported that up to the beginning of the rains, on the
19th of that month, the water supply had been exceedingly scanty;
water in quantity sufficient to Qe pumped had disappeared from the
well; drinking water had to be hauled a distance of 4 miles, and cholera
morbus was attacking the families of enlisted men, who used impure
water from a small spring at the head of an abandoned ice-pond. After
the ad vent of the rains an abundance of muddy water was flowing through
the acequias in the post. On August 30 he says: "It has been demonstrated that a surface well can not be relied on to furnish the water for
!:\i part of the year. It is certain, moreover, that water from such a ,~ell
very nt3ar the bed of a filthy little stream will be subject to pollution
by seepage from that stream."
At Fort Bliss, Tex., in September, the supply of water is reported to
be insufficient,
.
At Fort Ringgold, Tex., the post surgeon reports, in September, th~t
the water of the Rio Grande, from which stream the post supplY' 18
pumped, is,. during the greater portion of the year, so muddy as to be
unfit to use, for domestic purposes even, until it has ?een fil~ered or allowed to deposit its sediment by standing, and that 1t ~on tams_ so large
an amount of organic matter as to be unsafe for drinkmg. His rep_ort
is accompanied l>y a plan.of a '\"Cry simple and ingenious condensrng
apparatus to be attached to the boiler of the pumping engine, an~l the
recommendation is made that the distilled water to be thus obtamed,
and after being properly aerated be used for drinking exclusively.
From a ~ubsequent report it appe~rs that this plan wa~ adopted, anc~
that a fall' supply of excellent drinking water was obtamed by me~n
• of tbe improvised condenser. It was found however, that. supplymu
thi' condenser with steam direct from tbe boii'er occasioned con iderable
lo · of engine power, and it was therefore propo:;;ed to uRe, for the P~1rP~ ·e.?f furni~hing t~e distillecl water required, the cond~n er?~ an ICe
m<IChme, which had Just been furnished tlle poi-;t aml winch ut11Izec~ tl~
exhau t steam f~om the pumping engine. From a later report it 1
gath re_d that tln · arrangement proved sati factory.
.
Cordilleras.-At a~ w tations in the southern portion of the region
11 . ,va_t r wa' E-iai<l t be unpalatable or tnrbi<l and at one, Fort Grant
~·Jz., it ,~·a. <lefi ien in quantity; but in non~ of the anitary repo_r ~
wa m ntiou ma<l' of any impairrnen of the health of tbe troop , which
conl l lJ tr< · ·<1 t the wat ~r ·upply a, a omce.
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Pacific.-A.t Fort Gaston, Cal., in August and October, it was stated
that the supply was insufficient for purposes of bathiug, irrigation, all<l
flushing of drains ; at t\..ngel Island, Ual., that it was somewhat limited
in quantity during the summer, but of good quality; at Fort ,vinfield
Scott, Cal., in April, that it was insufficient to allow the proper flu "hing of w::tter-closets and drains ; and at Benicia Barracks, Cal., in October, that it was barely sufficient in quantity, thougll of good quality.
BATHING F ACILI'.l'IES.

. In many, if not in most, of the older barracks and quarters the provis1.on made for purposes of personal cleanliness of the occupants, in the way
of properly-constructed bath-rooms and lavatories, is notoriously inadequate and unsatisfactory, and, in the construction of some of the more
~odern buildings as well, this most important feature has either n_ot- been
gIVen the prominence which it deserves, or has been neglected altogether.
In but very few of the sanitary reports of medical officers is the statement made that the bathing facilities are adequate and properly con~tructed, while in many reports, particularly those of western posts, reiterated complaints are made of deficiencies in these respects.
The following extract from the report of the post surgeon at Fort
S~~nton, N. Mex., for the month of November, fairly illustrates the concht10n of affairs which is known to exist at many other posts as well:
l' The barracks are genei'ally devoid of conveniences necessary for comfort a11d clean.1ness. 1'1?,e board wash-houses provided are so cold in winter that men can not bathe
m them without seriously endangerino· their health; the rapid evaporation in this
rare atmosphere requires that great c~e should Le exercised in exposing the moist
surf~c.e of the body to currents of cold air. " * * This post is sorely in need of
bathrng facilities; those that are at hand are so crude as to fairly forbid their use.
Tl:e proper bathing facilities have not been provided in the barracks of the men, and,
with few exceptions, the officer s' quarters have no bath-rooms. * * * I have in
the summer time seen numbers of men making their way, after retreat, to a small hole
of water, a mile or more from the post, for the purpose of taking an imperfect bath.
LATRINES.

Atlantic Ooast.-The location of most of the posts in this region is
such that it is a comparatively easy matter to apply a system of water
oarriage to the closets and other similar convenience provided for the
use of the troops. This has been done to a great extent, and, in consequence, the reports of medical. officers in this region contain but few
allusions to the unsanitary conditions which are so frequently noted
in other regions, where the :filthy aud dangerous privy vault, cess-pool,
and sink are in common use. Of the defects reported none were of such
a nature that they could not have been remedied by a little more thorough police, or by a few inexpensive changes in fixtures.
Northern Lalces.-In the sanitary report of Fort Snelling, Minn., for
l\Iarcb, Surgeon 0. H. Alden,· the post surgeon, says:
I had the honor on the 15th of December, 1884, soon [ifter my arrival at this post, to
invite attention to the highly unsatisfactory arrangement of the sinks at this post,
especially in view of the possible invasion of cholera. Happily no such invasion occurred last year, but it may during the summer now approaching; and as this unsatisfactory condition still exists, I deem it my duty to again invite attention to the subject. Owing to the situation of the post on a narrow tongue of land with underlying
rock, most of the sinks are placed along the edge of the Muff, very nel'tr the barracks
and quarters, the fmcal deposits falling into very shallow pits just inside the edge, or
down its more or less sloping face. It is impossible to cover ihese deposits with
earth or to disinfect them properly, ancl in warm weather the air in the vicinity necessarily becomes very offensive. If cholera is brought to this post these deposits would
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inev:i~ab~y become -0ont,aminated au(l the disease rapidly spread. The sinks for tbe
fanulI~s 1~ the old stone hospital building, and in the wooden officers' quarters, are
-0ver pits 1~ the ro-0k or dug in the sand, and are but little less dangerous than those
first mentioned.
·
The 1:eme~y sug~ested in the report of December 15, 18134, auove referred to, was
the ent1~e fhscontmuance of the sinks now in use, the removal of the deposits as far
as practicable! and the introdncti-' n of the earth-closet system. It was contemplated,
I understand, 111 connection wit-h the introduction of water into the post, uow in progress, to have sink-holes drilled down throuo·h the rock under the railroad track and
into the river; these holes were to lie flushed occasionally witll water frorn the pipes
a;11d thus the deposits carried off. It appears, however, that this iJlan can not ~e earned out for want of fuuds. Even if carried ont it would have been but a partial relief, as it applied only to two sinks for the men and left the officers' and married sol<1iers'. quarters wit~ the preseut defective arra~gements.
.
.
It 1s well recogmzed that the only safe pbu of sewage disposal 1s to ~emove it
promptly aud completely to a safe distance from inhabitell bmlclings. If it can not
be done ~.V the agency of water, the earth-closet plan is the best substitute, and, un, ~er the c~rcnr_n~tances at this post, is t,he ouly practica,b1e one. The expense to be
1~c~ured 1s tnfl.rng, beiug only for the boxes to place under the Aeats. Dry earth and
-d1srnfectants should he freely used, an<l the boxes emptied daily. It is deemed unneces~ar7 ~o elaborate the plan in detail, as it is simple. Further suggestions can be
made if it 1s to be carried on t. Such earth-closets are in nse, I understand, at several
posts iu this Department, and work wdl. Durincr the past winter it has been relied
upon exclusively in the hospital at this post,, and proved entirely satisfactory.

In October it is stated that new sinks have been constructed for
the enlisted men, but beyond this no improvement is noted during the
year.
·
Gii?f Ooast.-At Jackson Barracks, La., in March, tbe post su_rgeon
reports that the privies used by the men are in bad condition, owmg to
their faulty construction and to insufficiev t ventilation.
.
Prairies.-l\fany complaints were made by medical officers durm g
the year of the unsanitary condition of sinks and other similar conveniences· provided at posts in this region. The privy vault was _generally condemned as being a most objectionable and dangerous nmsance.
At posts where they were in use repeated and strenuous e~ort~ were
made by medical officers to secure theirremoval, and the substitution for
them of water or earth closets, but their efforts were not, as a rule, attended with any great measure of success. The condition of affair_s
,here alluded to is well illustrated by the following extract from a samtary report made by Assistant Surgeon A. A. DeLoffre at Fort Totten,
Dak., in the month of January:
The sanitary condition of the barracks ancl of all the buildings at the post i
good, except in the case of the officers' quarters. In the latter the bad sanitary condition is occasioned by the fact that the privy vaults are, with one or two e:s:cep·
tions, filled to within a few feet of the surface. I bave uot been able to a. certam
when they were last emptied, and it iH my belief that the contents have not been.removed since the quarters were built. I see by the plan of the quarters that the privy
vault is within a very few feet of the wall of the cistern; in fact, at one point, the "'"all
of one touches that of the other. In Rome cases the water of the cistern has bccom_e
so much pollnted by the transndation of the contents of. the privy as to render it
unfit even for _washing purposes. I deem it of the utmost importance that ~h_e cont~nts of the pnvy vaults shall be removed as soon as possible; and as the pn nes are
s1 tnateJ. too near the cisterns I woul<l. recommend the discontinuance of the ,ault
system.
.'
. It bas been proposed by the Quartermaster's Department to build other privy rnult
~n t~e yards? som distance away from the quarter , thereby doing away with the_ o~- •
Jectwnab1e features of the present system. That plan would an wer very well if it
,~er~ not for the ~everity of thi · climate during the winter month. ; but when ""e
cou ir1P.r that, clnrrng at least three months the mercury seldom ranrre a.bo,·e z ro,
an,l that we constautly have b1izzardH aucl <iriftinrr snow it mu t be ~ddent that th
~omfort of th inmate r qnirc·s th clo ·et to be a~ near
the quarter a po ibl
.m<l tha t!H:r. shall be a, ·ov r ·<l way 1 adiu,r to it.
·
Aft r tlunkmg them: tt rover \'Cl'\~ car full,· it.-e m to 111 th t bv far th ohea r
1au. voulr1 h<: to introt1uce the ,1rv-earth sys't~m at th officer ' quarter. an<l at th
0 pita]. lu ord •r to <lo that, alt' that "·0111;1 he ~eqnire<l wonl<l lie two' galYanized

to
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iron troughs for each closet, and the necessary altera~ions to the cl?sets. The contents of the troughs can easily be removed once or twice a week durrng th~ summer,.
and perhaps less often in winter, and the troughs thoroughly cleaned. Such a system, according to my mind, would be heal thful and inexpensive, as well as convenient, and I can not too strongly urge its adoption.

. To this recom mendation the commanding officer raised the objection
t hat, during the intensely cold weather of winter, the contents of the
boxes of the proposed earth -closets would be frozen solid, and consequently very difficult of removal, and that the task of clea.uing them at
any time would be a disctgreeable one for the enlisted men required to
perform it. To these objections Assistant Surgeon De Loffre replied:.
In regard to the objections contained in the third indorsement, I would state that I
have seen the system of earth-closets which I recommend in successful operation at
Fort Sill, Ind. T. , and at Madison Barracks, Sackett's Harbor, N. Y. The climate at
the latter post is practically the same as this. Of course a certain amount of labor
will be requi!ed to empty the troughs, etc., but two men with a cart can do all_ t~e
work. It will be no more offensive to remove the contents of the troughs than 1t 1s,
to remove the slops from the kitchens, which is now being done by the troops. It
seems to me that the likes or dislikes of the men in this matter should not be taken
into _consi_qeration. If the troughs are made of iron, there will be no difficulty in r_emovmg: the c~ntents when frozen, for a little hot water poured into the troug_hs will
almost 1mmed1ately loosen the contents, so that they can be dumped entire, or for that
matter, the troughs may be placed over a fire for a few minutes, which will have the
SaJ?e ~ffect. The plan proposed by the quartermaster, of course, removes the chief
ObJect10~ t~ the present system of privy vaults. It must be remembered, howe_ver,
t hat wb1le 1t does away with one trouble_. it only puts off another; for, after a time,
t~e new vault will have to be abandon ed and another ont3 dug, which in its turn
will also pass through the same process. Thus after a time, more or less r emote, our
back yards will have become honey-combed with pits, and the soi] impregnated with
sewage, thereby becoming a source of grave danger to health.

In May and October he again calls attention to the condition of these·
vaults, and in the latter report says that the matter bas been frequently,
reported on, but that nothing bas been done to remedy the defect.
T_he p~st ~urgeon at the post of San Antonio, Tex., Surgeon J. P~.
Wright, rn his s&,nitary repo:rt for the month of May, says:
I wo~1ld ~lso invite attention to the importance of the use of such disinfectantsr
(carbolic acid, for instance) in the privy boxes, and in the refuse wagons and carts,
as_ s~all deter domestjc animals from consuming the excrement removed from the·
pnvi~s. The usual infection of man with tapeworm is through the domestic animal,
esl?ec1ally the dog and pig; and from this poirit of view it is advisable that these
ammals s_ho?ld be protected as far as possible. The hydatid tapeworm ( Tamia eohinooooouB ), m its adult form, exists occasionally in vast numbers in the sm~ll intestines
of t~e dog and wolf. In its larval condition, only, this parasite infects man, producu;1g hydatid tumors, of which there are several varieties. A hydatid tumor (of
the liver, for iD'Btance) is a very grave disorder, and ordinarily is beyond medical
t~eat~e~t. Especial care ought, therefore, to be taken in reference to the ultimate
disposition_ of excrement from the privy boxes, in order to prevent the propagation
of tl:e various forms of tapeworm in· the intestines of domestic animals. The end_em1c prevalence of troniro in this command gives pertinence to the above sugges-

~oo.

.

. Great Plains.-The post surgeon at Fort Assinniboine, in his &an1tary report for the month of February, recommends that troughs and
bucke~s be provided as urinals for the men; in October, that a greater
quantity of dry earth be used in the sliding boxes of the earth-closets;
and in December he states that, on account of the extremely cold
weather, it is not practicable to use dry earth in the boxes. At Fort
Maginnis, in July, it is reported that a sink is full and offensive; at
Fort Ouster, in December, that the officers' water-closets are in bad
condition; at Fort Niobrara, in May, that certain sinks are offensive
and require removal; at Fort Robinson, in April and June, that privy
vaults require to be disinfected with dry earth, and that garbage should
not be allowed to enter cess-pools; at Fort Lyon, in February, that the·
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yards in r ear of the officers' quarters are" honey-combed with old privy
vaults," and, in November and December, that the privies are filthy
and should be replaced by earth-closets; at Camp Supply, in .August,
that privy vaults should be filled up and their use discontinue<l on ac?Ount of the danger of contaminating the water supply; at Fort Reoo,
m June, that the privies are filthy and dangerous, and that earth-closets should be substituted for them ; at Fort Stanton, in June and December, that the filthy privy vaults should be replaced by the earthcloset; at Port Hancock, in February, that the boxes of the _ear~hclosets leak badly; and at Fort McIntosh, in March, that no hqm~s
should be thrown into the boxes, and that dry earth should be used m
them more freely.
.
Cordillqras.-Tbe condition of the privies, sinks, etc., provided for
the use of the troops in this region seems to have been generally most
unsanitary. Where vaults and cess-pools were in nse they were, as
might ?e expected, usually reported by medical officers to be dan~er, ous nmsauces; but, as the same complaints were reported mont~ aftH
month, it <loes not appear that any material improvement was effected.
The post surgeon at Fort Douglas, Utah, in July report~ a cas~ of
typhoid fever, and thinks the infection can be traced to certam old smks
in use by the men. At Fort Huachuca, Ariz., in April, it i~ stated
that the privies in the rear of the officers' quarters are offensive and
dangerous, and that their liquid contents percolate underneath !he
houses, tqe privies being on higher ground than the quarters to whw_h
they are attached. Similar reports are made in May and July. In this
connection it is worthy of note that 7 cases of typhoid fever occurred
at this post from July to December.
.
Pacific.-At Vancouver Barracks, Wash., on several occasions dur• ing the year, sinks and urinals in use by the enlisted men were reported
to be filthy and malbdorous. In his July report the post surgeon,
Surgeon J. W. Williams, says:
The general police of the post, as well as the special police of the barracks and ba_rrack grounds, were properly attended to, 11,nd more than ordinary care, p~rpaps, paid
to deodorizing and disinfecting the company sinks. Notwithstanding th1scare the_re
was not a day during the month that these sinks did not emit foul odors. T!le
reason for this was that pit sinks which present the superficial area. th_e e do (48
square feet) can not be thoroughly deodorized and disinfected with the limited means
at command. Pit sinks belong properly to t h e field, an<l should have no place at a
post, where they are a standing menace to the health of the troops using them so_long
as they remain. The chief objection to their use at posts is that, whereas samtary
science, as at present understood, insists upon the immediate or speedy removal of all
excreta, pit sinks are intended to store up and retain this excreta for month~ at a
ti.me. A simple calculation will show the extent of the evil as it existed here m the
mo~th of July. The!e were ten pit sinks in use during that month,·t~e agg~ega!e
cubic contents of which amounted to 1,200 cubic feet of excreta. The difficulties m
the way of deodorizing and disinfecting such a mass of filth must be appar_ent.
There are two approved plans for sinks which meet the modern requirement of
sp~edy removal of excreta from the post, viz, the water-closet and the earth-clo _t
pnvy .. The first plan is the best, because the removal of the excreta to t~e sewer 1'
1mmed1ate, and the flushing can be done without trouble or labor, and 1s the one I
would, and do,. recommend. The earth-closet privy is only effective and safe when
th~ contents of the boxes are removed every night, which entails a, large am~mnt of
dally work upon those who a.re specfally charged with emptying and cleansmg the
boxes.

~t B nicia Barrack , Cal., in September, A i tant Surgeon C. K.

Wmn , the po t urgeon, says:

!

10 0 111 Y ~ m of l_atrinC's has be n iu u · since the post w-a e tablif,hed, and r ·
eil fr~m timntotmrnwh n JH.:crsflary until the ground in rear ofthe barrack aotl
<t inrt r 1
n
• ml'd with tille<l-np pit., ~bil the soil, a retentive adobe re ting O
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sandstone retains the e:s:creta for a.u indefinite time. For years aftPr tlto cstabli ·hment of the post no other system was pmcticable, bub Ho,,, with the nnlimitecl water
supp ly available when the post is connectf>Cl with the Benicia Yrater-worlrn, a thorough
and permanent system of sewerage cau be made, with water-clo ets for barracks and
quarters.

At San Diego Barracks, Cal., on several occasious during tl.Je . ear,
the post surgeo n alln<les to the dangerous condition of t1Je p1fry Yanlts
and cess-pools in use at that post, and urges that earth-closets be substituted for tliem .
DRAINAGE.

Atlantic Cuast.-At Watertown Arsenal, Mass., the post surgl'Oll
states, iu ,January, that the station has rw seweni, and no draiuage in
the proper seu~e of the term; this condition is reported m1changed np
to the t-'n<l of tlrn sear. At ·wmets Point, N. Y., in ~Jauu~r.r, tbe post
snrgeon reports that tile drainage is almost entirely snpertieial; a11d in
Jnue and N overn ber that the prevalence of follicular tousilliti.-i in r he
command is to be attributed to defecth·e drai1iage a1J(l sem.• rage. Pt
Fort Monroe, Va., many defects in the arrangem<-nt of the draim;, ventilating pipes, soil pipes, and traps of the sewerage Rystem of 11.Jat post
are noted in the sanitary report for August, aud the proper remedies
suirgested.
Pra,iries.-At the majority of the posts of this region the drainage
was reported to be good; at a few of them, however, detects more or
less serious were found to exist, due either to the unfa,orable locat~on
of the post, and the absence of properly constructed artificial rlrains, or
to carelesRness and, in some cases, disobedience of orders in the disposal
of Rlops and kitchen, bath room, and laundry w·aste ..
Great Plains.-While at most of the .military stations in this region
tb~ drainage was reported to be satisfactory, Ht some of them serious
detects existed, due chiefly to the unfavorable location of the posts, and
t~e absence of any suitable system of artificial drains. At many stations o:ffensi\--re cess-pools were in nse, and complaints "·ere frequently
made_ of the tLrowing of kitchen and laundry slops Llpo11 tl.10 groull(l in
the vicinity of the quarters both of enlistecl men arnl officers, notwiths~a~ding the fact, in some instances, tlJat the practice bad been prohibited by the exp ress o'rders of the post comma11den,, a.nd that, proper
receptacles had been provided- for the liquid was!e. At Fort. Stanton,
~- Mex., and Fort Hancock, Tc•x., the drainage was reported to be particularly bad.
C~rdilleras.-At a majority of the posts of this region n·atural drainage is relied upon, to the exclusion of any elaborate l:!,rtificial system,
but the conditions of location, soil, climate, etc., appear to ba,·e been
so favorable that deficiencies which, un<ler other conditions, might affect
most injuriously the health of the command, were thiR ,rear scarcely felt
a~ a!l, and probably played but an insignificant part in the causation
of disease at the posts where they existed.
HABITS OF THE MEN.

In this connection the remarks of medical officers were as a rule confined to tlrn simple statement that the llabits of tbe men \"\ere "good,"
"very good," '' excellent," etc.
The post surgeon at Fort Buford, Dak., in l1i.s April report, saJ·s:
'' Venereal disea~es barn appeared coiucideutly with the arrival of Indians m the ,~icimty of the pest."
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WORK OF THE RECORD .AND PENSION D IVISION FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1887.
. The number of official calls upon the record and pension division durmg the year, for information a.s to the cause of death in cases of deceased
soldiers, and for tlrn hospital record of invalids, was 54,340, being 988
morn tlrnn the num her of similar applications during the previous year.
Including the 8,581 cases remaining unanswered at the end of the last
fiscal year, the total uuruber of cases to be disposed of was 62,921.
. Of the new cases, lG,403 were received from the Commissioner of Pensions, 35,55~ from the Adjutant-General of the .Anny, and 2,385 from
miscellaneous sources.
Replies Lave been furnished to the proper authorities in 62,627 cases,
of which rn,899 were fumished to the Commissioner of Pensions, 43,061
to the .Adjutaut-Geueral of the Army, and 2,667 to miscellaneous applicants, leaving 294 cases to ue reported on at the end of the ~seal
year. In addition to the number of reports above stated as furmshed
to the CommissionPr of Pe11sions, 1,G:J2 have been prepared and furnished the same officP;r by the administrative and miscellaneot!s bra:1_ch
of the office; ruakiug a total of 18,531 furnished to the Pension Office
. .
(direct) during the year.
The arrearage of 8,581 cases which existed ou July 1, the begmnm~
of the fiscal year, had increased to ~,511 on December 13. .As the chvision was working prior to this date, the bulk of tlle cases was delaye_d
· in the office from two and one.half to three months from the Jate of their
receipt until they were finally disposed ot By a reorganization_of the
force, aud the adoption of other methods of work, the causes which led
to this dela,y were removed; t<, meet the greatly increased nu mber of
calls made upon the division by the .Adjutant-0-eneral and the Uo~missioner of Pensions, the clerks were called upon to work a certam
time each day beyond the regular office hours; and, on March 12, the
number of cases remaining unanswered bad been reduced to 353, all of
which were in the hands of the clerks, and the oldest of which had been
received but four days previously.
.
.
On June 30, the close of the fiscal year, but 294 cases, all of which
had been received within three days, remained unanswered.
With the system now in force any call for information from the record"
of this office, relative to pension claims, can be answered in from one to
three davs. ·
During· the year 8,470 folios of worn and dilapidated ho pita_l re_gi 'ters of sick and wounded, containiug 281,643 e11tri1.: ·, were coined rnto
new books, as also 3,141 eutries from worn prescription book·.
In April lai-;t tl1e " 'Ork of copyiug-011 separate printed slip th~ name~
aud medical histories of the sick and wounded soldier , couta111ed on
the ho pital records, wa commenced and up to tlte 30th of Jnue a total
of 16 ,687 names and histories had been so copied. The ·e lip' are a·ort •_d and arranged in alphabetical order by regiments, o that t!Je
ho 'P~tal record of a soldier who may haYe been treated in a uumbe~· of
hospital aml_at different time aud place', may be nndily fouu<l m t b·
u the la1 or10u · aud ·ometime unsucces ful earch of the worn aucl
faded ri ina~ ho pita! r cord now required to 'be mad · au<l t~ey ~en'
at th am tun th double purpo e of a copy aucl a general mdex.
~h r w r r c lY cl during they ar from medical ffic r in charg ot
military tation and command 2,026 consolidated monthly reports of
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sick and wounded. The statistical information contained on tht>Se reports has been tabulate<l, arnl the 11nmes of the deceased and di ·eharg·ed
soldiers entered on the alplrn.betical registers of tue office. Th "'re Wl're
also received and .filed 1,336 monthly reports ofexa.rniuatious of reernirs,
110 special reports of interesting cases, 102 surgical reports, aud l,55('j
monthly sanitary reports. There were also received and filed 171
bound volumes of 1wspital records; 2!) volumes were transmitted to
the office of the Adjutant-General, and 1 to tho office of the Quartermaster-General, leaving a total of 18,922 volumes on .file at the eud of
the year.
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM.
Twenty-one hundred and twenty-three specimens were added to the
mnsenm during tlie year; nn increase of 768 ornr the number added the
ttr 1 ·<·edi11g year. This makes the total number of specimens in the mu.- c 1111 ,June 30, 26,072, classified as follows :
Pat IJO!ogical Section :

Specimens.

In museum June 30, 1886_. _--· _. ___ • ______ .• ____ . _____ ••••••.• ____ •••.
Received during the year .. ____ .. ___ . ______ .• _••• _____ ..•• --· .. _--·____

9,583
235

Iu runseum Jone 30, 1887. _____ ..••••••••••.•••••.••••. ·----· ·-·-·· __

9,8:38

8,·ct.ion of Comparative Auatorny:
1n mnscnrn June 30, 1886 .......••••. ________________ ·----- ______ ••••••
Received during the year ...•..•... ______________ ·--··· ______ --··______

1,622
52

Iu museum Jone 30, 1887 .. _••••• _••..•• __ .••••••••••••. ___ •• .••••. ..

1, G74

Anatomical Section:
1H mnsenm June 30, 1886 ...••. ______ .••••••••••. ----·· ____________ ....
Received during the year ______ .__________ .•.... __________ .............

2, 3-1;,

In museum June '.:O, 1887 .••••..••••. --·· ---· ---- .••••. -----· .••••. -·

2,932

Microscopical Section:
In museum June 30, 188G ______ •... -----· ____' •..••• ·-·-·· -----· ·----· -Received during the year. ___ .... ____ .. - -- ..•• --· -- - -- .. - - - -· -- - - ---· ··

9,510
f>36

In museum June 30, 1887 ..•••• ·-·--· ·----· ______________ •••• --·· ____

10,046

GU7

;\'I i.~cellaneous Section :

In museum June 30, 18tl6 . _. ~ ...•••••••••. _.: _•... ____ ..••••••• _. _. ___ •
Received during the year_ _______________ ..•. ·----·- .•••••.•..•. ________

346 .
438

In museum Juno 30, 1887 .. _...•...• _...• ___ .. _•• _..•. _•••..•• __ . _. _.

784

P ,ovisional Section:
Pathological specimens in museum June 30, 1886 .. ___ .• _•• _.••. _ •••. -- . Hcceivedduring tho ,rear ........................ ·----· .••••.•••. ··---·

270
173

Pathological specin .ens in museum June 30, 1887 __ . _ .. ___ .••• __ . _....

443

Anatomical specimens in m nscnm J nno 30, 18r3fi ... __ ..• _.•.••.•• - .. _...
Received during the year ........ ·--_ .. ____ ...... ··--·· ______ ···--·....

~73
62

Anatomical sprciruons iu mnsrurn Juno 30, · 1887 ____ .....••..••••• __ __

335

The more interesting spccime11s added to the rnuseurn collection <luriug the ,year en<ling June 30, 18-'H, were a series of plaster casts and bouy
preparations collected hy the late Prof. Ii'. II. Hamilton, of New York;
models of the heart and vessels of Yarions fishes, mussels, etc., prepared by Auzoux, of Paris; skeleto11s aucl crania of ancient Laps and
Fin us; a series of corroded. metal injectioll specimens of tho vessels of
the kidney, liv-er, and lung, and a eries of old microscopes illustrating
8925-w 87-- 43
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th? gradual improvement iu these instrmnents during the last two centuries.
With the removal of the museum to the new fire-proof building wi!l
u_llllou_btedly come large accessions of specimens contrilmteu by physicians m all parts of the United States.
'rhc recommendation made in the last annual report that authority
b~ granted by Congress for the publication of an illustrated catalogue
ot the museum is respectfully reuewed. A large part of the manu·
~cript for such a catalogue has been prepared and it will form a. work
rn three large volumes, which will be of great value and interest to the
.me~ical profession and will be of great benefit to the museum jtsel f.

LIBRARY.
The following table shows the additions made to the Jihrary duriug
the fiscal .rear:
Description.

::i:~!t{~~:~~!~to·~~:::
.- :: :::::: :::.-.-.·. ::: :::·:::: ::: ::
Bound theses ................ .... .............•.......
~iii/1~~aif~lri~sok~·: :::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::·: .: ::::
Total...... ................................. .......

~:ii~~l th[L~;ti~i~:: ::::::.::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::: :::: .
Totltl.......................... . .............. ..

On band
.June 30, 1886.

.Ac1d c<l d11ri11g
fiscal y1 ar.

~4, 116
3, 532
85
1 3
1'.
331

1, 261
117

46, 368

Total, .June
30, 1887.
21>, 3~7
3,619
1, 385

· · · · · · · · · · · 2ai
1, 5r,2
6, 824 - -5_3_,1_92

5

8,433
85,IG
- - -76,'i'32
- - - -- -- ---=

i~: m

i: ~g;

~g~:

lOG,631 ---13,022

J- J19,G53
I

There were presented to tlic library <lnring tbc year 375 books and
5,G83 pamphlets.
There is urgent nee<l. of a large amonnt of bin<l.ing for the library,
th ere being now 7,400 volumes unbound, mauy of which ~re recent
works which arc almost daily called for !Jy rea<l.ers, lrnt which sbouJd
not be used until they arc l.)Ound. This accun1ulatio11 of unbound books
is due to the fact that the amount allowed for binding for .this office bas
been insufficient for several years.
· INDEX· CATALOGUE .

Vol1;t~e VIII of the In<lex.Oatalogue, iuclu<liug from '' Legie~" to
'' Med1cme.(~a,al)," forming a volume of 1,078 pages, bas been prrnted
and the c<l1t10n distributed to those iustitutions an<l persons who ba,e
received the previous volumes. The usefulness of this work to tlrn
medica:l writers and teachers, not onl.r of the Unite<l States but of otb~r
countnes, can hardly be overestimate<l and it i -rcry desirable tllat it
should ~e completed as rapidly as po;sil>Je. Tlrn preparation ~f. t~e
manusc~11)t of Volume IX is well a<lvanccd, aml the fir t part of it 1·
now gorng to press.
TTIE NEW MUSEUM AND LIIlRARY BUILDING.

I take grea~ plea ure in reporting that the new building to contain
th mu eum, h rary, and ho pital record for which there ha been u 11
~~~~nt nee , i n. w rapWly approacb~ ng'completiou. It i thoroughly
pr~of, and g1v , pa for arrangmg tbe ook , record and I 1·
1
1
ml . a' .m • way ~·hi h will ac.lcl larg Jv t th >ir utiJity.
J)ortion of th
m1 1 m ha' 1J n t 1rn <l over io tui,
~
Department, and the mo t ·im·
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portant part of the pension records and of the liurary ham lJeeu mornd
to it and thus made secure from fire.
In this connection I desire to express my appreciation of the care and
labor bestowed in the supervision of the construction of this building
by the officers who have had charge of it, viz, Col. T. L. Oasey aml Ool.
J. M. Wilson, of the U. S. Engineer Corps. Tiley have bad many difficulties, but it is believed that the result is as satisfactory as tile toolimited appropriation at their disposal for this work would permit.
HOSPITAL CORPS.

"An act to organize the Hospitai Corps of tlie Army of tlle U1,1ited
States" having been apprmred by the President, a board of competent
aud experienced officers was detailed to carr.v ont its purpose and prepare the necessary plans for its working detail~; the report of the board
having been approv·ed by the Secretary of War and promulgated in
orders to the Army, the necessary trausfers to the corps of enlistefl men
as acting hospital stewards and prirntes are being made as rapi<lly as
possible.
The conditions of transfer are such that tlle corps wiH co11sist of a
' bocl,y of intelligent men, who, under iustruct.ion from the medical officers
of the Army in the important dutfes of caring for the sick a11d attemlance upon the wounded, will furnish au organization under the control
of the Medical Department, which will enable it to meet prompt,l y all tlrn
accidents of peace ·and emergencies of war.
A system of lectures upon, and practical demonstration in, first aid
to the woundecl bas already been successfully introduced, and drills for
stretcher and ambulance service will soon be perfected.
The onerous and frequently dangerous service performed by the privates ?f the corps entitles them, in my opinion, to a.n extra pay. I
accordmgly recommend that an allowance of 20 ceuts per <lay ue nJ<led
to their present pay.
·
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL.

!Jnder the provisions of the act of August 4, 1886, makiug- appropri- _
at.Ion of·$15,000 "for the support and medical treatment of 75 t1·c1 nsien t
paupers, medical and surgical patients, in the city of vVashiugtou, u1t<ler
a contract to be made with the Providence Hospital by the SnrgeonGe?eral of the Army," a contract was duly entered into with the institut10n named, and has been fulfilled to my satisfaction, arn1 without
complaint on the part of the persons sent there for treatment. Tue
following is a statement of the amount of relief afforded under the appropriation :
Number of patients iu hospital July 1, 1886...... ...... ...... .... ...... ....
Number of patients admitted during the year..............................

86
823

Total number of patients treated....................................
909
Average number of patients admitted per month ....................... _...
GS
Nnmber remaining in hospital June 30, 1887 .... .... .... .. .... .•..•. .......
87
Total number of days' treatment afforded .............................•.... 31,706
Average number of days' treatment per patient............................
35
A,erage number of patients treated per day ............ ~---................
87
Longest term of treatment ................................ _......... days..
365
Shortest term oftreatment .......... ____ ............................ day..
1
Number of patients in hoApital during tho whole year .............. . .......
24

The patients included in the statement represent all classes of dise_ases, acute and chronic, except those of a contagious nature. The patients shown as having remainc<1 in hospital <luring the whoJe year are
paupers, incurable, without home or friends.
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This hospital was opened for the reception of patients January 17,
18S7, under charge of Maj. R. S. Vickery, surgeon, U.S. Army:
Aulllitted as patients from January 17 to June :30, 1887 .•........•.••••......... 4&
Returned to :sick leave ............. ............... _.............. .. . . .• . • •. 4
J.,eft hospital ................•........ ..................................... 2
Retnruedto company .....................•.......................•....•••. 8
Returned to duty-commissioned officers .......................... _........ ·- 2
ltetnrned to furlough . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 1
D icd ...... ~ .•••................••.... ..........•....................... · · · l ltl
Remaining in hospital June 30, 1887. . ... .. . • .. .••••. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .

27

The total number of applications from commissioned officers anll en·
listed men for admission is 53, of which 5 were rrjected.
The number of patients in tbe hospital July 1, 18S7, w11s-

t

Officers of the Army ................................. · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Officers of the Navy ................................. ·.···· · ············· -- · -- ·
Enlisted nien of the Army ...•....•••..... ............................... · · · · · ·

21

Total...................................................................

27

Total numlier of beds for patients, July l, 1887:
For officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
For enlisted men ......................... _................................ - - • .

16
64

It is believed that the benefits to tbe Army and NlW.Y from. the t~se
of the waters of this justly celebrate<l place will l>e great, and hberahty
in the supply of funds for its maintenance and improvement is earnestly
recommended.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The requirements of the Army as rega~·tls medical officers during the
past year have been as follows :
Number of permanent posts ................................•..............•...
Number of temporary posts and sub stations ........................... ········

13g
5

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 185
Number of military expeditions in the fiel<l. during the year ............... · · · · · ·

2

The service of but one medical officer was required with these expeditions; there were also 74 medical officers reported to this office. as
having been on duty with scouting parties a nd on other field service
during the year.
Tile Army Medical Board convened in New York City on the 6th of
April, 1885, was dissolved by order from the War Department dated
April 9, 1887. The following is a recapitulation of the work performed
by the Board during its session:
Assis~ant surgeons examined for promotion .................. -~···· ...... ··=···
Ca1;1d1dates for appointment in the Medical Corps invited to appear for exammat1 on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
Candidat sfoun<l.qualified ................................... ......... .....•.. 16
ga.ndiclates rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2~
audidates who withdrew after partial examination .....••..•..•••..... ·· · • · · · · _::
Total xamin cl .••••.•....•••..••••..•••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.• ••••
','ancl"d
nclicl. tt
1
•
a

R who f:
'R , . 110 ' 1

ii <l t • ppcn,
· t·ion..................... ........ .. 1
., r fo r .xa1n1na
c1in c1
app ar for xamina.tion ................ -. · · .. · -- -- · 5

'uwb r invited but note amiued ...................................... .
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One medical officer was examined and found qualified by a special
hoard convene~l in this city.
.
Tlrn llnrnes of the approved candidates have been submitted to the
Seeretary of War for appointment as assistant surgeo":s, and 12 have
th us far received such appointment, leaving 4 to be appomted as vacancies may occur.
Since the date of last report, 1 surgeon with the rank of major, and 1
surgeon and 1 assistant surgeon on the retired list, have died; 1 s~rgeon with the rank of major has been retired, 1 assistant surgeon ~1tu
the raYk of captain, and 3 assistant surgeons with the rank of :first hentcnant, have resigned.
Lieut. Ool. John Moore, assistant medical purveyor, was appointed
Surgeon-General, with the rank of brigadier-general, November 18,
1886, vice 1Wurray, retired from active service; 1 surgeon with the rank of
major bas been promoted to assistant medical purveyor with the rank
of lieutenant-colonel and 3 assistant surgeons with the rank of captain
?ave been promoted to surgeon with the rank of major; 7 appointments
m tlic grade of assistant surgeon have also been made.
There are no vacancies in the Medical Corps of the Army.
The medical officers who have died during the year are as follows:
Col. John F. Hammond, surgeon (retired), at Pougllkeepsie, N. Y.,
Septe~ber 29, 18SG.
Maj. andBvt. Lieut. Col. Bennett A. Clements, surgeon, at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., November 1, 1886.
Uapt. li'rank Reynolds, assistant surgeon (retired), at Oakland, Cal.,
March 4, 1887.
DISABLED MEDICAL OFFICERS.

There arc 16 medical officers on sick leave of absence; of these, 7
have been found. incapacitated for active service, and recommended for
retirement by Army retiring boards, viz: Asst. Surg; James W. BueIJ,
wlio Jrns been on sick leave since August 23, 1877; Wjlliam R. Steinmetz, who lias been on sick leave since September 16, 1878; J. V. De
Banne, who llas been on sick leave since June 22, 1879; Joseph Y.
Porter, who was ordered to his home by Special Orders No.136, Headquarters of the Army, A.. G. 0., June 15, 1885; F. W. Elbrey, who has
been on sick leave sinco July 26, 1882; Surg. B. E. Fryer, who has been
on _si_ck leave since July 1, 18S5, with the exception of five months, and
W1llrnm S. Tremai1:w, who has been on sick leave since February 10,
1885; G others arc regar<le<l as permanently disabled, leaving 179 medical officers for duty.
The nnmber of medical officers permanently disabled is becoming a
matter of serious embarrassment to the efficiency of tllis Department,
ay\l rcJH1br~ necessary the employment, under contract, of private phySJCrnns; an expensive and unsatisfactory procedure, to remedy which
it is hoped that Congress may be induced to take action by special or
general legislation.
With this view I urgently recommend that an increase of 20 assistant surgeons be authorized; which addition, it is believed, will meet the
necessities of the service.
JNO. MOORE,

Surgeon-General, U. S. Army.
The
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Table ~!towing the causes, number, and ratio per l,000 of rnean strength, of admi!sions to
sick 1·e,port, deaths, and discharges for disability occurring during the year ltl86.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Adm is·

Causes of admission to sick report.

eases, inelucling etjlS_ipelas _.. __ . __ . ___ .... _. . .

¥alarial fov~rs a:nd resulting conditions.. . . . . .

1~:1:lf!.s

Admis·
siii~tc to Dcatbs.
Dis·
report.
ability. sions to Deaths.
sick
ability.
report.

- - - - --~'--.=c..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_

Enteric fever ........ .. .... ................... .
Other specific, cc.:i.tagious, and infectious dis·

Dis·

f~;1Jl:~

_ __ 1_ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2 . .... .

3.15

12 ... . . _. ___ .... _.. . . .
155
1 . •. . . . . . .

. 90 .• ·•··•··

5. 39 .. . ....... - .. - .... - . -69. 66
• 45 ...... · · ·

Dli~~::.1r~~~~Jr:;rchoie;~ ~J~·rb~~:::::::::: .....200 ....... .......... 2.. .j34.- as· .............. ·.- oo
DOtyhscnteF'Y -··: ··· ;··-··-·- .... ...................... ... ·
er miasmat10 diseases......................
Gonorrhma and result;:,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Syphilis arnl results...........................
Other venereal diseases...................... ..
Vaccina .......... ... ............ ........................... .... ......

13 ......... . ..........

1

1 ... ... . ..

111
. .
.......
36 · · · · · · · · ·
4
49
2
140 ............ .. .......

Other enthetic diseases...... . ........ . ....... .
3 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
.Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
152
1
ithe~~:~if~~~~~ecl~eJfug.mii~~~ia~·:: :: : :: : : : : : : · .. . 2is· .......... ...... i
Other constitutional diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
2
1
8

~:;:;~f~:~~!1~~~~~~~. • ::: : : : : :: : : : : :: : :: : :: : :

Headache aml neuralgia.......................
Other diseases of tho nervous system..........
Diseases of the eye. ..... . . ....................
Diseases of the ear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Catarrhs and common colds _........................ _... _

Bronchitis...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia...... . . . ... ........................
l~ulmonary phthisis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ..
Pleuritis ... . ....... ...•.... ·..... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .
O~her diseases of the respiratory system...... .
Di seases of the heart and valves.............. .
Oth er diseases of the circulatory system . __ . __
Tonsillitis................................. ....
D _yspepsia, colic, aml constipation....... .....
Other diseases of the digestive system.. . . . . . . .
Diseases of the kidneys. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OLher diseases of the genitO·utinary system
(not·venereal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Di seases of the locomotor systi,m. . . . . . .. ......
Diseases of tho integumenLary system........
All other diseases ............... ~.............
~:~~t\;rr::n·c1·g~~o~ai.ir~·e;fug::: :::::: ::: ::::
Contusions and sprains.. . .......................... .

~!~it~;~~n(~ot······h···t·)·····••••••······· · ....
guns o ...................... .
Incised, lacerated, and punctured wounds.....

i~f~fii~~~j~ea::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total for disease ...... . ..................
Total for i.:nj uries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total for the region .. .................. .'.

~

5.84
. 45
49. 89
16.18
22. 02
66.97
I. 35
68. 31

... 97~ 98 ..... ·.-45- ... ···:oii
7. 19

• • • • • • ;.,· : :::::::: ....... .....

112 _...... . _ . . . . . . . . .
32
1
4
35
2

22

1

209 .............. __ . .. . . . . . . .
68
1 .. . . . . .. .
11 .. .... .... ..... . ..
10
15
2

5 . . . . . . . . . ..... . ...

1G
1
11
1
3
1 _............. -..... - . - . 86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141
1
182
7
5
2
2
26
25
228

1
3
2
2

53
1~ .. ........ ...... i

288 .... .... ... . __ ... ..... .
151 ... ..... ·· ·····1· ·
111

50. 34 ........ ·
. 45
15. 73
9. 89
134. 38 ... - - . - - 30. 56
. 45
4. 94 ·····•· · ··
90
6. 74

14. 38

2. 25

· 45

.· ·······
1. 80
. 90
. 45
· -· - · · · - .
. . · ··· · · ·
·····:;· ·;
,.. 4"

.45

7.19

1. 35
.45
. 45 ..... -- . -· ······ - -·
38. 65
."i5
63. 37
3.15
81. 80
.90
. 90
2. 25
.45
11. 69
1. 35
11. 24
.90
102. 47
.90
23. 82
4. 94

1: !8

.............. ·.-45

129.44 ........ ---· -···-····

g! ..... .... ..... ·.-'5

49. 89 ...•. · · · · ······_- 45

7g ······1 :::::::~: 3;:;f

31 118

. 90

s." is· :::::: ::: .. .•.. ·. ~~

26011 __
' 517

---······ ·----- --. 45 . ..... .. .
.......... .. .. · · · ·
1. 80
· 90
................. ..... ..
... •• ... .... · · · · - ·
. 45

1_4_ - - 53-1, 169. 00
10
3
232. 00

,---24- ---56

1,401.00

ug ·········

~
4. 49

23.
1.

g

~~
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Table showing the causes numbe1' and rat'io per 1 000 of mean sfrength, of admissions to
sick repm·t, deaths,' and discl1a1·ges for disability occurring during the yea,· 1886.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Adm isCauses of admission to sick report.

Dis-

1~~,;~

t~i~icsk Deaths.
report.
ability.

Enteric fever . ___ . _. ______ .... - _-_- -. - - - - - - . - ..
Other specific contagious and infectious dis-

Adm isDissions
charges
to sick Deatlls. for disreport.
ability.
8. 73

8 - -· ·-· ··· -··

eases, including erysipelas ... _. ___ .............. . _...

2 ... _... ..... .. ........ .. __ .
187 __ . _. __ . ___ . _ __.

2. 18 .... : ......... .. .......... .. - ..
204. 15 . - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - -

tl~~~~Hi:c-tli~~a;~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

27 -·-···-·· ----- ··-·

29. 48 ···---------------

Malarial fevers and resulting conditions . . __ __.
Typho-malarial fever _______ ___________ .. _.. __ _ . - - . - - - . ------. - - . - - . - --·· --- ·- · - -· ---- -- - -- · ·•· -· - - Diarrhrea, including choleramorbm, ___ . ____ ___
143 _____ . ___
1
156.11 ---- -- - - 1. 09
Dysentery. ___ . ___ ___________ . _____ . -_- - . _. - - -. - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - · - · - • · · - - · - -· -· · -· · - · -· · - - - · · • • - Other miasmatic diseases _. _____ ... _.. __ .. _____ . -... - - .. - . . - -- - .
· - - · · · - - · · -· · - · · • · · · • · -· • • •
Gonorrhrea and results ____ . _____ .. ____ ... ____ .
26
28. 38 .. - - . - ....•.•.• - ••
Syphilis and rest1.lts __ . ___ ... _________ • _. . __ ..
34
5
37. 12
5. 46
Othervenerealdiseases .. __ _______ ___ _____ ___ __
12 _________ ________ _ 13.10 ······--· ..•••... •
Vaccina
·--- ·------····- · _·
1 ·-··-··-· ··- -··--·
1.09 ····· - --- ······-··
Otlrnr.
enthetie
diseases···-------------. _____ . __ _____ .. _---·
.. _...
3 .••• ____ . _•••. ___.
3. 28 . _. _.. __.. .. ..• - ..

lheumatism,ineludingmuscu1ar ····- --·-· ··-· ·-·· ·os·
ther constitutional dl'seases ... __ ....... __ . ___
1

::::::: :: -------i- -·ioi."53- ::::::::: ----·i:oo

t~:.'le;i~r:ii~~~\i!~~~~~~-::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : - . - - .. -i .

.... -

~adacheancl neuralgia............................
O ~her diseases of the n ervous system .... . . . • . .

R)seases of the eye .•••••. •••.. .. . ... _... .... _.
C 1seases of the ear . . _. .. _.•...... _. __ . _____ . _. .
Batarrhsandcommon colds............... ... .. .......

f~~f/.£#.~~~;.~):: :::::::::)>::i

1. O!)

1

58 ........... . ...........
6
3
15
2
. 2 .• _• __ .. _ __• __ • ___
157 ..... ............ ... ..

·1 -----

i :::::::~
- - .. - · -i ·

O~her diseases of the r espiratory system _......
D1seasesofthoheaI"tandvalves. _·____ _____ _____
Other diseases of the circulatory system .. __ ...
~onsillitis_____________________________________
olhspe~~ia, colic, and constipation. _.. _. ___ ... _.
D' er 1seases of the digestive system __ . . . _._.
8
l~~dit!s
~y~t~~.

13 · · · · - - - - ·
4
1
1 ....... _.
30 _________
82 . __ . _. __ .
46

D.(~otvenereal) ...............................................

17 . ... . ...... .......... ...
1
63 ·· -·-- ·-· ·····-·-·-

O~h!; 1i~!a~~~

g~~ito-~-;i~~;y -

_____ ____
.. .. _. __ .
-- ---- -- . __ ___ __.
1

3 . ....• .... - - .. - - . .

D~seases of the locomotor system __ .••.. _____ . _
Awe1~s°J'.the integumentarysystcm.-- -·-···

10

1. 0!) . ___ • _.• _

~~

- - - . i." 00- : : : : : : : :: .. -. -~-63.32 ..................... ..
6. 55
3. 28
16. 38
2.18
2. 18 . __ . _ . _. . . __ . _. _. _
171.40 ..... .. .............. .. ... .

·rn

14. 19
4.37
1. 09
32.
89. 52
50. 22
3· 28

···i·o;

::::iii

· · · • · · - - · · · - · -i." 09
1.09 ---·-···.... _... _ _. __ __.. _

751··--··
·--··.····--........ . __ . __ . _. _

___ . _....
1. 09
.. - . - - - -- 1
- - .. - - - - .
18.56 ........... . .... ..... .. .
10. 92
1. 09
68.78 ::::::::: :::::::::

f:t!i~~Ji:::;~~:~i~i i~~~~i~~:: : : ::: :::::::: I ::::::: :: : :~:~ ::: H! :::::: ::: ::::::: ::

n?Jtus1~ns and sprains . ............. . . _._ ... _......
F 1s ocat1ons . . . .. ..... _............ _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
•ra_etures (not gunshot) _....•....... _. ___ . ... _
1ncised, lacerated, and punctured wounds • ___ .

101 . .. _....... _ .. _.. _.. _... ..
L .. .. __ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .

6 .... . _... __ . __ . ___

29

55 ._... __ ...... __ .__
sU~ ···· i 2s- ::::::: ::

6.
31. 66 ----. - -.. ----· - - --

sf ...... -3 · : :: : : : : ::
- - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

iW~~~~~~j~~i~;:::::: :: _-: :: :::: :::: :: :::: ::::
Total for disease.: .. .. .. . ___ ..•.•........
Totalforinj uries .•.••..••. ______ _____ ___

... _. _. __ . ____ .. _ _

110. 26 ........... _.............. .
1. 09 ...... _. .. . . ........... ..

1,146
193

3
18 1,251.00
3 ······--- 211.00

3. 28
19. 65
3.28 ---···---

------------ ---- ---Total for the region ..•..••••.......•..• __ 1,339
6
18 1,462.00
6. 55
19. 65
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Table sltowin!J the causes, nurnber, and 1·atio per 1,000 of mean stren9th, of admiss_iona
sick 'report, deaths, and dischm·ges for disability occiirring durinu the year 1886.

to

Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Causes of admission to sick report.

Admis·
Dis·
sions to D tb >11Charges
Dissick
ea s. for dis· Admis·
report.
ability. sioi:is to Dcatlls. charg1Js
for
dissick
ability.
report.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------- Enteric fever ......••••..••••••.........•••........... ·. · · · · · · •· · · ··· · · · ··
Other specific contagious and infectious disease!", including erysipelas .•.•................ ..... . - ........ ·· · · · · · · · •·
~alarml fov«::rs and resulting conditions._......
2 . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . • .
Iypbo-1naJarialfevers ...... .•••••....... •• . ... .................. ·······•·
Diarrhooa, including cholera morbus...... •.••..
8 .•• ...••..••...••.

·• · ·· ·•· · •• ··· · · · .... · ··· ·
.
· · ··· -· · .... · ··•· ···· · · ···
31. 75 · · · · ·:::: : : : : : : : : :

·••····· ··•··

126. 98 ···· ·· ··· · · .. .... .

8J:!~~Lfs~;tl~di;~·;s~;::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::
Gonorrhma aud results ........................... .. .. .... . · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·• • · • · · · · · ·· · · · ·· ·

~itl~~~~H!;c-ci{~~~;~~:
:~~Ji:~:::::;:::;;::::::):::)\i
:
:
;
:
:
:
;
:
;
;
:
;
:
):::))::::)iii~:::;::::;
:
:::::::: ::: ::: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::::: :: :::::::::: :: ::: ::: ......... :::::: :: :
Rheumatism, mcludmg muscular...............
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. 24 · · • • · · · · ·
Other constitutional diseases .............•.... ...• .. . .. ..•.... · · · · · · · · · .. · • · · · .. · · .. · · · · • ·

f{~i;!!t:~l~!tt:;;i~:::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::;:::::::::::::::::: ::ii: ii: ::::::::::::::::::
Other diseases of the nervous system . . . . . . . • • • .

3 .......... - . .. . . . .

47. 62 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Catarrhs and common colds_ .. _.. _.. _._ .. ___ ... __ .. _

2 ..... ... .. . ........ - .

31. 75 · -- - -· · · · · · · · · · · · ·

m:::::: ~m: :::.::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ......i. ::::::::: :::::::: ~··i5:s1· -········ ·········

~~~~~~~fa·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... '.. :::::: ::: :::::::: : -~~~·. ~~ · ·:: ::: ::: :: :::: :::
iri~?ti;?.~~~~i-~!~::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::
O~,h er diseases of the respiratory system ..... ............. . ..... · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Diseases of the heart and valves .••..•...........• .•...... . ..... · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · ·· ······ · · · ··· ···
9D:r~~:r1ni,~3:8.~~-~·f·~~~.~i.~~~~~~~?.~~~~~~: ::: : : : : ······ i. :: ::::::: : : : ::: ::: · ·1·5·: 8•1·
yspeps1a, colic, antl constipation .. .... . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .
5 . .. -.... - - - - · · · -· · - · 79· 31
Other <liseases of the digestive system..........
3 ... . ......... ; . .. . . . .. .. . 47. 62
Diseases of't.he kidneys .. . .................••••........ .. .. . . .... . ··· · · · · · ··•· · · ··
Other diseases of thegonito.urinary system (not
venereal)................ ......................
1 ....... .......... . 16.87
D~seases of the locomotor system ................. .. ...... ..•..•. -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Diseases of the integumentary system..........
5 . .. ... •.. .. . ...... 79. 37
All other disea&es .•.•................................••........ ·· ·· ······· ········
Heat-stroke ....................•.............•..................... · ···· ·· · ·· · · · · ·

::: :::::: :: ·::·:::
·· ···· ·· ·
-- . ---- ··
·· · ·••••·
·· · ··•••·

· · · ···· ··
·· · · · ···· ··
· · · ······
H

.... •

•

-········ ·········

·· · ·•·· ·· ·· · ·· ····
·• • •••••• ·· · ···•··

·· · ······ ··· ······
·· · ··••·· ·· · ······

g~fl;;~;f:;~l~~~~!.~~.t~;~?:::::::::::::::::: ::::::~: ::::::::: ::::::::: : ~~·:~~: ::::::::: :::::::::
r~~gf:±?f:~~:~~~t·t~;:t):~~i ::: ::;:::::::i:: : :)i:: ::;;:~;: ::):::: :):i
TToottaalHf!)oI'r m~iJ~uera1~ees. •. •. ·. •. ..
· · ..
· · .• ·. ..
· · ·.•· .• .· ..
· · ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.

-

496 ._....
• . . •_.. .• ..• .. .• ..• •.. .• ... ... •.. .• .. 778.
95. 00
00 •••.••••••••
.... -.. · · · · - ....
· · · --

- -56- ..•..
- -.••.
- ----------Totalfortheregion......... ..... .........
.•••..•.. 873.00 .••. . •••• ••••••••·
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
REGION OF THE NORTHERN LAKES.

Table showing the causes, numbel', and ratio el' 1,000 of rn_ean str~nglh, of admissions to
sick reort, deaths, and discharges Joi· disability occn1·1"ing du,nng the year l 6.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
A.dmisCauses of admission to sick report.

Dis-

ro:i:~

si~fc'k to Deaths.
AdmisDisreport.
ability. si~fc8icto Deaths. charges
for disability.
report.

--------------------1--- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - Enteric fever. __ . ____ ...... _____________ - - -.... .
2 ····-····
Other llpecific, contagious, and infections disease~, includingerysipelas_ .• ,.-----···-······
9 --··--···
Malanal fevers and resulting conditions ..... _..
33 .••...••.
'.l'_ypho-malarial fever .............•.......................... -·• 84 ..•... ...
Diarrhroa, incluclin gcholeramorbus............

1. 68

·······-

7. 55
27. 68

-···---- ·
- ••. - - - - -

- ·· -· · · ·
·······-

70.47 ...•......•••• . ..•

8th;~
~fls~~ti~ (1i~e~~~; ~:::::::::::::::::::::: ·... . _. ~. :: : : :: : : : :: : : : : : : .· ... ~ ·.~~. ::: : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :
. 84
28. 52
Gonorrbrea aud results ...... ............... ·-··
3l
1. 68
S_vpliilis and results ................•..•...•.. _.
i1 her: venereal cl ise:1ses ................. ___ ..... 20IO ................ _ Hi.1:1.7. 557842
0

~

t~i ¾l:~:~:;~.: ~~:'.;: ;: : :::::::::::::::::: ._) : ::: : ::::: :
l{heuu1atisn1, fuchulin~ muscular................ .

g1 het· cons ti

tu tional

46

diseases .... _.. . ... _.... ...

2. 5:?
3,2. 72

~:::::: ~: ~:::: ~:: ~

8

1 ....... .

ri~f~ti~~~!~ll:1it;:~::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: .... J ::::::::: ...... -~O~hor 1liHeases of the nervous system ._________

3::~~::::~rn~ ~~~-::::::-·_:::·::::::::::::::::
H~~}t~-';~ l~f/ud
common colds . ........ _________

¥iii:~1-~lf1t;~~-ti1_i;j(: : :.::::::::::: ::::::::::::

~~~pii~;t~~y-~y;t~~:::::::

Other discasPs of 1be ·
D1st~IIRCS Of the ]rnart aJl(l yaJves _.............
~tile~· rlisenses of the circulatory srstom-. _... .
1

1\·~-~~)~~~)!, ~~iic,· ~~cl ·e·~~;tipiti~~: ·: :::::::: '.::

U~her 1l1seast>s of tbe di~esth-e system . . . . .
U1Hea~cs_ or the ki«lueys .. _.... .. _.. __ . .. .... . .
Uther du-ieases of tho genito-nrinary system

n{HUC~~~-i~r:g~) i~~~;l;~t~{. -~y~f;e~::::::::::: _·.

])1se:H-lf'S of the integumentary systClll .... .
A ll nt.l1er diseases . _. ___ ... _... __ . _.. _..
J 1,·:it-Htroke

i::1~:.~;::{:t,t:;iif?"1;'.~".::.:.: ~ •••• :•••

•ra_ctnres (not gunshot)·-···-----·-·-··---··--

l nc1~r·1l, lacerated, and punctured wounds _. ..
1

!1~~~ri~~,l~j"u~-i~;: ::: : : : :: :::::::: :::::: :: : : : : :
Total for disease .. _.. __ ................. - .
Total for injuries.·-··-·-····-·······-····
Total for the region.·-··--···············

O ·--······ ·-· ·

2

1~ ·-------- -------~-

1! ····-···· ·--···--

! .· - ---r .... ---~

15
7

43 ............•. - ··
28
43
3

38. 59
0. 71

1. 08
38. 50
7. 55
15.10
2. 52
48. 06
40. 27
1 68
3. il6
3. 30
12. 58
5. 87
30. 07
23. 49
36. 07
2. 52

.84

I

2. 52
• 84

4.10
.84
40.14

5

1
55
25
2

.84

..... ·- ... ·-· · - .
. 84
1. 68
1. 68
·----- •.. ·••···•••
...... ·- . . - . ... -- .
· -·-- .... ------ - -1 68
1. 68
2. 52
. 84 . - ••••.. · ·- . •... ·---··--. 84
. 84

.84
1. 68

20. 97 . ••. -···· . ·· ··-· -·
1. 08 · ..•. .. ·-· . -·· ..••.
5. 03
00. 60

6

108

. 84

1
0
52
3
28

5. Oil
43. 62
2. 52

23. 40

724

9

200

1

18
1

------- ---030
l!)

007. 00
173. 90

--'iSO. 00

:::::: :: I :::::: ::
• 84
• 84

7. 55
. 84

15.10
• 84

8. 30

15. 94

---- - - - -
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REPORT OF THE . SECRETARY OP v\TAR.
REGION OF CENTRAL TIMBERED PLAINS AND HILLS,

Table ~howing the causes, nurnber, and ra tio per 1,000 of mean strength, of admissions to
sick report, deaths, and discharges for d-isability occu,rring dnring the 11ea1· 1886.

Admis-

Causes of admission to sick report.

Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
_ _ _ _ _______

Dis·

s~~k to Deaths. ~~~d1:~ AdmisDisreport.
ability. si~fc~t D eaths.
report.
ability .

~:a1!~

.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --1-- -- ---- ---- ---.- ---- - -Entericfever ---···-··-··········- ·-········· ···
OLher specific contagious and infectious diseases, including erysipelas . .... _.. __ . . . . . . . . . .
Malatial fevers and resulting conditions . __ ... _.
'l'ypho.malarialfever -·····-·············-····· ·
Diarrhrea, including cholera.morbus . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dysentery.-· __ .. -· .. _.· -........ . ··-·... .......
Otbermiasmatic diseases................................

7.18

3 . ....... .

8

2.69

32 . __ . _..... _... . . • . 28. 73
.90
2.60
571
3
1 512. 57
.90
2
1 .•.......
1.80
1. 80
402
2 360. 86
· 5 . ..... __ .. _.. . .•• .
4. 49
1 ................ ....... . ....
.90 .............. . ········ ·
1
3

!~: ·· ·· ····· ··· --s:

gt ·· ··.. -·· ····..

~;;1~~j\~~!JL~~s~e1i~l~~:: ::::::: :: : : : :::: :: ::::::
·6·
~~
9
Othervenerealdiseases ... ... .... ...... .. .... _..
48
1 43.09
. 90
Vacein a ......••. ·-··-··················-··-·····
90 · ·····-··········· 80.79 ····-···· ·········
0th er en th etic diseases ....... _.. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.. .. . _. . . . . . . . . . . ..... - . . .. · .. · · · · · · · · · · ·

tl~~~~l!uc·ai;~~~~s::'
. ::::::::::::::::::::::::- ..... 59~~. :::::::::
:::::::::1 ·-~~:~~.
:::.:::::: ::::·::~~
Rheumatism, including muscular ............ _..
.. _......
52. 96 • • · • · • • ·
•

Other constitutional diseases __.... _. __ . . _........ _

2 __ ..... _... . ... _....

~i~'l~Jf&:Jfs~~ls~!~~~~~~::::: ::::::. ::: :: : : : :: : : : ..... 2i·
H eadach e and n euralgia. ____ _···-·--·········· ·
126
Other diseases of the nervous system .. _.... ... .
16
Di seases of t1ieeye ---····-· · ·-··· ·-·--·· ··· ·· ·
18
Diseasesoftb eear. ........ .... ... ... . ......... . ..... .... .

Cn.tarrhs ancl common colds... ..... .. .. .. .... ............ .. ....

2 113.11
2· 69
3
14. 36
· 80
2
16.16
1.
11 . .......................
9.87 ········· · ········
147 .. ..... .. .................. - 131. 96 -- · - - .... · · · · . · .... .. -·

Bronchitis..... . ................................................

8

~

½:r~:i
.rn:?.~~t~i~~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::
OD~ber diseafses of the respiratory system. - - . .. . .

0

~i1~~te!r dis~~!~~~~~~.~~~-t-~r:~. ~~~~~~~:::::::: ~:
ll oat.stroke .. . --- · · --· · · ··-· ·- · ···- · ··-····· · --·
r~ost·b.ite andgene::al fr ezing .. ·-·--·······--l) i~l~~~1lti~~:n~ _s.~~~~~~.:::::::: ::: :~ :::: ::: :: :::
Fract11res(notgunshot) ·--··-··---······-··-·· ·
Incise,l,lacorate<l,andpunctnredwounds.... ...

~;;,~~~~~~~j~~i~~:::: ·_-._-::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::::::
Total for diReaso ......... . ......... .. ·-···
Total for injuries .. __ . .. _.. ......... . __ .. .
Total for th region .. _...... . .... __ .......

I· ~9 ·-··2:6{) ::·::::::
3. 59
·······-·
.........
1:so ·-·-·- ··· -- ··----....... - .. - . - -- -- ·
~· ~g ··-·-·-- · ······: 00
·

34 ..........................

rneumonia ...... _. ___ ........... _.. _. - .. -... - . .

1seases o tho h eart and valves .. _... _... ... ...
Other diseases of tho circulatory system . ... - ..
Tonsillitis . _.. ·-- _.. _... . _. . . . . ...... . . -.... . -..
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation . . _... - -.. -.. - .
Oth er diseases of the digestive system. -...... - .
Diseaf!es of the kidn eys . .. . . __ ._ . ... _........ - -.
Other dise:iscs of the genito·urinary system (not
venereal) .. _. . __ .. __... __ .... .. .. .. _... _.... _.
Diseases of tho locomotor system ...... --. . .. . .

1. 80 -- · · · - · - · -- - -· -· · ·

::::::::: :::: :: : :: ··is:S5. ::: : : : ::: :::::i:i&

2

4

3 · · ·• · · ·

30.5~

4-

107 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . -

96:05

...- ---··· ........... .

~f .-.... --. ....... s. l~: ~~
5

2

4.49
18. 85
7.18

2t

~ug -·······- -

8
1

~~

· - · · · · · · · · · · - · · · 2·

• 3 ··-··· · ·· .•• •••.•.
(l

·--·--- ·- ·-·--··-

15i :: :::: ::: :::::::: :

1.PO
.00

1. 80

2.69
5. 30 . .. ····-· ·· · ··· •··
142. 73 I -- • • • • • • • -- • • .. - ••
. 90
·-- ·----·

6 · ······ ·- ······--·
38 ......... ··-·-·· · · st ii I·::::::::::::·::::
J .-.-... s. ··---- .i. 3~J~ l --·2:lio· ·--···:oo

m

1,m:~~

- - - - - - ---- - - -,- 8. ; - - ~
2,
1~
3r
2. GO
.~

-

2,4'751--13,--34f·222.0011 ~1

30.

52
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
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1'able showing the causes, number, and ratio pe1· I,000 of mean strength, of adrnissions to
siclc report, deaths, and dischargetJ for disability occiirri11g during the year 1886.
Rat o per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Dis·
Admis·
si~f to Deaths. charges
DiS·
for dis· Admis·
report.
ability. sio-?s to Deaths. charges
for dis.
SlCk
ability.
report.

ik

Causes of admission to sick report.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Enteric fever .. ..•.... ................................... ········· ·········
Other specific contagious and infectious dis·
5 . • •. . •• • . . • • . . . • • .
eases, including erysipelas....................
90 . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . • • .
Malarial fevers and resulting conditions........
Typho·malarial fever ......... . ......................... ······ · ·· ······ ···
Diarrhroa,includingcholera.morbus............
21 ..•....•..••...• • .
gtb~ern:i;7s~~ti~-dis~a~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::
l ......... .........
~ont1~hroa and results ......................... ·····2i· ::::::::: :::::::::
lp I is and results...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32 . . • . • . . . .
6
V~~~In:e~~.1~.al diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
19 . . • . . . • • . . • • • . . . • .

········ ········· ·········
16. 89 ................. .
304. 05 ••••.•....••••...•

·•···· ·· ······ · ·· ······ · ··
70.95 ..••......•.......
3 38
·
·••··· ··· ·········

··,;o:95. ::::::::: :::::::::

108. 11 . . . . . . . . .
20. 27
64.19 ••••......•.....•.

11~;i~rltt::~!"!:::::: : : ::)::: : : ::J :;;;:;:! :::::::: ··iir ::::::::: ·····a:as
:::::::::
·ioi:i3s· :::::::::

oheumatism,includingmuscular...............

30 .......•.

tdac~e and neuralgia.................. . . . . . .
0 er diseases of the nervous system...........
D~
D!seasesoftbeeye..................... .......
C iseases of the ear ............................. I
Batarrhs andcommoncolds............... ......

1G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

t:;:li ;H!!t!;~~t!r~~~~·::::::::::::: ::::::·····-r ::::::::::::::::::···nr ::::::::::::~:: :
8

1

1

4 _...... .... ...... ..
5
2 ......... .........

54. 05 ................. .
27. 03
3. 38
3. 38
13.51 ..........•.......
16. 89
3. 38
6.76 .•••.•...........

li!W.ffJii:\C.IILillU:::::;; ::::;:·: iiiiiiii: iii:ii!ii ffr \\:;; /:::::

ol~eases of the heart and valves............... .
3 .. . . . . . . .
2
10. 14 . • • • • . • . .
6. 76
T e~rfi~eases of the circulatory system ......·. ..
. ................ ..... ............... .. ........ .
D ons1 it~s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 • • • • • • . . . . • • . . . • • . 10. 14 .••.•.....••......
14 . • . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . 47. 30 .••.......•• .. ....
Yhpep~ia, colic, and constipation..............
0D~ er diseases of the digestive system. .... .. ..
H
1 ..•.•.. .. 57. 43
3. 38 ........ .
0
ol~~~si1se~!!: ~idi~!\ie~it~:;1i-i~~~y. sy;te;; · ................................................... .
D_(notvenereal) ................................
11 .......•..•••••... 37.16 .•••..... ··~······ .
D~seases of the locomotorsystem........ .. . . .. .
5 . .. ... ... ....... .. 16. 89 ................. .
29 . • • • . • . . . . • • • . • . • . 97. 97 ......••..•••.. ...
iseases of the integumentary system . . . . . . . . .
w~~~~~~~:~s~~~:.s.
5 .... .. . . . ... . . . . . . 16. 89 ................ . .
?ost-b~te and general freezing ..................... ·· i · :::: :: : : : ::::::: ::
38. :::: :: : :: :::: ::·.::
n?~~~~t~~~ and sprains...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 . . • . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . 81. 08 . • • . . . . . . . ...... ..

::: ::::::: :: :::::::::: :: :::: ::

8

rra_ctures (not g~;;h;t)' :::: ::::::: ::: :: ::::::::
Sncised, lacerated, and punctured wounds......

A~l~~~~~J~~i~s::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: ::: :: ::
1'otal for disease ..........................
Total for injuries .........................
Total for the region .......................

···a:

:::: :: :: ::::::: :: ....... ~. :::: :: :: ::: ::: ::: ..... ~~~~
22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

74. 32 ...•.....••..•....

1~ ....... i. :::: :: ::: 3:: ~g ····a: 38. ::::::: ::

- -6. 76- - -37.-16
- 368
- --=-2 - -11---1,243.00
58

1

426

3

1

106.00

12 1,439.00

3. 38

3. 38

-- - 40. 54

10.14
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Table showing the causes, n11.inbe1· and ratio per 1 000 of mean strength, of admissions to
sick report, deaths, a11tl if-ischarges for disability occtt1'ri'ng during the year 1886.

Causes of admission to sick report.

Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Admis·
Dis·
Dissi~f!kto Death s.
Admis·
report.
ability. sions to Deaths.
sick
ability.
report.

1~:a.7!~

f~~li:~

-------------------1----1----1--·-- --- - - - --1. 04

4.41
Entoric fever .................................. .
4
17
Ot~or s~ecific . contagi?us and infectious dis·
26
e ses, mcludmg erysipelas ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Malarial fevers and resulting conditions . . . . . . . .
534
Typho.malarial fever....................... .... . ... . ...
. .................... .
Dianhrea, including cholera morbus...... .. . . ..
564 - · · ·
... . ..... 146.19

• 26
.26

• 52

· 26 ···· ·····

8r:::~fls~~ti~ .di~;~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: .....1~~ ........~.::::::::: ...~}~ ...... ·.:~. :::::: :::

lmY~1;£!f~i;ltll~::::::::::::::::~:::::::: !! ········ ······t !Hi ········ ···--sJ~
Vaccina . _...... .. _........ _........................... _... . __

33 ... __ ......... _...... .

8. 55 ... - .. - .. - .. - -· · · -- · · ·
·•·· · ····
·· · · · · · ··
· •··· 2·•· 59
• 78
1. 56

Other onthetic diseases.........................
13 . . . . . . • . . . ..• .. . . .
3. 37 .••. • · · · ·
Alcoholism .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
129
1 . . . •. . ••
33. 44
· 20
Other dietic diseases ................. . ...... ................ · ·. · · · ··· · · · · · · · • ·_· · · · · •· • •· •· ·
12 06
10
Ith eumatism, including muscular. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
278
···
OLbor constitutional diseases . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11
2
3
2. 85 · · · · · _- 52
Developmental diseal:les . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
2
6
. 52
Parasitic diseases...............................
15 ..•............. •.
3. 89
2
Headache and neuralgia........................
262
67. 91 ·····: 78.
0 t,hcr diseases of' the nervous system . . . . . . . . . . .
44
6
11. 40
Diseases of the eye.............................
59
3
15. 29
Disoasesoftheear... .. ..... .................. . .
28 ..... .. .
1
7.26
Catarrhs and common colds.. ...................
299
77. 50 .... · · • · ·
Bronchitis.............. .................... ....
176 .....•... . ... ..... 45.62
Pneumonia.....................................
15
~ ... ... . .. 3
5
13
Pulmonary phthisis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
~

ii~~~i~f!~-;;~;~·fth~·;~;pi;~t~;;:;y;t~~::::::::
D1seasE>s of' the heart and valves...... . . . . . . . . . .
1
~~~:I1fi~1:~~~~.~:
_t~~ _c.i~~.~ ~.t~~:. ~!.~t.~~. :: ::::::
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation..............
O~her cliseases of the digestive system..........
Diseases of the kidneys.........................
Other diseases of the genito.urinary system
(not venereal).................................
Diseases of the locomotor system...............
Diseases of the integumentary system... ... ....

i~~t~~~~:~~~~~~~.:::: :::::: :: ::: ::: :::: ::::::::

Fi-ost.bite and general freezing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Contusions and sprains .. ______ . ....... ........... .........

Dislocations....... . .......... ..................
F ractares (not gunshot) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 noised, lacerated, and punctured wounft6i . . . . . .

~htf~iliom:id.s .. _.. . . ...... .......... ........ .. . . . .
er JDJunes . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .

······ j2
1.50
• 78

. 26
· ·· · · · · · ·
··· ··· ···

:f~ ····Jr ···--i 37
!~ ............. 2 1iJ~
······."52
29
7
7. 52
. 78
1: ~~
10~ . ............... ~. 2k ~g ..... :~~ ........ ··
269 . ... .. . .. . •..... .. 69. 73 ··• · ·• · ..
.. · ··

252

7
1

6:5. 22

8
68
22
302

2
8
1

17. 63
5. 70
78. :!8

2. 07

• 26
. 26

1

I

i~

81
l. 6
·2
. 5'.l
2. 07
. 20
• 78

5~ . •• .•.••.••. •••• ~. 13.
39
3 . . . . . . . . . 10. 11 · · · · · ." 78 · ::::::· ··
489 _....... _.... __ ........ 126. 75 ... - . - - - - · ·· ·· ·· ---

7 .••.•..• . .••••....
20
1
180
1 ... .. .. ..
18
5
2
120
7
1

1.81 ···· · ···· ,···· ··_-

5. 18
46. 66

· 26 ,

8. 37
31. 10

1. :~ I
1.

26

. 5'.l

. ~6

f·
Total for tho region .•.•..•.•.•........... ~ - - - 4 3 - ---08 1,256:-,ll.16-j 25.40

Total for disease .•••......................
Total for injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ao:-U --27 --941.03o.·1a. 70

16

4

· 226.

7. 00 '

4.15

2 36
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Table slwwing'the caiises, nurnber, and ratio pe1· 1,000 of niean strength, of aihnissions to
sick report, deaths, and discharges fo1· disability occiirri11g du1·i11g the year 18 6.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
AclmisDissions Deaths. charges
Disto sick
for dis- Ad.misreport.
ability. sions to
sick Deaths. ~!;r8i~~
ability.
report.

Causes of admission to sick report.

Enteric fever ....................•.........•..••
Other specific contagious and infectious diseases, including erysipelas . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
Malarial fevers, and resulting conditions.......
Typho.mafarial fever.... . ......................
Diarrhcea, including cholera·morbus...... . . . . . .

3. 72

• 93 ........ .

28 .............•....
4. 34
007
1
2
93. 99
9
1
1.39
890
3 137. 81
13. 32
4

.15
. 31
.15 ........ .
.46
.62

24

6 •••••·••·

~liis::::rls~aii~ .di;~~s~;~:::: :: :::::: :::: :: ::: : .....229~~. .•.•••....•..... i. ··as."46 .......... ······:is

fo~y.hceaandresults ... , .....................
YP 1a and results ...... ••.••• ... . . . ..........
Other venereal diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
V accina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other enthetic diseases.........................
A lcoholism. ...•.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
0 ther dietic diseases ..............·.............
~heumatism, including muscular...............
Dther constitutional diseases...................
p evelopmental diseases . . . . . . . . ........ .. . ...•
Harasiticdiaeases ..............................
eadacho and neuralgia........................
0 ~her diseases of the nervous system. . . . . . . . . . .
D
D!seaaes of the eye............................ .
ISeasea of the ear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~atarrha and common colds . ....................

171
88

20
1

33

.. •. . . . . .
26 ·•· · • • · · ·
1

370
• ••• . ..
1 ·•• • • • · · · · ·
1
662
19
28
1
3

2

4

14 ......... .........
451
2
69
5
18
152
7
56
5
661 •..••.............

26. 48
13. 63
5. 11
4. 03
57. 29
• 15
102. 51
4. 34
. 31
2.17
69. 84
10. 68
23. 54
8. 67
102. 35

3. 10
• 15
. . . • • • . . . . ....... .
.15
..•...•......•••••
. 15
2. 94
. 15
. 46
. 02
................. .
. 3l
• 77
2. 79
1. 08
. 77
.•...•............

i !~}~~i~i ,L;: ~: : :~:~: ~;~; ;:~~~:~ 'fl . . ..!. . . .J 1ff . . } ....d~

O~her diseases of the respiratory system........
Diseases of the heart and valves................
9ther diseases of the circulatory system........
Eonaillitia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
yspep~ia, colic, and constipation...... . . . . . . . .
0
D~her
diseases of the digestive system..........
1sease~ of the kidneys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other diseases of the genito.urinary system (not
D venereal) .......................•.............
D~seases of the locomotor system .............. .
.A.1 eases of_ the integumentary system ......... .

4
17
1
4
345 . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . . .
464 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
450
8
13
11
2
1
8

!~nfu~~~~j~tie~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

95
48
523
144
13
74
870
12
45
320
31
237

Total for disease..........................
Total for injuries . ........................

7,238
1,611

f

J~ai.!~:~:~~~~~~~.:::::: ::: :: ::::::: ::::::: ::: :'.

C roMt-~ite and general freezing ..•..............
Dontus10ns and sprains ........................ .
islocations ................................... .
l!'ractures (not gunshot) ....................... .
I ncised, lacerated, and punctured wounds ..... .

Total for. the region ......................

3

30
60 .

9
15
2
3
1

.......... -1

5
10
351
17

2
1
2
2
11
9

4. 65
9. 29
1. 24

53. 42
71. 85
69. 68
I. 70
14. 71
7.43
80.98
22.30
2.01
11.46
134. 72
1. 86
6. 97
50. 94
4. 80
36. 70

169 1,121.
27
249.

. 46
• 62
2. 63
• 15
. 62
................. .
. • • . . . . . . . ....... .
1. 24
2. 01
• 31
. 15
1.39
2. 32
. 31
.46
.15
. 31
.15

----··--·
·-.15
. 77
1. 55

. 31
. 31
1. 70
1. 39

5. 42
2. 63

26. 17
4.18

~9 --52,---106 l,37Q.- ~ 5 -ao.35
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Table _showing the causes, nurnber, and ratio per 1,000 of mean strength, of admissions to
sick 1·eport, deaths, and dischctrges fo1· disabil'ity occu1-ring during the ycal' 18~G.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Causes of admission to sick report.

· Admis·
Dis·
si~kk to Deaibs..
Admis·
Dis·
report.
ability. sions to Deaths.
sick
ability.
report.

~~~dlfi~

1~;d1!~

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Enteric fever .................. . ............... .
Other specific, contagious, and infectious tlis·
eases, including erysipelas ..... ...... ... . .... .
Malarial fevers and resulting conditions . ...... .
T.vpho.malarial fever. : .. .. . . ...... . ..... ..... . .
Diarrbcea, including cholera morbus .......... .
D.vsentery ........ ".........·................... .
Other miasmatic diseases . ..................... .
Gonorrhcea and results ........................ .
Syphilis and results ........................... .
Other venereal diseases ...............•.........
V accina .......... ............................. .
Other enthetic diseases ........................ .
.Alcoholism ........... , .............. . ......... .
Other dietic diseases ........................... .
Rheumatism, including muscular .............. .
Other constitutional diseases .................. .
Developmental diseases ....................... .
Parasitic diseases .•............................
Headache and neuralgia ....................... .
Other diseases of the nervous system ......... . .

m:::::: ~f ~~:!Ir~:::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::

Catarrhs and common colds ................... .
Bronchitis ...................... . .............. .
Pneumonia ..... ·............................... .

~r;~iti:r.~ ?.~~~~~~~ :::::: .-:::::::: _- :::::: _-_-::::

Other diseases of the respiratory system ...... .
Diseases of the heart and valves . .............. .
Other diseases of the circulatory system ..•.....
Tonsillitis .............•........................
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation ... .... ... ... .
Other diseases of the digestive system ........ .
Diseases of the kidneys ........................ .
Other diseases of the genito.urinary system (not
venereal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the locomotor system...............
Diseases of the integumentary system..........
.All other diseases .... .. ...... .... .. ... . . . . . . . . .
Heatstroke................... . . .. ............ ... .. . ..........

Frost.bite and general freezing........... . ....
Contusions and sprains.........................
Dislocations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures (not gunshot) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incised, lacerated, ·and punctured wounds......
Sbotwounds .... ....... ..................... .
.All other injuries.............. . ............ ....

24

4 ·•····· ..

35
481

2
l
1

20

722
95
1
125

3

25

90

57
35
13
258
2
478
20
4
7
380
56
117

15
3

6

5. 77
79. 27
4. 78
118.08
15. 6(i.
.16
20.60
14.83
,9. 39
5. 77
2.14
42. 52
.33
78. 77
3. 30
• 66
1.15
64.11

9
0

·5

36
227

257
17
20

5

3

3

12

23
38
fiO
0
246
2G6

1
2

2

5

13
1

1

········· ·······2·
7

300

~

18

81
1
8
37
10
357
3
143
1
4
5 ........ ....... ........ ...
15 .... ......... .. . . .
(l93

1

21
43
319
47

1
4

22Cl

3. 96

······ii. ·······5·
10

6

0. 23
19. 28
5. 93
37. 41
42. 35
2. 80
3.

30

3. 79
6.2(l

8. 24
1. 48
40. 54
4H.84
50. 92

2. 97

. 66 ·········
. 33

.16
.16
. 49

.16
. lG

4.12

............... ."i6
............. ·2. 47
. 49
. 90

.49 ..... i."48
1.48
. 82
. 82
.49
. 49
1. 98
.16 ·········

. 33

. 33

.82 1

2.14

.16

:::::.:j~r

........·I

. 16

1:r;
.33

. 16
J. 32
13. 35
G5
· 1..49
6. 10 ......... ,
58. 83 ·····:iii.
.
66
23. 57
.82 ....................... .

.... ··:iii

2.47

114. 21
3. 46
7. 09
52. 57
7.75
37. 24

.16
.li6

····i."si

· ···· ··

Total for disease ...................... . .. 15,172 - - 3 4 - - 1 4 2 8527o--5.60, - 2~- 4
Total for injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1, 369
21
17 226. 00
3. 46
Total for region .................. .. .. ...

G,541

55

J59 1~00

1

1. Cl5

~j~
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
REGION OF '.l'HE PACIFIC COAST.

Table showing the ·causes, number, and ratio per 1,000 of rnean str~ngth, of admissions to
. sick report, deaths, and dfacharges for disabil'ity occurring during the yea1· 1 G.
R:i.tio por 1,000 of mean
strength .
.A.dmisCauso!! of admission to sick report.

Dis-

t~;~:~

si~ickto Deaths.
.A.dmisDisreport.
11bility. sions to D atb.s. char~es
sick
ford1. abilit,r.
report.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1----- - -- - - -- - ---- - -- - - -- Enteric fever .............. ... ........... ~ ..... .
Other specific, contagious, and infectious dis6
oases, mcluding erysipelas.............. . .....
MalarinJ f"Overs and resulting conditions ... ..... _...
01
Typho-malarial fever ................... . .. _. . . . . . . . . . .
~ianhroa, including cholera morbus . . . . . . . • . . . .
77

2 ·••· • •••·

. . • .. • • .. . • • • . . • . .
__ ............ _ .......... _..

2.17

1. 45 •••...••.

4. 34 ................. .
G5. 85 ............................ .

. ................. -- -- - - - - ---- · · · · · --- · · · · · ·
. • .. . . • • . . • • . • . . . .

55. 72 .. . • . . . . . .. .•....•

23
4
29 ____ .. ___ . __ .... __ .

JG. 64
2. 89
20. 98 . _.......... _..... _. .

ofh!~~[lsi:i;atfc ~ii;~~;~~·::::::::::::::::::::::: ......29~- :. .......
:::::::__: :...:::....
::::•.: .. 20.
:~-- 98~~- ........................
:::: :: ::: :::::::::_
gonhl~hreadand results . ............. _........... ____ ..... ......

YP 1 1s an resu 1ts .................. __ • .. . . . . . .
~ther venereal diseases ........... _.. _____ ....... __ .

i~~¾1t~ij~~:;;'.::))!!;!)):\:: _ '.,!_ )
heumatism, including muscular...............
0 tb.er constitutional diseases................. ..

86
4

:: :::::::

,rn : : : : : : :

· • • · · · • · · .. 3· ··iii" 23 ·
1 . . . .. • • . .
2. 80

··· · ·_-72 · ·....i"ii
• 72 .••......

½?:;:'le;~Y:Ji~!:~i!~~~~~~-.:::: :: ::::::::::: :: :: ::: ·····58·2· :: ::::::: ....... ~. ·--i.-45.
:::·:::::: .... -~-- ~'.
Ileadac~e and neuralgia ........ _. _.............
41. 97 ................. .

£!her diseases of the nervous system ..... _..• _.
D!seases of the eyo .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • .. . . .. .. . . .
C 1se:ises of the ear ...... .... ... , ... _.. _.........
B atarrhs and common colds.. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . ..

t~~~~~~Ta·::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::.:::::::

J>llm?I!ary phthisis. .... ...... .. . .. . .. ........ •.
eurit1s. _...•... _... _... _... _...... _. . . . • . . . . . .
O~hcr diseases of the respiratory system..... . ..
D JSeaso~oftliel1eartandvalves............ ....
0 the! diseases of tho circulatory system ... ... _.
Tonsillitis ..................... ·........ ~........
Dyspep~ia, colic, and constipation.............. .
i~licr diseases of the digestive system. . . . . • . . . .
1scaso_s of the kidr,,eys . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Otl.Jor chseases oftbe gcuito-urinary system (not
D_vcncrcal) . ....... ......... _..... _. ... _., .... ..
. 1scascs of the locomotor svstem ..... ... . .. . .. .
fH;oases of tho integ11montary system..........

16
2
22
2
5 . .. .. . . .. . • • . . . . . .
55 . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . • • .

3ii3 :::.- ::::: :::::::5:: 2~:2.17r~

Dontusions and sprains............. . ...... .. ...

'ra_ctures (not g-nnshot).............. ..........
§~cise<l, lacerated, and pnnctured wounds.......

::::::::::::::::::

3. 62
. _.. __ . . . . •... _..•
72
1.45 .• .. ._ ...
• 72
......••..•••• . ...
................. .
. 72
..•...••...•...••.

2 .. . . •. . . . .••. . . . . .
10
11
2
2
40
40 . .. . • . . . . .•••••...
54 [ . .. _. . . . .
1 . . . .. . . . .

1. 45
7.
7.96
I. 45
35. 46
35. 46
30. 07
. 72

10
10

7. 24 ................. .
7.
1. 45
48. 48 ................ .

2

67 . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .

v~~:lJ?!i::::·ii i":;r:~i~i:~i: : : :~ :: :::: ::::::::~~: -~ :_ :_ :_ :_ :__: _: _: :_:_-_:_: :_-_: :_ _:
l' islocations ........................... _........

11. 58
1. 45
15. 02
I. 45
3. 62 ....... . ......... .
39. 80 . • • . . . . . . .. •...•..

24

.

241. --..----

:1:1~1~.:4~3;: _: __: __: _: _:_:_:_:_: _: _:_:_:_: _: __: _:_:

154

4 . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
6
46 . • • . . . . • . . . • .. • • • .

2. 89 . ... ... .. ........ .
4. 34·
. 72
33. 29 ...... .......... .
72

Al?~~r~~~~j~~-f~s'. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2~

! ...... -~- 1Ut

u~

.

Total for disease..........................
1.'otal fur injuries .. . ... . _.. ... .............

042
242

6
6

24
2

682. 00
175. 00

4. 34

4. 3i

17. 37
1. 45

Total for tlie region ...... ................ ·.

1, 184

12

26

857, 00

8. 68 [

18. 81
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Table ~howing t'he ca-uses, nttrnber, ancl ratio per 1,000 of mean strength, of admissions to
sick report, deaths, and discharges for disability occurring during the year 1886.
Hatio per 1,000 of mean
strength.
Dis-

A.dmis-

Causes of adn,.ission to sick report.

arg-es
I
Dcatlls. cl1
Disfor dis- Admisauility. sionsto D th
char~es
report.
sick
ca s. for d1srcport.
ability.

si~fct0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ J ____ - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - -

t
Enteric· fever .................................. .
Other specific contagious ancl infectious disease~, i~cluding erysipelas ........... ........ _
~~alanal feve_rs a~d resulting conditions...... ..
ypho-malanal fever ..•................. . . . . . . . .
Dianhrea, including cholera morbus . . . . . . . . . . .
Dysentery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other miasmatic diseases................... ... .
Gonorrhrea and results •....•.............•..•. _
Syphilis and results . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Other venereal diseases.................. ... .. . .
Vaccina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .•• . . • ...... .•. . . .
Other enthetic diseases ... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Other dietic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Rheumatism, including muscular.............. .
Other constitutional diseases...................
Developmental diseases.............. ..... ......
Parasitic diseases . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Headache and neuralgia........ ....... .. ... . ..
Other diseases of the nervous system...........

!)3

3. 05

22

Hi5
1
G. 58
2,751
8
5 116. 71
40
3
1. 70
3, 210
2
0 136. 18
240
6
5
10. 18
3
1
.13
784
2
33. 26
529
85
22. 44
382
5
16. 21
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 98
G6
t
2. 80
1,110
1
2
47. 09
3
1
. 13
1, 95G ..•.... f
52
82. !>8
90
9
10
3. 8?9
23
. 38
70
2. 97
1,523
6
G4-. 6l
259
lG
80
10. 90
1
~:
1, 907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80. 90
1, 080
2
1
45. 82
70
1G
5
2. 07

i~: ~l~:::::: ::·.:::: ::: :: ::::::::::: f~i

½5~:::::: ~}
Catarrhs ancl common colds...... . . . • • • • • • . . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . .

~~

~1~:r?t1!?.~~-t-~i_s_i~_::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::
O~her diseases of t;he respiratory system . . . . . . .
Diseases of the heart ancl valves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other diseases of the circulatory system. ......
Tonsillitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dyspep~ia, colic,. aml C?nstil)ation..............
Other u1seases of tbe cl1gest1ve system........ .
Diseases of the kidneys . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other diseases of the gonito-urinary system
(not venereal). ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
½5!seasos of~ the !ocomotor system . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1seases o the mtegumentary system.. ........
All other diseases . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............
Heat stroke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . ... . . . . . .
Frost-bite ancl general freezing.................

1~
2
18

335
l, 166
737
403
28
]60

u~

57
10
44
9

164
179
· 27
1, 019 . . . . . . . . . . .
1,406
1,407
12
54
7

G. 96
7. 50
1. 15
43. 23
59. 65
5t

3
42
!)

28~i

~

. 04

. a1

.11
.08
. 23
.0-1

3. 26
.19

. 04

·-···· ··· ···· ··:2a
. Gl

. 61
. 50
.08
. 08

5

1

2

I

230

I

~~

.19
2. 18
. 38
1. (i9

. 6U

. 34

• JO

it

1:
. 34

t i ·········

:f

oi·I

J:

. 84
14. 21
. 0-l
1
:
0
7 6 ·· · · · · · · · 1
20. 01
. 04
· 54
1. 10
. 0-1 . - - -- - ···
G. 7!)
. 11
.11
12~J~ .. .. -_G. 07
47. 77
. 04
·~
4.G7
J.~7
. 65
34. 79
1. ,6 ___:_

8. 8- ,

2l

3. 07
1.11
. 50

···· ·: os· ··· ···:o4

Total for tho Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29, 7Gl

28

. 08
. 04
1. 99
. 38
. 88

• 08
. 34

u

O
2

.19

······:os

· · · · · · · · ....... _. 04

i--~
-~
_
ili~:~}r.~~1~%~!:s::::::::::::::::::::::::: i:m
~i I
·~~i:~~
1
l

.19

.. .. ··:a4

·· 24G7 I

~i

22
4'2
8
1
14
l . ... . . . ..
3
3

~?~1~utc~u~~(:~t~-~~~~h~~~: ::::::::: :: :::::: :::::::
'rnc ures no guns ot).......................
143
Inciseu, lacerated, and punctured wounds . ..... 1, 12G
twou1;1d~-:---·· · ········ ·· ... . ............. .
110
other IDJunes . ..... . ... .................. . .. _ 820

i~1

~~

i~

. 84

1

G50 1,263.00

2

~:1

~~-

* Cal ·ulated on a m an strength of 23 572 as shown by the consoliuated reports of the Medical
Departm nt.
'
'
t Calculat don a mean strength of 26,095, as 11hown by the Adjutant-General's returns.
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SURG EON-G ENERA.L.
DEATHS .A.ND DISCHARGES.

Table showing the deaths and discharges for di~ability in the U. S. Army, together with the
ratw per l,000 of rnean strength and per l,000 cases of each order of disease rep01·ted
during the year.
DEATHS.
Colored.

White.
Dis&ases and injuries.
Number.

Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases..... .....
~alarial diseases . . . . . . . . . . .
S iarrhreal diseases.........
Veptic diseases......... .....
8

z;i;:!~l:t~saes:s ~;:::::::::
D ietic diseases..... .. . . . .. . .
~~~:~~~:iiifl1~!t:itess --. · -

R atio per 1
1,000 mean Ratio per
strength. 1,000 cases.

22

.9
.5
.g
. 04

11
8
1

Ratio p er Ratio per
l,0OOm ean
strength. 1,000 cases.

Number.

126. 4

1
.4
43. 5
4. 3 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . ........•..
2. 6 ... .....•••..••..••..•• .. .........•.
19. 2 . ...................... .. .......... .

: : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : . : :: : : ::: :::: ::: : · ••• • •• •• ••• • •• •••••• • • · • • • ·• • •• · •••

1
11

. 04
. .5

. 9 ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : : :: : :: : : : :: : : : : : : :: : :
13. O
1
.4
4. 2

l~~iiliIJt ; ; :; ) ;;:;;;x; ;;;:;};;; ;;;;;;;j ::;;:;:}: ;: ;:;;;;:
~ytem. - --..... . . ... . . . . . . .
31
D iseases of the circulatory
D~~~~e!1. ~f- ·th~· 'ciig~;t;{;; ·
21
~ystem . ... ................
12
Diseases of the lymphatic
Dfles:::-~n:i~~i~:s~;~~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tern · · · -.. - -. . . ..
Diseases of therepr'~ci~~ti ;~Df!e~t:!1-~i · th~ · i~~~~i~~ -

1. 3

10. 7

3

1. 3

6. 6

.9
5

109. 9
3 6

2

.8

133. s

·

6

.3

1

. 04

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · .. · · ·
. .......... . ....................... . ........... .
43 8
1
4
58 8
·
·
·
5. o .............. _..... __ .. _...... _. _. _

Dfie~~ee~~i th·e· -i~-t~g~~~~:- ·.. · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · ·· .. · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
In%rJe~y(i;cl~~i~~-~f h~i=ci ·
H cid~ ~nd suicide)..........

·· · · · .. · · · .. · · · · .. · · · · · · · ·· · .. · · · · · · · · · · · ·

s:i:d~d-~:::::::::::::::::::

51
1~

2. 1

Unclassified diseases . . . . . . .

1

:

Aggregate ........ ·....

213

8925-w 87--44

.2

10. 7
............

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..
2
5

.8
2.1

g4 ····.. ··s." 5· ···· · · ·· · · · .. . . .. ..

9. 0

8. 0

:7

3. 6
I

•••••••••••

,.:::::::: :::

/- -7.21----s:-;
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Table showing the dwths and discharges for di.sabil-iiy, etc.-Continued.•
DISCHARGES.
Colored.

White.
Diseases and injuries.

Ratio per

Number.

- - - - - - - - - - --! --- - Specific febrile and acute
infectious diseases...... . . ...... ... . .
Mala rial diseases ........ . . .
5
Diarrhreal diseases ........ .
14
Septic diseases ............. .
Venereal diseases .......... .
84
Zoogenous diseases .... ..... .
1
Dietic diseases . ........... .
3
Constitutional diseases .... .
44
Developmental defects ..... .
22
Diseases of the nervous sys.
tern .... ....... ........... .
80
Diseases of the eye ........ .
24
Diseases of the ear ........ .
13
Diseases of the nose ........ .
3
Diseases of the respiratory I
system . .................. .
68
Diseases of the circulatory
system _...... ..... .. . : ..
53
DisAases of the digestive
system .. . . .... .......... .
41
Diseases of the lymphatic
system and duct.Jess glands.
Diseases of the urinary sys.
tern .................... .
13
Diseases oft he reproductive
system .................. . .
14
Diseases of the locomotor
system ........ . . . ....... . .
42
Diseases of the integumen-

In~~iie~r~~~':
:: :::::::::::
Unclassified diseases ...... .
.Aggregate............

7
50
8

Ratio per

1,000 mean l,OOO cases.
i

Number.

strength.

.2

Ratio per

strength.

2. 0

.6

4. 5

3. 5
. 04

54.4
2. 6
2. 7
52. 2

.1
1. 9
•9

Ratio per

l,OOO mean 1,000 cases.

····· ···i.i- ·· ···· ··5:9· ······ ··5s:a

1,000.0

1

.4

1,000.0

52. 5

6

2. 5

61. 5
80. 7
125. 0

5

2.1

23. 2
100. 0

2. 9

23. 4

4

1. 7

8. 8

2. 2

277. 5

1. 7

12. 2

4

1. 7

8. 3

3.4
1.0
•5
.1

·- · --······· ···········-

.1

20. 5

•5

94. 9

2

•8

69 7

2

.8

58. 8
45. 0

8.1
10 6

.6
1.8

40. 0

2.1

.3

4. 3
10. 5

,4
2. 5

2. l
•3

117. 7

28. 2

- - - ------·- -------'- - - - -11 - ------ - - - -18.-1
592
24. u
22. 3 I
58
2!. 6 /

N0TE.-Indian scouts are not included. in abo,e table. Two died of pulmonary phthisis. one of
valvular disease of the heart, one of cruslJiug, arnl one of gu usbot wound, or 16.1 per 1,00LI of mean
strength. One was discharged for pulmonary pht!Jisis, or 3.2 per 1,000 of mean sLrengtb.
<;:ases of )n,jury or disease occurring amonp- recruits at depots, which existed or were contracted
prior to enlistment, are excluded from this table.
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SURGEON-GENERAL •
. RECRUITING SERVICE,

Tabular sumrnary showing all rejections, with cause, and ratio per 1,000, among 14,913recruits
exarnined during the year 1886.
[Total number of recruits examined, 14,913; white, 13,652, colored, 1,261.J
Colored.

White.

Causes of rejection.

Re.
jected
pri·
mary
examination.
Oil

Re·
jected
on sec- Total.
ondary
exami·
nation.

Ratio
per
1,000.

Rejected
on primary
examination.

Rejected
on sec- Total.
ondary
exami·
nation.

Ratio
per
1,000.

--------------1---- ---- -------- ---- ---- ---- ---Malarial diseases .....••........••.
En the tic diseases .... .. .....•.....
Dietic diseases ................ .. . .
Constitutional diseases ........... .
Developmental defects .. .. .. ... ... .
Parasitic t.liseases .... .. ........•..
Diseases of the nervous i;ystem ... .
Diseases of the eye ... , ........... .
Diseases of the ear ........... . ... .
Diseases of the nose .............. .
D~seases of the respiratory system.
D~seases of the circulatory system.
D~seases of the digestive sys.tern . ..
D!seases of the lymphatic system: ..
D~seases of the urinar.v system ... .
D1seases of the reproducth'e sys.
tern...... .. ..
.
·
Diseases and inJ ~~ie~ ·~f ·th~· i~~~: ·
~otor system ................... .
Diseases of the integumentary sys-

~J:;;tt~
~i i~j~~i~;:::::::::::::::::
eneral unfitness..................

0

1
3

1
345
26
527
39
147
623
164
8
354
709
664

1

26
533
39
149
62-!
168
10
355
716
667
33
10
636

46.6

707

2

709

51. 9

t~

2

7

2'14
105
621
55
267
60
230
43
189

17. 9
7. 7
45. 5
4. 0
19. 6
'4. 4
16. 8
3.1
13. 8
7. 3
4. 3

6
2

1
4
2

1
7

rI

32
9
633

2

621

Imperfect knowledge of English...
Doubtful character .·. .. .' ... . . . . . . .
P~eviously discharged for disabil.

99
59

DFeserter from other army . __ . _. __ .

3 _. _. ___ .
1
81

raudulent enlistment
Unclassified ........... : : : : : : : : : : : :
.Aggregate. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.1
25. 5
19. 9
1. 9
39. 0

271

II~i~\t: t//tU .~

D!!!~t~;ir-;;~·u:s·:x;~j:::::::::

2
348

271

99

59

f
7, 313

f
46

3
1
81

2. 9
10. 9
45. 7
12. 3
•7
26. 0
52.4
48. 9

2. 4

· ··· ·s4 · ·· ·· · · ·· · ···· 54. ····42:s
5
5
26

·4
11
37
7

1

1

35
32
69
7

5
5
27
4

11
38
7
35
33
70
7

4. 0
4. 0
21. 4

3. 2
8. 7
30. l
5. 6

27.8
26. 2
55. 5
5. 6

.7

53 .••.....

53

42. 0

'68

53. 9
12. 7
8. 7
24. 6

19
1:l

16
11
31
4
40
12
44
19
12

18

18

;;!······;_·

31 .••..••.
4 .•••.••.

40
12

. . •.....
.•...•.

44

:f

3. 2

31. 7
9. 5
34. 9
15.1
9. 5

14. B

........................

. 2 . __ . .. _. ~::: ~::: : : : : : ~:: : : : : : : : :
. 1 .....•....................•...•.
5. 9
17 . . . . . . . .
17
13. 5

7, 359 / 539. 0

635

6 /

6.J.l /

508. 3

NOTE.-Indians are not included. in this table· there were 542 examined, of which number 6 were
r ejected, or 11.1 per 1,000.
'
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R EPO RT
OF

THE PAYMA S TER-GENERkL.
P.A. YMASTER-GENERA.L'S OFFICE,
W ashington, D. 0., October 10, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit my annual report of the trans.actions of the Pay Department of the ATmy for the fiscal year endmg
June 30, 1887.
.
The tabular statements herewith show in minute detail all the fiscal
operations of the Department for the year.
.
The following is a summary of t he r eceipts and disbursements:
RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS D URI X G THE F I SCAL Y EA R ENDL. G J U NE

Balance in hands of paymasters July 1, 1886 ... . . _.......•......
Amount received from the Treasur v ....... _... __ •.. . . . . . . . . • • . .
Amount rece~ved from soldiers' deposits .. . .. _ . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • .
Amount received from paymaster s' collection s. ..... . . . . . . . . . . • . .

30, 1

7•

- .. ....
....
....

$1, 25:3, 2 9. 63
13, 910, 116. 36
43~,? 4. 9
28, , 3 -!. 66

Total to be accounted for .... _.. _. _ .. ______ .... . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

15, 87, 365. 63

Accounted for as follows:
Disbursements :
To the Army .•.••...••••..........•. . . _.....•••. . $12, 980, 214. 74
To the Milit,ary Academy .. _...... . ..... __ .. . . . . . .
207,815.10
To the Signal Sen·ice .... ......... ___ . ___ . . . . . . .
189, 20;?. 06
To the Volunteers ( on Treasury certifica t es) ... _..
853, 124. 96
Total. ............... ........ . . __ . _ ....... _.... 14. 230, 356. 86
Surplus funds deposited in Treasurv ...... _........ _..
· 30, 609. 52
Paymast~rs' collections deposited in Treasury ... _ .. _..
287, 384. 66
Balance m hands of paymasters June 30, 1887......... 1, 3:19, 014. 59
Total accounted for .... ... __ ....••••.. ____ .. _. __ . ___ . _. _..... $15,887,365.63

The reports of the chief paymasters of the several departments
sho_w t~at the troops during the past fiscal year were paid promptly on
their bi-monthly muster.
The amount disbursed durino- the last fiscal year shows a large in?rease over the amount disb1u:'ed during the ,prior year. r~bis increase
1s due ~o t~e large amount paid on Treasury certificates m the settlement of ~la1!11s of the soldiers of the late war for back pay and bounty.
As ~n mcid~nt of the risks incurred by the officers of this Depar~me~t m carrymg large sums of currency through the unsettled terntones, I have to report the robbery of Maj. D. N. Bash on March
18, 1887, ot: $7,350.93. The robbery occurred at a place named Antelope Sprmgs, a stage station in Wyoming Territory, while Major
695
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Dash was en route to pay the troops at Fort McKinney. The robber
has been captured and is now in the hands of the civil authorities awaiting trial.
,
A.t date of my last annual report the number of officers in this Department was forty-eight. Since that date the Department ha_s lost
three officers by the retirement of Col. George L. Febiger, assistant
paymaster-general, and Maj. Charles J. Sprague, paymaster, and by
the ~eath of Maj. John E. Blaine, paymaster. Of the forty-five ?fficers
now m the Department only forty are available for duty, and this number will, before the close of the next fiscal year, be reduced to thirtyseven by the retirement of three officers now on active duty.
A.s there seemed to be a constant and pressing demand from the enlisted men of the Army for more frequent payments, and it wa1s urged
by many officers that payments to the troops at short intervals would
tend to check desertion and improve th.e morale of the Army, I addressed
a letter to the Adjutant-General of the Army, requesting that the necessary orders issue directing that the troops at the twenty-nine following-named posts be mustered for pay on July 31, 1887, and monthly
thereafter :
.
.
List of posts to be paid monthly.
1. Fort Wood, New York Harbor.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Fort Columbus, New York Harbor.
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor.
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor.
Fort Schuyler, New York Harbor.
David's Island, New York Harbor.
Willets Point, New York Harbor.
Sandy Hook, New Jersey.
Fort Warren; Boston Harbor, Massa.c husetts.
Port Niagara, New York.
Fort Porter, New York.
Fort Wayne, Michigan.
Newport Barracks, Kentucky.
Washington Barracks, District of Columbia,.
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

16. Leavenworth Military Prison.
17. Jefferson Barracks, Missouri.

Fort Omaha, Nebraska.
Salt Lake City Barracks, Utah.
Fort D0uglass, Utah.
Fort Snelling, Minnesota.
Post of San Antonio, Texas.
Fort Bliss, Texas.
.
.
San Diego Barracks, Cahiorma.
Fort Lowell, Arizona. ·
Fort Mason, California.
Presidio of San Francisco, California.
Vancouver Barracks, Washington
. Territory.
29. Fort Walla Walla, Washington Territory.
18.
19.
20.
21.
2~.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

To this list, at subsequent dates, were added the following six posts:
30. Fort Myer, Va.
31. Watertown Arstmal, Massachusetts.
32. Angel Island, California.

133. Alcatraz Island, California.
34. Fort McHenry, Md.
35. Fortress Monroe, Va.

and the_ various recruiting re~dezvous.
The posts selected were those in the vicinity of the · stations of paymasters, and were so chosen because the additional payments could be
made without ariy additional cost to the Government except a slight
outlay in a few instances, where a small amount of travel expenses
woulu be incurred.
Since th~ system has been inaugurated, I have had numerous requests
to extend it to the more isolated posts where it wa claimed that the
adYantage to be derived from it wodld be more sensibly felt, but I
~a forced t? deny_ them, as with my present available force of offi~er
it would. be 1mpo 1ble to pay all the post o ituated, owing to time
nece ~rily co~ urned in traveling to and from them. If it is deemed
to be m the mt r t. of the ervice that the y tern of monthly pa~··
ment b x! nd <l to the entire Army, I would recommend that the
of July · 1
be o amend <l a to limit the number ofpayma ·
rs to t rt , th nnmber now in the Department. I would further

:t
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recommend that the proviso of said act be amended .so as to read:
"That hereafter any paymaster of the rank of major w_ho_ has served
twenty years in the United States Army, as a comnuss10n~d officer
shall~ upon his own application, or by direction of the President, be
placed upon the retired list of the Army."
.
.
four o.ffiThis legislation if obtained ' will place on the retired hst
.
cers whose applications to be retired, under the above proviso, are now
pending in the War Department, and would give me in lieu t~ereof
four active officers and arrest any further depletion of the available
force. With the Department thus strengthened it will be possible to
pay the entire Army as now stationed, at least once a month.

,

P.A. YM.A.STER'S ACCOUNTS.

Under section 1192, Revised Statutes, all disbursing officers of the
pay department are required to renew their bonds, or furnish additional security, at least once in four years. This requirement has been
rigidly enforced, and each officer at the expiration of four years from
the date of his current bon_d is required to close his accounts and turn
over to another officer of the Department his entire cash balance as
shown by his account current rendered to date. His accounts are thus
tested before he is supplied with funds under his new bond.
The only balances that are possible to remain against the paymaster
after thus closing his accounts are those which may arise in their settlement by t,he accounting officers of the 'rreasury. The disallowances
now charged against the officers of the pay department, with two exceptions, are upon vouchers paid in good faith, and are mainly due to
errors in circulation, to payments made on imperfect vouchers, or with-0ut apparent proper authority, and are being rapidly adjusted by the
officers affected.
I find among the charges raised by the Second Comptroller against
several officers of this Department, items of disbursement paid by order
of the Secretary of War. (The disallowance of payments made by and
under such authority, works great hardship to the disbursing officer,
as on the. one hand he is confronted with a charge of disobedience of
orde.rs, and on the other with assuming a liability for which either he
or h1~ sureties will be held pecuniarily responsible.) Such a system is
certamly open to amendment. No officer should be answerable for
the same action to two independent superiors.
I would therefore urge that the legislation necessary to sharply de~ne the powers of the War Department in matters of accounts pertainmg to the former be requested.
. I would again invite attention to a recommendation in a former report
m the matter of paymasters' bonds. It is held by the accounting offic~rs _of the Treasury, that each bond given by a paymaster is a ~0!1tmu~ng bond from the date of its approval so long as the officer 1s m
servi_ce under hi_s current commission, notwithstanding_ a new bond is
requ_1red from him every four years, or oftener if the rnterests of the
s~rv1ce demand it. Under such a ruling paymasters experience great
difficulty in obtaining sureties. While a person may be willing to
a~sume a responsibility which will extend through a limited period, he
will hesitate to assume one to wllich no limit is :fixed, and from which
he can obtain no release. T!Je legislation w!Jicll has been enacted to
remedy this e,il in the matter ot bomb of collectors of i11ternal revenue (20 Stats., p. 327), a11<l of po1-1twasters (R S., 3827), should be
extended to the bonds of paymasters. I would furtller recommend, as a
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matter of relief to paymasters, that the bon<l of an approved guarantee
company be accepted as security. The bonds of such companies are
accepted by very many of our leading railroad and express companies,
banking and insurance institutions, for the faithful discharge of the fi.nanci'al trust of their em ploy es. If this facility to bond were extended to
paymasters, the Department could then with propriety ask the enactm~n~ of the legislation necessary to require a paymaster to rebond
withm a specified date, or in the event of his failure to do so, to declare
his commission vacated. As the law now stands the Department has
no option in case an officer declines to bond beyond placing him on
waiting orders with full pay.
.
Under a recent ruling of the War Department, the appointment under which a paymaster\, clerk is serving, falls if his principal leaves the
service of the Pay Department by retirement, or otherwise. In the
event of the death of the officer, this limitation greatly hampers the
settlement of his accounts. There should be some agent of the Government familiar with the details of his accounts, and competent to
render the necessary final returns, placed in charge for a limited period.
I would therefore suggest that section 1190, Revised Statutes, be so far
amended as to authorize the appointment by the Secretary of War of
such number of additional clerks to paymasters as the service may
require ..
MILEAGE.

· The amount appropriated for the payment of mileage of officers for
the last fiscal year was $130,000, a reduction of $30,000 trom the
amount appropriated for like purpose for the previous year. 0~ the
amount appropriated there has been expended $1W,996.57, leavrng _a
balance of only $3.43 to the credit of the appropriation. Against this
credit, vouchers to the amount of $2,452.38, have been present~d to
this office, and for which a deficiency estimate in due season will be
submitted.
Presuming that these outstanding accounts will be provided for, the
total disbursement on account of mileage for the fiscal year will be
$132,448.95, as against $152,900.16 for the previous year.
The legislation enacted in the Army appropriation bill for 1887 (24
Stats., 95), providing in lieu of 8 cents per ·mile, the mileage rate heretofore paid, that the maximum sum to be allowed and paid during
that fiscal year shall be 4 cents per mile, and, in addition thereto, the
cost of tra.nsportation actually paid, exclusive of sleeping or pa~lor
car fare, has in its results confirmed the opinion advanced by me ma
former report suggesting this method of reimbursing officers for expenses incurred while traveling under orders. It is apparent from the
accounts rendered by officers for travel on frontier service that after
paying the co t of their transportation from their former allowance bu
'.1' 1:11all margin was left for the payment of other neces ary expen es
mmden~ t? their journey, and that they must often have performed the
d_uty enJ_011;1ed at a po itive pecuniary lo . The pre ent method ent1r ly ehmmates the co t of tran portation which varie o much b ·
t'_V n h_ Ea. t and th We t, from the officer' e.xpen e and allo""
b11n a umform an 1, it i believed, a fair nm t,) meet hi ~ incidental ex-
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to appropriate, in specific terms, an amount !or the use of the 9uart~r!11aster's Department sufficient to meet the estimated cost of this additional
burden of transportation, it was held that it was impracticable to
furnish transportation to officers when traveling under orders, without
troops, over railroads or water routes, except over bonded or land-grant
railroads. In view of this ruling-as the bulk of the travel is over
railroads and water routes-the appropriation for mileage for the current fiscal year will be exhausted before the 31st day of Decem her next.
P..A.YM.A.STER·GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The reports from the several di visions of the office show as follows:
Accounts rendered by paymasters-on hand July 1, 1886 ........• - - ........ .
Accounts received to June 30, 1887 ........... : . ........ - ... - - - - - - - -- -. - .• -

50
502

Total ...••.. ____ .. ____ .. ____ . _______ . __ •...•••...........••.....•••.
Accounts sent to Second Auditor ....... __ ...........••••.......... - •.... - - .

552
485

Accounts on hand June 30, 1887 ..•••.........•.•.••................ ___ .. _...

67

===
recorded . _. _•......... _. _.. ____ .. ____ . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . 59, 555

Number of payments
Number of vouchers examined ........••.• ________________ .••... __________ 57,704
9,042
Number of letters received and entered ___ .. ____ . ____ .. _. _•.••••. _...••• __ .
Number of letters written. ____ .. ____ . ____ . _. __ .. _____ .• :. • _.. ___ . _ . _. _•.• __ 4, 929
Number of indorsements written . _____ . __ • _... _. _.. _. __ .. ____ . ___ .. __ . _. _ 2,506

In the division of volunteer records the number of cases on hand for report
to ~he Adjutant-General and Second Auditor, July 1, 1886, was .... ____ ...
4,612
Received to June 30, 1887 ...• ____________ .•.. ____ .... ~--- ........... -----· 34,168
'l'otal ........... ____ .. __________ . ___ . ____________ . ____ .. _____ . ___ • . . :313, 780
Num her of cases answered . _____ . _____ . ___ . _____ .. ____ . __ • ____ ____ __ __ __ __ 37, 601
Number of cases on hand June 30, 1887 ·--~-- __________________________ .•.•

1,099

This report shows an increase of 9,986 cases answered over the num?er reported for the same period last year, and a satisfactory reduction
m the number of cases on hand at the close of the vear.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, the'i·e were three hundred and eighty-seven stoppages made against officers, amounting to
$25,851.46, as follows:
By request of Quartermaster-General. ____ . _..... . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • $5, 975. 6~
By request of Commissary-General .. _.....•.....• _...•. _••.......•• __ .. _
265. 01
By request of Chief of Ordnance ....... ____ ... __ . _.... _........ _. _.. _. _. 2, 187. 65
By request of accounting officers of Treasury (sec.1766, Revised Statutes). · 7,448.83
Court-martial fines·....•...•. _. ___ .. _. _. _..... _...... __ • _ ...• __ •... _. _.. _ 3, 336. 56
Stoppages arising in paymasters' accounts .•• _••.•. __ .. ___ ••.. __ . _ . . . . . • . 6, 637. 79
Total .... _.... _...•• _. _ ..•• _........•• _••... _.•..•••.. _____ ... __ .. 25, 851. 46
Of this amount there was collected .•..•••• ____ •.••...•...... $12,065.44
Withdrawn.................................................
8,125.06
20,190.52
Balance remaining on the books June 30, 1887 __ .•...•. _.. _.....•• _.. f, 660. 94

I invite attention to the appended report of Maj. I. 0. Dewey, paymaster, United States Army, in charge of the payment of arrears of
pay and of bounty to colored soldiers. This report shows that the expense of making these payments to the claimant in person, as required
by law, was less than two-thirds of 1 per cent. of the amount disbursed.
I am sir, very respect,fully, your obedient servant,
WM. B. ROCHESTER,
Paymaster-General, V. S. Army.
The SECRET.ARY O:F' W .A.R.

•

•
St11trmrnt, b.1/ appropriations, showing the amount in the hands of officers of the Pay Department July 1, 1886; the arnount received b.lf them from the Treasur!f
c111tl all otlw· sources during the. fiscal year ending June 30, 1887; also the a1nount accounted for by vouchers of expenditures, by deposits and replacements
in tlw lh-asurg, and the balance in the hands of officers of the Pay Department Ju.n e 30, 1887.

Appropriations.

I

Received
Ba!Anoe, in from T,eaa- Received
hands of
nry during
from
I ~a. masters fiscal year soldiers'
u y 1, 1886. ending June deposits.
30, 1887.

1

Received
from paymasters'
collec.
tions.

Credit
trans·
fers.

I

I

Unex
pended
ters' colTotal to be balances Payllia,
lections
Debit
acc~unted deposited deposited transfers.
for.
in the
in the
!Treasury. Treasury.

I

Disburse.
ments.

I

BaJan,.,. in
bands of
Total
paJmasters accounted
June 30, .
for.
1887.

-.J

0
0

I

~
t_zj

'"Cj

Pay, otc., of tlw Arm.r, 1887 ....•.....•... $12,457,000.00 $436,574.98 . ..........
Pay, Mil.Ac1u.lemy, 1887 .. ····-········
20t,000.00 ····· · ·--·· ······· ·-··
Si~onlServicepay,1887 .... ·-····--·· ·
215,000.00 ...... -.... ·······--··
Pay, cu:,.oftho.Arru_y, 1886. $1,170,475.25
45, ooo. 00. ···-······ ·--·· .•.•..
Pay, M1I..A.cmlt·my, 1880.. .
30,938.00 ...... ... .. .....................
Si~on18on·.ico pay,1880.. ..
881.90
5,000.00 . .......... ··· --······
P.tty,oto.,oithod.rmy,1885 .
19,939.28
8,000.00 .......... . ····-···--·
S11-,'llnl Sorvicti ptty, 1885. . .
018. 12 .••...•.. ___ ••..•• _. . ..•..•• _.......
Pay, titc, of tho Army, 1884
and prior yunn, . ........ .
5,906.20
4,000. 00, .... _....•.
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1883.
0
109,006.62
is8i.1· · · · · · · · · - · · ·

$9, 762. 14 $12,903,337.12 .. ...••• _..••. _... __ .. _.. .. __ .. $11,673,271. 27 $1,230,065. 85 $12,903,337.12
445.30
204,445.30 ......•... ···--···-·· ·······-··
177,670.99 .
26,774.31
204,445.30
136.00
2151136.00 ..........••.....•. ······--·
186,729.23
28,406.77
215,136.00
···· ··-· · 1,221,475. 25$11, 051. 81 ··-·-······ $10,309.55 1,184,002.04
16,111.85 l, 221,475.25
·-- ·· · -· ·
30,938.00 . __ · ······ ···--······ ·······-··
30,144.11
793.89
30,938.00
······-··
5,881.90, ....... ·-·······-· ·-···· ····
2,069.14
. 3,812.76
5,881.90
.........
27,939.28 13,382.50 .••...••. _.
33.89
12,118.77
2,404.12
27,939.28
. •• •. ••• .
618. 12
214. 43 . •••. .•..... _.•... _..
403. 69 ........... _
618. 12
9, 906. 201 5, 621, 98, • • • • • • • · •••I•••• - •

r:)?,t1ey~·~. ~·r~~~·~~·~Y.

109, 006. 62, . .•..•••••

nncl prior years . . . . . • . . . .
26. 70
Rogue Hiver Indian war
1>rior to July 1, 1883 . .... .
Tro.voliug expenses of Cal.
o.n<lNeL Yolunteersl
prior to July 1, 1887 . .......•.•.......
281. 97
Tra.veling' expenses First
Mich. Cnvnlr_y, prior to
July 1, 188:li .••...... . ............••••.
1,006. 78, .. . ..... .. .
Support of 4 companies YO!·
unteors mustered atCnrup
Scott, act of Jnll 1, 1858 .. ...... . ···-··
6. 92, .•••.. ··-··•······· ··-·• ··-·· ·· ·
Rt11iof of EnolR oy,1 net
Au,.rust 4, 188fi . ...................... .
291. 46, ...•.•...•.
BattN·y, net J"uly 28, 18061880 arnl p1·ior y\'ars .. . . . 1
715. 00
59 9!6.17 , ·•••· ..... , ....••.....
llatt{•r>'• 15th 11111110th Mis.
Kourt t:avnlry .......•..
3, 516. 00, ........•.. - - . , .••••......
Battery -.·oluntt•ers, their
wldowR, 1•t.c., 1871, autl
3,056.03
417,437.05, .........•. , .......... .
100. 00
·t:i;,:l,;1 °y1•a~

I

pJ~rt.~;
r:~.r:u~i
vohu,t,-.,r.. , lR711u11l \ll"lor
,111rt1

760. 08

372,825. 91

153. 28

• • • ·

2,922.90

1,361.32

9,906.20

153. 28

107, &73. 06

980. 28

109,006.62

26. 70,·-···· ...... .

26. 70

192. 52, .... _....... .

192. 52

26. 70, .••..•.••. , .••• .. ·····•··· ·--··· ·
192. 52, ..•..••.•.

~

0

~

~

~

t_,;j
(71

281. 97

281. 97

tr.l

a

p:!
t_zj

1-::l

pa..
~

0

1,006.78, ...•....•.

1,006.78, ......... •.•.

1,006.78

6. 92, ... ....•••.

6. 92, ....... ·•····

6.92

291. 46, .... ..... .
100. 00, .......... ·

p:!

p:j

281. 97, ..•••.....

60,661.17

0

291. 46, ..•..... - .•..

291. 46

100. 00

58,558.47

1,902.70

60,661.17

3,516. 001······ ... , ..•..•...• . , .••....••.

2,174.96

1,341.04

3,516.00

421,193.98

100. 00, ..... _..•.. , ......... .

400,864.20

20,229.78

421,193.98

373,739.87

138. 80

370,936, 42

2, GG4. 65

373,739.87

~

~
pa..

. t:c,
•

Payment mounted riflemen
under Col. J. C. Fremont

in 1846 and prior years . .. ..•..•....••.
Pay, volunteers Mexican
war, 1871 aocl prior years .
36. 50
Extra pay to officet'a and
men in Mexican war. . . . .
3, 745. 53

Three months payproper,
act July 3. 1884 . . . . • . . . .
6, 073. 54
Colonel, payment of battery, etc., 1885 . .. ••• . . •• •• . .•• •. ..• ••.
Paymasters' collections . . . . . . . .... . ... .

201··········1· .......... ,......... .

535. 761·••••• •. •••I••••••· ••••I•••••·•••

85.
572. 26 .•••••.••..•••••..••.

85.

20

535. 76

36. 50

572. 26

!J, 402 01

1,343.52

10,745.53

7, 696. 5G

376. 98

8,073.54

1,500.001··········1 ··········1··········1
1,091.731
408.27
287, 384. 66 .. •.••.••. $287, 384. 66 .•••••......•• . •..•.... . ....•......•.

1,500. 00
287,384.66

10,745.53 .••..••••.
8, 073, 541 • • • • • • • • • •I

• • • • • • • • • • • I , • • • • • • • • •

Total ................ I 1,253,289.631 13,910,116.361 436,574.981 287, 32'!. 66110, 596. 121 15, 897,962.351 30,609.521 287, 381. 661 10, 596.

nl14, 230, 356. 861 1, 339,014. 59115, 897,962. 35
I,::)

~

~

~

~
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tr:l
to
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~

....:t

0
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Slatn11t'fll by appropriatio11s of approved and suspendecl disbursernents in paymasters' accounts re11de1·ed d'uring the fiscal year end-ing June 30, 1687 showit1g

also the balmwe of suspensions remai11ing June :30, 1886, amount rernoved during 'the year, and the balance r_mnaining June 30, 1887.

Total. .

.Approved.

~

.Amount
.Amount of
of suspen.
.A.mount of
sion
removorl suspensions
suspensions I Total sus.
Suspendod,lremaining on pensions. during fiscal remaining on
books June
year enrling books June
30, 1886.
June 30,
30, 1887 .
1887.

Pay, etc., of the .Army, 1887 ...••..•••••.•••••.•••••...•••.••• ·.•••.........••. $11,662, 583. 37 $11, 656, 519. 25
177,224.02
Pay of the Military .Academy, 1887. ... .• .• . . .•.• .. . . .. ...••..•.. ...... .... ..
177, :l25. 69

i~~~~t~.~~1iril~;:~~886~::::: ::::::~::::::: ::: :: ::::~ :::::::: ::::~: :::::.
Pay of the Military Academy, 1886 ..........•.•......••..••..•....•. -.,......

!~~:}t~x~;e:iHt1~~:: ~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:

1.

m: ~~~: ~~
m: ii
30,144'. ll

1
~:
Pay, ote., of the Army, 1884 and prior years..................................
2, ::>~2. 90
Signal Sor'l'ico pay, 1884 aud prior years ................................................... .
Pay of the .Army, J883 and prior years ..........•... -··· .. .. .. ......... .. ...
108,026.34
Pay, etc., of the .Army, 188 Land prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26. 70
Rogne River Indian war prior to ,fuly 1, 1883 . . ..••. . .. . . . ... . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .
192. 52
•.rrnveling expenses of California ancl N oYada volunteers prior to 1883.......
281. 97
Traveling expeuRos of First Michigan Ca,•alry prior to July 1, 1883 ......... ]
1,006.78
Support of four companies volunteers mustered at. Camp Scott, Utah, act July
6 . 92
12, 1858 ..... .. . . ....................................................... .
291. 46
Relief of Enols Loycl, act .Auirnst 4, 1886 ...... .................•...•........
58,658.47
:Bounty, act of July 28, 1866, 1880, and prior years .......................... .
2,174. 95·
Bounty to Il'ifteenlh aud Sixtoenth Missom:i Cavalry volunteers ........... .
400,764.20
Bountl to volunteers, their widows and their loga,I heirs, 1871 ancl prior years
370,783.14
Pn.y o two nnd throe ye1ws' volunteers, 1871 au1l prior years ............... .
Payments to mounted riflemen under ·Col. J.C. Fremont in 184-6, 1871, aucl
prior )'Onrs . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ........................... .
85. 20
535. 76
Pay ofvohmtol'rs (Mexican war), 1871 and prior )' Oars ..................... .
0, 402. 01
E-xtra pay to officers t\nd men who sorvecl in Mexican war (indefinite) ..... .
Three montbs Jl"Y proper, net ,July 3, 188L ...........•.............•..·..... .
7,696.56
Collectlou and payruont of bounty, otc., 1887 ................................ .
1,091.73

Total ...................................... .

14,230,356.86

186,588.70
1, 194, 719. 87
30,144. 11
2,069.14
12,152.66
403. 69
2,922.90

$6,064.121··············1
1. 67 . ..• .. . . . .. . . . $6,064.121
1. 67
4. 53 ·•·····••·.. ..
4. 53
517. 48

$2,896.58

3,414.06

$3,

"rn I

355. 37
10. 01
422. 86
5. 15
.10, 872. 97

t-ti
0

t-3

.$,. 31':,,

4. 53 ..............
2, 849. 59
564. 47

355. 37
220. 54
10. 01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
422. 86
93. 81
5. 15 .•.•..... : . . . .
10, 872. 97
2, 160. 79

l;lj
ttj
l;lj

········i2~00· ...... iioo· ::~::::::~~~~: ·········iiiiii

108,026.34
26. 70
192. 52
281. 97
1,006.78

184. 83
10. 01
329. 05
5. 15
8, 712. 18 .

0

1--,:j

t-3
~

t_zj

m
ttj

0

~
t,;l ·

t-3
II>-

~

t<

6. 92

291.46
58,658. 47
2,174.96
400,764.20
370,783.14

0

1--,:j

:aII>~

85. 20
535. 76
9. -102. 01
7,696.56
1,091.73

I 14, 228,769.06

-1
0

Suspensions.

Dis burseruents.

Title of appropriations.

'

6,587. 80

14,574.04 \ 21,162.74

9,083.48

12,079.26

Statement Bliowi11g the balance in the hands of each of the disbursing officers of the Pay Department on the 1st of July, 1885, tho amount remitted to each from
the 1'reasur.lJ or turned over by other agents during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, the amount accounted for by accounts and vouchers of expenditures
or by t1·a118fers or replacements in the Treasury, and the balance remaining in the hands of_paymasters to be accounted for in the next fiscal year.
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COLONEL A1'"D ASSISTANT PAYMAST.El{S·GENERAL.

McClure, Danjel. ............ .
ll'ebiger, George L . .... ........ .
Smith, Rodney ............ . .. .
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74, 342. 661 1, 125, 000. 001 245,558.401 9, 146. 00
38, 563. 0 I 1 1, 175, GOO. 00 222, 873. 66 4, 825. 00
6!, 386. 51
590,000.00 166,545.39 7,225.00

1,{AJOH AND PAYMASTER.

Sprague, Charles J. t ..........
Smith, Willia.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Terrell, C. M . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
Stanton, T. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Glenn, George E. ... .. . . . . . . ...
Canby, J.P . ............ .. ....
Candee, George W...... . • • • • .
Dewey, I. 0 . .... .. ...... ......
Carey, A. B..... ..••....•.....
Coxe, F. M............ .. ......
Bates, A.. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilson, C. I . ..................
Eckels, W. H . . . • • . • . • . . • . . . • .
Blain~, J.E. t . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Roch e, James R . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Towar, A.. S. . ... •• . ••.•.. .. . ..
Maynadier, W. M .. ·.· .. . . .....

"'

.......

<l,)

~
0

J5~

,o A

w.

,..

a: rn
.... 0

...,

$58, 08G. 201$2, G99, 000. 001 $-11, 957. 101 $3, 175.00
11, 808. il7 . . . . . . . . . . • . .
4, 000. 00
500. 00 $4, 41], 52 $2,806,629. 821 .••...•• · 1 $4,411. 521 $400,406. 45,$2, 401,811.85, .......... - . ,$2, 806, 629. 8~
16. 26
16,324.63 . . . . . . . .
16. 26
11, 296. 91
5,011.46 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16,324. 63
18,030.56
103, 000. 00
88,747.53 1,475.00
01 • ___ . ___
528. .,
11,. ,,,_ .,
... 277. 13
$3, 752. ..
211. 782. 01

LIEUTENANT- COLONEL AND DEPUTY PAYMABTERB-GENERAL.

Rucker, W. A. ............... .
Johnston. W. H . ............. .
Gibson, W.R . ..... .. ..... .. . .

'4)

~,.Q

Cl!~

9, 766. 84
370, 000. 00
8, 121. 61
278, 000. 00
55,471.48
819,000.00
27, 566. 83
237, 000. 00
26,188.55
990,000.00
16,162.34
645,000.00
35, 582. 70
355, 000. 00
121,732.05 1,143,116.30
8,073.87
172,000.00
34,509. 15 . ........... .
55, 204. 76 ... , . . ..• _.. .
27,234.08
165,000.20
49, 700. 64
90, 000. 00
. . . . . . . . . . . . 125, 000. 00
.9, 012. 91
210,000.00
17,130. 09
123,000.00
18,847.80
285,000.00

*Retired December 8, 1886

t,tj
~

4,288. 25 1,458, 337. 31,$2, 757. 461 4,288. 251
3,8 19.8711, 445,081. 54 1, 553. 271 3,819.87
5,129.54
833,286.44 1,246.60 5, 129. 54

I 1,

327,431.3711, 046, 9:i9. 821 76, 900. 41 \ 1,458, 338. 31
242, 110. 23 1, 1>77, 977. 08 119, 621. 09 1 1,445, 081. 54
426, 035. 23
383,217.42
17,657.621 833,287.44

I

Q

t,tj

z

t=1

96, 387. 221 17, 972. 40
496, 089. 671 . . . . . .
963.
161, 914. 84
121 , 298.14 5,310.75 1, 963. 21
419, 169. 81
591. 15 6, 439. 31
328, 071. 72
192, 9t5. 90 8, 715. 48 6,439. 31
440. 59' 9,421.15
532,531. 35
121, 261. 69 17,593. 75 9,421.15 1,085,534.01
10,718.71
414,140.98
...
.
.
.
.
1
10,718.71
305,062.22
58,907.29 12,575.00
821. 34 3, 526. 59, 272, 286. 7H
103, 347.09 5,618.64 3, 526. 59 1, 091, 197. 43
772, 372. 03 5, 497. 99 2, 243. 96 1 188, 431. 68
193, 40~. 02 11,147. 00 2, 243. 96
615,662.47 ....... . 28,524.75
415,852.99
237,009.47
39. 30 20,524. 75
789. 87 1,502,687.05 5,960.78
789. 07 1, ]97, 898. 31
160,736.23 6,028. 00
350,674.52
294. 66 3,836.42
186,657.63
413, 157. 83 18,533.77 3,836.42
4_75, 306. 57 . . . . . . . . . 9, 105. 82
396, 891. 17
415, 243. 40 18, 945. 61 o, 105. 82
497, 271. 68 . . . . . . • . . 7, 877. 91
368,033.57
279,817.62 8,655.00 7,877. 91
487, 952. 43 . . . . . . . . . 7, 245. 73
224, 975. 81
276,730.00 16,517.65 7, 245. 73
7,813.89
440,762.18
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7,813.89
338,867.49
74, 858. as 5, 952. 25
207, 398. 94 10, 000. 00 1, 588. il4
110, 013. 50
l15, 394. 37 9,717.00 1,588. 34
222,388.05
351,388.05 ... . ...•. 7,263.77
186, 320. 91 6, 282. 31 7,263.77
337, 112. 51 . • . . . . . . . 4, 379. 20
304, 075. 84
141, 591. 00 25, 1152. 00 4, 379. 20
9,682.39
480,473.19 . . • . . . • • . 9,682.39
390, 522. 76
t Retired April 12, 1887.
t Died April

211

332, 2; 1. 62 .... .. . _.. _\ 4!l6, os!l. 67
68, 3 l I. 96
15, 755. 67
419, 169. 81
511,577.23
31,563.67 1,085,534.0 1
68, OE2. 66
30,277.39
414,140.98
792, 437. 00
22, 125. 71 1, 091, 197. 43
536, 790. 12
39, 408. 48
772, 372. 03
129,070.70
50, 214. 03
615,662.47
296,786.07
1,232.02 1,502,687.05
121, 981. 86
37, 903. 95
350,674. 52
11, 017. 62
58, 291. 96
4 75, 306. 57
100, 088. 24
21, 271. 96
407, 27]. 68
225, 235. 361 30, 495. 5:J
487, 932. 43
83,204. 25
10,876.55
440, 762. 18
85, 797. j O . . . . . . . . . I
207, 398. 94
75,908.41
45,827.82
351,388.05
9, 071. 631 19, 58ti. 44
337, J 12. 51
l 9, 562. 71l1
60,705.34
480,473. ~9
21, 1887.
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Statement showing the balance in the h~1ds of each of the disbursing o.tficers of the Pay Department on the 1st of July, 1885, etc.-Continued.
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PAYMASTER-con··
tinned.

t:,;;l
t_zj
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Poolo, U . C... . .. . . . . . . . . . •• . . .

Smith, Geor~o R .... . ..... ....
Clayton, Beur.v .. .... .. . . . . . . .
Baker,JobnP ................

L~:p~r~e~'t: 1~~:~~~~~~.
1
~

~

0
t:,;;l

Arthor, Willfam ... ....... .........• ...•. · 1 $225,000.00 $142,686. 65 $10, 1~7. 7~'$14, 222. 50 $382,076. ?O . . • . . . . . .
Sharp, Alexandtir.. ..... . . . . . . $23, 097. 67
135, OuO. 00 499, 077. 40 22, 724. 41 4, 584. 85
694, 484. 39 . . . . . . . . .
Keefer, J.B...................
22,316.98
20,000. OIi 231,000.00 14,711.00 8,182.05
296,210.03
$40. 75
Wham, J. W.......... .. . ... . .
44,087.21 . . . . . . . . ... .. 522,489.20 5,610.00 7,839.15
580,025.56 1,190.70
Snitf~n.C.C ...................
38,948.93 . . . . . . . . .
55!:1,930.11 5,029.56 12,592.66
616,501.26 ..•..••..
Baird, G . W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,255. 75
158,000.00 199, 191.::!7 9,083.00 2,428.69
370,958. 81 . • •. . . • . .
Larned, D.R.. ........... .....
9,857. !0 ..... ... .. . . . 186,281.86 12,615.00 2,091.07
210,845.03. •. . . • •. .
Robinson, George F . .. .. ..... .... .• . . . .
190,000.00
61,977.48 11,545.32 5,676.92
269,199.72.........
Crea.rs, W. E .. ..... .....•. .. .
19,142.17 .•••••. ...... 122,000. oo 4,456.75 5,119.11
150,718.03. .... ... .
Dodge, F . S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74,452.96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 764,800.00 o, 676. 11 7,776.97
853,706.04 . . . . . . . . .
M(•C lure, Charles.............
23,588. 03
127,000.00
99,242.41 3,845.00 7,340.36
261,015.80 . . • . . . • • .
Witchflr, J. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89,175. 39 4, 870. oo 1,156.45
95,201.84 . • • . . . • . .
Whipple, Charles H .... .. . . . .
22, 61R 40 .••.... .. .. .. 317,249.31 23,179.50 15,347.91
378,395.12. •• . . • . . .
Comegys, '':· ~............. . .
17, O~. 78
108,000.00 150, 00(l. 00 . 8, 264. ~6 4,588.60
287,921. 74 . • •• . . . . .
Bash, D. N. . ............ .. . . .
2,800.73 .... .. . . . • ... 219,507.43 8,741.15 7,054. 19
238, 154.10.. •. . . . . .
Tucker, W. F. .. ......... .. . . .
17,121.33 1,063,000. 00 201,786.07 11,108. 97 7,605.23 1,300,621.60
214. 43
Muhlenberg, J. C . .••••. ......
17,153.61 . .•. . . . . . .. . . 221,159.58 8,837.50 8,387.13
255, 537.82 .••...•. 5

rot&l
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I

0

22,486.22
60,000. 00
47,831.50 .••. .. . ... . . .
20,062.95
125,000.00
41,326.30 ..••••.....•.

279,960.59 7,183. 00 5,373.06
236,309.15 15,399.50 9,705.24
104,000.00 4, 780. 00 4,996.69
369,000.00 16,442.53 12,700.i5

l, 500. oo . . . . . •. .. . . . . .••. . •. .. . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . .

375,002.87 . • • •. . • • .
309,245.39.. •. . .••.
258,839.64.........
439,469.28 .•••••• :.

$4, 222. 50' $129,704.65 $210,000.00
14, 584. 85
501, 853. 89
141, 000. 00
8,182.05
239,679.35
19,854. 7?.
7,839.15
394,630, 14
84,242. 78
12,592.66
517,030.96
35,718.44
2,428.69
323, 253. 22
19, 179. 18
2,091.07
195,211. 55
11,000. 00
5,676.92
200,156.83
32,419.00
5,119.11
130,211.79
8,'807. 43
7,776.97
778,770.33
42, 297. 29
7,340.36
196,108.59
39, 06!. 20
1,156.45
84,100.90 . .• • . . . . . . .
15,347. 91
345,972. :?4
4,483.69
!, 5~8. 60 261, 773. 2'l
3,096.67
1,054. 19
194,290 83
3, 52i. 73
7,605. 2J 1,013,254.31
20i, 705. 65
8,387. lfl
167,605.30
59,545.39
5,373.06
259,587.68
87,074.45
9,705.24
248,670.66
23,664.42
4,996.69
228,382.65
1,248.39
12,700.54
355,123.26
26,085.49

1, 500. 00 . • • . . • • . . . • • • • • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .

1, 500.

$38, 14~. 75 $382, 076. 90
37, 04;J. 65
094. 484. 39
28,453.16
296,210.03
92, 122. 79
580,025.56
51,159. 20
016,501.26
20, 097. 72
370, 958. 81
2,542.41
210, 845.03
3U, 947. 77
269, 199. 72
6,579. 70
150,718.03
24, 861.. 45
853, 706. 04
18,502. 65
261,015.80
9,938.49
95, 201. 84
12,591.28
378,395.12
l ~. 403. 27
287, 921. 74
33,284.35
238, 154.10
74,841.98 I, 300,621.60
20,000.00
255,537.82
22,967.68
375, 002. 87
27,205.07
309,245.39
24. 211. 91
258,839. 64
45,560.08
439,469.28

J......... --1

1, 500. 00

.11, 253,289.6313, 910,116.3619, 534,900. 61436, 574. 981287, 384. 66 25,422,266.2430. 609. 5121287, 384. 6614, 230,356.861 9, 534,900. 61/, 339,014.5925, 4~2, 2611, 24

*Includes $7,350.93; reported robbery March 18, 1887.
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Statement of the account of the Pay D epartment, U. S. Army, with the several apJJropriations subject to its contl'ol dwring the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1886.
In account with the Treasury.
00
~

l..:l
c;,

Appropriations.

I

~

Unex.
Repa:ypended Collect1ons
Balance in
ment 1n
balances
the Treas- of Amount
appropria- deposited deposited settlement
ury July
by paymasof ac·tions.
by pay1, 1886.
ters.
counts.

I

Total.

~ -------------------------------------1----1------I masters. l-----~----,-- -- $195. 00 $12,648,470. 56
1 Pay, etc., oftbe Army, 1887 .. ......••••••.••••.
$12,549, 85?, 21 1· .... -· ... ·1 $98,418. 35
221, 0!2. 31:!
220, 83;:,. 00 ..•....•. .. .••.... . .•..
207.B'lS
I Pay of Military Academy, 1887
225,393.90
225, 391. 50 . . . . . . . . . .
2. 40
~

Signal Servi ce pay, 1887 . . .. .•.•••. -•.. - .. - . - .• •...... - ••..•

01 Pay, etc., of the Army, 1886 .....•

. .• ............ $10, 000. 00

56, 660. 48

8.40

. . •••• . . . . -. •. . . . •. . . . . •. .
313. 50
Pay of Military Academy, 1886 ...•..... - . - -•• - •
Signal Service.pay, 1886 .. ....••••...•..
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1885 ........ ...• .••..•. ...
4,487.79
1.17
843. 06
P ay of Military Academy, 1885 .••••• .
1,814.54
Sii;rnal Sernce pay, 1885 . .......... : . ........•.....••.•......•••..•...•.•••••••••••.
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1884 ancl prior years . ....................•
2, 829. 11 20, 210. 69
4, 053. 18
409. 97
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1884 .•.... ·: .••..•••.•.••..••.. - •..•••••.•.••.
100,000.00 .................• .• •••••..•••.....•...••. - ... - . .
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1883 ancl pnor years .........•.....•..
. ••• . . . . . . . .
112, 481. 08 . • . • . • • . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . ......•• ..
Pay of two and three years' volunteers . .......... - - ..... -- ........•... -· - .... -.•. .. -·
1, 417. 93 . • . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 07 . . . • • . . • . . . . 5, 021. 85
Pay of two and three years' volunteers, 1871 and prior years .•••••.
•. . .. . . . .
377, 461. 70 . . • • • • . • . . . . . • • • . . • . . . .
187. 42
Boun ty to volunteers, their widows, and legal heirs ..•. ..•. - ......•..•••••.
4, 069. 33 . • • . . . . . • . . . . . .
1. 29
80. o:i
11. oo
Bounty to ,olnnteers, their widows, and l~gal heirs, 1871 and -prior years .••••.
417, 437. 05 . . . • • • . • • . . . • . . • • • • • • . .
200. 00
Bounty to ,olnnteers and regulars on enlistment, 1871 and pnor years ..•••........
25. 00
Bounty to Fifteenth and Sixteenth Missouri Cavalry volunteers .•••••......•
Bounty, nncler act of July 28, 1866 ...• .• .......... ....
21 368. 30 I •• • • • • • • • • • • • ••
218. 50
Bounty, under act of July 28, 1866-'80, and prior years
59,946.17
50. 00
Exlil'a pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war .....••...•.............••..••••..•. , ...••..••...
9, 105. 16
Three months' pay proper, act of Jul_v 3, 1884 .... ..• . .•
2,000.00
Pay of volunteers (Mexican war), 1871 and prior years
535. 76
Rogue River Indian war, prior to July l, 1883 ..•....•.•.•.••..•••.....•..••..••..••..••.•..••. .••.
192. 52
Tra.,eling expenses of First Michigan Cavalry, prior to July 1, 1883 . .•...•....•••.•..••.••.•••••. ........... .
1,006.78
Traveling expenses of California and Nevada volunteers, prior to July 1, 1883. _•..••...•..••...• . 1.•••...•.••.
281. 97
Sap port of four companies of volunteers, mustered at Camp Scott, Utah, act June 12, 1858 ... _•. .
6. 92
P::.yments to mounted riflemen under Col. J. C. Fremont in 1846, 1871, and prior years .... ___ ... _., . ____ .. _.. _.
85. 20
Relief of Euols Loyd, act of August 4, 1886 . .••.•...••.
291. 46

171,018.69
16, 184. 16
27, 301.51
20!l, 051. 89
16,114.42
41,678. 34
27,502.95
100,000.00
112,481.08
6,440.85
377, 6-i9. 12
4,161.62
417,637.05
25.00
2,704.30
59,996.17
9, 105.16
2,000.00
535. 76
192. 52
1,006.78
281. 97
6. 92
85. 20
291. 46
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TRANSFER ACCOUNTS.

-1·. -.. -.. --··

Pay, etc., of the Army, 1884 and prior years .••.. -... - - . - .• . - .. . . -...... --.. . ............ . .. .....
1
10, 129. 95
Pay of two and three years' volunteers, 1871 and prior years ........... _........... _.. _.. ___ ......... _.. _....
2, 848.47 .......•.. . ..•....•....
Bounty to ,olnnteers, their widows, ancl legal heirs, 1871 and prior years. __ ... _.. _._. __ ._ •• __ . _.. _•••...•. _..... __ . . .. .. _.. . ...................... .
Bounty to volunteers and regulars on enlistment, 1871 and prior years ...•••...... _...... __ .... _........ __ ..... .... _.... . ... .
Bount,y, under act of July 28, 1866 . .•.....•..•••..••••••.......••......• __ ..... _
••• • •• .. . •••
2. 418. 30

I........... \...... ..... .

12. 55
2,523.26
3,515.26

10,142. 50
2,848.47
2,523.26
3,515. '.!6
2,418. 3U

-1

0

Q-t

Slato1101t of the account of the Pay D epartment, U. S. Arniy, with the several appropriations subject to its control during the fisccil yem· ending Jime

30, 1886-Continuecl.

-:J
0

O':>

In account with the Treasury.
.appropriations.

Balance in
the Treas.
ury July
1, 1886.

I

Repay.
Unox
pended
Collections ment in
Amount
balances deposited settlement
of appropria. deposited
by paymas.
of ac .
tions.
by p ay.
ters.
counts.
master.

Total.

~

COLORED CL.A.DIS.

Collt>rtion nml payment of bounty, etc., due colored soldiers and sailors, 1885 ... .. .....•.... .....
$590. 78
Collet·tion aull pa;1ment of bounty, etc., due colored soluiers and sailors, 1886 ................... .
1,000. 00
Collection and payment of bounty, etc., clue colored soldiers and sailors, 1837 .................... ·---··-----Total .................•..... .••. .... . . ..... .. ...•...•...............................•....... 516,666.41

~
t_rj

1-d
0
~

:::: :: : : : :: : : :. ... $404: 27.
$1,500.00
13, 996. 641. 31

::: : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : : : : ::

·· ···1········· ··· ........... ·

I 3~, 937.15-1$160, 470

97 $12,586.76

$590. 78
1,404.27
1,500.00
14,723,302.60
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Staternent of the accnunt of the Pay D'epartment, U. S . .Army, with the seve1·al app rnpriations subj ect to i ts control, dii1·ing the fi scal y ear ending June
30, 18t37- Cou t iun ec1.
In accou nt ·wit h t h e T reas ury.

Appropriations.

.Amount
.Amoun.
covered in·
.Amou ntdrawIJ I :lmwn by
to
survlus
by requisition requisition of
. of Pay De·
War Depart· fund . .Act
of June 20,
pa,r tment.
ment.
1874.

Total.

B alance i~ I Total bal·
.
hancLR of
ance June 30,
Bala.nee m I paymasters,
l 887
the Treasur:v J une30, 1887.
·
Jun e30, 1887.

$188, 355. 12 $1, 230, 065. 85 $1, 418, 4-20. 97
Pay, etc., of the Army. 1887 . .. . . • ••. ••• .•. • •• •••.•. •••••• ••• • • • . . . . . . . . $12,457, 000. 00
$3,115. 44 , .• • .• ... • · .. . . $12, 460, 115. 44
43,816.69
26,774.31
17,042.38
204,000. OU
204, 000. 00 . .. .. . . . .. ... .
38, 8li0. 67
28, 4u6. 77
10,393.90
215,000.00
135,836.11
16,111. 85
119,724. 26
51,294. 43
16,896. 89
793. 89
16,103. 00
81.16
26,114.27
3,812. 76
22,301.51
5,000. 00
2,404.12
Pay,,·tc.,ofthe A.rllly, 1885. ... . ....... . .......... . ............ . .. . ....
8,000. 00
270.94
200,780.9;:i
2,404.12
200,051.89
16, 114-. 42
41,678. 34
Pay. t·tc., of the Army, 188! and p rior years....... . ........... .. ...... . ........ ..... . .
2,829 11
24, 6i3. 84
27,502.95
·····- i·· · ··-i:361.32
J>a,,erc.,ortb.e t\.rmy,1884. . .. . .. . . .............. . .•.. . ...•......•.• . .
4, 000.00
2,544. 20
93,455.80
1,361.32
100,000.00
Pa)·, etc., of the .Army, 1883 and prior years . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
109,006. 62
3, 180. 28 . . .. . .... . .. ..
1,274. 46
980. 28
112,186. 90
29±. 18
Pay ol.' two aurl three years' volunteers . ... ... .. .. . ...... . ...... .. .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 4'10. 85
6,440 . 85
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
Eis:
2s
·
1
·
·
·
·
·
2:
lilii:
65
·
1
·
·
·
·
·
·
n2. 93
Pay of two and three years' volunteers, ]871 and prior years ......... ..
372,825. 91
4,754.93 ... . _..... . . ..
377,580. 84
Bounty to ~olunteers. tbeir widows and legal heirs . . . .. _. . ... . .. . .. ... .... . ............... .. _. . . • . . .
4, 161. 62
4,]61.62
Bounty to Yolnnteers, their widow s and legal heirs, 1871 and p rior
years .. .. ·- ·······-·-··---··· .. ···-····-- ·· - · · · ····--· ·· · · · ··· ·· · · --417,437. 05
100. 00 .. ..•.•. . .• ...
20,329.78
417,537: 05
20,229.78
100. 00
Bounty to Yolunteers and regulars on enlistment, 1871 and prior year s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25. 00
25. 00
Bounty to Fifteenth ancl Sixteenth M issouri Cavalry Volunteer s ... . ... .. ... . . . .. .. .. ..... . ... . . ....... ........ .. .
1,341.04
l, 3!1. 04 I
Bounty, under act of July 28, 1866.
. .. . . . . ... . . ... . .. •••••. .... .. .. . ..... .. .. ... . . .•... . .. . . .. .
2,704. 30
2,704.30
Bondy, under act of J ul.v 28, 1866, 1880 and prior years. .... . . . ... . ... .
59, 946. 17 . ....... ... .. . ... . .• .. . ~ . . . .
59, 946. 17
l, 952. 70
50. 00
1,902. 70
Extra pay to officers ancl men who served in the M exican-war . . . . . . . .
7, 000. 00
2, 105. 16
9,105.16
1
1,343. q.2
'.rhree months pay proper, act of J nly 3, 1884 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000. 00 .. . . ..... . . . . . , . . _... .... . . . .
2,000.00
376. 98
Pay of ,oluntrers (Mexican var), 1871 and prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 76
535. 76
36. 50
36. 50
Rogue River Indian war, prior to Jul y 1, 1883. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . .
192. 52
192. 52
T ravel.ing expenses of Fir:st M~chigan Cavalry, prior to J uly 1, 1883 .. .
1, 006. 78
1,006.78
Travel mg expenses of Califorma and N evada volunteer s, prioc to J uly
1, 1883 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . ..... ... . . _.. _.. _.. . _. .... . .. .. _. . _..
281. 97
281. 97
S1\)p ort of four companies of volunteers mustered at Camp Scott,
tab, act June 12, 1858.. ....
. _. .. _ .. _... ...... _.. .. ....•... _..
6. 92
6. 92
P ayment_s to mounted riflemen u nder Col. J. C. Fremont in 1846, 1871,
and pnor years . . . . . .. _. ... .' .. . -··· ... _... . .•..••.•••..••..•.... . .
85. 20
85.20
R elief of Eno ls Loyd, act of A u gust 4, 1886 ..•.•.••••••.••..••. •••.• :::
291. 46
291. 46

Pn.v of Military Academy, 1887 ...... . •• • • • . • • • • • . •• • • • . • • • •• • • • • • . . . . .
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Stat1•111f11f

1~t' the acro1111l of the Pay Di:pal'tment, U. S. ;frmy, with the several approprialions subject to its control, d1iri11g the fiscal yea1· ending Jiine
30, 1887-Continued,

-:J
0

00

In i,ccouut with the Treasury.
Amount
Amount
covered inAmount drawn drawn by
by requisition requisition of to surplns
of Pay D eWar T) 3part- fund. Act
of June 20,
partment.
ment.

I

Appropriations.

Total.

Balance in
Ba.lance in
hands ofTotal balthe Treasur j a~·m asters, ance J une 30
June 30, 188{ une 30, 1887.
1887.
'

I

I

~
trj

'"ci
0

1884-.

~
~

TR.\XSFER ACCOU~TB.

0

Pny, e;c., of tho Army, 1884 nnd prior :,ears .. --- .. : - - .. - - . --- - -- - - - - -· 1 · - -· · - - · · - - · - Pny of two nun tbn·e ye,,rs' ,olunteers, 1871 and pnor years .................... .
Bounty to ,olnutt:crs, their widows and legal h eirs, 1871 and prior

310. 91 I
2, ·212. 35
3,515. 2()
. . ... . . .
2, 4-18. 30 ... : ......... .

nJ;;,~:tt~ ~:;;1;;~;l:e;; ·;1;-d·;l;i~in~; ·o~. enii~t1;_;e~t,"isii -:i~c1·µ~i~~·:v ~~~;:,.
Bounty, under net of July ::!8, 1866 ... ..

rtj

10,142.50
2,848.47

10, 14-2. 50
2, 8-!i'. 4-7

·

I-:,

~

2,523.26
3,515.26
2,418.30

~

7Y2
tij

0

COLORED CLArns.

Coll1'ction nnd pn:,ruent of bounty, etc .. duo colored soldiers and sailors, 1885...... . .
. ... .. ... . .. .. ....... ... . ..... . .....•.........
Collt>ction nnd payment of bounty, etc., due colored soldiers and sail-

c~lHi i~~:<~ ~I~~:-~~:~:t: ~~-~~~~~~-'.

:e:t~:·:

·1·

:~~,~:~~~~~-~~~ ~~~~~~1~~ :~~~~ ~~~1~:

Total. ...... .. ........................ ___ ... .

.--... ~.- ;~~-- ~~

590. 78

590. 78

l,4-04-.27
. 1 - - - - • • • - •• - • - 1. - - - • • • - ••• - • . , • - - .• - - • - • • • • - - .

l, 500. 00

13,910,116.- 36 ,- 40. 995.-83 I

i

396,353.51

I

14,347,465.70

l---··--·-·-··· 1
408. 27

375,836.90

1,404.27
408. 27

I 1, 339, 014,~1~ 4 , 851. 49

~
tij
I-:,
~
!;d

-<

0

rtj

~
~

~

£tatem.ent showing the nurnber of pay frips made, number of days consnrned in travel, posts paid, rniles traveled, a-nd arnonnt of field and office disbnrsements
made by each disbursing officer of the Pay D epartment diiring the fiscal year ending Jiine 30, 188i.

·

Paymasters.

1- - - - - - - - - - --

I

Miles tra,eled.

J

I

I

N;;;r ~irs !i~tsf !
A b
tiips. surned. paid. R ailroad. Stage. Steamer.
~ceu1an ·

Payments.

I con,eyOther
ance.

Total.

In fi eld.

In office.

Total.

$282, 7!l4. 68 1
8,983.28 I
102, 971. i2 ,

$400, 406. 45
11,296.91
113,223.42

271,524.62
192,173.87
352,204.05

327,431.37
242,110.23
426,035.23

- - 1 - - 1 - - - -·- - - - - - - - --- - 1

ASSISTA,.'iT P AYMASTERS·GE:XER AL.

1
2
3

I Felnger,
Mc(?lure, Daniel ..........•.•..•...... .. .•.
George L .•......••.........••...
S01ith, Rodney ...... .

10

24

1

2

5

28

11
4

12
24
17

23
1
4

4, 103
362
1,500

1, 026
154

1,328

I • • • • •••• ·

130

t
2

5,129
366
3,138

DEPUTY PAYMASTERS-GENERAL.

41
Rocker, W. A. .•••...•.••.
5 Johnston, William H ...... .
-6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29

~o

Gibson, William R .....•

6

11
7

12

::::1::::::::::

2, 249 1: :::
1,881
38 .••.••... .

v ...••••.••••••••••••••. ,
8
351
13
120 \. ... . .•.
Smith, William. . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . . . • . . . • • .
5
32
11
4, 042 . - . . . . . .
T errell, Clmrles M ...... ...... ...... ......
15
47
20
5,760
234
Stanton, T . H . . ... .. ...... .•.. .. ....... .. .
6
117
31
4,842 . . . . . . • .
Glenn, George E........ ...... ...... ......
12
70
24
6,798 . - ... - . .
Can by, J. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • •• . . . . . . . .
13
66
13
6, 040
278
Candee, George W. •• • . . .•. . . . . • • • •• . . . • . .
6
117
33
7, 453
478
Dewey,1.0...............................
2
60
36
5,375 ........
Carey, A. B .•.••. .•.•.• .••••. .••••• ...•..
9
17
18
70 . . . . . . . .
Willard, J. P ..•••••.•••••.••••..•••••••....•.. __ . ...... _.. _. _. __ ...•. _.. __ .. _... __ .
Coxe, F. M . . ••• •• • ••• •• •••• •• • •• • •• . • •• . .
19
115
39
3, 657
180
Bates, A. E. ..•..• .••••• ..••.. •••••.. .....
6
75
22
7, 54'1
60
Wilson, C. I . .•••• •••••• .••• •••••• •••.....
8
54
16
6,839
531
E ckels, W. H. ....•. ..•••• ...••• .••••. .• . .
11
89
23
6,091
68
Blaine, J.E...............................
4
28
7
1,046
392
Roche, J. R . ... ... ... .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
14
108
23
11, 078
239
Towar, A. S . . . . . . . . • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .
6
45
21
3, 556
254
Manadier,)Y·. M..........................
10
107
38
5, 086
512
Arthur, '1i 1lham . . • . • • • ••••••• •• • • • • • • . • .
5
44
18
3, 385
62
Sharp, Alexander . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
8
87
25
10, 137
168
K eefer, J. B . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • • . .
11
50
20
3, 508
30
W~am , .T. W. -.... - • . . .• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
24
22
2,074 . . . . . . . .
Smffen, C. C . . . . . • . •• • • • . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . .
7
26
25
1, 894 . . . . . . . .
Baird, George W . • • • • . • • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . .
6
36
29
3, 639 . . • . • • • .
"'I!"'!' .,, vuanes

78
174
134

4,298 I
18
. . •• . . . . . .
336 I
42
.••• •• . . . .
101
. .. . .. . .• . 1,504
..•••..... 1, 164 1
150
808
481
191
. . • . . . . . . . 1, 5i7
178
730 ..•... . . ..... .
596
5G
80
. _____ . __ ...... __
. •••...•. : l, 578
. .. • •• . . . . 1, 094
.••.•. . .•.
286 I
4
787
1, 4m
.•. . •. . . . .
32
. . . . . . . . . . 1, 341
1, 542 ....... · I
64
. . . . . . . . • . 1, 270
16
. •• . . . . . . .
876
... . . . . . . .
976
.. . . . . .. . .
655·
250 . .•. ... . ,
64
257 . .. . .. ...••• •.. ...
340
52 . ..••.....

78
2, 423
2, 053

$117,

,11. ,, I

2,313.63
10. 251. 70

55,906.75
49,936.36
73, Rll.18

I

I

11,.m.,, I

4,436
4,420
6,095
6,346
8,112
7,798
9,636
6,105
802

42,807.55
70,023.67
154,491. 62
182,836.98
107, 802. 08
47,253.47
230,691. 9!)
142, 263. 87
81,020.39

258, 0-18. 05
378, 039. 73
122, 225. 2-!
16-!, 48-1. 71
141,178.21
185,161.00
1, 055, 63-L 44
105, 6'37. 24

5,415
8, G98
7, 660
8,432
1,470
12,658
5,416
6,884
4,323
11, 28L
4,103
~. 388
2,151
4,031

227,826.51
155, 169. 64
13~, 594. 75
160. 078. so
42, Gl2. 51
183, 104.38
81,352.40
204, GU. 10
112,4-16.92
2:.lu. 352. 88
156,530. 22
135,913.12
148,499. 64
58,883.32

169, 06-!. 66
212, b63. 93
90, 381. OG
109, 71-8. 09
G7, 3,0. 9!:l
39,283. 67
222,723. 4t
185,881. 66
17, 257. 73
271,501.01
83, 149. 13
258,717.02
368,531.32
264,369.90

I

"'Cl

>
~
~

>
w

1-j

t::l

~
I

161, 914. 8-1,
328, 071. 72
5::!2, 531. 35
305, OG2. 22
272,286. 7()
188,431.68
415,852. 9()
1. 197,898.31
186, 657. 63
396,891.17
:s68, 033. 57
22*, 975. 81
338,807 . .j()
110,013.50
222. 388. o;;
304,075. 8!
3110, 5:22. 76
129,704.65
501,853. 8!l
239,679.33
394, 630. 1-!
517,030.96
323,253.22
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Slate11ie11t sho1d11g th e number of pay trips made, mimber of days consiirned in fl'avel , posts paicl, miles traveled, etc.-Continuecl.

0
Payments.

Mil es trn,e:eu .

Ko. of

Paymasters.

pay

trips .

I
po~ts

I Da.,-s I X() of
con·
,iumed.

Am bu-

paid. !Railroad. 1I Stage.1Steam13r.

I

OtbPr

I lance.1 con,e.y.
ance.

Total.

In fi eld.

In office .

Total.
~

1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -;- - -1- - -'- - - - -- - - - - - - --

M

t--o

~[AJOR AXD PAYMASTERS- cont·d.

:11
3:!
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
4:!
43
4-!
4.>

Lnrne<l,D. R . .••••• ... ... .• •... . •. . .•. : ..

I

0

Smith, George R. .•• •• . • •• . • • • . ••• • • •. . • • .
I Ch1)-ton,
Honry..... ................ ..... .
Baker, J.P...............................

12
10
13
19
· 14
6
8
6
7
11
7
7
9
18
10

75
51
50
27
16
40
123
84
89
21
70
53
106
34
95

21
22
13
24
20
11
37
37
22
21
22
17
36
2-i
28

I

402

2,490

9!0

Rol>iusou. George F . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cn•ar.r, W. E . ... .. . . . .. ... . .. ....... .. . . .
Dn1bre, F. S . . . . . .. . . . . .• . . .. . •. . . . .. . . . .

~cCJure,Cbarles............. ........ . .. .
Wik her, J. S . .... . ... . •• • . . . • . . . • . . . • . • • .
Whipple, Charles H........... . .... .••••.
Com,•irys, W. H . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • .
lla 8h, D. N . . . • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . ••• • • •
Tuc ker, W . F . .. ....• .••...•. .••.. ••..•..
:iinblenberg,J.C..... ................ .. . .
l~oole, D ..C . . . . . . • •• • . • • . . ••. . . • . • •• • . • • .

Total............................ .. .

I

3,490
2, 470
1, 1G6
2, 5 12
3,701
2, 120
2,944
13, 600
5, 370
703
4,675
3,480
2, 258
2, 994
9, 562
181, 174

1,882
.. . . .. . .
1,496
......
.. ......
1,216
. .... .. .
.......
871
148
81
15
180
. • •. . . . .
248
9,815

75
564 . .... .... .
... . . . .. . .
730
16
. .. • .•
28 . . . . .. . . . .
262 . .• . . .
.. . . . . . . . .
26
8
46
22
49
25
. .•••..
3,372 . . . ... ... .
294
138 . . . . . . . . .
300
408 . . . . . . . . . .
. .•... ....
292 . ...... . . .
569
845 ..... .... .
1,828
239 . . . • . • . . . .
. •• . . . . . .
1, 358
474
. •• . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . ... . . . l, ~38 . .. . .. . . . .
15, 338124, 718

1, 380

6,011
3, 216
2,690
2,774
3,781
3, 432
6,316
14, 032
6,949
1, 143
6,170
5, 562
4,270
2, 994
11, 148
232,425

$52,112 . 56 , $143,098.99
116, 073. 04
84, 082. 99
60,437.85
69,778.94
153, 924.65
624, 845. 68
54, 410.53
141,698. 06
29, 598. 77
54, 508. 13
271,676.75
74,295.49
99, 6:27. 79
162,145.41
163,748. 45
so, 5-12. 38
96,386.97
916,'867. 34148,577.86
19,027. 44
113,590. 54
145, 907. 14
214, 689. 10
:13, 981. 56
87, 29-i. 24
141, 088. 41
218,035.90
137,087.36

I 5,290, 26!. 30

8, 940, 092. 56

$195, 211. 55
200,156.03
130,211.79
7i8, 770. 33
196, ]08. 59
84,106.90
345,972.24
261, 773. '20
194,290.83
1,013, 254. 31
167,605.30
259,587.68
248, 6'i0. 06
228, 582.65
355,123.26
14, 230, 356.86
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PAYMASTER-GENERAL.
\VAR DEPA.RTl\fENT,
PAYMASTER GENJ:i;HAL'S O1rFICE,

ll'ashingtvn, D. C., Se_ptembtr 30, 1 7.
I have the honor to submit the following repo rt relativH to the payment of cla,ims
for .bounty, arrears of pay, etc ., due colored sol<1iern, or their heirs, nr11..lor sect,io11 2
of the act of March 3, 1879 (20 Stat., p. 402). for tho fiscal year end ing Jnoc :30, 1 87.
Twenty-seven Treasnry certificates a,(1jnsted 1111der tho act al>0ve reforred to,
amounting to $3,128.07, were ou hand June :30, 188G, au<l 1,773, arnonutiug to
$175,672.36, received from the Seeoud Auditor of the Treasury duriug the year, making
a total of 1,800 certificates, aggregating $178,~00.43,
One thousand six hnndred and ninety-three of these, amountiug to $Hi6,957. 3,
wer~ paid and deposited, and 79, amounting to $8,4:34.:18, returned to the Second
Audttor of the Treasury, leaving on hand June 30, 1887, 28 certificates, aggregating
$3,408.22.
.
All the certificates were paid by me, 288, aggregating $23,981.82, being paid
through the Post-Office Department by post-office money-order, as provided by law.
There was appropriated to meet the expenses of these payments $1,500, of which
$1,0~H. 75 was expended, b eing a trifle less than two-thirds of one per cent. on the
-amount disbursed.
Very respectfully,
J. 0. DEWEY,
The

Paymaster, U. S. A.1·my,
PAYMAS1'ER-GENJ:i;RAL OF TIU~ ARMY.

PUBLICATION OF WAR RECORDS.
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REPORT
OF

PUBLICATION OF WAR RECORDS.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
PUBLICATION OFFICE v\7 AR RECORDS,

Washington, D. 0., October 5, 1887.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following exhibit of the work
of this office since tue last annual report;, dated October 9, 1886:
Tlte work is still iu the first series. '.fhree books have been issued
and distributed, viz: Volume XVll, Part 2; · Volume XVIII; Volume
XII, Supplement to the record of the Fitz John Porter Court-Martial.
Volume XIX (two books), Parts 1 and 2, complete with index, are in.'
the hands of the printer. awaiting publication and distribution; Volume
~x,. with index, is nearly finished, and will soon be foFwarded for pubhcat10n; Volume XXVI, Parts 1 and 2, have been stereotyped, and
Volume XXVII, Part 1, is now in the hands of the printer for the same
purpose.
The manuscript of Volumes XXXIV, XXXV, and XXXVIII is arranged for the printer; that of Volumes XXX, XXXVI, and XXXVII
being still i!!complete.
The expenditures for prfoting, binding, etc., since October. 9, 1886,
have been as follows:
For composition and stereotyping of volumes now completed:
Volume XII, Supplement-Fitz John Porter Court-Martial Record....
$550. 91
Volnrue XVIII ....... _............... _........ ___ ... __ .........•••·•• 2,079.35
(The same for volumes still in printer's hands.)
Volnn,e XXIV, Part 3_ ...... .. .. .. . . .. . ... ...•.. .. . . • ... .••••• .••••• 1,411.20
Volume XXV, Part 1. ... _.... _... _. _. ~ ..........••....••••...•.. _... 2,606. 70
Part 2...... . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . 1,888. 85
Volume XXVI, Part 1 .............••••.•.•..••..••.·...•..••••..•••.. 2, 106. 90

For the completion ofVolume XII, Supplement-Fitz John Porter Court-Martial Record....
Volume XVII, Part 2 .•• _•••••• _.....•. : . ••.•.••.• _... • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

10,643.91
====-~---

3,148.39
6,320. 35
9,468.74

Total expenditures ...••........••..........•••••.•.••..•.••....•••. 20,112.65
Balance available from last report ... _.......... _..........•...••...•.••. 33,484.42
.Appropriation for fiscal year ending June 30, 1888 .......••....•••...•.... 36, lJOO. 00 .
Total .......... _..... _•....... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • . 69, 484. 42
Expenditures ...........•........................................•...... 20, 112. 65
Balance ..••.•••..•......•.•.••..•••••..•••••••••••.••••.•••.••••• 49, 371. 77
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 01!-, WAR.

From this arnouut tl.Jere should be deducted outstanding debts for
printing, binding, etc., bills not rendered, but estimated approximately,
as follows:
For completingVolume XVIII, 1,207 pages .................•.......••••..•.•........ $8,119.49
Volume XIX, P:trt 1, 1,215 pages ......•..•.........••.............•.• 8,173.30
For composition, stereotyping, etc., ofVolume XXVI, Part2 .......... .......... . ....................•..... 1,057.74
Total out~tauding debts ........... . __ .. ... ........................ 17,350.53
Leavi11g actually available October 5, 1887 ... _•......•••••..•••.••...•... 32,021. 24

Expenditures for salaries and rent during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1887, have been as follows:
Salaries .....•......... __ ...............• _•••. __ ._ .....•....••........ _.. $26,935.59
Rent ....... ... ······.···•·· .........••... .......•........................ 1,200.00

FueJ, Hghts, stationery, and all other incidental expenses have been
provided by the supply division of tlle War Department.
H. M. L.AZELLE,
Lieutt:Jnant.Colonel Twenty-third Infantry,
U.S. Ar·my, in charge.
The SECRE'l'.Ali Y OF WAR.
.

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
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REPORT
OF

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
OFFICE BO.A.lW OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME, .

Washington, D. 0., October 29, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to make the following statement of the affairs
?f the Soldier8' Home for the yt~ar enrling September 30, 1887, and with
~t to submit the reports of the governor, the treasurer, and the attendmg surgeon, which give in detail the condition of the internal affairs of
the Home.
The register of inmates shows the following:
Regu- T empo- Total.
lar.
rary.
- '- - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - -1- - - - -fdm~er ou tbc rolls September 30, 1886 ..•......•............................
946
52
894

Re.:J:!~~d: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

_159

199

75

358
75

1,379

60
8
44
82

107

~I

167
9

81

49
82
81

57

991

388

Number on th e rolls Septe mber 30, 1887 .............•....... . ...•.••••..... - .

934

All a<lrnissions anll re-a<lrnissions are made temporary until the rig·bts
o[ tlrn persons seeking the benefits ·can lJe in ms ti gated by the commissrnn<ws, after which regula,r ad11iissio11 is given to those who have been
fou ud eutitled to it; temporary relief is continued to those who need it,
and others are discharged.
The p erma nent-fu nd account, running from October 1, 1886, till September 30, 1887, s hows the following:
Bnln.nco in U ni ted Staf;es Treasnry, October 1, 1886 .. . ··---· ...... ·-····

Dc~po:it.. · on acconn~ or Tr< ;v,mry r-wtt, lome nt s ..... . ··---- ···--· .... . .. .
Depos if,s Oil n.cconnf; of s:tlcs of UniLerl .'ta.tes bonds ... ·-· .. . . ........ .
Deprn,its on acconnt of sa les of Mi s onri Pa.ci6c bond s ....... __ ....... .
Deposits on acconut of sale of real estaLo. -----· ...... ··--·· ·---·.· .... .

Witbdrn,wn for current ex pern:1os n,nd bnilding ... ___ ··---· .... ···-·· ..
Balance in

$528; 764. 01 ·

274,573. 87
994, :329. 05
9,000.00
19,001.00
1, 8:2:>, (if-i7. !.J3
2 Ltl, 070. 00

o i te.d Stat s 'l'reas nry October 1, 18 i ... __ .. __ . _.......... 1,607, 5!.J7. 93
71!)
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· In explanation of three of the above items I have to report that in
February, 1887, the premium upon the United States four per cent.
bonds, in which the Home bad $780,000 invested, was so high that a sale
of the bonds and a deposit of the proceeds in the permanent fund was
found to be a transaction which would be profitable to the Home. 'fhe
bonds would mature in twenty years. The principal and interest for
that time would amount to $1,404,000. The sales were made so that
the net premium realized was within a very· small fraction of 27½ per
cent., and the amount received for the bonds was $994,329.05, which, at
3 per cent. per annum in the permanent fund, would amount, in twenty
years, to $1,590,926.48, a profit to the Home of $186,926.48.
The deposit of $9,000 on account of Missouri Pacific bonds represents
the principal of bonds to that amount which matured, and for which
the Home received payment in full in July, 1887.
The deposit, of $19,001 on account of proceeds of sale of real estate,
represents the money received for the property of the Home at Harrodsburg, Kentucky, which was sold at public auction July 15, 1887. The
sale of this property was authorized by an act of Congress approv:ed
December 23, 1882. It was advertised immediately after the authority
was given, but no offer of the minimum price ($15,000) then fixed upon
it being received, it was withdrawn and continued under lease for $6UO
per annum rent until the present year, when a guaranty was given of an
offer ~f $19,000, which was fixed as the minimum price in case of anoth~r
attempt to sell. It was again duly advertised and offered at public
auction according to law and sold for $19,001.
The interest account of the permanent fund shows a balance due the
Home October 1, 1886, of $4,018.49; th·e amount received by the Home
<luring the year, $25,861.15, and the amount due the Home Sep tern ber
30, 1887, $12,028.56.
The report of the treasurer of the Home shows the following as the
receipts and expenditures during the year :
On band September 30, 1886 ____________ .••••.• " ••• - ...... -- - - - - - - - - Received from the permanent fund ________________ ... " .. -----------Received on account of interest. _________________ ·------------------Received as effects of deceased inmates ____ ...... _______ ---· --- - --- --·
Received on account of rent and from miscellaneous sources ...••... -·

$24,386.46

218,070.00
43,898. 65

745.60
1,301.24
288,401. 9~

Total receipts-_ ... _....... ____ ..•••.. ___ .. __ .... _.. - -. - - - ... - .
Aggregate expenses for the year._. ___ . _. __ . ___ ... _... _.... -. - , . - - - - -

233,222. 64

Remaining on h~nd September 30, 1887 _. ___ . _____________ . ____

55,179. ::n

The amounts received from sales of bonds and real estate, which are
shown in the treasurer's full account, are omitted from tlrn above tatement, because they simply represent change of investment, and do not
properly enter into the account for running expeu es.
The sum of $65,000 expended on account of new buil<liugs being deduct d from the aggregate expense for the year, $233,22~.64, leave
$168,222.64 as the cost of maintaining the Home.
'Ili h avfo. t items of expen e are:
• ,nhHist uc: Htor s, si, cial tli t, timnlants ·or the sick, otc- ___ ___ ---J.~ .· pt' llH~H of t.11 farm, garc1 n, and dairy_·---·· __________________ ---E ·tr· -<1nty pay fllld ru nthly allowance to inmate ___ ____ ·----· ----··
•' 11t~doorrPli f"tom ml> rsawayfromtheHom _________________ _

F:;:~ i1'. '_'~~ _l:o.~ !~1~~~~ :~:: ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:: _ ~ ~ ~:: ~:: ~:: ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~:: ~: ::::::::::

s:;o, ,t:.~1. ::.!
2:1, ~l'.!l. ...
:! I. 20 }. ~
~, .!f •. ~-.
l , :Ii:!.
li,:-1tf1. Ii

' h 11 ·rm, n nt impr
m nt.' uml rt' ken durin rr th year ha,· h 11
an c•. t 11.·ion t the main hnilding a11<l ~ l>oilPr-ho~H ', which arc· 110w in
J
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progress of construction. rhe total cost of these impr?vements, wh_en
completed, will be, according to contracts l:1'warded to th_e lowest bidders, $225,368.47, and will include an extensive steam beatrng and cook.
.
ing ~pparatus, to cost $32,347.
The special investments now held by the Home are $31,000 m Missouri Pacific six per cent. bonds, and $62,500 in stock of t~e Young
Men's Christian .Association Joint Stock Company of Washmgton, D.
C. The building upon the property upon which this stock is secured
was destroyed by fire in December last. The insurance upon the
building, which was $40,000, was collected and a debt of $33,000, secured by deed of trust upon the property, was paid. The remainder
increased the sinking fund held by the company to about $15,000,.
which was profitably placed at interest and arrangements made to sell
the property. The stockholders agreed to a public sale, and fixed the
;minimum price at $80,000. .A sufficient offer was not received at the
sale and the property was withdrawn. The company soon afterward
received a proposal to purchase the property at the minimum price,
provided time would be afforded to make up a syndicate for the purpose. The person making the proposal deposited security for the interest on the purchase price while negotiations are in progress, and the
prospect of a final disposition of the property under the arrangement
mentioned is regarded as certain. It is likely that the Home will realize about 55 cents on the dollar for stock which originally cost 80
cents on the dollar. The loss will therefore be about $15,625 and the
interest on the whole amount for about fifteen years.
The governor in his report makes particular mention of the financial
outlook for the Home, a subject which has moved the Commissioners to
frequent efforts before Congress for remedy but without avail. "He
places the current revenue for maintaining the Home at a maximum
average of $125,000, and the ordinary average expenses at $200,000 per
annum, showing that $75,000 per annum must be drawn from the capital fund so long as present conditions continue. He calls attention to
the fact that extensions and expensive repairs which must be made. in
the future will increase this drain and in time be disastrous. He suggests as a remedy for this embarrassment that Congress be asked to
provide by law for the payment of interest to the Home from July 1,,
1880, upon all accounts from which money was due the Home prior to,
that date, and that interest be allowed from "maturity,,,. upon amounts
certified from accounts made since that date'. The Treasury Department is now settling accounts in favor of the Home, covering the period
from .April 12, 1861, to December 31, 1880, and large amounts are found
to be due for the period of the war of the rebellion. To accept interest
upon these amounts only from July 1, 1880, would be a great concession
on tbe part of the Home, which has been deprived of the principal for
so many years, but the Commissioners recommend that the method
suggested by the governor be submitted .to Oongress for action.
The governor also dwells upon the subject of pensions to inmates of
the Home, and sets forth the evils· which arise from the operation of
the law which gives the inmate his pension and through the Home
supplies all his wants besides. The governor repea ts his recommendation made in his last annual report, that inmates who have less than
ten years' army service be required to surrender their pensions to the
Home while they remain in it and receive its benefits; those who have
from ten to fifteen years' service to surrender two-thirds of their pensions; those who have from fifteen to twenty years' service to surrender
one-third of their pension, while men of twenty years' service or more
8925_:_w 87-46
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be permitted to retain their pension. The Commissioners will be glad
to receive any modification of a law which is the cause of more diffi.cnlty in the management of the Home than all other influences cornibined.
No changes have occurred in -the roster of the officers of the Home
·since the last annual report.
·
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. H. SHERIDAN,
Lieutenant-General Commanding the A.rmy,
President Board of Oomm.iss-ioners.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,
UNITED ST.A.TES SOLDIERS' HoME,

Washington, D. O., October 25, 1887.
I have the honor to submit my report for the year
'18nding September 30, 1887, and those of the treasurer and surgeon of
the Home for the same period:
GENTLEMEN:

-Permanent beneficiaries September 30, 1886 ................ ..... . ·-·--·
894
Admitted during the year.... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
159
Re-admitted during the year .. .. .. .. .. • . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. ..
75
,
- - 1,128
Dropped60
By withdrawal ............................................. - - . - - · 35
For absence without leave .................................... ---8
Dismissed ..............•....................••••.............• - .•
7
Abandoned the Home ......... ................•••.................
44
Died ................•.........••.. - ... - .. -- - - - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
38
From outside commutation . .......... ................... - - ... - -- · ·
1
From insane asylum ......................................... ······
1
By order of the Board ...................... ·; . . •..........•• - • --- 194
:Permanent beneficiaries, September 30, 1887 ................................ -

934

TEMPORARY I.N"MA.TES .

.Present, September 30, 1886.. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... . ......
Admitted during the year. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . • . .. • .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .

52
199

Total temporary beneficiaries ........................ - ..... - ... - Transferred to permanent rolls .. :...............................
81

251

~I~E~~~--::::::::::::: _._._._. :::::::::::: :::: ::::.-.-::.·.·::.-.-:::::::: lOJ
Dismissed .......................... _____ .••• ........ •.... .. . .•••

1

194

· ·
R emammg
temporary inmates .................... - - - .... - · .. • • -- .. • -- · _

Total beneficiaries, September 30, 1887. ...... ...... ..•.. ..... . ..... ....

E7

9!>l

Of whom 730 are inmates of the Home and 261 receive outside commutation at not over $8 per month.
.
.
Of the 44 death reported one died whilst on furlough, 4 m them ane
a ylum, and 14 were commuters.
INTERNAL ECONOMY AND DI OIPLINE.

'I h nu1~1berof'inmates, which at the date of my la t report w~ alread~
1
'l' ~ t f. r th accommodation provided, ha incr ased but little . nl.

cm during tho year. The room are overcrowded, and will coutmu
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so until the new building, now under construction, is completed. Good
order and contentment, however, generally prevail, and the discipline of
the Home bas improved ,, ith the increase of non-commissioned officers.
The food has been good, and when the new kitchen is :finished it is
hoped it will be still better, owing to improvem nts in cookiug apparatus. The authorized cost of the ration is 24 cents; its actual cost in
each of the last two years bas been 23¾ cents. Until very recently it
threatened for this year to exceed considerably the sum allowed, this
due principally to frequent change of cooks, the pay, $35 a month for
chief cook, fixed when the number of inmates were less than half the
present one, being altogether insufficient to secure the permanent services of a suitable man. On September 1 a skilled professional cook
and his assistant, temporarily out of wor~ from the closing of the summer hotels, were engaged at the sum allowed. The fare was .immediately improved, and the cost of the ration was reduced for that month
to less than 20 cents-a clear proof that it is economical to employ competent cooks in such a large establishment, even if much larger wages
must be paid them. The services of these men can only be retained
until they can get a better place. It will be worth while to increase
their pay to a sufficient amount to command their services.
There are two regular chaplains, one Protestant and one Catholic,
e~ch of whom holds services every Sunday, ministers to the sick in hospital, and attends to the funerals of his congregation. In addition,
monthly services are held by a German Lutherau minister, the Rev. W.
L. Elterich, of Washington, which are very acceptable to inmat~ of that
nationality.
The temperance society of the Home, organize<l under the patronage
of the Women's Christian Temperance Union, coutiuues its good work,
holdiug weekly meetings which are well atte.nded. Its membersllip is
now 103 inmates and 50 civilian employes or neighbors.
The band is still small but improving, and continues its concerts and
usefulness. It will probably increase in numbers as discb.arged bandsmen from the Army become inmates of the Home.
·
. LIBRARY .A.ND READING-ROOM.

These are in excellent condition and steadily improving. The number of volumes in the library is 4,442, an increase since last report of 357,
as follows :
·

:Novels .......................... .

if¥.r~:~;::: ;: :;;;;):::;

1886.

1887.

1,307
582
205
211
187

1,453
665
207
225
224

Biography ....... ...... ... . .... .

¥:~1~fsu~_:::: :: ~: :: :::::: :: :::::
.Agricultural ........•..••.......
Miscellaneous
.................. .

]886.

1887.

139
106
92
34
1,227

153
. 95
106
34
1,280

Thirty-nine volumes were condemned as worn out or lost. The number of books issued during the year was 20,341. The average daily issue
was 64 volumes. The work done by the bookbinder, an inmate, during
the year was: Volumes bound, 231; rebound, 341; repaired, 386.
. Reading-ro01n.-Daily papers, 17; weekly, 27; pictorials, 12; magazrnes, 30. The latter are carefully used, bound in volumes, and constitute a valuable departmem of the liurary.
Provision is made for regular dailyreadings to the blind and illiterate.

I
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HOSPITAL.

The report of the surgeon is satisfactory, and gives such fnll details
as to make remark hy me almost superfluous. I would, however, renew
my recommeudation of last year tbat the employment of a good cook,
at adequate comp~nsation, be authorized. I feel certain that it will be
tr:ue economy, and beneficial to the, patients and such as need speci~l
diet. The surgeon must now select for his cllief cook an inmate who 1s
paid $18 per month. A reliable man, to say nothing 0f a competent
cook, can not be got in that way.
.
The surgeon reports the plumbing of the hospital to be unsat1sfa~tory. It will soon need to be thoroughly repaired, and the expense will
be so great that, under existing circumstances, it will be better to depend
-~m. current repairs so long as that is possible. The hospital department
1s m excellent condition.
GARDEN, . FARM, AND DAIRY,

Full details as to these are given in the report of the treasurer. The
year has been very unfavorable for the fruit and :flower garden, and tl!e
fruit crop was almost a total failure. The loss on the garden is $2,931.371
against a loss of $1,64:7.99 last year. As there is no return from tlle
flowers the garden is al ways carried on at a loss.
·As to the farm, the bay crop has been small, and the tomato crop,
was almost ruined by a sudden invasion of tbe potato bug. The other
vegetabfes, however, turned out well, and the net profit of the farmr
after chargip_g every item of cost incurred in carrying it on, is $2,803.51.
The dairy is in a thriving condition, the stock improving, and the net
p;rofit for the year is $2,700.28.
.
The supply of milk and vegetables has been abundant, and bemg
fresh from field and dairy, of much better quality than could have been
purchased.
The report of the treasurer presents in great detail the condition of
the finances of the Home, of the expenses and proceeds of the garden,
farm, and dairy, and of the condition of the buildings, grounds, roads,
improvements, etc. The cost of the addition to the main building now
under ponstruction, and of the new boiler house and heating apparatus,
will be nearly covered by the amount received as premium on the sale
of $780,000 in United States 4 per cent. bonds belonging to the Home,
which premium would have been wholly lost bad the bonds been held
until they matured. The proceeds of this sale, with the interest du~
~t the time, amounting to $1,002,129.05, have been deposited, $994,329.0.'.>
m the Treasury and added to the permanent fund, and interest due on
the bonds, $7,800, in bank for current use.
.
The approximate statement as to the future financial condition of tne
Home can now be made. In the last four years the income from pay
contributions and court-martial fine. has ranged from $75_,000 to
~170,000, the average receipts being $124,000. This amount 1 more
hkely to dimini h than increa. e in the future, and its maximum for the
pre ent strength of the Army may be placed at 125,000. In the la ·t
year th_e ordinary expenses of the Home were over 172,000. The nam·
b r of mmates i teadily increasing, and when it reaches the. normal
av r g fi r the pre ent Army strength the ordinary expense will pro~·
~ ~ly b 2 ~!. . Deducting 125,000 from contributions and ~1~ ·, it;
nll lea:v. ,, ! , 0 t bA , uppli d, requiring, at 3 p r crnt. a m~mmnm
fuucl of · .., .:,0 0 . The fund at pre ent amounts to nearly $U.WO 000
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·from which should be deducted the payment on buildings now u.nder
~onstruction, reducing the fund practically to $1,435,000.
All buildings and permanent improvements, all extraordinary repairs,
.a nd all excess of ordinary expenses over current income have been for
thirty-five years, and must continue to be, paid out of the capital of the
Home endowment, of which the permanent fund is a part, and if this
.system is continued it must in time permanently embarrass the institution. This endowment fund has already been largely impaired. The
IJ.ome is by no means completed. There will be at no distant day, for
-example, a necessity formorehospital accommodation-it is needed now;
.and, beside additions, expensive expenditures will soon be required on
the present building, as well as on the chapel. We can not too soon
establish an equilibrium between current expenses and current income,
nor can we do ~o until our Treasury accounts are settled. Some step is
necessary to ward off the dangers of further delay in this work, and I
would therefore respectfully suggest that, as an act of bare justice, Congress be asked to provide by law that in the settlement by the Treasury
-of all our accounts or claims which matured previous to July 1, 1880,
-i1;1terest be allowed from that date, and that for all accounts maturing
smce that time interest be allowed from date of maturity. The delay
in the settlement of these accounts will then be of comparatively small
importance, as the Home will only lose the interest on the interest.
PENSIONERS.

The Home was established in 1851 for _old soldiers not otherwise pro~ided for, who had served faithfully for twenty years, or were disabled
m service after a shorter period. rrhis rule rigidly applied woul<l leave
,even the highest pensioners-$8 a month was then the full pension..:_
wo~se off in many cases than if they had received no pension, and, in
their favor, jt was provided that all pensioners might become inmates
~f. the Home by surrendering their pensions to its funds while they received its benefits. By a probable inadvertence in the Revised Statutes
pensioners who had served subsequent to 1851 were exempted from the
trn~sfer of their pensions. By act of :March 3, 1883, the pensions to
wluch all inmates are entitled, amounting now to over $54,000 per an1mm, were directed to be drawn by the treasurer of the Home, anu paid
by him to the individual pensioners, either from time to time or on the
order of the board of commissioners, or when the inmate leaves the
Home. This attracted a new class of inmates, of short Army service
~nd large pensions, in order that they might enjoy both benefits. This
:is not a wholesome state of aff~.irs for themselves nor for the Home. It
brings in many who would not otherwise be here, thus furnishing them
the means of idle indulgence, surrounding us with grogsbops, and
_greatly increasing the expenses of the Home, while diminishing its revenue. All this to the discomfort and discontent of the old soldiers who
are non-pensioners, an<l. at whose cost and for whose special benefit the
~ome was established! We are constructing a large additional buildmg at an expense of $175,000, which would ba,ve been unnecessary but
for this class of inmates. In 1883 there was a reduction of 18 in the
number of inmates. In the four succe&sive years which followed the
passage of the act of that year, the increase has been, respecti,Tely, 68,
95, 98, and 15, the falling off in 1887 being due to the crowded condition
of the Home building. Of the present 730 inmates 474 are pensioners,
65 of whom draw pensions of from $16 to $3G. Of these 65 the number
wbo have served less than twenty years is 50, and their avera~e service
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was eight and two-thirds years; 19 had not served a full enlistment. In
no service of whose pension system I have . knowledge can a regular
S?ldier receive both his pen8ion and support in a, home. I called attention to this subject in my last annual report, and beg leave to quote
from it here, as another year's experience confirms me in the justice of
the recommendation then made:
Doubtless the old rule (to surrender pensions on entering the Home) bore hartl on
isome of the pensioners, especially those who had families, but the new one be_ars
hard upon the non-pensioners and on the Home itself. A modification of the existmg
law is desirable. If all inmates of less than ten years' service were required to surrender their pensions to the Home in exchano-e for its benefits, those of from ten to
fifteen years' service to surrender two-thirds, those of from fifteen to twenty years'
service to surrender one-third, and only those of over twenty years' service to retain
their whole pension, it would be equitable to both the Home and the pensioner. The
result would be ti) diminish applications for admis:;iion, to cause the withdrawal of
large pensioners of short service, and also many of those who, receiving smaller pensions, could find employment.
·

In adopting such a principle as that now proposed the board should
be authorized to assign under proper rules, or at its discretion, the pensions of resident inmates for the support of their families.
In closing, I beg to make acknowledgment to the officers of the Home,
Captain Catlin, deputy goYernor; Ma~jor Ritte11house, treasurer, etc.,
and Surgeon Byrne, for the excellent manner in which they have performed their duties and aided me iu performing mine. To Major Ri~tenbouse~ especially,' upon whom the great mass of labors and res:pons1bilities of the institution devolve, is due special credit for the admirable
manner in which they have been met.
Respectfully ~mbmitte<l.
HENRY J. HUNT,

Breve.t Jlllajor-General, U. S. Anny, Governor.
The

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,
UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER,
TREASUimR's OFFICE, UNITED STATES SOLDIERS'

Hol\m,

Washington, D. C., Octobet 19, 1887.
COLONEL: I have the honor to inclos~ herewith a statement of all receipts and
expenditures pertaining to the Soldiers' Home fund, w bether drawn for "current
use," or remaining in the permanent fund in the United States 'l'l'easury, for ~he
year ending September 30, 1887; all receipts and disbursements of moneys belongmg
to p~nsioners, who have been iumatei:, of the Home during the year, and reports of
receipts and expenditures on acco unt of the garden, farm, and dairy:
. The department of tho Horne known as the garden has the care of the orname.ntat10n of the ground , flowers, arnl fruit; that known as the farm ba the care of the
~ras _lan~ and vegetable garden. Com1iderable wol'l{ is done by these departments
m car111g for the lawu , tr es, etc., which yi .}ds no profit.
Th~ h alth of the cow. during the pa8t year has been very good. Ten ol,l cow· :-er!)
sold m, opt mber, a they gave very little milk: all of the high-<rrade l:Iol ·tem or
Jer ey cn.lv not r quired by the Home wero sold at prices ra,ngi~g froru ,.. lU to "' 12
ea.ch · t e ot~ers old yield d from $5 to,... each.
In th sprmg of l :3 four tboron11bbr•d Hol tein heifer calves and on bull were
purc~a l; ~rom th a th r aro now in he b rd five Hol tein cow, and th bull a born
lll_ ntion cl
ix h if r an,l heifer calve., and on bnll-calf; in a bor time the he~rl
wi_ll h ompo cl 1 rg ly of thi. hr l and tl1 calve not r quired by the Home ~nil
brm? from·-~ t ,.'TJ a. h ad.
no bn'll-calf from am stock llas b en ol~ for :JO
hf! 0 t 1 r for _;>,, ncl th on on ha,ncl ba. b n r . erved for ale ton, party for 0.• Tb
1 11
i lv ·
hoth J r y aucl Hol teia are pnrchn. cl by thi, n ighboringt nn~ • ·grnil
111 ~l r.\'lai~,l itnrl Vir<rinia , lnio t n
00;1 n they ar
dropped. The en-ic of
Jilli
u trecpi ·utly call d for uy parties :11 he v icinity owning cow . Th hero

th
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consists of forty-six cows, eighteen heifers, fourteen calves, and four bulls, young and
old.
Most of the stone bridge near the new reservoir has been taken down and the arch
and bridge made higher. All of the bridges, walls, fences, hedges, walks, drives, gutters, and buildings are in excellent order.
Plans and specifications for a large addition to the main building, a larger kitchen.
room, and a suitable building for the boilers connected with a new central heating
and cooking appartaus were prepared last autumn and winter. After inviting a number of responsible builders to submit proposals for the construction of the same, bids
were opened on January 5, and the four contracts awarded as follows:
Ad!1ition to main building, Frank Baldwin, of Washington.-----· ..•••• $175, 112. oo•
12,833.00'
Boiler-house, Frank Baldwin, of Washington ... _..... - - . -- - - - . -- - . --- .
Heating apparatus, Rutzler & Blake, New York City ...... ·----· ...... - 32,347.00
Plumbing in main building, John Trainor, Baltimore, Md . ............. .
4,416.47
Total ........ _...... _....... ___ . __ . _. __ .. ___ ... _....... _.... _.. _ 225, 368. 47
~he boiler-house and heating apparatus are about :finished, but the addition to the
marn b!lilding is not as far advanced as the contract calls for, owing to unavoidable
delays rn getting the necessary iron girders for the dining-room and second-story
fl_oors from the Phamix Iron Works. The work is now being pushed in hopes of g.e tting the roof on before winter sets in.
In March, $780,000 in United States 4 per cent. bonds were sold and the proceeds,.
~994,329.05, were deposited in permanent fund in the United States Treasury. The·
mterest due March 31 ($7,800) was paid to the Home.
The _property at Harrodsburg, Ky., belonging to the Home was duly advertised
a?cordmg_ to law, and sold on July 15, 1887, on the premises, at public auction to the
highest bidder, Mr. E. H. Gaither, of Harrodsburg, Ky., for $19,001. A deed for theproperty has been delivered to Mr. Gaither, and amount received deposited in tha
permanent fund.
In July, $9,000 in Missouri Pacific bonds, maturing in that month, were sold, and:
that sum 3'.lso deposited in the permanent fund. The interest thereon then due ($37.50}
was deposited in the National Metropolitan Bank, Washington, D. C., for'"' current..
use.''
I am, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. F. RITTENHOUSE,
Brevet Major, U. S. A1·1ny, Secreta1·y and Treasurer;,
C0 1, H. J. HUNT,
Governo1· United States Soldiers' Horne,
Washington, D. C.

r

/

t,11111111 rr11firt of receipts a11 il ex-pemUhtres iin accfmnt oJ t1ie United States So1die1's; ltmne, Dist1·ict oJ Columbia, from October i, 1886, to Septe1nbe1· 30
1887, by Bvt. Maj. B. F. Rittenhouse, U. S. Llrrny, secretary and treasurer

Oct.

1
~~4uly.

~l~l~J~I

I

Mar.

HT.CF.II'TS.

Apr.

4ug.

Total.
Sept.
l;'Cl
trj

From tho '(Tuitccl St:i.tcs Trensurer,
I
upon:\ resolution of tho Boa.rd of
l'om,missiouers :ln<l approved by
~
'
.
'
h
thu Suorotary oi Wm· . . . . . . . . . . . $14,200.00 $:.i, 000. 00 $18,600.00 . .... .. .. . $1 ,, 100. 00 $14,370.00 $8, 800. 00 $11,400.00 $20, 000. CO $20,000.00 ...... .... $21, 600. OOI $151,070.00
Intl'rtist ou bonds nnd securities
I
I
lwlll ns investments, and ou tho
·1
Jl(•rmanont fund . ................. 4,018.49 . . . . . . . . . . 7,800.00 $5,191.28 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,833.29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,018.09
$37. 50 ......... · 1 43,808.65
Eth•ct:-1 of cleceasecl inmates subject
'
I
:
to the deruancl of fogal heirs ... ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.15
6. 20 . . . . . . . . .
31. 97
26. 06
4. 88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. 53
633. 81
745. 60
Ifout of lfarrodsburg p1·oporty and
miscollaneons sources . ..... . . . . . .
15. 85
50. 50
44. 05
382. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
33. 71
46. 61
140. 35
80. 30
328. 45
5. 60
173. 72
1, 30 I. 24

I

On account of sale of Ilarrodt1lmrg

l)l'OIH'l't:Y ............... .. .. .. .... ........ ... . ..... ... .. ...... ..... ... .... .... .. ... . .................................... - .. . . .
500. 00 78,° 501. 00, ......... .
'
]?1om tho United Statos Trcasurur,
upon a rosolntiou of tho Board of
eomn1issionors and approvocl by
tho Socretnry of War, for ptiyo~u{:}~\~fcT
4 .. ........ ..•• ·
......••.......
~
.• •.•..... . ........ · 1· .................... · 1 10, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 47, 000. 001 . .•.• - •.•.

F~~:1~b~~~Pt

N)

00

1887.

1886.
Rt'Ct•iptl! nnd oxpondituros.

-1

'

·st~tos.

~

pN· cent. bonds and Missouri 6
l)Or cont. conpon bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total ,eooipt,. . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . IS, 23<.34

5, 050. 50 26,468. 20

579. 58 17,

·

094, 329. 05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Joo. oo;,, 008, :'._"'· 73

. . .. .. ..

9,000.00 . . . . . . . . .

22, 705. 9G, 21, 545. 23 30, o~o. 30 89, 846.

19,001. 00

Tr:\111111orll\tion fnrnishocl inmRtos
N1 route for tho Homo ...••..••••.
1''1101 ••••••••••·· .•.••.• •. •••. ••• •••
J<:1q11m11l'11 of th11 hot-1pit11l for med·
id11m1, 11wlli1•11I t-1ton11<, RIH'<'t1tclos,
fu.lso tN•l h, umll,rial for collius,otc

~

1-:l
0

>'rj

1-:l

P:l
tij

u:i
t<j

Q
~

-67, 000. 00

I

541 18, 562. 63122, 407. "

t<j
'"'j

:>

l;'Cl

. . . . . . . 1, 003, 32(). 05
['· 286, 34> 54

EXl'ENDJTJRES.

Furnitur<' foroflicers' quartors and
expenses thbn•of ..... . .. .. . ..... .
'ompensntion to the secretary and
h't•mmror, and to the clerk of the
13oar(l of Commissioners .......• . .

I-cl
0

~

0

>'rj

~

3:1. 60 .. ......... , .•.... · ... , ........ · ·

175. U1l

175.00

175. 00

li5. 00

25. 25, ...•...•.... , .•......•. , ..••..... . , ...••..... , ..•...•... , .••••... · ., ...... · · · ·
175. 00

184. 301 ....•... · \· ......... \
77. 201 ......... .
6, 3~2. 06 . . . . . . . . .
130. 58 . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
0-1. 50

156. 45

115.79

03. 34

108. 05

175. 00

175. 00

175. 00

175. 00

175. 00

175. 00

175. 00

2, 100. 00

~-··1··· ·······1······ ....

416. 08
6,595 17

8. 601.......... I

1,400.24

1~~: ~~1·:::::::::1:::::: ::::

44. 291······
60. 63 .•.. ..... .. ••••.... ..•.... ....

118. 08\

42. 30

147. 951

186. 59

58. 85

328. 59

:>
~

:Expenses of the hos~ital for mess
and kitchen utensi s, and contingent expenses, and pay of clerical
assistant ... ............•.........
369. 80
102. 20
108. 00
65. 00
89. 34
65. 00
66. 60
113. 51
110. 29
81. 67
85.93
91. 39
Rofundod to claimants of deceased
soldiers' eftects ...................
....... ______
60. 40
581. 69
94.21
122. 28
84. 63 ··--·--·-- ..............
171. 36 ...................
Refunded to claimants of deceased
inmates' effects .................. ...............
44.24
80. 65 ................
6. 20
5.10 ............ ................ ....................
5. 90
..................
Subsistence stores, including special diet and stimulants for the
sick, and ice ...................... 4,450.86 4,505.13 4,631.11 4,825.48 4,183.10
4,679.89 4,250.89 4,018.21 4,060.91 4,001.37 3,820.71 3,001.56
Clothing for inmates .. ............. 3,227.75 4,688.92 1,971.24
731. 30
250. 00
1,314.58
227. 50 4,819.41 ...............
20. 70
520. 83
600. 40
Bedding for inmates, bedsteads,
blankets, upholstering material,
etc ...... ...... . ... .... ...........
mo. soi.........
38.46J-·········I
56. 91J .....•.••. J
30. 38J ·••••• ..•. 1--···· .... 1.....•.... 1.......... 1
Farm and garden .u tensils, seeds,
guano, manure, etc., cultivation
of garden, ornamentation of
grounds, and pay of farm, garden,
uairy, and other employes ........ , 2,219.821 1,668.57
1,439.39
1,801.04 1,813.73
Repair of roads and all articles and
tools for that purpose ............
170. 74
59.69 1, 5::: :: .• ~·348. 40 . ................
3, 2:::
Mess andkitche-n utensils,and other
articles (except bedding) for
Home .... ... . .. ..................
64. 90
3. 201
17. 94
123. 75
111.52
30. 60
128. 64
5. 75
26. 92
Material and labor for general re5.40
15. 00
19. 70
pairs to buildings, fences, purchase and repair of harness, vehicles, etc., and purchase of mechanical tools ....................
380. 44
579. 28
493. 70
184. 40
211. 97
469.47
391. 98
311. 30
313.14
Forage and medicines for home ani233. 28
345. 98
mals, articles used in stables,
straw used for bedding for inmates ............................
215. 39
270. 20
2q8. s2
339. 35
2~0. 731
458.2,!
445. 76
489.48
Expenses of the library, gover241.85
218.89
236. 80
203. 42.
1
nor's and treasurer's offices, postago and and post-offices box-rent,
stationery, etc., for Commissioners' office, freight, telegrams,
amusements .. .. .. ..........•....
293. 55
209. 78
221. 86
267. 031
353. 571
673.40
Incidental expenses, rent of safe,
337. 92
199. 95
112. 86
429. 73
164. 47
246. 991
telephone, back hire,advertising,
expenses of the Home chapel. ....
50. 00
50. 00
84.
00
110.
00
60. 44
Si.
00
Religious services ...•.•.....•......
50.
00
50.
00
125.
86
00
323.
50.
00
130. 00
130. 00
.mu. oo: mo. oo'. 130. OJ
130. 00
Laundry work .....................
130. 00
130. 00
130. 00
130. 00
1It ~~ 1•
130. 00
271. 89
267. 89
271. 271
274. 021
277. 02
269. 81
Extra duty pay and monthly allow263. 73
2U4. 83
254.43
262. 08
260. 51
258. 21
ances to inmates . ...•............. 3,645.91
----·· ··-·
3,465.76 . ................
3,512.75 ............... 3,451.85
Commutation to members of the
16. 20 3,517.90
23. 75
Home residing outside ....•......
295. 73
15'i 19
192. 00
4,825.33
162. 30
Gas ..•...••.•• : ••..•........•.•••.•
5,025.20
162. 00
205. 06 5,027.33
233. 26
293. 01

----------

----·-----

----·-----

·I· ........ -1

~~~J

----------

: 1 ..~·- ~~~--:~ ..~·- ~~~~ ~~ ..~·- :~~--:~1 ..~·- ~~~~ :~

1,348.73
1,114.57
142. 09
50,429.22
18, sn. 63
286. 55

23,321.18
660.17

00

0

~

tj
553. 32

~

t_,rj
~
U).~

. 4,822.46

'""·"1

3,648.93

P:1

0
~

~

i

: :: :1 ...;;;:;;
360. 51

466. 38

378. 26

304. 76

260. 25

~~t~~,

169. 50

114.6

124. 51

175. 77

3. 511.11
1, lll. 30
1 1 5UO. 00
3,195.69
21,200.08
21,246.88
3,085.36

-:J
t,,!)

c.o

-l

.t.1.11111rnl report of receipts and expendUures on account of the United States Soldiers' Horne, District of. Colurnbia, etc.-Continued.

C),:l

0
1887.

1886.

Total.

Receipts and expenditures.
Oct.

Dec.

Nov.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

June.

July.

Aug.

Sept.

J(Xl'&'\DITURES-continuod.
Board and medical treatment of
mombor.i of tho Home iu Govern$522. 86
$1,941.42
$419, 281, ... • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •
$482.15 ......•••.
$517.13
.J.t1j lum for tho lllsnne . ........ ..
I
I
l:<'unurnl expeuses of members of
100. 00
tbo Ilorue residing outshlo ...... .
"$50." "$50:i: iii
$5;: 60
"$92." 50 . 598." 02 ·;; ;;,;: ii iii: «2: 26 2,
i; 60,255.55
Now buildings ........ ......... .. . . $iiw."
I>orrnnnont improvements, new
fences, wells, bridges, lamp-posts,
133. 4::!I
200. ool
30. oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ___
130. 87
168. 40
134. 62
8. 75 .•...•. _.. . . _ . . ___ . .
805. 06
ga-:1-lnmps, pitvi.ng, eto ........... .
200. oo .................... I...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
240. oo .................................................
.
440. 00
Pu robase of animals . . . . . . . • . . . . .. .
1
Do\losited in the United States
Treasury to the credit of the permanent fund, realized by sale of
Uuiterl States 4 per cent. and Missouri 6 per cent. ~oupon bonds ... , . ... ..... ~1- ... ~- ... ·1·........ ·1·... ..... ·1 ·... ..... ·\ 994, 1!29. 051 .. . ....•• ·
~
500. 00118, 501. 001...•..... -11, 022, 330. 05

001·..

00'..

dl: ::1

;i: :: ..

i>:

1·........ ·1·.... ... ~1-~·

Total expenditures.. ........ . 23, 503. L 14, ~05.18 19,989.87 13,311.53 12,070. 511, 010, 620. 49 12,615.18 18,556.19 24, 9o7. 3... o;-,, 394. 76

!!;:
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

Annual t·eport of 1'eoeipta and expenditures on aocoimt of tl~e United States Soldiers' Home"
District of Oolianbia, etc.-Contmued.
RECA.PITUL.A. TION.
RECEIPTS.

$24, :;86. 46
Balance on hand September 30, 1886 .. •.... .. .. ............••• •.. • · · · · · · • · • • · · •• ••• · · · · · ·
From the United States Treasurer upon a r esolution of the Board of Commissioner s. and
151,070.00
approved by the Secretary of War ... .... .. .... . ... . ... .. .... .. .. . - . . .. - - - --- · · · · · · · · ·
43, 898. 6p
Interest on bonds and securities held as investments and on the permanent fund .... . . - .
74-5. 60
Effects of deceased inmates subject to the d eman d of legal heirs ... .... . .........••... - .•
1, 301.24
Ren t of Harrodsburg property and miscellaneous sources ... .... .. . ..• . . ..... - · · -- - · • · · - ·
19, 001. 00
On account of sale of .narrodslmrg property ....... ...... ...•.... .. - - - .. - - · · · · - · · · · · · · - · ·
From tlre United States upon a r esolu tion of Boarcl of Commissioners, and n.pproved by
67,000.00
the Secrtltary of War, for the payments on new buildings . .....• . ..... ... - • - . --. -. - - - From the sale of United States 4 per cent. bonds and :Missouri 6 per cent. coupon bonds. 1, 003, 329. O.:>

~it:f ::ii~: il !'!~~iWt~~~~-: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: :~:::::::::: :::::::::::: i; ~~~: m: ~g
Balance on hand September 30, 1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . .. . . . . ..• .. . • . . . .•. . . •. .. •.

55,179.31

EXPEXDITURES,

58. 85

Furniture for officers' quarters, and repairs for same .....• .... .• .. .......•• • -- - · · · ·· ·•••
Co~p~nsation to the treasurer of the Home fund, $900; to the clerk of the Board of Com-

}~¥~~~~~~~~o~1!~;~~~~~

~~~~:

:t:o:~~~:
:: : : : : : : : ~::: ~: ~::::::: ~: ~::::::::: :: : ::: : : : :: : : :
Expens~s of the hospital for medicines, m edical stores, etc. , spectacles . false t eeth, and
matenal for coffins ...•.• .. ........ . ........... ... ....•••. -- - · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Expenses of the hospital, pay of clinical assistant, purchase of mess anu kitchen utenR sps, and all contingent expense.<J .. ....•........ . ............•.......•.............••.. Re /nded to claimants of effects of deceased soldiers .........••• ......... . . . .....•.....•
e u~ded to claimants of e:ffocts of clecea&ed inmates . ............. .. .. . ........... -.. - -•
~ubs1~tence stores, including special diet and stimulants for the sick, and ice ......•••.•
Bldth.1ng for inmates ...........• _........ . .......•...........•... _........ __•. _........•
Ee dmg, bedsteads, blankets, and upholstering matPrial ...... . ... . .•..... . ............. .
xphnses of the garden, ornamentation of the g-rounds, pay of farm, garden, dairy, and
Rot ~r employes, farm and garden utensils, seed, guano, manure, etc . . . . ........•..... ..
epa1r of roads and all articles and tools for that purpose .............•.... . .. -. . . , ...•••
M ess !!-nd kitchen utensils and other articles (except bedding) for Horne ..... . . . .. . ..••.
M:tenal and labor for general repairs of buildings and fences, r epair and purchase of
arness and vehicles, and mechanical tools ... . .... . ....... . ... . - .. . .. ... - . - -. - - - - - · ·
F orage and medicines for animals, articles · used in stables, straw for b edding for in-

E~!~:is

-g~~~~~~;,~

~ffic~;: ·p~~-t~g~, p~st-~ffi~"a-

;~~t:

~r°t°h~ ·1ib~~~y,
i~d t~~~;~~-e·;,; .
b~-~.
s~at10nery, etc., for Commissioners' office, freight, telegrams, amusements .........••
Inmdlnt3:l expenses, rent of safe, telephone, hack hire, advertising, traveling expenses,
R P~o. ess10nal services, expenses of the chapel ................... . .... -....... . - ... - - - - ·

~!~fa.~~8,~~~tc.~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
c~!!f;l. pay and monthy allowance t? ~nm~ttls _. .............................•......•.
Gas . ___.. ~-~ ~em hers of the Home res1dmg outside . ....... ... ....... . .... _. . . .... . . : .•

Erard and medic~i ·t;e~t~~-n"t "oi ~~~b~;;·~f th e H~~e· i~ th~ -G~~~~~;;~~t. :ri~;j;it~i. f~~
F nsane ....................... . ................................... _.... _.......... . .... .
N nneral expenses of members of the Home residing outside . . .............. ... ......... .
0

0

0

i:~h:~~ili~;~~~~~-~~ts:
~;~~- f~~~~;: wells, ·b;idge;; j~;;p:p~;1;;; g;s:1;~p;: p;;i~g; etc~
. urc ase of animals ..•......•........ _...... _........ . ... . __....... __ ...... __ .......... .

2,100.00
416. 08
6,595.17
1,400. 24
1,348.13
1,114.57
142. 09
50,429.22
18,372. 63
286. 55
23,321.18
660. 17
553. 32
4,322.46
3,648, 93
3,511.11
1,111.30
1,560.00
3,195.69
21,200.08
21,246.88,
3,085.36.
1, 941. 42·
100. 00
60,255.55
805. 06
440. 00

~ Deposited in the United States Treasury to the credit of the permanent fund, r ealizeil.
by sale of United States 4 per cent. and Missouri 6 per cent. coupon bonds, and
money received from sale of Harrodeburg property ...... . ·: ···· ..•................... 1,022,330. 05 Total expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . ••• • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 255, 552. 69 ,
I certify on honor that the forgoing account is correct.
B . F. RITTE:tl'HOUSE,

Bvt. Maj., Tl. S. Army, Secretary and Treasurer.

* $1,022,330.05 of the amount appearing as expen ditures is the amount real ized on accoant of the sale ·
of $780,000 of United States 4 per· cent. bonds for $994,329.05 of 1907, an d for the sale of Harrodsburg
property, amounting to $19,001, and for the sale of $9,000 Missouri 6 p er cent. coupon bonds, they hav-mg matured, which leave the actual expenditures for the Home $233,222.64.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

Compa1·ative staternent of moneys 1·eceived and disbu1'sed on acco1rnt of the United States
Soldiers' Honie, District of Columbia 1 for twelve months.
Rece~ved from October 1, 1885, to September 30 , 1886. ____ •. _. __ •. _... _. _...•... _..... _.. $194,776.17
Receiv1_1d from October 1, 1886, to September 30, 1887. _. _... _... _...... . ......•. _...... 1,286,345. 54
Of this last amount $1,022,330.05-was realized -from the sale of $780,000 United States 4
per cent. bonds of 19~7, amounting to $994,329.05, $9,000 of Missoul'i 6 per cent. coupon bonds, they havmg matured, and $19,001 realized from sale of Harrodsburg
property.
Expended from October 1, 1885, to September 30, 1886 ....••.... __ . .. .. . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 193, 92a. 88
Expended from October l, 1886, to September 30, 1887 ................................... 1,255,552.69
Of this last amount $1,022,330 .05, realized from sources above mentioned, were deposited
to the credit of the p ermanent fund.
651. 83
Average number of inmates for the year ...•••..•.......................................
Average cost of ration per month, including milk, vegetables, and fruit raised on Home
7.171
grounds .................. . ................•.....•..•....................... -·· ·· ·••···
. 23¾
24.6
,t;s~r~f~1Ykt;!/;!W~l~~li
Average yield of.milk per cow per day ......................................... gallons ..
The herd consists of 46 cows, 18 heifers, 14 calves, 4 bulls, young and old.
Now on deposit in the National Safe Deposit Company of Washington, D. C., dz:
Misso~ri 6 ~er ce~t. ~o upon b~nd_s ....... ~.. .... .. . . . . .. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
$'.3~,
Youn"' Mens Christian Association stock.............................
6 ,5 .
93,500.00

~~!.:::::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::
oig-gg

Fa1'm account froni Octobm· l, 1886, to Septem ber 30, 1887, United States Soldiers' Honie,
District of Columbia.
DR.
1886.
,October ...•.. To 10 tons W. A. stove coal, at $6.49 ............................... · · · · ·· · - ·
Forage, $33.35; 140 bushels potatoes, $2 l0 .... .. ........... - -. · · -• · · · · · · · ·
Cartage on potatoes, $2.50 ; 50 ears sugar corn, $2 ......... - .. --- · · · · · · • · ·
~ bushel black beans, $3 ; 3 cutters for Cassady plow, $15 ...... -·· - · · · · · ·
Extras for plow, $1.40; 42 pounds castings for Lotidon plow, $1.68..... · · ·
Extras for Eureka mower, $1.60; 6 Rowland shovels, $4.50 ..... - . ..... . . ·
6 grain rakes, $1.50; 10 knives for cutting vegetables, $1.50 . . ........ -· · ·
1 ton bone dust, $35; 6 cutter shares for Cassady plow, $3. 60 .... .•. - ... - · ·
100 bushels orchard grass, $185 ; 25 bushels blue grass, $25 .._. .. .... -. - · 60 pounds white clover, $15; 5 bushels en,rly red clover, _$28.70 ..... - . - . - Repairing 2 Cassa.fly plows. $5.50; 4 nuts and washer s for same, $1.20 ....
5 pounds lrnle, $2.50; 1,000 pounds bone dust, $17.50 . ..... . ....... -- · · · · · ·
L abor, ci vilian roll ...... . .. ........ . ........... . ... . . ........ . - - · · · · · · · · ·
2 watchmen (es:t,r a duty. September and October) ...... ... ......... ······
November .. .
Forage, $36.33; labor, civilian roll, $357.45 .................. - - - -- ·· · · · · • ·
December .. .
Forage, $37.5!; labor, civilian roll, $258.60 ........... .. ......... · · · · · · · · ·
1887.
January . ... .
Forage, $39.88; labor, civilian roll . $248 .. ..... .. .... .. ... - . · · · · ·•·· ·· ·--·
February ... .
Forage, $35.86; labor, civilian roll, $348 .01. .... ........... . -.... - - · - ·· · · · ·
March ...... .
Labor, civilian roll ...... .... ........ .... ... .. ..... - - - · - - -· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·
April .. .. ... .
Labor, civilian roll . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. ............. ·· - · ·· ····· · ···--·
Labor, extra-duty roll, March and April . ...................... -- · · · · · · · ·
Forage ...... .. .... .. ................................ ·····················
May ........ .
2 tons bone dust ......... . .. . .. ......................•.. ··•···············

!~ t~~;~t!fil~gi~~::i~~~~~~::_
~:- :_ : ~:.:_~:: : _:.:.~:.: : : _: : : ~.:.: : :::::::
3 wheels and racks fo:c London plow ...... ....... .. ....... - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

}~ b~i[:}:t~~i!!s~d.~~-1~."":.: · · · · : : :::: :: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: :
1 bay-knife, $2; 2 lanterns, $1.50 ...... ...... ........ ..... - - · · · ····· · ··· ··
200 fe t 2·inch tile, $7; seeds, $8 73 ••...•...... .. .. • •..... . -· · · · · · ••· · · · · ·
12 hame.straps and 12 strin_gs.
. . . . ............. ........ - -- · · · ·· · · · · · · ·
8 mauur -forks, $5.20; 12 back-band straps, ,:1 .... . . ........ - -·· · · · · · ·· ··
65 feet ~·inch tile, $:>.. 98; 8 bushf'ls blue gra . , . 7.20. . ........ .... -· · · · · · ·
2 ~- W~n..rd plows, $32; 2 Wiard plow.dlin.re , 80 c uts . ............. · -· · ··
Wm~·d JOrnt r share , $1.50; bolts. 30 cents .......... ....... · · · · ··· · · · ·
Casu?~S for plow .. 2.25; 00 pounds white clove1·, $l6.20 ............ ···· ··
Repamng potato.plont r .... ......... ........ . .. .... -. · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · ·
Plow-sbar s anti plow-lines $3.!J0 · 4 trow Is $2 ............. - --· · · · · · · · · ·
No. 1 11har1·s, 40 cents· u cl1bbers' $3 · O jointer-sharo bolts, 30 cent ··· ···
100 bn. hels alt, ,ll:lO; 5' tons potat'o-g~ano, $150 ..•••• • . • ••• • .•• · · •• ·•·•·•
3 ton. bone cl 11. t, $!16; 200 bmih l!'l orchnrrl gras , $300 ... . .... - -· · · · · · · · · ·
35 bu l_11•ls K ntucky hlu gra. :1,. 31.50; 15 \rnshels early red clover, $71 .25
~5 cult1vator.pl!itf'R. $2.25; 15 bolts, 45 c uts ......... . . - .. . - - - · · · ·· · · · · · · ·
-_00
lwls ~laino E. It. potatoes, $200; sc d , 101.95 ......... . - - - · · · · · · ·
cart~(tf' from Rakfc'r'. to Uomr on snndri , 21. ............ · · ·
f,I- ' t .!-ID('h tl]t'-pipP, 6.0'.!: bit , 1.25.. ...
• · · · ··· ·· ..... .
• Tonnd ropr, 65 r,·nt : for:i'.!c fo1 1 hot· nn l mult· , 45.2'.! ..... · ··· ··

\m.

i-'.\ i· , ·: :.

$64. 90
243. 35
4. 50
18. ()0
3. 08
6.10
3. 00
38. 60
210. 00
43. 75
6. iO
20. 00
409. 25
35. 30
393. 78
296.14
287.88
3 3. Bi
470. 24
459. 04
10. 50
4~. 0
iO. 00
15. 00
i. 50
5.00
4. 50
6.

.60
3. 15. 73
4.
6.20
l .l~
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DR.
1887.
May ........ .
June ........ .

.July .•..•••;.

Repair of No. 9 cook-stove, $2.96; repairs for Eureka mower, $40.86 ..•...
Labor civilian roll . ..............••..... . .... .. ... . - - . - - . - - -- · · · · · • · · -· · · ·
Forage for 1 horse and 8mules ....... . . ...• ........ .. .... .. ...... -·· -···· Labor, civilia n roll .............••... ................ -- - - - .. -·· · ··· · · · · · · ·
1 bushel M . S. corn, $6; 3 l)imnds Cassaba melon seed, $3 ................ .
3 pounds salsify , $4.50; 1 ton plaster, $6 ...... . . ...... .... -......... -.. . ..
20 pounds P aris green, $6; 12 s cyt he ston es, $3 . .......................... .
4 l·bushel rattan baskets, $3.20; 6 jointer Wiard shares, $1.50 ........... .
5 Wiard 's .A.• cutter shares, $3; 2 No. 18 M. and H. shares, 20 cents ..... .
2 cultivator wrenches, 40 cents; 1 wheel standard for \,Viard plow, $1.30 . .
3 zinc oilers, 75 cents; 12 Wiard bolts, 60 cents ......................... . .
1 mower No. 1, $50; 2 mower knives, $10 . . .......••.....••........ - ...... 6 guards, $3.90; l pound rivets, 30 cents .....•....••...••• . •.....••...... .
25 sections, $3.13; 3 pitman bolts, 30 cents ...•.•.•................... - ... 6 shoe bolts, 60 cents; 1 hammer, 50 cents ............................... .
1 pitm a n, $2.25; 10 picking baskets, $5 ....... ... .. .....••..••••... ·-··· .. .
3 tons plaster, $18; 60 pounds Paris green, $18 ..•..•• •.•......••••••......
3 tons plaster, $18 ; 60 pounds Paris green, $18 ....•...•..•.......•••..... .
2 bushels buckwheat, $2.50; I½, tons plaster, $9 ........... ·····--···· .... .
30 pounds Pari1:1 green, $9; 1 Buckeye mower, $50 .....•..•••.•..•••.......
1 pitman, $2.25; 3 bolts, 30 cents ......................................... .
1 pound rivets, 30 cents; 2 inside·shoes, 20 cents .. ........••...•.•....... .
2 knives, $10; 1 spur pinion, $2 ........ ~ .... . ..............•...... . ..... ..
4 bolts, 40 cents; ½dozen keys, 15 cents ...... .. .......................... .
1 spur pinion, $2; 3 pounds cu cum bel' seed, $2. 70 ..................•..... .
2 pounds martynia, $8; ½ton plaster, $3 ................. .... ............. .
½pound parsley, 50 cents; 3 mold boards for jointer, $1.50 .... . ........... ·
6 Wiard iointer shares, $1. 50; 10· cultivator plates, $1 ... .......... ....... .
½dozen English scythe stones, $1.50; 109 pounds ribbon wire, $5.45.. .. . . . •

~~l!lt.~r~It!~~l\H !!!\))f!!J!J!Jiif\!!!/!H
1

A.ugust ..... .

Forage, $37.86: labor, civilian roll, $431. 75 ... ..•.•............. ...•...... ..
Forage, $37.86; labor, civilian roll, $428.47 ............ ... .. ........ ....... .
Harvest bands ........... ... .... .... . .......... . - . ...... ...... ... ........ .
1 man attending to farm property, 11 months, at $10 (extr-a duty) ........ .
Watchmen, July and August (extra duty) ..... , ......................... .
Laborers, gathering potatoes (extra duty) ...••.••....•..••..•....•..• ...•.

ft~~~~1i!·

·~~~i~_-::::::::::::: ::::: :::::·:::::::c::: :: :::::::

t~~~t~e~,u!I~s
8 bushels potatoes, at 87 cents . .....••. ...••...••••• •..•••••.••.•.•.••.••...
177 ears corn, at 1 cent .....•.....•.....••. •.......•.••••••.•••.. ••••. ~ • ...•..

ii ~ii!t~i!~:!it1HfZt::::~:: :::~ :::: ::::::::::::::::::::~:::: ::::::

September ...

$43. 82
433. 64
43. 47
441.14
9. 00
10. 50
9. 00
4. 70
3. 20
1. 70
1. 35
60. 00
4. 20
3. 43

1.10
7. 25·
36. 00
36. 00
11. 50>
59. 00
2. 55
.50
12. 00
.55
4. 70

11.00·
2. 00·
2. 50
6. 95,
. 15
4. 08,
1. 25•
1. 252.10·
I. 89·
1. 00·
469. 61

fgt:~:,
110.00·

40. 33;'
21. 5()" '
13.88:
I. 50
6..96,
1.77
2,16

. 96
3. 00
6 pitman ~olts, 60 cents; 1 dozen spring keys; 50 cents ........... ...... . .
1.10
1 pound rivets, 30 cents; lax, 85 cents; 2 ax handles, 25 cents.·.......... .
1. 40
3, 70
8 pick.handles, $1.20; 5 pounds turnip seed, $2.50 ..... . .................. .
1. 20,
1 pound radish seed, 80 cents; 2 ounces·lettuce seed, 40 cents, ..••.••••••.
1 ton bone dust .... ... . ... ............ . ........••....•...•. .-............. .
32. 00
2 pitman shields ...... ...... .. ............ ................. ·-· •.•. · - .•....
1. 00
1 pound cabbage· seed, $3; 6 plow-bolts; 30 cents .... ...... .. .••••..•.... .
3. 30
½ton bone dust, $16; 3 plow-handles, 75 cents ..............•.••.•••••....
16. 75
½bushel clover, $2.63; 15 JJushels orchard grass, $22.50 .................. .
25.13
15 bushels blue grass-, $18. 75; 8 No. A cutter.shares, $4.80 ......... ·•••.••.
23 . 55·
Jointer shares .... . ............................... .......... . .... ........ .
1. 60
Manure from Metropolitan railroad stables . . _...............•.•••.•.•• ~ •. 1,282.87,
1,460 loads manure from dairy, at 50 cents .......••.•.•••••.....•••••.•••..
730.00
6 cords sawed and split wood, at $7 ..................................... .
42. 00
2mg tons w . .A. sto,e coal, at $6.49 . ..... .................... •••••• ....... .
17. 38',
6. 40
. 25
~~t{t1:: ~~!t\;H f sz;:t~: :::::(: ::: ::: : : : : : : : : ::::: :::::: ::::::::::::
• 70
2 bushels beets, at $1. .........••.••.•.•..••..•..•..•• . ...........••..••...
2. 00½bushel snap beans, at 50 cents .......................................... .
.25
1 bushel tomatoes, at 50 cents ...•...•...•.••..•...•...••.•.•.•••..•.•••••.
. 50
. 20
. 38

i

~;~i~~f:J:IIJJlU//!?m!ii!ii!!mff!!n!U!i

. 33

436.U
36. 64
2,803. 51

Total .. . ..... . .................................. .... .............. .. 12,734. 87·
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CR.
1886.

October . .... . By 714 bushels potatoes, at 68½ cents .. -.... -·. • · · •• • · • · .. · · · · • • • • · · • • · • • .
200 bushels tomatoes, at 75 cents . ............. ·. · · · · · -- · • •• · · · · · • · · -- · · •
6 bushels cucumbers, at. 50 cents .............. · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..

$487. 90
150 Oil
3. 00
50. 00

~!:Jits~tat\i::: ::: : : :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::: ..• ·· ·· · ·· · · · ·:
8 bushels lima beans, unshelled, at $1. •••••.• - • • • . • • • • • · • • - · • · • • • • • • • • · · ·

18. 00

~~ ~~!~!t!

i\~;m1:o~FiI'i2;~ ~!~~~;:t;: ::::::~::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:: ~:: ~ ~::::::::

14 bushels turnips, at 4fif cents . .. - .....•...... · · · ·· · · ·•·• ·• ······ ······ ··
~~4t~~;s:~~~e\1q;~!~tsa~.
185 bunches parsley, at 5 cents .. .......... ········ - -· · ·· ·• · · · .. · ·· · · · · · · ·
250 bunches sage, at 15 cents ...... - . -- ...... · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · -100 bunches savory, at 15 cents ............ · ...... ······--················
12 tons hay to dairy, at $15 ... -- .. -- · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -- -- · · · ·• • -- • · • · · · ·
5 tons winter squash to dairy, at $40 .. ·· : · .. -· .. -· i,· --- • •• • · - - · · · ••• • · . . .
1 double team and driver 8 days, at $4 ............ · ·· · · · · • -- · · · -- · - · · · · · · ·

!~~:: :: ::::::::::::: ::::::: ::: :: ::::· ·....... -..

November ...

i280::!
~i~~t:r If.gt_~~·.~~.!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
bushels turnips, at 50 cents . ......... . . ···· ... ··· -- · · · ·••· •· · ·· · ·· · · .

226 bushels beets at 75 cents ......................... ·····••·········
20 bushels spinach at 50 cents . .... . ... - . · · · · · • · · -- · • -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

:iJa!;~J~\~;~:!.it:i~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::------------:
December ...

280 heads of lettuce, at 6 cents .•..... -.•.. · · · · · · · · -- · · · · -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.
660 stalks celery, at 6 cents . -- . -......... · · · · · · · · · • • · · • • -·· · · · • · · · · · · · · · ·.
500 bushels beets to dairy, at 75 cents ..... ······ ..... ••······· ..... •····.

~;ft{i;f!'ff;\i:;itE++i+/\+:\~\:
1 000 pounds horse radish, at 6 cents .• -..... -- -· . · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-- · ·

4

!:!i\i~{f~i~$~?;i~'.~?!~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1887.
.J anuary .... .

February .. . .

1 2•horse team' and driver 1 day, at $4 ... - .. · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · • · · · · · · · · · ·

~~~~l~li{~~i]¥/:!\)t\H!ii/))\t
66 bushels parsnips, at 75 cents ........... -. - · · · · - · · · · • · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1~il;J~lF1~1t:~!:~:i:i·:8: ~ ~::::::::::::::::: =::::::::::::::::::::::::
24 bunches radishes, at 5 cents ........... -- .. ·. - - · · · · · -· · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
46 busbols beets, at 75 cents ............. . .. ··················· · · · · · · · · · · ·

March . •.••. .

i!{t~;f~i~:r::ga;:;

1

~:::::::: ::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

bushels parsnips at 50 cents .............. -· · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
88 bushels beet::1, at' $1 ................... -... · . • · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

84

itit~!1l;\1tK~:~ :ti~i~: :.:.: ::·:::::::::::::::::·: :~:: : :::::::::: : :
1

April. .......

May ........ .

286 heads lettuce, at 4¼ c6nts .. ....... .. ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·• · · · · · · ·
856 bushels kale at 50 cents ....... ...... - . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
125 bunches rbnbarb, at 8! c~ts .... ..... ... ... · -- ·· · · · .. . · · · ···· · · ···· ··
374 bunches onions, at 1½ cents .... ....... -.. - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · .. · · · ..
1 double team aud driver 11 days, at $L .. .... ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

t~Rtt~lf:~,;~:~:··1~:::i::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::.

2,807 bunches rhubarb, at 2¼ cents .............. ············· ·· ···· ······ ·,
1,195 bunches asparagus, at 10 cents .......•... ·····················
0
~g7bb:~~::l::t:le:ta\ 2c~~~s::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :: ::
1,745 heads lettuce, nt 2 cents . .•.............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· .. ····I
1 double team and chiver 8 days, at $4 ......... ·. · · · · · · · ·· ·· ·· .... · · · · ·· · ·

·····1

un .......

.

JI {:a~!!!~~~a: f~!~s: ~t.si:: ::::::::::~:::::: :::::: :::::: :......... ::

2,838 h ads lettuce, at 2.8 cent ........ ....••. . · · --····· ···• •· ···· ... ... ··,
106 L ·a<ll! cabbage, at 8 cent ................ · · ·· · · · · -- · · · · · • · · · · · • •• · · · • ·
'1.7 bnnchea radishes, at 2 cents ...•.•• ••.•.••.•••• ••• .......... •••• .... ••·

3. 00
12. 75
37. 00
4. 00
6. 53
680. 00
19. 48
6. 75
87. 50
15. 00

180. 00
200. 00
32. 00

20. 00
17. 50
140. 00
169. 50
10. 00
75. 00

12. ()0

5. 00

16. 80
89. 6u
875. 00
15. 00
54. 75
5.15

72. 30
2. 40
60. 00
860. 00
12. 00
15. 00
4. 00

34. 08
3. 00
64. 00

.48

38. ~2
25. 00
6i5. 00
49. 50
6. 00

27. 40
2.56
1.20

34. 50
510. 00
32. 75
. 96
17. 00
3 . 00

18. 00

33. i5
390.00

10.:?3
li .00
-1.·.
5. 61
44.

SOLDIERS' HOME.
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CR.
1887.
$27.10
June ..... . . . By 542 bunches asparagus, at 5 cents ......................... - .•. · - . • · · · - · · 110.92
5,546 bunches onions, at 2 cents ................................ -•• · · - - - · ·
25. uo
30 bushels peas, at 83½ cents ..................... . .................... -. -4. 25
1½ bushel tomatoes, at $2.83½ ......••_............................... - - . - - .
32. 50
65 bushels snap beans, at 50 cents .....•...•••........ ... .••...... . .•... - .
9. 34
July ........ .
800 ears corn to dairy, at lie ....................................... - -- -..
50. 00
2½ tons green corn fodder (dairy), at $20 . ........................ - ...... .
56. 00
1 double team and driver 14 days, at $4 ..• • •••••••••••••••..••••••• • •• - ••.
35. 00
2 men 14 days, each at ~1.25 ...... .... .••. ••.•••....••••...........•.•....
4. 00
8 bushels cucumbers, at 50 cents ................................... -.... .
6.13
17½ bushels squashes, at 35 cents ........................................ 12. 50
625 bunches onions, at 2 cents . .._......................................... .
150. 00
120 bushels onions, at $1.25 .............................................. .
1. 00
1 bushel peppers, at $1 ...•... .... . .....................••••....... . ......
120. 20
48 egg plants, $2.40; 2,945 beads cabbage, $117.80 ........................ .
132. 20
147 bushels potatoes, $88.20; 88 bushels tomatoes, $44 .........•.....••...
102. 75
6,224 ears corn, $72.62; 60¼ bushels beets, $30.15 ......................... .
August ..... .
270.17
2,695 cantaloupes, $269.50; 1 bushel martynias, 67 cents .. . .............. .
112.53
l19f bushels tomatoes, $89.90; 22i bushels carrots, $22.63 .... .. ......... .
114. 63
129¼ bushels potatoes, $112.44: lfr bushels okra, $2.19 .................... .
46.59
1~ bushels peppers, $1.50; 60¼ bushels beets, $45.09 ..................... .
130. 85
112¼ bushels cucumbers, $74:.75; 5,610 ears corn, $56.10 ....•. .. ••.. , ..... .
158. 01
2,551 heads cabbage, $153.06; 165 egg plants, $4.95 ...................... .
2,044 bushels potatoes (stored in root house), at 87 cents .. . ............ . 1,778.28
8. 81
2 bushels lima beans, $8; li bushels summer squash, 81 cents .......... .
36. 00
1 double team and driver 9 days, at $4 .............. . ................... .
50. 00
2 men, each 20 days, at $1.25 per day .. ................................. .
September ...
82.78
49i bushels cucumbers, $33.08; 994 cantaloupes, $49.70 .....•...•........
85. 75
2¾ bushels okra, $2.75; 33 bu1>l.!. ,ls carrots, $33 .......................... .
43. 00
39½ bushels beets, $39.50; 5¼ bc..shels martynias, $3.50 .. .... . ..... ....... .
8. 75
2¾ bushels large peppers, $2. 75; 2 b11shels small peppers, $6 .....•...... .
12.25
8 bushels turnips, $8; 8½ bush,!3ls tomatoes, $4 25 ......•..•.........•..•.
45 winter squash, $4.50; 424 watermelons, $42.40 ........••...•••.........
46 90
77. 5§
2,315 ears corn, $23.15; 68 bushels potatoes,_$54.40 ....................... .
52.12
12¼ bushels snap beans, $6.12: 11½ bushels hma beans, $46 ..•.•.......•.
2. 25
1 summer squash, 60 cents; 5 egg plants, $1.65 .....•.............••.. .•.
212. 50
9 bushels spinach~ $4.50 ; 16 tons bay to dairy, $208 ..................... .
1 double team ana. driver 8 days, $4 per day ....... ...• ... .. ...........•.
32. 00
1 man's labor 12 days, at $1.25 per day .................................. .
15. 00
184 tons hay, at $13 .......... . .. .......... .................... a •••••••••• 2,392. 00
Total...... . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . .. • . • • .. • . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . 12, 724. 87

Estimate of i•egetab·les in the.g1·ound on the Soldie1·s' Home farm on October 1, 1887.
October 1.

400 bushels parsnips, at 75 cents ....... ... .. . . .. ... .•. . ... .. ...••• .••..• .... . . .... • . $300

~: !~~ rn~:i: f::i~: .t1: o~~~£;: ::: ~:::::·:::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::: ::: :t g~~
30 bushels large peppers, at 60 cents ..................... .... . . ........... .........

3 5
'

18

~g t~~\k!,1!i!?~q~a!h,e~i$2ii:: :::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::::::: :: :::: :: :::::: i~g
Total . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . .. . . . . . • • . • . . • . • • . . • • • • . . • . . . • • . . .. • . . .. • . • . . . . . 3, 458

A ~mall crop of hay was raised this season. A large portion of the graas land requires cleaning,
plowmg, D?,anuring, and seeding; last September and April 32 acres were treated in this way. About
30 acres will be plowed next month with a view of cleaning, manuring, and sowing it in grass next
8 eptember.
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Garden account, October 1, 1886, to September 30, 1887, United States Solclie1·s' Horne, Disfrict of Columbia.
DR,

1886.
October .. •••. To 5 tons W. A. stove coal to cottage, $6.49. ·....................... ·••••··•• ·
5 tons W . .A.. stove coal to nursery, $6.49 ......•••••.•.•.. •· ·•••·•··•· ····
1 bottom knife for 16·inch mower .....•.....•...•••·.••••• ·••••· ·····•••••

November:.

20 bushels orchard grass, at $1.85 ............•..•..... · · · ..•. · •· · · · ·· ·· ···
Labor civilian roll ............•............•...........•••.•.... ··•· -• · • · ·
1 watdhman (extra duty) September and October .........••....... ·······
1 grate and brick for Victor cook stove ...................•••.. ·••····•···

December ...
1887.
January . . . . .

t:~~~: ~i;m:~ ~~N:::::: :: :::: :·::::::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::

$32.45
32.45
.50
2 95
4. 00
. 80
1. 20
3. 75
17. 50
3.50
10. 00
37. 50
227. 50
10. 00
2.00
236. 25
233. 75

l ax and helve ......••... -.. · .• · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · •• • · · · •· · · • · ·• • · · ·

23~:

Labor, civilian roll ..... ......•..... - · · · · •• • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · •
3,000 flower pots ............ ··.······· ····· ·.·· ···· · ····••••···········•···
40 pounds marlin, $7.20; 10 pounds hank twme, $4 ...... ······ ······ ·•·••·
150 dahlia sticks . .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · • · · · ·

2
11. 20
l2. 00
8. 10

~~~~h:!a.

29.15
2
8

f~:i~~~~;a~~-~~~~~: .'::::: .'::::: .' :: ::: ::: ::· ········· ······ ·· ···· ····· ·

4 handles for mattocks ................••••.••....••. · • -• • · · • · · · · · · ·••• •· ·

~ E~cste~!nb~~: -i~a;;:: : :::::: ::: : : : ::::::::::::: ::: ..•..•...•• ·• -··· ·· ····
0

l·~~,~~'uD~H~ ~ho~:l~t.: :: : : : :: : : : : :: : : : :::::: :::::: ::: : ::: ::: :::::::: ::::
10 bushels blue grass, at $1 .............•••..••...••• · •.. • · · • • • • · · · · · · · · · ·

FebTuary ... .
March .. •.. ..
April ...... .. .
May ........ .

t:~~f ~lIHI:; mt:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~:::::::::::::::: m:~t gi~g
~l!d~~~~~. ::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::::::: :. ........

s mole traps, $4.50·

J1me .••..•••.

2 steel traps, 80 cents -··· ·• · ••· ·•••·· ·••· ..... ····· ··

4 grass hooks, $3; 50 pounds marhn, $9 . . -- · ·· ·· · · · · ··· · · · · · · ·· ··•••• ·••··•

414-tooth steel rakes ...... ........ . ······ .. ·--····················........
1 dozen Waters' pruning blades ... . ··········· .. . ................... ~.....
l 16·inch lawn mower ........... · • · · -- · · · · • • · · · • • • · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • • · · · · • • • ·
Labor, civilian roll ..... ......... ·· ... ·•······· · · · · · · · •• • · • · • • · · · • · · • • · • · · ·
Labor, civilian roll, $242.50; extra duty, $9.65 ·······••• ··•· · ••· ..........

~¥JliJ!f::~;:;;:::: ·: : ::·:·:·:!)iiii;:;::;;:;;:::::::::!

~~~f

~i::~~~. ~~~~~~::::: :::: :: :::::::::: :::··.. . ... .... ... ....... ... .......

½dozen pick handles, 75 cents; ?; dozen ax handles, 75 cents .· ...... ••••••

September ..•

t ~g

fi~Jjj{~Fttt<:i+?::?\\;;;;;;>tH
}g:

6 English scythes, $7.50; 1 dozen ;English stones, $3 ..•.. - -·· · ·· ·••· ···•·•

July ........ .
August .•••..

gg

~

S cords sawed and split oak wood, at $7 ........................... • · .. · • · ·

16-ln°u tous fumace coal, at $5.99 .... ·· .... · ··· · · -- · · ·· · ·•· ·· · · ...... ···· ··

gg

3 oo
4: 80
13. oo
219. 08
252.15
. 70

J

t

~~
1
I. 70

:!: og

234. 34
J..500 pounds W . .A.. stove coal, $4.34; labor, civilian roll, $230 . . ........... _ __
Total ......... .... ..••• .. •....... .. .•.......•.....•.••.•......•••.. ·

I 3, 232. 46

CR.
1887.
141."
Jone ........ . By 1,305 quarts strawberries, at 10.87 cents . . · .. · · • .. · .. · · · · · · · .. · · .. · · · · · · ·
23. 25
155 quarts raspberries, at 15 cents . ... ....... • ·········...................
6.4J
64 quarts currants, at 10 cents ............ · · · -• · · · · • • • · · · · · · • .... · · .. · · · ·
2 • -;
July ....... .
243 quarts rasp berries, at 12½ ceu ts .. ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
- .,
674 quarts blackberries, at 13 cents ......... ········•···•·· ... ····· .. ·····
1~
pt mber .. .
1
Ilal!n~~
:~~:::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: ·········· ·· ······· · _2~

~;~'tn~t;!rci!!

Total . ......................................... ......... . ... . .......

oo

3,~. 6

The pear ancl grap crop thi. y ar was almost a. total failur . Many of the pear trees have died; ·n
a few year there will be none
the grounds unless young ones are planted.

on

787
Dairy acc91~nt, p9,tQ,per 1, 1886, ,to §ep~~~.9,Q1' JO, 11,~7, U,ni/ed . Stat(JB Soldift',;s' II,onie, District of Oolurnbia.
DR.
1886.
q ctober .• : .•• ~ To rations ........................ . ..•••.••.••• • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • · · • • • • • • · · • · · ·
10 tons W. A. stove coal', at $6,49 ... .................. - - - .• - ; . - ..... -••.. - .
Forage for 1 horse .... : . . .... . : ... .. : ...••.•••••.. ; ....•• : ••....••. • • · · - ..
1 set brick for No. 9 Nia,gara stove ...••..•••••.•••••................. - ....
1 set 12.inch cylinder brick ........•....••.•••••.••••• ; ... - - ...••..•......
Z!1it~~.g~i~~liI!~-. ~ .~.i~~~~~ .~~~~~:: ·.:::: :·.::: :: : : : : : :: :: : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : :
Cattle herde-rs for September and October ...•••.•..•.•••.....••••••. -... .
12 tons hay from farm, at $15 ...... .... .................. -.•. - .. -....... ..
5 tons winter sqnash from farm, at $40 ....••...•.......•.•••••... : ...... - .
Forage for stock ....................•........•.•••••..••••. -· · ·. : • · · · • · · ·
1 grate for cooking stove, Niagara ...•......••...•..••..••••••••• ·••.•....
20 feet manilla rope (for bull)' .. .... .................... : ••....•••.•••....
1 sk. G. A.. salt. 85 ce11ts; forl:J,ge fpr lJ.orse, $4.38 .....•..•.......•••.•••.. -•

November ...

!~:::::::::::: :::':_-:::: _- :: ::::::: :::::: :: ::::::

:~~ffoe/~~ .~~~ry sto~~---- _- _-;
Labor, civilian roll .......................•.•••.•••.....•••.•••••·.•••••....
500 bushels beets from farm, at 75 cents ....•.....•••... ·. : •• :!: .......... .
Rations .. ......... .... .. ...... .. ..,..... -- -•• · • • · • - - - · · •• • • · · • · • • •. • • · · • · • ·
Forage dairy horse, $4.53; stock, $86 ..............•... ; ..........••.......

DecElmper••..

11:tt~:.~r:Jr~t~~rt~~l!,~~:::::::::::: ::·.: :: ·. ::·.~ ·-: ·.:::: :: : :::::::: :: ::::::
Qorpo_ral and ll\J'ttle 1?-e.rq~,rs, .N9ve~ber and D ?cem1'1er.: •· · : · .......... .

24 fons hay fr6m the farm, at. $15 ...... : .·.......•..••.......•........•..••.

1887.
January .....

25 bushels beets from farm, at $1. .................. . ................... - •.

r~~~iAiH~!t~Jiilt~

1~~: :~: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: ::: ::: ::::::::
Rations, $21.08; 1 sack salt for stock, ~5 ce:p.ts .............•........•.•••.

Fej:>ruary ....

March ..•.... ·

April. ...... .

~ay .......•.

June ....•••.

Labor, civilian roll. ... . ....... . . .... '. .... ... ....•...• ; ................... .
34 tons bay from farm, at $15 .. , . . . . .....•...••...•.•••......•..•••. . .•.
Forage for 1 hon1e, $4.52; stock, $185.30 ....... : .......•..........••.......

~5ip~~~~:~i~J~~\n ;.~ti~n:$1~i~~.· .·.·.· _- .· _- _- _- _-_-_-_-:: _- _-::: _-_-_-_- _-_-_- ~ _- _-_-:: _-:::: _-::::
Registry fees of stock (HolRtien Friesen) .............••..••....•....... ·..
Cattle herders for January and February .......•..... ; ........••..••.....
Cattle herder from January 1 to February 14 ............................ .
Civilian labor.... . . ........................•••...•...............•...•.
30 tons of bay from farm, at $13 .... : .......... '. ~ ...........•...•.•.•...
Rations, $21.25; forage, 1 horse, $5 . ; . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • . . • • • •• ·1
Forage for stock . ........*... ..... ....••.•••.•• '" •••••••.•••..••.•••..••..•
1
ra~ii,i~f
~~~ .e. : : ... : ~ ~: : : _.:: _.::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~::::: :: : :
Labor, civilians, $110.60; voucher, $7.50 ..........••..••.·•••....• : ..••...•.
2 cattle herders for March and April. .......... ~ .......•.......•....•.....
Forage, dairy horse, $4.84; stock, $142.50 . ................. :: ..•...•..•••••
12½t-0nscl0Yerhay,at$13 . .... . . . .' : . ::. : ..... ... :.·.·. ~·..... : .•..••.•••.
Rations, $21.90; 2i pounds manilla rope at 42 cents .....••......•.·.••...•.

!b!!~; .~~~~

rolli;!~: ~l~~~~eh!~, ::i1~: ~~~. ::.''. '::: :~::: ::::·:::::-:::::::::::: ::::::::

3 l:!hort-handle shovels . . . . . ...............••............-...•..••..... : •..
Repairs for No. 9 Niagara stov11 . . . . . ...•...•....•.. : ..... ·; .... ; ..... : .••
Labor, civilians, $10!1; rations, $21.42 ... . . .•.......•......••...•......•••••
Forage for 1 dairy horse, $4.83 ; .stock, $90 ..••.••..••..••..••. : :. ••.••• : ••.
1 sack salt, 85 cents ; rations, $2~. 97~.....••...• : .•..••..••...•...••.. ~ .•••
r:~::~~i~iri!!:~

July ••••.....

August .•..•.

~~~.~~.~~::: :·.:: :·.::::::::::::::::: ~::::: ~ :-: : : ·: :::: :::.: ::

tot~!:~~~~ .fro·~· fa~~ "i~r ~t~ck.·::::: :,.-:::::::::: ::::::::: :::::~::::: :.:::

$20. 62
64. 90
4. 65
1. 00
. 75
1. 65
119. 01)
95. 65
180. 00
200. 00
48. 00
2. 00
.45
5. 23
111. 50
20. 89
119. OU
375. 00
21. 37
90. 53
159. 38
119. 00
67. 30
360. 00
25. 00
675. 00
144. 00
. 85
21. !13
119. 00
510. 00
189. 82
12. 00
· 24_ 50
8. 00
24. 87
14. 66
116. 33

g90_

oo

26. 25
89. 22
16. oo
ll!l. 00
118.10
40. 00
147. 34
162. 41
22.,32
100; 00
130.
82
1
3.-00

3. 90

130 42
94;83
23. 82
69.05
119. 00
.40

9!'34

2½ tons green corn-fodder for stock .....••..... : . . ·..•...••..••. ·.......... .
92 heads cabbage, at 4 cents .'.. -~ .. ·........... ·......• ~ •..••.........•...•.
212 ears corn, at llt cents . . . . . . . ....••••••......••..........••.••..•...•.
2¼ lrnshels tomatoes, at 50 cents ..•.............•..•.......•....•....•..••.
3½ .~u~]!~l~j>otatg!)s, at 60 .ceµts .... .. ...........•....•..........•.........
F'orotre for 1 horse, $4.65; stock, $67.50 ................................... .
Rations .... . ............................................................. .
Labor, ch·ilians
. . . . . . ..... . ..... .........................•..••.....
Forai:,:e, 1 horse, $4.65; stock, $90 . .................. .. ............••.......
1 sack salt, 85 cents; rations, $22.18; civilian roll, $119 .. •................
Cattle herders, July and August ..•...................•...•...............

50. 00
3.68
2.47
1.13
2.10
72.15
19. 68
119. 00
94. 65
142. 03
80. 66

~\t~~i:1~aii~fto::. ~mtie~ts: ::: : ::: : : ::: : : :: : :: :::: :::::.-::: :::::: :: ::
8 usbels potatoes, at 87 cents ..•...••.••..••...•...........•..••...•..•..
½ bushel beets, at 5D cents .. .............................................. .
15 cantaloupes, at 10 cents ..••••...•....•...•...•.........•...............
11 egg plants, at 3 cents ...•.•...•••..•........••..•....••..•.......•..•..
0
tu1i.~cr~:
~.e.~~ :: :::: :: ::: : :::::::::: ::::::: ::: ::: : : : : :: : :: : :: : ::

1. 87
6. 96

i

~~.~~

8925-w 87-47

2. 5'.!
. ::l5

1. 50
• 33

2. 38
.50
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REPORT OF 'fHE SECRETARY OF WAR.
Dai1·y account, October 1, 1886, to September 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.

DR.
1887.

August . .. .. .

September ...

f ftH.1iF~~~~~s-:::::::::: :: :::::: :::::::: :: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :: :::::::::

3 cords sawed and split oak wood, at $7 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..
l,l,}J'4 tons W. A. stove coal, at $6.49 .••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••..••• - - - · ·

1
t bushel
g~:~:i ~:::~t!\t
$i ·.·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_._._._._._._._._ : :: ::: :: :::: :::::: :: : : :::: :: ::::::
potatoes, at cents ...• ... --··· . .......•.•..••..••..•.•••.•.. -·
6

80

}~~:~:} i~:Ei::~~~-·_: : ·_: ·_: : :: ·.:::::·.::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .::

$2.50
. 75
21.00
8. 6!!
. 50
. 50
4. 80
.50
1. 00

La or, civilia.n roll, $119; forage, $70.68 .....••••• ·................ - - - - - - • • ·
16 t?ns hay from farm in August, at $13 ..••..••.•••..•••.••..••.•••••• · ••·
Rations ............•......... ·...... _•..........••••..••..•..•..•.•..• -•• · ·
Balance in favor of dairy .. .... .... ................................. -.•. ··

.09
. 60
. 30
.10
.09
189. 68
208. 00
17. 55
2,700.28

Total ..................... .. · ..............•..••.........•.........•.•..

9,650.74

½peck cucumbers, at 66! cents .•••...••••..............•••••.•••.•.••.•. --

6 watermelons, at 10 cents . ......••••..•••......••••.•...... -- -. · • · • · · · · · ·
30 ears corn, at 1 cent ............. . . ........................ ........ - --- --

1 winter squash ............... . . . . ... ...•••.....•.....••..•.... -- -• · · · · · ·
3 efg plants, at 3 cents ..... ........ .. ............ . .••..••..•.....•••.••...

Dairy account, October 1, 1886, to September 30, 1887, etc.-Continued.
CR.
1886.

October ...•.. By 2,620! gallons milk, at 30 cents ................................... -.• • .. · • ·
November . ..
1,879 gallons milk, at 30 cents ......................... ........... - .•• · · • •·
1 calf sold Mr. Stein .......... .. ... .......•................. -•.. -- -• · -· · · ·
December . . .

i1 ~!\t
!~\i t~\~te:r::::.:::::: :: ::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :: ::::: ::::::: ::::::}
calf sold General H.J. Hunt ...................................... - -· · ·
11 0
!·~:iv~~ s o~l 1b~\~hae~~~~~~~~: ::: ::::: : :: .::: :::::::: :::: ::::: :::::::: ::: :

1887.

January . . . . .
Febmary ... .
March .. : .. .
April ..... . . .
May .••.•.. ..
June ........ .
July . .. ..... .
August ..... .
September . . .

1,888¼ gallons milk, at 30 cents . . . ... .. .............. ... ~ ........... - · --· · ·
2 calves sold GPneral R. C. Drum .................................... · · • · ·
1 calf sold butcher . ..... . ... ......•...•..•...•....•.•..•..••..••......• -· · 1 calf sold butcher ...... . .... .. . .. . .......•.......•......•...••.....••••. ·
1,715½ gallons milk, at 30 cents .........••...........•.••....••••.••. --····
2 calves sold butcher ..... ....... . .•.....•................•..•••.. -. --- • · · ·
1 calf sold Major Burrows . .... . .... ....•. . . ... ............• - ...... .. . - -· · ·
1,906 gallo~s milk, at 30 cents ...........•••.... .........••..••••• -.• · .. · · ·
2,104 gallons milk, at 30 cents .••....... ....•..........•••.••. -••• · - · · · ·••·
4 calves sold butcher .......... ... .......• ..... . ..... •. ...•..••••... -• - • · • 2,566j gallons milk, at 30 cents .. ...... •... ... ....... .. ...... -- - -• · • · · •• • · ·
8 calves sold butchflr ......... ... . ••.. ....... . .. . ... . ..•..••...•. . •••.. - · ·
2 cal-ves sold Mr. Hill ............ . . .. ..........................•..••• - · • • ·
1 calf 8old l111tcher . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ... ...... .... . .. . . ........ -• · -• · - ·
1
~~~~1f1i\tigoc~~~!s_::::: ::::::::: :: :: : : : :::::::: ::: : ::::::: ::::
1 refvstered Holstein bull calf sold·...... ..............•......•....•.•••• ··
3 ca ves solo. but,chPr .... . ........................••............. --• • · · • · ·
2 calves Rold butcher . . . . . ............ .. . •.. .• ..... ...... . .. .••.. -• - · · · · ·
3,180¼ gallons milk, at 30 cents .............. .•• .. ••..•. . ..•.... - . -·· ·· ·· ··
2,532¼ gallons milk, at 30 cents ..•...•...........•...•..• - ..••. -· · -· • · · • • • ·
10 cows sold at drove yard ...•..... . .........••. : ••..........•..... --• • • • ·
1,460 loads manure to farm, at 50 cents . .......................... -·· ·· ····

~:ii~gifi

Total ................ . · ·--· ... . . ..... . - ................ ... ........ .. . ..... .

$786. 08
563. 70
20. 00
15. 06
12. 00
629. 70
25. 74

566. 44
25.00
7.15
8.00
514. 65
14. 82
12. 00
571. 80
631. 20

27.11
769. 91
65.10
20. 00

7. 0
802. 27
893. ;o
30. 00
16. 55

12. 35
954. 07
759. 67

158. 7
730.00
9,650.74

739

SOLDIERS' HOME.

Statement of Soldiers' Home permanent fund acco1tnt f1·or,1, October 1, 1886, to September
30, 1887.
Partial
amounts.

Dr.

$528, 764. 01

Oct. 1, 1886, balance . ............................... -- - -- . --- -Oct. 27, 1886, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement . $10,159.92
Nov. 26, 1886, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement 12, 264. 13
Dec. 29, 1886, amount of deposits, SecoYJ.d .Auditor's settlement 17, :561. 4!
Jan. 18, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement 18,041.52
Feb. 23, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement 26,144.59

gg J: li!:t??\:::::: : :: ~: : : ::::):::;• •.

::~: i/ni7::: :.:.:::::::::::-:::::-~:: --::::::·::::: ·---·--

Cr.

127,437.50
6,375.00
254,875.00
127,469.37
ll2:J, 090 00
127, 5:22. 50

Mar. 15. 1887, amount of deposits, $63,771.87; sale of bonds,
82,840.01
.$19. 068 .14 ; Second Auditor's settlement ........... .... .
Mar. 18, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Audtior's settlement 63,787.81
M:n. 29, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement
5,611. 53
.A pr. 25, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement 20,371.05
May 17, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement 16,253.81
May 27, 1887; amount of deposits, Second Auditor's settlement 28, 761, 08
June 24, 1887, amonnt of deposits, Second Auditor's settlement, 24,517.15
July 18, 1887, amount of deposits, Second Auditor's settlement 27,017.51
July 26, 1887, amount of deposits, sale Missouri Pacific Rail9,560.00
way bonds*.......................... .....
. ... ---··· · · · Aug. 13, 1887, amount of deposits, Second .Auditor's settlement 11,562.62
Aug. 29, 1887, amount of deposits, $13,266.28, Second Auditor's
settlement; $18,501, sale of property at Harrodsburgh, Ky .. 31,767.28
Sept. 19, 1887, amount of deposits, Second Auditor's settlement 16, 141. 95
Sept. 28, 1887, amount of deposits, Second Auditor's settlement
7,831.15
Less amounts paid from permanent fund:

!ltli:tEIL++?i?i//\
Ii:~itTtU\i[[Uimii!Ui!iiiUUi :

1-----1------J

1, 296, 903. 92

14,200.00
5,000.00
18,600.00
17,100.00
14,370.00
8,800.00
11,400.00
10,000.00
30,000.00
67,000.00
21,000.00
$218, 070. 00

:Balance Sept. 30, 1887 ......................................... ~~ 1,607,597.93

.

,------,------I 1, 825, 667. 93 t, 825, 667. 93

. *$500 of this amount was the first payment on the Soldiers' Home property at Harrodsburg, Ky.,
which was sold on July 15, 1887, for $19,001.
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REPORT OF ;.l,'H~ -SEQRf}T~RY OF WAR.

Statem,~nt of the Soldiers' II:_o;ru,e in,terest _q,ccoµ,:µ,t f1~om October,1, 1886, to S.fJJ.ttpJJ,'bfr ~0, 1887.
Partial
amounts.

October 1, 1886, balance ...•••.. __ •• .. •.•... , . ,. .•••••••. 0 , , • •
lntere!\t ~n bal1mce, $528, 764.(H, Oct. 1 to pee. 31, 1886 ..•••••
Interest onv$10,_159,92, Oct. 27 to Dec. 31, 1886 ..••.••••••.•••
Interest on $12,1264.1:1, Nov. 26 to Dec. -31, 1886 .....• •...•..••.
Interest on $17,1561.44, Dec. 29 to Dec. 31, :J-886 ..•..• . •• • .•.•..

Gr.

·Dr.

..$3,'997.-46° ·- .... .,. - .. ·-·-·55.12
36.,30
,4. 30

Interest on bal~nce, $530,949,50, Jan. 1.. to Mar., 31, 1887 .•••••
Interest on $18~041.52, Jan. 181to Mar. 31, '1887 ..•....••••..•••
Interest on $26l44.59, Feb. 23 to Mar. 31, 1887 .• .•••.•••••.••.
Interest on $12 ,437.50, Mar. 1 to Mar. 31, 1877 ...•••.•••••.••.
Interest on $6,375, Mar. 2 to Mar. 31, 1887 . ___ .•.•• ~ ••.••...•.
Interest on $254,875, Mar. 4 to Mar. -31, 1887 .••••.•••••.•••••
Interest on $127,.469.37, Mar. 8 to Mar. 31, 1887 ........• •...••.
Interest on $223,090, Mar. 9 to Mar. 31, 18~7 ....••. .••.••...•.
Interest on $127,522.50, Mar. 14 to Mar. 31, 1887 ..•• ••. ..•.....
Interest on $82,840.01, M ar. 15 to ,Mar. 31, 1887 .......•••..•...
Interest on $63,-787.81, Mar. 18 to Mar. 31, 1887 .... ..•.•••.....
Interest on $5,~11.53, Mar. 29 to Mar. 31, 1887. ___ .•.•.•••....

3,926.37
, 108.25
79. 48
324. 96
15. 71
586. 21
251. 75
421.64
188. 73
115. 56
73. 36
1. 37

Interest on bal~nce, $1,562,674.33, April 1 to June 30, 1887 ....
Interest on $20.371.05, April 25 to June 30, 1887 . ...•••..•.....
Interest on $16~253.81, May 17, to June 30, 1887 .... .•.....• .. ..
Interest on $28,761.08, May 271to June 30, 1887 ... •.• . .....••. Interest on $24j5l7.15, June 24 to J_une 30, 1887 ............. - .

11,688.80
112.14
60.14
82. 68
14. 08

4,093.18

6,093.39

..>.------t<

Interest on balance, $1,592,377.42, July 1 to Se.pt. 30, 1887 . -.. 12,038.37
166. 56
Interest on $27tl7.51, July 18 to Sept: 30, 1887 ...•••... . ... .'..
52. 30
Interest on $9, 00, July2~·to Sept.i30, 1887 ............• .......
46. 53
Interest 011 $11j562. 62, A. ug. 13 to Sept. 30, 1887 . ..•.... ....•• .
Inter~§lt__9n $31 767.28, Aug. 29 to Sept. 30, 1887 ............. -~
86. ~9
15. 9
Interest.on $-16l41--:95;- -Sept. 19 to 8ept. 30, 1887 ..•.••••••. .. . .
1. 92
Interest on $7, 31.15, Sept. 28. to Sept. 30, is87 ...............
Less interest o~ principal paid:

1~1v±~~n;t;;\;;;;;:::;;;:;::);;;;;:::):

101. 90
60.10
139. 75
379. 10

_j4L 018, 49

........

''

11,957.84

12,407.66

$680. 85

8

LesO~t~e;;si ~~~~ ~. ___ .. _•. __ •.•••••••••• _••.. __ .••••••••••• _ 4,018.49
3,991.28
Jan.18, 1887 ..••••• ·-····································· . 6,033.29
Apr. 23, 1887 .••••. .•••••.•••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••.
July 29, 1887. ···,· •.•••••.•• ••..•••••.••••••••••• ••••••••• - 11,818.09
Balance- S~pt,~0; 1887 ••••••••••••••••.• --~---- ••.••••••••••••.

.............

25,86U.5

12,028.56
38,570.56

, .. _ .. _

·1,

• ' · - - J.. •·•••--~-

u--~

a,_u,.,., ·- -

.n,

......

38,570.56

- . . . . . . . . . . . . . !_!

_
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1'he treasurer of the Un·ited States Soldiers' 'Honie, District of Culunibia, in 'account with
the inmate pensioners for moneys received u'ndirr section 4, act approved March 3, 1883,
and deposited with the Treasurer of the United States.

--1

Date.

_ _M_o_n_ey_s_r_e_c_e_iv_e_d_.

1886.
Oct. 1

Moneys disbursed.

Amount.

1886.
Oct. 30

By pa, -roll of peli.sioners
for Octotie'r' ......... . ..
$698. 67
Nov. 24 By amount paid estate ofE.
Alexander ..........•.....
101. 00
Nov. 30 By pay-roll of pensioners
486. 47
fo'r Novem'ber ........
Ifec. 31 By pay-rbll of pe'nsiol'l'Prs
for Decerob'er ............ 10, 0.1.3. 92
Dec. 31 By' atri.Ourlt uaid ·e~t! te of
238. 00
Gus. Weigle . .... .... ....
, Dec. 31 By- amount paid Fred.
36. 00
Moody, pensioner ........
1887.
Jan. 12 By amount paid estate of P.
:!7v. ~o
J. Durkin . ...•..
. ...
10, 700. oi Jan. 31 By pay-roll of" pensioners
447. 33
for January . . . . . . . . . . . .
11;239:!)5 ' -1teb. 2a By pay-roll or- pensioners;
for February .••••.......
513. 00
Feb: ·28 By amourrt paid William
26.0~
Olin-k, pens1o'ner ..••.....
Mar. 15 By amou1;1t paid estate of
57. 011
Oofu. Wrig'htl ..... . •. ... .
Mar. 31 By pay-roll of pensioners
9,353.31
for M'arcb .. ••••. . .......
Apr. 30 By pay-roll of pensioners
1,006.36
for April ... s ·••..••• , ....
. May. 31 By pay-roll of pensioiiers
fo.r May ..............· . ..
1,450.58
:ji:i"~e ii ' B,v a.mount paid estate of J .
. J.Kinney ................
752. 00
June 30 By p?a-roll of pensione1'S
for une- ·... t ·. •. 1; ••• P ••.• -•. 10,278.14
Jltly 13 B:v amount paid N. B.
Pluuk'ett, pensioner .••• ,.
24. 00
.Tiny 31 By :(lay-roll of pensioners
forJnly .... ......... .. . .
1,351.09
,..Ang. 3f By ~pay-rqll, ?f pensioners
1
for Aup:ust . , ... s ••••••••
348. 93'.
Sept . .30 By pay-roll of pensioners
for September ..... . ...... 10,442.27
Sept. 30 By amount transferred to
the Home fund in accordance willi' sectffon ( act .
of M'arcli 3, lll83.. ........
589. 20'
Sept. 30 By balance on hand, de-

To balance on hand ' Septein'ber'30, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . . $2~, 705. 01
Oct. 31 To S. L. Willson's checks..
496. 50
Nov. 30 .•..•. do· .......... .. . _.. .. : .
913. 27
Dec. 31 ..... do . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . 10,'614. 94
1887.

Date.

Amnnnt.

It!1·Iiiil!!i/!i!!i!Ifiii!ii! .:;;1111
P • 30 ..•... do . .. . . . •••• •• . • • . . • • .

Total. ...........• ~....

\•

~£ai!:dT~~~r~r~. ~~~~~~.

22,726.68

Total. •••.•.••.••......

71,239.95

I certify on honor that this account is coITect and jnst.
.

B.

F. RITTE:NHQUSE,

Brev~t Major, U. ~.A.., Secretary and Treasurer.
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Annual 1·eport of the inmates of the Home who are pensioners, rates of pensions, etc., September 30, 1887.
Nmnber.

Number.
Receiving : .
$2 per month ....................... .
3 per month ....................... .
4permonth ...................... ..
5permonth ....................... .
5.33½ per month ................... .
6permonth . ...... . ............... .
6.25 per month ................ . . .' ..
8 permonth ....................... .
9 per month .....•••••••••••......•.
10 per month .....•.•.•.•.......••...
11 per month ..•. •...•.........•.....

26
4

78
3

1

72

1

154
3

·39

1

Receiving:
$12 per month .•••••.••..••.•••.•••.
13 per month .•...••...•..•• ··••••·
14 per month ................ • .. ••·
16 per month .••.•••..••••...•. · .. ·

65
1

21

gIiiEl~~i:i ~:::::ii i:::i
36 per month ..................... .

28
1
1
19
18
1

Total ...................... .

537
394
3

Pen~ioners whos~ money is drawn by the treasurer .••••...••••..•••••..••••.•..••••••••• ••···•··
,Assigned to relatives ............................................................. • • · • • • • · • • · • .. ·
Suspended on account of overpayment by Commissioner of Pensions .•••••••••• • · •• • • • • • • • • • · • · ·

f

Total present in the Home ............ ··· ···: .••·............ .. ........................

42~

56

On outside relief ... . .....•.•.•.• ••••.....••.• ••........•. ~ ..•..•••.••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · ·

11

36

~~sf:rl~~~!r~~-~~~-~~~~::::::::: :::: :::::::: ::: : : :::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::: •• ••••••••.••••.••••.
In Government Hospital for the Insane ...•••......•..••.•••..•••.•••••••••• • • • • • •• · • • • • • • · · • • ·

7

Total absent from the Home .............................. :................................

llO

Descriptio~ of ".erti:ficate:

502

WE:fi;i~.:;:::;:::::;::;:::;:::::;::::::::::::::)::::::))~:;;::: ·::::::::::::::::: '!
Total present and absent ............................................... .-...... •••••• ••.•••

537

Pensioners who were inmates Septflmber 30, 1886, including 32 who had assigned their certi:fi.
cat~s ......•..... ·.· .. .... ·.-- . .. ...... ........ . .............................................. iio
Admitted or readmitted durmg the year ....... ..•.........•• • · • · · • · · · .. • • • · • • · · • • · • • · .. • • ·
New certificates received by inmates during the year ................................ ·•••· 104
56
Pensioners on outside relief taken up ..•..••..•••••.• •.....•••••. •••.••••.••••• • •••• • · •• · ·

402

270

672
Loss by discharge during the year................. ....................................... 1~
Loss by deaths during the year ...... ................ ....... .. ························-····_ _

135

Remaining, present and absent, September-SO, 1887 .•••••..•..•••.••••••••••• ·-···· •••••·•·

537

Annual report of members of the Home receiving outside relief, rates, etc., September 30,
1887.
Receiving :
$8 per month ...... ............................................ • • · • • · • • ·• • • • • •• • • • • • • • · · • • •

~ ~:~ ~~~tt

:::: .' .'.':: _._. :: .'::·: .' _- .':.' :: .': .':: ::: :: :::::.' .' :::: .' :::::::::::.':: .... :.... .... ... ....

5
209
2

per month . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • .. • • .. • • .. . . • • .. . .. • . . .. . . . .. . . • • . . • • . . • • . .. . . . .

26

2. 66f per month .................................................. · · · · · · · • • · · • · · · • • • • · • • • • • · ·

1~

4

2 per month ............ : ...... ..... ........•......••.•.••....•• · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · •• • · · · • · · · • · · _ _

~~~l ~:~~~~:~ :g: mL: .- :: :: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: ::::::: .. .. ........... ~~
Number gained on outside relief in the year ................. ...... ........... . •··•••·· · · · · · • • · · ·
The maxi~um a¥owance to. members receiving outside relief is $8 per month. Those receiving le
than $8 are m receipt of pensions amounting to the difference.
I certify that the foregoing reports are correct.
B. F. RITTBimOUBB,
BTevet MaiOT, U. S. A., Secretafll and Tna,urw.

30
8
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REPORT OF THE ATTENDING SURGEON.
UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME,

Washington, D. G., Se:ptwiber 30, 18 7.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the medical department of
the Home for the year ending this day :

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1 -1-88_1_.,,-,_BB
_6
_~ 1885. 1884.
Pat!ents remaining in h ospital from preceding year . . . . . . ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Patients admitted to hospital during the year...............................
Total patients treated in hospital during the year ..•••....•..•••••....
Returned to the Home:
Cured .. . ....... . . .. .... •. . ............•••••..••.•••..•..••.. · • · · · · · · · • · ·
Improved ..... ... ... . ................••.....••..•••..•..•••....••......•.
Not improved ...... . .........•....•.......•..••••.•••••...•••..•...... ·•·
D

70
254

85
260

81
317

78
287

324

345

398

365

-------96
93
18

110 - -... -- -- -· -·
71

52

---··· ·-----

......

·--··- - 252
- - -233- 269
Total ~atients returned to the Home ..•......•...••......... . ......... 207

eserted (let without leave) . ... . ......................................... .
Sent to the United States Hospital for the Insane ..........•.•..•............

1
5
29
2
80

~~~t;~i?~~:~ght
t~.h~~pit~i: ::: ::: :::~ :: ::: ::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: ::::::/
emammg m hospital at date of annual report .......•................. -....

2

6

2

1
8

4

·1 I ·:85 I

70

26
0
81

The patients reported as cured were nearly all cases of acute disease. Those reported as not improved were mainly the subjects of chronic and incurable diseases•

.Age of patients admitted.

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__1_8_8_7·

i~~l~rni~ ;;;1HH!!!t!!!!!!t!!u11tuff! J__
.A.ge of the youp.~est .....•.••....•.....••••. .................. years..
Age of the oldest .... . ......................................... do.. . .
tverage age of the patients ................................... do....
L reatest number of patients in hospital at one time . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
east number of patients in hospital at one time..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.verage number of patients in hospital each day of the year . . . . . . . .

23
77
48. 70
82
62
68. 50

1886.

1885.

! ,~
23
88
49. 66
86
64
71. 23

22
85
51. 21
86
77
83. 39

~

~

24
81
38. 39
85
65
79. 75
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Diseases f01· whioh patients were admitted.

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ [_1887
_ .. 1188.'.' 188!i'. j 1884.

Malarial fever,..........
Acute diarrhea..........
Chronic diawhea.. ......
Acute~~~.illi~~s. ... . .. . .
Influenza................
Prima.r:y ..sy~ilis._.....
Const:itutional syphilis..
Gonorrhea . .. :i ...•• : ....
Urethral stricture~......
Inebriation...... . . . . . . . .
Delirium tr(lmens .. ~.:..

~~t~~:t~b~i·~~~~~i~.I~;::

Chronic rheumatisnL . .
Lumbago......................

~annecm~·1r·a.· ·...· ..··.·. :,·.~·..··.~. ·.·..·.·.·.·
C.
Consumption............
Apoplexy... .... .
En.Psialenr..tsy~ .· .· .·..--.· ~. ·. :...: .:..:.:.: .: .: .: .:.
1
1
Cereqr~l.mell:1~git1s:: ···
~:;,~1~1;~·~:;,:.;::::::::
1 sc1eros1s. ........
Spma1
i~~bt·if~~t::~ili:::::::
. ' t . ,,,
C onJttilG iv1trs .. ~ .. : ·.. : .
Amblyopia . .............
Glaucoma.............. .
Strabismus. ... . . .•......
Choroiditis ........ .. ... .
Total blindness
Ori(ani<; aisease·bfi~~ft:· .
lint11ble .hel).rt .. , • : : . . . .
Aneuri~m of aorta......
Angina pectoris . '. . . . . . . ·
Asthma .. ·- . . . . . . . . . . .
A01ite broJ]..c)iia1 ca~rrh .
Chrpnic htonchitis : .....
Chronic laryngitis . . . . . .

7
7
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
18

1887. 1886. 1885. 188t

4
o
o
6
7
5
1
3
2
.••••...•.•...•.•.
...... .. .. .. ......
.•••••.•••....• ...
2 . .. . .. . . . . . .
5
1
2·
.... .·r ••••••.•••••
19
109
50

3 , · 16

i

J:

3

~

Ple,u,tb.¢j_eknt9rlilt . . . . .
Pulmonary oedema.....
Acute pleuritis.. ... . .. .
Chronicpleuritis.......
Constipation...........
Dyspepsia..............
.P~le~ . . ._. .. ·.: ·,: .. : · .. ·;:
•F1stu'1amano..........
Profa);)silifani .... :. ....
Inguipal lJeri;iia . . . . . . . .
2" 1Aloumin uria'... '. ..• : • ; .

1 .••••••••...... ...
2
1 .••. ·· ······
5 .•••.•.•.... ······
••
4 .••• ••.•••
2
1
3
4
3
2
6
1
4.
3 .. 1
5
2 .•.••. ·•••·· ······
1 ... ~ .. ······ ······
2
1 · ·· · ·· · ··· ··
3
1 . · · · · · · · .. · · ·

~~igh~'s dis~~r···••••·

~' :::::: :::::: ::::::

10
9
9
17
1 ·--·- ...... . .... .... Epididymitis~··· ,.._ . ....
1 .. ...... ....
·Urethral fistula........
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hydrocele . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29
23 . 13 . 12 . Vancoce1'~'-: . .... ~: .... :
4
1
l · .... , . 1 Acute cystitis ...... :-:·:
1
2.
2
10 :Caries .... :·: ...........
9•
7 . ............ 1 .,Cbronicsynoritis.......
1
1
1 .. .... 1 Ankylosi~ . .... ..... :~ .;
7
4
6
2 ,Ta1ipea va us .. .-...... :

1 .•. ·. · · · · : · · · · · · · ·
1 .... ... ........ --····
3
1 ........... .
2 .•••• · . •• • · · · · · · · •
2 .••• • • · - • · · · · ·•· ·•
1
1 , ! ••• :. ·••·••
2
2 .••.......••
1
1 .: •... ·•··••

2 .••• •.••• ~.

Di~.b~:~lJ:1h;~s·::::::

······1

1

L.~~~. :::::: :::::: t~! ~~s·:::::::::::::::
9

4 , ....•..•••••• .••••• . Oai:af\11cle ....•.•..• :·:· .,
3
12'
5
1 · Uj~er . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

2. ..• ~ •. .••• : • .•..••

Pero hi~11s· .• :.: ..•.. :
Herpes zoster..........
Contusion..............

1
1 ..... ... ....
1 . ..•.. . ..... ......
1
JS.nfalll,
.
1 :::::: ::::: : .::::: ' ms\oc~t16'n::::::::::::.
1
2
]'
t

of~tlt!~lt:t£""~ow.<t:::

f :::::: :::::: ::::::

: .... ~. :::::: ::::::
2"
1
2
2
9~ .••··. 7•••.•·.· .2··· ·•••••••••••
1
1 ·••· · .... ......S
7
2
4

2
1
6

l ······ ····•·
1 ······ ······
3 · · · · · · · · · · ·•

9
i2· .... 9: ... · 1=
f ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ·
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Incised wound . . . . . . . . .
1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ··
2_ .•• ?. ::::..:.: ·::.: ·· Lac,emted ~o!_md. :.·· :.:.:
~- 1~ .... 4. ····i4
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sem e del:ii11ty ........ ·
137
6
5
2
1 Other diseaf!eS ........ , 1• ·.:.: .- .. 63
L17.
5
--..2
6. ···i2·
Total.. .. .•. ...... I 254 260
37
287
1
1 . . . . . . . .....

a17"-

··--s· ....

This list exhibit.s only thEO:!Jiost _prominMt disease complained ofby ~ahh patient at
the time of his aamission to tlie hospii;a;1. Many of the1:1e patients were atso the subjects of other diseases, ~{'lnerally chronic an~ incurable. •
,
. ..
. Sev~nteen of tb'.es~ two hun_d red and tift',f·tptfr .c~ e
~e'aflm!S'BIOn~foi:t~e ~ame
d1/;\ease. For e,xample, ,the four· cases of sp103il 1rntat10n repfe~eu~ .b ~t ~me patie.nt,
wbo for various reas-ons, was discharged and readmitted. three different times durrng
the year:
In the -same way three of the six cases of asth!Ila reported represent but one patient, who was twice readmitted on account of relapses of the disl3ase.
.
During the year the following surgical operations were successfully performed !a
Burnes Hospital, viz :
I

-rere

No.

4:~~~~ion ofland ._.·: ........... ........ .
y (ten o ach1lhs) ................. .

ts~~\t! !n~f.~:~: :: :: :::: :::::: :::::::::::
0

...

Varicocele, radical ................ · · ·· · · · ·
Paracentesis thoracis .............. -· · · ·. I

~, R:1~~1~r;r~~.~~~.~~~~~~t.~~.~~~~~~. 1

Recent fractures of the following.named bones were also treated, viz: Ulna, 1 · ribs,
1; femur, 2; tibia and fibula, 2; also dislocation of clavicle.
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Causes of death.
Diseases.

NO.

Diseases.
Chronic diarrhea ...... . ..........•......••.

1

Organio disease ofneart ................•.. ·.
Heart failure .......... . .. .. .. . ....... : ..... 1
Aneutism of aorta . . . ... . ......•.•••.....••..
Pleuro.pneumonia . . ......•. . ..••••.. ! ..... .

I~
1
3
1
1
1

~;~;1::iJt~~~ :.:.:: :~::::::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::
Cerebral meningitis .. . ......•••.•••••...•••

Puln:l?_nary, co~estion .........••••..•..•. .

2

Chrome pfonr1t1s .............•..•.. . •.....
I Brig-ht's
disease .......••........•.•.......

1
1
1
1

Diab etes mellitus ......••••.•••.••.••••....
Chronic cystitis . ....~ .................... .
Cancer .... .. . . . ..................•.••. . .
Suicide (hanging) ........••.•.••.••.......
Old age ...•............. ; ...•......•....•..

]

1
1

The age ofth~ oldest of these decedents1 was niuety-six years and three months. T~e
youngest was·'thirty.two ye ars df age. The average age Cif all the decedents was 52.68
years.
Nativity lof decedents.
Countri(~·s.
Unitetl States ..•• ~ •..•...• : ............• ~ ~ .~
Ireland
,
·
Germany- .•••...•.•••..... ~ . : •...•.... ~ ~ . : ..

14
8
5

No.

Countries:

No.

Scotland :: .... ..... ........... . ........... .
IJ:ngland· ..•.•............•.•.•••...•...... .
Wales .........•.......................... .
•

2

I

I

I

.Of tbese d~pedents twB ·we're ·dMa a:r{d two ·w·ei·e nior:ibund wlien brought to the hosp~t~l (the latter having died within twenty...four hours after admission). At least
nme of these deaths were cansed or hastened by excessive indulgence on the part of
tli~ decedents in alcoholic liq11ors.
The daily average number ofinmate-spres-ent ·at' the Home w'a$;·for the year ending
September 30, 1887, 651; 1886, 626.
P1·oportion of deaths to 100 inrnates
Year.

ml:·:::::~·············

Per cent.
4. 76
5. 43

per annum.

Per cent.

Year.
1885 ..•..•.....•.. . .. .
1884 ..•. ...... .... •...

...

6.12
5. 42

Year.

.

Per cent.

1883 .....••....... . .•.
1882 ..•• •.. ....•... • .

PresyriPitions 3omponnded during the year .... .. ................................... ·::.: : .•...

ie~:re!
~r~~i:::/~~\~~ !i1?,~~~: ~::::: ::::: ::: ·.::: :: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::::::: :::: ::
Out-patients (connected witb 'the Home) treated . ..................•..•...•. .' .•...........•...

7. OJ
6. 05

3,731
2,358
a ,314
203

. 1<,,rom this report it will be seen that while the nurnber•of irlmates of the Home contrnues to increase there was a slight decrease in the number of patients a<lu itted to
hospit~l duri~ g the ye~r· ai,; co mpared with the three . prededing_ years~ The deathrate also contmues to fall off, being lower for the past year tl:l.an it was for any other
year of. which I have the data.
·
The plumbing of tbe hospital is 'in even worse condition than it was a year ago,
and constant watchfulness and almost daily repairs ar·e needed to maintain the necessary supply of water and to prevent damage from leakage.
.
The supply of food, medicines, clotllihg, etc., continues to be all that could reasonably be desired, both as·to quantity and quality.
The condition of the culinary department of the hos'pital remains unchanged since
date of my last annual report.
During the year authority was obtained for the purchase from the Medical Department of-the Army of all medical supplies needed for the Home; and sotne supplies
have already been obtained from that sour0e. This new arrangement can not fail to
result in a vet'y considerable saving to the Home .
. In the following table will be found a statement of the cost of maintaining the medical department of the Home during the last four yea.rs. In some instances the fig.
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ures are merely an approximation, but it is not believed that the exact sums, if obtainable, would materially alter the result :
·
Cost of medical department, United States Soldiers' Home, for the year endinf $eptem11er
30, 1887,
[Figures taken from records of treasurer's office. J

Average number of men, including attendants..... ..
Subsistence . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Subsistence, inmates at United States Government

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.
97. 50

100. 23

111. 47

$9,443.10

$10,128.23

$11,158.19

108. 70

l- - - - -'- - - - -'· ----1--$11,091.40

!:

1,241.43
2,008.57
1,493.97
1,570.72
l,
1,051.61
4,264.50
3,592.95
3,964.35
Attendants .... .. .........•..... :.......... . . . . . . . . . .
4, 113. 00
257. 58
372. 80
229. 26
Ice . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . • • . .
121. 96½
1,878.48
1,494.10
1,742.63
Fuel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . ..
1, 243. 61!
551.
55
688.
75
750.
25
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • • . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621. 79
775. 80
767. 44
691.14
6
1,247.54
189. 21
48. 00
:~:
117. 00
98.60
227.47
eeth ($100), spectacles ($33) . ••• •• . •• . • .. . . • . . •. . . .
133. 00
182. 26
148.15
141. 02
Coffins. . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • . . . . . .
124. 62
576.
04
39. 35
283. 60
3
144. 00
126. 00
132. 00
1,002.67
428. 76
487. 46
Repairs (approximated) ..•.•......••............ ....
480. 00
184. 30 ·
168. 33
120. 75
Forage fot· ambulance horses (approximated)...... ..
182. 96
67. 00 ............. .............
l'russes .. ...... .. . . . . ....... ..... .... .. .. .. . .. .... . ...
32. 00
160.
00
I11struments and appliances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46. 05
1,433.40
Miscell,aneous ....... . ............................ . . . _ _ _
23_8~._ 9 6 -258.
1 -00
----·l-----l·--1
24,001. 97
24,101.05
22,594.06
Total_......... .. ............................... f=2=0~
, 8=7=3.=4~5½~=~===l=====I===::
60.56
59.24
61. 76
Cost per man per day ...•••.••......••........ cents .
58_. 65

cJ~sir~!i!ol~:. ~.-.-:: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :: ::::: ::::

~~t

it~~io~l~v_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _'_'_'_' _'_': :: ::::::: ::::: :: ::: :::: ::

~~

:!t~;fp·i;~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

if: ~g

·····42i1s·

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

C. C. BYRNE,
Surgeon U. S. A.rmy, Attending Surge-0n.

The GOVERNOR OF THE HOME.

List of names, etc., of men admitted to the benefits of the United States Soldiers' Home,
District of Colu-mbia, during the year ending September 30, 1887.
.
Last served in-

Service.

Name.

ai

ai
~
Cl)

Regiment.

~

1

2

!b
6
7
8

g

1

11

12

½!

15
16

August Slager. . • • .. . . . A
Henry Anderson....... D
Patrick Connors . . . . . . . F
Julius B. Flemming . . ... ...
Daniel Foley . • • • . • . . . . H
Michael Hogan . . . . . . . . K
Walter Cutler. . ...... . I
James C. Ma~nnis *... H
i[heo~ld We ber *.... . . . .
ax iani .. ....•...... G
JPatrick
obn II. W
Pearson
. ..
!ch . . .. .. .. .. .. .. D

Bit°·
............ G Fl;:!e~ ttr!1'r!~t~;;::::::::::
Hg· ..... .... K Twenty-first Infantry ..• ..•.
Fr~~k . to!~lon · · · · · · · C Eighth Inf~n try . . ......... .
Chari I<'. fa~sfi.ia.--· ~ Fourth Artillery .....•......
0

~tn
M •nrr

17
1J
1 ,John Favr
..
10 , ,Jam
'D n-~ ·ii· .. ·..
20 • amn l
cco:k ···••·

21

Fifth Infantry ... ...... ..... .
Seventh Cavalry ..•. .. •....• .
Nineteenth Infantry ..••...•.
Ordnance ........... . ....... .
Sixteenth Infantry ..•.......
First Artillery .. .•.•.........
Ei~hth Cavalry ... ......... ..
'l'hrrd Infantry ........... .
General mounted service ... .
Ninth Infantry ............. .
Geueral service
· ............. .

•

. ••••• clo ....... ... ......... .. .
econd Ca!alry . ............ .
T~enty-third Infantry ..... .
apoleon B Pl · k -- .. I Nmth Infantry .. ......... _. .
•
llil ett. A
cond Artillery ...••••......
I

I

• Died since admission.

24
23
22
22
22
5
1

:3
~

0

9
4
5
11
2
5
4
4
7

5
3
2
4
4

9
8

Ill

~,d

1 i:l

~~

.... 0

...
8

Cl)

hi)

-

9

·s

Cl)Q)
~

~ ~

-

3

21
6
26
20
24
17
11
3
24
6
22
21
1

i·

Entitled by-

o·;
Cl)

1e
A

---1886.
11
18
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
27
28
4.
20

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
0 t.
No~.
Nov.
·o~.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22

Service.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Disability.
Do.
Do.

Service.
Disability.
Service.
Do.
Do.
Disability.
Do.
Do.
rvice.

23 Di.ubility,
1
231 Service.
23
Do.
23 Disability,
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List of names, etc. , of men adm,itted to the b_enejits of the T_Jriited States Soldier's Home, Dist1·ict of Col·umbia, etc.-Contmued.
Last served in-

...

,Q

~

~

22
23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

§
P<

\

s

43

44

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91

rd

ai

Regiment.

0

Q

- -MichaelJ. Meeha,n ....
Micheal J. Applebea ..
1John Shnrnm • ..• .....
James Caniff' ... . ......
David M. Gibney .. ....
Christian Engelman ...
Ma,urice Bresnahan .. ..
Manus Keane _.........
Henry Lanzer .. .. .. ..
Henry H. Green ...• ..
Patrick Kelly .•..•....
Luke Lavery .....• .. . .
James Leivo* ....••...
Joseph Burke .........

36 Thomas F. Sanford ....
37 Robert R. Postans .....
38 James O'Brien t .. .. .. ..
39 Daniel Gorman * ....•..
40 _ih?~ge ~foCarty ...... .
1hp Rmg . ...........
41
42 Joseph Eustace ........
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

.§

--- .;,

Name.

Q)

Service. 'd
cd

ai

~
Q)
p,,t

.cl
+:>
A
0

A-d

Q)a:,

.,cl+>

.... 0

Q)

1

bl)

~ ,<!j

-

=i::i

~]

--

o·~

A

1886.
9 37 Nov. ::!3
14
23
38
Nov.
1
11
74 Nov. 23
1
2
Dec.
50
18 --- ·
4 45 Dec. 8
1
!)
6 19 Dec.
21
8 30 Dec. 20
10
3 24 Dec. 20
1
16 --- · 53 Dec. 20
Dec. 20
2
3 48 Dec. 20
20
-- -·
26 -- -- 59 ·Dec. 20
7 64 Dec . 20
5
A
7 34 Dec. 2!)
4
K
1887.
3 35 Jan. 3
9
C Nineteenth Infantry ...•..... 6
6
Jan.
42
5
B Thirteenth Infantry .........
3 55 Jan. 10
D Third Infantry ............•. 30
17
Jan.
40
E Third Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 105 54 Jan. 17
·
C Eighteenth Infantry ..... . ... --44 Jan. 17
6
20
Fifth
Cava!ry
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...•.
K
44 Jan. 17
H Fifth Artillery ........•.. . .. 20 11 51 ,Ja,n. 17
Ca,valry . .... . ..•.•.... 5 -- -·--- Fifth
Jan. 17
43
8
18
J<'ir1<t Artillery ......•.......
I
Hos pit.al steward ............ 18 11 52 Jan. 17
1
Feb.
55
10
24
F Eighteenth Infantry . . ... .. ..
2 55 Feb. 4
20
H Fourth lufantry . .......... . . 12
7
Feb.
54
l
B Twenty-second Infantry ... . . 21
3 43 Feb. 8
D Fifth Artillery . . . . . . . ...... 2
66 Feb. 10
B First A.rtillery ........ . .. . .. 20 102 46 Feb. 18
Ninth
Ca.valry
...............
I
.Feb. 23
51
3
F Sixth Cavalry ............ . .. 30 11 56 Feb. 21
H .l:<'il'8t Iofantrv ... . ...... . .... 261 ......
21
.fl'eb.
28
D Thirteenth Infantry ......... 26
3 51 Feb. 21
D Twent_y-fhst Infantry ....... 23
21
Feb.
51
. . -Ordnance . ... . ...............
·--· Eleventh
Infantry .....•..... 20 ' 10 55 Feb. 21
G
Feb. 21'
9 H
B Eugineers ....•••....••...... 16
3 54 Mar. 1
30
· --· General Service ....•••...... 30
Mar.
52
·--· 28 Mar. 178
A Fifth Cavalry . ...... . .......
8
E Fifth Artillery .....•. . ...... 65
27 M :2r. 21
I First Artillery ....... . ...... .
i 66 Mar. 21
2
I / 8econd Artillery ..•........•
Mar. 21
51
7
G Eighth Infantry ......•...... 17
Second Cavalry .............. 5 ---- 33 Mar. 21
F
Mar. ~1
42
2
F Twentieth Infantry ........ 16
7 46 Mar. 21
E Fourteenth Infantry .. ....... 20
21
Mar.
49
1
K First Infantry ....... . ....... 18
44 . Mar. 21
A Eighth Infantry . ........... 23 -- -· 61
21
Mar.
9
C Eighth Infantry . ...... ...... 23
3 57 Mar. 30
G '£hirty-third Infantry ....... 2
1
Apr.
49
5
C Eighth Infant.ry ....... . ..... 20
56 Apr. 1
H Eighth Infantry ....•........ 20 10 40
7
A.pr.
2
K Third Cavalry ............... 16
4 53 Apr. 7
I Third Artillery .. . ..... . ..... 25
57 Apr. 8
D Seventh Infantry ..••.•.•.... 30 ... 49
Apr. 14
B First Infantry .. . .......•.... 20 11 53 Apr. 15
6
B Fifth Artillery .........•..... 22
Apr. 18
53
13
---Fourth
Infantry
...
...•......
F
Ordnance . .. . .... . ...... . .. 15 .... 40 Apr. 18
.
43 Apr. 18
A Third Artillery . . ........••.. 15 .---·
Apr. 18
F Third Infantry ..........••.. 5 ... 31
Apr. 18
32
5
2
Fifth
Artillery
.......•......
B
18
Apr.
47
E Fourth Artillery . ........... 23 .... 41 A pr. 18
B Seventeenth Infantry .•...... 20 11
18
.Apr.
D Second Artillery . . ........•.. 21
9 I
Apr. 18
A Signal Corps . . ............. -. 21
Apr. 18
M Third Artillery . .. ........... 14 10 46 Apr. 18
Ordnance .................. 13 ... · '1 60
25
Aor.
G T~enty-third Infantry . ..... 22 I 5 41 Apr. 25
Eighth Infantry ..•••••...••. 20 1 7 I 47

C
D
D
K
A
G
C
B
K
I

----

Fourteenth Infantry ........ .
Fourth Artillery .. ....•..•...
Rifles ·- -------·· --·-----·--·
Fift,h Cavalrr ....... -.. - .. - ·
Fifth Artillery ......•.......
First Infantry .........•.....
Second Cavalry .......•••....
Nineteenth Infantry .........
SeconJ Artillery .............
Fifteenth Infantry ...........
General service .. ........... .
Hospital steward ....•...••.•
Eighth Infantry .....•...•.••
Seventh lnfantry .......•.•••

Phihp McCusker . . . .. .
Jeremiah Green .......
Michael J. Moore .. ••••
Henry Schmidt _. ......
Joseph Larng .. .. . .. __ .
Charles Oelkers . .. .. . _.
Richard Waters ... . ...
i'atrick Anthony ......
Amlrew Carter . . ... ..
William Hallorant . . ...
Ed ward Do~herty ...
Erastus B. all . .... _..
Frederit-.k Lindener
A.ugustus Williams : : :
George Sommer ........
James H . .Flanagan . ...
John Hartmant . .......
Timothy Caseyt ... . ...
William Edwards .....
Thomas P. Griffin . . ...
Patrick Thornton ......
~=~nhardt ~unganest .
l Schreiber .. .......
George Seymore ... _. _.
Patrick Darcey ... _....
Willia.m McGuire ......
H enry Allen ..........
Chal'les E. Miller . _...
Arthur Brennan ..•....
Hugh McDonald ....•.•
Joseph Van Oerle .. _..
James Welch . .........
Charles Weber . .......
Thomas Martint .. .....
John F. Diercks .......
Robert Meyer ......•.
Daniel Sullivan . ... . .. .
JobuFa.rell_y ..... .• ... .
Frank R. Stratford ....
John Riley .. .. .........
Otto Gleimann .. ..••..•
Hngo Hoeberlein .. ....
William E llwood ....•.
Frnnci~ Smith .
John O'Uonnen.:::::::
AngnstDamm . .. ......
Patrick Ellison .......
William H. Allen . . . . .
Joseph Mason ......... B

----

1g

l ...

* Died since admissio!l.

tRetired.

Entitleu by-

Q)

Disability.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Service.
Disability.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Service.
Do.
Disability,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Service.
. Disability.
Do.
Service.
Do.
DiAitbility,
Do.
Do.
Service.
Do.
Disability.
Serdce.
Disability.
Service.
Do.
Do.
Disability.
Service.
Do.
Do.
Disability.
Service.
Do.
Disability.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Service.
Disability.
Service .
Do.
Dis,1,bility.
Service.
Do.
Disability.
Service.
u ·o.
Do.
Do.
Disability.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Service.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Disability.
Do.
Service.
Do.

I
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Lis_t of names, etc:, of men 'admitted to· the benefits of the United States Solilim' Hl'lme, District of Columbia, etl:r.'-Continued.
Last served in·-

Service.

~
~,d

<l) QI

Name.

ri,

~

Regiment.

~

Entitled by-

~;J
<l)

s

~ ~

i~

MWi_ch_ael CFarey.........
111iam
ord ...••.....
94 Francis Huck . . . . . . • . .
95 John H. Hammond ... .
96 John H. Henry ..... ..
97 Moses C. T eel* . .. . .. . .
98 Gebrge R. Mans]cy.....
99 J phn D. Sum et.........
100 Maurice Higgins· . ; ....
101 Frank Hayek ..... ; _...
10~ !<'rank Hunter ....... ; ..
103 Edward J: Pnillips ....
104 , Ed wa:rd McClellan....
105 Francis Broggan. ... ••.
106 Charles Bowers........
107 ,Tohn Foley ..... ; ... ; ..

. ••.
G
K
M
E
K
H
M
D

Ordnance .....•...••. ·~......
Ninth Cavalry...............
Twentieth Infantry..........
Mounted Rifles..............
Fifth Cavalry...............
Second .Artillery.............
Second Artillery ........... : ,
Third Artillery-..............
Ei~hth Infaiitr:y-. .. . . . . . . . . . .
T~enty.firstIJ?:fantry. .... .•.
Nmth Infantry ............. :
First Infantry ........ ~ .•••••
Fir~t Cavalry ...•. ~..........
Ord.nance ....................
Fifth Cavalry . . . . .. . . . . •. . . .
Fourteenthinfantry .........

E
D
L
B
K

14 . . . .
17
6
7 10
7 10
3
5
22
6
2
3
16
9
11
8
6
6
22
2
17
4
7
8
22
9
2
5
:19
3·

51
41
49
59
35
74
28
46
42
45.
49
45
38
51.
41
52

1886.
May. 9
May 14
May 19
Mav· 28
Mp,y 23
May 2S
Me,y 23
May 29
May 28
,M_p,y 28
May 21r
May 23
May'" 23'
,May 23
May 23
M}l.y· 2a·

2
CI:f1;rry::::::::::: ~; 2! li4 :~55 ~lie
I
June 9

~gg !~
~?¥1ar~~~~t.: : ~::: : : : f
.l;'atrick Martint. ... ... B

DisDabil
•• ity.
0

Do.
Do.
D<f.

Service.
~~lity.
Do.
. Do:
Set-vice.
Disa1Jility.
Do.
Sefv!ce.
Disability.
Do.

I

110
111

Thomas Alexander . : . . K

if:~h
Third Infantry ..... : .••..... 32
. Fifth A.rtillery . . . • • . . . . . . • . . 16

114
115
116

Ryall Mannion ..•.. : .. E
Christie Kaiser ...... : . F
Joseph Meeks ..••..•.. D

[!~~~t1~¥:~'lrj:·.:::::::::~:
Disability.
FourthCa,valry .............. 4 10 30 Jude 27·
Do'.
Second CavJ)J.r.v: ..... a........ 20 . . • . 45 June 27 Service.
TweJJ.ty-fifth Infantry....... 6 2 ,29. June· 27 Disability.

m g~~i:: tf:!~:::::::: ¥
! ••

124
125
126

.Bat,thias 8fuith ..... ! .
Stephen W. Smith ...•.
,John Dugan ......•. :. .
Dexter C. Barnes ... !! .
Michael Rbache .... ! ..
Peter M. Leidg;en ...•.•
Adolph Wagner ... ....

129

Henry- 1 Spies........... I

122
123

G
B
H

Fourteenth Infantry ........
Engineers , . . ................
Third Infantry..............
Engineers ..... .............
.F'ifth Infantry ... . . . .. .. . . . .
Thirtv-seventll Infantry.....
Fourth Artillery .......•••..

A

I
D
A

2~

Third Artillery . ............. 20

G
K
I
.. . .
E
D
F
B
140
G
141
D
142
B
143
E
144
E
145
M
K
F
14
149
lf
150
A
151
C
H
152 L ewi,i Weiker
153 J ame,i Cost ll~ .. · · · · · · ff
154
'h · t b
·· ···
Ja:;;!! 0~ r McEvoy .. H
155 Eilward
k . · ···· · · · -- L
R
Ron way - ....•• I
157
15
M0t~~P W nTrernn.. ~-- -- - -- M:
159 Ch · t h
.• · · • .. · • • n op er 01 son -. . . . C

i:g

W. 0. Fowler .. ........
Fabian Yasklewitz ....
Andrew-I. Newland ...
Mathias Fallesen . . . . • .
Patrick Carey . . .. . . . .
Dennis Flannagan . . ..
fr_as. Fitz (Fitzpatrick).
enry McCann .. . .. . . .
Conrad Seipp ... .. . . ..
John C. Tuttell .. ......
,Toseph Warford.......
Frederick W eaka . ..•.
Jobano 1·s Hetschler . . .
Joseph Weisenfeld ...
~ eunje .. . . . . . ..
M.-i~ti~
Job T
n roy · ·· - .. . .. . ..

i!~ yl-1r,rit

riiif,.~::::::::::

W":t~1~kit~---···--··

156 1

-------

U

I

~ Died

Second Infantry .............
'l.'entb Infantry..............
Eighth Infantry .............
Ordnance . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . .
.First Cavalry................
First Artillery ..............
Sixthinfanrty. ..•..•••••....
Second Artillery. . . . . • • . . • • • •
Twelfth Artillery ............
Twemy-third Infantry......
Engineers .. ....•.••.••.•••••
Fourth Artillery .••• .• ••••••
Second Artillery ...••• .•••••
First Artillery ...•••.. ••••••
Fourth Infantry.............
General service .. ...•••..•••.
Twenty-fifth Infantry ..•....
Eleventh Infa ntry .. ......•..
Twelfthlufantry ... ••• . .....
Twelfth Infantry . ...........
d A t'll
1
s·eco
n h It:' f erty · · · · · · • · • · • · ·
event n an ry... ... .... . .
F!fth Inf.!ntry . . ............
rust Artillery ..... . ...... ..
fh1rJ Infantry . ..... . .......
. venth Cava1ry. .. . . . . . . . . . .
• 1gnal Corp!! ... .......... . . .
Eleventh Infantry....... . . .

since admission.

~ !~

g:~::
~;June

Se~~e.
Do.
June 27·
Do.
June 27
Do.
June 27 Disability.
Jnne 27 Service.
,lune 27 Disability.
July 8
Do.
July 15
Do.

21
3 45
23 .... ~
21
5 51
11 . . • . 48
21
2 57
16
52
1
9 40
12
7 48

m ~:~:~! !~s~:d~bn:: -~- ti:~ta1t~1i!~a;L:::::::::: 2i
m ~:!1:1c~-~~~~~~:::: ~ ~~:11~hci':t~!{~j::::::::::::
132
133
134
135
136
137

Ser~e.
Do.
J nne 1 L f~bji~ty.

46

ig lg ~: g:~~: ~

m August,
~~l~~fi~n-:~~~~~~:::: i Jlf~t~~:rte~f::::::::::::::
Bu"rkhart ...
D Tenth Infantry .: ...........

119
120
121

10

21

~ :i

5

g::jn;
July
~! g:~~
~:
July
42

21 .. :.
21
4 42
2
1 28
16
9 · 48
2 10 24
20
2 50
16
8 48
5 -.. 50
44
20
9 54
4 11 36
23
5 47
3
9 49.
5 . •• 63
4
27
a 9 54
.ii" 48
16
51
20 10 50
20
3 49
20
9 45
5
68
20 ... . 49
30 1 5 63
21
8 5l
2
2 41
20
41
O 1 31
22
2 51

26

July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
Jdly
Jhly
Aug.
Aug.

21 ....

6

26
26
28
29
23
23
23
23
2:1
23
2~
23
23

~~~e.
Do.

f!;~~ty.
Do.
Disability.
Do.
Do.
Setvice.
Disability.
Ser~~Do.
Disability.
Service.
Disability.
Do.
Do.
Se D!J,

61
fug. }~ Dib".i\y
Aug.
11 ·
ug. 17 .,.,, ..ce.
+ug.1293
go.a.ug.
o.

21

11

0 ~

I

Aug.
Au".
,.,
Au~.
pt.
Sept.
Sept.
ept.
ept.

I

tRetired.

28 Dhability.
2.3
emce.
23
Do.
5
Do.
26 1 Do.
26
Do.
26 Diaa~llity.
2~ Sf'rnce.

SOLD:.{.E~S' HOME.
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL, U. 8. ARMY, ON THE SOLDIERS'
HO~lf, W f-1.SHll{G/fON, ,D. C.

W _,\!?, PEP_ARTMENT, lNSPEQTOR-GEr{E~AI./S OFFICE,
Washington, D. O., November 17, 1887.
SIR: I µav.e the hqQqr ,t o ,sul;miit ;my report qf an inspeQtion of the
Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. 0., made Octtober 31, 1~~7, pursuant
to the,fl,C.t qf Oong:ress approved M;a-rch ;3, 1883, requiring an fl,:r,nual
jI;l~:pection of t)le .Ef:orp.e Qy t1>ie lp,sp~ctor-0-~nertJ,l ip p~n,on.
~y. last ,p:revious inspection iw2,,s n;iade Octol;>er 1,6, ).81p6, ~nd since
that time the, ~,onquGt of the. ~6.~~bl~shp;ient h?-~ ~on~fnued in tpe hands
o_f tqe sq,,rµe efflcient ,officer~, A{aj. µel}.. H . .J. Hq,q~, lJ. S. Army (ret1req), heiP.g,.,stjll t,h.~ gpve:r,nqr.
:Qurj:qg tb:e 1 y~ar I h~ve _been :requh:ed by the Lieuteqa:qt-General on
one or more occasions to visit tp.e .flp1p.e, l:}avipg special iP,q qiries in
view, so tr,.at my,;:1cqqaintance with ~ts ma.q.ag.em.ent 1!.as b.~en cop.tinuous.

'.1;14e ;i,p.min~~f:r~tiop 9f its ~;f1;~ir.s has .been faithful , ~Rd effi~nt, and
nothillg has p~currtd"d,urjng the year to interr:upt orderly pr(?gre}Ss in
all ,o f itiS dt;p~rt{ll-e-1lt1;,.
·
~t no previous time have the groundt3, tl,le driv~s fl,nd walks, or the
buildings been in finer condition or better p.olice. The sleeping rooms
of ~be inmates I found to be rµqdels pf p~atness, the store-rooms for
articles of food, the kitchens, and the eating rooms likewise in excel1~.r;it copditipn_,.~o,d pre~eqtf{!g a Pl~f1sing ~pp~aran,c~.
Tpe f9od was nicely -~~rv.ed, and, withoqt bej,n.g ext:ray~g_ant, was of
excell~nt qua,lity. . Regarping the q-qality. of ,the :(ood, I ~ard,pnE; of the
co,mm1~siQW~r:s :reu;L,~rk t) at ~it wight l)e policy, to lower .the ,quality so
a~ to ro.~ke. tp.e Home les,s attrJI,ctiv~;and thereby dii;ninish the m.Jmb.er
of ,a~pJi~p,tions ~or,.afl.mt~-~ioµ frP,pl t,b,o;:1e.:eY~itle,d . to its ,t>e.n~qt,s .
1

.
The number of persons

INMATES .

belonging to the Home as beneficiaries I

fo@d tpJ>.e ~s fol.Jqw~ :
Present __ . _ ______ ________ . _• _•••• _••••••••• _.• ___ • _______ •. ___ • • . • • • • • •• • • • •
Absent on fui;lougli ...•••.••••. ···--· __________________ .•••••.•.•••.••••• ::..
-4.bse11~ on 1:r,~spension. __________ .• _. __ •. _•••••• __ •••••. _•••••• _••••• _•..•• _..
t~se9t in i.ri~aii~.'asyl!-1!'.fi. ;--- . ; .• ... : ••• •:~: •• ____ ---·:: u~- .:.: : .. ~: - ~ ·----~ :.
mmuters outside of the Home • _•·••••••••• ··---· ___ •. ____ .... __ ••. __ •• ••• . .

673

55
14
8

257

Total .. ____ .... __ •... ____ .. -~ __ .... __ ...... ____________ •••• -~ ____ •••.. 1,007

The n~.mber is JV,ely to increase regularly. S.hould the Army 1 be expa_nded to four times its pr~seqt siz,e, whicp it reasonably might be,
th1s_cla&s _o f pensioners woul,..d beco.me so large as ,to pe ,i rouqleso¥!e,
W)Hle there is i;i.othi:r;ig in the locatio_n of th,e Home .to offer an element
of diversion or amusement to the 9ld men wpo are inwat,e~, it affords a
co~fortable refuge for th9~e w.orn out in service 1~ ,u¼h ,b,e t_ter than that
which the dependent members of families in fair circumstances can
ordjnarily exgect.
THE LIBRARY.

The library, which is weli ~anaged, together with the reading-room
attached to it, is a source of _much comfort and enjoyment to many inmates.
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THE FARM, THE DAIRY, THE GARDEN,

The three most important industries conducted for the benefit of the
Home are the farm, the dairy, and the garden.
The farm, which produces in large amount the vegetables consumed
in the Home_as well as hay and feed for the animals, is remunerative,
the value of the products for the year being more than $3,000 in excess
of the cost of producing them.
The dairy is likewise remunerative. A very large amount of milk is
consumed by and is thought to be necessary for the inv:alid old men
who fill the Home, and the market value of this milk is reported as
being more than $3,000 .in excess of the expenses of the dairy estab. lishmeilt. By degrees the herd pertaining to the dairy, originally of
common stock, is being transformed by breeding on the spot into one
of fine blooded animals, which will be valuable without any expense
having been incurred in making the change.
The garden is not a source of profit iu itself, but it appears _to ~e a
necessary appendage to the establishment. It yields fruit, which 1s a
necessity, and :flowers, but at considerable expense. Still the men employed for the garden do necessary work on the grounds for which W:ithout them others would need to be hired, and in this way their services
are valuable, for they are never idle.
IMPROVEMENTS.

During the year an extensive addition to the buildings of the Home
has been carried forward and it is still ip. progress. It consists of an
arrangement of steam-boilers for warming the barracks, which i~ n_ow
nearly completed, and of a large a9-dition to the main barrack bmldmg
that will greatly increase its capacity. The work which is in progr~ss
appears to be of the best character and the estimated cost of the improvement is about $225,000.
·
FINANCES.

The report of the secretary and treasurer of the Home clearly displays the condition of his accounts and it would be superfluous for me
to q.uplicate them. I have, however, verified the balances be has reported by comparison with those stated by the depositari£>s, and I have
likewise verified the presence of the securities, for which he is responsible.
It is greatly to be regretted that Congress has not provided for a
definite adjustment of tl.te balance in the Treasury due to the Ho~e
from the United States. Until this is done no one can say whether 1
i~s management the Horne is keeping within its legitimate means or i
hving beyond its income. Should the latter be the case, disaster mu. t
fol~ow. The Treasury Department, I am satisfied, wiU not make thi
adJustment unless Oongress demands it.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. BAIRD,
Brigadier and Inspector-General, Brevet Major-General, U. 8. .A.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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BOARD OF VISITORS.

Appointed by the President of the United States.
1. GEORGE W. CHILDS, Esq. (President) .•• ~-· .. PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
2. Hon. W. A. COURTENAY (Se01·etary) .......... CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA,
3. General ROBERT H. ANDERSON ....•......•. SAVANNAH, GEORGIA.
4. Mr. GEORGE H. BA.TES ... ................... WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.
5. Rev. JOHN W. BROWN ..•••••.. ..•••••.•.•.. BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
6. Dr. WIL~IA~·.EN°~:ij,E~T ..••.. ··; ··· .••. · ; ·-QUI~QY ;i\i~SSACHUSETTS.
7. MARTIN J. RUSSELL, Esq .................. . CHICAGO, ILLINOIS .

.Appointed bg the President pro tempore of the Sena~.
8. Hon. FRANCIS M. COCKRELL . ..••...•..••• W ARRENSBURGH, MISSOURI,
9. Hon. JOSEPH N. DOLPH ..... .••.....•....••. PORTLAND, OREGON.

.Appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
10. Hon. CHARLES M. ANDERSON ...•••..•..... GREENVILLE, Omo.
11. Hon. BENJAMIN BUTTERWORTH ...••••...• CINCINNATI, OHIO.
12. Hon. JOSEPH WHEELER (Vice-President) .... WHEELER, ALABAMA,
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. Sm: The Board of Visitors appointed to attend the annual examina
t10n of the United States Military Academy for the year 1887 assem·
bled at West Point June 2. The Board consists of the gentlemen named
below, all of whom were present at the meeting and organization: ·
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
General ROBERT H. ANDERSON ••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••• Savannah, Ga.
GEORGE H. BATES, Esq ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• "\Vilmington, Del.
Rev. JOHN w. BROWN, D. D ••• •. ••••.•••••••••.•••••••••.••••.. Buffalo, N. Y.
GEORGE' W. CHIJ,DS, Esq .••••..•••••••••••.••..••••••••••.••••.. Philadelphia, Pa.
· Hon. W. A. COURTENAY •••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••. Charleston, S. C.
Dr. WILLIAM EVERETT .••••••.••.•••••••••••.••••••••• =- ....... Quincy, Mass.
MARTIN J. RUSSELL, Esq .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•.. Chicago, Ill.
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE.
Hon. FRANCIS M. COCKRELL ...................... ~ •••••••••••• Warrensburgh, Mo.
Hon. JOSEPH N. DOLPH ...•.••••.•••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• Portland, Oreg • .
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Hon. CHARLES M. ANDERSON .•••••••••••••••.••••• ····-· ••••••• Greenville, Ohio.
Ron. BENJAMIN BUTTERWORTH .•••••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••• Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hon. JOSEPH WHEELER ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wheeler, Ala.

Th~ Board was organized by the unanimous election of Mr. George
W. Childs, of Pennsylvania, as president, Hon. Joseph Wheeler, of
~labama, as vice-president, and Hon. W. A. Courtenay, of South Caro.
·
Ima, as secretary.
A motion was adopted that the regular meetings of the Board should
be held daily at 3 o'clock p. m., and the secretary was directed to notify
General Wesley Merritt, Superintendent of the Military Academy, that
the Board was organized and prepared to enter upon the discharge of
their duties.
In pursuance with this notification, General Merritt, accompanied by
the members of the academic and military staffs, called upon the Board.
8925-w 87-48
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The following programme for conducting the annual examination was
presented by the Superintendent:
fOrclers No. 73.J
HEADQUARTERS U~ITED STATES MILITARY ACADKJ\IY,

West Point, X. Y ., May 16, 1887.
~- The annual examination will begin on Wednesday, the 1st proximo, anc! co~tinue
daily, ~nndays except.ed, from !:I o'clock a. m. till 1 o'clock p. m., and from 2.30 o clock
p. m. t11l 4.:30 o'clock p. rn., until firlished .
II. The Academic Board will be divided into t"o committees.
'l'he first committee to be composed ofThe professor of natural and experimental philosophy;
The professor of mathematics;
The professor of history;
The professor of civil aud military engineering;
The instructor of ordnance and gunnery ; and
The instructor of practical military engineering.
The second com ·uittee to b e composed ofThe professor of modern languages;
The professor of drawing;
The professor of chemistry, mineralogy, s,nd geology;
The commandant of cadets; and
The professor of law.
Tle first committee will sit in the library and examine ora1ly(1) The first class in ordnance and gunnery.
(2) The first class in engineering.
(3) The second class in natural and experimental philosophy.
( 4) The third class in mathematics.
And by written examinationThe fourth class in mathematics at 8 a. m., June 1, in the mess hall.
The second committee will sit in room No. 1, academic building, and examine
orally(1) The second class in chemistry, mineralogy, and geology.
(2) The third class in French .
(3) The f0nrth ch.1,ss in French.
( 4) The first class in Spanish.
(5) 'l'he first class in lat..
By written examinationThe third class in French, at 8 a. m., June 1, in the philosophical academy.
The fourth class in French, at 8 a. m., June 2, in the mess hall.
The first class in Spanish, at 8 a. m., June 4, in the philosophical academy.
The fourth class in English, ·at 8 a. m., June 4, in the mess hall.
By inspection of marks and drawings :
The second and third classes in drawing.
In all the classes the oral examinations will begin -with the lowest sections, and
the examinations will be so conducted as not to interfere with the usual hours for
meals of cadets.
.
III. The oral examination of the first class in Spanish "ill not be taken up until
the written examination in that subject is completed.
. .
IV. As each committee shall complete its labors of examination, its pres1dmg officer wil~ repo~t the fact to these beadquarter.s.
.
. V. Fir ·t Lieut. Sidney E. Stuart, Ordnance Department, and Second Lieut. Fred ·
r1?k S. Foltz, Pir t Cavalry, are appointed the sec,retaries of the first and second com·
m1ttee, re pectivoly. The record of each committee will be so kept a ~o ~how
c~early the length of time occupied in' xamination by each department of mstruct100.

At the clo e of each day's proceedings thP. secretaries will report t_o the adjutan
of the Academy th~ pro(l're.. of the xami nation, and they will transm1~ to the ecretary of the Academic Board the record of the proceedin(l'
of the com1mttee as 000
0
a th Y nre completed.
VI. The in tructor. will report claily to the head of their respective depart!Denr,
ancl k P them elve 10formed a to the time when their service will be required.
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VII. The following military exercises will take place during the examination:
Exercise.

Date.

Subject.

Infantry ......... ........... . Review ...... ..... ... ..........................•............
School of the battalion . ...........•......... . . ...............
Battalion-skil'mish drill ...... . .............................. .
Artillery ....•............... . Siege-battery drill . . . . . . . . s ••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••

fili~fEi;}~Mil~i i·::::::·::::::: ::::::: :: ::::::::::: ::::::

Cavalry ......... ............ . School-of-the-company drill ....................... .. ....... .
School-of-the-battalion drill . . .................. ... . ........ .
School-of-the-soldier mounted drill. ......................... .
Practical ......... . ......... .

~r;;~:~!.::::::::::::::::: ~it}~7~i1i:i1;l~t~:::::::::~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
········I

1887.

June 2
June ~
June 8
June 1
J·ime 1
June 3
June 6
June 7
June 7
June 10
June 9
June 10

Practice with ballistic machines ......... .................... 1
Small-arms ................. . U~e of the sword ~nd bayonet ......... - .. - ... - ·· · ·· Mihtaty gymnast10s .... . ...........•.... .. .... - . . -- - -- --- - - - 1
I

Th-is order of exercisei, may be changed on account of the weather, or for other
causes.
VIII. The members of the first class will be graduated June 11, 1887.
By command of Brigadier-General Merritt.
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant First Ca-valry, Adjutant.
COMMITTEES OF THE BO.A.RD.

The president having ·been authorized to divide the Board into such
committees as was best caJculated to facilitate their labors and to accomplish in tlJe most pr,1ctica,l ma,nne::fr the purpose of their appointment, announced the followiug as the committees:
Discipline and in~truct-ion.-Genera1 Robert H. Anderson, chairman,
Dr. William Everett, a11d Rev. ,John W. Brown, D. D.
Police administrcit-ion and fiscal affairs.-Hon. Francis M. Cockrell,
chairman, l\1artiu J. Russell, aud George H. Bates.
Buildings and grounds.-Hons. Benjamin Butterworth, chairman,
Fran~is }1. Cockrell, a.ud Martin J. Russell.
Cadets and caclet supply department.-Rev. John W. Bro.wn, D. D.,
chairmau, General Robert H. Anderson, and George H. Bates.
Ordnance and armament.-Hons. Joseph N. Dolpll, chairman, Ben.
Butterworth, and Charles l\:L Anderson.
Admissions, appointments, a,n d miscellaneous matters.-Martin J. Russell, chairman, General Joseph Wheeler, Dr. Wil1iam Everett, Hons.
Joseph N. Dolph and Charles M. Anderson.
·
1'he several committees at once proceeded to make examinations of
the various departments and su~jects assigned them. These inquiries
were prosecuted with diligence and with as much of thorouglrness as the
necessarily lirnited time would permit. The results are giveu in the
reports of tlJe several committees whieh e appended to the report of
the Board, aud to wlticl.l tlJe atteutiou uf the President and the Congress
is respectfully i1ffited.
RELATIONS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS TO CONGRESS .A.ND THE MILITARY .AC.A.DEM~.

The Board of Vi itors are appointed in obedience to the requirements of section 1327 of the Revised States of the United States, which
provides:
SEC. 13~7. There shall be appointed every year, in the following manner, a Board
of Visitors to attend the annual examination of the Academy. Seven persons shall be
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appointed by the President, and two Senators and three members of the Hon~e of
Representatives shall be designated as visitors bytheVice-President orthe President
111·0 tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representati\·es, respect ively, at the session of Congress next preueding such examination.
·

The powers and duties of the Board of Visitors are prescribed in section 1328 of the Revised Statutes:
SEC. 1328. It shall be the duty of the Board of Visitors to inquirA into tb e actual
state of the discipline, instructions, ,p olice administration, fiscal f!,ffairs; and other
conc~rn of the Academy. The visitors appointed by the President shall report thereon
to the ~ecretary of vVar, for the information of Congre:ss, at the commencemen_t of
the session next succeeding such examination, and the Senators and Representatives
designated as visitors shall report to CQngress, within twenty days after the meeting
o~ ~he session next succeeding the time of their appointment. their a,ction as such
v1s1tors, with their views and recommendations concerning the Academy.

The evident purpose of the appointment of a Board of Visitors was
that the Executive and Congress might obtain such information as W?uld
enable them to act intelligently in providing the annual appropriat10ns
for 'C arrying on the Academy, and to enact such laws and prescribe such
regulations as may, from time to time, be deemed necessary for the successful continuance of the work of the institution. The duty of the
Board is purely ministerial. They have no authority or power to direct,
in the slightest degree, the management or administration of the Academy; nor was it intended that they should have such authority and
power. They are se11t to the Academy to examine and investigate, and
having performed that duty the more important duty to report the results of their investigations remains. The duty of the Board to make a
report is not only imperative, but is an important obligation, a~d the
obligation is not lessened· by the fact that it has been voluntar1l~ assumed. The Board of Visitors are the representatives of the two highest departments of the Government, executive and legislative, cl?thed
with authority to prosecute certain inquiries, "for the information of
Congress," and charged with the responsibility to "report their_ action
as such v"isitors. with their views and recommendations concermng the
Academ y." rrhe Board feel warranted in directing special attention to
the dnt,y and obligation imposed upon them by the statutes in the hope
that Oongress may be induced to give tbe Military Academy, t~rou&'h
the report made by the present Board of Visitors, and those which will
follow from future boards, a greater degree of attention than seems to
have been bestowed on previous reports of this character.
An examination of reports made during the past twenty years shows
great similarity of views, and an almost unbroken uniformity of recommendations for necessary legislation to maintain the Academy in a con<lition of efficiency, and to supply it with those adjuncts o e ential to
the successful prosecution of its labors. 'Ille fact that the reports co,ering the period of time named, emanating each year from a Board differing entirely in personnel from that wq.ich preceded, and whose members were, perhaps, personall unknown to those of preceding Board.:
:Vould indicate that the gene 1 administration of the Military Acad~1;11J·
1 commendable and atisfactory. This is creditable to the authorit1
of the Academy, and hould be gratifying to the country.
The fact that the" view and recommendation concerning the Acad~my" ~oll~w with lamentable iteration and painful con ecutivene
wou~cl m<11 ate that Congre doe not draw information from the son~e
P cm.Uy er ated. to supply such information and giv little attention
. to the r commendation made for thi bran~h of the public serricerecommend_ati~n ba ed on careful investigation, and made to Con~
after con ment10u deliberation. It avail nothing to expend time and
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labor, and public money, in making these annual examinations, and in
preparing these Annual Reports, if they are to be treated by Congress
and regard~d by the public as merely perfunctory duties, undertaken
out of respect for the statutes, and presented to Congress as a necessary
but meaningless form. If the sphere of service of the Board of Visitors
bas come to be regarded as a mere conformity with the technicalities of
the statutes-a mechanical performance of a prescribed routine-the law
requiring the annual creation of such Board might as well be repealed.
It has been pertinently observed, in this connection, by a pre'viouR Boar~
of Visitors, that ,, wooden images standing in front of a shop, and directing attention to the business carried on within, are just as useful
and a good deal cheaper than live men employed in performing an
equally mechanical and stereotyped duty.''
It may be that Congress has become convinced from the universal
testimony of those appointed to make official investigation of the Military Academy, that the institution does not need speci~l attention from
the National Legislature. However this may be, it is apparent that a
close scrutiny is made of the estimates presented for its maintenance
and progress, for the purpose of reducing the app1 opriations asked for,
regardless of the neces~ities of the Academy and in ignorance of th~
recommendations of the Board of Visitors. The l'everse of this policy
should obtain in Congress. It has been correctly said of the U. S. Military Academy, that "the more it is investigated the better it appears,
anu for the direct administration and control of which no person is believed to have been selected for any other reason than fitness to discharge the trust confided to him." This should bt,, and undoubtedly
~s, gratifying to Congress, and it should, in the judgment of the Board,
mduce that, body to exhibit the keenest interest in the welfare and
progress of the Academy, and to do whatever is needful to increase its
efficiency and extend its usefulness. The Board arc convinced that
this result would follow if members of Congress would examine the reports presented annually, or would extend their examinations to personal inspection of the institution.
U'.l'ILITY OF THE ACADEMY AND VALUE OF ITS WORK.

rrbe purpose for which the Military Academy was established, the
character and value of the work it bas performed, the importance of
properly maiutaining all its departments fully abreast with the rapid
progress of the age, and the necessity for the fostering care of Congress, ·is ably set forth in . the report of the Board of Visitors for the
year 1878. The Board is convinced that the pemsal of this report will
enlighten those who have given no special attention to the Military
Academy and its intimate relations with the Government and people,
and tend to remove much of the prejudice that prevails towards West
Point.
The U. S. Military Academy is a public institution, instituted and
supported by the Federal Government for the instruction of young men
intended to hold commissions in and direct the Army of the United
States. The report alluded to says:
. No one familiar with the history of the country ; no one capable of comprehending
its e~tire circle of interests ancl contingencies; no friend of peace, however great may
~e his detestation of war, can reasonably doubt the wisdom of the motives that orig1~ally prompted to tho foundation of the Academy, or of the policv which has ever
smce dictated its maintenance in a condition of high efficiency. The time may come
when apears will be beaten into plowshares, and the nations will learn war no more;
but _that time has not yet come, and what is more, there are no present signs of its
commg. The burden of all the speeches at the opening of the first great international
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industrial exhibition (the Crystal Palace) in London in 1851, was, t hat henceforth the
doors of the temple of Janus were to be closed for a lengthened or permanent period.
But war since that epoch has been carried on almost continuously, and on a scale
more_ gigantic and destructive than the world has ever before experienced.
It 1s well, also, to r~member that althouO'h civilization ha,s continually advanced,
few great .civil reforms have been effected in modern times in any country without
the intervention of the soldier .a nd the instrumentality of the sword; and when, in
exceptional inst,ances, the appeal bas not been made to the sword, the fear that sooner
or later it would be has always proved a most potent agency in the hastening of
such reforms. It is, furthermore, not to be disputed that in no department of human
knowledge have recent change and progress been greatert,han in military science, and
that a course of carefully arranged and protracted l,jtndy is now more than ever necessary for t1:1e attainment of profieiency in such 1,cience.
In bis exile at ChiseJhurst, a few weeks before his death, the Emperor Napoleon
III, commenting on the results of the late Franco-Prussian war, remarked that the
world was not well informed as to tbe causes of the disasters therein accruing to the
FrPnch armies; that they were not because t,be French military forces were deficient
in anything in respect to equipment or discipline, but because they fought under an
· old and previously accepted, but now to a great extent obsolete system of military
tactics and precedents; while the German commanders, on the contrary, rightfu_lly
accepted modern war as a system rather of engineering, the ultimate end of whw_h
was to concentrate, on territory previously studied with the utmost care topograph1cally, all theresourcesoftherailroadancl the telegraph equally with those of the breechloading rifles and improved ordnance. And even more recently, the conflicts before
Plevna, in the Turco-Russian war, seem to lead to the conclusion that great battles
by daylight, where one party occupies a defensive position, are to be hereafter 0£ very
rare occurrence.
The position will doubtless be taken by some, that a military education, in_ the
sense of that imparted by schools, is not necessary to the production of goo~ so~diers,
a?d that some of the most efficient military commanders and leaders of armies, m foreign as well as in our own recent wars, have not been men who were educated, or
even intended, for the profession of arms, but have attained leadership and success
mainly by force of native ability, and that circumstances and emergencies always call
such men to the front as they are needed. But such an assumption, thoug_h true, is
an unsafe one for a nation, possibly contending for exi8tence, to rely upon, masm1;1ch
as the hour and the man may not prove coincident. And even ff it were orherwise,
the self-educated commander would be the first to confess that his right arm was
shorn of n~ inconsiderable part of its native strength, had he not the power to c~~l for
the execution of his orders upon those to whom all the details of modern m1htary
S?ience, fortifications, engineering, gunnery, telegraphy, signal .service, transportat10n, and the like, are familiar .
The idea of establishing a national military a·cademv in the United States had its
ori~in in the circumstances that during the war of the ~evolution_, and_ for a lo_nfs
period subsequent, the country was "dependent upon foreigners, tramed rn the military schools and armies of Europe, for the knowledge of the science and art of war
necessary in the conduct of our military operations, whether defensive or offensive."
And it was remarked by General Washington that the difficulties of that war would
have been diminished and its duration shortened if that knowled~e had been diffused
through the Army. The first step toward founding a national military academ;y-,
~oreover, was in consequence of a recommendation by Washington, as President, m
his messaP.e of December, 1793; and in his last message, December, 1796, he further
declared 'that the desirableness of this institution (a military academy) had constantly increased with overy new view he.bad taken of the subject." And his further
recommendations under this head, which are as pertinent to-day as when they were
submitted to Congress more t.han three-quarters of a century ago, read a follows:
"The institution of a military academy is also re~mmended by cogent re~ ons.
However pacific the general policy of a nation may be, it ought never to be withou
an aclequa~e stock of military know ledge for emergencies. The first would i~pair the
energy of its character, and both hazard its safety and expose it to great evil , when
wa~ could not be a~oided. Besides that, war might not often depend upon it o~n
choice. In proport10n a the observance of pacific maxims might exempt a ?at1on
fro~ the nece, 1ty ?fpracticino- the rnles of military art, ought to be it care m.pr ·
rv.1~w a.ud trao. rmttrng by proper e tabli hment , the knowledge of that_art. Whatvex ,1r"um_ent _may '? clra.wn from particular xample , snperfic1ally rece1 ved, a thoro " h. · ammat10u _ot th imbject will evince that th art of war i at onco coi_npr ·
1
~iei_t .ve till(l c_omplicat cl; that it clemandH rnnch pr viou
tnd.r, and the po
0!1 of
1
1 it.th mo _t unproved :~1Hl perf<-ct state i. of rrr at moment to the ecnritv of a nat1 n.
r ,for , ou~ht to lw ,~ Nions c:'are fo~ every gov rnrnent; an<l for thi pnr'
: r1 au ncac!~my~ wh "r a regnl r course of in trriction i pnn-11 ·<l, L au ou,·ioa ex< nt, b1eh d1ffcrPnt n: tion. hav
nee
fnlly mploy cl.''
·
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What of economy in a pecuniary sense the esta.blishment of t~e West Poin_t .A.ca_demy has brought to the nation in a single particular is sh?wn m the _fo~Iow_mg distinct and explicit testimony given by General Scott to a national comm1ss10n rn July,
1860:
"I give it as my fixed opinion that but for our graduated cadets the war between the
United States and Mexico might, and probably would, have lasted some four or five
years, . within its first half more defeats than victories falling to our share, whereas
in less tha'n two campaigns we conquered a great.country and a peace without the loss
of a single battle or skirmish.''
The war with Mexico arnl the United States extended over a period of about tw9
years, and cost the btter country in round numbers about $120,000,000, <>r at tlle rate
of $60,000,000 per aunnm. Assumincr now the opinion of General Scott, as thus
expressed, to have been warranted ~nd that the ·education and discipline of Wes!;
Point really shortened the war with' Mexico even by so brief a period as two y~ars,
and saved our armies from a series of humiliatin<T and costlv defeats, then, cons1deri~g the utility of the Military Academy from an e;.clusively clolJars an<l _c ents point of
view, the inst,itution is entitled to credit on the fiscal account between 1t and the nation by the sum of at least $100 000 000 · as much so as if its graduates bad earned the
money and paid it directly into' th~ national Treasury; or by a sum which, as near as
can now be calculated, is more than 80 per cent. in excess of the aggregate cost of the
Academy proper from the date of its foundation to tlrn present time.
Of course these facts and statements are not new, IJut they are of a nature that will
bear :ind require repetition, especially when we consider that the United States for
one-sixth part of their existence as a Federal Nation have been in a state of war.; and
that for the future there is no good reason for supposing that the country is going to
be any more exempt from the vicis~itudes of nations than it has been in the past.
At the same time it is not to be denied that, by no inconsiderable portion of the
people, ·west Point bas been, and is i;10w, regarded with something of a feeling akin
to a suspicion and dislike, A part of this is undou bteclly due to the circumstance that
the profession of arms in other countries has usually been antagonistic to civil liberty
a~d the ~tability of free governments, and that the class of men educated exclusively
w1~h _a view of folJowiug a military profession are, of necessity, by the uature of their
tramrng and the wearing of conspicuous insignia, made exclusive to a certain extent,
and that thus an institution somewhat akin to au aristocracy seems to b.e established.
G~neral Scott, in 1860, speaks of the popular prejudice against the Academy as so
w1de-sprea(l and general, "that it would certainly by this time have been abolished
bu_t for tl10 admiration won by its graduates in the Mexican war;" adding, ''that
this generous and patriotic feeling is not likely to survive the pre&ent generation;"
and that "hence the necessity of finding some means of preventing or diminishing
the annual growth of the popularprejudicein question." Itshonlcl be noticed, however, that General Scott attributed the ori.e:iu of this popular prejudice to the number
of.rejections of applicants for admission as cadets, and tl.te still greater number of
fa1l~ues after admission "consequent upon inadequate preliminary training and bad
habits contrncted at home," "the result of defective family discipline so common
~h~oughout our country." But, be this as it may, the fact that West Point, because
I~ 1s. an exclusive military school, and for otlter reasons, is with many an object of
chshke and distrust cannot be doubted. Amt hence the impqrtance, so long as the
Academy is maintained, of sending to it annually, under the national a,uthority, a
Board of Visitors made up in the main of persons whose professions are not military or
naval, and whose tastes, pursuits, and training are altogether civil, and antagonistic
t? the use of arms. Such a board, made up of citizens living in widely diverse sec~10ns of the country, selected, it is to be presumed, because of their qualifications to
Judge and investigate, and invested with the largest powers to investigate and report, are thus annually educated in respect to every detail of this peculiar national
rnstitution, and are prepared to become centers for the correct education and intelligent direction of local public opinion.
HINDER.A.NOES TO INVESTIG.A.TION.

At the outset of their labors the Board were confronted by obstacles
that have doubtless been encountered by preceding Boards of Visitors.
The authorities of the Academy, with a degree of courtesy, sincerity,
and thoroughness seldom experienced in ci vii branches of the public
s~rvice under like circumstances, extended the Board every facility and
aid to further the work of investigation. There was no effort to withd~aw or conceal even the most trifling affairs in any manner connected
with the academic, military, or :fiscal administration. On the contrary,
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eye!ything was_ ex~osed; every officer was at all times prepared to exhibit and explam his branch or department of sel'.vice. The officer at
West Point whose department cau not be visited for lack of time or
other cause experiences a feeling of disappointment that is assuaged
only by the co~sciousness of duty faithfully performed~ and t_h~ ~ope
that the followmg year his portion of the common labor of the Military
Academy will come under the direct scrutiny of the Board. The ex.istence o! _the ol>stacles alluded to, therefore, is not chargeable _t? the
authorities of the Academy. The institution being a purely military
school, ~ondu~ted under military law, and administered under .A.rm,v:
R~~ulat10ns, is, to some extent, an. enigma to civilians of the Board of
':isitors, and more particularly to such as visit West Point for th~ first
time. They are charged to investigate an institution and examme a
system of education that arc new and unknown to them, and must look
for assistance and advice from the officials whose conduct and labors
they are charged to investigate. This condition of dependence is embarrassing to the Board of Visitors as well as unjust to the authorit!es
of the Academy. It is a condition that should not exist, and one which
might be at least partially removed by the prep,1ration and publication
by the War Department of a small book or pamphlet containing the
13:ws relating to tlJe Military Academy, a sketch of its foun(la~ion and
history, the work it has accomplished, the methods of instruction an~
government, regulations for the appointment and admission of caudidares, qµali:fi.cations required for admission, character and scope of
preliminary examinations, and such other information in reference to
the work expected to be performed by the Board of Visitors as wo~ld
e°:abl~ thern to reach West Point with some intelligent ideas of the _mst1tut10n they are appoiote(l to investigate and a proper coinprehens10n
of the nature of their duties.
'rhe authorities of the Military Academy, under the authority_ of the
War Department, could materially assist in this direction. ~ike all
purely military institutions and l>odies, West Point moves with the
accuracy and unvar,yiug motion of nicely adjusted machinery. Its
government and methods of administration are always the same, and
each successive Board of Visitors will necessarily go over much of the
same ground and call for the same character of information. The
authorities of the Academy, therefore, should be instructed b~ t_he War
Department to have prepared and printed for the Board of V1s1tors ~ep~:rts and statements explaining in detail the academic work of the !Il·
stitution, and exbibitinoin tabulated or otller convenient form all its
0
fiscal affairs. General reports of this character should be preserved
f~om year to year. Additions could be annuall.v made with comparatively little labor and expense and the Board of Visitors would be thus
supplied with valuable data, by which the work and admini~tration of
the current year could be readily examined and compared witll that of
former years. The collection and publicaitiou of such data can be done
under tile general authority vested in the \Var Department ornr the
Military Academy, and the Board earne tly recommend the houorable
Seer tar,y of War to direct that such information be llereafter formulated and publi hed, and placed in the hand of the indidduaJ member. f the Board of Vi itor a oon a practicable after their de~ignati n.
. It i trn that mn ·it of thi iuformatiou i annually publi bed, and it
1
bal: tru that, n · information relating to the in titntion may now be
0
t, 11~ c~ from th
ad my autlloriti
and the War Department.
Such mt rm ti n, h w v r, a i now pul>li hed i 'Cattered through 3
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uumber of publications not easily accessible even when discovery of
·publication is made. ·The annual examination of the entire corps of
cadets, the graduation of the first .class, and the examination of candidates for admission take place in June, when the Board of Visitors
are required to be present. The academic and military duties of all
the officers at West Point during this commence.ment period are imperative, exacting, and continuous. These outies cannot be deferred or
interrupted. And yet at this busy time the Board of Visitors, in the
discharge of their duties, are obliged to call on the authorities of the
Academy for personal assistance an<l for necessary information, to prepare which requires them to labor far iuto the hours of the night and
frequently consumes the e_n tire night. l\Iuch of this labor would be
avoided if tlle data needed and called for every year were prepared
prior to the time appointed for the annual rnspection.
The Board are o-f opinion that tue annual report of the Superintendent of the Academy shoulll be printed, together with all the papers
that accompany it. The present practice is to print this report without the accompanying papers, and to incorporate it in the annual
report of the Lieutenant-General of the .Army. No objection can be
urged_to this arrangement; but we recommend that hereafter the report
of the Superintendent of the Academy, together with the reports of
subordinate officers, be printed in extenso and issued as a separate
pamphlet. This would give the Board of Visitors in compact form,
provided the annual report is made as full and comprehensive as it
should be, information that would be of material service to them, and
at the same time would furnish Congress and the public with the ready
means of m~king themselves acquainted with the affairs .of the Military Academy.
N}~ED OF ADDITIONAL CLERKS.

In this connection the Board would direct special attention to the
fact that the clerical force allowed at West Point is inadequate in numbers, and that the compensation fixed for the citizen clerks is very
much below what it should be·, considering the character and amount
of work accomplished, and the long, faithful, and meritorious services
of those thus employed. A considerable portion of the clerical work is
performed by enlisted men of the regular military force maintained at
West Point. These soldier clerks are fully competent to perform the
office dntie8 for which they are detailed, and their number can be inc~eased by detailing other soldiers from the several detachments stat10ned at the Academy; but such details carry additional compensation,
and this must be provided by Congress. The Board would respectfully
recommend that there be inserted in the Military Academy appropriation bill an item for the purpose alluded to, which might be made to
read as follows :
For extra-duty pay of enlisted men detailed for clerical service at headquarters
of the Military Academy, $600, o:r so much thereof as may l.,e necessary.

With the assistance that would be afforded by this small increase to
the annual appropriation the additional clerical force so much needed
could be obtained, a department established for the collection of the
records of the Academy, and the prompt supply of such information as
might be called for by the Board of Visitors or other authority. Notwithstanding the enforced enlargement of the several departments of
the Acauemy in consequence of the material progress in every department of instruction, and the numerical increase to the corps of cadets
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resulting from the increased representatiou iu the House of Representatives under the last apportionlllent act, Uongress has neglected to
~upply the means to properly provide for the additional expense tlrns
mcurred and the additional labor thus imposed. This neglect on the
part of Congress has been the cause of great inconvenience to the
academic .authorities and a hinderance to the work of the institution.
AN APPEAL FOR TWO FAITHFUL OFFICERS.

Before leaYing this subject, attention is especially directed to an act
of injustice on the part of Uongress, the result undoubtedly of ignorance
as to the facts in this particular case, which should be fully and promptly
corrected. Prior to 1878 the clerk to tlle tfa;bursing officer and quartermaster, and the clerk to the adjutant in ·c!Jarge of cadet records,
were paid an annual salary of $1,650 arnl $1,500, respectively. In the
act of June 11, 1878, making appropriations for the Military .Academy,
these amounts were reduced to $1,200, without any reason being assigned for the reduction and witllout, it is safe to say, any knowledge
on the part of the committee which recommended it as to tile character
of the labors performed or the in<livi<lual merits of the two officials so
seriously to be affected. The duties discharged by these officers are not
only important, responsible, aud onerous, but require a degree of expert
knowledge to perform them with intelligence and expe<lition that can be
acquired only by long experience and training. Mr. Francis Newlands,
clerk to the disbursing officer and quartermaster, has been continuously
in the service of the Academy in his present position since Feuruar.}:,
1847, and l\Ir. William Ward, clerk to the adjutant, has held that position coutinuously since May, 1851. Tilroughout the entire period of
their service these two officials llave not only performed their respective
duties faithfully and satisfactorily, but have exhibited a, degree of zeal
and intelligence iu the interest of the Military Academy that has been
of great value to the institution, and that has resulted in savi~g mon_ey
to the Government. In mere ability to perform their respective duties
Messrs. Newlands and Ward, according to the testimony of all the officers of the .Academy, by reason of the thoroughness of equipment that
comes with forty years of experience, are not only capable of satisfactorily performing every duty, but are better qualified than any two
men who could be obtained to undertake their work. But aside from
the merely commercial consideration that enters into such matters, it is
suggest€d that the long, efficient, and faithful services of these men entitle them to receive from Congress that consideration and kindly treatment that is invariably exhibited by individuals in private life towar_ds
~mploJes under similar circumstances, and which is frequently exhibited by the two Houses of Congress in providing for their own ve~eran
officers and employes. .An examination of the quantity and quality of
work performed by Mes rs. Newland and Ward how it is not ex. ceeded by that performed by many clliefs; of <livi ion iu the Executive
Dep.~rtment at ·washington, wl.lo are vai<.l almo 't twice a, much alary
and 1 equaled l>y few of the clerk.· to the committee of Congr ,
wllo._·e alarie~ rauge from 1,200 to :·3,000 for an average of ix mouth ~·
' n·ice ·ad1 year.
~\.t t~e la ·t e '.·ion of Congre , after r peated recommendation' to
thi · ·fl ·t th .,aJarie. of ire ·.:r . .J..T wlaml and Vard were rai e<l from
' 1 20 t · l,~ 0 ach. Thi wa. an act of partial ju tie . There . n
~' u <.l u t ~hat mea ur ~d with c-ervice of like quality aud quantit ·
lll th r pnblic l pa1 tm nt , the tw offic r fully earn. 1, '00 per an-
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num. Their salaries should be fixed at that sum, and, in addition to
that amount the Board recommend that, in recognition of valuable and
faithful services, there be inserted hereafter in the annual appropriation
bill for the Military Academy, the following paragraph:
J?or Francis Newlands and "\Villi.am Wal'<l, as ad,litional compensation during their
continuance as clerk to the dislrnrsing officer and quartermaster, ancl clerk to the
adjutaut in charge of r ecords, respectively, $500 each; in all, $1,000.

There are abundant precedents for such action on the part of Congress,
and in private bnsin e~s tbe precedents are still more numerous. Such
an act would com peusate for the reduction in salaries made in 1878, and
would undoubtedly receive puhlic approbation.
The duties performed by tlle clerk to tlle treasurer, quartermaster,
and commissary of cadets are eqi;ially a8 important and onerous as those
performed by t be two officers above referred to, and this officer should
be rated as and paid t,he salary of a third-class clerk in the Executive
Departments at Washington, yjz: ~1,600.
THE COURSE OF STUDIES.

~o f3:r as the Board is able to judge from an attendance upon _the exammat10ns of the cadets by the Academic Board, the best possible res1;1l~s are obtained from the course of study pursued. The -alacrity exh!b1ted in responding to iuquiries arnl the degree of self-confidence
cbsplayed, particula"rly by the upper classes, show the force and value
of iJ?ilitary training in connection with early education, while the explanations of the students of the most difficult problems in mathematics
show a thoroughness of instruction that bears convincing testjmony to
the value of the West Point system. Whatever difl'erence of opinion
there may be as to whether the curriculum jg the best that could be
adopted for this institution, it is certainly beyond controversy that the
system and arrangements for instruction are admirably adapted to the
thorough education of its students in the several branches . taught to
prepare them to become professional and successful soldiers.
It bas been observed by former Boards of Visitors and by critics of
the Military Academy, that too little time and attention are given to instruction in general literature, and that in consequence of this deficiency
the_ c~dets, when undergoing examination plainly show a lack of rhetorical training, and frequently give expression to ungrammatical sen~
~e1;1ees. There is much force in this observation, yet it is doubtful whether
it is so serious a rlefect, considered in connection with the single purpose
of education at West Point, as would appear upon casual examination.
In an institution where young men are being prepared for the leading
p_rofessions in civil life, a hesitattng manner in speech, or the constructi_on of ungrammatical sentences, might with propriety be taken to indicate a serious defect in the system of instruction. West Point does
not atirn to educate its graduates to be rhetoricians or oratorR, but to
train them to become soldiers. In this work of special training, with the
present standard for admission to the Academy, the amount of time can
not be devoted to ethical instruction necessary to enable a student upon
graduation clay to draw plaudits from a critical audience and to prepare him for successful effort in the pulpit or forum. It is true that more
time and greater eftort should be given to instruction in English at the
Military Academy, but until the standard for admission is raised this
can not be done without curtailing the technical course of instruction,
the value of which bas been demonstrated by many years of experience
and by many brilliant individual examples furnished by its graduates.
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The occasional construction of an imperfect sentence when the cadet
is undergoing examination by the Academic Board in presence of the
~oard of Visitors and such persons as may chose to attend the examination, should not cause surprise nor call for extended criticism. Similar
er_rors might be discovered. by the hypercritical at the oral examination
of any college attended by similar surroundings. But if the cadets'
style of expression is not exactly what it should be when undergoing a
public examination, the complete mastery of his subject exhibited, the
alertness of his mind, his absolute self-relianc~, the readiness with which
he responrls to assaults upon his position from the professors, and his
perfect physique and military bearing, more than compensate for occasional errors in mood or tense, and vindicate the efficiency and value of
the West Point methods of instructioi;i. for preparing young men for the
military service of the Governn:ient. '' rr he exaction of a clear and complete exposition of any topic which is discussed, said a former Board of
Visitors, itself involves a rigid, logical, an<l. rhetorical training such as
compensates to a good degree for formal instruction in the construction
of sentences, the selection of words, and the arrangement of thoughts,
and explains why, with so little formal rhetorical instruction, the graduates of the Academy so frequently exhibit the best qualities of a good
English style."
·
The Board would not have it ·inferred from the space given to this
subject that they .desire to convey the impression that the style and
forms of expression at the Military Academy are so seriously defective
as to challenge attention and to call for criticism and censure. The
defects alluded to are exceptional, and are incidental to impromptu
speaking before an a-ddience, particularly when the speaker has not had
careful rhetorical training. The defect is not confined to West Point,
and is not infrequently discovered in the extempore utterances of men
who have large experience in public speaking, and who are among the
honored aud distinguished alumni of our leading colleges. Absolute
correctness of speech- under such circumstances as we are discussing,
is an accomplishment to be acquired after leaving academic halls. It is
implanted by the Alma Mater, but to arrest the attention an<l. challe!lge
the admiration of a critical world must oe polished by hard an<l. patient
labor on the part of tl.ie alumnus.*
SHOULD THE COURSE OF STUDIES BE EXTENDED.

There has been considerable discussion iu recent year , much of it
proceeding frotn facts and opinious furnished· by superficial examinations of the Academy, as to whether the course of stu<lie. should be
changed and extended by the additiQn of branches not now found in it
curriculum. Such changes sbould not be hastily made, and only upon
the suggestion and with tile approval of the Academic Board, or upon
*Ina letter returning th\3 proof-sheets to the president of the Board, J?r. William
Everett s~ys: "I have _very great pleasure in a senting to the report with scarcely
an exception. But I wish v •ry much Mr. Childs would consent to recast the paragraph about Engli h. I hardly think it does justice to the can<lor either of form r
13o~rds_ or ot· my own critici ms in the appendix. I wa pre ent at a large ncmber o
recitations m the section which was le s regularly visited by the other members.and
wa. t!t:u~k not by occa. ional ancl xc ptional errors of language, but h? frcqne?
a_nd pamfnl br P~h
not of rhetorical or logical nicetie , but of the plam pr~pne!1c . f pee h ~vh1ch me rk tho g ntlemau.
nrely a 'he itating manner' of dehT'~I'f
~- quit as baa m au officer who ha to i sne ordl'r a in a cfrilian · ancl withoutgom
!°to th~ qnc: tiOJ?, of _gaioin.,. applans on a platform w mu t regret seriou !Y wba
ook l_ik tho hghtrn,.,. of what instruction i giv n in the language as of httle
coun tn ·orur,ari.· u w1th th ubj ct-matt r."
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the recommendation of ·a, commission compos.ed of men distinguished
as teachers of youth, and after the most thorough investigation. The
Academic Board have full authority to recommend such changes in the
course of studieR as they may deem pecessary. Indeed, paragraph 9
of the Regulations for the .Academy make it. obligatory to recommend
such changes.
The Board sha ll ~ " " r eport to the War Department on the system of studies
and instruction, pro posing any improvements therein that experience may have snggested.

That is the language of Rule 9. There can be no doubt that the
.A.tJademic Board, actuated by a desire to accomplish the greatest possible results for the Academy, as well as by a natural · and laudable
personal ambit10n jn connection with the progress of the institution,
will not hesitate to make recommendations for the improvement of
the course of studies whenever it becomes necessar,v to do so. But
it should ilot, be forgotten that the ~tandard for admission is fixed by
law. Until that is advanced it would be useless to extend the course
of studies, the effect of which would be to practically convert the
.A.cademy into a preparatory school, or, by admitting pnpils who are
unprepared to enter upon the established course of study, compel the
faculty to declare them deficient at the first semi-annual examination
and mark them for discharge from the Academy. Even with the present course of studies the prescribed examination for admission is believed by many persons who have given this subject careful study to
b~ entirely too low-lower, in fact, than is required for admission to a.ny
of the leading colleges of the country. The law prescribes that to ob- ·
tain admission to the Military Academy appointees "shall be required
to be well versed in reading, writing, and arithmetic, and to have a
knowledge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive geography, particularly that of the United States, and of the history of the
D uited States." Reference to a set of examination papers used at the
preliminary examination in June, 1887, which will be found in the appendix, marked Exhibit B, will show that the .Academic Board .go as
far as warranted by the law to asce.rtain whether the 0andidate knows
the little that is required by the statute to insure admission. The
trouble with many of those who succeed in gaining admission, and who
are found deficient at the examinations in January and June following their admission, is that the deficients were specially trainedr or
"crammed," for the preliminary examination, and did not possess that
thorough knowledge of reading, writing, and arithmetic, and of the
elements of English grammar, so essential to entrance upon the West
Point course, and which is required by the statute above quoted.
The Board believe that if a knowledge of elementary algebra and
geometry were ~dded to the qualifications for admission much valuable
time would be saved that might be devoted to the study of English
literature or the modern languages, and that decidedly better results
would be obtained. In view of the fact that the Government bears all
the expenses of the education and maintenance of the cadet, and provides him with a, life positfon upon his graduation, it is not too much
to require that before entering the Academy the candidate shall have.
a knowledge of those elementary branches that are taught at every respectable high school and academy in the country.
THE STAND.A.RD FOR ADMISSION.

The educational standard for admission to the Military Academy was
originally established April 29, 1812, by an act of Uongress. It wasnot changed until June 16, 1866, when it was amended so as to require
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"a knowled_ge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive geograp?y, particularly that of the United States, and of the history of the
Umted States." No change has been. made in the standard since 1866,
although there has been consid~rable advancement in the course of
studies pursued at all the public schools and academies of every grade.
It s~ould _not ?e overlooked that the Military Academy was established
and 1s mamtarned not to furnish education for a certain number of young
men, but primarily for the service of the country, and the best known
methods and the most valuable material should l>e adopted and selected
to_ th_is end. Admission to the Academy, as well as training after ad·
m1Ss10n, should be conducted with strict regard to the interests of the
Government as embodied in the military service. It is no valid objection to a higher standard for admission to say that the sons of poor
parents would thus be excluded. 'I'he establishment of any standard
is a discrimination in that· sense. As before stated, West Point is not
maintained to educate for the general duties and business of life such
boys as members of the House of Representatives may designate. The
public schools were established and are maintained to educate boys.
West Point is maintained to train men for the performance of certain
high and important duties to the country, and the Government should
seek the most promising of its youth for this special service, and should
not receive them until they are fully prepared to enter upon the course
of study and training necessary to the end in view. In no other way
can the usefulness of West Point be perpetuated and the reputation of
the United States Military Academy as a uational scientific school be
maintained. The standard of forty or twenty years ago will not serve
as a standard now. Qualificationi:; that enabled young men to enter
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and other leading colleges in 1866 would n~t
secure admission to the freshman classes of those college~ now. Science and learning move too rapidly forward to permit those schools
that would keep abreast of the enlightened progress of the_ age tor~ t
upon past accomplishments or maintain their present pronunence with
present acquirements. If West Point does not lead, it should at least
. be equipped to keep up with the procession , in the onward march of
science and learning. It cannot stand still without being forced, ~u !he
very nature of things, to step backward. The standard for adm1s"10n
is the basis of success for advanced schools of learning. If that be
maintained at the proper level, the course of studies wi11 advance to
meet every requirement, as a natural and logical sequence.
. .
The Board of Visitors for 1878, in discu sing the propriety of ra1 -rng
the educational standard of admission, aid :
'~he West Point Military Academy is in no seuse a charitable or benev~lent in_ ti·
tut1on. Its obj ect is especially to give education in a department of learn mg wlucb,
save in_ very exceptional cases, will uevcr be acquired without special ten.chin~. and
to put mto aud in control of the military force of the country officers who 10 th
time or emergency will not be found iuforior'in knowledge aucl e.sperien·ce to_ th offi·
c~rs of the armies of other nations, with whom they are liable to be brou~ht into con·
fltct and competition. It is au economic axiom, admittmcr of no except1on, that the
~ast tbm~ a nation or individual can afford to do is to wo1i with poor tool , an_d t~at
1_n ~a e of competition a nation or individual working in auy art or profes ion with JU·
tenor to<?ls will in the long run be obliged to sucqurub . With appointment made 1.0
We t Pomt ome ten or twelve mouths in advance of admi ion (a they _now ar ) it
ti' ·ms unr asonabl , al o, to suppo e that any JOU11g man of a really !ugh _o~d r
m tural tal nt, and a strong de ire to enter· the Acatl my, would allow o _tr11lmg
ol( ta ·l• . a an lew ·otary knowle<l•re of alcrebra and geometry to stand JU th
of , rPal1zation of his a piratious and wi be .
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Under the operation of the present system the time ~ud .e~erg~es of an_ able _corps of
instructors are necessarily employed for nearly a year 1~gtvrng rnst~uctrons rn those
branche~ of elementary knowledge which are t3:ught Ill the public_ schools of the
country, and the early part of the curriculum suffers !Jy comparison wt_th that of most
of the institutions for the liberal culture of yonug men of equa,l age with the cadets.
The fact that in some respects this institution stauds hig~er than any oth er, does D:ot
reUeve it from this infelicity. While for mau)~ reasons 1t may be conceded ~hat its
pupils should not be admitted at an advanced age, it is only reasonable to insist that
its iowest class should have mastered as much elementary kno,vledge as rna.r be
be gained ~y the average of the graduates of our highest puulic schools.

For the reasons explained in the foregoing pages, the Board recommend to Congress that the standard of educational qualification for
admi-:1·on to the Academy be raised. This, we believe, would give increas efficiency to the Academy, re~ult in materially reducing the
numb of discharges ·annually made for deficiency, and add correspondingly to the number of its graduates.
.
It is frequently charged in the newspapers, and has been asserted on
the floors of Congress, that at the preliminary examination technical
and "catch" questions are propounded to the candidates, and that the
most difficult and complex problems that can be devised under those
rules of arithmetic included in the examination are given for elucidation. Au inspection of the examination papers used last June ( see
Exhibit B) shows there is .no foundation for·such charges. In order to
show the lack of qualifications in some of the boys appointed, the.Board
procured copies of the examination papers of two candidates found deficient last June. I 1 one case the candidate was deficient in geography
and history. The other was deficient in ar.i thmetic, grammar, and orthography. These are fair specimens, and tile attention of members of
the House of Representatives is especially invited to them. They will
be found in the appendix, marked Exhibit U.
INSTRUCTION IN SP.A.NISH .A.ND GERMAN.

The report of the committee on discipline and instruction will be
found in the appendix, marked Exhibit A, to which attention is invited.
The Board would especially direct attention to the suggestion for the
~tudy of the German language. The- prominence attained by Germany
m_ military science suggests the question whether it might not be snbst1~uted with ad vantag·e to the public service for the study of French,
while the large number of Germans in th~ United States suggests the
p~licy and utility of such a change. If the study of German can be admitted to the course of studies without crowding out any study now
pursued, it should be admitted. If its admission is contingent upon the
sacrifice of French, the Board incline to the belief that the sacrifice
would prove benefimal to the public service. Our large German population furnishes an excellent field for the recruiting officer in times of
public peril. They are a homogeneous as well as military and patriotic
people, and naturally prefer to form distinctive .organizations. This
was exhibited in tho late war. The efficiency of regiments formed of
German-Americau citizens would undoubtedly be increased by a knowledge of the German language on the part of our military officers. This
observation, in a limited degree, will apply to the Regular Army, in whose
rank~ may be found a large number of Germans. A former Board of
Visitors (1879) suggested that" the German language be substituted for
the Spanish, as being one of the foremost languages of science in all its
branches, the military included., and as furnishing an excellent discipline for understanding and writing English with intelligent judgment."
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This Board do not belim7 e the study of Spanish should be dropped
or abridged at the Military Academy. On the contrary, we believe its
study shouhl be given more attention, -and should be so taught that the
graduates of the Academy migllt be able to conduct an ordinary conversation iu that language. If we were educating officers for service on
the continent of Europe, German and French woulrl .be the languages
selected, and for the same obvious reasQns Spanish and German should
be selected h rre. _The fact shonld not be overlooked that a Spanishspeaking people dwell upon our. southern bor,\er, and that the same
race of people occupy the entire coutinent of South America and the
islands of the Caribbean Sea. Every year is bringing the Government
and the people of the United States into closer relations, civil a commercial, with these Spanish-speaking neighbors.
.
The extension of commercial aud social rel:--1tions enhances t e importance of our official relations, and this shou.ld suggest the influence
of diplomatic intercourse, and even the possible contiugency of military
operations. Furthermore, there are large numbers· of people in the territory acquired from l\fexicowho speak the Spanish language only, and
among these people a portion of the Army is constantly located. In
addition, we- have the Indians of the Southwest, all of whom speak
Spanish. In dealing with these Indians a knowledge of Spanish would
be of great assistance, and perhaps largely contribute to the removal
of difficulties and misunderstandings that would prevent bloodshe~.
In the recent campaign against the Apache Indians, and when the military forces of the United States in pursuit of Geronomo had penetrate~
some distance into the Territorv of Mexico, the killing· of an experienced and brave officer, Capt. Emmet Cra,wf'ord, of the Fourth U. S.
Cavalry, might have been avoided had he been able to understand and
speak the Spanish language. The unfortunate killing of Captain Crawford by a military force of Mexico, through a misunderstanding resulting from ignorance of the Spanish language on the one side and of
the English on the othP.r, gave rise to great public exmtement among
the people of the two countries, letl to protracted diplomatic correspondence, and might have resulted in the most serious consequences to both
countries bad not commendable prudence aud wisJom been exhibited
by the executive authorities of Mexico and the United States.
For these reasons the Boanl believe it woul<l be wise policy to extend
the study of Spanish at the Military Academy. At present this langu_a~e
is taught only during a portion of tlie last year of the course, and It i....
not risking much to say that no man ever lefi; tlrn United States Military
Academy who could carry on au ordinary' colloquy in Spanish who bad
not been instructed in that lanr,uage prior to admis ion to the corps of
cadets. The instru~tion in Spanish i, regarded as being of such do~b~ful utility at the Academy, in comparison with other studie , that It 1
questionable whether the instructors have a speaking acquaintance
with it.
DISCIPLINE.

T~e. gene_ral conduct and m·anly bearing of the indiYidual cadet, the
prec1 'IOn of movement, both on parade and drill, exhibited by the coiy
and the good order and cleanline ~, of Urn cadet barracks bow the high
stat~ of di cipline prevailing at the Academy, and reflect the higaest
credit on the officer charged with the military i~truction of the corp ·
The !~le for th_ government of' the cadet are purely military, a~d. ~
admim ~ered with a _de~ree of impartiality, and with a stern inflexibility
th at excite the adm1rat10n of tho e who inquire into the purpose and
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influence of such rigidity, and the indignation of those who see only the
repression of individual privileges, or the infliction of punishment apparently beyond reasonable proportion to the offense. Every rule and
regulation for the enforcement and maintenance of discipline has a wise
purpose and is the result of years of practical experience. Discipline at
West Point has a dual purpose-punishment and instruction. Thus
for o:ffen~es of trivial character a penalty is prescribed, not for punishment, but to impress upon the mind of the offender the. fact that he
bas done sometliing, or omitted to do something, in violatio~ of Oa~et
Regulations. The punishment is slight and temporary, the mstruct10n
iJ?volved is lasting, should be, and usually is, corrective. That the dismpline enforced is neither unjust nor tyrannical is shown by the cheerfubess of the cadets, the fact that no complaints are made by them,
and the addition al fact that no inconsiderable number of them pass
from year to year without a single recorded demerit. When the list of
offenses is taken into consideration this is remarkable. Being late at
any of the numerous formations, inattention in ranks, shoes not neatly
b_lac~enetl and not properly aligned at foot of bed, coat unbuttoned (a
~mgle button is sufficient to secure a report), soiled clothes exposed at
mspection of quarters, bed not properly rolled, failure to salute officer,
and numerous other trifling acts of omission and commission form the
penal code at West Point. Very few cadets pass a month without
receiving reports, but at the end of every month for which the number
of demerits recorded against any cadet is less than eight the dittere-nce
between eight and that number is deducted from the record. Any
~adet_ who has a re~ord exceeding 125 demerits for the six months endmg with December 31, or exceeding 90 for the time between January 1st
and June 1st, is liable to dismissal for deficiency m discipline.
The Board can find nothing to criticise in the methods of government
and discipline. In all the evolutions of the corps of cadets the highest
standard of proficiency was displayed, and we sincerely believe that in
every particular, whether as infantry, artillery, or cavalry, the corps of
cadets can not be excelled by a similar number of the best-trained sol·
diers in the world.
GOVERNMENT OF THE CORPS OF C.ADE'.l'S.

While the Military Academy is ruled with all the severity of military
law, the government of the cadets in all that relates to them as a community is based upon the purest democracy. Political or social influence,
w~atev·e r these may <lo in having a boy appointed, can not be of the
slightest service to him after he is admitted to the Academy. Then he
stands upon his own individual worth and merit, canobtainno assistance
from without and receive no favor from within, and must yield a ready
compliance with every regulation. No indulgences are permitted, and
no contributions of money or supplies from parents or friends are tolerated. He must wear the clothes, eat the food, and live in the quarters provided for all l>y the Government, and is not permitted to make
t~e slightest, change in any of these. His parents can not visit him in
his room, nor can he visit them, should they be on the Post, without the
know ledge and permission of the offieer in charge, and only then under
prescribed rules, which he is bound on honor to observe, and for a prescribed period of time.
A single instance will serve at once to show the severity and wisdom
of the West Point code. It is provided in Cadet Regulations:
No cadet shall enter any hall or room of the hotel except the office and the hall and
parlors of the first story in the main building. No cadet shall take any meal at the
tiotel, nor shall he apply for permission to do so.
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To a parent visiting a son ·. these rules seem unnecessarilJ~ harsh and
despotic. Why should not parents who· journey to West Point ha\~e
the privilege of having their son with th(':m at the hotel if they so desire
and are willing to pay for his entertainment 1 Why should they not
have the privilege of giving him and his room mate, or a few of his
favorite classmates, a little dinner or supper, or a carriage drive over
the reservation, Thousands of parents have perhaps asked themsel"rns
these questions, but few have evolved satisfactory answers. Ju the first
place, peru;iission is denied because parents are liable to grant indulgencies to their sons that are believed by the academic authorities to be
"in violation of good order and military discipline." But the principal reason for the prohibition is, that as the parents of all have no~ the
means to entertain their sons at the hotel and with carriage drives,
therefore the parents of no one cadet shall be given such privileges.
This is the underlying principle at West Point, and it can not be too
highly commended. Its value is shown ·by the feeling of equality, fraternity, and individual independence that prevails in the corps. The
cadet gray extinguishes all distinction that might obt.ain on account of
wealth, social or political prominence of parents, represses all feeling
of social superiority, and binds men and classes together in bonds that
are severed only by death . . It is this, perhaps, that constitutes that
undefinable quantity which has become known as "the West .Point influence."
DAILY LIFE OF THE CADE'l'.

The same strict regulations ·that require every article of clothing to
be uniform extends to tl1e barracks. rrhe rooms of cadets are more than
Spartan in the severe simplicity that prevails. ..l:!Jach room is occupied
by two cadets. There are two alcoves at the rear, each of which is assigned to one of the occupants of the room. In thet-1e alcoves are placed
single iron bedsteads. At. all times, except 'bc~weeu taps and reveille, ·
the mattress and bed clothing must be rolled and packed in a pr ·scribed
manner, and beds cannot be "made down" until tattoo. The furniture
consists of one table, of ordinary size, wllich· is used jointl.v by the two
occupants during the · hours appointed for study; two plain wooden
chairs, one wasb-stand, one wash-bowl and pitcher, one lookiug-gla s ',
one slop and one water pail, two tum blen;, one broom, a.ud two setl'i o,.
shelves made of plain pine boards. A rack for a,rms and accouterment_st
a prescribed number of wooden pegs in tlie walls, arnl red mu:~rn
curtains on the window serve as ornaments. This constitutes the entne
furnishings nf a room in the cadet barracks, and no otller article:s are
allowed.
Two blankets and one quilted bed-cover are pre cribed as the allowance
for e3:ch_ cad~t, and additional bed covering can be obtained only l!Y
perm1_ s10n of the Superintendent or upon the order of the surgeon. ~ o
coverrng of any description is permitteu on the floor, and no pictu_re~
can b_e bu~g on the walls. There is a prescribed place for every article
perm1tt~d m th room, very article must be iu that place, and arranged
a provided in regulation . All the rooms are exactly alike in size, arr~ngeme~t, aU<l furniture. Excluding the two hair mattres e , t~1e en·
tire furmtur of any room in the cadet barrackH would not realIZ · at
public ale 15.
T~ occ~pant,· of , ·h room in turn are d tailed a "orderly." Tbf
<l_ tail ·ontmu , f r on week during which time th orderly i re ponib~ ·forth cl aulin s, and good ord )r of the ro m. Except to mak
up and ' mal· <l wu" bi room-mat ' bed tile orderh dutie a
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those of chambermaid, and his responsibility is so prescribed that he
is responsible even for the making-up of hiH room-mate's bed, as well as
for any noise or other breach of regulations he may commit. Tile uame
. of the orderly of each room is posted on the ·' orderly board," that it
may be readily seen by the inspecting and other officers, who make frequent visits to ascertain that "all is right." The duties and responsibility of the orderly are thus defined by regulations :
· He shall be responsible for the cleanliness of the wash-stand, mantel:piece, shelves,
and other fixtures; for the general police of t,he room, and for the strict observance
of regulations and orders therein.
He will be responsible for the preservation of all property attached to the room,
for the common use of its occupants.
Every morning, immediately after reveille roll-call, he will thoroughly sweep
every part of the floor of his room brush the dust from the furniture• wood-work, and
curtains, and sweep the dirt coll~cted into the hall. The rooms will not be swept
out at ~ny other tiu.,e during the day.
.
·
·He will see that alight is in his room immediately after the evenmg call-to-quarters,
and extinguished when the occupants are absent on duty.
Every night after tattoo and at or b_efore taps he will cause all the lights in the
room not authorized to be extinguished.
H~ will answer promptly and fully every official question put to him by proper authority concerning his duty as orderly.

The corps is divided into four companies, and in this division the
class organizations are not recognized, each company being composed
of ~adets from all the classes. Each company and its quarters are supermtended by an assistant instructor of tactics, who is an officer of
the .Army. The regulations prescribe for each of these officers:
H~ will inspect the rooms of bis division twice, an<l oftener when necessary, bet~een
reveille and tattoo; one of these inspections s.b all commence between half past 8 and
10.30 a._ m., at which time he will seR that the rules and regulations with reference to
th_e police of quarters have been observe1l in every particular; the other inspections
~111 be principally with reference to the general observance of the academic regulat10ns. He will also frequently inspect between tattoo and reveille.

The inspectiou between tattoo and reveille is made by the officer in
c~arge, who is one of the assistant instructors in tact.ics, and whose term
of duty continues for twenty-four hours. This officer is stationed at
the cadet guard-house. The windows of his office ornrlook the barrack
a~ea or yard, and no cadet can ieave the barracks and cross the area
without corning under his observation. It is the duty of this officer to
be prestnt at every formation and roll-call and to be present in the
c~dets' mess-hall at their meals. Thus it will be seen that the greatest
simplicity prevails in the daily life of the cadet; that he is required to
attend to bis daily personal wants; that he is held to the most rigid' accounta,bilH.f; · that he is under com;tant surveillance and certain to be
reported for any infraction of the almost Draconian laws by which he is
governed. To thosf' who have not followed this severe system of mental and physical trainfog to its full fruition it seems harsh, cruel, and
despotic. Tl10se who have seen the raw material furnished for its manipulation and the perfect product tqrned out .µnder its operationshave bad the opportunity·of contrasting the'' plebe" when he enters
with the graduate as he goes out-would not advocate any mitigation
of its severity.
In order to show how the time of a cadet is passed at the Military
Academy, a report giving this information was prepared at the request
of,the pre ident of the Board of Visitors, and will be found in the appendix, marked D. .A fourth class man, or'' plebe," was selected for the illustration. The tillle of the upper classes is similarly occupied, except
that the tudies are different. .A perusal of this report wm show how
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·cadets are occupied · during each hour of the day and nigbt. Such a
system of individual accountability can not fail to contribute to a perfect State of discipline and promote a high state of morals in the corps
,of cadets.
·
METHOD OF APPOINTING CANDIDATES.

The opinion has obtained that members of the House of Representatives have the right to appoint candidates for admission to the U. S.
Military Academy. This is an error. The. courtesy has ,been extended
bf the President to Representatives of permitting them to nominate candidates, but they have no more right to make an appointment than they
have to appoint a postmaster or a collector of customs. The law author·i zing and regu!ating appointments to the MiJitary Acad~my is found in
-chapter 4 of.the Revised Statutes, and the attention of members of the
House of Representatives is specially invited to it. It provides :
SEC. l315. The corps of cadets shall consist of one from each Congressional district,
one from each Territory, one from the District of Columbia, and ten from the Uni~ed
States at large. They shall be appointed by the President, and shall, with _the except1o_n
of the ten cadets appointed at large, be actual residents of the Congressional or Territorial districts, or of the D ist ri ct of Columbia, respectively, from which they purport to
be appointed.
SEC. 1317. Cadets Bhall be appointed one year in advance of the time of their admission
to the Academy, except in cases when, by means of death or other cause, a vacancy
oecnrs which can not be provided for by such an appointment in advance. * " "

There can be no difference of opinion as to the construction of the law
above quoted. The right to appoint is not only lodged in the Presid~nt
alone, but the obligation to appoint is imposed. The recommendat10n
of the Repr~sentative ·is in no sense binding on the President, and gives
the candidate so recommended by him no legal right to priority in the
consideration of the President. · The practice of appointing the person
recommended by the Representative of the district in which a vacancy
exists bas been found, as a rule, to work satisfactorily; but the matter
-o f appointment to the Military Academy has been so completely assumed
.as a right by the Representatives that it has come to be considered
.a s a personal prerogative, to be given and withheld at pleasure. The
result of this abuse-for it is an abuse-of the pri-vilege extended by the
President has been, and continues to be, detrimental to the public interests and expensive to the public Treasury. The Board would not be
understood as rPcommend ~ng a withdra\val of the privilege of nominating candidates so long enjoyed by Representatives, and direct publie
attention to t,he matter simply to correct a popular error, and in the hope
that it will result in the adopti0n of a regulation by the President that
will require Representatives to promptly recommend candidate for appointment to the Academy with the alternative of a selection being mad
d~rectly by the President. The importance and necessity for the immediate adoption of such a regulation i hown by the fact that a large
number of districts are constantly unr presented at the Academy, by
rea on of the indifference and neglect of memb rs of the Hou e of Representatives, and ometimes of the deliberate design of a Re pre entative
to k~ep the place vacant for a year or two in order to accompli h ~h_e
apporntment of a particular candidate in furtherance of bi own political pr f rment.
Th character and extent of this abu e will be better under tood by
r :f r nc t the fact and figure furni bed hy the record of the Wu
D P rtm nt a t the tr ngth of the corp of cad t on the 1 t of P·
t m r of a •h ar.
b n th cla of I 7 raduated in Jane la
th e uum r of-di trict from which appointment were required w 151.
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For these vacancies there were appointed on the recotUmeu<latiou of mem bers of the House of Representatives 142 principals and 44 alternates,
1eaving 9 districts from which no candidates were appointed. Of the
142 principals appointed, 129 reported in J ~ne, and of the 44 alterna~e
25 reported at that time. The number admitted to fill the 142 vacancie
was 101.
•
The number of districts entitled to appointments to fill vacancies existing in .T uly last was 62. To fill thes13, appointments were made of
51 principals and 14 alternates, thus showing that 1 L mernberR of the
House of Representatives failed to recommend candidates for the August examination. The number of districts not represented on September I, 1887, the date fixed for the beginning of the academic year,
was 41.
The Board respectfully suggest that the proper authorities should
give consideration to this subject with a view of establishing regulations that will reduce this large percentage of vacancies in the corps
of cadets at the beginning of every academic year. The regulations of
the War Department under which appointments are ma•le should be
revised and amended, and members of the House of Representativesshould be required to recommend, oue year in advance of the time fixed
for admission to the .Academy, not only a principal, but an alternate.
Failure to do this should vacate the privileges of the Representative to
name a candidate, and the President should, in that event, fill the existing vacancy in accordance with the mandate of the law, which di rects that all cadets "shall be appointed by the President," ann "shall
be appointed one year in advance of the time of their admission to the
Academy, except in cases where * '* * a vacancy occurs which can
not be provided for by such appointment in advance."
The number of districts now unrepresented at the .Academy is not exceptionally large. Last year the number was 35, and the three years
preceding 1886 the average was 33. In 1881 the number was 74, or
more than 21 per cent. of the total authorized strength· of the corps of
cadets. This dereliction should be corrected as a matter of justice to
the people of districts not represented, who are thereby deprived of
cadets at the .Academy, as well as in the interests of the Government.
Fortunately this is not a matter that needs legislation to correct. The
correction can be made by the President exercising his authority to
appoint in every case, when the Representative fails to make a recommendation. With the machiµery of tqe civil-service law in operation
fa all the Congressional districts, it is suggested that aIJ applicants
migllt be clirected to appear before the civil-service examiners, with a
view of appointment by the President, should the Representative neg.
lect to recommend a candidate at the proper time.
.
In the report of the Board of Visitors for 1876 is found the following
paragraph on the selection of candidates :
The question, in the judgment of the Board, reduces itself to this: How can the
method of appointment, or the mode of selecting the appointees, be changed, so that
a larger percentage of those appointed can be relied on as capable of bearing the
strain of this necessarily rigorous discipline f The method of selection by competitive
examination does not seem to meet the case, because the qualifications tested by such
an examination and those tested by the discipline of the Academy are not the same.
An examination in the elementary English studies would often select mediocrity
favored in its previous training. instead of talent capable of high training. The q ualities which win at West Point are robust health, capacity to work and to endure, and
aptitude for mathematics. Caud1clates should be preferre<l for their promise rather
than for their attainmenti:;. If the appointing power is to remain in the hands of
members of Congre s they should hol<l themselves and be held by the public responsible, in a degree, for the successful career of those appointed by them. A member
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who should.desire to do his duty in making an appointment could uot turn it oYcr to
SOJ:?e committee of teachers to settle by competitive examination, but should take the
pams necessary for ascertaining who among those desiring the position gives promise
of the greatest ability of the kind required. It might sen:e to keep up the sense of
responsibility in making these appointments if, in the Academy register, the name
of the cadet should be accompanied by the name of his patron.

The official circular issned by the War Departruent furnishing information relative to the appointment and admission of cadets to the
U. S. Military Academy, under the head of ''Appointments," reads as
follows:
. Ho'IJ! mad~.-Each Congressional district and Territ9ry-also the Dis~rict of Columbia-is entitled to have one cadet at the Academy. Ten are also appomted at large.
The appointments ( e:x;cept those at large) are made l>y the Se~retary of War 1:l't the
request of the Representative, or Delegate, in Congress from the district or Territory;
and the person appointed must be an actual resident of the district or Territory from
which the appointment is made. The appointments at large are specially conferred
by the President of the United States.
.
Manner of making applications.-Application:-; can be made at any time, by let~er to
the Secretar.v of War, to have the name of the applica.ut placed upon the register,
that it may be furnished to the proper Representative, or Delegate, wben a vacancy
occurs. The application must exhibit the full name, exact age, and permanent abode
of the applicant, with tlle number of the Congressional district in which bis residence is situated.
Date of appointments.-Appointments are required by law to be made oue year in
advance of the date of admission, except in cases where, by reason of death or. other
cause, a vacancy occurs which cannot bo provided for by such appointment m advance. These vacancies are filled in time for the' next aunual examination.
Alternates.-Should the Representative, or Delegate, in Congress have reason t_o
doubt the success of his nominee in passing the entering examination, he can nominate a legally qualified alternate. The alternate will be examined with the regular
nominee, and a<lmitted in the event of bis success and the latter's failure to pass the
prescribed preliminary examinations. The alternate, like the nominet-, should be
designated as nearly one year in advance of date of admission as practicable.

The ~:;econd and fourth of these paragraphs provide r<'gulati.ons made
b,v the Secretary of War under the general authority vested in that
officer by section 1331 of the Revised Statutes, which provides:
SEC. 1331. The s~pervision and cha,rge of the Academy shall be in the War Department, under such officer or officers as the S<:,cretary of War may assign to that duty.

The Board recommend that the fourth paragraph be amended so as
to require that alternates be named in every instance. The third _Pa~'agrapb is based on section 1317 of the Revised Statutes, and a.~ it 1s
given such prominence its purpose is evidently understood by the
authorities. The Board respectfull.Y sugge::,t that the law and the regulation should be enforced. The language of the first paragraph, explaining how appointments are made, should be amended to conform
to the statute. The words '' President of the U1Jitcd States," shonlcl
be substituted for th•· words '' Secretary of War." The Secretary of
War has ·no legal authority to· appoint cadets to the U.S. Military
Academy .
. In connection with appointments to the Academy, the Board furt~er
recommend that prior to the time prescribed by the htw for makmg
appointment , the Secretary of War cause notice of' approaching vac~nc~e t? be I?ubli bed in new papers circulating in the Congres i~nal
du,trict rn whrnh th vacancie ar to occur. 'l'lli could be done with·
out expen to the overnment.
t th
ame time if it were made
public tha the re ident would appoint from th Ji:t of applicant ?D
fil at th W< r D partmtnt, hould the R pre, ntative of the di tr1ct
n gl ~t t rn kt· a r comm ndation by a giv n date there would be
h:r •aH_ r f w r di. ri ·t mu pr , ut d at th..
ade~y at the begin·
um,,. of •ach acacl1 rnie r •n.r aud p d1ap fi wcr d fici nt found amoo
tho • app iut •<l.
•
'
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MILITARY ACADEMY.
VALUE OF COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS.

fo connection with the appointment, of candidates tile value of the
competitive system adopted in many Congressional district i' a pertinen t inquiry. Eacll Oougres:-;ional district having the legal right to
send a boy to the Military Academy, every boy in t he district wit~ a
desire to enter upon military life and possessing the prescribed. qua,h.tications, should be given an opportunity to compete for tile appointment.
It has been demonstrated that appointments under t he competitive system have been far more successful than those made direct ly.
To show the rela.tive value of t.he competitive and direct systems of
appointment the Board had prepared. a tabular statement showing t~e
number of cadets appointed under botll systems to the ten classes that
graduated between 1877 and 1887, the number graduated, and the casualties under each mode of appointment. This tal>le will be found interesting and suggestive. Of 502 cadets appointed hy competition 306,
or 6l per cent., graduated. Of 6.'38 appointed <lirectly 280, or 44 per
cent.) graduated. The failures among· the competitive appointments
-reached 3U per cent., while the failures among the direct reached 56 per
cent. The annexed table shows in detail the results of the two systems
for the period named. The class last given in the table (1883) was the
class that graduateJ last June.
Number of cadets admitted to the U. S. Military Academ,y, from 1873 to 1883, incz,usive,
showing nurnber appointed by cornpet'itive examination and directly, with number graduated and casualties under each mode of appointment.
'd
ell

t
,.o,d
Years of entering.

s~

6~

30

E-f

Appointed by competition.
,d
c::,

1e
~

'0

...

ell

ct,
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'O
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fl

·aJc::,
~

'O
c::,

...

bl)

ell

Appointed directly.
-0
c::,

,d

I

.....

~

.

88
73
85
129
141

Totals ................ ... 1, 140

. .
Coaaiet1tive :

~~

29
4
23
3
19
6
40
7
*37 1 10
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c::,
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bl)

ell

'O
~

.J:l
"§ rd
-~ -0 ~
-~ E-f0 ct,~... ~·?c::, iS~ iS A-~
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- - - - - - - -- - - - - .J:l

~

~

r:IJ

ffif:): : : : : : :): : : l~g:jf ll ii :1 J1 ....:;: ii iii~

1878.: ::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::::
1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1880 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'1881 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i882 - . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
883 ........................ -·-.

-0
<P

g
14 . . . . . . . .

5
1 ....
8 . . . . . •. .
12 . • . . 1
20
2
1

306 / 60 j 125

I I
7

4

~~

if

-

?.
1,
E-f

~ : :;: fl

2:14 14}g .--~:::: ~g
. . . . . . . 41

47
32
33
60
70

13
14
24
35
'"30

11
16

502

!l80

143

12
10

* Including eight cadets turned back into the class of 1888.

15 . . . . . . . .
18 . . . . . . . .
23 . . . . . . . .
23 1 1

I~ I

204 . 9 / 2
·

41
52
69
71

638

Per cent.

Dird~i!~a:~~~~d;;ate.· _- _-: _- _- : _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _-::: _-:::::: _-:::::::: _-: _-::::: _-:: _-::::::: _-::: _- _- _-::::::: _-::::::::;
Graduated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Failed to graduate....... .. ...... .......... . ................ . ........................... . .

gJ
44
56

When a cadet is found deficient he is "discharged." The law declares
that "·no cadet who is reported as deficient in either conduct or discipline, and recommended to be discharged from the Academy shall, unles_s upon recommendation of the Academic Board, be returned or rnappornted." To evade this law a number of cadets who are deficient
r~sign. befor~ thei.r deficiency, already ascertained by the examinat10n ', 1s offic1ally promulgated by the Academic Boaru, and some of
the~e succeed in securing reappointments. Those classified as 4' resigned," therefore, in the above table should be included among the
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'' discharged " for deficiency. In his last annual report General Wesley Merritt, the very able and efficient Superintendent of the Military
Academy, in directing attention to this subject, said:
. J.f it is _consi~ered that the method of conducting competitive examinations could
be ~aterrnlly improved, the advantages of the system properly conducted must be
admitted. Instances are reported when deservin(J'
and intelligent lads, who pass a
O
perfect examination in the studies required, are rejected because of some fancied
superiority of ph:ysique on the part of one less proficient in studies .. Moral char~c~er
and mental capacity should be the important points in the Congressional competitive
examinati_ons; tor while a well-developed physique is an advantage, its possession
for a candidate 1s an insignificant qualification at the Military Academy as compared
with the others mentioned. Iu other words, the system of training at the Academy
can and will develop a youth's physical powers and make a hardy, robust man of a
fragile lad, but no means at the disposal of those who conduct the Academy can be
used to supply a defective early education, mental or moral.
An examination of the. records of the Academy develops a fact which, if it was
more generally recognized, would relieve the officers of the Academy of much u~eless
labor and annoyance, and the friends of deficient cadetR of a great deal of frmtless
exertion and anxiety. The appointment of a candidate is conditional on his passing
the preliminary examination, and the appointment as a cadet on passing ~he ~rst
semi-annual examination after bis admission-tha,t is, tlrn January exammat10n.
The records show that in nine cases out of ten cadets who are of doubtful proficiency at the January examination fail outright before the end of the second year's
course; and in cases where cadets weak in their stndies have been turned back to
resume the course after failure the first year, they seldom succeed in completing more
than one step beyond the stage of their original failure. In other words, the_ fir~t
six _months' course is a fair test of a youth's ability to succeed, and generally, if hlB
pos1tion in his class is doubtful at this time, his deficieucy is sure, sooner or later, to
find him out. Parents and candidates should remember th,1t, while it is a misfortune
to fail in the course at West Point, it is no disgrace; al ways provicled the failure is
not due to idleness or vicious habits. They should also eheeriully accept the t~st and
not court, by continuing at the Academy after a first failure, increased ?oofus1011 and
disappointment by repeating the failure which is so sure to follow. Failur~ after f::lltrance is due either to a lack of application or a want of ability in.. the special studies
taught at West Point. In the first case another trial is undeserved; in tho other, for
the reasons above given, it should not be desired.

The preventive for the evil of reappqinting deficient cadets who resign
is, to some extent, if not entirely, iu the hands of the authorities of the
Academy. A cadet known to be deficient, although not formally s~ declared, should not be given the privilege of resignation. If he dechnes
to go forward and submit to the prescribed examination his refu~al
should be regarded as a confessien of deficiency, and be should be discharged for and on that account. This would bar bis reappointment.
In addition to this the Superintendent should, immediately following
the January examinations, specially report to the War Depart~ent the
names of all such deficient and discharged cadets,. that they might not
be again designated by the Presiuent.
To further illustrate the superiority of the competitive system th~
Board had prepared a tal.mlar statement showing the number of candidates ~dmitted under each system of appointment, and the nu~ber
tlia~ failed to pass the preliminary examination under eac~: It wd~ be
n_oticed that there is a large percentage in favor of compet1t10n. It ! a
smgular f~ct, and must be regarded aA significant in thi connection
that the difference in the percentage of tho e admitted under the two
Y terns i precisely the same a that between the percentage of tho
who graduated, as bown in the preceding table.
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Candidates admitted and fonnd deficient at preliminary exarninations fin: admission to the
Military .Academy, from 1873 to 1887, inclusive, showing number appointed, both by the
competitive and direct methods.
Competitive.
Years.

....

,d

~

..,;

·s ·s

'6

-~a;,

<j

A

<j

A

61
63
75
60
50
62
42
41
52

58
56
47
42
60
39
21
24
42

,d

s
"O

~

CA
a;,

Competitive.

Direct.

~

"O

§3

Direct.

Years.

- - - - - - -· I - - - - - - - - l l ; - - - - - - - - 1 - - ·- - - - - 1873. ··•···. .•••• . ... . .•.
1874.. •••••. .• • • . . • • . . . . .
1875. ... . . . . . . . .••• .• . • • .
1876.. .•. ..... . .. ..... ...
1877.. .. .. .. . ... •.. .•. . ..
1878. ..... .. . .•.••• . ••.•.
1879.. ..•.. ..... .. .. . . .. .
1880 ... ..• . .... .. . .• . . . . .
1881. ·•··•.. .. . .. . . .. . . . .

57
26
46
38
46
40
46
32
33

16
10
20
11

27
6
13

10
18

39
12
67
62
72
44
12
69
30
58
12
40
26
54
7
41
20
54
25
74
36
20
57
70
-------Total . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 720
219
868
584
Per cent . ........
77
23
60
40

1882...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1883 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
1884....................
1885 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
1886 ..... ·······•• ......
1887 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ..

The conclusion is irresistible that a greater amount of material has
been obtained for the Academy under the competitive system than by
direct selection. It would, perhaps, be best to prescribe certain uniform and general rules for the conduct of competitive examinations;
rules that would be observed at all such examinations throughout the
country. All young men intending to compete should first be sent
before a board of at least two competent surgeons for physical e:x::amination, and those found qualified in this particular should be furnished
with a certificate to that effect by the surgical board. A member of
the surgical board should not serve as a member to inquire into the
mental qualifications of candidates. The surgeon's certificate should
not state the degree of physical qualifications, as that A, B, and O are
fully quaJified, but C has a better development than the others. All
who pass the physical inspection should come before the board for mental examination on a perfect equality, as is the rule at West Point.
Oases have been brought to the attention of the Board where candidates
competing for appointment have been defeated by the slight difference
in the marks given on the physical examination of competitors. There
should be no competition in physical development.
In COI,lSidering the examination papers of competing candidates, the
character and disposition of the candidates should be given careful consideration. The minds of young men naturally turn to a particular
profession or calling. Some will turn to science or theology; others to
~aw or medicine; others to the Army or Navy; and others to mechan- .
rns and business. Yet all these, impelle<l. by the novelty of the contest,
and the natural ambition of youth to excel his fellows, migllc appear
b~fore the examining board. We believe that the element of character,
considered with regard to adaptability to the military service, should
enter into this competition to some extent. Thus, a young man haviug
no taste or incliuation for military service might perform correctly five
examples in arithmetic, while the young man wJJo exhibited unquestionable promise as a soldier might be passed over because his work
showed an error in one of tht; five arithmetical questions. The more
studious young man being selected frequently discovers after entering
upon the West Point course that the life of a soldier is distasteful, and
if he does not become negligent in discipline and indifferent in study
and drop out for deficiency, he resigns before half through with the
course. As far as it can be done with prudence and fairness, all things
being equa,l, or nearly so, so far as physical and mental qualifications
are concerned, candidates should be recommended who manifest a nat-

•
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ural taste for the military service, and who exhibit those unmistakable
traits of character that give promise of making good soldiers. There
is excellent reason why these peculiar qualifications should be given a
fixed value or rating in making up the 8tamlard of qualification for competitive examinations. Those who possess them, in addition to the other
qualifications, form the class. of youth the Government needs for its
militar,v service, and for which it is seeking to educate and train at the
CJ. S. Military Academy.
STA'.l'ISTICS OF THE ACADEMY FROM

1838 TO 1887.

The accompanying table shows the number of candidates appointed
to the Military Academy, the number rejected a"nd cause for rejection,
the number admitted, and the number grad\1ated for the forty-nine
years ending August 31, 1887 :

1838 .. : • . . . . .
1839.........
1840. . . . . . . . .
1841.. . . . . . . .
1842.........
1843 . . . . . . . .

132
91
106
131
144
77

1846 . . . . . . . .
1847. . . . . . . . .
1848.........
1849. . . . . . . . .
1850. . . . . . . . .
1851
1852 . . . . . . . . .
1853 . . .. . _..
1854. . .......
1855. . . . . . . • .
1856. . .. .. . .•
1857 . . . . . . . . •
1858 . . . . . . • . .
1859 . . . . . . . .
1860.........
1861.. ... .. ..
1862 . . . . . . . . .
1863 . . . . . . . .
1864..... . ...
1865 . . . . . . . .
1866 . ..... ...
1867.........
1868 . . . . . . . . .
1869. ... .. . . .
1870 . ... . . . . .
18il . . . . . . . .
1872 . · · . .. . . .
1873 . .. .. ....
1874 · · · · . - - .
1 75. - · - . - . . .
1816 . ... . .. . .
1 11 .. .. . ....
187 · · · · · · ·.
1 70. · · ... .•.
l O . . . .•. . .
l Ill. · ····...

121
84
84
95
98
81
102
91
120
99
101
132
108
91
81
148
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126
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101
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84
121
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200
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2
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4
: :::: ::::: :::::
8 : : : ::
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1
12
4
2
5
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1
5
2
8
7
9
1
2
7
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15 I 10
3
1
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17
13
13
7
7
4
54
42 1 40
4
16
5
24
15
22
11
2
1
9
17
18
15
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1
14
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49
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13
7
18- - - - -· · · ·
46
36
19
4
2
2
12
35
21 I ao
6
3
8
fl)
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a
a
10
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8a
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a -- · i ·
13
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l I 2
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4
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5
3
4
20
6
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2
1
1
2:2
3
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9
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4
1
1
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16
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. . . ..
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22
7
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5
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1

111
76
84
114
109
60
75
81
103
74
81
RB
90
71

90
83
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80
73

82
75
60
7!
108
81
99
73

74
70
55
76
7-0
6S
78
95
118
1>9
121

98

98
102

46 1
~3
:22

27 1
---i---,

5
12
17

9
7
1

4

383

204

2a 1 1oa 1561

24
41

I

45
31
42
5'3
56
39
25
41
59
3
38
43
44
42
43
52
46

34
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3
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22
41
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r

25
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41

63
M
39
58
41
5i
41
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STATISTICS RELATING TO 'l'HE CLASS OF

1887.

The statement given below shows the casualties in the class of 1887
during the four years of the term. Attention i.s directed to the fact
that this class lost by " turned back" 18 members . . Of those turned
back onlv 8 remain. Six of these 8 had not attained that degree of
proficiency to warrant their proceeding with the class they started with.
It is believed they will all g-raduate iu 1888. The figures demonstrate
the correctness of General Merritt's views touching cadets of doubtful
· proficiency at the J auuary examination following a<lmission.
Number appointed June and August. ...•...........•.......................... 2:l5
Rejected by Academic Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 56
Rejected by Medical Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
3

t:~11~et3 !;t~I!t~~~t ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: :::: ~: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: : :: : :: :: :: :: :~:::::::: ::
Alternates for whom no vacancies exist .................•..••.....•.... - - - .

2
~
9

94

Admitted ............... --~- .......•.... ·--~ .......................•.... 141
Discharged, deficient January, 1884 .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .•.. .... .... .... ..... . 18
Discharged, deficient June, 1884 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 10
Turned back, June, ll-384 ................................•. -~-- ...... .. ..
8
Resigned and dismissed first yeai· of term ....... _ ...•.•.••...•........ - . . . . 25
Disharged, deficient January and June, 1885 .. .. .... ..•.. •. ..•• .... .... ..
7
Turned back .................................. - - - - -- - - - · · - - · · · · · · · · · -· · · · ·
~
Resigned second year of term .................... __ •.• _. _.•... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
1
Discharged, deficient January and June, 1886.... ..•. ..•••. ...••. ...... ....
1
Turned back..............................................................
1
Died .......... ·.... _.. _...... _.. _.............. ____ • _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
82

Joined from previous classes ............ ·" ..•••....... ·... : .• ·•• .•.. ...... .•••••

59
5

Number graduated ................................•...........•••• ~--·..

64

STRENGTH OF THE CORPS OF CADETS.

The present strength of the corps of cadets is 304, divided as follows:
First class . .. ........................................ ___ . __ ....... _.... __ .. __ . 45
· Second class ............. _•••........ __ ..................•... _... _..... _. . . . . . 53
Third class ... __ ....•.. _............. _..............• _•...... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
Fourth class •... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 129
Total ..........•.....•........ __ .. ..............•.•.. .. .•..........• __ . . • . 304
Vacancies ............... _.................•.... __ .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . 41

345

The legal maximum strength of the cadet corps is 344. A young
gentleman from Guatemala is receiving military instruction at the
Academy under a joint resolution of Congress, which explains the addition of one to the number of cadets fixed by the statutes.
The report of the committee on admissions and appointments to the
Academy will be found in the appendix, marked Exhibit H.
1'HE MILITARY ACADEMY AS A REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTION. •

It can not be successfully maintained that there has been favoritism
or exclusiveness iu the selection of young men .for the Military Acaderi.1y.
Its students have been drawn from all ranks and classes of the people,
and it may be correctly aid that the corps of cadets is a typical representative body of the American people. The lower House of Congress
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is not more representative in this respect than the corps of cadets.
The annexed table shows the oc.cupations of the parents of candidates
for admission to the Academy for the past forty-five years, the period
covered being from W42 to 1887.
Occupations.
Author ....... ..•.........••...•..••..•• ~ ..
Artists ......... .............. ............ .
Auctioneer ...........•••...•.....•..•.....
Brewer .............•...•••••..............
Butcher ..•.••.....•...•...••..............
Collector .................•...••.••...... .
Conductor ...........•••..••••••...........
Cook ..........•.....•••.•. ....•...•...•...
Dairyman .. .......•.••••....••............
Detective ...............•••••..............
Distiller ...................•••.•......•....
Express business ......................... .
Inspe<.:tor of police ...............•... .. ...

~;t~J:.~fe~~e::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::
Superintendent of prison ................. .
Librarian . ...... . .....•••...........•......

¥:::E!.!:i~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Business manager of newspa
..•........
Prison warden... . . . .......•.••...........

~~~~~~11'.~~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::
Steward ............•..•••...•.....•.......

~~!fci~~~·:::
:::::: ::::: ::: :: ::: :::: :::: :: :
Overseers ...•...•.••.....•.•••••.....•••••.
Policemen .....••...••.•••••••...•....••...
Politicians .........•.•••.•••.. .......•.•...
Printers ............ ...................... .
Architects ...........•..•••.•.•.......•••..
Barbers .......... ....•...........•.. ...... .
Gardeners ....... ..... .•........•..........
J ournaliste . . . . . • • . . . . . . .. ............... .
Photographers .•........•..••..•.•...••...
Stock clealers .....•........•......•.......•
Bakers .............•.••..•..•.. . . . ........
Lumbermen ..•...............•........• . ..
Millers .......................••...........
Pre8idents of colleges .................... .
Publishers ......•....•......•.•••..........

Num·
ber.
1

Occupations.
Supe,::intendents of schools .....•.... -....

i t~J':it~kse;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·
1 Enlisted men ...........•........ -.. -. -. - ·
1
1
1

1
}

Nurserymen ............•.................
Dentists .. .. . ..... .. ...... . ....... · ... -·
Secretaries ............................. .
~eculators ............................. - ·
M?a~s of corporations . .. .... . . ...•. · · • · · ·

t Iiifi;~t~~)ii~~~i)~i~~~~~~~::~:~~~;

1
1
1

Laborers . ..... ..... . . . . .......... . · · · · · · ·
Officers of volunteers ............... . · · · · ·
Professors .... .. . ...........•..•••.. · · · - · ·

1
1
1

~t~r~c:&.~~ss:: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Members of Congress . . •........... · · . ·. ·
Contractors .................. · ··· ··· ·· · · •·
Brokers ..... ... .... . ... . -·· .. · ··• ·· --· · ··
Railroad ....... .... ................. ··••··

~

~~t~:!~.:::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: ::

1
1
1
2
2

Editors .................. ···••·····•······
School·teachers ......... . . ..... . - · · -·•·•· ·
Hotel.keepers ... ........ ..•... · · · · · · · · · · ·

: ti~~~! ~r"ti~~·N~~;:;::::::::::::·.:::::::::

2
2
4

Officers of the Army ..... -.. · · • · · · · · · · · · · ·
Bankers and bank officers .... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Clerks ............. ..............••. .. ....

: g~i~a
~:i:~sci~ii°~ffi~~~~·:::::::::::::::
Manufacturers ............. . ···· · ··· · ···
8
8

6
4
4
4
4
5

Clergymen ...........•.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
No occupation ... . . ......... ···•·•·····•· ·
Mechanics ...... .•...........• ········· ···
Physicians .... . .........•.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Lawyers and judges .. ............ ········
Merchants .... .......... ....•. . ...........
Farmers and planters ...... - .• - • ·. · · · · - - ·

Num·
ber.
4
4

4
4
5

7
8
10
10
12
11
18
12
19
19
22
22
23
24
24
30
31
85
85
40
42
42
47
53
254
58
62
64
71

95
103
182
271
278
465
615
855

EXPENSES OF O.A.NDID.A.TES PRIOR TO ADMISSION.

The Board recommend that the regulation of the War Department
requiring candidates upon admission to deposit with the treasurer ot
the Military Academy the sum of $100 be rigidly enforced. Cases ~ay
arise when this rule should be suspended, but parents and guardia~
should be made to understand that the Government will not, except m
v~ry urgent cases, advance to the candidate, immediately O?- bei~g ad·
m1tted to the Academy, the neces ary money to furnish him with au
outfit. Congress makes no appropriation to cover such advance , and
the practice is of doubtful legality. In ca es where cadet are found
d ficient and discharged at the end of ix months there is a large lo
tained by the cadet fund if the cadet di charged be amon~ tlw e
wh~ neglect d to make a money depo it. Th uniform and articl
. qm1 m nt actually c t about 90 and if the cadet i obliged to becom
~nd bt d for thi amount ·he mu t uffer a great variety of inconven1 n · · and pr
tice the mo t rigid economy for at lea t two yea befi
h _can fr llim: lf fr m d bt. At the aval cadem~- the amount .
quir 'l t b d p ited y a candidate on admi ion i
201. Tb
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amo unt may be reduced to $174 by the candidate supplying himself
with articles of clothing not required to conform to the standard pattern, such as white shirts, underclothing, necessary toilet articles, etc.,
but except in very rare cases, and upon satisfactory evidence ~hat the
amount to purchase t he necessary outfit can not be raised by the candidate, the deposit is insisted upon as a condition precedent to admission.
In the circular issued by t he W ar Department for the information of
candidates, under the head of ': Expenses of candidates prior to admission," is the following paragraph :
The expenses of a candida t e for board, washing, lights, etc., after he has reported
and prior to admission , w ill be about $10. Immediately after being admitt ed to the
institution he must be provided wit h an outfit of unifor.m, the cost of which will be
about $90, making a tot,al s um of $100, which must he deposited with the treasurer of
the Academ y before the candid:1.te is admitted. It is best for a candidate to take with
him n? more money t h an will d efray his traveling expenses, and for _the paren~ or
guardian to send to " T he Treasurer U. S. Military Academy" the reg u1red deposit O.C
$100. Any deviation fro m t he rule as t o the amount or manner of making the deposif
mu~t be explained in writing , by the parent or guardian of the candidate, to the Su .
permtendent of the Acarlemy.
·

. Pa.rents and guardians should be governed by the foregoing instruct10ns in preparin~· their sons and wards for admission to the Academy!
ap.d .the authorities at the .Academy should strictly observe them. Candidates should take with them to the Academy three white shirts, 9
change of underclothing, and a few pocket handkerchiefs. All supplie~
may be purchased at the Military .Academy at cost price, and as these
supplies are specially adapted to the n~eds of the cadets, it is better tc
obtain them at, the Academy. No article of civilian dress is permitted
to _be worn by cadets, even collars, cuffs, and shoes being of a prescribed and uniform pattern. It is better, tllerefore, for candidates to
take with them only such articles of clothing as they would take it
starting off for a journey of a few days.
ADVAN'.l'AGES OF A MONEY DEPOSIT.

To illustrate the difference between the financial standing with the
treasurer, of cadets who have and those who have not deposited the
re_quired amount on admission, the Board present two accounts, which
' will be found in the ap~endix attached to Exhibit J-A. In one case a
deposit of $100 was made; in the other $13.90. Two .months thereafter, at the August settlement, the former was indebted to the Government to the amount of $38.63, while the latter's indebtedness was
$120.11. Twelve months thereafter the settlement of the accounts of
the same two cadets showed that the one who made the larger deposit
had reduced his indebtedness to $1.35, while the other still owed $31.21.
An examination of the items charged will show that the former- purchased a number of necessary articles and a few that were not necessary, which the latter denied himself because of his large indebtedness.
The annual pay of a cadet is sufficient to supply all that is needed to
make him comfortable, but reasonable economy must be exercised to
m~ke his pay do this. The cadet is not permitted to handle any money.
His pay is drawn and disbursed for him oy the treasurer of the Academy in the manner explained in the appendix. (See Exhibit E-A.)
No allowance is made to cadets for traveling expenses to the Academy.
The regulations of the Naval Academ_y provide:
_Each naval cadet, one month after admission, will be credited with the amount of
his actual expenses in traveling from his home to the Academy.
A ?aval cadet who voluntarily resigns his appointment within a year of the time
of his admission to the Academy will be reqmred to refund the amount paid him for
traveling expenses.
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The adoption of a similar regulation at the Military Academy wou!u
materially assist the candidates who are sons of parents of limiteu
~nancial means, particularly those who come from the more distant sections of the country. All cadets discharged from the Military Academy
are furnished the necessary funds to carry them home, whether or uot
they deposited money with the treasurer on being admitted. Upon
graduation cadets are allowed the mileage :fixed for officers of the
Army when traveling under orders, and are paid for the distance between West Point and the post or station to which they are assigned
by the War Department.
FISCAL .A.FF AIRS .A.ND POLICE ADMINISTRATION.

The :fiscal affairs of the Academy (see appendix, Exhibits E and F) are
in charge of Capt. Wm. F. Spurgin of the Twenty-first Infantry. ~he
administration of this officer shows remarkable ability, and his fidelity
to the interests of the Government is equaled by the great zeal displayed in watching over the physical comfort of the cadets. Captain
Spurgin's duties art3 comprehensive arid complicated, laborious and continuous. U poil the admission of the candidate Captain Spurgin takes
charge of, registers, and opens an account with him ; supplies him with
all his room furniture, including bedding; causes him to !Je measure_d
for all the articles of uniform, from shoes to hat, a::1d supermtends their
manufacture, for which he purchases all the supplies; provides for his
subsistence and superintends the preparation and service of his meals;
washes and mends his clothing; keeps a store to furnish stationery,
trimmings, dry goods, toilet and other articles permitted by cadet regulations; conducts a tailoring establishment, a shoe manufactory, and a
laundry, and in addition to all this draws the money from the Trea~u~y
appropriated for the pay of cadets; disburses and accounts fo~ it m
the manner explained in his report to the committee on fiscal affan's and
police administration, which will be found in the appendix, marked
Exhibit F-A.
In the discharge of these multifarious ·duties Captain Spurgin bas
displayed not only remarkable intelligence and fidelity, but remar~able talent~ and particularly in bis management of the cadet m~ss. This
department is administered with the highest degree of efficiency and
commendable ecouomy. The Board believe that in the conduct of the
cadet mess Captain Spurgin has attained the maximum of excellence
with a minimum of cost. The food is carefJllly selected, well prepared
and cooked, served in a manner to invite appetite, is abundant, _wholesome, and varied. The kitchen, which undergoes the personal mspecti~n pf Captain Spurg'ill when each meal is being prepared, is well supplied and kept in a high state of cleanline s and order .
. The_ cadet dining ball bas been renovated and improved and, under the
chrect10n of General Merritt, a number of portrait of graduates of th
Academy who have achieved di tinction in the mHitary service of the
country have been hung upon it wall including tho e of Grant, John
~'. Reynold , Sedgwick, Abert, Ord, Schofield, Merritt, and Capt. Bradfor~l R. Alden, who was commandant from 1845 to 1852. Thee por
trait have been collected without expeu e to the Government, and ha'"
been d nated to the Military Academy with the understanding that
th~y ·hall be I pt on the wall of the cadet dining hall. Efforts are
berng- mad t add to the, portrait tho e f M ade, Thoma McPber·
011 , Lyon, an<l oth r di, tingui h d graduate, who are dead, as ell
th0 • who ar till living. Arrangement h'ave been. made to proco
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portraits of Generals Sherman and Sheridan, and it is expected these
will be ready to bang iu June next. The addition of such portraits to
the dining ball not only adds to its attractiveness, but furnishes the
cadets when at meals with themes for conversation, and can not fail to
exert a wholesome influence upon the minds of ibese young men who
are being trained to emulate the patriotism and heroism of the men
by whose portraits they are surrounded .
. General Merritt and Captain Spurgin, who conceived and inaugurated this plan of estabhshing a gallery of portraits of distinguished
&'raduates at West Point, deserve special commendation for ~heir efforts. Upon the occa8ion of the banging of the portrait of General U. S.
Grant in June last,, General Merritt. issued an order directing that the
buil<ling in whwh the ~adet dining ball is located should hereafter be
known as " Grant Hall " in all official communications. (See appendix
Exhibit F-0.)
A report from Capt. 0. W. Williams, assistant quartermaster, is furnished,_showing the manner in which supplies are purchased for the
military post of West Point. Captain Williams' report is printed in
the appendix, marked Exhibit E-B.
CADETS · AND CADE'l' SUPPLIES.

This department might have been properly included in that of fiscal
aftairs and police administration, but the subsistence and care of cadets
bears so important a relation to their mental progress, moral well-being,
and physical training th~t its investigation was assigned to a separ~t~ committee, whose report will be found in the appendix, marked Exh1b1t F, to which special attention is invited. Accompanying the report of the committee is a tabular statement sh,) wing· in detail the
annual cost of provisions, property, etc., issued and consumed at the
cadet mess for a period of thirteen _years, and the annual amount
charged for board during the same period. This statement is accompanied by a clear and full explanation of the methods of purchasing
a~d issuing supplies for the mess, and many details connected therewith that will be found interesting and instructive. .~ his statement is
marked Exhibit F-A in the appendix.
Accompanying the report of this committee is another tabular statement showing in detail the amount of work turned out by the cadet
laundry during the year ending April 30, 1887, together with the prices
charged. An addition is very much needed to the laundry, for which
an appropriation of $5,000 is asked, and which the Board recommend to
Congress. (See appendix, Exhibit F-B.)
The Board earnestly approve the recommendation made by the committee for the continuance of Captain Spurgin in charge of this department. and invite the special attention of the War Department to his
intelligent aud efficient services in this branch, and to the commendations and recommendations of Boards of Visitors for the past four
years. His position is one requiring great industry, good executive
ability, adaptability and taste for the peculiar duties required, and approved integrity. Other officers might perhaps be found who would
continue in a satisfactory manner the system established by Captain
Spurgin, but the Board believe mauy experiments woulrl be made at
large cost of mone.r, and the sacrifice,of the present comfort and discipline of the corps of cadets, before an officer would be discovered who
would discharge the duties of this position with the same degree of efficiency and :fidelity as is displayed by Captain Spurgin. The interests
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of the Government, as well as those of the Academy, will be best prom?t~d by the ~etention of Captain Spurgin so long as he is able aud
w1l1mg to perform his present duties.
In this connection the Board reproduce extracts from the report of
the Board of Visitors for 1886, which might be supplemented by similar c~m1mendations from the reports of preceding Boar<ls. This report
obtams additional force from t,he fact that it was written by General
Egbert L. Viele, who graduated at West Point in 1846:
It is not often that in positions of the kind lield by tlio treasurer of the post and
cadet fund the occupant is fonnd so thoronghly devoted to his dnty and to the interest given him in charge as in the case of the present treasurer at Wel!lt Point. " " "
The duties of the fiscal officer include the very important duty of provi~ing the_n_ecessary food for the cadets, and its proper preparation. No more respons1b1e pos1t10n
c_ould be held in connection with the Military Academy, and no one who is not pe~uharly fitted for these dutiet:i euuld Jiseh,trge them witll t:latisfaction . There is nothmg
connected with the life of a soldier upon which so much depends as the proper cooking of his ration. At the same time, there is nothing a soldier suffers from more than
badly cooked food. * * * Even more important is this mtttter of cooking to the
young men who are being trained for a soldier's lite and a soldier's duties. The close
and unremitting attention to study demanded from the cadet, as well as the constant
<l:ill and exercise to which he is subject, requires, above all thiugs, that the food furmshed to him should be of the most nutritive character and so prepared as to be
readily digested. This has not always been the case at the Aca<lemy.
The present system is not only an immeasurable improvement on that of for.mer
years in the quality and preparation of food, but, in addition, it is now served m a
cleanly, orderly, and refined manner, in the pla.ce of the former offensive surroundings. The very odor of the old mess was revolting to an extreme degree. The present arrangement and conduct of the cadet mess seems to the Board of Visitors to be
above criticism, and the economic manacrement by which sucli a variety is secured at
imch a reasonable cost is certainly worthy of all praise.
Captain Spurgin undoubtedly possesses rare qualitfes for the duties to ~hich he
bas been assigned. . The eminent success of his administration of the comm1S8ary t_lepartment could not have been accomplished without a peculiar talent (not ~eantl_.\·
found), and the Board unites in the recommendation that no change be made m !bis
officer's detail so long as he is able and willing to perform his duty as he is now domg.
ORDNA.NOE .A.ND .A.RM.A.MENT,

The report of the committee on ordnance and armanent (see appendi~, Exhibit G) will doubtless be found of special interest to Oongre
in view of the.importance that attaches to this general subject, and the
wide discussion it has received and is still receiving in this and other
countries. It will be seen from the report of the committee that the ~ppliances at the Military Academy for proper and thorough instruct10u
in the use of artillery, particularly of large guns for purposes of conducting offensive and defensive warfare, are deficient, and the Bo~rcl
earne tly urge upou Congress the propriety and necessity of supplymg
tlle Academy with at lea8t one modern gun of the style and caliber recommended by the committee, as well a, samples of the most imp~oved
field artillery and ammunition. There can be uo doubt that the mter·
e ts of the military 'ervice require that the cadets should be made f~miliar with the guns and appliance they will be called upon to use ID
ca e of actual ho tilities, and therefore gun of the most improved patt rns ' hould be npplied for their in truction.
.
Attention i also directed to that portion of the report of the comrmtt which dP-al with the ubject of an in tructed personnel for ea-co t
<l _f. ~ , and_ to the paper pre entecl by Captain Metcalfe and Profe r
Ii ·h1 , . b arm~ _on this ubject . . The papn of Captain l\Ietca!fe (.
a_pp '!l<hx, Exh1b1t G- ) explain the charact rand extent of them trn ·
~10 11 m r!ln n
_an l armament t th Acad my, the tyleof arm n.
m uch rn ru ti n, ·l
with remark on the pre eut course of JD·
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struction in this particu lar branch, and recommends certain changes in
connection therewith.
The paper of Professor Michie (see appendix,ExhibitG-B) will a lso be
found of great interest in connection with the general subJect of ordnance and armament and its study at the Military Academy. The
opinion expressed in this paper touching the value and utility of s_upplementing the West Point course of instruction by study and pr_act1cal
application at Willets Point, Fort Monroe, and Fort Leaven wortlus commended to Congress and the War Department. The Board would suggest to Congress that it would be wise poUcy to equip these three school
of instruction and application in such manner that offieers instructed by
them would be thoroughly equipped in tne several branches of military
science. The recommendation of Professor Michie that the course of
theoretical and practical instruction at these schools should begin where
the West Point course terminates is commended to the consideration of
the War Department. The Board would further recommend to the ·
vVar Department that a system be adopted by which junior officers
shall be ordered, within a fixed period following grad uation at the
Academy, to these schools of instruction and application.
C.ADE'.1' EQUIPMEN'l' .AND OTHER CADET FUNDS.

Attention is directed to the explanation in response to a request ·
from the president of the Board, of the cadet equipment, cadet quar- ,
termaster, and cadet commissary funds, which is appended to this report and marked Exhibit J. It appears that the annual average·
amount of the equipment fund on hand -is about $20,000, and that
amount is invested in United States bonds, the interest received therefrom ($850 per annum) being expended in renewing and repairing
cadet mess furniture, and in other directions for the comfort of the
cadets. The manner in which the other cadet funds accrue and their
method of disbursement are fully set forth in the paper alluded to.
The Board would urge the attention of Oongress to these several
funds. Their administration is highly creditable to the academic authorities, and they are scrupulously used to contribute to the comfort of the cadets in the absence of adequate provision for this purpose·
by Congress. The equipment fund is peculiarl.v the oersonal and private fund of the cadets, formed from the $4 contributej to it by each
of them every month for the purchase of uniform and equipments aftertheir graduation. The other funds described were accumulated from
the profits charged on supplies furnished cadets prior to the passageof the act of August. 1876. Such profits no longer exist, and thereforeno additions are made to these several funds, all supplies now being·.
furnished cadets at actual cost. But the Board respectfully submit to
Oongress that the proceeds of these funds should not be used to eke
out deficiencies in the annual appropriations made by that body. · It
will be observed from the report that, according to the records of thetreasury of the Academy, $35,983, the accumulation of savings madefrom cadet allowances, was expended in erecting buildings at West
Point, and that, except $5,000 expended in 1858 and 1859, the entire
a mount named was expended since 1867. In 1874 a store-house was
erected from this cadet fund at a cost of $11,724, and subsequently
$2,127 was expended from the same fund to add a mansard roof~
making the building cost $13,851. In addition to $35,983 accounted
for, the treasurer reports other buildings erected from cadet funds, but
which do not appear on the records of his office. The rent received
892.1-w 87--50
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. fro~ these buildings, as well as that received from the hotel, after detraymg the cost of repairs, is applied to the cadet mess, as explained
m the_treasurer's report. The aggregate received for rent of these
buildings, including $2,000 received from the hotel, is $3,000. One of
~he cadet buildings is occupied by the Government, for which no rent
is collected, the accounting officers refusing to allow an expenditure·
for this purpose.
The Board believe that Congress should provide the necessary funds
to erect all buildings required for the use of the Academy, and that
provision should be made in like manner for renewal of furniture and
necessary repairs. Coal and other materials for the manufacture of
gas are furnished by the Government, but the. expense of converting
them is paid by the cadets, and the profits from this fund have been
used in former yea.rs to renew worn-out machinery and make improvements to the gas-house. In like manner the laundry was largely built
up by a tax on cadets. The erection of the buildings was required by
the exigencies of the time, and for the reason that no assistance could
be obtained from Congress. Finally, in 1876, Congress was induced to
take some steps to relieve the cadets from the tax previously imposed,
enacted that all supplies should be furnished at cost, and made some
additions to the Military Academy appropriation bill. The charge for
gas remains. This should be abolished, and Congress should make an
annual appropriation for gas supplied cadets.
ERECTION OF .A MEMORIAL HALL.

In connection with these cadet fonds the Board would recommend
t hat they be devoted to the erection at West Point of a memorial hall,
wbicb could be used for the graduating exercises in inclement weather,
social gatherings of the cadets, concerts, hops, etc., meeting,:; of the Association of Graduates, and other like purposes. Should such a ball be
erected former cadets who were taxed to create these several fund
would feel the same interest in it that would be felt by the cadets who
might ba enjoying it. Such a building is much needed at West Point,
and the Board believes this would be a good method to obtain it. The
interest on the equipment fund, and such other accumulation as may be
collected from time to time, could be devoted to its maintenance and
em hellish men t.
The question of erecting a memorial ball at West Point has been
frequently discussed. At the last meeting of the Association of Graduates, held at the Military Academy in June, 188 7, it was considered and
the following resolution presented:
"Resolved, Tbat, in the opinion of this association, a hall for the pre ·
erv_ation of works of art, historical record', given to the a ociation and
which may be hereafter donated, should be immediately bmlt."
It wa proposed thatthe Association of Graduates should build nch
a hall, but this should not be expected from a cla s of men who ha\"
not the pecuniary means to enter upon such an undertaking. Congr ~
bould_do this by means of a direct appropriation. But 11 r is an o~
portnmty to_ erect such a building without an appropriation of p~bh
mon y. Tl11 can be done by th Gcffernment reimlmr ing Urn ~1h~,
.i ',td 'tn)· fund for the money expeu<led in the erection of omldrn
for pul!lic ll-'<'· Th 'everal item referred to in the report of the tr a ·
u_r ,r t the cacl •my ag r gate nearly $36,000. Perbap. -0 00 add ·
tiou, l w, •xpencl •d from the cadet fun<l for like pnrpo e. which lion
1 turn <l .r t1i Govermneut.
This matter i. cordially commend
tb a t ntion of on<rr~ .
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HORSES FOR CA VALRY AND ARTILLERY EXERCISES,

The number of horses used in the instruction of cadets in cavalry
4',nd artillery exercises is insufficient. The total number of horses used
for these exercises is 80 which is the entire strength of the Academy
8tables. That number' is required for the caval~y exerci~es alo_ne.
• Horses used for riding can not be used in harness without ~er10usly impairing their efficiency for the former service. At West Pomt the same
horses are used for both cavalry and artillery exercises, and this double
,service impairs their _efficiency for both. The light battery consists of
six guns and as many caissons. These require the services of 48 horses,
-exclusive of those necessary to mount the officers. The stables should
be increased by at least 50 horses, which would give the required number for the light battery, and thus enable . the riding horses to be re-s erved exclusively for cavalry exercises. A communication on this
:subject, prepared at the request of the president of the Board, will be
found in the appendix, marked Exhibit K. Should Congress make provision for the erection of additional barracks for the accommodation of
,e nlisted men, the Board would suggest that one of the mounted batteries of the U. S. Artillery might be stationed at West Point. This
would supply for the use and instruction of cadets a well-equipped light
battery, without additional cost to the Government.
WEST POINT COMPARED WITH OTHER NATIONAL MILITARY SCHOOLS.

Comparisons are frequently m~de in the newspaper and periodical
press between West Point and similar military schools of Europe, and
.as a rule West Point is made to suffer in such comparisons. The
U. S. Military Academy could be made more efficient than it is if Con.g ress would advance the standard for admission and give the institution that fostering care that it should receive. But, with all its defi-ciencies and hinderances to advancement, it can not justly be made to
suffer in comparison with the national military schools of other countries. An English gentleman,* whose large experience with European
.armies as a :field correspondent of the London press led .him to examine the various national military schools, recently visited West Point.
His views touching the general efficiency of the U.S. Military Academy
were published in a series of letters in the New York World. In comparing West Point with Woolwich and Sandhurst, the two national
military schools of England, the writer alluded to says:
. The advantage, as it seems to me, of the American plan is that every officer enterm g the Army m ust know in theory at least how to handle '' the three arms," th at is,
·?avalry, artillery, and infantry, and must besides have a good idea of the supply serv·1ces. So m uch is ground into him at West Point. In the British army he can not get
this knowledge as a rule until he goes to the Staff College, and then only from books,
n ot practically, as on t h e plateau overlooking the lovely Hudson Valley. Under the
.Ameri can scheme of educa tion ther e could not arise such a misfortune for the cou n try
as ~he creation of wh at has for a long time been a curse in Great Britian-that is, the
artillery "ring." "' "' "' W oolwich is, in a way, t h e ark of the covenant, a nd i t is
fiat blasphemy t o say or do a nything which seems likely to interfere with its pri vileges.

.

In the case of West Point there is no such exclusiveness, and n either can it be said
of its alumni, as may be said of the whole body of British officers, that some of them
are overeducated and most of them are undereducated-professionally speaking, of
cour~e. All the officers from West Point are not equally educated; probably no two
men rn the world are; and even if they could be the influences of a bright intellectual home, be i~ rich or be it poor, will always tell in after life in enabling a man to
m ake the readiest use of the knowledge he has. But every officer trained at West
Point, whether he go s into the engineers or the artillery or the cavalry, or the in-

,. Mr. Charles Williams.
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fantry or the ordnance (as Englishmen would say, ordnance stores), has the same
chance as every other, and there is no probability when they go respectively to Willets Point, or Fortress Monroe, or Fort Leavenworth that they will there develop
what is really a class distinction.
.
I know, indeed, of no establishment in the whole world in which the principle of
putting and keeping every pupil on the same pecuniary level and preventing him
from receiving aid of any sort from hpme is carried out as it is at West Point . Indeed, I know of none other where it has ever been trie·c1 or where it could possibly be
carried out. But evidently it in no way affects the bearing of those in statu pupillari.
It would not be possible to find in any part of Europe a more manly an~ a more gentlemanly set of young fellows than West Point at present holds. Their moral conduct is equal to their physical. bearing, and even the rawest of them have apparentl_y
caught already the excellent spirit of the place, while it only needs to look at their
faces to see that they are, in spite of hard mental work and severe training, as happy
as the day is long.
.
•
·
..
A good deal has been said from time to time about the alleged needless length of
the course at West Point and its too great thoroughness. There is n~ ~oubt that t1?-e
two [four] years' course on the Hudson is equal to that at any military school m
Europe, not even excepting the academy at Berlin. And cadets who have been two
[four] years at West Point would be most valuable in any army.
At the same time, it is needful to consider the nature of the duties the cadets, when
commissioned, .h ave to perform. In the U. S. Army many duties fall to young officers
which in other services fall to their seniors, who should have learned in the s?ho?l _of
experience. And so long as the U. S. Army is organized upon its present footmg it is,
I think, indispensable that each officer should be from the first in se ipso totus teres
atque rotundus-an all-round self-contained man. * * * I only wish England had
such an institution, and that English cadets had such a variety of wholesome food so
well cooked.

The opinions of this English writer, whose experience with armies in
the field and investigations into military education make him a co_mpe- tent as well as intelligent critic, are commended to those Americans
who can find lit,tle to approve in the U. S. Military Academy and whose
prejudiced judgment leads them to belittle and undervalue the institutions of their own country when comparing them with those of the countries of Europe.
THE ANNUAL COST OF MAINTAINING THE MILITARY ACADEJfY.

. The expense of maintaining- the Military Academy is not so great as
1s popularly supposed. It is frequently asserted on the :floors of Congress, where the exact facts should be known, and in the public press,
which has ample facilities to be correctly informed on this subject, that
to maintain the U.S. Military Academy costs annually a greater s~m
than is really expended for that· purpose. In considering this quest10n
tlrn mistake is made of charging against the Academy the entire ~m
total of the annual appropriation act, allowing no credit or reduction
for the unexpended balances covered back into the Treasury. Below
will be found a tabular statement prepared for the Board from the book_·
of the Treasury Department tllat shows the several amounts appropn~ted ancl expended for the Military Academy during the ten years endmg June 30, 1887 :
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A.rnounfs appropriated Jo1· cnrrent pay and expense , amounts a_ctually expende<!J and
amounts exp ended on bnildings and grounds for th e ten years ending Jwie 30, 1 , ,

Year ending June 30-

I Total
Appropriated l Expended
Exp('.ln~ed i amount
for pay and for pay and
current ex- current ex- for bmldmgs I actually
and gounds. / expended.
penses.
penses.
I

1878 ••••...•..• ••••.•••• •..•..•...• ·••··· · •....
1879 .... ·•·••••••••· ...... ·• •·•• .•••.• - ......••.
1880 .•••.•• . •··•• · . ... ·····••••• .••..•....•..•..
1881. ....••.•••..•.... .. ... . ••••••.••...•..•.••.
1882 .....••..•••.•.••..••..•...••.••.•••.••.....
1883 . ••...•..•.•• ~ .. •.. .•.•. . •... •• ..••· •••.•••.•
1884 .....••..••..••..........• .. .. •···••··••· .••.
1885. ·········-·········· ..........••..••.•••...
1886 ..•..••.•••• ••.•• . . .••...••.....•. . .....•...
l:887 .•••. ·•···•· .. .•.• • ...•.... - ....•...•..•....

$253,077
268, 130
251,655
236, 952
227,823
269,247
255,083
271,457
282,186
270,743

$284,904
266,930
265,547
279,324
282,562
290, ~87
270,307
297, 683
294,285
287,785

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • . • •• • •• . • • . . . · 2,828, 6141
Annual average ..............•.............. -- . - - -- - - -

2,586,353
258,635.30 . .....

$1,700
25,872
53, 099
37,000
39,830
70,267
30,354
17,167
14,317
16,000

$254, 777
294, 002
305,654
273,952
267,653
339,514
285,437
28/l, 624
296,503
286, 743

2,892,859
~~~·-~~~ ./ 289,285.90

I

It will be observed that the average annual expenditures for tbe
period covered by the table was $258,635, which is about one-fourth the
annual cost of maintaining a single regiment of infautry, and about
one.half the amount annually expended by the State of Pennsylvania in
the training of her national guard. Including the amount expen_d ed for
buildings and grounds the average annual expenditures were $289,286.
The aggregate cost of maintaining the .Academy, includiug cost of buildings and grounds, for the past ten. years was less than the sum required
for the construction of one of the steel cruisers recently authorized by
Congress.
The British Government expends annually to maintain Woolwich
$160,000, and to maintain San<lhurst, exclusive of expenditures for buildings and works, $215,000, in all $375,000, or $100,000 in excess of tbe
annual average expended at West PoiDt. Then there is this difference
in the two systems: The United States bears all the -expenses of its
cadets, while the British cadet is required to contribute largely for his
subsistence. In referring to this point Mr. Williams, the writer previously quoted, fell into the common error that the cost of maintaining
~be U. S. Military Academy was nearly <louble what it is, and therefore
m excess of the -expenditures for the British system. But considering West Point as the more expensive system that writer says:
I£ the United States were to support the West Point Academy for the same class of
pupils as ~re to be found at ·woolwicb and Sandbunit, they might as well call upon
those receiving ·the instruction to do as they do in England and contribute towards
the cost. Then, no doubt, the expenses of West Point might be reduced, but the
principle of equal rights would not be maintained, and it would be worse for the
pu~il_s in another than the pecuniary sense, for they would lose their present priceless
trammg in ecomony and self.restraint.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

Attention is specially directed to the report of the committee on
buildings and grounds, which will be found attached to this report and
marked Exhibit I. The urgent necessity for additional buildings is
fully set forth in the report of the committee. The old frame buildings
occupied as quarters by t.hose of the enlisted men who are married are
not fit for human habitation, and are as discreditable to the Gov-ernment as tlley are uncomfortable to those who are obliged to occupy
• therr:i. At the la~ t ession of Congress an appropriation was made to
erect " Rixt u sets of quarters for enlisted men and their families, to
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be built of brick, and in sets of four each, each set to contain four
rooms." To build these sixteen sets of quarters, which represent sixteen four-room houses, the sum of $14,000 was appropriated.
It is respectfolly submitted to Congress that it is neither good poli<'.!y
nor wise economy to erect dwelling-houses at West Point at a total
~ost for each house of less than $1,000. While such buildings should not
tle orna,te and embellished, they should be made attractive on the o-qtside
and comfortable within. The Government should do as much in this
direction for its tenants as is usually done by the most exacting of individual landlords. West Point is so prominent as a national institution
that ·everything connected with it should be made worthy of a school
that is regarded, at home and abroad, as typical of the American Nation. National pride, as well as a decent regard for the comfort of the
soldier, who is no less a citizen because he has surrendered his personal
privileges in devoting himself exclusively to the service of the Government, should induce Oongress to furnish funds suffici~nt to make these
dwelling-houses comfortable and commodious, and that they might be
supplied with those conveniences necessary to the maiutenance of good
health. It is but fair to observe in this connection that Congress votedt
for the erection of these dwelling-houses, the full amount of the estimate presented by the authorities of the Academy, and the Board notice with regret that these authorities should manifest such a degree of
indifference to the moral well-being and physical comfort of enlisted
men and their families as to make plans for dwelling-houses upon the
same principle that plans for barracks were made fifty years ago, ~hen
little was known of hygienic laws and when the most simple samtary
agencies of the present day were unknown. In their report the committee on buildings and grounds very pertinently sa.y:
There is no true practical economy in erecting for quarters, for enlisted men ~ho
are married, buildings which are so small and cramped as not to afford adequate light
and air, and room for ordinary comforts. The new quarters recently constructed
" * " are too small. The addition of a few hundred dollars to the cost of each
would have made them ample 1n size and comfortable in arrangement. ~ " *
Either married men should not be enlisted, and no attempt made to provide quarters
for families, or suitable and adeq nate provision 1:1hould be made. What is done should
be well done.

The necessity for the immediate erection of store-houses to protect
the public property is plainly apparent. In consequence of this deficiency quartermaster's stores are required to be packed in the attics of
the enlisted men's quarters, and frequently such istores an<l other valuaole property are left exposed to the weather, resulting in damage and
loss. The Board recommend that an appropriation be made to erect
building of sufficient capacity to protect tlie public property.
THE CADET LAUNDRY.

An addition should be made to the cadet laundry. During the winter
the _capacicy of the laundry i equal to the <lemand made upon it, but
d~rrng the ·ummer month it can not, with pr ent facilities, keep n1>
with th r quirem nts. Thi. exten ion wa recommended by the la ·t
Board f Vi itor and an e timate theT for wa submitted to Oougre
T · r
tfully urge that provi ion be made for thi exten ·ion in che
appr pri tion to be madP, for the llext fi cal yf>ar. The amount of work
P
r_m cl at the laundry during th tw Ive month ending April ~
1 · 1 1 h wn in pap r prepar <.l by the commi ar of caclet . I~ 1
• Pl nd d t tb r I rt f th c mmirt
n ec d t,· , n<l aclet upph
Exhibit F-B. Thi exhibit will h<! fonrnl p ciall,\· intere tin . It
d.

rr
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shows in detail the number of pieces laundried, as well as the cost per
piece. Thus it will be seen that there passed through the laundry
during the period named 79,354 collars, at a cost of 1 cent each; 38,813
pairs of cuffs, at 2 cents each; 38,139 pairs socks, at 2 cents each; 34,618
pairs white gloves, at 2 cents each; 56,863 handkerchiefs, at 2 cents
each; 27,994 under shirts and 26,981 pairs drawers, at 2 cents and 1 cent
each, respectively ; 8,028 white shirts and 4,684 night-shirts, at 3 cents
and 2 cents each, respectively; 33,337 pairs white trousers, at 4 oents
each; .49,909 t ow~ls, at 2 cents each, etc.
CAV.ALRY BARRACK,

For several years past every Board of Visitors has directed attent!on
to the urgent need for the erection of barracks for the accommodation
of the cavalry detachment near the site occupied by the cavalry stables,.
and recommended an appropriation therefor. This Board respectfu1ly
renew these recommendations. The quarters now occupied by the cavalry detachment are located nearly one mile from the stables.· No argument is needed to establish the inconvenience, absurdity, and positive
loss of time and money in continuing the present arrangement. Several
times during every day of the·year the cavalrymen are obliged to march,
regardless of the weather, between their quarters and the stableR, the
first journey being performed at an early hour, before breakfast. No
discreet farmer or ranchman would tolerate such a system. Regardless
of any feeling for the enlisted men, business prudence would suggest
that the safety and protectio·n of the horses and other property require
that the barracks of the cavalrymen should be located near the stables
and riding hall. The Board recommend that the erection of cavalry
. barracks, sufficient to accommodate at least one hundred men, be authorized at the approaching session of Congress. The erection of these
barracks would reduce to that extent the necessity for the erection of
barracks to take the place of the old dilapidated frame buildings now
occupied in "Ca.mptown," and referred to in previous paragraphs of this
report. A suitable brick building, containing proper accommodations
for messing facilities, for bathing, etc., could be erected for $20,000 to
$25,000.
LACK OF ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC.

Attention is directed to the lack of accommodations for visitors to
West Point. Until within the past few years it seems to. have been
the policy of those charged with command at West Point to erect barriers for the purpose of discouraging the public from visiting the Post.
This policy was not directed by a desire to prevent public inspection
or hinder investigation, but sprung from the belief that the presence of
any considerable number of visitors would interfere with the studies of
the cadets, and would be harmful to the discipline of the corps. Under
this policy a feeling was created in the public mind that West Point
was an institution of exclusive and aristocratic tendencies, without
sympathy with the great body of people who maintained it, and much
of the popular prejudice that has heretofore prevailed towardi:; the
Academy is doubtless owing to this policy. Therefore it was that the
authorities gave no consideration to the public and made no provision
for their accommodation. Under the more liberal and enlightened
administration of recent years this policy of exclusiveness has disap~eared, and West Point has become a pleasant and attractive place
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for visitors, as the large crowds present at tbe daily maneuvers and
parades of the corps of cadets abundantlv testify.
In addition to the parents and relatives "of cadets, many of whom pass
:Several weeks at West Point during the summer months, large numbers
,o f people are daily brought from the city ,of New York on excursion
trains and boats. The close proximity of the Point to New York City,
the easy and cheap transit, the grandeur of the scenery along the Hudson River, the natural and acquired beauty of West Point, the historic
interest that attaches to it, and the general attractiveness presented by
the pomp and circumstance of militar) life and preparation, combine
to make the Point an attractive, interesting, and instructive resort for
the people. A large proportion of the daily visitors are women and
young persons under fifteen years of age.
There is not , only an utter lack of proper accommodations for these
visitors, but insu:fficent facilities to enable them to witness the parades
and evolutions of the corps of cadets. A few iron settees are arranged
along the walk bordering the north side of the parade ground. When
the corps is on parade these iron settees are supplemented by camp:stools that are broug·ht a considerable distance in a two-horse wagon,
.a ttended by five or six men, ~hose services are required to place the
=
Stools and to collect and store them after parade. The number of per-sons who can be thus seated is perhaps one hundred and fifty. Evening parade is always witnessed, and particularly during the period of
the annual examinations, by a large number of people. Seating accommodations could not be provided for all. without encroaching on the
parade ground, but the present accommodations can be readily increased
by the addition of iron settees, placed under ' the grand old elm trees
that protect and adorn the walk along the entire north side of the parade ground. In like manner a number of these settees should be placed
.along the walk leading from the quarters of the commandant of cadets,
,p assing Trophy Hill, and the siege and water batteries to the hotel.
'These additional seats would not only furnish accommodations for per.s ons attending the parades, drills, and exercises at the batteries, but
would enable visitors at all times to find places for much needed rest.
The Board earnestly recommend, in the interest and for the comfort of
the general public, an immediate appropriation to supply iron settees
.and iron stools, such as are generally found in the public parks of our
.large cities. At least fifty additional settees and as many stools should
,b e placed about the walks.
In this connection it is proper to direct attention to the fact that no
facilities are provided whereby strangers may obtain relief from urgent
calls of nature. Public decency, as well as regard for the corufort and
-h ealth of those temporarily at West Point, demand that .such facilitie
1be speedily supplied.
Attention was directed to this matter by the la t
Board of Visitors in the following language:
7

In th~ interest of public decency, and to prevent defilement of the ~~ounds, latrine
.and cop10us flow of water should be erected for public use. The M.ihtary Academy
a_ model in many respects, can well afford to set the example to American communities of those conveniences for public use naturally required where people congreg~te
and the absence of which in our cities is a fertile source of much disease and impnnty.
VISITORS' GALLERIES IN THE RIDING HALL •

. · . hat ha be n a.W touching the deficiency of accommodation f?r
1• itor t
the ~r un 1 appli t tho e uil<lin to which the pnbh
~}' , adm_i · i n .. Th riding ball i a r ctangnlar building 73 by 213
t 'ncl 1 a lm1r, 1 adapt cl £ r tlle I urpo e iutended. From th
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north and south walls, respectively, a '' gallery" for vi itors project
-0ver the track. These gallerie are each 65 feet long, varying from 4
to 10 feet wide. .At points 15 feet from either end the gallerie extend
back, thus giving a depth of 10 feet. Each is capable of holding about
one hundred persons. They are a di credit to the Military .Academy
.and a fraud upon the public. Riding in the hall is at all times inter€sting, but is specially interesting and attractive during the June examinations. The riding in the hall by the first cla sis one of the mo t
prominent numbers on the programme of exhibition exercises, an~ there
is always a large demand for admission to witness it. The entire south
gallery is reserved for the Board of Visitors, and admission to it js se- .
c~red only through their favor and that of the academic or military
staff. The north gallery is open to the general public. Thus opportunity is afforded for about one hundred of the general visitors to witness the exercises in the riding hall. .As no discrimination is practiced
riJ? admissions, it generally happens that those most interested in the
rid!ng exhibition, viz, the parents and relatives of the graduating class,
which class does the riding, are excluded from the gallery, for the reason that those who preceded them fill the space. The galleries are at
·best il1y adapted for the purpose intended. Except those who occupy
the two first rows of benches, no one can see tbe track. This might
be remedied by giving an inclination to the floor so that those in the
·rear could look over the beads of those in front. But the only effectual
remedy is to remodel and enlarge these so-called "visitors' galleries,"
.and to construct others on the east and west walls. This could be done
.a_t small expense, and the Board recommend the necessary appropria!IOn. A diagram of one of the galleries in the riding hall will be found
m the appendix attached to the Exhibit marked K.
VISITORS' ROOM IN CADET GUARD-HOUSE.

The Board also direct attention to the visitors' room on the second
story of the cadet guard-house, located on the southern boundary of
the barrack area, or court-yard. The regulations of the .Academy very
properly exclude visitors from the barracks, and therefore a room in
which parents and others may receive and converse with cadets is necessary. Parents visiting their sons must apply to the cadet officer of
the day or to the officer in charge,.for permission to have them brought
to the visitors' room. This permission is always· granted. No one who
has visited this visitors' room would suspect that consideration was
given the public by those who constructed the cadet guard-house. Indeed, the entire building suggests that its construction was an afterthought, and that the mechanics who were employed in erecting the
cadet barracks built the cadet guard-house without plans or direction,
and for the sole purpose of using up the surplus materials.
.
. In this small two-story building are located the officer in charge, who
1s required to remain there all night; the cadet guard, three or four
enlisted men engaged in clerical duty, the musicians of the guard, and
the visitors' room. A building more illy adapted to these several pur·poses could not be designed. The visitors' room is located on the upper
fl~or, at the north end of the building. It is in the shape of an L, each
.angle being less than 16 feet long and 6 feet wide. Two passenger
railway cars used on the streets of large cities, placed at right angles,
will convey a proper idea of the size and shape of this room devoted to
the use of tho e who visit the National Military Academy. Should the
parents or friends of several cadets occupy the room at the same time,
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a_s is frequently the case, there is no opportunity for private conversa~10n, and thus the very object of the visit of a parent to his or her son
1s frustrated, unless the p~rent and son obtain permission to stroll over
the grounds while giving and receiving parental admonition and exchanging confidences. There is urgent demand for providing proper
and adequate facilities for parents and relatives visiting cadets. It is
not contended that several rooms should be furnished for this purpose,
but the Board insist that whenever accommodations are provided for
the public they should be ample for and adapted to the purpose intended.
·
The American people visit public institutions not as a privilege, but
as an inherent right, subject, of course, to proper regulations, and they
expect that at such institutions proper facilities and accommodations
will be afforded them. In this particular instance a room is set apart
for visitors to a public institution whose pupils number over 300 which
contains only 140 square feet of floor space, and which, in addition to
being badly shaped, ill ventilated, and difficult of access, is a discredit
to the Government and an outrage upon the people who are forced to
use it. If not immediately improved and extended this visitors' room
should .be closed or used for storage. The Board recommend that the
cadet guard-house be extended east and west, and that in any improvement and extension that may be made proper consideration be given
to furnishing accommodations for visitors. A diagram of the visitors'
room will be found in the appendix. (See Exhibit D.)
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Attention is directed to the recommendation of the committee on
buildings and grounds, in which the Board concur, touching the lighting
of the post and the substitution of electricity for gas. The gas-works
need a general overhauling, which would involve the expenditure of a
sum of money perhaps equal to one-half of the amount that would supply an electric-light plant. The Board believe it would be more economical to exp·e nd $10,000 now in establishing an electric-light plant than
to expend one-half or one-fourth ()f that amount in repairing the gasworks. An estimate of the cost for introducing electric light is submitted with tho report of the committee on buildings and grounds, and
will be found in the appendix, marked Exhibit I-A. A statement submitted by the committee on fiscal affairs and police administration is
also appended, marked Exhibit I-B.
CLOSETS FOR CADET BARRACKS.

. The sinks and water-closets used by the cadets are located at a point
m rear of the barracks, and distoot from them nearly 250 feet. Incas~ of
sudden sickness, and especially during the night and in bad weath~r,
the_ exposure incidental .to so long a journey might be attended with
serious, perhaps fatal, results. It is recommended that suitable closets
be const~ucted at such points as will enable cadets, in ca~e of sickn~s ,
and at mght, when the weather is bad to reach them without leanng
the helter of the barracks.
'
NECES ITY FOR A TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

The re ervation on which the Military Academy i located embraces
2 200 acre . 1 or the mo t part this re ervation con i t of wild, rugged
lao<l, C0'\"ere l wi h fore t tree and pierced by large mountains. The
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plain, on which are located the academic building , barrack , etc.,
stretches along the Hudson River for a di tance of about 2 mile . The
academic and other buildings are located on this plain, and are necessarily widely separated. The academic and headquarters building are
one-half mile from the southern boundary of and entrance to the re ervation. At the headquarters building are located the busine s offices
of the superintenden t and military staff. Headquarters is the focal
point of all business and communication. The various divisions and
departments of the Military .Academy and military post of West Point
are located at various distances from headquarters, many bring over a
mile, and a few-notably the observatory-being located at inaccessible points, to reach which one must climb steep mountain roads. Tho
method of communication between these distant points is the same as
was used eighty years ago, and, strange as it may seem to persons acquainted with the great advantages afforded by the use of the telegraph
and telephone, there is considerable opposition to abandoning the stift~
~ormal, ceremonious, and painfully slow met.hod of communication established at the beginning of the century. This method consists in the uso
of the "orderly." The order!.)' is an enlisted man, who is daily detailed
as messenger to the several officers requiring the services of such an
a~ent. The orderly appears in full dress, with side-arms, and is always
pict1;1resque, and particularly so when he is statuesque, standing at "atte1;1tion," receiving orders or delivering messages. The continuance of
tlns ?rderly system of communication at West Point is very ''military,"
but m these days of steam and electricity is very ridiculous. The employment of messengers as a means of communication between officers.
m the same or contiguous buildings is necessary and economical, but to
employ them. to carry communications a mile or more is unwise; an unnecessary expenditure of valuable time, an inexcusable tax on bum.an
musc~e, and a terrible trial of hum.an patience and temper.
This antique system to be condemned needs but to be seen in practical operation at West Point. Here is an illustration of its working:
Cadet Doe having obtained permission from the officer in charge to visit
headquarters, that he may inquire about his" wash," which was returned
from the laundry minus four pairs of white gloves, appears before the
quartermaster and commissary of cadets an<l presents his inquiry..
That officer summons an orderly and thus addresses him: '' Orderly,.,
present my compliments to Mr. Mangler, at the cadet laundry, and say
that I desire him. to look around for four pairs of white gloves that were,
not returned with the wash of Cadet Doe." The cadet laundry is located.
more than a mile from headquarters. The orderly walks two miles to ,
deliver the message.
The professor of natural and experimental philosophy desires to communicate with the officer in charge of the observator.v, which is located·
at ah altitude of at least 1,000 feet above the plain, and can only be·
reached by climbing a mile of mountain road. . The orderly is sum~oned. "Give my compliments to Lieutenant Lookout, and say I desire
him to have the transit circle polished up." The orderly travels two
miles in going and returning, and consumes an hour of time to do what
the ~elephone would accomplish in a few minutes and without any
physical effort.
!m;tances might be multiplied to slrnw the absurdity of continuing ·
this "orderl_y" system. The Board assume that no argument will be
needed by Congress to demonstrate the ad vantages that would attend
the introduction of the te]ephone at West Point. The telephone is
needed not ouly to facilitate communication between the several aca.:--
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demic and military divisions, but as a security to the public property ,
, and as a convenience for the general public. The outlying guard-houses,
the hotel, railroad station cadet laundry, cadet hospital, cadet kitchen,
band barracks, observatory, and other buildings distant from the official center of the post, should be connected by an exchange system
,aestablished at the cadet guard-house and communicating with the
headquarters building and the quarters of the Superintendent, com·m~ndant of cadets, Rurgeon, quartermaster, and commissary of cade~s,
adJutant, and such others as might be deemed necessary by the Supermtendent. The cost of a telephone system would be comparatively tri;fl.ing. The original expenditure would be not more than $2,500, and the
,c ost of maintaining it would be simply the royalty or rent required for
:the use of instruments. The line could 'be kept in repair by the enlisted
men of the post, and the exchange or central office ctmld be attended
,by enlisted men also. Should the telephone or electric light be intro,duced the Board recommend that all wires be laid under the ground.
1

.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR GRANT HALL •

There is urgent need of improvements and repairs to the building now
;known as ' 4 Grant Hall," in which are located the cadet dining hall and
.kitchen. This building was erected nearly forty years ago, at a time
when the cadet corps was smaller in numbers than now. The room for
washing dishes is not sufficiently large for the purpose and should be
extended. This could be done with an ex_p enditure of about $500. ~n
~dditional $500 should be appropriated for general repairs on the bmldlDg.
OFFICERS' QUARTERS IN CADET BARRACKS.

Attention bas been called by former Boards of Visitors to the occupation of rooms in the cadet barracks by other than tactical officers, and
such occupation received their unqualified disapproval. This Board
join in condemning such use of the cadet barracks. At the present
·time there are twelve rooms occupied by officers employed in the v~rious academic departments in addition to the thirteen rooms occupied
by the tactical officers. It is proper to explain, however, that this oc-cupation by officers not on duty with the battalion is not a question of
,choice but a matter of necessity. There are no quarters for these offi-0ers outside of cadet barracks. The Board recommend that se\'"eral
additional sets of officers' quarters be constructed. The total number
of rooms in the cadet barracks is two hundred and eight, of which the
cadets occupy one hundred and sixty-four. The remaining rooms are
occupied as explained in the following communication from Capt. C. W.
Williams:
HEADQUAR'.(ERS

U. S.

MILITARY ACADE:\IY,
QUARTER"'IA, TER' OFFICE,

Trest Point, N. Y., October 13, 1 ,.
Sm: In accordance with instructions contained in your letter of the 11th in taut,
I have the honor to submit herewith the following memoranda of information call
for by the Board of Visitors, viz :
!urn1, r o{ divisions in cadet barrack , including angles ..•••..•••••.••••.•. ••
l:.
&."Ctllllber of rooms:
In fin;t division ..........•.................. .......•••...••.....•••. ·•··
Incond divi ion to tenth divi ion, inclu ive, 16 each .. • ••. •• •• • . . • • ••. •..• 1-U
augl s ( on • 24 ro m and ouc 20 r m ·) . _.•....••...•.••••.. - • - - - · • • • •• ~

-Whi hTotal num)> r of ro ms. -.•... - •..•••••.•••.•••••••••••••••.••••
c ne occ·np1 •<l a follow :

MILITARY .ACADEMY.

By cadets .•.. ~ . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . •
By tactical officers .......... . •. ...•............ _•••.... - . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . • - . •
By officers not ou duty in Department of Tactics . . - .. - .... - .. - - . . . . . • • • . . . • • .
By dentist for corps of cadets ... _..................•••...... - ...... - ...•... . By association of graduates . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . •
By bath rooms for officers . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
By store-rooms and armories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
By light prisons for cadets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

797
164
13
12
2
1

3
8
5

Total ... ........• .•. ............ .... . ..... ..... ... - -- -. -- · · - -, · - - - - - - - 218
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS, W. WILLIAMS,
Captai1i and A. Q. M., U. S. A.
ADJUTANT

U. 8.

MILITARY .ACADEMY,

THE WATER SUPPLY.

Attached to the report of the committee on fiscal affairs and police
adminh:;trat.ion (see Exhibit E-C) will be found a report on the Academy
water-works, their capacity, and several souPces. of supply. It appears
·that the water supply is sufficient and satisfactory. It is thought that
an additional filter-house should be built so as to permit one to be used
while the other is being cleaned. Increased consumption of water
would make necessary additional storage, which could be provided at
?omparatively small expense. A constant and sufficient supply of water
IS _a matter of such great importance that no expense should be permitted to interfere with obtaining it. While the present supply is sufficient an emergency might arise that would lead to physical suffering
and :financial disaster by :fire. As this can be guarded against by a
small expenditure of money it is suggested that it would be prudent to·
authorize the necessary steps to be taken to provide additional storage..
THE PROPOSED GYMNASIUM.

_At the last session of Congress appropriations were made for remodelmg and rebuilding the Academic Building, for the erection of a gymnasium for cadets, and for the erection of new shops for mechanics.
~lans for these several improvements have been made, and it is the·
mtention of the authorities to begin and prosecute the work without
unnecessary delay. The Board have learned that no bids for the cons_truction of the proposed gymnasium could be obtained within the·
hmit ($35,000) :fi.xed by the appropriation. thus requiring a modification of the plans and a delay of the work. The gymnasium now at
the Academy has long been a standing reproach. After a continuous
struggle for years Congress was induced to make an appropriation to·
erect a suitable gymnasium. This new building should be architecturally in harmony with those that will surround it, and it shoqld be so
constructed as to be capable of furnishing every facility for military
calisthenics. Whether this can be done within the sum· named is
doubtful. The Board would recommend an additional appropriation
of $7,500, '' or so much thereof as may be necessary," to give the·
Academy a :first-class building to be used as a gymnasium.
CONCLUSION.

In concluding thiS-report the Board of Visitors desire to express their
acknowledgments for official and personal courtesies on the part of
General Wesley Merritt and the officers of the academic and military
staffs. Every facility was extended to enable the Board and the several
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committees to make thorough investigations, and, without being olJtrusive or exhibiting a disposition to influence the judgment of the Board
in any particular, all the officers of the Post were kind and attentfre
and cheerfully rendered any service that was required to assist the
Board in their duties. The Board are also indebted to Gen. Merritt for
social and personal courtesies.
GEORGE W. CHILDS,

· President.

JOSEPH WHEELER,

Vice-President.
W. A. COURTENAY,

Secretary.

ROBERT H. ANDERSON.
JOHN W. BROWN.
WILLIAM EVERETT.
MARTIN J. RUSSELL.
FRANCIS M. COCKRELL.
JOSEPH N. DOLPH.
CHAS. M. ANDERSON.
BEN.J. Bm.'TERWORTH.

Hon. WILLIAM C. ENDICOTT,

Secretary of War.

While concurring fully in the general views expressed, there are two
subjects discussed in the report as to which I feel compelled to suggest
not so much a dissent as a doubt.
·
(1) My mind is not clear as to the unqualified advantage of the system of discipline in vogue at West Point.
The details of police administration are excellent, and my doubts are
only as to the theory on which the system is based. It seems to me a
system tending to extinguish every spark of individuality in the cadets,
to repress every aspiration for the introduction into one's life of an element above mere material comfort, to exclude from their daily life e":e~y
softening influence, and to condemn them in their quarters to the rigid
uniformity and plainness of a prison.
I recognize fully the great personal interest in the welfare of t~e cadets which is manifested by the officers of the Post and their w1v~s;
and I appreciate the force of arguments in support of this system, which
are founded mainly upon the necessity of the military life and due })repa~
ration for it. At the same time I am inclined to think the influence of
four yea~s spent in the cadet barracks might be bettered by a less unattractive environment in the rooms. The shortness of our sojourn and
the multiplicity of the subjects presented for our consideration prevent~d such an inve tigation of the ubject as would warrant tho expression of a decided individual opinion conflicting with that of my
colleague .
I can.only say that I am not fully satisfied on this point. Thejudgme~t of t~e Academic Boards in favor of the pre ent ystem has great
w ight with m , but I am constrained to observe that the evidence on
v ry h nd of extreme conservati m at We t Point makes me doubt
h t hf>.: ~ t i_ t in all c~ e , tempered with a di po ~ition fairly to con id r
f 1 a ' 1 ab1ht~- of_ rat10~al change . There are cu tomsreta_ined ~erely
m or of h 1t which eem to one not in the .Army mcon 1 tent
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with the improved methods of the world at large, and possibly too
close an adherence to a custom or a sy tern merely because it is ancient.
I am therefore left in doulJt whether the President and Congress
can rely, as to all the details of discipline, upon the properly conservative judgment of the Academic Board on that subject.
It is a matter of vast importance, and time not having permitted a
discussion of it in the meetings of the Board, I"can only suggest it as
the only point upon which I had any doubt as to the wisdom of the
management of the Academy. It is a subject of sufficient interest to
warrant the attention of Congress and of those charged with the dis.
cipline of the cadets.
(2) Upon the subject of competitive examinations I have always had
some doubt whether they constitute the best system of testing the
qualifications of applicants for ad mission to the Academy. While my
views are not sufficiently matured upon the subject to record an absolute dissent from the recommendations of the report on this point,
neither am I prepared to concur fully in them. The subject not having
be~n di~cussed by the Board, my attention was not particularly drawn
to 1t while at West Point.
The statistics presented in the report undoubtedly make a vel'y strong
cas.~. ~Y doubt rests upon the impression that, while competitive ~xammat10ns may be the best te~t of scholarship, they do not determme
'!he!Jier a candidate possesses certain other qualifications equally essentia~ m the mental and moral constitution of an officer. There may be
ser~ous defects of temperament which might not be discovered by the
ordmary competitive examination. The power of selection, if exercised
by members of Congress wisely and with a view solely to the good of
the service, would, it seems to me, produce better results than to submit
the '!hole matter to a competitive examination by a committee.
It is possible that a combin~tion system might be more effective still.
Under 1t a competitive examinat)()n might be provided for to determine
~hat_young men applying for appointment possess the necessary qual1.ficat10ns as to scholarship, and then the selection might be made from
those who obtain a certain specified grade in the examination. This .
would be applying to the Military Academy a system analogous to that
by which adn:1\ssion to the civil service of the Government is obtained
under the existing laws.
·
GEO. H. BATES.

•

..
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EXHIBIT

A.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION.
WES1' POINT,

N. Y.; - - - - - , 188-.

Srn: We beg leave to submit the following report of the committee
on "discipline and instruction:"
-The committee see no good reasons for recommending any changes in
the rules and regulations for discipline which govern the institution at
the present time. Their wisdom has been tested by time and experience,
an<l the necessities of the military profession, and the soldier's life.
They believe also that the traditions of the .Academy, or its unwritten
law, sustain and enforce the virtues of truth and honor with an energy
and i~partiality which deserves the highest commendation. There is
one pomt in the exercise of discipline which needs to be carefully guarded,
and that is the authority of the Superintendent and the Academic Board.
So far_ as the authority or influence of this Board is related to the instruction and examination of the cadets, or the determination of their
rank and place in their classes, its decision should in all cases be :final.
W~atever discretion any superior civil or military officer may find occas10n_ to exercise, the mitigation or reversal of the decisions of the
Sup~rmtendent or Academic Board can only weaken the rightful authority of those who in such cases may be presumed to be the only competent and impartial judges, and the splendid discipline of the corps of
cade~s to-day is largel.Y due to the support and co-operation of the
President of the United States and the honorable Secretary of War, in
sustaining the decisions of the Superintendent and the Academic Board.
The perfection of the drill of the cadets in their various military exercises deserves the highest prnise, and is the most satisfactory evidence
0 ~ t~e !lecessity and the value of the severity and the constancy of the
dismplme to which the cadets are subjected, from which there can be
no exemption to any one who selects for himself the career of an officer
of the Army.
_ The system of discipline enforced is based upon the Articles of War,
the Regulations for the Government of the Army of the United States,
and by the general regulations for the U. S. Military Academy.
The lieutenant-general commanding the Army, under the War Department, has supervision and charge of the Academy. He is required
to watch over its administration and discipline and the instruction of
the cadets, and to make reports thereof to the Secretary of vVar.
The Superintendent, and in his absence the next in rank, has the immediate command and government of the .Academy, and is commandant of the military post of West Point. He renders, through the Adjutant-Ge~eral of the Army, all required reports, returns, and estimates
concermng the Academy.
Th.e professors and other heads of departments and the officers on
duty in those departments constitute the academic staff.
The commandant of cadets, and in his absence the next in rank in the
tactical department, has the immediate command of the .battalion of·

.'-m
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cadets~ He is also the instructor in the tactics in the three arms of the
service, and in the rules of military police, discipline, and administration.
For instruction in infantry tactics and military police and discipline
the cadets are organized into a battalion of four companies, designated
A, B, O, and D; A and D composing the tallest cadets of the corps and
B and C those of least stature, each company being under the command of an officer of the Army, designated as assistant instructor of
tactics, who bas immediate supervision of the company. In addition
to this ·officer. each company has a captain and 3 lieutenants taken
from the first or senior class of cadets; a first sergeant and 4 line
sergeants, taken from the second class; an<t 5 corporals, taken from the
third class. These officers are invested with much responsibility, and
are req nired to treat all subordinates with justice and impartiality, to
report all violations of the Academic Regulations, and· any neglect or
inattention on drill and parade. These reports are submitted every
morning to the commandant or acting commandant of cadets and by
him sent to the Superintendent of the Academy; they are also published on parade by the adjutant for the information of all concerne~.
Each cadet receiving a report has a certain time in which to make his
excuse. If he makes no satisfactory excuse the report is registered
against him, and for certain offenses he receives the additional punishment, such as confinement, extra tours of guard duty, and deprivatio~ of
certain privileges. Should a cadet receive in a year over 215 demerits,
he is reported as deficient in di~cipline, and is liable to dismissal from
the Academy. A great majority of these demerit marks are for minor
acts, caused by inattention ancl carelessness, which a cadet avoids the
longer he remains at the Academy.
The corps of caclets is a thorougllly disciplineu body of young men,
and by t,heir manly bearing and modest demeanor impress most favorably all who see them, and they all give unmistakable evidence of a
healthy and strong mental and physical activity.
The moral tone of the corps is very high, and such a thing as a cadet
being guilty of an untru.th or ungentlemanly ::tct is almost unheard ?f·
We desire to congratulate General Merritt and the officers under hm
for the thorough and most efficient manner in which they have performed the delicate and responsible task assigned them.
..
The course of instruction pursued by the students of the M11ltary
Academy is apparently in strict accord with the definite aims and end'
for which the institution was established. However desirable it may
be for a young man to graduate from the Academy to ecure a .we~lassured benefit therefrom as a civilian, it is a fact made prominent m
the foundation and development of this school that the object and
purpose has ne,er been, even in a relative sen e, to fit the cholar for
civil life, but to educate the beneficiary of the country for the_ country' w~lfare solely in the direction of military ervice. To tln e~d
all . ubJects_ and methods, direct and indirect, ha,e bee°: adopted m
them truct10n of the cadet . It is important that this ·ho~l<~. lJe
noted,.' o that any critici m made from the stand-point of purelycrnhan
cducat1011 may he m t tLnd corr cted. C mpari on , if nece ary, ma.r
be m~d , very fa~orably, for tlJ .A.cad my with other exteu iv-e an l
pr ~m nt _cclucatt nal in t1tution , yet it mu t be ob en-ed that th_
tuch which ar in the line of it, p cial work aud object mu t dominat tb
of a n ral character or th
wbich 1 ad in other well-d ·
fin <l <lir . ·ti n . At the ame tidie it i but ju t to ay, that the very
1 . · r :ult· ha,~
n o tain d, a. a re1 aration for civil life of th
bigl.t t rel r, by the foundations her lai<l. By reference to the care-
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hown
thatonebundrcdanduiuety-twoinstructor of -outhha, be nforni bed
to the country from the graduate of this .Academy. Following these
into the many and various positions of civil Jife which th y hav . filled,
it is discovered that not onl.v nearly every indu try i r pre eut d, but,
as far as can be ascertained, the character of the in titution ha not
suffered in the knowlf'dge of this fact.
There has been no material deviation from the former method in use
for instruction, namely, by the general one of oral and written communication, or iuterclrnnge between tlie teacher and the pupil, assi ted
by models or maps for illustratiou. To this latter important adjunct
attention is particularly called. Object-teaching in the very nature of
the case belongs to the educational interests of this school. and every
possible support should be given by the Goverument to this department.
Wherever and whenever visual illustration is afforded the student, the
knowledge conveyed must be made more permanent. The observations
of the student combined with the oral explanations of the instructor
must obtain the best result. Recognizing the high value of this, we
are compelled to say that the Academy nee<ls still large concessions
from the Government for this purpose. Tile very best machinery and
mstruments in the world should be in the possession of the U.S. Military
Ac~demy for the education of those whom the country has committed
to its care, and for whom the country holds its Academic Board responsible.
~he ~Mention of the committee has been called to the statement, and
~h1ch m some respects is an important fact, tu.at the academic term of
four years does not suffice for advancing the student into the highest
educational sphere of science which the age now seems to demand. A
longer term has been tested and discontinued. It has been suggested
that the standard of admission for candidates be raised, thus enforcing
the appointee to obtain a more generous preparatory instruction before
entermg the Academy, and so reliedng the professors and saving their
yaluable time from the rudimentary education now made necessary
m the preseut regime. To all sueh, many o~jections have been and
may still be urged, and thus far in the experience of the in::;titution
Lave not been thought snfficiently commended to warrant the changes.
Y?nr committee beg leave to·otrer a new suggestion, which it is believed
will go very far in this direction to satisfy the demands of tllis age, and
~t the same time be free from the objections named. This is the estab~1shment of post-graduate fellowships, similar to those which now exist
1~1 _the large universities. The design would be to make such a fellowsmp a reward of merit, and would give to the graduate a residemie of,
8~.Y, three J·ears for the prosecution of such special stndies in the way
of .the most advanced scientific dis~overies, and thus prepare the young
officer for auy future demands which the circumstances of peace or war
should require of him for his country's good.
There are Yery many reasons which might be adduced and benefits
named in behalf of such a scheme, which woulJ appear to be in the line
of action already taken by tbe Government in its establisllwtmtof military posts in several parts of the count,r y as schools of practice in the
S~Yer;::il arms of the service, but it is deemed only necest:lary at this
tune to offer tbe suggestion and to recowmend its consideraUou to the
Academic Board, that it may be referred to the next mmual Board
of Visitors, should it meet with the approval of the educational corps,
who e wisdom aud experience may better judge of its feasibility and
perfect a plan for it ' exerci ·e.
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.Your committee can not pass from the general subject of instruction
without commending the high moral standard attained by the cadets
under the fostering care of the chaplain and of those to whom such interests are committed, as also the high standard of honor under which
the youth are trained.
Very respectfully, your obedient servants,
.
R. H. ANDERSON,

Chairman.
JOHN W. BROWN,

Hon. GEORGE W. CHILDS,

President Board, of Visitors U.S. Military Academy,
West Point, N. Y.
[Dr. William Everett having been suddenly called away, his views in
regard to the system of instruction pursued at the Military Academy
are presented in the following paper.]
In regard to the system and methods of instruction pursued at the
Military Academy, it would be improper, in my judgment, as the result
of a few days' inspection, at an exceptional time, to offer criticisms that
could only be valuable as the resnlt of continuous .o bservation of the
regular work. The objects of the institution are peculiar and not t?
be hastily criticised in accordance with general theories and experience drawn from those colleges that propose to edu_c ate the average
youth for the ordinary professions. The Military Academy, which pro·
poses to educate a limited number of picked youths for a specific end,
must have its own needs and must maintain its own methods.
Moreover, the Academic Board deserves, and should receive, the confidfnce of this Board. That its members are men of conscience and
honor, of gallantry and patriotism, it is almost impertinent to say; b~t
they are also intelligent and practiced teachers, men who know their
business and do not need to be taught. The committee does not
desire to follow the practice, too common in America, of expecting teachers to do their work successfully under the constant inspection, sugge ·
tion, and even dictation of those whose knowledge of the art of teaching is very small, conditions which would ruin the work of a~y ot~er
trade or profesision. The committee desire to put on record their bel~ef
that the professors and instructors of West Point deserve the entire
confidence of the public as faithful', just, learned, and tcute. They
doubt not, also, that their disposition towards the cadets 1s o~e o~ entire good-will. The committee ·in attendance on the oral exammation.=,
al ways a painful ordeal to the most proficient, have been much struck
with the consideration displayed for the weaker members of the clas e_~,
to encourage and help them to make the most of what they know .. It 1
to be hoped that the instructors will never be itate to exerci e th1 consideration nor allow any theory of inflexible ju tice or military preci ion
to pu~ out of the way the truth that they are dealincr with men and not
machm ; organi m to be developed, not inanimate matter to b
mold d and hammered.
Th co mittee would sugge t that in everal department the ·t~·i
four y ar ' t nure of the in trnctor i likely to remove rnlued a 1 •
~nt . to the rof or not a } to r plac . The profe ion of t a hm 1 o liffer nt fr m other army work
peci(. lly in law, laogna
a_nd natural ci n , that it e m v- r , 1 irabl t r tain for a Ion
bm th n four ar uch officer a d mon trate their pecial fitn
fi r it.
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All teaching, and espe<;ially all military teaching, must depend largely
on text-books. Thev never can be discarded. and it is a very shallow
theory of education that encourages free variation from their well-cbo en
words. For this reason they must be kept up to the last developments
of the sciences. American education suffers greatly from the use of
showy, crude, and patched text-books. The committee are glad to see
that the present generation of West Point instructors have done much
in the way of Judicious selection from modern text-books, and preparation of new ones for themselves; and they trust that this work may be
continued, and that no traditional respect for the honored instructors of
past years will deter the Academic Board from di~carding treatises once
valuable but now antiquated.
The committee are happy to bear testimony to the good results obtained by the instruction as far as they can be ascertained from attendance on the oral examinations. The cadets in all classes and alI branches
answered in gt:>neral to the demands made on them with precision,
intelligence, and readiness. The committee would select for special commendation the recitations in strategic science of the first class. They
regretted to observe in several cases no little imperfection in the use
of language. It seems highly important tlJat the iustructors in all
~rancheR should insist upon correct English, in vocabulary, pronunciat10n and grammar, and that allusions to French military science should
~bow a remembrance of the untiring efforts of the French instructors to
mculcate a good pronunciation. A cultivated officer of the United
States Army should be alive to the duty of curing himself of any early
bad habits in using his own. or foreign languages.
This consideration naturally leads to a most important addition which
ought to be made soon to the Academy course. While this course is
still, in general, the same as laid down ·by the late honored and gallant
Thayer, it has from time to time admitted certain additions. The next
should be the German language; and it is difficult to see how it can
long be postponed. The pre-eminence of the Germans at this day in
practical military science, their invaluable contributions to that, as to
all other branches of knowledge, and the large German population of
the United States arefacts that haveforced themselves upon the teachers
in _all our colleges and schools, and must soon be recognized at West
Pomt. The committPe will not underta¼:e to say exactly how this study
should be rombined with the existing course; but the solution of the
problem iri,ay ultimately be found in requiring one modern language for
admission.
The study of a physiological text-book bas recently come into the
Academy. This in itself is well; but the method of its introduction, by
the pressure of certain social reformers, is sufficiently eccentric.
The undersigned bas intentionally omitted to handle many serious
questions; but he would respectfully present the idea that the Academy
never can be what the country demands unless thm,e who administer
its aftair.s are constantly awake to the developments in the art of teaching as well as of warfare, however much or little they accept of them.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM EVERETT.
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EXHIBIT A-A.

INFORMA.TION RELATIVE TO THE APPOINTMENT AND ADMISSION OF
CADE TS TO THE U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY.
APPOINTMENTS .

. Ho7:1, mad~.-Each Congressional district and. Territory-also the District of Columbia-is entitled to have one cadet at the Acaderuy. Ten are also appointed at large.
The appoi_ntments (except. those at large) are made by the Secretary of War at the
request of the Representative or Delegate in Congress from the district or Territory;
and the person appointed must be an actual resident of the district or Territory from
which the appointment is made. The appointments at large are specially conferred
by the President of the United States.
Manner of rnaking applications.-Applications can lie made at any time, by Jetter to
the S_ecretary of War, to have the name of the applicant placed upon the iegister
that 1t may be furmshed to the proper Representative or Delegate when a vacancy
occurs. The application must exhibit the full name, exact age, and permanent abode
of the applicant, with the number of the Congressional district in which bis residence
is situated.
Date of appointment&.-Appointments are required by law to be made one year in
ad vauce of the date of admission, except in cases where, by reason of death or other
cause, a vacancy occurs which can n<)t be provided for by such appointment in advance. These vacancies are filled in time for the next annual examination.
Alternates.-Should the Representative or Delegate in Congress have reason t_o
doubt the success of his nominee in passing the entering examination, he can nollllnate a legally qualified alternate. The alternate will be examined with the regular
nominee, and admitted in the event of his success and the latter's failure to pas!!! the
prescribed preliminary examinations. The alternate, like the nominee, should be
designated as nearly one year in advance of date of admission as practicable.
ADMISSION OF CADETS.

A candidate upon receiving bis appointment is ordered to report at West Point ~o
the Superintendent of the Military Academy in time to appear before the Academic
Board for examination at its meeting early in June, unless there be good reasons for
designating another time.
The candidate, soon after his arrival at West Point, is subjected to a rigid physical
examination by a hoard of experienced surgeons of the Army. If he passes successfully this examiuation, be is then examiued !Jy tl1e Academic Board. These examinations are wade with as little delay as practicable after the candidate reports to the
Superintendent.
The candidate who passes successfully these examinations is admitted at once to
the Academy without returning to his home. In January following he is subje~ted
to another academical examinatiou, and if be passes this oue successfully, be rece~ves
a wa1·rant as cadet, and is required to i,ign articles bindiug biruself to serve the Umt~d
States eight years from the time of bis admission to the Academy, unless sooner d1 ·
charged.
Qualifications.-The age for the admission of cadets to the Academy is between seventeen and twenty-two years. Candidates must be unmarried, at least 5 feet in heig~t,
free from any infectious or immoral disorder, and, generally, from any deformity, d1 ·.
ease, or infirmity which may render them unfit for military service. They mu t he
well versed in reading, in writing, inclndiug;orthography, in arithmetic, and ha'":e a
knowledge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive geogra.i 1,iy (particularly of our own country), anrl of the history of the United State .
Each cadet upon his aclmission shall take the oath of office pre criued by Jaw, au.d
before 1·eceiving his war1'ant shall, in the pre ence of the uperiutendeot, or of some officer deputed by him, subscribe to an engagement in the following form:
[United tat s Military .A.cad my.]

I, - - - - - - , f the tate of---, ag <l - - year - - months, having been
lected for appointru n as a cadet in the Military Acade1J1y of the United 'tate , do
h Y ~v •ngarre,, ·i_th the cou ·ent of my parent or guardian), in the event of m~ rec ivmg uch appomtment, that I will serve in tl1e Arwy of the uite<l tate:· for eight
Y ar , nnl , · c,on r c~iRcbarg d 1,y competent autho.rity. And I, - - - - , do
8
~l m~ly tsw ar bat, I will support the Con . titutio11 of the Unit d tate, a.nd be1n true
ai'fa,~·~t
the 'ational 'overnm nt; tbatiwillmaiutaioa.ndcl fend the o¥ereignty
0
t
uit · tat p ramount to any and all allegiance, overeignty, or fealty I may
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owe to any State, county, or country whatsoever; and that I w~ll at all tim.es obey
the legal orders of my superior officers, and the rulee and articles govermng the
armies of the United States.
Sworn and subscribed to ·at - - - this - - day of---, eighteen hundred and
- - , before
CHARACTER OF EXAMINATIONS."
PHYSICAL EXAl\IINATION.

Every candidate is subjected to a rigid physical examination, and if there is found to
~xist i1;1 him any of the following caus~s of !-1isq~ali~catio~ to such ~ dewee a would
immediately, or at no very distant period, unpair his effimency, he 1s reJected:
1. Feeble constitution and muscular tenuity; unsournl health from whatever cause;
indications of former disease; glandular swellings, or other symptoms ofscrofula.
2. Chronic cutaneous affections, especially of the scalp.
3. Severe injuries of the bones of the head; convulsions .
. 4. Impaired vision, jrom whatever cause; inflammatory affections of the eyelids;
immobility or irregularity of the iris; fistula lachrymalis, etc.
5. Deafness; copious discharge from the ears.
6. Loss of many teeth, or the teeth generally unsound.
7. Impediment of speech.
8. Want of due capacity of the chest, and any other indications of a liability to a
pulmonic disease.
.
9. Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one or both of the superior extremities on
account of fractures, especially of the clavicle, contraction of a joint, extenuation,
deformity, etc.
10. An ,unusual excurvature or incurvature of the spine.
11. Hernia.
12. A varicose state of the veins of the scrotum or spermatic cord (when large),
sarcocele, hydrocele, hemorrhoids, fistulas.
13. Impaired or ·inadequate efficiency of one or both of the inferior extremities on
a~count of varicose veins, fractures, malformation ( flat feet, etc.), lameness, contraction, unequaled length, bunions, overlying or supernumerary toes, etc.
14. Ulcers, or unsound cicatrices of ulcers likely to break out afresh.
·
NoTE.-Tbere being no· provision whatever for the pa_yruent of the traveling expenses of either ac.
Ce_Pted or rejected candidates for admission, no candidate should fail to provide himse!t' _in advance
with the means of returning to his home, in case of his rejection before either of the examrnmg boards,
a~ be may otherwise be pnt to considerable trouble, inconvenience, and even suffering- on account of
his destitute condition. If admitted, the money brought by him to meet such a contingency can be
deposited with the treasurer on account of his equipment as a cadet, or returned to his friends.
ACADEMICAL EXAMINATION.

Reading. -In reacling, candidates must be able to read understandingly, with proper
accent and emphasis .
. Writing and orthography.-In writing and orthography, they must be able, from
dictation, to write sentences from standard pieces of English literature, both prose
and poetry, sufficient in number to test their qualifications, both in handwriting and
orthography.
Aritltmetic.-In arithmetic, they must be able.
(1) To explain, accurately and clearly, its oujects and the manner of writing and
reading numbers-entire, fractional, compound, or denominate;
(2) To perform, with facility and accuracy, the various operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, abstract and compound or
denominate, giving the rule for each operation, with its reasons, and also for tlre different methods of proving the accuracy of the work;
(3) To explain the meaning of redu0tion--its different kinds, its application to
denominate numbers in reducing them from a higher to a lower denomination and
*It is sug~ested to all candidate;, for admission to the Military Academy that, before Jeavin_g- their
place of res1_d~nce for West Point tb~y should cause t,hemsely~s to be thoroughly e~am~ned l>y a competent phys1c1an and by a teacher or mstructor 10 good standrng. By such an exammat10n any serious
physical disqualification or deficiency in mental preparation would be revealed, and the candidate
probably srared the expens and trouble ofa u elessjourney and the mortification of rejection .
. It shoulc uA1mrlerstood tbnt the informal examination herein recommended is solely for the convenience and benefit of the candidate himself, and can in no manner affect the decision of the Academic
and Medical Examining Boards at West Point.
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the reverse, r.ind to equivalent decimals; to give the rule for each case, with Hs reasons, and to apply readily these rules to practical examples of each kind ;
( 4) To explain the na,ture of prime numbers and factors of a number-of a common
~ivisor of two or more numbers, particularly of their greatest conunon divisor-with
its use, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it; also the meaning of a
common multiple of several numbers, particularly of their least common 1nultiple and
its use, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it, and to apply each of
these rnles to examples ;
(5) To explain the nature of fractions, common or vulgar and decimal- to de~ne
the various kinds of fractions, with the distinguishing properties of each-to give
all the rules for their reduction, particularly from mixecl to improper and the reverse--:from compound or complex to simple-to their lowest terms-to a common deno1mnator-from common to decimal and the reverse; for their addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division, with the reason for each change of rule, and to apply each
rule to examples;
.
(6) To define the terms ratio and proportion-to give tho properties of proport10n
and the rules, and their 1·easons, for stating and solving questions in both simple and
compound proportion, or single ant.I double rule of three, and to apply these rules to
examples;
(7) The candidates must not only know the principles and rules referred to above,
but they are required to possess such a thorough understanding of all the funda~ental
operatfons of -arithmetic as wiU enable them to combine the various principles Ill t?e
solution of any complex problem which can be solved by the methods of arithmetI_c.
In other words, they must possess such a complete knowle<lge of arithmetic as will
enable them to take up at once the higher branches of mathematics without further
study of arithmetic;
.
(8) It is to be understood that the examinat ion in these branches may be either
written or oral, or partly written and partly oral- that tho cl efini tions and rules must
be given fully and accurately, and that the work of all examples, whether upon the
blackboard, slate, or paper~ must be written plainly and iu full, and in such a manner
as to show clearly the mode of solution.
.
The following examplos and qnest. ions in arithmetic are a few of those which have
been used at past examinations. The,v are gi veu in order to indicate ~ore clearly
what is reqnired 1 but it should be distinctly understoo<l that entirely different ones
are used each year:
•
Multiply 4.32 by .00012.
Explain the reason for placing the decimal point in the answer. [The rule for so
doing is not the reason.]
.

7¾
5t+ TG-o.~r)
4+:t4~>
ru an c:qnivalent decimal.
~
Divide 3:180321 lJ.v MDCCXCIX, ancl express the quotient by the Roman system of
Reduce

notation.
Change .013 to an equivalent fraction whose denominator is 135.
Find the greatest common divisor of 26¾, 28i, and 29¼,
How man)'.' men would be required to cultivate a field of 2i acres. in 5½ days of 10
hours each, 1f each man completed 77 square yards in 9 hours f
Separate 772¼ into three numbers which shall be in the same proportion as 2½, "trJ,

fo-.

5 cubic feet of gold weigh 98.20 times as much as a cubic foot of water, and 2 cubic
feet of copp~r weigh 18 times as mnch a a cubic foot of water; how many cubic inche
of C?pper Wlll weigh as mnch as -fr of a culJic inch of gold?
Frnc~ the lea.st comn1on multiple for the numbers!, 2.1, 5.25, f.
.
..d_ wrn 9 games out of 15 when playino- against B, aucl 16 out of 25 when playrn"
agarnst. C. How many gam s out of 11 °houlcl 'win when playing again t_Bf.
f1. ancl B rnn a rac , their rates of running lJeing a 17 to 1 . .Arnn 2t mile m 16
n:imnte ·4 second. , and Brun the entire di tance in :3.i minute . What wa the en
tire cli tanc
A ~nd B_ cau do a piece of work in 4 hour , A a.nd C in 3J bonr:-:, Band C in 5½ hours.
In "bat t,1m can A clo it alou ·
·
Engli h hilling are coin cl from a me tal which contains 37 part of ilverto 3 l!art·
of nlloy; _on' pound of this m tali coin eel into 66 billing . Tbe Unitecl, tate.s 1ly1 r
dollar we!gbs 4h!.5 grain and c
i t of 9 part ilver to 1 of alloy. What ~ractl?n
0.f th e Umt <l tat
dollar will contain the same amount of ilv r a one EngUi,b hil1lll~,
ii v '. th . rul £ r reducing a d cimal of a given denomination to integ r of lower
d n nunat1on ..
Wba
i tb IB co fa·iv1C10gtbecl
· 1·
wh~·
nominatorofafractionbyawholenum ber, and
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Explain the difference between a common fraction and lL decimal.
What is the effect of annexing a cipher to a decimal, and why 1
If the same number be subtracted from both terms of an improper fraction, what
will be the effect f Why¥
Give the rule for reducing a common fraction to an equival~nt decimal, _and _ex_plain
why the resulting decimal will be equal to the common fraction from which 1t 1s obtained.
Give the rule for dividing one decimal by another, and explain why the decimal
point in the quotient is placed where the rule directs.
Define redu ction, and state the different kinds.
G1·animar.-In English grammar canclicfates m?st be able.
.
.
(I) To define the parts of speech, and give tbe1r classes aurl pro1;>erhes; to give rn:flections, including declension, conjuo-ation, and comparison; to give t1?-e corre ponding masculine and feminine gender ;:;'onus; to give and apply the ordmary rules of
syntax.
(2) To parse fully and correctly any ordinary sentence, omitting rules, cleclensio_ns,
comparisons, and principal parts, but giving the subject of each verb, the gove~m.n,g
word of each objective case, the word for which each pronoun stands or to wh1c1i it
refers, the words between which each preposition shows the relation, precisely what
each conjugation connects, what each adjective and adverb qualifies or limits, the construction of each infinitive, and, generally, showing a good knowledge of the fonctivn
of each word in the sentence. Omissions will be taken to indicate ignorance.
(3) To correct in sentences or extracts any ordinary grammatical errors; such as are
ment_ioned and explained in ordinary grammars.
It is not required that any particular grammarian or text-book shall l,e followed;
but rules, definitions, parsing, and corrections must be in accordance with g~>0d usage
and common sense. 'rhe examination may be written or oral, or both written and
oral.
Geography.-0andidates will be r equ ired to pass a satisfactory examination, written
or oral, Ol' l,oth, in geography, particularly of onr own country. To give a candidate
a clear idea of what is required, the following synopsis is added to show the character
and extent of the examination. Questions are likely to be asked involving knowledge of(1) Definitions of the geographical circles, of latitude and longitude, of zones, and
of all the natural di visions of the earth's surface, as islands, seas, capes, etc.
(2) The continental areas and grarnl divisions of the water of the earth's surface.
(3) The grand divisions of the land-t,he large bodies of water which in part or wholly
surround them :
Their principal mountains, location, direction, and extent; the capes, from whau,
parts they project, and into what waters.
Their principal peninsulas, location, and by what waters are they embraced.
The part;; connected by an isthmus, if any.
Their principal islands, location, and surronndiug waters.
The seas, gulfs, and bays, ·the coasts they indent, and the waters to which they are
subordinate.
The straits, the lands they separate, and the waters they connect.
Their principal rivers, their sources, directions of fl.ow, and the waters into which
they empty.
Their principal lakes, location, and extent.
( 4) The political divisions of the grand divisions:
Their names, locations, boundaries, and capitals; general questions of the same
character as indicated in t,he second section made applicable to each of the countries
of each of the grand divisions.
(5) The United States.
The candidate should be thoroughly informed as to its general features, configuration, location, and boundaries (both with respect to neighboring countries, and ]ati·~ude and longitude); its adjacent oceans, seas, bays, gulfs, sounds, straits, and islands;
its mountain ranges, their location and extent: the sources, directions, and terminations of the important rivers and their principal tributaries, the lakes; and, in short,
every geographical feature of the country as indicated above. The location and
termination of important railroad lines, and other means of communication from one
part of the countr.v to another should not be omitted.
The States and Territories are to be accurately located with respect to each other
by their boundaries, and as to their order along the Atlantic coast, the Gulf of
Mexico, the Pacific coast, the Northern frontier, the Mexican frontier, and the Missis ippi, Missouri, and Ohio Rivers.
·
The boundary and other large rivers of each State, as well as all other prominent
geographical fc>atures should be kno1vn.
The na.me and locations of their capit.als and other important cities and towns are
likewise to be known.
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In short, the knowledge should be so complete that a clear mental picture of the
whole or a1:1y part of the United States is impressed on the mind of the candidate.
More weight is attached to a knowledge of the .O'eooTaphy
of the United States than
0
0
to that of all other countries combined.
Histor11.-The candidate should make himself familiar with so much of the history
of the United States as is contained in the ordinary school histories. The examination
may be written or ora,l, or part,ly written or partly oral, and will usually consist of a
series of questions similar to the following:
I. Name the earliest European settlements within the present limits of the United
States-when, where, and by whom made f When did ti.le settlements made by ot_her
nations than the English come under tlte Dominion of Great Britain, and of the Umted
States?
II. What was the difference between the royal, the chartered, and the proprietary colonies? How many colonies were there originally in Massachusetts and Connecticut? "\\Then were they united? How many in Pennsylvania? When were they
separated?
·
III. In what wars were the colonies engaged before the Revolution? _What were
the principal events and results of those of King William, Queen Anne, Krng George,
and the French and Indian ?
IV. What were the remote and the immediate causes of the American Revolution f
Explain the navigation act, the stamp act, writs of assistance. When did ·the war of
the Revolution properly begin? When, where, and how did it end? Give t_he particulars of Arnold's treason. Who were the most prominent generals in th1s war?
Name the most important battles and their results.
V. The Constitution of the United States-why and when was it formed T When
was it adopted?
.
VI. Give the names of the Presidents of the United States in their order. Give the
leading events of the administration of each one; for example, that of- .
. WASHINGT0N.-Indian war; trouble with France; Jay's treaty; the whisky rebellion, etc.
JEFFERS0N.-War with Tripoli; purchase of Lot1isiana; the embargo, etc.
MADIS0N.-War of lt!l~; its causes, the principal battles on land and sea,, peculiarity of its last battle, when ended, etc.
.
MONR0E.-Indian war; cession of Florida; Missouri compromise, etc.
JACKS0N.-Black Hawk and s . . minole wars; the United States bauk; n ullification, etc.
POLK.-The Mexican war; its causes, principal battles, result of it, etc.
PIERCE.-Repeal of Missouri compromise; troubles in Kansas, etc.
BucHANAN.-Civil war; how begun, etc.
.
LINC0L:-1.-War of secession; its causes; its results, social ancl political; explam
doctrine of State sovereignty; alienatiou between Northern and Sout,hern States:
doctrme of secession ; give an account of principal battles.
JoH~S0N.-Fourteenth a111end.ment; tenure-of-office bill; Johnson' impeachment.
GRANT.-Fifteenth amendment; Alabama claims and treaty of Washington; electoral commission.
ACADEMIC DUTIES.

The academic duties and exercises commence on the first of September and continue
until the first of June. Examinations of the several cla ses are held in January and
June, and, at the former, such of the new cadets as are found proficient in studies and
have been correct in conduct are giveu the particular tanding iu their cla s to which
their merits entitle them. After each examination, cadets fonucl deficient in con<h_1ct
or studi~s are discharged from the Academy, unless the Acarhimic Board for pec1al
reasons m each case should otherwise recommen 1. SiJUilar ex:n.mintLtiou, are lleld
ev,ery Jannar~ an?- June during the four years compri ing the conr e of studie ,
rb~. e examm_at10ns are very thorough, au<l reqnire froJU the cadet a close ancl perevering attent10u to study, without eva iou, or sligbti 11"' of any part of the cour e.
a n? ~elax~tions ~f any kind can be made by the examiuer ·. .
.
Jliltta,·y instnwtwns.-From the termination of tlie exa1uiuat1on m June to the end
of Au"'u _t ~he cadets live in camp, engaged only in military clutie and xerci e ,
and r ce1v1t1g practical military in trnction.
Exe pt in e ·tr me ca , cadet are allowed but one leave of ab ence during the
four year ' cour e · a. a rule the leave i granted at tlie end of the fir t two years'
c ur of tn<ly.
PAY OF CADETS.
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The expenses of a candidate for board wa hin 1r, light
tc., aft r h ha r port d
and prior to ad mission, will be abon t ... 10. Imm cliately aft r beiug- adlllitt cl to the
institution he must b e p rovided w i th au outfit of uniform, th co t of whi b will b e
about $90, making a t,otal snru of , 100, which must b deposited with th tr •a ·tu r of
the Academy before the can<.lidat e i aclmitt d. It i b t for a candidat to take
with him no mo re money than w ill d fray hi t r a,veliorr expen e , and for t he par nt
or guardian to send to " The trea sur r, U. S. Military Academy'' the reqnirccl d posit of $100. An y deviation fr om t he rule a to the amount or manner of makiu 0 • t he
deposit mu st be ex plained in writing, by the parent or guardian of the candidat , to
the Superintendent of th e Academy.
ASSIGNMENT TO CORPS AFTER GRADUATION,

W_hen any cadet of the U.S. Military Academy has gone tbrough all it cJasse a~d
r~ce1ved a regular diploma from the academic taff, be may be promoted and comm1ss10ned a& a second lieutenant in any arm or corps of the Army in which there ma.y
be a vacancy and the duties of which he may have been judged competent to perform; and in case there shall not at the time be a vacancy in such arm or corps, he
ma~, _at the discretion of the President, be promoted and commissioned in it as an
add1t10nal second lieute11ant, with t he usual pay and allowances of a second lieutenant, until a vacancy shall happen.
GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS.

~ sound body and constitution, suitable preparation, good natural capacity, an
a_p~1tude for study, industrious habits, perseverance, an obedient and orderly disposit10n, and a correct moral deportment are such essential qualifications that candidates knowingly deficient in an.v of these respects should not, as ma ny do, subject
themselves and their friends to the chances of future mortification and disappointment by accepti~g appointments at the Academy and entering upon a career which
they can not successfully pursue.

Cou1·se of stiidy and books used at the Military .Academy.
[Books marked thus .. are for reference.]
FIRST YEAR.-FOURTH CLASS.
Department.

CQurse of study, text-books, ancl,books of r eference.

Mathematics .. ...... __ ..... . Davies' Elements of Algebra; Davies' Le_gendre's Geometry; Church's
Plane and Spherir.al Trigonometry; Davies ' Surveying; Church's
A.nal.vtical Geornetr.v.
Modern languages .......... . Keetel's Analytical and Practical French Grammar; Keetel's Analytical French Reader; * Spiers' and Surenue's .Dictionary; Whitney's Essentials of En_glish Grammar; Hatt's Manual of Rhetoric
and Composition; Abbott and Seeley's English L essons for English
People; Abbott's How to Write Clearly; *Webster 's Dictionary.
H)story, geography, and eth- Lectures in ethics and in universal history.
ics.
Tactics of artillery and in- Practical instrnction in .the schools of the soldier, company, and batfantry.
talion ; * Blunt's Rifle and Carbine Firing; practical instruction in
artillery.
Use of small-arms... .. . . ... . Instruction in fencing and bayonet exercise and military gymnastics.
SECOND YEA.R.-THIRD CLASS.
Mathematics ..... . ......... · / Church's Analytical Geometry; Church's Descrirtive Geometry, with
its application to spherical pro,jections; Church A Calculus; Church's
Shades, Shadows, and Perspective; Chauvenet's Treatise on the
Method of Least· Squares.
Modern languages........... Keetel's Analytical and practical French Grammar; Borel's Grammaire Frangaise; Bocher's College Series of French Plays; Roemer's
Cours do Lecture et de Traduction, Vols. I and II; * Spiers' and Surenne's Dictionary.
Drawing. -- - . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . Topography and plotting of surveys with lead _Pencil, pen and ink, and
colors; construction of the various problems 111 descriptive ~eometry,
shades and shadows, and linear porspective and isometric projections; practical surveying in t he field; * Reed's Topographical Drawing and Sketching.
Tactics of artillery, infantry, Practical instruction in the schools of the soldier, company, and batand cavalry.
talion; * J3lnnt's Rifle and Carbine Firing; practical instruction in
artiller.v and cavalr.v.
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Course of study and books _used at the Military Acadeniy-Continued.
THIRD YEAR.-SECO~D CLASS.
Department.

Course of study, text-books, and books of reference.

Natural and experimental ' Michie 's Mechanics (Solids) ; Bartlett's Mechanic~ (Fluids); Bartlett's
philosophy.
Astronomy; Michie's Element:i of Wave-Motion Relating to Sound
and Light.
Chemistry, mineralogy, and Bloxam's Chemistry, fifth edition; Everett's Deschanel's Heat, Part
geology.
II; Tillman's Principles of Chemical Philosophy; Brown's Eclectic
Physiology; Thompson's Elementary Lessons in Electricity and
Mao-netisrn; Dana's Mineralogy; Le Conte's Elements of Geology.
Drawing..................... Free-hand drawing and landscape in black and white; construc~ive
and Architectural drawing in ink and colors; *Reed's Topographical
Drawing and Sketching.
Tactics of artillery, infantry United States Army Artillery Tactics ; Tidball's Manual of He~vy
and cavalry.
Artillery Service, U. S. A.; United States Army Cavalry 'fact1?s ;
Upton's United States Army Infantr_y Tactics; practical ins~ruct~on
in the schools of the soldier, company, and battalion; practical lD·
struction in artillery and cavalry.
Practical military engineer· M_yers Manual of Signals; practical and theoretical instruction in
ing.
military signaling.
·1

FOURTH YEAR.-FIRST CLASS.
Civil and military engineer·
ing and science of war.

Modern languages ......... .
Law ...•.....................
History, geography, and
ethics.
P~actical military engineer·
mg.

Tactics of artillery, infantr.v,
and cavalry.
Ordnance and gunnery ..... .

Wh eeler's Civil Engineering; Wheeler's Field Fortifications; Wheel .
er's Military Engineering (Permanent Fortifications, Siege Opera·
tions, and Militar.v Mining) ; Wheeler's Element;, of_ the Art ~nd
Science of War; Mahan's Sterootomy; *Royal Engmeers, Aide·
Memoire, Parts I and II.
Knapp·s Spanish Grammar; Knapp's Spanish Readings; "'Seoane's
Neuman and Baretti's Dictionary.
. .
.
Woolsey's International Law; Cooley's General Prmc1ples of Con~t~·
tutional Law in the United States; Winthrop's Abridgment of Mill·
tary Law; General Orders No. 100, A.G. O., 1863.
Swintoa's Outlines of the World's History; Labberton's Historical
Atlas.
.
Practical instruction in thfl construction of ponton and spar briclges;
in the preparation of sie•Te materials, and iu laying out fiE:ld a~d
siege works; practical instruction in astronomy, in surveym,!r: lll
military reconnaissances, in field telegraphy, and n!~bt signaling;
*Ernst's Manual of Practical Militar-y Engineering; .oo.yer's Manual
of Signals.
Practical instruction in the schools of the soldier, company, and bat·
talion; practical instructio11 in artill,,ry and cavalrv.
Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery; Ordnance Pamphlets, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5; Practical Pyrotechnics; Practical Ballistics.

EXHIBI'.l'

B.

THE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION.
The following constitute a set of papers containing all questions laiu. before_ can_di·
dates for admission to the U. S. Military Academy at the preliminary exarnmat10n
held June, 18 7.
EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
Time allotted: Two and one-half hours.
D1v1 ION

I.

[N. B.-Write the answers below, numbering them to corre pond with the questions.]

1. What i a participle
How many kinds or forms of participles are there f Give
an e.x:mnple of each kind.
2. What i a ve1'b
For what are verb inflected and what i their inflection

ca!lecl ! . What is an auxiliary verb ? Mention the pri~cipal auxiliary verb .
,3 .. \ rit th plural of money, donkey, sky, wife, ox, spoonf1tl, ca1·go hero, thief, bea11

soi ·rn-lat , ?llOttse.

4. 'iv ~b pri1 cipal parts ( pre ent, pa t, and pa t participle) of the followin
\ .rb : f!mld, flee b1u·st, b1iy, eing, swhn, speak, grow, dig, fall, chide, fly, eat, lie (t<.1 re·
c ~ue), he(~ t 11 a !"al hood).
''· What 1 an ad;ective How are adjective coni1>ared f Compare good bad, little
many, atrong, frightful.
,
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II.

[N. B.-Write quite across both pages if neces ary. In par in_" give no rule~, declen, io1;1s, comparisons, or principal parts; but in other respect parse full.v, b mg C!lt'eful to g1v the U:bJect. of each
verb, the governing word of each objecth'e ca e, and to state pr 01 ely what each OOllJllllCt1on connects, between what words each preposition shows the relation, and to what aoh pronoun r fers.
Important omissions will be taken to indicate ignorance. Intelli 0 ible abbreviations are allow d. l

Parse the words iu italics in the followino- sentence : Man can conquer 1'...,.ature only
by obeying lier laws, and to obey those laws be mu t know them. Hence it i the nece~sities of the practical life that excite the flrst efforts after scientific knowledge, and 1t
is under the pressure of the same necessities that man fir t learns to s1u-render self-will
to tbfl discipline of regular labor and of co-operation with bis fellows.
DIVISION

III.

Correct all errors that occur in the following sentences:
1. The army was badly cnt up, but made $'ood their retreat.
2. Whom, when they bad washed, they Ja1d her in an upper chamber.
J. I am resolved not to trust him, neither now nor at any time.
4. This scissors is so dnll that I cannot use it.
5. No one ever beard of that man running for office.
6. A lady entered, whom I afterwards found was Miss Smith.
7. I am sure it could not have been them.
8. London in England is larger than any city in Europe.
9. Tb~se sort of expressions should be avoided.
10. This result, of all others, jg most to be dreaded.
11. What sounds have each of the vowels f
12. Now, bo-vs, I want every one of you to decide for themselves.
13. This is Tennyson's the poet's home.
14. Su1;011;1er clothes herself in green, and decks itself with flowers.
15. This 1s as valuable, if not more so, than that.
16. The music sounded harshly.
17. 'l'he eye and ear have different offices.
18. He would neither go himself or send anybody.
rn. Who doubts but what two and two .are four.
20. He talks like you do.
21. He has not, I do not suppose, laid by much.
22. She not only dressed richly but tastefully.
EXAMINATION IN HISTORY.
Time allotted: Two and one-half hours.
[Write concisely and legibly.]

1. What islands on the eastern coast of North America did Bartholomew Gosnold
discover, and when did he discover them'?
2. What portions of North America did the following nations claim by right of dis.
covery or settlement'?
(1) The Spanish'?
(2) The French'?
3. When, where, and by whom was the first permanent French settlement made in
Canada'?
4. Wben, where, and by whom was the first permanent settlement made in the colony of Massachusetts Bay f
5. By what treaty was King ·wrniam's war terminated and with what result'?
6. When and where did the followiug congresses meet:
(1) :First Colonial Congress'?
(2) Pirst Continental Congress'?
(3) First Constitutional Congress'?
7. Name one or more important events in the following administrations:
(1) Washington's.
(2) Madison's.
(3) Buchanan's.
8. When was Tennessee admitted into the Union, and of what State was it formerly
a part f
!J. What is meant by the Monroe doctrine f
10. What was the nullification act of 18321
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11. Under what Presidential admiuistrations, and by what means, were the following acquisitions of Territory made:
(1) Texas?
(2) Alaska?
12. What were the causes and duration of the following wars, and who were the
contending parties:
(1) War with Tripoli V
(2) War of 1812 ?
13. Name and give the dates of three prominent events in General Grant's campaign of 1865.
14. What was the last amendment to the Constitution; under whose administration
was it adopted, and what was its design?
What text-books on United States histoTy have you studied?
EXAMINATION IN GEOGRAPHY.
Time allotted: Two and one-half hours.
1. What is meant by the axis of the earth? Its poles?
2. Name and locate the zones of the earth's surface.
3. What are parallels of latitnde? Meridians of longitude f
4. Name the seas and gulfs of the eastern continents. Of the western continents.
5. Name the countries of Europe. Of North and South America.
6. Where are the following rCvers: Ganges, Nile, Danube, Thames, Rio Grande,
.
Orinoco; and into what bodies of water do they empty?
7. Locate the following cities, and name the bodies of water, if any, upon which
they are located: Berlin, Amsterdam, Calcutta, Melbourne, Liverpool, Lyons, Lisbon,
Callao.
8. Name the oceans, seas, gulfs, rivers, and straits through which you would pass
in sailing from Cincinnati to St. Petersburg.
9. Where are the Scandinavian Mountains? The Carpathian Mountains f The
Balkans? The Andes 1 The Himalayas?
.
10. Starting from Cape Town westward, name the bodies of waters through which
you would pass in sailing entirely around the continent of Africa ne!i'r the coast.
11. Name the principal islands of Australasia and the Malay Archipelago..
12. Starting from Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, and traveling entirely by
water through the Great Lakes, AUantic Ocean, etc., to Saint Paul, name in order
the States by and through which you would pass.
.
13. By the same route name, in order, the ocean, gulfs, lakes, bays, rivers, canals,
and straits through which you would pass.
.
14. Bound Wisconsin, naming the large bodies of water forming port10n of bou~dary, and contiguous States. Bound Kentucky, giving rivers and States formmg
boundary.
·
15. Name the Eastern States; the Middle States; the Southern States; the Western States.
16. Name the capitals of the Eastern States and of the Southern States, assigning
each to its proper State.
.
17. Through what States and Territories will a straight line pass drawn from Richmond, Va., to San Francisco, Cal.?
18. Where are the following cities, and upon what bodies of water, if any, are they
ocated: Oswego, Eastport, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Des Moines.
19. Name eight large rivers of the Missh;sippi Basin whose waters reach the Gulf
of Mexico through the Mississippi River.
20. Name ten large cities of the Atlantic seaboard.
State text-books upon this subject tudiod by you.
EXAMINATION IN ARITHMETIC.
1. Multiply 3 hundredths by 300 thousandth .
2. , parnto 2 into two such numbers that t of one i equal to the other.
.
. :~. ,\ clock gaitH1 3¾ min. in 23 hr. 59 min. 45 sec.; at noon it i 2 min . .-low when mll

1t rn<lt ate correct time
~- 1 : . win a1Jon ontains 231 cu. in. and 1 bushel contains 2, 1504 cu. in.· bow
will a wme quart ·ompare with a. dry quart .
5.

.

( 2 +fr+(:3+

t)

eclnc (,-!) X(4 _ 3

. .
n to its
simple

t form.

. <i· If th i~n1 tor f the earth j 7,926 mi., what height in inche on a globe 2 ft.
in 1amet ·r will r pre ent a mountain 15,0 Oft. in height f
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i. If tho pa y of a man, a woman, and a boy b in the ratio 3, 2, 1 · and 24 m n , 20
women, ancl 16 boys receive £20 8s. a week, what will 27 m n, 40 women, and 15 bo_
receive in 365 days Y
.
.
8. If either 5 oxen or 7 horses will eat up the grass of a field m 7 day , m what
time will 2 oxen and 3 horses eat up the a.me f
9. If 60 cannon :firing 5 rounds in
min. kill 350 ro n in 75 min., how many can,
non 1:iring 7 rouuds in 9 min. will kill 9 0 men in 25 min. ,

EXAMINATION IN WRITING AND ORTHOGRAPHY.
This Union can not expire as the snow melts from the rock or a star disappears
from the firm ament. When it falls the crash will be heard in all land . Wherever
the winds of H eaven go, that will go, bearing sorrow and dismay to milli_ons of_stri_cken
hearts; for the subversion of t i.tis Government will render the cause of const1tut10n:1l
liberty hopeless throughout the world.. What nation can gov~rn i~, elf i~ thi~ na~iou
can not f What encouragement will any people h ave to establish liberal m t 1tut10ns
for themselves, if ours fail f Providence has laid upon us t,he responsibility and the
~onor ?f solving that problem, in which all coming generations of men have a profound mterest-whether the true ends of government can be secured by a popular representa~ive system. In the munificence of His goodness, He put us in possession of
our heritage, by a series of interpositions scarcely l ess signal than those which con~
~ucted,t~e Hebrews to Canaan; and He bas, up to this period, withheld from us no
immumties or resources which might facilitate an auspicious result. Never before
was a peopJe so advantageously situated for working out this great problem in favor
of human liberty; and it is important for us to understand that the world so regards it.
So the struck eagle, stretched upon the plain,
No more through rolliog ,clouds to soa,r again,
View ed his own feat her on the fatal dart,
And winged the s4aft that quivered in his heart.
Keen were his paugs, but keeuer far to feel
He nursed the piuion which impelled the steel;
While the same plumage that had warmed his nest
Drank the last life-drop of his bleeding breast.
1. Alienate.
13. Dungeon.
2. Anecdote.
14. Effe1·vesce.
3. Abbreviate.
15. Essence.
4. Benign.
16. Exhilarate.
5. Bequeath.
17. Exonerate.
G. Blaspheme.
18. Facetious.
7. Buoyant.
l!:J. Forfeit.
8. Ceiling.
20. Gai;rison.
!:I. Chaldron.
21. Harassing.
10. Chapel.
22. Jeopardy.
11. Column.
23. Mitigate.
12. Discern.
24. Nauseous.
Official copy.
W. C. BROWN,
First Lif'JUtenant, First Cavalry,
Adjutant United States Military Academy .

.EXHIBIT

C.

EXAMPLES OF WORK OF CANDIDATES FOUND DEFICIENT.
The _following papers show the character ancl extent of deficiency in qualifications
found m two candidates at the preliminary examination of June, 11::!87:
[No; 79.

June 17, 1887.J

EXAMINATION IN HISTORY.
Time allotted, two and one-half hours.
[Write concisely and legibly .]

1. What islands on the eastern coast of North America did Bartholomew Gosnold

discover and when did he discover them f-The Elizabeth islands, Martha's Vineyard
Nantucket, and iu 1362.
'
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2. What portions of North America did the following nations claim by right of discovery or settlement Y
( ~) Th_e Spanish 1-The Spanish claimed Mexico and the north of that known as the
Califormas and New Mi>xico.
(2) The French Y-New Acadia and the territory of Louisanna.
8. When, where, and by whom was the first permanent French settlement made in
Canada f-By Du Monts and Champlain in 1572.
4. 'Yhen, where, and by whom was the first permanent settlement made in the colony of Massachusetts Bay f-At Plymouth Rock, by Puritans in 1622.
_5. By what treaty was King William's war terminated and with what result fAlX la Chappelle; result accession of territory to the mother country from French.
6. When and where did the following congresses meet:
(1) First Colonial Congress f-Me t at New York in 1690.
(2) :First Continental Congress ?-Met at Philadelphia in 172'2.
(3) First Constitutional Congress Y-Met at Washington City in 1790.
7. Name one or more important events in the folJowing administrations:
(1) Washington'H ?-The whiskey insurrection.
(2) Madison's f-War of 1812.
(3) Buchanan's ?-Debate of Kansas and Nebraska bill.
8. When was Tennessee admitted into the Union and of what State was it formerly
a partf-In 1832 and was part of the old Louisana purchase.
9. What is meant by the Monroe doctrine f-No foreign nation shall have right to
plant any colony on American territory.
10. What was the nullification act of 1832 ?-South Carolina proposed to withdraw
from union and was prohibited from doing so by Jackson.
· 11. Under what Presidential administrations and by what means were the following acquisitions of territory made?
(1) Texasf-Under Polk's by force of arms.
(2) Alaska ¥-Under Lincoln's by purchase.
12. What were the causes and duration of the following wars and who were the
contonding parties T
(1) War with 'fripoli ?-Cause pimcy on sea and imprisonment of citizens of U.S.
Duration, 2 yrs.
(2) War of 1812 ¥-Impressment ofU. S. Seamen. Duration, 4 yrs.
.
13. Name and give the dates oftbree prominent events in Geu'l Grant's campaign
of 1865.-Vicksburg .July 12th, Donelson June 1st Appomattox Augt. list.
.
14. What was the last amendment to the Constitution, underwhoseadministrat10n
w·as it adopted, and what was its design Y-No slavery or involuntary servitude will
be permitted in U. S. on acount of color race or previous condition. The 14th amendment come under Johnson's administration.
What text-books on U. S. history have you studied f
I have studied A. H. Stephen's U. S. Hist.
A true copy.
W C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant First Cavallf"y, Adjutant Military Academy.

[No. 79.

Jnne 18, 1887.J

EXAMINATION IN GEOGRAPHY.

Time al.lotted, two an<l ne-half hours.
1. What is meant by the axis of the earth f Its poles f-It i that imaginary line
running through the center of the earth on which it is supposed to revolve. The Pole
ar the imaginarv ends ofthA axes knowu as North and outh Poles.
2. Name and locate the zones of the earth' snrface.-Tbe North and South Temp rate, the Torid, and the two Frigid Zones. The torid extends 23t0 on ea.ch. ide
of quator; the North Temperate 23½o from Tropic of Cancer; the South Temperate
23° from Tropic of Capr.
·
.
3. What are parallels of latitucle ; mericliallf, of longitude f-Parallel o_f lat.1tn I.
r_nn a t ancl w t and meridians of longitude north and outh; both are 1magPialJ
lm u dinl ca.ti nofplaces.
·
4. i m he s a and r,nlf8 of th Er tern Continent .
f the We tern on 1•
11, nt -- 'ulfof
oin a, foab, Mexico, L Lawrenc, California, Finland, G 11 _,.
alcntta. Bl k ·a, Baltic
hina Japan farmora
orth 'ea, lri h,
1118
Y ·11 w, Ye<lrlo.
'
'
'
'
, ·'· •·,nm the onntrii• of Europ .
f Torth : nd
n h America.- pain, Fran
1 rtu '' 1, D ·uniark, ·rma.u ', Ru ia, Au tria, Huugary, Iloilancl, England, Irelau '
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Sootland, Wales. Of North America, United States, Mexico, Central Americai Dominion of Canada. Of South America, Brazil, Ecuador, Peru, Argentine Rep. Bo ivia,
Chilli, French, Dutch, and English Guiana, Patagonia.
.
~- Where are the following rivers: Ganges, Nil , Danube, Th_ames,. Rio Gr'.1-n~e,
Ormoco, and into what ·1.>odies of water do they empty f-GanO'es m Ind1a empt1 rn
Medit; ~ile in Africa outlet Congo R.; Da_nube in Ai:,stria ~mpties i_n ~outh ea,
Thames m England empties in Irish Sea; R10 Grande rn Mexico empties m Gulf of
Mexico, Orinoco in South America; empti~s in Pacific Ocean.
7. Locate the following cities, aud na,me the Lodie of w3:ter, if any, upon ~hich
they are locat ed: Berlin, Amsterdam, Calcutta, Melbourne, Liverpool, Lyons, L1 bon,
Callao.-Berlin , in Prussia, inland; Amsterdam in Holland, inland; Calcutta in India on G. of Cal.; Melbourne in Australia on coast of P. Ocion; Liverpool England
on Thames; Lyons France on B. of Biscay, Lisbon in Spain inland Callao in Japan
on Japan Sea.
. 8. ~~me the oceans, seas, gulfs, rivers, and straits through ~hi_ch _you would_pass'
m sailmg from Cincinnati to St. Petersburg.-The Ohio R. M1ss1pp1 R. Atlantic 0.
Baltic Sea, Ural R.
·
9. Where are the Scandinavian Mountains f The Carpathian Mountains f The
Balkansf The Andes f The Himalayas f-Scandinavian Mts. bet Denmark and Norway, the Carpathian Mts. in Austria, Balkans in Rusia, Andes, South America; Himolayas, in Asia.
·
10. Starting from Cape Town westward name the bodies of waters. through which
you would pass in sailing entirely around the continent of Africa near the coast.The Atlantic Ocean and Isthmus of Suez.
.
11. Name the principal islands of Australasia.and the Malay Archipelago.-Australia,
Tasmania, Felix Island, Robinson Crusoe's Island, and Barbadosias.
12. Starting from Duluth, at the bead of Lake Superior, and traveling entirely by'
water through the Great Lakes, Atlantiu Oceau, etc., to St. Paul, name in order the
States by aud through which yon would pass.-Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Jersey and New York.
13. By the same route name in order the ocean, gulfs, lakes, bays, rivers, caw1ls,
and straits through which you would pass.-Atlantic Ocean, G. of St Lawrence, Ohio
R. Erie Canal.
14. Bound Wisconsin, naming large bodies of water forming portion of boundary
and contignous States. Bound Kentucky, giving rivers and States forming boundarr·-: Wisconsin Lounded on N by L Mich and State of Mich, on south by Ohio and
Illmo1~, on EafjJi by L. Mich and Illinois, anil West by Dakota and Montana. Kentuc_!ry lil N by Ohio, S. by Indiana east b.v - - - , W - - - .
·
fo. Name States east of Mississippi.-Miuesota, Ohio, Illinois, Tennesee, Indianna,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Marayland, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticutt.
16. :t-lamc the capitals of States eaHt ofMississippi.-St. Paul, Columbus, Springfield,
.rackson, Indianapolis, Albany, Trenton, Dover, Annapolis, Monttpellier, Augusta,
Boston, Providence.
17. Through what States and Territories will a straight line pass drawn from Richmon~, Va., to San Francisco, Cal. f-Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Dakota, Montana, California.
18. Where are the following cities, and upon what bodies of water, if any, are they
loc'.1ted f-Oswego, Eastport, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Des Moines f-New York, on Erie,
Mame, inland, Pennsylvania, inland, Georgia on ,;hattahochee, Illinois on Des
Moines River.
19: Name eight large rivers of the Mississippi Basin whose waters reach the Gulf of
Mexico through the Mississippi River.-Ohio, Mii,souri, Arkamias, AUeghany and
Monongahela, Tennessee, Pearl, and Red River.
20. Name teu largo cities of the Atlantic sea-board.-New York, Jersey City, Boston, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Providence, Atlantic City, Washington City, Annapolis, Atlanta, and Pensacola.
Sta,te text books upon this subject studied by you.-Maury.
A true copy.
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavavry, .Adjutant Military .Academy.
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'J une 17, 1887.J

EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
Time allotted, two and one-half hours.
DIVISION

I.

:N. B.- Write the answers below, numbering them to correspond with the questions. J

•

1. What is a participle? How manv kinds or forms of participles are theref Give
an example of each kind.
•
.
'2. What is a verb? For what are verbs inflected, and what is their inflection
called'? ·what is an auxiliary verb? Mention the principal auxiliary verbs.
, 3. Write the plural of money, donkey, sky, wife, ox, snoonful, cargo, hero, thief, beau,
son-in-law, mouse.
~. Give the p-rincipal parts (present,, past, and past participle) of the following verbs:
build, flee, burst, buy; sing, swim , speak, grow, chg, fall, chide, fly, eat, lie (to recline), lie
(to tell a falsehood) .
5. What is an adjective? How are adjectives compared? Compare good, bad, little,
many, strong, frightful.
(1) A participle is word that takes the form of a preposition and a noun, or :i. noun
and a verb.
(2) A verb is a word that expresses action, being, or state of being. An auxiliary
verb is a word that helps or makes mot·e complete verb.
(3) Monies, d~mkeys, skies, wives, oxen, spooofols, cargoes, hm·os, thieves, beaux,
sons-in-law, mice.
--Present.
Build.
Flee.
Burst.
Buy.
Sing . .
Swim.
Speak.
Grow.

~~fi.
Chide.

Fly.
Eat.
Lie.
Lie.

Past participle.

Past.

Building.
Fleeing.
Bursting:.
Buying.
Sin:rinp:.
Swimining.
Speaking.
Growing.
Digging.
Falling.
Chiding:.
Flying.
Eating.
Lioing.
Lying.

Built.
Fled.
Burst.
Bought.
Sang.
Swam.
~oke.
rew.
Dug.
Fell.
Chided.
Flew.
Ate.
Lay.
Liecl.

•

(5) An adjective is a word that qna.lifies or limits a noun or pronoun. Adjecti~es
are comparEld to a greater or less degree. Good, better, best; bad, worse, worst; httle less, lea t; many, more, most; strong, stronger, strongest; frightfull, more frightfull, most frightfull.
DIVISIO

II.

[N. B.-Write quite across both pagtis if necessary. In parsing give no rule , declensions, compari·
sons, or principal parts; but in other respects parse fully, being careful to give the subject of each
verb, the governing word of each objective caso, aud to state precisPly what each conjunction con·
nect , betweon what words each preposition show. the relation, and to what <>ach pronoun refe ·
Important omissions will be taken to indicate ignorance. Intelligible abbreviatiouti are allowed.]

Parse the words iu italics in the following . entence : Man can conquer 1tat,ire onl!f
by obeying h er laws, and to obey those laws lie run t know them. Hence it is the ne~ !·
ties of the practical li£ that excite the :fir t efforts after sci n ti fie k II owl dge, and 1t 1
under the pre ureof the same neces ities that man fir t learns to surrender self-will to
the <li · ·iplin of regnlar labor and of co-operation with. his fellows.
Can conqner 1 a v rb, re rula.r transitive, indicative mood, pre enl; ten e sing no
thir,1 p I on to agre with noun man.
·
Nature h1 a noun, ing no. third per on sing no. objective ca , object of verb, can
con<1nn.
11/y is a participle.
BJ/i'i, pr po.iti 11 bowing her lal;ionbetwe ntheparticiple'only'andnonnlaw-.
Obryill_!/ i an adj cti e rnodifying the noun laws.
La,,•s 1 a noun, lural no. third per on, n ut r g oder, objective case, object o(
prep hy.
n<l i a c njunction conn cting clan e by obeying <J·o with claus to obey ,Jo.
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Them is a pronoun, plural no, neuter gender, third person objective case object vorbmust know.
Hence is a conjunction connectinp: the :first sentence with the In t.
.
It is a personal pronoun antecedent u.n derstood sing no, neuter gender, thud per on,
possessive case.
. .
.
Necessit-ies is a noun, plnral no, third person, neuter gender, obJect1ve ca , ob;ect of
verb ''it is."
That is a conjunction connecting life with excite.
Efforts is a noun, plural no, neute1· gender, third person, objective case object of
verb excite.
After is an adverb modifying the verb excites.
And is a conjunction connecting the word knoledge with clause it is under fc.
•Learns is an adi•erb modifying verb to surrender.
.
!'o surrender is a regular intransitive verb indicative mood, present tense, smg no,
third pers to agree with noun man.
Self-will a noun, sing no, neuter gender, third person, objective case object of verb
to surrender.
.
And is a conjunction connecting the clause 'of regular labor' with the clause 'of cooperation &c.
DIVISION

III.

Correct all errors that occur in the following sentences :
1. The army was badly cut up, but made good their retreat.
1. The army was badly cut up, but made good thei1· retreat.
2. Whom, when they had washed, they laid her in an upper chamber.
2. Whom, when they had washed her they laid in an upper room.
3. I am resolved not to trust him, neither now nor at any time.
3. I have resolved not to trust him, neither now or at any time.
4. This scissors is so dull that I can not use it. ·
4. This scissors are so dull that I can not use them.
5. No one ever heard of that ma.n running for office.
5. No one heard of that man running for office.
6. A lady entered, whom I afterwards found was Miss Smith.
6. A lady entered, who I afterwards found was Miss Smith.
7. I am sure it conld not have been them.
7. I am sure jt could not have been they.
8. :µondon irl. England is larger than any city in Europe.
8. London in England is larger than any other city in Europe.
9. These sort of expressions should be avoided.
9. These sort of expressions should be avoided.
10. This result, of all otllers, is most to be dreaded.
10. This result; of all others, is most dreaded.
11. What sounds have each of the vowelsf
11. What sounds have each of the vowels f
12. Now, boys, I wam every oue of you to decide for themselves.
12. Now, boys, I want every one of you to decide for himself.
13. This is Tennyson's the poet's home.
13. This is Tennysons the poet's home.
14. Summer nlothes herself in green, and decks itself with flowers.
14. Summer clothes herself in green, and decks herself with flowers.
15. This is as valuable, if not more so, tllau that.
15. This is as valuable, if not more, than that.
16. The music sounded harshlv.
16. The music sounded harsh.·
17. The .eye and ear have different offices.
17. The eye aud ear have different offices.
18. He would neither go himself or send anybody.
18. He would neither go himself nor send anybody.
19. Who doubts but what two and two are food
19. Who doubts that two and two are four f
~0. He talks like you do.
20. He talks like you or the way you do.
21. He has not, I do not suppose, laid by much.
21. I (or do not) don't suppose he has laid much by.
22. She not only dressed richly but tastefully.
A true copy.
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, .l!'irst Cavalry, .Adjutant Military Academy.
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EXAMINATION IN WRITING AND ORTHOGRAPHY.
1

This union can not expire as the snow melts from the rock, or a star disapears from
2

the firmiment.
When it falls the crash will be heard in all lands.
Wherever the winds of the heavens go, that will go, bearing sorrow and dismay to
millions of stricken hearts; for the subversion of this Government will render the
.

29

. cause of constitutional liberty hopless throughout the world.
ern itsdf if thvs nation can not V

What nation can gov•
3

What encouragement will any people have to establish liberl institutions for themselves if ours fail f
.

23

Providence has laid upon us the responsibility and the honor of solveing that problem in which all earning generations of man have a profound interest.
24

Whether the true ends of government can be secured by a popular representitive
system.
4

In the munificence of His goodness He put us in posession of our heritage by a
5

series of interpositions scarcely less signal than thoes which conducted the Hebrews
25

.

6

7

to Canan ; and He has up to fois period witheld from us no imunities or resources
8

which might vicilitate an auspicious result.
Never before was a people so advantageously situated for working out this great
problem of human liberty; and it is important for us to understand that the world so
1·ega,rds it. 26

So the struck eagle stretched upon the plain,
No more through rolling clouds to war again;
Viewed his own feather on the fatal dart,
And winged the shaft that quivered ill his heart.
Keen were his pangs but keener far to feel
• 27

He nursed the pinion which impelled the steele,
While the same plumage that had warmed his nest;
Drank the last life drop of his bleeding breast.
28

I. A lianiate.
II. Anecdote.
III. Abbreviate.
9

IV. Benine.
10 ·

V. Bequatke.
VI. Blaspheme.
11

VII. Buoient.
VIII. Ceiling.
12

IX. Cald1·onn.
13

X. Chappel.
XI. Column.
14

XII. Di ern.

XIII. Dungeon.
15

XIV. Efervesce.
~V. Essence.
16

XVI. Exerhilerate.
17

XVII. Exerhonerate.
18

XVIII. Vicisious.
19

XIX. Forjiet.
XX. Garri 'OD.
20

XXI. Harr as sing.
21

xxn. Jeapo1·dy.
XXIII. Mit!rte.

XXIV. Naascious.
A true copy.

W. C. Bnow.·
First Lieiitenant, First Cavalry, Acljtitant Military Araiumy.
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EX.AMIN.ATION IN .ARITHMETIC.
Time allotted: 'l'hr e and one-half hours.
Multiply 3 hundredths l>y 300 thousandth ,
.3

. 300
. 900 .Ans.
2. Separate 280 into tw; such numbers, that~ of one is equal to the other.
7

One no. =

J..7 the other = 7~

_7+3_
7
7

10)280(28
20

=~
7

28

280
84

3

190

196 = the larger number.
84 = the smaller number.

?·

.A

ns.

!i,- ?lo~k gains 3¼ min. in 23 hr. 59 min. 45 sec. ; at noon it is 2 min. slow; when

will 1t md1cate corre, time 'f
3 minutes 15 seconds= 195 seconds.
60
23
3
60
180
1380
15
59
'195
1439
60
87340
45
87385 seconds in 23 hours 59 min. 45 seconds.

87385)195.000(2.0022
174 770
20:t 300
174 770
54545.45+ sec.
54545=4545=15.1515 hours.
15.1515+12 m. would= 3.1515 o'clock a. m. .Ans.

==

4. 1 U. S. wine gallon contains 231 cu. in.; and 1 bushel contains 2150.4 cu. in.
How will a wine qua:':'t compare with a dry quart 'f
4)231(57. 75 cu. in. in one· licquid quart.
20
3T
•Error in division.
28

30

28
20
32)2150.4(67.5125 cu. in. in dry quart.
192

230

224
164
160

--.w

67.5125
57. 75

9.7625

32

0
64
160
A wine quart will be 9.7625 cubic inches less than a dry quart.

.Ans.
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(2+1. )~(3+l)
5. Reduce · 5 · • 7 to its simplest form.
(½-½)X(4-3t)

(2+½)"7"(3+~)
(½-t)X(4-3t)

-l-lo -lo-

n; ,lf

7to

Ans:

6. If the diameter of the earth is 7926 mi., what height in inches, on a globe 2 ft. in
diameter, will represent a mountain 15000 ft. in height 1
.
For every inch high on the mountain the earth is 2567. 7215 inches in diameter.
On a globe 24 inches in diameter a mountain would be as many inches high as
2567.7215 is contained times in 24 inches, or .00942.
7926
18000~ )46219088(~(2567. 7215
' 5280
36000
io2f§o
2567.7215)24.000000942
634040
15852
90000
2290992
39630
121908
41849240
108000
12
139088
43698480
126000
41849240
130880 .
126000
46'2190880 in~ in diameter.
502190880
48800
Error in multiplication.
36000
28000
15000
18000
12
10000
30000
15000
Method correct.
ltl0,000 in high.
The mountains on a globe 2 feet in diameter would be .00942 inches high. Ans.
7. If the pay of a man, a woman, and a boy be in the ratio 3, 2, 1; and 24 men, 2g
women, and 16 boys receive £20 8s. a week, what will 27 men, 40 women, and l:>
.boys receive in 365 days f
24 men, 20 women, 16 boys earn 34.2856 in one day
3)34.2856
11.4285$ each would receive
82 persons will receive
11.4285
82
228570
914280
937 .1270$ shilling iri one day
365
46856350
56227620
28113 10
342051.3550
20)342051.3550(17102.56525
20
142
140

20
20

51
40

113
100
1305
120

105
100

-o

40
100
£17102.56"25.

Ans.
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8. If eithi:,r 5 oxen or 7 horses will eat up the grass of a field in 87 days, in what time
will 2 oxen and 3 horses eat up the same f .
One ox can eat the grass in 435 day s
1 horse " " "
"
" 609 dayP
1 ox eats ; in one day
4 5
1 horse eats_!_ in one day.
G09

2 oxen eat ~ in one day
435

~ horses eat~ in one day
609

3 horses and 2 oxen eat ~ .
d
88305 m one ay
2
435

3

406

4:35

841

+6U9=8805 + 88JUj = d--,305

406 841)88305(105 days that 2 oxen and 3 horses can eat it 105 days.
435
841
.
84]
4205
4205

A.ns.

9. If_ 60 cannon firing 5 rounds i~ 8 min. kill 350 men in 75 min. ; how many can,
non firmg 7 rounds in 9 min., will kill 980 men in 25 min. f
37.5

75
1875
~625
28125 shots kill 350
350)28125(8.36 shots to kill one man
2800

1250
1050

2000
2000

980
8.36
51::>80
2940
7840

t:!19~.80 shots to kill 980 men.
State the text-books on this subject you have st.udied
Robinsons, Barns, and Olneys.
A true copy.
W. C. BROWN,
1st Lieut., 1st Cavalry, Adjutant Mil'y Acad'y.
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D.

EXHIBIT

DIAGRAM OF VISITORS' ROOM IN CADET GUARD-HOUSE.
WEST POINT, N. Y., October 12, 1887.
Srn : In compliance with verbal instructions from you of this date, I have the honor
to submit the following:
1. Plan of visitors' room in cadHt guard-house.

1s'.lo" - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-Ji

t

B
I

I
I
I

fJI)-: North Side•18'10"

::,I

D.E=.Ea-Bt

~

.I()

,,

=IS'Io"

A,A;,J}oorB,

I
I
I

B,B;'Windowa.
A
tJ'.t J"

I

~----,'./} ''----"-

I

tL...-_-_-_-_-_-,_-5--:-'?~':'.""'_-_-_-_-_-_.71-;. !

HOW THE TIME OF CADETS IS PASSED.

2. How the time from reveille tilrtaps h1 employed by a fourth classm~n. .
(1) In barracks.-At 6 a. m. attends reveille in the area of barrack with his com-

pany; from 6 to 6.20 a. m. makes up his bed, sweep hi room, and puts it in order·
makPs bis toilet, aud, if on sick report, goes to the hospital at 6.15.
At 6,:-!0 marches to breakfast; at 7 marches from breakfa t .
Prom 7 to 8 attends to one or more of a number of little things that he ~ay hav.
to do uch a having hoes blacked, hair cut, eqnipments varni hed, drawmg a~ttcl . from quarte~m:1,ster stor , in pecting bulletin board to copy the report fo~ whicJi
h 11~tend _subm1ttrn"' explanation , interviewing the commandant, suho11tt1~g h!
offic1_al writ n communication , mailiuo- hi letters 1 in pecting_ bi rn~rk ID hi
tuch for thew k pr viou . If on guard attends guard-mouutmo\ wlucb o nally
take about twenty-five minutes. If not o~ guard he usually manage to tudy for
half an hour during this time.
'
From a. m. to 1 p. m. att ncls in tructiou in mathematic one hour and a half.
•yruna ti_cs or :fi ncing ~hirty-fi ve minutes, and, every other aturday, ethics one honr·
tlu r •mam<ln f th t1m~ b devotes to study.
A .1 P· m. be mar ·h to dinner; at 1.40 marches from dinner, and does what.ever
h n h until 2 p. m.
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From 2 till 4 p. m. attends instruction in English or French one hour, and tudi s
one hour.
At 4.15 he goes to drill till 5.30, if the weather permits; during the winter,_ 1 t
November till 15th March, be .has no drill at this hour, and usually devotes the time
to <lancing- or recreation in the gymnasium.
About 5.40 p. m. he attends parade, after which he sp nd half an hour at supp r,
and after this half an hour at recrea,tion, usually in visi ling his friends in their rooms
or strolling around the grounds.
Within half an hour after supper, abont 7.30 p. ru., call to quarters sounds, and he
studies until 9.30. If on guard, he will walk post one-third of the time between
twenty minutes after return from supper and 9.45 p. m.
After 9.30 he can make down his bed and retire. If he chooses, he may remain up
for purpose of stndy until 11 p. m.
On Saturdays t here are no recitations or drills after 1 p. m. But if the cadet has
beeu sufficiently careless or heedless of the regulations, he is very apt to spend the
time from 2 p. ru. until retreat, about (3 p. m., on extra duty--tbat is, walking post
eqnipped as a sentinel.
The afternoon of Saturday ii, usually spent in the library, at play on the ball or
tennis ground, walking over 'the public lands (reservation), with friends at officers'
quarters, cleaning equipments, bathing, or reading in quarters.
In the evening he can visit in barracks, study or read, or attend a meeting of the
Dialectic Society or ~ band concert.
On Sundays there are 110 recitn.tions. At 8 a. m. he attends inspection on the plain,
or in bad weather on stoop of barracks, which usually consumes about thirty minutes.
At 9 o'clock he repairs to his quarters, which are inspected at 9.:30.
At 10.40 h e attends roll-call and inspection before marching to church.
At 12 m. he is marched from church, and then is free to do whatever suits him until
1 p. m.
.
At 1 p. m. he marches to dinner; returns at 1.40 p. m., and is free uutil 3.
~t ~ p. ~- call to quarters sounds, and from then until 4 p. m. he is obliged to remam m h1s room, but may devote the time to reading, study, or sleep, as he likes.
He may attend Sunday School from 3 to 4, if he chooses. From 4.30 until parade,
about 6 p. m., he is free.
Sunday evening is passed as auy other, except tha,t he is not obliged to study and
can attend the prayer-meeting conducted by the cadets .
. Guard duty is the same on Sunday aA on week days, except there is an liour more
m th~ morning and one bonr and a half more in the afternoon, one-third of which
he will have to take if on guard. Sunday tours, however, only come once in every
seven or eight weeks.
(2) In canip.-Attends reveille roll-call at · 5.30 a. m., makes his bed, polices his
tent and its vicinity. If on sick report, goes to hospital at 5.45.
Marches to breakfast at 6, returns at 6.30.
Goes to drill from 7 to 7.45.
Attends troop parade at 8; if on guard, attends guard-mounting after parade.
Attend drill from 9 till 10.
Attends instruction in swimming from 10.30 till 12.30 every other day.
Marches to dinner at 1 p. m. and returns at 1.40 p. m.
Usually devotes time from 1.40 to 2.1!> to some one little thing that must be a~tended to in odd moments, such as being measured for clothing or shoes, cleaning
gun and t>quipments, writing explanations.
At 2.15 he marches to the dancing academy, where he receives instruction until
3.30 p.ru.
If on the police detail, he attends police call at 4 p. m.. Attends drill from 4.30 to
5.30.
Attends dress parade at 6.30 p. m.
fi:.fter parade he marches to supper and returns within half an hour, after which he
ts fre~ ~o do as he pleases until tattoo, at 9.30, but he usually has to devote the time
to wntmg to his friends, or writing explanations, or to put,ting his equipments in
order; yet he often manages to get quite a lot of fun out of this time by singing and
playing with his fellow cadets, etc.
At 9.30 he attends tattoo roll-call, and at taps, at 10 p. m., he must be in bed.
O~ce in every seven or eight days he goes on guard ; then he is on post as a sentinel !or two hours and off four from 9 o'clock a. m. one day till 9 o'clock 3,, m. the follow~ng day. The day he marches off guard he is excused from all military duty
until 1 p. m.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY KIRBY,

Col. H. C.

First Lieutenant, Tenth Infantry.
HASBROUCK,

Commandant of Cadets.
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EXHIBIT E.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POLICE ADMINISTRATION A.ND FISCAL
AFFAIRS.

DEAR SIR : The oomrnittee on "police administration and fiscal
affairs" submit the following report:
Your committee called. upon General W. Merritt, Superintendent, for
full and detailed reports touching the police administration and fiscal
affairs of the Academy, and received from him the following communication and accompanying reports, hereto attached and made a part
hereof, to wit: Letter of General Merritt; report of Capt. Philip M.
Price, captain of Engineers, as to water supply; report of Capt. C. H.
Rockwell, captain, Fifth Cavalry, quartermaster Military Academy, as
to gas supply, roads, and paths, with list of men in his emplo~r; report
of Capt. 0. W. Williams, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, disbursing officer, with accompanying exhibits of appropriations and expend·
itures and mode of purchases, etc. and report of Capt. W. F. Spurgin,
treasurer, quartermaster,.and commissary of cadets; and a memorandum
for estimates of rlesired appropriations, and also a memoran,dum ?f suggestions from Prof. P. S. Michie .a s to appropriations for "spemal apparatus," submitted to Rev. Dr. Brown, of the Board of Visitors, and
deemed sufficiently important to incorporate herein.
. .
Your committee made a thorough examination of the police adm1~1stration and fiscal affairs and take pleasure in reporting that the pohce
administration is efficient and the fiscal affairs are systematically and
economically administered. The officers extended to the committee
every desired facility.
Most respectfully,
F. M. COCKRELL.
GEO. B. BATES.
M. J. RUSSELL,
Hon. GEORGE W. CHILDS,
President Board of Visitors, U. S. Military A.cademy.

WEST POINT, N. Y. Jmie 9i 1887.
I have the honor to in close papers referring to the matters of fiscal ~ffairs and police administ.ration of the Military Academy. These have been mad~ with
as mncb reference to details as t.ime and the duty of the officers would permit. If
aus _explauation is needed or more detailed reports I will be glad to l~ave them
furmshed. I would 1iaod these ioclosures to you in per oo, but am e pec1ally occupied to-day wit.h dnti es connected with the completion Qf the examination.
I have the honor to be very respectfully yours,
W. MERRITT,
Brig. Gen., U. S. Army.
Sena.tor F. M. COCKRELL,
Ch.airman Comrnittee of Fiscal .Affairs
and Police Administration, Board of Visitors .
DEAR SIR:

.
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E-A.

STATEMENT SHOWING HO TV THE PA. Y OF CADETS IS DRAWN FRO Jf THE
TREASURY AND HOW DISBURSED.
HEADQUARTERS U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE TREASURER, QUARTERMASTER, AND C0Mi\H ' .ARY CADETS,

West Point, N. Y ., June 21, 1 87 .
. Sm: I have thehonortosubmit thefollowing, believing that the information.given
!s that which you verbally requested when your committee visited my office the 9th
rnstant.
The pay of a cadet is $45 per month. At each regular muster, viz., February 28,
AprE 30, June :30, August 31, October 31, and December 31, muster-rolls of each company of cadets are made out by the tactical officers in charge of cadet companies the
same as such rolls are made out throughout the service.
The curps of cadets is mustered by the commandaut of cadets on said rolls, and after
be, the commandant, has signed them they are transmitted to this office, where they
are closely examined and afterwards transmitted to the chief paymaster of the Department of the East, Governor's Island, New York Harbor, for payment.
The chief paymaster designates an officer of the pay department under him who
s~all pay said rolls. Said officer deposits the amounts due on said rolls with the assistant treasurer of the United States at New York City to the credit of the treasurer
of the Military Academy, to be drawn upon by the latter in his official capacity only.
The cadet is thng credited every two months with his pay, but he never handles
any part of it, excepting when be goes on furlough or severs his connection with the
Academy by graduation or otherwise. The treasurer of the Academy keeps the account ?f each cadet. The cadet possesses an account book, and can see at any settle~ent_ Just how his account stands, and the items of debits and credits which enter
mto 1t.
Out of the monthly pay of .each cadet, which, as stated above, is $45 per month,
there is set aside, under no 9ircumstances to be spent prior to his graduati,:m, the
sum of $4, which leaves $41 as the monthly pay of each cadet available for all his
needs.
Out of this $41 all of the cadet's expenses are paid. He pays for his subsistence,
clot~ing, t~xt-books, washing, policing barracks, gas, barber, baLhs, shoe-black, etc. "
-H1s subsistence costs, on an average, about $16 per month. His expenditures for
clot_hing dept'lnds upon -t~e care "'.'hie~ he takes of the same. His washing bills, great~st m summer when white clothrng 1s worn, also depends uvon the care be exercises
m reference to exterior white clothing. The charge for policing barracks is 13fi cents
per':month. The barber's charge is for hair-cutting only, and. is 13 cents for each cutting.
The charge for gas is 50 cents per month. This charge is really nqt a charge for
gas, f!,ince the coal out of which the gas is made is furnished by Congressional apr.rop_riation, but is a charge for conversion of coal into gas for which there is no appropriat10n.
·
The bills for baths, shoe-blacking, etc., vary slightly, but usually run from 60 cents
to 75 cents per month.
The foregoing exhibits how the pay of the cadet is expended .
. When a cadet severs his connection with the Academy by graduation or otherwise
his account is made up and settled to the proper legal date, and whatever amount is
due is paid over to him in person.
The $4 whicb. is set aside each month constitutes what is known as the cadet's
equipment fund, and in four years amounts to $192. This sum the cadet expe:c.ds at
graduation in purchasing his equipments as an office:i;.
MILITARY ACADEMY POST FUND.

This fund accrues from rents received for the West Point Hotel-$2,000 per annum;
the quarters occupie<l as a post-office, $150 per annum; the small brick building
occupied by Mr. Denton as a confectionery, $150 per annum; and the stone stable occupied by John Denton & Son, $200 per annum; or a total of $2,500 per annum from
all sources.
The fund 1s expended in keeping the buildings above mentioned in repair and for
any other public purpose to which the Superintendent of the Academy may see proper
to direct its expenditure. Expenditures are made only ou his order.
The published annual report of the Board of Visitors to the United States Military
Academy for the year 1 &"> exhibits, pages 27, 28, and 29, item by item~the receipts and
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uislmrsements .of the fund from July 26, 1884, to May 22, 1885, a period embracing
nearly one year.
.
The miscell'.1-neous character of the expenditures for said year is characteristic
of the expenditures for any other year, rendering it extremely difficult to show the
same by grouped classifications of objects of disbursement.
The following will exhibit in a condensed form the receipts and disbursements for
the period above referred to:
·
,

RECEIPTS.

Balance on nand from previous period. ______ -----· .... ·-·-·· .••••.......
For rents, hotel, etc ..... ______ .. ____ .. .. ..•... ____ .....•••...... -----· ..
l<'or ice ..... ·· -·-· ______ ..•••..•.•••.•.••. ____ ......•••.•..••••. __ ..•...
By errors . ... • _. _..........• _••....... ___ .. • . _...•....• _••••...•••..••..

$626.09
1,912. 50
134. 00
60. 50

Total receipts.....................................................

2,733. 09

DISBURSEMENTS.

Repairs to public property, purchases, etc ..............•.•••••. - - ••. - --• $2,032.29
368.62
On account of public grounds ...•••........•••..........••...••• - - • - -- -•
175.00
Hotel insurance ... _. _.. _........ ..................... -- . - . - -- -- · · • · · · · •
Publication for office; for post Sunday School, children of soldiers; lecture,
113. 00
etc .............. ................•••• ........••..•.•....•••...•..•....
43. 89
Balance on hand .........••••
w • • • • • • • • • • • • • • __

•••••••••••••••••• - - - -

- • • •

'fotal disbursements .•.•.•.........••••..•.••••..••.....•••..••• - .

2, 733. 09

'rhe receipts and disbursements (80 vouchers of the latter) are classified for the
year ending May 31, 1886, as follows:
RECEIPTS.

$43. 89
Balance on hand ...•....•••..................••............•...• - - - - •••·
R en ts .........•.....••.... ..•...... ..........•............•.....•..... - 3,500. 00
28. 52
Sales of ice . .........•• ......• _••.. ......•.............••.•....••••. --..

Total. ....

----- -----· ---· ......... ---· ......... -··· ---- ······ -· ..... .

3,572.41

DISBURSKMENTS.

750.74
Repairs to public property, purchases, services, etc ...••... - -·. · ·•• ••• •••·
On account of public grounds ... ......••• . ~- .......... - - -- - - -· · - · • • · •• • • 1,275.36
175. 00
Hotel insurance ........................................ -··-············
Ill 9-2
Pu hlications ...... ..................... ...............•••. - - - •. - • -·· •• •
Balance on hand ...................... . ...... ...........•.......•.•. •••· 1,259. 39
Total . . __ . _.. ....•. _..• _.• _•• _... ___ ..... _... _. _..•......•• __ . • . • .

3, 572. 41

The recetpts and disbursements for the year ended May 31, 1887, are classified as
follows:
RECEIPTS.

Balance on band ....• ........•.•....... ... . . --- - --- - - · · · · · · • · · · • • • • • · • · ·
Rents .. ..... .••..... ..................•.... .........••••...•...... - - - . -

$}, :iJ5

Total ............•••.................. . . .... - • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . .

3, 759. 3~

DISBURSEMENTS.

Repairs to public property, purchases, services, etc ... ....... - - - - · ·• ·• ·· ·· 1, A94. 7G
2. 21
On account of public grounds .......................... .•......... ·•·····
1,1~.9;,

t~\~rfngs:;a:~~~: :::::: ::~::~ :::: ::::~::: :::::: :::: :::: :.::: :::: :::: ::::::
Publications ................................... - - - - - · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Balance on hand .............................•........ -. --- · · - · · · · · · · · · ·

}1;J.

f>.l.
4:? . i

-----

Total .. ···-·· .............•............ _........ .................. 3, 7fi9. 3
Tru in that the foregoing furni hes the information desired,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. F. Pt.."RGI.",
aptain, Twenty-first Infantry, Trea$urer, Quartermaster, and Gonimusaryof Cadet,.
lion. FRA. • 1 M.
CKRELL,
Board of V'sitors, ('hairman Committee on Police
dministration and Fiscal .Affairs, Washington City, D. C.
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EXHIBIT E-B.

METHOD OF DISBURSING THE MONEY APPROPRIATED FOR THE MILI'I.'ARY A.CADElJ.IY.
HEADQUARTERS U. 8. MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE OF TUE DI BUR ING OFFICER,

West Point, N. Y., June 9, 1 7.
. SIR: In compliance with verbal instructions of the SuperintendeHt, I have th
honor to transmit herewith an abstract showing the amounts appropriated, di bur eel,
and remaining unexpended under the several heads of appropriations for the support
of the Military Aca,demy during the fiscal year 1886-'87.
The funds which abstract shows as received · have been supplied by request of the
honorable Secretary of War upon timely requisitions of the Superintendent of the
Military Academy, forwarded at such times only al:l the necessities of the servioe demand.
The amount reported as disbursed is covered by vouchers which are abstracted for
each quarter of the year, entered on proper" account-current," and then forwarded
to the honorable Secretary of War through proper military channels. Having
reached tJrn War Department, these papers are first examined and approved and then
~ransmitted to the Treasury Department for audit. All of the above copies are made
m duplicate, and the remaining copies are retained in this office for reference, and
for examination by such officials as may be properly designated.
All disbursements, whether for labor or material, are made upon the order of the
Superintendent, and except as provided by law, only after competition has been secured.
·
. The method of securingcompetition is as follows: When time permits and the quantity of supplies needed jnstifies the expenditure, an advertisement enumerating
classes of stores desired and inviting proposals is inserted six times in two or more
newspapers designated by the War Department; public notices of the same purport
are posted in conspicuous placel:l, and thirty days are allowed to elapse betweeH date
of advertisement and opening of bids. Every applicant is supplied with complete
schedules of stores desired, and, in addition, i;chedules are 8ent to all firms known to
!-'>e rel~able and desirous of competing. For this pnrpose a book is kept in the office,
m which the names of all such firms are carefully entered. After bids are opened
~h~y are abstracted, and the items are as a rule considered separately, and contract
1s m every case awarded to the lowest bidder. These abstracts, together with bids,
etc., are forwarded to the Treasury Department and are examined along with vouchers
to which they relate.
When the exigencies of the service demand an early delivery of a small quantity
?f supplies, public posters only are used. When the immediate delivery of 1:1upplies
1s ~ecessary, purchase is made from dealers of good standing and at.regular 1:11arket
prices. However, sucl:1 care has been taken by officers needrng supphes to antrnipate
the necessities of the service that I can state that open market purchases are very
rare and only for small quantities.
As explaining this sys, em I inclose a copy of my last newspaper advertisement and
public poster." I also inclose a copy of Orders No. 202, Headquarters U. S. Military
Academy, series of 1886, regulating the rendition of estimate1:1, from which it will be
seen that effort is made to anticipate the necessities of every department in time to
~llow and, by having all estimates submitted atone time, justify t·he expense of securmg the fullest competition.
In submitting this report it is proper to state that the above system is believed to
be strictly in accordance with law and decisions of the United States Treasury offi·cials.
The amount reported as unexpended is deposited to my official credit as disbursing
officer, in the sub-treasury of the United States in New York City. At end of the
fiscal year such funds as are not needed to cancel outstanding indebtednesBf"\>dU be
transferred to the Treasurer of the United States.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS.

The ADJUTANT U. S.

MILITARY

w.

WILLIAMS,

Captain and Ass't Q. M., Disbu1·sing Officer.
ACADEMY.
·
.

* The newspaper advertisement and poster are in the usual form, and their insertion here is noi
deemed necessary.
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Appropriations for the support of the U. S. Military Academy for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887.
£Disbursed by Capt. Charles W. Williams, A. Q. M., U. S. .Army, disbursing officer of the U. S Mili°
tary .Academy.]

Appropriated.

Expended,
Unexto include pended on
J
hand.

I ll~r,

Current and ordinary expenses._........ .. ... ................ . . . $50,830.00
Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 120. 00
Buildings and grounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10, 020. 00
Pay ofpr:ofessors, extra pay to officers, and pay of cadets, teacher
?f musrn, band, one master of the sword, which appropriation
1s expended by tb.e pay _depar~ment, U. S . .Army, and in no way
under control of the d1sbursrng officer U. S . .Military .Ae,u.lemy .... ...... ...... .. ....... . .. .. .. ...... .

$36,305.53
13,392.89
8,749.89

I::: :: ::

$14,524.47
2, 727.11
1,270.11

(*)

58,448.31

(*)

18,521.69

*Unknown.

I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures reported have
all been made by undersigned on vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the U.
S. Military Academy.
·
CHAS.

w.

WILLIAMS,

Capt. and A. Q. M., D. 0.

WEST POINT,

N. Y., June 9, 1887.

[Orders No. 202,l

U. S. MILITARY A.CADE:\!Y,
West Point, N. Y., November ~9, 1886.

HEADQUARTERS

The following instructions relative to the preparation of estimates for supplies, etc.,
are published for the information and guidance of all concerned :
ANNUAL ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION OR REPAIRS,

I. An annual inspection of all public buildings, water-works, roads. etc., will be
made, and the quartermaster Military Academy will forward an estimate of all lahor
ancl all material required during rhe ensuing fiscal year for their repair, so as to reach
these headquarters on or before May 1 of each year.
..
II. That this estimate may be as complete as possible, the.quartermaster ~il~tary
Aca~emy is directed to confer with ot;ficers having immediate charge of bml~liug ·,
fnrmture, etc., and obtain from them the details of all construction and repairs required in their seve~al departments, and embrace them in his ~stimate. .
_III. Where work 1s to be done by contract, the kind, quantity, and est11~1a~ed cost
of labor and material should be stated in detail, and separately for ea,ch bmldmg.
AJ.~NUAL E TIMATE FOR GENERAL SUPPLIES,

I. In order that proper provision may be made for the uecesAities of the erv_ice, _the
quartermaster Military Academy is hereby directed to prepare and forward m ume
to reach these heaclqnarters l>y the first day of May of each year, an estimate of t~e
fnel, a-a , coal, and all other supplie required for general u e in the quar~ermaater
department during the ensuing fiscal year. The quantity of tores estimated for
should be based on the f[uantities used in previonr y ar , and dne allowance bonld
l>e ma<!e '.or tor . remaining on hand at end of ft--ical year.
.
II. E t1mat ~f all ~upplies, including book , tation r.v, appara_tus, repairs to app_aratus, tc., which will her quired during n uing fi, cal year, will be prepareil m
tim~· .to r a h th se h adquarter on or before :May 1 of each year, ?Y tb~ head of
<l .P:1 1 tru ot , and by all other officer rec i ving tor s through the dis bur mg officer
lllitary Acad my.
·
PERIODIC E TL\lATE ,
0

In en aclclitional stor , ar rP<p1ired dnring the year e ti mat s may be forward
re:1c-l1 tlw. e h •aclrp1arter on Ang11st 1 for tor r quired during the fourth quar01 tlu: Y 11 1:;
n .i.: " rnb r 1 for stores required in fir t quarter: on February 1
r · rec1uired in econd quarter.

t~
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SPECIAL E TIMATES.

I. Offic~rs should erH1eavor, so far as practicabl , to in Jud in t_h ir p ri <li al ~i
mates all the articles tha t will be r quir d during tl1 p riod hmat cl f r, t av 1d
the necessity of specia l estimates and reqni itiou , whi ·h nrn t not b mnc1 unfr
the exigencies of t h e service so require, ancl wh n rnacle mn t set forth fully why tl10
articles were not in cluded in the last stated timat .
II. In this connection attention is invited to tho following ruling by the Trea ury
Department :
'' It is not sufficient for the officer to state on the face of tho voucher that the tran action was in open market, the exigency of the ervico requiring immediate tl liv ry
or performance of the service, as the case may be, but he hould submit a tatem nt
of the facts which he claims caused such exigency, so that the accounting officers may
be a1;>le to determine whether such exigency existed, and if so, whether it was caused
by his own laches."
l!I. All officers submitting special estimates are required to forward ~ith t~eir
estimates a full statement, in duplicate, as to why the stores are needed fo1· immediate
use, and why the necessity for their use could not have been anticipated.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

I .. All estimates should show the appropriation fro~ which each article estimated
for 1s to be purchased.
·
II. No letters of transmittal ·being required, estimates should be forwarded by indorsement; only one copy of each estimate is desired.
III. Where special brands of articles are called for and none other will be accepted,
a note to that effect should be made .
. IV. W~ere articles have been estimated for and not received, they should not be
mclnded rn subsequent estimate unless a note to that effect is mad~.
V. In all cases the specifications for labor a.nd material should be prepared with
great care, and such description given that undesirable articles are excluded. "As~orted" articles should not be called for; actual sizes and definite description should
mall _cases be stat.ed. Strict attention to these instructions will prevent the return
of estimates for correction.
By order of Colonel Merritt.
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavalry, .Adjidant.
LETTER FROM PROFESSOR MICHIE ON METHODS OF PURCHASING.
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 8, 1887.
Sm: Before the appropriations granted by law can be expended, the
law requires that bids shall be advertised for. In the department of philosophy, and,
pres~mably, the same in other departments, these restrictions seriously delay the expenditure of the appropriations grantedf01· special apparatus, and have sometimes
ev~n prevented the appropriation from becoming available within the fiscal year.
It is then covered into the Treasury of the United States as an unexpended balance.
Thus, last year application was made for bids for certain optical crystal for a sidersstat for t.bis latitude, and for a concave diffractive grating with its special apparatus for mounting, but without success. Apparatus of this special nature must ue
constructed by expert instrument rrn1,kers under careful supervision, and can not be
obtained in open market. It would seem to bEI more acl.vantageous for instruction to
exempt all special models and apparatus required by the several departments oft he
.Academy from the restrictions now imposed, except those mentioned in the regulations of the Academy.
Respectfully,
P. S. MICHIE.
Rev, D1·. BROWN.

MY

DEAR

8925-w 87-53
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EXHIBIT E-0.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE SOURCES OF FRESH-WA.TER SUPPLY, CAP.A.CITY FOR STORAGE, A.ND METHOD OJ!' DISTRIBUTION.
UNITED STATES MILITARY .ACADEMY,

Weat Point, .1..V. Y., June 8, 1887.
Sm: In compliance with the verbal directions of the Superintendent, I have the
honor to submit the following report on the water supply of West Point:
Until December, 1879, the post was supplied from the Delafield, Cro' Nest, and
Sinclair reservoirs, which were and are now adequate for the greater part of the
year, but which fail at times in mid-summer and in the fall, so that previous to the
purchase of Round Pond it was necessary at times to remove water-backs from
ranges, prohibit the use of bath-rooms and water-closets, and supply families with
water by a cart.
·
With an appropriation of $40,000 in the act approved January 20, 1879, Round
1
Pond was purchased, and a line of 6-inch pipe 2 ,698 feet long was laid from it to the
Delafield reservoir, which was ready for use in December of that year.
Round Pond has an available capacity of about 48,000,000 gallons. It is situated
in the mountains southwest of the post, at a height of 870 feet above the plain. The
land purchased by the Government, including about 11 acres, which is the area of
the pond itself, amounted to nearly 50 acres. Of this not more than 30 acres drains
into the pond, and there is no indicatior;. of any source of supply to the pond other
than this surface drainage. A small stone dwelling was built for the use of the
keeper of the pond. The water is drawn from the pond into the 6-inchpipe by siphonage. Should the pond be emptied during any season, it is doubtful if it would be
refilled during the following winter and spring sufficiently for the supply of the po~t
during a succeeding dry summer. Should this trouble be experienced at any time m
the future, it could be remedied by the purchase by the Government of a tract ?-f
land to the west of the pond, on which is a stream dry in summer, butdischargiug m
the winter and spring a large volume of the purest water through an excellent channel
down the mountain side. 'fhe water could easily be piped into Round Pond, and so
insure its being filled every spring.
The. Caacadea is a mountain stream dry in summer, but which dischar~es a, large
quantity of pure water during the winter and spring. In 1880 a branch pipe 150 feet
long was laid from the foot of the Cascade to the Round Pond pipe-line, at a point
7,558 feet from the Delafield reservoir. By this means Delafield reservoir is kept
full as long as there is water in the Cascade, and the time for drawing on the Round
Pond supply is postponed until July in ordinary seasons.
Delafield reaervo-ir, situated just above the water and filter houses, has an available
capacity of about 9,000,000 gallons. It is supplied with water from a drainage area
of about 37 acres, which, however, never supplies enough water for the consumption
of the post, and, as before stated, its natural supply is supplemented by the water
drawn from Round Pond and the Cascades.
. Sinclafr reBervoi?·, situated just beyond the cavalry detachment garden, bas a capacity of about 1,300,000 gallons. It iR supplied from a stream which is dry in the summer and_fall, and whrch delivers a superabundance of water for all the needs ~f the
post _durmg the remainder of the year. A 6-inch iron pipe runs direct from this reservoir to the water hous(',
Oi_·o' NeBt reaervoir, situated about 800 feet beyond the Sinclair reservoir, has a capam~y of only about 300,000 gallons, but is supplied by a stream of the purest water
commg down the side of Oro' Nest Mountain.
Tbe s~ream ie of the same character as that supplying Sinclair reservoir. Theee ~wo
reservous, t~er~fore, contribute notbincr
to the supply of the post during the t1m •
0
when there ~s h~ely to be any scarcity of water. A 6-inch iron pipe connects CroNest_r ervo1r with the pipe line from Sinclair reservoir. The water from these re ·
rvoirs, as well as that from Delafield reservoir can all be carried into the filter hon
a_nd fi~tered before entering tho water house fo; distribution to the post, or ean be car
ried direct to the water house.
The wa~er and filter_ houses_are well built of stone, and serve the purposes for which
they ar mtencl d satisfactorily. The filter beds are compo ed of layers of brok n
i tote, gravel, and sand, the total thickness being 54 inches. Their area is 11400 squ

fb

r~ should be another filter houae adjoining the present one and similar to it, in
or\v\t tone cou!d be used whlle the other is being clea.ned and aerated.
.
eatisfa~t he xception ?f the de i.rability of a second filter house, the water supply l
ory and sufficient for the present needs of the post.
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Should tlie consumption of water be much increased it would become n c ary to
provide additional storage reservoirs. Tbis conl<l be donA at a moderat ex1)ense aJoug
tho str~am !'l which supply either Sinclair or Cro' Nest re orvoirs at points above th e
re~ervo1 rs.
In July, 1885, Major Stanton, then in charge of tho water supply, o tiwatecl the daily
cousumption of water to be abo nt 359,000 gallons in win tor and 2.50,000 ga11ons in tbe
spring, tho much greater winter consumption being due to so many faucets being left
to run contin uously in order to prevent freezing. Thero is a supern,buudn.ncoof' wat r,
however, in the winter, and there is no objection to thi apparent wa te, as there are
no 1_neans of storing the surplus wn,ter. Tbo supply of water being entirely by gravity,
an rncreased consumption invo lves no increase of cost.
Very resp~ctfully,
PIIILIP M. PRICE,
Captain of Engineer8.
The .ADJUTANT U. S. MILITARY .ACADEMY,

EXHIBIT

F.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CADETS A.ND CADET SUPPLIES.
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 8, 1887.
The com mittee on cadets and cadet supplies beg leave to report:
We find th is department in the immediate charge of Maj. William
F. Spurgin , U. S. Army, treasurer, quartermaster, and commissary of
cadets, to l>e in excellent condition and worthy of high praise. The
contrrist witll the state of things in former years, when the ·rness was
the occasion of continual complaint and often personal encounter bet\!een cadets, growing out of the insufficiency and character of the food,
~nth tLe prese11t management shows how worthy of commendation it
1~·
Tue supplies are ample and of the best quality, and the service re~ned a1,d orderly. The dining ball has been furnished and decorated
Ill ·~ tasteful and attractive manner, and its walls are adorned with portn11ts of distinguished officers of the Army, among which is an excellent
one ?f General Grant, recently presented by Mr. George W. Childs, the
pr('S1d0nt of tl.Je Boa.rd of Visitors for this year.
..
.Your committee have made a very thorough and critical examination
of the whole work, from the lauudry up to the accounting office, and are
convinced tlrnt tbc system now bi·oug·ht to such completeness is the best
that eau l>e devised. It · must l>e evid<mtly the growth of years, and
only a peculiar fitness for and long experience in this work could have
brongl1t it to such efficiency. Your committee, therefore, believe that
any sudden change in its administration would prove disadvantageous,
aucl we recommend its continuance under Major Spurgin.
Your committee approved the recommendation made by the commissary for the en largement of the laundry, but as tbe property belongs
to the committee of buildings and grounds, you are respectfully referred
to th eir report.
Th e accompanying papers are herewith submitted as a part of the
rnport, and furnish iuformation ma<le by Major Spurgin, by request of
the committee, as to the detail of work in the department.
JOHN w. BROWN, Chairman.
R. N. ANDERSON.
GEO. H. BATES.
Hon. GEO. W. OHILDS,
Ghai1 man of the Board of Visitors.
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STATEMENTS SHOWING COST OF SUBSISTING CADETS PER CAPITA AND
EXPENSES OF LAUNDRY.

u. s.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., June 6, 1887.
Sm : In compliance with your verbal request I have the honor to transmit, herewith the inclosed papers, exhibiting (1) the cost of subsisting cadets per man, per
annu m, for the period of thirteen years endin g April 30, 1887; (2) the work performed
at the cadet laundry, West Point, N. Y., for the year ending April 30, 1887.
To each paper I have added notes relative to the matter to which it refers.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain, Twenty-first lnfantr.11,
Treasurer, Quartermaster, and Commissary of Cadets.
Rev. JORN w. BROWN,
Boa1·d of Visitors,
Chairman Committee Cadets and Supply Department.
[Endorsement.]

U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., June 7, 1887.
Respectfully forwarded to Rev. John W. Brown, Board of Visitors. The appropriation mentioned for extension to cadet laundry is approved and recommended to the
favorable consideration of the Board of Visitors.
By command of Brigadier-General Merritt.
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieuten,int, First Cavalry, Adjutant.
HDQRS.

Absfract of cost of provisions, property, etc., used, issued, and consumed at the cadets' mess,
U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., frorn May 1, 1874, to April 3, 1887 (13
years).

.

0

From-

To-

ConProvisions. tingent
property.

Zai
Furni·
ture.

Incidentals.

Total.

~

<ae,s
... Q

Cost of
board.

(I).._,

~o
1874 April, 1875 $47,826. 05 $3,062.32 $1,078.07 $8,064.35
1875 April, 1876
51,649.25 2,768.83 1,725.72 8,562.67
1876 April, 1877 . 42,479.24 2,134. ]l 2,143. 88 8,892.93
!877 April, 1878
38,540.18 2,016.58
984.14 8,270.40
1878 April, 1879
36,698.03 1,856.75
789. 15 8,359.42
1879 April, 1880
36,192.63 ], 491.11
417. 03 7,995.30
May, 1880 April, 1881
34,320.72 ], 486. 78
783. 56 8,119.62
May, 1881 April, 1882
35,005.36 1,458.95
937. 74 5,743.89
Ma._y, 1882 April, 1883
43, 294. 14 1, 036. 25
97:.l. 05 5,894.72
May, 1883 April, 1884
48,722.04 1,679.48 1,161.06 5, 30i. 23
May.1884 April, 1885
44,494.20 1,315.58 1,770.50 5,929.99
May, 1885 April, 1886
43,252.14 1,762.09 1,926.74 7,119.34
May, 1886 Ap::il, 1887
41,877.38 3,259.09 1,254.75 9,182.33

May,
May,
May,
May,
May,
May,

$GO, OIO. 7!J
64,706.47
55,650. IG
49,811.30
47,708.35
46, 696. 07
44,710.68
43, 145. 94
51, 197.16
56,866.81
53,510.27
54,060.31
55,573.45

.s,o,ci
Cl) ..

flJo!
l1J 0

£~

~

249 $244. 84 $251.40
274 236.56 236. 00
201. 50
293 205. 21
]97. 50
254 ]98.37
274 174. 97 182, 52
254 18!. 10 183. 50
235 190. 63 l . 00
206 210. 06 210. 00
239 214. 88 216. 00
270 211. 44 :¼11. 00
269 195. 86 ]97. 00
275 193.07 193.00
271 193. 74 196.00

NOTES RELATIVE TO THE CADETS' MESS, U, 8. MILITARY ACADEMY,

AU supplies are purchased in open market as they are needed. .Meats, butter, and
grocerie are ordered weekly. Flour is purchased in quantities sufficient to la t two
monthR. Fruits and other perishable articles when required. All supplies aro r ceived and cared for by a commissary sergeant, U.S. Army, detailed for dut,y in th
cn.dt,t ' sub i tencf} department. A return of provisions, furniture, etc., received
is ued, and r maining on hand is made out every two months. Thi return how
v rythin that bas been received, when received, from whom purcha ed, and co•
ther of; ev rything expended, all sales of bread to officers and others living at t~
Academy, ale of crap food, soap grease, etc . The period co ered by a retorn 1
t rm d as t~lem nt. A settlement cover tho period em brae din two calendar month
and lw y 1 that period fot which th corps is mu ter d, and which is the earn
th mu t r of tr op, occurring at nd of J.iebruary, April, June, Augu t, Octob :
an
c mlJ r. Thus there are six settlements per year. The eubvoucbers for th
return are: (1) The original invoice of supplies purchased. (2) Daily iala
f
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provisions at the cadets' mess. (3) Daily i@ne of contioaent prop rt , tc.
Daily issues to the cadets'hospital. (6) tatem nt f aJ (h, od tl iu dail_ t
The reverse side of this blank exhibit all tor r c iv d durio th pr 1 u t
that on which it is handed iu. As invoice are ke tin th Oice, r c ·p
f
r .
can be and are compared with them. (6) Pa -roll of mploy6 . Wh u. r turn i
mmade up, a board of officers, denominated the board of audit con i tioO' f th
mandant of cadets, quartermaster of the Academ , aod s oior t, cti I offic r·, c ovenes according to regulations, and examine voucher , and appr v or di , p r v
th
of same, and determines, unon co11 ultation with the commi ary f cade
~mount for boa.rd each cadet ~shall be charged for the two months. When th . corp
1s large and the cost is proportionally small, cad t are usually obarg d hghtl
more than the actual cost of board, and the overcharO'e i plac d to the er <lit of the
mess fund. Again, when the corps is small and the co t of board proportionat ly
large, which is usually the ciu,e after the January examination and uotH the arrival
of the new cadets in J mie, the amount usually charged each cadet is lightly l~ than
the actual cost, and the difference is charged against the me fund. During the
year the amount charged varies from the actual cost but slightly, whil t the cadet i
c~arged settlement after settlement about the same price for sub i tence, enabling
him to calculate closely upon certain proportions of his pay which will be available
for ?ther needs. The board of audit havinO' acted upon the return, and having signed
the)r proceedings, which then becomes pa~t of the return, His submitted to the Supermtendent of the Academy for his action. The return having received the approval
of the Superintendent, the treasurer settles all accounts by check on the a si taut
treasurer of the United States, New York, taking a receipt therefor on the face of
the voucher showing the purchases.. 1'he labor of the department is divided as follows:
(1) AU c_lerical labor appertaining to invoices, vouchers therefor, return, etc., is
performed rn this office (treasurer's).
(~). The commissary sergeant keeps record of supplies received, expended, ancl remammg on hand, taking an inventory at end of each month, or oftener if desirable,
and has ?harge of all supplies except the fresh meats, milk, and other supplies which
necessarily a~·e kept in the refrigerator.
(3) One chief baker and one assis Lant bakes all breads, cakes, and pies.
( 4) One "chef," with one assistant, one scullion, and one scrubbing girl, prepares
~nd cooks all meats, v~etables, soups, side dishes, in fact, everything except the
read, as above noted, and coffee and tea. He carves all meats in the kitchen before sendin_g them to table, places the same on platters, giving to each platter, when
~oast _beef 1s served, such proportions of rare or well-done meat as the waiters, who,
t;owmg the wants of their tables, ask for. Such carving diminishes waste, since
~ "c~ef" properly cares for all odds and ends, bones, etc. He keeps the soup-stock
boiler m constant operation, placing therein all suitable bones, scrap meats, unconsumed dr_ippings, etc. He renders all beef kidney fat. The cracklings therefrom
are deposited with the soap fat, while the rendered fat is placed in empty butter-tubs
and sto~ed for future use in cooking French fried potatoes, and the many other articles which require to be fried in beef fat. This rendered beef fat (tallow), being
pure, can be used in a great variety of ways in cooking, as a substitute for lard or
butter.
Th~ fresh meats are all State killed. Each quarter of beef has a tag attached
showmg date of killing, etc. Four different brands of flour are used in each batch of
bread, and in all bakings. One brand possesses strength, another sweetness, another
body, and another color or some other quality different from the other brands. From
such a combination the most satisfactory results are obtained. A menu, the result of
a consultation betwixt the " chef" and commissary, is made in the afternoon daily,
for_ dinner and supper the following day and for breakfast second morning following.
This plan affords the" chef" ample time to make his arrangements ahead and to
enab~e the commissary to vary the menu daily and to keep well informed as to expen_d1tures. Formerly it was considered the correct plan to have a menu prepared
which would for an indefinite future inform cadets of the articles of diet at eacl1
meal every day,of the week,· week in and week out. As they always knew beforo
going to the hall what they would have after getting there, their appetites were im,
paired by such knowledge. Under the present plan they never know previous to en·
tering the hall what they will have, and their appetites are good, not having been
killed by the disgust engendered from long foreknowledge of certain and, perhaps,
disliked, dishes which they would encounter at specified meals. The commissary has
ll;O regular times for making inspectione; he is certain to be at the mess at meal
times and liable to drop in at any time. Visitors are admitted at all times and into
every part of the establishment; their presence is an assistance, inasmuch as it causes
the employes to always have the place in perfect order, ready for inspection. Thorough and complete cleanliness in every place, visible and invjsible, is insisted upon.
Only the best of provisions are purchased. Coffee, which is half Java and half
Mocha, is used. The Eureka tea and coffi e urns are used in making tea and coffee.
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These are conveniently located near the ball and are under the especial charge of tht
head-waiter. ·when the tea and coffee are ready for the tables, urns holding sufficient, of each to supply tables seating ten men e.acb are filled and placed upon the
table. In cold weather and ·wheu necessary lighted spirit-lamps arc placed nn<ler
the nrns on tbe tables. The crockery used is the white American hotel chim1, which
costs about the same as the best white En<rlish earthen or stone ware. The food is
served in three cc>urses : First, soup; sec~nd, meats and vcgetalJles; third, dessert.
All food unconsumed in the hall is carried out and turned over to the '' chef," who
disposes of it by serving it out to the cmployes and by placiog_surplns in refrigerator. The scraps of food which are left on the plates, au inconsiderable quantity, a~e
taken care of by the head-waiter aud sold to in<l.igent persons, who gladly seek it
daily. No employe has any perquisite ,rntside of his wages and board. Liberal
wages are paid to tile end that employcs will bave the interests of the department n.t
heart, :ind by practicing economy insure the continuance of their position and
wages.
Respectfully submitted.
WJ\I. F. SPURGIN,
.
Captain, Tweri..ty-flrst lnfanfry,
Treasnrm· Quartennastei·, a'l1d Cornmissary of Cadets.
WEST POINT, N: Y., June 6, 1887.
'

F-B.

EXHIBIT

Statement exhibit-ing the work perfonned at the cadet laundry, West Point, N. Y., during
the yea,· ending Apr'il 30, 1887.
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Charges fo1· laimdry too1·k.
.Articles.

l:A:f

OentiJ.

Oents.

.Jackets:

3

~e:d~t~:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::

10

Shoulder ......••.••.....•............

1
1
1

Sword ..... ..... ..................... .

ltzl~:::; :;: :; ; ; ; ; : :::

10
3

1
2

1

Gray ....... ....••.•..•.•.•..••.•....
White ...........•...................

Pillow.cases .......•.....................

10
4

3

Shirts:

~!fct~~·
::::::: :: :::::::: ::::::: :: :: :::
White ............. ................. .

~~c::ir: ~.~~.:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

2
2
3
2
2

Trousers:

Gray .•••••.....•.•.•.•.....•........
White ................... . ... . ...•...

4
2
2

Pric .

.Articles.

Price.

Vests ..... ........ . .....•...... ··········

Sheets .................... .. ............ .

10
4
4
3

T~e caµacity of the laundry is ample during the winter. Its capacity is overt~xed
durmg the summer, when white clothing ia worn and when two complete wasbmgs
for the entire corps are turned out twice weekly. I have the honor to request that
the_extension to the laundry recommended by the Board of Visitors of last year, and
~hwh extension met the approval of the Superintendent, and was by him included
m the annual estima,tes, be again recommended by the Board of Visitors for the year
~887, should the same be considered by it necessary. The additional space required
is _especially needed for the purpose of extending the drying rooms, .and by them adm1ttrng ~n stormy weather prompt execution of work, which .now in such weather is
necessarily retarded.
Respectfully submitted.
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain, 1'wenty-first InfantnJ,
Treasu1·e1·, Qua1·te1·11iaster, and Commissa1·y of Cadflts.
WES1' POINT, N. Y., June--6, 1887.

EXHIBIT

F-0.

DESIGNATION OF GRANT HALL.
[Orders No. 88.J
HEADQUARTERS

U. S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., June 4, 1887.
[Extract.]

*

*

*

*

IV. The building used for cadet dining hall shall hereafter be known officialJy
as "Grant Hal]," in honor of the great graduate of the Academy, whose portrait, a
present to West Point and the country from Mr. George W. Childs, sanctifies the hall
as a gallery for the portraits of graduates.
*
*
*
~
*
*
By command of Brigadier-General Merritt.
W.C.BROWN,

Firat Lieutenant, First Cavalry, Adjittant.
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EXHIBIT

G.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS TO THE
UNITED STATES MILl1'ARY A CADE MY CHARGED Wl1'H INVES11GATION AND REPORT UPON ORDNANCE AND ARMAMENT.

The committee on ordnance and armament have not felt quite certain as to the scope of the subjects they were expected to invest~gate
and report upon. So far as they have been able to learn, there 1s no
precedent to guide them. · The first committee of a Board of Visitors
to West Point "on ordnance and armament," the one appointed by
the Board of 1886, does not appear to have made a written report.
Ordnance is defined to be" heavy weapons of warfare, cannons, or
great guns, mortars, or howitzers; artillery."
A.rrnament, in its broadest signification, means "all arrangements
made for defense of a fortification with musketry and artillery."
While the committee believe that they might have confined themselves
to an investigation and report as to the amount, character, and condition
of the ordnance and the character of the armament at the Academy,
they have concluded, with a view of discharging their entire duty, and
without desiring to encroach upon the jurisdiction of the other com·
mittees of the Board, to consider and report also upon the question of
instruction in· ordnance, gunnery, and military engineering. They attended the oral examinations of the first class in ordnance and gunnery
and in engineering, and witnessed the military exercises which took
place during the examinations. The programme for such exercises, an·
nounced previous to the examination, was, with slight changes, prin·
cipally as to time, on account of bad weather, substantially carried out,
·
and is as follows :
Exercise.

Subject.

Infantry··-- •••••••• .. ••...•. Review·-·-·· .........•.• . •• .•....••• ····-· ...••..••... ·•••••
School of tho battalion ..•......•. ···-····-· ••.••••...•••.. - · ·
Battalion-skirmish drill .•..••.•.•.••.......•..•..•.••....••••
Artillery ..••.•..•. . .•........

~1;gs11~~::/i:·;:::ii:~i:-ii i::::::::\::::::: ::::

Cavalry.········-·· .•........ School of the company and battalion ..•.•..............•..•..
School-of the soldier mounted .. .....•••••.•••••.••.••...... ··
Practical military engineerjug . . •. .•• . •• . . . . .• . . • . . . . .
Ordnance .••..••••• ·-···· ..•.
Small-arms..................

ri~:~i1~~i~flcti~~~.~ :·.:·.:·.:::·::.:·:.:: :: :: :'. ::::: :::: :: ::::
r:!~:~!
~ft1tb~1'fr;ti~·~ach~ea·::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :
Use of sword and bayonet .........•..• ••••.•.•.......... ·-··

Date.
1887.
June 2
June 4
Jone 8
June 1
June 1
Jane 3
June 6
Jane 7
Jane 10
June 9
June 10

Military gymnastics . . •.. .• ..• . ·· ······-··· .••.•.....••....•.

In tlle judgment of the committee the exercises were conducted in a
manner mo t er di table to the cadets and their in tructors. The several
~rill were ubj ct to little critici m, if any, and showed that the train·
mg of the cadet i the several arm of the service had been careful and
tl.Jorough.
h ~ app ar to
a sufficiency of saber and revolver for the in·
stru_ctI n f the ca~ t 1n cavalry drill, and they are arm d with !be
I ~ngfi Id
cJ t rifl , omewhat Jio-hter that the Army r gulat10n
" 1gh~, an w 11 a a t d to inf: ntry drill.
L :~d , 1 at r f aluiing gun in Battery Knox not u <1 for in·
tru ·tiou, , n<.l
r f iege pi ce and one a-c~ast gun in Fort
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Clinton, used only in the mechanical maneuver conducted during the
summer encampment, there are used in in truction, a app ar' from tll
appended letter of Captain Metcalfe, the following artiller.v:
Field battery.-Six iight 12-pounder gun, , foot battery and for !}luting; twelve 3-inch W. I. rifles, M. L .• for foot batt ry and for hghtbattery drill; one 3.20 B. L. rifle, W. L., converted, experimental.
Machineguns.-One Gardner, 2-barrel, caliber 0.45; four Gatling gun
caliber 0.45, M. L., 1876, long barrel; one short barrel; one 18 3, long
barre], Accles feed; one Hotchkiss revolving cannon, caliber 1.50.
Mountain gun.-One Hotchkiss R. L. rifle, caliber 1.65.
Siege battery.-Three 8-inch mortars; three 10-incll mortars; six 30pounder Parrott, C. I., M. L. rifles.
Sea-coast batteries.-One 15-iIIch C. I., S. B. Rodman gun, C. P. carriage, pneumatic buffer; oue 15-inch C. I., S. B. Rodman gun, front pintle,
hydraulic buffer; one 8-inch rifle, converted, front pintle carriage, hyB .• lined with steel; one 8-inch rifle,
draulic buffer, cast-iron 10-inch
converted, iron tube, center pintle carriage, hydraulic buffer; one 8-inch,
rifle, converted, iron tube, front pintle carriage, friction recoil check;
one 10-inch Rodman, C. I., S. B., U. P. carriage, hydraulic buffer; one
200-ponnder Parrott, unserviceable; one 13-inch sea-coast mortar, C.
P. carriage.
·
The above are mounted in the sea-coast battery near the north dock.
The committee considered the question as to what other guns and
equipments, if any, were desirable for the purpose of instruction and
practice. -They believe that the cadets should, as far as possible, be
made familiar with the guns and appliances they would be ca11ed upon
to use in case of actual hostilities, and they recommend the addition to
the artillery now at the Academy, as soon as they can be procured, of
at. least one modern breech-loading, built-up, forged sttel rifle,· and
samples of the other improved guns and ammunition which may be
~dopted for the Army, and also '' samples of the most meritorious recent
mventions in small-arms and equipments, both domestic and foreign."
The committee also concur in the recommendation of Captain Metc~lfe, which is apparently approved by General Merritt, that there be
purchased for the use of the Academy '' a set,of typical wood and
metal working machines to illustrate machine construction."
The course of study at the Academy is especially arranged for instruction in the fundamental principles of the military profession. It
embraces the mathematical branches, analytical mechanics, astronomy,
sound, light, heat, chemistry, mineralogy, and electrics, and, in a condensed course, the essential principles of ordnance, gunnery, and military engineering. The committee considered the question whether
the present course of instruction in ordnance and gunnery, and especially in arti1Iery, is as thorough as practicable, considering the
character of the institution and the object for which it was created,
and find that with an academic term of four years it is not practicable
to give more time to such instruction than is at present allowed.
The committee consider it of the utmost importance that graduates
of the Academy should be afforded an opportunity to continue, after
graduation, the study of the several branches of the military art, especially those who enter the Artillery and Engineer Corps, which are
more directly connected with coast defenses.
There is an urgent necessity for an instructeq personnel for coast defen es. The que tion of coast defenses is the important military question of the hour in the United States, and the construction of an adequate ystem of defenses for the protection of our great commercial

s:
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se!l-port cities can not be much longer delayed. The danger is too immment and the risk too great to longer justify the inaction of Congress.
A quarter of a century has revolutionized the modes and appliances of
offensi,7 e and defensive warfare, and made the guns, forts, and war
ships of twenty-five years ago comparatively useless; and it is beli~ved
by many that ther.e are being p~rfected inventions which may make the
most approved implements of warfare of to-day useless in their turn.
Since the close of the war of the rebellion the United States has not
kept pace with foreign nations in the matters of' a navy and coast defenses. "\Vhile the great powers of Europe ~re fortifying their coasts
with forts and turrets with the most approved armor, mounting batteries of modern steel rifles, providing themselves with powerful navies
of armored ships, carrying the most powerful guns that have yet been
made, and providing an instructed personnel to operate them, we have
acted as if we supposed the time bad arrived, foretold by phrophec~,
when the nations shall "beat their swords into plowshares and their
spears into pruning hooks." But, as has been said, ''Peace is the dream
of philosophers, but war is the history of man."
Our 4,000 miles of sea-coast, lined with great commercial cities, which
are depots for the agricultural and manufactured products of the country, the centers of great lines of transportation stretching far into the
interior and reaching ernry productive region of the country, containin g many thousands of millions of destructible property, are exposed to
destruction or to tribute in case of foreign war. A single modern war vessel of one of the most insignificant of the naval powers of the world could
take possession of any one of our sea-port cities. We have no fortified
harbor into which our vessels, engaged in coastwise and foreign commerce, could retire for safety in case of war. We have not a single
modern war ship, and not a fort that could withstand the fire of a modern steel gun.
Such a state of affairs is not creditable to the American people. It
is a source of national danger. Our unprotected coasts challenge insult
and invite attack. The best way to command respect is to be prepared
to punish insult. The surest guaranty of peace is to be prepared for
war.
In case of a war between tbe United States and a foreign nation,
whether before or after we shall bave provided ourselves with modern
appliances for defense, the great and decisive battles would undoubtedly
be fought between the modern-armored war ships of the enemy and
our sea-coast batteries, :fixed or movable, with the accessories of torpedoes, torpedo boats, and other and perhaps new means of defense. In
such a contest the infantry and cavalry would be spectators, and the
result of the contest would be decided by the effective power of our seacoast batteries and auxiliary defenses, upplemented by the experience
and skill of the officer and' men who operated them.
.
_An in tructecl personnel for sea-coast defen e appears to the com~:ntt e, _the~ef?re, to be of the 11.tmo t importance and to be c~m tautly
~ncr rng m importance with the advent of new inventions of improved
1mplem nt. f warfare. Thi subj ct wa admirably pre ented in a pap. r by r_ ~ or Michie, of th Academic Board, publi bedin the Journal
t the f1htary
rvice In ti ute of the United State for March, 1 7.
iv rv thoughtful r ader of that articl mu t be impre ed with the idea
th, t nn. _fort . and ~hip -the ma rial mean of defen e-an; not
al ,n 'uflim nt f r coa t de£ u e but an in tru ted corps of intelligent
otlic r and m n i, quite a. impo'rtant.
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The committf:.e have consider cl the question wbeth r such in truction
can be p rofitabl.Y secured at the Academy by an exten 'ion of the academic t er m, and Lave come to the conclusion tllat it cau not; tha,t it
can be better and more economically ecured by a chool of in truction
to wbicll the graduates of the Academy who ~nter the eugineer and artill~ry corps can be sent immediately after graduation-a chool at
which the study of theories shall be combiued with practice witll modern appliances, and at which more freedom of di cnssion, compari on of
ideas, arnl familiarity with business methods may be ha,d tu.an i po . ible during the academic course-a school at which the conr e of in traction sh all not embrace that already received at the Academy, but for
which the academic course shall be a necessary preparatory course.
'fhe several members of the committee, by personal interview with
the Superintendent of the Academy and members of the academic and
military staffs, obtained much valuable information. Ou the 7th instant they addressed. to General Merritt a communication, of which a
copy is hereto attached, marked G-A; in answer to which Genl. Merritt
transmitted to the committee a communication from Captain Metcalfe,
instructor in ordnance and gunnery at the Academy, with his indorsement thereon, which is hereto attached, marked G.:...B. At the request of
the committee Professor Michie briefly communicated to them in writing his views as to the best means of securing professional improvement
to the graduates of the AcadAmy, after graduation, in the several
branches of the military art, and bis communication is hereto attached,
marked G-0.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
J. N. DOLPH,
BEN. BUTTEH,WORTH,
CH.AS. M. ANDERSON,

.

Committee.
EXHIBI'f

G-A.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH GENERAL MERRITT.

ROOMS OF THE BO.ARD OF VISITORS,
West Point, N . .Y., June 7, 1887.
MY DE.AR GENER.AL: One of the committees of the Board of Visitors
is "on ordnance and. armament," and is composed of Hon. Benjamin
Butterworth, Hon. Charles M. Anderson, and myself. To enable the
committee to prepare its report, it would like to· receive the information, suggestions, and recommen<lations called for under the following
head:
(1) What is the character and extent of the instruction in ordnance
and armament at the Academy¥
(2) What arms are used in such instruction 1
(3) Is the course of instruction as comprehensive as is consistent
with the character of the institution 1 If not,, what do you recommend
in that regard 01
(4) Is it desirable to have, for tue purpose of instruction, other or
adlJitional arm or eqnipments, Aud if so, what do you recommend 1
(5) If further iu trnction iu ortluauce and armament is desirable, can
it be profitably proviu.e<l at tlie A.cn,u.emy by an extension of the academic term, or houlcl it be provided l>y a separate school of instruction 1
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(6) What do you recommend as the best means of securing an adequate course of instruction in artillery practice,
(7) Are the grounds of the Academy sufficient for drill with batteries of modern guns ,
The eommittee will be pleased to receive any further suggestions and
recommendations upon the subject referred to that you are pleased to
make, and, if agreeable to you, the committee would be glad tQ have the
personal views of Captain Metcalfe upon the subjects embraced in the
fourtb, fifth, sixth, and seventh questions.
Very respectfully yours,
J. N. DOLPH,
Chairman Committee on Ordnance and .Armament.
General WESLEY MERRITT,
Superintendent U. S. Military .Academy.

EXHIBIT

G-B.

STATEMENT SHOWING. CHA.BACTER A.ND EXTENT OF INSTRUCTION IN
ORDNANCE A.ND ARMAMENT, CHARACTER OF ARMS USED AT THE
. ACADEMY, ETC.
.
WEST POINT, N. Y., Ju-ne 10, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report in reply to the questions contained in a letter from the Hon. J. N. Dolph, chairman committee on ordnance and
armament, Board of Visitors. (No. 662, series 1887, H. Q. U.S. M.A.)
Question 1. What is the character and extent of the instruction in ordnance and
armament at the Academy f
Answer. As far as the department of ordnance and gum1ery is concerned, the instru_ction is from books throughout the academic year, except during the month of April,
when it consists of field experiments devoted principally to verifying previous computations, and to observing the effects of the fire of field cannon and machine guns
upon troops and earth works, separately and in combination.
The extent of the instruction is as follows:
The class is divided into halves, which recite for one hour, between 2 and 4 p. m.,
every other week day, Saturdays excepted, except during the month of April, w~en
the entire afternoon, from 3 to 5.15, is devoted to practical ordnance and practical
military engineering in such proportions as are agreed upon by the respective instructors.
The elements of the course are as follows:
The iugredientsof gunpowder, its manufacture, inspection, proof, and properties,
particularly of modern large-grain powder. The high explosives, viz, guncotton, nitro-glycerine, dynamite, explosive gelatine, and the fulminates are
similarly treated and compared.
Projectiles, their classification; the objects of the rifle motion, and illustrative
examples from different countries; the fabrication and inspection of projectiles.
Rockets, their structure, principles, and use.
Artillery, its history. The cannon metals, their preparation and properties; furnace of different kind described ; the use of testing machines; tbe laws connecting internal preseures and resistances of hollow cylinders and the means of
qualizing the strains resulting from the explo ion of gunpowdt'r within them.
Tbe work of fir d gunpowder, and the means employed to calculate the power
of gun in advance of their con truction . The interior form of cannon, as to
calib ~, l o th of bore, chambering, rifling, venting, windage, etc.
Iu connection with this part ofth cour ea vi it is made to the West Point foundry at 'ol<l pring, and one of the Thur ton torsional testing machines for metals
r c ntl . purcha ~ i op rated by the cad t .
Ar 111 ry c rrrageH, harne , etc. The functions and con truction of the wheel,
aucl f vari u carriages, wa,gon , cai on , forg , etc., 11 d in the field, siege,
_an l a-c :>: ts rvices. Al o, artillery machw sand implement .
1:tmb r n
10 con truction.
The variou kind , th ir I ropertie and uses.
a non ofth fi •ld, m untain, si ge, and a-coa t ervice , de cril>ed a to manofa ~r '. nd hara t ri tic . Al o, prominent xampl taken from the princi11 l for tgn · rvi
.
l' ·~ot , ·bn:_ in ·luding tb pr paration and packing of ammunition for the mili• _ryl •r ic · 'I h con traction and prop rti s of fu es and primers of variou
JU<

•
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The union of the gun and ammunition is treated of in gunnery, which discusses the
motion of projectiles and their etfocts.
Ballistics treats of the motion of projectiles. It requires as a fundamental d _at_um
the velocit:y of the projectile at the muzzle of the piece. The meaus for determm10g
this by ca lculation are explained, and also those for its direct measurement by ballistic machines. These are operated in the section room and e,,entnally on the firing
ground in v erifying problems solved in the theoretical course, as above described.
The class takes uotes of these experimeuts and is required to state its own conclusions; the free discussion of results being particularly sought, under the idea that
more can be learued from the studv of failures than from the mere acceptance of success. Special pains are taken to save unnecessary clerical and arithmetical work, so
as to afford them all the time possible for reflection and comparison.
The theoretical course in ballistics relates to determining the equations of the trajectory in vacuo and in air; the latter as interpreted by Bashforth and Nivens, with
an account of the former's experiments. Many practical problems in gunnery are
g!ven out as part of this course. For example: Having a given projectile with a
given muzzle velocity and elevation, let it be required to find(1) The range.
(2) The velocity' at the end of the range, or the striking velocity as against
·· armor.
(3) The maximum height of the trajectory.
( 4) The angle of fall or arrival.
(5) The time of flight for the whole range or to any intermediate point.
(6) The dangerous space for a target of a given height or the permissible error
in estimating distance.
Or, having given the projectile and the muzzle velocity due to a certain charge of
powder, to determine the angle of elevation under which the piece must be fired. to
reach a gt ven range.
These are a few of many possible problems.
1'~ese discussio~s suppose a perfect projectile in a perfect gun. To make th~ir ~eductwns accord with practice we next study the nature and causes of the deviation
of projectiles, both spherical and oblong.
This leads us to the pointing of fire-arms and to a discussion of sights.
_The next step leads to the fire itself, by a classification of artillery fires of different
kmds, according to the direction of the fire and the kinds of projectile used.
So far we have kept at the gun's end of the trajectory. As a proper preface to the
~ffects of fire, we no,v study the material and manufacture of arm"or; chilled cast
Iron_; wrought iron; compound, and steel; paying particular attention to the beh_avwr of the different kinds nnder impact. Penetration is discussed nnder the prinmpal hypotheses now prevailing; also the effect on penetration of recent improvements in projectiles.
·
'rhe subject of the effects of fire fittingly concludes the subject of artillery. It
treats of the fire from field artillery, from siege artillery, both in the attack anrl defense, and explores the armament and fire of sea-coast defenses with the relations
existing between them and the passive obstructions offered by torpedoes.
As the chances of hitting depend so much upon knowing the distance of the object
fired at., the subject of range-finders is stude<l both practically and theoretically.
In the matter of hand-arms we begin by discussing those used for cutting- and
thrusting, and take t,he manufacture of swords, sabers, etc.
In fire-arms we make an analysis of the different systems of breech-loading arms,
base~ _upon their special mechanical features, and discuss, also, the functions . and
requ1s1tes of the parts common to all fire-arms. This is supplemented by the practical analysis of samples of fire-arms taken from the museum, in which their weak and
s~rong points are brought out in an essay read at the conclusion of the daily recita~10n. I consider this to be one of the most important featur~s of the cours~, for it
1s largely upon the verdict of these young officers that our choice of a magazme arm
will eventually depend.
A short discussion is given to the manufacture of fire-arms and metallic ammunition.
Question 2. What arms are used in such instruction f
Answer. Field battery.-Six light 12-pounder guns, foot battery and for saluting;
twelve_ 3-inch W. I. rifles, M. L., for: foot battery and for light-battery drill; one 3.~Q
.B. L. rifle, W. I., couverted, experimental.
Machine [JU,ns.-One Gardner, 2 barrel, caliber 0.45; four Gatling guns, caliber 0.45
M. L., 1~76, long. barrel; one sbort barrel; one 1883, long barrel, Accles feed; one
Hotchkiss revolvrng cannon, caliber 1.50.
Mountain gun .-One Hotchkiss B. L. rifle, caliber 1.65.
Siege batwry.-Thr~e 8-inch mortars; three 10-inch mortars; six 30-pounder Parrott
C. I., M. L. rifles.
Se~ -coast batteries.-One ,1 5-inch C. I,, S. B. Rodman gun, C. P. carriage, pneumatic buffer· one 15-iuch C. I., S. B. Rodman gun, front pintle, hydraulic buffer; on~
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8-inc_h, rifle,. converted, front. pintle carriage, hydraulic buffer, cast-ii:on 10-inc~, S.
B., hnyd with steel; one 8-meh rifle, converted iron tube, center pmtle carriage,
hyd1:aulic buffer; one_ 8-inch rifle, converted, iron' tube, front pintle car!iage, friction
recoil check; one 10-mch Rodman, C. I., S. B., C. P. carriage, hydraulic bntfer; one
200-pounder Parrot, unserviceable; one 1:3-inch sea-coast mortar, C. P . carriage.
The above are mounted in the sea-coast battery uear the North Dock. There is
a18o a battery Clf salntin~ guns in Battery Knox, which can hardly be said to be us~d
for the inst.rnctiou of cadets, and a number of siege pieces and one sea-coast gnn m
:Fort Clinton, used during the mechanical maneuvres conducted duri11g the summer
encampment.
The cadets are also individually armed with the Springfiel<l cadet rifle, and have a
sufficiency of sabers and revolvers for their instruction in cavalry drill.
Question 3. Is, the course of instruction as comprehensive as is consistent with the
character of the institution, If not, what do you recommend in that regard Y
Answer. 'rhe course is compreheusive in plan, but much of it is out of date, and
details receive disproportionate at,tention, Portions of it repeat matter already
taught.
.
It should aim first to apply the principles taught in preceding courses of mechamcs
and chemistry, and in treating of new matter should be comparative r3:ther than
merely descriptive. It cannot make specialists, but in time it may estabhsb a body
of valuable principles which specialists may apply to special eases. It sho~ld treat
more analytically than is now done the maiu subjects of the present day, viz., g?npowder, cannon construction, and that of carriages, and should give more attention
to the subject of magazine rifles and the equipment of the soldier.
I believe that the course could be improved by the study of the principles of machine construction, since these embrace in their highest development many of the
principles governing the construction and operation of the complicated eng~nes used
in modern war. We are greatly indebted to the mechanics of this conn try for recent
progress in arms, and I believe that even an elementary knowledge of their met~ods
could with great ultimate advantage to the country be nnited to the more st~1ctly
professional topics required by the soldier. Aside from this, and as a. matter of general educat.ion for l ife in a pre-eminently mechanical country, I consider some knowledge of machine tools and appliances to be a necessary addition to our course.
The term ordnctnce has, in my opinion, too restricted an application ~hen _confined
to artillery. It should also, wHhin necessary limits, include the principles m".olved
in the design of all material of war which is by ordinance or regulation s1;1pphed to
the arms of the service to which the greater part of the graduates are assigned. .
Question 4. Is it desirable to have, for the purpose of instruction, other or additional arms or equipments; and, if so, what <lo you recommend?
Answer. The Chief of Ordnance will undoubtedly snpply as rapidly as they ca_n be
pr~>eured samples of the new cannon, carriages, and ammunition now ~nder cons1derat1on.
.
We should also have samples of the most meritorious recent inventions in smallarms and e9.uipments, both dom estic and foreign.
.
.
.
But particularly, a set of typical wood and metal workrng machrnes to illustrate
the principles referred to in answer 3. I have sohliers competent to opera.to them for
the cadets, many of whoru, I believe, will take tbeil' own time to familiarize themselves with t.lie machines. This imrressiou is derived from the number who have
utilized in tlieir recreation honrs tho perrrission by tho Snperiutend<mt to study the
present imperfect collection of arms in the or<luauco museum.
Tbis machinery should be procured before the new museum is occupied, or space
should be left for it.
Question 5. If further in truction in ordnance and armament is desirable, can it
be profi_tably provided at tho Academy Ly an extension of (the) academic term, or
should 1t be provided by a separate Rcbool of instruction f
.
Answer. I believe that the present time allowed for ordnance and gunnery will
suffice 1f prop rly employed.
Quest10~ 6. Wlrnt do you recommend as the best men.us of securing an adequate
course of lll trnction in artillery prautice
.
Answer. For this Acacl my such theoretical instruction a i outlined abov and m
Answer 1, combined with the practical instruction thoriin reforre<l to and supplemented hy that given by the tactica,l ,lepartment.
11 stion 7. Are the ground of (the) Academy sufficient for drill with batteries of
mod ru runa,
Answer. Not for firing drill, for which this country is uot suited.
GE .. ' ERAL REMARKS.

I w:onld re P r, fully indicate the advantafTe, which would follow the permanent
appomtm n_ _f t~e instructor of rdnanco n,~d gunn ry.' Tho nbjc,:t ha inure d
v ry much 1ll it~ 1mportanco 1:1ince the office was l>lil:lheestad in 1 57, and now four
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years is hardly enough to prepare and test such a cour ·ea is r quir d. F w woul<l
willingly undertake the course on .the slight contiug ncy of r ID< ininO' to compl te
it as it should be. There are no text uook from which such a ours c uld be fak u;
its-principal sources are the extended Government reports and the mor or 1
bill ed
articles in the scientific journals. All this should be winnowed aud th b t condensed aud combined into a suitable form for in trncLion of a howo(Y n ou haracter, by a process full of difficnlty, and, from its attentive natur , prone to error.
A permanent professor could in time work out a con ist ut chem , borrowing it
illustrations from the phases of the time. But a new mau, who dnt,ie have been
speci1-1,] in bis previous service, needs at least a year to become familiar with what
already exists, and by the time he becomes capable of improving it hi time has come
to go. This disperses the responsibility for tho condition of the cou_rse.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY METCALFE,

Captain of Ordnance, Inst1:uoto1· of Ordnance and Gunnery.
The

ADJUTANT

U.S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

Present.
[Indorsement. J
HDQRS.

U. S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., June 15, 1887.
Respectfully forwarded to Senator J. N. Dolph, Washington, D. C.
The within is so full that there is nothing to add which my time will permit now.
I dis!,ent from the recommendation for more permanency for the instructor of ordnance and gunnery at the Academy.
The best talent and most competent ability for instruction in this live subject
must be infused into the Academy fresh from the Army about every four years.

w. MERRITT,

Brig. Gen. and Bvt. Maj. Gen., U.S. A:rmy, Supe,'intenclent.

EXHIBIT

G-0.

OPINIONS OF PROFESSOR MICHIE ON THE CHARACTER AND SCOPE OF
INSTRUCTION AT THE MILITARY ACADEMY.
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 7, 1887.
SIR: In compliance with your request to give you my individual opinion as to the
character and scope of the instruction given at the Military Academy relating to the
question of sea-coast defense, I have the honor to say:
(1) The course is specially arranged fol'instruction in the fundamental principles
of the military profession. Of necessity, therefore, scientific studies occupy a prnminent position. '.rhese subjects, and their relative apportionment of time, have constantly received the most earnest attention of the Academic Board, and the present
curriculum is tho result of its best judgment.
(2) These studies embrace the mathematical branches, analytical mechanics, astronomy, sound, light, heat, chemistry, mineralogy, and electrics. Following these
the essential principles of ordnance gunnery and military engineering are given in
condensed though thorough courses.
As long as the attainments for admission to West Point now required by law re~ain unchanged, it is absolutely impossible, in my opinion, to do more in the direction of professional training than is now accomplished. I am firmly convinced that
the scientific instruction now given, though limited for the reason given, is thorough
as far as it goes, and is fundamental, and on the whole it is sufficiently comprehensive
to fit our graduates for any duties they may be required to perform in the Army.
~ut_ though our graduates may be regarded as equipped for the learning o~ ~heir profession, they are by no means experts in any of the branches of the military art.
Hence their professional improvement must be provided for in the Army and under
its direction.
(3) The practical schools of application, viz., that for the engineers at Willets
Point, for the artillerists at Port Monroe, and for the cavalry and fofantry at Leavenworth, are designed to carry on the profesi;ional instruction of the junior officers of
the Army. It would seem that these i;chools would subserve the end of their establi_shment in the best manner should their courses of theoretical and practical instructi~n commence wh re that at tho Military Academy ends. They should be equipped
with the best modern appliances, and have in their administration the ablest ofucers
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in the several courses to be found in the service. When these schools are brought to
this high and proper standard, I am certain that those graduates of the Academy
who are favored by their instruction will acquire that skill in their profession which
is now demanded by the exactions of modern sea-coast defense. Briefly, then, it is
my opinion that the Academy can do no more than it now is doing for its pupils, but
that the Army can do a great deal more than it has done in the paE:!t; and that the
proper field of investigation for increased knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm for the
military profession is the Army itself and its practice schools.
Very respectfully, your ohedient servant,
PETER S. MICHIE,
P.rofessor of Philosophy.

Hon.

N. DOLPH,
United States Senato1· and Committee of the Board of Visitors.

JOSEPH

EXHIBIT

H.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON .ADMISSIONS, .APPOINTMENTS, A.ND
MISCELL.ANEO US MATTERS.

The Bo.A.RD OF VISI'.FORS :
Your committee on admissions, appointments, and miscellaneous
matters begs respectfully to report as follows:
~he academic buildings are constructed with a view to the accommodation of the maximum number of cadets as contemplated by the law
regarding their appointment. The assignment of professors and instructors is made in the same view. .Appropriations by Congress for
the maintenance of the Academy are based upon the supposition th~t
the authorized number of cadets will be in attendance. This number 1s
344. Nevertheless, through various causes-failure to report for examination and failure to meet the requirements of that ordeal being th_e
most conspicuous-the regular attendance is always below the maximum. The av.erage of attendance is at times as low as 275, and is rarely
in excess of 300. The situation as regards attendance of cadets when
the class for this year was graduated may be instanced. The vacancies
numbered 154. The reported appointments are 144. Of these probably
40 will fail to attain the not unreasonable standard of admission. Ad·
ditional vacancies will occur through the ordinary casualties which,
during the four years of instruction, greatly reduce the number of a
class.
It is desirable that the full number of cadets shall be instructed, and
t~ ~aintain, o~ closely to approximate, the maximum it is clear _that additional appomtments may be made without danger of taxmg the
Academy beyond its present capacity. In this view your committee
renews the recommendations made bytheBoard of Visitors last year, and
recommends the revival of the law whereby the President was authorized
to appoint at large ten cadets annually. Of these it i8 respectfully
su (Tge ted that where otherwise qualified the sons of officers of the Army
killed in battle are worthy of the first consideration. Whether further
~nlarg ment of the power of cadet appointment shall be made by ve tmg _enator of the United States with authority to name a candidate
once m four year i so entirely a matter personal to Congressmen that,
t~ou~h your committee may think it proper and desirable, its sugge ·
tiou 1 merely tentative.
urning action upon the part of the President and every member of
ongre , the num er of appointment under the propo ed enlargement
of P. w r would e increa ed, but, pr, c icalJy, the pre ent authorized
maxi um of attendance upon the Academy would not be exceeded.
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If as does not now seem probable, a demand should arise for decided
incr~ase in facilities for such education by tbe United States as is given
at West Point, the propriety of duplicating the Academy at some point
within the Mississippi Valley will no doubt occur to Oongres ' .
An impression seems to obtain in some parts of the country that tbe
examin ation for admission to the Academy is too difficult. The publication in recent reports of successive Boards of Visitors of the examination papers, with some of the defectjve answers, should convince any
American citizen that the standard is by no means too high for our
country. If there are any States or Territories that provide no such
preparation for young men of seventeen and eighteen, it is a cause for
their bettering themselves in the great interest of education, and not
for lowering the standard at West Point. It is also suggested that the
examples of many promiuent colleges might be followed in dividing the
admission examination between two years, aIJowing the candidate to
present himself on a part of the requirements and to complete his examination next year. It is found in practice that this greatly relieves
the strain and anxiety of examination, and results in admitting Jarger
numbers.
MARTIN J. RUSSELL,
JOSEPH WHEELER,
WM. EVERETT,
JOSEPH N. DOLPH,
CHAS. M. ANDERSON,

Committee.
EXHIBIT

I.

REPOR1' OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
WEST POINT, N. Y., June, 1887.
Sm: Your committee on buildings and grounds have, in the discharge of the duty assigned them, made J?.eedful inquiry to ascertain
what improvements in matter of new structures and betterments are
necessary to insure proper comfort and conveniences to officers and men
on duty here. We found the buildings, with the exceptions hereinafter
noted, in good repair and suitably adapted for the uses for which they
were erected. The old frame buildings under the hill, near the river,
used for quarters for enlisted married men, are dilapidated, and are, in
fact, falling to pieces through decay. They are alike unseemly and uncomfortable. Part of them will be replaced, or rather others built in
their stead during the coming year, an appropriation having been made
by the last Congress for that purpose. The others should be replaced
with proper brick or stone buildings as speedily as practicable.
It is submitted that there is no true practical economy in erecting for
quarters for enlisted men who are married buildings which are so small
and cramped as not to afford adequate light and air and room for or<linary comforts.
The new quarters recently constructed cost less than $1,000 each.
They are too small. The addition of a few hundred dollars to the cost
of each would 1rnve made them ample in size and comfortable in arrangement; and as these are permanent structures-built to endureit is recommended that those that are to be built . hereafter contain
more room and better facilities for light and air. Either married men
should not be enlist~d and no attempt made to provide quarters :i>r
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families, or suitable and adequate provision should be made. What is
done should Le well done.
i 1he store-houses are not sufficiently ample to contain the property of
the post. Much inconvenience results from having to place quartermaster's stores in the attics of i:;oldiers' quarters, ·while some property
is necessarily left exposed to the weather. While no recommendation
is now made thata building be immediately constructed, it is suggested
that the commandant of the post submit a plan and estimate of the cost
of a suitable building sufficient to afford ample room for supplying· any
defici ency in the matter of storing public property at this post.
Attention was called to the condition of the water supply, with suggestion tha.t it is inadequate. We are of opinion that with only ordinary care, the supply of water is ample, and we see no need of enlarging
the source of supply or making any immediate change or addition to
the works.
The laundry is too small; and while it is made to do, we submit that
the bui]diug should be enlarged by an extension on the north end 3?
feet in length, of the same height of present building. A plan an<l estimate is herewith submitted. ·
Our attention was called to the inadequacy of the coal-houses. The
quartermaster is unable to put the usual supply of coal under roof.
While this is so, in view of the probability that some other system of
heating ma.{ be adopted which will require less coal and the further
fact that the increase of room for 8toring coal is rather a convenience
than a necessity, we do uot recommend any increase.
Our attention bas been called to the necessity for a night-closet m or
near the cadet quarters. In view of t,be exposure to which the members of tbe corps may be subjected in case of sickness while in quarter~,
we recommend that a suitable closet be provided, and a plan and estimate are submitted.
The gas works need overhauling in some particulars. One of the
gasometers is worthless, and must, if the present system of lighting is
maintained, be replaced.
In connection with lighting it bas been submitted to us that a bett~r
and more economical system would be to e.stablish a plant for electric
lights. A plan and estimates are submitted. It is recommended by
the Superi11tendent, General Merritt, who is certainly cautious and economical iu expending the public money.
Your corumittee, after inquiry and consideration of the su~ject, concur in tbe recommendation of the Superintendent that an appropriation
?f $10,000 be a ked for establishing a plant for lightiug the post buil<lrngs arnl ground lJy electricity.
Your committee have had constantly forced upon t heir attention the
nece · ity for a televl1011e system at the po t. We have con idere<l tlle
objectious to the adoption of the sy ·tern here, which ar , that there are
ord rlie and oldier on band to carry orders, summon parties who e
pr_ 'ence i . r~ uired, call carriage , etc., and do not deem them uffic1 ut. _I~ 1 11npos ·ible to ee why the u e of the telephone at the po t
wonl 1 m1htat a raiu ' t the efficacy of the ·chool in any behalf, and the
m ru r f the Board ·au atte t the fact that much time and effort i •
w~ ·t land inconv ui 11 ·e u:IB r d waitiug to have a reque t complied
' ith r rd r x ·uted wbich would r quire but a mom nt if the teleV11 n wa u · d, but which now r quires an hour, with no corre pond',
r ·omrneud that ·ertaiu lin of t lephonic com·
lll'" ,~dv~ut
mumcat10n b t, een 1 a liug point at the post be establi hed.
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A question has been presented touching the proper site for quarters
for the enlisted men having charge of the cavalry and artiller.v horses.
At present some of these men are provided with quarters nearly a mile
from the stables. This is inconvenient, and your .c ommittee think need·
lessly so. We are of opinion that suitable quarters can l>e erected near
the site of the stables; and it is submitted that at least a part of the
buildings about to be erected for quarters should be located on ground
adjacent to the stable site.
It is observed that no proper walks and retiring rooms are provided
for strangers visiting the post. It is recommended that this want be
provided for, and an appropriation asked therefor.
It is proper to say that the most commendable care is taken of the
public buildings and grounds, and your committee commend the management of the Superintendent and other officers in charge in the ad·
ministration of their duties as appertaining to the buildings and grounds .•
We do not feel called upon to make other or further recommendations.
BEN. BUT'.l.'ERWORTH.
FRANCIS M. COCKRELL,
MARTIN J. RUSSELL.

Hon.

W. CHILDS,
President Board of Visitors.

GEORGE

EXHIBIT

I-A.

MEMORANDA RELATING TO GAS AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
'rhe present gas works were established about the year 1856. Appropriations were
made for the improvement of the gas works as follow,s:
·
July 1, 1866. ··-·-· .•.••..... ·-·· ...• ·-·· .••••. ·-·· .•••••..••.•••••.••••• $6,000.00
July 1, 1867 ...•....•.•.••....••. ·-···· ...•.•••••••••.•.•.•.•••.....•.... 20,000.00
Total ............•... _...•••••.••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 26, 000. 00
Of this there was expended:
l!~ourth quarter, 1868 ...•.. .... ...•.. .••••. •... •••. .••••• •••••• ...•.. •..•
$695. 43
First quarter, 1869 .. .... ............ ...•...•••..•..•.•.•.•••.•.•....••..
164.96
Covered into the United States Treasury ...•..•••••..•.•••...••.....••.. 25,139.61
Total . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . • . . • • . • . • • • • • 26, 000. 00
Appropriated for fiscal year ending June 30, 1883...... . . • • . . . . • . • . • . . • • • • 5, 000. 00
Expended January 1, 1884, for holder, $3,000; balance ordinary repairs,
including new purifier, etc .••••..••••• ·-···· ...••.••...••••....•.. -···
Covered into the Treasury._ ••......•..... _••.••••.••...••••.•.••.·••• • • • •

4,999.90
. 10

Total ..••••......••.......•.•..•.•.••••.••.....•• _.. . . • • . • • . . • • • • .

5. 000. 00

Annual appropriation for support of gas works for the ensuing, current, and for
seV'eral years past, $3,500. This appropriation is used almost exclusively for the purchase of gas coal. An annual appropriation of$900 is made for retorts and the other
necessary repairs.
The cost of an electric plant is estimated at about $10,000, the cost of maintain.
ing which when placed would be immaterial, as the present steam-heating plant
would in its present state supply all the power, and the engineer could with his as.
istants attend to it in addition to his present duties.
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Itemized Btatement of coBt of electric-light plant.

One SO-horse-power engine .•• _•......•.•...• _.......• _.. . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . $1, 600. 00
·F oundation for same .................... _. ...............................
150. 00
Dynamo foundation ..••...•...... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • • . • • . .
30. 00
Belt for dynamo ...... .. :... .... .... .... .... ...•.. ...... ...... •••••• ....
75.00
Setting and handling . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 00
Running 10 days for instruction . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .
40. 00
Piping.................... ........... ...................................
175.00
Incidentals...................... ..... ..................................
25. 00
Condenser .•••.....•...............•...•. _•.... _.............•.•.••..•. ~
3f>O. 00
Piping for condenser ....•.......•......••• .• _........... ~. . • . • . . • • • • • • . .
100. CO
2,605.00
260.50

0

10 per cent. to be added................... ..............................

2,865.50
300-light dynamo, with lamps, sockets, regulator, indicator, and base
frame ............ ......................... ................• - ... - · - - • -· 2,067.00
•
1,446.00
0
11
311. 00
Alteration of building containing steam-heating plant ...............•. -. 1,675,!)2

;';~1~fe! fc}~-A ~1~£;-;:::::::::: ::::::::::::~ ~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
Add 10 per cen~ for contingencies ••••.....•• _•..••..••...•...••..... - -.. -

8,665.42
866.54

----

Total . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • 9, 531. 96
EXHIBI'.l'

I-B.

STATEMENT SHOWING OPERATIONS AND CONDITION" OF GAS WORKS.
UNITED ST.A.TES MILITl.RY ACADEMY,
QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE,

WeBt Point, N. Y., June 9, 1887.
Srn: In complianc~ with verbal instructions from the Superintendent, I beg to submit the following relating to the gas works and the care and presArvation of tha
public grounds, roads, and paths on the reservation .
.
.
Gas works.-1,981 feet 6-inch, 3,826 feet 4-inch, and 1,680 feet 3-inch cast-1ron p1po
mains.
Kind of work8.-Coa1 gas, with a capacity of20,000 cubic feet of gas per day._
Pressure, 2 feet 5 inches. Illnminating power, about 17 candles. No apphances
for determining the amount supplied.
,
Amount of coal used during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, 854 tons of Westmoreland gas goal, at a cost of $4.10 per ton of 2,240 pounds ; 48 tons Qannelton coal
at $11 per ton of 2,240 ponuus.
Mocle of purifying.-Glens Falls Jointa lime.
Arnonnt of lime 'used, 168 barrels, at $1.12-½ per barrel.
Number of street lamps, 48, which includes lamps in camp, which are 1188d only
daring the summer encampment.
The.improvements required for good service and economy: A new gas-holderof 9;3me
capacity as present one, :wd a, station meter. In fact the pre ent works arc stramed
to their utmost capacity, and should any accident happen to the only holder we would
be without gas until repairs could bo made.
Consumed, when running full: 35,000 cubic feet one night.
GOVERNMENT LAND,

Tho land owned by the United States and reserved for public use at We t Point,
N. Y., consists of2,200 acres.
~b re are 12½ mil ofroad and 4½ miles paths. The e are kept in repair by labor of
euli_ t d men; tho material for same (gravel) being obtained by them on the reaervation.
, _I b_eg al t ioc~o a list of the m n who, und r my dir ctfon, were employed
~ t rel. . , th
th In tant, bowing the duty each roan performed.
Very r spectfully, your obedient servant,
C. H. ROCKWELL,
Captain, Fifth Cavalry, Quartermcuter JI, .L
Tllo AD.JUT 'T.
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List of men by name, and how employed on the 8th day of June 1887.
LNon·commissioned officers: Sergeants, 7; corporals, 5.J

No.

How employed.

Name and rank.

Sergeants.
1 William Hall.: .•.........••.......•...•
2 Patrick Malone .............••• ., .... ..
3 William Naughton ....... ... .......... .
4 .Jeremiah Dinan ...••......•....•.......
5 Hubert Kimenau ....................••.
6 Frank P. Bailey ....................... .
7 Ed ward Mahedy .................•...••.

Overseer.
Do.
.Janitor academic building.
Painter in charge.
Overseer.
Carpenter; in charge of mechanics.
In charge of ice p:1rty and Jabor&rs.

Corporals.
Michael Farrell ......•...•...••·•••...... Mason; repairing walls offouncfation of Mr. Denton's
quarters.
2 .John Herrick .....•.....•.............•. Plumber; cadet mess·hall.
3 Michael Gilfcather . .......•..••..•...... :.In ch::trge of prisoners at cemetery.
4 .Francis Moore ..•.•.....•....•.••....... Policeman.
Do.
5 Daniel Rogan . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . .

Privates.
.Allen ........•. ...••.•••.•.•..•..••...•.
2 .Archambault ••••••..••••......•........
3 Becker .....••.•......•.......•......•..
4 Bommer .•.......•...........•••...•••••
5 Bosch ...........•............••••.......
1

-~ ~~:~~~~:::::: ::::: :::::: :: :::: :::: ::::
8
9

10
. 11
12
13
14

15
1G
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

33

34
35

36
37

38

~~~;:l~L~;;::::::::: : ~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : £!t~r!~~ri~ ~~;~~go~·~!~~Jrfardens.
Burns, William ......................... Laborer; in cemetery.
Laborer; iu gas·house.
Campbell
Carroll.. . ."...".".".".:::::::::::::::::::::::: Laborer; policing plain roads, and pathg.
Cashman .James
Teamster; police cart.
C! _sshhmm~-n ,.' PMaitcrh.cak~i.:·.. :.:...· ..·.:.:.:.: .·.=.=.:.:.:.:_:.:.:.:_: · 'l'eamster; in company garden.
0w
"' 0
Teamster; coal and woocl deli-very cart.
1
Coady .John
Nurse; soldier's hospital.
1
~r• bed of water house.
Coffee Michael. ....•••••..•....••..••••. Teamster; j obbing cart, hauling materials for mechanics.
Cox, .James ..........•.. . .•. .. ...•...... Teamster; commissary delivery wngon.
Cox, J' obn ....... :...................... Teamster; hauling clay for r epail: of stables.
Cmwford ............................... Laborer; on ditch for plumbing.
Curtis .. ................................ Painter; fences and jobbing.
Dietrich................................ Carpenter; public quarters.
Doyle . .. . .. . . . . . . • . ••• •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant janitor of library.
Dutcher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . . . • . . . . . . Cavalry stables.
Dutoit...................... .. . • • . . . . . . . Gas-house.
Denyre
Assistant janitor; headquarters building.
1~:btii~g;:~i:~s on officer's quarters.
Finnen ................................. ·Assistant janitor; in academic builc.iing.
Freis . . . .. .. . . .•. . .•. .••.. .. . . . . . ••••.. .Janitor ancl assistant librarian.
Frit,1ch... ...... . .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . Carpenter; at Lieutenant L andis's quarters.

8~rr~t.: J::!i~:::::::::: ~:::::::::::::: f ~g~~!f~~1f

~~:,·tfgt::::::::::::::: ~:: :•:::::::::::::: ~b~!f~

i~;\;~~-~: ."::::::: ::::.::: :: :::::: :::: :::

Hayd<ln, Michael....... . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . .
Herrick . . . . . . . .. . •. . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. ... . .
Hickey
.Johnso~·.:~:::·_-_-_-.:::·.·.:::::::::::::::::
.Jones, Hngh ......•......••••........•.
43 .Jones, William .........................
44 Jo.voe ..... ...••...................•....
45 Kell_y . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
46 Kenny
·
47 Kimme;;~;·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
48 K.leitz . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39

49

50
52

53
54

55
56

~i~I!~t&utfi\e;~:;f:!:s department.

f !fd~~~ ·j-~~~~· ·:.:·.:::: ·.::::::::::::::: f !~~~;~rJ1!:ni~;tfiYfef.t~J.adet hops.

40
41
42

51

Clerk in adjutant's office; daily dnty.
Laborer ; mowing.
Painter; painting at cemetery.
Teamster; repairing stables.
Blacksmith; working in shop .
.Janitor; headquarters building.
Laborer; moving chairs and tables, etc., academic
buildi ng.

f~tf :::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::

Do.
Night.watchman, public buildings, aud store.bouges.
Gas·bonse.
Subsistence department.
Cook; cadets' hospital.
Laborer; helper to mason.
Carpenter; repairing cadet camp·lockcrs.
Laborer; at Round Pond reservoir.
Laborer; company garden.
Teamster; hauling manure and camp stools.
Laborer; ice wagon.

~:.teo~:~~t; hospital.
Kunath ......••..•..........••...•...... Saddler; in s!iop.
Lake . .• • • • . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . .•• • . . . •. • • • . Teamstf1r; hauling packages from dock.
Laborer; walks, roads, and paths.
Lehrer .•••••••••••••..••••..•..•...•... l~~f:~~[~~k.hop.
Lewis .•••••••••••••••.••. ·-............ Bugler cadet; barracks.

t!~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::
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List of men by name, and how employed on tlte 8th day of June, 1887-Continued.
No.

How employed.

Name and rank.

Lohman .•••••..•• . ..••....•.. ......... . Watchman; water-house.
Macklin ..•......••...•.....•...••.... . Laborer; filter-bed.
Stable police.
Laborer; academic building.
.
.
61 Marcy ......•.......•.........•....•••.. Draughtsma,n ; department of engmeermg.
62 McGilton ..••.•...•••.....•.....•...... . Cook for artiller.v detachment.
•
.
. .
63 McGrath ................ ..• ............ Teamster; moving slates, etc., academic buildmg.
64 Miller .........••..•...... . .•........... Printer; at headquarters.
Teamster; hauling gravel ou roads.
Laborer; spreading gravel on roads.
Laborer; academic building.
Laborer; on road back of cadet commissary.
69 Noonan ................................ . Laborer; public grounds.
70 Oberle ..•......•••••.•••.•...••...•.... . Blacksmith; in shop.
71 Odell .•••.••..•••.••.•.•..••......•..•.. Wheelright, carpenter; in shop.
School teacher. ·
~~
Plumber; camp water-wagon.
Guard; south dock.
~~
Do.
76 Pfister ..•....•......•....•......•....... Carpenter; woodsheds at band barracks.
77 Post ............................. ..... . Teamster; repairing stalls of stable.
78 Pyles .................................. . Mowing grass.
79 Quicke ................. .. ............. . Janitor at observatory.
80 Heidy ................................. . Room orderly, and in charge of soldier's chapel and firealarm gong.
81 Raakstool ..•..••...•. ••.• ..••.......•.. Teamster; garbage cart.
82 R_yan ......••.•••..••...• . ...........•.. Painter; at cemetery.
Laborer; roads and paths, cutting weells.
83
Laborer in qnartermaste1·'s stables.
84
85 Schlichter ........................ -~··· . Laborer; chemical department.
86 Schmidt ..••••..••••.....•.......•...... Teamster; police cart; garbage.
Laborer in gravel bank.
87
88
Post baker.
89 Seiber . ..•.•..•...•..••......• . ......... Blacksmith; in shop.
Labo1 er; mowing grass in cemetel'y.
90
Laborer; quartermaster's store-houses.
91
92 Smyth .....•....••.•.•••...•............ Teamster; haulin g clay.
93 Treacy, Daniel ........ .... ........ ... . . Carpenter; camp equipments.
94 Treacy, Thomas ....................... . School teacher.
95 Webnert .................. . ........... . Carpenter; on public buildings.
96 Winklemann .......................... . Laborer; philosophical department.
97
Gas house.
98
Teamster; ice wagon.
99 Wunderlick .•••••.••...••••.•••••...••. Carpenter; jobbing in shop.
100 Kurbad ................................ . Laborer; on roads and paths.
57

58

~~ ~:~:~: ~!I~i~t::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~ M~~:i~~~:::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

~i ~~~~~~~~.::::::::: :::: :::: ::::: ::::::::

g:i1iir~n_: :: ::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::

g:~!lW~l.i~ ::: :::::::::::::::: ::: ::: ::::

::~~!i;~;d::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~t~!f{e;:::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :: :::::: :
~~1~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

;:::; k°a\~ii~;,;:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Respectfully submitted,

C. H. ROCKWELi,,
Captain, Fifth Cavafry, .A.ct·ing Assistant Quartermaster.

Mernoranda for estirnate, buildings and grounds.

Repairing roads and paths, including roads and bridges on reservation, and
for material for macadamizing the roads ...••..........•.....••... - - - . · $3, r><>O.:
For the erection of shed for storage of coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . (j, IGO.
NoTE.-Tbere is insufficient storage for coal. It now has to bo pil~u out
of doors, expo ed to snow and rain during n, great part of tlrn year; it becomes wet, freezes, and causes more or less loss.
Engine hou e ...•.. ...•.. ...... ...... .. ..... ...•.. ...... .... . ... .... ...• 4,500.00
Additions to cadet laundry ............... _.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5,000. 00
Th apacity of la.undrr is insufficient for tbe incr a ed nmnber of ca.clot .
Th aper priati n should be made immediately n,vailn.bl .
l i'i~r pl ~t ancl fixtur 8 for lighting tho cau.et banacks and a.call mic bnildrng wtt~ th Edison lectric li~ht,, viz: One 0-hors ·-power eugioo and
fonn,1, t1on f r sam ; one 300-11gbt dvnamo with foundation, con'1011 l'r,
r gnln.tor, inclic, tor, pipin~ fixtnres, wir , ancl lamps for a.me; for tho
11 c
ary alt ration a.ncl aclclition t th pr cnt boiler hons for propnly pla in th ngin a.ncl clyna.mo, alls t up, ready for u o ........... 9,000.00
Tb roa~ within th imm cliato limit of the po t wonl<l be greatly improved if
cover d with pbalt, It wou1tl r quire 16,714 square yards; cost unknown.
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J.

STATEMENT SHOWING ORIGIN OF THE EQUIPMENT AND OTHER CADET
Ti'UNDS. HOW RAISED, FOR WHdT PURPOSES USED, ETC.
HEADQUARTERS U. S. MILITARY ACADJ~MY,
OFFICE TREASURER, QUARTERMASTER, AND COMMISSARY CADF.TS,

West Point, .N. Y., Oetobor 10, 1 87.
SIR: I have. the honor to acknowledge the receipt of "Mcmoranlln. of in formation
~Iesired by the Board of Visitors, ltl87," and to herewith return said paper together
with the desired information.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM . .I<'. SPURGIN,
Captain, 21st Infantr.11, Treasurer, Qnarterniastei·, and Com111-issa1·y of Cadets.

Mr.

GEORGg W. CHILDS,
President of the Board of Vis'itors, U. S. Milita.1·y Acaderny, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Through headquarters U.S. Military Academy.)

Memoranda of infonnalion desfrell by the Board of Visit01·s, 1887.
Jt.•

Average amount on hand of equipment fund If

2. How invested, and in what f
3. Is auy part of it not invested, and if not, how much T
4. What is done with profits on investments If
5. What constitute "cadet savings," and for what purpose are proceeds of such
savings expended If
. 6. Average amount of such savings per annum f
· 'l. How much is received per annum for rent of hotel, and what is done with proceeds f
8. Amount expended the five years ending June 30, 1887, in repairing hotel f
' 9. Amount received from rent of other public or cadet buildings. How are proceeds
applied f
10. Number and character of buildings constructed from cadet savings or other
cadet funds, and amount expended in such construction f
11. Transcript of settlement of a fourth classman for months of May and June, 1886,
who deposited on bis admission $100?
12. Same of fourth class man who <lid not make deposit f
13. Similar transcript for May and June, 1887, of same two cadets?
In reply to interrogatories 1, 2, 3, and 4:
The equipment fund, which accrues from snms set aside from the pay of each call.et,
viz., the sum of $4 per month during his service at the Academy, that he may have a
sum at graduation sufficient to purchase his necessary outtit-as an officer, is smallest
each J ear immediately afte.r settlement with the graduating class of that year.
There are six settlelnents of cadet a0couuts each year, each settlement occurring
.immediately after each regular muster.
Th e followiug will exh,Lit tbe eqnipment fund for the six settlements of said accou!Jts occurring during the ftscal year ending June 30, 1887, viz:
Settlement of dateJuly 17, 1886 .......•••••..••.•..•••••. - - •••••••••.••••••••• - ••••••••• - $18,514
20,554
22,930
January 28, 1887 ...............•...............................••..... 25, ~:1i
Marc b ~2. 1887 .........•..............................•••............. 25,444
May 25, 1887 .....................••........•.•........................ 27,396
1

7

i:\r~e:::t ii,' fJ:3 ~::::: :::::::. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Total (six statements, same fund) ................................... 140, 070 ,
Dividing said total by six, tho number of statements, we obtain $23,345, as the
~,verage equipment fund for the year.
The equipment full(l at this date, October 10, 1887, as determined by last settlement, viz, settlement of September 30, 1887, is $18,576.
Of the funds in We hands of the treasnrcr of the U. S. Military Academy not ernployecl in purch~L iug supplies to meet tbe r equ iremen ts of the different cadet supply
departm nts, tho sum of $:20,000 fa iuveste<l as follows, viz: $10,000 iu United States
4¼ per cent. Londs aod '10,000 in United States 4 per cent. bonds, all registered. The
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sum oo investecl, it will be seen, is at times less than the equipment fuml and at other
times greater than the equipment fund, but less than the average of the equipment
fund.
It would not be exactly correct to say that the equipment fund as such is invested.
Only this, that the sum which can be spared from the working capital, belonging to
cadet funds and to a few other funds belonging to the Academy, viz, the Military
Academy post fund, the gas fund, and other minor accounts, is about, or, as bas been
· shown, is less than tbe average equipment fund.
The investment of a portion of the funds in possession of the treasurer of the Academy is sanctioned by long usage.
The report of the Board of Visitors to the U. S. Military Aca<lemy in the year 1843
notices at length the investment then made, and approves tho "system pursued of
investing the same for the benefit of the corps of cadets," etc.
.
Formerly the interest received from invested fonds ,vn.s devoted to defraymg a
portion oftbe expenses for clerical labor in treastl'ror'soffice. For the past five yearn
the interest which accrues has been accredited to the cadet subsistence fund and
expended for the direct benefit of the corps of cadets, not in the purchase of food, but
in supplying new ranges, tables, chairs, and other mess furniture of a perman~nt
character. The decorations of their dining-hall were paid for out of accrued rnterest.
·
Only a portion of accrued interest accredited to the cadet subsistence fund has
been expended.
The fund guaranties the replacement of proporty which may suddenly become unserviceable and which may reqnire irnme(liate renewal.
The foregoing is intended as tL full answer to interrogatories 1, 2, 3, and 4.
In replying to interrogatories 5 ::LUd G, referring to "cadet savings."
.
Each cadet is accredited with his pay at oach settlement, and is charged with all
. expenditures. Should he h ave balance to his credit, such balance is a saving a.ppertaiuing exclusively to tho cadet, to be expended, togetller with his future pay, for
his future necessities; or, if not expenrlecl, to he paid him on his severing his C(lnnection with the Academy, by gradnation or otherwise.
There are certain funds belonging to tlle cadets . The cadet quartermaster's
department fund; (2) the cadet subsistence depart!-llent fund; (3) the laundry
fund.
Lest the accrnments appertaining to these funds may be referred to as '' cadet
savings" in interrogatories 5 and 6, I have the honor to embody in this paper my
remarks relative to those funds submitted in my annual report to the Superintendent
. of tlie Academy under date of September 13 last.
CADET QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

This department possesses a fund which, prior to 1876, had accumulated and increased from the percentage above cost or profits charged cadAfa:! for supplie~ furnished them, such ns clothing, bedding, text-books, shoes, and, in short, si:ipplies of
every description furnished them.
Since 187G an effort has bee11 made to prevent either an h1erease or diminution of
this fond by regulation of prices for supplies furnished cadet.A, so that the same may
be furnished them at actual cost, as req uirecl by a.et of Congress making appropriation for the support of the Academy for the fisc:tl year ending June 30, 1877, approved August 7, 1876.
·
Since the services of a cutter in the clothinO' branch and a cutter in the shoe
branch of the department, and the necessaty clerical assistance and freight must. be
paid for out of the fnud, in the absence of Congre sioual appropriations for defraymg
such expenses, it becomes imperative to calculate the cost of clothing, shoes, and other
supplies at the time the same are deli verecl to cadets.
To arrive at such actual cost, the wholesale cost of the purchases has been taken
as a ha is, and an 3:dvancc thereon has .been charged as follow : O~ merchandise, 5
per c nt; on clothrng, 10 per cent., and such percentage are crechted to the fund.
Whcth r ~he fund increases or diminishes durinO' the year depends upon the number
ofcad ts m the corps and their needs, and consiquently the business done by the department.
. llicor~ station d here frequently make purchases at the store, and ha.ve their clothmg r ·pair d.
cca.sionally they h~we new clothing made, but not often. Of oourae
tho pncentn.rre paid by them are credited to the fund.
All ~1pplic1:1 _for the department are purchased in open market wherever the
mt~hor,zccl artwl scan be obtained at the lowest prices and when the same are rec1111rNl.

'

All nni~orm clo hing. ancl s~oes are manufactured here at the Academy, and he
8
t :u~. ~r rn, P t cl at t_1 m of I n _by the commandant of cadet , or an oflic~r of .the
tic 1 d P rtrn nt d 1gnated by hun. Such inspection insur s complete u01fomu'7.
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All purchases are settled for by check drawn upon the assistant treasurer of the
United Sta tes, New York. Vouchers are regularly prepared, which set forth all facts
in regard to tbe transaction.
The a cknowledgment of the receipt of pay for purcha~s is appended to, and forms
part of, the voucher, as is usual in Government vouchers. Purchases are usually
paid for within ten days, that the fund mt1y receive the benefit of "spot" cash discounts, the same being noted on the face of the voucher. Every expenditure is supported by the proper voucher, and all vouchers are examined and acted upon by a
"board of audit," ·provided for by paragraph 332, Regulations of the U. S. Military
Academy, and which convenes after each settlement of cadet accounts, occurring after
each regul:1r muster.
·
The board of audit is composed of tbe commandant of cadets, the quartermaster of
the Military Academy, and the senior tactical officer. The procceding-s of the board
are submitted to the Superintendent of the Academy for his action, which jg final.
The following exhibits the value of the fund duripg the past seven years, such
value, as before stated, consisting of money and supplies:
Years.

Value.

1881...... . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • ... . • • . . • • . $35, 139. 49
1882. . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . . • . . . • . . . • . 35. 576, 39
1883....... .••. ........ ...... .•••••. .•. 33,754.70
1884 ................................... 37,916.22

Years.
1885 ................................. .
1886 ................................. .
1887 (.June 30) ....................... .

Value.
$34,920.04
34,516. 68
37,163.43

As shown by the above, the fun<l ran behind some years and ahead others, such increase or diminution depending upon size of the corps, and, therefore, the business
transacted and the expenses of tho department.
In 1886 tbe fund of the department ran behind $403.36. During the year ending
June 30 last the fund increased $2,646.75, said increase being due to increase in lrnsiness over the previous year, and to the sum saved because of cash discounts on pur~a~&
•
.
This latter sum · amounted during the year to $1,413.80, leaving the increase of
$1,22;.Ul5 dne to increase of business.
Du~ing the year cadets were charged the following percentages, which, as before
explamed, are necessary to pay current expenses:
·
Per cent.

On merchandiser... _•..•.•.... _••. ~ .•...... - ....••...•• _......•• ___ ..... ___ . . . . • 5

g~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: IZ
Having no reaAon to think otherwise than that the business of the department will
be as great this year as last, and that, therefore, there will be :::, further increase of
the fond, I have the honor to recommend that cadets be charged, during the coming
year, the following percentages, viz:
Per cent.

On merchandise ...... _..............................•. - ...•• - •....• _- ... - ......... G
On clothing ... ___ •... _.............................. __ ....••.... _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
At the end of the year, should the fund have increased, a further diminution of percentages can be made. If the fund should decrease, the percentages can be increased
CADET SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

As purveyor of cadet's mess, it becomes my duty to purchase and care for all supplies for the mess1 to determine the bill of fare for each day, and to bo responsible
for the proper preparation and serving of food; in short, for the subsistence of cadets
in all matters.
Purchases are usual1y made weekly, the best of food only being purchased.
An effort is made to furnish cadets with wholesome, wel1°prepared, properly-served
food, in variety, anil such as is required by growing young men who are called upon
to do constant physical and brain work.
The following statement will exhibit each settlement during tho year: (1) The
average number of cadets subsisted; (2) the actual cost of their subsistence; (3)
the amount charged as determined by the board of audit.
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Cadet subsistence department.

Period of settlementi.

Jul_y and August, 1886 ..•........••.•........••..•••••.••.........•..••.
Septeml>er and Octol>er, 1886 ..............•.•...•••••••••.........•••..

fif1f~tif~i~~7:?f:;?;;:; ; ; ; ; ; :; :::::;;:)::;;::):
Total for the year (average) .•• .-••.••..••••.••• ••••••.•••...•••...

Number Actual .Amount
of cadets cost per charged
each
present. cadet.
cadet.
2a4
307
303
266
257
246

$33. 8Es
31. 64
32.10
30. 59
32. 49
34. 79

$34. 00
32. 00
33. 00
31. 00
33. 00
34. 00

269

195. 49

197. 00

- - -- - - ---

l!'rom this it will be seen that each cadet was charged for his year's subsistence
$1.51 more than the actual cost of the same.

The year previous ea0h cadet was charged for his year's subsistence thirty-nine (39)
cents less than the actual cost of the same.
The board of audit, before referred to, examine all vouchers appertaining to the
. mess, ~nd also determines the price which shall be charged for board. When ~he
corps 1s small and the cost proportionally increased, the Board may name a pnce
less than the actual cost. When the corps is large, and the cost therefore proportionally Jess, the Board may name a price greater than the actual cost. Amounts
overcharged or undercharged are credited or charged against the mess-fund account.
Such a system of determining the cost of subsistence enables the cadet to calculate
upon the amount be will be charged for board, and therefore the amount of his pay
which will be available for other purposes.
Prom the above table it will be seen that the cost of subsistence of each cadet druing the year was 5:{.97 cents per day.
The actual cost of su bsistenco of cadets includes the expense of subsistence of cadets
iµ hospital; the subsistence of the hospital stewards, matrons, and attendants at the
cadet hospital, less the value of thoir army ration, which is credited to the cadetsnbsistcnce fund; the issue of bread to the drawing academy;" and the meals during the
encampment of the officer in charge, who is required during bis tour of duty to remain constantly with the battalion.
On June 30 last the cadet subsistence fund amounted to $:3,325.39, and was accounted for as follows:
Supplies on hand, paid for, not consumed ................................ $1,212. 03
Cash in hands of treasurer...... . • • ••. . . . • . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 113. :'.!6
The average number of cadets subsisted during the year was 269; the year previous,
274. The capacity of dish. pantry room is not sufficient.
I have requested the quartermaster to have estimate prepared which will sliow,
the cost of the extension of the same to required size.
·
I earnestly trnst that such estimate may meet approval and that Congress may
grant the necessary appropriation, the same to be made available immediately.
CADET LAUNDRY.

The laundry building was erected out of fund3 appropriated by Congress. All the
machinery in the laundry, excepting one washer, was paid for out of theJaundryfund.
This fnu<l. has arisen during past years, because of cadets being charge(! for laundry work a price slightly in xcess of the actual cost, that there might be the mean11
al ways at hand to r place worn-out machinery, make repairs, etc.
. Without such a fund, and without Congressional appropriation, it would be impossil1le to r place uns rviceaule machinery, or to purcba e new machinery required.
Tlie lanndrY: fund amounted Ju]y 1, 1 6, to $3,97Y.56. On May 25, 1 7, the last . ttl m _nt rlnrrng tbP fi. cal year ending June 30, 1 7, the fund amounted to :403.t,9,
li?OWtn an iucrea. e dnring the year of . 424.13. The laundry now nePd a 6 new o.
Ea tmau's aut matic ironing machine, which will cost when put in plac ahont 900.
It _al:o needs for ironing whit trousers of cadets wo r cently invented ironing mach.,n~s pecially adapt d for tbeyurpo e, co ting when put in piace about 200each,
u1ct.kmg total o t ofuew macbm ry r quired about 1,300.
' houlcl 'ou n- .-s mak an appr pdation for this machinery I would recommend
t b a thP. pric barg <l cad ts for laundry work be reduc d, that the laundry fund be
no further in r a. d.
•'hon 1,t 'ongr .. n t m, k appropriation for th above required machinery, I rectnttlf'nd tha., h pri ·e u w harg db continu <l in Ji re .
,.-Us d f ~ a ing

fu , cleaning 1>:i._p_r,-

t- c - . - - - - - - - -
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The prices charged for laundry work are as follows:
Articles.

Price.
Cents.

White shirts·····-······ ........... each ..
Undershirts . ....................... do ... .
Night shirts ................... .. .. . do . .. .

8~N!r~·.-:.-.-:.·:::::::::::::.·:::.-.-.~~~J~~t::

White jackets ...................... do . . .

3
2
2
2

1
4

~
~~~~e~ect::
Pillow cases ........................ do ... .
Towels .•.•......................... do ... .

2

&~!~ fa~i!ts·:~:::::: :: ::: :::: ::: ::J~::::

10
10

fh~~t; ::: ::::::: :: ::::::: :::::

3
3
3

Articles.

Drawers ....................... per pair ..
Socks .......... ................... do ... .
Gloves ............................ do ... .
Handkerchiefs .................... do ... .
Wbitepants ....................... do ... .
Blanke ta, single ................... oach . .

Wis{~;s~~~~~.·::::: ::.:::::::::.:::::Jf:::

Dusters .................•........ . do ... .
Bathing suits ...................... do ... .

Price.

Oents.

1
2

2
2

4
]O

03
31
4
4

The laundry building is entirely too small. I have the honor to earnestly request
that the estimate for extension of laundry submitted last yea,r and year previous be
aga,in submitted.
The work performed at the laundry gives good satisfaction.
The laundry is exclusively for cadets, but since the machinery used in laundrying
cuffs and collars is capable of extra work above that required for the cadets, officers
are authorized to have Raid articles done up at tho laundry, paying for said work the
Rame prices as cadets, the money so recovered being placed to the credit of th~ laundry fund.
in reply to interrogatory No. 7:
The rent of tho West Point Hotel is now $2,000 per annum. Said sum has been the
annual rent of the hotel for several years past.
On September 20, 1887, proposals for the ]ease of the :hotel for a period of five years,
commencing November 1, next, were received. The lease was awarded Mr. A. H.
Craney, the present lessee, at the sum of $3,500 per annum. Tho lessee will, under
his contract, be required to expend annually a sum on repairs to the hotel not to exceed $500, the repairs to be such as may be determined upon by a board of officers
appointed by the Superintendent of the Academy during the nn,t week in March of
each year.
Tho records in this office show that during the :five years ending June 30, 1887, the
sum of $2,899.27 was expended from the Military Academy post fund in repairs and
insurance on the hotel. All rent received from the hotel is credited to the Military
Academy post fund. The report of the Board of Visitors to the Military Academy in
1830 sets forth the origin of this fund, then known as the land fund, with the authority therefor. (See Ex. Docs., 1830-'31, p. 117, et seq.)
Interrogatory No. 10 will be considered next, as paving the way for interrogatory
No.9.
The records show that in 1867-'68 one double two-story frame building was erected
for the clerk and cutter employed in the cadet quartermaster's department, at a cost
of $10,508.92. Said cost was defrayed from the cadet quartermaster's department
fund, the history of which fund is given in this paper under heading "cadet quartermaster's department."
Tho cutter employed in the clothing branch of the cadet quartermaster's department occupies one-half of said building; the other half bas been leased for several
years past to M:c. John Den ton, lessee of the public stables at West Point, at a rental
of $200 per annum. It has been occupied, at first l)y Mr. John Denton, and latterly
and at present by Mr. Jo. Denton and family, Mr. Jo. Denton l.leing a son of Mr. John
Denton.
The sum received as rent from Mr. Denton has been placed to the credit of the
fund out of which the building was erected, viz: the cadet quartermaster's department fund.
·
The records show that in 1858 and 18.59 the brick cottage on a line with the postoffice building was built as a store.house, or confectionery, at a cost of$5,013.76, which
cost was defrayed by the cadet quartermaster's department fund. This building
is now known aH the cadet cottage, and is now and has been occupied for years past
as officers' quarters.
The cadet quartermaster's department received rent for said building during tho
years 1 82 (part of), 1883, 1884, and part of 1885, from 1.he quartermaster's departm ent, U. S. Army, at the rate of $24 per month, the cadet quartermaster's department
fond defraying during tho meanwhile the cost of necessary repairs. The sum of$888
was received as rent. The payments by the quartermaster for the rent of said build-
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ing were disallowed and the treasurer of the Academy refunded the sum of$888, al>0ve
referred to.
The. buil~ing, it_ is understood, is occupied as quarters for officers simply because
there 1s an msufficiency of quarters for the officers stationed here.
The records show that in the year 1874 the brick tJ,iree-story building located southwest of the cadet barracks was constructed at a cost of $11,724.70, which sum was
furnished by the cadet quartermaster's department fund, for the purpose of store-rooms,
tailor and shoe shops, cadet quartermaster's department. Further, that a, mansard
roof was placed on said building in the year 1880, at a cost of $;.>,,127.75, making the
total cost of the building as it now stands, $13,852.45.
Vouchers on file in this office show that the brfok building now occupied by Mr.
Dent on aH a confectionery was built in the year 1878 as a market, at a cost to the Military Academy post fund of $2,368.59. This building rents for $150 per year, and the
amount is credited to the Military Academy post fund.
Vouchers on file in this office show that the brick building now used as a schoolhouse for children of officers at the post was constructed in the year 1877 at a cost to
the Military Academy post fund of $1,820.87. No rent is derived from this building.
'~he frame cottage now occupied as a post-office and residence of the postmaster,
bmlt when or at what cost I am unable at present writing to state, the same having
been built such a long time ago, is rented for the sum of $150 per annum, and this
sum is credited to the Military Academy post fund.
Mr. John Denton occupies the old stone buildtng which stands north of the confectionery as a stable. I have no knowledge as to when said building was erected. He
pays r ent for same at present time of $200 per annum.
Recently the franchise of public liveryman at West Point was leased to the highest
bidder for a term of :five years, carrying with it the occupancy of this stone building
and the residence belonging to the cadet quarterma1,ter's department, now occup~ed by
Mr. Joseph Denton, previously referred to. Mr. John Denton was the only bidder,
offering for said franchise the sum of $350 per annum, with the liability for annual
repairs to the amount of, on the dwelling $100, on t,he stable $50, or a total of$150.
'rhis matter is in abeyance.
Mr. C. H. Butler, store-keeper, in small frame house at foot of the hill, and west of
the post-office, pays to the cadet subsistence department the sum of $25 per month as
r ent of saicl building, and of that portion of a frame building located opposite the last
set of office quarters north end of the post, occupied by him as a residence. I possess no information as to when or out of what fund said buildings were constructed,
nor of the origin or reason for crediting the rent paid to the cadet subsistence department. I found such credit made when I first entered upon my duties here.
A doable brick one and one-half story building was erected in 187d-'79, located on
the hill south of the barrack area, at a cost to the cadet subsistence fund, as appears
from the records, of $2,420.85. This building was built for, and is occupied by, employes of the cadet subsistence department, and whilst it brings in no rent it enables
the department to retain the services of such employes at less expense than would be
the case were no quarters supplied them.
I intend the foregoing as full answers to interrogatories 9 and 10.
I have the honor to inclose herewith papers marked A, B, the :first exhibiting the
account of cade~ who made smallest deposit on entering in 1886 for bis first se~t~ement after entermg, aud for settlement one year thereafter; the second, B, exh1b1ting state of account of a cadet who, entering same year, deposited $100, settlements
being the same as in cadet A.
The foregoing is respectfully submitted as answers in full to all interrogatories.
WM. F. SPURGIN'.
Captain, 21st Infantry, Treasurer, Quartermaste1·, and CommiBaary of Cadet,,

J-A.

EXHIBIT

Cadet--·-, in accou11t-current u:ith the freasurer of the Military Academy, July 1 to August 31, 1886, and May 1 to June 30, 1887.
Date of j Authorized to receive the following articles from the cadet
quartermaster's department.
order.
I

IAmount ·

1886.

49 cents ; tumbler, 3 cents ..................•..•..
4 parns cuffs, 68 cents; razor, $1.61. .•...•.•.••••••••.••.•••.
Shaving brush, 40 cents; razor strop, 30 cents .••.•...•.·....

2212 to':vels,

24

it:~~:} J~~~:~: :: ::: ::: ::: :: :: :::::::: :~:: :::::: :::::: ::: :::

Overcoat, $23.25; 8 pairs white pants, $28.80 .•..•.•••••..•..

K?T~~fi~r~~~~.::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1 I Bathing sui_t ........... ; ......................•.............
8

Cr. By .deposit ......•......•.•..•••........••.•••.•••.••••••

15
......... .

Pay from July 1 to August 31, 1886, inclusive .••...•...•.•.....
1

$13. 0211
29
90.00 Aug. 5
12

103. 02

Dr. To equipment fund ..............................•••.••••.
Boa.rd from Juno 12, 1886, date of reporting, to Au.
gust 31, 1886, 81 days ...•.•••..•..•..•...........••.
Laundry .........•.....•..•........•..•.•.•.....•....
Baths, shoe-black, etc ..•.......•.......•...........•.
Barber
·

$8.00

44.30
6. 72
1.40
• 39

II

T t
0

a1·

-1--------------------- ----

June 15 I Account book, 60 cents; blankets, $5.20 __ ...••••••.••..••.
Chair, $1.75: comfortable, $1.30 ..•.....•.••...•..•••...•..•
Mattress, $9.50; pillow, $2.40 .....•...••.......•..•••..•.•..
4 pillow cases, $1; 4 sheets, $2.20 .••.....•..•.•••.•......•...
22 I 6 sets belts, $2.16; shoe brush, 50 cents ......•••.............
2 C. bags, 76 cents; 6 collars, 55 cents .••................ : ..
F. cap, $3.02; pack en,elopes, 6 cents ..................... .
6 pairs unf. gl~ves, _$1.62; mug, 14 cents ......•....•.........
Helmet and tnmm1ngs ................•...... . ......•••.....
Ind. ink, 18 cents; ink, 3 cents ......................... . ... .
Pen-holder, 3 cents; Ci pens, 4 cents .. ·..........•••........ .
Quire unf. paper, 13 cents; pins, 6 cents ..... .
Uake soap, 8 cents; soap dish, 9 cents ....... .

July

j'

26
30

5 stamps, 10 cents; ::l pairs cuffs, 34 cents -. •..........•.....
2 quires, unf. paper, 26 cents; cosmic oil, 14 cents ••....... .
6 collars, 55 cents ; pomade, 14 cents ......... .

$5. 80
3. 05
11. 90
3. 20
2. 66
1. 31
3. 08
1. 76
4. 75
. 21
. 07
.19
.17

.43

~

1-1

t'-i

H
~

>
~
$38.15

>-<

>
>
tj

2. 29
. 79

a

6.40

4. 75
52. 05
2. 90
1.40
•. 53
,44

t_:rj

~

~

.40
. 69
1. 08

73. 07

. 20
• 59
.10

. 64
1. 50
1.10
. 05
• 20
.63

.11

00
O':,
~

00

.Cadet---, in account-aurrent with the treasurer of the Military Academy, etc.-Continued.

,

___

Date of
order.
1886.

Poliolng bnrrnoks ..•.......•......••.....••••.•••.•.•...••...
Gos fond ..••••.
Dancing

A.ug. 80

$2.40
70
2. 80

Authorized to receive the following articles from the cadet
quartermaster's department.

Dress coat ....... ...•...•.........
2 w. jackets ..•..... .. .......... ... ...........·.
Winter shoes
Winter shoes

O':)
~

Amount.

$18.10
8. 00
6. oo
6.00

Total.

I
$45. 20

156.42
Amount paid cadet qu11rtermnster's department .....

86. 31

Balance due ........•..........

$103. 02

Dr. By pny from May 1 to .Tune 80, 1887, inclusive ......••••. I..... : ....
Cr. To

ti1::ftt~~~~~::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::: ::::
Laundry ......•......•..•..•....•..••..••.....•...•..
Baths, shoe.black, eto
Barber ...........•...••..••..••...•..........•• ..•...
Policing barracks .....•••••

~~~}~\:·····

8.00
84. 00
7.36
1. 50
.89
2. 00
. 20
1.00

Balance due from last settlement
May 5110 stamps, 20 cents.; cak~ soap, 7 cents .............••......
Shoe-laces, 8 cents. 4 ya1ds shade cord, 5 cents ............ .
12 Box matches, -2 cents; bottle Ind. ink, 4 cents ..•..••.... . ..
Spool thread, 10 cents; bottle mucilage, 7 cents
Pad, 11 cents; pair suiilpender&, 57 cents ...........•....•...
26 I Package w. paper, lJ, cents: box pomade, 14 cents . .•.......
Bottle cosmic oil, 14 cen!"s; 1 pair ginters, 35 cents ........ .
2 pairs colored socks ...•...••..•••....•...........••••...•..
.Tune 9

80

• 27
.13
.06
.17
• 68
.26
.49
.62

1. 40
1. 52
. 28
.17
. 65
6. 00
• 20
.18

120.11

--

0

49. 63

1-3

l?j
Q
~
trj

2.67

1-3
p,p::,

>-<
0

>'lj

~

p,~

66. 76
35. 1\5

Balance due ..........•................................ , ......... .

p:j

l?j

14. 46

90.00

>'lj

m

.11

85.55

~

1-3

1.05
1. 60
.30
1.00

A.mount paid cadet quartermaater'a department ..••.

0

86.31

1887.

90. 00

~
l?j
i,:,

81. 21

Cadet--, in account-0U1·rent with the treasurer of the Militm·y Academy, June 15 to August 31, 1886, and May 1 to June 30, 1857.
Date of
order.

J

Authorized to receive the following articles from the cadet I Amount.
quartermaster's department.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -1---11----1 --------------------------1
1886.
June 15 I Account book ................. .
Blankets ........•..... ..... .. .
Chair .......... •..
Comfortable ........... .
Mattress ..............••... .
Pillow ..........•..... . ..... ..... ..
4 pillow-cases, $1; 4 sheets, $2.20 ...............••...•...•...
22 I 6 sets belts, $2.16; 2 C. bags, 76 cents ......... .
6 collars, 55 cents; F. cap, $3.02 ............................ .
Package envelopes, 6 cents; 6 pairs unf. gloves, $1.62 .•....
Helmet and trimmings ..................................... .
Bot. India lnk, 18 cents; ink , 3 cents . ................... . .. .
Mug, 14 cents; pen-bolder, 3 cent.,, .. ......•....•............
6 pens, 4 cents; quire unf. paper, 1~ cents . ........••.......
Pms, 6 cents; soap, 8 cents; soap dish, 9. cents ..•......•...
2 towels. 40 cents. tumbler 3 cents .........•.. -- --- ....... .
26

j······ ...

---·-

Dr. To equipment fund .......••........•.•............•.....
Board from .June 15, 1886, date of reporting, to

August 31, 1886, 78 days . ..•.•.
Lauudry .........•...•••••.•...•
Baths, shoe-black, etc .........•..
Barber . ...........•.•..•...•••.............•..•......
!~~c}~~d~~~~~-c-~~::::::::: ....•..............•......
Dancing ....•..•••••••.•••

$8.00
42. 70
6.75
1.40
1. 51
2.40
. 70
2. 80

190.00

-- --·

,---$0. 60
5. 20
1.75
1. 83
9. 50

2.40

3. 20
2. 92
3. 57

1.68
4. 75
. 21
.17
. 43

6 collars, 55 cents; quire paper, 13 cents ..................•.
Cosmic oil, 14 cents; 3 pairs unf. gloves, 81 cents . ....••. : .
1 pair suspenders .................... ...................... .
29 Tacks, 3 cents; pomade, 14 cents; gun brush, 10 cents ..••.
Aug. 5 6 collars, 55 cents; garters, 35 cents ........•...............
3 sets belts, $1.08 ; 4 pairs unf. gloves, $1.08 ......•...•.....
6 vest buttons and rings .....•........•..•................. _
26. I Package wasto paper ....•.....
Bunch shoe laces ...... _..... ..
____ .. _..•........•.. _• .
Button pliers and buttons .... .......• .............•.. .••.•.
6 pairs unf. gloves .... ... ............. ......... ..........•..
4 vest buttons and rings ..•.......
Box: matches ....
Bourdon.
Rhetoric.
Slate ......•...••••...

-~
.95
-~
.M

8
15

~

. 88

.~
~
~

• 23

1. 88
1.58
. 55
11.15
28. 25
2. 90
1.40
2.41

Pr;lf!c~i! ~-~~-

~
~
t:-1

• 17

4 pairs socks, $1.20 ................. .
2 eurumer night shirts, 70 cents; 2 pair drawers, 88 cents .. .
Shaving brush, 49 cents; shaving soap, 6 cents ............ .
Flannel jacket, !1\6.40; flannel pants, $4.75 .............•.....
Overcoat, $23.25; drill shoes, $5 .•.•.•.......................
1
~~~-:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1 I 1 razor, $1.61; 4 towels, 80 cents .. ........................ .
Tooth powder, 35 cents; bathing suit, 53 cents ............ .

.July
Cr. By deposit._ ........ ···-·· .•.•...•..............•..... ··
·J $100. 00
Pay from .July 1 to August 31, 1886, inclusive ...•... ·-········
90. 00

I 4 pairs cuffs. 68 cents;

I Total.

$38. 61

~

~
Q

~

t_%j

~

!'<
51. 00

.00

~w

-~

.11

-~

-~

l.~

.H

-~

1.00
1.10

-~

00
0)
C),j

00

Cadet---, in account·cu1-reut with the treasiirer of the Militar¥ Acaderny, etc.-Continued.
Date of
order.

I

i---i/

Amount pa.id cadet quartermaster's department ... --1 $123. 74
<..:r. By b nlnnco from last settlement .... ··:···.·:·· .•.••..... ......... .
P ay from May 1 to June 30, 1887, mclus1ve ..................
.
1

$190.00
29. 49
90. 00
119.49

Dr. To

t~ft~~ .~~~: ::::::::: _-_-: _-_-::: ~:::::::::::::: :: :::
Do.mnJies to mess property ..................•.......
i3~~~s. riiho~:bi~~k.· ~to:::::::·.·.~:::::·.::·.:::·.·.·.::::::
Barbor ............••.•.••..........••......•••••...•.

~~}~\\~t~~~~~-c~:

::: ::: :: ::::::::: ................ .

Gas fund .
~13riot1icals
l!ops and german.

&00

I Aathorized to receive
the following articles from the cadet
quartermaster's department.

1:;\~61

1887.
May 5
12
19
30
June 9

~00

.m

16

1.W

23

&H

.u
aoo

.w

Record book .......•.•.......••.
Pad .........•...............•••..........
8 pairs w. pants ..•............•••..
2 white jackets.
Dress coat ........ .
Unf. shoes ...................•
Shoes repaired .........•....

20 stamps, 40 cents; 2 pair drawers, 88 cents .............. .
1 bunch shoe-laces, 11 cents; :W stamps, 4.0 cents .......... .
1 box matches, 2 cents; stamps, 30 cents ...•.....••........
25 1-cent stamps ... .. . . ................................... Tennis racket, $4.25; 6 tennis balls, $2.10 .......•..........
Pair suspenders, 57 cents; paiqmmps, $2.19- ............. .
20 stamps, 40 cents; Ind. ink, 18 cents; w. paper, 11 cents.
W. paper, 11 cents; shoe brush, 10 cents ..... ......•.......
Matches, 3 cents; soap, 7 cents; camp chair, $1.31. ••......
Needles, 5 cents; 12 collars, $1; 3 night shirts, $1.05 ..•.....
18 ,est but.tons and rings .. ..................•..
O pairs cuffs, $1.02; 30 stamps, 60 cents

J,j::a.

Total.

___ , ___
$0. 63
.11
28. 80

aoo

18.10
4. 75
1. 00

1

~
ttj
i,:;

$72. 76 · 0
p:)
1-:3
162. 37
123. 74
0
>zj
38. 63
- - 1-:3

--

Balance due .•....•...

30

1.00

0:,

I Amount. I

1. 28
. 51
. 32
. 25
0. 35
2. 67
. 69
. 21
1.41
2. 20
• 54.
1. 62

-

111
ttj

w

•

1-:3
I>-

18. 05

Amount pald cadet qu1ntennaater's department ....

58.65

119.~,I

Paid ..•.•......•.......••..•....

Balance due ..•.•••.............••.••••..•.•.......... , ......... .

pj
i,<

0

>zj

~
~

41.95

Amount ...••..•.....•.•.•••••••.•..••..••.•••..•••••.••••• , .•••.•....

pj
~

. !)0
1. 32
.04
. 02
. 75
.57
18.10
6. 80
6.40
6.00
1.05

~00

am

~

0

60.00

58.65
1. 36
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EXHIBIT

K.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF HORSES USED .AND REQUIRED
FOR CA VALRY AND ARTILLERY DRILLS, AND DIAGRAM OF GALLERY
IN RIDING HALL.
WEST POINT, N. Y., October 13, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to make the following replies to the questions contained in
your memorandum of the 12th instant:
(1) Number of h orses used in mounted drills and in riding hall ?
The number used in mounted drill varies somewhat with the size of the first and
second classes, as a half of ono class is drilled with a half of the other at battalion
drill. When the classes are so small that there are not enough cadets available to
form a battalion a sufficient number of soldiers is detailed to drill with them. Usually
the number of horses used is about seventy. The number used in the riding hall will
also vary with the number of men in the first, second, and third classes.
.
During the coming winter eighty-seven cadets will ride in the hall every day for
five days in the week. The cadets are divided into squads, usually of from twenty to
thirty, that ride at different hours. Different sets of horses are used for each squad,
as far as practicable, in order to have fresh horses relieve tired ones. This winter
every horse in the stable not on sick report will be used once a day, and probably
from fifteen to twenty of them twice a day.
(2) Number of horses required for cavalry exercises exclusively f
There are now eighty horses in the stables. There are always a few sick and lame,
and considering the number used at battalion drill and the work imposed on them in
the hall, the number could not safely be made smaller. Horses that have been used
by one squad in jumping hurdles should not be ridden again at drill on the same day.
(3) Number of horses necessary to light battery drill f Give number of guns in
battery.
The number of guns in the battery is six. The number of horses required for teams
aud'for mounted officers and non-commissioned officers is sixty-two. Withthe customary allowance of surplus horses to replace others temporarily sick and disabled
the battery requires from seventy-four to seventy-six horses. However, with the
present number, eighty, it is difficult to get enough that will work well together in
h_ai:ness for the teams, and some are unsafe to use for draft at all. Horses :fit for
r1dmg are rarely fit for team purposes, and vice versa.
(4) Give length and breadth of riding ball, inside measurement; also size of galleriet'l for visitors.
. The riding hall is of rectangular shape, 73 feet by 213 feet. The two galleries proJect 4 feet over the track and are 65 feet long. At 15 feet from each end they extend
b_ack 10 feet from the front. The following diagram shows their shape and dimensions:
35 ft.

15 ft.

15 ft.
: 10'

j

r

I 4,

4,
65 ft.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

The

COMMANDANT OF CADETS.

8925-w 87--55

J. H. DORST,
Captain, Fourth Ca1,alry.

I
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EXHIBIT

L.

LIST OF PAPERS PREPARED FOR THE BOARD OF VISITORS.
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., October 14, 188i.
DEAR SIR: In accordance with your request as contained in letter of Mr. J<'hn M.
Carson 1 of the 30th ultimo, I have the honor to inclose herewith tbe following tables
and memoranda for use jn the preparation of the report of the Board of Visitors, viz:
(1) Table showing the number of candidates admitted and found deficient at preliminary examinations for admissfon to the Military Academy from 1873 to 1887,
inclusirn, showing number appointed both by the competitive and direct methods.
(2) Tabular statement of number of cadets ·admitted to the U. S. Military Academy
from 1873 to 1883, inclusive, showing number appointed by competitive examination and dfrect)y, with number graduated and casualties under each mode
of appoiutment.
(3) Table showing the occupations of fathers of cadets admitted to the MHitary Academy from 1842 to 18t17, inclusive.
(4) Table showing number of candidates appojnted to U.S. Military Academy, num·
ber rejected, and number admitted during the eight years ending September 1,

1H~7.

.

(5) Table showing the number of cadets admitted in 1880, 1881, 1882, anu. 1883, who
graduated with classes other than their own.
(6) Statistics relating to the class of 1887.
.
(7) True copies of the examination papers of a candidate deficient, in June, 1887, m
writing and orthography, arithmetic, and grammar, and those of another candidate deficient in geography and history.
(8) Letter containing information as to employment of time of a cadet of the fourth
class while in barracks and camp, with data as regards size of the visitors'
room, etc.
(9) Letter containing information as t<;> the number of rooms occupied in cadet barracks by cadets and officers.
(10) Letter containing information as to number of horses required at cavalry and
artillery drills.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavafry, Adjutant.
Mr. GEORGE W. CIIILDS,
P1·esident Roard of Visitors U. S. Military A.cade1ny.
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BUILDING FOR STATE, WAR, AND NAVY DEPARTMENTS.
OFFICE OF BUILDING FOR
ST ATE, WAR, .A.ND NA VY DEP .A.RTMENTS,

Washington, D. C., October l, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of operations
upon the building for the State, War, and Navy Departments since the
date of the last report, Uctober 1, 1886:
Work has continued steadily on the west and center wings and the
approaches of tlle west front throughout the year, the remainder of the
building and approacq.es having been previously completed.
The iron work of the roof was entirely .finished on January 18, 1887,
but the . last derrick was taken down on November 10. and the roof
covering essentially finished at tbe beginning of the winier.
Slating was :finished Ol! December 9, and plastering was begun on
January 4. The latter was completed in June, 1887.
Plumbing was begun on .Jctober 20, and finished during the year, in
connection with co-ordinate work.
The heating apparatus, having before been finished, was put in operation for test on October 15, 1886, and was continued under heat through.o ut the winter, to keep the building sufficiently dry and in condition
for interior operations.
The construction of the approaches was begun on June J 3, 1887, and
the masonry, including the Seventeenth street sidewalk flagging, was
finished by the setting of one of the top steps of the west main entrance
on September 17, 1887. This is the last stone of the building, the first
having been set on February 2, 1872, in the south wing.
On May, 23, 1887, the marble tiling of corridors was begun, and on
July 21 the laying of the floor boards in office rooms. Both of these
operations are nearly finished.
The bronze balusters for the main stairways have all been procured,
and the mahogany rail has been made nearly ready to go into place.
The stairway dome, in iron work, has been finished and painted. It
is now ready to receive the glass.
The iron work of the library room, occupying the attic story of the
center pavilion, has been long delayed in the hands of the contractors,
but is now going into place and will probably be finished without further delay or interruptiou.
All contracts of importance for materials and work have been made
in good eason all(l are well in hand.
All the windows are hung, and every branch of the work required for
the full completion of the builuing is under way in its proper order.
69
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Contracts in force during ihe yea1-.

Date of
contract.

Subject of contract.

Present condition .

Amount.

Name of' contractor.

- - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - 1885.
Apr. 29

Iron window and door.
frames and wash-boards.
Iron-work of library ...... .
Roofing slates . ........... .
Bronze balusters ..... .. .. ..

Aug. 5
Nov. 9
Dec. 3

1886.
Jan. 29
Mar. 15
19

William H. Jackson &
Co.
.
Snead & Co. Il'Or: Works.
John Jones ........... ..
Deoxidized Metal Company.

$70,633.10 . . . .. . . . .. . Completed.
$26,840 ... . . . .. . .. . . In force.
34 cems each ........ Completed.
Do.
$7,013.12 . . . . . . . . . . ..
Do.
Do.
Do.

Irnn-work of roof .. ..... ... Snead & Co. Iron Works. $56,688 ............. .
Iron-work of dome ......... Builders Iron Foundry . $10,500 .. .......... .
Bricks ............ .. ...... . Washington Brick Ma- Red, $7.37 per M;
skew-back, $8.5Q
chine Company.
perM.
19 Sand .. .. .. . ..... . ... .. .. . R. M. Miller .......... . 93 cents per yard .. .
Apr. 13 Cement . ................... Joseph M. Wheatley .. . $1.14 p er barrel. ... .
22 Paints, oils, etc ............ ·w. H. Butler ......... .. $1,563.55 .. . .... ... ..
May 15 Lathin g and partitions ..... John W. Hoyt ......... . Partitions, 29~ cents;
architraves. etc.,
20 cents; ceilings,
16 cents per square
foot.
22 Pebbles .................... John B. Lord . . ....... . . $1.30 per cubic'yard.'
Aug. 14. Iron trench plates ......... White's ~ons ... ...... .. Reeded , 53 c en ts;
diamond, 35 cents
per square foot.
14 Electric cables............. Standard ·u nderground 10-wire, 16 ceuts; 25wire, 28 cents; 40Cable Company.
wire, 44 cents per
linear foot.
Sept. 1 Bluestone flags for a p- Richard Rothwell . . ... . 63 cents per square
proachos.
foot.
11 ·\ Cut granite for a_pproachos. Davis Tillson ........... . $11 050 . .... ..... .. ..
25 Sanu for plastenng- ....... . John B. Lord -......... .. $1. 0:'> per cubic yard.
25 Earthen ware and brass- Myers' Sanitary Depot. $1,68!.03 ......... .. .
work for plumbing.
25 Iron pipe and fittings for Fred. Adee & Co .. ..... . •$1.300. ...... ....... plumbing.
25 L ea<l pipe, sheet-lead. etc., M. Reynolds & Co ... ... $629.30 .......... ... .
fur plnmhing .
28 Plasteringandstuccowork Srni th & Crimp .. . .. . . .. $26,640.10 .. ....... ..
29 Lim e .. .......... .. .. . ... .. F. M. L ee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 cents per barrel..
29 Plaster, hair, and white J. H. McGill ........ .... Plaster, $1.16½ per
barrel; hair, 19~
sand.
cents per bushel;
white sand, 1 2
cents perbusl!C'l.
Oct. 6 Fuel....................... A. R . ,villi ams & Co .. . Coal: Furnace, $5.IG
J>el' ton; st o v o,
$5 68 p e r t on ;
Cumberlancl.$3.5:3
per ton. ,voocl:
Oak, $6.63 per
cord: pine, $6.75

D o.·
Du.
Do.
D o.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Jlt'l'COJ'(I.

12
13

I

14
No,.

8

• caffold lumber ............ Gfoari1· A. Shehan.....

13
Dec. 27
1887.

F •b. 12
U
Mar. 20

Do.
Do.

Glass ...................... Semon Bache & Co .. ... $-!.825 ............ - Pipe covering......... ..... Chalmers Speuce Com- 11¾ cents p r foot - . pan~
Marble tiles . . . . . ......... Vermont 1\farble Corn- $9.0-H.69 ... ....... - -

late, flags, ancl slabs . .. .
hf'et-iron fluo connectious
I

Pio , solid, and screen
doors.
Mallo auy doors and lnm-

Emil Fritsch ....... -- ..
West Poiut Eugine and
Machine Company.

Do.
1

Cull!<, $16. O per M;
HelectH, $35 anu $54
$l,1f~/~·- · · · .. · ·· ·
$ 23 .............. -..

Do.

I

Do.
Do.
Do.

John O'Connor ......... $1,05151 ..... ... .. ..

In force,

Car lt•y • Ea t 1Ianu- Doors, $14,333.42:
hc·r.
lumber, $180 p r:M.
facturing Compau~·.
Do.
Eleva ors ................ .. Crane Elevator Com- Passenger, , 17,385;
:m•a, $1,275.
pany.
Do.
El1·_vacor car11, fronts and Poulson & Eget· • ....... . 11,800 ............ . .
au- cushion .
Do.
Bronz , bra . , and :rou Ilopkins · Dickinson .,.5, 7-11.55 ············
harilwar .
1.!nnufacturin~ Company.
·
I ed.
,Jam•11 II .• I Gill ...... 5.10cent~p1·rpouu1l. Comp et
David ou &, , 0011 .. . . . . . Mante·!~, • ,559.05; I In force.
•
1 lab11, -H.
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Contracts in force during tlw yea1·-Cont.inuecl.
Date of
contract.
1885.
May 28
28

Subject. of contract.

Name of contractor.

Broken stone .............. Hul!h Waters . ..........
Cement flooring .. .......... Schillinger.A.rt i fi c i al
Stone Company.
Cement ...........•....... . Jos. M. Wheatley ......
Gilt rods and fittings . .... . Joseph Neumann Company.

.Amount.

$1.85 per cubic yard
12 cents per square
foot.
$1.12 per barrel .....
June 3
Rod, 35 cents per
30
foot; tips, 30
cents each; eyes,
55 cents each.
30 Gas fixtures .. ... .. .... . .. . Mitchell, Vfl.nce & Co ... $14,533.40 .. , ... , ...
.Aug. 10 Iron fence, gates, and area Champion Il'On Fence Fen cP, $690; gates,
stairs.
Company.
$3:W; stairs, $102.
23 Mahogany wainscoting, Herts Brothers .. ... .. .. $3,448.25 ....... -·- ..
trims and mantels.
25 Parquetr.v floors ..•........ Boynton, Peet & Co . _.. $1,170 ...............
29 Glazed tiling ..•............ J. F. Manning &Co ..... $421. .... . ...........
Sept. 13 Gas fixtures ... , .• . ..... .. W. J. Buck, Son & Co ... $14,519.30 .... .......
23 Grates, fenders, etc ........ J. F. Manning & Co .... $1,615 -- -- ----- ----28 Coal ..•. ................... J. Maury Dove ..•...... Furnace, $4.65 per
ton; stove, $5.15
per ton; chestnut,
$5 per ton.

Present condition.

Completed.
Do.
In force.
Do.

.Annulled.
In forca .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

With the exception of the library room, it is still expected, as expressed iu the last two annual reports, that the building will be entirely
finisbed and ready for occupancy in January next (1888).
The prin·c ipal items of work remaining· to be done are the completion
of the painting, hanging of doors, glazing of stairway dome, the ironwork, painting, tiling, and glazing of the library, erection of elevators
and fronts, and :finisbing the wells, putting up the main stair railing,
hanging the gas fixtures, and setting up the marble mantels. On the
exterior of the building the sodding of the approaches, erection of the
iron fence and gates, cleaning down the masonry, and asphalting the
dri Ye ways are yet to be done.
No appropriation was asked for the Jast year, and it is believed the
funds in band are sufficient for the eqtire completion of the building.
STATEl\IENT OF FUNDS.

Revised
Amount
Amount
Balance

estimate of cost of west and center wings ........•........ _. $2, 163,·478. 61
appropriated to date ...............•........................ 2,163,478.61
expended to October 1, 1887' ...•...............••........ __ .. 1,879,445.41
on hand October 1: 1887 ...•......................... ___ . . . • .
284, 03;3, 20

Very respectful1y, your obedient servant,
THOS. LINCOLN CASEY,

Colonel, Gorps of Engineers.
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